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|BASEBALLERS-DORSEY
By. JESSE. GROSS -.

- Mississippi, which. has rélictant-bowed. to integration

TN Q&A-JAZZ

on “the.

niversity:.levél. after .a’ series of-| “

Se
NT CANT _| PLUGSBY‘CASEY’ AIDES
‘teState ‘of. the.os, film’ -in- |
TOUR!for.
ae MAY GET CODE SURGERY

‘delaying tactics and a Fiot in which
two. men were. killed, ‘is .one. of |. .. Baseball and: ‘music’ --will: -ride.
: “the. few. southern states’ closéd:'to |,tandem. on™the-concert ‘circuit this.
: “professional legit: this: season .be-- season.-. Five’ ‘ballplayers. have been.
., cause’ -of: - segregationist policies. -get.to. deliver” sports. ‘talks as ‘ad-.
. Alabama; Louisiana and: -‘South
junct:to:.the show .put: on by the

Miami, Oct. 2.
Cocoa Beach, ‘Fla., ‘where Negro

chirp: Della ‘Reese recently. signed

to play the Starlite Motel,-has been.

taking..on

-Mississippl_

overtones.

A hot fight over the color line dethat “:the: blame. --was- ‘properly
Washington, Oct, 2.- -veloped among the local politicos,
placed—namely' on-the-“bad--man-|. ‘phe ‘Television Code may. put. the .citizenry and the. club. Sud_ageément” -“of.“some-’ of. the com- the clamps-on.“Ben Casey”. ‘show den issue caused the Starlite much:
}concern over its: pact a~with the.
‘panies. So. says a highly. articulate- ‘characters going » ‘commercial,
Carolina ‘are: three: other -states. Tommy - Dorsey: Orch *‘with ‘Sam. Tony~ Curtis: who ‘is-““fed wp: ‘tol. “Code ‘Authority. ig ‘considering |:singer.
-here’”’ with the ®‘widely’ reported. proposals to “clarify and ‘strength-} As it stands now, the thrush is
“ where’ professional. legit perform-- ‘Donahue... -).
{condemnations ‘of. stars re. salaries, |.en”. its so-called “Men In White”: Set to open Oct: 13 in Cocoa Beach
" -Ances are. barred because of-rigidly |-.
rset ~-temperament, :personal” “be: provisions. The. possible. action is but: the first two days..of her gig
“énforced laws. requiring the: ‘segre- “The © paliplayers: Set “by:
| Barzie,. Dorsey: orch’s manager, are
‘a result.of queries from the New will be played’ at the local high
|
havior, ‘ete.
ation. of theatre audiencés,
"Phe. situation: ‘in’ the’: ‘south ‘tor. ’Jimmy Piersall of the’ Washington }..- “A star -is:‘going for broke every York. office regarding: pub service: school to a: Negro audience. Then.
and Bill ‘Skowran, Clete! time: “his..-name-- appears”. ‘on B announcements. by Dr. Zorba and she'll finish out the week at the
‘professional. legit: is: generally’ ‘not ‘Senators
|*
‘Starlite, for the ofays. Miss Reese:
[elt _(Continued- on-.page: 78):
(Continued on ‘page: 78).
‘dustry long enough:

‘It's about’ time|

(Continued. on: page 78)

as desperate, :however,.as. originally | ~
‘anticipated when it. was: agreed a |===

year. ago. between ‘Actors: Equity}.
‘andthe: League of :N.Y: ‘Theatres

_.t0, outlaw. performances .in- segre- |.
‘gated. theatres beginning. last sane |
(Continued: on.page 68)

‘New. York’s Basin Street East put

| “off. She's: the first Negra to work
(Continued
ontinued on
on page 7
78)

,Prez’‘Repairs

|$10,500,000 Lady’

StillUnderWay

Profit Thus Far;
“Molly Made 3006

For3 s.in DC)
Do

" Washington: Oct: 2:

ME: ‘President’ : is “anfrozen.’ m
“Everybody.” is. hard . at’ “work,” Steve Allen:“*The Steve Allen Show"? :
says: producér ° Leland --Hayward:.
:; Top-to-bottem revisions ‘in-writ- Ing, music; staging and dance’ are.|

woe Groucho Marx “The Best ofGroucho".

“My Fair. ‘Lady, * one of three

"Boris Karloff «Thriller”™

WPIX-11 1S.LOOKING MORE LIKEA NETWORK

underway,. he adds, -and: the. show |" ;
may not. be: “frozen”. :
-again “until, .

tional” Theatre -before: the: ‘highest
‘ranking crowd. ‘ever. gathered. for-:|.”

- Single “legit: performance’ .and|}
. drew. ‘unanimous: negative. reviews | .
_: . from’ the three Washington . news- |.

@e
re
.

a
ao1¢@

the |‘distributor’s

| ~|

WEIGHT INFULTS .

“Americana * ‘Hotel:. _néw.. .Loew’s- |:
_.Tisch de Juxe. hotel’ on. 7th: ‘Ave. |” ahd 52d St.,. NewYork; claims: it

__ has. “that much business - booked’|

“for the next five years.as it cost to t~
open the-¢lass 50-story; $50, 000,000. .
hotel.oa

$10, 000.000. ‘convention’ and |.

panguet ‘biz. gross: per annum’ is{_
“not” beyond - the. realm: ‘of. reality;
|.°

-espectally: in. light .ofthe intensive.
way. in. which” ‘Claudius | Charles.
-".Philippe, exec veepee |‘and: g.m:.of.
the “Americana, :has” been pitching .

. for: -and luring. away ‘some .:of . the |
“gompel ition’s choicest affairs.
a
e-

|

far of around

$10,500,000

on its

‘The film. deal also. provides for
the -pay ment --by- WB of 472° of
of. $20,006.000.

gross ‘in extess
Thus, additional.

‘Teoin .could be ‘forthcoming:

There
_Lare-also other subsidiary legit. pro-

“While* the: critics --were: reacting |
(Continued on page” 68)

AMERICANA MAKING

last Saturday night (29), is figured
to havé earned a paper ‘profit thus

of — ‘subsidiary
coin)
comes
to
$1,980,000. after the deduction of
107 -commissions..

0's
yeePy

"papers. ‘The -audience, ‘too, ‘never } .

aa

: ‘closings |on Broadway and. the road.

$360,000 investment. The .figure
‘Prepresents. the accumulation. of
| profits from all productions of the.
| musical, plus income due from the
isale of- the film rights to. Warner
| Bros, ©‘for .$5,500,000.
Of that
| amount, the production’s share (on
| the. basis of.a standard 40°C cut

about. 13: minutés before we: open. :
An. ‘New: York.””.
©.
‘The
‘misi¢al ~ : was. - originally :
: “frozen” for: its last three’ per“formances:: .in. .Boston: But -:it..
* opened ‘here -Sept: :25. atthe. Na-

- “seemed ‘to warm to the show.

| will be living in a private house

"1 at: Cocoa. and will be attended bysix police. officers. She had origi| nally been set:to open Sept. 24 but
the «situation plus a booking at

~:

Gleason “The Honeymooners"? -

"~ Gardner McKay "Ady

s in Paradise”

AND HORE!
oc Keep your’
network lookwith WPIX:11.-You do just that

ductions including the touring
|+eompany) still in operation. and
from which

|GLASER’S “NEW IMAGE?

FOR SONNY LISTON

“when you supplement your rietwork:shows In-New York with.
aschedule on WPIX-11, Your commercial is-surrounded by." ag
big-'stars. and.-shows like ‘Art ‘Linkletter, Walter Cronkite, Hie
Lee Maivin, John Derek and:‘Many. more=all .on WPIX-11,
Minute. ‘commercials.in prime time in anetwork atmosphere’™
of: top ‘shows ‘and: national. advertisers 1is what: you. get
Levey night onWPIX-11; New York's. Prestige Independent:

Whereaare.your 60-second: ‘commercials in:
i ‘New York?”

mofe revenue is ‘antici-

| pated... Other information: regard(Continued on page 72)

“Sonny.. Liston; new. heayyweisht
champ, and Xavier Cugat & Abbe.
Lane have signed representation

deals. with. Joe Glaser’s Associated:
| Booking: Ccorp. Glaser this past
| Sunday .-30- booked the. fizhter: on.

{the Ed Sullivan Show: and is linin.

up a batch of: theatrical ‘and other”
Ttypes

of enzagements

dheen dss cribed

| in what

has

as a campal: 7: 19.

-| vive: the -poXer a * new

imaze. = The,

(Continued. on page’ 73!
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Within the film trade,’ last Mon-+¢

day's (1) inception. of the New
importing

‘the Manhattan

frater-:

nity.

|eles|

- Dee, 31, 1965, which at. least. saves: ‘from PD (public: ‘domain) ‘those...

1962, ‘copyrights .expiring’ ‘from. ‘Sept. 15 on, finally gets: the. Jong
“overdue and. much-needed. new ‘legislation. Of the--road td Somea where. It-is: hoped that: ‘by. the end of 765: the’ ‘Congress Will- have

Rebel Yell—’6 g

f{.

“York ‘Times Coast édition’ is being]
folicwed with’ particular - acuity by f.

| phe President'ssignaturing of
¢ the: copyright. ‘extension: act:until: :

7 enacted a.new- Copyt ight. Actmote: ‘consistent with:realities, and

‘After: the Dixie: weekend,
the. switch was: ~
' “How-::to Secede. byReally, -

. the.rest ofthe. world.

| “The:1909'Copytight Law:has.ridergone: SO. ‘many:anew’ rulings, i

| < Trying.”
a
‘Theorists ‘hack. east, noting the1
sheet’s at-home .influence on- the |
arter boxoffice, think it might ‘very..
well duplicate, its authority. out
west, and espeically in Smogsville.
Initial: cir¢ulation anticipated “by|
the. paper’s: management was .100,-}©

“conditions: and: recognitions: by: modern: techniques: of the. utiliza~
:tion: Of literary; artistic: and: musical works. ‘forprofit, that anew
omlaw: combining every. elemetit has. long: ‘peen. necessary. Even. ‘the’
- “global projection’ of:music, ‘sound and ‘performance via: Telstar ;
may-

| Abergheti Sisters To
Continue Alternating As.

000: But. whether more-er

less is|

- be: dated: a“decade: hence:by. Interplanetary mobility.:

Touring ‘Carnival’. Stars |

irrelevant. It’s .the weicht ‘it“that |.
avy
the influentials
ries with
' Arina Maria. Alberghetti will-re-| =
“The President's sienatuiing’ ig“veryheartening? ‘Acons of: bar=
-eounts.
sume. as. Star’ of. the road. ‘produc- |: ©
Surmised by. the ‘eastern. exper- tion. of. “Carnival”. riext: Friday- (5)fe
1. yisters representing: allthe creative arts: not: too long’ago had come. ov
tise is that the Los Angeles en-. atthe State Fair. Music Hall, Dal-:}' : Congr. atulations to. JOHNNY °
back from: Washington a ‘very disappointed Jot.. "The climaté seemed *
vVirons' may ‘evolve as an aFtfilm las.. She’ Il be retur ning: -to ‘the: role. GARSON on’ the’ succéssful: Jaunche
market second. only to New: York |-she® ‘originated. on Broadway, - suc- ing. of his “Tonight” show. on NBC.. “awry: ‘to. them. ‘Somehow, :all’ this. ‘despite’ Register ‘ofCopyrights wey
of \‘ceéding Susan Watson, who headed,
in b.o. stature as a consequ
‘It's ence
figured
‘I was: indeéd-.gratified to “collab-'J-“Abraham L: ‘Kaminstein’ S.genefal. sympatico: ‘The attorneys: ‘were;
a
the Times: move’ in.
the touring version of the musical orate. with’ Johnny - in. the writing
San Franciscans - already have a- anti“ “she and. Miss. ‘Alber ghetti of. his. theme,‘songs Johnny’ = ‘Theme.” . forone of the rare. times, ‘unified. It was'an-imposing group indeed”
sharp. attunement, so .won ’t.. be sw:‘itched assignments. last April..
“both /ASCAP. and. BMI were represented,.along .with ‘the Authors”.
much. affected). ‘Suggested. by. ‘the.
Miss:
‘Alberghetti:
remained.
with:
|
.
League of“America and: the:‘Dramatists Guild, ‘the songwriters. ‘and =:
is. that +
Manhattan. impresarios
the -toad company °-until :‘the’: énd |
1. the. ‘publishers’ associations, the motion picture industry: and the:
some L.A. marquees: should soon’ of .July when she was -‘succeeded
be lining up for the. new-look ‘to.|. by her’ sister, Carla “Alberghetti."!
“networks; the. book ‘publishers. ‘and :all. the other. elements. inter='
‘take advantage of the anticipated During her absence; from the musi-.
| ‘ested in copyright.
The same reasoning.
momentum.
eal, Anna. Maria has: played a-Las|
indicates the indies will. be hiking Vegas engagement. ‘She was shifted-|A wealth of copyrights: of the:1903-45 eras“already 1 have passed Pelt,
Aheir filmage ad outlays accord-:
|from the. Broadway ‘production to‘.
ingly.
1 into the: public :‘domain—songs. by.. Vietor’ Herbert :‘and. George M.
the
road
company
‘principally.
to
stands’ to
Such "development
7 Cohan. among them, riot.to mention: books, ‘plays: and other works. .
headline the show’s. engagements |:
benefit the homégrown dailies, too, in :Los Angeles: ayid: San’ Francisco: |
| Many a 1906 ‘copyright was. threatened. with: lack of ‘protection as:
but the Times, assuming it proves |

"PAUL ANKA.

Eifel vlog
f

Flame Day

|".

(Continued on page 68)

i

She'll take over for her sister|.we

the 56-year. maximuim.term, was expiring this:year. ‘Thus,.at- least,

By.-GEN E:“MOSKOWITZ °:

“|, the 1906-1909 ‘copyrights remain. under. protection: for ‘three ‘more.
for the Dallas: stand:“which runs:
Paris, Oct.
. through Oct. 21; then: Carla will |": The Paris: benefit - world. Ces+fyears. ‘until, some possible: new. enactment ‘extends. their. life either.
|:
musical
the
until
again: headline
n pattern .
‘miere’ ‘of: Darryl. F..Zanuck’s “The 7. for 76. years. (as is‘one proposal);; ‘or adopts. the:‘Buropean

Cantor Projects
3-Web, $15-Mil.
Special for Salk| SinatraReminds Arabs.He||
‘| Begins an: open-end

bookifig Nov.. Longest : Day”. (20th) last “Tuesday.
.‘of.author’ Ssifetime-plus-50-years. Sal
+
|:

:
f
a
Subsidyof1

| 12..at: the Shubert Theatre, .Chi-: 425) was. a2 triumph for ‘the film.
:Lago, with Anna. Maria. back’ as. “It created-:a ‘veritable holiday feel-:
star. ‘On .Broadway, Miss. Watson,:{ ing in :_ its: midnight |‘fireworks
| whose: contract with) “Carnival”
‘| was up last. ‘month, has renewed first. floor-::‘of the. Eiffel Tower: to:
for. an indefinite Period.
| oWer:: ‘25; 000 massed ~ Parisians.

My.Son,The Ambassador -

_ -Dorothy-Gordon is :resum=.’
' “ing. her. NBC ‘diseussion™ ‘pro- :apram Qct.:7. at. 12 rioon. with
| belaw..
;the subject: -“Latins.. and .The. :
‘The’ -2.700-seater theatre. in the |. “Alliance? For Progress.” “This ::
‘Palais de :Chaillot,.at :$30..a° head, ae ‘features the. ‘USS. Ambassador
Eddie: Cantor: today :Tues.)- un-_
“Was ‘packed. . ‘A. ‘show’ biz’ and .dip- 4°" to. Brazil,’ Lincoln: Gordon.. =
‘veiled a charity project for televi- | Was. Helping. Their Kids|
‘Jomatie. who's, who ©were present. :
sion designed to raise $15:000,000“ambassador *‘js her .son.
Hollywood, Oct. 20: | Proceeds. went to:several. French:| The
~ ; ‘On Oct.:14 Mrs. Gordon. pre=. m ene day for the propased- Salk [ Following a report that’ the ‘Arab:
Résistance.
veteran
groups:
“A
.din‘oundation - in La Jolla,. ‘Cal.
sents Willy. Brandt, “May
3 or. of
ca
League has’ banned Frank Sina-.} ner -party for 970, ‘at-the Chaillot,.
Washington; Oct. oe
‘Berlin, |
7
a
“The veteran ‘entertainer ‘reports j tra’s. films “and records~.in:“ArabWhether’ ‘OF:not the: Senaté makes oro
followed:
the.
pic:
w
ith.
those.
attend:
|
‘that he has already obtained clear-|‘countries. ‘because. of -his. attivities ||°
_ hinowr and. ‘approves -- Federal:
ances from. AFTRA and the. mu- in’ Israel during .a: ‘recerit: world °ing having paid: $70 a head.
| subsidization.. of: the ..performing’ *-..
. The military .displays,. ‘the foun-.
sicians’ union, .as well. aS 12 major. 'tour, Sinatra®™ issued the following \.
. farts . with “its: ‘hext=to-last ' breath ~-:
tains,- the -tanks, the: -flags: ‘before™

r a "a
oJ
Fo

FrenchNewsman Victim”
Vi
this session. hinges:.delicately ona ..
OF That ‘OleMiss’ Mess.“1 number
:ef -factors. Odds, however,’
are -aginst the. historic ‘Step...
1whére would :condemn, anyone for|‘sive. .The. film unspooled from 9
pm. ‘to ‘midnight. and then’ the din- |
Was ‘Also aPlaywright Chief. obstacle to ‘passage. Of:the
| aiding: children: ‘of ‘whatever -faith, fers -filed ‘into ‘the’ well -ldid out:

television personalities, to put to- :statement: “+ the .Chaillot entrance; at: the foot|
gether the two-hour show entitled:
“TE it. ‘is:true; cc ‘am ‘deeply. “ais: | of the: Eiffel Tower, were impres- |.
as‘Something To*Remember.” which. appointed ‘that -statesmen
any--/:

he hepes‘te

beam simultaneously

“over the three major networks.

subsidy ::bill-‘authored. principally.
Show will comprise classic video Jor. origin:
| dining: room with, two. orchestras.’ “Paul. “Guihard; “the: “Agence.
by Sen. ‘Jacob “K. .Javits. (R-N.Y,) |
‘segments of from seven to 10. min~-|
“In Israel: way ‘Tecent: tour there |‘Big windows.’ looked out on the. ‘France. Presse‘ ‘reporter; and:some-. is. the ‘frenzy of the Corigressionalutes’ in length by. such performers “was
|
- to raise ‘money: for. an: inter-. Eifel ‘Tower., “On: ‘the: ‘first floor : ‘time London Daily ‘Sketch. corre- ‘finale’. Many observers.expect the:
as Polly Bergen, Edie Adams. Jack faith ‘youth ‘centre -in. “Nazareth,” a' |.
: spondent; who: was -killed. ‘in ‘the: 87th. session's .fadeout- this :
Continued, on Page: 78) °
weeks. —_
Benny.. Perry Como.. Bing ‘Cr asby; ‘primarily Arab centre, wheré the
QSunday (30): student. riots. ‘at. Ole |! end.
one

Sammy Davis. Jr.’ Judy Garland, recipients. will be _primatily: Arab:
Danny Kaye. Mary Martin:: Ethet -children.
Merman,- Phil Silvers ‘and: Dinah“My world |tour, which: included.
Shore.

1 Miss,« ‘also-. was

Javits” bill,“ calling’ for’‘Federal’: :

.a- nov ice =“play-

“| wright.”
He : ‘scripted ‘the™- “avant bankrolling of the arts up ta'$10, -.
| HoyPerhapsNo i “|
garde play,-‘The Deck Chair,’”.an- 000,000: a year, ‘doesn’t figure to. -...

Israel, was dedicated to benefiting :
Cantor, whois being. assisted on | children. of all faiths. I had hoped |-.
the project. ‘by veteran radio-fele-. that adults’ everywhere had- one |

ay:
Of “Lost. Generation’ }.off-Broadw
winter,:.

presentation... “last: Yeach the: Senate floor. until today. .

(2) or ‘Wednesday’ 3)... That: ‘makes
By WOLFE: KAUFMAN
Trony ‘attend: his death: inthat’ he. -itia. cliffhanger. House’. action. fs.
a
“Paris: Oct. 2. . “was agpigned tto. the: Oxford; :‘Miss.. Nirtually--impossible this session..
will be ‘requested_of the networks. | “Sinatra.-visited: ‘Istael. during | ° For a few. months, in. 1919, “Rob- -Showdown. on his. day- off:: And; in} “A Javits aide: said. ‘the.. senator. ;
-“T think the entertainment. quality April; May and Tune. tour: last’ year ert McAlmon was ‘a’“Hollywood. -bit|the ‘one dispatch he: had Managed: | “would:| befid every effort”’ to:
bring -vision executive, Harry Maizlich,: {thing “in .common—a
said that.no specifie ‘time ‘or date ‘children.’

love’ ‘for. ‘all |"8

of the show will be: so outstanding

at. his own expense.
that it will attract maximum’ aus, \'more. than: $2,000,000.
(Continued on page 78)".
- performances: °

He raised |player. He* Inight: have become an fo get: -Off, he ‘said: ‘he had been’; tt
in. ‘benefit 3‘actor,. maybe. even a‘ star*.. these |* “extremely. well: “recei ed”.hy. the a
”
ae
a
‘things. -happen.. But: he ‘didn’t. care.: ‘local.| citizenry,
{He took. his. few: bucks: ahd ‘blew;

“(Continuedon.“page
7B)

no: oné will ever. Know: whether. he |. = a

{+had

a" “potential:9 ATE that. ‘the’ 5
ose

Hooking young man: with a midwest
{background - rand * ‘a ‘lovely - (sweet)|
voice, plus’ a-“good. ‘repertory .of |i]: .
’ Tkade"‘Mark “Registered” ;7 ay
:
‘cowboy.. ‘songs. Acting and. films}
both - bored :‘him, so -he’ moved: to ||| FOUNDED 1905.“bySIME SILVERMAN), Published: ‘Weekly:‘by.variety.
‘Silverman,,.
ah
Syd
:
aie
‘Chicago, New. York, ‘London, Paris:
154‘West acth.sts‘New. York 36
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(as:

himself”). and. ‘where, ‘in-the flash-:|
Ling 1920s; he becameé one:-of the
}|!-.
mest successful ‘writers: of the so- tf]
called: American: “lost-: generation.” ||| .
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he |found

}| much, that ‘is;:as “he--ever.“found.

age
i

- The ‘period - between -1924- and
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{tory of: international. art~ (writing, He
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_ABEL. GREEN: Editor

“Bilis”-.;
cheoa
7 New ‘Clb
un
: Belew - “66.

' Chatter.

~

|

‘Film’ Reviews os
House |Reviews

Eititor,. ViARIETY:

Your “Titles Confuse” itern. »

. Tce Show Reviews

MEd. in which “you quote. 4:“‘major -.[ If::. Inside” Pictures .
“company employe’s” reference..
Inside -Music.
“to “Longest” Day's ‘Journey’. ||)" ‘Inside Radio-TV. .
' Into. Night”. reminds me -of.-Inteinational:
J Avhat_ T heard © some months... j{. Legitimate~

|-. ago when: a"‘couple: of other:
films

-weére.. current, “namely:

-

“Phe. Guns ef:Navarone Sun-.
day.”m

o

ty

Arhour ‘Weyné,. .

=

cr -

qe Casting -.

“Panny
One. Year—$15. 00

cltywood

“6404 ‘Sunset Boulevard, HOllywood: 9-114i:

|}

Joye. was: there and’:Gertfude
_ (Continued. on"spage 78) -

;

“JSUdson 22700

i} |Era.” :In Paris,’ it was. an especially |
{ripe’. period; ° Paris, * for the .mo-}}
| *
‘ment,. Was ‘the -gathering’ ground;
the. oasis; the ‘meeting-place. James

|
INC. .

* Literati

ik.
oe,

cone

Obituaries ~
' Pictures: .
fede. igh
09 |-- Record’ Reviews a wae Oa
8 } Frank: Scully. |
41. :Télevision pee Rar
OF |. Tolivision- -;

2.)-.TV Film:

se’

Tee

res

“PT Television Reviews.eles
‘s | 2Vaudeville’-: canals se

- Wall Street’.
“DA ILY VARIETY.

‘@Pubtished,inneey

Oa. Year...
“~

‘by Daily Variety, Ltda”

$25 Foretgn: S
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WARNERS BARS’ VARiFIETYin
| ONSTON WN
| $EducatedGoics:Joseph E.Levine's.
“KINGS?SPEEDED)__EmbassyMayGoPublic’Next Year
Warner: ‘Bros, brass got pretty. mad at Vantery: last:‘week over. |

“fl
;
“Gypsy”. review-‘and .decidéd: it “doesn’t: want thé. paper, both ~

the Weekly:and Darty Variety, around in any of our offices.” WB |
éxec yeepee Benjamin Kalmenson ordered: the:company’s ‘national:
publicity director -to, so:advise’ Vartety, including cancellation of a

_By JACK PITMAN

.-:- flock. of Subscriptions. to both-papers ‘which went: to: the: sundry’ |
WB offices. and ‘execs, on. both. coasts: and:‘atound the:globe...

‘Don'tTake Wrong. Turn

By. GENE. “ARNEEL™

It could be, per:much conjecture :
|ately,
‘that. Joseph E. ‘Levine: is .

:Amarillo,: Tex., Oct. .2:
‘fixing -to “B90 public.’ This is. the
twin Drive-In. ‘Theatre’ has. j logical. expectancy attendant his.
industry .hasn’t ‘changed ‘its modus |:*-eonstructed: ‘a well-lighted
swift.and. impressive grow th—the
ne paper isinured: to:that, knowing that the vexation is.emotional.
the.-. two.. | evolution: from promoter to prooperandi. all “through*.the: years, 1°.: ferice-.- separating
For this:reason. hé' prefers ‘going’ it:|...: screen. ‘areas -“with - a two lane.“| duction-distribution continuity. To
“phe: punitive ‘fdea. with: threats’ “of -withdrawal. ‘of advertising” alone, aligning -himself with: .terri-| «... exi
xit..
-_ ; “g0: public” is, of course, one way
a and/or: subscriptions.-went: out. of style..even in: the. -heyday -of. | torial distributors ‘who, in-turn for |: With: different programs now . ; | of ‘assuring: the acceleration rate.
Hollywood. : Any industry. ‘of. stature recognizes: the’ importance . releasing” rights, provide: guaran-.}. showing. on ‘each .-screen;. an‘Levine’s own response to queries
tees. ‘He. already: -has” $7,000,000| -..0ther marquee has been. conto acknowl|

.

nine,

Getting mad: over.a4 review’‘is'an. oceupational wagary. Any.neivs-’ |

Samuel “Bronston considers’ it].
||
‘deplorable: that the American: film}

‘and: Value of its: trade press, Vartery,- in its 57th-year,. has existed.
this ‘point is merely
thus guaranteed :‘for “95. Days: atl: structed .above .the’ boxoffice, _[Lat
edge there's thinking on the mati longer and survived beyond: the historical ‘spatofTost show. busi- -| Peking:
‘denoting the -choice. the driver : ‘ter. Read another way, it’s maybe
wea

(f Mess. entities,

Bronston: complains ‘about glow. "must: make: ‘on™ entering: the: ” yes (tiext.. year).or maybe no.

‘playoff. of. expensive’ ‘pictures,’ Ppar- Lo ozoner.

the: -degree of. revlewer-expressed«enthusiasm tor’‘or against: War- . ticularly:
King’ of- Kings,” . he
wet “her Bros... “Gypsy” is besidé the: point.. It: almost. doesn’t: warrant.:} pointed ‘.out_.this: week,- cost ‘$8;-|

Not

immediately

-relevant,: al-

=| though: understandably it could be.inferred otherwise, are those large

Samuel
.
Bronston’$|

wees ‘pointing -out that: ‘the.VARIETY critique. was ‘not: ‘an out-and-out.|100,000." ‘to ‘produce. - The: interest |}
' “pan: that,‘in. fact, it was. “favorable,”. albeit ‘qualifiedly favorable. *- ‘on. the Joans. for. this: investment-is.| ,

and’.just. keep. mount= |: 7.
And the accent was:on its boxoffice: potential, But’ this is -extrane-"> cumulative
ing. Tt comes. to.a vast. sum,

production. investments which perforeé - make. Levine ‘receptive to
| major company. ‘overtures.. These

“New US.Corps.

are practical deals not. necessarily.
related. to the. present and future
@:| capacity of Embassy Pictures as a
significant ‘distrib, a status in fact.
Bronston. * “Midway. Productions: already enjoyed . ‘by ‘the company,
_
aR,
;
.. |,|'far-I. laid’ an’ egg. -I must. change
"Some: time. :
“2
the |“campaign. ‘because’ the way: and... Bronston-Roma . Productions and’ as of the ‘moment even. gain“Among the:prize’
2 displaysin the private.office of Jack}L.‘Warner,e, things: “now... are: the.. ‘Tecoupment. have: been. formed: as:Jimited part. ‘ing in. ‘thrust.. As it happens, éar--

~ ous’to the-basic fact of film company .caprice with the trade press,. ip.

and makes’ one wonder: about: the basic nervousness of the Warner*:
’ past Week, Said. ‘he’§-“heartbroken” .
-echelon. It could: make.“Walt Streeters, wonder: also—as Ithas for. ‘over: “Kings’” ‘pace and :adds: -“So’
a

is. too. slow,”
adjacent to. the executive diningroom,: are the Vaktrety stories ban-.-| rate.
:

:~
SEL ‘Cia’ Cotns. - .
. neérlining’: what Vitaphone—the pioneer “talkies”--did for Warners,“Bronston, ‘whose’ new: produc:
until .then’:a. struggling indie. ‘Which: proves: nothing encent ‘the ;z tions:
-blueprinted™ through ‘to. 1964°
‘old proverb, “What. haye’ ‘you.done for me: lately?” ge
_.-fare- earmarked (at™.$40,000,000,-.on

nerships- as: “per “the. required. Te- marked for release between ‘now:
‘and. the yearend are at. least six or
-an

- galistics:.. The - filings. Tefléct

seven more. properties.

-nustal situation ‘so far. as firiane' But:even: as he relies more. and
ing of motion ‘picture: ‘production. 7
Jmore on his. own’ distribution .ap-ig concerned.:—
+}
paratus,’and
his. own wherewithal
the. other. hand “is. ‘doing: ‘just.. fine|2
“Showmen. who’ attempt to: punish honest ‘eviewing. are not.‘only. | ‘with “EL Cid?” This already” chas
|. . Producér Samuel ‘Bronston. has. ‘for supply,.the door remains open.
| two: pictures coming: up. under. the. and: ‘the welcome mat out for
old hat but self-defeating; They..are.about as amusing:as.a. child | grossed -almost-- $14, 000,000.
: “Kings”. was Teleased -by Metro, “aforementioned. limited ‘partner- majors
who dig an _ association.
“in tantrum: “That a. supposedly sophisticated. main-of the world.
ships,- namely. “The Circus. Story”’
puts himself, ‘and“his company, in, the. awkward ‘position. ‘of taking . 1 0) Cid” -by Allied’ Artists. ° He’ and “Fall of .The. Roman. Enipire.” Coming up is’ Paramount, .undertaking: to finance a_ $5, 000,000
‘vindictive: action ‘for “a: reviewer’s: “failure. to: sufficiently: rave” recently closed.’a- deal’ with. Para- "A: limited’ ‘partner’, is Pierre. S.: (maybe
more) -. .“Carpetbaggers”’
. for: the ‘American: release
3 almost incredible in the:year.1962...
es
ati: |‘mount
‘duPont;
E:
I.
‘duPont.
‘de
‘Nemours,
negative.
in exchange for world
Of: a cifeus- picture and .is* close to:
vo agreement: -with Par .on. the upcom- Wilmington, “Delaware. “The: gen- ‘distribution, A fine deal, ‘Says
“What has. Warriers acconiplished by this. spiteful action?..“Only - ing “Fall: of “Rome” and ‘others:- eral .‘partner. ‘Is- ‘Bronston.. :
.| Levine, just. fine. ~
$5advertise its own.insecurity,. Not for a long time: has: Vartery
Bronston ‘¢commented:, “T like“ Para-, --Significant arigie is ‘that ‘duPont, | Importantly, too, there. are indi« heard. an executive vicepresident: of a.film: ‘company. ‘revert ‘to that... mount. “The original founders. are. ‘who has ‘been: fiscally associated ‘cations this new- relationship could
old ‘cliche; “What, -does a: $50-a-Week 'Clerk know: agout,b Judgingfstill ‘there. You: talk: to- them: ‘and: with. Bronston in. past. production, -blossom—like,. say, in a global way
: ‘you: -know.. ‘where: YOU - stand.”Pes “| activities,- ‘is:-ealled- upon -to lay ‘involving acquisition and. distribu(Continued:
ontinued: ‘on
on page <20)
:|.The “El -Cid” ‘figures ‘are ‘vastly:“lout only :.$4,000:for ‘each: Produc:
Pte meaningful. .to- -Charlton . Heston, {tion initially.
.. -[ Who: receives .5°£% O£- the: “gross. | It could: “welt: be ‘that: this. is all
a, i
| .
*.. I The “star’s - cut: goes’ ‘up to: 742% | that -duPont:- will’: ante. Up, . -this nis
with :“Peking: ” THe ‘inerease”™ ‘4s. “being. under-the _Bronston way of \
ItS. lain | reu »:

“a fim

‘Connection’ Lite
| NY
YStatej

. ‘traceable to.the. fact: that Heston. doing business. .”
:|just got: 714 %,. for: his work in’ Mel.
The:. ‘Bronston-Midway
Shavelson: Ss ““Pigeon. ‘That: “Took

“the new.Times Square. art thea-4
tre, ‘the’ D. ‘W. Griffith; was due to
Open ... last: night.’ (Tues.). ‘after }}
‘VARIETY’S: press hour with the. local | {}:-

“Rome.”
.
= | -- Sophia: ‘Loren’. ‘is. “to: receive’ a
Straight
$1,000, 000° for. ‘Rome.’
i Regarding | this | ‘faney.- handout,.
States Bronston:° “Its: because she
fits -‘the. Part.’rn
Lot

preem: of the Films Round Worldj|
(Irwin Shapiro): indie: junkie. ‘pic,
oo
7 2 Miaiat Beach:
“The Connection.” ‘Pic’ was: being ,
‘préefaed |without ‘a “license: from |:Editor, “VARIETY! “st
Am.4op
sure:reserved
-you.. tealize’
‘that: the |
. the :New. York’ State’ licenéing -di- ‘three
seat ‘upcoming

'
‘company :
will make. “Circus”. starring |John |

U Won't Tamper

Way ne;. with: ‘six’ months ‘of'shoot-After doing a_ hesitation step,
ing to: start.”.next’ Augtist .at‘ a.
‘cost’ of -$5,000,000°-to $6,000,000. ‘Universal ‘isn't foing toe tamper
Paramount -has: the American dis- after ‘all with the title of “Freud.”.
tribution. tights and. territorial dis- ‘the John Huston production: deaidoctor's
tribs: will -participate. around: the ing with the -Viennese
{rest of. the world. “It’s. to’ -be shot early use: of: psychoanalysis.
Distrib also sees it playing the
pat various. global points.
°
the
better
to
‘smaller. «houses,
. Bronston-Roma. will make ‘wean [3
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IndustryPension.
DibursementsTo.

-wision,: It sseemed™ probable’ that

the. police ‘might
.
|move to prevent attractions.this fall -have’ no .top|
‘last -night’s performaiice | (an -in- female. stars: in ‘any of :these -top|:

|

for aud-.
of The -Roman Empire,” ‘an: epic { establish identification
1
fences
“deemed
most
likely
to dig
| starting-next Jan.-1-.in Spain. and-

‘blueprinted “to cost: between. $10- ‘the film. .General..release is sev‘pictures.
Am:
refering.
to.
“Mutiny
000,000. ‘and .$12; 006, 000.:No Yank eral months: off, ‘bat U will play
_ Vitational affair) -or™“perhaps - toOn
’.The..
Bounty,”
“The:
Longest-}
distrib
has.’ been. ‘Set - as yet -but it: before yearend in Los: Angeles
* day's performances-- “Wed,
‘the
Day’
‘and:
Lawrerice:
of.
Arabia.”
releasing
agencies in. other global ‘and New: York in order to qualify
first. ‘for the’ general ‘public. .
it -for ‘the Oscar and Manhattan
areas. have ‘heen’ ‘arranged for...
‘Attorney :. for ”- the:- "producer, +". Don't -.you ”.consider this” very |
; critics’ prize..
“The uniqué aspect’. ‘of ‘the ‘Bron:
Ephraim. sondon; ‘who ‘pefsuaded: “unusual? I believe - these. are the:|As..for the title, feeling. for a
Hollywood,. ‘Oct: 2.0 4 ‘ston’ enterprises. ‘is this:. The pro- |‘time was that marquees might rean appeHate. court to: reverse: thé:+ first pictures’ ‘that.: have. gone on''a
‘ -Griginal New. York: Eduéation Dept: hardticket .pasis.. ‘Sans-- a. femme |”’ Benefits: totaling -$3,128, 528 were. -duction -money is. caming. from. act better’ to something like ‘Freud
“Martin. Caplan: ’ . paid:.-to. ° 1,491. ‘retirees. during. :the ‘multiple’ distribution-“outlets. :
‘pan on the picture (because of .the |*star.
'=-the Dark Passion.” But. now it’s
_Boosevett“Theatre; M. B. "|
period Jan.:“lL 1960, ° when _ pays, They provide . guarantees .and this: -Stet—or. at. least ‘until © sees how
four-letter, word. 1¥ times.-on: the |..
through “Aug. - 3l,. -Of course’: ‘bespeaks.. confidence in : the early. engagements 80.
soundtrack). . ave. the. Bo-aliead. for |":
"1962, from ‘Motion - ‘Picture Tnidus-. ‘the! producer, * * the opening
even-.: though thé}:,
| try-Pension. Plan,-it was-reported.by |.‘ Pierre. duPont, . as. the limited
- court’s’ ruling ‘is’:“currently: under |.
.” -" Pension’: ‘Pilati ‘administrator *Mark| partner, -is. called ‘upon tobe ‘reappeal ‘by the. Board: of -Regénts;
=: ‘| :Bushner.: Report, madé cat: Plan's: 7 sponsible for*Any “eompletion” |
- which ‘directs’. the N.Y. Jicensing |
+ monthly:, ‘board: :: meeting, : -showed ~money ~ that might - be-. required. |
‘division. It ‘was speculated Tues- |
that, :of.. retitees;: 1,234. were: also. Still, “the. main’ responsibility. lies
day: afternoon. that .the police].
fully “qualified for. benefits” ‘under’ : with: - Samuel. :-Bronston., Produc: |.
‘might ‘move: to také away the new}“
Health ‘and- Welfare plan. «---: ; tions. itself.
., theatre's license; arrest the -man-]_
Paris, .Oct. 2.
. Actuarial .report for 1961 -pre-'|“ager. and: perhaps. also. ‘the ‘projec: .
.
Minneapolis, Oct. 2:°
; tionist.../Showmieii here are: much, atten=| ‘Sented |.by: Johnson: “&: Higgins.
“North ‘Central Allied, this area.8
“This: according to’London: would: tive over. ‘the. 22-hoiise. nae: first: stated: that’ 26, 749. participants: ‘con-:
national Allied States’ unit,
_ pave: the: way for’ a- new court fight:
mostly. concerned With small ex.
to -test: .(1)- whether. . the. -staté’s. ‘run’ ‘of :‘United- Artists’. “Road. “to ‘pared: té =‘etnployers’ : ' $4,369,801: -To. See: French ‘Boccaccio’ {hibitors’ problems. .But ‘it has: just
licetisiiig .‘statute is”. constitutional, ‘Hong Kong.’”.Reason‘is, the. freeze. -Emplovegs ~ ‘pay’. 7e per” working: “Joe Ee Levine's: Paris: Visitation. come ‘out; through President Maron nabe* admissions, has been lifted. hour to Plan; _employers*pay. 113¢. ast” week; before.,:going on™ to
(Continued “on Page. 20):
7 j-and “Road”. is! “playing at-a new|: per employ G6, ‘plus, additional 212 Rome and ‘production ows; was. to. tin. Lebedoff; with an appraisal of
-Ltop
séale. Resuits: - of ‘the _ day=| to’ Health’ and .“Welfare. -Fund, : gander. ‘the .just--dubbéd: “Boccaccio exhibition: génerally. ‘And it isn't
-dating:- may be” ‘inconclusive, |‘but. Ar erage: retirement- age. for 1961 70. oo. “Sketch _ pic’s: .three’ femme -a favorable one.
“experience .so.. far. suggests. . audi- was- - OT.average -:annual. hours ‘leads—Sophia. Loren, Attita Ekberg|- Even for the “bigger boys” the
ences: ‘aren't resisting. higher: prices} ‘Avorked: | by participants; . .1, 591. { and Romy Schneider—repeated. for | exhibition. state. of. affairs. is suffering. ill-health: today, , according to
ag long..as the product’ is -fresh.:
Plan's" administrative costs’ Wweré the French ‘linga versior..
+ this appraisal.
. Trade *‘interest-- also fastens .6n ‘Jess... thati ake2G of net: contribu.
“Some 200° conv entional dates ‘are’
“The. Longést. Day” (20th) playoff tions...
The w ay that NCA looks at
B,
:
an set fo80"‘starting.Nov. 6.
| plans. It :preems: here’ Oct...10, fand),
_} things the. public is becoming.
_ overly discriminating and only will
: Fwo-day gathering in’‘New ‘York. a’ fortnight ‘lence ‘moves: into ‘sev:
attend the ‘super-excellent films: in
of RKO circuit. ‘division ‘managers -@ral: other’? keys. ‘That’s | ‘unusual; *
‘suffécient numbers.
As a: ‘result,
“winds-up. today (Wed:).:This is orie: especially for. a ‘powerouse attracof those: ‘regular’ pows: ‘for the -pur-. tion. -Recalled,: for instance, is*that|.
‘ordinary “just good” pictures,
| which previously”. held their own
- pose’ ‘ of appraising’. “all operations, { “Ben-Hur” |“was * ‘deferred “from |.
_. and: alsa’ to: ¢ué. the. field: force: on- ‘other’ dates. for. :six--montkhs: after|. “Although ‘Tony: ‘Curtis: has nid. intention of. taking up residence | well at the boxoffice,. now’ are hitabroad in order to: increasé- his: take-home pay, -he .¢an :undérstand
ting the, skids. And because of
a the fall-ivinter product’ lineup: ©. the. Paris’. “bow.- The. distribution. . “a
[1 amd? sympathize: with those ‘who ‘do.: “Until. the tax structure’ is.
Matty: Polon;.:v.p: and ‘chief“film | braintrasting ‘on “Day”: |
‘this, more -:and. more theatres “are
buyer. for. the chain; «is presiding. . -cérned that a delay ‘itt moving ‘the f=“overhauled so. that some. consideration is given: to the. comparativ es ‘unable to keep. out of ‘the red.”
-. Other ‘homeoffice. execs sitting~in “pic: onto the: French market would}... ;“ly: ly.” short’ earning. span. of any performer .or:: artists,’ said: Curtis, :
‘Current . grosses attest to the
are Tom‘.O’Connor,*‘Tom -Crehan,- risk:..dissipation- of .much. .interest | Stars’ Will continue-to move to Switzerland or some such tax haven:
vaforegoing, asserts Lebedoff. The
“Fred: ‘Herkowitz, | Charlés “ Horst- ‘eurrent here. .Pi¢ has had: beaucoup. .
“Coneerning ‘himself, he gays: “I'm still:‘a fairly. young fella and~ . situation,’ he claims, is especially
“-man, Fred Squtiré, -Ed- Avery, ee ‘promotion,. ‘and. the expectation. is} “figure: T still have: some- good. earning: ‘years ahead. of: me.: I m abie: 7 tough for theatres w here long runs
. «to. save. a little money :‘now and dont: have to runaway: as
=
"Koken: and Michael ‘Cojohn:.
foraa ‘substantial Paris, run, *
can't be sustained.

ae Retirees |

Terrible’ | hing Happening
On Way.tothe Theatres:
“Public Discriminating

Uh
Showa
§

Paris:
s ViVisit
ris
rine’sé’s
5 Pat
:
Levin
tributed §$9:638.375 to Plan, com Joe
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‘October. ‘Aboaf’ Drive

=? “Qetober :Aboaf:”- 3

five.
7_ ‘week: : - overseas ‘sales - “drive
named for Universal. veep and

|

{|°

-As..an: ciample. “of:the kind.ot bad mianagemeiit which
co

general: manager’. . believes. to -be at the. root of.-so: many. industry: ‘problems t ony
jay.
E foreign.
k Heritage Sparked%Antigone’;os
eck
Americo Aboaf, was: latinched:”.| separate: story);.the actor recalled his fight with Metro over the (even
Exhib’s Pride |in. Gree
Sept. 30 and. will ‘run: to Nov. 3.°-)_” -ally: abandonéd) “Lady L” script. -Both he and costar: Gina Lollo

Hope: to Recoup. 200G:

prigidt:

“The «42. overseas ‘branches

had. approved the first. script, which was then“ rewritten‘ ‘by~ directé

: will -participate: in ‘the annual . | George Cukor. who wasn’t ‘told: that both’ ‘Curtis and: Lollo had acript.
sales contést, repping all Major
‘approval...
' "overseas
..teritories™ in: which ;
Some. ‘months and ‘about:18° scripts’ jater,” ‘Said: Curtis, the “script ,

“production to. ivy on. easy street:
By. VINCENT CANBY
|financially.
It isn't necessarily: news. when U operates. "|
Interestingly.
| was worse ‘than ever. and he and Gina réfused..to do it: In. the: midst
‘enough, though. .On The: Domestic Front.
an exhibitor enters the ‘production: ay Antigone” “was made- by: Greek f.”- Top: winner’s of: cash ‘awards ‘| ofall this pressure, Curtis bought ‘ore share- of: ‘Metro. stock. ‘“I told °
side.of the business, but. it is-when talent throughout, all: the backing. " ‘in Universals. ‘26-week. domes: - - | them,” -he: said, “that if they: made us go° through ‘with it, I’d’ start’ a’.
|
value S
in-' . tie sales drivé in-Milton Rack-:. « ‘minority ‘stockholders ‘suit. against management: for’:‘ruining: the:
he elects: to. ‘make -a picture of. was. supplied’ by: .American
°
tvestors ‘:via.Perakos’ Norma. Films,’|- “mil’s
-}:.of my: one.“share of stock:.’aa a
Rosen’s.
Joseph.
‘are
name
‘such estoteric dimensions as. Soph-. ‘With’ all of these. irivestors. béing. of
“Atlantic seaboard: region; and:; “]* ‘Alten: Rivkin will produce the:45-minute stow:which. will. piecede
5 he
ecles’ “Antigone,”** ‘filmed in. its; Greek descent. Aside from: Pera- |..
--.
~ “W, .A; MeClure’s Jacksonville;
| Oct. 26. appearance .of ‘Adlai. E. ‘Stevenson, U.. S:- Ambassador. ‘to thé ..
;
kos,
-all
the
investors.
were
from
classical form though: with a modss Fla., “exchange.
oa,
United Nations,. at. Gréek- Theatre. : “Program. will: be ‘part. of festivities.
ern Greck text. This is what -Con-|: “outside. the. industty;’ ? motivated, "
‘Up. in. Canada,” the. -Van- - ‘conimemorating: United’ Nations “Week.”
according” to the exec: ‘producer, -“eouver: branth Sf Empire-Uninecticut. exhibitor Sperie. Perakos
Partial- list of .Sponsors. includes ‘Lucille ‘Balt. Milton: Berle, ‘Tony
‘by a pride: in‘ the Gréek heritage| versal, the Dominion: distribut-.
has done with his ‘Nornia Films”. and a desire’ to dispel: the notion [
_ Franciosa, ‘Judy Garland,’Marsha Hunt,--Rita Moreno and Barry Sulling. ‘subsidiary, came: ‘out:-on‘
J-ivan. Writers and’. composers contributing. to. -program: “will be’ Leonard
“Antigone,” . starring Irene Papas | that ‘Greece exports nothing: but: ?< top... It’s managed -by: Brian
_|Spigelglass, Paul Webster,: Philip. Dunne, ‘James: Poe, ‘Les. Pine, Alex ..
and now in the. midst of its US. || Testaurateurs, °
|: Rudston-Brown.
North and Sid. Kuller...
;
ow
~. Not’ An Easy Sell
premiere at the 55th Street Play- |.
and Fifth Avenue: Cinema | Speaking from: his. years: of exe.
| herience
in exh itition;. Perakos
York.
_| acknowledged that selling ‘a film:
Though thie’ production: COSt. élose 'such as. “Antigone”: in the’ States

‘Arthur Hornblow Jr,Whose: latest feature. is.
ours War Lover”: for
| Tony’Curtis. ‘Sans ‘Agent:| Columbia;
‘experienced .an. uncomfortable few: seconds. during. ‘a. preview.
of his. “production. at New--York’s Criterion. Théatre ast: Thursday (27)
Praises MCA’ sWasserman; |snight;
At-a highpoint: near-the ‘climax the: sound: went -off.: ‘Fortunately.
te $260,000,- which Perakes thinks" “presents very. ‘special -problems:.
_it was corrected pronto: But’ they --were nonetheless.a long: few seconds wo
Obviously,
it:
will
“have.
a
limited.
isa record high for a film made
‘Hornblow. Despite’ the flaw,’ -Hornblow. later: commented:.
Agency .Fade’ ‘Hurts: Films for
‘by the - Greek film industry, ‘Pera- appeal, put he. feels that the. "sper f
‘was.the:most attentive audience we’ ve ‘had ‘50°
y far”
Peete
house

‘in New

cialized’ Stateside. audience is ‘eer|-- - With.: : the™ dissolution. of. Music
kus has every. expectation that it. tainly large’ enough. to turn a profit ‘Corp. ‘Of-*. Ameriéa
as a. “talent | - -Produetion -“Code Administration. office:‘in .“Hollwood. ‘peceived. a:
Will eventually earn a profit. Actuc on. the fiim, “if that audience can: ‘agency, Tony: Curtis is‘in’no rush
ally,- he’ explained, “the original: be Treached. ad ‘Though Perakos The-. to sign’ with -another. percentery: letter from:.a California .weman :érclosing the.“‘Lolita”..ad’ which asks..
,
Was . “substantially ~ eX: | atres controls or is: affiliated. with. Crediting. MCA prexy Lew’ Wasser-: the: question: “How ‘did they ever make ‘a’ picture of. ‘Lolita??” -The ;
' budget
er ‘underneath:
ceeded,” due to preduction delays, ‘about 22 theatres in Connecticut,
man ‘with: having. ‘guided: his career .‘femme had: circled this line: and pencilled .in. her ‘answ
a
and
the
shodting ~ schedule. -he thinks -that he will beable. to] to stardom, Curtis said in: New}. “With your. connivance, you: ‘filthy scoundrels.” Ls
stretched out to a Jengthy 58 .days: - date. it in only about: two- of. those York last week that he: feels . he’s}
Had the original sked. ‘been ad-‘}. theatres. ‘Throughout the country. now in..a. position: to’ go" it “alone,
|: Wall Street buzz: has ‘it. that -Columbia’ in.‘itsearrent. ‘fiscal. yéar“will
P
-g0 it ‘Jawyer
alone, | ‘wind -up with: a protit of $2. 50. per share. oF more. ‘Company last.
t.year.
hered (6, he figures Norma Films: he expects: to.get about 400. book- ‘that. is;..“alone
with. ‘a:-Z00d
earned 31.70. ‘per share.’
eould have. recouped ° dts” produc- ings.
|.and a: business manager. san
.
tion costs in Greece alone.
The. star’ ‘feels; -howev er, that the |:
“ However,- he'ssees: an “additionally
Curr ently, according ‘LO. Perakos, ‘long and profitable ‘career for-the:| dissolution ‘of “MCA is,- “in. about
the film has taken in a theatrical {pie when it oes - out in-i6m for. eight’ months: ‘going to turn out: to:
‘fross of about $100: 000 in. Greece, distribution” to: -schools, colleges, .‘be :a tremendous blow to the in|.
with approximately.-65°¢ of: its libraries,.. cinema ‘clubs, étc. Ac-|:
-dustry. a. “According: ta: Curtis, the:}playoff completed. ‘Unfortunately,| cording .to: one estimate, the: ‘pic: agency was responsible “for: get-t
Seattle, ‘Oct. 2.
however, boxoffice and. -ather taxes. ‘might be good for as.-much’ as ting ‘films: made” ‘and. also: ‘saw; to]
Emmaitucle. ‘Riya, Frerich ‘film
|:
will take about half: of that. amount, ‘$18,000. a year, for10 years from. “jt that “stars were never so-.overwith another slice going. out for. this area.’ As ‘yet, Norma -hasn’t ‘priced: as. riot: to’ find :employers.” star, here with: ‘producer, Eugene |-ad- pub- cigtribution, costs.
concluded any: deals for its release. | “A product ‘of.‘Universal's: “‘talent Lepicier
and i writer. . Claude’ .
-Foutside -of Greece: and the: States school,” ‘Curtis: ridiculed: the ‘idea- Mauriac of “Therese ‘Desqueyroux” |
Hopes For Waiver
hoping -that. iwhere -Ellis -Films. is” handling), that he-had Jearned ‘anything: from.
Perakos
is -now
‘for-the American: premiere of. the}: French: producer :Raoul ‘Lewy’so
Greek governme-+1- Wil take note but Perakos is apparently confident. the ‘talent. ‘program: .itself,: citing
ot. the film's special qualities—pub-=-} “that. revenues. ‘from:..around the ‘instead .‘the fact.that he. had: ‘had |film. “in. the. ‘World's Fair: “Play- |.suspended production: ‘of “Marco: Jicizing the ‘cultural ° heritage of world will,--when.., added” to -the'} an opportunity. to work:almost: con- house, ‘liked the Fait, but was sur-+
Polo, ” in “which: Seven. Arts has. ‘a
Greete—and waive taxes on “Anti-- Greek ‘and “American | income, ‘push tinuously in films themselves, mak- ‘prised’ at. shorts, and red.. socks
financial: :“jnterest,. ‘apparently . 48. .
‘gone’ as-an incentive for further. the :pic: over the top. In. all’ situ-"} ing:as many. as: six’ ‘Pictures: a year:
productions. If this comes. ations, the film: is -to“be played jin: and ‘getting. experience :“‘in:action.” , | worn: by Wworien. - : On the:"fair |:still alive.: At least, it was Jearned- :
such
the.jits” original versionPlus: subtitles. . "Fhere.-was a drama. ‘schoor on the. grounds...
about, ‘the producer expects |
in- ‘New ‘York’ this: -week: that. Tony”
“They’ re. all right,
a ‘Mnie. Riva: Curtis had ‘been. ‘approached about
lot, but he.never went: to it—the.
only. thing’ he: might. -have learned . said _ (through =* ‘an’
interpreter; ‘taking -over. thé “title: role; if and| would” have:‘been. to _Jook.:and ‘act’
‘none ra the: three. speak’ English) |when the picture |ever gets. ‘back,:
Tike everybody else: CSAIF the girls
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“eame out ‘of ‘makeup: looking: like.if the. woman. is’ well- “‘puilt.”- a On. the. ‘Shooting ‘track:
a ‘Leretta’ Young”). : “Re: _ Speech. | Mime. Riva said ‘she had received: : According. ‘to:one souree’ close to:
:“schools: “They? re okay if: you have several .filni -offers -since: “winning. |

‘You flew
TWA, of

yome

award, as best actress at the Venice. the ‘venture, “however; Curtis: ‘had ,
; Serit to -about 12: different’ ones, Film -Festival. but -had”-not .ac-: ‘been ‘contacted: -but: only: ‘in. “the.
F “until. each: of the teachers wound cepted “any. She“ said. she-would. most. general: terms.’*: - "This. source -

“an impediment.” He. ‘says.-he .was

‘|Jike to do a fiim ‘in. América; but}.-said “he- ‘DeHeved: it°would be :too..
Until” “his “hip. breakthrough” could ‘nvt ‘Until her ' ‘English it: . costly. to start’; thie. “picture. over: ;
-with Burt Lancaster's’ “Trapeze,” ” proved.
again, which: would, in. ‘effect, be :
“ She - -gamnires- American. stars,
said’: Curtis,. he. played | in. “every-"
thing: they. gave me.” ‘With’ “Tra= finds’ film: cacting © difficult ‘be- necessary. “if Curtis were hired to.
peze,? which -U only ‘allowed. him. cause “you. do -it’ in’ such: small’ take’ over. the role’ which. ‘French { to-do" atthe urging of Wasserman; pieces’? .‘and” is -not “interested. in’ ‘star: ‘Alain Delon. hhad been: ‘playing™ ;
jhe hit‘the big time and then could. any: . production’: which .;- does: ‘not |in-the.sequences thus. ‘far- shot...
| afford-—indéed, he ‘had. to. exercise combine - the’ talents of. “a: -t0P |
Asked why 7A ‘Would’ consider: :
discretion in.pictures.. Scripter. and: a ‘top. director. : .[replacing ‘Delon, With whom -7A -.
up with ‘a.‘New York accent.’”

|. -He..was “lucky, ‘Curtis: acknowl: 4
7 edged, in-having gotten, his Start at]
ja time ‘when-: pictures ‘were -being.|

“made: in- .a steady" stream... Tyros. |

LAY to NY.

‘|has” a> ‘multiple - picture ™ contract,
the source. would oily say that’ 7A
a has ’“‘a ntimber of: ‘other. properties:

Frankie. 'Avalon,

- suitable for. Delon.”

'}.today, -he -said,, can. only turn “to | . Jacques. ‘Bergerac

- available in’pix themselves.
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Paris and Rome.. Even if TWA didn’t fly direct, people‘. -. Neil. Vanderbilt Jr;
“Charlotte Van Lein:
would still prefer TWA for Royal Ambassador First’Glass.
service that treats you like a royal ambassador: Yourtravéel =~7 | Don 'A; .Wortman:.
agent or..nearest TWA- office ‘can Bive: you: other good. |. }:
Stanley - Adams.
reasons forflying TWA to Europe and. beyond.

Epes.

Ralph ‘Alswang
oded., Bregman

“: Frederick’ Brisson
Nationwide. ad

Worldwide.

‘depend on’

}* Paul’ ‘Davis © =.
* Gant Gaither.
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‘Bob: Katy oe a
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4 “Groucho: Marx .
Eo Pat O° Brien‘

“Ann Sothern.

campaign... -Fhe:

«| the. Christmas. release, is:made -up..
it principally of ‘sti IIs . of - the ‘Salta |
‘| CArg.).-:. Toéaticns: “and - ‘the . stars,”
:.) Tony: . Curtis,” Yul ‘Brynner: : ‘and

7 “Christine: Kaufmiann inaction. | ..Veep.-Fred: Goldberg. hosted. the

-

“press. conférence. and outlined. the.

US: to:Bae

‘UA ad-pub efforts ‘on.behalf of. the. -+ $7,000,000 film. In, addition to the. |
; advance: trailer,-company ‘is. editing .

_ Harry: ‘Bérnsen. y
Robert Breckner ~.

|’. Steve. Broidy-.
“Marcel ‘Dalio.:
‘Samuel G. Engel...

| >. Florence Machmais

_. Harold Stone

* Norman: ‘Twain.

advance... -trailer,-

| being ‘made available’ Oct. 15 for. -

.

Bernard .“Smith”

Gry sti Fi

“| “last”-Phase. ‘of its “Taras: Bulba” .

Leon. Roth:
. Wesley" Ruggles- Jr:
Bobby Rydell.”
«
: Tommy" ‘Sands:
Dinah Shore’ ©
‘< Mort’ Sidney

| Jack: -Sattinger

David ‘b. -Graham.-

“|: George Hoffman

| the roving. eye ‘of. ‘the. motion: ‘pic:..
‘| ture camera, was’ -shown to |‘the::.
‘| trade=press. in:‘New ‘York -‘Monday.
-} GQ) by United ‘Artists as: part-of the:

. Robert. Q.: Lewis:

7 oo Dennis. Weaver

unique. theatrical ‘trailer, com:

prised. of’ still -pictures explored: by.

Irvin . Kershner™
|. ‘Larry’ Kert.:

-Beverly Mather
Jan Peerce

Robert ao
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Mike Gruskoff-,

: “Harry.:E. Gould”

from San Francisco, Los Angeles. and. Chicago to. ‘London,:

cinematic travels.

. “Helen
Ree Haves
00: 00.
“Req” Jacobs

. | “Bertie. Green. .
<-. Richard” Gregson _

Who doesn’t? Flying direct’ saves. time, and TWA. flies aon ‘Leontyne. ‘Price
w
York -to twelve Of: eof _.John ‘Ramshaw
direct (no. change of plane) f
rom Ne Yo t
Richardthe most popular cities abroad:
TWA. also. has‘ direct. jets be o Chifé
Fred ‘Robbins. .

me

.. |. Martin Davis.
- George. Englund
George: Goodman:

“* James: Dobson‘.
‘Donald: Flamm

:

: Since financing : is Levy's. big.
a headache. it's believed ‘that: the.
-.- |}
producer felt. that! Curtis* mame. in
= the= picture -- might. provide. “the:
| draw. to secure: ‘the. money. neces“sary to get- “Marco” back.on Vis,

‘+ tv.for- that: kind ‘of experience. and |.’-“Mauriee Chevalier
= exposure. which | was . previously | Choo Choo’ Collins.
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fits 11-minute. ty: featuretteon- the:
-. [pie down: ‘to- ‘four. minutes; which:
“will ‘go out ‘to theatres. in:‘Novem:
| ber” prier.:to: ‘the -Yegular. trailer. .
These’. “supplement. ‘a national tv.
t campaign
in. 100; -cities -starting-:

| Nov: 28;.a8. well: ‘as the: extensive |
newspaper, “radio, record-and- ©
outdoor. “teaser -

on music,. : and.
ob ‘campaiens.
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156;2d;‘Grima’176, 9

“Nol.

} PanicModest$6,500,

~ Seattle;“Cu 66, 11th

Se

ae

Fair$8,000In
Buff; ‘Grimm’. 5G, aD
Newcomers HelpMpls.;De fantO’K7 ooh
$5,200, ‘Convicts’ 56, ‘Gri 1G, Th
10

_Wedaeadey October 3,1962 A

PICTURE. GROSSES

“Wand
LahiG

“Buffalo, Oct; 2:

“First-run trade - ‘shapes ‘sluggish |
-here this stanza.. One of. the better |.
“newcomers is: a | Thank.‘A ‘Fool,’ f..

+ but. it’s’ only fair: at the. Buffalo. |
- pitisburgii, “Oct. :2..
‘|“Hell-To. Eternity”.looks thin at.|
- Fresh’ product. -is, helping. somes.
| Genter, “Damn. the. Defiant” ‘Tike| what: ‘this. ::week -but.. most. ‘exhibs.
-| wise is sad-at the: Century, ’
‘are:: crying because. . of: product
-rently but none appar ently shapes |
“: Estimates for’ “This. Week
‘shortage . and © playing * films - that.
aS. &. smash. Most prominent of. the |
|-would -not™ get. a: downtown. -ran-Buffalo (Loew) 3 .500; 90-$1. 25) 1
Indianapolis; : “Oct. 2. “Thank. a :Foo!’. (MGM) and .“No[°
:Portiand, Ore; Oct. .2,. -| ordinarily. “No. Man. Is: An. Is}and,’
newies. is “Damn, -the: ‘Defiant,’ont
a1 Biz. is still quiet here,. fhe’ ‘Bane- ‘Place. Like ‘Homicide’ .tIndie):. Fair: Not. thuch. doing here. ‘this ses- with .good. ‘notices, looms lofty” ‘in’
okay at. World.
sion with dearth of: -new,.. strong ‘first ’-at-. the: "Gateway. -. “Scarface
- | up: being sounded ‘by. the Liston-.
It’s the 32d. session | for ‘the as- Patterson -fight.. telecast: which- $8,000:.. Last. week,.“Damon: and. fare . blamed: the ‘most. However, a
Mob” :at. Stanley. and’ “Flame .in wo.
‘Pythias” | (MGM )- and . “Savage
Acnishing “West: Side. Story:”* Still:

Minneapolis, Oct. 2
Following recent patterns, ‘a few
newcomers are appearing here cur-

|Enemies’ Pai4.500,

Pani’
Sharp$6,000In
In

Indpls.;Fool’ Thin56

grossed. approximately

‘Port: Fool’: NSH $4;00

$25, 000 -at. -Guns” (MGM),.$5,300:,.

. “Panic in Year Zero’ looms stout |‘Streets*‘at the’ Penn are both limp...

smash in. seventh. ‘stanza is. “BrothLoew’s and .the.: Circle..“J Thank}.
On. opener at: the Orpheum. “Cine-. “Waltz of Toreadors”. shapes ‘boffo
ers. Grimm” -at Cooper. “:‘Hatari” a. Fool” has’ slight edge: over new |... ‘Center. (AB-PT) (2 500; “90-$1 95) :
—“Hell to’ Eternity”. (AA). and. “I: rama ‘Holiday’ shapes good. in. first. ‘in. first. -at Squirrel ‘Hill,
3s nice in eight at Park. “Cony icts,
“4 pix,: but. is. fairly slow: “Best: of De.
“Brothers Grimin” is top grossér
Passed for White’. (AA): (refssues). ‘week: at the Hollyw ood. “West Side
4” at State shapes light.
“ | Enemies” ‘looks. fair.. |
a
|
Thin” $6,000.‘.Last -“week, . “Rear Story”, “also. is holding: firm”. al-|-at Wainer, being ‘sock’. in. eighth. Estimates for This. Week |
though
:
in
29th.
round
--at
Music
|.
Estimates “for This “Week”
aa Par) - “and: “Teacher's.
“West . Side | Story” closed: 3314
Academy. (Mann). 1, 000; $1:25
‘Circle . -(Gockrill-Dolle},’ 42; 800; | Pet”: (Par) ~ (reissues) (2a wh), Box: “Convicts. 4”. is. rated: Sad on-}-week run..at- ‘the: “Nixon. Interns”: *
$1 50)—"Music Man’ UA), (10th’
initialer
at
Paramount.
|
remains: hep. in? ‘sixth -at Fulton: —
$i.$1..25)—''300. Spartans’” . (20th) $6,500." I.
Wk).
Good
$4,500:: Last week;
Estimates for: This Week.
tfand “Air Patrol”: -(Indie).. Drab }:: Century (UATC). 2 700: 90-$1:'95),At
“Estimatés -for- This’ Week
$5,000.
$4,000. Last week, “World of Com- ' —‘Damn-:the -Defiant’’: (Col; “Poor ¢ -- Broadway’ (Parkér).- (1,890: $e] "Fulton “(Assoe.), (1. 530;.. $1-$1 50)Avalon iFrank). ‘800: $1)—“Surf- ‘edy’”: (Cont), $3. 000: .
$1.
50)——
““Thank:a
Fool”
(MGM)and.|.
$5, 000. Last week, “300 Spartans” |
-—“Interns” . (Col). (6th wk). Hep ;
side 77” tindie) and “Once Upon:
‘Indiana’ (C-D) (1,100;-$f. 25:§9) 80) | (20th) (8 days), $6,500. - +.
| “Reluctant: Debutante”. (MGM). {re- ‘$6,000: Last: ‘week, . $6, 400. ©
we
Knight”: (Indie). ‘Okay $1, 200: ‘Last |.—“Brothers: Grimm” :tMGM): (7th.
issue).
Slow
|
~$4,000;'.
Last.
week,
.
week,. “Lucky. Pierre” “DF)- and] wk). ‘Hep. $6.000. Last week, $7,000.) — ‘Lafayette (Basil) (30005. '00-$155) “Two - Weeks -. Another - “Town’*. - Gateway tAssoe;)- (1, 900: ‘$1.81.50)
—“No:-Man:Is An Island”:(U). Dis“La Parisienne” (Indie). (reissue) |
“Keith’s .(C-D) (1,300: ..$1-$1.25)-— Mal. ‘$4,500... “Last: week, “Pillow (MGM) - ‘and: “Go . Naked. - -This-|'—"No :-.Man:.Is.- An: Tsland” U), :
(2d wk}, $1,000.
.
“Best of ‘Enemies”: 1Col).. Fair: $4,-: Talk” *(U) and “Operation Petti- World® (MGM) (reissue), ‘$3, 800.. 't Lofty -$7,000. after--.good:. notices: ‘L-picked up. pace: Last. week, “Phan-|.:
a
Century: iPar) 11,300; .85-$1) — 500. Last week: * “Rear: Window” |
coat” (U) (reissues), $5,000..
: *- | Fox (Evergreen) (1,600: -$1-$1 Ag). tom. ‘of Opera”’. (U),;$2, 906.
“F} Cid” ¢(AA). i3d-.irun.- ‘Gatistac. (Par) (reissue), $3.500.
(WB):
(ith
wk).
}
—‘Music
Man”.
.
‘Paramount . (AB=PT) ~€3;000: 902} =
tory $4.500. Last: weck,. “Black:
"Nixon. (Rubin)-(i,760:.$1.50-$2.75):;
Loew's (Loew) (2,427: 75-$1: 25)-—:
$1: 25)—"‘The- ‘Mongols’: (Indie) "and |. Hefty $7,000.. Last week, '$8,300.°
Tights” (Magna) 13d run), $3, 200.
—“West' Sidé Story’ (UA)- (33d wk: .
“Tt Thank -a Foo!” (MGM): Slow
--Hollywood..
(Evergreen)
—
“C1,
180:
“Trojan. Horse” (Indie): Fair $8;500°
10.daysy.: Closed: ‘Saturday. (29)- with: iy
Cooper (CF) 1808;. $Y .65-$2.50)—. :$5.000.
‘Last - week,
“Tartars”’.
$1,
49-$2)
—-“Cinerama
Holiday”.
“Brothers Grimm” (MGM). -{7th.+ (MGM). and “Savage Guns” -ndie); or near. Last weék,,. “Smashing -of. (Cinerama). -Good $5. 500. - Last big $8, ‘000. for last: 10. days:
Reich” (Indie) and. “Kamikaze”
wk). Nifty -$13,000:: "Last, week, | $3,500.
- | -week,. “Search for.Paradise”. (Cine- | Penn (UATE) (3,300; $1-$1.50)—.~
‘ndie), -$6,500..
$13,500.
bP ame. in Streets”. ‘CAtlanitic).. Limp
.
:
Teck.
(Loew):
a
200:
rs
05-$2:
75)
“|rama) (10th wk}, $5,400:
Gopher. (Berger) (1,000: “$1-$1.25)
Arvington: (Smith). AI, 180: $1:50): $7,000. Last week. “Two. Weeks Ane: :
de
-—“Brothers.
Grimm”
(MGM).
(6th
}
—"Kid “Galaliad’ (UA) 12d: wk).
-other: Town”: (MGM), '$9,200.::
a
wld: Nice $5,000. ‘Last week, $4,500. Mi iracle. Worker”. -tWA) “and
Hefty $6,500. Last week, $8, 000. |
“Apartment” - (UA): ‘treissue); (4th
- Squirrel. Hill iSW) (834: $1.50—: ae
. Cinenia. (Martina). (450;. ‘90-$1. 25):
Lyric: 4Par) (1 000; $1-$1: 25) — :
500; Last weeks. $4,Fi “Waltzof Toreadors”.: (Cont), Wew: _
—"J" ‘Like: Money” .. (20th): Fine 00."Okey”‘Bo
“The Tartars” iMGM). Modest. $5,- |
'|.$7,500 - or: ‘over:...Last-- week, “‘Boe-:$2,500.. Last. week, “The Night” .
\eaecto: "70° *(Embassy) .(9th: wk),
500.
Last
wecrk,. “Phantom” of |
-Undie),:
$2,
000...
Opera” tU), $6, 500.
$3. Wet Side ‘Story” { UAD- (29th1 | | $3.000...
a
Granada. -(Schine) _ “1,000°. 90:. wk). Fast $4,000: Last. week, $4,000.. |:
Washington; :Oct. 2. :
Mann (Mann) (1 000; SF. 50-$2. 75)
Stanley. (Sw) 13;‘700:$1-$%. 50). 7H
$1.25)
—"Miracle
Worker
(UA):
(5th
}In
this.
political
‘town,
no
one-is:
Orpheum:
(Evergreen).
11,536;
$1.
—“West- Side Story’ (UA): (32d
Mob”. ‘(Desilu). - Slow |
ee a $1..49)—“Panic -in Year Zero”. (AT) “Séarface
wk... Splendid $6.500.'. La at week, hearing the strains of ‘““Happy- Days. wk-8. days). Fair. $3;200:.
“$7,000. ‘Last’ week. “Rear Window". :
Are. Here Again.” In fact,*“seard
-and “Egah” (AD. ‘Warm: $6,000: :or (Par). (reissue), $8. 000..
$7,000:
.
‘Sortal factors: ‘will spell a slow main| near. ast week, -“Paradisio”: In- f
Orpheum: ‘¢Mann).- of, 800:: $1-|:

| PointFair$9000hh
‘DL; ‘Guns’Light TG. |

Grimm’ Stout’ 116,34l

$1 25)—"Panie. in Year “Zero” (Al).

‘stem’session.

‘Guns of. Darkness”.

Panic’ NSG9G, |

- |dle). and “Night: “Heaven: Fell’? “in-;

‘Warrier -(SW) :1.516; ‘$1.50-$2:75);=

—“Brothers Grimm”. (MGM) ..(8th
: die) (reissue), (2d wk),: $5,800;:. wi
Dull ‘$5,000. Last week,: “Trapeze”. Jooms dull for. first .in ‘two: ‘houses.é:
‘Socko StS, 000, Last: week, a
“ “Pressure: Point” is rated fair. in }.:
‘Paramount (Port-Par) (3,006; ‘$1.
(UA)
and “Vikings” 4UA) -- (re@is$15:500..
‘first round -at ‘Keith’s, ““T Thank: al.
$1.50) -— “Convicts. 4”: (AA): and].
‘sues),. $2,000 in three days.
°
“Fool”. shapes’ good at . ‘Palace .in |.
“Frightened: ‘City’: (AA), ‘Sad $3,-. Park (Field), t1,000. - $1. 507° —
second. frame. |—“Tartars” is. -opén- |
:000 ‘or close, Last -week, :““"Kara-- |.
“Hatari” | Par) (8th -wk). Corking. ing. slowly. at Capitol. “West Side}
-| ‘moja’’. (Indie) ‘and: “Ritual :of: ‘Love”’ F.
$3,000.. Last week, $3.500.
—
Story”. looks stout in-third. session: ‘
Philadelphia, Oct. ty ‘(Indie a.
Ys.SB:100.
a oe _ (Continued from, page 8)...
ar) +2,200; .$1-$1:25) — —_
State:
Estimates for: This. Week
‘Trade vat | firstruns.. this. session. ie a r eissues),
[vee “Guns of: Darknéss” (WB)
‘Convicts -4” (AA). ‘Light. $5.060.
Ambassador-Metropolitan . SW) is average. or ‘below for new films,
(Sth wk),. : dull $2,500.
_
Last. week,
“I ‘Thank a. Fool”. (1,480; 1,000; .$1-$1.49)—“Guns of: with -bulk “of. strength - in: longrun.
: : State: (UATC): 2.404: $1-$1.‘oR Bo
(MGM), $7;000.
:
Darkness” (WB).
Dull °$7,000©or [ pix.. .“Trojan Horse’’.. Shapes. slow |.
Continued :‘from: page. 8). i. “Diary of Nudist” ‘(Cndie). ‘and “Girl: --:
-Last- week, “Music: “Man” ‘at Goldman. while. “Panic in- Year|.
Suburban World ‘Mann) £800; less.
$1.25.—"A Matter of Who”: ‘Indie): (WB) (8th wk), $9, 000.” 2
Zero” ‘is. not: getting’ far on: apener.| (MGM) © (8th. wk). Great’. $23,500:Lin :Bikini” (indie). {reissues):..Mild.
+} $5,000.: Last: week, with Pantages,.. ~
A3dswk).
Moderate -$2,000. _ Last ; Apex. .tKB): (940; : $1.25-$1. 40)— vat, the. Fox despite having. the fight. Last: week, $24,600.
-.
“Taste of. Honey” (Cont) (2d. Wk). - film: _.“Sky- Above”: ‘looks ‘
week, $3. 000.
lofty” in: ‘Paramount : { Par). @,646: -$1.50- ‘Baldwin, ” “Two. Weeks: in: Another:*¥
‘Town’ (MGM), “Murder, She:Said”. 2
- World. (Mann)- ‘400:: $1.25-81.50) Fair.. $4; 800: - or smear. Last, week, second: at Stanton. -as.. does. “The $i.75)—Paradisio”-’ Andie). Fair’ (MG™), $15, 900.
-:vy
Interns” in. sixth: session. at ‘the. -$109,000.: ‘Last. week,” “Sad Sack’?
—"“Damn the Defiant” tColY: Okay: $4,60 Oo
(Par) and -“Délicate Delinquent”: 7 -Baldwin (State) (1.800: $0°$1:50).ee
$5,200. Last week. “Playgirl After - Capitol (Loew). 43,240; "$1.81:49). Randolph. .
—"Touch-of Mink” (i ‘and “Breaks. ‘..F
—“Tartars” (MGM):
Slow $10,500. |-~ “Brothers ‘Giimm” looms hep. in (Par). (reissues) (2d who, $8,500: in}
Dark” (Topaz), $5.000.
: fast .at. Tiffany’s ed {Pa ey(reissues).
a Last week, “Seven - ‘Brides Seven ‘ninth: Stanza at: ‘Boyd. “West Side} ‘®
' days:.:
‘St.: Francis: (Par): ‘1400: $1.50-: } Slow - $3;000:..
cae Brothers” (MGM) and’ “Father: of:|. Story”: continues «fancy in “47th.
‘| Bride”. (MGM). ‘reissues),. “$9,800:. week _at the:.Midtown: “Have Fig-| $1 75)-—“Rear. ‘Window: (Par) Ares.-¢ ‘Pantages .-(RKO).- 41,812: $1.25: 5
i Dupont |(Mann): +400; $1-$1. 65)—-1 ay “Will - Travel’. paired. with issue). Sturdy. $9. 000. “East: ‘week, $1.50) —"Two. - Weeks. -in:- Another at
(Continued. from page: 9).
Interns,”” (Col) (5th wk), $7,500... “Town (MGM). and. “Murder, She. §
1 “Shoot. Piano “Player”. Astor). (2d. “Lucky: Pierre”. shapes-‘Btout on}.
"United. Artists (No. Coast)-(1: 151:: Said”. (MGM) (2d- wk). “Light. $5,100."
“Lolita” (MGM) (14th: wk). ‘Sharp wk):
‘Oke: $3,500. ‘East. “week, :initialer at the Studio:..
-Va
- |'$2:25-$2.75)—"West. Side" Story”: . ‘Orpheum, .. Pix. -(Metropolitane. 8
-$8.500. Last week, $10, 000.
$4,000. |
:, Estimates. for. This -Week.
CGAY: (41st. wk): Good’. $7,000.. Last ‘|Prin). 42,213: 756; $1-$1- 49) —. “Prese. _ | ¢
MecVickers
(Cinerama) - 1 100; f° | Keith’s. (RKO}. (1;839° ‘$1-$1.49).
‘gure. “Point” (UA): ‘and. ‘Dangerous.
$1. 75-$3.50) — “Brothers”: Griimm”? “Pressure: Point”: AWA): Fair }- ‘Arcadia (S&S) (622: $1. 20-$1: 80) week, ‘$10,000. .
(MGM) (ith wk). Fine 15,000: ‘Last |$9,000. “Last. week: “War. Hunt” —“TFwo “Weeks: in Another. “Town” |"? ‘Warfield . (Loew) 42.656; °“$1.‘252 : Charter” | (Indie): -“(2d-” “wk)e: ‘Slim’ §
‘$1.50)—
“J
Thank
a
Fool’”
\MGM)
(MGM):
(7th
wk).
So-so
M4,
000.
Last
(UA) and-“Sword of Conqueror”
$6,600. “Last’ week, :$12. 200. =...
E
‘week :$13,800.
“(2d
Week, $5,000.
. $935 one Sloppy $6,500. ‘Last: ‘Week,
‘Village, : “‘Loyola,’“El-Rey' (FWO). mae
--Monroe ‘Jovan) (1 ‘000; 65-90). (UA),.. $7,500.
-“Ha.
.
tf
“Girl in. Bikini’” (Teitel). treissue) [ MacArthur. (KB) (900; $1,25-] -- Boyd: SW). “1,536; | $2-$2. ey
voeie: ASF.
Theatres). (346: (1,535: 1,299: - 856, $1-$1:50)—
tari”. (Par): (3d wk,:Village,:Loyola;- .§
and “Scarlet Week” (Teitel). Trim $1. 40)—-"Coming’. Out Party”. ‘Un- “Brothers: Grimm” - ‘(MGMD-and
:
Diamonds”:
“Hep. $18, 000. :- Last.“ week,
4,500. Last:week; “It Happened in’ ion) “(3d-wk). “Trim’ ‘$4,000. . Last:
| (Janus). (3d:wk). ‘So-s6‘$1,000. ‘Last :Ist :wk, El. Rey): and -“My ‘Geisha =. :
‘7 $15,000.
'«Par). (M.O.).: “Handy: $13,000.:Last: .&
Athens”
(Indie) .and
“I... Like week, $5,000.
“
4 -week,, $1,500.
week, El. Rey, -'‘Carry On, ‘Teachei”
Money” (Indie) ireissues),. $4, 600. | ..Ontario (KB) (1, 240: $15$1. 49) S ‘Fox: (Milgrain): 2, 200;. "95-41. 80) |:
c
v
Métro.
(United
‘California)
(2,
O00;
ai
“Rear. Window” vPar) (2d wk). (Tre= = “Panic in- Year: Zero” fA) and
| $1.:50-$1.80)—“Boceaccio~ 70”. {Em-. (Gov) and “Doctor in:Love”. Gndie). _
Oriental (Indie) 13,400; 90-1. 80) -isstie); -S0-so. $4,000. ‘Last. week,
uF
fight . pix... Mild $9,000. ‘East week, bassy) (10th’ wk). ‘Okay. $3,500. Last. 7 (reissues) .(2d. wk), $2, 200:.
—"I Thank :a. Fool” (MGM): AZ. $4,800. B
“I Thank a Fool”. (MGM). (2d:Wk),| week, .$5.500.
‘Fox.’ Wilshire
(EWC). AL 990;
wk).
Mild $13, 000. ° -Last° week,
oe
Palace" ‘¢Loew) (2,360: $15$1, 49. $6;500. in. five ‘days...
oe
‘Stagedoor - r A-R)- “f444: - $1.50-.: $1. 25.- $1 50)..--— :“'Three Coins. Jin.
$18;500.
“fT Thank Fool’:
1MGM)"(2d °wk).1">Goldman: ‘Goldman’ (A. 000;$1.0- $1. 80)——“Lolita” (MGM). (14th: wk), “Fountain’’ . (20th) -and “Tove: “Is
Roosevelt (B&K). £1, 400: 90-$1: 80)".. Good’:$8, 000: ‘after-$9.
600. initialer.
$1.80)——“Trojan : Horse”. “{Indie). .Sweet $3,500.. Last week; $4.900..
| Splendored: Thing’ !20th) (reissues) §
—“No:.Man
Is An. Island”==(U).
Playhouse. (TL) (459; $1 49-$2)—
Esquire. (No. Coast) -.(846;: 90-: “(3d:. wk). ‘Fine: ‘$5, 000: ‘Last week, ;
Fast: 15,000. Last week, “Phantom _[| “Best of “Enemies” ‘Gol) (7th: wk): t “Slow-$5,000.. -Last week,
2 .-.
.
$1.50)"— “Birdman. of.Alcatraz” $5,900."
’ |:'Thieves”’ (UA); $6. 500.- .
.of Opera” (U) (2d wk), 12;500..
1 Meek’ $2, 000. ~ Last, week, -$2.500::
(UA).and “The Valiant” :HUA) (2d}. Crest. “isfate 01503“$2)--"Matter’ 3
State-Lake
(B&aKY (2:400:. 90- |" Plaza . ‘ELY: 1.49-$1.80)——-|.- Midtown: (Goldman). (1,200: 2 50- wk):
Hep. $6, 000. Last’ = Week, “of --Who” :(Herts) |(4th wk): Neat.
“$
$1 :80)—"Rear Window” (Par) tre-. “Spit On: Grave”. indie)
16th: wk): |$2:75)—"West. Side Story” CUA). $10,200.
- $3.000.°- Last. week, ditto: .:
-_
-issue) (3d wk).
Neat $11: ,000 or Nice. $4,000.
Last week, -$4,200. | (47th. ‘wk. Fancy - $6.000: or over.
Coronet | ‘United
California) - Vegue (FWC) :(810;. $1.25-$1. 49). _
better... Last week, $14:500.
Man” .
Town. 4AKing) (800: - $1-$1,A9}—. Last. week, . $7, 000:
‘|€¥,250; ° " $2-$2. 50)—-" ‘Miisic «
—'Sky. Above”. (Embassy). (6th wk).
“iGoldman) _ (2. 206:
Surf (H&E Balaban) (685; $1. 50- “Damn. the Defiant” iColy’ ‘2d wk). 1. “Randolph
Okay: $6, 500 - or.
r.|
: Firm, $5,000:- ‘Last week; $4,400;
og
$1.80)—"Sky
Above”
(Embassy). ‘Soft $5,000 after $7,000. for- opener: $1.20-$1: :80)—"Interns” (Col)
less. Last. ‘Week, :
“$i,000... a
P: “Four- Star. (UATC) 1868;. $1.50-. °§
Trans-Lux: ‘TL).. (599; $1.49-$2)—: / Wk). Trim “8%.000. _ Last, week, i?
3d wk): ‘Stout -$6,500: Last. Aveek,
_;|
- $2) "Pigeon “That: Took “Rome” :
“Interns”. (Col: ‘7th wk).: Fairish $8;500.
$9.000.
1 (Par) .(6th: wk).- Slow. $1,800-in -5
$6,000:
Last
week,
$6,500.
:
“Stanley SSW: 2, 500:.“gsigy ct -DURWOOD suit“MOVES © :~ |Says: ‘Last’ week,.: $1,600;
Todd (Todd) (1:‘089: $2. 20-$3. 50)
32d
|
-.
:
$T.25-$2.30).
a:
Warner:
iSW)11
250:
“Music. ‘Man” WEB). “10th: wk)...
—"West Side-. Story” (UA):
: Warner Holtywood- (SW): (1 291; _
:Side Story” (WA). (3d-Wk). |.Good -$10;1000 or, over: Last .-week,, Case Vs. 20th: and ‘National: ‘into.
Wk.
Livel:
4 000. Last week, | —West
=
$1:25-$2.80) -— “‘Brothérs: : “Grimm” a
ely
4
".
Stout
$10,
000.
Last
week,
.
$1,
000.
. US. Distriet Court:
$14,500.
: *OMGND (8th: wk): Boffola. $22, 000

Philly;Sky’91,6)

Los ANGELES.

‘SAN FRANCISCO’.

CHICAGO”

wk).

(Stl §7 50) — “Ashes:

2005 |
WB) (12th wk).

" Town (Teitel).640; $1.25-8180)—|
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“Brennan; Richard Brymer-“and Carolin’ Byrd were ‘thé ‘celebrities. tuen:- of «the -Motion - Picture: Pioneers.” the. difficulty. ‘of: any’ one fiamt luncheon in New York. Oct. 25.
out.along with:Spyros Skouras of: 20th Century-Fox, Monsignor Thomas It's’. set: for. Nov,’ 19°. at. ‘the Hotel} arriving
at ‘Satisfactory. .til.m
‘The luncheon, at. which Skourss
F. Little of Legion of Decency and John cH: Stembler of Theatre ‘Own-. Ameri¢ana, New-York. Tatings by recounting his. ‘own ex-. -will.be presented with the JDA’s
ers. of: America.
“ Pioneér’ of ‘the.year: “fs. Milton’Re ‘perience with. -‘‘Oklahoma,.” which annual © human relations “award,
“Carolinas organization represents. ver” 600. theatresand: calls:seit |Rackmil. +head: -of “U-Decca wand. was’ labeled. ‘family’ entertainment ‘Wi climax the amusement -indus“oldest theatre. owners:association: in.the: world.’"
AL ‘vicechairman : of ‘MEA:
My.most groups, though. the Legion. ‘try’s. annual JDA fund: drive..
ee

ee
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“Wednesday, October. 3,:1962 ; oe

a

ee wk ek aaaHighest
rating. A fascinating picture.
Jackie Gleasonis brilliant,
~ amusing, touching. and. ab“s sorbing. His’ performance is
* “to be reckoned: with: when ‘it.
comes time to hand. out the
yearly- awards for’ acting.
Pure. entertainment forpeople
ofallages.ee
“= Kote Cameron; “
| DailyNews:
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(NX... its place among thefilm un--”:
B \ \) Aorgettobles. 99.
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_. Weilnesday, October 8,1962 ° —
Celts:amusing,del
sight e

pleasurel9®. -

:

Jesse Zonser,

Cue:

‘Cetender, ‘kindhearted,
lovable... Movie.customersin.

{@.good many lands are going:

to have :their.happiest cry...

“Since Little Red: Riding Hood.
:madeit.
i saelyback:hometo;
—ureMogerive3

RON ed eget,
acted by.Jackie Gleason: with
~a telish equal: to his consid-

erable skill©@

;

. —Archer :| Winsten; us

N.Y. Post:

:eeeGleasonstealsshow:29

ee lacieGleason’$ performe

a mo ROse Pelswick, oN.Y,dournal American :

ance in.GIGOT a world cassie
ys «fll Oscar beled

@etloquent and elyoe
eating:22.

Salton Cooks:
N.y.
WorldTelegram&Sun

efor years:‘peoplehave

‘been: asking where we'll find
_- another Charlie: Chaplin with:
_. histalent and abilityto make

people faugh and: cry.We
don’t have to search any”
_longer
= we've got :hit:.
Jackie Gleason... Jackie will

. moke: it-hotin.next:
a y's,
Oscar: race,

;

.

5—Eorl Wilson,

INLY, Post

CC lacieGleason turns out.

_. Superb performance, Une ©
~ “matched ‘byany’ actor inte
contyears. 99
be

—lLouis Sobol,

IN.Y.Journal.‘American:

: - ela Gleason a surebet
‘to:cop ‘an Oscar forhisgreat

performance. @9.
— Lee Mortimer,

‘New York Mirror

; Hedda
+ Hoppers
_Daily News

‘@@Establishes Jackie as a
master of the mime art and

Is perhaps his greatest single
acting achievement to
date.99
—Nick Kenny,
N.Y. Mirror

@@intheclassic Chaplin tradition ; . . establishes Gleason

asa king of the world’s se‘tious comics. 99

@@When the last scene of
Jockie.
..faded: out, talk of
Oscar filledtheair,e®
Al Salerno;
N.Y..World Telegram & Sun
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‘Pronounced GEE-GO

ASEVENARTSPRODUCTION

W COLONBYOELN

“WHERNE tityHnGHEE SAN

iiice
CINTURY-FOR.
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iy
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‘New Yorehides Jackie’Gleason’ 8. superformanc
e. “Jackie Gleagon dieplays: his.superb’ virtuosity, ea" ae
in “Gigot’
7 a*clown (comparable. ‘with. Chaplin. at “his ‘hest) 3."
3 as a.
son, whose ‘Gigol’ is. only great. Out of town’. , “Previiewérs: impressed. swith Jackie, Gleason's8 ~. AB. a Musician (he ‘wrote the stirring score) 3
2
writer ¢he- authored the’ poignant story) . se the®
‘showings indicate it will he one of the hitsof the - emoting in “*Gigor’.”:
“20th has a heaxv ‘ane ‘her to windward,. ‘Natur.
‘ally, that’s everlovin’ ‘and. ev er-loved Jackie Glea-

studio’s history. “Jackie Gleason is a sure het io. cop an. Osear for
his
great performance — in. 20th’s “upcoming,
‘Gigat.” LEE MORTIMER, “NEW YORK. MIRROR.

WALTER WINCHELL, ‘NEW: YORK’ MIRROR™

assembled viewers crowded :around him. .to. ‘pour: _
‘on: their’ congratulations, -Se “Those: who. have:
‘aéen: Gigot insist ‘that in. it Jackie. Gleason’ turns —
out. a.. superb” performance,’ unmatched

hy. any *

. acter in: recent years.” ;

“Gleason's is a-rare performance.”
LECNARD LYONS, NEW YORK. POST

“The

moyie® critics, judging. from” their :awed

is an “immensely
“Jackie: Gleason's ‘Gigow’. .
LOUIS SOBOL,
Lo.
‘appealing: hut -_gently-paced ‘comedy, full. of good: —
” NEW) YORK JOURNAL AMERICAN,
humor. and: wry observations ."... has a comic. atrip:.
_gaiély not seen on‘ the: American: seene. inseveral ~~
decadés,. 2Tf anyone ‘needed ‘farther. evidence that:
‘Gleason iis a‘superb‘actor ‘Gigot’ is‘it.. .°. just the.
Glea- ’ a_ Giger”: ‘Is a tour de force for Jackie. ‘Gleason’ 8°
“Fight note. of high rumor. and pathos,
san’s musical. ‘scor e,.full of ‘small. but. ‘charming... “ ‘exhibition. of his. pantomimic art.- -Gleason’ ‘8 per:
‘themes. sea

°

»formanice:iin. the title. role_is a brilliant -‘one, somes

‘CANBY, VARIETY *

|

"3
_ sorbing ‘as one -watches him ge through’a’ ‘series:
heeaizse of his performance as a mute. in ‘Gigot.? :
of. gestures. and facial’ expressions ‘that areas elo-. °°) §
Ie another polished, ‘performanee. in - keeping.
‘quent _as any ‘speechmaking. could. be... It is ‘a pers:
with his artistry in ‘The Hustler’ and “Requiem,
“Jackie: plays. a mute, part buffoon, part-s
ainit, .in’. formance-to be” reckoned. with” when’ -it-comes
‘fer a Heavyweight.”.
KUP, CHICAGO. SUN TIMES.
the -classic. Chaplin. tradition, right down: to the ©. “time. té: hand: out ‘the: ‘yearly. awards. for: actings.<final*chase’. Jackié. might he interested to learn..." The: film ‘has innumerable: touches. that" make: it
‘tones, have gained a new .admiration for Gleason ,

“ }

“For years people have been asking where
we'll find. another Charlie Chaplin with. his talent.

and ability to make people laugh and cry. We:
don’t have. to search any longer—we’ve: got. him:
He: wrote himéelf: a silent. part:
Jackie Gleason.
in ‘Gigot’ and is bound to walk off with awards
for the role from Cannes to Canada ; . Jackie
communicates
with: ‘his audience eloquently,
equalling anything Chaplin. ever did... ‘Gleason,
the buffoon, gives us a. million. laughs on TV.

‘times amusing, at ‘others. touching: and always ah:

that as: the audience filed out: 3. one viewer who. . pure éntertainment ‘for-‘people ‘of.all ages.:
KATE. ‘CAMERON, NEW: YORK. DAILY: NEWS.
-is not known. to'go ‘along with The: Great Gleason

tag, was heard: to:oe leks$Who’s.. Chaplin?” This

_movie should: do for Gle: son what TV never has:.

‘establish, Gleason” as. “king:of. the. world’s. serious
comics.”

ae

ATRA: BAER,NEW YORK JOURNAL AMERICAN:

“Gleason.
‘“T
o..the Steals
strains Show.
‘of: conipo

ser |‘Gleason’ 8gently

pleasant. background ..‘musiec actor Gleason gives:

“a gently: effective performance: .-.... the: mood~of ~~
“the piece “and. its incidents are amiably diverting.”
“ROSE PELSWICK,. . >
“NEW. YORK : JOURNAL: ‘AMERICAN

Jackie, the serious: actor, |‘will ‘make: it hot-for

some poor souls in next’ year’s Oscar race.
“The big brass at 20th. gave. (Gleason’ 8): picture.
cheers and tears. They. tell me it will make his-:
tory and start a new, picture-making: irend.” HEDDA HOPPER, NEW YORK DAILY NEWS:

fei “Ag. the. central figure ‘of:‘the fiim shot. in.arid

‘around. Paria “he. (Gleason) gives .convincing” évis
dence ‘of ‘his ‘ability’t0 bring hearty laughter: and :-:: j
genuine ‘teats. ..,. Gleason’ is fantastically effective _.- .
and: moving «° <..~ When. the “rotund: actor.com:).: |

“(Gleason’ #) an award-winning performance in
‘Gigor’.”
FRANK FARRELL,
NEW YORK WORLD. TELEGRAM & SUN’

pletely submerges himeelf:: in- the: ‘ole of. ‘Gigor- ae
“he: proves: himself ‘completely: an actor. os
_—

|

SUSTIN® ‘GILBERT, ‘NEW: YORK: “MIRROR

“The movie from all accounts. ‘eétabliches Jackie ~

“Playing ‘Gigot’ is Jackie Gleason, whe:: Meo ‘wrote
the original storyand ‘the. houney. He. xgraund
musie . . . Gleason is. funny ...» this filns is pleas-

ant, colorful, sentimental.”

5

asa master: also. ‘of: the ‘Mime. art and. is perhaps.

his’ prealest‘single acting: achievement’ to: date.??

“NICK KENNY; :“~NEW: YORK: MIRROR

NEWSWEEK

“Gleason i
ispast ‘master. of the:opportunities: given’_
“Gleason has performed. with a: minimum of his
him’. bya “mute characterization,’ and _rises: to°
well-known mugging: and. a maximum of honest
cheights -‘of .efféctiveness in: ‘portraying: the®“pleaseffort. In the process he certainly: ‘dominates the *The applanse.aat the end of Gigor’:will he’ échoed. |
*1 the world’ ever. . (Gleason): plays the. imute to a: _ “ures of uneral-watching *as. énjoyed: by the. mute:
entire proceedings.
Gleason's: score helps: im“eee lt is
@ Jackie’'s picture.”
_fare-thee-well and_ confirms *definitely: what. the
mensely' in conyeying the changing, moods. of this
“FILM. DIGEST: BOX OFFICE.ESTIMATE.
‘Hustler’.
‘first
denionstratéd::
“he.
isan’
actor
‘of,
pleasurable. and unusual picture.”)

RICHARD GERTNER, ‘MOTION: PICTURE. DAILY’.

warnith and: depth | and: humanity, ‘and a: very

skilled one. This‘is Jackie’s’ picture, ‘but, to:a-de“gree” ‘that’ has to.be-seén .-. .. Very: respectable: :

music by ‘Gleason himself. « « . Emotional;, senti- |

“A.‘tourde force for Jackie: Gleason oe. * “Gleason
a
mental, chaining, **Gigor. would find. .a. large
a rising”star of.‘the. -sereen, combines.pathos “of .
iad igor? . .. one. of the ‘outitanding. ‘motion: ‘pies 7 audience’ eyen without: ‘the potent. horsepower - of 2...his: TV ‘creation, ‘Thé Poor Soul,with
his: most’
Starring -~ the Gleason. mame, * With it, warmth and. méola- _ raucous. physical gambite, Gleason. niéets the. chalture: entertainments of recent . «Wears.
should greet. it even where few: understand. enough’
Jackie Gleason in a masterful -tour de force per>”
Jenge- liandsomely. Even. his:‘girth. contributes. ‘to
French to realize “Gigat’’ is ‘their dish?” _
formance . . Giget? ‘is a film with: heart: A rich
_ the’ performance as. ‘he projects. himself in. silence.
“EARRY LIPSKIN, HOLLYWOOD REPORTER. hodily and. through: ‘a remarkably: sensitive. face. _and rewarding cinematic experience. overflowing:
vith: dramatic. values. hearty ‘laughter ‘and-a: num-.
eimotionally, in. an. accomplishment which’ recalls: a

Chaplin? THE: INDEPENDENT. FILM-JOURNAL:

her of moments destined to bring tears to -every.

Viewers eyes, Comparisons will “undoubtedy, he.
made with the works of ¢ chaplin.and- other cinema
greats . . . Here: is entertainment for audiences:
of hoth sexés and all ages.a film destined. to, win...
-~hosannas galore... . will be a’major. coritender (in
several categories) when: Ose:‘ar time rolls around, .

“Jackie Gleason’ is a’ “mhanof
’
many.“talénts—not a
the least of which, it appears, is his gift-for mime.
“oy.‘went to: gee: igor’ and- left the: ‘theatre en*
| and. music. ‘Gigot,” a *hitter-gweet tale. ofa mite...
“Parisian, janitor and”the. homeless: child © he: be _-tranced. and encouraged: by .an example of what.

|

friends. Was: written: and. scored. hy. Jackie; who is: the motion picture medium is:‘capable ‘of... The. ”:
‘a sparkling. gem. For’
Gleason. *Gigot” marks the-‘highpoint. ‘of ..an al- also its ‘star-atid without ‘a spoken: word:makes: of dead, is: portrayed ‘magnificently: hy. Jackie :Glea-. >.
ready colorful and _erowded. career. . This.-force- the. huge, Broteeque: and clumey tenement-porter
son... . Gleason: ‘also wrote. the ‘magnificent, ‘musical
ful entertainer a .will win new accolades for hig’.
score of: the.-picture, ..
°° has. talent, in.every” .
; .:heing “character. . BeMe.‘He- is“always a.pleasure: ‘to. cell of his: large body
complex delineation: as the mute Parisian janitor.”
From

start to finish. -

FILM BULLETIN ©

watch.’99.

" SESSE ‘ZUNSER, “CUE

CARL: S.“COVERDALE. aR: THE. MESSENGER

Wednesday, October: 8, 1968

; “ (Gleason) ‘acts: the everything role with |a gusto _

ithatis -his hallmark<°, acted: by the: round: ‘man.
with a relish equal ‘to’his: considerable ‘skill’...
the whole picture assumes the. proportions of: a:
tour de force.” This:is a: very unusual film ‘but ite!
elements - ‘and -‘sentiments. and.-.emotions .are. 86.
cannily cused ‘that..the ‘unusual -will not” militate:much” against: ‘wopularity ae ara, ‘most delightful’.

film.”

ARCHER. WINSTEN, NEW: YORK. POST:

& (Gleason) -‘can: ‘play. the:role ‘with oth. ‘hands
tied. behind:his back 3ye ‘Gleason: ‘is a very. tal:
ented: wins,”
-. PAUL Vv: BECKLEY, BS
o

os

NEW YORK: HERALD -TRIBUNE

“8M, Gleasonis. virvwally.thewhole: show.” A
ee
Oe
ihe . NEW. YORK: TIMES

|6, oehis body ‘and. facial’movements .a‘are:e eloquent. -.
!and utterly apjealing. The full value of his im":
|| mense. talents: as. clown’ are. realized. re

eres

SALTON COOK, -

|

a

NEW: YORK: WORLD TELEGRAM &SUN

“Some of those. who, saw. Jackie Gleason’ 8 ‘Chap-'
'linesque™ performance: in “Gigot? figure’ ittobe a.
world classic’ 2: '« Jackie: Gleason’ san “Oscar. het.”

|

“EARL WILSON, NEW: YORK. POST.

|

co rn)
...
Rew

“een

He: (Cleason): emerges .as. a.motion picture. tar
. Of the first rank ‘in. ‘Gigot’. _ And he: composed the
‘music: ‘and. in ‘its ‘field of .
_Mostalgiec: Patisiana ‘it
is: most’ ingratiating. music . -.. «.“Gigot’ isa tour
“de force: for. Gleason - 2 and -no one: could: have.
done: itbetter than Gleason.”

SACK GAVER, U:PA:

.PM,
.
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“Gigot, ‘8 mute ‘Parisian: janitor.‘with: an:
« outaized:”:
heart, shambléed into town: yesterday ‘without say-

vdng a word::

And. not -sirice. Charlie. Chaplin’s °

* prime has ‘the screen’ contained such eloquent...
silence, And: the” word AGigot) -is:‘pronounced,
a8. all: the. ads ‘point out, ‘Gee! Go?. Which, in
this reviewer's. “estimsotion, |ia. nota bad idea.”

MIKE McGRADY, NEWSDAY...
oa “

OK ‘touching, sentiiienial ‘tale,

aad
CRIT
eA

:shot ..through with: humor, is
turned: ‘out. in ‘Gigor’. It-is an
“unusual. ‘portrayal that: ‘Jackie:

-Gleason: puts forth... Gleason .
“also, did: the. touching: score...

MAN UEL- ‘HERBTSMAN,.
FILM. DAILY
*

“When: the ‘last’acene faded.
out. talk: of --Osear filled: the: ”
air. Ita, hard ‘to: helieve ‘that
. Jackie ever could -win.a prize. ©
“for keeping. quiet but it looks._
like va wham-bang, geapon
ahead.”sare
“AL: SALERNO,
‘NEW_ YORK.. oo
WORLD.TELEGRAM,

ee
rr
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Wednesday, ‘Oetober: & 4968

Back-to-School SlumpBut1961
|
Bettered; Month's BestProduct:

~ National Boxoffice eer

“350 Hot Tickets.
Calgary, Alta., Oct. 2. :
Two masked men: “fled. with

_

) $586. and 350 theatre -.tickets

“|:

| Biz.‘Continues: Spotty:‘Grimm’. ‘Again No.. 1,.“Story?
2d,“Interns* ad;‘Music,’ ‘Boccaccio’ Next: a

when: they: held up the 17th.

Ave; ‘Drive-in. Theatre. One.“ )..--

Each:
2
y
s
s
a
b
m
E
A
U
,
3
s
a
H
MGM

-ghot’: was ’ fired;- ‘the. bullet .|missing. ‘the’ head . of.- Frank |. |

-Kipta,. an. employee; ‘by ‘incheS.. ©1.
Kipta had entered the ticket." } - ‘Failire’ “of many. “OF ‘the new} out ‘the Top42" pix. “aSky: Above”.
“booth -to escort’ the e¢ashier ‘to. ~ | tiims,to ‘méasure.up’ is.‘making for (Embassy), ‘Miracle. Worker" (UA).
‘the lot appears: to /be- “Rear Win: fo:
‘By MIKE WEAR.
“{-dow”
(Par) treissue), which was. “the: managet’s -office. with ‘the Ja-spotty biz picture in key: cities ‘and .“Lolita” MGM) are the. Tune.
‘VARIETY’S : ° “regular weekly
|
streng
-enough’ the; ‘final iweek.. of” “ night’s: receipts when the rob-.”° | covered: by-Variety this’ session: nerup ‘films.in that. order,
boxoffice: revorts. are summa:
hers moved Hin _Sust.,before
‘Besides. - this’ -Situation, “several: ‘of | - ‘There's’ a: long. string ..‘of. new.”
‘September.
to.
take
seventh.
posi|.
rized each month, resrospec_ ‘|.the: ‘bigger grossers. are: beginning |.-pietiires:. just getting around -but*
tion. in weekly ratings. “Father of:

_"

tirely.. Based’ ‘on an. ‘average.
of 24 key ‘situations, the ‘source
data. constitute an. ‘adequate
sampling of current. releases
‘but ave not; of course, :fully

-| the Bride”

‘ative grossing: strength in the
U. S.-Canada’ market this.
monthly reprise’ ‘does not pre-.

|. champ. ‘and. near the top: for ‘two |
months; Thanaged: to rack up ‘about.
_1 $100, 000 just ‘in keys. covered. -by |":
| VARIETY-‘playing.. -Subséquent-riin. .
‘“Guns of: Dark: |. -:
‘and -moveover.

“definitive.” An index ‘of rel-.

(MGM) -(reissue), -of-|

to: feel . the: Br e-fall downbeat. few of: them show much. promise,
| trend.”
“Gigot” (20th),~.just -winding. ‘up.(MGM). is’ its: first -week-at ‘the. N.Y. Musie “Brother 5: - Grimm”

fr
veel
. Abroad

{ten paired with’ “Seven: Brides ‘for. | Ft.
| Seven Brothers”. (MGM), -checked |

‘lin with’ some nice’ showirigs, ty

} moving back: to first place; thereby. Hall,. -hints

OnIsrachi$Studio:

+°- “Phat Touch -of..-Mink” “ (U),|:

| power: Tt-.is’ “considerably ahead. sock. | “Panic in ‘Year «Zero” (Al)....°-| of. its’ néarest: ‘competitors. ” “West. ‘is -uneven this round. playing. in en
4.Side. Story” -(UA);. long. ‘on. top. or ‘three Keys."
‘near ‘No. 1 position, is “pushing ‘UP - “Pressure: Point” “AD, “another o ais
to second ‘place. |
* -Tnewie, --is. spotty?’ - ' Marco: Polo”.
which } {AD), also new,-is okay in Cincy. and ...-.
“The
“Interns” - “icon,

thy sPlans

tend to express total rentals.
After the usual Labor Day holi- ness”’ (WB), which: ‘was unbelieva- |. .
day upbeat, film grosses followed. ‘bly slow in‘most keys, managed: to |.
the usual
seasonal
trend
last ‘register’ one..or two, :good engage- |’

possibilities. although:::.
not’

{-opening. session: in N.Y. was

‘Lindieating ©

Hollywood, Oct.

| slipped back’ last’ stanza; is:Moving. tall. in Denver.

It’s: not,‘SO- good in_

‘up: to: third ‘spot.’ -“Music “Man” | N. Y; and Louisville. *
‘the'(WB) is down -to” fourth..
- “Divorce,” ‘Ttalian ..“Style”. :(Em-"

ments. “El. Cid”: (AA), mow. play-. ‘Samuel: G. "Engel, -perhaps
mionth and. began to decline. Even’ ‘ing.
mostly:on subruns. or at lower ‘Tongest-+ unning. 20th-Fox producer;
s0, biz at firstruns in the key: cities .

-managed 0
within Vanier
lield. about weekly
even orgross
a bit est-|
bet-|: Sites,"nevertheless,

- “Boccaccio :."70" iEmbass9), . bassy);. “still. wow - ‘in’,N.Y.,. shapes’
‘who wound his,. ‘contract |‘with the, which. has:. been, gradually pushing great in. - Boston... “Plaine: in

‘upwards, ‘is. winding“ up.-with fifth|.Streets” (Atlantic) is rated: limp. in. -

mates

rack. up some amazingly: tall- ‘BLOSS-|.company ‘with: delivery . “O€. “The
“Man-Is. ‘An: ‘Island”~ (U); Pitt, fair, in: N.Y. and dull in‘Dene
Towards the | es, thereby adding to- the ‘high coin | Ion,” is. off to “London ‘and. Paris: ‘money.:
7: newcomer, ds. capturing : sixth ‘;‘ver. :
some ‘disap- already’ racked Up on: hardticket,
to: finalize. financing the. $7,000; 000,” “place:«
- “Very: Private: Affair” (MGM), a
pointing new: “Product brought. ‘engagements, .
“Thank -aN Fool” :(MGM), fifth “hotsy in Boston, looks just-good. in
| 100-acre ‘film. studio, he and. -Coast-|
=|
-“Taste ‘of: “Honey” -(Cont), play- | industrialist: Victor ‘Carter. plan’ ‘a week ago; -is- winding: ‘up.‘seventh, N.Y: - “Convicts. 4”.(AA), anotheg .
Ling ‘mainly: in- smaller or’. arty’
“300: ‘Spartans’ (20th), - -wilL- ‘take new entrant, is :mild in. “Balto. and
“Pigeon. That’ ‘Took
“Sept: Golden Dozen. houses, managed to rack up:‘around -building ©in Asrael.
and Jight in: L.A. and
.Caésarea,- outside of. Tel’ Rome”. . (Par), which. finished *12th: Minneapolis,
- $75,000: -justin’ the .-bigger: ‘key ‘Wated. in1. ‘““Music Man” (WB):
| Portland...»
si‘po
th:
nin
ng:
ndi
‘la
2. “Brothers Grimm” (MGM). ‘| cities. » “Judgment at- Nuremberg” ‘Aviv, ‘and: will Be: a- -combination: of: last. round, is
“Fouch.. of: Mink”: W),. ‘Smash’ ‘in. °
A$(UA), now playing. -subsequents. on.: American,-British: and French cap-. tion.© ‘“Damn- the. Defiant” . (Cob), |;
3, “‘West. Side Story”. (UA).
in. K.C: ° ‘Two.
4. “The Interns” (Col). a
a popscale. still ran:‘up™-close™ to. | ital. ‘Engel. was 27. years with: 20th, ,. which showed corisiderable. promise | Toronto, ‘loonis fair.
-(MGM), _
Town”
Another:
in.
“Weeks
:the.
by.
10th,
covered.
up
Keys.
including before. the Fox merger.- ‘| Jast week; is: winding
+ $100;000 |Just in.
5. “Lolita”: UMIGM)..
light in L:A.9%.
looks.
St.Louis,
in:
fast
Nariety....
Same
‘is
true
‘of.
“Bird:
7
“extent.
great
‘Another . ‘veteran. 20th-Fox pro- first week out’ to any.
6. “Miracle Worker’’. AD.
‘so-so.in_ Philly, *:
| Man of- Alcatraz” “(UA)..
- ducer, Frank McCarthy, ‘for .14: -. “Rear. Window” (Par), “pack “on. good in Detroit. and
9. “Another. Town” (MGM).
e Reports |
Boxoffic
te
(Comple
With:
“spot.
|
|: “Hatari” (Par), which: has“péén: years. at the. studio, also.-is-part. of: reissue, : is taking:
8. “Phantom of “Opera” (U).
ae
‘On. Pages 89:10) ole
Toreadors’” (Cont)‘rounds
oF “prominent. on the lists “for the last: ‘the deep-cutting ‘Darryl F...Zanuek Waltz of.
~
9. “300 Spartans” (20th).
-two' months, -‘wound .up 12th, ‘one. studio“ reorganization |plans. Fora |
10.“Boccaccio” (Embassy).
; week” in weekly ratings:
; ; ‘time there wereé:..discussions ‘for-].
11. “Sky Above” (Embassy).
|.McCarthy* .to- - produce. : a. -vidpix |
12; “Pigeon Took. Rome” (Par).
| series. under*'20th Century Televi-.}.
SSS
|
. Sion * Corp. ‘prexy: Peter. G. Leva:
sharply. curtailed takes. The° Sep-.
’S FEATURE |.theés, ‘but ‘Zanuck «was: Sunwilling to
tember ‘weather was-:on the: favor--| LIONEL LOBER
- |ROLLS. NOV. 4 IN ISRAEL. ‘release: a. property: ‘McCarthy: had.
‘able side for. theatre biz,
‘State ‘Rentals; But.Made
_in mind for ‘the -felefilnis:. - MeAgain ‘on top: for. the. |
“Lionel Lober; son ‘of United. Arte: ‘Carthy. plans: continuing indie: film. : Documentary. for. $100,000-— His Future Projects
month
rowbizwas.
“Music. Man”
|:.
I
(WB) in.
in a’
the
sweepstakes
for. ‘ists-exee
Louis: Lober: and -himself: -production , on: the ‘Coast.
a. former aide. to: Max E. -Young:=.|- Engel -and. Carter. have. formed |:
‘September. . “Brothers.
‘Grimm” stein when. latter was: at UA, starts. Cines- Productions. ‘Inc.. and. .Tele“Swedish:‘producer. Tore.‘slobere,we
(MGM). which held: close to “Mu-.
shooting an. indie in Israel of -his. masters: Productions: ‘Ine. for. ‘their
sic” virtually every week, finished. own writing. titled ' ‘Who: ‘Stole ‘Irv-. ‘Israeli -. production::.. operations. .
‘a. New York. ‘visitor .‘ast: Wweels, a solid second. The two. pictures® ing?” ’ He leaves. for Tel. Aviv’ Nov. | ‘March: ‘groundbr eaking: is planned.
‘spent. $100, 000: ‘in “making |the. suce:.
‘grossed $2.376.000.. in) .the ‘four’ {4° All shooting Wwill be on: “Israeli: Engel. ‘Will both produce. ‘there. and
cessful’ ‘Mein’. Kaiipf,”. ‘which’. ~
|
Lawrence;
‘Kans.,
‘Oct.
2..
weeks. out. in circulation ‘last.location.°
rent studio space.:. From’ London |
ter:‘than a year ago.
end of the: -month

“Tt..will be’ si|tiohth: place::

°

in9Nations
‘MeinKampfPlayofin

Toré ‘Sjoberg’ Declines -to.

PRODUCER. GETSPLAQUE|.
|FOR DARING TO PRODUCE!

month.

: f and.Paris: he woes on: to:‘Israel,
It's a: modern-day “eoinédy: with

Story”. (UA), long on

“West Side
“an all-Israeli ‘east save: for:.a-male-]
‘top or close to ‘No. 1) Position, name who, Says Lober; .‘‘would: ‘be:
woimd up third although. nearing.
;
the end of its €ngagements. in SEV-:‘|on
the:
of. to
Groucho
fact.
I'mtype.
trying‘
interestMarx;
him “in
-in:|..

$30,000: :*

f.. Localites” ‘packed. the. “Granada |‘played in-92 countries,-and
his new: ‘one, “Secrets: 7
| Theatre (about. 1;000 .seats) last in ‘assembling

_| Wed.

(26) © to - “see ™ “the

“world

of Nazi: Criminals.”” But he. said he’.

discuss: grosses '.be-::
| NudieArter’5$260,000°. 1 premier. OF. “Carnival: ‘of : Souls, 2 ‘prefers .‘not. ‘to’.
“happened. to JO‘what:
“Took.
{cause
amy
7
‘|first, - feature™ sever ._produced. . in
era] major city firstruns,
“The
‘to.
Interns” (Col), which started out | who Was vesociated. Golan, Isrgelt |.Gross So. Far:‘Paradisio’ ! Lawrence. Brief: stage. ceremonies -hannson.”. The . reference: “Was:
-.
fighter
“the:
,
with an :amazing showing: late: in, ‘man’s “The Young ‘Racers’ ‘shot |
Johannson
Ingemar.
|
alth
found: officials: of Commonwe
Producer Off to.‘Asia :Theatres;
ed. in’: tax
August. soared. to fourth position. t.on ‘the. Riviera). will. direct..hee
which ‘operates the house who’ ‘became. sO. ‘enimesti

‘It actually wound third.-a : couple: |
of times in w eekly ratings.’
.
| “Lolita” (MGM. which has’ been|
high on: the list for two. months: |.

‘after: he hit the well-pub“bas: one. “of.-its more: than 100: in.| ‘troubles:
"
licized” bigtime...
plaque.
“a
©
ng
presenti
,
midwest
the
|
U.Si,“MAJORS IN JAPAN:
‘Sjoberg, who .“aid he ®speaks’ o
- duced for. “slightly under $100, 000,”"
‘of: ‘appreciation’ {0 Harald. -(Herk) |. “good ‘Swedish and: bad. -English
ey, the... “producer.” -for::, his:
wound up fifth. “Miracle Worker” : United Artists “Again: Takes Top ‘during first ‘SIX: -months of: distribu-. ‘Harve
‘and |‘German,” - will -be.-ready in.
‘Rental Revenues. ~
(UA) captured ‘sixth spot by-‘dint+
| tion. “has ‘‘collected. approximately:
iT, “plunging” ‘nite: _about: a month- swith the final. effort ©
ss’’
“gamene
of a flock. of fresh playdates.
$260,000 in. film--rentals. in’ 200 film ‘pr oduction in’the. midwest. jin his documentary: trilogy, this to’7
a
“Tokyo; Oct. “2: “ Tivo Weeks in Another Town”
:
bookings ‘and indications ‘are take |. Richard -Orear, president, ‘did: be titled: “Face of: War...
(NGM? eaptured: seventh position, |
i “Distribution rentals -of the nine
this: will. be
said.
.
ker
‘filmma
Phe
~
“will
amount:
to
$1,
000,
000°
domestic,
showing its greatest. strength early/j U;.S. majors for Japan climbed. ‘to:
| -the honors -.for’: _Commonw éalth; - a compilation... “Of - historical: “fact
for’ the first. eight: according to. Jack ‘Harris, exeePro:
in the: month.
“Phantom of Op- |$32, 459.000
-and. Harvey. introduced: a. number [2
‘Showing “how |=100;000,000 ..‘people:
of: this calendar year, top-":
cra” .(U). a newie finished: eighth, ‘months:
;
ed:-and.~™:
-production: staff” and ‘-¢ast;-.to.
“Holly wood, Oct.. 2.

Swpatadisio; ” nudie art film: pro- |

+ ping last year’s figure-for the.‘co) re ducer..who ‘financed: film.

1 of

have been.Killed. in lo¢aliz

Mainly by sheer. -weight of some
“Harris Stated: at a press: “ ¢on- ‘the audience, most of :whom. ap: ‘global -hostilities. over thé past. half: ..
_-Tesponding period by $2. 159. 000.:
“parently already ‘knew |them. ‘ast
sizeable’ gross totals. .
~. century. He has’ :150;000-:feet :of .:
‘ference:
that. he leaves this, week.
‘neighbors, .
“300 Spartans” 120th)” Wwas. close !: ‘United ArtistS once. agin “‘headéd
film and: ‘is, cutting «this to: 8,500. ‘for
a
‘nionth:
in,
Tokyo
‘and:
“Far.”
the
listings
with
-reritals
:of
‘$2,401.test;
‘He: acquires. “his. iiaterial *‘mostly:
behind in ninth ‘position. “ ‘“Boc‘Date for. ‘the film: here ts:a
8
actio 70”: (Embassy) took 10th* ‘006 for .the:-périod. -Metro followed: East setting up: bookings" ‘for. pic, |“from. -‘whieh .-Commonwealth : w3}I- from. ‘ governmental | a r€ h {3v€:om
“with . $2,020,000
and-. Paraniount|epot. about the same as the month ;:
was: inthe third positidn: with:$1,_ |. whieh: is” ‘partially. 3-D. Warner ‘evaluate- ‘reaction: for. -possible. . throughout . the w orld:.
before.
“Skv Above.” also -from::
_ | Bros.,“yehe. -said,. has ‘given - “up one | future. use. -One .exec’ ‘pretty welk | Sjoberg, who- conversed. swith. Qe
Embassy. captured 11th place. ris- :701,000..
Ir
characterized: the possibilities.when. VaRIETY reporter: in- understands. on
: of: .. its: “licenses” in. _Japan. “for.
<The
other:
éompanies
pégistered:
ing as high as” ‘seventh in w eekly
‘he. said we ‘have-played lots Worse. able ‘English;: Said ‘that upon’ .com-=.

as follows: RKO@ (Disney ‘& BCFC),;
'$1,458.000; 20th-Fox, .$1;281:000;

ratings.

“Paradisio, ”

and” will |Sub-distrib dots of times:

| pletion of. the trilogy. he'll shift to: *

minute: feature for. ‘Harris.
“Pigeon That Took. Rome* (Par) :Col, $1. 223,000; “Universal, $1, 149,- B2_ Herts-Lion °' gnteraational;: Holly:. semi-documentaries, .—. “dramatized: _
:
- While. in: Tokyo, Harris -also- will: wood, has.’ the." “film: for - national ‘stories based. on. “fact: “The Amer- .
rounds. out the. Tep 12 although |ogo:
WB; .2 $896, 600 _and “AA;
climbing ~ as. -high -as 10th" in} 356,00 .
[seek
.
a. coprognctien arrangement. ‘distribution. :“from. Harcourt’ .Pro ieans-: did: these well, -such: as with...
reas. °::
0. :
VARIETY weekly ratings. ““Notori- i$3?
errible Game;” ‘and’ ‘fol-] ductions,. which made’ it: here, and} “Northside 297,. but: for: some..
for: “The
‘son. ‘abandéned _this. form. ‘y ean't:: .,
ous -Landlady” {Col), previously
‘American... International’
YS:
a understand. why.” *:
| lowing. return: here’ avilll head ‘im.
inthey
much higher:. “Spiral Road”: (U), I
franchise“ for «distribution: has,
As: for ‘his relations: with ‘Ainer. mediately:. for. South. America to: Bansts: City. exchange ..Area: :

“Kid Galahad”: (UA) and “Best'offomRe-Do. forC’rama
Enemies”.(Col). were the runnerUn, films.
Last. three were
comers forthe month. °

new- |:

A long Str ing. ‘of new films were

“Atlanta,. Oct. 2.

* time

for the. invitational: openi-.

2 ‘Europe for similar |‘Telease’ ‘deals.|.
story properties: are. :

ATues.) “of: |: Two. ‘other

Detroit. Oct: 2,

smash grossing possibilities. How-|

in: Hollywood. First is “The }< WJBK here. couldn’t have been”
tre with. the ‘local preem.orig-..
of. : ->‘made.
Casting” ‘Couch, **-- a -eomedy,: which }mere “excited.-if Cary- Grant:

weeks,

Féw. indicate}

ever,

“I Thank =a-. Fool”:

(MGM)

hapes strong
str
shapes
enough h ‘to cop fifth,

the néw Martin Cinerama The-:.. | on” producer's: ‘sked,

, Brothers Grimm?” Built.
-inally. as ‘the Erlanger. and

then ‘later called: the

both«. to ‘be |:

| “IT: find. they “have -a ‘dollar. sign”
- | where the heart ought ‘to-be.” However, he:and ‘Trans-Lux, distributor

-“Nazi Ciiminals”
have |:‘gotten —_
‘ of
“|
along firie and.-as a ‘result '-T-L.-"*.
The: ‘secretarial contingent at :-

ing

two

tonight

“Footnote, Cirea 1962.

Jaunched last month: mostly ‘in: the

last

here

si=| ian film: interests, he commented:.

| Tine- up. local distribs for his. nudie.

It_ was :a’race: with: the clock. ats After .- that, .che: said, he goes. tol.
but
contractors° finished in: —

.“-has heen ‘given: first: refusal rights.
Jon: “Face: of:.:War.” Columbia’. res. : will, :be.. based: pon . incidents. in |* ‘iad been -doing’ a personal. at. ~ . leased: Mein: Kampf”ee
vs
. silent days, and the other ‘is: tenta=|- the station... ‘As it was, he. was.

Tower.
place. the final week.of the month:
ee
tively tabbed. “‘A’. ‘Stranger: ‘and|.
on. the *phone—for. 10 .:|
““Damn_ the Defiant”
(Col) also: ' (Atlanta's last remaining. legit .._;Afraid,’’- ‘with: a dramatic .approach: . :- Merely:
minutes = ‘ with Shirley Eder, LD.
.
MacDONA
RECOVERY
MARIE:
-showcase),
the’
Martin
Cinehints. nice potential, being stout- in.
| who
‘conducts
the. .:AMer’s — |
‘Yama was remodeled at-a cest . ‘to’Hollywood;
: Farmington,. Me., Oct. 2..Boston: and Washington as. well’ ‘as:
. Of.$500,000..and now. ‘seats 858. || -:“Paradisio,” he said, which’ has’ ue “That's °-Show..Biz” |“stanza. -* | “Actress ‘Marie . MacDonald: was
nice in N. Y. and Philly.
.
‘Norris L,'‘McCollum -‘is man- -: ‘never. been presented for a MPAAT -.-Seems. the femmecaster: ‘had | hospitalized prieffy - heré: ‘with ‘an
“Waltz of Toreadors” (Cont).
y Production’ Code seal but has.never | ‘< dropped ~ ‘some - | nice. “words ~ ‘attack of ‘bronchial -prieumorila:
aging director. Latest addition.
has been checking. ‘in with. ‘some
fo-his staff is group. sales. di- J yet ° Tun.into any ‘censor ‘trouble ., ‘about: Grant on. “the: air, anid}. ¢ With. her- 13-year-old* ‘daughter,
big .. showings on arty. playdates.
rector. ‘Frances. Jones,.: wife’ ‘of. ;wherever | shows, ° ‘will “:start. an |*- the - -star just... ‘wanted. to OX . Danice Karl, actress was vacation-.
‘Marco Polo” (AI), just: getting.
the. Atlanta Constitution’s Ya-: *| engagement in: ft=ek: of drive-ins * “press. thanks... .-.
Ting at: Kennebago: ‘Lake’ Camps at
Started; has been somewhat -spotty: .. dio-tv editor. Local: Cine= jin the Frisco area “t2..two' weeks. |.
He had: tried. to.-reach ter | ‘Rangeley. when stricken. She “iad...
‘thus. far. .“‘No'‘Man Js an Island” _-Fama -outlet -is ‘a unit. of the “4 Film’: has’ “been. playing © ‘azound “-pefore ‘she. arrived. at® the‘ flown to: the Rangeley. Lakes area
(U) was. big .on. first. Playdate: in: . Martin ‘Théatreés. chain,:“which;
| country, he pointed out, in theeres |. -- studio; -but the: WJBK switeh- ~.. by: private’ plane to.-purchase.:a: lot
Detroit:
in its’ deal with Cinerama; is -|.which appeal: to -faimily- trade; such | board ‘wasn’t going.“for. thé
on: which.: to; ‘build. a home in’‘the
building: other. Cinerama_ the- - as’ the -Adams,: Detroit; “Roosevelt, ‘Mr. Grant”: identification— -' » Bald: ‘Mountain. section... ©:
A big batch of. oldies were un-|
Seattle;: Paramount; - -Frisco;-: and ' until’. Miss: Eder . showed up: veiled during’ the’ month, with.
atres
in: New . Orleans,. St
‘She. left the. ‘hospital . Saturday’
mostly ‘indifferent results. Best of i ‘Louis. and Seattle. .
wo Orpheum, Portland, Ore, oS
° “Luckily, Grant. was. Persistent, ee(29) and flew.back: to
) Los:Angeles. “.
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| Burglary Season.‘Opens ||

pace: OF “TERROR”

|Hollywood ProductionPubf

‘| (Carthay Films)
| ‘Shooting in ‘Spain)

"-

UNITED ARTISTS.

"ALLIED ARTISTS.

|

“Buffalo, Oct. 2°}

Prod.—Jack :Mills.

Dir:—Wiliam

—

Shooting: ‘in Viet; Nam)

|.

div. . ‘Safecrackers: ere. continuing 7
“ erations against theatre box ~]:-6

Hole Sn

‘Lisa:Gaye.
.(Started “Tuly: 23).
Toe,
CUYEAR. OF THE. TIGER’. tee
.{ (Kingman. Prods.}.
wet

te

|

_ offices here, . Followin an ate :

oe “tempt to open the vai t of the...
‘Wray:Davis ‘Lafayette. Theatre which. :re.

' Prods.—Marshall. Thompsén,
:Dir.—Alex Nicol*
‘Marshall ‘Thompson;. “Alex: ‘Nicol; Chieu.

rae

sulted: ‘in -the.. bur lars’: being

-Aflanta, Oct: 2.

‘Last.time. Leonard Freeman, 28,
’ Starts,. This Year... wueene | 1 Starts, This Year-.:.i'..«. 18
was. completed, “the ‘safe. at | ‘Manager ‘of. Kirkwood. Adult
(Started Aug. 6).
This Date, Last Year rs
a This Date, Last Year. arene aa | “DEMENTIA”:
the :Teck (Loew’s)::was. helsted:.
tre, was in Judge: Robert. ‘Jones
ilmgroup:-Gartick Lta.Prods.- for. Filni- fe: ‘over -the: weekend “by what...
..tseetion of Municipal Court, Jurist..
‘group: Release)|:
Sanders, Mario Darri: - ‘frightened away. ‘be fore:the job” |

-Chinh, Pamela

thea

| warned him if:‘he. was. ‘brought Up

“|...
police. termed. “professionals”:
(Shooting in. Ireland).
;
. ProdsS—-Roger :Corman,
Charlés.- Hana"and. over $1,700. was stolen...
| again. he ‘was: ‘going to. lower the ~
. walt, -R, Wright” Campbell "e
‘+.(Shooting at Revue)
—
jboom. on him.-° ..
s
Dir —Fraricis Coppola.
Current.
‘weekend
‘was
-mark-oo
ie
tobberies..
fice.
of
box
Prod.-Dir.—Stanley Kramer: Bots
two.
‘by:
d
@
a ” William, Campbell. Luana | ‘Anders, Pat
Spencer racy, Milton Berle, Sid. Cae-- Freeman. ‘appeared ‘tuesday tow.
McGee. : Mary Mitchell; Ethne’ Dunne,’ eat
sar, Buddy: Hackett,” Ethel ‘Merman, ‘one at .the ‘Cinema ‘where the: . the: eighth. time), but this.time it .
Sean: O’Foole - .’
Mickey . ‘Rooney, |Dick 'Shawn,. Phil
| This Date, Last Year .we eonee
‘Started Sept: 10)
“safe .containing:-$850 | “was. | was: ona different. ‘charge. (dige.-:
:Silvers, ‘Terry-Thomas,. ‘Jonathan Win-.
ters, Edie Adams, ‘Dorothy: ‘Provine,- “PUSH BUTTON -HONEYMGON’?”.
“earted | off the. “premises. and.... porderly -conduct-showing-an’ obe.
te
Jimmy Durante, -Eddie . “Rochester” <LeCamp. Prods)" -.
. opened: “and “the: Elmweod. - scene movie), so :the- judge ‘“‘let..
“THE RAVEN”: ns
_Anderson:: Jim
Backus,
Ben
Blue,. (Shooting: ‘at ‘Carthay .Studios).
John
Prods.
—TomAlderman,
(Nicholson-Arkoff Prods, 5
art
».(nabe)
-where.” the” safe-. was
Peter Falk.. Paul, Ford, Arnold Stang, |
e: vs
‘him: off lightly”. with |a $255, fine
Prod.-Dir.—Roger Corman —
_Alan Carney,. Doodles Weever,: Buster. -° lendy
or -30 days'iin:jail.
‘Vincent Price. Peter Lore.. Boris Kar- |
- “Dir. o Dave: Tomack
- Keaton
:
around:
$700.
loff, Hazel Court, Olive Sturgess, Jack . Gtarted Apiil 26)|! ‘Aubri.Martin, .Roy: ‘Thinnes, Richard ‘St.
‘Deferise attorney: Jack ° “Turoff
.
v
John,.. -Helen Campus, _Emik ‘Sitka;.}
.Nicholson
.tothe GREAT ESCAPE”.
=| fleda
a vertioraria,Appeal: Thursday
Molly ‘Dodd .
{Started Sept: 21)
(Mirisch-Alpha‘. Prods,)’.
“(Started Sept. 10)"
{Shooting | in: Munich).
“THE. ‘LAST. GRAVE":
- Prod.-Dir._-John |Sturges-:
. Freemans s- * troubles. -“stemnied. (LoraJon, Prods.)
TT" Steve McQuéen, James: Garner, ‘Richard. -«Shooting
at Conejo: Ranch) >
Attenborough; James Donald,- Charles
-Prod.-Dir.
—Johnny
Seven
_
Bronson,’ Donald’ Pleasénce, © ‘James
Johnny - Seven," Warren
Kenimierting,Staris, This Year.......<3...15.
“Coburn.
ae
°ou
“
oe...
“Virginia. Vineent, Ron Soble..
- Capt... E.. 20: Muilen, ay ‘special:
(Started: ‘June @):
t's. A MAD, MAD, MAD, MAD WORLD”.

AMERICAN INTL

‘Starts, This Year ...5. 055+.

1 (Sfanley Kramer

Prods.) -

3

if | .

[oy Beeled. “with. a Joss:_ Reported<a

‘COLUMBIA

, his Date, Last:‘Year. . :wheetae t.

.

: TOM JONES”
‘| €Woodfall Film Prods:),
(Shooting... in England) ~

v

(Started “Sept... 26)

‘|THE BALCONY”

.

; “City, ‘Film...Corp:|Prods.

[PittsburghDissenter As
St from: showing. a Dic. tided ARp
“United: Artists Applies oe ling’'s-Women,”’* ..5
‘for: ‘the. Aldermanic
= Showease Format: There},+ ‘investigator
Police Committee, took. a: gander
for: Continental :
.

ae
Pittsburgh, Oct: 2° ‘Fat “Kipling’ s Womén” -and’: “grave
. Prod-Dir.—Tony" Richaréson’ .
Penn: ‘Theatre, -Wwhich: ‘has “legit ‘Freeman a: COPY. oF “charges. and
Alhert Finney, ‘ Susannah’ York, Busi] Prods.—Bed' Maddow,- Joseph. ‘Strick
Griffith:
we
te
‘musical, “Sound ‘of Music,” for: two. seized °‘the. film..
’ Dir Joseph’ ‘Strick a
a
_ Shelley "Winters, Peter Falk, Lee. weeks starting Feb. 4,-i8 now: work: |.
Janet. Leigh, Dick .Van
Dyke; Ann: |. (Started. June 25):.
: Freeman’ Ss. previous “eighty.ape.
ee
: | Grant Peter Broceo; Jett sorey: Ruby
Margret, Bobby Rydell, ‘Jesse Pearson,,. “SUMMER FLIGHT”
e,
Joyce
Jameson, . Arnette
lens;: ‘ing ‘out its: booking: problems since| pearances in’.Munieipal Court. had
. Maureen
Stapleton,
Paul © ‘Lynde,
-Prods. —Stuart “Miller, - nwwreine : Tur- |.
Lawrence.
fur:
;
Leonard.
Mimoy,Kent
Smith
,
Frank
Albertson:
Trudi
Ames. Ed
[cropping
the
“Premiere
Showcase”
ynanbeen: for: violating: City. of Atlanta’ss.
.
tstartea Sept. 1D).
Sullivan, Bryan Russel, Robert Paige | Dir.—Daniel Petrie
} plan ‘of “United.Artists. -UA. films: motion .:. ‘picture classification - or(Started May. 3}:
t
Susan: Hayward, , Michael Crsig ‘Eaward
move--..over:
to.
the‘Gateway’
‘and.
-dinance:| (This ‘statute was -ruled:
Judd‘
“THE RUNNING ‘MAN
"(Started Aug. 20)
‘| Fulton: ‘Theatres’ of the Associated invalid: by «‘Superior. Court. Judge
(Peet
Prods. Ltd.) *(Shocting in -Spain)_.
‘Theatre -chain, headed. by.‘George Durwood. .T::. Pye;--who however,
‘
|
AELIGHT
FROM
ASHIYA”
|
Prad.-Dir. —Carol . Reed.
(Hecht Prods:. & Daiei MP. oD.
|| and:-Ernest.Stern. 9°:
Laurence
Harvey,. _Lee _Remick, *“Alan -4Shooting in* Japan)..
| left: it: in-effect for: 30. ‘days. to five:
Bates
| Bilt. -Moclair, manager :“of Penn, city: chance. to: appeal).
“
Prod.—Harold Hecht .
;
‘Started July 13)Dir.—Michael--Anderson:.
=
.
4 reveals ‘he has: already * ‘Dooked |’ “When: Fréeman.. showed up:in.
“THE VICTORS”
_s¥ul-Brynner,. Richard Widmark, George.
“Gi got”:
(Highbroad Prods.y
from ‘20th..and. had’ ‘deals.court ‘Tuesday (25) -‘Turoft. autted
Chakiris,: Suzy. Parker, Shirley. Knight | -Starts, This. Year .. <<: weve 1
‘Shooting in Englandg).
ee (Started Aug. 27)”
by asking: Judge Jones if he had:
This Date, Last Year wceeesine worked ‘out with Paramount:
Prod.-Dir.—Carl Foreman
‘im
: Edwards.
George’ Hamilton. “THE MOUSE ON THE: MOON”
Vincent
“Moclair. objected. to the UA. plan..warned Freeman..in court ‘that if:
Christine
Kauffman, Melina
Mer-. «Walter Shenson Prods.)at ‘because of the theatres “in--the he was brought’ back. hé would ‘be
: _ os
couri, Jeanne Moreau. George Pep-'|. (Shooting: at Pinewood: Siidios, London) “CON. THE “RUN”
;
(Anglo-Guild :‘Prods,) pard,
Rosanna | Schiaffino,’ Romy. [| ‘ Prod.— Walter ‘Shenson
| plan who’ .are’ only. a five. minute -dealt:. with: :more: ‘severely.. Judge.
“BYE BYE BIRDIE".
«Kohimuar-Sidney Prods.)
Frod-—Fred Shines”
Dir.—-George
Sidney

Release). :
«Shooting .‘at: KTTV: Studios»...
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_BRITAIN

ANGLO- AMALG -

‘ Prod.—Jack Greenwood
.
Schneider. Eli Wallach, Michael Cal... - Dir.— Dick Lester"
~ Lride. from: downtown. ‘He. said: the
': Margaret ‘Rutherford. Ron. ‘Moody. Bey-: . Dir.—Robert.Tronson
.
lan,. Peter Fonda, Jim Mitchum, Tony,
nard.
Cribbins;
David:
Kossoffs.
June.
“Emrys
Jones,
«Sarah
Laivson,Delphi
plan,- where seven. “hardtops* and
Wallace
-"
‘Lawrence,.. Patrick . Barr’
Rite ‘hie
:
(Started Aug. 7%)...
\drive-ins, have.a simultaneous: run
wt ‘Sept.‘25.at:‘Merton’ Park stu:
«Started
Sept.
‘3)
“IN THE FRENCH. STYLE”
dios)
sw.
.
Ae.
7 because of the: huge ‘distancés -.in(Casanna Prads.)
‘volved. ‘between. the theatres “but
(Shooting in. Paris). -'
‘| «ChrisIaw Prods:)
Prods.—Robert Parrish, Irwin. Shaw,
(Shooting at Goldwyn)
he ‘said. Pittsburgh has -its ‘houses
‘Dir—Robert Parrish
‘Prod.-Dir. —William, Asher
Jean Seberg, Stanley Baker, Philippe.
Henry’
Silva,. ‘Elizabeth: Montgomery,
Forequet;
Addison
-Powell,
(Jack
in’ direct competition’ with down-.
.Joan. Staley, ‘Gregory Morton, . Steve”

said. that: was _correct. °

. Jones: added, : Hiowever;: ‘that:‘this |
: warning | .camé’ when the-charge.
involved ‘violating: the ‘rating: ordi-..- ::
asccingee
:Sprenger
err
nance.’ He. said. Freéman. had: not© nies

|“JOHNNY: COOL”.

“ASSO. “BRIT. -‘PATHE

Starts, This Year: .2.5.55..6°

Hedley,

James

Leo

Dauphin. Maurice:
(Started AUE.. (27). *

Herlihy,

Claude | 2

Teynac
.

obscene film:.:.
: Turoft: attacked. the” “ordinance >
here® oni: the’ ‘plan, ‘did.’ not: get: a. ‘under which- Freeman was: charged,
~ downtown run. even ‘though: every contending | that* it. -is;in: conflict. .

Pack; -guest ‘stars ‘Sammy. Davis. Jr,, }

This,Date, LastYear.is
ose
a5 - ‘town: “Kid ©.Galahad,’”

Backus; :Mare. Lawrence, Hank’ ‘Henry.J

Lo

‘Joey

‘Bishop,. Telly - Salavas,: Jim}

Lape? CRIPPEN”

Bis

(Started Sept. Ww

WALT DISNEY

“UN IVERSAL

‘Starts; This. Year. .le cee eee
This Date, ast’ Year.wecece “3

Staits,This Year .... oe
wove
a

ret

‘first

‘one!

| «Torchlight. Prods.) "|
‘|exhibitor here. is: complaining over.
-Prod:—John Clein’:
_
‘the.“growing: shortage -‘of Product:
|:
Dir.—Robert’ Lynn
-.:
.
"Donald "Pl
Pleasence,: Donald. wolfit; Coral ..
Brown

_ ._ MeéCarthy, ‘Richard- LePore’ a
> (Started: July .16)
"|.

METRO

_

Te

Prod.—Robert: Arthur
Dir.—Michael. Gordon:

;

~|ing Erie Pleskow, named last week

smo
"welt
ye

obscene, : Mullen. replied:. “In mys
opinion If was.” 0:
. Mullen :-:said.‘his ‘opifion’ owas
based. ‘upon the ‘theme and: “a: dis."

singing.
eetPeery

play.of. nudity.”’” Asked by Turoff:in~ his-‘opionion;. nudity.- itself :. ee
eer
,
wa -obscene. ‘Mullen *Teplied: that

_| transfers :his. headquarters. to New];“it: would. depend upon the manner

Kevin |.

1) -THREE-ON A MATCH:

* Starts, This Year tee mes 18 |
This Date, Last Year .cceeee IS

there. is: no “conflict ° be- a

Capt. “Millen -testified’ to ‘arrest

_

Dana,

|-opinion,

=|is wt AUERBACH’S ‘Ing Freeman and- seizing “the. film.
BRITISH: LION.
BROADER AUTHORITY ‘tion:.as
and ‘in ‘response’ toa: direct. ques-.
te whether. the film ‘was _.
studios. Eistree)

“SUMMER
MAGIC":
LANCELOT ° ‘AND: GUINEVERE*®
Prod,-—-Walt
Disney
}.(Corriel ‘Wilde-Bernard Luber- Prods):
Dir.— James’ Neilson
‘Shooting - in ‘¥ugoslavia)
_Norbert :T. ‘Auerbach, ‘who “has.
+ Starts, This Year.:
,
Hasley
Mills, Burl. Ives, Dorothy Nic: °
Prods.—Cornel - Wilde~ ‘and Bernarda;
aLtr ‘been.
United. Artists’: -eontinental.
Una Markel.
|Guire,
Eddie “Hodges;
Luber’
.
a
ep This Date, Last. Year.:e000 0.md
:
Michael Pollard, Wendy Tume, Jimmy
; » Dir.—Cornel. Wilde
:
‘sales manager,,. is.being: promoted:|
_ Mathers. Jim Stacy. Peter
Brown,
- Cornel
Wilde, | Jean - Wallace,. Brian THE AVENS.- ABOVE” 7
1 to .Continental: manager, .succeed(Started Aug. 6)
Aherne, Jan~ Gregory, - “Michael Mea- ‘(Charter Films) °
cham
“SAVAGE SAM“
- ‘Prod.—Roy- Boulting -.
;
(Started: May. D
aa ‘to:‘become.a:UA veep.
_
Prod.—Walt Disney
.
‘Dir.—John: Boulting |
:
Dir.—Norman Tokar:
. ’ Peter. Sellers; Israel Jeans, Cecil Parker:
‘| 7% -GATHERING -‘OF EAGLES”.
Auerbach |will; assume’ his” new.
‘Brian’: Keith. Tommy. Kirk; ‘Dewey. “Mar?
Prod:—Sy Bartlett.
Lok
({Started” Aug, 7 on location in England’
‘tin,
Kevin
Corcoran, . Jeff. York, i. _Dir.— Delbert. Mann
.
and. Scotland: Into . ‘Shepperton atu ‘duties - in: -Paris: ‘when - ‘Pleskow:
Marta .Kristen’
dios ©from’ Sept.. 3).
_ Rock Hudson. Rod. rayon, “sary‘Péach,

‘Barry. ‘Sullivan, “Leora

‘with: a, state. law: arid .thus is. in-’. as(
valid. Jones: “replied. ‘that, in -his’

:| tween ‘the. ‘city.ordinance. and. ‘the:
‘|state Jaw;-.

. +; (Started. ‘Sept. 10 ‘at Associated British.

This Date, ast Year .oa cale /10.

(Started } Aug: 22)

‘appeared: before-him before: on. a.

| {'elustered -and the: nabes would. be: ‘charge involving. theShowing: of an *

BUTCHER'S: oes 6:

4|- York next..month.’.Auerbech, :who't- in which: it was ‘presented...’
joined

» Mrs.:-Christine.. Smith’ Gitliain,:
UA. in. -January,* formerly |',,
‘former. censor: now: ‘acting. as ‘city’s’

was. Columbia ‘International’s man| aging. director for Europe and ‘the: film reviewer, ‘told: the: court: ‘she
graded: “‘Kipling’s: Wonien” ‘objec: -.

Starts, This Year
This. Date, Last Year:er

| Middle East:""He left that: ‘post in
-1960. to. produce: the- indie -Fretich|.tionable . before it. Opened ‘at ‘the
+ pit, “The- Girl With: the -‘Golden: ‘Kirkwood. and saw. it again Friday’
‘Sargent.
MIGHT OF THE "‘PROWLERS”.
‘at. the’.theatre. Asked if she .con(Started :Aug. 2)
‘ Prod.ona: ‘sdarie nee
;
: Eyes.»
4"
a
¥—
rancis.
earle
°«-:
-. |sideréd -the- film ‘obscene, “Mrs. Gile.
“COURTSHIP OF EDDIE'S -PATHER"
PARANOIAC
Patrick Holt; Colette: Wildé,. Bill Nagy-|.
(Euterpe Prods.)
.
{liam replied:. “I so ‘Considered it... (Hammer Prods)
Gtarted. Sept. 24 on location in’ LonProd.— Joe -“Pasternak
| Shooting
in. England)
- don. ‘Into. “Shepperton studios from} “WU. of New: Mexico Aiters
Judge Jones: viewed. the picture
-Dir.— Vincent Minnelli
' Prod.—Anthony Hinds
:
_Sept. 2
ot
Albuquerque, ‘Oct. .2. bat
|
‘Glenn
Ford.
Shirley. Jones, . ‘Stella | Dir.—Freddie - Francis
.
.
‘Columbia*:. Pictures- - Corp.’s:
Stevens, ‘Dina ‘Merrill, Roberta’ Sher- |: Janette. ‘Scott,: ‘Oliver: Reed;. Sheila |
“Wy of. New! exico, which has a. ‘screening room: on: Film.RowWed-, ”wood. Ronny
Howard, Jerry) Van]
Burrell, Maurice ‘Denham; Alexander:
Dyke
Davion, Lilliane Brousse. :
i
récord: ‘enroliment°‘of. 4500 stu=: nesday (26) before. the hearing: be(Started Aug. 2)
(Started: Aug.
dents. this‘ fall, kicked: off. -a- 13 .Zan and- in. ‘passing ~Sentence: on.:
': Kirk Douglas; Mitzi. Gaynor. Gig Young:
'

Thelma

Ritter,

Julie: Newmar,

Wil-|

liam’ Bendix, Leslie. ‘Parris." Richard’

COLUMBIA,

“TAMAHINE”
«Seven Arts. ‘Prods. Ltd)
{Shooting in: -Londan).
Prod.—John ‘Bryan.
-Dir.—Philip Leacack :
Nancy Kwan. Dennis. -Price,
_ Cribbins, John Frazet
(Started

LepHe

LIST OF. "ADRIAN, messencen” || Stats,This‘ Year>... veon 25. |-week series of art films last Friday |‘Freeman added ‘that: in,his’opinion.”
as
—
.
:
|-Jeel Prods.)
This Date, Last Year...oe “8 '(28)-with the. Swedish. Amport') film. is obseéne, ;
(Shooting in. ‘London)
.

Bernard +

Prod:.—Edward: Lewis
Dir.—John' Huston.

George

Prod.—Ted Richmond

* Dir.—Norman . Taurog
Elvis. Presley. Joan.Q’Brien,

Re
Gary LockVicky Tiu,’ Yvonne Craig, Kam
Guy Raymond, Edith Atwater

“Starts, This Year...

apr,

‘Starts, This Year ...

0.2-.:e

|

BT]
|

{Started
“COME

June

BLOW.

‘YOUR

Prods.—Bud
Bsr+-Bud

.
.

(Started Jane. 27)
“AMERICA, AMERICA”.

Started. Sept. 13

ime Day’IntoAtlanta
“ASReservists:Benefit
“Started: duly: 2 atPinewood. studios) |:
on ‘Jocation in -Inver- | —

“Stathis Giallelis:

-Yorkin,

‘Norman

Lear

a2

This.‘Date, Last:Year. oveee, +24.
los

Starts, This Year.

cisess 3|

This Date; ‘Lost Year .

ry,

oy

UNITED. ARTISTS: |

3

"“EVERYTHING

- -Dir:—Peter Graham -‘Scott.
Janet’ Munro,. John.. Stride.

.

: “LEFT: BANK’: tentative: titte)

.

po

don, fept. @

Roxy. Theatre: under sponsorship: of

_!} Atlanta’ Chapter “of--Reserve’ Of-

ficers: Assn. ‘Pro¢eeds from. sale of

-preiniere. tickets. will’ go: to Reserve

‘TI$10,000..

| Started. .Sept.: -10.. at“ Pinewood . stu.”

7 ‘dios... In. ‘Eastmancolor).

| Day”: will -get its “southern pre’

aor
Sespceng
he
8
et
aes
:tha
.
“UNIV. INT LY
; | Officers. ‘Memorial. Building. .a a
|
Washington,
:
a.
$1,500,000-project; J
‘Starts, This:Yeor ...65 042.3.
‘T This Date, Last Year. cece al, with: ‘Atlanta -unit’s quota’ ‘set.at’ Serese7

J ‘HAVE. -

(Independent Artists)
:
Prod,—Albert Fennell.

.

Atlanta; Oct: 2).

Dartyl F,Zanuck’s “The ‘Longest™.

a imieré - Nov. “3. at.) Wilby-Kimcey’s”

: IZ
‘This Date, Last Year;
rested}

a

a

’- Pir.—Nicholas ‘Ray*
_.(Tricastle -Films). :
., Charlton: Heston; Ava Gardner, ‘Davia: ”
Prod Anthony. Perry. ©
“Niven. Flora’ Robson, John Ireland,..|. - Dir.—-Guy : Hamilton: :
Genn. ‘Robert ‘Helpmann,. Kurt {~~ Catherine Woodville’
7 * ‘Leo
-Kaszner.-- Paul. ‘Lukas,’ Jerome Thor |. (Started ‘on: logation: ia,Chielsea, Lon:
(Started July 2

Jayne.

, | ameDate; Last Year .....:9 ||——
Starts, This Year:we aseses
if

Frank Sinatra, Tony Bill, ‘Lee. J.. Cobb; +
Molly: Picon, .Barbara Rush, Jill -St.
Johu, Carole. Wells; guest stars Dean}weeererbacerant
epee
Martin.’ Dan -Blocker, Phyllis McGuire.
‘Started. Sept.. 13),
55 DAYS AT PEKING”
“(Samuel -Bronston. Prods:) _
| AShooting in Spain)
—
:
. Prod.—Samuel Bronstan-

20th CENTURY-FOX :

e

Asher.

Wisdom, "Raymond. Huntley, |

“Jennifer.

“Staits.This Year .. we
widens 1a.

Yorkin:

-Norman

‘Staris; This-Year:;
oe

“INDEPENDENT

7

. Prod.—Hugh” Stuart
. Dir.—Robin

ary, Scotland. Into- Pinewood Studios.
~ AUB. .22)"
mo
.

;

shown,” Judge: Jones: said. -“It will.
‘take’aTot of film:tokeep.itgoing.”
a
rape

-

'.. Dir.—Don Chaffey ‘.
Patrick: _McGoohan.,. Susan’ ‘Hampshire.

oF

-ment officers: is to. make .a case and.
‘seize the... “film each ‘time it.

“ON THE: SEAT”. oan

sames|
TRE“THREE. Lives’ OF :THOMASINA™
Clift Robertson," Ty ” Wavains Ronert
- Exec: Prod.—Walt Disney .
.
_ GrCRORys. . = Grant: Williams,. |, Assoc. Prod.—Hugh- Attwooll -

(Started. Aug. 20).

HORN”

‘Next- ‘up, on: Friday: cy is ‘Soviet I. ..“My instructions to law. entorée-

pic. “Arsenal,” to. be -followed. by
“Night of the -Hunter,” US:. ‘Others.
‘include “Quiet. ‘One;”3:Gr nd ] ..
2“MM”.
|
an J luof
sion” ‘and:

18)

(Essex-Tandem. Prods.)

;

s) ‘Starts;This Year220223 4.64.2/
This: Date, Last Years ..3+..2:]]-

109"

-Prod.-Dir.—Elia-‘Kazan°

William: Holdeni,. Audrey: Hepburn.

. ‘to’‘students ‘and .gefieral. public, ‘is ‘sentence ‘was passed, that.“he. had:
| being: presented. ‘by . UNM. Film: information - ‘that other ‘prints: .of.
| Society ©and ’ ‘screens. e
: film--had. been’.:procured:: -and |‘that |
ach film _| picture would: -be:shown.twice.-:vy

“DISN EY

|: (Athena. Enterprises :“Corp. Proaey 7
‘Shooting in Athens)ny

“PARIS. WHEN 47 SizZLes”
«Shooting in Paris)
Prod.—George Axelrod
Dir —Richard Quine

-

762).

0.2.0oh

{Shooting in Florida). ,
~ Prod.—Bryan .Foy°
...
‘Pir. —-Lewis Milestone |

PARAMOUN T

‘

7 Dir~ David Lean...
.
- Peter -O’Toole,. Maurice’ ‘Ronnet Gtarted May 1961: ‘in Jordan... ‘Haliea.
-Resumed ‘Dec.. 61.: ‘To.Morocco. June

| This’ Date,Last Year. ees+10,

‘wood,
Tong,
iStarted_ ‘Sept. 5).

This Date,Last Year oe

| Prod.—Sam Spiegel:

WARN ER BROS.

B

OF. "ARABIA"

| (Horizon Pictures’ (G.B.) Ltd)

ook
| {started Sept. 4).

Auvig. Ti;

“TAKE. ME TO THE FAIR”
(MGN-Ted Richmond Prods.)
(Shooting in Seattle)

peices
-2
“Wild Strawberries. *».
-Assistant attorney. Robert. Lyle}... nsinciesius
:orcs.
Series, ‘offered. on a cufto.‘Basis ‘who prosecuted the case;. said after...

Le

;
Cc: Scott; Dana Wynter: Clive a LAWRENCE

KISS. OF THE: VAMPIRE?
‘Hammer Films) :-

: Prod.—Anthony- Hinds Dir.—Don

Sharp

-

|
This: will mark the first time that: ae ‘opening -night. of: a: motion. picture
- fFroad, show ‘engagement. -has- ‘been . Sethees
oss
Ni“ears

‘Edward. de pouza, Jennifer ‘Daniel, sold: ‘out to an ofganization’ for’ use..:. ©
Clifford

.

-=
psinre
vs
estas

(Started Sept17. at: Bray. ‘studios. In | in
--astmancelor).

raising _ money. for: a-_ worthy ;
cause.
*
.
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Yor
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This beaming, life-like: reproduction.
of ‘jolly: St. Nick is-one of: the.‘most
_ beautiful: ‘STANDEES we've ever
“been. able: to.offer for your ‘Xmas Pro-.
“motions!” ‘Prepared. in 6.beautiful _
colors...wis.Mounted and: cut-out..wswith,
- Sturdy: Easel! Itsa BIG Holiday Bar:

gain. and it'sready NOW!
N
“Ord er HD-62 “1.

mg...

|

-22 in high
ay

” BASEL. BACK:“Same beautiful ©
6 color. rendition.

:

Specially designed forAway: Fiom-Theatré Promotion,
...these ‘stunning, identical. reproductions: ‘of:“your:

- Giant-5 ft,STANDEE provide ‘Countercards' for.your
local. imerchants...for:“use: in:your’Box Office...
and. on Candy Counters
)
and there's: space .at:
* the bottom for- theatre
_..imprint-or snipe!

HD-62-M.-

em
ee
won

;polentaa

_PICTURES:

gilesScareely
FloridaMakes It aQuartet,, _ ~ Draft
Rate Penalty of Lower:.

NextYear,OfDixieExhibUnits}“Than Legal Compensation|

:
Tri-state
Tennessee)

Atlanta, .
‘Oct. 2.
Alabama,
Georgia,
convention of theatre

‘Albany, :Oct. 2°.

Hollywood, Oct.
American Jiiteriiational :‘Pictures; :which’ ‘eurrently. ‘hag:.
gar
> Allan: Poe's: “The: Raven” before the cameras -and ‘during. past: We

years has neade four’ other..Poe.yarns,.-will produce 10 additional

--Commienting. in its. report. to: Ine. “Poe stories during the next:five. years.
.“| gastnal ‘Commissioner ‘Martin ‘P. |.’
. =? Company: toppers James: H. ‘Nicholson ‘and_ ‘Samuel Zz LArkot
-| Catherwood,. or-request:.of the-N.Y. wa stated that. decision- to sked::10: more of. ‘writer’ s famous. ‘terrop

‘SU
| NSHINE,‘ALBOROUE,
GOING INTOCINERAMA( ‘tion of youths, students. and ‘draft |:

cewners and exhibitors finished its|.

_ the:

State.- Theatre . ‘Owners. Minimum }:.-tales was made because. of :outstanding ‘b.o. success’ scored by
‘-Wage Committee for the .exemp-|-:: “ previouly-made. “House .of Usher,” ‘The. Pit: ‘and the Pendu lum,’
- “The Premature. Burial”:and “Boe's Tales of: ‘Térror: ye
:
:
Albuquerque, Oct: 2, |-eligiblés under the. age of :22, from}. :. Budgets ranging from.$750,000 ‘to $1,000, 000 are’ skedded: for each
tion of officers by Mition Picture|
Theatre Owners: and~ ‘Operators _ Albuquerque ‘shatild get. its. first the provisions: ‘of “the . Jeiry- Act,
“Tew ‘film,: all to: be: produced ‘and ‘directed: by Roger Corman andof Georgia and. Alabama Theatre Cinerama theatre around .the. first..|-inereasing.. the;‘minimum:. ‘wage; 7 “Starring: Vineent °Price. ‘Corman. turned "out. first: five’.and® Price, =<
Gwrers. Assn. Tennessee Theatre ‘of the -year,. per. Louis’ “Gasparini; + effective. ‘Oct. ‘15; 1962, :from’ $1,to “now-in “Raven,” ‘also. starred. In: three others.
.-”
_
Owners Assn. leaders are. holdovers. resident manager for. Albuquerque $1.15° hourly; .the: General. Mini- First of” the new .10 will .be “The Masque- Of:the. Red:‘Déath;"Ls
for: another year. |
‘Theatres Inc. Sunshine. ‘Theatre, | mum-.Wage" Board observed the{~ ‘to: roll. April. 10,.1963- from script: by. Robert ‘Towne: Balance. ipTo the surprise of just ‘nobody hardtopper in continuous operation’ plea’ | “particularly”. *« applied. to]. . . -elude. “Fhe Haunted Palace,” scripted by Charles Beaumont;. “MurJ. H. «‘Tommy”) Thompson, was here for past 30 years, will be con- “those employed’ as ushers -in ‘mo-}.. . ders -in: the Rue: Morgue,”: “The ‘Gold Bug, 7. “A* Descent- into. the : 7
reelected to his. 16th consecutfye verted to. ‘Cinerama:
tion, picture theatres.
;
“": Maelstrom,””” “‘Ligeia;”’- “THE: ‘Thousand. ‘and: Second Tale -.of-‘Sche-: a- ae
joint annual three-day parley -at.
Americana Motor Hotel ‘with--elec-}

_éom- [*

term as: ‘president ‘of. MPTOOG. {. Job: is: expected to“take About |- STHiere is. ‘little doubt,”
/ herazade,” ‘The -Arigel of. ‘the: Oda,”a “The Four: Beasts. in:One®
Thompson: founded the: Geergia | or-. three months:.and cost estimated .ménted -the Board, “that .the mo- | vs and. “The: City in the: Sea:er
.
Be
ganization. 15 years. ago and has .$150;000. House will: be completely. tion picture: industry. ‘Ras, suffered:
served as its chief:since that time: | gutted, balcony will be ‘permanent-. -economieally from -the .competition|
He
disclosed - that, next” year ly removed and new exits built. | of other “forms ‘of: entertainment |
Florida’s owners
and
oper ators
This ‘ends a hassle here between’ ‘and ‘that: some theatres: are: operat-Would be on hand to make. the, con-} ‘Albuquerque Theatres and Fox-In-- ‘ing at'a loss.” _
1
vention. a four-state. gathering: .
“Tt. also: ‘appears, ” the. Board. con- |
‘termountain as: to. which -would
San. Juan; Oct.: 2.
Into. office went. entire slate |of ‘have Cinerama. Fox Intermountain: tinued,:: “‘fhat employers: find . the|
officers: O. C.- Lam. Sr: .of Rome, :had: previously stated that. the proc- usher ‘occupation :‘one that is: well} _ Conimonwealth “Theatres, ©‘dom-.b
“Washington, ® ‘Oct. 12:
executive
vice ‘president; ‘E. D:: ess: would be: ‘4ncluded: in. néw: in-. suited. -for'. youth: employment. inant. circuit: in Puerto. Rico with |.
|: ‘The ‘House; “by. voice vote. Tast
Martin
of Columbus,
treasurer;. door.: house.-its planning~ in Win- “What is.not clear is: whether ‘pay-: 42: houses, is basking: imfiscal. glow
for the. year ended last April. 30.- week: (24),’ passed ‘a ‘bill stipulating ~~.
Jvhn H. Thompson of, Gainsville,. rock. (Shopping), Center.”
Jing young. persons |below the statu-.
-Chain’s: net :sales “for-the . annum: public hearings before .D.C..thea=
secretary; Willis J. Davis of “At-|
a tory “minimum... wage- ‘will: enable
-hit.-- - $3,514,681, with | ‘earnings°‘tres-.could: be .-domolished.. “The
lanta, secretary ©to the beard: ‘of.
the: Industry.‘:to.. continue. to: proamounting. to“$385,997, or Tic. per. ‘Measure is” not “expected. to: clear:
directors and. executive: comntittee.
‘vide. employment: “opportunities. in ‘share. ae
oe
oe
A woman exhibitor, Mrs. M. M.
1 the face’ of a: multitude of adverse: - There’s- no’ basis .OE. comparison :‘the. Senate... however. “
“. Immediate:beneficiaries of | the. _
Osman, of ‘Covington, was elected
| economie factors.”
- with: past -performance because. of bill ‘would be the RKO Keith’s ‘and:*
a xice president to serve with hold-} .
From. the. testimony ‘heard: iG. ‘some’ -basic-‘operational ‘changes, .Loew’s Capital,formier ‘scheduled =:
avers John H. Stembler, president}
appears to-.this: Board: that: any|-plus: facet ‘the =chain .only’ went. ‘to:‘be replaced -by~an- office. build=~of Theatre Owners ..of America,.
‘reasonable: differential -‘in ‘wage public as .of “‘Dec.-14;. 1961: :Pre> -ing;. while ‘the Jatter’ ‘is’ to be con.
Harold. ©Spears,
"Frederick “Gf
brates for. .the. small’ group -:of viously. ‘limited: to. mere.theatre. verted. for. .office use.
a...
“Oct:
Houston;
Storey, James H. Harrison, Ray |;:
_| workers-involved, that: took, jnto:
Grown a will ‘be: broken Before account’ ‘the needs: of: the -workers. -management;. the. company is now |: ‘A -House committee report noted:
Edmondson and. Warren Newman.
-in_active. ‘operations; ‘and addition-J:
‘that ata: “public. heading last ‘Sept.
Aiabaians
re--elécted: WwW. W. ‘the: en a of,tlie. year for: the Guit-j as. -well:..as:-thase of. ‘the: industry, ‘ally ‘has ‘diversified: into-. ‘vending
‘17, both ‘theatres ‘were. described:...
‘Hammond Jr., .of Albertville, .to |.
.Wotld have but’ a. minimal. effect: ‘machines:
and: : ‘concessions.
It’s {as “irreplaceable. centers: for.live ~ °
presidenty, ‘and - upped Secretary-| gate twin- ‘theatres, “according ‘to |
cn the ultimate destiny. ‘of ‘this in-, assets ‘in. Past™ Year. quadrupled, to theatrical exhibits: ” -Among ‘those
Treusurer. Tom Coleman. Jr... to: a| ‘Theodore We Berenson: ‘and ‘Wik \
dustry.”rs
$2:020, 008...
testifying
* :. Were “repr esentatives.. 0. :,
“vice “pr Oe ch to.serve seit5.Ae liam: ‘D. Lane, of Boston,’
develop: ' The Miniinuni’ Wage: Board. ae-|: Last. month / Conimonivealth -de: for the National. sy mphony; Wash- _ :te.
:
atson,”
anton.
Jackson, 0
cent. ‘ quarterly -| ington. Opera: Society, ‘Washington mL
scribed. . ‘as ““not: persuasive,”
the. ‘elared * “a 121
cf Montevallo, and: Roy: Martin,: ers. “of Gulfgate. Shopping... City;
cf Columbus,. Ga, “A. B:. ‘Cevey, | who. were. “here ‘last week. to ‘ap-{ airgumént that. “draft -eligibles. who: dividend, bringing: to: BOG the. total |-Ballet.- Guild, ~.‘Hayes - Concert 2. 82."
t public. Bureau: | and | Washington. - ‘Civic —
are soon to he. -ealled ’ ‘upon... for. divvy-declared since it Wwrent
cI Moitgemery, was named new: }Prove ‘plans .for ‘the ‘new: theatre-. ‘Military -training.in-the defénse of: _
* ‘Opera and: Civic: Syniph. With. them: was ‘Riehard -A Sniith.’
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~~ Earmarked.for Demise

Houston Shoppers
GetTwinHouses |

‘scerctary-treasurer

vice . ‘Coleman. }

-aIso

of

° Boston,

. prez.. of. General |.the

national.

welfare

-R MM. Kennedy, a former presi>
| Drive-In. Corp., -which will operate. paid. a lower wage:””
gent, wes renamed TOA rep.

-Tennesseans sat tight ‘with their}. Film, Situation. will ke ‘Ideated

|.‘should _be

©

‘The Board found “no compelling

"House bill dirécts.the D.C; Board:.
“bot Commissioners to: come up with’
.Fa plan. -for-:. salvaging . the-°two.
_{ theatres.. and °-for. _ operating” ‘them.
for. municipal. purposes. : It... also.
blocks. any ©“permit to:Y gemolish,
them. a
ie

.
,.

Hishschoolers
Vote TheirFaves
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leadéis: Richard Lightman, presi~ on Holmes Road: and: connected. | reasqn” ‘for.-recommending - ‘less’
dent.
. Memphis; | Mrs. Juanita ; the Gulfgate: Shopping ~City: ‘by than: the applicable: minimum, Wage |
for” youthfut- ushers employed. in
Foree,
Alcoa,
viee
president;. ‘an’ overhead | pedestrian ‘bridge
Morton -Tune, Shelbyville, execu-. “The: 1,000. seat -theatres will share: ijmotion picture: ‘theatres. :
.
in
tive setretary;, Willis J. Davis, ja- lobby. Each Will be’ ‘equipped.|;
neni |
- : “Ben-Hur’ -Was: voted ° ‘the |best
Atlanta, treasurer; Robert Hosse, | with a 54 foot: scréen: and.-a: Stereo,
| pieture of: the year. by. junior. and 1
Atlanta, . chairman, ‘of the: board | of chigir. fidelity” ‘speaker - system. .
| senior highschool. ‘studeiits. -across:|.
directors.
There Wilk, be:‘parking. space for:
‘|the: ‘country; according -toa. poll”
| -about 1.600" ‘car's :at the. theatre. —|
Continued from, page: 3 —
site ‘itself.
.
conductéd.. for, Scholastie Maga- | George’ Josephs; »former : sales
i
Fitelson RepsLudi Claire - - Berenson and- Lane™ ‘said- sets.2 land. (2): whether the: Regents: are ‘|
veep” of ‘Astor .Pictures,. has. filed -acting -in ‘violation -of‘ the: Jaw” in” ‘zines, publ. “ETS of classroom’ peri- suit-in N.“¥.. Federal .Court against,
In ‘Cleo’ Credit: Claim ‘ond. twiis are contemplated “sarefusing a license after- being. ‘SO odicals ‘ana. ‘paperback -books: Fol= ‘Astor. charging breach .of -his. two--.
Northline’ Shopping. Atty, here.
Slowing - “Ben:-Hur® ‘were: “Guns. of
|directed bythe court.:
Ludi Claire is- claiming: a. screen: |
Navarone;”:’-“Parent-. Trap’ and ‘ year . employment :.“contract and":
“Actualiy,:
the
“city
“police:
could.
Blay: credit for “Cleopatra” in at
seeking $29,040. in “unpaid :‘salary.
have: “moved: against: ‘the « theatre. “Blue: “Hawaii,”. -in. that- order:
Exec’: alleges that.. the-, contract,
case. currently before the W riters”
and. “Connection” distrib; | Films}. John: Wayne: was named favorite. made in.March, 1961, was. ‘breached.
Guild of America. Miss Claire, ac‘Around..The World, two. weeks: ago. actor of :the-boys ‘and.Tray Dono- between April 2. and June 1-this. tress and author, says’ she’ spent |
when, the: attorney: ‘informed - ‘the hue the choice of the girls: Among year, . when: Astor “refused -to’Jet..: ”
licensing’ division ‘that a: contract’ the. actresses, Debbie Reynolds ‘was
SIX” amjonths. on: the’ “seréenplay tor
“Lige Brien “has” _béen : named had --been. made ‘with fhe’ Griffith: first with. the “boys,. and. ‘Connie | ‘him. ‘perform. his. ‘duties. or;to ‘pay ©
producer Walter ‘Wanger’ in (19:59. d0th- Fox: group. sales. director, with
his. salary. for the ‘showing of the ‘film... -Under Stevens with . the girls.
Her elaim is now. a matter of. Darryl ©F.. Zanuck’s ‘The. Longest the. licensing statute,. it’s against.
In addition, : the: survey indicated | Astor, in. moving. for.a pill:of par- _
Writers: ‘Guild arbitration.
1 Day”.. as: his - first assignment. “He'll|the law.to' make’ an: ‘exhibition ‘cOon-" that 85%. of allhighschool students ‘ticulars, -answers ‘that. Josephs :vol; William. Fitelson, who is. Miss. abe. working under-Jo¢. ‘Sugar, 20th"Ss. tract for a:film: that. dees: not:have are: “periodic” filmgoers;: with 46% cuntarily: terrninated -his.- eontract:. .
Claire’s attorey, this week in:New: new: roaGshow ‘Mahager. .
‘|going’ at ‘least. once :a. ‘month, 33%. and. -that: -he .refused. -to: ‘follow
a ‘license...
orders” from: _Astor
~¥ork. expressed . the | belief . that.
‘In: his: new, post; Brien wil be! (The: -N.. ‘YY...Times; chick has. twice’ a month: or more. ‘often; and. “reasonable.
Exe CE. os
Miss Claire's submitted scrreenplay , directing -activities -of.‘ company ’s ‘given extensite. newts . coverage: :‘to 16%0.Boing.orice a week, or more...
closely resembles. the final seript. ‘group salesmen around “the. coun: |“The. Connection” . legal fight, -rée-4'*by Jeseph Mankiewicz in. expanded. try; -and ccordinating ticket’ ‘sales |,‘fused fo accept ads for the pié’s
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SALES VP.SUESASTOR
FOR $29,040 ON PACT
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Group Commander Brien:t
First Task: ‘Longest Day’.

ae
toa
ee

at,

form. Miss €laire’s work centered.
to
or the Mare
Antony role Ww ith

Richard. ‘Burton’ in mind.

‘various orgahiaztions, . schools, | opening. which ‘included: the title: of
{ the _ fim, a:
Ls
Charity: groups, ete.

MoreHardDucatsLoom |Back“From.‘Cleopatra’|

Albany. ‘Incenséd:

|THERESHOULD BEMORE!| , Vs $Preferred Diy
yesterday
Universal"

“board:

declared the. regular $1.0614 ..
WORKING GIRL. NIGHTS’ _|| (Tues)
quarterly: dividend “on.. the. $4.25

©

‘Minneapilis, Oct.” 2, ° :-f Cumulative.preferred” stoek:. ©
3.
Albany, Ort.: 2.
A. ‘Tuesday. " “Working -- “Girly
-It’s:- payable. Dec.: 1. to”. stock:
“Wore froin. Manhattan: that. “The'|
Connection”. would. “unspool -there- Night” has proved ‘stich a boxoffice’. holders:Of. record on Noy. 15.
- Minneapolis, Oct. 2.
—
Continued from” ‘page. i —
—
‘despite’ its Jack.:of a° Ticense_ in-. stimulant for loop. film. -theatres‘]Though ‘hard-ticket roadshowi ing
censed:.the State. Education’ Dept. 7 and... “business. booster.. for ._restau-:|"
of pictures’ is: under fire: in. some Laridau éxpresséd :surprise’ at. this: andthe ‘Board ofRegents “here: in: rants here” that. plans; ‘are. being
|
“beeause.
‘both
Grant.
‘and’
Lewis
‘film circles: hereabouts - itt be. in:
: Ephraim. -Lon- ‘made: to: increase its’ number. from |
per
sonalities
come:
across
in.
‘their
|
plenty: ey idence during the remainthe. present: -orye-a-year ‘to: more..
—
Continued. from: page 3:—= “
ing few 1962: ‘months.
Two such veices. a
.- Members -of: the “fair ‘Sex, who-}the‘University.ofMississippi: ‘situ: no
screen attractions :are likely: to be | Th the. aréa. of the:‘serious “filmi, A ation as private view. exalted above. are ‘employed: ‘downtown, receive tion’ of. properties. For. Par’s ‘part,.
running downtown simultaneously. |-he said “they: are not frightened |constituted’ authority. '
‘L-eards. entitling them. to50e‘admis-’ it ‘could. be some tonic.
After a: highly. suceessful 34 |because they don’t: take--us. seri-:
Counsel ‘for the. ‘state: is. ‘still. ‘sion at-any of the loop firstrun-the-| ' On a .:tangént,:. Levine’ 3° -Rome--~
week ‘roadshow. hard-tickét run, ‘ ously.” ~ He said. they: “center. their’;preparing: 2. -brief appealing: from.|‘atres’ on -the night, Otherwise the “visit last - ‘week, : accompanied ::by”
“West Side Story” 'WA!, Will. (ic. interest in the content: of. filiis fythe victory. of Films. Round ‘World: -eost “for ‘them ‘would: ‘be: $1.25 -or Len. ‘Lightstone, his'.exec:v.p., was.
part from the loop. Matin; giving. ‘ the artistic quality and don't :worry: against: the. original. ‘ban. With the. $1.50, Reduced. -prices. also ‘prevail: for further cast arid budget discusaM ay on. Oct. 18 ‘to another of the? about. technique, . while’ ‘Americ ANT
case: pending for. final adjudica-: ‘for éardholders -at:' ‘Many. of ‘the: sién.. anent’ the “pic. to “be. ‘shot.-in.
ganie ‘kind of attraction. Zanuck’s .: fiimakers ‘are more: interested. in}
-|-Russia as. a. coprodution. - “with .°.
tion, ‘Albany. ‘view is that. the ‘anti-. leading. loop «restaurants.::
“The - Longest
Day” (20thi, also,‘ (réating technical perfection, often {
‘On.: the: “Working: Girl's: Night” Mosfilm ” ‘and: Italy’s Galatea,..Em-'—
censorship forces are. being highscaled. at $2.75 top.
‘at the risk of Josing. better- mo-. -handed:..in.:trying. to :exhibit the just. held 25,000: ecards: were. dis-- bassy ‘is to ‘supply two: Yank. ‘stars,
Then,
en
Dec. ‘27, ‘still one “more
“ments.
'
‘in- the films. ”
Latter. comjilm,with- the four-letter word .on|‘tributed ‘in ‘stores’: and -offices to: and -will’ handle the: film in. the
rovdshow hard- ticket sereen offer-j. ment, -he “explained,’” as’ times ‘the :soundtrack, :.and ‘sans-any «li-. the: -femine help. “More than 4,000 western hemisphere; Japan: and all.
ing.
“Mutiny ‘on the
Bounty” |: “when we. shoot.a different. scene: cense. ‘TtSs -believ ed. here that Irwin. ‘of -these . were. redeemed ”‘at the- Ehglish-speaking:. countries... - H’s
(MGM, will tee off at another. of:because of an unimportant bit...of|‘Shapiro has’ been: pressuring’ for. ‘loop showhouses:
Ev ery. theatre. ‘thought: lensing: ‘could start bylate-Ted Mann's downtown hausés, the |badlightening" ‘and use the better|‘playoff, ion. the present publicity reported -a- sizable gain :over the. ‘December.Acadenty, whieh ‘has. housed a con-} technical ‘shot “even. When -what’ “|wave,”-There ‘apparently: was much. normal Tuesday:‘night: - gross, Int “And on . anotiier .‘tangent: Em-.
siderable number of them for veryj-has to’ say might. not be captured disappointment because. “The:Con-: ‘one instance, there :Was. a 300°C" bassy: fs. ‘anticipating ‘early- closure :
lung runs.
as well as the other shot ‘was:? =:
nection’ could. ‘not’ fake -Grive-in | gross. increase: over, the: preceding: -OL its. first television spinoff, -@ cata_ *Hoangest Day” and‘ “Mutiny” will “«Landau’ ‘said “Ttalian nioviemak: dates: diiring: the -‘summer.
night! w ithout’ - any attraction log. of. :33 features “ranging© from.aa
have their: Twin Cities’ roadshow lers. are “not- concerned. With
the 7. : Feeling here | is that ‘Attorney change...
4Hercules”: ‘to the current “Bocruns exelusiy ely here, just as’ West} ‘Antérican films; ‘they: know. people London. -has béen. rather too. clever.
Fhe. idea 1s ‘that:‘of United. Para: caccio 70,” though all titles in-curSide Story” vand “all other hard! will come. to see. their own: “ pie-|}tn’ - _ this” “case. The: “obscenity” “mount” ‘cireuit :publicity Gepart rent- -Aheatrical . release :would: re- 7
ticket films ‘have. had. ‘Aside from/} tures.” More. :..importantly, : he-} prov. ‘ision ...af “State. ‘regulation. ‘is ‘ment ‘head. Everett: Seibel: . e |.quire a three-— ‘or ‘four-year clear= ”
a subsequent- -run:ozoner, thé other} ‘noted, “they. are. becoming more outside the* common .meaning’ of|.lined up. -the- theatres. and: restawe ance before going ‘on ‘home screens.
‘Twin City, St. Paul, is sang a “m= |
aivare they. are. ‘making: an inter- cnierely: vulgar: ‘language. “Many ‘in ‘rants..and then: got ‘the. local Down- | Initially, the package is“headed for
equipped ‘theatre. In. addition 10 national mark.” .
st “Albany” ‘see. the |Shapiro - ‘Londo -Atown -Coiiricil to. sponsor the night. ‘a. New.- York: indie’ telecaster; and.
the Mann and. Academy. Unit ed
Eandau's next. film release will| pair “mounting: ‘an. “attack ~ ON a; ‘The. Council :comprises. loop: ‘busi- -at-least one: of. the. national 'net‘Baranount’s. app. C entury -also Fhe “Ballad - “of -Dancer’s. -Rock,” jStrenge word,- ‘taboo. for” hexolfieg ness “people who call -it -a: _ Salute!” ‘works is said. to also., be impressed.
boasts it: here...
:
through. Uniy ersal-Internajional. . ‘Jnotoriety’ s.sake..
to’ ‘their. feminine. employes. .
‘with: ‘the: Boods:
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Wes droppedinto.a3 Public Library.retentlyto.
> lookover the

“bound: files ‘of VARIETY. They were. in pretty bad.condition,
welre. glad. tosay. “Glad: because this i
is. continued proof: that

the, paper-isconstantly. consulted by, busy" researchers. But
don't get US.‘wrong. It'shews, not history, that we'set. out: to
“write and We. only: mention: the historic value of old |issues. of
“VARIETY: because. ifmay. tickle your,
:
iriagination, as.itdid ours,.
-to:realize: anew that.the stories in.today’sVARIETY: will be read ‘again years, perhaps decades, from’ now to:help. others under-

‘stand whatwas going on‘in show, business...

And: there’$ something elseworthy. ofMmention—namely the
oseliance of. daily: newspaper amusement: editors. all. over the
United: States and Canada upon the columns of this publication. |
Why?)

Because. ‘here they find.grist . for their: own

mills,

“Because. here: is ‘gathered, ‘every: ‘issue,’the news. beyond. the.
‘handouts;: a: stream. of: information which: is unique to, and.
exclusive with,
v
VARIETY. .

“Tn. short, making the obvious. point for all:producers ‘and:

distributors, your ‘display advertising iin this weekly reaches not
only: the amusement. trade: broadly but—as afringe: benefifthe important-to-you: amusement editors, too.
yr

There’s NoBusiness Paper Like

For All-Round Influence:
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LikeYou Said IWent OvertheHeads|"SAYS CHAS, SMAKWITZ|“Hardy

_ Wednesday, Qeicber 3,1962 |

PICTURES

Of Local Exchanges, GotTwoLetters’)... ‘anz.2,tews ns

”
' Atlanta, Oct: ‘2.
. How ever beset’ the flim industry. may have.‘beén, and: is;by. ten- .

agers ‘that ‘obviously echoes’.‘the a sion, ‘anxiety, forced ‘retirement’ and career uncertainties, the. Pio-

| sentiments. ‘of. just about: every ‘eir-- .

Minneapolis, Oct: 2. .+—

North Central Allied has: failed | © ‘That May Be, But No. “{manager

thus far’ in its efforts to obtain

neers Breakfast: held here: -recently during: ‘the. Alabamia-Georgla:

“| onit. exée, Charles .Smakwitz, zone | ~ Tennessee exhibitors convention. called the roll.on-some remarkable.
~~

of Stanley: Warner: ‘in’|. hardy. ‘perennials. ’Those singled’ out,were;

North: Battleford, Sask., “Oct. 2;- New York: and New: Jersey,’ said} _

:

‘C.D. Touchon, United: Artists, Atlanta, who has. been & distribue-.--

from the film companies :the kind | ,
of “relief” that niany sthall 6xSaskatchewan: appeal ‘board © | “this is the time for action: Smak-}":
hibitors need to: permit-‘Survival. . “has-backed.a decision of North- witz was. addressing a. meeting. of |

tor. for: 57: years: (since 1905). Exhibitor’ G.. “Tom Bailey, Atlanta, _
‘
who has-chalked. Up. 56 years.

‘Consequently, more of this area's |. Battleford’s city: council which: managers. in. his. West OF ‘the |e . Mary: Brockett,’ Nashville; :53: years.
theatres are in an increasingly *-. yejected an application: ‘by. the: | meeting: being ~br West Orange, J" -O,C..Lam:.Sr., Rome,’ ‘Ga:, 52 years.
([N. J., last ‘week.
H.. P.. (“Dusty”), Rhodes, ‘Atlanta; 49° years;
:fe
:
¢ritieal .condition and: on .death’s | .Capitol: Theatre, a: Famous
i:

threshold.

Players house, fora reduction _ 4d Smakwitz: underlined the: "sear 7 2. William. K. Jenkins, Atlanta, 43° years.

This is-. according to Martin.|
‘Lebedoff, St. Paul “neighborhood
exhibitor and NCA _ presidént|

The
NCA

“relief”

being

for the small

sought: by|

ditions

exhibitors..con-

-

in ifs -assessment..
~
nity of product; so far as numbers |: ..° Hank: Farris,, Hartselle,: ‘Ala., 43.
‘of pictures are. concerned,.and em-|’ “.-E..E..Whitaker, Atlanta, 43 years. wie
theatre. “management
The
contended that*economic¢ conphasized that, every” “picture con-|
~: .}. Lawrence. Shields, |Columbus, Ga., 43.
|

have

resulted’ in-a. |tracted’ for-.should .be exploited.

marked décline in the value ‘of *- - With Maximum.

_enthtisiasm.

-

Roy. M. Avey, Atlanta, 42.

‘Hey

‘John F. Hackeney,. Covington; Ga., 40.

sists. of “ability to buy boxoffice |. the-'building;. that. television.. |-told ‘his. managers, .also, ‘that. they|:. W:-T. Yarbrough. Hartwell, Ga.,’46.
pictures at a price they can afford |. reduced income, and. that “the: .| should: be’ onthe alert ‘to: ‘special.|"." Mrs: E. C. Fain: Wetumpka, Ala, 41.

tc pay and while these films still |: ‘building. could: not be readily -| shows augmenting the regular pro-"|;
“Walter Morris, Knoxille; ‘Tenn: 44,
the benefits of big scale - converted -to any other. use. -"[- gramming °of: features—spetially | .. ‘Mrs: -Nell Allen. ‘Solenberger; ‘Atlanta; “40.
| aktranged.holiday offerings, rentals | “Booker. Albert E. Rook, Atlanta, ‘40 years..
exploitation and publicity.
to. outsiders,. ‘ete...
NCA contends that ‘the -small
|
Charlie Lester, of National. Sereen Service, Atlanta, 23.years,
exhibs can’t: do the aforegoing now*
“Stanley “Warner: ‘is.going: with’ an a
- Bernie. Shapiro, Southern. Poster. Printing, .-Atlanta,. “48 years,
and that, consequently, : unidentiOctober-December... ‘drive- ‘provid- ;
“Paul Wilson, -20th Century-Fox, Atlanta,. 45“years. 2
fied theatres “right and - left” “in. |
‘ing for cash prizes for. campaigns 7
Harry. Ballanée. ‘20th-Fox, 49 years...
.
“,
the territory are on the: brink -of |.
/ pand ‘bo;Tesults.._
WM
(‘Snake’). ‘Richardson;- Amicrican-International, 52. years:
Boston,
:
Oct.
720°
“falling by the wayside.” “NCA has |.
a -P, H: Savin; Atlanta, 53 years.
been ‘asking that distributors:sell
|.. New England: Theatres are. ‘going |
W. P.. ‘Stephens: A-I,. 43, °°:
te.
modernize
and.
remodel
-their
top pictures flat at “reasonable”.
VI Bellon, -A-I,. 42:
"
key
city.
theatres,
according
to
terms:.to the smalltown © theatres.
Mrs. Frankie Ebglish,» Paramount,41 years.”
President
‘Chester’
LL.
Stoddard:
and “other Ittke fellows,” eliminating percentage in. such cases,. and Work on the first. house, the..Capialso discontinue holding back such: ‘tol at Worcester is now underway.
product so. long. It’s pointed out It. will: emerge with a. new. front,
that “nowadays those-are: the only. ‘including marquee,: box. office; re-|’.
‘kind. of screen attractions capable. modeled’ lobby .and ‘foyer. areas, |.
Atlanta: Oct: “2...
of drawing enough people’ to keep ew’ seats and. ‘carpeting, fresh. in"Falta
;
Superior
Court. Judge “
terior.
decoration,
modernized.
:
a theatre out of the red.”
ShiroKido, in Manhattai, Reveals Fusion oF
|| Durwood. ..T. “Pye. “‘Fecently has |.
At a recent ‘meeting: ‘regional {
£r oup decided to’ instruct Lebedoff aS-a new: sereen.
ruled: ‘the. City. ‘of Atlanta’s newly- |.
_Shochikw and
3 Eihai.. 7
to *‘go ever the heads of local dis- | The next house skedded for Te- ‘énacted motion picture: ‘rating ordiconstruction.”
is
the
|
‘Paramount.
in
fributor branch nianagers” ‘to put
‘nance invalid.. But.Pye: did’ not im-|.
the case up to companies’ sales New “Haven. Plans: -for remaderni- ‘mediately. sstop- enforcement of ‘the
“Formation, by.“two of: ‘Japan’ 8
‘zation
and
redecoration:
‘of:
Other’
Initiallymanagers in New York:
statute. |
largest film’ companies, 08 a new”
NET...
‘houses
will.
be
revealed:
as}.
the appeal.was to be made by mail.
“Jurist. “withheld: ‘an order’. ‘grant- |:
import-export .-conipany jn- “Tokyo
If that did not succeed he was told | rapidly as ‘decided: Stoddard said.
7 ing an .-interlocutory. ‘injunction. ;
+ was’. disclosed ‘‘in’: New’, York : by
to pay personal visits on distributor |
Dallas,
Oct.
2.
. Lagainst |‘enforcement. of -ordinance,
‘Shiro Kido; président of. ‘Shochikw..
heads.
:‘sought by Columbia ‘Pictures €orp. | Bar. Podolnick, prez’. ‘of. Traris- Intérnatignal.. ‘The new .compariy,:
~#
Lebedoff. now
is reporting to
Texas’
Theatres.
‘The:
of
.:
Dallas,
‘}and’ nine: other. producing eom“Shochiku Eihai Co... ‘is the: joint
NCA directers that only. twe sales
was:
named
|
corivention
*
chairman
panies. and. distributors,. cuntil,city,
managers responded to. his -letters |
“a:
‘| for-the ‘t1th. anual convention -of:: -venture- of*. Shochiku: cand: -Fihai ;
has. ‘a: ‘chance. to appeal.
and both of them. informed. him f
the "Téxas: Drive-In Theatré: ‘Own-. -arid’ ‘thus -becbmes.‘the 'largest film er
City.
has
30:
days”
in:
which:
to.
apthat the matter ‘is being taken up
Houston, Oct. 2.
ers: Assn. which |‘will -be’ held. here: import-export company in Japan.
| | peal. Judge: said “he would: issue;
with Marshall Fine. national1 Allied}.
+ at: the. Statler -Hilton Hotel from. |:
: : New ‘company. started. officially.
AL-Ray-. ‘Theatre - ‘Co., operated
States president and- ‘Wilt he hans) ‘by -Albert :Zarzana ‘atid Ray. Bo- further’ orders after it: acts. ‘He -Feb. ay Pe
Oct. ‘1, -and.. will ‘have: a total Of
‘didnot rule on constitutionality. of: Cochairmen: named: were ‘Harold 26 ‘import. licenses. at. its. disposal ..
died in that way. NCA? ‘is an. vale.
.7 Yiski, has: extended. ‘its’ ‘situations:
‘rating | ‘ordinance. .Attorneys: ‘said;
fiiiate of that body.
‘in Houston” area to five. with the. however,.- ‘that. -econstitutionality ‘of>) Broosk. of the, Crossroads, L. E. | —--10. from,.-Shochiku,: 15° from‘'No decision. has’ beer made. yett
recent’ leasing. -of the’ ~former ‘law might: ‘be decided’ if .case -is Forester |of. Froitier, ‘and S. K.. Eihai and oné- bonus. license. given ::
as to what step hell take next,.
Barry-: of :the. Fiesta’: Drive-In’ at “by” the Japanese- government. |
he says. His posit: on is’ that the-| Avalon Theatre. The pr ‘ogram- pol- | taken - ‘to. Georgia. Supreme: Court,* + San- Antonio. “Mrs. Evelyn Neeley. |:
Kido: also. stated. thatthe ‘Sho-*
film companies themselves
Will | icy has beén- changed from aduit- ‘which ‘is. likely to happen:©
+! of ‘the: Charles: ‘Weéeisenburg Thea-.
suffer. considerably. * ‘if’ small thea=. Part films:to Mexican: product. and |. Fulton jurist ruled ordinance: in-- - tres, ‘Will-“continue. to ‘serve . aS: chiku* Theatre’ Circuit has. formed .'
tres are allowed “to continug: :fo3ithe theatre name: changed. to the..:‘valid. on ‘basis that the city’ charter. booth: chairman’ with-‘Don: Dougias: Ha: ‘working: agreement” |with the
‘| Tokyu’ circuit’-whereby ~ -the: WO:
rerish-as. thes re now deing.” . How —tFiesta.
2088 |not authorize enactnient. of as: executive “secretary...
fall. -operate “as . “ene; Circuit.”
;
ever, he points. cut -that sales héads||
remodeling job has been. car: |such.
§tatute- Authorization. of. such |
.- ‘booking’ -‘foreign_pix. “ Shochiku :
“lor the most. part ee: highly,;: Tied oat on the’ theatre front, high- ‘an- ordinance: “could. come’ “only |.
- |.formerly had ‘its first: run: foreign ©:
capable men aL Vision” ‘ald he. be-’;lighted’ by the ‘new ‘sign, ‘and the. from : “general: -and: -far-reaching |.
film:.theatres booked ‘by the Toho.
lieves they -OGP « “see the fight” |i interior -has“béen -painted. -Open- ‘construction’ ” of - provisions .of .the|
| circuit: “Toho: will-now. be in -com“Ing was highlichted with live. en-. charter, Judge Pye said; He added |.‘Los
Angeles,
petition «with: ‘the Shochikt- Tokyu.
, tertainment: on the’ Stage: during
VALENTINE TO ARMSTRONG i the. ‘opening “week-and. .a remote ‘that ‘tHe ;ordinance is. “unusual” -in- Editor: "Watters.
Combine. ”.
this’
country
becatse:
itgives:
the
|
.
.
“Everybady.
:
“Fs.
‘
Not-.
LA
Star”
Toledo. O.., Qet. 2. ibroadeast on KY ‘OK. opening. night:
“government -the: right: .to. Classify points: up the: aby smal: ignorance of “Kido. predicted that’ this new
Loew's
Vv alentine,
tirst-run
‘competition ‘will bring: about bigAl-Ray Theatre ‘itself, which: has ; Motion. pictures. a
. | those: résponsible. for: the. waste’ of |
deantown
Louse, “operate d. by operated. under ‘several. “policies ;
ger ‘grosses for- foreign ‘films, as.
“Columbia.
‘started
attack
on.
ors,
‘millions:
and:.
millions
|
‘of
share-.
Loew’s almost continueusly since } inéluding -the. recent: showing -of|
dinance™ early; ‘in. July: and. was holders’ ‘money. in -inept: advertis-. well. ds more intensive’ merchan-if became a film: house - in 1918, | Mexican”
product, will return to. joined “Aug: ‘2: by nine ‘other firms ‘ing... Parlay -this.--bet.’ across ~ “the ‘dising: of: the..non-Japanese: prod-, °
will be taken over. by Armstrong, wart film’ policy. .
in’ a ‘new suit: against. City’ of At-" board for.val ‘forms. of -Show: Busi- ‘uet.. He: also foresaw-:the -use.. of.
yrcuit Inc. of Bowling Green, -O..
Ciredit now operates’. the. ‘Bou- lanta;: -Mrs;- ‘Christine ‘Smith ‘Gil-.
+ tv: to ‘advertise: foreign films,- ‘g© Mess.”
7
on Dee. 23. dark rimstiong, head t levard. ‘Galena “and: Venus. in’ ad-.|
‘media. ‘not: utilized ‘to: any: -great.
City's:
former
.
film.
censor’
j
Hiam;'
“There
is’
‘one:
and
‘oly
one:
funie:
of the
firm, hich. has 23° itt deer! dition to the Fiesta. and AT Ray.
. band. ‘now... designated. as. its “mo-. “tion .of- ‘paid: “display.. in .the’ public.| extent for.this purpose heretofore: .
and ~ drive-ins.
throughout.
the

enjoy
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‘OPERETTA REVIVALS

| tion. picture: reviewer,’ *- and mem~ ‘prints. or a’.24-sheet™ stand on’.aoe
_f Bers: of. the: Board of: Réview::
|-billboar d-—to ‘sell. tickets. <..°
“Attor neys. ‘pointed out at: the tiie: - ‘The ~ . powers--that-be -.seem to.|.

“MoShoot in
3 “Hawaii.

a
Honetulu; Oct. 2.
Toledo nahe. said the V 2a} entine! ' Stanley, Pittsburgh, . Dusts ofrHthiat, they ‘were. attacking only the “have-lost. all.regard “for .the «guy. &
“Jorgiinance: that requires -prior :sub- or: doll” they. ‘are: striving. to. sell:| Japlin's Shochiku’ . “Films - will 2
name: weuld be ce tinued, and: the:
Some. Old ‘Tuners.
nssion: of films toa. reviewer -for- ‘Not: only is the ‘clutter. of names make another film‘in Hawait.next* =.
farstrun. policy.
that don't: ‘sell: tickets: ‘confusing :to|| spring. Shiro: Kido, vice--president, oo
Leew’s has been ope rating ‘the |
Pittshur eh, ‘Oct. 3. “ley ‘classification. Companion ordi--¢
‘so reported. during. a‘ stopover. visit:
Yalentine
and - the. Fsquire
in Stanley .Theatre:. flagship. of the ;Hance that makes ita. crime to show “he who ‘runs. may: read” ‘but. half, in. Honolutu:en ‘routé home: after": "°
Toledo wider amana: fement of|Abe. + Stanley: -Warner
chain --here.: will jan *“obscene” Picture: was riot under -a dozen vignettes. ‘have, ‘far’ ‘less_| Venice- Film. Festival.
z
=
. |-eollective.- ‘impact _‘than. a ‘single.|
re-@
Taudaeer. “The. Esquire Was.
try a. series -of|film operettas - on
d highlight of..the: -ShOwW..":* Studio made’ “Sanga:Ant. ‘inHae,
modelled recently. for 70 mm. films: |Oct. 1l with “Rose-Marie2* starring: | Joining:‘Coluribia Wwere ‘26th Cen} bold.
ee
— Ned Alv ord| wail ‘early. this. year, |
..The Valentine is owned by Scott |Ann Blyth and: Howard Keel, as the tury-Fox,
|
*Paramount,. Metro-Gold- |-

‘Properties, Corp... controled -by (aest. offering. On. succeeding Thurs: |‘wyn-Maver. ‘Warner. Bros:. Univer- |.
'galy United “Artists:: Allied’ Artists,
“Edw ard Driimmend, Libbey Estate.) days, the -theatre..will: show: “The ;
_) Merry ‘Widow:” “Maurice Chevalier: ; American-International and “Buena

| and Jéanette: MacDonald:

“Great
‘ Waltz” with Luise: Rainer: “Siweet-:
‘ héarts.” ' Nelson ‘Eddy ‘and! Jean-.
| nette MacDonald: “The. ‘Chocolate:
=. |Soldier,” Nelson ‘Eddy: -and...Rise-}

aa

MONROE

Vista:

.. sirialy factual account of. her. lite. and: career is in the. October'i issueook |
Present: action: marks ‘third time }. . Films: IN|"REVIEW, together:‘with. 20 illustrations ond a ‘detailed. index, of. all ”
a. ‘city’ ordinanéé ‘to. Tegulate:. mo-.| 4°- her- 28 pictures.
tion — ‘Pictures: has “run info.. ‘Tegal | .
‘The October® issue’ “else .cditains a report. ‘on:ihe’ recent Venice Film
a ae
trouble. Fulton‘ Supérior : ‘Court |
, Festival; “an. index .of :all of John. Gilbert's: films; reviews: of. THE. LONGEST
7
|Stev ens: and will wind up on-Nov.. Judge ‘Luther ‘Alverson ;Tuled:. a {fl. DAY ‘and: 10: other:current movies; reviews of books by: Bette. Davis,: Joan: - Ms
ante iT MUSIC HEL ~- +15 with “Girl of the. Golden: West” ‘Tong-on-books ... censorship. | law, HE -. Crawford and. ‘Marlene Dietrich; special departments’ about. filmusic ‘ond ‘films,
Rechetetter Center “Cr 6-4600
. |starring. Nelson. ‘Eddy’ and) Jean; . times,
‘Which -‘had been. attacked: ‘many
“lin constituti on al: ast -y ear,| pon, ty;:ond a:‘Letters Dept. containing movie moterial oF,“permanent historical ;
'nette. MacDonald:
JACKIE GLEASON
- ‘valueDe
- ‘The Penn: Theatre had a.pleasant: ‘but his’. decision..-“was’ :reversed.
"This issue. wilt‘be’ sent:onywhere’ postpaid. for0c.
”
experience with -grand opera here Earlier :this: ‘year the Georgia’ Su- | an
‘It will -be’ given ‘free to hew ‘subscribers —_
= $5.a. yeor in the’U.s.A.,$5.25in.
}-. ia couple: Of. -Weeks.-.ago,:‘grossing’ preme:Court ruled: the law unconA Seven arts Preach.oneoF:timed in Pans in‘COLOR
$3,200 in one day’ for the film show- -stitutional. It had. failed to. ‘pass, on | I Fece $5 :50. ‘everywhere: else.
A Zt. Century, Fox Reiease
, |
‘tings of “Aida”. and “Madame ‘But- this law's: constitutionality .-“in. reON STAGE " SOUNDS” 9-3 ° ‘KOL.NIDREI a
: FILMS:IN. REVIEW, 31
1 UitionSquare, New. York.
City3
terfly. oon
| versing Judge Alverson:
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-Deferecone for“FondPattersoa|Prizefighting IiselfTakes ABlackeyo,
Loos

FOP Interest to ‘Authors and. Others}.

“Many individuals in ‘show. business, ‘duthors and: others: are on.
‘the alert to fhe. outcome of the ecenomics: involved:.in ‘the wake of

|But Exhibs
l
In General
,
Do Satisfactori ly

‘ast ‘week's™ ‘Patterson-Liston’ fight; :The deal .with.:Patterson year."
wag
Newspaper sportswriters thought +-—
000:‘the ‘first
to providd' him: with “a.$2,000,000 ‘payoff—$300,
“Tit. (in advance) a debacle if: Sonny.)
‘Rival-and-Critic
rr
.
>
°°
years.
.
next.17
- and $100,000 ‘for each of the.
* | Liston -should.. become ‘the heavy- | . Theatre Netw ork Television, .
"".-Figst? there. must ‘be some: resolution. as .to.-the- ‘conflict between “|-weight “‘champion.. of the .world.+
the promoters ‘ahd: the Government, which confiscated. the: gate for: That he did, Floyd’ ‘Patterson ‘going |":-. which ‘deals in closed-ty |com-

: 6000, but could not be booked due
to prior commitment.for.an exhibi-.
tion hockey game between New

-‘munications: ibut. adopted ° a | York Rangers and Toronto. Maple
down ‘in two minutes.and. six sec-} -hands-off policy regarding the’ .| Leafs.
Then.the ‘payoff to. Patterson: The 18-year. spread would. reap ‘vast | onds
of::the.-first:round and coming’. Patterson ‘-: Liston... ‘fight, ..deClosed-circuit technicalities were
| tax’ benefits for the ex-champ. ‘But -the high-bracket: people: in’, “Pup 11 seconds later’looking ‘discon_.€lared ‘this ‘week that. the re- . ‘handled by Canadian TelePromp-

the time being, at least: -

_ other: fields: ‘pay. their: taxes.on” ‘royalties or. just plain salary’ on:the
nected.
“full ‘sum-and: in -the ‘year: that: it’s. received. ‘They'd. like.to spread Lope “Emotionalism ‘was’ in high Bear. “ception of the’ telecast images: ‘| ter, under the direction of Cyril
‘was. sub-par. because: the- ‘pro| Trott; ‘by assignment. from Graff,
their income. for tax,purposes, |too...
rane
Pe
8
ea
biamong ‘the.pundits. ‘Théy” were
‘moters used’ inexpensive. and . Reiner. & Smith Enterprises | Inc.,
Patterson. partisans until his’ de-. - Inadequate. equipment. .
| with the fight pictures. coming in
| feat:. Then they: autopsied |that. per-"
-If ‘modern projectors “were.” fon -British Columbia Telephone
J-haps” their man had. been. a “hoax” 2. “used “the telecast would ‘have
~ lines via. Seattle.
.champion right. along.:- been: sharp ‘and. clear on the
-The sports scribes. care little for | ' theatre screens,” stated TNT.
Albany Drew 1,900 at $5
-Liston’s. ' professed :: rehabilitation + “This outfit, which:is headed: by:
_ . Albany, Oct.
“Allied Artists, which closed: deal. efforts. It. Has been. printed |in :bold-NWate
Halpern;
said.
the.
‘press
Fabian’s. Palace played to- Snéswith - Graff-Reiner-Smith: . . Enter-: -face: that ‘he’s: inarticulate, . just.
reportéd
“a.
‘clear
and
sharp”
timated. paid attendance of 1,900
Los’ Angeles, Oct. 2. -| prises: to distribute Patterson-Lis-: | plain :inelegant~and a law-defying:
sshowing.in Toronto and: this
‘at $5. per seat, for the closed-cir“A ‘néw company, Home Enter- ‘ton fight. film. in theatres. through- | nogood. It was. obscured: itt the fie
was"
the’
only
‘place.
where
| cuit telecast of the Patterson-LisStaintnent. ‘Co.-.of- America ‘Inc:, has. out the country, was Served (26) by ‘print lintil after the fight. that Pat-modern’ - Eidophor. projector
} ton one-two-bye -bye.. It :proved a
-. “" heen fortied ‘here-for the program-. Government with a-lién against ‘all terson; while. hot of. the. criminal‘
‘was
employed.
profitable. operation, despite. re. * lming: and licensing .-of ‘pay-tv SYS-. ‘coin:.which will be*owed G-R-SE’ ‘genre, ‘Jacked the ‘aura of. a‘ champortedly “stiff” terms and disap- #ems: - Headquarters ©are -in’- New. for- pic: AA. is’ understood’ -to~ be|‘pion’ in” his :field”. that others.:
“York. Oliver A. Unger. is. chief. exec. ‘paying. owners: of: ancillary;rights other. fields: cand: even: many Of his cludé television, radio and motion pointment of the audience at. the
000-1for,
r Subject, .
-brief “bout.
7 ‘Bredecessors 4in the.ring; have held.” -pictures.. :
_. officer, with ‘William. Sargeant, -in-}.$250.0)
‘In. its- “Notice of: Levy" served . The “picture” received: hsre was
~. “yentor’ of: the” -System,- veep -in|>:
_ Against this:‘backer ound entered
on: theatres and ‘auds, Government ‘good.
=" @harge.” of. -technical .‘development. ar
; evision, to theatres ‘and: auditoriums, ‘stipulated that any “ monies’ due |.
_, atid operations.
Reception Quality Poor
_
-ete.,-radio, motion. picture replays. Graft-Reiner-Smith: ‘Enterprises be |
‘According: to Unger, ‘the. stock-'| '
Detroit, Oct. 2.
eran itAllied. ‘Artists) | and other. ancil-| withheld: and.:turned over to-IRS}
holderes of. the.’ long-established | -A virtual capacity audience in
for tax. purposes...
_ Tary. rights: ~~": _.. Home Entertainment Co., meeting | ¥
1. “The contest: ‘was. barely over “last| . Bruce ‘Hochman, le gal rep of |about 11,009 seats -in five theatres
” Jast weekend, approved tha. change |.
|-Tuesday: (25) hight when-the: U.S: G-R-SE, ‘last night: stated ‘he. had7‘contributed approximately $50,000
-of.its:namé to Home Entertainment |. £42)
“| Treasury. moved in'to impound. ‘the- already: - communicated. with ° “the: to ‘the Sonny Liston-Floyd PatterCo. of Los Angeles. Inc., as well as |.
son. gross. Tickets were $4 and $5.
‘concord: Ni H. Oct.2 | proceeds:. Cham ionshi
- the sale of all its patents to: HEC.
P Sp orts,. a aS Gov ernment : ‘people - “in: WashingP
procee
several - the:
Picture quality was poor here,
promoter; and. Graff, Reiner: ton” to arrange a meeting at their.|
“of: America. - Stockholders’.of .the-| . Area:‘fim: exhibitors. and
LA. ‘firm: also. accepted an-offer to. ‘major film: producing-distributing &- ‘Smith, holding. the. “ancillary|‘earliest: “convenience. * “I .believe Tanging from a. fuzzy out-of-focus:
that the differences. are of a‘ tech-. image to an elongated one which
“exchange ~all. theit': shares. for ‘an firms. are. ‘charged ‘with: “block- tights: were ‘enjoined from secause |
1--nature:.and look ‘forward. to] made ‘the fighters look more like
equal. number: OF.Shares. in:HEC of booking”: in: .a- $5,500,000. treble:|:;‘ing. the” loot: -immeédiately: pecause |
| dainage ‘antitrust. suit. filed. in US.-|.of alleged- past.:tax.monies-unpaid. :pica
| string beans than. heavy weights.
“droning: them ‘out,””:he Said.
America: :
‘Unger is.‘alsochairman and chief. District. Court: here;* Sept. 12, by: Exhibitors “iwere..free to «deposit, It's: understood that ‘Government . Participating theatrés were the.
their’ 450% .“share. of the: boxoffice... acted’, SO" ‘promptly: under: a pro-. Michigan, . Palms, Grand Circus,
eXec officer of HEC of Los Angeles, the’ Concord ‘Theatre: Co.. Ine. *:
Actually, despite -all-‘the rousi'| vision. permitting.an. immediate Woods and Riviera.
‘to ‘which© HEC. of: Aterica:. has|: “The 43 defendants in the: “aétion
granted an exclusive: franchise. and ‘include. “Loew's : Inc. RKO: ‘Radio }+talk. about -the fight, exhibs “did demand: -for.payment’ when:the IRS:
‘260 Seizures In All
- Jieénse. for metropolitan vaAe and Pictures..: Inc:;. 20th |Century-Fox well. :‘Fhey’ ‘played to 60%: -capaci- ‘commissioner. knows or believes.
-| Film Corp., ‘Paramount Film: Dis- ‘ty at scales. upto: $10. (The ‘Fox ‘in: tax “collectiéns might. be. jeopard- |New Orleans, Gct.. 2,
a “environs.
na
ar
“tribution
*:
| Corp...
.. Warner Brothers.. Brooklyn and:-the St. Louis’ ‘Arena |‘ized: if ‘he awaited: normal filing of
U.S. ‘Internal Revenue
agents
{| Picture-.Distribution: Corp:, Repub-. fared not so wéll:-equipment. broke a. return, according to an: ‘official visit ed Municipal - Auditorium,
lic Pictures..Corp., ‘Universal Film: | down atid refunds. had: to -be given.). i
-Loew’s State and the Saenger the‘in Washington. .
Exchange Ine., Concord. Drive-In |-- -But Many Showmen have. ex: |:::C-R-SE aequired ancillary rights 'atres here Tuesday (25) and seized
Inc.;.: Maine . & “New Hampshire ‘pressed - ‘misgivings —about ‘future.’ ‘to fitht for’ a $2,000, 000° guarantee receipts of Floyd Paiterson-Sonny
Theatre Co:, ‘Concord -Amusement.
“Liston heavyweight championship
fight. telecasts. ‘The ‘public can ‘be |-to0:Championship Sports, Ane.
fp Co.,' a subsidiary: of this firm, and: resentful particularly’ ‘in this last.
-{-serap.. Chester A. Usry, IRS agent
-Minneapolis; Oct:-2Lockwood: ‘and ‘Gordon: Enterprises experience - {1}~ the heavyweight
} in charge here, confirmed :that
ZA Bit. Fuzzy
‘Toming Anderson; - ‘Jocal-: Tes- ‘Inc, a. Massachusetts company.”
other agents also. seized receipts in
. Kansas City; Oct. 2..
| “taurateur and. fight ‘promoter,. -im- |- The: Maine &'.New.; Hampshire - |.| champion: ( turned. out. to bea paci-" 1
-. présario-in: both of the-Twin: Cities: |‘Theatre. ‘Co.. operates. the’. Capitol: fist and: (2) the. piped in. Bictures |. “Lipedst number. of patrons ever. Lake Charles, Lafayette; Alexan“sub-standard:. _ ;
‘to: soe ca. ‘closed-circuit telecast dria and. Shreveport. ‘These were
“Coe!a for’ ‘the. Patterson-Liston : fight - ‘theatre in’ this. city, plus. other | were:
:
Thé Variety reviewer caught the |‘turned’ ‘out: ‘here’ to see ‘Patterson- ‘part ‘of seizures: in 250 theatres
~ elosed: -circuit. ‘telecast, “wasn’t out[:‘théatres /in “New Hampshire, Veracross the nation.
“any money ‘as a. result’ of the. St:. mont ‘and Maine, and orie-third of. ‘show at N.Y.’s. Ritz Theatre. Defi- |Listen. - Count: at ‘the. downtown
Tax agents sought to: impound
nition -and lighting -were: faulty jn
presentation. ‘its capital stock
. Paul Auditorium:
is owned. by Para-. ‘comparison to. previous ‘sports tele-. -Saxon Theatre. was a ‘capacity 3,200, | “every. dollar due the. promoters of
‘and at the-American..Roval Arena:
” yiever-materializing for its audience. mount Pictures ‘Ine., it is. stated in
‘of .4,500° yielding a. :$17,000.. gate: the. ‘suit. ‘Lockwood ‘and*Gordon: casts; ‘The’: Screen:.generally: was with “a special. ‘installation it was the fight.and the organizers -of the
| closed-circuit ty showing. Theatre
” This despite. the fact that: admission ‘| Enterprisés. ‘operate°‘the - Concord. | hazy. ‘The camera angles: and close- 4,500 (of about -5,500 available):
‘réfunds . ‘were necessitated.
Saxon is. an* operation |of Dur- |.operators were permitted to re..| Drive-In: and. the. Sky-High Drive-: ups, ‘howéver; were good..
| Important’ consideration weighed |wood, ‘Theatres, which also oper- tain their. share of boxoffice reALIn An. Boseawen.
| by exhibs is that .the fight game | ated. the ‘American -Royal. set-up, ceints—45¢7 in some cases...
the. “St. ‘Pail ‘Auditorium: ‘an ‘hour'l
:
The:
first:
of
four,
‘counts:
in
the.
has. been given a blackeye.
before. the -.-fight- started: and}:
_.| but added. an unusual: twist in get- |- Usry claimed that ficht promot:26-page
suit
asks
for
$2,000,000
in
couldn't -be’ “repaired - in time ‘for
,
oe
.
“Gene.: |-ting. the: ‘Sports: Committee. of. ‘the'|: ers,. Championship Sports. Ine.,
._the .telecast,so that:-the :audiénce- Gamiages;”. the’ -second>.and ‘third,
:-| Chamber of Commerce to come owes. -$2.074,500. in inconie taxes,
"$10Top Chills Fans i 1 |in.as ‘sponsor.’ Stanley Durwood, “plus $100,000. in. excise taxes,-while
paw: nothiiig of: the. ring happen-. $1,500, 000° ‘each, and.the: foutth, ‘|.
$500,
900:
ings, : However; :Anderson. carried °
= Philadelphia, Oct...2. “ ‘circuit. executive, said - the ‘eommit- promoters, Graff, Reiner & Smith
? {nsurance © ‘to... ‘protect.. “himself.
+ Fight telecast drew. slightly -un- ‘tee would ¢ome in for.a. ‘percentage, Enterprises Inc., owe $I.7 10,509.
against: contingenties ° ‘and. he: sufLaer"
.
$80,000. in’ eight. Stanley! War-. “but no ‘figures were disclosed. ©
fered: no finaricial loss -himself on:
Sellouts In Toronto:
7 fer: ‘Theatres in this area,.The $10.| - “Gate. here is ‘figured: about '$35;-_
account. of the admission. refunds. .
‘Toronte, Oct, 2.
price undoubtedly held. down at::|¢
000, - garnered: from, a ‘scale.of $10
0,7
In: two -Minneapolis, .halls -‘the|
Toronto’s . Maple Leaf Gardens
téndance, .but-also. upped., the take top.“at ‘the Saxon, downto. $3.5
telecasts. pulled 8,143. patrons. for |.
since a.‘lesser figure.-in:the.14,000+
-a $5.50 top’ at’ the-:Anierican’ (9,0001.and Loew’: s Uptown Theaire
“Edmonton,: “Alta., ‘Oct. a: .Séats total: capacity: of ‘might *"not. |.and
a $45,000 total. gross ‘at 'a- 54-$6° ve
Royak.: ‘The Internal Revenue Serv- 12.2501; which were each scaled at
“seale: Thus, the: entire Twin. Cities’ | ‘When the trailer for Columbia’ s have. drawn as :muchi ©
} ice. added. its: own dramatics te the $6.60 top-for. the Liston-Patterson
. take“ was: $62;000: which: netted An- “The Interns”: was. screened at. the | The Stanley, -2,100-seat: ‘flagship! project by. Sw. oéping. into the thea- bout, were sellouts for $68,990 and
derson a “nice”. “profit,” he: says. ‘Rialto’ © ‘theatre, - Edmontonians of. the chain: in midtown, rextpetré and: arena to attach the promo- $12,000 respectively.
His‘sharé: was 45%. ‘of. the gross... ‘were given.a revealing view: other: ‘phia, was _a-sellout, and next pro- tion: ‘share of receipts pending “pay-|. ‘Local. $80,000 take was not mo-.There : . was.’ much: “eustomer: filmgoers in the province will miss. portionateiy highest sale was at! ment. ‘of federal tax claims.
‘lested ‘by the U.S. Federal Rev.
‘grumbling, Jhere because. the ‘fight |: - Alberta’s board: ‘of: censors | cut: the.” suburban... 69th .“St: : Theatre, ;
Projection’ was’ satisfactory: at |, enue. ‘seeking $3,900.000 allegedly
‘os @nded . so’ -‘soon_ “and:-.the..folks: a - Sequence’ . ‘from. ‘the original where 1,009 -of the 1 200: pews. were |the’ Saxon, although. fuzzy a‘ bit. in ‘owed“in back income taxes by the.
oe thought » they.” didn't. ‘get. their . | feature: in which. & nursé ‘doés: the: “occupied. The rémaining six houses|pree-fight. Séquences, and the Amer-|.fight. promoters.
~ money’s -worth. In local fight cir-' tavist; : - attired in brassiere: and. Logan, Broadway,. ‘Kent and - OrHenry Boulton, ticket ‘manager
ican; Roy ‘al..-pieture .was, reported
fe cles. it's félt_ that what. occurred panties, but. ‘overlooked. a ‘shot. of pheum, ‘all-in ‘Philly, anid: the: al
| of Maple Léaf.Gardens, said there
somew ‘hat.Tess.than satisfactory.
‘will hurt future: closed. circuit fight. the. dance in’ the -trailer,:
chad. been no court order. or. request
.pmer;- -Wilmington, : .and |‘Stanley
telecasts. here.
froin; U-S:. revenuers concerning.
‘Camden; "made. up: “the ‘palanice
“Patterson “Out, Feds In
: ‘The™ ‘board. recalled :the: ‘traller [' -IRS ‘agents. clamped down :on the,.
AS’. “elsewhere,
the- “internal {
Dallas, Oct: 2.. |Toronto's. -closed-circuit, this -con‘from Calgary: when the. inctdent }: "LReveniie Sérvice: attached the. tele- ‘was
brought. to- its. attention and’ take immediately -after:the. bout’ The closed circuit “showing: of ‘curred in by Jack Clark, director
er" e@asts* gate: receipts here. and in -St.. the’ .dance -bit- has -been out: from: and. walked out. with ‘$42, 000: “ret | the. ‘Sonny: ‘Liston: -Floyd ‘Patterson ° of Loew’ Ss(Canada) Ltd.
Pail because .of “income™ tax -dif-|}
all.future’ showings in.Alberta.’. _| resenting the: promoters” share ofheavy weigght. championship fight at.
ferences: involving the: corporation |:
No Profit In. Regina .
.|the. receipts. ae
| two. locations: here. grossed $42,500
_-which-had the: tv: rights. -Anderson,
_ ‘Regina, .Sask,, Oct.
| from. ‘7,470. fight fans. State Fair
aa -however, is.-getting’ back:from ITS.
‘Closed-circuit tv. made- its debut
‘Situation Ii:L: A.:
| Musie- Hall; ‘scaled’ to $7 top. pulled
«
|
‘shis” 457% ‘share .-of the’ receipts.” a
Theatre|
- Los: Angeles, ‘Oct: 2. 1-3°864 viewers, while the State. Fair ‘here Tuesdav 125) when the Patter-.
: DalekTalks ‘New Honolulu
“Approximately. -20'-theatres and | Coliseum, ‘sealed |‘to ™ $6 top, drew. “son-Liston fight. was: screened in.
2 Partnership. ~
‘|’ Exhibition. Stadium. The
result
, atiditoriums in the .Los Angeles. 3.606 fans.- °
‘| area which: showed - closed-circuit |. -" More.- than, $15, 900. in ‘gate. Te- | was ns.g. Attendance was 1.841
"-Honolulit;’ Oet..2. : ‘telecast. of -the. .Patterson= Liston; ceipts “were tied. up. -by: Internal. for.a gross: of $8. 000,. with tickets
“Japan's: Daiet. ‘Motion: Picture. heavyweight. ‘championship. -fight:‘Revenue. Service .agents,
who selling at :$3.50,.$4 and $5. Staorp.,- in “partnership. | with ‘the: Tuesday night |(25). must turn. over served local promoters. with a “levy dium’s. Capacity is about 6.106.
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FIGHT MONEY’|

POWER FAILURECOSTS
“$17,000 GATE REFUND

ANTERNS?SCENE&AD

~ EXCISED IN‘ALBERTA

NAGATA’S. INTERNATIONALISM |

INTEGRATED &STUNNED:|
BOUTPOORINMEMPHIS|
«Memphis, Oct. .:2:

Sonay' - ‘Liston-Floyd: | ’ Patterson

| local-Pacific Motion ‘Picture ‘Corp.-fan estimated $165,000 ‘to the Dept. [
‘shortly. before. the-fight’ got. under |

Picture. was not too sharp, and:
‘thay. build a: theatre: t6.replace. the: ‘of: ‘Internal. Rev ‘enue’ ‘within the wav. This: was-in line with the. IRS f sound syStem. was poor.
Event was promoted by Features
‘grab: of. the. receipts.
. Kokusai” -Theatre,. which fs - ear:| next: 10°. days, ‘under a ‘directive nationwide -

heavyweight: fiasco last. Tues..:- (25)
«drew. a” ‘meek. $10, 699 -house - at ‘marked for. ‘demolition in -connec-. served On:various
*
‘Sports of Ottawa, and. handled losites within, min-““".- Memphis’s..big... City: ‘auditorium. ‘tion: witha. Tredevelapment project. {utes .after. Liston Knocked- out.‘the |
-eally by Charles Underhill “There
Over. ‘Su,000. Jn:‘Vancouver.
“Paid. attendance: “of - 2.320 “looked |.™ ‘Masaicht Nagata, ‘Dalet. Dresi-}'champ in, the first -round.
was. no profit,” said Underhill. .
. Vaneéotiver,. Oct. 2
--On..in: amazement” at: the -abrupt”|-dént, “was. a stopover: visitor; ‘en | ‘Amount reps- money ‘due ‘Gratt-| Vancour er’s ‘contribution’ to: Tis.
Take In San Antonia
windup.
| route to” Tokyo. from. Rome, where’ ‘Reinér-Smith _Enterprises,: “which! ton - ‘Patterson.’ ‘championship. gO}
-San Antonio, Oct 2.
Closed-circuit television of the
“Bout:-was: staged: before. an ine he discussed.’ distribution | ‘plans Owns. canicillary: rights to title boutj produced -. $14, 000-plus from “the
“Shaka” “and. hamed. ‘by. Government ‘as ow- |.plush 2,800-seat ‘Queen Elizabeth Sonny
tegrated. -audience .as“:all:-attrac-: for’ the.°:studio’s - bij
Liston-Floyd Patterson
tions now. -held- at’ the: city-owned | ¢“Buddha’’)- -and- firmed a cO-pro- ing $1,710 500 in’. Federal. income. ‘Theatre: ‘With the house split. be-' .championship
fight drew
6,699
‘* ‘auditorium. “Praétically: the: entire duetion. deal:tc produce “Zakery,” ‘taxes: -‘Local: ‘-situations:-’ gsrosséd.| tween $4. -and. $6, -a. sell-out :crowd ‘local. fight. fans to the Joe “Freehouse left .the auditorium., ‘shaking a.wartime. spy~ * story.. 7
| aroung - $300, 000. -for. brief. event, was. in. attendance, ~Sold’ out. sign man. Coliseum on Tuesday (25}
theit ‘heads:* and .muttering~ o-|- Daiei; ‘he revealed, is: ‘also. co- and ‘are: ‘permitted. to retain: their went tip: -several °hours. before’. 7 . night.” - The gross gate’ was. $28.‘themselves °“Never again.” House: 7producing - “Flight...from- Ashiya’ ‘share: of .receipts -under ferms of: ‘O'clock. opening. |
686.50, which ‘brought some profit.
was scaled at.$5.50 top. with. Louls:: -with. United -Artists;. cast ‘including’ deal. With G-R-SE which. called for.) Yancouver' Forum; which has to Sports Ine. .aecording: to’ Jon
Ville promoter. ‘Bill. Cing- handling: Yul:: Brynner, . ‘George ‘Chakiris,: a .55-45,.. split; bigger ‘cut to go to’ -béen, used ‘for previous title ‘fight: Ferraris, who handled the. tick@t
othe: event |on: the:jocal devel. op Riehard Widmark. ‘and ‘Eiko. ‘Taki. PG-R-SE- whose: ancillary: rights iri- Wwe “Presentations, “accom modates | Sales, for ‘the organization.
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One-Third ofW.German Grossers|: ii" n2°."c's
.

By HAZEL. GUILD

whieh’ is. ‘going: to
1 Gebten” up.
on the popcorn, candy, and

“London.

| thereountries;Paremount alone. _ dee. cream ‘sale. in. West” Ger{iad

strictly

Latest!‘Hammer horror item, “The Kiss of.the. Vampire, * hasjust

15; |: ‘man: cinemas.

products,

United Artists: -had. 18 U.S.--and]. °:- While: many. of the. exhibi- me,a Started rolling at Bray Studios, with Neel Willman as ‘the: ‘Master-Vam*" *.t
| “our foreign; - Universal : offered | tors. are “crying -the. “blues “Ff pire. and: ‘Clifford Evans, Jennifer Daniel..and Edward de ‘Souza. It’s) 7. _
about the movie business, and. | being produced by Anthony. ‘Hinds. and. directed. by. Don. Sharp for World: ane
‘eight U.S. and: three foreign; and-|
through, United -Artists: . ‘The. London premiere: of “Mutiny ‘on *".
, Warners, ‘had
14:
U.S:--and
three
|.
counting-9n the: sale of. sweets: - | release
|
the Bounty” at the Royalty. Theatre on Nov. 19, which is*being sponsored:
the.
in
them
Keep.
“help
“.-to
|
foreign.
Of‘Labor
‘the
margin,
“And ‘according’ to an "initia | profit
f-by. the Variety Club, ‘in aid ‘of:the Edwina. Mountbatten: Trust, ‘will have ..

€
it looks as aynkfurt. Sept 25.

at ‘least one-third of, the films——and hence a good ‘third of the
arosses—playing on’ West- German:

screens during the 1962- 63 calen-

dar year.| -glimpse-:of ‘the upcoming :sched-. ‘ :fice ig complaining. about Ce a top admission ‘price of .$30. Orchestra.seats will range. from-$15 to-$6..._
Current
schedule
shows that ulés,-it’s, about 65° ‘U.S. domestic |: legal.” competition.”
Nat Cohen is. Chairman of the. Organizing Committee and:-Earl Mount- |
Seems-:
20th Fox is bringing ‘out 22 “new. [
{°:
‘batten: will be attending thé presentation:: | . After: 10: weeks on ‘loca-.
obstores
food:
in
the
of
sweets:
of
‘some.
|
sale
be
the
will:
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mes
same
year:
the
this”
that:
ilm
Germany
‘in
pictures and.three run-overs from: offering
tion in’ Somerset’ and -Dorset- the. Woodfall: ‘production on. “Tom -Jones””..
the previous .year;: Columbia has.’ | plus. 356%. originating from. other. *2 the. enemas: ‘during the eve-- “| has.-moved- to: ‘London. ‘and ‘interiors are now. being filmed in a .large..
|.
announced 27 new ones arid -one ‘lands.
End ‘result -will: be that,-un-}*1 ying hours: when. by,.Jaw ‘they. '|-18th-century, ‘mansion :-near’’ Park; Lané. There: will -be: ‘further “London.
;
locations in Lincoln's. Inn, the-Inner Temple: and the.7Thames waterfront...
run-aver; Metro has. 34 new “films ‘less the ‘Germans: .come: “up with . “must: close. ‘their™ ‘doors:
“Theatre “owners “aré being” | near. London: Bridge. * The pic, -which .is for: United ‘Artists. release,
and.two run-overs; Paramount has. somé |astounding. :surprisés, “the
17 new pics; United Artists: has 22
‘any
do
‘can't.
they
that
warned
a1.
with.
n Stars Albert. Finney and Susannah York: . .Meantinie, Tony ‘Richard- © ~ . |Americans will wind /up.
,
‘business.’oT)
Hoff the ‘street;
new films. and one run- overs Uni: | hefty - ‘third or more_ of. thie” total.. < prevent
passersby from hop. | son’s latest: production, “The. ‘Loneliness of.‘the Long Distance Runner,” * “.

versal looms with 14 new pics; and ox. office ‘tal’in West ‘Germany:

that of the 496 due to be released,

79. aré. supposed to be strictly
West German productions: It is.
doubtful

if: half. «that.

many

day. Morning,” and -he also. wrote’ the screenplay: .-It’s ‘a’ British ‘LionBryanston presentation. . Among. ‘the’ films :selected* “for: the -upcoming©
Lendon Film: Festival: are: “Early: ‘Autumn” (Japan), which -was shown

buying./a- -bonboen. instead of.a.. :

161 fitms for the 1962-63 schedule, MarleneDietrichSet
out of an-“announced” release of |
TV
‘Grand total for the: U.S, is “thus. 1

496. films for all of West Germany,
Critics. in’ the. rievie: industry|
(and they ‘are niimerous) report’ a

It's based>."*

pin’: up:‘to the box office“and. ‘+ on a short story. by Alan. Sillitoe; author of. “Saturday. Night: ‘and Sun: .

cf.

theatres.

for German

-| had: its. London. premiere at the Warner: Theatre. last. week:

films .

18 upcoming

has

Warners

|

theatre ‘ticket. the. new “rule:

says: all the: food. items’ must .:
‘at the: Berlin fest: “Baron Munchausen’”. (Czechoslovakia); screened .at’
‘be: sold. ‘solely to: theatre. pa|Loearno -and ‘Venice; .“Vivre. Sa. Vie” (France); “La :Commare Secea’”’
For irst German
- hi
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and”tick
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i ker
a th
Teo
| Otaly): ‘“Bleetra’”. (Greece) |"and - “Honiage at- Siesta’ Time”. :‘CArgentina), we
hin
e. ticket-takers.: —_
J.
=| all of. which were.shown at Venice. EM Palmer. arid: George ‘Hamil.} ton are expected for this week's opening: of “Rendezvous. at:-Midnight”
Duesseldorf, Oct. 2;
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will’ ‘as"'the Star Jof the
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giant ‘charity |

actually ‘be completed.. Hence, it’s | show -being held. at the. new Kon-|
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ry Int

. and “Crime and. Punishment. 1962” at the Cameo-Poly |
Theatre, : |

ans
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u
cll ;

6: for |
Jikely ‘that. the ‘Americans. will ‘be gresse “Halle --here “Oct.
‘able to hold onto. the strong. fhird,. UNICEF's. world: children.-fund.:
er more, of the market. here:. If the ' | Miss /Dietrich, will. head. the: list |

Tony:Curtis: who: ‘also:dia.a. walkon: for “Paris Wien: it.
" Syiites”:(Par). we
told press. here, ‘before outing,: that he. had: no- intention of: turning. di--*.
=.:-;
+4 rector. for. acting |‘was quite: ‘enough. of a ‘chore’ ta ~F ilm ‘actor |‘Roger
trend: set-‘last. yéar. continues, ‘it's of 14 stars of opera; dance- and}
: Munich, “Oct: 2 ‘| Hanin going: in :for. legit in -a. big--way: via: appearance. in. a trilogy ‘of | woot
likely that. of the programs -“an-.song, ta pack: the 4.500-seat. hall.
m . -Paul. :Claudel: “plays: skedded for’ the: Vieux ‘Columbiér next month. ‘and:::”
the. German
‘when:
time
a.
“At
b
ll
ct
‘Shakespeare’: ‘s “Othello’ ’ next: February’. :- :- Catherine. ‘Sauvage, singer battle:
uphill
.anwaging
is
industry
to.)
$5,
‘from:
at
scaled
are.
Tickets.
ecome
wil
Bia:
“about .
nounced,
. $37: 50; with 8067. of the total ‘take
an actuality.
. and: parttime |film:‘thesp, now-also going in for. legit. -via a top” rolé:in
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to
A-InternationalUF
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‘1961the.
A recent study of
is.“embarking. on a major. program’ Fred Durrenmatt’s~(Swiss). “Frank. V” .due“at the™ Atelier. next month”
calendar shows. that. there’ were |¢olléction.-.
»-cAnid’as a reverse ‘a top pop. singer, ‘Philippe: Clay,. has’ devoted -him-«
be |“of caproductions. with Italy,~ Spain te
will
. The: entire. program:
but. 83. “never
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made

that

slated,”

films

by-:

SO late: ‘proadcast:

Eurovision,

swith: ! and: Brazil,’ ‘Almost

self entirely ‘to ‘pix of.late. and réfused ‘ta.do.a French ‘version of. Am- —:

: a -dozen:: proj-:

it... and 28° zvame out:
“thony. Newely’s hit. London” Vehicle :“Stop. ‘the World: I: Want''to-Get->
they -have run over “into. the: ‘jisteners: in- every” -couritry *“peing (ects. are either’ in:‘work’ ‘or’ ‘skedded.
“| Off" as‘ adapted. by. J: P. -Caussimon: me “The: LongestDay” (20th),: ° =
|before: the: end of. the’ year.

eurrent season.

The

US.,

though,. did

able to- tune -in to their jo¢al TV: fe

better: outlet, and. hear “via simultaneous

;

Currently" ‘filming’ ‘is-.the- Peter. “Hatari” (Par). and: “Taras ‘Bulba”’ WA): getting” ‘a Special. ‘dispensation.

raise admission’ prices as- much as 20%. at’ firstruns: due.-ta: their.
‘than average, with a cecnsiderably . translations, “just what “fle ™pro- ‘Goldbaum production of ‘Somerset. |{to
Tength: ‘and importance, —
o_-—~*. smaller: number ‘of |
drop-outs. War- gram: is’ -all: ‘about.
Viewers’ too, ‘Maugham’s'’ “The Breadwinner,”
Bardothouses
‘starrer. “Te Repos: De. Guerrier’ (Warrior s Rest) big
1
|: Brigitte
two. firstrun.
ners fulfilled. its. complete ‘pro-' will be urged. to’ ‘make.
contribu2 | Starri ng1g -Gert Frobe;; “The: ‘Great Hin
“ Swiss-German: ‘director Bernard Wicki,. ‘one ::

in’ color,
gram. 20th: Fox dropped. four films, . tions.
-Prize,” : a -musicomedy
-off to “Vienna ‘to prep anew.
while three more announced :.for: - This’ marks.- ‘Marlene Dietiich’ St
‘starring Vivi:-Bach, Adrian. ‘Hoven “of. the: ‘ecodirectors on. “The: Longest. Day,”
‘Jast- season are coming. up. this vear first. television. appearance. Among. _and- Elma Karlowa,. -and .“'Goodbye- A'pic to begin: Dec: 5. “No Night Without. a- ‘Tomorrow’. to. ‘star Carlos.
Thompson and’ N adia -‘Gray’:
oldtime - cactress Francoise Rosay .Treinstead OF Columbia's’. ‘slate~Jast'| per scheduled: numbers. are “Sag My Love;” e ¥Fomantic comedy in} suming: her ‘course here -for: film’. acting
+ : .Freneh- ‘thesp: Andre Chanu
‘¥ea
“Mothra” was. dropped, and “Mir: Wo. Die. Blumen Sind” “Where-{ color, ‘starring Barbara Frey, “Die-.
| just. ‘completed . ‘simultaneous: - chores. on “two: pix, “The: ‘Lucky. Ones”. Barabbas’ "has run. over. .Métro- :Have “AH the Flowers Gone”?. a. ter ‘Borsche ‘and: -Erik ‘Schumann. ;
:
The: government: run .short: film
has” planned | 37 films. includiag. tnew song written’ for her, by- com-{, ‘On. the: slate: for.‘imnmedite film:’ -and “The. Sword: and the Balance” -..
‘fest.at: Tours, France to-run: ‘Dee.
10-. . French: product ‘snared: nine" te
Liselottefor
run-overs, -but the’. final ‘number’ pgser. “Max Colpet: -wwhich’ ‘is ‘also “ing:is a new: vehicle
of the -13 ‘film prizes: ‘handed ‘out in:Venezuela. this’ year bau Title: of:-*
was °33, with two others: running |“being reecrded. by Electrola.
:| Pulver: entitled. ““Sistér and . Ri- 9
“Fernand Lumover into this year 's release period, | ‘The show is being “produced. ‘by |vals” in. which:-her costar’ will be. Eddie. -Constantine’s ‘viext: pic is “Dynamite :Girl”
-broso, importer’: of Eastern Bloc shows, beginning his first. pic asa: with the other pair dropped, Para- Ernst. Gill and®: Siegfriend, Lang; |Helmut. Schmid. :“Production is ‘to. producer ‘“An ‘Honorable. Yoiing. Man’. which-Jean-Pierre: ‘Melville
mount: delivered. :all but. "Foo: who have-sold the. televiision rights. start later ‘in- the’ vearon the Eva }.
Bartok-Carlos.‘Thompson’ :starrer: “directs and.has Jean-Paul. Belmondo ‘and © ‘Charles: Vanel '‘at . Among °

Late Blues,” and United Artists to ‘the Second’German TV network,.|
'the top .ten grossing. firstrun ‘Paris. pix ‘since. Jast. ‘Jan: 162 -care one
dropped oné: film -and has post “in. “Mainz, ‘and arranged. for™ ‘the:| entitled.“A ‘Unique:.Vacatiop” and. Italian and two "Yank pix: Former is.. “Divorce. Ttaljan Style”. and.latter
penéd ‘the ether, “The: Prisoner ‘of |:
| What ‘aNight” xwhich- thas yet. to.
Alvatraz”

-from: last
year. to ‘the ‘Eurovision
é

coverage.

+Jules Dassin’s “Phaedra”. (UA): made in. Greece ‘and: ‘France, cand:“West. ——

©

Tb e. cast.
t.

,

| Sailer; and’. “The: Gypsy Baron,”
“with: ‘Daniele: . “Gaubert,. Heidi. ABig Roads). which. will star. Robert. Hossein. ‘and: Renato ‘Salvateri. ‘Mar-

‘Side’:Story”.. (WA), -Others ate French..-:
a - Otto. Preminger |in for the” gala, benefit preemi. of’ his.‘ ‘Advise ‘and: :
Consent” (Col) tomorrow 13).. . French thesp Daniele Gaubert added | singer ‘Dietrich -Fischer-Dieskau,|Wife,” also. ‘adapted -.from:a..Som- 1 to. the: cast ‘of Harold: Hecht's “Plight. ‘to Ashiya” .(UA)-now rolling ‘in-.
| German Side. |
On thehadGerman
side.
last
‘year,
Lilt
with.
“play,
©
Maugham
‘erset'.
|
plus
:’
Cherkassky,
Shura
pianist’:
of
the largest Aumber
Pavaria
Japan eo .: Singer-cleffer - Jacques: Brel. to ‘make his. ‘first pit for -pro-|
‘such ‘international talents” as Yma |.Palmer, Peter: van’ Eyck and .Dordrop-outs. Constantin had planned ‘Sumac, ‘Charles ‘Trenét, ‘the. Para-. ‘jan: Gray; “His Best: “Friend,” ‘star- “ducer: ‘Christine: Gouze-Renal. It. is. the. first:-in..a-seriesof. half hour. ..-shorts. on’ singérs.. which, will be: used -both ‘for ‘theatres and” tv.
40 films, and eame out with the.
Ting. Olympic: ski champion, Toni:|| Actor Christian. -Marquand..turning ‘director ‘for “Grands..Chemins”
suayos;—_ and.Lys.‘Asia. . es

current one. Universal .dropped| Included in. the, cast: are:-opera
-one. and released, all the: others,
singer’, Lisa"
della Casa; dancer‘). “Among. éther UFA ‘Interriational:
"Fonteyn: with: David ‘Blair, | joint -venturés “are “The: Constant
Margot’

mest

last
three

of. any- German

year,

distributor. }.

with one: ‘fall- eut “and

others

carrying over - into.

this period.

DFG. (The German Film: Guild, |

an association. of theatre

|
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owners |

‘quand’ des¢ribes: itas a French oater: s “els In. and: ‘out.of ‘Paris. were:

| | Bruhl, : Felix. Marten: and: ‘Carlos:[Bins Crosby: and Danny Kaye. wee
‘Thompson.:

BRITAIN: ¢00D. PRESS| re

|

=

a

=

| an Schastian
Se
Dates

ao

Rome .-

|

a

” “Anothier’ picture | has”:“joined thé “Cleopatra” “pandwagon: “Una:
- +. ‘GLoridon:. Oct. a
their
own
productions):
dropped||. The “0 Bounty”
faey) ‘sailed into London} =an
.
fc
;
yb
noun
San. ‘Sebastian; Oct. 2. ‘Teresina per’ Cesare”. CA. -Quéén, for Caesar), in. ‘work | here. with: French.
2 ‘actress Paseale Petit asa youthful: Tot
under direction of. Tourjanski,
(27), . a
they ‘had.
four
uropapicsdroppe
ree announced,
of. its. plan- from: Boston. last Thursdayh
he. «3 Akim ‘Tamiroff also billed-? . :'“
“ned: projects, aid Gloria dropped: | $1Geo,a ‘modest: budget: oFabout . Shite in. dates: that. pus ed t

whe. experimented, ‘with: financing.

,

“Gone. Ww ith’ the “Wind”
_ and San ‘Sebastian ‘Film’ Festival” for- “upcoming. local item: “exploiting vein:
bringing Metr@. hefty. Teturns. in an “ath:revival in a Milan. firstrun.
Continental" publicity: departments. ‘ward by: one: ‘mortk ‘to early, June |
“No: difficulty’ in shooting: an Italian pic’ in. the. USA”. sez Alfredo’: -out’ |}got:;-widespread .coverage in_ the. this :year. was: ‘re-endorsed . by::the

orie and. carried. three over into |

er

year.
this
“Neue Film Allianz ‘brought
16 pictures, including foreign im- | press throughout the. ‘United, King-. Festival: executives. who. fast week : _DéLaurentiis;, brother's: locally-quoted exec: producer, .“it. only -eosts. |
about. three. times.as much”.
secured. Italo ‘release Tights.
_{-calendared the 1963 film. gathering. | for Venice -co-winner, “Youth ‘of -Cineriz
ports and German pics, Nora. sub- dom and Europe. .
Ivan”: five. days before-‘awards were.
stituted one film ‘and ‘is: carrying, ‘The junket.-started on’ the ‘pre-: for June 7 ‘to! 16.°
«. . Silvana’ Mangano-going through: mskeéup. ‘and: éostume’:
vious: Tuesday (25) when 84: news‘announced
tian’ tests
another over.
Fest’ president, San. ‘Sebas
for her: upcoming ‘Edda* Ciano: role: (daughter. of Benito -Mus-.
Pallas was -the sole:‘German. men. from every European country. Mayor. Nicolas’ ‘Lasarte, together: solini) in Dino DeLaurentiis’. ‘Trial at Verozia,”: with ‘American’ Frank
22
|‘Wolff’
distributor to add four. films’ dur-. met ‘in Paris and were ‘then taken |\ ith fest director Francisco. Ferrer
probably :COppIng. role: Of :‘Count. Ciano: ve
ing
the program. . . period, but. by: special train to: Calais, where and execs. Rainiro. Cebrian, Felipe
they
..
joined
the’
“Bounty”
~aand
‘Ugarte,.. Miguel :Echarri; - Antonio oe
‘dropped two-tone “of. ‘which, the
Madras’:
Brigitte Bardot film. “The Pillow?’ sailed across. the Channel isDover. ‘Cuevas. and Jose‘ “Aycarte;. unani- |.”
There
was
‘an:
official
welcome
by.
‘The ‘70.theatres: in. “Madras. whieh’ -were“threatened with:‘denial of .
will be released here this: season
eed. to. retain the early license over.the question.of parking. space, have been given-a further. six | the. Deputy. Mayor - and. ¢ivic "dig- | fest dates.
:
by Columbia).
;
UFA dropped four . of ‘its. an- nitaries; followed by..a reception
months-within ‘which to. find. parking spdce-for'at least.25 cars adjacent:
‘at.
the.
Town.
Hall.-'The
European
|=
to: their. premises:. “According to ‘official: word, a: raw: film plant being’ -. nounced films, and sinee the. eom-.
pany is: now. bankrupt, two of ‘its. journalists left the: frigate at Dover UNESCO's. Musie Seminar .set up-‘at’ Ootacamund. in ‘South India -is expected ‘to- commence pro-:
“duction ‘by. the second half: of:1963 and finished -ptoduct is.to bé. avail:
other planned pr oductions will be- to spend the ‘night. in-London, but:
Rome, Oct. 2.°
{able in the market. by’ end-of theyear.- Plant. is -being ‘set-up “in asso-...
taken over this year by... ‘other. the “Bounty”. sailed to ‘Tilbury, ‘and —
“qYNESCO is to hold a. con-<. ‘ciation With ‘Bauchet: of Paris. by the Indian Government: Likely that.
on .the following morning: (27) ‘al
distributors...
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vention ‘in “Rome — organized: ao‘ 'Nagi Reddy: of. Vijaya-Vauhini. Studios-.of Madras ‘will. reopen studios...
Of the German productions com- contingent: of. British: journalists ‘
-_ by its: music-séction—the prin--° ‘he ‘closed a month ago when workers: struck work: over. staff retrench- °:~
ing out this year, it’s expected that| and ‘photographers - sailed -on. the
Europa, Gloria and Constanin will final leg ‘inte: the Pool of London. eipal ‘theme being: Music and - ment. French students Rene Faget and Jean-Pierre Kertudo and Japa-The same* -evening;: there. ‘was an} - ‘its public: .-The convention is ‘tneése- Professor. Koji. Morooka. of -Kieo : University. with -a'.number. of
be in the strongest position. “|
Japanese ’.students -in- India. currently: ‘Studying ‘commercial. ‘aspects of.
official. reception aboard, attended _ “presided by Prof... Mario La-..
U.S. .Imports
broca, former‘director-and now ...‘| filmmaking. jhere. “dussie danseuse ‘Marilin given featured role in Hindi”
The US. in. order -to help ant by :Earl Mountbatten.. of: Burma,-|
consultant’ for: Italy’s -RAL-TV- ‘| film. ‘*
Is the Pat
ove”’
7S
eut
the
time in: ‘the German. leading. industry. . executives arid:
being produced. in Bombay.
duet
Beare
(Radiotelevisione Italiana) and‘-. alUnited:
Productions.
of New. York to produce film titled “Two ‘Worlds,
cinemas with the di indling lecal-| prominent members: of :the. Variety
production ‘slate. are coming: up_ Club. For - the . evening reception {- - president ‘of UNESCO's. Inter-. | ‘Two Loves”. in. English. and: Hindi, .in“Eastman: color and. lo¢aled “in. with many. imports from: :foréign. there was a guard of. honor. for the.|: national M usic. Section.. In-- ‘| South ‘India: and. Bombay. .in “association: with Hunner Films. of Bombay: ‘| guests,. and. top. brass. were. ‘Piped, ne ' eluded iis.a seminar. on the em-. - | Viee -President: of: United ‘Productions,. Tao- Prochen.: -was recently. in.
lands...
{| .:ployment. of. technical means
India. finalizing. plans:.- ‘Cinemagoers in ‘Bombay. ‘and: all:-over’: ‘MaharashDuring the *1961- 62 Season, ‘the | aboard:
seven” major U.S: distributors ‘in-| From Jast™ Friday -“until next. . . (radio, tv, records; tapes ete. . ‘| tra State to pay: increased admission“ prices on: ‘tickets from. September
Germany-showed only 64% in- U.S. ‘Thursday (4) the “Bounty’..is open | ' European and American: insti-_ | 7th: onwards ..at rates. varying ‘from. 17 to 3314%: ever.-present. rates.~
made films, while.the. other 36%. ‘te publie view. without. chargé, and |” _ tutions and. stations as well .as.- West . Bengal. Government. has. éalled. for conference of: industryites: to. .
_of their product was -foreign. Fox, ‘though -it was raining on the. first |i"--Fepresentatives’ of. major Fee-|}‘devise Ways :‘and means ‘to-'arrest . deterioration. in. trade. Columbia .
release “Guns. Of. Navarone”” in: 22d week. at the -Rex. in: Bombay. :Pic-::
for instance: had*13°U.S.. pies: ‘and. ‘morning, Metro reported a -lonz}. ‘ord. ‘firms will: ‘participate.
- Two..concerts. of. ‘choral mt-.. ‘ture expectéd ‘to ‘complete’ 25-. weeks’ - Tun:~.P, Hi. - Krishna, Caleutta
eight imports: Columbia ‘had. ‘T2:} queue - of. people - ‘seeking ° ‘admis= |
‘Manager: for Columbia, ‘completed -25 .years” ‘continudus. service with: U.S. films and 17 from other lands; ‘sion. :The | “Bounty”. will ‘Stay. :_ si¢ will coriclude the meetings.
‘firm. B.. Gopala ‘Reddy, Minister for: Information: and.Broadcasting:
Metro. tov. ad the major*pertior-| ‘moored, by Tower Pier “until ‘Sun- |: Works: by ‘Claudio Monteverdi
of its films from other conntries.: day (7), when “it starts. the return cand Pier: Luigi Palestrina will. 7Tewith: India Government, ‘opened International. Children’ Ss.Film. Festival,
;
at:Eighthouse, Theatre in. Caleutta
with 14-of U.S. origin. and{19 from journey ‘ta ‘New. York.:"
| ibe.‘given.
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‘6th
| MIFED Oct:10Milan, ‘Oct. 2

“the sixth ‘International Film = a Os.
|. ‘Mart (MEFED). opens here Oct, -:: |
"| dot ‘for a. 10-day .run, with:
‘organizers confident. of another "|.
‘. ‘busy gathering, on the basis of. at
|. advance: bookings “for Milan’See t

“London: “O¢t:3 oe
‘-egouth- Pacific” “ended a pheL nomenal: -230 weeks’ :firstrun en-:
“pagement _at. the: Dominion Thea-|.

“+ bi-annual -affair:

~:..-

non ©

fter 414Yrs: Budd’ Stout 19G
Dock Brie,’ Consent’ Strong

. In-fact; advance reservations: i in
ManePoato‘Served _. have.
‘been :s0. “heavy; that. |:
re last weekend, and has shattered|
-MIFED. topper, ‘G..M. Franci,. - |
cot
London:
Stage
_
|
‘every. record for a- motion picture |”
Finances
-!-hag already: ‘set- the. dates’ for : GermanTV

‘Loiidon, Sept. 25..

| - After’ -four’. and ‘a. half years.
7 “South Pacific”. makes its final. ap-| pearance. in the London West End

London, ‘Sept:: . 25.
in’. Great. Britain... -The. ‘theatre |.
=the seventh’ market:. April 12- fe
“ gross ‘for this ‘single: ‘engagement: ; “The ‘Madison: and _-the: “Mashéd “125, 1963.
grosses .chart, and’ is. exiting . with
exceeded $3,900, 000, .of: which the Potato,: ‘reputed | to:.:be™ -successors|.
-Decision: was, taken: at:‘a.re: a
‘a flourish: Its 230th week was an
‘to
‘the
Twist,
were
introduced.
to
|
. Duesseldorf, Sept...25. | amazirig -$22,100, due no doubt to
_ distributor's: (20th) share. was: not.
‘Cent: meeting’ of.:MIFED: and:
: West: Enders withthe opening’ ofMilan Trade. Fair™ officials,.at : - |. Here's. a-. timely switch! Televi- the closing date announcement;
Tess’ ‘than. 50%. Le
‘a
new
Piccadilly
‘spot,the
‘Stage:}
Starting: ‘yesterday “(Mion the.
which. it was: “‘tevealed that 92° ° sion has. just:put a new legit: thea- but -at. that’ gait, of course, could
have. continued for. many months
film. began. its -first.. ‘suburban en-|‘Door. .:Both. new - ‘routines ‘were | of “this©spring’ Ss":participants . tre in-- business -here..
.
demoiistrated:
by:
Anthony
Teague.
|.
" ‘gagements ‘in the ‘London. area,
had already. si ned: ‘for ‘a new =. ‘New: stage, titled: the Komoedien- itecome. .
playing in. ‘four: selected” situations : ‘He came: to ‘London. récently:. as. visit in 1963;
ape
-The major newcomer of the past
and. that. a ‘large.| haus, opéned with the musical comweek. is. “Billy Budd”. at the .Leifor: extended .run::engagements at. “one of the: Four Saints vocal- ‘group|" -. group’ of -new: exhibitors had. -edy. “‘Fireworks,”.-starring Blanche |
which:
‘supported:
Liga.
Kirk-‘in
‘her
|":
Aubry, Karl: Schoenbock. and: Doro- |eester’ Square’ Theatre, ‘whitch “was:
.-: enhanced: : admission.. prices and
likewise expressed: interest. in
“With ac reserved: seat hard-ticket “Talk: of. the. Town: engagement. 4+ taking. part. in.the trade .meet- te | thea “Wieck, ‘under the’ direction. of| heading for a stout $19:000 or-near,
‘Hellmuth’ Duna.::
* policy. “Next ‘month. it: will open and. ‘stayed ‘on..:
after: more than $11,200 in. its first...
Funding for. the: attractive ‘new! four’ days. “The Dock Brief” was
in. ‘six. more. ‘theatres. . on- similar.|-- Teague. is. “supported. ‘at : the. oy Ang. |
‘Several
sideline
conclaves
oo
house
carne.
‘through
‘‘a::
contract |expected to top $11,000. for’ its’
_ terms -and is -booked -ina ‘further. ‘Stage ‘Door .-by-. two. local: girls,:
and - Christine” “-’ “usual
topies.
as | -| with -the.: Cologne outlet ‘of ‘the ; opening frame at the Plaza; where
filmfor:
are
On various.
‘six .situations ‘starting|Christmas Vanessa... “Latour.
planned
the Milan
‘wéek,: All these dates. are” in”‘the: Hunter, with. the .-Peter: Akister | : gathering.
- |West ‘German. radio:and’ television |it. was launched with an invitationoe
‘| Quartet: and. the: Stage Door John:|:
| network: The tv outfit..ias a first- i
85mm. . Cinémascope™ version,
tal preem. “Advise and Consent”
| refusal. right on: filming all produc:. made a bolt start: at the. Odeon,
- The ‘Todd-AO- version, which. of nies’ ‘providing. ‘the: modern® music :
| tions of the Duesseldorf: stage. The |Leicester Square, and its initial
course was-used |
‘throughout. at the’:‘and: Latunes, respectively.
tv. company: is. building: special facil- ;round : of: more than $18000 was
Dominion; “has -'so «far played - 29 |. The Stage- -Door,: designed. to
| ities: for easy filming of. plays, ‘and j
~ engagements.’ “in . Britain; ‘plus-20. ‘appeal: ‘primarily | to.the. show biz.
Hikely to -be matched in the second
is’ planning :to do the televersion|‘sesh.
return’: dates, to a total. theatre community, is on‘a “non-club ‘basis, | |
_gross “:of*. -almost.: $4, 500,000. :The- with an admission: ‘charge ‘of $1. 15
‘of-..three. initial’ ‘efforts, ‘‘Fire-!
“Lolita” continues. in fine. style:
. average run: was. 35 . weeks,. “and: whith. covers: the- cost of the’ first “
works, * “Don't Do That, Angelika,” tat the Columbia, ‘with prospects: of
the champien: dates were in Man- ‘nip, ::Simplé dishes; :‘such as. pacon |
_| and: “The-Man with. the Cylinder.”|ta mighty. $15, 000. or close for its.
“chester, . :where. it held” ‘for: 117 ‘and eggs, omelette” and ‘fish:‘n' |.
‘The rebuilt-ouse: on Worringer j-third. week. “Bird
-AlLondon, Oct! Qe
weeks; : - Birmingham, : ‘100°. “weeks, ‘chips. are.‘available athic50"
: The: appoiritment. ‘of %a-new. presi: ‘Place ‘was the. site of the Duessel-'| catraz” is also holding: well at the dort: Opera, ‘years. ago.
~
|Odeon, Marble’ Arch, with a nifty.
and” Newcastle, :87. weeks:.
;
. dent is. to. be ‘a top. item on ‘the:
4 $10, 000 in its fourth. stanza.
. Additionally, : -the ‘C’scope -‘wer: |.
agenda
“when:
‘the
council,
of
:.the
.
+ Estimates: for Last. Week.
sion: has.. filled. 684° ‘dates, “through_ Astoria. (CMA). (1,474; *°$1.20- hee
-| British.
-Producers
Association
-out:.the: country:;to add'- another.
$1.75)—""West' Side Story” (UA) ©
$1, 000,00... or -thereabouts, to: they
- | meets: in’‘London’ tomorrow (Wed);
total: “gross.. .
(30th wk). Fancy .$18,800.
eee
'
it-is.. not’ ‘expected. that .
““All- these ‘engagements. are: ‘prior
Carlton (20th) (1,128: 70-S1. 5)—
| decision will. be taken: before
‘the.| .Champs in Italian
“Oklahoma” (20th). (st - wk}, Mod--to the: general release.-of “Pacific,” |
“council meets. again in. November.
which. is scheduled for riext Easter
erate $5,500. “If a Man. Answers”
“Arthur Watkins, - the: _Tetiring |. :
on: the Rank. circuit. -“This :release |”
| (Rank-UD follows. (Oct. 4..
-prexy, who is vacating the:‘post:‘be- 7
Casino’ (Indie)
(1,155:.. $1 20is not confined. to the London: area, .
cause of. ill-héalth and: a ‘desire:
$2.101—"South
Seas
Adventure”.
‘but: Will : extend -throughout ’ the}
‘} to- devote’ ‘more. time..to -play-writ- 7
+{Robin) (re-issue) (5th wk). Sturdy
“country.
‘ing;.
had:
‘originallyhoped.-to.
leave'l... Rome, Oct. 2.
Paris, Oct. 2
$14,300. Stays: ‘until ‘Oct. 27, with
On the: basis. of:its ‘pBrformance |.
by: the: énd -of October, but is-now t.
to date::the film’ is expected ‘to. re-|. “With the’new. film: season in ‘full likely ‘to ‘stay on™ unfil ‘the ‘end. of:|°: Though ‘@ropping a few ‘percent- “How the West Was Won” bowing
. age points ‘under 1961. b:o. -figures |. Nov. 2.:
around|‘swing: the. French. film. | industry.
turn. .to
the “producer
the- year. In. any ‘event, ‘he would:
“$7; :000,000,.. probably.” -equal: to the } still finds itself faced ‘with the old. not go “before. “ao successor. As ap: ‘for August, Yank- product for the|. ‘Coliseum. (MGy “A 795° $1.05‘first time this year held first place $2.80)—“Dunkirk”* (M-G) (re-issue)
” original “negative -cost. It” clearly |. problems; amortization, a-need for: pointed and installed!
=
.|in- the. Italian... .firstrun. sweep- (2d'.wk).. $7.006 or close, same as
* outstrips.‘ the. previous: .“champ,| detaxation and. rising costs: How? “Gone - With: the... “Wind” (MG) ever, this ‘year ‘there .seems to be}. At: ‘first, - the . BFPA. ‘deferred | stakes./ Total: accrued by: U.S.. pix. previous’ week.
which, ‘with. ‘its latest ‘release .on’| a. “possibility. - of : alleviating -the. ‘making a decision" in’ the haope’ ‘during ‘the month was 45%. (vs.;
Columbia (Col) (740; $1 -05-$2.50)
‘that ‘a ‘merger could. be effected" ‘48° in °§1),. ‘while: second-place —‘Lolita”
|:
«{M-G) (8d wk). Headthe. Odeon: cireuit,. is .estimated .to-|.usual, filmmaker. gloom:*
|-with
-.the
“Federation.
of
..
British:
Ttalian. (and -French- ‘coproduction) ing for smash $15,000..
A ‘temporary ‘summer mieasure.
have . grossed‘; ‘about: ..-$4;,000,000
“Dominion
(CMA) (1,712; $1.05‘since it-was first Jaunched in’ 1940. | unblocking: ‘two-thirds - of “the..ad- Film. ‘Makers,. but. ag these’ hegotia-. items totaled 43%
Tn -1961,: the Italo-French’ total $2.
|. 20) —'“South
Pacific” .120th)
_ “Pacific”... has: - Set.:-up-.its ‘record ‘Mission. °‘tax. on.. all: first-run. ‘and: tions :are now: “ine abeyance,”
decision
would
‘have
to.
‘be.
made
had been a mere 30% in the. Ttalo’ (230th wk). Amazing: $22, 100.: Stays
"“since its. original opening ;in April, -subsequent-ruis,. ‘plus. a: 50% de-. fairly: quickly... °
-Keys.: Difference, ‘consists. of pix: one more week, to be follow ed Oct.
“. taxation. for. nabes, was ‘consideréd |
1958. :
which. 2. ‘by “Porgy & Bess” {(BLC)..
As an interesting: footnote, ‘Sami a helpful step, but bigger tax cuts| “ There’ are, “however, two. “gchools from::-'“other | nations,”
Leicester. Square: Theatre (CMA)
“Eckman; Jr., who frepresénts: Mag- ‘are still deemed necessary. Sterner. of. thought, one advocating: that ‘a: dropped: ‘sharply from last year.
na’ in. ‘the ‘United: Kingdom,. and:|. €omnnion. ‘Market |.demands. foi" bal--{ ‘voluntary: president. should: be.ap- ‘British pix:-were. off several points,. (1,375; 50-$1.75) —— “Billy. Budd” who. has. therefore ‘been. actively-} ‘anced © coopération : -hetween* mem-" pointed ‘fora limited::term, in the: from: 68°: to. 2%, ‘the. Germans |(Rank). 4Ist wk). -Prospects of brisk
1$19.000 or closeé,.after solid $11,200
associated with the: release, -Was bers” are” also. ‘considered ,a 800d: hope ‘that .the merger’ negotiations’ also; ‘from: 5% :to..2.40°%.
Total’ boxoffice for -month of |lin initial four days...
‘could’ be brought-.to. fruition in a’
“alse the. head .of ‘Metro, in’ ‘Britain. | ‘Sign.London
Pavilion
(UA) -(I. 217:
--during the ‘launching: of “GWT,” | ayith West Germany having’ -only. |- reasonable’ time: and’ -the. other, ‘August ‘was: likewise off, witht ‘Aus
“And though ““Pacific’’ has. -vacated ‘|.a. 20% tax. on- grosses and. Italy |. which: feels: ‘that. a’ full-time; paid ‘gust, 1962-total (key firstruns). reg--! 70-$1.75)— “Something Wild”. (UA)
. the. Dominion’ 'to®. emake way" for: only: 19%: itis felt. that: the. stiff } ‘prez should’ be named. ‘immiediate-- ‘istering $1,119,000—some $240,000. (3d wk). Neat. $7. 000. Around ‘$7.*8Borgy and Bess;” Eckman’: S$” ins} ‘French rate. of: 33°% : May ‘be re- | ly<-At:. one tinie,-it -was- ‘Suggested delow the equivalent.. 1961 figure. 300. previous week,
(CMA)
(1 394:
10_ “terest in what. happens in the: thea-. -duced ‘to™‘put. this- ‘eountry:. in -line. that “ the’... ASsociation’s” .financial |. Early. returns:.show “The “Man | . Metropole
“tre will ‘continue, as -he ‘is Samuel:| with other Common - Market ‘mem: ‘position’ did. ‘not’ justify the.. ap- ‘Who Shot: Liberty. NMalance” (Par) $1.75)—“El Cid" {Rank} 41st wk),
-pointment. of a. “new. paid: officer, “as. the first. front-runner of: the. -Faney $8.300.
os
1 Goldwyn’s, rep. in.‘this’ country. a bers,

“New.Legit: Theatre|

Maybe Voluntary

Prez forBFPA

US.PixWereAug.

FrenchMayGet
dmishTax CutViaCommon Mkt.

B.0.Sweepstakes

=

a.

“ManyCriticsNeeded.
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‘On “Sodom.” other than that it is |
-extended.
| Man, ? Ww hich:looks: like: a winner in has‘ been asked °‘to ‘send. films, -but.J°Fair.Lady.”sane
-has. failed-.up till: now. to.. make}Agostini ‘pointed out that it w ‘ould jnot an. immoral film.
View. of. ‘the:eurrent-Joy ce upsurge: 1 any’ films: available, a. fact much |
‘Rave: Reviews, NoBi
be difficult to make changes in the |. Aldrich pic.-shot “in North. Africa |
Roland‘ Petit : ‘Has. tried -to.. do ”
‘year, features: Stew:-: Adaptation is by Hugh Leonard. : 1 regretted -by fest. director, _Ning|
‘script’ since ‘the Lewis. book. deals and Italy: last *
‘Yank :type musicals and: ‘has .come-.
‘The American * Dance “Conipany Zucchelli-:
‘with a poor family. and. ‘these can-| art: Granger. Pier. ’ Angeli, Anouk.
_By tight sélection. (out: of 155: ‘a-cropper. A “Yank- road company ':
not be turned-into a fairly: well-off; Aimee, Stanley Baker. ‘Rossana:| ‘opened: ‘its. European: tour at the
films
‘Seen
by
the..
selection.
com-.
Of. “Story.”: two: years ago got rave.
jJower ‘middle class group.-: Ponti. Podesta, and .‘many. others: :
. “Shélbourne: Ballroom. and” ‘another mittee .only. 74 were admitted). the
reviews’ and..:managed.'to .do.a...Agostini and ‘scriptwriter. Marin. all
‘Thallet.. company; : Spanish -.-Fiesta’ ‘festival: ‘has. ‘maintained a
high few: weeks °of: top -biz.. But: when:
feel theme. is constructive’ since -it .
’ | Gitana:.. moved. ‘into the’ Gaiety. ‘at"| artistic: ‘level, ‘and gives film critics:| they
canie- ‘back: for: a repeat there.
JORIS IVENS TRAVELS
presents a. poor family’s. struggles: ae
the weekend. .
a
an:
‘opportunity:
to
find.-out.“What:
;was- not “enough... ‘interest... ‘Some: .
to lift itself above. their misery and.
- According ~+6: Festival “‘Dikector is going on-in- international (15 par-- think itiwas the high: prices... .
me
‘ta
‘Schools
&
|.
7
poverty.
Dutch Documentarian Se
: | Brendan, ‘Smith, bookings were 1p.| ticipating - countries) . Short,”‘Film |
Lectures An Chile *
It looks. ‘like. the. general :tastes. vis
' Ponti’s aim is to remoye. from]~
- |120¢¢ over last vear with. most of:
100

T

eae

le

a

Many Crities

|

sereenplay

centres;

those parts:of: the Lewis |:

AmSterdani, “Oct. 2, {thé first. nights SRO: and.the--up1 ‘surge ‘in. bookings: after -the. re-..*
about any: sub-|. -* Duteh film. documentarian Joris}‘views .vas particularly strong. Just |”
; ‘wens: is in Chile on a-double. mis-

study which have.no screen values.

but he is adamant
stantial

changes...

:
:
=

_ ArgentineHopes

ee ‘theatre: and. pic: musicals. will: ©:
“remain. ‘at’ the. Chatelet: level: for
‘some time. “Buf ‘the’ “Story”. break- -:
through’ is -heartening- ‘and’=the
pending. - réaction - to’ “Porgy... &:
Bess”: +Cor) is: being. - watched, .

-how many tourists the. fest ‘brings | «
films in all ‘parts of: sion..He’s lecturing ‘at the Univ. of into- -the ‘country. is doubtful, ‘it was
Continued from page 25 |
the world. Itelv, France. and United ‘Santiago; and also prepping... film. ‘reported to’ be around *1,300 last’ —
States.” Ponfi said before quitting |on the: ¢ity™ and. harbor (now in| ‘year, but there is to be: a general ralso planned.to reinforce the:pub: Time.-will tell ‘if: the’ regular. au-”:
Mexico. “T also hone to have a free disuse) of Valparaiso... ‘The. harbor|*3
: diences ‘can be br ought. around, to.
-assessment of :the position inimedi-. licity angle.
Sty Be;musicals. ee
hand 1n Mexico. I'll be Rack. soon ‘used to bustle, but that was before|
g. This’ is |- Plans have. been- laid. for the ex. Uy
closin
-:the“after
[ately
—
|
meanwhile awaifing. the offic ial de-| ‘the Panama Canal was ‘opened.
partly due to. the fact “that- Bord. ‘hibition. of: ‘approximately ©30. films |: “UNESCO. Facts, & Figuies:
Another: ‘pr -Oject, upon. his return |Failte: «Tourist Board) is -giving -a annually.. :‘Their- importation: is fav‘cision hefore going on with prep“Latest: look ate.“the... “UNESCO. ;
there,.ds. a short. onthe. Mistral’ ‘grant: of. ‘$18, 000: against’ losses: _ -,,[ ored, -by the: Latin American Free
ar ations for the film.”
catalog: of: musical ‘productions’ and
Mexican . writer, Carlog Fuentes. | wind — the air current that origin- |
“Whether :it. has” . brought’ ‘many Trade Association: duties: are..25°%
opera,- shows’ that, compared | to’.
working with Mann on. the screen- ates ‘in: fhe “Alps. and ‘blows through:
‘tourists ‘or*net the Festival has of those ‘paid: by.’European or ‘U.S.
‘plav. does not find the. Lewis book ‘the south of.Frarice: ‘to. the. Medt-, brought’ eritics :in from. England: pix and. ‘the. 20067--importation-. the world-wide’ film iridustry’s pro- ,
duction” -programs,;...musicals.“ are’:
either “necative’ or: “unfavorable: terranean.:
aswell as.-players, with Ian Bannen.: deposit: at the ‘Banéo ‘Central: does. being ignored. The catalog. makes...
te Mexico. The. situations: depicted. .
|}topping ‘a. pre-London. presentation: ‘not apply to Argentine, OF Mexi- a. ‘Study of -159. full-length -films...
exist and the concern of authoriof O'Neill's “A. Touch: of the’ Poet” can), ‘product.
‘documentaries. from ‘20 ‘lands,
ties and Mevieans should be “what
Kansai.
iB.0.‘Drops:10% | for” Tennent: Pr oductions: :_Austral-| . Whether: ‘the. Argentine. project and.
of which: only. ‘105..‘have ‘some mu-- aa
can we do *o correct then’ in- a
‘Tokyo. Sept.. 25.
ians- Peter -O'Shaughnessy ” and of. recouping. . the Chilean: :market’ sic..ee
stead: af hickering about granting a
‘sutcéed: °-is ‘anyone's. “guess.
‘The luer ative: ‘Kansai district. ‘in-}Shirley. Smith presenting - “Court-.} ;will.
¥
Bxeept: “for: the Ut 8. England, s
preduc tinn permit. Fuentes said hie: 2-luding
the. key “ities :of ‘Osaka... ‘ship... ‘Through. . ‘the. Ages’’. ‘in a -Films.: can: Toughly be divided. into
mitin work is to infect * “a Mexican Kyoto. and Kobe, ‘suffered ‘a. 10°C: church‘. hall), Agnes Bernelle” doing two’ ‘categories: - popular.’ “fare. Russia, :the: Nétherlands,: ‘Italy’ and: |
spirit” into the SC reenplay.
| b.o. drop. this suinmer.: as’ ‘coiipared: la strong cabaret.‘ ‘From ‘Brecht .to. -bedmed at lower™ “classes. (who dis- Canada, light’ ‘musicals"or-:, operas:
to. the same- period’ Tast. year;-. ac-" “Brecht” in .a cinema ‘safter. the ‘like réading Spanish. ‘sub- titles): are. just aboiit- completely: out. ‘of-..
.to a Osaka: ‘National. Tax final show), - Lea ‘Padovani. -in’ for which -have’.just about ‘the |same ‘the. picture.- ‘The. study. ‘included - °
Medallion Buys RKO Pkg, cording
Bureau -survey. iThe district Yanks } lead °‘role in :first English’ produc-: ‘lack: of.--artistic. integrity ‘as * the films. about the history: of. music, .
Aledalli GU. Pictures. of which B. ‘second ‘only ta: the Tokyo = area: as ‘tion. of Aldo. Nicolay's”: ‘The Apricot. Mexicans, - and: ‘ Seriously. made: lives of composers, 'light ‘musicals, :
|Season.?
.
R. Schrift 3 president. hought :1j ‘an. earner. of: film coin.“| films -by ‘Porre-Nilsson. and. young- studies or - experimental: -music¢ “Or
_
=
Not surprisingly, pictures gear ed. ; A Jate-night. Festival Club, with. sters such as “Kohon, Murua: 6x jazz.
Brazilian rights to the entire RK‘)
for: the juve. trade did :the best biz “a. $5. 60.: membership tab. is ‘open in Kuhn.’ Even though Chile: -and Arlibrary of 729. features.
. Deal was made’ with Falt: Riv: | during the. vacation season. Most. one -6f the hotels for: patrons whe zéntina. ‘are. ‘neighbors. : the: -decaRat Vallone’ “will appear:‘in. waht
were
“King ‘Kong - LWS.- ‘thave booked: for at. least five ‘COn- . ‘dence . of: films from. ‘across the: tv: ‘episodes’ ‘taken. from: ‘Riccardo: .
Investment S. At. which is ba’ za -ipular
Ame“ican distributor
for C. & C" Cadzilla’®’ «Toho) of the .‘domestic secutive. shows: .It. portends a-ne: “Andes. during ‘the. ‘Peron: ‘period :; Bacchelii’s-riovel “T}.mulino del Po”
°
date hay
"di the packa T. n oduct. and’ “101 Dalmatians” trend ‘towards night’ spots: for’ ™ -. : -“eated a ‘ deep-seated :. prejudice |(The Mill-on.the.Po River). ‘Sandro. at

“I've made
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originally from. RKO.

(Disney) of the imports,

I

linwhere this lack has been“noted.|; chatean, Rot: be: erased’ jn a hurry: |Botebi will direct. :
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pig ‘Roosevelt: Years";-This series; with. 26 already. in- the can
an” i.

and. representing. an. investment -to- ABC-TV. of. ‘something . like. |.
. $2,000,000,. ‘was: originally Scheduled: ‘for. reléase. this “season. but,
“even with: ‘sponsor: ‘interest, ‘was, put. off ‘until’ the ."63- 64. seinester,
.. This was"in order to avoid. programming conflict. with the Churchill. :
series, “The- Valiant: Nears,” which: is.Betting. a ‘Sponsoréd: second- Ps

season, go-round: on. the network.

Washington, Oct. 2.

_E. Wiliam Henry,..33..by age, a

| Gleason’$61AShare i
inNYdawyer

” By:“GEORGE "ROSEN
|“It looks: like. another | CBS. year}.

=

“The Eisenhower Yéars”—This series. “was also. scheduled: as. ans .
jin. the:"
= ABC-TV ‘entry. (natch; where. Jim Hagerty goes, so. goes Ike). But
ae
‘the whole.-thing now appears off, :-because ‘of:Eisenhower's ‘insist+"
sweepstakes.
ence that. exposuré.of:the series’ ‘pe delayed until after” his death.’

by. profession

and. a New

Jackie ‘Gleason’ s. return. on: CBS- Frontiersman
by. politics, today
Programming ay Saturday (29) night garnered ‘(Tues.) took his- oath of office for
‘Gleason |a- 294° with a whopping
a sev en-y ear term as a Commis1) 604 ‘share in the: New York. Arb-- Since it’s figured that Ike could be good. for another. 15. years, ifnot “most: of the entries: in, the‘nation’ S$ itron,° ‘in’ the -strictly; one market sioner of the Federal ‘Communicamore, Web. couldn’t see tieing -up that kind’ Of coin. |
“| ty .viewers,. based on -initial rating New: York. Arbitron, Gleason way ‘tions
Commission
from
Justice
“2! “Harry Truman Story”: This: David Susskind-produced. series was,
‘saniples-” ‘for=.N:Y. and projected|.‘outdistanted ‘the’ network compe- ‘Byron White of the U.S. Supreme
ae designed for rietwork: showcasing. ‘However, it ran: ‘into. such strong
over’ 30 ‘major. markets, have . just ‘tition. for the 7:30-to'8:30 ‘slot:
Courty |
Madison. Ave. sponsor. resistance, that Susskind. is.TOW turning. the.
ae
about :made their choices. :
His -predecessor, John _S. _Cross,

ae series: over to-educational tv. . ~~

ABC-TV; according: to: the: New |

de

Having. sampled --the first“week'ss| York. Arbitrons;’ for..the ‘measured. ati Arkansas Democrat with power-

2). - Herbert -Hoover: .He: got: ‘a “one-shot as an ‘NBC: TVspeciallast
-_ shows: and having made-up their
period, registered. al2: and 4.15.0; ful Capitol Hilt. friends. officially
in:which, he talked. about. Woodrow. Wilson... Fn
“week |
= minds. after: the second. -week’s: in- share’ with. Roy: Rogers:
“Sam'| went out. of office at FCC. Satur| stallments; it: becomes: fairly-’ evi-} Benedict” was a poor. third: in the} day; mulling. over another Fed-

SusskindNow Onaa
EduclTVKick

:dent- that the: CBS. combination of New York ‘Arbitrons with a.4:9. and |eral job offer.
[star .power, verve::and ‘glamor is |:zm:Y 10.2 share.
.
| Cross can, if he wants, become
_ | paying: off: again -on..the: Nielsen{
~
| head of telecommunications for
| charts. The only’ question. ‘remain- |"
‘tthe National Astronautics & Space
ing.-is ‘whether the -No. 2 slot’ goes:
. Administration ata salary of about
‘to. NBC- or: ABG, and. influencing-|
-1$19,000.
Indications are, however,
| this: decision. toa darge extent -will
that.Gross will open ‘a private
‘be ‘the ‘fate. of ABC’s two -:7:30:-an-|
| Washington office as .a-consultant
“) chor-‘Shows-—* Comibrat”- cand “Gal-|.
1 on -legislative -and r egulatory .mat“Te-. what. "educational “télévision |
7 lJant:“Men.”..
7».
|
“}ters' involving the communications
heeds. ig showmanship, David: Suss-|
. . Hurting. NBC. has’ ‘been’ the ‘fail
‘Industry.
He will be in business.
_kirid thas become available: 0. sup"Hollywood, -Oct...2:ure of its Monday. and: ‘Saturday’ for himself, with no: plans of join- --'‘ply- the. missing.ingredients. “In- a }.; “Lucille: Ball. is. drawing: $100; 000 | night-anchor shows (“It’s ‘A. Man’s+
ing ‘any existing firm. Already hé
new tack -on a’ diversified . career ‘to guest on-Danny Kaye’s General ‘World’: and. “Saints. &. Sinners”: ‘on
-has ‘sent ‘letters to..major broad-as..a hetwork: producer --atid host- -Motor s .spec .Nov. <It on NBC-TV.: ‘the former, “Sant. Benedict” on: the|.
:/-casters and electronics firms, offerof the “Open: End” show, Susskind
- Hollywood, -Oct. “ey
.CBS-TV. has Miss Ball tinder ‘con: } latter) ‘to -.pull” weight- With :.de-|
‘is. now.:in °a, “firm: alliance:. with. tract,: and. ‘it: okayed. her appear-- | slining: ‘ratings on. these ‘three: en-| Four Star has firmed a minimum: ing .consultant services at -$5.000..
Report-'
. John: T. “White, ‘prexy -of. National ‘ance 6’ NBC-TV; just as -it.ap- tries.: NBC's: chances ‘of pulling [-‘of.six pilots to go. into production: “plus. expenses per. client.
edly; he would limit: clients to 10
“Educational. ‘Television, -to turn out - proved her ‘gueststint--on- a _Bob- ‘Monday: and *‘Saturday’ out: of: the in- October and. November for theand. would: not handle any -client ,
‘several public affairs. shows .for’ ‘Hope. ‘show taped last. summer’ ‘for. ‘fire’ eollapsed.
1963-64 ‘season, according to°- Tom seeking reversal of any ruling” ‘the |
chief.” opposed. as”.a. FCC member.
NET,.
-production.
aa telecasting -“on NBC-TV ‘this’ sums") - Thus. as. it..now ‘shapes ‘up ‘CBS: McDermott;
—
“Inthe works by: ‘Susskind ‘area: mer.
-|. Should -.walk.;saway_ with’. Monday ' Other pilots. probably will be | ‘Henry, a Yale. ‘man with a back-.
lensed,
but
haven't.
been
definitely
|
:
‘one-hour documentary ‘on. the: up-=:|.| and: Tuesday, could :very well. take
‘ground inthe finest .Southern. ‘tra“coming trip of President and. bad
! ‘Thursday: in ohne of the. major :sur-. set. There will also. be :some. spin- -l dition, ‘has ‘made’ a. pleasant im_offs”
on
“The.
‘Dick
Powell
Show”
at:
Kennedy: to: Brazil, a’ show:
“prises of the season (after the most.
| pression “With: “everyone. in the
will: spotlight . same : aspects: ‘of the.
disastrous. Fhursday season in CBS and: perhaps .-one ‘spinoff ‘on the initial days of iis) FCC
eareer.
‘Nick.
Adams.
-starrer,
“Saints:
and
Alliance *For.. Progress. “Another|
history). Vand is: well-.on: the “way.
Despite the political irritations -inSinners.”
~ show:. ‘set’. for’. NET. will* revolve|:
to. a: “clean. ‘sweep on Saturday |
volved in the dumping of Cross,
around. NATA and ‘its. recent: shift|
nights.. ‘And if: Gleason. as. the. Sat-|. - Four Star has. on- its agenda’ a no one blames Henry, and his nom-.
‘in. ‘command: toGen. Lyman Lem:
urday lead-in .comes. through as} half-hour~ situation comedy ‘star-. ination for the Commissionership
|.anticipated. ‘CBS. will “He: ‘in: ‘cloy er | Ting. ‘Tom. Ew ell,- _who
toplined
a |
“mitzer.
:
‘sailed through. the Senate Friday
in “extracting. ‘maximum * Nielsen| comedy ‘series ‘for the company: a (28) without a dissenting vote.
vee ” NET, nieantime, is’. ‘trying: to
raise - ‘the: coin to buy ‘Susskind’s |
mileage from its’ potent star. array ‘couple of. years, ago; an: hour-long.
Washington
liyes .on politics.

SetsNETPactforPubaffssh
Shors
"

FourStarMaps
6-Pilot Minimum
FiorB64 Season

[taey’s1006
1 One-Shot

Ford' Sponsors

.
ln
ye,

Judy,Grace Kelly
-CBS-TV Specials|

and -venerable. properties. such -as|.detective series’ starring Rory Cal-.|‘| And it-thus must be noted, for the

‘series on “President Truman. This |-:.

houn;-:a comedy ‘with Phil. Ford
Ford. Motor. .Co.: is. being: ‘but- ‘Red © ‘Skelton,~ Garry: Moore,-- Jack? and. Mimi. Hines; ‘an hour-long future effect it may have on FCC.
.N ET is: strongly: -interested, but:
‘Benny; - “Danny -. -Thomas, ~ Lucille|
matters on Capitol ‘Hill, that House”
toned:
up:
as.
the:
‘alternate:
sponsor.
will, hot. commit ‘for. until ‘it can.
| Ball, “Andy. Griffith, Ed -Sullivan,. dramatic Series ‘by. Richard Alan Commerce
‘Committee
Chairman
Yaise -.the:- money ‘either... througli of the: ‘two. Chemstrand spectals—— “Perry Mason’”’-.. -(whose. shift ‘to- Simmons, and. ‘a -half-hour comedy
Orén Harris (D.Ark.) and other
“underwriting . from a corporation’ ‘Princess Graeze: ‘Kelly. at: Monaco Thursday: looks headed for Nielsen ‘to be made a8:.a joirit venture be- |. potent
Arkansans are charred be‘or a: grant :from. 7: ‘fund.
: tween -Four . Star. . and. Cooper’ S. | cause: Cross wasn't reappointed, .
and the ‘new ‘Judy. Garland: ‘hour.’ -end orsement', .-“Defenders, *. ““Gun-. | company.
‘smioke,”
ete.
’ Susskind -“turned: to NET. with ‘Both -‘shows. are slated. for tele?) *
and that Senate Commerce Com-.
‘-With:_CBS: projected. latiew “into D “Cooper. would’ “not ‘be. ‘in. this mittee. Chairman Warren. -Mago the’ Truman ‘series “after being|
casting
on™
CBS-TV:
‘series
personally,
would
partiei-.
“|
the’.
forefront.
as:
an..early~winter.
_<Yebuffed" by the- nétworks. Appar- |
nuson (D.-Wash.) felt that if the
ently. the - -combination. of ‘Marry |. ‘Doyle, ‘Dane & Bernbach, ‘Chem: selling:.season -lIoonis on "63-64, ‘pate: only” in its Production.
White House didn’t take Cross on
strand’s
*.
‘
agency,
~
“negotiated.”
the:
‘Bill
Paley’s
sales.
boys
willagain.
“Give "Em Hell”: “Fruman-: “and:
for another term due to a prefer-

‘is’ a. $1, 3000, 000=ventire ‘in which]:

—

David.’ “Give °Em.. Hell" ‘Susskind.| déal. with. .J. “Walter.:Thompson, ‘ -be:in. the: enviable ‘position: of- par- |
‘ence for a more New Frontier type,
was .too strong for: the networks ‘to’ ‘Ford. agency. ‘The. ‘deal. ‘is ‘yet ‘to celling out: the’ “eream- premium:
|then why ‘didn't Kenneth Cox,
bé..
formalized.
.on
paper,
“but.
no.
-time.to advertisers: while ‘the ‘other
-!! buy: In ‘any ease, Susskind-ran into
head. of the Broadcast Bureau and
an ir on door at the networks which: |hitches- are ‘expected. ‘Doyle, Dane |‘two. webs ‘beat =the. busties. That’s |:..
la. Magnuson home-state favorite,
‘&
_
Bernbach
"
secured
.
‘the
.
two
why “hot ‘Nielsens are’so impera-1'*
regard: ‘most. ptiblic affairs: shows.
get. the job?
The awful truth of
_Specials” and* “placed” them: “on. ‘tive ‘in. the. economic. life: of a-net-|—
“as,their. private-;domain.
the matter, polificaliy speaking. is
Tw ork..
“Susskind -claims that, putting |his: CBS-TV. .
that Cox has been passed by twice
“money where his..mouth .is, he. has| Initially’ ‘there ”Wwvas. sonie. “ques: : “Thus *“the 62-"63.- _shapeup :wint| &
“Having: ‘suffered ”{n° the early as far as Magnuson is concerned.
a
already invested :$393; 000: in. the tien: on: the. ‘commercial.:demands “shake ‘down: thusly".
‘Magnuson
wanted
Cox to. be
Truman
Series. . Two . ‘one-hour |“which might: be. ‘placed: on Princess
‘Monday: -will-‘practically “be -a ‘morning ratings. inthe past -year, named FCC chairman at the time
since
Dave.
Garroway.
quit
as.
host,
‘shows. have: ‘already. ‘been: . come: Grace.by. sponsor Ford. That. ques: ‘walk-through for EBS. from. “Tell
of the. Kennedy -election.. ‘But
pleted,-.with™ some material: also. tion, though, has ‘been’ settled for the Truth” and “I’'vé“Got A Secret” ‘the “Today” -Show: has decided to. Minow, the brainy young man. of
“prepared .‘for: additional: stanzas. “it was made clear: that. -Princess. -as the. openers and. jnto one of: the. 0 “show: business” once. more—in a the Adlai Stevenson law firm, got
~ Unlike: other: contemporary ae .Grace: could ‘not. be... tied is: any }'strongest, comedy: lineups in- ‘CBS:
‘the: job. -Other alumni of the
‘| history.
— Lucille ~. Danny’. very ‘direct. way. : The. NBC-TV.

Dick: WattsPostmortems
-B’way-Preems on Today’
_ In New Show Biz Kick

(Continued.
ontinued: on:
on:page “5
52).

Brit.ATVin
Bid

‘product.

a

.

law firm m ore senior in
:
| ayém- strip. hired |Richard Watts Stevenson
(Continued
ontinued on
on page's
54)
Jr.,
dramatic’:
ériile:
of
the.
N..
YY...
. *Again: on “Tuesday: ‘it.‘looks:dike:

Thomas
The. ‘Grace ;Kelly. show, -‘pack |

|-aged ‘by. MCA; ‘will, be -telecast Feb.
117, Sunday,. at-8 p.m., -preempting |
|-Ed- ‘Sullivan -for- that, night.-The:}“new Garland special, packaged. by|
Freddie’ Fields Asso¢iates, will ‘be
telecast on-March -19, at 8:30 ‘pm. ot.

Ball,

ard Andy: Griffith.

if Post," “toe ‘postmortem. : the “new
‘Broadway: “openings: at least _onte.

| weekly ‘and probably the morning.
-4 after’ on big. shows: like Irving Ber- |
: ‘lin’s, “Nr; President. m..
Besides. legit, “Today” will reg-

BBCFINDSFLOWD'SKo.
‘preempting. Red
. Skelton, - The|.
PoorYankTalent|‘Princess
Grace. special,- to ‘pe -shot+.RUNS HIGH PER SECOND|

Paar Backs Down

In Tiff Over Tix

ularly ‘review .‘motion | pictures.
‘NBC -‘News,. which oversees “To- =
“London;- -Oct:2. fin’ olor; will: be ¢olorcast:. in. the|
is
“London: -O¢t: 2..
Jack
Paar and. his. network,,.
"Weekend. only commercial
“ty |: Cities. -of- New. York. Los “Angeles; | - Globbering hooks: ftom. Sonny. day,” 1s ‘out now to line up .a: front:|
line celluloid. critic.:
wha “programmer;
NBC-TV, once more were at’ odds
ABC-TV, - “which
‘Chicago: “and. - Sti” Louis. °Other|‘Liston who laid out Floyd: Patterson ‘
“To
.make
it:
a:
three-pronged
“with each other, only this time
' --gerves the ‘Midlands: ‘and: Narth- ‘on|-eolorcast: cities:
‘might ‘be added be. in. 126: ‘seconds in. their ‘champion-:
‘Saturdays: and. ‘Sundays, is making |fore: airtime,
res
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unit. Grade: is” ready: to.travel. pGinted
out “that
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to ‘combat’: an: alleged: Communist Hollyw ood, Oct. 2.
af and the- latter. category: enibraces :|| conspiracy: “in jentertainmentecom
“mount
many new features, -how-.
Fer
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starring.
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-in-“Reae
participants
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‘ever, for: technically minded’ and:
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: ‘munications: The. Aware. ‘attac
REXALL’S FLAIR’.‘BUY |
vidpix |}:
Studios’: 90-miniite:
“It’s-not that ‘CBS- ‘TV: isn’t. sw“eat. | acd the: basis for: the. $3.500, 000Me
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into;
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’
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”
Lee’
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first.
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ratings
|
vide a-pattern of reruns.
‘ABC: Radio's" “Flair’ ‘Oct. 31“ to” of | the new season.’ -as: well: ds:the | bel.award. ‘to Faulk,
‘Cobb draws $2. 000°.a.day.
‘Independent Television. Author::
seve |
In. addition; :‘it's: ‘miderstaod +
_Cobb’s eommitnient- with Revue: Nov.. 9 as part:of its le ‘sale’ cam- ‘other: two webs.: Unlike the: other.|
ity noted. that- there was no reason
guarantees’. him $130. 000° for. 10] ‘paign. Rexall will buy °‘the’ Char-. “two™ Webs; -(hough. CBS-TV.-. has: -eral’ major. ‘record:. companies - are.
to lose any sleep over the. fiscal |
‘| negotiating ‘for a:Faulk album.
weeks. of: work: -in the’ NBC: TV Totte ‘Lord segments...
/more’ jong. range business <“on ‘its |
position of the: indie -web, but ‘if,
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“That's. going
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. your conscience and. your charaeter.: “The penalty for irresponsibil-

“Tity: will ‘be

more

nation. than the
station ° license:

$2-Mil.in Sept.|

serious

for. the
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“TF this. is too much responsibil7‘| but ‘there's. ‘alway-s- tomorrow |
ity’ for you, you should. not -be inAthere’s, always tomorrow: even -if |
televi‘The CBS. ‘Radio ‘Network has |volved’ in’ international
-Schirra’. does . get. off: and:. the.
Giants don’t. ‘win, because °Missis-.| recorded. more ‘than. $2. 000.000 -in- sion,” he added bluntly,
Having: ‘made ‘his poirit. Minow
-sippi- is still fused. -and-there's al- ; : billings ‘duriing: ‘the... past: four
_| weeks. ‘Major’ contracts” ‘compris- Ww‘ent: on to-call the new Communipt ays. the World: Series),In addition ‘to: their: éatlier mags ‘ing. this total: include’ the ‘follow- cations Satellite Act “a vote of
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stories, : each: important, ’ “will. be}
io overlapping.. Supposing: ‘that Walter |:. 4813.
4698. :...|-Schirra- doesn't: ‘get. off. today. (Wed. )

“4976 _
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sion
responsibility
and
policing
will be on the honor s\stem..“Your
White Was CBS: daytime: yveepee government. will not, cannot moni‘Stretchers,. ‘because’. television,: ‘be-. from. Feb. 61- ‘until. his. recent: res-- tor or censor
your. world pro|ing- So. addicted. to: delivering - the.| ignation.. “Before joining: the web ‘grams, he said, either the pro- story. “now”- ‘might find: tliat “the:| in "D9,: he was with the Benton & grams you-send or the programs
Bowles ad
ad.agency
agency: ‘for
for. eight years. jyou receive and show to America.

|, are ‘really’
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Commission: ‘Chairman Newton Mi-.
now’ has
dustry.

International Radio and. Televison all, three. ‘stories should.- ‘be. gramadministration. for: -Goodson-{ Society, Minow said world televi-

‘going’ at once,” ‘then. the-.‘networks. with, G-T. this. week.
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confidence’ in our: private: ‘operation.
; ‘coverage in‘ Mississippi’s: university -ing:
Tof. communications service,”
- 1 town. of: Oxford. the. tv ‘and. radio
|*: “Mentholatum: has bought a heavy
caineras, camera cables, adding |.
networks. were hanging on’.a ‘String. ‘schedule. of news. and.“Dimeénsion’’.|. “With: that confidence,” he con. machines, ° -¢uts;-:.-wipes, .fades,
since last Saturday: 429) afternoon, | programs. as well as. participation tiniued..- “goers reasonable ‘expecta’ blinker .boards, ‘progtam . ‘elit-ins; |° oN. Y. "Herald ‘Tribune’ S: Tadio:tv. when they got White House word ‘In _ House: Party,” through its tion’, of responsibility ‘and. leaderprogram .cut-cuts, -50. .states,- ‘hun: |
“Walter
“Thompson. | ship. Your country. will look ‘to
critic: “Jack ‘Jams has resigned; “that: -Presidént . -Kennedy - -wanted | agency
dreds ..of “minor. campaigns,- ‘dozens. winding “his: duties: as: of dast Fri- ‘time on. ABC, ‘CBS’ and” NBC. -to"} Mogen:
David Wine:-has signed’ for ‘you to exercise your trust with re+
‘of major. scampaigns, foreign Teac- day. (Sept. -.28).:
| make. ’.a..- major policy’ Statement.| :a saturation campaign on CBS Ra- |Sponsibility. We will look to you
tion ‘stories,.“domestic © ‘reaction’
Richard: K: Doan, daily’s radio-. ‘about .the. need. fdr Federal. ferce- dio ~utilizing- news: ‘Dimension’ -1 to, be concerned not. only with com-"
ae stories; ethnic ‘reaction -Stories,.} ty editor, has. taken. over ‘reviéwing:.. in support of: Negro” James’. ‘H. | programs, “Worldwide: Sports” and. mercial. checks and’ balances but
also’ with -democratic-‘cheeks and
... Jabor. -and .‘management, °reaction 1.
Party.”
*
‘chores,. -but.. is. seeking ‘a replace- ‘Meredith. Typical ‘of the broadcast | +House,
stories, -tote boards,:checking: and | ment. forJams. ‘as: soon. as Possible. “alert,” . they waited: “anxiously .24 "°° -Warner-Lambert Pharmaceutical balances. not only with avoiding
# ‘Techecking. These .are:.the- com-|:
| hours ‘for: word. “On: Sanday, ‘Ken- “‘has.-renewed its Segment of “Ar- red ink, but preventing Red. dic‘ponents, .mot all .of: them: -at. that,
\nedy .asked for an early. evening|.thur Godfrey .- Time’. “for both. tatorship.”
. Of a tv: ‘rie{work’s. news. coveringe.
Minow. also said the Goverment
Seltzer
and:
Listerine, {
| slot. Late in the day,:for' reasons of |.
a on.-election night:
“|hig own; Kennedy asked .for. a de-. marking” the -.company’s
second: “refers btoadcast leadership and
_*: ” Election: ‘e6verage: aécording °‘to’
Standard’ -nifiative. in world programming
~ 4 lay’ until-10 p.m: .on-all- webs. ‘The | year. on -Godfréy.
. Elmer: Lower;- general: manager of:|webs.. ‘readily ‘accepted: ‘Kennedy's | Brands, .for ‘Chase ‘& Sanborn: Cof- ‘and will’ help on both intramural
‘-NBC: News, .has’:become. “first::of.
but
‘program — tactics. _ relapsing: into.) fee, -has: renewed : its: ‘heavy sched- and international | -problems,
‘-all: a.study. in “time, and motion. It }a-state’ of nervous. -watchfulness ule in news and “Diniensions”: pro-. ‘only: upon request

Compiter:: ‘machines; : ‘1,500. ‘state.

fers; felephone -lines, studio lines,
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Allen toRevamp.

WBC NightStrip

‘has:..to: be. as. precise. as ‘.a:‘Ford'|.
| grams: while John. Morrell: & Co. |: * Minow:. prefaced his point with.
about what- next w ould break:
Motor. Co. assembly line.” °°
“Steve. Allen-.will’: ‘be. ‘making’.
has. Tenewed’ its segment ‘ol “Ar- a _brief: exposition of the satellite
Thé
améunt
of
‘coin!
lost
com-:
.., “Lower. has" a reputation ‘as.“ net-"| ‘some: format: changes: in: his late=]:
thur- ‘Godfrey Time:?: ©
.. Yaw after he had’ struck-a blow or
:. .Working’s’ most..experienced’ .elecs ‘night variéty™ strip: for -“Westing=. mercially. by each of three’ tv- net: |for. the. commission.
: Other. 52-week. renewals,” previ: two.
:
. tion coverage: administrator.: . This. -house, Broadcasting ‘and; after. the.|: ‘works. is. impossible -at, the moment
* ‘was. given; credence ~-when- NBC. first of. the year, will’ hit ‘the road: to’ -estimate.. ‘All’ that’.anyone can ously reported, inelude-R-. J.. Rey:| He sought to Iaunch. the’ new
"News very recently. ‘made: him:‘gen-.| to: originate- the: show: in: other: eit- safely: say is that:-NBC: and CBS,: ‘nolds. :'Tobacco- for. “cosponsorship television year with a recap of
| in ‘particular, “have. devoted |“‘many- of ‘It’s Sports ‘Time, ” and the Olds- conimission. activities and achieveeral .“manager-- largely ..on: = the’ -ies alotig* the pickup line..
‘mobile division’ of General ‘Motors {ments in.the past vear. He singled

. strength: ‘of .the network’s election]. ” In: the ‘near. future ‘the’ “90:min: thousands - apiece” to. ‘preemptions.
>. Night - _ performances: -under ./his: ute ‘stanzas ‘will be. injected: with for. special. .tvy programs on- ‘the ‘for full. sponsorship, ofthe’ Lowell
aegis. * It was -given-.further~ cre- more -discussion. and®.-more- ‘human’ ‘Southern révolt. All three networks | Thomas. ‘NewsS-. |...
‘dence Tate ‘last’: year; -when ‘CBS. interest . ‘elements.
‘To date the|-have ‘been’ heavy : ‘on ~.manpower
_News;°: for *.which’ “Lower “once shows have’ featured a. number -ot commitments’ in. ‘Miss,’ that. being
worked on ‘elections, unsuccessfully, | singing’ and. instrumental “talents... ‘in -addition-‘to. their” regular. Targe
- tried to rehire’ him. to. again. han-: -For.this week, “with: Johnny€carson complements :‘in Canav eral. .
--@le this’annuat big prestige’ piece. ‘preeming | “as. the.: steady -host- of| After Kennedy: spoke ‘on Sunday
we
- Everything, Lower. noted, “has-to. .NBC-TV’s. : “Tonight,”” Allen ds. ‘two’ of: the -Webs then: began-‘reg-'|. “Lswork with’ total efficiency:-or'’ else: punching up. his. ‘show -“with. name ular... Shows, “SO _ that NBC-TV's |

‘RockyVs,Morgenthau

cout: teachyee. UHF, feevee. and
toughening ‘and streamlining" of
FCC watchdogzing..
He: couldn't. resist- ‘an. introduetory. cuff at the industry for what
‘he deftly indicated was fumbling.
| the ball-on his. suggestions for in|. proving _Kiddie’
kiddie” progr
rogtammnting.

-On NBC’s ‘Direct Line’
‘But-It Won’t Be Debate}.
including. Dick-'Gregory, ‘Jo|full. hour: “Dur: Pont’ Show -of. the |.

NBC RadioIn

-election :information. doesn’t: arrive talents,
- Sn’ NBG's ‘N.Y. Studio ‘8- H quickly. Stafford’ and: husband Paul Wes-|‘Week, ”” “for instance, -carried..over
|: The Dems. in- N.Y.” State’. have
‘without’ -the. election «returns, ton, ‘comedian. Buddy ‘Hackett, Bets. tonearly: ‘11; 15. p. m. Ditto ABC. . 7 ‘complained. ‘repeatedly. ;- that -inanalysis ‘of :the results: ‘can’t ‘take: ty.‘Hutton and: others.
- Last’: Friday... “(28).. _CBS-TV's’ -‘cumbent:- Gav... Nelson. Rockefeller
-; place.”
- Among cities slated. “fox. the tour. *“Eyew itness’’: coveted 'Mississip pi’'S refusés to: méet’ candidate ‘Robert|
If- the first.‘stress. is.‘on “time ‘and. away: _ff6m:;.Los-Angeles. ‘are. New) growing crisis..Sunday it .was-.the. -M.' Morgenthau in open. tv: debate. |.
_.- Motion,” the, second, “Lower feels, - ‘York and Las: Vegas.
-“Tonly.. network: to: follow “Kennedy's: ‘Late: last week, however, Rockefel- |
“Js on: analysis: : He has_a.good. ‘deal |.
i “méssage .with a- special. (Incidental-; Jer’ did agrée to appear with Mor-.) “George: Graham's old. role as
of support in this:: True, NBC néws
“Thy, CBS°:-News-afiswered an equal} -genthau ‘on .thé same ‘program, Dut
-|veep and. general Manager won't
apparently not in .open debate...
ca - suddenly: ‘built ‘a. whole new repu-| time request from. Miss: Gow. ‘Ross, .
- “tation ..‘in: 1960. when. it ‘beat CBS:
<WNBC-TV, N-Y:. flag. for’ “NBC: . be: filled. by NBC Radio. Instead
“| Barnett with acnix)..
_ «News: in ‘delivery, of ‘the: returns,
: ‘got, ‘word: on’ Friday
(27)°that |exec. veep Bill! McDaniel has. pro“At: NBC-TV, on: Monday* (i),the the: Governor. .agreed to. appear moted. several.-staffers and, ulti2. pat a -lot -of.: people: ‘attribute: the|:
network.” ‘devoted a full: liour, at. with Dem Morgenthau .on “Direct. mately, ._plans to add. an eastern
~.network's success-in.this area more.
7:30. p.m., - to. the Mississippi: crisis; |’ Line; Sunday,: -Nov.~ 4.: “.with the: ‘sales’ manager and a few ‘more
-.fo the work: of -its: ‘eommentators |
and. analysts. -first.. and foremiost |:Should Astronaut Walter. Schirra Not that: ‘it was alone™in: such. out-. {wo men ‘splitting q & a-time. So salesmen. under sales ‘striper Bill
. Ji, and. the World ‘Series collide. in ‘lays’ ‘but this: NBC special news’: far; Rockefeller:. has.: not” -agreed. Fairbanks.
Huntley. &- Brinkley, ©
.". In any: event: Lower thas:hired a orbit. over NBC- FV: ‘this ‘week: the: program: -was:. “costly” {in many to any other joint. appearances: Bob Hitchens, who'was manager of
network's °‘News . department. has ways. Among them. must: be “in= ’ Morgenthau’s’ ‘camp urged NLY. ‘sales presentations: at. NBC. Radio,
AContinued. on:Page: 42
2)
cluded
‘the
danger
involved
:
for
a
| decided .on a.- ‘solution: NBC: will
radio and :‘tv stations to “go, ahead ‘becomes the web's first ‘director. of
“J éarry~full’ production ‘of ‘the -man- commercial! . -hour .:called “T's: a: ‘with. plans‘:.for debates ... ; “with ‘Sales planning. reporting. to MeMan's
“World,”
””
which
being.
.$0°
new
| shoot’ from. early- morning until the.
‘the Tequest that the Democrat be_ Danie! and. thus assuming “some:
| afternoon: start of the game; Man- is ‘subject-to.all’ the.‘vagaries of |.‘allowed: to: go ‘on -alone (if.. his -of: the. duties” held ‘by: ‘Graham.
the
sénsitive
view
‘ership.
barometez,
..| shoot’ is -due.-to start today. (Wed.)
‘Republican opponent: -fails ‘to ;-ap- who. last. week moved over as boss
- But: postponemeénts may'delay. it to: ‘one. of: which is early preemption ‘pear.’ No: publié¢.reply from br oad- |-of NBC’ Enterprises. Hitchens” aide,
for:
‘something:
else,
Last
.
night,
‘| World Series: ‘time, Starting. tomorcasters has. uxet: ‘been given “this” Jack Bernstein. a onetime VaRIETY:
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WilBe.Able toTal .
SebirraFrom Shortstop
-_ InNBC Series Coverage

- BritainReviving .
|
QuizGames |

row (Thursi-~: ,

Once the game’ ‘is under ay. NBC a

London;: “Oct. 23. “News will: run ‘a.crawl-‘at the -bot‘|tom’ ‘of*. the: -baseball® picture, .sof:
“Both BBC-TV. and- Granada-FV,
that-viewers can keep up with the.|"
' on the commercial: web, .are-setting “Schirra:
orbits while ‘staying’ con:
~ “out:to give the quiz game ‘show: a

«face-lift: ‘While: still ‘retaining the’

tinuously . with: the’ ‘baserunners:.
‘Meantime, NBC. News’. has” des}:

{Continued . on.page. 42);
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staffer, takes
agerial job.

Hitchens’ .old “man-.

Howard Gardner. formerly. man‘ager cof sales development. has become director of sales administra~
‘tion

and dev elopment,

‘[rritants are still bothering CBS:TV' and, ‘The Tobacco. Institute -Tsales_

boss

Fairbanks.

‘Teportins

Joo

te

Kelly

‘ proven. ‘formulae ofa “Take A Let-. cided -to give. Merrill: ‘(Red). Mueller if The:, headed. by: George V.: Allen, ‘the: Signer. of : the blistering: pro| takes over the Gardner vacancy.
ter,”"’a “Take. ‘Your Piek.” -a.“Dou-: a 23-year. vet .of .the: department, ' test
over “CBS Reports:..The Teenage: Smoker.” |”
|
le: Your: Mohey::: ' Granada ‘has in-{|& more pr omifient- part* ‘in the man- |:.— ‘The irritants ‘are in ‘the -form “in which: Allen chose to. make his
otroduced “Univer siti: ‘Challenge”. a. shoot ‘coverage on tv Mueller, wha} *.:protest' public—réleasing it to. the préss before the protest:was re~high- level. inter-var sity p: & a dual: recently. ‘signed ia.“fresh, pact with |: _ ceived by’ CBS.- In’ responding to ‘Allen's: protest, CBS: News -prexy:
WHN, the new Storer radio out-.
/A. similar. feeter. into~-the., quiz|:NBC News, will appear. as .-lead . Diek' Salant :said- he would extend” Allen. the: courtesy of first-re-.. . let in’ low York, will ‘become - the
‘Mutual Broadcasting Gotham flaz“paarket is - being. workéd ‘out: by: ‘commentator: - -. Mueller.: did. the - “ceiving the letter and then let ‘it..up~to Allen whether the letter
BBC-TV which: is. picking ‘up ‘Top: Canaveral. job- Jast. time “for .NBC. fo -Should.-be tiade’‘ public. :Allen; phoned in Washington; said: whether © ” ship. Oct. 14.

~WHN; NY,,Joins Mutual

_-Of:-The “Form” -from. “radio: ‘and. ‘Radio: This time he and Roy Neal, :

to:.make Salant’s letter: public. isn’t his ‘decision. The rebuttal, hé
The ‘station
will continue
its,
adapting “if “for video. Here. again, who did. tv: ‘from there, “last time,
': gaid,. is “Salant’s. property”..and up to: chim if. he wants to miake. it. _Jown news ‘operation while taking
“schools: will ‘compete for- points. ori. and:.. . Frank. : -MeGee,- Who
public. Allen ‘said: that'he ‘had made his. letter fo:CBS préxy Frank
was.
Jover the web’s commentators and.
the q & a hasis; the. champ moving ‘i
anchorman then: will- more: or less. . Stanton public at the time- -he. ‘did. So that. the contents. would: be. Jj newerasts now on WINS |primarity)
” on-to tackle all:
2
‘comers.
divide.“UD:the> dob.
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Ae av ailable as: a ‘Feaction tothe: stiow. Ln,
:
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Over NY.Board ofEducation Block’.

samaienst

"Wednesday, ‘Ocicber’3:1962

WNEW. ProgramSht|

- Varner: Paulsen,.vet.-broadcast- }:

ing exec, has joined WNEW Radio, }:° °:'.. .-Q@

Y., as. program director... He’. fills |Coe Save
he vacanty- created. by: thé move.| over ‘of Mark -Olds- to. the. general:
° managership’ Of - -WINS,. the. new

0

dy Bird'sAustinMono|ol

One of the “last two” obstacles+
—+.,
. Austin, Oct. 2.
an agreement . between’ WNDT,
—
f-austin’s: ty specirarn has ‘broad=
the met area educational tv sta7 | ened ‘with the advent of the state's.
tion, and a performers’ union was,
‘Westinghouse | N.Y. outlet: :
fourth educational -outlet,: KLRN‘it is reported, the NY. Board of}
: Paulseiy, had. been. programdix
TV,-°‘which’ last. week: ‘began fall
Education.
reetor® of WIP; Philadelphia,. since. }
operations on: channel. 9..
An
agreement
‘was’ ‘finally
Unitea: Artists Associated’ s latest|.1955.: Like.-WNEW, WIP. is part ‘of:} Guy: “Lonibardo’s: .-annual “New |:
reached on Friday +28), after days -package. of. 33: “post-150 —~ipix” -has'the - . Metropolitan: -Broadeasting
Year's. Eve telecast on -WCBS-TV, _ The’ “station,. operated -‘by.=the:
University’. of. Texas, will .- SEFV@’: cote
and. days of picketing followed: by’. been sold in 61 markets. | en
chain.
| Ne Y., -and. other “CBS-TV. stations |
Viewers. in” ‘the: Austin’ and -‘San.
further days of legal haggling. over”
Package, called:-‘United’ Artists | .” In’. ‘another: WNEW: Radio” ap-" this: “year: will |emanate from: the
language in. an agreement. Union’ ‘Showcase. ‘for the Sixties,” Nas. pointment; ;- writer-producer ":Nat- ‘new -Americana: Hotel: ‘The ‘hour |.‘Antonio. areas:.
is the American
Federation of _ been. bought: ‘by “WBAP, F t. Worth; Asch has been named ‘special. proj:|‘program |will ‘begin. at. ‘V1: 15.‘p.m.
Licensee. is “a- iion-pioht: ‘organks::
Television & Radio. Artists, which j‘KGW,
(zation, “Southwest - Texas
EducaPortland, - ‘Ore::
KONA, ects. ‘diréctor . in:the: ‘Program « -‘de-‘This
Will
be
‘Lombardo's:
‘seventh:}
seeks jurisdiction -of ‘many cate- : Honolulu; KATY,
tional Television, ‘Council. ee
oe
.:
Little “Rock: ‘partment,
- Consecutive New. Year's: Eve. -tele-.
gories of WNDT personalities. WHO _KFMY, Greensboro, N.. C.; Wr VY,.
“| cast on CBS: ‘In. 1960: it: or iginated | Up: to. now. ‘Austinites have:‘heen...
appear on the air.
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‘The ‘ mnajority determined that
“proposed by. WHYY ‘than for: the. week, Seymour Reed, prexy. of the- o£. the ‘new. Emmet: Kelly -series. ‘On ‘the air 112 ‘hours | a “week, ‘the ‘the: public interest would best be
:
syndication.
firm,
said
net.
income
|
Programs
nment.
eritertai
l
-additiona
“In. the.-€ase- ‘of :: Seven. Arts’ _AS- ‘station -will average 32. hours. of ‘served:-by a four-month grant. to.
“|| after. taxes—amounted. ‘to -$205,000, .
“proposed |‘by. Rollins. ° ne
‘sSéciated, one ‘reason. is. the. real- ‘color weekly up. to ‘the first-of the; “WHDH. .Others. can, of course, ap‘equal
to
7c-a
share
on:
2,829,328
t:
"In. so- ‘concluding, no. judgmen
.
~|ization that .fresh pix product -for year, says’. Robert - J. Leder,” veep ‘ply for the Boston channel when
th that time expires.
‘ts:-passed on ‘the value of. entertain- shares. outstanding Juné.30. ‘Com ty: might ‘dry -up.soine. day... Tak- ‘and general manager. Besides
f
parative.
figures
for
last
year
‘are
ment. programs,. but where there is"
‘ing on. ‘additional - properties. in. ‘station’s. staple feature: pix, the | It. marked the first.time WHDH,
not.
available,
Reed:
said,
because:
-eolorcasts - will’-include ‘a -special | which has been operatin
the
“a choice to: be made-as in the: in-.
‘of, acquisitions of: ‘several: ‘corpora-. other -categories allow. the com- -bloe of: “half-hour shows. in: color ‘channel for five years, pel
E had
has ever
stant. proceeding the. public -inter-:
. ‘Pany. ‘to. flex’ its muscles: and. prea:
|
tions
|
-whose
-.activities
©
were
:
-Te=.
_ est: would. ‘be. better served: by ‘a
And it. was. regarded in
‘pare for: -the. day. when “its: cineé-" ‘Monday ~. through. ‘Friday. “at a permit.
’- proponderatice of programs: which | ported: for “fiscals- years: varying: matic. product.: may’ be .more ‘in “10:30*p.m.
{| communications legal circles as.
-from..that::
of:
Official.
.
‘educate. and -instruct and,- “as. to: the
|. Week’ of Oct: 15-21, a peak ‘of “major ‘victory. This is pegged on
Company two years. ‘ago.showed | the’. nature’ of. rerun. biz, ‘rather -63.:
platter,” likewise; entertain.”
a
color hours -will. be, reached, ‘the theory that new applicants
than a steady ‘flow of “first-run.
heavy.
‘losses,
Reed
noted,:
stating:
:“‘Boston | "Symphony". with. all.of .WOR’s. feature film. seeking the channel after. the four‘Delaware: is. now ‘served VHF by. that. “present: management. has “product.”
shows, including the. multiple-run. month period will ‘Shoulder the
© philadelphia. “stations, - - an. FCC:
‘pulled ‘the firn:: out of the red- ‘by ‘Vvidtape series. also opens ‘up--doors “Million Dollar Movie’ will be: burden of proof. that. they could
“apokesman said.
| reducing: overhead, developing. :a |‘and ‘isa. ‘talking ‘point’ in’ ‘the|tint... “Other color. shows: will... inoperate ‘the channel toa‘ greater’
1 strong. sales. -organization and ac- prestige field. ‘when film. -sales- ‘clude "Foreign
Film _Festival,’” ovtant.in the oublic interest than
men. and station, execs hold con- :
_ Pquiring: ‘salable: new. product...
|{“The Golden ‘World of |Opera,” -WHDH already. has:
In his dis+: (He said the: company. currently fabs.
“Keyhole,” “Kingdom of the Sea,” ; gant) Minow said. in effect. that
Sereén Gems’ has: one » ot. the1 “Danger.
‘has'a catalogue of 36 tv series conIs My ,Business”
‘the majority was elevating WHDH .
sisting .of. 2,604-stanzas running: most’ extensive ‘cinematic ‘catalogs, ; “Best: pt the Post,'
| inte a preferred status at the time
from an ‘hour toa minute, with the -as well as entries’ in . the -vidfilm.| |
lof. the’ license. exniration:
category. ~ Years: back . it. entered|
majority in -half.: hours.°
the ‘dissent
“Minow-: concluded
“Biography,” firm’s latest. pro-. ‘inte: a ‘liaison with cartoon. mak- ‘with this final blast: “So far as I
“Baltimore, ‘Oct. 2: * duction, |has. been leased: in more. ‘ing: ‘especially. for” tv and Hanna- |
\'am concerned the existing .temHearst “Corp. ‘last ‘week, “dedi- than 140 markets ‘and is slated. for: Barbera. success story: is: . well}
porary licensee {WHDHi will not.
a ‘second year's. ‘production, ‘Reed -known.. ‘Now, in. distribution, it’s }
“pated its ‘new $2,000,000. Maryland | pointed out.
d position in any
taking: a‘.cultural fling, ‘handling | Right. after. CBS-TV. closed. for | enjoy .a preferre
such. proceeding (when It. comes.
‘Broadcast Center, ‘housing: -WBAL- |
market by market ‘sales for..“Fes-)
renewal).”
AM-FM-TV; Baltimore; with-a ‘gala
| tival of :Performing ‘“‘Arts,” ithe. three: of.its owned & operated sta- ‘un’ for. Jieensean maiority. preferred
‘Whe. four-m
tions,
the
Seven
Arts
distribbery.
|:
David
.
Susskind-Ji
im
‘Fleming
°
“‘gededicatory:: ‘dinnér *‘(ranning time
“WHDH ‘to the other .two apoliries.”
;
made. 15. more deals for “‘volumes”’ .-cants, -Greater Boston Television
approximately: that: ‘of .“Da: Dolce 4
Desilu* “Sales; the syndication: four and. five of ‘tv its feature film. ae
(Continued on. page. 52)
Mita’) atténded: “by -7 Y ‘host of]...
of: Desilu,': has _ gone” outside’ the. catalog. The 93: full-lengthers ‘in.|'
Minneapolis, Oct.. 2.:
“political: religious . and ‘broadcast'|’
confines
“of
its
‘parent’:
company
the:
two:
groups..afre’
a
combination
Al. “news ‘programming, --inau“dignitaries (long: dais: didn't. have: °‘gurated. ‘last July” 23,. didn't: work for: a. supply. -of. ‘product. --~Desilu. of Warner and. 20th: Fox. releases:
- Foom. for «local Congressmen . dn. out for. Twin: Cities’ radio ‘station|Sales: ‘has ~ sacquired © a’ ‘group ‘of|}.’ Six. of the. 15 ‘tv. stations,’ ‘accord-.
a “from Washington)..
WMIN.. Therefore, it’s: being. aban-| foreign. “pix. -for:.tv distribution, ing -‘to’ Seven’ Arts, had. already |.
entries *include: ““Desi-. bought the--122. Warners. of “vol- |
-NBC-TV. Sales. veepee. ‘Don Dur: ‘doned and WMIN ‘again: is: inter-|Upcoming.°
“gin: :got -off: ‘the ‘best, .(arid. maybe. larding music’ with the: news... Five lu’s ‘Little . ‘People, ” a -Puppet ‘umes’’. 1: ‘through: ‘3.. They were.
:
other WJAR-TV, Providence; WLAC-TV,
‘the bravest). trade erack: among the of: the:station’s ‘eight announcers: show.-in. color, . as. well ‘as
“T Nashville:: ‘WKZO... Kalamazoo- . There is A. definite. sense of reextended. roster © of ..:wellwishers.- have: -been ‘let .out: coincident with | Properties. :
“ITC “In: M. arket:
" Duritig his brief. talk, -Durgin told - this: programming -change:
Grand. Rapids; -‘WBAY-TV, “Harris-:
lief ‘at’ ‘WNBC-TV, NBC's: flagshio ©
‘that
Jr.
Hearst:
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‘far
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known,
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l- WMIN,
.-William. Randolph
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-the-board °‘revival of “Leave
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It ‘To the. Girls.” The. veteran tv
Tearst papers). had‘: ‘wanted _to ‘thing. Its: owner, ‘the | “Franklin. ‘uct: diversification ’ game. for somé. were WBEN-TV,. Buffalo; KONO-.
‘paneler, brought back three. weeks
“come:-but NBC told him. itwouldn't -Broadcasting . Co.,; ‘also- has .radio ‘time.
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KBAK-TV.,
“It. -has acquired
sports: TV,. - San
|
Stations ‘in.New: Orleans; St. Louis, -shows, : “entered: in Canadian “co-. Bakersfield; KSLA-TV;,. ‘Shreveport; ‘ago, -has” already cracked through.
“be: Necessary.
fo No. 2 in its” time’ Slot—1 .to
Fort: Lauderdale:
Web. -however, was represented |and :
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period iat. 9:30 «CST). to. Tocal ‘sta-. ‘tions ‘throughout the. country,
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. ‘Other: ‘than- viewing: by.“Baltimore | tions-‘this” semester, ‘the Chi o&o|}
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Sterling -“Television, -- Which “has |-/
dignitaries, and: ad-men..
WNBQ: has committed. itself to an | merged - with “the “Walter’. Reade |. . gabby girls. program right in be_
the
‘Heaist,
‘and:
‘Besides: ‘Durgin.
Four. ‘Star. Distribution has ap-: hind. -WCBS-TV.,. where:. network
-ambitious: series ‘of ‘weekly: docu- |-Organization, :now.- has some. nifty.
speakers table. had. Richard Berlin, |-mentaries_ _in ‘the. ‘timeslot. -Titled” ‘Reade - cineniatics to add- to. its} ‘pointed: two ‘salesmen, Dick Feiner, | soaps” ‘prevail and ‘triamph stiil
Don
‘Corp.;:
Hearst
|
_ prexy ‘of |‘the
“Dateline: Chicago,”
‘the. series: ;‘catalog. United.” Artists: ‘Televi: formerly |‘prexy of. -his own. Teéle-1. from. 1:30 ‘to 2 p.m. tand where
-Provost.. -yeepee and -genéral. man- will-fall- -mainly into. the bailiwick- sion,. fornierly: Ziv-UA, | “has: gone
‘a. local .reruri ‘does quite nicely
“diviradio-tv’
st
os ager |‘of the.,Hear
of ‘Frank Jordan’s:local. NBC New’s out of. .its-own stable to acquire} dynamics, and. Jerry. Weisfeldt;” a from 1 to. 1:30 p.m., as well.
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exec.
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NTA.
for.
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last.
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‘com-"
‘Hyde,
FCC:
~““sion;: Rosei. “HY
. department: with. “special. contribu: ‘the Ajin. Sotheri n- series: for. disFor | one thing,
the Girls”
five: years. missioner: LeRoy: Collins, prexy: of: tions from Harry.-Trigs's ‘program
UAT ‘also. ‘abandoned’:
tribution:.
‘stanza is presently up to about 75-.
ters
‘the National Assn. of: ‘Broadcas
| operation.
Len. ‘Firestone,’ -veepee:’ and génand: others (including, besides Col-'|, - It tees. off.next. “Monday. (8 with: |its. ‘action-adventure: accent’. -when eral |‘manager of the netv. syndica-. 80° of sellout, which is. pretty:
2 Jins, another. former, governor’ and]: a,.30: minute: tape-and-film:. pres-|it made: its: production distribution: ‘tion. firm, “says. thrée’ more’ ‘sales- good for WNEBC-TV ‘in the period,
“the current governor of-‘Maryland, éntation. : “The ‘Disappearing ‘Lake-. deal with David Wolper. for” “The. ‘men. ‘will :‘be: added: to ‘compiete. a: “compared to the recent past: True,
‘this is the--hot selling season.: but
Story of |
a
J. “Millard. Tawes. .and: “Maryland |
five-man ‘teant. that will work. the:
| front,”:-dealing ‘with -the -building ].:
Even |‘CBS Films Has ‘made .“the: Ww hole country... ’ Any of ‘the sales-. WNBC. authori ities insist. they he id
Sen. J. ‘Glenn: ‘Beall.
‘| boom: ‘along: ‘the Windy ‘City: shore-+|
out little hope of anything like-a
‘The: new” Broadtast: ‘Center- 6a: ‘line- Other. programs. will. fOcus: on. diversification” plunge;.. ‘picking ‘up: men, Says: Firestone. could. -be. as- ‘three-quarter sell if the ratings:
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‘[-happy.- too: since “Girls” ‘serves:
eye to expansion. the. ‘plant: already. Cardinal Meyer ‘arid the. adminis- - of ‘the: networks: for. the. Most patty
Crosley Ups Murphy
as a reasonably hof leadin to the "has three ty studios and three’.con= -tration. -of the’ ‘Catholic Archdiocese caren’t.. as - flexible.) «
.. 2 i" Cincinatti, Oct: 2. | Merv Griffith network hour. which |
_.trol ‘rooms”. among: ‘its facilities; ‘of--Chicago; ‘and the ‘new’ identity ue Ipiport -“Of. these. var ious. prod-|.fe
uict ©diversification. ‘moves — is “the. “Jobin OT... “Murphy: is- Crosley ‘began Monday Dp
Earlier ‘last’ month
the.. Hearst Of:‘Chicago asa world port. .
-: Home .. Federal. . Savings. ” wilt ‘ ‘realization -that.: for the. Jong: haul; Broadcasting ‘Corp:'s .new. execu- | Producer. Ted. Bergmann is. now
Corp: “dédicated..a: new - $7,000,000} ..‘undérwrite: the: first.eight ‘install. it’s ‘best to-havé. many. eees.|in:the tive vicepresident. ‘In“recent, years distributing |tapes of “Girls”. Via
“plant. for the. Baltimore’ News-Rost
1
hes‘was.‘veep in1 charge of television. Ziv.
at corporate: basket.”
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“all programs subject to change without notice”
We expected Monday, October 1, tobe a big: day ‘for
NBC Television. It had to be. “David. Brinkley’ Ss

Journal’ was starting its new season: ‘with a.full-hour:
chronicling of corruption-in highway-building. d ohnny

serious and’ the. other:a1 sports:story=riade our.
6 r Mon| day’ Ss:television. programming even more unusual, |
The violence: at the ‘University: of Mississippt (and.

its: aftermath) could not. have-been covered properly.
Carson was making his debut as the star of ‘Tonight,’ y
without our cutting into and.changing our’ prepared.
And _our afternoon schedule was opening its. doors to. Schedule, Thiswas done. Reports on the Southern crisis =
-réached NBC viewers throughout the day and evening. :
n the“Today” show
w alone,there were.five
e up-to-the
So we expected it to be quite.a day. But.two unex- — On.

the nighttime goings-on of “The Merv Griffin Show.”

pected news shappenings the day before—one grimly. - mn

- “Tis A Man’3 World” wastpre--empted foraspecial,full- “ sive coverage ‘of.this two-out-of-three series, (As you
hour program highlighted by exclusive interviews with _may have heard, -our.cameras are also covering the
Key figures inthe controversy. First things first.
“World: Series, which starts tomorrow on the Coast),
‘The other unexpected: event. ‘was, ‘happily, much es “Aswe say,thispast Monday was on the unusual side.
lighter in:
i nature, In California, the National: League’. - ‘Even at.this network, we don’t often have a day that
. pennant. race.“wound up. in.a ‘surprising ‘stalemate. AS
play-off >
was: to” start: the very next day between: the |

embraces threemajorpremieres and the sudden pre-

'~ Dodgers and Giants, ‘We hurriedly. made. room in our:. oe erage.But it's
scomforting toknow thatwhen
. afternoon schedules to bring NBC viewers the exclu-." such days come, NBC's resources are.ready.

ThistisNEC, the
Targetsingle source.
6a ofnews, eniertaininent and information in.
i thefree world,
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TELEVISION REVIEWS

_Weinendayy:October. 3,1962

THE 1.UCY. SHOW
oye
[pk KILDARE - rs
{JACK BENNY. ‘SHOW.
REN CASEY.
[JOHNNY CARSON. SHOW .Oe
With Lucille Ball, Vivian Vance, (Mrs. * McBroom . and’ the: ‘cis.| With Richard -- ‘Chamiberiain; ‘Ray. |With Don ‘Wilson, - Dennis ::Day, With Ed McMahon, :Skitch. Henders
‘Stanley::
“Adams;,:
7
mond : Massey,
Rochester; “Sammy, Davis" J3x.,|. "son. Orehi,. others =
-Candy Moore, Jimmi: ‘Garrett, |
W atcher)
Patricia’ Barry, -Otto: Kruger,.
others:
- 2 |Producer: Perry Cross-_ Ralph Hart; Alan Harper
iWith
“V incent:.. Edw ards, "| Producer-Diréccor: ‘Fred -de.Cor: |Director: Dick. Carson’ —
- Duke, Bettye: ‘Ackerman, Joanne : Ruth: McDevitt, others. ae
Exec Producer: Desi Arnaz.
‘dova ©
| Writers: ‘Herb ‘Sargent, .* Allan
“Linville, Harry Landers, Jeanne “Producer: David: Victor :
Producer: Eviott Lewis.’
Director: Eliot. ‘Silverstein
Bates; Nick. ‘Dennis
: a ‘Writers: Sam’ ‘Perrin,, George: Bal- oe.Robbin, Jim: Magée ; «. a
“Director: Jack Donohue
UWriter::E: Jack Neuman ne
- “ger, Hal. Goldman, Al Gordon. - “105. Mins: Mon.-Fri., A: 15:pam...
Writers: Bob Carroll. Madelyn ‘Exee Producer:.James. E.-Mosér
60. ‘Mins.. Thurs.. “8:30. “pute ...
| PARTICIPATING
"30: Mins.,. Tues., 9:30: pm.
~~
Martin,
Bob’ Weiskepf,
Bob, Producer: Matthew: ‘Rapf
° PARTICIPATING: 7
*
GENERAL FOODS, ‘STATE: FARM -NBC-TV. from: N.Y. ; Director: Sydney Pollack:.
Schiller
,
| CBS: ‘TV, from. ‘H’wood.*
"30 Mins.;. Mon.. $:30 pn.
Writers: | Harry . Brown,: “James" EL ‘ NBC- TY. (film)
There .‘probably wasn't 3a. ‘nore a
| Moser *
i “Dro: ‘Kildar e” ts” ood” clean Y&R; Needham, Louis & Brorbyy éagerly.. awaited ’‘show this -‘séason.-LEVER, ‘GENE RAL. FOCDS.
- ! thror wh. “Bhat ‘goes for - the ‘doctor |- “With “Jack .“Benny: moved. over |
£60 Mins.,;: Mon.;:10° pam.’
CBS-TV “film
‘than. - Johnny Carson's: ‘probe. into. : :
:
himself’ and: the show- as. well: It?| from. | “Sundays as:-the-. “man
:
PARTICIPATING. 7
:
i
y ite Y Th Ud ster Git,
tJ: . ke

Paity|

EABC-TV, from’ -H ‘wood (fila)...

Westy & Riebee Gey

“Has. been said thrat. there never was; tween”

the night air ‘as: successor ‘to. ‘Jack:

Red. ‘Skelton « ‘and. Garry |.
CBS- ‘Paar: Since the latter Teft the: show’ :

‘an interne. as SW eét,as: well-inten= 1Moore:.6n -‘Tuesday: nights.
pulled out ®all stops’“for _tioned-or
2hey.Casey's
Liille Ball is back on ‘tv and) ‘Ben’
a¥ smart as Kildare, °and |
Jopening: show “of: the

shes

having

eprede

“because .of ‘the ate. hours; the néw_
In the first ,new -.sonson, “Als? ‘AlcBroom | ‘and: probably, in fact. there. never. was. TV: has”:atwo- and ‘a’-half hour
comedy. par ‘lay’ that: should. be: mur- custodian ‘of: “Tonight” :has. been.

a bail

Of ber new series, “Fne

ihe

C.loud- W dtcher.,

/Ineluded

But’ ‘the. Kildare *.-character.. per-

.meéates

i

der-.on the ‘competition,
. Benniy.
this. series; -W‘hich, when cet
it has-the rough’ slot, starting. opposite |: preceded. by some. of: the.. top.figs

ures ‘of ‘shovw.- biz. “who: ‘have: ‘been:
oa
yp chafter ‘brain. Surgery. a. wenian
bit: began” its second season on NB
‘
7 4.‘Untouchables” and. the Dick Pow=:
Li ked,. was. elated:
i Keeping. ‘this - ‘Spot. wari . for . this. .
was. C1ICes “ter abeut a hysterectomy; a dactor.. “TV ‘Thursday v27); Was as. crisp:oe f ell. anthology,.and-if he can-execute|
Walked,
‘long. heralded* bow..: Carson, of: *-:She ‘had. hich “mo- 3 ‘full ‘of ‘remorse “about not having interesting ‘as it: Was Ww‘holesonie. |
‘the. pivot play. CBS ‘should. “own” |course, “was: yanked. off :a’ comIt , perfor med a completely successfal ; E
ments. and. middi 2 rnoments:
Jack: ; Neuman’ delivered “a that. weeknight... Haes:no Teasolr \-fortable spot: on. ABC's “Who Do
oper
aon
Zand
|
an
-understanding
;
SC¥ipt
that.
-.
as
quick
and
‘slick.
.
all Gida’t add up to iil arious | com. |
ia h
;You. ‘Trust”*, and - ‘persuaded .
femme: doctor MWho pulled ev eryone ‘As ‘often’ happens: on- this: ‘Series, wh le itwe “ one
edy, but there were’ enough ocks’’
ile: it can’t: be. sai 1 at.the" -charige over. According to his: Work
through.
ses “the hour :.embined: three: ‘stories | Veteran ‘comic had pow ‘erhouse Ma- on tlie préem shaw, he'll ‘grow. into
in there to keep the fans’. £NOS © Scripters “for the: openiig’
that. iss the. stories of three pa- ‘terial for’ his 13th’, season, ‘preemer | this néw: Spot. :
“

ae
jJunipe d. Pan,
Oo
and crushed.

a

+ sion. Harry: Brown’: and James E.. tients at: ‘Blair General). “Kildare, |on ‘tv, he ‘madé: it seem: so.. So we
dancing on the ‘screcn.
Viewers mieht have missed. ALiSs jVMoser sTatter is |also “show's .‘exee-. fer “atime: was.. serving ..on: .ob-.. : conceived is his: comic” ‘¢haracter- [-. -His :“cpening. wasn't |‘especially

Ball's --pfajgected tecling ‘of. having; produces? really. piled” it -on -nak-.- “stetrics,

where he. helped” a trucit- | ization—and

by

new so familar— °

auspicious, either in. Car son’ 's .mak- -

fun, thretghout the first: episode. 4 ing ‘it an ay ervrought sentimental... Tent, playgirl: ‘through - . pregrancy., ‘that. he ‘doesn’t have to “do. much ing a--strong-impress,” ‘or.in the.
There were ‘some: Hulls in: the. jni- micher. “Even stone-faced Casey;ifé’ lost -a .téenage’ kid,: ‘who: had | for: hilarity. beyorid .a: show’ of |ex- -choi¢e:of guests.’ The’ best: ofthe tial outing, and. the im ajor ‘charac: | Was caught ‘choking -“up ‘and. hold’ complications in- childbirth, and his.| asperation, incredulity and: dismav. evening was ‘an air of .£raciousness,:: ‘mentor, .Dr.: Gillespie,” “Raymond -And,: of: course; he's a. dead shot Otherwise Rudy: Vallee came‘ on to. °°
clearly a ilineated. |ine back a tear.
weren't
ters
Play centered around Patty “Massey) lost. Blair General's” chief” whenever he -‘does’ ‘have a funny. ‘plug. either: his book; ‘his two-andMiss Ball,. though; is a sinning:
-a-half hour: shaw.“ and~his. current:
‘line: to. deliver, - "There | “was “good
performer. Ste has. zest and.-a: Duke, the. Cloud-Watcher of the: benefactor. to angina.:
:
was her-| “‘Neuman:: demonstrated: for”“the. cause for: ‘laughter jin: the“ opening| click. “How. to. Suéceed. etc.” He re- Tl
McBroom”
comedic frame. of mind The first” ea es
fused |ta:.tell about the ciréum-.-.stanza might _not win. her. “T Love j|rag aon) wo won over practically: Lampteenth’ time’ that -he ‘has ‘a -re-’ show——and Plenty’ of it—and :‘that’s 1;stances ‘surrounding: ‘his - ‘engage-*
Lucy? plaudits. ‘but ‘it: surely Has | everyone -on. the hospital: ‘scene and.:: markable flair for . dialog. and. for:
ment. in the Iegi uner,: feeling. ‘that
-Mostly Bénny played:tlie straight:
the quality of w hat. could bea hap-' ad o showéd. such. juve courage. [tight plotting: - ‘Tf-the writing. holds. Daydirt.
was blind anywhere néar this level then: “Kil-. man, but with those: takes ‘and: ges- \it.was better told-in-his. ‘book. ‘and
BY romance, and a‘love affair which. |that.she discovered’ she:
‘in.-a. ‘forthcoming’. article.
date”: is going. to. remain. the. frue. tures. that. prompts -the’ big ‘yocks,
|.
- Thursday. night untouchable. :
a
re 4
1
ps
_FFirst-it:was ‘that familiar bit. with|” “Tony: Bennett <is an. excellént
the veries. wi Toyalties.
awho believed. that ‘she would. never
“Richard Chainberlain,. who plays the little. girl” ‘who interrupts _him+§singer, but he.-:didn’t talk much,. -:
haveyounggter's
a child to raise
wound
up and
ii |‘the title- part; isa pretty: boy ‘who.
and Mel Brooks. talked. a lot ‘with
for.aid.
arms
onstage. for. his. _qutograph—and.. ‘a
the.
;
reason,
some.
‘Preem episode. for
out ‘making: too ‘much - headway. .
finitely.
de
Lean’
act:
he
lias
a
talent
for
wnder-:
not
Although
‘Spunky.
littie.
girl
it
was.
this:
time.
comfort:
por-,
‘did not explain. that Miss Ball
Joan Crawford™ ‘provided. a: ¢harm- ~.
|
‘the
that
|
playing.
and’
the
.
triek.
adds
:to’
the’
indicated
twas:
Next
Dennis.
-Day~‘fr
ustratéd’
him,
“Ft
stated,
|
teays a widow, with: two children:
adopted }‘value of the-part. In. this instance, Rochester. deflated “him: and -Doi ing. .interlude,.-There: ‘were -some.Initialer, also. wasn ‘'t toa ‘lear’ OM blind youngster: would be
‘could! -he’ had strong ‘help. from: Patricia. ‘Wilson. : grated “him—variations : of interesting. pictures .of ‘her: during
Casey
Dr.
and
woman
this
by
|
her relationship with ‘Vivian Vance.
: Barry, ‘as a -Hardened-‘post-debu-: “the traditional... business "that =.has earlier *days. Announcer» Ed. Mcli seemed. ‘Miss Vance was: related. ' go of. to. his Text |case.
tante.. ‘and fron Otto Kruger, ‘as-an. ‘been ‘going on in .the’ Jack: Benny “Mahon: seemed: a. ‘Jost. soul’ - here -.:
|
and was sharing the hoise. Miss
with little to-do. He's: ‘supposed to .:
Miss. Duke: gave. a: tear-jerking aging -‘and . char ‘ming - .post-adoles“family” -since- ‘the ‘radio-days. It be. Carson's. “Hugh -Downs.”
Vancee,.a fine performer, appeared performance “as: the.. blind :younga
cent:
‘Kruger
‘has.
rarely.
been
bet-.
all:
built
up
to:
‘Sammy.
Davis
Jr.’s
to be a divorcee with a child. One. ster vafter her score onstage’ ahd
: Also..on. tap: fer the. first ‘show
jter..
He:
worked
small
points,even.
“which
-~
Eroved
|
‘guest.
appearance,
line gave that’ away It could. be. iscreen as: young. Helen’ Keller: in
NEAS the .appeararice. of ‘Tom: Pedi;.
; to the: final-Bronx’ cheer, to lift the.
the -pilot, which: -establislied™* the: [“The: Miracle Worker,”: she’s “be- icharacter well out:.of the ordinary. ~againcthat. no one can: Inake capital who does. the Dash commercials, in’:
-:| from-: being needled ..quite” like
characters, wes not used for. the come quite. effective as a sightless ;
‘a small gag, ‘and St.anley. Bermen,.
: Stanley. Adams as chief: resident jin. -Benny..: °
opening episode.
person), Bettye. Acker man “was. obstetrics - Was good, “essaying “his:|:
-Show wrapped’ up:YYith a ‘takeoff the. .gatecrasher-”. ‘The: Jess’ said-:
Impact of Miss Ball and her co- crisp and: clean “aS the -femme jovial part most ‘jovially,. -Raymond
on “Sing -Along- ‘With. Mitch,” with about’ the exploits.of the latter, the
we
star, though, was strong. enough: medic and Joanne Linville brought |Massey; as‘ Gillespie, was Just okay.2 Strolling violinists. din lieu’: “of: a better. :
fo break through the fuzziness of| a strong. emotional - fee] -to’ the no |more,
-Lmen’s. ‘chorus, Closing: shot of the.) Car son,’of. courseyis ‘ati‘affable
Tean
rs.
1
|
Woman.
who
took
in
the
youngster.
relationships: and characte
I. It:alwi ays.: ‘Jooks | ike “producer, audience. found them.sawing upon
of writers—Boh Carroll,, Madel}n Vimcent Edwards: was ‘till. very. > David. Victor and ‘his ‘boss. Norman miniature’ fiddles, ‘along. with: the |!in “which “he -has. ‘to.‘prow into.
Martin, Bab’ Weiskopf. °and Bob much the dreamboy- in-white.. ‘He -{ Felton ‘squeeze In. every extra’ pro- cameraman. | cand - .stagehands. .
It
Admittedly, -he shas’ to: fit: ‘into a
— delivered enough ‘sight displayed many. varied.‘ moods’ as: |duction, ‘yalué: they ‘can.. Harkness. Was ~ silly’ but. effective © ‘businiess; format:: created: by ©someone -elsé,. ;
Schiller
gags and vock lines to: make up: for” he Went ona soul-searching Spree ' Smith was cameraman for this epi- ‘worth: it if” only® -for :Benny's... cari- which ‘is. particularly, hard, to: do..
beeause he: beliéved. he. chad -failed'}
most of the confusion.
:sode and- ‘he. obviously .reworked cature: of -‘Mitch. Mifler” With ‘the He w ould: do better. in the long run.
Show. concerned itself with the. this patient. The plot even took him! F every: important shot.to per ‘fection: grotesquely -bearded ‘simile. ‘and® the working into.a_ pattern that. will be*.
wertries
of
mother
wien.
her to.a seedy bar where he Procecded Tight “close-ups, were favored; .-and herky-jerky-- shoulder - motions, |
more ‘self-expressive.. Carson* ‘can
to:.get. leaded. ‘Casey. on - a bat is.Eliot” Silverstein'’s..
diree tion
-daughter. has her’ first car date.
‘The: bonus-. ‘in. ‘the |Jack. Benny: shandle ‘himself well. He is person-_
something to- see. .
|
old
14-yearBall's
Miss’
Tiaying
a . _ Sam: Jaffe, -a_ regular: on’ this.’; brovght-- ‘all>. the. :-parts | “together: shows is ‘that even the’ commercials able, articulate. and’ ‘has a. fine +
daughter.
was) Candy
Moore, .
; wholesomely ‘and.effectively.Art. :| are. “funny.. -Don: Wilson: ‘pot, ‘off -a: sense of -humof.. :It’s. a- matter: ef ©
‘show, w ‘as not seen on.‘the “‘preem.:
rencf
knack
a
- bailly- for--State: Farm ‘to the tune. ‘adjustment: ‘and. a little time: ‘He...
fetching. lass” with
Gres.:
‘as
beau.w
Hterdering lines capably.
: of. “Sonny Boy,’ using a beefy Tad should: ‘make. out. swell: in: this:
:
GARRY
MOORE:
‘SHOW:
played with proper: embarrassed.
Les. | | Sroave..
an for a Prop:
* With. Durwood :Kirby, Alan: King,
decorum by Tom. Lowell, Fhat was. ‘STONEY BURKE
For some’ inadequately. explained
Keely
Smith,
Roy:
Castle
©.
Ball,
“MissWith. Jack “Lord;. Warren. Oates;
the foil. the rest was
LASSIE”.
reason, ‘Carson ‘came ‘on. 15‘minntes.
Exec,
Producer:
-Bob.
Banner:
|
in
-Robert. Dowdell... Bruce: ‘Dern,
‘late: during Which. time. Groucho
assisted by her femme partner
‘With. Jon. ‘Provost, ‘June.Libcart ; “Marx was. quite’ funny,
Kate Manx. Philip “Abbott, ‘Carl. Producer: :Joe. Hamilton.
hiyinks.. Miss Vance.
a
"
Director:
Dave
‘Geisel
Hugh.
Reilly
¢
:
Benton Reid,. Bartlett ‘Robinson,
.Comnmercially: ‘Carson : comes. on.
_ What was missing were. adult.
.
Writers:.
Vincent
Bogart,.
“Coleman:
‘Producer:
.
Robert
“Golden:
=
Cleo Ann, Bill Hart.
;
‘to. a full house. Philco-took most of —
‘males in the initialer. Miss Ball is
:* Jacoby, -Arnie Rosen, Norman‘ |-Director:. William Beaudine’ Sr.
ithem on-the |preem and-:is ‘given
auch too lively to be releg ated to Pr oducer-Director-Writer:, hees.lie‘|
.
Baraseh,:
Carroll
Moore
=
|
. Writer:, ‘Sumner: Long.
Stevens
.
the role of a worrisome mother.
|-a.good -ride.."Also, ‘the: ‘Al Kelly’:
.
oo Music: Irwin: Kostal
#30: Mins:, Sun. 7. p.m.
Maughe
pus.Shifts:‘provided __
She seems: to: be‘ imeore the. merry 60: Mins.; Mon... 9 P.m.
--8Q
Mins..
Tues...
10"
‘pm..,
;
‘| CAMPBELL: SOUP...
laughs:
.
Fore.
widow ‘type. Future episodes re- P ARTICIPATI NG
“PARTICIPATING:
;
CBS-TV (film)! 2.0:
ve
ae
pirtedly have: a next. doar ncith-. ABC-TV (film).
CBS-TV, N.Y. (tape)
.
a
(BBDO}"
ABC touts this new rodeo hour's
hor, Dick Martin, playing a | rGmThe opener ‘of:the ninth “Lassie” THE. ORDEAL |oF: wooDRoW ‘ead as “a Classic hero in a. modcrn {
| Garry. Moore -égan His. new sta-.
inent: role,,
F
Horo.
a
setting.” . ‘Ulysses. he’ isn't; ore’ of “son Jast. Tuesday.(25). with virtually. season: -on’. _CBS- TV. kept. Rudd | WILSON
ey erything.-. and. everyone ‘intact|’‘Weatherw ax’s “clever, . canine. With: Herbert: Hoover”.
a Ben ‘Casey: on the: hoof.
-except,
for.
Carol
‘Burnett’
who
left
Squarely’ in ‘the spotlight: ‘through- Producer:. James. ‘Nelson
Not. that .a -saddte- hrone rider.
REAL McCOYS
“-The ‘plot. revolved. ar ound |Director:.:Robert.: K. Sharpe.
With Walter: Brennen, Dick Cren-| in pursuing: the world’s
:-champion- - the. show ta: £0- ON. ‘her -own, Al-. ‘out:
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30 Mins.,, Tues., 10:30: pm... -..
pa: Tina Louise, Tony Martinez, ‘Ship for 39 weeks. hopefully “can: thoush “.she* gave’: the. series. | Lassie’s -. friendship: for. a: pigeon}
LIFE: “aN:
Lydia Reed, Norma V ‘arden:
“be compar ed pr‘olessionally: with’ a.‘ potent . -bomedie - Tift, ‘the. opening the ‘pooch S$tole-from a magi¢ show. UNION. CENTRAL
hour:
‘manigéd
to:
“keep:
its.
bright
|
‘because: he. thought “the: magician ; “SURANCE:.
a
Producer:. Charles Isaacs
| medico. | “But in: the. ‘ariviing dedi=.
|
and:
easygoing
‘style
_
within
the}
was hurting: the: bird’in: one ofthe. NBC-TV. (film) .
Director: Dick. Crenna
-eation of ‘the hero and. ‘the. all-out:

|
;‘mélodramatits: ° of .. the _ format, |vaudeéo “framework. © +2."
-tricks:
ae
aise ae
(Meldéum |‘&, Fewsmithy
1
Moore :‘and his. pr oduction: €xecs,.
* Stoney -and Ben are akin’
' When: Lassie’ § “par enits’
A viewer might-think’ that:“when
|. the. 318t Presi dent of: the. U,Ss.
RALSTON
PU RENA;. “AMERICAN | ‘Stoney “Burke, as: portrayed by,‘Bob -Baniner : and* ‘Joe: Hamilton, covered’ from whence thé ae:‘hadad.
"Te.
| haye- a, flair. for the -variety’ techni- ‘eome,. ‘they. notified the. magician.
TOBACCO.
jJack. Lord,.. is. stoney:.: enough...
CBS-TV (film)
|
the’ tightlipped, lean, hard’ and |“ques ‘and deliver. with a carefree | (who - was ‘called. “Mr: Magico no views’ the ‘crticial ‘years: in the life .
_fAunery,tradition ‘of cowpoke super-. “quality - that: niakes’ the’ hour:at-. less) --as to where. his: magic-bird of ‘the.-28th President: ‘something
(Gardner, BBDO)
Writer:

Paul David .

30 Mins.,

Sun.,

9 p.m

-He alsa.can be tender, as in. tractive: and. appealing: ‘The «whole: could ‘be found. After: picking. up ‘unique: “would: come.of ‘it: ‘Hooyer.
It leoks ‘Tike a bumper ‘crop ! men.
| thewwispy kiss he Jaid on the“her-} production setup.“ shows: taste arid the pigeon, Mr.. Magico: sped on to.
corn. .again for “Real AIcCoys” cine at. the: wird” “of ‘the Preeine “Vimagination. and |‘everything Wworks | his next engagement,’ but didn’t: pointed: out, that :‘he. served’: On
+see. a ‘road . block. until- it Wass. t00'| President: Wilson's.’ “staff. . ‘at the
(sixth harvest) as the rural eomedy | Lord: showed... definite’ signs’ of: out: just right.

sw itches from ABC-TV to CBS-TV. being. able to rally the appeal nec-|
New

web

30 looked
‘

preem-

like’ a- budget
;

‘Moore’ is a likable’: host and4 late - and ended: Up. trapped” ‘in’ his. “time of: the Armistice- and: the: sub-

conference. “He.
off © ‘well ‘In-.:: songs ©and. car: ‘in a ditch..- He managed- to free|rsequent - peace
Particularly strong “in ‘sup-! sketches-:and:- even in the pitches: the bird: who, in. turn, was found. ‘by noted on .this™ televised half-hour’
chopper ‘show,
i port ‘was Warren: Oatés-. as - ‘side- | for. the Sponsors’ products:
He’s. Lassie and. then,..hatch, the: magi- }tliat he ‘and’ ‘Others had ..advised.

Sunday ASept:

“essary

to. ‘sustain. this

kind Of . a

comes:

ith. limited ca-t and’ settings, and {kick, Ves.Painter. who will be .de-! ably. assisted: in ‘these Gepattments

Tick Crenna doubling as director | yor opéd: “asa -sometimes ©buddy: by. Durweod_- ‘Kirby..

cian: Was |‘sayed::

Wilson to. avoid’ 4 trip to’ Frarice~

holdover. | - . The: plot packed some ‘Solid jie! in’1918 because. as ‘President, ‘he

| whose loyalty is. supposed to: be ° ‘from.. previous: seasons. |
die’ ‘audience. excitement: the- ‘show |Could “better. serve peace’. from:
and thesp in his «ste. acy portrayal
home. “That -was about. the. first ‘and
Tina Louise, shakey in a human :‘Way.: Less | |: “On. the guest list for the” opener. ‘proved to-‘be. -Holding~ up well: in Tast -- personal - notation . narrator
cf Luke MeCoy.
pucsted as the fiftli- -eousin |from §“prominent in the ‘opener: “Were was “Roy~ Castle,. a British’ ‘import, this :“department. Jen: Provost: as.
+ feature players * ‘Robert
Dowdell jcomedian _ “Alan King « and..singer. | Lassie’s inaster -and -Juhe Lockhart . Hoover’ ‘made...
the West Virginia mountains who Vand Bruce: Dein. :sther mevibers -ofiKeely’ Smith. Castle's: bit, in which” “and Hugh Réilly: as. the: par.ents did |.. Otherwise, ‘the: former: Piésiccame to stay with the: AlcCoys 4d» Burke's ‘entourage:. .Kate “Manx. he: sang. “Ain't. She ‘Sweet’. ae=: ‘a credible job:of seeing..to it:‘that dent's. voice - AWwavered (the .is: 88)
de veeman maid work like a gow daughter: of a rich rancher: and: ‘ comped by” 3 chorus’ ‘line: of femme the | dog: finally*uh er stood : that. -through :a series of: comments: that.
streng mountain girl should.
{he.. preem' “love” intetest. had/:.a'.moppeéts: ‘was. a, Wweek-‘event; but: the. pigeon: wasn't: heing ‘harmed. ‘eould: be found --in. -mearly: any’ *
con-;; King came. across strongly * with: “They got Mr. Magico. to. give.a com reputable history. ‘book.- ‘Also. the: *that:
Tall corn or no, aftur ‘a Mtretclt classy: attractiveness
ef six years the “M¢Coys” is strong |trasted nicely—if not! wholey :con-!his.. standup. jesting “>on “travel; ‘mand. ‘performance: for. Lassie. to |Program -‘ivas. not” a-: worthwhile “
enough | to, ee Imitution—, vincingly—with | Lord's: ‘toughness. } planes, wigs, etc., and: Miss. Smith. -prove that’: the. bind’‘stayed: safe at study ‘of- Hoover. himself, since -he:
‘was not -being informal -or :spon_
“Beverly Hillbillys” on, the-same} Needed, however; was a clarity. {tbelted “What: Kind Of. Fool: Is. He’. alk: times. |
. Sumner ‘Long's ‘seripthad. its fair: taneous; he ‘read-from a. .prompter
network yockers.
and. focus and. suspense, ‘Steven's: in: S6cko. torch manner.. , Gros.
direction had ‘some. good. modern} ju
cnania, | share of clichés, but ‘was generally. words. that: were: “quite. prosaic.
‘"AleCars” is) produced. for ‘Bren- }.
:“sound, “W:‘j]/Ham. Beaudine ‘Sr.’s* di-'
‘Film: footage. ‘of World War’. I
. nan Westgate Productions at Desilu’ touches, but when. Lord “straddles.
ee TV Reviews |
“rection. kept” the “pact, mov ‘ing. well was tired..In-short, this’ “Ordeal of: .-.
Culver Studios with Norman Pin- the brone in the shtite and. his dou-:
ens as exec in charge. of “produe-, -hle comes out fer the den‘ring-do, . On Pages. 38,39, “M6. and 50, and ‘production. values:: cwere :‘good. | ‘Woodrow: “Wilson” . was: a “pedes:
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‘RED SKELTON. HOUR.

TELEVISION. REVIEWS
fem DICKENS, HE'S FENSTER

“CEMPIRE.
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,1|

JACKIE. GLEASON

SHOW:

With -Red:..Skelton, ‘Haipo.‘Marz, ‘With John. ‘Astin, “Marty Ingels, With Richard Egan, Terry Moore, | With Art Carney, guest; Sue Ana
Wri Shit Conway, Zina Bethune,| _Virginia Grey, Mahalia. Jackson, |.** Emmaline ‘Henry, Frank. DeVol, Anne Seymour, Ryan O'Neal, | - Langdon, Frank Fontaine, June
- Viveca. Lindfors;: Ruth. McDevitt, others -...”
Charles Bronson, others.
- Dave. Ketchum, Henry. ‘Beckman, |
aa Taylor Dancers, Newton ‘Bross
ight Shift):

*-Arthur. Hill,’ «Morgan. ‘Sterne, Producer: ‘Cecil Barkek.
we
‘ Noan- ‘Pitlik, others_ Joey: ‘Heatherton, 'Hilda: ‘Simms, Director; Seymour: Berns
| producer :3. Leonard ‘Stern:
| Weltere: -Ed Simmons, «. “Dave Diréctor:- Arthur: Hiller
others. ~.
- axes Producer: Herb. Brodkin
O’Brien, --‘Martin... AS: Ragaway, Writers: ‘Stern; Don. Hinkley.
-Producer:: Arthur Lewis~.
"30.Mins., Fri., 9 :p:m, —
‘Arthur Philips; Hugh. Wedlock
-. Director! David-Greene’ |
| .EL PRODUCTO; ‘P&G
- ].60 ‘Mins:, Tues:, 8: 30pm.
| PARTICIPATING.
‘Writer: John*Viahos:. ~__
ABC-TV.(film): ee!
‘60 Mins:; Thurs., 9 ‘Pam
-CBS-TY;- from H’wood: |
: (Compt on »-

“| Exeo Producer: William

Sackheim.|

‘| Producer: ‘Frank -PiersonDirector: Arthur ‘Hiller
| Writer: Frank. Nugent
: “60 Mins., .‘Tues.» 8: 30 p:m.

Sammy Spéar, music diréctor

]. Producer; Jack Philbin

| Director; ‘Seymour Robbie.
+ Writers: ‘Sydney: Zelinka,.
Stone, Will- Glickman,
‘Shelton

“AMERICAN °-'TO“BACCO, GENERAL MILLS | 60 Mins, Sat., 7:30 p.m.

CHRYSLER,

Walter
James

| PARTICIPATING
1. NBC-TV: (film, color).
|-CBS-TV;: from N.Y.
“The Red. Skelton: ‘show ‘in its ex_ John:‘Astin and. Marty. Ingels are’
3
YER; Sullivan; Stauffer, ‘Colwell.
CBS-TV: (filmy ~~
Jackie. Gleason’ s back .at ‘his old
oe. Bailes: DFS)
|
panded hour format: seems to be a “pair. of likeable |_and funny . guys |
-.
>What: ‘Rayinond: ‘Massey. and.Dick. stretching -:. things: a’. bit; ‘if: the. -who. could play :.a ‘major role: ‘in|’ -Television has: produced’ all. man: | Saturday: night stand on:CBS—and
reviving -thé: art: of.‘slapstick. ‘They -ner: of. heroes: from Superman toy tv’s the ‘better for it. It's a throwS@hamberlain. ate to “Dr. Kildare’’;. ‘preem. épisode- is. an. iridication:'
‘back to: an almost. forgotten era
«what Sam Jaffe. and Vincé- Edwards “Where :the: highly’, affable. com- also. bid: strongly: to’ have one. of: the. medical +‘aan; _and now-NBC has |in -television (though less. than a
edian’s. ‘Slapstick - ° really’ - -accele- the. video hits: of the ‘néW season ‘in ‘introduced a-niew one; the’ business.
“| are to “Ben. Casey,” and what Ei. G:"rated: a: ‘half’ hour,. if was stop-and-- ‘the Friday night entry ‘on ABC-TV,.
man. Jetting’ across: ‘the. skies. from decade has. elapsed, yet such haye:
‘been. the’ changing patterns of the
‘Marshall ‘and ‘Robert’ Reed -are’ to, ‘go ‘in-::the. ‘doubled ‘time: Guests “I'm ‘Dickens, ‘He’Ss:Fenster. 1
“| Wall ‘Street to his. mining.cattle, medium, with ‘its almost. total
“The: ‘Defenders, ”* so. are Shirl .Con- | Harpo’ Marx.:and Virginia Grey!”
Jr's about a. ‘pair: of: “fast: “friends: | oil. and -‘lumber empire : - New: ‘allegiance:
to Holly wood. film.
" Way as head-nurse-ard Zina Beth- ‘didn’t help matters “much.-in-a Iaone’ ‘Married: and -one. playing: the Mexico; ‘the corporation's, ifastest: ‘product and
a ‘recurring § in-:
‘ne as student nurse to:Herb. ‘Brod- | bored’ and drawn-out sketcli ‘built
field: ‘who. ‘work. Side ‘by: ‘side as ‘draw’ comes {6 grips. with a range }:dulgence in. trite. plot-‘formulae,
kin’s “The: Nurses.” As the’ néew- around - ‘Skelton’s: George ‘Appleby: -ear penters for. a: contractor.. “The of, problems from: high’ finance. tol
that -even a Gleason still Barbed
est addition -to- tv's overexpanding ‘characteriaztion. ‘basic framew ork: may not: ‘allow: for employ’ ee relations and suffers: ‘the _in’ the videocentricities. of "55. isa
60-iminuté - anthology. . series;
“Marx, | however,
returiied ° “to infinite comedy. situations, “but. then |eternal conflict of Money VS. ‘Prin-- welcome,
refreshing. change
of
*Nurseés,"? “for. that - matter, is. a
-team. with the. host :in a ‘pantemime neither ‘did: the “Honeymooners,” ciples.: ‘But, as it proves, the. grey:;; pace. a
on : a
vote femme-slanted:.. “variation:
involving. . American.‘ -and to which-this” bears: ‘a slight, buf:|-flannel suit .is only. modern dress:
‘routine
+ theme: applicable to.-a dozen: other
For: the’ boisterotis Gleason of
‘for a only artificial, : similarity, -On ‘the. for ‘the. ‘old: horse °‘opera; and: ithyj
:-doughboys . WW
‘the. trademarked -comedits. is as
-" “Tghows.” as: -‘well--for: whether: it’s. German
basis .0f.-théir: ‘showing. in the -pre- doesn’t - look -as though ‘“Empire’’ |
close:
that:
was’
both:
anny.
and
./ lawyers).
much a part ofthe video scene as
ve ‘couched. in “terms
miere: ‘it.would:seem that ‘Astin and, is going: to. upset Red Skelton .on
a Jack Benny, a: -Danny Thomas, a.
ley medics; nursés ‘ox: even ‘intrigue; touching. re
‘Tuesday
nights,
although
it~
may
{4
‘Tngels.
‘are.
capable.
of
-‘many..a
de-'
Production otherwise’ WAS5 spotty
Phil Silvers or a Red Skelton. And
: -someéhow.they’re-all of*a stripe; cut.
Min,
a”
good.
‘following
°
of
political:
lightful
half.
hour’.if.
the
quality’
‘of
.
lif,.as Was ‘evident on the premiere
“to -the-same: :pattérn, frequently-. ‘with. Tom Hansen’ S- chor eography their inaterial ‘holds up.
conservatives. as’ a ‘melodrama : of j
of the “Great One's” return: last
one .._indistinguishable -from: ‘the for..12. dancers being fresh ‘only. in
“benevolent
big.
business.
“Ingels,, who. plays-thé ‘buffoon: at
+-{ ONE .-rotitine, featuring. angélic. fig| Saturday: (29),. the ‘material. was
“other.
‘Richard’. Egan’. por trays. the) fr equently found wanting, by the.
| @. true-to-life and -quite human
If. the? arialogyvpafticularly, fits ures:-in long robes” ‘and” -a: gliding.
“Casey” -show, -step as: {itough: they ‘were ‘on rollers. Jey‘el, -has a: good. ‘comic. visage that ranch: ‘boss, yclept: .géneral man-| same token a Benny,..a Thomas or
‘the .‘*“Kildare”
hovever . this. --inevitablé: Gospel. _.singer. “Mahalia * . Jackson Somewhat resembles Red Skelton’ S.. ager, a" stérling: silver free-enter-a-Skelton is- also ‘on occasion left
@itference (as_.basic ‘to... Madison: -belted. tivo : ‘religioso °‘humbers, in -Astin,. ‘the: average ‘guy. .type-. with. prises: for .whom. justice. always hanging high’ and dry and ‘sufferAve. as the. shideruler: the ‘predomi- -her- ‘familiar. -stylé, but” ‘within ‘the certain : leader: ship. ~qualities,” ‘is | comes: before’ ‘profit): indeed even |ing” from scripter. . malnutrition.
nately. . fémme- “audience: attracted :-framework.. ‘of ° the. shaw, the. turn ¢haracterized as” mueh by. his flaws. at.: expense of- it. -As.a--iman’ of; What. ‘essentially is important is
‘to -such." ‘anthologies. “would ‘rather ‘seemed. Tittle’ more: than a breather. ‘as by his. wirtues, -tending. to: be “tomorrow who flames his cigarets| that. a serious gap has béen filled;
dig .a ‘Dick :~Chamberlain «.and*aJ-..“7 Better.‘handling. of °guests ‘in’ ‘a. brooding. a touch vain and: a:trifle. with a solid. gold’ lighter and- closes ja big.and important chunk of ‘show
‘Vince ‘Edwards “than a’ nurse. ‘more ;- congéaling: “format . is-. called paranoid. .Both-are. loyal.and largée} multi-million dolar:.deals.with one} diz.shag. been restored to the tv
‘Plus.- the-- “inescapable .. fact, ‘that- ‘for'in futuré shows.:. With ‘Skelton, hearted, and: their. chemistry: makes, -foot-aboard the ‘helicopter, he'turns+-scene.. For over the long haul—in
since’ it’s .campeting with: “Kildare” “1 the. ‘Modernaires, :‘a ‘dozen: dancers. for.a.-warm:. show .that-‘should- :ap- “out: tobe not-mich ‘different from! ‘Gleason’s instance 39: weeks—any
- Thursday. nights, “Nurses” is bound: cand “David |‘Rose’s misic;; ‘the “nu- ‘peal. to: all “Segments: of the audi=| the oater: hero: of yesteryear When} artist worth. his salt--can: make ®
to get the worst of it:‘on. the’ Niel- ‘leaus ‘of. 2: ‘solid - variety outing’. is enice—the. highbrow included, now:| it comes ‘to the every day problems | writer look: good.
‘that.:: ‘slapstick. is. venerated as: a peculiar: ‘to the. West..
[ Bearing the unwieldy handle
en fever charts,|
‘certainly’ there, an a
Bill. ; form:
of art...
‘Frank: -Nugent’s script’ for. ‘the: i“The Jackie-‘Gleason Show: The.
_
There ™are, ‘unfortunately,’ other
ws ‘weaknesses, .even:. more “basic;: to}~
‘There were: ‘the: traditional ‘déors premieré’ ‘eould’ have. beén adapted’. ‘American. Scerie Magazine,” _ the
“this new Brodkin CBS-TV. entry,. as ‘MERV ‘GRIFFIN. ‘SHOW:
‘in: the: face and: ‘falls.-out. 6£ win- to Jany’. number. of Old West tele-|new ‘Saturday ..7:30 to 8:30 entry
Patrice.
Munsel, - ‘Shelley : dows, but’ it-perhaps. typifies. the: “series. without. a’ too: ‘drastic -over-y, takes. up ‘precisely where “Gleason
for. -example;- ‘the. fact. that: évery-. With
“Guest,. actor
Charles ‘left off. way .back—the June ‘Taylor
“thing is painted with a ‘broad. brush,|:: Berman, Adela: Rogers: St.John, “comedy. level. when-Dickens, “hazy haulizig:
a with. ‘sleep in “the: morning, ‘socked: ‘Bronson’ gave. the only notable’ per- Dancers. with the. precision turns
stroke, “everything :‘and: everybody |” ‘Peter Nero,-others ‘his wife on ‘the’.arm _and kisses. formanee ‘as -a lowly Mexican em- |and those.tinique. camera-angled
fitting. neatly’ ‘into :thieir’ black ‘and’ .Producer:: ‘Bob Shanks’
‘white- antiséptic. niekie—Shirl Con- ‘Writers: Pat’ ‘MeCormick, -Dick 1 Fenster. on thie cheek: .Oddly,. ‘since’ ploye. on the: ranch who ‘is accused j ehoreographed patterns; dolls once.
. Cavett, David Lloyd.
oan | he inclines’ to: be the straight man, of -murdéring’ the daughter of one. ‘again all-over the joint ‘including:
/way-ag head. ‘nurse: so-full of comEgan, con- |a. reprise: of those corny Gleason
"passion-and. humanity;. Zina Beth-. 55 Mins., Mon.-Fri:, 2: pis wo: “4
,
Astin absorbs most ‘of: the- physical. ‘of the ‘older hands.
..une’:.so™-full ’of- -dedication;. zeal; PARTICIPATING | oa
} punishment, but the timing is good: “winced... ‘of “his innocence, hires: a iintros); “Reggie van Gleason’ and
‘Heatuity -and emotional, fervor’ as:‘to: -NBC-TY, from |-N. Y: “tape, color) and it clicks as- pratfall comedy... _ |.Eroper: lawy er who wins the ease, ithe other’ long familiar portraits
make. one’s ‘heart burst.”
‘Merv: ‘Griffin’. Ww asn’t:. Kidding } Ingels had: a nifty: slapstick. ‘scene. and ‘he: lets Bronson..come back .to::: Including: “Joe the Bartender” ang .
- The initit:.60-minite:: ‘iistallment |:when he told’ ‘Teporters: the other: “with-a. magnetic ‘cabinet-.catch that]. knowing . that: his’ return will .jeo: | the: inevitable. “Honeymooners” re: packed enough drania -vignettes ‘of ‘week. that ‘his new” daytime. strip -pulled :‘metal objects -off the. stove “pardize. thé’ well-being. of thé ranch.. ‘ereation with.Gleason back at: ‘the.
stand |
the. :‘minor tragedies, “exaltations ‘for -NBC-TV.. ‘was. :goirig to. “be. a ‘and ‘will. ‘surely: profit. from a .run- ‘When ‘riéarly all ‘the- other. boys ;{-old’ Ralph’ Kramden
and: idealisms: that- ‘could be possi. direct takeoff .on-“Tonight” |on :the ‘ning- ‘gag—in. thé. tradition ©of ;‘Fib- | walk: ‘off the~ job,”Egan: ‘sticks. by ;cahoots with Art Carney as ‘Norton.
his.
sense
of:
(Oné
of:
the:
major
landmarks
in all
“bly. found in .a tv’ ‘matérnity same network. He. figured : that. ber.. MeGée's- closet—which is. an: his: guns—that.
-ward;. all|rieatly. interlaced: in’ tin-. ‘there’s no” sense.: in: ‘trying. to. top -alphabéticall¥ ‘compartmentalized: Right—and everitually wins the. an: | of. tv’s -excursions. into. comedy,
gel: and .blue. ribbon--enough” ‘to ‘a '.good. thing. : Whether. what: goes / work. apron. A: proficient eye-roller, gry: mob. back “with an “appeal . to; “Honeymooners.” will do periodic”
‘duty for:the Gleason-Carney. resustain a daytime. soaper. for’ a.six- -at ‘night, ‘after Tk 15. p.m., ‘also goes } ‘he. Tunis : the’ risk..of: making. “too ‘Teason and fair. play. .:.
Only. ‘Egan’s ‘foil—Ryan’* ‘O'Neal }unions; “with ‘Sue. Ann Langdon, a
‘month period: -Out ‘of it: emerged +":‘at:2: p.m, remains. to--be ‘seen. Just. -Mmuch use -of the’ talent,oS
the.-“larger ‘drama”—of° the: Greek’ ‘the same: the. new Merv. Griffin e+. Situation:. in‘ the«: opener: had ; of. the -regular.¢ast—is. at all ‘con-; regular on the new series, suitably
ensconced
in’ the ex-Audrey
- woman with a rheumatic | “heart hour is. not a ‘bad. ‘show,
: Dickeris: (Astin)appointed foreman ‘| cerned -about:-the price of justice.
doonied:.
die”.
childbirth, 1
to Garrett: Enterprises Inc... ‘Other Meadows role‘ as. Alice the wife.)
-pro-tem:
of
the’
carpentry:
crew
with
‘-On opening: day,. Monday -wD,
‘through°be
chich
auestar. “Viveca:
If the: musical Jampoon: on “Un‘the: initial: -task- of : firing. Fenster’ -thembers. of' the family: corporation, |
“<:Lindfors suffer ed with, all the cor--+} Grittin: showed a disposition: once (Ingels): . ’He argued ‘his--buddy’s. Anne” ‘Seymour ©and Terry. -Moore, touchables” (dubbed “The Re-‘more
to
‘be
slightly
‘oversolicitous
“ect. thespie™ nuances.. :“ The: ‘Script.
ease :so. well- that -he not ‘only. won trust: the wisdom. of. their general j touchables”). and with Gleason. as
_ licenses’ (one. could: almost) lose and’ traditionally “show ‘biz”’ in: ‘his his' job back, but turned: him into manager’ and ‘take the’ crisis: phil-| “Eliot: Flesh.” left a “lot -to be
“approach:
.to
interviews:
.
For.
.@xOr: ‘maybe like the iia and’ consumed. too -much
--” eount’. of -errots, “smal. and. large; ample,’ -in* his: .‘adlib. ‘(everything the ‘only:. other. candidate’ for. the. osophically.
the-digressions front: normal: TUse
it. was. important to -the
‘foremaiship, That's: where it was viewer: whose .‘involvement. in’ the|:time,
“presumably.
“will
be
adlib
on:
-the
.
léft:at the. finish. “There were.a- lot|.conflict: ‘is. “compromised by. -the |.preem ‘performance if only forthe
Ae behavior. -patterns:). |
show)
talk’
with’
“comedian
Shelley.
_-._Brodkin- brought. to.it ail the- ex-|‘Berman, with singer Patricé Mun- of weak gags:thatwere only for the:| vastness of the. ranch. and ‘the -oil few -moments. which demonstrated
“acting production ‘finesse one. would
they: figure. what's an-1 ‘that Gleason: hasn’ t lost the toueh:;
Sel and. ‘with ‘authoress- ‘Adela. -Rog- laughtrack to: ‘enjoy but,: -Happily, ‘derricks,
expect. - ‘Unfortunately.’ he :.also:
enough:‘solid ‘lines and visual ‘busi-: other’ million more or less?.. It's; -For. here: the ‘inimitable: rhy thmie
-ers’
St.
John,
-he-went
-in
‘a°
little.
= brought “to ‘it’ the: stuff-.of* which |‘|heavily with: ‘that. bit ‘about “how ness to “make. At.a ‘thoroughly satis- ‘hard .to -WOITY: about: the present; !tricks: and. mimicry were in full :
os
soaper's are amadeé. |
a Rose.
« |and’ future’ income ‘of.:a fantily as play’ with Gleason as the foil- guy“great” thev-“all: are.: But -apart fying. outing:
In Emmaline ‘Hénry,. who. ‘plays loaded’ ‘as: the: Garretts, -and: it. does} for the. moll Blance Latouclhie (Miss
‘| from. this” -idiosyneracy,” which can
well - afford. Langdon - (who, to illustrate the
:’f-he: annoying, Griffin ‘comés. closé ‘Dickens’. “attractive, . . patient.. and. seem that. they:.can.:
NISTER ED |
-sensible wife,“ the; boys” shave-an: benevolence,’ which presents a.cer-; Seriousness of.’ Gleason's: writer
‘to
‘being
-as
~pleasant
as..
any:
tv.
Hines...
‘Connie:
'
“Young;
“With Alan.
excellent -foil. who. ‘fias. comic: ‘Capa- |: fain: haridicap to the. script writers. |probléms): turned out to be none.
“Larry. Keating, ; Edna° -Skinner, + host around... There? Sé ‘something
“Les: m, other- than the gang. leader..
| about:-his ease. and. “self-effacement . bilities . herself. ‘Good ‘production _
Richard -Déacon::
The “Joe the Bartender” bit.‘was _
} that’ smacks.-of Garry - Moore, :and and: a- promising. ‘investment: for
oe “Exec. Producer: Al. Simon’
“| enhanced:
by ‘Frank
‘Fontaine's —
BEVERLY. ‘HILLBILLIES | E
P&G and il Producto.
’ Les.
” Producer-Director:. Arthur Lubin. that's, ‘pretty. good:.
‘With’ Buddy ‘Ebsen, “Irene ‘Ryan, Cc razy Googenham portrayal
‘Writers: ‘Ben. Starr, Bob. ‘O'Brien o“fo:
Being.a singer. ‘and. pianist. nimi: |
Donna :‘ Douglas, Max Baer, . Bea: etched in Grade A Foritaine. As a
80 Mins;,“Thurs:; 4:30 ‘Pan:
self: “Griffin :“has * an - affinity for |.M AKE’:A FACE. Benadaret,: R a y.mon da.Bailey, regular.on the show, e's an im-‘STUDEBAKER.-.J music~ ‘and;. as. he. has- explained, With Bob Clayton: ‘olliers
| portant |‘asset.
- others
"
«SEBS EY, from. H'wood. (film)
There
have
been
funnier.
“2-P he intends stressing it,on_his‘cross- Producer: Art. ‘Baer
Bkee. Producer: AL Simon
i}“Honey mooners”
“(D’AFcy’ Adirtisizig. Co. )
‘segments:
Yet
"|-the-border. Actually. the. ‘stress. ‘on ‘Director:: ‘Lioyd: Gross :
1. Producer: ‘Paul Henning:
_—there’s “no denying that having
“ehre. _Ed” has. ‘aunched® ‘its ‘third: .the initialér;wasn't:.any stronger 30: ‘Mins.; Sat:, 11. am,
‘| Director: Ralph Levy
-- { Gleason- and “Carney back in
‘season.’ “and - first “in. the - exalted -than- it ‘might: normally: be: on “To-. PARTICIPATIN G_,
¢ | Writer: Henning: -~ |
™ tandem is cause -for celebration,
:Yealm of-prime .time: “The. com- ‘night,” another show. he’s: emceed WABC-TV, NYS
130° Mins:; Wed., -9.:p.m.‘There’ was. a. fetching midway per"petition will be: keener. ‘up: ‘in. the| on an. irregular: basis. :Peter’ Nero|: ‘In ‘these days’. ofbetter pfogram- KELLOGG, R. J ‘REYNOLDS:
| formance’ by the: Newton Bros: inrarefied ‘air: -but.. “Ed? probably -tinkled the kevs’ ‘fora slight. inter- ‘ming ‘for’ ‘kids; both on: the -network.
_ has built Mp, the following to.‘hold ‘lude: In future: Wweeks; Griffin: will and -“jocal:: Jévels, - “Make. A’: Face,” | BS (Leo “Burnett: “Esty?
: _. | strumentalists with .an assist from.
2 ‘the June Taylor Dancers.on “Love:
‘trv ‘and ‘Pevive' sa --big band. sound: a mew ABC-TV; Saturday: ‘morning. |° ’ “Ever since, ‘months. back, CBS-TV?
~-its cown.
oF:
“Makes the: World Go‘Round.”
|
outing’ “haa _by-importing; “each: for a one “week- entry séems.a bit :dated.. The half-. ‘latched. on. “to. “Beverly. Hillbillies” i.
Sedson’ Ss. : maiden
Even the’ show’s ‘old theme. inpees bopped. on - the.. ‘bean with: a -Stand,. the Duke Ellingtons. Count. hour” ‘was. short!on fun: and. all the asa new. ‘half-hour. ‘comedy: series {
Rose. |
“7 ure “of? -the- ‘merchandise: :“pr izes: ‘for the °62-'63 Semester, a network-.].l revi al, sounded ood.
-igarrot -pail; “resulting ‘in’ loss: of -Basies, et al.-“memory until: nicked" on the: noggin }. There's .a. ganiek:: ‘quality:about couldn’ t Hide its for‘mat...
propelled enthusiasm ‘for ‘the: ‘pro-].
- The. Saturday’: ‘morning, entty is a ‘gram. -had~ been gaining” unbeliev- 000. 000° and moving to-‘Bevhills,
‘is with:
a second. time: “Ine between. bumps. ‘this ” show, * just’ as. ‘there: *
. there were some’ zany shetianigans: ‘Tonight, .Pedple on.if’ are. likely. Kidv ersion of the game of the. same. ‘able. momentum. - ‘To. hear’ ‘them. ‘with just’ enough of a.“teaser’ ~at
-." involving. Ed’s. owner, Alan ‘Young; .to-say- things: that are nrilaly ‘ ‘out.” title whieh had-‘an- ABC-TV. ‘day- Fave about it. this was: ‘one that the. signoff: to tip “subsequent: in~ and his .attempts: ‘to. secure’ the For. instance:: Berman's: succession. time .? run: . Sametime. ago.
“Bob | just’ ‘couldi't miss. jas. the’ eoniedy. ‘stallments’ on--their behavior pat.
services of a: veterinarian. : -If: you: “of:, ‘softly-‘told: alithbs” - had: a| Clayton: is okay. as emcee... He han-. click of the’ season: One can. ‘only | tern: ‘Unfortunately, it was written
- think. that’seasy,. try. calling. one religious ":. “pase: “The " ¢oinedian: dles, the kids. well! ‘and ‘the: ‘young: |-suspect': that. .CBS. ‘either fell. in and play ed—just, as tritely and’
./- sometimes and. telling him to-rush catried his:-jokes off*welt, but. Sters, biushed, -‘bright: and. -clean, ‘Jove with a title or ‘began. ‘to be-. badly as it’ sounds. involsing,”
"over. to’ ‘treat. vour. horsey .. who!s:[-wisely, and ‘the ‘same. time teasing- were .appealing: “The lus aspects, lieve ‘the laugh: track. For. the un- among. others, ‘such unfortunates
mt: Just suffered..aninesia. ‘| lyy felling viewers: not ‘to take: him though, end there,” a
‘| mistakable ‘truth: is that “Beverly. ‘as ‘Buddy .Ebsen, Irene Ryan, Max
Young ‘¥anks: with. Donald. CyCon-: Seriously’ by: writing ‘complaints’ to --The ‘gate’ pits two" contestants: ;Hillbillies,” “Episode One; was pain- “Baer: and” Raymond Bailey.
against
-one
another,.
: There “are ful’ to. sit”, through. It was: as.imAt no time does it give the
nor.as’ an’ all-time.-great, in. tlie. the’ Network. “Another- thing. there.
‘art/of conversing with animals, He were ev en. ‘uncénciousiV offbeat— rotating: images: and. calling the’ cor- ‘probable. and”. impossible . as: the. AY‘jewer credit for even a smattering
of intelligerice. ‘The lines were as.
makes-. what’. mitst. be ‘a difficult’ ‘offcolor, | if. one. - préfers—adlibs rect: numbers: are. ‘the. ‘key. .to form- ‘eharacters who ‘people it!
task “look”. easy, .. and... extracts ..a: ‘about™ constipation. -The.. audience ing. a face. ‘When that is: done,. ‘a. ‘It's ‘strictly out-of: -Dogpatch. and|-cliche-ridden as the situations were
oh ” Inaximum.:° Of fur: frony -his “chore. ‘| -laughed:...even ‘at-. one. accidental section. of a. wik:: “ persoriality:. ‘is’ Lr Abner, minus: the. virtues of the|obvious. ‘The virtue of an Al Capp.
>? The other regulars—Cohinie Hinés,|-mating - of: “phrases: that. Griffin: Shown" On: the: screen: and: ‘the ‘real “AL ‘Cappisms. “What. is©“described ‘fs. that he ¢an caricature with kindsarry Keating ‘and .Edna. Skinner=— himself ‘didn't perceive...
-| guessing ‘begins::. It’s.a. tiresome ‘as’ a “farcical situation”..found: a- -ness, “with: subtle’ irony. In’ this
‘were amiable. and: effective.. Rich- However mild—and.. ite:‘Was. mild. format for. half -an. hour ‘and kids. ‘family -of-" Ozark: : ‘mountaineers: “new: CBS -creation,. even.‘the hill‘.ard “Deacon scored: ‘comile.-Teaction. | Monday-—the ‘unexpected. can only. ‘probably ~<are:“wiggling before’ the: “striking oll in the front yard, dis- billies should take umbrage.
boints as a: dubious, vet... Tube.
Rose,
Here. . posing ‘of the property: . for $25,vl
help’thsstanza; wets
Areae 30 minutes: ‘are done.
PARTICIPATING
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"THE PHILADELPHIA EVENING: |
BULLETIN— SEPTEMBER 25:
i

“CBS Jast night aired a-splendid filmed
répart of the Girl Scouts’ 50th Anniversary” Roundup held last July at Button Bay,

Vermont

» +. All the make-believe. show business
. tan contrive. cannot duplicate the warm

glow which intelligently handled film. reporting such as this can project.”
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“AND NOW: FROM. BOB DREW ASSOCIATES,
“PRODUCERS OF“THE ROAD TO BUTTON BAY” f

The tension andtriumph ofhighschool football...

setup,”. Bill Stein, President, THE TOUCHDOWN CLUB.
Here’ 'Swhat!aspecial preview audience of football experts “My: warmest: ‘compliments to Bob Drew Associates: for
-presenting such an.absorbing lesson in human psychology
had,to.sayy.
co
rk wonderful new: technique offilming. Felt. as/if.} had: and character: The picture is a:masterpiece of technical
| been. personally involved in all the preparations for. the at, "tL.Robert Kriendler.
waa gripping ‘insight into: the kids and coaches at off.
_ game .and as if} personally had been. playing the game.”
EH. Moslet, Sty Chainman of the: Board,: The Mosler quent ‘moments, The technique covers .an interesting
- emotional landscape down there in' Miami.” James Kelly,
“Safe Co. PO
:
S
Lt
Compton
Advertising, Inc.
carr , reality: at its best.eee. this i
is life and thisis.the way:
v
it
is; not: only.in these. particular high. schools butini each © To.see-and discuss. the network availability of “The Big’
one: throughout America.” Cliff, Montgomery, McGraw- Game" ‘and ‘other Drew: Associates: full-hour television

Hill: ‘PublishingCo.
programs, callBill Arnold, Time- ‘Life Broadcast, LL
“Enjoyed it immensely, especially since | went. through: ©

“allthe trialsand tribulations therein, Really.a true-to-life:
.

6-4205,

“NewYor,”TIME-LIFE BROADCAST, INC.

:
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‘TELEVISION REVIEWS.

ANDY WILLIAMS SHOW |

W.th

Pegey Lee, George

New Christy Minstrels

Wednesdays October 3,1962

- feb: ‘SULLIVAN. ‘SHOW:

‘DAVID “BRINKLEY’S JOURNAL -THE)DANNY:

oa

Gobel, With Eddie Fisher, Jack. a Paula ‘Producer: ‘Ted Yates”...

=

|

Carter, Al Hirt,. Leo Bassi,. Hugh

THOMAS SHOW”: | DICK VAN DYKE SHOW.
| With: Marjorie: Lord, Rusty Hamer, With. Rose Marie; Morey ‘Anstes: _

‘Director: :‘Frank ‘Slingland.”

__ Angela_ Cartwright, Sid: Melton,
-Pat Carroll
:

‘Exee ‘Producers: Bud-Yorkin,: Nor}
7 kambert Dancers;: Sonny. Liston, ‘Writer: Brinkley -

‘ dam,. Mary Tyler ‘Moore, ‘Larry 7
Mathews, Richard: Deacon, Jerry

ot “others.
:
4-60 Mins., Monday. 1), 10 P:im.
man Lear
ot Exec Producer? Sheldon: Leonard
-Parism,”.Ann.-Morgan Guilbert,. ...| PITTSBURGH. ‘PLATE. “GLASS, Producers: ‘Charles: Stewart, Jack| - .. Jane Dulo; Geraldine Wail,, Jerry
2 ‘Producer: Bob Precht
Producer: Bob ‘Finkel
:}-Direetor: ‘Tim. Kiley; others
: DOUGLAS | FIR. | ne
Director: Bob “Scheerer
Elinson.
‘Hausner, Frank |Adamo « ‘
“) NBC-EV. (film, “eolor):
‘Writers: Mort Green, Bill Persky; | Writer: Buddy Arnold *..
“| Producer: ‘Carl :‘Reiner
Je
ae|.Director: Leonard”
7
60 -Mins., Sun.. 8 p.m.
-.;
Sam Denhoff, James “Murray
*| Director: John “Rich, :‘others
‘| Writers:. Stewart, ‘Elinson,
“|
- (Maxon; Cole. & Weber)”:
| REVLON, KENT, FILLSBURY
.Musie: Collin Romoff.
| Writers: Reiner, othdrs...
*
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‘Radioand International Broadcastin igStations.Our Foster and Kleiser Outdoor Division, turns to itscommunity

“responsibilities in similar fashion by:providin g:
anextensive number of:poster:panels andpairited bulletins each
. yearfor vital.publicservice campaigns throughout California; ‘Washington arid Oregon.Metromedia, a diversified

| communications company, dedicated toa“quality operations” philosophy, ptesents the.finest iin entertainment,
“information and:éducation to:peoplelivin8inan area coveringtwo-thirds oftheworld,METROME DIA
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. Broadway from 20%h Century Fox in:
‘FOR. HEAVENS SAKE-—starring
Clifton Webb, Joan. Bennett, and Robert Cummings.

‘CHICKEN EVERY SUNDAY-Starring. Dan Dailey
‘and Celeste Holm, and many more top hits contained
in Volume. a's40 great “Fitms: of the 50's.”

a

.

me

a Broadway from Warner Bros. iins.

THE PAJAMA GAME-~starring

:

Doris Day, John Raitt and Carol Haney
a THE |BAD. SEED-starring

ae Nanicy Kelly, Patty. McCormack, ‘and-Elleen Heckart

="'NO TIME. FOR: SERGEANTS=starring
*. Andy Griffith, Nick Adams, and Myron: McCormick
and many: more: top-hits contained in
“Volume 5's.53 great “Films of the: 50's.”

{AND.... SUSPENSE. .. COMEDY... SCIENCE FICTION:...
ACTION...DRAMA...
A,
ar rege ‘s

7

Seven Arts.Voluries 4 &. 5 ‘have. everything—
everything to.please your ‘audiences—top stars—
top:stories—top’ directors—they’ reall in Seven Arts’

7

oe

F

“ “Films of the:50's”
s”“Money Makers of the 60’s”
N available from Seven Arts.
Volumes 4& 5 now

. |.SEVEN ARTS |
1 ASSOCIATED [|
A ‘SUBSIDIARY OF SEVEN ARTS: PRODUCTIONS, LTO:
“+32 NEWLYORK: 270 Park Averiue:

a

A
- PahBoone,TerryMoore:

“a aa

Ty
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KISS. THEM. FOR.ME. ~AUNTIE. MAME “= |. DAMN-YANKEES.

Cary. Grant,

f

Jayne: Mansfelda
a.

yas
Wer’
1

~ Rosalind Russell,

Teb- Hunter, Gwen Verdon,

~ ForrestTucker,PeayCass - Ray. Walston oe

‘YUkon 6-1717

CHICAGO: 8922.DN. taCrosse (P.0.-Box 613), Skokie, III.”
Ofchard-4-5105

“DALLAS: 5641 Charlestowi‘Dr

ADams

9:2858.

LOS ANGELES: aoe Ree eetDiiie. ‘STote 68276

& TORONTO, ONTARIO: u Adelaide: St.West « EMpire 47193

For listof TV-stations programming Seven Arts’ “Films of
y Ahe50's” see Third-Cover SRDS (Spot
TV-Rates‘and Data)
Undividuatfeature prices upon request.
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Monaco’g:Tne TV Fest . 1
: Monte.Carlo’s. third. Interna-

ng |
Tax-Paying Set &RatingsGoHa

‘TWRatioae i

: tional. Television. Festival. has - PS
“been slated for. Jan, 10 through. - |:
219 next: year’:in Monaco with. invites going. out::to: tv. folks. |
throughout the ‘world (15: countries ‘took part. last year)..:
“A change ‘in regulations this wf ‘Dick. Pack, Westinghouse ‘Broadcasting’ Co. . p.“fn:charge ‘of. program:
+. year will. -permit’ -programs: a ming, leaves; Oct..-I13 for Far East: (Japan, Hong’ ‘Kong, ‘Fhailand, ‘etc.) "‘aired during the ’62 calendar’: ’ in connection:w ith expansion ‘of. WBC. news operation ‘;. «Quincy Howe .
BILL GREELEY
TL
year. from Jan. 1 to Dec: 31-to’
“Joins the roster of WNEW ‘Radio commentators: with daily assignments:
“be submitted. (last year's, dead=*
WW hen ‘ter sinrt to slice. ap the |
in: various new scasts. throughout. the. day: . “Marvin ‘Shapiro, :formerly:
. _ line was Dec, 15).tv audience, thes: talk about °mass fF.
“a BBDO ©‘time’ buyer, joins; “WABC-TVa §. an “Account..exec™.:.: . Carol."
‘Gold -Nympfi -AW ards. will” Teitel set for a ‘role. in. “The Eternal Light” ©on: NBC-TV. ‘Oct: 7:
viewers, the ‘selective quintile, ego}
London, Oct: 2.
heads or the minority; or the youn if Gene. David: for 14 years art, ‘ai. -be presentéd for the .best.per=°_ Joining the: latest craze. in the way. of:‘publications;: “ABC-TV: has’ issued...
homemakers who have, the buying ‘rector of the’ American edition of]: forman¢e by -an actor: and ac=""T its-own “coloring: book”. plugging’ its.-current .primetime. shows With
{ tress,” best direction, best.’ | cartoons and doggerel
power and so on.
But Max: Bahz-: Good - Housekeeping, has - joined
. Robert Robbins. has Robert. Goulet; Siie. Lyon; haf, -ad- director of Arnistrong Cork ‘Smith-Warden Ltd. here.as art - Seript,: ‘best: ‘kid: show: and: ‘best. + Charles Boyer, Susan. Hayward. arid.Maximillian Schell on: “his “Assign-.
saysche’s most interested in-an-un-t consultant
. First“ national .ad--} cultural. historical or scientific’ ¢ ment Hollywood” ‘Show this. week«.. . Clark ‘Tyler and. Neil Pultz, ‘writer ~
untiumnpet ied ses ament . of |
sung,
_Vertiser’ to tse-.a Welsh -‘language | show. in its: contribution: to in-- | and--chfef: engineer: for. ABC Radio's. “Flair,” ‘have “teamed:on a new
ternational understanding, ©
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aE ANDY:“GRIFFITH SHOW” ‘DENNIS: THE. ‘MENACE:
VOICE. OF:‘FIRESTONE:
;
“Chuck ~ Conitiors, - Johany. With: Ronny. ‘Howard; Don Knotts, | With Jay. North, ‘Gale Gordon, ‘Her-. With |Cesare Siepi, “Rise Stevens,
Farley, | - ’ Crawford, Paul Fix, Vito Scotti,
| “Frances Bavier,. Karl. Swenson .
bert:. Anderson; Gloria:..-Henry;|‘ Mischa Elman, Sally ‘Ann Howes, .

ARMSTRONG CIRCLE. THEATRE :THE RIFLEMAN™
(The Cross and the Dragon) ©

With
Sab

| With

James. ‘Daly, Duke
Shimono, . Alek .. Primrose, |

Viraj ‘Amonsin,” Khigh

Dheigh,

Chao-Li °

Producer: Robert Costello
Director: ‘William, Corrigan:
Writer: Robert: Crean. —
‘$0 Mins.: Wed: 10 p.nl.
ARMSTRONG CORK:

Tony
Kosa;.- ‘Pepe - ‘Hern, Sara ‘Producer:: Aaron Ruben.
*:,
Sara.:. Seegar, | Cherylene. Lee, |: . Arthur - Fiedler; -Hugh . James,
f- . Jeannie Russell, ‘Robert. John |’ announcer
|_
“Taft, Enid: Jaynes, Alex Montoya: ‘Director: Bob Sweeney:
| Producers:’ Jules. ‘Levy,. _ Arthur Writers: Ray. Allen Saffian, Harvey “Pittmann; Arthur Wong, ‘Billy ‘Producer: Frederick. Heider
Bullock
Booth, others’ 2. .—
Director: Lee: TredanariGardner, Arnold Laven
—~ |

_| 30°-Mins:;. Mon: 9:30. p.m,”
‘TGENERAL -FOODS| CBS-TV. (film)

Writer: Robert. Culp.
130 Mins., Mon:; 8:30. p.m.

“. 5

one
at

“Producer: Winston: O'Keefe: |

>E Writer: Alan ‘Hirshberg
{30 “Mins.; Sun., 10. Pm.
FIRESTONE .
| Writer: Budd. Grossman
coe"
€Bénton & Bowles)
ABC-TV, from N.Y.:
“
- PROCTER: & ‘GAMBLE
“| 30. Mins., Sun.; |7::30: p.m.
;
(Sweeney: &. James): Andy. ~ Griffith. “Show” ‘KELLOGG, ‘BEST FOODS.
ABC-TV (film) °
“The
CBS-TV (tape)
*.'} moved" ‘into ‘its “third season on: CBS-TV (film).
ii “Voice. of Firestone,”: “which has:
(Benton. &. Bowles)
(BBD ‘&. 0}
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TY Wednesday with a typical news- ‘season, is solving. the problem: ‘of ‘which | conveys.. a’ nice’ balance: of.. Gems.”
‘season.. ‘on - CBS-TV,, ‘instead : ‘of. back. last:.Sunday.’ ‘night (30) on.
‘drama, this one concerning the lack: putting an’ hour-long: hoss opera -| humor:.and seriousness, to make: it J. growing : sturdier. with. age. seems -ABC-TV- aS’ one -of: the. few: remain-.
of rel izious ‘liberty ‘in. Red. China.. into a half hour: Solution is. simple. ‘a fast -and. right, ‘half hour.“.fto have: become weaker, judging ing. waterholes -of -.cuiture. on--tv.parts’. with:
Titled. “The Cross and: the Dra-. Split ‘the yarn into’ two’
“TAS. before, this’ show. is- presenting’
one week. and” . On: the. opening ‘seg,.'Griffith’sS| from Sunday’s’ (30) preem.
done’
half
first.
the
gon," ‘ the hour dealt with the fate
‘Part: of. ‘the fun. and charm of some of the. ‘top’ longhair: ‘performThat }‘son, :who’s ‘played. by Ronny: Howweek.’
g"
followin
the
two
‘part
of Bishop James. Edward ‘Walsh,
-ard,: ‘is. suspected .by“ his -Pa. -and:|';
.previous - outings -was: the. ‘disorder, ers: in’ a. sétting that is as. broad.
was the’ technique « ‘used - “on «. the.
} Pop's. -deputy, ‘played ..by” Don. | of: ‘the. adult ‘world’ ‘compared ‘to: ‘in its. appeal: as ‘good: music can.
ea Catholic missionary in, ‘Shanghai, |
“Ftersely.
titled
“Waste,”
the
initialer
. “Knotts; of carrying- his ‘iImagina- | the ‘kid. world -6f Dennis. *In- his -achieve..”:*
imprisoned
and hounded ' -by’. the
.
|
|:
‘for this film: series: 762-63" ‘bow.
‘tion: ‘too. ‘far -‘“when-: the: boy an- fencing. “with... Mr.-- Wilson,
Chinese commissars.- Teleplay by
now | The’: préem. ‘stanza: was.produced.
Authored:
“by.
Robert.
Culp,.
‘the:
nounces: he’s found: a frierid ‘in the . played by Gale Gordon, Jay: North’ -With) flawless: taste; -The: settings.
Robert. Crean hammered at. the|.
obviaus, using: stock characters. for. script: Was a suspenseful | tale. of woods -wha weais a silver hat, has -as- Dennis many ‘times. tiade ‘more. -were rich. and. varied, the. performhow:
Fancher
McCain,
“his
young.
12 .extra hands -.and ‘blows. smoke:} ;
the depiction of. the Chinese: Com=sense. It was then that. the mis-- ers -were. topnotch: and. ‘the. music.
munists, -and many cliched. “situa- -gson. and: a‘ ‘federal: ‘iarshal.: were through. . his ears.’ Afier ‘some light-|. ‘chief .and adventurers of ‘Dennis. Struck “at. attractive: balance:bez:
} captured: by. Mexican: ‘bandits while ‘moments.’ on. the subject, “Griffith
tions:
drew chuckles for the fun was ‘well | tween the -classical: and the -popuexploring a deserted. town.’ Direc-: ‘decides ...the qnatter .“Is ‘worthy | of.
lar. :Whether'or-not this show ever
: ‘grounded: .
For all “Its weaknesses as drama,
‘tor Joseph ‘H. ‘Lewis |‘guided .the MOE e ‘ser jous.. ‘consideration | after ‘attains those ‘fanéy rating. figures,’
it did- have impact before the. hour
What
happéned
‘in,
the’:
‘preein.
tale with a flair for tension and the: ‘his .son’ ‘brings . ‘home. ‘a-|-quarter
|:
it: fills -a definite. audience need.-.
drew to.a close. -The impact’ may
east’s, performances. reflected his which the. man in the: woods Bave ‘episode: of the new’ -season: would.
chave.. made’ thé’ Dennis. of cartoon [-..:: Program. of the ‘kickoff: included.
have been more. in terms of -a prop-: touch. ‘Finale. of Part. I* had. -the
aganda rather than: drama, but nev-. -rancher: turning: the. tables. on ‘his }\-him::- | fame _blush. Scripter Budd. Gross-: “Cesare Siepi’s rendition of an aria.
As: it”‘turns. out; ‘there’ actualiy
man.:: made: the kid .act.-‘like: an. from” “Don. Giovanni’: and Rise.
ertheless the piling of injustice on.
‘guard,
‘but
things.
Were
ominous
‘is- such. a; ‘Man.: ‘He’s” ‘a. telephone
top of injustice had ‘‘to. register. . since thé rest. ‘of the outlaws. were ineman. who Wears a steel” hat,.. ‘adult for .a: good: part: of ‘the: ‘outing. Stevens. doing a’. seléction : from:
It’s a pity” that -“Armstrong ‘Circle }:closing: in. to “recapture ° the -trio.:
‘—-colirting. a cite™Chinese girl. “Samson & Delilah. .” Also in the.
-refers ta his tools_as ‘‘extra. hands”
‘longhair ‘vein, "venerable, violinist.
Theatre.” one ‘of the. few. drama- |.How it.all turned out will be.
= seen. ‘and does a trick for ‘the: boy ‘using| The whole ‘thing seemed precious|‘Mischa. Elian. ‘contributed’ ‘a:Mas-.
doe umentary formats left. -in: netand
°
absurd,
-with
:the'
chuckles
as.
next week,
: | thé ‘smoke -bit.. Ray. Allen .Saffiansenet. piéce: while Arthur. Fiedler.
“work tv, didn’t translate this topi- |:
“Land: Harvey -Bullock’s. ‘script was’ bare as. ‘the: Script’ insight ‘into:al batoned. the. -studio.symph. in a
kid?
's
world.
cal themes to high drama.
again:
“scored
‘as
the
clever and ‘had some nice touches. |
Stories title .role.
glistening” orchestral. piece... ‘In. the
such as that of Father Walsh war- laconic,
‘frontiersman. mi Likewise. Bob Sweeney’ s direction | - -Cherylene -‘hee: as. the - ‘Chinese
“fearless
ran{ more than w as offered - -Wed-. Johnny. “Crawford: is good as.<his-| which: kept. things moving well: and. girl | was, fetching. ©:Sara .Séegar “popular~ vein,’ Sally. “Ann:: Howes..
1 making her debut.-as. Mrs. . Wilson - charmed: with. a-showtune medley;
nesday night.
son who: inevitably ~~accompanies -had some nice: bits interwoven...
including: :“Almost.. Like Falling
James Daly portraying. Father ‘him’ on. his varied © thissions while |... ” Griffith. isa strong. actor. who. ‘seemed. ‘warm. and affectionate, a Love”. and :‘‘Easy: To Love.”. Finale’
“good
counterpoint:
to
‘Gale.
Gordon,
:
performinspired
an
Paul
Fix,:a3.
the
‘marshal,
had.
little’.
gave
displays.
an
equal
capacity
for.
|
both.
“Walsh
featured.- the. ‘guest.. stars’ ‘and .a:
ance, overcoming. the. many limit- ‘to do. in this «stanza aside ‘from. eomedy. and. heavier going. His. as Mr. Wilson.’ Herbert. Anderson’ massed - assemblage. of dancers * in
and
Gloria
Henry.
‘as:
the
‘patient’
|
welling
Daly,
script:
looking:
uncomfortable
while
bur:
the
‘cracker
twang
‘and.
mugging
are
of
ations
‘an attractive production, number
the commissars off for debasing ‘ded. from the: neck ‘down:.
not. overdone. and: ‘therefore. score parents - Of:-.Jay:- ‘North.’ (Dennis): | framed :around “I Love You" and:
his church, was first-rate. He lent
Competent support. was: provided’ as .solid assets. : Knotts, is a very ‘Handled: themselves ‘in their usual, “Shall. We Dance:” §
|
y- |Pro: fashion... Charles Barton..mandignity, warmth, humor and strokes by Vito. Scotti as..the -toothsome. |.
It was a well-paced, ‘consistently
1
aged
the:
directorial
.chores.--com-.|
role.
his.
to
heroism:
bandit.
-chieftain
whose.
colleagues.
and
of tragedy
appealing stanza. .
Herm, ~
.
Horo, a
‘The two. heavies, Khigh. Dheigh. ‘included Tony-- Rosa, ° Pepe. Hern. handled: ‘comic,"details. He's a ral. petently.
their
in
‘light
throughout.”
Howard
is
right
|::
and
Alex
Montoya.
Sarah
Taft
ably:
delivered
and Chao-Li,
:
=
ROY” -ROGERS.DALE. “EVAN s
‘ptock evil Communist. menace roles. portrayed .a menacing old ‘woman and. effective as. -Griffith’s, son ‘and. ‘TELEPOLL
With .Ron’. Cochran; Dr ‘Solomon: 2 ‘SHOW:
Duke Farley lent . warmth - “and while Enid. Jaynes: brought a sexy | Frances ' Bavier. is fine as: the. ‘boy’s..
“Dutka,
others.
aunt..
On:
fhe.
opener
Karl
-Swen|
quality.
to’.aMexican
‘peasant’
girl.
<P With: Cliff. Arauette,: Pat ‘Brady. &
humor io his: role as Father Lally.
Schwartz's. . camerawork -son ‘played. the .mystical. friend .in. Producer: Larry - Johnson.
| ° Sons: ofthe Pioneers, Mello-Men"
-Viraj Amonsin. ‘as the opportunistic. ‘Howard
‘the: ‘woods. ‘with smooth. Sffective: ‘Director: ‘Roger: ‘Shope ~
-: Dodie, Debbie, .Dusty: &: ‘Sandy ;
(Chinese priest was eredible, as was helped ’-put’ the characterizations
of ‘30..Mins., Sun... 7 p.m. . <1
Rogers...
his. counterpart: Sab Shimono,: por-. ‘into ‘sharp focus. with-his varied ess:
-Préduction
values” were ‘ gure;- -PARTICIPATING
vole.
Doug ‘Producer-Director: Bob: ‘Hlenry-.
;
traying the ‘Chinese -priest who -atigled closetps.
.|Writers:. Borden ©Chase. . Elen:
Procter & Gamble. is bankrolling under the’ guidance of.” Aaron: WABC-TV, ‘New’ York...
stuck to his beliefs: A dramatic
| Ruben...“The Andy Griffith” show :: “Telepoll”’ is a public’‘opinion | "Packard. -Stan. Davis;: Bob Henry”
dialogue ° between a priest. ‘and a this ‘Series. off the Four Star belt
shapes up as.a. fine ‘entry in- the. program given. its first'ride on Can- | Musical ~ Director: Ralph: Car:
commissar. could be an electric oc- line on- belialf of. such. ‘products: ag. family: sweepstakes _ and ‘should. ‘adian tv and. imported: to. the. States le
-michael
=
|Tide detergent, Zest.soap and Prell
casion; it ‘wasn’t: realized in this
shampoo. -Plugs: are’ almost<as ‘fre- -eontinue -its “Winning ‘ways ‘for. all “this. week. via -WABC-TV, .‘in’ ‘NvY.. ‘60.._Mins., Sat.:9:30 pam.co
- Horo.
synthetic dr. ama.
a
: Kali.’ | Devised.. by. Ted Cott, the ‘half-hour PARTICIPATING:
Gild.. : concerned.
‘quent as.3 the® hopfbeats,
weekly. stanza, it: -Was, in its -first: ABC-TV" (tape): °
- outing. ‘Sunday’ (30), “novel and: it.” -Roy: ‘Rogers ‘and: ‘his. family, switeDISCOVERY "62
i 2]may prove to bea. good way to ‘ex-| Dale and .“kiddies. Dodie, ‘Debbie,
With
Frank
Buxton, * Veronica |$ :
| cite viewers. to. greater interest. in Dusty.- and. Sandy,: :“went. ‘to. the.
Gibson
-.$ |public ‘issues.
Seattle. World's Fair:and ‘took some
-Producer: Selig Alkon
Idea: is simple—a.. variety: of.is: pictures." ‘That’ was--the.- peg of .theDirector: Richard Dunlap.
sues
are
discussed
each.
week,
vand|
epéning: show. of. a series ‘that will:
Writers:
Sal
Stember;
Azine, Ronald Liss’ -_
*,.
1 out. It reminded him of:‘the:-em- |. 1,000 pre-assigned: -- viewers -~ aré- be forniatted. on the. different do-“polled”
for
their
opinions
by:
tele-:,
‘ings ..of. ‘the Rogers. clan: If ‘the.
25 Mins.: Mon.-Fri.,. 4:30 p.m, _ «Voices from the. Past)”
. -barrassing
“nervousness . in. this.
‘phone... Dr. : Solomon.’ Dutka,. of -preem is.an. -indication of what’s’ to:
PARTICIPATING
With Rupert Davies, . Ewen. ‘Solon, youth, when he had :been received |
‘Audits
&:
Surveys’
Inc.;which
will:
‘tome;. the ABC-TV ‘dialers: are:‘in::
ABC-TV, ‘from N.Y.
,~Fay. Compton, .’Charles
Gray, ‘by a high-society dame, similar: to |:
for a run .of: “home -movie'’-styled 3
When FCC chief, Newton Minow | - ‘Catherine ‘Lacey,, Richard: ‘Ver- ‘Isabelle.’ ‘His “brusque |Jack of sen-| ‘do - the: ‘surveying, -.‘said. that the!
;
-Statistics. he’ll supply next. Sunday entertainment...
. blasted television :as:a “vast waste- | hon, Victor - Lucas, Philip How- ‘timent: also. contributed .‘to the
The--‘singing. .“cowpoke and his 7
_| to last’ Sunday’s” questions” willbe
land” early last year, he put
-ard, Nicholas Pennell, - Roger fully-flavored ”ambience. :
‘Supporting -:thesps..were. slickly “no more. than 3%. off what’ they breed ‘are..the: folksy ‘type’ that’ will
Williams, Dervis Ward, :‘Terence
special stress -on’the absence of}
have *‘trouble winning... over “the:
stimulating children’s programs on |. Alexander, ‘Michael Eari, Helen “fitted. to: their parts—and ‘this: is. ‘would: havé “‘been..had. he chosen: to
‘sophisticated’ viewer. ‘The® -hinter-".
network.
television. ..“Discovery”
Shineler,. :: Frederick.
Peisley, another :example of the care taken ‘call. all. of ‘the’ “nearly. 4,000, 000
landers, - however, may:- find” some Nas designed ‘to. fill. this vacuum | Maitland’ Moss:
in ° preplanning:. -Catherine. Lacey, “telephone families” in’ ‘town.
”
‘Issues. raised by the’ preem ‘were identification . here: to" give the *
and, to date, is the ‘only crass-the- Producer: ‘Gerard Glaister
..|.as “the.- artistic - Isabelle, ..Charles.
2
"Gray, as--the . suave ‘nephew:. ‘and -treatment . of © drug ‘addicts- and ‘series: ‘a rating..
. board juv e-slanted tv. show’ on the ‘Writer: Giles. Cooper.
The’ Rogers family’ played: the :
‘punishment...
of
drug...
pushers;
{Fay
Compton,
as:
the
bristling.
and
webs.
50: Mins., Moni,, .9:25. ‘pm.
parts: ‘of ‘typical tourists. as. they:
: | suspicious. Jacquette,, could. hot’be. school. prayers;. .Cuba and armed in- wandered through’ the. ‘wonders of
Preem stanza Monday* 1) in-’BBC-TV.. from: London . :. .
_
|
tervention,
and:
divorce
laws...
Perfaulted..
dicates that this. shew. is ‘making| ‘All the ‘virtues of: this top- grade:
the Seattle: exhibition. viewing the.
The. series, ‘in the overall. charge haps: the: producers wanted to asa. valiant .effort to parlay enter-|‘Simenon. skein were. represented ‘in.
‘sert the. efficacy .of. ‘their. polling Gayway, ‘the. Dupen ‘Fountains and *
of
_Andrew.
‘Osborn.
and
produced
tainment with: education: within ‘this | ‘well-chosen. opener for the
system by. choosing. to review four the ‘Indian : Village’ among: other ©
the limits set by eommercial. con-: ‘return’ set.: Rupert Davies. as. the by: ‘-BBC-TV. in association with
‘distinct
problems. in‘ the. course. of stations. It was. allvery: innocent
siderations. Frank ‘Buxton, host’ of ‘detective. repeated: his smooth ‘im- Winwell- Productions; looked like{one
°30..
minute |period. * -Bat cer- and rather dull: °:.
the series, isa young man “whose ‘personation: in-.. - depth, and the ly ‘to. “hold up: well -for. further
, Worked. into.. the: camera; tour:
‘tainly
‘no.
justice was. done by.such
Glaister’s’ direcevident. enthusiasm about his. ‘job" ‘strength. of. the ‘tales -largely-‘de-. innings: ‘Gerard
were some. ‘songs: ‘by ‘Rogers, ‘Dale
tion
‘ofthis
one
was
slick’
and
sub‘brevity.:to..any.
of
the
four
issues.
helps to create. interest: :in this pends. on: :this -central™ conviction,
- Paul : Schoenstein, ‘a’ “reporter Evans, Pat Brady : &- The Sons -of
stanza. ‘He’s.. getting ‘a nice. assist. chelped’ ‘by. Ewen Solon: as the re-' ‘stantial, and:: Giles. ‘Cooper. “‘dram-.|::
dominated
‘by: the prompting mach- the‘Pioneers and The YMCA Boys’.
from. Veronica Gibson,: who has a liable sidekick,..Lucas, and, briefly, atized the original: by: summarizing | ‘
inery.
of
tv,‘aiegaveof .a-»confused|
Choir of Racine, Wise, and some..
straight man's role of .asking the by Helen ‘Shingler's. ‘éalm-and-col- its; -essentials, and’ not. uttering’ it. and y.cursory.
dope™ addic- folksy comedy by. Cliff. ‘Arquette in.
-Otta:":}
questions.
‘and
pushing...
“Afterwards,
ie
‘dual-role of Charley’ Weaver.:
~ | jected “Madame Maigret. . :-The Gal-: up | with’ side issues, |
‘tion
The: show, which is-a fresh de- lic -«atmésphere was ‘also. cleverly _ |three questions were posed. by, host: ‘and Mrs,- Weaver. : Le
They're -all nice- ‘folks: and. in ‘a:
parture ‘ii: praiseworthy direction, ‘translated, although: it. might- ‘have TELEVISION 1
* | Ron-Cochran; among. them whether
PLAYHOUSE.
stitl is© hindered. ‘somewhat | by a -been helped: by more exterior “es= (Peace w rith. Terror)...
the- “period of .‘penal’ confinement currént. tv. paraphrase -nice: “guys :
self-conserdusly pedantic tone, The: ‘tablishing shots: This_ ‘Segment: was,
for corvicted pushers should ‘be |S
don’t: ‘neressarily finish last..
Gros.:
preem, which explored the animal ‘short. on “them. .
ie ee,
‘, Sheila Manahan,.:‘Toby- Perkins; ‘lengthened. “The-manner of posing:
hospital at the Bronx Zoo, tried to} Show ° “concerned. “thie mysteri-} “,Arthur. Lovegrove, ‘Keith Smith, z the’ -issues ‘differed: ‘in .each. case.:
cram:
if ‘all-:sorts. of ‘facts, and] GUS: death of: 4.-titled ‘ex-diplomat,
, | Lawyer: William-‘Vanden. Heuvel- “ANSWERING. SERVICE.
Statistic. about the. animals and We hich’.aroused the ‘-hush-hush-tend-] .. Billy ‘Milton, ‘Robin. “May, Alister }-gave both sides of a: “brief” tit ‘With: Betty. Furness, ‘gtieats-”
feeding ‘habits. The main ercies Of: the: Quai: @ Orsay, the }* Williamson, : Carl Bernard,. Fred. “was” ‘Just that) ‘on school. pray-. ‘Exec Producer: ‘Arthur: Gross:
‘their
however, ‘deriv ed (from. French~ Foreign Affairs. -headquarfrpact,
“.:'‘Next,
“another. : “reporter, . Producer:.Ted Cott
-.Kitchen;: ‘Carole’ Allen, ‘Edward. ers,
the stanza’s closeup ‘on the: vet's, ters.. “Under -suspicion’ was. the| “Webster ; ee
* Joseph’ ‘Newman, :just’ as bound: as: ‘Director: William: ‘Beal- ea,
tec hniques ancl, if. the episode in i housekeeper. Jacquette. (Fay Comp-: Producer: ‘Quentin: ‘Lawrence.
“| the. first reporter when ‘it? came to: 30. Mins:,..Mon.--Fri., :10: 30: am
which a pair of pliers was removed fon), -who had. been the. corpse's. “Writer: Jacanes Gillies .
. Feoping©with tv. delivery, “gave ‘a |WABC-TV, New York.
fram an altlizator’s, stomach was mistress..and feared” that he: would 60 Mins,, Fri., 9:45: p.m.:
0.
| .] Sketchy portrait; 6f “Cuba. today, }_. This -new -series for ABO-TV's'S.
reminiscent of *‘Ben Casey,” that|matry :Isabelle (Catherine | Lacey), ay Associated “‘TeleVision,” from: Lon- ‘This. set -up. further’ questions.’ ‘in- “New ‘York... key ‘is a remake »‘of ‘a
was an effective way of conveying | an old flame. who had just: buried} . don:
cluding. whether the “magic. town”: | ‘similarly . ' styled.. show. that: Betty:
tlie. intiarmation,
‘Furness: .ran'-‘on-:‘another Gotham.
. her: -hushand. Also -invotved ‘were | .The third regular: drama: ‘skein 1,000 ‘advocated -armed. :intervens|-4
Buxton’s need to. pitch: the’ com: a “nephew ‘(Charles:: Gray), ‘Who ‘on the commercial. web-was drop-. tion:
Three. questiors were: asked ‘outlet -under ‘the’ tag of “At ‘Your:
are not
elearly |. stood :to- inherit, _and. Tgabetle’s ‘gon: ‘ped when’ the thesps: went:'on. about whether the:divorce Jaws of. ‘Beck: And: Call:”.. It’s -earllér: suc-:
mercials.
which
‘differentiated
for” the «children:| who-; had ‘redsen. to ‘take’ Sides. ‘strike,.and returned -with. a: play. ‘N-Y. showtd-. be: altered’ -so -that® cess: prompted: WABC- TV to- grab. it.
from the main body _of.. the. shew,, ‘against his- nothier's ‘longstanding originally: plained. for ‘Associated. “grounds other than adultery might. for “its own, morning ‘schedules: and”
- |-LeleVision’s “Drama 62”. series but. be. used. “These questions followed. it: ‘shapes. as an-okay buy..
41s one of ‘the. commercial imita— lialison:
tions kiddie shows: have’ to. live “Tt was. ‘all sorted ‘out. logically |withdraw n .from: it - becatise: its.’ a. _too-brief. “debate” between law-} It. seems. that,:the “*hotisewife. hag: :
with Hi: wever - the intrusion of. a and ..- satisfactorily. ‘Jaequette : ‘had } ‘theme. of” Teliglous: mania’. wasn'tty yer: Vincent: Malone: and* psychol-. lots of: things: on: her mind. during
‘proma =for “The Rifleman,”’... in {faked a murder. because she hated
=| ogist ‘Dr: Rose ‘Franzblau. If ‘they the. morning’ ‘hours’ and. Miss FurWhich sex and
-violence was “dis: the. ‘disgrace of -her -mastér’s sui-! ing.
‘|-got off. more’. than: four. -or-. five’ ness. and’ her*‘guests are - available
C
is a.: bold:‘and in- Sentences. apiece, ‘they.Were lucky, | to straighten, vem “out. eormat.
tilled into. 60 -seconds, was totally cide:.: Again.” Maigret's. implication
|."bacmé Gillies
unnecessary jy.
Herm.
in, the story Was. |‘deftly . brought
» Art.
: (Continued on: page. 50)

| Director:. Joseph H. Lewis
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Wednesday, October 3,1962.

ToWN DT,Of &Running,Adjacencies,
Lead-Ins, Audience FlowfortheBirds|

; Sandy.Becker seginents; ete;they. telecisting -for’.‘an.hour: “This ‘is|WNDT “must -fearn’ ‘ta. tighten ‘ite

‘are still saddied with the. task: of ‘based: on the:.civilized ‘idéa: ‘that ‘if: ‘approach. . Tt is* ‘essential -to elaboe..
rate the.:issues: adequately, but not...
selling : -the kids. céreals, toys, you have. nothing. to say, you. kéep: at the expense. ‘oF exhausting. the =)
games, ete. WNDT fortunately. only. ‘quiet, a-luxury:.which. the commer viewers. .
oo
has one’ objective: -stretching: the ‘cial broadcasters ‘obviously caninot |.zl For the ‘final 90 minutés, “WNDT.
‘afford.
minds..of the. child viewers,
-continued. ‘to ‘repeat. the.‘showing :
The. children’s. shows opened.; At. 7:30 ‘p.m., * WNDT: resumed: of. “The Killing of The. King,’ oe. ee
WNDPT finally Hit the torch of ‘ule, :the: search is. not: going: ta ‘be with “Once :‘Upon.a Day,” featuring {with | a. Jesson..in Japanese. brush drama. produced by'-:the ‘British ed:icat:onal television in the New |a frantic ‘one. -WNDT will appar- Mrs. ‘Rachel. : Leibert, |a- teacher, stroke- “painting. : ~ This © “half-hour ‘commercial ‘broadcasters, -Associ
York metropelitan.area Iast ‘week |ently be satisfied -with: small or big and ‘folksinger’ Peter Haas in songs Faised .the question’ of. whom does. ‘ated-Rediffusion. ‘It was-a:rich hise *-*
without:
concern, for-|. and. readings. : Last’: “Thursday,. ‘educational: tv -program for. Clear= torical drama, based onthe, execu
witie th e, inauguration of regular: audiences
prozramming that. ended a -two-|lead-ins, audience flow,,. adjacencies Haas ‘performed with. ample. charm. ly, . this. half-hour,’ ‘one. of.-a.'seriés’ tion -of. “Charles I by Oliver’ Crome
year’ ‘obstacte “course of license-{and all the. other compulsions: of |.‘on a group of varied’ Songs: “Mrs. of -13: produced by: KQED in. San well, .-with: a.: superb .characterizas
transfer and union hurdles. ‘The |commercial tv which, determine its Liebert: contributed...
“reading: Franciseo, will draw. only a .minus-: ‘tion .of the ‘King. by. Paul” ‘Rogers,
in the. form ‘and ‘content. .
68th: ede ational
outlet
“from --“Pinocchio:” a. ‘story: which cule’ ‘audience. Is it not a waste of’ supported by. a fine cast.:
.
cotinirs WNDTE now is.in the posi-.
In the sphere. ‘of children’s’ pro-. was sufficient to keep. two elémen- ca’ valuable. facilities to: program |. ° In the coming’ wéeks, now that
tion a
cpming a prime influence ‘gramming,: WNDT has .already: in- tary school ‘children, ‘viewing with’ this type. of ‘show: in. prime time? the ‘agreément’ ‘with: AFTRA has.
on
bse
ccasfins ‘standards.
en- ‘Which ‘ever. way .that’: question. is’ been. sealéd, the: WNDT schedule...
Not |dicated.that.it will have strong the _Treviewer,: ‘completely
oniy coverin? mast. populous, afflu- impact in “uplifting ‘programming|Brossed:. Another . Segment, ‘titled answered, : -however, WNDT’s free- will ‘have: far’more resources ‘to:tap:
ent a: xl critic al rar ket in the nalevels. A: 90-minute layout: starting ““Scienceland,” ’ revolved: around «a. dom to ride .with. the :odd-ball, the. than. it’ did-in’ its” ‘opening’: week;
tion.
YNDT is: operating right at] at § p.m. last. Thursday (27) was a. ‘walk in the woods and.a: study of way-out;.- and ‘the: unpopular °must The “extent of: its -possibilities in.
the doorstep. of the guiding brains splendid achievement... and points heetles, seeds; -.ete.. ‘Another short. be. untrammelled. .
| the. New. York. ‘market’ are .im=*~
of CU: mimercial. television. There. is: the. direction for .the: future. ‘Un-: ‘session: was. devoted © to: . foreign
-At.8--p.m,, the station presented . mense..
Herm.
no reason wiv they can not learn’ aver showmanship,. some slurring { folk songs’ and ‘dances and: still ‘an-: a. critical: analysis: of United Na-}
from each other.
‘1of production details were distinct- other to some- -elementary lessons. tions. in a. show. titled. “Internaweek's programming ly. secondary -to. the: consistently | in ‘astronomy. and the meaning of |tional ‘Essay. " Narfated .by.-:JohnThe first
BRS
Ne
RSS
ee
effort ‘by WNDT illustrated one.of|stimulating and entertaining .-ma- magnetic. fields.‘around. the mioon.. G: -Stoessinger.: of ‘Columbia’ ‘Unithe key differences between ‘edu- j terial ‘presented: with'a keen aware- ‘Near the 6:30: p.m, ‘mark, ‘possibly|.versity, this.was a‘:complete -cata-|°
cational and commercial broadcast~|ness of: the intellectual level ‘and aiméd for- more adult. viewers, log of -the financial and political}:
sats
inz. ‘The latter are searching for|needs of youngsters. in the audi-]Tthere’ were. -demonstrations of: the ‘difficulties fa¢irg the :-UN. In thet = Another :‘sixth down: and. just:
Although: there are-- other art of.. boxing, singing’ and dancing | light -of..commercial. tv. public *‘af-.|one more™.sixth,to go in the NBC- .
shows to please fhe mass audience. | ence.
fairs
shows;
this.
one
.was
far
too}
in
Thailand.
It:
was
short
and
neat:
The educationalists are searching |good’: kiddie shows-- available on:
TY. Selloff of: -its election. night::
‘fur audiences to view their shows.|New York tv,. such as “Captain | At 6:30- the station hada “music Jong, running 90 minutes: In- the coverage: Oddly,’ .too, ‘the. two.
suspending‘
sphere”
of.
‘public
-affairs.
‘shows;
:
interlude,”
in.
_cftect,
But judging ‘from WNDT’s sched-! ‘Kangaroo, me “the Sonny Fox and
latest. ‘Sponsors: are. Block ‘Drug
:
_|and. Carter Products; rivals “but

OneSithSillOpen a :
“(On NBC.Election:Night.

_ pwith- ‘non-competing: products: thisne
ftime:.
°

+

OSes
Tort)
Pree
Cohn
e

“NBC.,. initially, got:an ‘order’‘for

Seal
f

‘ta ‘twelfth; “but would: “not: ‘firm-it:

~

Fup unless.a’matching order,came

‘in. Henee, the -Block.“and- Carter «2
.. 4 balancing aét,. which: followed iby:
|-some:.72 hours’ the. purchase. of:a
.... |third *sponsorship’ - by :-Purex,.. Be. ~
~F-fore. Purex,: Lincoln-Mereury: and.
‘ Loptor. Fea| bought: a. ‘sixth. each. :

“Antiy.D.Drive
| —.
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Continued ‘ftom: page “304

;

F‘by | 1967.: Ts. ‘estimated ‘that: tive.
— ‘out ‘of: three per ‘Sons are’ not. ‘aware: -

a ‘that: thev “are infectéd.
Department ‘of Health has higt.-.
hopes. for ‘the: cainpaign, which: will”

|

[be. extended.-to: -néwspapers, . bill“| boards:*¢ar_ cards:and: other -media,:.
_ | because. it: Will be: the ‘first ‘drive-

=| that. doés not! take ‘a direct: medi=:~_
cal approach. -to. the problem. Grey

_ f-agency blurbs, produced: :by” ‘Klae:
"| ger- Productions, literally soft-pedal.
‘|the pitch. The’ 20-second. spot fea=.
| tures:a rose. with the. pedals slowly...
‘dropping...

V¥oice-2"“"s OVeT

-

Urgeg 0

viewers to: contact ‘health: officials -:
-_| for: -info- ‘on venereal’ -diseases:
(newspaper. ads. will carry: a phone.
| number. to: call for’. VD. literature). .

_ | Shorter: commercial

‘has.similar”

: “| text with -the: visual being’. an eye ee
‘with: ‘atear.
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- Commercials. will be. inade avail- :

oo able to“other cities:-since the-prohe .
lem is® not limited” ‘to New. “Mork.
‘City.

Educ’! TVers
an

—

‘Continued. ftori page: 30 —,

_

ing: a ‘gradé-A: VHF. signal the cuss:
tomary” 50. miles ‘or $0... =
| : Other. “educational ‘channels: ‘ins
. “the. state” -are- “the: “pioneering:
aes KUHT. - University ‘of Houston;.

_FIKERA;

Dallas; “and ‘KRET,. Rich,

7 ‘ardson (Dallas. area).

KTBC-TV, ‘operated ‘by:the LBJ ,
Co., (Mrs. ‘Lyndon Johnson |Is ‘com| pany: ‘board ‘chairman): vice- -presie™

_

_*| dent’ has. no financial. interest oc. -p.cupies the’ capital .city's: only. ‘com~,

_

|

mercial ‘outlet.
ares
~ Also .-allocated: here. are |UHE ao

pos channels. 24," 67. ‘and: 18. Aeduca- -

|

‘tional, .
Austinites

have’. dong

yow ed: °

* about: “being,” in: a’ * “one-channel*
town, : ‘but _KLRN-TY,,. ‘highbrow:.°
_ though: it: may-. he, -changes that. ~~
‘|-What’s-more, signs. are. that KVET .”-

| radio station owner Willard .Dea-’

‘son is .beaming- in on‘Channel. 24.
‘| With. .a- “vengeance. -He- and” :an- —
other - ‘applicant,: “Homer ‘:~Dalton-

‘Cobb; ‘of: ‘Midland;- ‘will. go: before...
‘|an°:FCC examiner dn November: to .
_ plead their’. “eases. :
oe

Mar tom Meri Aeeer,.

“Rages

4D

are.“altogether reasonable.
+
and:real’humanbelies ‘who
9 :
,“pring a note of charm.and. warmth:to. the.readjustment:
that attends the: arrival: of
E theyoung. visitors 1
in.
n thelr:

homes: eee

7

N ickKeliny;xNEW. YORK MIRROR’.
“The only. ornament of the plethora. of:preinieres: 80°far
. this -season-is ‘Fair. Exchange’ ‘If theinitial-canto isany:

augury, this- could: well: be: the: situation comedy ofthe

Year. ItiisthefirstSeries with a. shred’oforiginality”
“JackH ellman; DAILY. VARIETY

ae ‘Fair: Exchange” isa pure ‘fun show. ‘ swayOut: ‘comedy -

‘has long been ‘Cy.Howard’s forte’ and he hired:a pair of:
“skilled. hands to Keep: the big laughs pumping. ‘The casting: 7
_is ‘near: perfect and
3 ‘thisand the’writing will
| carry.the.
show. throu gh.
Pl & Gracias,
,

“amigos”

Ben Gross, NEW YORK.DAILY. NEWS
“For. ‘moré years than I care to-mention 1 have been waiting for a’situation comedy series which would be different.
xa Well, finally: such: a. show. came to CBS-TV in ‘Fair
Exchange the first:hour-long weeklyprogram of its kind
colt 1s.cettaialy. a.good Start.

BobH ull,LOS ANGELES HERALD EXAMINER
“Fair Exchange’, the best new. comedy of the season, seems
assured of beconiing‘a pace-setter in the field of television
comedy...It could switch the industry ‘from its present
““pre-oceupation. with dour: dramas. and wide-open-space
‘horse: operas:-to longer and. funnier comedies. ... Someone
at CBS‘ seems to: have remembered that people tune in
their TV.sets,to> beentertained...
Hank Grant,HOLLYWOOD REPORTER
“Most iim portantly,. the new. series, ‘Fair Exchange} is the

‘first situation comedy series to go the hour-long route
and. Significantly: seems. to’ justify its length... .It held
_interest’ ‘throughout. with a premise which 1S.a
i solid one

for comedy...we
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.. ting ‘the’‘guests on
. “and: “off. then.
| bringing them back for their brief‘|-“| stretches. of talk; In: this. way. he:
{ broke up . the.” ‘individual. ‘appear{ances and made: the: unbosoming

oF‘oreignWw Reviews

Continued frompage 6
of conclusions: more effective. The.
is based: simply: on a viewer phone ‘Telstar by a ‘lodal :tation. Host |‘program: thus: ‘gained: ‘in.pace’ and cisive: ‘thriller-writer,. but’ “Peace food department's. cheeses: inhis os
| Rees. .
call to-the station with. a. query di- John: Roberts. opened... the session ‘variety.
with.. Terror’ was‘ ‘not ‘his best.
corraie
rected at one of the panelists. Not: ‘speaking’ from -Space Hill, An-'}
‘concerned. a‘ Bible-punching ‘tania: 1 Tt: wagall. ‘garrulous, idealizea
His intra: Was
tic; Parsons. (Peter Cushing), with. ‘beyond“belief, but,..on “its knee-"
only {fs the’ answer. given ina forth-. ‘dover,: Maine:’
a. ‘small and seedy. following. that: high ‘level,- juite neatly:. compiled
rizht manner, but the pest. ques- ‘beamed by: Telstar’s giant. antenna |
included a dimwitted. ex-con, .War-. ‘by. scripters: slilman and ‘Whitney. -- .
tion of the day gets.a prize .and ‘system to-the orbiting ‘satellite. and |.
-blow: (Brian, Wilde).. Parsons had. It was. helped: by: acting ©of some °*the best. question .of the week gets relayed back. to earth where. it was.{l
| filmed: When :the narrator: calmly:
8 bigzer one,
-DuPont- Show of the Week
; the ‘mad. idea -of: blowing -up: :a- charm, ° especially’. -from *.David
‘With Commissioner Henry Bar- | asserted, “I .am- speaking” to ‘you |. ‘Last. -Season, on “NBC-TV, Arving: brasshat .in: .the: War Office; -to} Calderisi as the. ‘maligned ‘Spaniard
nes, Dr. Emerson -Day' and ‘Oleg. ‘from. outer. space” the earth: bound|.Gitlin’s boys. put on: an hour about: draw: ‘attention . to -his sect: “War-. and Gay .Cameron as. his girl-:.
‘Cassini on'the panel. for the open- ‘viewer got. a jolt... “He -.noted.-'the|“a. N:Y.: ‘Police. Emergency. ‘squad ‘blow was: “smuggled: into-the. base- friend: ‘Elizabeth Ashley. convincéd ing show Monday. (1), the queries signal. was amplified ©.10, 000, 000. that: for pictorial:: “qualities =alone ment, and-~ planted the: ‘explosive. ‘as -the “predatory © ‘customer, and °
and times: and: “transmitted: -“pack: to
cancer, traffic
-“| Philip Latham. and ‘Bernard Hors<. ,
“eentered on
Again using ‘the: during. ‘the: night,:
Wwasa
‘winner.
The trio fielded. the quer- earth. My. voice and picture have |.same framework, the Sunday. night t .. The plan: went. predictably’ awry, : fall: did. ‘enough — to suggest™. that *fashion.
traveled
nearly
7,000.
miles:
round-'
tossed
they.. might win an: ‘uhdemanding.
ies. neatly as Miss ‘Furness.
trip :up--to the satellite and :back.”. -“DuPont.. Show »‘of the: Week,” -4 but. not before Warblow had_killed|
.
*em out in an effervescent manner
Gitlin ‘team, ‘headed. by.’ ‘producer a sergeant..who found him. hiding. public.. in’ later .segments.’ Dinah’
Ag
Roberts.
was
speaking
from
|
F
“How
Thetford’ “directed. Rex” Firkin's
The questions ranged from
the station in Maine, lensers were Fred Freed; ‘ did. a- similarty . -suc- The - latter part. of the tale. had its production. without. fuss.
Otta."
-ean you overcome a fear of cancer
cessful hour ‘ealled “Fire. Reseue.” tension,’ but: Gillies took. too long|
busy
filming:
the
big:
horn”
from.
(the
after a successful operation?”
‘Here was a crew of ‘special NUY.- to “prepare. cit, wasting: time. with.
‘undernéath.
and
other:
angles.
mak|
what
winner for the day) to “at
establishing -‘Parsons’ indifference “UNIVERSITY CHALLENGE.
ing interesting’ patterns. He. “gave | ‘firemen :“seen in a. series, ‘of. catasage should- teenagers ‘starts wear-. |}-some
statistics—the horn. is T0.} -traphes. that ‘were ’ filmed’: : with to wife ‘and child, both in. heed™ of: “With. Bamber Gascoigne. =~
ing makeup?’
-the ‘love he aimed at a ‘vengeful | Producer: Barrie Heads.
stories high, with. a sound that: can’ -matching sound.
Tuesday’ s show covered heart. -be transmitted; to.’a- satellite: orbit-: : Highly - mobile’ Ca naeras: were Jehovah. Parsons was, in fact, con-.
on.
Director: Peter Plummer:
and ‘religi
cridely: throughout, arid |30:
children
disease,
Mins., Fri.,. 10:45 p.m."
‘ing. the earth at -16,000 .miles. an used: -by ‘some ‘pretty, brave: camera- ceived too
‘a
fervent.
performance.
despite:
Women's: magazine topics such. aS hour—hundreds of miles away.
rs men—at least. as ‘brave :as the ‘cou-:
|. Granada TV,.from_ Manchester
from
Peter
Cushing:
failed:
to
win
|
|
these are tailor-made to keep the
rageous firemen they followed. into:
screen. ; There .were. inside glimpses ‘of:
the necessary respectful horror: for |- AB-a- technical ‘fault put: paid: to .
stay-at-home. ‘femme at. her
| behind-the-scene activity: and the “burning. loft:: buildings, : onto -the-.
the » . picture for: much: of'’ the. woe
and on the phone at the. ‘same time. scientists, with their: usual matter- : roof -of;.a paint shop next door to his’intentions:.‘Gros.
realized| a nine-alarm fire in: Queens, on 2 - Brian Wilde - clicked . asthe: opener, iittle can be said ‘about: the
-of-fact
approach”
dreams .or: to. the wonders. ahead, facing truck in- -mid-Manhattan foolish; ‘but humane. Warblow, ‘but ;Visual ~impact: ‘of.this. new: quiz:
_RUFF & REDDY SHOW
explained. the. ‘Toles. of transistors, a traffic and also -into. the ‘fire. house equally could not convince. ‘that. e-| series -“imported: from’: Aimériea,
Bader
Andy
‘| solar éells microwaves. and.- ‘the ‘of. Fire: Rescue ‘team -No. 1° where was spellbound by. the crazy. Par-. The. one. -gimmick Was that:‘the ‘two: =
With Bob Cottle,
; miracles. performed in: the. labora- there-.was. some. human, if. slightly. sons. Other thesps were. okay, with:
Producer-Writer: Cottle
der.
-| ‘tories: ‘They- envision” a. world. ‘in’ ‘self-conscious : horseplay. One.. of: Sheila. Manahan’ registering as the teams of. university. students: were
Director: ‘Dick Schnei
the -near future when. “satellite |}the.crew was .killed..on. one of. the unfortunate. wife. - Quentin ranged: above. each | other ‘in tiers, ;
30 Mins. Sat., -9:30-10 a.m.
towers in. the sky’ may - carry. ‘mil-'| emergencies filmed by’ the :NBC. Lawrence. ‘produced with ‘pace and. and this: certainly. ‘made. ‘a changé..
MARX TOYS. HORSEMAN
TRIGH
&
DOLLS. SELCHOW
‘lions. of telephone-calls. and ‘hun- “News. crew. An event both sadden-. ‘took ... advantage’ of the nerve- It. also. helped the: presentation, forwhen
they
‘stretching.’ _chances.
ER GAMES
;"| dreds of tv programs from all over: ‘ing: and. dramatic. .
“Fire ‘Reseue”’. “on “Sunday - (30) ‘came. His: only. fault. was. a-tend-: any. -question -could, be ‘answered,
.f the. earth.
|.
NBC-TY © fram N.Y., (color).
..
Donerr;
heste
The 30 miniutes.- racked ‘Up.’ 2 rand. “Police Emergency”: -last .sea-. -ency to « “closeup -Parsong,. which. even ‘before it was. completely. ‘put,
(Ted Bates:. “Manc
ve
regina j
mass of. clearly’ ‘stated. information. son marked a. mobility’. that ‘docu-|-helped to -make. him. ludicrous: by the ‘first- contestant to- press “a. .
previa.
had
|-for the generally: ‘unitiiated. ‘audi- |-mentaries .-rarély, -if. ever, :before. ‘rather’ ‘than.awe-inspiring. ‘Otta, aea button :- and” “show © a.. light, :‘Thus,
This moppet stanza
ous three-year run on NBC-TV, ence and should have ‘gteatly “@S- ‘achieved in tv::"The ability.to get |:
* ‘both: ‘teams .had- to ‘be: dn. view. if.
been
has:
lapse
‘sisted and. ‘delighted the .‘present ‘sight and sound: ‘on the spot of real|HARPERS. WEST ONE .
and after a two-year
reincarnated around the new host-' ‘large. crop. of Space happy. young- danger; (arid without: any rehearsal). With. Jan’ Holden, Philip ‘Latham, this: aspect. of. the program was, ‘to
.Gagh. : ‘|‘isAmpressive. |
-manship. of Bob Cottle, ex-W HDH- ‘ gters.
Bernard Horsfall, Jayne: Muir,, mean -anything to‘viewers: ©
TV, Boston.
apiece,: “from:
John. ‘Kelly, Rona ‘Leigh; ‘John | - Four. students
No reason. why: it shouldn't per-. POLITICS: & POKER.
oo
Garvin, ‘Gordon’ Ruttan, |David. Reading and Leéds in the. initiallerN aked |City peewee
:.the
“With. Jim: McGovern, others:
form serviceably- fur
; Calderisi, Elizabeth Ashley, Gay. ‘in. the. British series, were.thrown _
get, although a fresh piece of busi- -Producer-Writer: McGovern.
1New: season,: aired by ‘ABC-TV on’ Cameron, Derek Benfield, Andre a “starter”. question.. The one whoble,
Director: Ed: Swanson
=
ness it ‘isn’t. It's interchangea
3 Wednesday (26), was a -good piéce. |. ~.Charise,... Gerald Case, © ‘Paul ‘answered. it’eorrectly. scored. points.
So!
| for his. team, ‘who were ‘then als in fact, with any number: of kid- 30 Mins.:-Sun., 9:30 ‘p.m.
of telefilm. ‘There: were lots of ele-{ Bacon, Beaufoy. Milton
a
ng
KMSP-TV, Minneapolis, (tape)
shows,.the components. includi
“Writers: .Geoffrey. Bellman, John. lowed. to ‘have: a corporate. shot: at:
hour-:
the
make
-helpedthat
|
and
ments
“bonus”. question.” The: ‘winning
With ‘“Politics ‘and. Poker,” |“hig| Jong. program. worthy,. but the one. ‘Whitney cartoon (“Ruff & Reddy” cat
a
TT
team. ‘ftom: the’ session: competes.
deg adventures | ‘on™ ‘the | -Hanna-. 20th- Fox,- ABC-affiliatéd Station factor. that.-put “it up- among ‘the ‘Producer: Rex Firkin
a
so | against “another. Mniversity . in the”
Barbera drawing boards); a “magic: again" achieved. oo ‘programming’ ~winhers was’ the performance of a. Director: Dinah Thetford...
~* ‘next’ segment.
window” informational segment; Success, in its. documentary series: |.young.’ ‘actress, who-has ‘a large | 60 Mins., Mon., 8 p.m.
ted
and a trio of. puppets manipula
Coming: at a’ time’ when_political- talent. It-‘was the first tv. role: done|j Associated. ‘TeleVision, from Lon: : Phe .program’ ‘was: presented at.a
is.
campaigns occupy much attention by Sandy ”Dennis,.‘the: “girl. in
by Andy Bader. Cottle’s guise.
. don.
| feverish speed, which. might with
that of “Captain Bob,” skipper of hereabouts,. it hit the bullseye. by. Broadway’ "§: “A Thousand Clowns.”
Back-room © boys. and. girls. of.a. advantage be slackened:.Only: the :~
‘giving :a ‘béhind-the “scenes look[
an old tub.
\harge department store are the. ; quickest-witted” “eould: :participate:
One thing about most kidshows: into. Minnesota polities. .Probed|- “The: Ernest: -Kinoy *:script. was:
central. figures ‘of: “Harpers West. with: .the- teams, who were throwa:
‘professional.
although
°
probably:
“the sponsors really climb. aboard, were politicians: and officeholders’.
: One, ‘wy .
‘which’ has: been. revived . a series of: fairly. erudite questions.
not.
the:
best
he’s.
turned
out
for:
hawkstering | problems and difficultiés, the manand
‘the
resultant
after.
‘along’
nap.. Jan. Holden, as: about: _the- names of obscure -Pre-video.It'
was
about
a
young
lady,
babel would, seemingly, succeed. ner in:which:'these even séép down}
the -‘personnel. officer, is the. ‘sole ‘miers, ‘choreographers, and
a
‘schzophrenic,who
shot
a
pro|
only in confusing: ‘the? pre-school- to their wives and children to. the
fessional. football -hero ‘after. build-|-surviving ‘regular in the team, and. |-writers,: and even-had to guess that’.
_ers. But apparently the sales‘slide- |Jatter’s detriment ‘-and-. . possible |
|
ing up’ an imaginary love« affair |this opener was pretty torpid. stuff, : “a: piece. of -‘prose. was ‘written: by..2rule psy choligists can prove other- ‘solutions :and rémedies.
with” him: It: was so clear that the |.a. conventional.‘ bit ‘of.fabrication ‘Hemingway...or- ‘Virginia :Woolf ‘by.
. The. show proved worthy’ of. pre-,
wise.
‘role
was.a:“‘nervous. ‘one;”. the kind. i that: had little in-the way:of. insight. ‘its: style. The -teams - coped -well::
In his maritime image, Cottle | empting:: the. ‘network “in..prime.
‘that.
a ‘poor actress could mutilate. or..atmosphere. As before,’ indeed;. and emcee: ~ Bamber°- Gascoigne
gave ita good try, but the result: | time: It assumed‘importarice alone
‘and.
thereby ruin the. full. hour.. the. big-store ‘setting contributed: made: an intelligent’ ‘host,- although,
vas. just passable. His approach. by
affording
ace
staffer. Jim|
‘Miss
Dennis” acting was: tender, i little: to the flavor of the: story, again; he. might ~.shine.:.more...
was typically coy, and.. thus.. in-|McGovern another chance to: dem.
“properly”
-hesitant,. even a “little ‘and ‘the: opener erred ‘in ‘not’ in-.. brightly when is:allowed. to. slow “
distinguishable from-:-most ‘others. | onstrate his standout ability .as:
lVvolving |‘Miss: Holden very ‘ closely +.down...
‘creepy
but
always winning, =
The cartoon was frisky: enough, |.skillful
prod ucer-writer-narrator1-in
the plot: Ags she was :the: show's:| Some~ ieeifating. “noisés; dike”a
All: thie. ‘other thesping: by. guest
action-suspense. interviewer:
with
the —usual
nly
fa-millar.. character, - she” -gongs.: and ~ bursts. of.:fanfare,”
puppeteering
was|| Like “its: McGovern predecessors, players - ‘was’. excellent. too. Aldo”
values.
The.
shouldn't have been. left on: "the | seemed - ‘out -of. -kéeping- with’: the.
‘limited for.the preem (29), but: “Politics ‘& Poker” - included a. ‘Ray was. entirely convincing’as the:
_| eigorous standard. ‘of-knowledge” +
sidelines...
of touches which pre-|}‘football player who: became’ a 200- |.
didn't suggest it would be any “number
a expected. -But it. made .a‘deft and:
vented a profusion of talk from.: pound bundle: of..anger and ‘con- “Main. “narrative: concerted
more engaging in the.future. Pit..
welcome. mind-teaser, -especially:..
By ‘injecting fusion when- the world ‘at. large| Spanish: ‘galésman in the antique:
‘| becoming. tedious.
‘for :those. who ..have. progressed
SWITCHBOARD. IN THE. SKY:
some action and bits of melody|assumed ‘that. he really.-had been -department, who: was. presented .
beyond. the: baby queries:of. other
With John Roberts, narrator
into the proceedings. were. spiced: playing. . around: with. the . young: with a valuable: vase by? ‘a .frus-:
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“
girl.. The. other: “guest .was :Bill ‘trated woman customer, :for favors. | quiz. games.
Executive producer:..Lew' Klein
up and avoided tedium:
Producer:. Charles Keller
Interviewed by:: McGovern were -Daniels, as. mamia’s boy ‘who: loved not yet received. When ‘the -hus- |.
\a former St. Paul. mayor, two U:. ‘the fruity female. His-part- wasn’t: band was .close ‘to finding out,’ the \Sytacuse—Syracuse: “University’s 3ses
Director: John Foutkaljian
30 Mins.,. Wed.. 8:38 ‘p.m.
| of Minnesota political science pro-|‘big “and. it*could have been a ‘woman’ -denied: the.: gift, ‘and. ‘the. campus. radio station .WAER-FM.
| fessors. ‘a League ‘of Women failure, since .it was tenuous, but: salesman was: accused |‘of.Stealing ‘signed: on the air. “Oct. --1. with. aCOLGATE .
‘brief.:ceremony -“inaugurating. a
WFIL-TV, Philadelphia
Voters’. ‘officer -and: an’. office-|he, like Miss.. Dennis, did it,it.
holder's wife. They told what they | beautifully.
This was’ placidly: sorted. out. by signal: ‘change: and - power: boost on -.
In “Switchboards in. the Sky”
WFIL-TV's ‘aptly .tagged “Fron- thought: about the American | Obviously, °‘when™ “all:the visual i the male - personnel. man; “Oliver: the: FM band.-WAER.‘this month’
while: on. -the: Joined. the educational Radio -Nettiers: of Knowledge”. series pro- political scene. and: particularly as | and «vocal pieces click. together: (Philip. Latham),
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‘Can't See ScriptfortheSuds

_Wednesday, Gather 8,1962

“TasideStuff—Radio-

Susskind

“Even before’ “Discovery —'62” -began. felecasting this ‘week.ABC-TV
‘: —
Continued: trom page.ai—
‘had indications’. of widespread. interest: among’ the. country’s. opinions.
‘eal shows, such ‘as ‘the - ‘Winston “makers. in’ ‘the: daily :shew slanted for. youngsters;-Several weeks -ago
-/‘Churchil! series, ‘the:Truman series. |-‘Tom Moore, v..p. in: charge. of the. ABC-TV ‘network; :mailed. a:‘limited. :
.:.) will. not be. based:on stock: footage. | number of. letters: to: educators, librarians, etc:; -outhining --the: naturé
-——- | Rather. it will attempt to recreate: of. “Discovery”. and including :a pibliography ‘compiled’ for- the show: in
_|-the crucial decisions: made during cooperation. with the. ‘American. Library: -Assn,; The. network ‘has. -since
| the. Fruman. administration ‘by. -in-: Yeceived requests for over 3, 006 copies -of. the bibliography. from. such.
terviews: with the -living.- partici-- diverse ‘sources. as ‘public. school: systems: andthe: Department. of Wels...
pants in each-situation: Among the -fare’s. Honiemaking: Center in N.Y.- Ellen: M:. MacKinnon, in charge. of. ..
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out —"thes ‘re corporate authored front: the hourlong Sunday -after- tional. television.
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{| noon-(4230 ponte. special:. ‘Sack | “Money is: not a significant ‘prob:
ant were not. eastern. writers.”
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*. | lem for, Susskind’ who regards the’ ‘Kennedy. on: all ‘three ‘tv. networks. ‘Sept:..18 when-:the: chief executive
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|-S 125; 000 ‘per. hour ‘going. rate. for “urged. all. Americans to contribue to.United Fund, drives. ‘Fhey Kick:‘off.
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- | commercial. network: television. a: in October. in. most. areas.
throws a :. 30 many: hands, dictated.
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| figure‘inflated. by ;“parasitical. fac-.
by tire sponser and the ad agency;
: Hayes’. first speech: ‘as: leader’ of”the: ‘national charitable effort: ‘was in- ‘tors.’ Among — these; Susskind Anchorage: Alaska. -Since. ‘then: he. has addressed large gatherings in.
that little is teft of What was written
Xs for trends,, Chandler
‘Seattle, Los: Angeles, Portland, * Ore:, Grand -‘Rapids, Mich... Boston.
‘ealled it “chaning After. successes.’
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‘regulator: of ‘the: private. stations: with” whieh ‘it. -‘comipétes.’. - Board. of
In the fear that what thet write list, .and one . removed.” National. Kind asserted-that a- show on the| Broadcast Governors is. the. regulating. ‘body’ -of. both.public and private.
board
invariably:
goes
along
..
wath 68-educational. ‘tv stations. can hit broadcasting 'in, ‘Canada. ‘Furthermore, .this- ‘report’ erroneously .-$tates
mizht
otfend “sensitive sponsors..
But thes Ul have a quarterly maga-.- recommendations : ‘of: locals:
a: vast audience through. the .out-: it’ is the CBC's: ruling ‘that: all ‘stations. in. ‘Canada must ear ry 55%
Fin® CoOmINZ out soon,
which should:
Off the ‘list: is Bill Wagnon, who /lets’ ‘policy: of repeating. one ‘show: -Canadian’ ‘program’ content.’ Wrong: ‘again. Canadian. content’ ruling: is.”
had.
a
progr
am,
“Western|
many
pariially assuage. their hurt feel-. ‘once.
times. .In- :-addition, . NET
a..BBG regulation.’far By
fess. Ever England's Pilkington Town. ‘Halt?” on. KTTV. Union had}. makes. tapes ‘available: cuffo to uni-:
Revort isferentially reflected ‘on contended.: he. owed $466 >to: the: versities’ where: additional. ‘large.|
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ET Presentations. ‘Einhorn; an ‘a’.d-—have created. what théy.- -eall «ca. “non-game™ which
WA
members,
paid, thus. is.in good ‘standing now. | Bit’ ces:
while ‘NET: is “a heaven in. alr eady is: showing ‘signs --of ‘being this. year's. successor ‘to the “Execu_
Sita vaice from the floor,‘we |: Going on. the ‘list are. Asher-. a hall- of. ‘indifference” to: Susskind,
- a,” “it's
led:ed "New
“New Fronitier-ol
coy awrite better if, thev'll let us” Gould Advertising Inc.. for allegéd-} he’s ‘still very mich ‘interested in | ° ve Coloring. Book” " ‘as a gag gift.Call
satirical updating |of Monopoly: in:the: Kennedy. era, the: object: being not.
Powell. chairman of. the special Ty: refusing to ink. ‘transcription. network-assignments. His. company,
|.te Winall the money ‘but to-losé ‘it. Although -packaged: pretentiously
ty craft fo-um, mistook the temper code and: failure to pay re-use fees "Talent™ -Associates-Paramount, :
aN
18:| With. dice: and’ game’ board, it’s: ‘meant. for reading. Yather than- playing
of the 20) ath “nding. members. On
io. four -singers ‘om radio: spots. ‘in | ‘Still: producing. ..the. :
| and. in Chi where ‘it’s being: test-marketed, As being: ‘sold: in,‘book stores.
fhe agenda were. comments on fhe, amount of $359 ‘plus late payment. Circle” Theatre’;.- and™ his.“Armstrong
“Hedda.
Pinata RB: “port, ‘pay-tv and Tel . penalties, also for not’ pay. ing. pen= Gablet”. special, ‘with:Ingrid .Berg-' Goes for $3.95. a.copy. |
stir
When it appeared that their. | -sion-and- Welfare. coin. ‘*
| man is upcoming on-CBS-TV: ‘Suss: |; - One of the ‘properties: in ‘the.game. ‘bearing a price. tag of. $4‘000.000,
is: ‘a corporation called Vast -Wasteland’ ‘Electronics: Deed’ describes it:

st-teleplay wright: ‘tural Center due for:-D.C..
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picking up Richard’ Powell's. re-}
mark Uaat- “we don’t exist just’ to.
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AsksNat'l Board to Pin} 2st owt,acetheselling. agents
‘Unfair Listing on Five

porsanal- interests were ‘too far. in

Foy Willing joing.the: list. for

al- tion,
kind.
is alsoy.busy.-in.
film produc: as “Packager ‘of: sexy, violent: and sadistic” programs on long playing.
currentl
-He’s ‘now: working|-records, for FM: stations: This .is a: wholly-owned. subsidiary set:up by.
Jeged failure: to.. pay’ eight mem-}
-on
the.
pieturizat
ion-“of
“AIL The: , the: three: commercial . television networks::to. get: -the|FCC’ off :their.
bers $100. for a phone’ “Tecorditig
ae vol inviting Newton” Minow to.
Way ‘Home”. ‘and vis. preparing for.
session;
‘also.
for.
not’
paying’
pen‘at ane ot the Guild meetings.
‘the. Oct... 17 preenr. of “Requiem. “Backs.” One of the “Chance’* cards. reads, “You are. a mémber..of the -*’
-sion-and-welfate. Martin. Beck; pro-|
John: Birth Society. Move three. spaces: tothe: left.” That's a sampler
seothTone could telt him ‘to his faee
_ Heavyweight. ™
‘For:A
ducer of -the® televised “Miss.:Caliof the reading: matter: contained:
Wied thet. thaueht of his *
‘waste: |fornia prelims in the “Miss World
‘Einhorn: and Victor have formed: a company ana are: “neegoliating :
Tand” ore kK: but ‘got the old: min-:
‘Contest.”. is“ tabooed’: by: AFTRA
“wi ith. Packet’ Books. Inc: for.national’ distribption, iS
vane
araur |
‘Thewll try for someone.
failure. to’ :pay
le s important,
Someone suggest: for alleged
WHDH
nouncer talent fees amounting :to|. ~~:
AS Minneapolis story ‘last w eek: eired. in ‘citing WTen.. of: that’ city, f,
et
sboriser aad that. broke ‘up the.
$88 plus late. payment penalty, also| ae Continued from“pase: ata
Vas:‘the. 20th-Fox-owned °‘station. in. the market. “WTEN. is, of ‘course,.an-. |
m. ‘otinga
for ‘failure to- pay pension-and- ele’
| indeperident.. “owned : by: Time-Life -. Broadcast.” ane. The. FOx--owned:
: Corp. and. Massachusetts’ ‘Bay. Tele.’
j fare,
, Station is -‘KMPS-TV, an ABC. affiliate, :
casters Inc." “Two: commissioners, +
“Producer: J. e. Sieveris::: ‘ho:+
-T,.
‘MM: Craven and Robert -T. ‘:
_Anstiiiite of: Broadéasting- Financial: ‘Maiiagement. will Hola itssecond
‘had “the now. defunct: “Pet Life”!| Bartley. took no part. ‘in thecase. 7
anniial. -conclave. in. Milwaukee: Oct. 17 at: ‘Coach House’ Motor’ Inn’ for...
“show. joins. the. taboo: list..for al-}
.(Craven’s : former. ‘engineering- firm *‘ three: days.
Program, focussing :0n. current.financial and business mane, 27)"
léwediy failing to: pay _pension-and- '
at: ore. time” was. connected :‘with: an:
/ agement ‘topics:.-.will: includé'‘an. address. by -H. W: (Duteh?Y. Cassill’- of: *.
welfare: coin. for his own Perform-_
°
Washinston.. Oct. 2.
applicant; -Bartley-” Was ‘in: Texas °
“Blackburn & Co. .on- “How. ‘Much: Is Your: ‘Station. Worth?" and. another
© *:.
|:
"National ASSN. of Broadcasters |ances ‘on: his. program.
when... ‘the. -oral ‘arguments | Wwvere |
by” ‘Arizona ‘State -business -administéation. prof.. Robert:; FE, ‘Hill. titled, oe
and Federal C ommunications Com-} George - Martin, : owner |of. The | presented. ye
.
:.“Dollars‘and Decisions In the. Broadcasting. Industry.’ :
7
mission have tentatively: ‘scheduled. Inn in. Studio. City; ‘is”-on| for al-“Minow’'s ‘opinion: was’ that: one:
Workshop sessions: will deal. with taxation; -music tieensing, ‘systems; :
a conference on radio band popula: legédly failing-to pay -10 ‘perform-' |of the
three’ applicants ‘should have and procedures. and. governmental: financial reporting:
;
wot
oo
ters. talent fees: totaling $723 .plus;
tien for Dec. 5-7. .
George Hatch, KALL, ‘Salt. Lake. pension-and=iv elf are, for: a tv re- | been: given “a -permit.: Minow. felt
| WHD
WHDH_
should
ae “the
.Hiave been ‘allowed wo statement: -sugg ested hea
er‘ais‘more : ized:
City,.and NAB Radia. Development: niote at his: restaurant. also for’ re-:
incidents’ and. “view ed:
aur: continiie operation. -of .the. tv favorable. to. WHDH than -the: Fes -thent ‘as: weighing: aggainst - WHDH: S$..
Cormittee chairman ‘wilt head the: ‘fusing to sign AFTRA’s. local.
| station.” aS an
br oadcaster S idelegation.
code: of fair: practices.
*
“interim
_
trustee,” “mainder of the majority. ~.
standing - ‘as. an.’ ‘applieant. : They?
while the ease Ww ‘as
thrown open for.
new. companies to apply. -(Commis-*. ‘Ford felt: the: majority. had. overs *“found: other . factors:- ‘in: WHDIT S$.
sioner Cross believed’ FCC. would’ ‘emphasized - the*:- “error .in. ‘judge: favor.- which. turned ‘the--decision, 7
‘have ‘to: have’ ‘permission from the: ment” of Robert.-Choate;. ‘WHDH | to the ‘newspaper-owned companys =".
“U.S. Court- of Appeals’ to: achieve- prexy,- -hosting.-. two. luncheons’ in: The majority: felt. the “factor of.
t Minow’'s. “objective,, bute ;Minow Washington-- while. the channel - 5. ‘divérsification :of-” mass:‘ media ‘of :
i case;.was’ pending: which: were “at- ..communications was of lesser Im-*}‘diditt:. -agree.). ;
i tended’ by... “George C.. .McCons: portance ..in the: Boston: case.:than™ *
ae
Original Findings: - a
“naughey, then.FCC. chairman; Both ‘normally. because: ‘of. the -highly
- The FCC Majority. stuck’ by” the
|.commission’ s original. findings. pack: Choate‘: and: McConnaughey’: ‘have. competitive newspaper situation in. _
insisted the Boston: case was never ;Boston,.-plus. the large. number. of nr
“in: April: “1957. that -WHDH .was *
discussed. But. the: majority. criti-::broadcasting -stations.
the
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“superior” to Massachusetts “Bay. :-

~The -‘Majority. opinion. “weighed att
| somé length. fhe’! comparison’ be-; \-tween the "WHDH and Greater Bos-
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|.

* ¥U-ton applications, concluding: that |.“/
:. f/ WHDH wound -up with

-
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significance, “past broadcast: expert.
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“WHDH:- ‘originally won channel 5:A
: in April, --1957:
Later,” ‘following |.

“The Northwest:area is“peallyi
“big: league «see . 810,800 TV?

{ Orén’ Harris Congressional: ‘investi- |.’
L| gations -of alleged: influence peéd-:]-H} dling. at FCC,: the -U. S.. Court..of|.
| Appeals, in” Washington’ remanded - a

‘homies’ ‘and over $5:Billion

tinspendable income. _

|} the Bostotn.case to FCC. The court |
‘| ordered :new hearings. on charges
I| of ex parte contacts: Preceding. the fas

“why: not. sign “up ‘with: thie:~
first-place club—KSTP-TV.

|-original grant.

7
The : .FCC.: majority, ° in ‘the’
:i Wednesday . 26). “decision: found |.

‘ ‘The Northwest's ‘first:TV:sta-_

tion;KSTP-TVK
‘serves. ahd

| different-‘stains: on all. three. -appli- :
|-eants, _but concluded,
the |
“2Af}. public «‘interest’ “would -be_ better.

“sells this. vital, market most:
. effectively, most economically.

‘f\-served by a: grant to WHDH.” ©. :| .Ford and Cross. both :wrote con| curring ‘statements :withthe.

ma-

|.
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WhoKilledLincoln?Boothor TV

Gets AffilsSquawks Raymond Massey, Orive Known as ‘Honest Abe,’ Now

| Paylor and ‘a. -stainza. dalled "330.4

Independence. Dr ive”’—have ™‘been. } N BO:EV: thought ;.-when

“this [.

‘might
$5.0 000
Blow
‘resuscitated;. ‘it:appears. NBC-TV: ;season started’ that
i] it hati

Answers to ‘Dr. Gillespie’

be}
to

treportediy. has. made ‘a deal with wiser—economi¢al
y,. that-.
isto]f:
“televise” “Bullwinkle”:
‘in. “lack:

Ottawa; Ot. 2. tproducer. Four Star.’ to~put: “both
fo) Canada’ s austerity program. has. together: in ‘a’ new pilot -effort. for: and-w hite ‘rather, than. color: ‘But:
the. fotces of. color: at the snetw ‘ork
‘fit “the -Canadian
Broadcasting. the”163-64:‘season.

—_—
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“By.GUY.
LIVINGSTON,
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|
where they. now » reside},
and
he

=
~ Boston, Oct. 2.
“Raymond: Masséy and: wife,
-Corp.'a: $5,000.000 blow. CBC presiLy on: a- “minor. skirmish”? ast ‘w eek | Dorothy, visiting Hub Sunday. 30);
dent... J: . Alphonse. “Ouimet . ‘an-.f- “Last ® season, a Taylor-fronted: and: -g00n-the-Sabbath. afternoon” had . some: ‘pungent comments- on

"“poration’s budget for: the-rest of |ves” bombed. Taylor is not. work-| more
Bie 1963) ‘would be.slashed. by. that:

‘to ‘tint.

was ‘greeted by shouts: of ‘Helio,
| Dr.: Gillespie!’ ”
| The « Masseys, in ‘for. tle. day,
held’ a. sparsely attended tv ‘Press
conference at the Ritz, and ‘visited

‘i

“nouriced” in Ottawa .that ‘the ‘cor-j:hour on NBC-TY,. Calléd: “Detec-|-kidvid half-hour’ will: return once: identifications.

ethe “current fiscal: year (to March ng. the. te“fitst-run-.-route. :this}
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-Fox.-those. who |*it# old friends. They joked about

_-] thought Massey would go. striding |the charge in

- Having begin ja couple: of weeks. down the’’ages

-ago™ in .the:Sanday-5:30.. Pm. ‘slot: Abraham

10

feet’ tall as|Course,

Lincoln ‘because -of his there's

identification, Of

as Massey: pointed

a whole

ut,

new. generation

- phuch..
usa
as
tit! was: at -6:30—and.- itt “color—|““Abe: Lincoln ‘In:Tllinois.”. there’s that has never seen his. Lincoln,
The big cut’s’ chief cofigequences ‘~.
ANG, a ‘plot. of. 330,""allegedly last*’season), -:“Buliwinkle” "WaSj}a.real switch. ending: “He’s now |4nd more’s the pity. To them, he-is

jnélude .elimination of, CBC’s'-Ot: based on the exploits of the Health, | black-and-white, "A ©‘couple: ‘of.| dubbed in. Japan ‘as Dr. Gillespie!” |“Dr. Gillespie.” Which, all goes

|-‘Massey’s_ wife,: Dorothy, native to show. once again the {remendous °
tawa- ‘Montreal-Toronto* “FM. . web; 4-Education :& ‘Welfare ‘Departiient -NBC-TV’s - affiliated station’, jiowtv, according
to
put ’the® three individual - stations! : Of. the U.. $3. Bot. raked -over: the ever,.warned—for reasons: of: their New. Englander,.- ‘and a graduate of ‘exposure ~ “of
|‘own—that ~they’d--not.. ‘carry: the: Yale. Law School, |‘no less, told. Massey. “I don’t think that tv is a..
will: ‘continue airing, -in FM; ‘sharp|
Jeritical”
coals.
W
hen
it:
‘appeared
‘as
stanza. unless color was once more } Variety “The ‘public has finally: wasteland,” he declared forcefully...
reduction: in construction ‘funds for’
CBC's’ new: ‘headquarters: building |1 one of: the “Dick. Powell . Show”: “added: It. goes multichrome, -as a. | killed”. ‘Lincoln. “Mr. Massey has|I think it’s fhe greatest chance to
‘in. Ottawa which’ will: continue. but: hours last year. NBC and. producer |‘consequence, - 2 On ° Sunday : 7), ‘been.-known. .as Lintoln for- 23 -be seen that.any actor ever has.
at -a. slower. pace; “temporary: SUS- jFour’. Star. -have |decided ‘to rework “ ¢Show. 'a cartoon - affair, “has™ ak years... But, after. only six. months. ‘And, I don't hold with some of the
‘pension -of -plans*™ ‘fora “French= ‘completely’. ‘the original. format: “Ways - been. ‘produced in. ‘color: St: of playing ‘Dr. Gillespie’ on- tv, we. younger members of the profes- Janguage- “AMer ° ‘in ‘Ottawa; “poste. iwhich was more: ‘brawn .than brain. that |only: the transmitting equip: | went to. shop at a downtown de- |Sion. who look down their noses at
. (Continued on page 54)
; partment store (in. Beverly. Hills,
_. ponement: of plkans- for a consolida- Taylor. will.Star: as a Science sleuth. . ‘ment. Had. ‘to’‘be™ changed):
“tion: -of. CBC's: Montréal: facilities;
the —™

‘postporiement

for

of tenders

consolidation :‘of- Toronto -facilities ‘od
|“ :

‘and of ‘plans for ‘new AMers: in, Ed-t
monton- ‘and. ‘Calgary. .: eo
Other. ‘postponements ‘caused: by-!
"the cutback -include-radio: devélop--|

“jnents.‘in. Ganada’s Atlantic: coast | ¥
-. provinées,. _ Yeapplication . for:a li-| @

‘cense:to:preem-a:tv station in ‘Que-"(
‘bec. City: Work has been’ suspended 1
on. the: CBC's eivil: defense ‘emers= j.
: gency broadcasting | plan “under.:
ne. Which. studios .and: relay: Stations |
- would be: manned. 24: ‘hours: a day..
“Filling. of istaff ceeancies: is-“also ™
-slow ed. CBC has 8.000. staffers: with:a
i yearly. turnover. of: 102.
- -t
Bulk of: the. ‘slash will: show. ‘in i
the car poratioit’ s eapital: budget of
“$10. 000,000 .w hich: ‘seats. aie4.nan Olt
“out? The other: million: wv‘ill::be. miss-.
ving - freny..the ‘operational fund.:
Since’ CBC. ‘is publicly. owned... the |
- government. “austérity: .. program”
--&¢cored a ‘direct, hit.

“NewSeer —

G ontinued. from nige 27—

CRS “with the. powerhouse: Red.
- Skelton “ifull. hour*: * Jack Benny.|- |

half. hour) and: Garry: Moore tour) Wie
*e@ombo taking‘ the -plav.:
- Wednesday: ‘shapes- ABC'S" “niant,
With - the’ ” -second-week_

‘pounce-:

og

“KPRC.and. KPRC-TV won. three awards... OoKPRC-TV and: itspersonnel garnered four awards

hack. ‘of. “Wagon, Train” ‘to: take ay’
commanding” lead: after. ssucéumb-.,

owas | recently at:the.:1962: ‘meeting of the “at-a: similar ‘meeting of the National Press
tN tked :Cite’e -lgoks ‘t0o° strovig ‘fortTexas: ‘Associated: Press: Broadcasters: 7Photographers Association. Tom. Jarriel took first
ane one. ti overcome:
“~ place-for his Galveston coverage of Hurricane
“Phursdav. could. well: Be ‘the. sur- | “Association. -“prise. night” of ‘the week, par tici ;
. KPRC- Was: judged. first.in the.‘state ine “Carla. Chuck: Pharris won a second place in the
Jarly “in. view.-.of. ‘the strong. “Kil‘ing to:NBC’ s. Vir simian’ first time
“ont.: * Combination: ST r aint. Gaing:” Mi ‘iae”

|

gare eTnel “rateing on NBC.) fives-minute: news shows: ‘and. first. also:. feature news division with his picture story

Per y“Mason.
Nursee’

| gen

eel

whieh

which)’ FI. 15° minute. ‘news: shows. in:cities: of “Photo. Day-at Rice University,” and a third place
200, 000: or more: populatien.” .

yined |.

ae

es

‘> plus the. hour Hitchcock: now. Tooks. :
KPRC:TV’s coverage. of: Hurricane: Carla
like the-action to beat. .
“Friday. ead. be anv body" Ss ‘Hight
- Aith: the odds favoring ABC's com“bo:of. “Gallant: Men,” “Flintstones.” aa A “Tm, Dickens-He's -“Fenster !

“in the. general news. category with, his. coverage
Of: the: Ashley-Lima’ murder

verdict. In

addition,

‘Jast’ year earned the-television. station: ~ “KPRC-TV was adjudged a runner-up as The News-

OL.

Sunset. Strip.

‘ani award in the spot: news film
fi n category
~ of.the: competition;

film ‘Station of The Year. KPRC-TV was the only
station. in.the: nation: to win:4 awards.

CBS to all intents and purp
poses ee
- Saturday: locked: tn." tight, |

, “from. Gleason, through. “Defend-| #8
ers." “Have. - ‘Gun?
and: _“Gune] :§

“snioke.”.A not-sfrong-enough “Ren-|

2

edict’. contributed toward: the NBC. ;

Toss:

.

‘Stinda should helonz: to. either 5

“CBS or: NBC: -Too early to tell. but”
“Bonanza” ‘plus: some: good -duPont.

£

entries could: turn the.. tri¢k..

CBS, TURNS: “UP” PENNY’.

i

”. Hollywoad, Oct. 2:
-CBS- TV: is: developing .a’ ‘half-

hour
teehage” situation | ‘comedy,
“Penny: * for-the 1963-64, seascn: _
No producer ‘has ‘beeit assigned
“thee ‘telefilm. project: ‘as-yet: “Web
se testing. for: the: title. pole, and

Wendy -“Turner
tested,
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BADIO-TELRVISION

Bh.

Meaney ¢
October 3;1962. |
: =| jocally” produced ongé-monthly, ‘special: titiea Tha Si. Louis: ‘Story:roe

ES

Pr emiere .‘on: Friday, Oet..26..-7

From TheProductionCentres
S
euiburmasmnetiensnatlitatenantendttindatimantion

at”.

; Radio’ station KMOX

:
; Rao Review

Will broadcast’ | |

“:] a new dramatic: series called. “qneatte Workshop”. on. alternate. Sun--]
. | day evenings, starting Oct. 28. The programs: will. offer original plays.

Hf

__.| or: ad’rptations. to. ‘be. written’ and acted by ‘area ‘college. students. and|"™

Continued ‘from page Ah

‘Fstation personnel: . Educational Station, KETC- TY, -has- boosted power |-“QN: pHiE: LINE Witt
CONST:
Crane. ohanes ti. Wwdal.ington this.week: td Te s) thie, Awe Frembetship “‘fourford »with its: new fvansmitter: amplifier ™
_ KMOX- TV weather:
DINE"...
a
at Cat sreas Or Amerie ni.: Women Leaders
- Paul Saliner. plucked’ mail Jie. Bolen sidelined With -a case. ‘of dary ngitis.
-Sulian Bell substiy. -With. Bob‘ Coniditie
a
tre 9 3) strip on WaN B idio forhis © tadabout’” SHAW:
: Jim Carath
tuted.
:
_,) Five. Mins.; Mon:-Fri., 6:50 p.m,
arthe WE MIE stds sets asst ciate producer's credit for. ‘Born To Live,
MUTUAL OF OMAHA.
Studs Terkei's ratty yy ODES that: copped ‘the: UNESCO: prize: in. tie. Prix 1%
won
FABC Radio™.
|
WIND and WLS ‘both haren Ay imedi¢al Pub °
Batis © Pree whe yan.i
.
}
* (Bozell Ge.Jacobs). Mage ds ed by L. of Tilinois . Medic. al Reseure! iY ‘Center ae ee Le “A “Marshall, Detroit New “military”. analyst whois.
“alt vir ~ Se
ate
‘ove _ Vet broadcaster and. “syndicated
Veen 4 an 1atSs ey indicated that women of, voting” age ‘were. adept. brigidie F aoneral. ard. former war cortespondent,
fio personalities: than.’ Key politi¢al figures, WIND. commentary: prograni:on, WWJ-TV. inthe 6:15 p.m. Saturday: slot...
af Blentitzoen:
collinnist-.B ob. : Considine- has
Ed Wallis ‘ocined the commercial interpre tation and. ‘editorial: |- Alan’ Thayer, ‘a summer. replacement in. the WJBK_ news: depatinient, | Joined” the:
tate
staff. of ‘ABC News andDred Oo the urcuretrthte aspect |
;
WBBAT Raid. veepee -E. “H- Shomo etained™as a newseaster
-WWJ- radio. will. -broadcast the :70--game.| with this: move: his “On the - Litie
fives: a receDtien pr ty today’: Wed. for CBS-R adin prexv Arthur Mail } Detrortt- Red: Wings hoc key games. w ith: Budd. Lynch. deseribing the: ac- With Considine”
news: -eommentary..
“Third Diirensi wir presontation..

DE oT Ror

rs

v

.

.

tion ‘and. Catling ‘Brewing. picking. up the. tab

Hays, tte toswn “for Utne MM eb 3

IN

o

Michigan. newscaster, is “the ‘editorial voice:

LONDON.

ag eens Jitter vet ‘has been: ‘brought into ABC Radio's.

radio, comnentling three.times: daily Across the -board: on current events; | évening. news: feature “Newscope’”
Orga: list August. Maekelberghe begins his. third. Season. ‘of Stinday ‘| as. a.five- minute’ segment, going on
Bizsht Conn Aweakh broadcasters—tromt Hons: Kong, Tanganyika, reels: usin: the"finest ‘church. organs: Ta the. Detroit: are?, or, WWI:
at. 6:“50 PD.m.
J AT Aaie sz, Usindi, Serra Leone ‘and-Sarawak—landed . at Westward-E¥ ° ‘raiio,.
“On. the opening. ‘sez,- Considine,
fg as. ait GY sak of i¢ial introdie tion-to: Britain. Visit os are ‘iit for: alr
bro. seastins ‘tral ning course

..,

. Anne Gregs.

qu- Ss”‘reen

intery iewer-"

UN: ‘PILADEL PI. .

:who. will be ia<sort of* roving’ re--"

Jost White’ taped a‘:
porsonality, jeirs, An tla-TV fron. Ulster-TYV
| ‘potter. for. ABC: News, beamed. his “s
“Baridstand’ 3” “Diek ‘Clark, ‘famed. distributor” for. Dr:: Pepper, soft
series of songs for BBC Radio wile. stoppingoa oi. ete: by tw cen Europenk “in. the: “Philadelphia-South Jersey area. Starting: Oets 15. ‘Clark J.report.~ frou: Oxford,- "Mississippi,
few Local show s. drink
LL S flizht 2... Anelia-TV fall schedule in¢lud: 3 five rte
Will
Dee‘ame the national Voice for,the beverage; ‘hitherto. popular. chief-: Where -he ‘ offéréd some “commen: wn,
)
Seattish-TV prepping. 10. programs. for schools. J/.Gtanada-TV
Ann Blair: ‘Teports. Capitol. ews’: and. views for: tary om-the; ‘shocking ‘events taking:
plannyng an art skein -for.teemagers . 2+. Another’. vided: showcase’ for ‘ly in, the. Soutit
visting Yark artists will be. opened when BBC-TV ‘introduces: “Like -* “= Triangle Stations” in: new “series | “Windows..on Washington*:*-,: : Les~ ‘place. ‘there: last. Monday _(1). He.
‘Keiter :-SUECEcoeds sportscaster’. Mal Alberts: on. WFIL-TV
-Bagles’
Music® al the endl of the month.
=
of:“martial .law, ‘offered .the.
_.. Football schedule kicks off on -WCAU-TV, ‘with Steelers. game. from | ‘told:
*
of Pittsburgh’ (6%.. Jack ‘Whitaker and Bosh Pritchard -handle ‘the’ play-by- opinion that, the. “goons” who were.
‘play. ..Troy. Donahue arid. Connie Stevens. guest -at the Television. and. ‘doinrig’:most--of ‘the ‘roughnecking ©
Don Colee, vp. and general manager oe WT'TG- Ty, appoint od. chatr-, Radio “Adv ertising: Club’ (TRAC)-funcheon, ‘at. the- Warwick (4). : Gor-. Were “townies-‘and not ““Qle. Miss’:
Yosh ot the: 982. AT:arch. for. Muscular Dysirophy. -WTTG, ‘a’Metromedia. ‘don K; “‘Thomas,. WBG ‘newsman,. named president: of.the Pennsylvania’ Students: and -went. into -the. arrest
.and. events surfounding Gen. Edwin: .
station. Sarnered: $52 CO” for’ local Muscular Dystrophy ‘chapters. ‘last | United. Press-International .Broadcasters. Assn: °. ; Roy: Neal, ‘for mer”

IN’ WASH INGT ON:

summer with its “Carnivals for Muscular Dy strophy” pub service. promo | WPTZ: br oadecaster,: how producer of Special ‘ev ents for NBC, Los. An-- Walker. -On...the¢latter subject,oe
Paro was named station -manager “at’- NBC. 0&0. WRCc-TY |. sels, .Just had: his first. book,. “Ace” in.the. Hole: " published, by.Double- Considine,,; who «presumably © is.
‘writing ‘his: own scripts, commented.
day ~. . The 33th annual convention. of ‘the National. ASsh. of Educ az
alter’ seven yedr: bitch with NBC-FV: sput. sales-in- New York -.
-that’

eee Tom

Sheligy Berman will face 10 local high schoolers.on Oet:,.7-on- “youth
Wants to, Know
on.
WLOP-TY here: and: WABC. in ‘New York™.
Maury. Povich, son of “Washington. ‘Post sports: columnist ‘Shirley Povich

the. retired. General had: “‘dis-~'| graced: himself -and: discolored” for.:

tional Broddeasters meeting “at the Ben: Franklin, (21:24),:

“TIN: MILWAUKEE

has been named publicity director .of WWDC.radio:.’. *.Scott Goings, |

:

a

_-|alk time -his. Teputation. a$ia soldier
and. a gentleman.”

;

Roger Ww.” LeGrand, General’. manager,. WITLTV (Milwaukee's ‘Storer-|: : An describing ‘the |‘events or:the’
pop sinter. MC and coinedian; joins WGMS- radio as. sales. rep:
Charles. -H. day, the reporter who has been‘:
George Griesbaucr ‘signs on as. account: exec. with WMAL-TV. * ig [Unter hosted’ tent. party” and dedication of new. tower |. ;
Rowell ankled :WSBT-TV: :&. WSBT;. South Bend, Ind., ‘tor post -with: | doing ‘this show:
replaces Charles Macatee who- was promoted. to: national. Sales rep for:
on. radioand tv
WIMI-TV "& WiMyJ. Awhile: back, same- ‘Chuck "‘Rowell. Was ‘staffer {for Mutual of: Omaha.
for the--past:
WMAL-TV and radio...
Bobby Mitchell, all-in chaifback: ‘for Wash11 years, most” receritly. as::a°15- |
.Chuck
“Powell
‘on-"WEOX
...
“WXIX-TV:
‘inaugurated
‘
‘Movie:
Of
.
the.
ington Redskins will have pre-game: Q&A. show ‘on. WWDC: j
minute’ ‘spot .on: NBC. Radio, dis-.:-.
Malcolm LaPlace former. news director, of. W ¥LD" a New Orleans joins, Week.” ‘Friday's: 9:30: p: mm):“with: ‘Wiscorisin- Pactory .Outlet and Bell- | cussed “things like-a. war reporter,
Main - Drugs. ‘Snatching ‘the tab::
~<A new. series, spotting ‘Dr... Albert
WMAL-TV and ra dig. news staff.
|
speaking. of ‘attacks and- counteron oe Burke former. Yale: [tx‘professor, Tow. Sunday's, 3:30. p.m.,.on WITMJAT V- with Cuban: problem: first: ‘coverage ;a “WISN-TV. now: .showing|attacks in- graphic. -and: interesting -:
manner. It- was. too bad he:didn't
{new test series of cartoons The. ‘Best of ‘Huck ‘8: Yogi,” -Tuesdays,
WNAC-TV's biz. purty for ABC-TV. brass and latent, which. had:more. 9:30-10. p.m. in shot: at: adult. view ers... Dick. ‘Sherwood’s music. now have more. time: PL Tae
In -addition: £6. his daily conimeristhan 400 —vip's. .p: ‘ess and adreps and. their clients tu. be subject of a on: * ‘Teen Time,” Thursdays, “9:30 pm.,-on_ WISC-TV;. Madison ° Sy tary, on the-.-shov,
-Considine., will
Turner :doing the: newscasts. on WLUC-TV" {Wausau): 6 ‘pms:
brochure .on. “how to give a party,” br ainchild of AL.‘Korn, adv chester: | Bruce.
I
|
be
,
pm. *cross-ihe: board. 2
Jim, Murphy. sharpening™ WISN: newscasts . also’ be-.an.:active member’ of the.
director
|
Donald W. Parker, chief. engineer. Ww HLAM, Rochester. :
A panel. of} .
N.Y., becomes technical supervisor for WBZ. radio...
foreig
un siudes studying U.S. at ‘Brandeis’ U.- voiced theit ‘opinions. in
_«| tire,~rdnning from. ‘6:30. ‘to. 7:15..
*Ameri¢a -TV- Thioush. Foreign. Eyes"* on WGBH-TY, Channel 2°.
“| Considine is’a. worthy addition. ©
WN AC-TV pr ejects the new. Boston invage rin st,ation idents: and special}
'
Comedienne‘Phyllis:
Dille?,.
slated
..toappear
i
in’
“the.
‘Hotel:
Radisson
wee
Katt.
proz trans. .
WBZ-TV to present threé 9° min. ‘public: forums dealing: .
with “mor ality, modernization and. matipower in. ‘Massachusetts. ove Flame” ‘Room Nov.’ :12-29; will record some radio. blurbs for -a: local:‘spon-.
. Time-Lifé's’ WTCN ‘Radio, ABC: affiliate.
WNAC. to. broadcast. Yom. Kippur. ‘snr during. her ‘stay: ‘here™.
ernment” in late. November . services, from Temple Ohabet Stiglom, Brookline, 10:3Cr1L _D.mMs, -Sun- which ‘eartied Liston-Patterson: heavyweight © title -go; followed abbre-\|:.
viated. match by: switching to: Minnéapolis Auditoriui to-piek up: com- [:*
lay (7%.
‘-ments:-of fans who: had watched: on. closed-circuit :tv. About one:{fifth t —
Continued. from. -Dage:53 =i
‘|-of thosé interviewed.. apparently”. ‘unconvinced: ‘by: what they had: Seen, |:
| said they? d.- pick: Patterson. in the -return-fight« ._AL Tighe’ doing play--}tty. That's Just;‘dog
gédne’ .siobbisti=
_ Don Rizgs.. KDK. ATV pérsonality, has Lanided {lie ‘Carling commer-. -by-play:coverage. ‘of ‘University of: ‘Minnesota “grid. ‘games -on: "KSTP. “ness.”
with
Steve.
‘Cannon, handling sideline: ‘commentary.’ Stan ‘Hubbard; sta- |. Massey
Dave Kosick
cials for the brew firm's regional’ NF L, browdcasts. .
said:the: exposure - “of:
added to the news:staff of KDKA-.
. Ed ‘Scliaughency begins a news | tion’i 5 ‘pre-game. lineup includes 20-minute. taped interviews. Ww ith Gopher
tv
is
times.
greater than that of “ im
20:
‘ass
‘coach.
Bob. Bossons”... 2:. ‘Three-.tv.debates between. ‘Minnesota’
series on Oct: 4 dealing with early: Pittsburgh. history.
—
Scripts Will be written by John. Kulaimer «2 WEAE. hosted area 'Gov. Elmer L. Anderson. and ‘DEL challenger Karl Rolvaag set: for-Oct: any. other ‘medium.’me
agencies and press corps Fast week cat its studios where. ‘it held’a 4,°16 and 30 on WTCN-TY:: ‘Same Channel. will carry debate. Betiveen He -sdid-” his ‘portrayal, “of ‘the-: |
Rep...Clark MacGregor and’ opponent Irving Keldsen Oct.: 2b. “Rifle-.
preview of fall ABC:shows. ~
.
character’ ‘he.plays ° in thé..3)
| man” $tar Chuck. ‘Connor, in town last’. week, predicted: demise:Of his.
Kildare” Series. ds. not the . béne-.
| Seriies:‘within. year “unless demand. Dicks. up. °

IN BOSTON

" Bob Siegrist & the News, now, on WRIT 6-6:15 p.m. ‘cross-thie-board. ABC
scope” Tenew aight ae aa“News-'

Ta ‘MINNEAPOLIS.

WhoKilledLincoln?

IN PITTSBU RG H.

IN ST. LOUIS

@

.fvolent

Buck

replaces

Harry.

Caray,

crochety: Lhkonel:’

Barrymore’ ‘film version: His: “Dr. °
longtime. “voice - of: the. Bil! 'ikins. * Both:]- ‘Dubbing ‘booin: in Mexico: Lis‘in high: gear with’ of“episodes completed - Gillespie” ‘Is a. “humanitarian, :as

_by-play.of the St. Louis .U. basketball. -BAMES for: the -1962-63

‘University

father -type. “neither - is ft |

_., | the -:iraseible:

IN:‘MEXICO: ClFY.
Season::| |

Sportscaster: Jack Buck. has: been signed: far.‘the KMOX radio ‘play

and station officials: declined .to' discuss ‘the change: Hoiv-. ‘wéekly:and a total.of .600 to: be ‘dubbed in: remaining. monttis of- the}: ‘man of ‘great. honor. ‘And: above ‘all,

says -Massey;- ‘the. character is.
ever, lac al trade chatter. sez. Caray: S$: ‘ousting: “Was: the finale: ‘of a -run-, year: from. ‘80° American? series. From. a slow ‘start about™ ‘three yéars
.
ning ‘feud.between the announcer and University athletic brass, who: ago dubbing now. “provides work for over -200 actors ©» o-¢ Mario: Moreno | human. ‘“V.don’t: think’ that doctors
.
didult cotton to- -his outspoken: on-the-air “criticism: of Billiken . teams- set to-do a ‘videotape for the.Ed: ‘Sullivan Show ‘to be made. in México’ are as. hardboiled. as‘laymennusually
:
with ‘Mexican- comic :‘interpreting. role of a-tourist. guide .Pars ~ The’ over |. think ‘they are! +.”
of urrecent years. Caray -does Cardinal baseball play-by- -play : ‘on radio |:¥

Jack’ Buck also. reports. ‘Sunday’ -Ameriean League. :Foothall games for four--week suspension: of the’ “Tongaloa” series. is: Slated ‘to end, accord= | On. Japanese: tvs screens, he ‘is:
the ABC-TV Network
. . . KMOX-TV's ace newscaster: “Spencer: Allen, |‘ing to Jose ‘Celis, Mexican prodiicer. who insists he is. not .on. the outs. “Dr: Gillespie.” -. or: the” Japanese
and photo#rapher Charles Bohn, will jet to Rome next. week: to shoot with CBS and that ‘balance of 23: ‘segments: will: be-‘completed. in-México} équivalent .-of. - the Name, ‘speaking’
film. of the. Evumenical Council.- The footage will be used ‘on the: sta- [°° : ‘Mexican actors. are. forming® cooperatives. to. produce. radio. soap: ‘Japanese:.: Was: “Abe: Lincoln. ‘in.
tion’s “Road to Unity” special series. Spencer will take. his. wife, Deane, > operas: and: ‘other. material; with: two ‘groups. now active in’ field: ‘Coop-. ‘Tihnois". dubbed: in’ Japanese? ..Wey

°

alonz on the: Rome. -junket—a_ 25th- wedding™ ‘anniversary present. sie 5;erativa. Proa-headed. by Antonio: Gonzalez,: Salvador: Carrasco, ‘Emma |:
=
Jimmy Hiil, backfield star. of the Football Cardinals, has: signed as. ‘Thelino_and::others; ‘and -the -Alfa: Cooperative: including: actor.’“Broup.| oe

sports director of radio KXLW

-.. _KIV-TY. ‘wilt televise.a series of ‘led by" Carlos Gonzalez: Duenos:
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‘ClarityCopyright

ke im
TPSHEETS’ ;Ny.C att CarsWayforInter
TESTTRUTH) WritVs.AFMonn Bandleader Taxes

VARIETY ‘report last ‘week of President Kennéy' s. signing ‘of
- the.
copyright: ‘extension bill may have ‘slipped. in not: including. ‘the... |:
oe

e. ee
until Dec.-31; 1965 ‘only ‘hos
The. bill,’ of” course, exterids.
° Feady. ‘renewed copyrights. which” would-‘finally ‘expire between 7
‘obvious.

—+

The

seesaw.

battle

in

| Federal: Court over the "Ameviean
By. ‘MIKE. GROSS:
_ What, No Chipmunk | Federation... ‘of Musicians’ 16%
f. “to. keep works -of the 1906-09. era. out: of -the. public-domain until
=" Congress cari revamp the whole’ ‘copyright, Statute.. Unaffected: are”: inghype-happy music .“pasiness |” “Metronome ‘Records, the Eu-"- traveling tax. and Local 802's juris-..
| diction: impost. took .a turn. Thursa copyrights which- might .come up for a 28-year renewal during. the. has now. put itself into.a position ‘. ‘Topean. indie, is. establishing | a
‘Fhe™ .| day (2%) in favor of- the plaintiff
whereby it is ‘hiypeing’. ‘itself. The -- elieko.” -disk ‘menagerie.
-. time-in: question. They: can ‘be given. the:‘normal regular. ‘renewal.
“

Sept. 19, 1962-(date-of the sigiiing) ‘and the 1965 date. It is:‘designed ©.

TalOpsWaltzn Tato
| Harmony

company.

-. |latest ‘addition to the hype. parade

is’ currently riding

7 orchestra. leaders who are fighting

is the “Tip. Sheet,” ‘designed. to, high‘with its ‘release of “Alley...” | the levies: In a. preliminary. ruling,

supply info. ‘to the trade ‘on what. "Cat? on. the: Atco. label and “| Judge: Richard: H. Levet paved the
ecords.
are’ b
kin
ou a th Le“":“several years’ -ago. it. hit |with” . way for .a temporary, injunetion
records.
are’ breaking. ar
e . The ‘Singing. ‘Dogs. ‘on™ RCA.’ ; before’ trial’ against. coHection. of
|
country.
the taxes.
- The big. ‘problem with the: “Tip| ie Victor. |
“Alley | Cat” “was”‘composed
Sheet”. -as several industryites are |.
The judge, however, didn't rule
‘quick. to point: out is that “we ‘hype | -.and-recorded by: Danish Met- - the bandleaders’ suit a-class action.
ronome
.exéc:
Bent
Fabric
and.
__» |-them.on -what:to list, they: in turn’.
|and so the anticipated -injunction
released in the U. S. via “Atco.
——— |hype the radio‘stations. and then we

With AFM asCarbs onWiresFate!
“Chicago, “Oct... 2."

a. ‘rapprochement appears-to be |

_ tLget? éxcited ‘by -the:: hype from the

| will only apply to the seven ‘origi-

‘Fabric’s “Alley Cat” ~album. is

{nal plaintiffs in the case and some.
are °g
‘theSame:| [radio station. by: believing ‘that.
it’s 7 out this: week.- David Thorne’ s * 154 orch leaders who signed. on.-asin ‘the. making” between ballreom|’ “the Nai
.
- vO6cal: version; “The. Alley Cat‘operators’ and the “American: Fed| intervenors. The original seven are
The -Tatman: tag is. Back on Fan. authentic. breakout.” :;
‘However, the. “Tip”: industry : ‘Sohg;” produced .in. New York.
‘eration -of “Musicians: cover. reriote , -the® NBC payroll. Larry :-Tay= .
Ben. .Cutler, ' ‘Dan Terry, Angie
-. by Richard Wolfe,-is being re-‘proadeasts front ‘dance* palaces. |. lor,. general ‘professiona]..man-*. Keeps” growing. . and. the music: in-|
leased. ‘through’ the,Riverside. | Bond; -Ralph Flanagan, Claude
.. | Garreau, Vic -Ash-and- Marty Levet.
Ops vat ‘the. 15th. annual conven-. :_ ager. at _Bourne, ‘had. his. name. — ‘| dustry keeps supporting. "em, ‘Aver- label.
_tion. of the ‘National. Ballroom: Op: | ; changed. from Tatman. to: Tay=" ‘|age “priee for.a “Tip” sheet conies|:
| Among .the intervenors: are Stan
-etators Assn. in Chicago last. week~ . lor’by NBC execs when he was. * to about $100 a year and the sheets}.
‘Kenton,’ Ralph “Marterie, Eddi¢é
= were: ‘heartened. by a statement | signed -as' a. singer to ‘the radio.’ - are -being: bought. primarily ‘by .the-Wittstein. and. Skitch Henderson.
‘record. Companies. ‘and “the. ..radio:
. by “AFM _secretary ‘Stanley Bal- __network- more..than 25 yéars:The
action
resulted from a
- Yard that...the union’s” executive |: : ago but néw- his‘son,:‘Skip, :has’ . [stations.. Some |diskery: execs. say.|
similar: case lost some months ago
"= eommittee would Tiove’ to remove |.* Joined the net .as /a- page “boy. ‘| that the “Tip Sheet” “has: its place|.
of
‘| by ‘the’ Orchestra
Leaders
“in New York under the orig-:-‘|:‘in. the: “recording. - world. because|
standby
“-festrictions, «(primarily
| Greater New York when Judge
‘Mmusicians). on. the. broadcasts..- 2 -|:- dnal- family handle.of ‘Tatman... - “you can néver. tell. ‘what. ‘informa-|:
‘| Levet. ruled that they weren’t
.tion ¢an be: useful to you.”, Others,.|
' When. Taylor’ -switched: to.
“The. ‘change. of. heart ‘after: two
proper plaintiffs’ because ~they.
decades. of:. severe: limitations. ‘on | ‘CBS“after his NBC -hitch, ‘his ‘however, admit :that they. subscribe |
weren’t union members. In. hig
‘the ‘part.of the musicians” ‘union |-.” “name -'was -clianged' ‘to. ‘Larry oa to: it: because. “Everybody's afraid.
opinion last week, Judge- Levet
-was enthusiastically °‘received “by 7} -_ Tate. He: returned. to-the.Tay- ~... not .:to|-try.. it: “because- we really:
accepted two of the plaintiffs who
,_- the’-ballroom “owners. “Joe Malec, 1 lor name: when. he :‘went. into, don’t know where: the answer is in|:
‘also ‘aren’t’ members,. finding in.
|
. | ‘the: promotion “of records.” 2.
= "There's a hot disk” campaign:
“ yeelected: prexy of the NBOA -for-|. ".the: musie business. the case of Dan Terry that he had
—
: The “sheets are run, for’ the most |brewing on:: Irving .‘Berlin’ 's. score:
“his. second. term, -opitied «‘that’ re-| =
Sots part, : by .disk. jockeys who: have’ for “My * President”. between. been . bounced from the union be.:.: sumption . of “the °remote. broad-|¢&
cause of his—‘association with. the
developed: the idea: :as*.a: supple*-easts would ‘result: inva new .up:|\
| suit...
Columbia: ‘and’ RCA Victor::
“1 ment to their income..Even former||
+ Surge. in ballroom’ attendance.
| deejays, who feel that ‘their. finger] |Columbia; : which.” has the origi--|.: In his findings, the judge. drew
“He :said that it -would also. be||
: {on . and ‘their: information ‘of the] nal Broadway cast album rights, | almost: the same conclusions that
S good: for. thé-.bands. and. in- proimot-' .
. musié pulse..of the country. have} willbe running against the Victor’ ‘he did in the OLGNY ‘case except,
“ng ‘live’ musi¢:in- general: :-Malec|:
mt
‘| gotten into ‘the act. Most: of them. entry which will star Perry ‘Como.. of course, for his ruling on the
“reported. that. several. unfon:.leeals.|:‘concentrate.on pops. but, now: some. Robert. ‘Ryan and ‘Nannette’ Fabray. plaintiffs’ ‘union - standing. He afin ‘southern. ‘California and “Fexas'}firmed that orchestra leaders are
.aré.emerging who gather ‘informa-| will: star.in the: cast set,
:Had™tried easing restrictions on |.
tion about rhythm &. blues: records, . “This: imarks ‘one-‘of. the few. oc employers ‘and that they ‘are en. remotes: and ©had ‘iricreased.. both.|"
“only.
| ¢asions in. which Victor has. ‘given gaged in interstate commerce, two
radia listenership’ and ‘ballroom ate]:
One of the: newer ‘ones is Cherise a Broadway show, | other ‘than one -faets: which are very ‘important. to
‘tendance.
“Washington; Oct, 2.
Another. iwend’:“noted: “by” ate | The Senite Judiciary: ‘Committee: Productions Which is ‘based ‘in- Chi- with which it-had: ‘an original. cast ‘theleaders in their ‘antitrust ¢ase
tendees: at the convention: was: ‘the. has. “recommended« passage« of. “a:|-ago... ‘Cherise. surveys ‘Seven: aréas: | album-:deal,” ‘such complete disk. ‘against. the union which. comes up
' developnientt.. Of *-more’ and.- better. ‘goftened record. piracy bill. Main |‘New .:Orleans, Nashville,.. Atlanta. ‘coverage. It’s also -expected” that soon in federal court. He --also
‘local - and’ ‘regional ‘bands: It was and. only’ ‘change: the. committee. St. Louis, Miami. Chicago. and New. Como will back’ up his “President” | found the taxes to be illegal from
‘these ‘areas. ‘plugs. with’ performances .of the: the ® -gtandpoint that there is no
‘felt that ‘the ‘iricreasé. in ‘the area. made in. the’ measure: as :passsed .‘York, ‘The-rates. for.|
orchs stems’ ‘from the. continuing. previously. by the. .House: .was.. to” -are. $70 for. the. first;‘area ‘and: $20 Berlin tunes on’ ‘his® NBC-TV show. written authorization by sidemen decline in the: number -of. name .reduce: its penalties: ‘from :10 years -for-each.-additional area ora pack-|-:. Two - **Mr.. President” . ‘albums }.as .to their collection and that it is.
“bands. The ballroom: operators: gay: in. prison. or -$10, 000 fine or both age. deal of $150. Ber issue. for all!have: already ‘been etched by Col.. illegal for..an employer orchestra
Seven: “aréas.
{Continued on. ‘page 61)
They -are’a ‘dance ‘LP. by. Lester { -that. the big - bands’ are:- getting ‘to one year or $1,000 :or. both.
‘wha. has Lanin. on Col’s subsid. Jabel, Epic,{
“harder. +o get .and: more. expensive =
_-. Reliable’ sources: sald the. com-.}° “Ted: Randal: is ariother as college and:.other concerts. take:| mittee. -felt- ‘gravity’. of: the - offense.| mhade his: mark .in“the “Tip Sheet”. and ‘an instrumental. treatment by
“more and’ more of: their time.
- -(eounterfeiting - ‘of.* records. © and: ‘parade. Ted-Randal‘Enterprises op-. Andre Kostelanetz. :
: Tone’ of..the- convertion: seemed. Jabels).. is riot commensurate with}. ‘erates: out of ‘San’ Francisco. which | “Victor. will not:‘Felease its Como
a optimistic. “with.” most”. ‘ballroom | the House. ‘penalties. -“Tf. the’ pen-- ‘now has 10.stations: ‘under. its’‘wing. package until after. the’‘show opens
“programming, the in’ New ‘York on Oct:.. 20 so that it
-mén. registering the’ opinion thatj alties are. ‘not: enough. to . deter ‘Along ‘With ‘the:
“the dancé-hall biz. had. “bottomed: “counterfeiting,” ‘the. sources.. com--}. firm is printing “The .Tip Sheet.” ‘and: the. “east”: set-will virtually _
“out” several years ago: ‘There were: mented; “they: can: be.stiffened: at which -ds. being subscribed -:-to by. be: getting: off at the. same time.|”
: réports ‘of: thrée. or- four darkeried. ‘a later: Gate.” ba
(Continued ‘on| bage 6D
|:
“Meantime, :Victor -is full speed:
‘With hopes. that ‘it has come up
‘ballrooms being reopened and -talk | There
ahead. on -ts “Oliver”. promotion. ‘with another Mario Lanza, RCA
is’:
-peagonably’” ‘good ii
of several. new. plush, ‘dance: halls’ ‘chance; ‘if. “and. ‘when the Sénate |
. The : original cast album. hit. the ‘Victor.-ig sighting its. promotion 7
| passes the pill, that. the House will
|-market..this: week and. -in--support. guns: on. Italian. tenor- Sergio
of the Lionel Bart score; the. com-- |, Franchi - in. one ofthe ‘mest €xno
‘|;concur. in’ ‘the. changes.” and: not.
In. addition: ‘to ‘Maiee. the follow: “shelve: the. measure: or ‘force it into{
Pany. is issuing: four: ‘singles. «
pensive ballyhooed buildups ever
‘Ing. officers..weré reelected: :Har- joint. ‘conference. : The ‘bill|could.
The. “Oliy er” singles are by Lena given a- Red Seal: artist..
‘Philadelphia: Oct. 2: - Horne; the: Limeliters,. Della Reese|":
old Austin, ‘Buffalo. N.. LY... Avice ‘get -Tost in. the adjournment rush,
‘From the time he. arriv ed in ‘the
“Philadelphia - ‘Orchestra ‘ ‘is play. and. Norman |Luboff, who. perform,
_.president; -Dale* King, |Norfolk: howeever:
ving: largest: number of concerts: .in'|.respectively: : “Where” Is: Love?” ‘U.S. last "Tuesday (25), the Victor
__-Neb.,. treasurer: ‘and:Eddie-Schima. |. Exact. language ofthe bill: now ;
; +its. ‘history :during 1962-63 and” is “Who Will Buy,” “As‘Long As He. promotion machinery :has been
-" Des’ “Moines, Ta.; executive ssec- -reads:
geared to the Franchi drive.. The
retary. ‘New members. of: the board | “Whoever ‘knowingly and vith 4Jaunching. the. new ‘Season. with: its ‘Needs ‘Me’. “Consider. Yourself.”
action began. Sunday 1} when
“are James ° ‘Potter . “of | “Edelstein: | fraudulent ‘intent:-transports: causes. largest, advance. sale. .. In’. ‘addition: “Oliver: will’ .preem. -in’- New|
Franchi headed. out on. a .10-day
Ti, ‘and Lloyd. Aude:. Green. Bay.- ‘ta -bhe transported, . receives; sells ‘to the. regular. 28 pairs. of. “Friday |York. in Jate December following: “tour. to meet deejays and distribuWise. The: association:Ww
vil. meet: in or Offers for sale. vine‘interstate - or’ matinee and Saturday: evening- con- its current. road tour.
‘| ‘tors -at special receptions in such
np_{foreign: ~ commerce” ‘any: ‘phono- certs, the . ‘Orchestra. has. added &
«St. Paul’ next year...
{ key cities as Philadelphia, Boston,
| ° Braph record. dis¢,.wite,:tape: film. new. .series --ef.. seven. .“Thursday
Chicago . and Pittsburgh, among.
or. ‘other. article on: which sounds ‘niglits.. ‘It also: has raiséd: the: Mon:
‘/others ,
are.
.
recorded, ‘to.. whieh- “or: upon day evening’ performances |to. 14.
‘He’s being accompanied’ by Stan
~, |whieh -is: stamped,-pasted,” or: -af-} ‘Also. neéw are three “Pops” ‘conWalker of the publicity department
4 fixed —any forged .or ‘counterfeited|:eerts, conducted. by. Arthur. Fiedler: ie
-and Mort Barnett of the. pr omotion
label, knownng the label- ‘to ‘have. “and. Andre Kostelanetz, three -‘Pen- |
Holly wood,. “Oct. 2.
department. The drive is being
been falsely: made,. forged or..coun-: f:‘sion ‘:: Foundation -. .programs;. . five]
tied in Ww ith -the release .of his
_terfeited. “shall be fined ..not -more’ children’s: concerts. and. six: ‘Sehior | -Deteca has moved its. Tocal Sites |
Singer Paul ‘Anka.--is’ ‘segueing |“than. $1,,000. ‘or: imprisoned. for: not} student. and.. junior “Student. coriz ‘from: ‘Hollywood’ to: the Revue-in-! album,;. ““Italy’s ‘Br iliant-. New
‘ter
national
‘Studios..
five
miles
ov
‘er
|
Tenor: Sergio Franchi in, Romantic
“Into: the sports. field. :Anka is ‘part more. than: one year,or. both.” ~ beerts fora total ‘of 94 Appearances :
‘the, hill, in -San;. ‘Fernando Valley. | Italian --Songs..”’
_ Of a group, headed. by his manager, | : The bill: fér: which’ the commit- in‘ the ‘Academy of Musi¢. | .
:
Company,:
since:
it
set,
up-a’
Holly.
Franchi: will return to-New’ York.
. Trving -Feld,. which is - promoting. : tee found almost. unanimous.:music| Eugene. Ormandy. ‘will conduet®
Z
‘Tecording ‘outpost 25 vears! from~ his: promotion .trek: in -time
“:-NBA:-basketball ‘in::Baltimore-this industry. -‘support,. is‘:“designed to! thie.‘major -part of -the. programs: #400.
a -_geason. . The group also: has‘an op- | stop’ the industry's “loss of: ‘some! Otto -Klemperer: will ‘appear. «with 28% did its: Waxing. at-large. elab-: for rehearsals :of Ed Sullivan's.
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-NBA Basketball: Sinatra,
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“tion |for,an
“NBA - ‘Baltimore’:tran y $20.000; 000. .. ‘year. Nia.counter: the: Philadélphians-over’ a’. five-:;‘orate -quarters'-on“ Melrose Ave., “CBS- TV ‘show ‘which, will ‘be aired.
1
[eee
el
‘1week period and ‘other -guest. maes-. > where: the. lease expired. Jast week. :: Oct. “14 The ‘following Sunday.
chise..
s
tros Will -inelude Charles: Munch || Savings - obviously Will be’. great, }-«21) he does a con cert at-Caincgie
Super. -‘Attractions: ‘Ine;, a na‘.
'|
and;
Leopold” Stokowski.. The lat- singe :it now: ill be housed: within .- Hall- under the~ auspices af S.
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‘company
.
:promotion
. ‘ional.
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GalFischer
Bi Aequires:.

.{ ter will -repeat: the - program: With :
+ ated:. by. ‘Feld;: will sponsor: nine
*Hurok::
“| which--he’ made his. ‘Philadelphia + - Sonny Burke. “Decca: recording ! The Victor a&r exces. are alreaiy.
an basketball. ‘games: this season at the |.
: chieftain here, ‘stated that: the shift!‘at work blueprinting a recording
~ New *:Baltimore. Civic:
Center |--:
. ° 4, 000-seat. ‘hall:‘opening 2
atthe: end”
Piano -“soloists. includé: Van. ‘Cli-_ Wil lead. to.’ ‘greater: efficiency: if program for-him. Plans aré in the
‘Carl: Fischer, the music: ‘publish: {Barc “Ruth. ‘Slénezy nska, : - David -‘is: most expeditious.” Coastal salés works to’ star’ ‘him in operettas* aS
OF October.
er...has ‘purchased -the: catalog. of Bar-Tilan,
> Philippe ~.; :. Entrément, :headquarters, .how ev er, “Will. ¢on- :-Avell as: on’ pop singlés if the ‘right
“Get Piece Ot ‘Mass. ‘Prack
| Signature ~ Music: Press; ‘formerly, |i Ivan. Davis, Robert. Gaby and. Jean | tinue present, perch on| Santa, AFonl- |material comes. along.
ica: Blvd.
Pittsfield, “Mass:, Oct. Q. .| the: Kickapoo Musie ‘Co. _
Casadesus...
- Violinists‘:
include}
Franchi tame
to the atfention
Frank. Sinatra - and ‘Dean - Martin |. “Fischer has .moved’ the. entire: Isaac .- Stern; “Ruggiero. Ricci. and! The “valuable: ‘recorrding equip: |-of: Bob.. Yorke, Victor veepee -in
have. ‘purchased -an.interest in ‘and. Signature |stock: from | the: firm’s |“Anshel-‘Brusilow, “the -Orch's ‘con-" ’ ment: Decea used. at Melrose. Stur, charge ofthe. commer eal Feco.ds
-have’ become directors. of: Berk-: Shawnee.. Oklahoma, headquarters, -eertmaster..
Also:. ‘appearing .as ‘dios vill be shipped to Decca. wax- ,depar tment,. through Norman: Lubshire. Downs, -a-racetrack ‘at nearby: ‘to .its: distributing and business: guest. Soloists ‘are. Met ‘soprano Ann: ing: studios in Nashville and N.Y.:! off, a ‘Victor. pactee. and songwriter
2. Hancock, | “Sinatra. has. :-also’ been’ -offices in’ New -York, .‘The. Signa-'|-Moffo, ‘organist - ‘E. Power. -Biggs,. Burke is making a deal with United | ‘Bob Russell who caught the si-ver
Hon [ture catalog. ‘ds mainly Feligioso | Eliane. “Magnan. “French ‘cellist: and ;Recorders Ine...’ chere’-to .do-. Coast :on’: “Sunday ‘Night At ‘The. Pil-
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| ‘Oliver, Fringe’Franchi;| Songs’ |
Williams’ ‘Willing’Top New LPs|
“OLIVER” 1RCA Victor). This: is and
an

unusual

‘in that

Broadway.

"finaginative

Top: Singles Of
€ The Week
mThe‘Best Bets’ofThisWeek's100-PlusReleases) |
~~"

sound: that

| THE:BROTHERS FOUR: vows oe: 225 MINUTES TO PS

cast: album | erierges: from the Broadway’. ‘pre:

it's being released

(Columbia) *« ..: Ae ee Seee tbe

more | duction -of Richard: Rodgers” ‘“No-|.

Sient preem. It's a Broadway cast-|.licated on. record’ by the. same
album, nevertheless, because this} group that’s used as part: of: the}
is the war Broadway’ is going to | stage. action: Peter Matz, who. ar-} ;
hear it and it’s a knockout. Lionel: 1 ranged and _-conducted, “has develBart has written a snappy score for} ‘oped ‘some: haunting. ‘jazz. phrases |
this: Fongrunning West. End musical } to’ embellish: “The. “Sweetest
and its. impact’ on U.S. audiences | Sounds.” “Loads Of :Love;””.- the

be

just.

and

Georgia

as

imposing.

aa jack. saga: about a. condemned. prisoner. “Despite ‘its, grisly ‘theme; :
' .. it’s a" brightly ©‘Styled... slice with. potent - impact: “The ‘Tavern
Song”. (Bigareft). as.a bright:‘version of.the D:a tune, :

i THE: KINGSTON: TRIO! Le
(Capitol). 22.2

Brown

is. topnotch }

wo.

iat

ENOCH

LIGHT: AND. HIS ;

“ As Lanz As He Needs Me,”need “Con- | ORCH: ‘AT
CARNEGIE °.HALL
ce ae
5 PEAY
|
IRVING: :-BERLIN
(Comsider Yourself,”
“I'd Do. Anything
mand).
- Enoch
Light
and arranger.
and = a ‘*QOom-Pah-Pah iors “Wil
get ||‘Lew:
Davis
fave
whipped
“up. an:

plenty of play ‘in all areas...

“BEYOND

-

exciting set. that-‘ will -delight the

‘TH E . “FRINGE”. stéreo stalwarts with its solid sound:

!

oe

Sl. ONE MORE: TOWN

She: Was: Too. -Géod: To Me::

The Kingston Trio Ss “One More. Town” ( Sausalitot) is’ a: catchy”
folk -type nuniber tailormade: ‘for this” group's: “smoothly. rhythmic...
-attack.: “She Was Too: Good For ,Mé”:: (Harms*) - dishes. uD this.
oldie. in. @. Solo arrangement. that mak es: a nice: impression.
Hee

The [tight
song and other Rodgers" de- £8

British Gast headed by Clive Revill |lights.
and the score with such leaders’ as

ba “The Tavern Song:

_ : ‘The Brothers .Four’s-25. Minutes To Gor (Hollist) isa. cracker-:.

than three months. befare .its-Main |Strings”: has. been excellently. dup-

will

Wednesdays October$s

“LAWRENCE: ‘WELK

I | DELLA REESE:

vied

AS. LONG: AS. HE NEEDS ME

(RCA Victor).what cee“ee ar Makes. No Difference: Now...
Della Reese’s “As. Long’ ‘As--He: ‘Needs Meé’” (Hollist), from ‘the.

| Presents: His Ni ewest Dot Album

British: musical, Oliver, ” ‘shapes. UD as- ar: excellent: -commercial
-| . ballad. especially “in: the’ framework’ ‘provided: by. this: songstress:: "
and.
(Cc apitol . Although “Beyond The |and standout: repertoire. of vintage.
Fringe” isa’'t scheduled. to open | Irving.’ Berlin .material.. Current “phenie from the .Bro’, Grimm!": “It. Makes No Difference" 4 Pert) ts:‘auother’ potent: ballad witht”
high-flying chances.
on Broadway until Oct. 27,. this;- publicity: attendant to-Berlin’s first |.
.
too, falls intp the original. Broad- musical in-‘over a. decade. “Mr.
: values, Miss: Poole” scores in the
Way east category. ‘The. quartet: of President, will give. the package”
torchy, belting ‘or -medium tempo.
zganies ‘Alan Bennett, Peter ‘Cook, }iadded promotional -‘values; > The
groove:
with: equal - ‘strength..4.
(Philips). we hata fre...
/Pin Colina ‘Gig Your: “Wings ..
_Jonathan
Miller
an d
Dudley | stereo techniques are kept. in’ check.
There's: ‘air occassional touch of
Moore) who. make up the cast: will|and bring-a_ brightness. ‘to’ “How.-|. soul. here’ and. she registers--with |". Frankie. ‘Vaughan'ss “Hercules”. (Tin: Pan Alley ‘of. London) gives..
this -British:- ‘singer another: big <cliance’ to--crack: into-the: U.S.
be doinz
the material. in .the} Deep Is- the. Ocean,” “Blue. Skies,’”.
strong feeling: and: musical’ values|: . bestseller lists. It’s a: hardhitting rocker with .a ‘solic: ‘lyrié. “2mM.
-Brooves on the: stage. And the. ma- i “Always” and’ several others .that’
at’.all- times: There’s -a. distirictive |'- : Gonna Clip Your Wings" (MRC) is’ a:‘routine: conception,
terial is wild and funny. “Fringe”. .have become a -permanent part of“BABY

*in“ELEPHANT.

“WALK”

FRANKIE VAUGHAN:

approach. which “impresses ‘nicely |

is a London import..but its humor! musical Americana.

LINCOLN: CHASE

ere

*

Oveeren

HERCULES .

!

‘Ttoo as:she ranges: through. this
:array which includes “Lazy. ‘After-|.
results:
It's not too precious and .: THE
FRENCH
RIVIERA”.
(Phil|noon,” “Sometimes Fm Happy,’ |: (Swan), ence veers ee hall ‘Just’‘Couldn't Say. Goodbye:
it’s. not‘too British. It has a- bright |} ips). Dizzy. Gillespie. makes an’ aus:
“Sunday: Kind .‘of: .-Love,”” -““Time‘}- __? Lineoln- Chdse’s “Sweet” Torture”
(Rooseveltt) - 4s: a neatly_
view and a Juni atic appeal nat picious bow for Philips. It’s a’ pack-” ‘After Time,’”
“I Could.’ “Have |. * “swinging Thythm -‘entry with-a relaxed. sound which. could: make
overcomes any national barriers.
lage pegged on the jazz. festival. at. Danced. All Night”. and ‘others:
‘a. dig. dent: in. juke circles. “1 Jitst Couldn’ t-Say. Goodbye'” (Studiot)
SERGIO FRANCHE: |“ROMAN: |Antibes, recorded in’: Franee, . but,
‘is:an. ok:ay” ‘ballad: an a “bluesy.‘groove.
will ‘hit

Statesiders

for ‘big laugh

| DIZZY

GILLESPIE: “DIZZY

ON.

to
TIC “ITALIAN
SONGS”
1RCA. with plenty “of impact. for:the U.S, | JUDY" ‘COLLINS: : “GOLDEN |.
“APPLES: ‘OF. THE: ‘SUN” (Elektra).
Victor’. Tne people at RCA Victor; Jauz.burls. ryginat the “setjin- One Of the. finest. femme.folk ‘sing-|PREDA

-SWEET. TORTURE e

PAYNE::.. eeevia JHE? WHO. ‘LAUGHS: LAST ~

’ (ABE. Paramouni) wel S.
Slightly ‘Out Of Tune :
ers around. today,-.Judy. ‘Collins: has
Se
oz sonsFranchi,
ae a ontenor.
a. buildup
Ne ‘material may even give
Sergio
importe
* it ‘a chance: come -up with “a second solid: ‘set |:
Freda: Payne’s “He. Who Laughs asi {Alcnt i:.gets- into. the
from Italy. The company will get with pop consumers, !Desafinarto” ‘for. Elektra. . She“ displays a clear. foo. bossa. nova swim with a trick,y: ocal
wu hich this: songstress handles
plenty of help from his- debut disk. Gillespie
ot an ‘en the.dee ay dramatic. voice here ‘that: she: can'} “ with: considerable*.style. :“Slightly. Out
.OfF Tine” (Hollist ) nits:
It shows, off-Franchi’s tener tech- ty table a
v
J
‘the popular. !‘Desafinado” to
use -to’ advantage in. -any. .format, |
) English lyrics,which will give:at ever
niques with an Impact |
that” is SUFe.
urntables..
’ ‘be it: belting ‘out a folk swinger: or | wider plays:
.
:
to. win him. lots of U.S. fans. ‘The.
“DAMN THE: DEFIANT” (Gol- ‘lending:..delicate
emphasis* to aj
repertoire is: culled front: the’ Tan |
Be Clifton..Parker has captured. tender’ ballad. The..tune collection, PAT THOMAS
an
=
be _-DESAFINADO™ :
popular of the Htalian, genre -and-{‘the mood of the sea in- his ‘score is. also. rightly-selected and: her|.
|
;
at
he sings with a gusto that. packs : for ‘Damn ‘The. Defiant. * His mel-|‘guitar playing, along with that of). 0 eNVe). 2. ee
“One. Note. Samba ~
Pat Fhomas*- SDesafinado”. y‘Hollist) works over. this bossa nova. a
excitement in-every groove.
} odie -patterns.: aa well-conceived Walter ‘Raim; ‘adds -a’ nice. totich.::
“
‘and build ‘with. dramatic ‘intensity: The clarity and ‘definition in her | Jat with- sniart- English. lyrics projected. in. swinging .Style ‘by -this
‘Style’. are: “expertly conveyed,.:.and |- femme’ rewcomer.. “One -Nate. Samba" (Leeds").. _is /another ‘neat
AND WILL On IAMS: |ra“WARM |
er
within.makes
it: {be package
ve
tie. an
wi rsnity” the LP makes a: strongly ‘effective
ee
;
slice: in. a. similar Latin groorCe
Williams has done quite well in ‘pic,pene bn release. ee
the album

te

It’s a: ‘solid |
since switching |sive it. stwooth |sailing or:the” Fee) impression throughout: :

market

Columbia .from
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Cadence: berth. }Hs vocal

:

stylings!
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addition: to: any: folk’ library:
* CAIL- Boy).
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LITTLE, ‘RED. BOAT: 2

oa. Bat.

Forget-Me-Nots _

Link: Davis": “Little Red "Boat" -(Longhornts: moves ‘along ata”
LALO SCHIF RIN ORCH: “BOS: “SENSUOUS. STRINGS OF .ROB-|
ly: suited to this songbag of ro-}SA NOVA = NEW, BRAZILIAN - ERT. FARNON”. (Philips). . This: -iS-} “toe:-tapping ©‘clip sparked ' by” this’ “stnger’s: savvy. rhythm. vocal of”
mantic ballads. Under Robert. Mer-| JAZZ” +.Audio
Fidelity):-.’ Lalo.‘| a natural for: ‘mood: music fans.. It’s. ‘this: charming .tune: -“Forget-Me- Nots*: (Longhornt). reverts: {0°
sey'’s orch direction, ‘the sound. is | Schifrin, ‘an Argentine’ pianist,
a
A
:
and schmaltzy ‘set. fashioned | a more conventional ballad. Gronre.
“warm and glowing and Williams |leads’ a topflight combo ‘through a‘forlush
easy listenin
‘The ‘strings are|;
——
co
makes the most of it.'"For pullout {some Bossa Nova’ paces that ‘will: highlighted,
* of course,
an ‘but ‘the: ‘soft THE LIMELITERS. PEA
:
SA ES +.WHO:WILL:BUY:rh

are quile pleasing atid are especial- |

programming

play,

“Stranger

On; delight. the’ prosrammers:

The.

(3.2. fe
ee
eae
Bink:
The Shores” “tt Ever: T Would j.package is leaded with. new stuff | brass. sounds also add. to the: -pleas-||.an ARCA. Victor):
ure“ of: songs. like . “Something °To. - The Limelitérs’ -Whe. walt Hig? (Holtist s a
a chaknitng. ane.
Leave You". -.and ‘The Way You} like’ “Boato.”” “Chora Tua Tristeza”
|
Remeniber.
You"
By,”.
“The.
Touch:
tique:styied
”number fron’ Ure ™ upcoming Oliver” > legit. musical
-.:
Eook Tonight” are highly recomand “Bossa. Em Nova York.”.. They
mended
‘
-}all fit.the f resh Latino pattern and. : Of Your. Lips” “and SIsa't Tt Ro-} . worked .oter in’. ‘highily- skillful” -style." ‘by. this combo: “Funk”:
-mantic.”
came
Amtadeo*)
is
a clever takeog on a.
2 Contemporary jaz z expression. a
.
ace
they: all get a: special lift from such.
PRESIDEN a oe aes mR expert -sidemen as. bassist Chris. .

lin’s ‘score
Tends

‘for "Xr.

itself

Lanin's

President” |White. drummer Rudy.Collins and.

casils

breezy

to

Lester j Mutist - ‘Saxaphonist

and bouncy ‘dance

tempo. There's also-enough variety

Leo.

‘Wright. .

“LOSS JOINS MECCA: BOARD

Ber
. e EVERLY BROS.”
|

Loridon: “Oct. 2...

pe Hatin: pereussfonists ose

(Cailense)--

“Bandieader ‘Joe::'Loss. cas. been:
its{rianied - to. the... board.’ of ‘Mecca
Daricing: w hich. operates a:chain. of.

he a ' = : >it io, are PaSO"
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rM HERE TO GET.MY.BABY
. OUT OFJAIL be

bee ewan Mead

- Lightning’. _Express' °

‘ The. Everly Bros? “apy, Hose: To’ Get:“My: Baby’ Out Of. Jail”.
in the 15 sones to give the package: uit enti favogive it much of
(M&M -Cole#). breaks:-out.. the vocat duo on . their. “old.- ‘label (the:
pace. and interest. “Is. He The
{ @utnen ic ayor.
"sides ‘are: culled ® from: a: prev ioushyy “released |LP, “Songs “Our
Onls Man fin The World’- and |. “SERMONETTE: BILLIE +50 .. dance .halls. throughout, the: , Daddy. Taught Us" )-with a: sharp. folk ‘item. ‘that’. has catch-on
“Let's Ga Back. To ‘The Walfz”:.| POOLE”: iRiterside). - Billie. Poole. country,
’ qualities.. “Lightning - Express” : ¢ Peert): “TUNS. at: a slow: ‘ballad
have the: easy three-quarter time jis a fine jazz. ‘singer. “who. makes . Although. Loss now “fias an: exec. '
pace carrying: “a. pleasing: vocalaccom :with tte:
fempo, “The. Secret Service” and-{her Riverside ‘disk--bow via this |berth, he. still. ‘batons. his: orchestra
“Meat And: Pa! aloes’ are bright., Session. Wworking W ith: solid ‘blues’rat the. Hammersmith: Palais.
-anid caretree. and “The Washing- |
|
_
-
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ton
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covers

the current

dance craze in slick. terms. Packave -is “a natura! for the program-
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wita sene

tenor sax leads|He's. working his’ way through ‘the: ‘midwest ‘and “Texas .._

Sentarins Pemded: ut the pac Kase

|

NBC-T V té-ditect ‘the “Shakespeare Sequences

starring: Michael Redgrave which will be telecast. on NBC-TW’s “Shake-

are
Roc adi Bina Nova" +Parts
speare: “Soul Of An Age’. on, Nov, 30 ..- . Rusty. Warren’
1 and 2) a fopnote San: she release.. L P. Ruste: Tn’ ‘Orbit. hits: the market’ this. week.
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_AND. HEAVEN: WAS: HE RE.;

: (Dimension).’ rareLS “Ba evvlvdy’s Got! A Chance. But. Me

-Big -_Deeé: [rivin: s.“And Hearen Was’ Here” CAldont ) sis. strong

Ss:latest.Jubilee: :

uc,

“DON: T entation of six new albums .. : ‘Stereo Sound Studios,-headed’ by Jerry |."

Mercury. ? Newman,

wit! brah ii ‘fran: ework

:

. - ballad ‘with a. blues’: “quali!Lay. -which this: performer: belts: for top’. : impact in -the “contemporary: Op usic ‘idion.. Everybody's -“Got’
On Otto Kléniperer-Philharmonica Orchestra performance of theconi- 1. A ‘Dance. But Me™ (Aldon:).as:
i another, solid, Thuthn “number
y
Y due.
plete’ Brandenburg Concerti highlights.. Angel’ Records’ ' October. ‘pres; |...» for. plenty. of. spins.

serve as an. exéclent

trailer. for the aldeaaes
album.

WORRY

opened'a

Of: York.studio

new soundproof -‘isolation -booth: in“its “main: New:

Martin. Kadish will represent -Elektra’s distribution.

:
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suaseee

powerhouse

cbajlad.

“What.

tionally’ syndicated ‘cartoon: ‘strip, “On Stage™.-.

“Richard: Ellsasser's :THE ysS WITH JAMIE: a

Kind Of, Fool Am 4.” to: give pro- second ‘LP for: the Kapp -label" is “Hollywood -Movie ‘Themes.” “"
‘gearuimers

plents

of

for “Eckstine pas

ead

bes the,

opportunities

.

Pete

Seeger's" score for. the film ‘short, *Endian. Summer, ” ‘currently: sO -

‘Pullout sides “oy the -bill. at.the Murray Hill: Theatre, .N.Y., is now .a-Folkway Records.

tithe tune,

(Columbia):

“Don't: release with Seeger playing ‘it.

. The Tarriers will have a new Decca:

a

CEMA.”
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eee ON RIVER: -

(United: Artists)... _ veda
me
Procuitto
Ticd strente. and voice backings de- setyp invll western -states. and |Mel‘ Posner will covéer.the east.
signed by “Bit, Byers and Torrie Peter; Paul & Mary,.new folk: group. clicking on thé Warner: Bros. label. oe Ralph. ‘Marterie’s: “Night: River” "aati is-a@ ‘Sweet sounding” _
Zita, Bulls iAstute MOVES through hits the campus. circuit ‘latter part. ‘of October. and’. ‘November’ . rae “instrumental.”with. a ‘lilting, melody due’ for across-the-board: ‘spins, .
“Prociutto”. (TOuEY is. Miother nafey - grehestral ‘selection’ tn” a
a romantic
cae tnend with: eases Johnny (Crazy Otto) Maddox’ ‘has. just ‘completed his < annual - trek’ to.
He's. gat sor He - solid ‘standards, in’. Hollxwood to: -tecards “three: albums: for Dot “Records ©
,
a
:
‘“Comedian-|- Jazsier yroove:: a
“his ‘Songbag. tris auting and tHe’ Charles Manna, Decca disker, is: currently. being: featured jn. the .na-.t:
3 het

ADR
et
a.

fively.. GA-Rendezrous “With. A Broken: ‘Heart’ Untegritye): is‘an

“Bobby. 7 okay cont entional. ballad. side.

nitty’ riffs and ; Darin’s debut, LP: and a Frank ‘Sinatra’ deluxer-highlight. Capitor's ‘21--}-

Tisht: arcasion us with some slick |Ter, has been signed by

BILLY

GIGoT-

IN ALL: MY WILDEST: DREAMS

BIG.DEE IRWIN...’ a

sould

ery

CAtiy).w ro. ee. " ‘Renders ‘otis With A Broken Heart.

Kenny Buri el meves into the spot- 7 album October-release ....Caedmon's Récording director’ ‘Howard -Sack-

which

sed

trend:: It's ‘a “Smash. Records. due :4o record a single in Wo. weeks:.

jazz otiented “package
Strays too far-out to lose its. mass |‘following a year.in Hollywood working on his weekly; NBC- TV show.
.the way

ee

Maleoini: Dodds* ae “AW Ay “Wildest: Dreams” * Clutegrity*). 28
an. arresting -‘ballad. with a :melodie tdea’ Feminiscent of “Nature.
Boy"
‘and. some good ‘Lyrics. w hieh-‘this singer puts over very effec:
but never| Bob. Newhart, Warner ‘Bros. -disker,. out on: his. first- ‘national. tour :

criding ie!

appeal. Z.00t. Sis”

AS

‘is. an- appealing ballad: which “this.‘Continental. stnger handles: with. 2°
; ‘eomnrercial impact, “Alle! AHo!. AUlo?? | (Somgsiiiths*;. rom the 2 ed
Ys santé: pie,’ is. another Attractive: munber: uth. chances
toot!

aeiae ;

BEAT
BOSSA
NOVA"
(Colpix?. | Teresa: Brewer, récently ‘signed by Philips Records. is ‘in, Nashville
,
As fons as the’ Bassa Nova stays: this week to ‘cut tivo singles ‘inder the direction..of Shelby: ‘Singléton.
hot, this pavkane will: have not Country singer Mother Maybelle Carter; .just ‘pacted by: Sister: Jabel. “ls

trouble

ee

oh. Fox) . tee
ewe ee eb led -Allo! Allof: Alle!::
.-Enrico’s .':Gigot", (Songamiths#y, title tune of: the 20th-For filme:
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“Nowhere Toé Go. But Up.
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Be

The J’s With Janie “Laugh Ii:ube 6 Berlin* +:fron: the upcoming-:

Broadway y- musical, “Mr.-President,’- is ‘a “bouncy! nispirational tune.with a crisp. sound that should ‘give. sit wide. circulation. “No=--

_- Worry + About Me," “Exodus” andj release: out the end of the. month: It was recorded live: at the. Bitter:
“where: Fo Go- But Up". Chappell*J; title . song: “of another. Tegit
wee Herm.
“Ta There Was You:
End folk nitery- in New York-:.
‘Vanguard. Records issued...a ‘Cisco. . MUSIC, is also ‘in the. uplift ‘Groove. cE
NO
STRINGS. SEXTET:
“NO- Huston LP,. ‘I. Ain't Got -No- ‘Home, * which” Was: waxed by him. four i
ss
- *ASCAP.
STRINGS” (Cc diumbias, The fresh | months. before. his” ‘death Py cancer, in, 1961.
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5WithGerman Exhibs,
~ SkeAssn.&Am. Forces Network
The: mimber: of:‘Yétailers: ‘selling }-

= R
[Robert Shaw Chorale On.

“Fecords will ‘grow. from: the: pres-:

_

Disk Biz:‘AgainTops
enit 80,000. ‘to-an estiniated.. 250 000}:
2ACe.f:
Books in-Sales Oa
“within: ‘the next eight -years..
* Pickwick: ‘International, the growth

the.-book, business ‘in retail. sales'|:.
‘will be -‘marked: ‘by the entry. ‘of | volume: for ‘the second. consecutive |
such” offbeat ..-outlets. as ‘barber: ‘year.:
a -shops; : ‘bowling: alleys, he au ty |™“Sales: “oF: books; . not: including. TE
coin - ‘operated: “laundries ‘textbooks and‘ ‘encyclopedias, came}
"y ‘parlors,
and” drycleaning - stores; Pas. stay -to-'$509,640,000, in-:1961, according|
- =tions: and’ possibly: even banks. - : | to. the “American Book: .Publishers‘|’ . Lestie~ ‘figures -that the- stiecéss. - Council. sAceording-.to- the Record |. :
‘Of:‘the “superstore” ‘concept |makes “Industry. Assn..- of. America. the. the --‘transition

inevitable, | These.

4

ed E Victor,

“For “example,” he. says, fs
tthe .

“automatic: Taundry-and ‘dryeléaning
.. Stores. -are.- finding. ‘that --the cus: f°

‘Cities, three

{omer actually -makes..a. variety. of|
"+ “purchases *:while. ‘waiting: for - “the.

rights-.

fees for muin .Germany,
in just about
money.
The
from Ameri-

tAFN) near
GEMA is

‘negotiating. with top officials in
the U.S..in its struggle to get coin.
from ‘the soldier network..

de -36° concerts; 28

’ And ‘in. the city: of: Hamm, ‘West

in. West. Berlin and

five -in- Yugoslavia. ‘This. tonr® will|:Germany, :a theatreowner is being.
|amark -the: first ‘time :a“U-S.. ‘choral sued because hé refuses to pay fees. |
3] | group. : has: been. :“allowed into. for GEMA. music being played in *
* Now; HARRAH'S

“Lake Tahoe
“Opening, AMERICANA:
.

will

St .jin: “Moscow . and six other:‘Russian

Russia...

"UY: LOMBARDO

f/V.

performing

| pearances in. Russia, West” Berlin chere is still going on.
and. Yugoslavia.
Group,. which ©records. for RCA

a

. item such. as reeords. can. ‘be:‘sold *.
- successfully.
a
:
CR

-|

retail volume of. ‘the disk: ‘industry. o,

location where. people’ spend a suf-:]
ficient amount of time, an impulse!

Frankfurt, Oct. 2.

| group: which: collects
‘and. composers
9-Wk. Iron: Curtain Tour sicians
seems to. be in a scrap
7b ” Robéit. Shaw Chorale ook off: every area to. get its
wn
Sunday (30) © on. ‘a. nine-week. tour
battle to collect fees
‘| for the State“Department for ap- ‘can Forces. Network

cording: to Cy Leslie; président: of -“ The :record business. has “topped. .

:. “superstores”: that feature one stop: for .’61-was $513,100,900.:
shopping have, shown that in..any}-

-GEMA, -the

‘New

CLUB

|(sidaReturns
ReturnsTo

hoOFEL.

¥ork—Déec ember-

|“mv “ED SULLIVAN. SHOW,

{his four. houses.
Ludwig Hoeper
j maintains that in one of his neigh-.

| borhood. . theatres,

| TrinityMusic Org

-.CBS-TV .-(Decéeniher)y:
‘New: -Year's - Eve’ /Party .
nS . Bookings: LARRY: OW EN | “,
Capitol ‘Records ‘has
s wrapped UP. ‘60 Broadw ay, New. Yor k—-WH 4- 0938

business

is. so

bad. that only. four. seats are sold.
‘His GEMA contracts are hasedjon ‘the number of seats in the
cinema, ‘not. the number. Of tickets

sold.’ He claims that the high musicians’ union fees are: ‘contributing.
to the. downfall -of the :cincmas in
West Germany.
| Since 1959 ‘when his. contract
with GEMA_™ expir ed. he’ has been
‘Jetting: the: music run and- paying
‘no fees.
Current eourt negotia‘tions are’ continuing.
He argues

Joe: -Csida. has: “returned to.: the
a. -$1,300;000- Government: contract |
publishing ‘erd™of. thé. music. busifor :its custom’ pressing ‘division... «
ness. -The former: Capitol: ‘Records:
* In~ addition ‘to ‘utilizing “Capitol
veepee renewed. his affiliation: with
plants - in. Scranton’ (Pa:i aiid .L.A..
Ed. Burton and ‘the Trinity .‘Music
for pressing’ over: 1,000,000 12-inch:
"| operation ‘this. week::
wh. while: outlets for ‘soft. drinks, ciga-. disks, thé 18 Government: agencies|.
‘Csida, who left:‘Trinity ‘to° take that GEMA must be more realistic.
7 “‘rettes, ‘health «and: beauty aids,. ‘involved: ‘will do all.-their .record-.|.
4. lover as:véepee in ‘charge of -Cap- at a time when German cinemas
‘- hésiery ‘and. ‘notions “as ¢ “well” as ‘Ings: in Cap’s. New. York: and. LA:
‘:}itol’s’ eastern operations two-and-a- are. facing the worst cris:s in their
... detergents’ and. laundry. ‘bags.. In- studios:.- Among |‘the agencies. for}
half.-years- ago, will again. be’ part- ‘history, .and fees must he lowered.
‘-evitably,. this” list will jneinde rec:, which Cap will be. making: records-| ’
nered .with Burton -in publishing; | ‘Meanwhile, GEMA is battling on
-erds.” °
tare the: “Army,. ‘Navy,.. Air’. ‘Force; |:
‘management and ‘indie disk. _ pro- another front, with the jukeboxes.
‘Leslie: ‘noted: ‘that. gas. - stations Treasury: ‘and. the.“Veterans . Ad-'|.
‘About 3,000- jukebox owners are
tduction,. —
:
in New -‘England and .the: midwest. ministration.’
Hollywood, Oct.. 2.7
The management ‘firm,. initially members of ZOA ‘that stands for
ware: adding items such. as ehil-|- The contract; “w hich: is“petiveen’|
“Disneyland’s. two-night “(last ‘Fri-| pnown
; . Csida-Burton. : was Central. Assn. of the. Organization
dren's ‘teys,. beach. -bags*and rub-" “Cap and the. Government’ SsGeneral. day:- Saturday) “Dixieland:Night” changed: to Burton. ‘Management. of Automatic Machine ‘Group, ane
ber life.
tafts ‘to ‘autamotive: “ac- Services. Administration; Tuns for
of
grossed. $96.025.. (after: ‘taxes, .
when Csida exited. With €sida’s re- these 3,000 control about 9N
cessory: ‘Jtems.- “Those: items, 2 -He. ene..year beginning :‘Nov. 1.. The}
‘course), -‘ drawing “19,597.. -payees.. turn, a. new. tag will be given -to: the country’s. estimated “50, 000
said, “‘because- of their: size, can’t. “work will: ‘be :handled by. Capitol’s
be vended:: But: of ‘their high turn-| Custom -Services. Dept.’ under the|Gate.: ‘admish @ach night was «$5 the firm:: ‘There’s a possibility that. -jukeboxes.
‘plus -tax...with -pre-sold tix :$4.50 it will” be...‘called |‘Csida-Burton-}. “Since’.1959, the récord-spinners
“over, ‘the: -fas- stations hate: ‘been: |.direction: of Bud Harden, ‘In some|
- Management...
The have been feuding with GEMA
“hiehly pleased. with. ‘their. sales: Te-. instances, Cap. will ‘present. a com- plus. tax: ‘Some -20% ‘of the.. ‘stubs. Schuster.
were: pré-sold,. accounting: for: ‘$17;= “Schuster”. in: the ‘tag. represents |ifabout.
;
the music union fees. which
sults.” -He’ assume: that: the: same’ plete - package ~ show. ° ‘contracting 695.
of
*
the:
total.
admission-.
-coin,,
Irwin- ‘Schuster, “who ‘ig .general were set at 78 marks about $19. 50)
attendant who =-takes cash for. a for
musicians,.. performers, . ‘an|:
* Some ° ‘6,042- customers *“were ; professional’ manager. of the- ‘Trin- | per. machine. per - year.“ That,.
Beech: Dall will: also He. able to -houncers: ‘and ;Writers.
clocked ‘on: Friday -(28) and* 13,550. ity. ‘operation..
GEMA. ‘maintains, ix, only
about
sell records: from ‘a ‘rack.
lt
-| moved. through -the .wicket on Sat- ‘». Trinity ‘was. Taunched’ as.a ‘Broad- five cents. for each machine’ daily,
.. “Soft “drink:‘manufacturers. are|".
urday.. Last. year- the. park. tossed. a. Cast. Music Inc. affiliate -in- 1954 ‘and: surely - not an unre asonable
cultivating. barber shops and shoe-:
‘| “Dixieland”. caper - ‘for only ‘orie ‘when Csida.-exited “his. ‘post: as. an. fee. And’ in light of GEVIA’s: own:
makers,” he added. . “Beauty ‘shops |"
night and drew. 14,7000. on. a. Satur-. exec. with Soy Music...
| increased ‘expenses of oyeration,.
a¥e ‘starting’ to réalize that’ theyjday. :Doe
|-and increased: ‘salaries of its em-.
fan sell-more ‘to women. than’ cos-In: changing’ ‘thé: adniish. f6e, the |:
| ployees, : -the union's costs have* =meties.. / All:“of -these. retailers: and:|*.The Bossa’ ‘Nova~ “Hs.going ‘into.
park: was. closed to regular patron-.
“ | Bone up: at least 20°7. since 1959.
‘Inore: are. ‘going to add. ‘record tacks: New. York’s Carnégie.” Hall... The|
“age for a-short interval - ‘When the
“ZOA,. however, doesn't ‘Want to
“just, sas¢
department -Stokes.” drug- | Brazilian-beat
-bash, “Which ‘has.}
reopened “the: upped} pay. '- ‘One’ initial. court decision
Stores, - ‘variety . chains, “<npermar- been -set for. Noy. -21;:will be.-co-} boxoffices
called’.for raising the fee: to 85
kets’: ‘and | discount?: ‘operations - did: sponsored. by _Sid: Frey;. ‘president | ‘scale -:prévailed: ©Just “what: the}
‘park’s <profit:. was’ -is “difficult --to.
;
-- Washington, Oct. 200 {marks ($21.25) yearly.
‘Lhe next:
ein |‘the: decade ‘just passed.”
(Of -Audio. Fidelity: : Records... cand} ‘calibrate—and won't: be: for. some
The: ‘Pickwick president: ‘cited: ‘a. Show : Magazine. ‘It -will feature | days—as: ‘all, the“ ‘upscale ‘admis-. “Phonograph: ‘Sales ‘are on. ‘all ‘court. round is due in Oc tober, and
_.Yecent study ~“published ° ‘by the. ‘Stan: Getz; Clark Terry; ‘Bob: Brook- sions., permitted all comers to use. tones depending ..on- which. figures it still remains to be seen w ‘hat the.
are’seen: Stereo distributor sales. coin ‘Machine will have to. ante
Small. Business | Administration, An ‘meyer, ‘and other American. jazz|.
all the. park’s - rides: for. free...
i dieating that ‘Anicrica’s “newlyweds. teotlers. along. With Joao -Gilberto,
|- “Palent ‘costs over . the. two nights ‘rose. in July. to.202.125, the year’s up: to the: union.
second. highest, compared to: 183,: (mainly » 20: through 24. ‘years -of ‘Antonia :Carlos Jobim-and Vinicius | approximated
;
$17,500 and ‘the line-. 000. in June: Yet, the stereo. dis-.
ro BBO)_are-entering. the consumer's: de Moraes;: ‘Brazilian : ‘musicians.
Armstrong,
included: «Louis
narket: at the. rate of about.-3.000,-—
Frey, who- will’ record: ‘the -con-: Dukés of :Dixieland, Firehouse Five ‘trib sales figures for thé-first seven
aor 900. a ‘year. ““THese: young: -people -cért for his. AF.-labél, is curtently Plus: “Two, Teddy’ Buckner.. band, months -of: 1962 fell-:behind the.
“are geared: -to one-stop. shopping, in. Brazil ‘arranging for. other: artists Kid ‘Ory. ‘combo, New Orléans All- 1961 ‘seven :months |ttoal. “Stepeo
and this trend WHIT build «with. the. to. make: the Carnegie. Scene. “Leon-. Stars (flown: in “from *.théir-title’ distributor sales so ‘far’ jn 1962: are |
- growing: market. ‘potential of” this |ard. Feather has: been set‘as ‘Show’ 8.city), -Clara. .Ward-:- Singers, | Jazz- Bt(258,287... “contrasted to” A,314, 367
in “1961.
rage ‘proup,” ‘Leslie: ccontinued:.. ‘not- emcee.
:.| Society.’ Marching’ -Barid; - Albert
‘Monaural: distr: ibutor sales for ;
ing that the prejudice of an. earlier.| ©
Audio
Fidelity « ‘Records -has
| McNeil Choir—plus ‘the park’s. own: first..seyen. months. of: 1962 -have
‘'genération: against. rack- purchases
formidable. ‘assemblage of «regular- ‘climbed ‘to: 463.700. according to | comeup with a -new wrinkle for
» Mand the ‘one-stop ‘shopping’ concept
J y.’employed .musicians.
-~.
) Electronic Industries. “Assn:. Last the stereo sweepstakes, It's a gimhas largely. disappeared,” °
-Its.a foregone: conclusion. that : ‘year’s’ seven-month. tab: was 398,- ‘mick called the..Triple Play Proie “Gast --year:: hes “pointed: “out; |
Disneyland .-this ‘year. Wilk: sef. an. 341... _But. monaural 'distrib sales |!cess which enables the listener to
"the ,“record. industry :“sold ‘over.
-all~time. high -attendance mark. ‘dipped slightly from 91:526 in June}! mix his own musical blends by us“$500, 000.000" at retail. “A. tr ebling|.’ Billy Vaughn. Dot: Records disk: |‘(over 5,000,000. admissions): largely. ‘to:90;175 in July.
ing the controls of his. stereo set.
of. outlets ‘during the. next ‘eight! er, is‘on an award-wi7inning. splurge|due:to. night ‘Patronage. .
Factory stereo. Sales’ for. the’ first'|., _The first” disk using this. process
: -. years: could. “well mean: ‘retail sales. overseas.. “So -far,*he’s’: ‘been -hon-':
-| seven months in-1962 areé..1,388,667- is. called “Pop Plus Jazz. Equals
""._ of “more ‘than - $1, 000.000; 000 ‘for ored for «his. record ‘work: in-:Ger-4
J contrasted... to 1,307,415. for the: Swing.”’. “With this platter, ‘a listhe industry: ‘as. a. Avhole..
my _pmany, Holland; Switzerland;. _ Swe{|same “period. in. 1961. This increase tener’ can blend a pop track with
| dén: and: Belgium. | *-"-«
held despite a‘ drop in -stereo’ fac-. a: Jazz. track using his stereo’ conde Vaughn . is the - only’ ‘Aineriean’ I:
‘tory sales’ from 278.989 in -June--to ‘trols. to get Whatever. effect he
| wants from straight pop to jazz.
‘| artist ever to “receive. Holland's |
220,694 in July..
Tom ‘Wilson, Audio Fidelity art-'| “Golden: ‘Tulip: Award” “and- Switz-| ° United’ Artists. ‘Records will in-|. Cumulative seven-month imonau‘lerland’s: “Golden ‘Cowbell. Award” | troduce- its. sales. plans. and: meér- ral factory. sales are up to 489.111. ist & repertoire man. originated the
présented to -him’ for “continuous ‘chandise- for the wncoming: holiday’ in. 1962, a jump’from the 432,647. : Triple Play Process, in collabora‘high record sales over: a Period 't
of|-Season: ‘in around of régional meet- 1961 figure:‘But again facfory.mon-’ tion with Richard B. Olmsted,
five :years.” *
‘| ings. to: be held -Oct. 10-15.: The aural ‘sales’ ‘lipped -to- 89,699 “in! prexy of Olmsted Studios; and Wilve thythm. and: melody .will, ‘be: thé |" In: addition, “Vaughit. just. ‘Tes , initial |‘session: will be held: at the July." The June figure Ww‘as 104,548.: liam:. Hamilton... chief engineer for
AF. Benny. Golson.. jazz arranger
new. ‘Americana Hotel. in New: York, |
ot Rey-to’ Cozy Cole's repertoire when |
oo
and - musician,
orchestrated ‘and
‘Te plays: in ‘East. and‘ West .Africa. ‘Germany -¢his” Dot: “recording. of followed ‘by: meetings: ‘at’ the Exéeconducted: special scores for the
on his. tour’ ‘for’ the’ State Dept. Wheels”) |“and. is: -still. the’ only. utive -House; “ :-Chicago,, Oct.”
process, Jazzsters BiH Ev ans, Cur"Coe, -a jazz. drummer: and his guin- jAmerican. orchestra leader: ever to:|. Cabana Hotel, .Atlanta; ‘Oet.
tis Fuller,. Wayne Shorter, Freddy
‘tet take-off Oct..14 on: atrek: that: receive .a. gold record :for: sales: in. and ‘the- Beverly: Hilton: rlotel, Bev- |
Hubbard and Eric Dolphy play. the
‘will run. ‘petween 14. and -20:weeks. ‘Germany. -His. other: ‘awards were |‘erly Hills.. Oct. 15."
Be .“Morris S:. ‘Price, UA ‘Aivector. ‘of |:~ Juan: Serrano: flamenco guitarist. hip portion of the disk and violinIt’s a?“basic: beat. that’s’ quite lni-: for. “La Paloma”: and”2 ‘Sail ‘Along!
Sales, will helm.the. sessions. Ait: who- recently. arrived ‘in’ the US... ists. Julius Held and Harry ‘Look‘. versal: he says, and. easy for ‘every-" Silv’Ty Moon.’ <r: one ‘to -dig;.In his overseas. songbag|. ‘The - Dot musical. director ‘Te.. Talmadge, -diskery / prexy, will: ‘at-2from ‘Spain,.has been ‘signed ‘to a. lofsky are:part of the string ensem-persotial management ‘contract: with i?
‘ple: of. the pop. portion of-'the wax-~.. will. be -tunes’ like | “One. O'Clock l ceived :these’- - unprecedented; tro- tend’. the.’ N:Y: “and: Chi.. “ineetings |'* Jump,” “Stompin’ At ‘The: ‘Savoy,’ “| phies: during’ -a recent .overseéas* while’ “Price and: Phil~‘Picone, IHarold Leventhal..'Under the pact:. ‘ing.
Some of the tunes included in.
fe “Lullaby. ‘Of. Birdland; * “Carayan™ ‘promotion. ‘trek, He was ‘accompa-. eastern regional. sales’ : mianager,. Evaristo’ Gonzalez;. Serrano Ss Span-|
aiid . “Topsy.”
nied- by Dot’s- international: diree- wilt handle the. ‘Atlanta’ and -coast |ish” manager, ‘will -co6-managze’: the |‘each selection feature both a. -pop.
oT “A's. far’ as. Jim: concerned, 2 Coie tor, James ..N. Bailey."
.. \affairs. The entire.. “UA staff. will Buitarist’s- affairs: with the ‘Lev en- | and :jazz: ‘version of the: same .title
thal ‘office. ‘*
|like “Out -of Nowhere.” “Autumn
".+ be. at. the: N. Y... meet.”
“points. out; “there are just ‘two.]-,
‘The. ‘program being: intrecd: “at|. Serrano: madé his. stateside debut |Leaves,” “Stella. by. Starlight” and
Jus Kinds: of! jazz—good. and .bad.” He |:
Other.
'
“says: he’s’ still using “the basi¢e. pat- Amiefican ‘Symp ‘Oreh:- “|the:.conclave “is. called “Holiday. at” the. BitterEnd” folk club. in “IE cI Shou} d Lose.-You.”
:tern he. used in- -1935:- °The- differ-Sales-O-Rama”™: 2nd. a YC. 6D Greenwich’ Village this past’ sum- selections feature couplings ot a
we
weye
-@ |amer, Where he was Held. over’an jazz ‘tune with a:pup number like’
“ence ‘now; though, is that I. include | « _ Adds Associate’ ‘Batoners !‘LPs by Le Rox: Wal oa
aw ith
“Your e
more improvisational .stuff.”
The new: “American. Symptiony :‘Teicher; Steve’ Lawrence. & Eydte: extra four weeks: past -his original |“Molten. Swine’
“Africa. ‘Orchestra
Me.
Crazv.
“Gr oevin’
has ©-signed three. “as-.. Gorme, Ralph. ‘Marterie;
Shirley*: ‘ two-week gig. -He -has: ‘also been Driving
With. “Whispering”
and
ws Cole put: his- first.‘alburni for. Coral. sociate’ batoners ‘and a ‘maiiager. ‘for’: “Bassey;-_ Tito. ‘Rodtiguez:* “Renata! -iniked ‘by .Elektra Records ‘and: his. High”
Records ‘into: the greové; He'll be. the. coming. ‘season. -.Warner :Bass,’ ‘Tebaldi: ‘and .Al-Caiola: a. ‘Musicor ;: first LP. is to ‘be’ released this week. others.
“featured - ‘with. drummers: Ray. Me-" David. ‘Katz and. ‘Jose. Ser ebrier..‘are 5;: album’ by. Gene Pitney: a country: The- guitarist is currently: at the} This new. disk. along with eight.
or
“20.
Kinley, ‘Gene ‘Krupa: and. “Panama|the ‘conductors. sand Stewart: “War-.: & western LP bv: Judy Lynn: ‘jazz |2nd. Fret. Club. Philadelphia. and other. releases from Audio Fidelity,
... Francis.-During. his stay in Africa, -kow .is“manager:.: will be featured at the New York
“}sets. by. Billie. Holidav-and: Herbie: opens Oct: 16’at the Gate of Horn. :
‘he “expects ‘to: tape “material. with.|. ‘The. “orchestra: enn debut? “Oct. . Manni -and: ‘the- sonndtr: stks | from. --Chieago:. He will give his first-New- iHigh ‘Fidelity Show which opens
mative. drummers for possible | re+ -15 at: Carnegie Hall, ‘under: ‘Leopold: “Taras -Bulba,”
“Phaedra’:. “and. York ‘recital. at- Town” Hall. on| today: Wed.) at the Tr ade. Show
: tease ‘in ‘the U.Se
Building for four’ days.
". '-Stokowski's baton.
wy
I Nov.30."
[eTwe For ‘the,see:sratW. Rrra
-..-machinés . io’ complete. ‘their funetions—limited -‘only by the: varietyy
2 Of “products: actually on-Sale in}
“7. vending .machines -in.a given’ ‘leca| tion. -Coin-ops: have become. worth-

DisneylandHits.
Wham 6G With

ixielandNight’;

BOSSA NOVA MAKING
THE CARNEGIE SCENE

PHONOGRAPHL SALES.

IN DIFFERENT SPEEDS!

Listener Blends HisOwn

Music Via Audis Fidelity’S

New. Gimmick for Stereo

ilyVaughn
$:“Wany ;
°Splendored: Awards|

a CozyColetoStressThat
“Basic Beat’-in‘Upcoming:
State Dept:‘African Tour

UAREGIONAL MEETS .
TO PUSH HOLIDAY BIZ

un |Guitarist JuanSerrano -

Inks Leventhal Mgt. Pact

..

F

The legend really beyan with:thelast. “iake of.the. recoriling <
<. & finale:in which Natura; herself, ;
chose to lend a hand. Through the compara tively sound-proofed studio came the crackle of lightning

anda tremendous thunderburst.\.'. as if on cue. Belafonte ‘continued on Mga the.song and:
‘ended to the sound oftorrential rains. And.it’s allin the album! Itis a once in.a lifetime recording,
and those who were there have already made ita. living” legend! Album. also includes “Try:Te
“Remember,” “Summertime Love” and- repertoire ranging from calypso and work:songs to Broad=

“qWayysbest, ‘Look: forthe- ads nm Time, ‘The Neto
p Lark Fimes Magazine Section, Playboy,
Playboy, Cuel-

Jf

‘tf

AVAILABLE IN LIVING STEREO, MONAURAL
HI-ET AND ‘TAPE,
"TMKSI®

@ ThemostSt
trusted ni
name in.sound:

TT

7 Werinesday, Oétober.3,
1962.
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“NATIVE music EMPHASIS

| Milwaukee: ‘Talks. ‘Spring; "Season:
Of All-Americans
“The gioup.. of.thusic biz: tradesters Who’ ‘have: ‘been: ‘Meeting as the.].

“Conference for Jazz.-has split ‘into: two.commitiees..to. continue: work |.

~-on the improvement, ‘of the public image of jazz. One. committee, which
Milwaukee: Oct: 2.
‘will plan -a ‘public: forum ‘on jazz.and. -its “problems; -consists: of: Sid | “Barry. John. Brown, resident °‘di-1
The longhair pendulum is
i swingBernstein -of-General ‘Artists ‘Corp:, Voice -of. America -deejay.-Willis rectoor: of the: Milwaukee. ‘Symphony:|ing’:back.-to the’ orchestras. For
_ Conover, jazz: jock :‘Mort. Fega..and. Arnold Shaw: “of Marks Music. whe | Orchestra, - contemplates: a’ 1963 BritishDisk Best “Sacrethe past .several years, the pianists
‘ was: recently named temporary. chairman: of the Coriferénce.®
Spring. ‘Festival of contempor ary|
‘London, Oct. 2... - |:were in the forefront of the ciasg-The: other-comimittee;. whose: function. is ‘to: ‘contact: jazz” tooters and |
work :of ..both- midwestein “Mar
>sand-|-*
‘She’s. ‘Not. Yous’.
Presley - ‘sicak- music “scene ‘with Van Cl—hnterest them ‘in ‘the’ -work-., of ‘the-Conference, : comprises: ‘impresario | United:.. States. composers:Pa
x_ i, burn,. Glenn -Gould ‘and Sviatslov
~ George: Wein, Herald ‘Tribune: ‘jazz-critic George: Simon, .‘Conover: and:|waukee |Symphony .' Board. ‘has: ‘ap- a (RCA)
WH. Be. Me..
“Richard -t Richter: heading ‘the ‘lists’ in. conThe’ Rev, ‘John G (Gensel. of,the.Adv ent Lutheran. ‘Chureh.
—
: proved the ‘suggestion.’
1.
;-cert ‘and on disks.
, “(Golumbia).
‘Brown thinks. ‘ali-Americaii: ‘syme|
More ‘recently,. though. “piano
‘Ifield
us phe: American: Society, of.‘Coinposers, “Authors and” Publishers. has: phony: orchestra’ is duty: ‘bound :to;. 1Remember’ You
- {repertoire on: -disks still. outsold
established: a:new ‘award -to. be known as ‘the: Pied. Piper.: According. -to" “play contemporary” ‘music,’ as. does . = (Columbiay. :

Rises ‘Are. Red- soos “Cariotl {the singers, emphasis turned ‘to-OL-..
Stanley: Adams,: ASCAP president, the. ‘award: “will be. givén.to ‘deserv-. Richard. ..Korn’s. : orchestra
;
(Philips)
;
— _ .-ward. the: vocal’ talents by virtueing: individuals -or ‘organizations: as-.a symbol of:the Society's :-recogni-: America. in. Manhattan...
of: the: Metropolitan Opera debuts:
-.-tion'- of |their: work on -behalf-of' American -music: ..Mitch: ‘Miller and: |- “Soloists “lined:" up -‘are: ‘Jennie |... Sealed With A Riss:. _ Hyland
of" Leontyne. Price, Joan’ Suther4{HMY) ©
,
Soprano; Erica: ‘Morine;
... Lawrence’ -Welk ‘will -be. the. first” ‘recipients: ‘becausé théir ty:“shows: Tourel,
Things’. eee
pce awe estan’ Daria
“devoted. solely: to. music’ have’.done “most. to revive. ‘interest in ‘the | violinist: Ivan “- Davis, ~. pianist,
“Raya te
|. -: Gondon)y.-2-- 0
great” songs ‘of our musical heritage’ ‘as. Well. as offering new w ‘orks -‘of |Gerald: ’ Souzay, baritone;
i ~ Breaking Up: isHard -To. Do
-quality.”. Adams will. make the. award:to ‘Welk. ‘onthe bandleader’s. ABC-. Garbouspva, cellist.”

"PY

pe

show .on. Oct:. 6: The Pied Piper’Statutetts: was _ designed: by.the:

“American ‘sculptor William Phillips.

aes

aan

“-|Russhi’sTop’10Popskis|

Jan ‘Peercé; dependable’ ‘poxoffice.:‘tenor -at. the:‘Metropolitan Opera

“and: ‘especially ‘on its spring tour, ‘Has. béen- ‘taking. concert engagements |
far afield in-recent.seasons.. As. with other Met ‘singers, of U-- 'S..origi:

=

oy

Farrell.

Sedaka’ - chéstras like Bernstein’s New York:

| phia.and Leinsdorf’s: Boston.
“Decea)” fee
Adding to the. opening of
hoe Don’t That. Beat All-.
.. Faith.
‘|.York’s’ Lincoln Center is the
(Columbia):
~
. Guitar Tango.
“Shadows: that ‘several Major orchestras
have new--conductors: Krips
(Columbia)

America’s: Hit Parade

.- Washington, Ort. 2.
* sy‘mpathies Peerce. was most ‘reluctant: to: ‘accept: that. éengagement,. ‘but
Radio station. “WWDC. here: ‘fias.
“succumbed -to: manager ‘Thea. _ Dispeker’s. ‘persuasion... The ~Germans. -¢€ome. up with ‘an, inspired gimmick:
could hardly ‘have’ been -more: receptive. apparently. .Peerce* has. a: that’ could-. kill ‘or cure the inter-

Now,

: ‘Tornados; . |Philharmoni¢; Ormandy’s Philadel-.

“In US, Radio Swap For: |

nation and training, -he- Was ‘a Jatecomer- to European. audiences;: One |°of the littlé- known. items. of ‘the. past ‘summer’ was: ‘his hit- with. ‘the |e
/ Stuttgart;- .Germany,.’ ‘Philharmonic.*. Because ‘of his .Jewish- faith ;and

New.

fact..
now
was

—." announced: to take over San Fran-

: br other-in-law ;
“who -‘is.a rather: w ell known t
tenor, too: Richard Tucker. : national ‘situation. The’ station: has}:
-

(RGA)

:Welstar .

Jand -and..- Eileen

. |however, thé-focus.. seems to have
-‘| turned’ back to the symphony or-

cisco, *Mar tinon
has
replaced
Reiner’ in Chicago and Leinsdorf:
took over from Munch in Boston, .
-On .the- ‘record market, the or-.
‘|chestras have long been. potent face tors. It’s: been“estimated that Leon[ra Bernstein's classical LP sales
Columbia ‘Records have almost:

ParlyNon-Unionfi
SymphMenaced

“| pulled off -an ‘even swap with the:
Composer: Sidney: Ww‘yehe- W“ill conduct a: Series.
s‘of 10. songw riter ‘work- Soviet Union’ “of: each -nation’s ‘10 |.

lies }
shops for new turiesmiths. in :October;: November. .and. ‘December:. ‘The : top. pop -tunes.” And: ‘therein .
-: Fort:. Wayne. And. Oct. 20 Heached. the-1,000,000 mark. (With
“workshop will. be limited:to. 10° cleffers: It! will, be ‘éalled’ thé: Unicore the. potential crisis: :
"Demand
for a. closed
union the soundtrack and original Broad: Workshop after Unigore, ‘the New: ‘York Publishing. firm ‘with. <which . LIrv Lichenstein,: program veep for |.
thréatened the: opening of the‘Fort “way. cast album of “West Side
. Wyehe is affiliated, a
.
.
. ad | ‘the station,.dréamed:up the’ whole|:
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‘Wayne Philharmonic. ‘Season “last
sis .|thing four months. ago, and wrote. ‘night (2). However,:. the orchestra. Story, .”-beth on. Columbia, also go| to. Nikita’ Khrushchev~ suggesting -board decided. to: go-ahead. with: ing for him, Bernstein may. -be-.
| cultural! exchange on. a: no-brow ‘plans for:the concert. ‘Only’ 21-of ‘come :the number: ‘one name in.

‘Plevel.- Phe: move
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a° /State,

record race.)

‘48 -members:

showéd” ‘up. for ‘reDept. OK, the Station. said,”
| hearsal :last Thurs. (27)—one less.
Not a peep -was heard: from ‘Mr: than’ on Wednesday night.:"' Those:
a. ‘E:‘until, last’ week ;when:.a, plain: present included. 13 members::.6f.
: package . ‘arrived at. WWDC.. con-|
Local 58, American Federation of
4 taining. -a tape of ‘10° ‘Songs. by a
‘Musicians... ‘The. union is.said. to ‘be.
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Szell. conducting. The Clevelanders
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e's ig) i.
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year ‘She’s due: in. New ‘York -on } Second’ ‘will “be- Basie“ alone. -Re- 7scribed ‘the ‘Russian tuneés:as either ‘positions™. held:. The initiation . fee.

on packages.: cut. by Dr. Otto
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Thegreat Bobby:Darincomes to Capitol.Hisfirstsingle ve
“rf A.‘Man Answers "b/w “AKTyue,. True Love” #4837.
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a A MAN ANSWERS
~ ALTRUETRUELOVE

ee,

is a sizzling, smash, ‘Now. as.a.torrid. follow-up, here’Se.

. L

Darin’s first:Capitol album,“Ont Look, At Me Not Tt:
too, is a:sure-fire. hit soon to zoom, up.thecharts!
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Blin'Town &CountryClub Luring:
a
F
d
:
e
[DisputeWith Mpls.Waiters|

ing Shape;Dingwall Consultant,

. Minneapolis, Oct...2.
Although: two of. the new- local.

| TopNames With1Show Nightly Policy

membership. nightclubs—one is ‘the.
“Seattle, Oct.-2. , Dingwall presently: Bets: $27;500. just opened local Black. Sheep -af-|
per’
year
.as.
Fair.’
‘manager,
80°
it’s
| fillate—employ.. waitresses '- who
- Pattern. for‘the ‘postfair “‘opera- |
assumed .ils. ‘pay.will. remain: the: ‘sing- or dance: ‘or: do both, ’Hal
“2. fon. of the Seattle World’s. Fair:},Same...
“Krieger, American Guild of Variety:|::
_ te has been... virtually set, with
: Bren-of Fair: ‘general manager:| : Naming’ -of - Dingwall. ‘ana plans Artists branch’ ‘anager here,: de-}
wen. °C. Dingwall “by :: Séattle-| ‘for postfair: useé.-of the. Civie: Cen- nies there’s- any. jurisdictional. dis-|
ayor Gordon’S. Clinton: as man: ter” were . approved _ by. the City. pute between AGVA ‘and the wait: |:

. The one-show nightly. policy. at
{the Town & Country Club. Brook}lyn, is nabbing some top boxoffice
names for this room which is located in the fer reaches of the
‘borough: Latest: to be inked is
|
- Honolulu, Oct. 2. ‘| Milton Berle who goes in for four
‘Council. . Action,. without’ “opposi- -ers Union -as to which :the . Gals Four’ military. base clubs .at- weeks starting April 19. Heli be
wih ager of the: city-owned :‘site. + tion,. came. ‘as. somewhat of a-sur-. | should’.-belong..
. Hickam Air: ‘Force Base: and: Pearl preceded by Sophie Tucker, also
: (Dingwall will leave his Pair:‘em-'| “prise.
.In:-past ‘weeks. many. -plans | ©Such .a- “report:had. ‘béen- cireu- Harbor have: -been taken. off the ‘down for one-a-night. But both
v: sloyment - Oct: 1 -to! bécome-con-. ‘have: been, voiced. for: postfair “Ops
Tated. in. entertainment circles and American:..Guild of Variéty Art-. will play two shows on weekends.
sultant;. without. pay;.. to develop.|
eration. of the. ‘Fair. site. and somé:. had “been: picked. up: by :
morning ists’. “unfair” list and AGVA: memz-:}: With this pelicy, some performRB complete: range: of programs. for.
‘city. councilmén : “were said: to. be- ‘Tribune. columnist :Will Jones. The: | bers::again ean. accept. bookings ers feel that hiteries are becoming
“postfair - ‘activities: “After .a- two- “against “the: naming of “Pinewall
following is’ how. Krieger explained ”: at the four clubs.
1 as easy. to work iti_as legit, where
‘.
fnonth: vacation” (November: and |:
“as Manager. 70
|
the situation: to Jones: who: ran the’. Mike Rita, Hawaii. AGVA direc- eight shows weekly. prevail. [t’s
scember)._ Dingwall _“will:-..take‘| :
tor,.
says
the.-clubs:
have agreed also felt’ to” be the magnet that:
‘lrebuttal in “his. column:
over: as’ head’. of the-managing:
[> “There .is’ no. “jurisdictional: dig: to comply: with: union regulations |i, hiring top names to this remote
“group “for. the--site. He. will work
and.
‘also
have.
settled.
a. claim. nitery,- which
many
regard
as a
Tite between -AGVA -and:”’.the
for, a” group: of. as. yet :unnamed |
-made’ by. entertainer Helen .Grayco ‘sleeper
|
Cooks,
Waiters:
‘and
°
Waitresses
jump
from
Broadway.
“private trustees who will: put. to-:
Jones).
|-Union over this matter.. AGVA Gan-. (Mrs.‘Spike Jones).
| Nene. of. the Broadway cafes -can
. géther...a non-profit ‘corporation:|.
“not
..énter
inte.
a
dispute”
‘With
:a
f°.
_
| offer a one-show nightly deal. |
which will.plan. and. promote: per-|
‘union which |does.‘not.: ‘represent |.
Ben Maksik, T&C operator, has
Inanent :‘use of the Civic Center...
eentertainer. ‘In ‘the. ease of. any!
fT
|several items working for him te
. Salary -:for the .Job. is. not. set}
ATbuquerque, Oct: 2. | dab which. employs waitresses who} ™ ~
make -this _Boliey ‘feasible. The
the 1962. New -Mexico State: Fair. ‘entertain: we: feel ‘that. their’ in_ ‘erided. an: 11-day: stand. last: ‘Sunday. ‘terests would be best served if:they+23) breaking practically all-rec- were. members ‘of. ‘the: Cooks, Wait..
lords. The: 25th ‘annual’ exposition: rs ‘and. Waitresses ‘union...
rn
|
| locked 553,000 through |turnstiles . “However, we also feel. that: such
|Chicago, Oct.
VW
‘Land would have: done more had -it ‘time -as- they. ‘do not-function: in| A new. attempt ‘to: bring ‘aden 1;
‘|riot.. been: for steady. rain’ on’ final ‘that ‘Capacity, ‘but. enter into. the inito the chaotie’ structure of nitery |f :
‘day. Other: 10 days |
‘were clear and: purview. ‘of.- AGVA’s.‘jurisdiction. ‘salaries. will be made. at the ‘con-|] 2°
,
- sunny.
by. performing they, . in,_‘addition::to. ‘vention: of .the Associated Night-|f 2
“Nine: nights: “of: rodeo .competi: ‘membership in. any. other union, | Clubs of. America ‘which meets at
: tions—\chich ‘also. featured western. also. . should. become :‘members. Of ‘the Executive House here for three |f
telévision ‘and. ‘recording’ artist -as | AGVA! ”
. | days ‘starting Oct: 15. Some. 30 |]
headlinérs—pulled 80,500, the best:|
oe bonifaces are. “expected to attend
+ | atidience ©in. -fair’s history. House | jes
wt the conclave...
~ Ewas’ scaled. from ‘top: of. ‘$3, .Race-|~
Although.. the :‘primary. purpdse VG
-. ltrack, where ‘pari-mutuet:.petting. -_
Oh of the meet: has been. announced:

14GICLUBS INHAWAI
“OFF ‘UNFAIR’ AGVA LIST

NM.“State
State Far

‘PullsRecord B.0.

fe Assn.
Maps
May
CattingActCosts |=soon race Ot

| Sa

hotel’ ,

gion anp|

‘is. legal, grossed: $4,263,000, a:new
record. for 11-day :season. Track. .

crowd. of.. about. 81,000.‘Corner. Rush at Delaware |.drew
‘Top show-biz’ draw--was two-day,|:.‘- Ia

|

| Booking of: Paul ‘‘Wishbone” Brin-

“MO: ‘4-8600.

}..-

7h ag. giving néw. talent .a. chance

to.

. 4 be. Seen, efforts will. be’ made. to
ea |eliminate what. has been.-described

eg. .|-as “cutthroat” ‘bidding

for acts. |

|}
|[

| This.‘is the. second confab held by

ooaty
egar and ‘Sheh Wooley from “Raw-.

‘| the group; first: ‘was in Houston in.
Joe
January.
ma
- Auditions forthe new talent will | aoe
tions. Duo pulled. full -house.(12,- Fo
; be: -held. at the Happy - Medium, :
ar
"
Chicago,
“Oct..2:
1000).. Saturday; and. 11;:060, on Sun1 operated’: by.- ‘Osear ‘& George }f
‘The. marquée™ ‘on the ‘Chi. Living Marienthal.
:day. (16).
.
However, executive
. {|
Singer: Pat ‘Boone, in first: ‘ap-'|. Room. _ Yead.- “God
‘Knows
‘We 2 sessions. are’. .expected ‘to.centre.
~ 4 pearance: here, attracted estimated. :Tried” last. ‘Wednesday _.(26) as. around the rising: salaries of name |].
18,000. each-of. ‘three nights: he ‘was|.ereditors”. “sw armed - around
the ‘performers.
. ust 3. minutes: ‘from ‘the.“loop” on. -Homer & Jethro ‘racked ‘up’ locked door: of the shuttered: night-{",O ‘ANCA. president iis Gene Norman
47,000: their. ‘first night out (20) and
f :the-.Crescendo,;. Los. Angeles; {} : T
JAMES
W @ a
:
oie
Surrounded: by:fascinating: dining. 11,0007 on Friday (21): Slim Pickens: ‘club.:*. The *closing came’ ‘without ‘Saul-Hockman, of the.Crown Room, ||
notice:
and
with.
owner
Allan
‘Segal
and.
‘Don:
Collier’
of
“Outlaws”
“Minneapolis, is-first ‘vice president: AE
.
and: nite spots . i. Home of:
in
New
York’
as
‘the
climax
of.avideo
series
pulled:
full.
‘house
Sat+i
Manny. Rubin, 2d: Fret, Philadel: |
TALENTED
_.. famous: CLOISTER. INN, ‘fine: fie-Vurday (22) and about: 3,500: on: final series. -Of. financial - troubles - ‘that -phia;:is.
second. veepee; Dovig Wes|
op
‘eonditioned restaurant,. intimate”
‘Jimmie
Rodgers..
-and.
The
|‘came
‘to
light
Sept:
“12
when
Ar'
night.
ton,
Troubador.’Cafe
Theatre,
Los
|}
TRIOIST
eooktail- lounges. Adjacent. ‘500-.
revealed
track
Race
Park
lington.
nine
all:
backed.
Singers:
:
‘Angeles, is.secretary; and William|
“car. garage. I-day valet;: ‘beauty. - + Fairmont
Exciting Piano Rhythms: With
|nights-‘of headliners. during rodeo | that. “Segal ‘had. cashed
$22,000.) Martin, Montagu: Club, Houston,.
‘salon,. barber. shop." All rooms
‘Charm for both Listening and
‘worth ‘of checks ‘at-the track: ‘and is treasurer... -. Board -. chairman is
2p
shows.
ae
_...with ‘private. bath, shower: Studio
Dancing
| stopped: payment’ “on °‘them. ‘Bill Newkirk: of ‘the -Tidelands,.
apts, VIP" suites.: SPECIAL...
.. Segal had. earlier.- ‘said’ :that:: he.f-Houston: Board. meinbers are Oscar |
RATES. from $6.00 FOR.
New York Appearances:
had. purchased controlling interest Marienthal; Ralph ‘Watkins, Basin {9
ENTERTAINERS. .

:‘series' on. Sept: 15-16 at
“OWEN w.
V NICHOLS, Exec.Mgr.;}jhide”
opening. ‘stands ‘of ‘rodeo: competi-:

QD
ROOMS
“Ovetlooking LAKE MICHIGAN=

;[BebesBigger Than:Bingo!
7

: “reREHEARSAL FACILITIES. and.
" Surrent issue ofVARIETY". a

tecnomom
>

_

In: Reno, or‘Elsewhere |
/in the club from his ‘brother ‘Dan.
.

+ Reno, Oct. 2°

Segal, owner Of a::Club bearing the:

St. East, N.Y, “and. Enrico

Ban-

|{-

PIERRE HOTEL*

ducci,. hungry’ i, |‘San .Francisco:

Reno’ has. again. ‘discovered that Same name -in ‘New York. “How- “Marifental is convention chairman. {
|:‘babes
are. bigger than. bingo, The ever, incorporation. papers -in the
7
Riverside’ Hotel .here;. ‘which: re- files:of' the: Nlinois :Secretary “of. D’Oyly: Carte ‘Highlanders:

VANDERBILT
SHERATON

\-

*

EMBERS

fe cently dropped. entertainment - -in State: reveal’ that Allan-Segal ‘fs:
©.
Among Edmonton Dates|
favor of bingo, has ‘decided: to’ go} not listed as -one. of: the” offieers:
GRACIOUS. HOSPITALITY _- |batk to entertainment: It opens to- Only’ the-names of the club’s press
‘|:'
:. Edmonton, ‘Alta, ‘Oct. 2.
agent
and
manager
-were
submit|
.
morrow. {(Thurs.): with Denise Dar-|
"Bookings -for: 1962-63 season: “in|
AND PLEASANT: LIVING»: »,.. |[eel
‘ted.
‘as
-officers.
of
‘the
corporation.
inv the -headline. :spot. --Hotel.

‘HENRY. W. HERRMAN:
+
1270 Ave. of. Americas, New York
Rockefeller Plaza:
-the. Celebrity -Concert séries here jf
Circle 6-6992.
#:co._ operator. © Raymond - -Spector’ will |’.“The nightclub “appeared: to be. are:. “ “D'Oyly:. “Carte. Gilbert '.& |
+ follow. .“Miss - “Darcel :. with: other. keeping» its: head ‘above ‘water for. Sulliv: an; Royal -Scots Greys. and |
ae | names:
{the two weeks before its.foldo dur-. ‘Argyle: ~and:' Sutherland |High- |
Spector, | who: ‘recently: took over ing.an: engagement ‘by singer Steve landers;-_Obernkirchen * Children’s
|.
'
|
;
as mene
. thie. Riverside, initially. cut out™ the. -Lawrente.
Management. had. de-. ‘Choir; Richard Leibert,. organist;
|-entertainment ‘in ‘order - to. ‘experi-: cided--to. turn” out: the lights’ fol-: Byron. ‘Janis, pianist; San - -Fran- |
‘PROFESSIONAL
‘;-Ment: with :birigo:on. a ‘Mass... basis: . lowing Lawrence.‘ when ‘Jack, ‘Be-: “eisco’ Opera’. -Quartet: : Richard . /
‘COMEDY MATERIAL
New thinking around the hotel in- Bun, manager «of: ‘fighter-turned- “Lewis, :‘British tenor; Roger Wag-i For. every branch of theatricals
‘|[dicates “that. while ‘Bingo. brought singer Jody :Berry, offered to lease: ner Chorale. .
- HOWE SERVICE THE STARSI”
.| in small spenders, ,talent: brings: in. -the club. for: two ‘weeks. to’ take} ‘The. Highlanders. group
will | . 33°Gag files $15, plue $1 spostace
{the ‘better heeled. splurger, ©
FOREIGN: 35
35-for
. advantage -of ‘the: fight-mob in- town:| perform -in Edmonton -Gardens.:
FOREIGN:
for $
$38
: for the -Patterson-Liston:match, .° Others.in the. series’ will appear o3 Parody. Books, per Bk. .....$16.0 §2 § Blackout Bocks 1-2-3 Each . $25 ¢
{ : .No. 4 for $35—No. 5 for $30
“However. “employees-: -and: cred-, in Jubilee’ Auditorium." :_.
‘
Provincial ‘Secretary : -@ Minstrel (white face) Budget $25«
Jimmy Durante ‘and’ Helen’ ‘Traus: ‘itors, - _ including. - cooks,.. waiters, :|. Deputy
tas
ham
deena
oe

“BIRECTION; LOUIS F. BELLER
_———

otltths FUN-MASTER.

“Suddenly It’s ‘Spring:

to. Master the Ceremonies” «|
Tne have. been-‘teamed for..a stand liquor. dealers, the:insurance com-; E. R. Hughes: also. stated that lines if eHow.
$3 PER copy
.. NO c.0.D.‘s
at the Copacabana,’ N. Y.,. starting*‘pany, the’ electric and gas. ‘compa- |'¢carried . in : newspaper ‘advertising | .
BILLY GLASON.
.
Api 4. Duo’ have ‘worked off and mies’ and the Internal” /Revenue. in Edmonton promising “the birth {
200 W. S4th’St., N.Y.C. 19, CO §-1316
| on.‘fora “number. of years.
‘| Service. demanded. day-by-day. pay- ofa -baby .before. your eyes” were:
(Wer
TEACH
M.C‘ing
and
COMEDY)
‘Each have ‘had separate dates: at’ “ment. and: “Begun. tossed. inthe }also. deleted from. . ‘Promotion Of: (Le
real Professional frain you)
-Fsponge.
:
‘the: Jules” Podell:hospice, ot
| ‘the film.

| NOWBOOKING FOR 1963

ee ak
eas
“NEW SENSATIONAL’ SINGING “DUO.
EV. ER
3g
q “NOW APPEARING AT-THE. DUNES. HOTEL. LOUNGE, |LAsVEGAS, NEV.
5|

“THANK. YOu,
* MAJOR: RIDDLE, for:6. wondarful Weeks ot the.Dunes,Leonge.
Thanks ‘fer signing. usto 18-weeks. in1963.
*” NEVADA. LODGE, “Crystal Boy, Loke Tehoe..

2
a
|

*

|

OLYMPIC ‘HOTEL,. Seattle (World's Fair).
RANCHINN, ko,” ‘Nevada.
RokTIDELANDS MOTOR INN; ‘Tucson; Aria,

Our.personal: -monager, .orange’. ond: _esach;for:beeing a|
THANKS to.
1 AL Berkman, : every:
‘week since: we.
e started, our. act.

bier. 2
a fh:

For.‘tutors:‘hookings write, wire or. phone at BERKMAN, a8i8 Metrous.Aves Hellywosd 6
69;aiit,OL. 5-5541er ‘or. Eve.).
ne
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Minstrel Show’

“Wedacaday, ‘October S,1968

|lowa COP.ShelvesCold
== satsTAKARREARS|
| FOLD SEATTLE NITERY) Food & Talks‘in Favor’

|MoulinRouge g.“Beefeake

.
Hollywood, Oct. 2:
Beefcake replaces .‘cheeséake at, Frank Sennes” Moulin”
“Seattle, Oct. 2;
Rouge: tonight. (Tues.) -when a:.
The: Magic -Inn, longtime Seattle |
_boxing ‘show, the first sporting”
nightclub and: restaurant, has: ‘been
..
Des: ‘Moines, :Oct. 2.°
event at-the ‘spot, pits. welter-..
weights Johnny: Newman- cand.* “closed ‘by .the Internal” Revenue |. ‘Peart Bailey. will héadline a-ReBy ROGER WATKINS
| Service: for nonpayment of. $16,405 | publican “fundraisirig- show ‘at the
_ London, Oct. 2: “ycreen. to, the big ‘stage. “Cool For -Eddie— Pace.”
‘in. ‘withholding, « and... admissions’ -4;139-seat KRNT Theatre.-Oct.:-11-°Jae’. “Louis.
‘‘promotifig...
Cats.”
a
case
-in
point,
was
a’
finan. Ata fime when the “Black And;
_ Ring ison nitery’s stage, with’ shia. liens. for: ‘the first ‘half of this. 12-when.the GOP hopes to pick up.
eial”
‘disasteraccording
©
to.
Mace.
|
Whit} Mnstrel Show" is about. “to”
“drinks ‘sole
sold.‘to ticket-buy' ers,
7 |-year.” Notice of. seizure by :the IRS. vat. ‘least ‘$60,000:-for: ‘its: fall ‘came
was posted: Friday (21). with sale: ‘paign: Others slated for the. bill are:
wets
it for .a second season on: :donnell, despite its expensive’ PrO-.
duction.
set for Saturday !7).
BBO -TY Hat nst. incidentally, the:
“Edgar -‘Bergen & '-Severi: Friends,
Jim. -Kirk, who owns’ ‘the . res: . Jackie-Mason,, George. Murphy, An-:
top-“ratsn? Palladium.show on the?—*“¢Pepularity via. Videxposure’ Macdonnell ‘and Moss. -‘Empires :
“Ltaurant., said he was’ working with drews. Sistefs and: “Manny. Harmon’ si
Camnerciil fe ehannelr Leslie AL?
- | laiwyers:‘and seeking .a° backer .to |Orch:
Masdoanell
head of the “Moss! are ‘hauling -‘em: in in. ‘London. and;
;
,
help him pay.‘the tax bill.. It. was:
‘Emoprres
groin, i -readving « an=* the provinces, etc. with headliners:
‘Murphy: ‘is.“producing: ‘the:‘show
*: the. first. time in’ 17 years fhat: ‘the “whose ‘talent. cost.“is a reported -oHNe
wer! ak a rurther
three-? like Bruce -For syth, -Morécamibe & }.
club has been. closed.- ‘During: early.$10; 000. for the tw ‘o-day: event. Ad-.::
Drake “sand. somé
Smet ys eh ona ary of the. Minstrels" “Wise, (Charlie
postwar. years as: the ‘private Magi-: ;:misison will range from-$10. to. $25
run oof vy Vee orn ‘Palace,’ Lon- others, all cof ‘whom “have. made.
+ elans Club, .it.was one.of the. ‘town’ s”for the. two-and- ‘one-half-Hour show dant, 3
“t tie chain's tua. flag: their ‘hante or, at |least; “consoli-:
The. Hariv: n lib: MN.“¥E- Jan
“5
sh! aa
t?
a.
dk sted their
popular ity “through: eastside ‘spot, ° Jast:. week. filed |a? Op. nightspots.
and:
advance... -reservations.. -are
if poeta teag is alsa: due -fa'' videxposuré:
| heavy. No political. spéeches ‘are:
Voluntary. ‘petition: under: ‘Chapter’ |
“This year,’ ’ “Macdonnell. ‘pointed |XL. of-the Bankruptey Act‘in N.Y...
how woMinourne, Australia, this:
. _promised—only- introduction.- of:
mi vat?yok Ras< ob:en doing solid. ont. oT | am using ‘five. . ‘television’ ‘Federal: Court.‘ An- updated .‘finain. ‘candidates in the Nov.-6. elections.

Hypo Vaude, Sez LeslieMacdonnell|

OF Sfars'as:Fundraisers

AYHarenwCh
icy

bi? +5 thes teadulc summer show in Nines - ‘in ‘Pantomime: ‘at the-Pal=) cial ‘Statement
Tis:

fanaa.

life.-and

thee ke
a nanre th.an: justifies Mac- “when we only used one
don:
>-belier that ty can be har- rony ty.”

headliner

ew

Stripper’Lays!DownHer
‘The ideea
giving.
conti
party ‘eonrtig party:
givin
cea‘ofof
G-String. toOrganize: Nine [08°

accompanying ‘the|}

hachiuuw. Already. we have-‘double
|:‘papers listed. ‘liabilities-Of.”$209,
times “of. the bookings that we. had last vear !+ 300. and-.$I0: 000 in assets...
a

M orerantye.-s ¥haqoer seaside resort.

fof

‘instead of ‘cold. food and speeches *
-Ta. qiiote one. ‘candid .‘Republican: “We have to draw: peo-

Peelers iin.T’ronto: Local “is: a switch.

Settlement. ‘terms will - be. ‘Sub-

+‘mitted. later.:The Harwvn-has béen|

Toronto, Oct:.2 ye
. Macdonnell states: that: his: plans* jp: finaiicial .‘difficulties’. for: some’
Founder and: -preserit | ‘prexy .of:[ple for: the candidates, “whi. are.
for
future
acquisitions
from
.tele|
time.
Bel oe the show pened” flast.Ef. Was. * padlocked. ‘some: ‘the -Exotique Daneer's-’ -League, as::i not. ‘really “very. .‘good: -attractioris.:
are. “extremely “elastic”:

ne sae te
t perk for Hie live theatre.

although 4 months: ago for a.few. days: be-! sociated. With ‘the. American. Guild + The stars: are the attractions and.:
Serve. ‘as bait for: contributions.”
for’ he’s: convinced. that. he: could: put} [cause of:arrears. ‘in faxes.
| of . Variety- Artists, blond ‘Jennie
on
stage
productions
of.
.GianadaRepublican «state
‘chairman ve
the Minstrels, This . becomes even
' Lee’ took time ‘out from. her Strip--'
TV's
“Spot,
The’
Tune’
and:
“Boot-:
George: Nagle ‘said. similar-shows;
cm: we - re narkshle
when’ it’s: reping -at. the Victory: Theatre. here
‘Liberace.
Capacity
Sit,
0
‘sie
And
Snudge”
and
clean
up..;
afived thit our top price is only:
to... organize ‘a: Toronto. local ‘of ;‘ may :‘be. held. in ‘other. Jowa cities
Ty ‘people. ‘are ‘beginning: to’ re-|.
$2. In other words,..more than 200,- +
At Knoxville: Civic Aud! ‘nine: North Ameriéan ‘peelers,, em- “Next ‘year, replacing :somé.-of the me
alize, -he holds.. that. a live. producMayo

he siid-“we. had. in excess of.

S37

SF in. advance. bookings

|:t¥aditional . fundraising: dintiers;* |
ON} penne hooked to. see the show
‘Knoxville, Tenn., Oct. 2. | ployed ‘and- unemployed.’
before it onened .which is more -tion of a ‘video: show é@an: give. added’
“Miss Lee claimed '-she. was: ‘in- the: Oct..11-12- shows: prove” pr ofit
[
Liberace
scored
again
here.
with!
“impetus
to
that
Show,
if
“only.
from.
able. °
than even ‘Me Fair Lady” -had.””
* the artist's point. of view: “Playing } a Capacity: house ‘Tast week at the} ‘terviewed ‘three. times -by. investi-:
Video-to-¥ ariety Pioneer
ators - “of: - the U.S. Senate's [.
|
to
an
enthusiasti¢..audience:
is
a’
Civic
Auditorium.
‘His
.
-one-nighté
Macdonnell pioneer of the video|} Mc€lellan stibcommittee -but: was
Circus Con:
arti.t- F- variety — school,
predicts 2 anificant, stimulus: for them,’"he stand grossed: $11,120." Attendance |‘not. called becatise -she “had noth- |.
“twas
2/660.
Sani. Antonio, Oct.2."
sav
5.
that in 24 hours of announcing the
“He ‘packed *‘the’ auditorium: be: ing bad to. say.” Stating: that. a}
‘A.cow‘man. has .moved-in on theoe :
three-srrorths’
extension
or thisstripper Should’ have:a year's ap- Alzafar Shrine Circus. He has been: ©
“yond eapacity and the: orchestra
vidinspire | spectacular.
/ will’
-Prenticeship. before. being admitted ‘talking to: “people over the. phone
pit’ had td be* used’ ‘for- ‘extra seat-|
aziin be SRO at the -Vic tons Pal-!
‘to. the union, she: said that: “exotic ‘for donations :“to, take underprivi: ing, -ateording to ‘Gene Frye, -the|.“dancers
ate, “When | came ‘into Noss: Em.
‘should have. some: qualifi- jleged- kids: to the cireus.’ ’.Then the. . ‘aiid’S: “assistant. ‘manager, . “Roliert.
Pires he said. “the trade thought |
| cations: and: shotud: ‘be: able to-do | sends a woman ar ound. toPick, up"
‘|-Frost. -a Yotak: Promoter, :‘arranged |
‘that television: was going to killSan Jose, Cal:, “Oct. 2.
more . than Just. ‘take "off" our. i donations.
ae
the yariete theatre. And it did: hurt.
clothes.” see
a “M.: Vz. Sohnston, -gerieral chair-.
Kingston Trio and Martin. Denny |the date. Ste
some of the theatres in the prav- Orch grossed an SRO $14. O91 in a!
She: claimed: a imeinbership in!man of:the Shrine Circus; said -that~.
Ines *
t ohe-nighter: here Saturday. (298):
‘the:‘Exotique -“Dancers League. of¥local police have been. given: his”
“Rat DL have -alwave believed ‘that. under Irving -Granz's promotional |:
some, 190. :out:.of:-the -1:000 -‘peelers-name..and location -“of:his’ headthe tremendous potentiak of ty can ‘Danner:. They: played to. 3.900 -pay-'}. |
‘in: North: “America: but, inthe past, quarters.
Hollywood, ‘Oct.
Yes h.messed for the theatre: Tn. eS. Kingstons got. $6. 000 against:
CAC. which ‘continues -to- oxband AGVA, had. sometimes. tended. ‘to.
fr.
there
are three ways
in 60% ;of tie. take : and. paid” ‘the: ‘its: booking OF ‘American acts. un |‘Ignore ‘the Striptease acts...
whi te the variety hal? ean compete. Denny crew out ‘of. their -end,
‘Far. East. Swings, has’ about -‘final-|
4)
be ‘providing
maximum -‘con:
A gig in: ‘Sacremento. on Friday ized. deal. for Nat. King.” Cole. to..
furt
for
‘fy
‘pat
rons:
plenty
of.
.
{28). was also. very profitable, with ‘make..the route. next” winter. ‘He:
eolor anid te¢- hy featuring SUCCCSS-, 4,200 paying ‘$15,100. ‘Talent terms! played. - the Orient two’ yedrs ago.

KINGSTON-DENNY ORCH
SRO.$14,091, SAN JOSE

Cole’S:‘OrientTrek

ful

Davis Smasheroo $61,300 |
-But:-on. the -pre-| Vicki “Benet:‘started -‘a: trek -yes-| -Helbrook Big 176,Seattle
Gr anz lost. about. $1,000. terday ‘(Mon:) of ° Okinawa-Japan- |

ty talent.”

5

PT
"ee rr

beprs — ap oa OF
ere

°

. were- the. same.

This is nat to say, hower er, that: vious night
‘Seattle, Oct. ‘2. a €
ail video shows. can make. .a- sue-| 1When the. show pulled only $8200
saaKorea, under GAC. skedding, and|
Samniv: “Davis “Sr. show. at: the‘?
“eessfal transfer. from the - ‘small. iin’ -Fresno.
DeltaURhythin Boys tee off: Nov. 23.

SMASH.STON |Be

|Orphewm, booked ‘by Northwest:-Re= i
Fe
iB easing -Corp:,. -“took: -treméndous..
' SEL, 800 ‘gross'in week: of seven per: .

| “HE PLAYS TO PACKED HOUSES!”

+ formances™- ‘ending - . Saturday (29).

THE “GLAMOROUS |wm ee

He JAt World’s Fair Troupe Rapsodia.
t'Romina-. had: slow:” biz. “in - opera.
“BOSTON: RECORD . || fhouse~ for week ending .Sunday,:

HOTEL: |

: { despite -critical -acctaim. Hal Holas Mark: Twain in Playhouse
“The newest and. hottest night‘eub’“personality.”
ae it brook.
sanie - MW eck.’ sgrabbed
* Smiash
‘BOSTON. HERALD.
:: $17.000."

“Mysterious, Handiome’ ‘end.‘Tops.
fa:on,

: 'N,Y,_ Americana’ sRoyal. . :

HERB-LYONS, ChicoasTribu 7: iBox

. luxe rooms with private bath, tel--.
evision & radio, Air condiitioning.

Sefs: Talent Slate |

=

OAVRY &WASHINGTON STS.a

“The. Royal: ‘Box :of the Ameri icana!

° “Subjects 'f
fall: in. his spell, ‘ond.‘Rave-a ‘ilarious

. “Show folks’are:raving about. the |
all new:Hotel Avery. All'niew, ‘3%
. farge,. beautifully: furnished. de-- g

= .Hotel, NY? has’ set’ its talent. ‘untit ”
Re
CHARLEY, DAWN, Chicago American
ty ithe “end ‘of .the- ‘vear. Latest tobe.
mt “signed ;lis’. ‘Keely Smith who’ goes:
in. Nov; 26: for’ four. weeks. *
j
"He stopped the -‘show opening night."
a
_
Schéduile.’ now: has. Harry. Bela-!

piss

time.".

=“THEE COMEDIAN”.

MIAME DAILY
YNewS :

e Only

Real Monthly

=.

| ‘|
fonts: preeming the new room next.’ «PROFESSIONAL: GAG. ‘SERVICE.
FEST
— THE GREATEST.—.
; iMonday.{8! to “be foHlowed..by: Tony :| TH
T4 EB THE
'MOST-UP-TO-DATEST.
=f

Sot Martin Oct. 27, “Miss “Smith -moves.:|"y5;
. Now.
“hin fotir weeks later, Guy. Lombardo’
Orch, playing: ‘its Airst -‘NUY: date!
away from: the. “Roosevelt: ‘Hotel,

‘in! its 143rd - ‘Issue,’ ‘containing - eee
stories. . one-liners,
-_poemettes, |
titles,: hecklers, audience stuff, mono-_| .
{logss, . -parodies,. double
gags, .-bits.7
|
. ideas, : intros,
Impressions
and Im[--

- personations, polifical, interruptions,
starts. Dec. 20° for. three ‘weeks. oe|
.- | ¥: Thoughts. of the Day, Humorous. Views

, [ Town &Country
“Mr.

HYPNOTISM

FONTAINEBLEAU“MIAMI. BEACH, Florida

“become -. ‘minimal,

Since the Fontainebleau opened, we've never’ had an “entertainer. who produced. such,e

ftontastic and. exciting audience reaction. that ‘you: have. created, and the most: amazing
. thing Is, how the capacity crowds were made up ofmany People who: had’seen your show
‘several times: and brought their frieads.. ae

|}
ce

I Have sever seen a classier for funniershow in’
my. entirelife.‘lam oaly sorry that your schedule wouldn't permit you to stoywith’ us. longee.”.
f can. now see how you can last up to a year in the same elub.

I hope you will find time: In: your schedule. ‘to ‘play.for..s.‘at your nearest convénience,
Sincerely yours,
eo:

~ $35.YR—SINGLE ISSUES. A
eu.
2 Ne €.0,Dig 0 8,

—

weight name to-back jp the’ saless.
} men: has: been:-responsible for. hur“i. ing ‘a. lot’ “of organization. -and}
‘banquet trade: The -cafe’s. reliance
“Hon a la: carte ‘business. . has. now:

Dear Dante;

@

Continued :rroni: page. “63

— ; Myo

$25 YR.SINGLE: ‘ISSUES. $3.

a | | largest :of: which. is ‘the. 1,500: Ca. dhe BILLY .GLASON, 200
New: York City: ”
} pacity ‘in the main room.A-heavy- |}...

HOTEL

|

=

ae

. Of. the News;. Vignettes, etc. (20 Pages)...

although | “-with |.

‘

.

W.- s4th§

eee
,
eee
ee

NICKLUCAS|
co S1316 |

|

..

.

|

Maksik, during.a previous ‘try at-|
| names some. years ago, had -to .of-~
‘fer. -hard- casi. .Hespent. as.. high :
|! as-.$40.000 :weekly: for such /head-‘| }.
\liners:. as. Jérry: Lewis .and.-Jidy. {4
‘ [)-Garland: He. initially signed’ Victor.
¥| Borge at $35,000. "But the policy |f

‘Jended .disastrously :for- a‘ -variety:
LF of: reasons.: ‘including :overpayment.

‘TheTrovbadors oO fo
“Now Appeating

“TAHOE...
~ State
e Line,.Nev.
ve

AN to his’ ‘Stars.

j Lane
» Entectainmentt Manager

MANAGEMENT: OSBORNE &. ASSOCIATES, ———n

.

| {top attractions: _Maksik-- sets aside |} ..ft-some Segments . for .drop: in busi. | #: “ness.

How ever: W ith. the. " éne-show r
“nightly” gimmick. he ‘offers ease.
{-along. with..cash|and he’s able.to.
Currently . .
a i
[| Sross:: as. ‘much as ‘most’ Broadway
‘| rooms ‘because - of. the huge: numRu Ge’s: ‘Supper: Club,
| | ber. of seats. With. “upbeat: in: ad-:}f
.. ° | Bethlehem,.Pa..
an |
varice, ‘sales. because. of heavy: plugthe: pattern ©‘may become | "ASSOCIATED: ROoKING con,|
more | widespread in: the:cate field. |

.

.
.

“YVONNE MORAY -

_Weasosdny, October
¢
a 1962.

"RENE BARDYAPPEALS |Earlycate1n
ON-MCA. TURNDOWN |ive

“TAND 1THINK,WHO.‘ARE
s THESEcomics?’

VAUDEVILLE

Miscues ¢ofParis

~ Vande House HasShowmen in Tizzy

Holiyw ood, Oct:- 2.”

!Washington,- Oct 2.
French ‘producer : Rene’ Bardy |
i]
Aniérican: ciiitural: exchange ‘perfor’ mers 2, has”filed: an appeal -With” ‘the U'S.
it --@cinpensation paid 2
tinues to attract: Congressional: Snipers. Lastest. marksman is Rep: - ‘Supreme Court-from a. ‘ower court |.

Paris,: Oct. 2.

William B. -Widnall (R-N:J.) who’ followed-up his resolution. set--. - decision © ‘denying’ him: ‘the. right|

. Vaudesters ‘are wondering: “where
‘Lto-intervene ‘in the U:S.-NICA. anti.
iting ‘a eiling of $425' a:week. (approximately. the Congressional. pay
the. ‘music -hall ds heading as. ‘the.
The
action.
was
|
trust”
litigation.
--. seale) -on-:‘travelling. players with. A.veiled Tap at.the Joey. Adams
new. show season starts... Since its
Sloe tour
: . "| settled last: week when. the Govern:|.

jevery year, Also, the. dearth of:
new -name singers and the reluc-,
tance of the real draws, due to:
fear of overexposure, to appear

(renaissance ‘in 1954, when the-con-| more than every few ‘seasons, are.
“ment ‘and: MCA. agreed on. @..cOn-.(wersion. ‘of the . Olympia from pix a- hardship for: “houses, {sent
‘decree.
- But. the mary fine acts that show.
-

“Shoulda. éomedian serit: abroad °“under the ‘ciiltural, exchange naét: get a bigger salary than. thé. Vice President, of ‘the.U. S., gen--

“|to: two-a-day- led ‘to. a plethora ‘of'|.
‘Bardy,. ‘who has,a $1,000, 000° ‘ace
_€rals, - admirals; .
“Federal; judges -and Cabinet officers?" ‘Widnall: oan
‘top:.Song “names; good. attendance up in boites around town, and who
. Nevada™ against
“|-tion - pending. .
Ss asked.”
it has had rarely ‘do music’ halls,. belie. the
“) MCA’. Artists. Ltd: and: a number ‘and other ‘vaude | houses,
- The’ early at-. ‘directors’ ‘claims that. it ds hard to
: : He cited the: contributed: services ‘Ot:many: top-performetis. ‘on
{of other deferidants, ° had: sought ‘off :and: on. _seasons..
find new talent. °
.
“ “USO: tours and: said“high. pay.to. certain players. whom. he claimed
.to intervene .to: protect: his: ‘Tights tempts: ‘do. not: seem” too. Feassuring,
‘Decision of Olympia head Brune
“are favored’ -by “the State Dept. “is. carrying-President: Kennedy’ s
‘to the assets of MCA: Artists-in the. SO. ‘far: ‘this season.
-concern. for, the. atts’ ‘to’ ridiculous: lengths... : *:.. | event he. should win his. suit. ‘Both | ‘It. is’ felt. that. house. “directors “L’Arlesienne, *” in which. Jose(Continued on’ page 69)
‘Widnall- said he ‘has. received a flood ‘ofsupport for
f his position. “| the’ U.S. ‘and. MCA: opposed. his.|.are- ‘content.-to use: the same. acts!
aang his -bill. from. arourid. the.country.
:
:aes intervention °“move :- in. ‘the -tower |
a court.

;

ti. oe:

“WORLD'S ror ||

‘Dissolution of. NiCA’s.Ageney, in:

stipulation

ATTRACTIONS” | UsualFriars’Lancheow

with ‘the: Government,

‘| leaves. .Bardy’ Awith: no ‘protection’
:| Should’ he’ win,” according ° to: -his
“Patter ney” Morton —Galane:-““Bardy-

sued: MCA ‘Artists .and- others: over|
«Sate to Johnny: Carson ‘his
reyue:.which Was: booked. ‘at.

| EL. Raricho; Las’ ‘Vegas;. ‘by “MCA.
By. JOE - COHEN:
The: Friars’ falf:
‘season’ of junch- He: claimed. he. -wasn't- “properly.
eons Started. Thursday: (27) in the: represented...
main ‘Ballroom oi the: Astor~. Hotel.

:

ey
r

h La whle
t
ce R — Wi
.‘The : Audien

DON TANNEN
‘

: Just. Concluded.

HOTEL|
"Texas StateFair| |‘QUEENELIZABETH
Montreal
EyesPeak Gate|
‘MAY: JOHNSON ASSOCIATES

/'f) on a- level that willbe difficult: to:
7" E duplicate for.the. rest:‘of.the season:

| It was: an ‘unusual -luncheon, °too;

inasmuch as. many ‘of.‘those’on' the’
dais: admitted ‘hardly’ knowing: ‘the |
a a ‘ond: his. oo 7 HT guest ~.of honor; :Johnny. : ‘Carson, .
“Al who started. helming: the “Tonight”|-‘Dallas, Oct: 2.
|-show -on' : NBC-TV. ‘Monday. (Wf:
Red. Buttons’ ‘seemingly. ‘exemplified |. ;‘State: “Fair... ‘of Texas. opens. its.
“Now Headlining’
| the. feeling’ of most of: the’-agents: TT: annual . 16-day’ run: Saturday:
Thr oughout Europe ::ee _, ff and--comic¢s ‘in, the room:. - “Johnny - (6): with. another: strong. entertain“A-Carson is my best friend —starting “ment -:‘lineup: ‘that - expo~ officials’
"4, hope - will. top ‘the. 1959: all-time.
A Monday.’woo ffs
Jack .E.-.“Leonard _‘in’“his dagual: ‘attendance . .Tecord’ = of”: 2,801 305.
“ Jemcee role. had--one ‘of -his more. Last year’s ‘turnstile |‘take ‘was “a:
briltiant. afternoons, hardly utter- 1 hefty -2.764.298: and the gate fee is.
ing a’ non-productive - word: : Of .the. same ‘this . fall—$1 for adults
course,. he: had.an. early start.. “Prior, : and. 50c: for: kids: under 12.: |:
\-to the “ribald-‘main’ event, in-:‘the | “Ceuntry’s largést state’ fair has: ‘a
room:..set.’aside “-for™ the’ dais: he ; _permahmeént : ‘investment: “of over.
a | started’ ‘muttering four-letter.w ords: -$35.000.000 in “its 200-acreé’ .show-.:
ta’ get -into. practice. -“Yet .as-‘the ‘place’ just two miles from midtown.
m
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(CANADA) LIMITED

ye “Genéral. Artists. Carp.
N ew. York.
Ls
° | Deer: Dén:

S
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Sept. 22, 1962
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afternoon’ wore. on; it beeame ‘evi-|Dallas:. The 1962. expo. will” Haye
[dent that: these- ‘feeds: are -able-to'} an, Exposition of: Nations” theme,

and his

ye
. :Leet
oe
ee
Doe
.‘ ‘.
.ms
.: ‘..
Se
at
,ot
,5.

| get: calong.. without the: jurid: Tan- -to. ‘be’ ‘carried .out in ‘scores: of spez
l-eial- events: and. activities. :
[gvage.
:

-SRINKY DINK”

.:

‘as _result: of. ‘his ability to‘ handle.
1 himself. at these -Friars. ‘functions.
“Of. -the-perennial.’ ‘Dean. Harry.
1 |.Delf, -“Léonard “said;- He always:
gets: these. :things off ‘to:.a" flying.
| stop:”” Gene. Baylos ‘was: introduced.

EXCLUSIVE.BOOKING ~~

There's --been a hefty. advance-sale, :
With tickets: scaled. ‘at .$4.95-$1: 65. |
-Anna Maria: ‘fills the two-week run
-here, her. sister Carla takes ‘over:
.for’a. week each in: St. Louis and:
Kansas.

resumes

City, and

Anna - “Maria -

the:role ‘in’ "Chitago. .in:

| :
as the Emmett Kelly: of.the moun-. ‘November:
-]| tains. Seeing Herbert: Siegel,’ Gen- | “Jee -Capades.’ ” the: 254. ‘edition’
-eral- Artists. Corp. ‘board chairman’ “of” the John HF: ‘Harris touring. iceér;..
1 and.principal .‘stockholder. ‘follow-: gets: 24 showings (13, nights. and 11
“fling a realignment of executives, -he. matinees): -in’-the’ Ieeé- -- Arena; : a:
rs
New. York:
4A|-warned:-him- to get: back’.to ‘the. | 5,000-seater: With _tickets: sealed.
office to sée’ Whether :he’ was: still. from |$3. 75-$2. 25...Childreén’s. seale’:
“PL:7-1786, PL.71530. ‘on’
:the©“payroll.” ‘Leonard's’ ‘lines is. $1.T5-$1. The: dlades ‘show, 4°
| have’. ‘added: authority: “because. of. ‘Tegular’ -at |-the.. expo, ‘annually.
” filited |‘Offi ces.
“his: “up-to-the- minute. knowledge. of draws. ‘more .than* 100 ,000- ‘patrons.
PHILA LAS. VEGAS Gnd
{events in the’ trade cand: in ‘global | ‘Special . ‘free shows - -again -‘are
/ FRANKFURT. “GERMANY. °

ryoe
ros
cy
."°

Many. have. expressed’ the opinion
_ that-it was the best entertainment
™ they hdve ‘seen’in some time.

T affairs alike.
|= There were

Ton the. rostrum. with the top ‘em- next: ‘Monday (8) at 8. ‘p.m., ‘when.
| phasis ‘coming. from Buttons “who. “the. rustic singer.’ will be joined TH spoke. of. his.adventurés in filming|i by. “Slim. Wilson, “Uncle. Cyp”
tH]
"“The Longest: Day”. arid: “Hatari.” Brasfield :-and :-The ‘Promenaders. :
H+

Former ‘film presented,

Said. But: | (8i, The Gil Gray. Cireus:.a ‘threé-

tons, alot of ‘problems. inasmuch as ‘-Yinger, ‘will.-be: in: the ‘Cotton Bowl,

wc || /il.
mt}

starred “Paul ‘Anka; Tommy 1M pags Paw.Oct, ‘10, and. Circus.

1 must

“say that T concur.in:their opinion,
[>
for], too, thoroughly: enjoyed every
“show that I-saw, and you were
|. certainly: ableto: vary, your. material
‘Vo to. fitevery’ audience, truly a mark
OF. good showmanship.

58W: 48th St.,

‘numerous: . First. will be the. Red..
many: heavyweights: “Foley -‘Show:. -in the. Cotton : ‘Bowl

“Tam ‘certain 4
you will. be interested 410
‘know that patrons are still talking
‘about: your’ wonderful performance
here ‘atthe Bonaventure Room of the

i Queen. Elizabeth Hotel.

Top. -show .lure’ is.:the|return: of HT:
“Anna ‘Maria : “Alberghetti ‘in “the:
touring: “company. ‘of: “Carnival,” whieh opéns. Friday (5) for 24 _ per-:
formances. in --the. air-conditioned:
4;120-seat State’ Fair: Music*: ‘Hall.

“Fhere were: thany: triumphal: mo- +

|ments. _There were many auditions
Hl for’:‘future : guests: of -honor “and:
- J} future ‘emcees (Leonard goes ‘out
Bites town: occasionally). Indeed : it’s.
“Howard Theatre, Washington :- “reported . that~ NBC’ first: “became
LH
; interested: in’ Garson.-for-: “Tonight”
:
., Oct. 12.

Quartet:
_ Apelie Theatre, N. Y
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--On. ‘beliall. of the. management and
the May Johiison: office: best wishes.

‘fot your’continued success, We shall
“Ieok forward ‘to: your return
to
o.the
Bonaventure: Room 3in tthe very near
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Sahae. and Fabian: with. only ‘ones
NIgA
Cc
a
leomb
among them, He spoke feel;| °The, Dallas’
Symphony
.Orehestra | a| "American comedian and: personlity DON TANNEN

|| ingly ‘ofthe African. jungle -as. re- Fen Ort.ae fain will wi‘school. fds | 1S

comedian. with multiple talents.

his:only
“Hatari’.
a
e.fair; music.
will give
a repea ||“fection ‘i
dl «sult
Pheteof are
two expeéxpériences.-|
tore: |Gay:
8f last
year's”
‘spectacular,
in whatever: he ‘does,

|| member. “Never go irito the

a

He attains per-

pe1812 Opeutare; punctuated: with | he sings,he: mimics, tells. stories, he: presents satirical

-at“and,
No. 2,
‘never 89,
go into'|
annoen . Diasts~.and:
climaxe@
thenight
inEle
during’
the-day”
fireworks:
display.’ The:.Air.

bya 7}
Force
{f| impressions, ‘opera,.French and hillbilly singers.. He

| Phil ‘Foster ‘made, ‘short shriftjpand of
of the- West: from ‘Colorado’ 'S-

“even does ventriloquism to. perfection and that's a

“showin itself.] The: audience. roars with laughter.
Chanteuse: June. Forrest. joins DON TANNEN in a_
‘Tetter: word. :duel -to Léonard. .Joe.| Boston. - -Pops <Orchestra;- will -re-’
‘hilarious. take-off of two temperamental opera singers.
|||
E.. Lewis was: also confused ‘on: the. ceive’ the -Texas Music Festival:}{]Award.
Oct...
“9,
u.when?
the
Texas
Ut
This: was improvisation at its.-best. Clever, brilliant
i |)guest: of honor.’ He’ thought. itwas.
+ Music |Educators. Assn; and.-the
‘DONNA: LY
HH:
Kit Carson:
“ond
original."
Jiminy. Durante’s -SiNGING: PROTEGE:
‘Nipsey..- ‘Russell. “Negro - comic fair, -will: presént: outstanding high}
At said. nobody. knew for: good’‘reason, |.tieipate. in ‘this free: “spectacular.
|\and-thereupon

engaged “in: a ‘four- |

‘Arthur: Fiedler, ‘conductor. of the -

"erepecsveaeceapoeyee
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STARDOM!

Agent.ERNESTINE ‘MéCLENDON
N 7-267, New York -

|Vheadlining at: the. Blue Angel,: ‘made’ school bands, chortises and. orches- :

from
‘|| his. ‘second: appearance... -at.. these. tras”
|.

throughout: the state.-in

”
{f]- THE GAZETTE, Montreal

1 "The. comedy. which sustains: MR. TANNEN is deff, -= |ising’ ‘member :of -this: cabal. He.|
if
very well organized and presented so that his listeners
- Carson - ‘to:“be -wary: of}:
‘Music “; Music -‘Music q warned
_
can:sit back, relax and: enjoy. themselves without being
“Hawaii
Going
to:
Dogs?
|
commercials. ““T*. took” .a:: bath “in.
|.
” Honolutw.’ ‘Oet.. 2. tI
- CLUBS.a “LOUNGES inneRESORTS | Clorox .anid: it: didn’t: help.” -Of ‘the
bothered
by’.-maybe missing. some obscure psycho= 4| present Mississippi’ ‘incident ‘oni the |: Wilbur - Clark; owner.. of: ‘Liis
“and all those. who.<
;
logical:
point:
His material is very. sharp and particuofa. Negro: student, He. ‘Vegas’ Desert. Inn. suggested: dur- a.
| ‘DEMAND §the FINEST | enroliment
‘told. of. a ‘white -native.. of. that: Ling: a stopov: er visit that dogracing |[} larly “in. his.;impressions_of various
personalities, J
1 ‘tunctions: and‘is. becomirig a -proni- |? mags, concert in, the Cotton: Bowl.:

‘State. berating a ‘Negro: for: ‘pro- might be. a “pretty” good... -idea”{
“remarkably subtle: This. is:because: Mr.
testing the beating. of a few: colored: for ‘Hawaii. ‘He: also”. 6pined -thatholler ‘horseracing. “would- ‘be: 09. expen:
t.when: Joe Louis was. beating. up all. ‘sive a. -_proposition:
:
actor."|
Al them white’ folks?”’ The Buy Was,
He pointed: out: the general. -pub- ip
‘Wl
solid.and
.tlever.:
Contact.
| lie likes: to. gamble. but’ added_ that.| fi:
“Thank. you,
.. There’ -‘Were other “sur prises, , ‘he: doesn't. think. gambling ‘is gdod‘}.
. “BAYS AND: ANDERSON:
Mi.
JAMES:
NICHOLS
of
the MAY. JOHNSON
|
Leonard
..:
“seemed
.
stunned
-.
“after
‘for’ poor..-folk.:: The. hotel: ‘man:} fl
Presenting Outstanding. Artists.
a | 510Madison Ave.; New. York. 22, N, Y.: | heckling | “Tonight” dire¢tor ‘Ed. arrived from ‘California : by’ ship, |ff-.
‘Direction: GAC
1. MeMahan, ‘who said. T. thought |this”
S| then .flew: on “to. Tokyo after os) | bee
|
ELDORADO. 5:5633
«Continued. on page 68)”. “} twoo-day..stay.
"

_ SINGLES —_
- ORCHESTRAS
ENSEMBLES | 7

oe, ; people.” “Why -didn’t’ you:

ms Twist:LATIN
ATIN-=NOVELTY

TANNEN is 1

“more than.a night club:comedian, he is a good comedy t

”

jf.

[He plays the piano, - -.
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_Wednesay, October 3,“1962:

|ine, having signed’him’untilnext) “Blinstrab’s,. Reésion-

A of: Golden’ Dreams. ” phe’ ‘custom. ‘Flamin; o ‘Las Ve “a
ers’ “couldn't .
get . enough’ of. that} ae
ingVegas, Yes 28.
Arthur: Godfrey ‘Gambol, “Arthar yoite.:
“pick. Shawn. Brenda Lee,: “Half
“Nancy Manning; Ray Bari 4; $3)
Pn
ng.
up:
Buckie
hase
Nancy’
Paishon
sings.
“Our ‘Hawaiian Bros: (2), Casuals. (6), Nat: Brand<
“Godfrey, ‘Carol. Sloane; : ‘Richard. and $4 carer.
| front’for the vocals and_-is spelled. . Hayes, Buffalo’. -Bills 44),
} Lang 2 ; Paradise,” _ with: - shapely. wea |‘yitne: Orch:
(14):- “presented oy
‘Howell.
sentimental da rs nt by
the
Ray” Bari. ‘Quartet. as t er Troupe
doing
T8465
the
--native-ritial| Morris: Lansburgh;. “Miss -‘Leé’s Act: .
(6),
Godfreyettes.
These are 8
relief combo. There-is a.$3: Mon-. “Godjrey’s CBS. Radio Dixieland fingerwavings. and-hand: interpreta-. ‘produced by Dick:’ Barstow;. light: °Within’ a span of-a week, .day-Friday ‘cover and it: tilts to. $4' Ga'ham
“Band. (6, directed: :by: Johnny. Par: ‘tions. ‘He. ‘also duets. a- moving |tug): ‘Hugo . Granata; $4. mintmums.
two new potential New York land-.t a-head on “Saturdays. Rudy: Melzer: Eker: choreographed, . Staged. “and: “Hawaii Wedding. Song” ‘with. Miss‘}
marks
made
their debuts—the | the: maitre da’: has: been a busy. ‘gent: directed. -by: Danny Daniels:: -pro- | Kahalewai. 2
12 Brenda: ‘Lee is ‘splitting. a ‘month:
Linclon Center ‘Performing |“Arts, 3t the. rope: not “only: with “the duced by Arthur. Godfrey AT ichael | “Interspersed ‘are .the. ‘hip. ‘gyra: |With: Ella Fitzgerald here; Miss:
tions of Mate Nz, a.pert and saucy :Lee: doing: the ‘first two frames.
H-preem glam turnout of the. W.. : Gaylord: Orch A10 ri“$6MATERNAL.
Philharmonic Hall and the Ameri-: : Averill: Harrimans: (Duchin’s :. god-.|:.‘Tahitian * ‘dancer’ who: ‘stacéatos {:Both = chirps: co-star.:. with ~ Dick:
cana H. seth sad “two ‘nostalsie OC: parents’. the Jules C: ‘Steins (his f.: ‘Opening .night Fesponse. “to this. across .the floor; four:
‘sexy, hula} : Shawn, ‘in for ‘the full four weéks..
casions
further _punc tuated
the mentor, although: Ashley-Steiner -‘Ts: big ‘$28,500: ‘package’ in--Blinstrub’s}‘daticers and the.
Samoaborn ‘Tangi :. . Miss Lee.-is “-a- tiny,; «animated.
social-theatrical
scene.”
These’ : his: agent’: the. Dick: * Hallidays -1,700-seater- aligurs :“welk for. its. 10-. who. does a‘drill-on a
darkened|: gongstress -‘with .a: highly :eommer:|
were the closing. of “My
Fair "i Marty. Martins: et al., -but. with the day’. ‘stand. in. the biggest money.
oor lit. only- by. the.two: torches-he:
¢ cjal,"earthy tonal ‘quality. ‘and ‘she’s.
Lady,” the fairest niusicak, ‘of them kids ‘thereafter. “Ev er. Pierre,. head- presentation: the — ‘south-- Boston} ananipulates. Revue‘ is a stam-bang !
all, after seven seasons, ‘and the‘ “waiter atthe adjacent. La. Boite, nitery.:has* ‘ever. presented. : “The ;: Show: in: which 14 ‘separate “num- }tie tender: yea
Haeven hee.

liotel Si.. Regis, NX.

Peter

Duchis

Orch

(10:

- Boston, Sept: 29."

seith |

|
|i

debut of 25-year-old: Peter. Duchin says. the exciternent’. generated: by-| “Arthur Godfrey Gambol:” isa: big‘ ‘ber's. ate crowded. into. the: 35-min: |
cause.

“most: of. her’ fans; "are: also’
i Duchin’s. opening. has spilled -cOver + overwhelming © production: and |‘ute. ‘presentation...
. plays like a tv spectacular.”,
- Whitney :. conducts” ‘throustout, |‘teenagers, ‘hier value. to.a.-easifio As”.
sapation policy |‘it the :Maisonette,: Since the. heyday of.the big nanie:;
It's..so long, ‘that: even :Godfrev 1‘plus: the dance:seshes, He manifest- +. questionable.
ly: ineludes a: number: of Hawawiian| -Shawn’: “has: developed itito™one.
A veteran waiter ‘comfided ‘that he. bands \Goodnran. the. Lombardos,
quipped: opening. “night,” “Saturday
dances. tor’-the .custoniers: in -keep-|-of the strongest attractions ‘to “pla y
was at the time-honored
Central‘ Spitalny, Lopez. Whiteman: -Bernie, : 429). 5"the second

at. the posh Hote!

St...Re: Zis...

As he ince yted: the. straizht dan-?in. his more: intinte . room.

Park

Casino when

“his.father’ first

' Shaw,

Heidt,

show starts. the.) joy... ith. the. revue motif. All were.| Vegas—his ‘ability ta’ luré- players

Russ Morgan,’ Olsen,

minuté. the first show-ends.” First-. carefree: and enjoyable. McStay:: “has ‘been proven;.-so- ‘he’s a good.
started playing piano for Leo Reis-i Aaronson, the’ ‘Dorsevs: Glen Gray, -nighters. couldn't - get : enough. of “€
an
a,
) balance’-for Miss Lee... He has- a
man”
Eventually. Eddy
Duchin: ‘Ted. Lewis. Himber.. Ray “McKinGodfrey, .who. works.hard during. oS
« new kind. of: eatrance. this.time—.
Wao to become a darlin” of the i‘ley. et alii’ at: the. old Pennsvivania. the. Show. ‘He's on “stage most .of |
: “Living Hoon
Ni Ms”. | opefis: while: singing :“Where -“Or.
gad. abouts, of the 1920s. and later a, ‘inow, Statler, “New ‘Yorker, Astor the time. in “a ‘Singing. dancing,
Tommy’ Léonetti, Kath Kecgan; 'When”. from the’ ‘side’ of. the room,
fixture. in-the 1930s and ‘40s inthe ‘Roof. Biltmore. ‘Roof: ‘Essex, ‘House, h emceeing stint, which ‘brings: per ‘Hak
eBay
‘Bob
Ferror
rane
$4.50: ‘then :wanders’ into:-the ‘audience,’
Persian Room, of the Hotel ‘Plaza. ’ Roosevelt. Commodote. ~ Waldorf: 1
‘Spiration.
: | Betting: involved’ in’ a. “fight”: 'with-:
Say
miei unis.
‘and. kindred spots, --many of--the:
The sentimalit® has created’ ‘an
“High spot” is. a’_yollicking. “Bill
‘a. “planted ‘jealous ‘husband.: all:of °
‘Eddy. ;former. prime ‘dansapation . rooms: Bailey? “in which. ;Godfrey
singsoutpy uring: of publicity © for
Danny. Siegel's Living: Room: is’ Ww hich’ looks quite authentic. :
policies have
-and-terps:with the. shaw. girls w hile: “hitting: ‘a swinging’. -stride | with thes;
Datiin’s.
personable offspring}Jare no. more, and. the
Lexpired ‘With them, The: ‘Lombar-:
:« Shawn. revives: his’ trademark.
‘on-.the big stage. filled ‘with: ‘the°
whieh might preve embarrassing if
dos kept the Roosevelt. Grili on: | Cast. He ‘opens the. ‘show: with -the ‘falent ‘headed ‘by “Tommy ‘Leonetti,. 4aMassa.” Richard” bit:. ‘the “Clan”.
maniddilin in: another cireum-:
not
two. -plus -‘Kathy: Keegan-and - Hal: Me: |. nurtiber;: “and: | his. .“Cockamamié”’
the. map-. and”. even. that tradition |
os stat: e. ut
Lang. “Troupe;
four “men,
un this case. has ‘created|
an

extraordinary

show

biz. KickofE-

fora promising new talent.

'was-:severed. this -year when. they
signed with. the .néw LozaS inc:

Tisch:

Americana.

Vineént: ‘Lopez

femmes. Who: amaze. with? teeter- Kay. leading up to:the main.event.:: dance ‘routine.

(2
board acro“stauff

in. which ‘femme

plus. other ‘classic
‘Leonetfi is:a-veteran by: now in’:i-sketéhes <w hich. are.., Buaranteed.”

is spring’ fron. chair--into® air: in |this. room.’ “He has-the feel ‘and ‘yock-:pullers,-.

Those
Who... -had
dined,
danced
|
‘glone: has. remained:
a
Timés
Sq.
the ‘tempo of ‘the ‘spot; ‘and: ‘pro<:a
‘Series: of: flips..and. somersaults,
Miss Lee.‘sings 13 songs; “includ:
and-vomancedzto: Duchin pere’s tip; tandmark’ at- the Hotel --Tatt just’
|‘There's a ‘triple. flip if thé» ‘finale “ceeds. to ‘hit.’ the paydirt. from ‘the:}: ing. her “three’ favorites,” “Break top terp tunes turned’ out: ia full: ‘matking Ais 20th aani, in. itself a
start with a. Strong assortment - of |
which, is. breathtaking.
ri Tt. To Ne Gently,” “Tm ‘Sorry; and.
wall as-ne
force to lend their collective. pres- Riplev:. ‘For the. .rest: the -Fooms ty.
-"T-familiaras new tunes; .Fo
ar:as as well
tive:a “dark:
tige-- anc cash-on-the-table. support; h; v eitl er found: it necessary ‘to |" Carol: Sloane, “diminu
example, one. of his:more. interest:;ALT ‘The. Way.” She works hard ion inmost of. the songs, winding. with +
h
aye
—ta the
new generation maestro. fortify’.
: Emil Coleman, : ‘Stanley -haired: . songstress,- delights .with’ -ing items is a rendition. of: a’ bossa.{
has been an avalanche Of Melba, Milt ‘Shaw.. Str aetér (until “Why. Can't. “You Be’: ‘Géod:’” -and J‘nova.. ithe new: Brazilian-tempo. |1a rousing “Bill ‘Bailey:”:: Male. in=:
Re>suit
“publicity: in. top socialite colunins’! now?.and that ilk with. glam ‘names a ‘schmaltzy. “Talk to “Me: with “This one concentrates. on a: Single: i strumentalists called ‘The ‘Casuals '
16 do fine. job of backing. .
:
that normally doesn't befall even] of -the. ealibre of’ Hildegarde: “Lisa Godfrey; accompanying -‘and hum- “note.’
7
the most. popular of society dan- U Kirk, Diahanni - Carroll. “Chevalier; | Ming: along... Buffalo «Bills -hit an: |” “Number, incidentally,:“was. trans: | The: Half Bros. ‘(2) are held over.
Eddie: other peak: with- their: “16: Trom:: lated ‘by Leonetti’s -wife:from.-the=.for this -bill, and expand ‘the tutn
sarators, Coleman, Lanin, Strracter |: Belafonte; ‘Lena. . Horne:
‘and “Lyda. Rose” WhichF
‘from: previous. “Show, ..demionstrat- °
et at. included.
Fisher, Dinah. Shore, ‘the. MacRaés | bones”
‘Portyguese to Italian... - It. took. the |!
“win solid mitting from overflow”
ing again-why- ‘the. act is ‘firstrate
Compar: inom Of son to. father isand others.
:
Mi
; long ‘way around, but it makes its;
Duchin -is: reversing ‘field. with. a erox d.
4) point. There are: ‘also ballads.. and? in juggling skill: and® comedy.- ‘The:
exists:
Anevitable bat the ‘analogy
‘Godfrey :takes. over. With.some: “rhythm. tunes: - that add up:. to”. ai. brothers. . Dante. &..Roberto ‘Half,
ouly in lineage and. the fact’ both. 10-man complement. of tiptop.. mu- standup comedy. ‘teuching:” on:
Bos:
; are, handsome, smooth ‘Showmen.
Richar
a' highly. Satisfactory: seméster. | .
maestros preside at the. ivories: sicians, with’ Ahinisel. asthe perthe ‘ton. and. the.’ Kennedys. . Miss: Keegan’ is a- petite puncher.:} Nat
Brandwy' nne’s* “orch.- “(145
Ever the family resemblance is:; sonality.’ maestro: Time—and
, | Hayes,. ‘getting -a big hand, ‘Swings | ’
mintmal, sase ‘for the ‘same. classic, |
; competition . froin-the’ W aldorf's into a -fine’ rendition “of. “‘She’s: “My.}She. packs: a ‘lot: of . power. for. a: packs: the bash. .the- lighting: is’: by <
Amer
icana”
S
names—
Plaza‘s
-and.miniature: miss. Her straight ren--. Hugo Granata,’and Miss’ ‘Lee’s.:act
profiles
Peter. is fuller: of. face, |
will tell the b.o. ‘end-r esult: : Thére _Kind :of Girl.” “The: eight’ show: ‘ditions. :.make -their. :miark “easily ' was. produced, written,-and’ directs
.

TY

and, as. for His “style.” “his-a rock--

ing . back-and- forth» ‘style. at the. are: manifestations’ of :a

dansapa-'

girls. are ‘lookers ‘and |register. in:

‘tion renaissance to. suppert: ‘such-a ‘fast; zingy terp numbers: that rate

‘and: her windup is an-assortment... ed by:‘Dick Barstow. - _ Dike...

of. impressions - of femme. singers |:
Eddy
Duchin wwas
- ivories while
kudos =:for. choreographer: “Danny °
‘including Lena: Horne, Peggy. Lee’,
more
the. “poet of the Steinway” , move, Show-wise. observers: of the Daniels, .who also-‘staged. and |
aE;
‘Du“Mr,
‘are’
|
ligans
ballyhoo
land ‘Judy. Garland. -There- ‘are: Ee
a ‘Marz. Ww-orkshop:
(to borrow
Carnien - ‘€avallaro’s:: ' hotel
:
‘ biotis.” “As-is: this *V ARIETY: review- “rected, -

Sk.

“San Francisco, Sept: 28...
timés* ‘during -’ her turn: when. ‘she po
«“Godtrey rates posies "
00: for’not seems: to-remind ‘of thése ‘singers: “ “Stan. Getz: Quartet; no.cover, nO®
fyrtes of his dreamy. ballads-‘and ;
intruding
‘into
all’.
the’
action:
‘and:
is)
as
socka
a
‘potential,
asin
the
Although. this -attribute gives her. a” admission, ‘two- drin Ik‘minimum: .
thus seemed
to iaverpret instru-;
Dé Marcos: and: Eddy | letting his acts work: on their ‘OWR, ‘lot. of .color, “her stylings. make. it::
mentally, with, greater depth. the. era when: The:
he} ; Duchin, ‘or “Morton ‘Downey ' and | to - ‘great ‘extent. Godfrey: had’ to: “on: their own, |
{2In’ what ‘amounts: ‘to a tour de" mh
lyrical meaning -of the: medleys
! Emii Coleman. or» ding back. even.
-Hal- McKay opens. the: show Sans. -forée,. ‘tenor saxophonist Stan. Getz *
Was performing.
la bit: further: ‘Harry’‘Richman., and | a.‘talk. ‘bit, despite elamoring from fanfare -and. the. handicaps* himself}.‘ triumphs over the. bad’ acotistics. itt.
contrast is. young i Géorse. Olsen, and. the like, ‘were ‘Yingside. for special- numbers: “He
Top -sharp
°
|
It ‘takes him: along }this - Broadway;, boiler. room: and m
Duchin’s
staccato: “™beat" which }the Big. City’ss) prefer red. critertain- signs. “oft. with: Fairytales”: te Considerably. ©
no
Abel.
‘time to: get: started, but: he finally: : Packing’ ‘the customers: in. nightly...
‘ment.
gets young. and old alike.up: on-that.°
;
| tumult.
7 The Redhead: is fairly.‘winded ‘makes. “it: ‘with :“his Irish’ ‘stories “ Getz; whose’ cool tenor style has’:
floor. Where the. Thttroday nightj
cae
“asin. Se cast. N: Wee Tbe thé: ‘end of the ‘Show - which | ‘which seem more. ‘natural to- ‘him. Won, ‘him .polls’ around ‘the world,’
‘formal: _preem _ was). loaded with
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the’
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- Baby: Grand; as he puts :it, where’ future... in.-the United: _States* ‘de- - Singer's: ‘going-away: idiom.is the’ Rockettes, Music. Hall Symphotiy: niore- on good’ will and pleasazit
J *-*I'vevbeen doing a’ 20-year stretch spite -thé: inadequacy ‘of their Blue. “hb.lues;- ‘the. oldtime.. ‘and -seldom-: “(Ra ymond Paige, director) :“Gigot”. takeoffs 2on. police | and today’s:
: at hard Jabor:?, His reputation: as. Angel ‘bow,.They. ‘are: of: the old. |héard: ‘blues which -she’ puts -ACTOSS “¢20thi, ‘teviewed 4 VARIETY June ‘-youth than on the sharp satire sO
“a funny and: betimes erudite “chap |‘school. of. ‘clowns: “who: come ‘on, ina. - genuinely ‘gifted Way. ‘She: is 20; "62,
-/-prevalent ‘in: Yank tuners: .
This ‘entry. alse eaters. to- regular
.rdhas gone - beyond. ‘the: confines: of. with: 4 multitude of. props; ‘have-also-on- solid ground with-someé éasy
eae
aa
ele
Lalani
ele
ee
a,
—s
_"arromerermuen:
Tes:‘like: the sound otstereo: “this. i local audience ‘preferences. for the
~° 325th St." to the point ‘where. -he perfected . ‘innumerable- bits - of :! ballads* of--the -’30s ‘and: - “40s. that
has. been offered: a’ wider. range of. hoke,: and. skilled at.:many ’‘things; |“she :sang with: deep: feeling. ‘Book edition. at. the. Rockéfeller show- |proyen.. and simple. in. revue and.
But it “has
‘ falters, . however, - when: ‘she™ goes: case.’ “And. all-resident except: for’ {musical outlooks.
spots with: one ‘stipulation: ‘by many; -and..can he: extremely. fiinny.
-To ‘achieve these ‘ends,.: the- lads out of with phrasing’ on standards Richard: ‘Hayman, ‘Whose: ‘harmoni- | enough. brightness, flair- and’ pre-.__
that some of..the -gamey material:
_. Would have: to™. go.: Apparently,:|: need: a proper Setup: “Mastly, they out ‘of the:Carmen McRae, ‘school. |ca. pr esentation is’ an ‘appropriate |-cision to. make for more advanced
.
“Buk: ; -elément for thie: audio: motif’ ar-i.musical buff entertainment too.
“x Russell. has-now seen the-Jight.-and‘|:heed space, . an. elevated - stage; an
‘ranged: by.:producer.Mare Platt. It | Smart, ‘movable ©sets, neat’ cos-..
.: has icome. downtown: -Wwith an ‘act}‘room | to. operate.” : The intimate
hardly. needs adding :that- “Sounds” -.tumeés: -‘and: knowing | staging by
“> that. is probably one of. the. more, [confines of. the’ -Bhie. Angel .is’ no* GREENBRIAR: ‘BOYS @.:
-is: not: only: just..an. “earful, but j‘ Thibault © help -keep this. simple
Songs |
7
a
naturally ‘fiinny asseniblies ‘of ran- proper. showcasé for. them:
‘The - lads make “their. entrance.’ . 34° “Mins...
mounted with: the Hal's, * typical |show .bowling along. Dancers dre.
wee
“don thought and wit. ‘Despite.his.
flexible and’ more animated than
| visual ‘dazzie. LN eferanship- in the. Har ‘lem. ‘hospices j“fom. the ‘back of’ the raom.in-pa-.! Le. Hibou,.. ‘Ottawa. .
|rade-style. After they go on. stage, | .Of|..the. ‘bluegrass - chanting | Raymond ‘Paige’ Ss. Fiall, ‘syinph |‘is usual-in local shows. A -Knock“this .is ‘his: first: New Act recor ding.
it’s: “any“thing-for-a- laugh type.” of |
Greenbriar ‘Boys, two. sare: ‘from ‘gives. it an overture key noting with ;, about comic: fight sequente ‘pays.
ain.these. columns.
‘thing; although: - their “cémic.” ar- New. York -City, third”‘from:: New. a melodie ‘Melange’ -_punectuated by |' credible homage {o some of Jerome
“Although, 2. few. indigoisms ins |
fon tridé: now and:then, Russell: has aii rangeriients: are orderly. and’ wel Jersey, ‘put. their’ Kentucky sound |an. ‘assortment! of ‘instrumental ef-)| Robbins’ halletic ‘battles ‘in ‘such
thought - out.” For. exaniple, some’; s:genuine. and sincere. Thére’s ‘no ‘fects. The ‘Corps de Ballet, ‘choeo- |shows: as “West Side Story.”*
ne <titn that ‘can. £0: ‘almost: anyw here. lof: “their: - amplified
“equipment ’‘attempt at - ‘gimmicks, Abily. at-. ‘graphed. ‘by Platt; contributes <an.
Four other houses, Olympia; ConHe iney itably. |‘invites “.comparison
couldn't “work because .the “spot/
“> axith. Dick Gregory, who (pr eceeded|‘didn’t hate: “English . electricity’ |-mosphere-or comedy, although the:a amusing, itenr in “Which a: ‘clutch of j-¢ert -Pacra, ABC and Bobino. keep
wicked:to-established. two- a-day standards.
__Russell-on the” bigtime circuit. The! i méaning that the voltage. here “is-‘stint is happy throughtout: and so fireflies.” overconies - -a.
‘stmilarity: is - evident *‘only. “on: iis. |‘unsuitable. for. ‘appliances..:, ‘They: teaves- the customers ‘happy, ‘Three: spider : (an..‘oitsize:. -aexosol pesti-*;.- But the. Alhambra.may ‘veer into-a
dissertation. of Somé: “of: ‘the eur-: had: to: work- ‘feverishly. in order. to some. have’. -piped. in: -a few. clubs [pis‘does :.the:: trick); the choral ;;musicl. comedy centre if -it ‘keeps
It. anpears.
rent . topics: relating. © ta. Negro. , maneuver --into their. ‘tricks: - “Their | -and- made a. disk. for -Vansuard,. but company,’ + hicély, “staged. . vends yup. these type’ shows:
&
in store for iis:
questions;
Otherwise; Russell's! ‘numerous: ehtrances: and: exits were ,‘strength ©is chiefly “for coffeerooms. |:Some pop|‘standards;: ‘and the’ -Rock- yto have a jong run.
Alor k,
range is wider, there’s hardly: any: blocked: for .space- reasons. How-: m‘Some’ lounges. and ‘would-be okay ettes are -impressiv ely-maneuv ered | new: rev ue.
‘for ‘niteries where bluéezraés: music. “by: ‘Russell Mairkert), ‘per. ‘usual;77
other. ‘similar - points. - of interest:
_ they “are. funny. - They: vare [could. be sold.” Gabbing’® is only. for.
1 as one. man's secrétar: ial.pool.
--exéept: that: they -are. eligible. ray [overs
-good.-for “clean” aiid’ “Solid? lauglis,. tintreducing..titles .and- giving-his- | “Hay man's. effort segues’ from:
Orpheum. Se:
zttie |
“the ‘sanié spots: -Intratrade, ‘Of.:
‘ but. need the. Targer :Spaces avail-.|
' Seattle: Sept. 24.
course. ‘it's-known.-that™ Russell ‘ale !‘able’ in “mass ooms’ ‘to achieve}. tory and: meaning- of son®. oe
_ Boys* play
guitar: -fivezstring, hie fi effect. abetted” Ww ith. “tapes. | Samoiy Davis .Jr.,-.Pat Henry,
. tedated |Gregory excepting’ that the!(thelr, values.
The. Latin:-‘Quarter:
-& “Hal. Leomazi, Bobby
“Jatter>Was. “discovered” first . by.|ior the. ‘International --are: much:- i banjo and mandolin. “witich;- -plits |I:-beamed. either side of the ‘auditort- |Barbara
3 Piping,”‘produces plenty sound. . |um. - Makes an effective. frame for Jones: ‘Govrae ‘Rhodes. Orch, $28);
the -ofays.
better Suited. for their: wares:
admission. ‘$2:50- <4.50:
.
ele
Gorm.
the ‘turn.:
,
:
tS
oon
odose,”
-Rusésell: works in straw: hat::whieh.
ok - Show finales ‘elaiiorately enatigh |
“he describes as. a*symbol. of: affa- |:
7 “UP HE:MILLIONAIRES: a
Sammy Davis. gr. ‘again: proves”
Wwith'a. ‘Sort. of |ode. to the-road, w tn
bility. :The.-gab..is,for the ‘greater ROSE & LADEN.
ie is one of the most versatile
.
:
Songs
‘several: authentic
63°
m ode
part’ ‘in ‘that: vein His “blue ‘lines:
medy-(30. Mins...
* fivheeled: ‘out on -a -tiered. “étage* |talents. around ;‘today in this: ‘show
seem to fit- in with. his. characteri30 ‘Mins.
ad Suburban. ‘Lounge, Detroit :
There’s a film elip.- too. not. alto- that runs nearly’ three hours and
and. ‘background | and--his' choice df!| Blinstfub’s,:-Bostori chat
‘Still leaves ‘eni asking for more.:
“material ‘is “generally original. and + Eddie ‘Rose -and.-: ‘Lenny Laden; |. Good ‘sounds: emanate from: “The: ‘gether’ effective, ‘of some flashy|.
Millionaires, an interesting’ blend- ‘jobs tooling ‘over: ‘asphalt. and. dirt. , Davis:acts-as emcee for 1ne-first
‘funny. top. ‘banianas: with: Sam --Synder's’ ‘Ing: of. voices trained: jn gospel sing-"- AS: a frontispiece” to. thé lavout. ;half of the show, with orchestra,
‘He had: the Blue Angel: ‘geseins |
“Water Follies’ *‘for’ several-. sea’ 5j
‘ing: and: ‘operetta, ‘The: trio is versa-|the: Hali presents :its. traditional:, Sblendidly ‘led by. George Rhodes,-.
cyblage_ going and. ‘it's ‘Jikely ::‘that. sons, ‘have put. fogether: 4a nightclub:
‘in’ pit. Band moves to stage for sec-.
tile, ranging. from.-country through)
he éan. do the. same in either mass:: act~ which :thev¥ ~are- breaking:in rock.’ n’ roll to. ballads. In’ addition-: “Kol Nidrei”. for the. Jewish: holy :-ond -half, which is ‘all Davis and all
or: intime:: ‘Spols. An. excellent. rou-. tehere’ at: Blinstrub' s.‘big’ 1:700-seater. “there. is ‘plenty-: of - acting. ability: in: ‘days: -:avith. -ehorale ‘and ‘Joseph. _Bood.
iTekula.- ‘cellist: ‘However. reverent.
‘tine which - winds. up. his ‘efforts vis’ They “offer-.a ‘rousing ..30- minutes - these °. three |-young;..
_£oodlookin g!jit.‘may. “bea: perennial. question in.
Young ‘Bobby. Jones, W2y ears. ‘old,
a demonstration, of: the’ ‘Twist. and: DF unrestrained . comedy. Jinks’. ‘in- ‘lads:
;
‘related darices. It's,“an extremely !which -Rose’ héckles Kaden ‘offtsage oo’ "They have: ‘plenty ‘ofmateria] asome Minds. as to the’ pronrietv of.does: a walloping -job. on: the. elec~
liturgical - miusie’ in’ can. otherwise |“tric organ, displaying: a precocious.
Jose:
. pleasant. routine,.
.
and. on, ‘They “do: bits. from: films; : “several. -standup- 30-minute night: |i-secular., _divertissement:
At ‘the |talent, ‘but perhaps a bit too long..
4 carbons; ‘snatches: of songs,’ while club ‘routines: and.a: ‘seemingly lim-;| least. ’-the Hail- -presents.’ ‘it apart iThe’ Lomans’ two. dance: sequences
| -ECAINE: ‘STEELE
{| keeping rapidfire. gags. going at jet. itless® repertory ‘of. instrumentally-. i -from..the. main ‘forniat, and with :-are- sharp and: spectacular, -com= Songs’
speed. .-Ladeh, ‘personal emcee type; --backed-- -numbers -for lounges, éte. | respectful staging.
“
* Pit: ubining the finesse of ballet, along”
30. Mins: .
| Opens the ‘turn with:Rose. «who's * In. this. ‘latter: category, ‘the: trio
“With a swinging: appeal. to make
7Club 70, Ottawa |
Ks. as a: water éomie.- héekling . dons -hats, béards, .etc.; to add “at-]
iit a ton d- Hoe TeN,.
* Brunet ‘looker: Bing: Steele: as. from.‘offstage. “He. comes.: on.in.’ mosphere’: to. ‘the Particular: ‘song | ..
Alhambra.
Paris.
‘Pat. Henrv, a ‘“non-sick” comic,
a ‘solidly |‘huilt stint: of .canarying..:
uns ir; tradeniark-:: ‘red “stocking~ cap ©“and iit is pr esenting. «
a
Paris.. Sept. 53. -“seores heav ily with his easy humor,
flexible “enough -:-to- ¢over =| dress:‘suit. WwWith’ white sneakers. for? Each has a voice of solo- quality, | Jane Bréteau ‘presentation _ of punching ‘over some of ‘the funsituations, ° ‘angles "’
expected:
hig Visual - latigh:- effects... Both. get. yet.. they harmonize.’ well, too. Rori.
pooftps, Femme's, pipes. are pleas: off. rounds of: slapstick comedy: bits iban. Hoi, -and- Bill ‘Morris. received |fwo-act.. (20 scenes) ‘musical revue. »niest lines heard - here this: ceason,
“Bes. Plunies Rouges” (Red. Feath-i But ‘it is Davis’ who holds the
-ant- and staging. is. nice With, ‘good:
Mwhich: are;“welcomed: enthusiastic: their |training... as” gospel" esingers.. ‘ers)>:bd0k ‘by. Jean Marc Thibault, | er owd. He ‘does: ‘just - ahout everyv2. show manship throughout. Her | ally:
while Glenn- Dunno ‘has. appeared |.
selection. of tunes:gives -the stanza” : Rose takes the: 38. for’ “eontiedy ‘im operettas :‘and. musical comedies.- -Roger-Pierreé, Jacgueliie: - Eartier; thing and does it avell. His. songs
-balanee- “and :-gabbing: |sits’ are;.pianoistics., “and: Laden: goes’ into|AS”. instrumentalists, * Man: Hort lyrics’ by Thibault,’ “Pierre: MUSIC. |Tahge from new show tunes Jike
.Clande -Stieremans;: choreography. [“Once in a Lifetime” and ‘What.
scripted : plus. okay. ad: libs. Big |.
“sharp ‘impresh bits ofHenry Busse,|
i strum ‘the -bass, ‘Morvis-is ‘the. ‘pi: Michel. Descoinbey: Stars ‘Thibault, Kind..of Fool Am J” to standards,
item in XLiss Steéle's: session™are .‘ Bonnie - Baker. - “Morten | ‘Downey. ‘|.anist, and: _Durino; ’‘the: drummer,
| Pierre; features Sophie™ ‘Dawnier, ‘He also: disphivs Tomantic: appeal.
. the ‘clicko. arrangements *“hacking |
: He's. slick. with? the’. falsetto: voice +.”“The: Millionaires:. produce ".good|i Claudive - Coster. Jacqites. Fouan: |!
‘in Moon. River.” hacked ‘only hy a
n er Warbling:
“and: imitates’ ‘musical - instruments
sounds.- look good, and’ project: avell|
She's’ good. for. niteries’, Jounges,.”“in finé: Lashion.: Rose. cuts. in. withji with: the infectious: -ehthusiasm, ,of t weau. Pierre: ‘Stephen. ‘Andre Tho- guitar: |
rent?
staged--by
Thibaultz.
sets
and:;
7
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Gorm. *,
: television,
some: aCrO. whitls, ‘teetering on stage Youth. With: their versatility, .thev [costiiies,. Jacques Dupont. Opeued *i His comedy, is delightful, vith:
quips on fis’ -triend,
Frank. Si“ledge.
Laden takes’ it. straicht. with “can-fit in most anywhere and’ cer-! Sept, 21, -762:“at Alhanbra, Paris; -, hatra, ‘topical, - allies “and: -sly
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assets
“to™
any
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"$3.
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top.
“slants: ‘on ‘lactis. His |dancing is
Songs:
,
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"7" @lub,. Jounge, ‘revue, ‘tv. ‘or -radio
mos
My Girl? ‘and ‘show tunes.
|”
‘top --drawer: whether. doing.a_ fast.
“+> 15° Mins, -.
‘show, or: ishat-have-vou-- that ° f¢e-4 io “With” music . hall: Vande - having:
‘They,
are.a
refreshing
duo:
and
“Twist nuniber’ ‘or-a nostalgic’ softBlue. ‘angel, N.x.
“Work
along
Abbott
&
Costello
lines”
quires
‘good
-voi¢es.
and"
plenty.
of.
its
ups
arid
.owns-thesé
days.
the;
, Shoe. reutine.
Jo “Mapes |as a- newcomer. to: the:
Tigre. ; Big. Alhambra’ ‘has- ‘been -‘experi-:.
with: plenty |of: Slapstick. ‘and..:sight ;‘savNY Showmanship...
- His impersona ations -are magical
‘Jocal : ‘scene. - in “the: ‘ballad field:'“gags. "In an’ era-of |contersational.
‘menting. Tast season. it had™ a hit. with ° a line-or a_single: gesture
She's ‘a Fleasant. singer and: speak= «
langry. ahd sick coniies,; the’ return: LiBI: STAIGER'
entry
Roland.
‘Petit-.
and’
-Zizi'
:
by:
he ‘creates Nat. King Cole. Louis
: er, has. apparently ‘done: ‘consider- :
sets on,
-to natural ‘comedy values employ ed ongs
We Jeanmaire: - that. combinéd
ballet:- AX‘mstrong..- Jerrv” Lewis, . Marlon:
“vable® ‘research:.’on her: material, an,1d.
a
“Land
song.
Now.
it.
has,
two-contics.
‘bv. this =pair~ goes’ over big: here. 28 Mins, °°: “2: *
“Brando; Dean Martin and others. .
-delivers. |an “likeable -passel’ of:“They: Took: good for: all visual situa= ,Mister’ ‘Kelly’Ss," Chi:.
’
: Jean-Marc. | “Thibault. and Roger- ‘He also does a great job: ina near. “ purties:.
Miss. Staiget -comes- ‘to. tlie:nitary ‘Pierre; w he give out witha sort of.
tions, including - 4elevision.. night-_
production . number. on Sinatra:
_Each one:ob the ‘songs: is.‘ell.
clubs. arenas, --ete.: Should hit, top. ‘scene. with .-impressive.. shaw’ biz’: musical: comedy shouse revue. show os Davis works - with ease and. -as" Her:: -introductor) y.-re- “of “comic: - team, £ontemporaries. credentials. - She ‘played: a: ‘feature *
pendered,
“which looks. ‘in for.a.run. ..
“surance, without .someé of the freeo. marks: ‘pave: the. Avay:, for: at ‘good. rapidly,
, part. in “By ° The. Beautiful.. Sea"*'. It may ‘not ‘be an export ‘item ‘for:
re)
Guy.
.- Feception~ and she, ‘shows: a: clear.
“7 with -Shirley. Booth, portray: ed: the” it still -hues somewhat. too. closely : netic .-_pace of past appearances
here, to--create- a ‘memorable
D“arid. fluid delivery. - How ev er, her. a
role-of Emma in “Plain-and Fancy” . to ‘the old operetta: format: But. it ' evening.
_*Recd.
Youtine, doesn't. ‘build: ‘to. a Climax.” AW ALLY: KOSTER
‘on Broadway, :and ™did--the: ‘Cleo:
vas. enough modern .drivé’ and zest
‘Songs.*
' -‘She-neéeds: some ‘redésigning. of her:.
.| part. in-Most: Happy Feila®: at. the in.music and ‘terping to-herald al 7
OOS
_
“eCity! ‘Center ° :and ‘in: ' London: : ‘Tn
“ act. ‘and a few. Songs te provide. a’ "29: “Mins.
big step. forward: in-“both legituner.;
7
pn
a
40; Ottawa”.
stronger’: ‘focal - ‘point to. pave: the: ‘Club
|
‘addition, she has played.tunetents :
. Longtimé’ W-.R, on. ‘Canadian tele‘throughout : the east. and. is “now: aag\revue looks:.
way for preater -effectiveness.
Simple tale’ ‘péyolves -around’ a
.
|
IG: 2, |¥ ston, ‘principally. ¥ia -CBS's ‘now- 4 prepping: for the ‘lead. in ithe’ new:
—.
Con: inued from page 65 quae
—
+off. “Hit” ‘Parade.” Wally: ‘Kester jmusical. comedy hased: -ON:: ‘the. life tar’'s¢standin. of. a-. miusical- ‘revue *
_ who “is -killed on- Stage.” A young: phiné Baker. does a dramatie role,
i makes top use’ of: his: fine’ bar itone.i of ‘Sophie. -‘TucKer.
RITA caRKoL™
:*4 pipeS.on the ’club. and lounge: cit- f Songstress: is: a comely ‘Yedhead: police, “Inspector. “Is - called *in on Coquatrix: to. bring in an oid play,
.
_: Songs .
Eeuits:. . Unlike: many. tv. perforimers. with: -a rich, vibrant -and: exciting his” wedding . day: ‘and - solves. "the ‘wWas.-considered a bad. “move. It
we,
"* $2: Mins.
“Koster -‘exhibits: nice ‘show manshir (contralto. ‘Her voeal- -Pesources ‘are’; ease with his w ife tagging: along, might. have fared better in-a regu.Gatineau,, Ottawa
‘after
lar. theatré for patrons expected-a
Rita. Carrol was half.‘thé Chr rol. and: Staging. ‘and. wisely confines -so potent as to make. her handling.7
“Musihim.
e "
3s farietional,: if ‘hot dvnamic,
feathered
Miss. Baker
Sisters. until. one. married and ‘left:i his stint to “ehanting, “gab: “being: of © standard. ballads’ seemingly ‘‘efrather than the star in.a straight
“the act. As-a’single she is standout, [used only to -introduce’ the. titles. -fortless.- With: no: “need. sto. Worr yr
“gocko--for-niteries, _ lounges:, -and |.He-s{ays onstage’ throughout:.at. no’ about projection | or: “volume. she* Blue? are:haiinting: ‘she ‘proditees costume: role.’
Alhainbra comes OM. with a cross
-s-television.’ Miss’ Carrol :is a brunet [time trying ‘to: “sit.? figuratively: can, -explore ° the:: huances. -af.. an vocal: fireworks-With: Fireworks":
musical’ and
“-" looker., with plenty. showmanship’ W ith the customers, but: this’ ‘doesn't. evergreen: like: “Bowl of Cherries” and her:Tucker medley is-a. tuneful between. - a revue,
> and: abilitw who: handles. musical| lend |‘any: aloofness - to: the- stanza. ‘or. “Had:'To.Be You” :and: find. shad- “impression: of«‘Soph. ‘without’ heme - Vaude. show in’ “The Red- Feathers”
8 caricature.’
headed by comics Jean- Mare:-! Thiinstruments, VW atbles.: and . “does” "His. video. acceptance: has been. eS-:“ings. that -a- -less_ wWell-vocally--en=.a.
7 ‘slick. impressions:: ‘She’ has. lots’of,tablished.
dowed: singer, would have. to,strain” “If Miss’ Staiger: ‘faults. at all.- it?‘is. hault. and -Roger Pierre. Though
‘He-¢an’ “now: add niteriés. junges’ ; for:.
it’ “still: manages to camou-.
-. that. ‘she. sings “at.the tablérs in-. good:
g
a sound: and all’ of it good,
> his:‘potentialities. ° a ‘Her “Delters:” ‘sucbh ‘as yard: | stead ‘of to. them. ‘This. is no doubt flagé straight: vaude.
‘Opener: ‘has “Darktown, Strutter’s
Ss:and ‘disks. to.
Gorn.
But. the. Bobino’™ “and - the. ABC
, Hearted: Hannah” -and !Gite: A Lite. a carryover: from. her’. legituner
Span in: Yiddish, followed -by -a |
He,’ Get A. Little. Love.” ‘are’: ‘Dan- ‘days and: “will be .remedied |with are hewing. to regular: formats and
: string of: ‘impressions. With. no ‘at- :
-{dled with’ the same air,-but: there’ s° more’. ‘tafe. experi¢ice.” For -now, - the. Olympia, weltomes Edith Piaf’
témpt at visual aping,.: of canariés ““ADA. MOORE
-like. Brewer,, Shenwood,. Washing=" Songs’
little’: ‘doubt that” she:-.could: ‘dis-. she’s. a tough act: to’ follow: ready “hack this week. The Concert Pac_
4 play her’ astute. phrasing: to better. ‘for -sdlo billing in. the ‘hotel supper. ‘ra, the oldest music hall, goes in.
.2. “fon, “Reese; Clooney and. Merman. {35° Mins’.
advantage
wwith <more: complex. ‘at- célubs, and. “has~ definite .. potential for: six shows: ‘a Neck. ‘instead, of
;
"Hier. close. ‘reseniblance’ ‘to. Garland ; Village Gate, N.:LY:
Sepia ° ‘songstress Ada” -Moore,- rangements.-. “Her. reridition. ~of -as: a Aoplinet. for the bigger -clibs. ‘only’ Weekends’. ‘and will ‘usce. big:
~ 2, ‘should.-cue -the addition. of: a. Judy-{
‘names for low er: prices,
mS
Mor..
1 “Remirid Me™. and~ “Bittle: Girl E:
‘Gorm, Freturning, to: ‘the ‘New. ‘York: ‘Scene
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~ Shows
S Abroad:
‘Miss Pell Is Missing.

Rattle of a Simple Man
London, Sept: 20.

‘London, Sept. 13..
: Murray

Macdonald
& ‘John. -Stevens,
Ltd. presentation of a comedy in three
‘acts (five. scenes) by Leonard ‘Gershe.. ‘ating - performance, .
Edward |Staged. ‘by Murray .Macdonald; :“decor,. scene. between. the:

Michael Codron presentation: of com-.
edy in
three
acts, by’ .Charles
Dyer.
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tion. Its no sinecure staging. a: Was: ruined when he’ Was ‘Involved. pear as. if thére ‘are someé Varia-. ‘the contributions ‘Of: John: MeMar-: Sexually -shook-up . movie ‘star: who)”
ph. iwoin which. there areonty -EWo- fina scandal with ‘one of: the male: “tions between the London: produc- :tin as asénsitive. young go-getter, thopes . to; find, partial.escape -with :.
cGiaracters
on stage. at any one. | pupils. at the school where he. .was tion:-and-the- original: off-Broadway |.‘and “Michael Gorrin as. the: ‘hero's |\ the. “barrister. played: “by.' Philip inarticulate-‘and groping’ father: | “Bosco: * “Murray Roman. caricatires. .
tire, bur is evet more: difficult’ & Tecturer,
Since ‘then, he has had: presentation. which opened: at the.
Mark.
Dawson ‘plays the janitor and: sick - ‘comics and. Carol. Eawrence’s”
wher the. plot has. been exhausted+
‘Theatre-de
Lys.
MY.
‘at-the begin-.
an-undemandig job- With a. pub-'sons..and dance. contributions ate
in the first few minutes MeW hin- Ifl
ishing House, has drifted along for. ning of the- year. Howev er;- both’ Mimi Randolph: the- sadsack. herd's ; charining. ° There ‘is a-genuine: feel- “
Vie
Tite das dune a masteriv job..
Gagne. |i
C ogy: Years or: more. with. a married: have. the: important factor of Lotte’ :|mother-in-law. i.
ing of ténsion betiween the villain:Ss mond
basement: flat: aS admirwonian, and .has. -collectéd a few. Lenya.. She's a. sensitive and: highly. |.
abiy desi:tned
Ve TO:
1 dramatic. singer,’ and: «plays- ac} "Arte: - Johnson,” Marlyn. ‘Mason: and ‘hero when: they -are not acting.
| possessive. friends.
|35° ‘amplifiers: for the: Playwright's: °
f _ Theoretically, “his ‘-friends- are ‘dominating part.in the production, 7 Tom: Hatten: ‘and Sylvia Lewis will, Preachments..
S Bagh.
A New
York -produc tion of a] -omy. concerned, ‘With: his: future, ‘but: though she has: to: ‘share™ many. of. ‘appear: with Joyce .Jatveson, Ken‘:
‘the.
honors
with.
her:
-taleiited.
cols
translation
by. Kimon
Friar- of w hen the testing tinie. comes they
Berry. and. ‘Ann: -Guilbert, in ‘the |
“Burn. Me ‘to Ashes,” by ‘Nikos|Bprove.to be.primarily Interested in ‘Teagile ‘on stage,
“Billy -‘Barnes’-LA.”’: -Fevue,. -open- |. Nancy 1
Marchaisd iis:
: standby. -for. .
‘Miss
-Lenya.
it
.
must
be
-con="
.Kazantzakis, is planned by. Lillian. themselves.
ling. next: Wednesday (10) at. the?Margaret.” Heighton.” in ““Tohin-:
Bari and Jeanne Bennett.
Though: Coley siakes a depend=
Coronet _Theatte, LAY
:
(Continued on page. TA):
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VF
fo At: Citizens in Glasgow ||

~ RentCut,BatHeNixesNextYear’,

-. "Glasgow, Oct. 2:
“The Glasgow Citizens Theatre, a’
‘leading’ ‘legit. group ~.in. ‘Scotfand, |
| has.an. entirely new. face in person-: |

--nel with its ‘resumption

Charlotte; N. Cc. Oct: 2.

The Charlotte -Collseunt-Aadi- |,

of: opera: |

initofLove’‘Launches:

* CastsofOtherShows i
in forParty;|
Each BoffBoffoStill at Finale

—_——

| tions this: week. at‘its: theatre in. the:
| Gorbals ’of. Glasgow. -The.- only:

torium: Authority voted: ‘last- week: |
to,. give | Ben. :Kapen’s ° : Charlotte |
_ Musie. Theatre: ae $400-a-w eek: rent:].
“yeduction for. next season.: But. it:
_declined: to award -him: 4 ‘share of

®
9

| members _of the.-1961- -62. season |Te‘turning.’ .are “Anne. ‘Kristen -“and |
John Bryden Rodgers:
. The. theatre-has ‘a new producer,
‘Houston, ‘Oct. 2.
“‘the- parking fees or ‘other hare ot The Houston. Grand: Opera: ‘Asstt.| Piers: Haggard, avid a new designer,
-sion- proeeeds ‘to help whittle down opened. its eighth ‘season “ ‘with the Michael: Knight,
; “Elixir. of Love,” by... Donizetti,: to.
a three-year deficit of .$75,868..:
Kapeén ‘wasn’t: present when: the: be. sung: in English in Cullen ‘Audie |

Houston’ s Opera Season

By ABEL GREEN
“My. Fair Lady” producer. Heryman Levin had a VIP “paper” list.
of Jastnighters Saturday
+29) at:
the Broadway Theatre and. among
them, was. a Ripley—an_ attractive
Honolulu, Oct. ‘2. T young lady who came with Judge
The Honolulu Community Thea: iSimon H. Rifkind's party who had
*authority met,. not ‘having: been. in-« torium, * Univ. . of-’ “Houston, : Jast;
tre. netted $13,550 in “it’s 1961-62 “never seen ‘MFL*” There must
“-vited to attend, but. he commented ‘‘ Friday-Sunday. (28-30). * ‘Dhie. otner:|
Brown,
I
ville
‘season, helping whittle..‘down a} have..been others that night, be-Jater: that the’ group: is: veiving, ‘the ,‘three productions: for the. season;. Cet
‘deficit. ‘of: about $42, 000 ‘ineurred ‘cause. if was Joaded with many
_ theatre .the: kiss”.of death.”.- ‘He also tobe presented: w ith the. Hous-:
teenagers. whose papas seemingly
since’ 1955:
-added;- “The only.conditions: ‘un-.: ‘ton “Symphony: Orchestra,“are.Ver-|

HeNowWaita., Minute:

pb tThat:a Non-Musical?

“der which I would-return next Seaz:: -dis.“IL Trovatere.” Nov. 29° and]
soil would-be a- ‘fighting chance to.’ ‘Dev,.-1: a double-bill of Puccini's

-‘ForRoad Lesits)

It’s still the Same ‘old story. | ‘The |brought them to participate in an.

the. non- historic Broadw ‘ay occasion. . But
: Louisville, :oe 9. : musicals don’t: “West Side Story’ | there. were many others’ who had
and Leoneavallo’s. “r|
“Pagliacci,” “Jan.:.17 and _19. and | “The “Brown: Theatre, a -firstrun.|.atid “The.‘Sound: of ‘Musie” were | been at the premicre, or in the
* profit.”
early weeks, seven seasons: and
Meistersinger;”8 film: ‘House, has been. Jeased” by } the big grossers last. Season.
" ! As. for finding ©“a: way": to come iVagner’s — “Die
3
: the - Louisville Theatrical. vAssn? to’) The. season:. opens next’ month; + 2.717 performances and $20,257.000
back: under the. present.:terms, ‘the™ ‘March. 28: ‘and 30.
Suzie.Wong. ” in b.o. takings ago..
of, Suzie.
World. of,
: producer: ‘asserted;. “I'm not” even: " “An extra. production, is possible; play: touring: legit. shows. It. will - With, “The: World.
oo
seven years later proved.
going. to- consider:‘it: It’s out! of: this season. because the Ford. Foun- get. bookings. ‘that’ ..préviously|
‘one: ‘sentimental returner. a
the question, absolutely: out of. the©“dation” is -providing ‘7 singers, ‘all" ‘played the. Memorial: Auditorium.
musicals -make |-money,

liquidate: that $80,000. and” ‘make, a- “HL. Tabarro”

Mil’aYear Ol,
Stillin theRed!

| multiple ‘tribute to. ‘many. talents,
Perhaps not. the Ieast of these
Perens to Alan Jav Lerner, the
w ould. have to change their minds.”
librettist, whose perceptive, sophis' The:..authority- :offered . Kapen -‘all
Mary
Pre
it
Yow. ‘éomes.- part of “many. pioject 5 to!
| ticated’ adaptation of the Shavian
y improve the community: calturally: |
‘yenewal-. -of his: . present — ‘slicing-;,
original
brilliance. brought
the
4 ‘The project was. proposed. -by: the-].
. state. three-yéar contract. Its first |
|“Pygmalion”: legend.
to fullest
” Louisville. Central Area, ‘Inc: -an
“year. terms would. include: a. maxi-organization., working =.to. improve’ “Mik and Honey,” which. cele- | musicomedy flower.
. num: Tental. of. $1. 225. per week:
It pointed up anew that. “MPL "
brates. its. first ‘anniversary on,
‘the. central downtown. ‘area.
The second-year ‘maximum: would].
ranks with “Oklahema!”, “South.
‘Broadway
next:
-Wednesday
10),
is.
“he. $1,425, and: the. third: would Te
The’ prospect: of Louisville” hav-:
and “Annie -Get’ Your
turn: ‘the- maximum, “rent- to the
Ting. a. real.legit: house, with .acous- still-iri the red.. As- of last July 31;}. Pacific”
“The: three. ‘companies. “of: “Mary, | ties.: and. ‘equipment ‘Suitable -.for ‘the musical liad a deficit of $73. 987 Gun”. as classic examples: of. well
lev el of-thé. -past- season, "$1,625:..
Nigh. perfect musicals. ‘with
‘By unanimous vote. ‘the: authority: “Mary,” one on Broadw ay: -and* two: small-cast: dramatie ‘shows.. has. ap- ion its $400,600 -investient:.:- The
‘thoroughly integrated. book, lyrics”
“echoed chairman. ‘Arthur: R. New- , on the. road, earned: a. combined } parently. :sparked .interest’. in- sub-"[ backers have.‘been’ repaid $260,390 |
and tunes—a homogenous. whole
“operating. profit, of $116,506 ‘during: scriptions for™ the” ‘upcoming. Thea: - ‘thus’ far...
_combe’s : -sentiments;:: “We. are
wherein song and story. blend
On:
the
basis.
of
.
Brosses
in:
“a
|
complete sympathy -Miith the idea: “the. five-week: period, :July. 30-Sept.
ré:. Guild: season: The- current +
naturally, unobtrusively. auto“sof having. good: summer’. theatre. 2 1. ‘That. figure; . altered: ‘somewhat: tal: ‘is ‘9 200, with a ‘goal of 3.000. | gust and:: “September. ‘there were || Matically. .
- Peoovle’ iT Charlotte. want it; and we ‘by. ‘other - ‘income: and:: -¢ertain ex=" . The.- “four-play --series which: “the several ‘profitable. and a few . nonAs it unfolded for. its final perwant to:‘give them-what: they'w: ant.‘ “penses, rocketed. the net profit on,
< ;Lheatre-Guild ° American - ?Theatre profitable - weeks: during. -period.. |formance on: Broadway the salvos
the
©
‘overall
venture
to
£829
378..a
Wwe.
must:
:However,.
an
.
overall
_operating
!
“But: en :the“other. hand;
S-? Society’. > will
present: .includes j
'for each successive, now familiar
keep in’ mind our. responsibility to9“of “the start: of last Septemher:
> |tMary:: ‘Mary, > Oct. AL ‘this Avil: profit-is figured: to have “been reg-|Lerner. ‘& Loewe tune seemed
“The:
:Hefty
*fivé-weck
:
‘take
:
one
istered
by
the.
production.on
the’
t
“the taxpaver.?’
5.play the. Auditorium while renova-.
salvoer.. In fact: the hyper-enthusi- ..
An. uncertified financial’. -state-- abled: ‘Roger. L,- Stevens,’ ‘producer tion “is . under’ wav at. the Brown): F‘two-month Spread: and -the deficit j‘astic applause verged ..on_ the .
of
the.
three.
companies,
to..make
lis
how.
‘estimated:.
at
°
‘around
.
S40.|:
Sound - of “Music,”. Dec..: 25: “Shot.
rent: ‘showed a £0992" 65era Ag
“
'000. ‘The weeklv-o eratin nut ‘has:}
- profit. for.” the 1962. _plax: ‘season, . a “profit distribution’ of--$110.000:° in: ‘the Dark.” Jan. 10;.
That
brought:
the.
total
pavoff.
thas
|
| Her,’ She's ‘Mine,’*. Feb: ape Take:; been reduced. ‘by: royalty
P
. Waivers. i during the proceedings ‘and after
which . began. -with-.a.. deficit .6f
-Hbrettist Lerner made the eurtain
far
onthe:
Jean
-Kerr
comedy.
t
Of
“$85-860.. On-the ‘hasis: of. these ‘fig- ,
RCA. ‘Victor,. which: recorded: thie ! speech with the cast. As the latter
Amus:” Co:,
“Avenue
Fourth
.
|
‘equal
an
of
basis
‘the
:On
€810,000.
Village:
n,
BS ese Kapen's corporatio
! owners: “of ‘film houses’ in. Louis: original cast. album. ‘of- the -musica]: |crisscrossed hands and arms in
| Thecters, ‘still “has “obligations: of :.5; split: bétween the management. and |“ville and Indianapolis: ‘has agrécd.: has :a- ‘substantial: interest: -in. the; traditional “Aud Lang Syne” interthe
backers,
the
latter's
sharé
ren:
ng
f-inds- owed *:“
| 75.868; -constituti
rr on: to. relinquish -its. Jeace on. the’. Gerard. Oestreicher * _presentation ’ |(lacing. some of the choristers were
“packers and unpaid-trade accounts. resents .a” net .return of 403%
Brown, and ‘the ‘Louisville Memo- with..an investment of $100.00. °openly-in tears as the news photog"The: Teport. shows ‘that-.a ‘rebate’ their. $100.000,-investmént. in: a pe-.
lt. * rial. Cominission, -“governing.” body|‘Under ‘2 ‘special arransement, the __raphers flashgunned the cast and
on: ‘state taxes,. increased: boxoffice. ioe of 2paseDGB aoe
openMary: “of the ‘Auditorium, ‘will aequire: the. ‘diskery -is-te get’ 12127 of the.-, audience alike at this historic perFeeeipts: and. miscellaneous: ‘jncome
Anare. of. any : fermance.
i
‘Mary’:
in...
March,,
1961.
“at: the |Brown -.as° a: separate ‘facility. to! management's 50%:
put the season into the. black. The
|play. sHows ‘more suitable to.the; Profits: on the venture.:
mf
Producer Levin, in’ the lobby,
Helen
Hayes:
Theatre,
NY.
where:
--Yebate.. ‘from. “amusement: taxes
‘} smaller: house. Among the. ‘packers: ot.‘the musi- - called: it the “happiest. wake” he
the.
comedy,.
costarring
‘Barbara.
‘totaled. $6, 924. ‘The ‘boxoffice boost.
eal -are costarsRok ert :Weede: and: “had. ‘witnessed, referring to the
‘was’ $4.849 ‘and. miscellaneous. in-:| Bel. Geddes. ‘Barry Nelson’ and Fd- [-.The’ ‘Louisville ‘Théatiieal “hesn..
‘ward Mulhare, is currently /in: its|Of which ‘George. E: Gans ig presi-’, Mimi: ‘Benzell, WIth, resvective’ ine} acclaim at the pre-final perform“gome: ‘totaled. $2, 598.
=
|. denit.- and Maurice ‘Setile. manager,.1 vestments. “of.:-$1.600 “and £2 500.|i ance ‘at the Saturday matinee)
> Only - three =. productions «“Jost; ' 83d: week. | That ‘tab< -inéluded:; ‘a.
will: operate: the ‘Brown -and- book |Sharing héadliner billing is’ Her- {and even the attractive girl selling
‘heavy.
preliminary‘advertisin?
ex“Rosa-.
._money. this year. They. were.
shows “there: Settle will ‘also. cons: Mione’ Gingold. Ww ho.. ‘suc¢eeded | the souvenir booklets yvas just
Jinda.” - $6, 642: “Pal: Joéy;' 3 $3:266:;1 pense and a: ‘small. tryout. “profit.” tinue «to. handle :‘bookings: for the Molly Picon last month. Don: Ap-: about running out of stock. Seem“question.

..The. only: .thing _that:.auditioned

eould happen’ ‘would. be. that: they.Herbert:

.. by. ‘conductor .Walter |
oe

After. renovations: underwritten’ |

|p by:‘the-city and the .Eouis-

| $829,378on1006:

i

An

|
|

fe

|

e

a

~

road companies, one plaving |.
and: “Blower “Prum :Song;” $367, |Both
The profitable: shows Were. “Under. prime. time’ and the ‘other a “bus- Auditorium: :
- the: Yuin: Yum -Tree,””. $7.812;

“Bye -and-truck . ‘presentation... were

j-pell wrote’ the book. and Jerry, Her- ' ingly: ‘the sentimentalists-and show
(Continued, a7 pase 72)
-fi-}-- ‘Changes. ‘and. -improveménts® “in; man ‘the’ music and. Ayr[cS for me

the. ‘Brown: will’ include new vir" ‘show: oa
“Bye “Birdie,” -$7,804;. “Carousel.” |‘nanced: from-profits é€arned by the: ing,
stage. ‘equipment. ‘stage. floor | “Milk: and . Honev” “cost $421 878
$4,097;
parent.
Broadway’
production.”
°. $4402; “Music +-Mah,"
and. several ‘rows of. new ‘seats in to.bring to. Broadway. Production
The
‘unit.
playing
.
maior.
cities
a “Damn ‘Yankees,”? $2.716; “Gy psy,” :f.

\MayRe-Tag Edinburgh
Scottish Int’l Festival:

an000- expenses totalled. 373.974,
$1: 548; “Pajama. Gaine, ” $965, ‘and:: with. ‘Julia Meade; . Scott” McKay. ‘the theatre,’ ‘at.a cost: ‘of $40.0
‘lothér $21,122 was: dropped on ‘the|
and
Tom
‘Helmore
costarred
began.
$90,000.”
Be
“Canc Can; $73.*.
+ out-of-town ‘trvout.’ ‘and an operat-|
‘Kapen °WAS: asked’ to -teply: by-.“touring ‘last: May -31. ‘with ‘Eeresa.
‘ing loss of $26.782. was registered |
Wright
as:
femme
Jead.
‘Production
|
2) Oets 1. to: the’ authority's rental ae
ate
ane
eee
-- fon. 10 preview: performances. Ane}
~“
costs:
of
about
$35,
000
.w
ere
-rapidé
|
. contract offer.:
:
other: preview was included in. the |:
“ly. recovered “by :‘the: company:
first” week Of _Tegular - ‘perform |
! which -had:-registered- ‘a Profit of |:

‘Sars‘ActorOs
058
_ To Provide: Employment srThe initisical.
:
“which

Musical-Accent for 63
By GORDON

IRVING.

Edinburgh, Oct.. 2.
mark the 150th: anniv ercary

To
409 as ‘of-Sept... aa
DruryWould Keep.New. || 87h,
can ¢leari of Verdi's. -birth, the’ Teatro San
The- niotorized “presentation.”
et
Security: for Lesiters over$12,000“ weekly. .on its. poten-., ‘Carlos, Naples. will send a comLee Bowman
“stars, "gost +
Novel From: H’‘woodBat |which.
{ tial. gross -capacity: of $62.805. has |pany, to the International Edin-.
$33, 044 to produce: It opened: Aug. t
|
“Edinburgh,”
Sept.
25.
.
‘been just ‘about breaking even. at} burgh: Festival in August of next
‘4 ‘in*‘Central City, Colo., and: as-of.| An actor's:
-eooperalive: ‘should ‘be 1 thé -$40;000° niark. “The royalties |year. A repertory of three operas
> May. OK Lesit:Version;; Sept: 1: had. recouped .$30, 804.cof,

_ By LES:(CARPENTER|

i. production. cost.

Set: ‘up to-give performers. the-|JF during --mést:of :July..came to :will also in¢lude one by Rossini. |
| security they need. it has been ‘sug-..a combined: $200: weekly’.fer the} The musical emphasis
the

Included .in the overall: profit’‘on‘Washington, Oct. 3: the ‘threé-company. ‘venture :is :in-- | gested-by: John..Cairney, Scot ‘fim: authors,: $66.67. weckly. for: director | 1963 . Festival. will be on Hector 7
Allen Drary's sequel to. ‘Advise i¢ome. from. the ‘salé, of: the’ “Bin, (ane-stage actor, currently’ apvear- |Albert’ ‘Marre ‘and°.around’ $25 | Berlioz, with, the Covent Garden

"and Consent;”?-‘called “A Shade of} rights to “Warner: ‘Bros: ‘ona stag- [228 mya new play, "Young Auchin|weekly. for choreogr ‘apher |Donald |porehestra | and chorus

Difference” «Doubleday; $6.95), is |gered payment. déal-1ip to a°ceiling leck.”: Under the proposed’ scheme, |Saddler.

fot for-sale. to. Hollywood, “Says the:“of - $500,000: °The: film ‘income’ is: actors aged 17.or 18 could sign for.

[toPREMIERE‘.’AVARE?

“Vau:har;;
* |:
split ‘between Mrs, ‘Kerr and: the®yseven
years for ‘a regular .salary.:{"
‘Fhe new book, against. an ‘United| production “on. a - standard 60-40|
‘More experienced.. players. would.
“Nations. “backdrop, - is : a savage: at: ‘basis... The’ ‘authoress:: 4s° the wife ; sign: ‘for shorter periods |at’‘higher.

“tacker. of the dead- end liberal; i.e., |-o¢. Walter’ Kerr, NcY: Her ald Trib-the
-.the: liberal: who ‘sees’ every issue | une-‘drama-critic. - ’
The

a ;
:
‘actors, “Cairney

stiggests. -

-presenting:

‘the composer’s major works. The:

| opener. will be a performance

of

his “La Damnation de Faust,” with

| Georg: Solti conducting.
val. will also feature

The’ Fes-

the music

AT GUTHPIR
mRMPT S.jotBartok.
.
Under the direction of Lord.
,
“Minneapolis. Oct. 2. 1 er
artistic direcfor, Edin-.

:, for: ‘the “face value. of the. political
' For’-the five: Weeks: ended ast. } would. ‘still. ‘Be. allowed. fo -dccept-|
“highe. attached: to it; ‘Without think-. Sept? 1, the. Broadway. :-préduction | television: and “film work.’ “but: the:[ ‘A new play. “LtAvare.”-of undis- °‘burgh is: being - given. 4 musical
ink “through °-all- that-- may ‘Be ‘in-: cleared. $22:636 and. ‘the company: ‘payments Would: go :into the coop--! “closed: author ship. is understood to::: rather than a dramatic -aecent. The.
yal ved. The. mind. of this Sort: of| touring: key cities: rietted -$63.066|i erative to. be’‘used: for better ‘pub-'j ‘be: one ‘of: the" four’ ‘pr oductions Concertgebouw - Orch or AmsterJiberal delves ‘nO deeper. than the “int. three. weeks in San. Frénciseo. ;licity. or: in.” commissioning plays..; : scheduled’ for: the. season” opening. dam, last hére ‘in 1957. will make
ae concept. of *‘public .affairs: “1ene tin: Seattle. and: another divided. Cairney. adds, '“Tf some ‘company or !next: May 7 at the Tyrone: ‘Guthrie’ its fourth visit. The Enretish Opera
Eecause “a> ‘number:’ of: leading. between’ Seattle: and Omaha: That. ‘organization °“had | he courage to:“¥Fepertory” theatre under construc- Group. under the. auspices 6f Co-:
“beok: critics: -én.. the. bigger -‘dailies: ‘troupe “is now in Chicaro, The: ‘take'on even:a dozen. young actors}| tion -here. -The other. shows; all.Yre- - vent. Garden. will perform at the
with
Benjamin
“fit: such’ a description’ thiemselxes, bus-and-truck *company, currently. (and -said: ‘You ‘are. ours,’ it’would vivals, “Wil he: Chekhov's ° “The * King’s ‘Theatre.,
the book® ‘predictably : may: have:| plaving. ‘ohe-Riters,. @ar.ned-‘the |"Bive:, them: much- needed: security | Three- Sisters:
Arthur. Milier’s | Britten’s ‘‘The Rape ‘of Lucretia”
sseme printed -word. harpoons thrust. ‘$30:804. ‘operationg. ‘profit In. four.“and: give, the- theatré ‘moré: money. “LéDeath -of a. ‘Salésman.” ’ ‘and: the on. the. program.
Q
“?In-no other. job “would. 1 train: as. . prev iotisly, announce?:“Hamtet”"
." into its vitals:- The novel did-.not| weeks. ‘in Central. Cily.
A loss’ is again expected: from the
os dlong: and work as: hard. #rid- really>. George :‘Grivzard,:“wha will:“play 1962 Festival, which has been one
_inake the: Book of the Month Club|:
“as: “Advice and ‘Consent’’. did), uty
apply niysclf so assiduously and.get “the “title: fole-“Famlet.: the of the worst from a weather view “now here-at: all:
is: the Literary. Guild ‘choice...
‘opening show. has.a clarse. in his. voint. Some visitors have czlled
Fears -For. Treatment Festival — “a Russian
hore.’ ‘i a
“We work al] dav: and the ‘end of. contract as costaf af ‘te: upeaming
“Gilford: NT, HH; Oct: 2... every job. is the: hetineing | of; The ‘Broadwavr “or ‘adie ‘tian © “Who's : refer ence to the heavy load of RusDiury’s feeling. about--the~ ‘sim |
ows
-tichts to:.‘A’ Shade. of. Difference” 4 «The - former’: Harris -‘farmhouse Fbezinning *‘again: “How: would VON. Afraid: of Virginia. alte
sian music.
7 are . ‘hinged. “on. his concérn . about j adjoining: the ._
Lakes. Region: -Play--(like .to get ‘your: ‘Books’ évery"‘fort-" ya him to Jéeave’ the. Faward . Albee:
The.|‘name of the ‘affair may be
. the: “American ‘image globally. :-The ‘house- here-- has - been — purtliased night or be fired evervithreé. days?, drama: ‘and’ come hereto. start the changed to Scottish International
“novel treats. the most’ inflammatory " .by- Alton: “Wilkes, :“Ow ‘ner. . of. ‘the: L. vould’ like: to- ste. the ‘theatre. in: . repertory ‘eompany rehearsals. ‘in Festiva}, to. attract, the people of
the heavily populated area cf G'as“of ‘subjects,. the Negro-w hite’ re-. Summer - theatie; for. ~cany ersion. every: country: ‘made: ‘a. part ‘Of: the ‘Maren.
ee
_Jationship. . “Author’s ‘fear is” that ‘into quarters for: the”.‘Playhouse, municipal’ “and. ;national: life—as}
Individuals who: contributed. to | ow ‘and west Scotland into the
“much “as: any’ library, swimming -‘the: $2:000. 000° fiind used to build: : audiences. At present jack of lite.
.a fiim_ version, - which: ‘necessarily. staff.
“must be a. ‘condensation. the-. has
phe. property, dnelvding-the 300-1 baths, .or “car .park?) ard things: “the. ‘Guthrie Theatre-‘will have : ‘night: train service prevents most
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written. 603-paces .of story! “Bieht year-old. “brick house, Feportedly’ ; Which ©are’. there “for: the. citizens’ priority in ehoice.f nerformance’ Glaseow citizens: from
V Festival events.
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Petit:Will1 Dance, |
Can ViennaOperaBaltinprove? |:Roland:
Stage Ballets in Paris ||
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“Paris, - Oct. 2: 4: .

An. arrangement has ‘béen worked’ ‘out: in ‘Nortiiamptoa, ‘Mass:y:
wheréby.a. concert Sseriés‘at the 2 ,200-seat: ‘Smith: College. auditorium’
| maitre ‘at’ the. Alhanibra: ‘Music Hall 7 there: will. ‘enable ‘the town -to have: a legit’ ‘season at ‘the. 953-seat: :
Gives Joba ‘Try
_Academy ‘of: Music.. Involved. in: the setup is:‘Broadway. legit ‘presse. ~
.| last’ séason, ’-dancer-choreographer
agent Dick - Weaver, who's; expanding: his ‘activities: to local ‘spon-'..
+ Roland. Petit. will ‘return to long-'/
sorship.:in- certain. New England. towns. of touriing legit Broduction.
‘hair, “mixing: Classical and ‘modern,
and ‘concert: presentations, ’
“Vienna: Oct, 2.
lin. a. series of ‘four -ballets: in. De=}..
“The New. England: enterprise’ was. to have: originally. been: handled - |
Vienna
O-era
has. ‘chosen. al.
cember :‘at. the” Palais“ De: Chaillot.
ehaiesor pins, rotably lacking up.
{The
company « will: be" .govern-'} ‘by: Weaver. and. Pauk.Anglim, another: legit "p.a. “However, Anglim™.”:
to now
with only rare. and poor —_
Sweet Miani ment-backed.--this: ‘time - and. share}: ds. now.-occupied as. advance. agent for-the bus: -arid-trick. production ~
Pertorsvances Of °the: opera ballet.4- Eumund . Brophy, in - ‘assdciation: itn the: theatre: “witht. the: -State- ‘subof “The Sound of Music,” which ‘began touring. last. week,” Prior: “
‘The Choice. is. Aurel von Milloss, | Donal - Currie. presentation. of a. musical ‘sidized ‘Theatre National. Populaire, | “f0°going out with the. ‘show; he -and:.. Weaver. worked. outa. ‘deal in
in two. acts, with book by: Stuart: Bishop;
Hun arian born, . -but has’ worked musi¢ -and lyrics by’ Ed. Tyler. Staged by which. headquarters -‘at the ‘house.
“Northampton. providing. for them-..to. secure! “Jegit bookings: -for ‘the
the Hera houses .of Rome, Florence | Louis MacMillan: ‘musical direction,. Rob- Rosella.” Hightower © is |-the leading +’.A¢ademy ‘in: réturn for the. right to” present ' contert: billsat the
ert
Lenn:
musical
staging,
-Edward.
Earle;
and. Vilan Ba Séalat. since the late
.
“veoHege | auditorium” «John. M.. Greené. “Halli.
sets, Stuart Slade: lighting;. Norman Fin-. ballerina ‘of the: Petit troupe... “After -t @ successful’

Union

Limits.

Work

to Four

Hours. Daily

song:

am Milloss |dance: show - starring: Me sone
-

and

and |

or
(BrasReten |

138vs) He is credited with, having.
done much ta revive ballet in italy,.
asking
contemporary: “composers
(Dalispiceola, Rieti, Casella, Mali-.

- os

Jkelstemn:
“sulta nt..

costumes.
Andre:
John’
‘Wallowitcn..

music’ ‘conMusicians,

‘Natalié -Chatison,
David-- -Skine,
Waltice.
‘Tokarexky. Features. Sheila Smith,. Virgil
Curry. | Leeretia -Gould.. Paul
Michael.
Isabelle. ‘Furrelt.” Opened Sept. 25," "62, at:
‘the. Plavers Fheatre; NUY:; $4, 30. top: week-

pieru.
and painters «De Chiroco.
Fiume, Carra, Canpizli, De Nobili

mizhts, $1.90 weekends, .

‘to enllaborate .w ith him and having |. Cast? Sheila Smith, Virgil Curry. LecreGeuld. Psul’ Michael, Isabelle Farrell,
-trat ned a. new genetation’ of ‘danc- 1‘tia
Vielor*® Peerantozzi.. Elida Jensen,. Maury.
Haydn, Shitfey, Dalzell,, Edward. Earle.
érs.. Tea vears ago he- went ‘to the

opera

|. Peter. Dunilop:_

in Colo. 2ne.

Viennese

en sagement ‘is’ So far!

: The: ballets to be presented. are |

‘Because..of:.thé-:smali. Seating capacity: -at’ the’;: Academy, ifiere’ ke

-Jittle ‘poténtial. ‘profit. to. be -madeé ‘by’ ‘the: housé- from. the. booking’
Hector: Berlioz’s . . “Le “Corsaire”’
i ‘The ©: Pirate” ),: * Carnival “Ro-} _.of legit’ shows, which |on their: ‘infr equent visits: to: the. town: generally.

:
| “play: spit-w eek’ stands::. Weaver: ‘and: ‘Anglim °suggested that: if they: |
main,” ‘Maurice: Ravel's eeRhapsocould presenta ‘concért ‘series. at ‘the college, anticipated -profits
”Paginini'sSy
die : Espango! ere: and ‘:
* from: ‘that: opération: ‘could then be: used: to offset: anticipated’ losses.
“Caprice.” —_

on. ‘their booking .of legit productions into-the ‘Academy. *. ©.:
_Presentations scheduled ‘for’ the Acadeiny-. ‘include. “The: ‘Match:
maker, “Mary, Mary;” “A Shot in’ the Dark” and. Hal. Holbrook's'*
. one-man. ‘show; “Maik. Twain Tonight:
“Matchmaker,” which. the:

“LastofLady’

an

"PhoenixeTheatre, N: Y.; is’co-sponsoring with. the N.-Y: State: Coun: -:
. Continued: from page. ll —
—— |.
_ cil.on-the Arts for ‘a:five-week tour of ‘the'state, ‘is. scheduled toD open roe
“trial-martbia‘e” as -Milloss: and -i| Seas films of- the’.1930s. is absurd,
the dancers niust first get. acquaint-: corny -and.: overdone.: But. it’s -also biz puffs were ‘stocking. up on her'| 2 the:‘season at’the:‘house with: an Oct:. ¥2- 13. stand. :
;
aS
ed With each othe wo yworkine meth- kind- of .funny, and those’ Willing | staék-in- trade bef‘ore it:Was’ too}.
ols Also. there ‘is the. ‘difficulty + to" ‘forgive. ‘its many. flaw s. might | late.
|
As the’ better. ‘known numbers—| “Tose Greco terp. troupe.
that the local dancers’. aunian. docs. find. it”mildly ;‘enjoyable.
a |
“Loverty.
* “Bit-of Luck,”. “Rainin|.
not allux -more than’ four hours}
Presented. with’. all the. subtlety”
“Danced. : AIL” Niight,” |’
daily and only theee hours.an ner. § of ..an erupting _ ‘volcano, .' Stuart, ‘Spain,”
forminee days. -Milkoss. is used to , Bishop's . book. -contains” call - the “Street Where. You Live.” “Show|:
seaurk his: dancers. BT). MOUES ate”
eliches that of: the Dorothy-Lamour:}: Me,-:: " ‘°Grown- Accustomed. ‘To: Her.
i rehearsal periods and ‘soloists
| Jungle films, inéluding sacrificial | |Face’. ‘and “Without You” .—-un- |}.
ven more than that..
virgins, amnesia victims.’ domésti- |folded... the. oiitfronters. applauded. _
consisting. of Sandy BarouGayle.
€ ‘amelot.
|~
This first ballet evenitig: will be! cated apes: and: perfectly-timed like they.clap |-for & ‘songwriter’s
“GATESTIC ‘THEATRE, N.Vy: : | Coffin, David’ Dozer and. Al Mane.
-“and-then
-I-w
rote”
medley.
Fhe‘
-:
seen around
Nov. 15. “Abstrac-: tiphoons. And ‘af course. ‘the char-.:
: After! almost’. “two | “years .. on -eini, ‘is an: "almost. tonsistently.acters: burst ‘into oné of. Ed: ‘Tyler's audience: Fapport with ‘the’ score,
tions” to Prokuficf. 3rd piano
sound: anit.
er-- ;
|
the:
plot.
and
-the
cast:
(eapitally
p
Broadw ay, : “Camelot” “fs. still .an|*
concerto: ifirst: performed. in Rome.; delibet natively aweul. song S: ‘at’ the
Baron leads ‘the. company;ere
“|
formed.
With
.
nary
©
a,
letdown
by.
1957- will open. the. pregram:. TE | drop ofa. sarong.
astonishingly beautiful production, ‘ducing’ ‘segments: to. the:. alidience :°;
Margot
Amorig. the: stock, types are tiie.| Mich: ael-: Allinson: and
represents as Milloss’ -himself puts;
with. Sets: aiid costumes that delight and ‘generally Setting the pace: He ~
“his first impression of contact? native beauty ‘saved: from ’.death -in- “Moser. ‘with‘the: expert” Support. of. the eye. But with the departure: of. 4s a controlled’ and. méticulous: ac-.
with Balachine’: Next will be Dal-; the nick of: time, - a dumb- blonde|
: [the -original stars; the musical ‘has’ ‘tor, able ‘to. -skillfully create. credi-.
Tapiccoily’s
“Marsias” ‘(premiere? who. finds trie love. on the desert|. Closes W ith:a.‘Glow: | lost: much ‘of ‘its ‘dramatic impact,’ ble and real. characters, . His rab-° _
1948 "in Venice? and last a Hun-} island.’ a Bloody’ Mary like -priest-|
| and what remains. is: an.elaborate, . blé-rousing- Southern. senator is a~
Havi ng: “established: nhuimerFarias:
dan¢e-comedy,
~°Terszill @sp,. ‘and a prudish spinster. who}. ors ‘records: during. its’ six-and . but: unexciting: pageant...
7 _. | firiely «designed -combination - of Katien™ to niusie bv Sandor Veress, |.‘loses her infikbitions as -.wWelh. as
a half vear Broadway run, “My
William Squire, now ” playing. stupidity, cliche: ‘humor and ferdcia punil-of Bartok.It was first given 7“most at her: clothes.The vending.
Fair lady.’ set:-another .for: its
King ‘Arthur, is a competent. ‘actor,. ty and his. army. sérgeant, likewise.
at the Florence: May’ Festival ‘in.: needless ‘fo. sav, i “Fev oltingly SQFT, “and. “final.one ©last: -:
: | but. “his -pérforniance. lacks.‘ the captures. the” ‘blank. -pérseverance. { happy.”
.
19%),
’ Sheila Smith, a‘det comedienne | Pa Saturday: -. night. (29)~-at.. ‘the. | depth, and” ‘insight ‘that-‘Richard - of an efficer |‘dealing. ‘with a loser
Other -fine..
Theatte, - N.Y.’ Ac- '|.Burton- brought: to the part.-Arthur. Jfof an. enlisted, man.
with. ar nive - singing -voice;. is the-[: “Broadway,
cording.” :-to the’ . producer; “Tis the. enly- fully:drawn’. character. + contributions ;inclide a. befuddled’
sar onved heraine. and.v irgil Curry
Her man *Levin,. -the.. musical:
-in -Alan’ Jay. Lerner’s ‘book; - and “if ‘yet - persistent:driving: ‘instructor
is” amiable
cher lover. Shirley’ |
“Camelot” ‘isto. evoké an- -emotion-.. and: free-w heeling bits: in. a sariety
Dalzell,
Petar, “Dunlop.: ‘Maury |. took .in: $10,191 at, the final
performance.
al’ response. from. the. audience, the }0of scenes. "
‘Havdn anid: Is belle |‘Fletcher: are}
<a
Cantinued from page —
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‘That's - believed. to be: ‘the
1:King . must be brilliantly’. played.‘|
alsé gud: :in support ins” ‘roles:-The}
ing: the closing of the musicat is sets. b¥- Sturt: ‘Slade, ‘are: properly : higho A closing-night ° gross’ in:
Squire ‘comes :close’ at. times,: but: ‘geteral: ‘scenes. but. tends: ‘to: over :
cover ed ina separate story in this exotic, atid there are clever touches, ]
Broadwav history.” “Lady”: ‘also’ - he does: not ‘do. justice: ‘the: poten- play. - Although ° ‘the © “results. are.
|
drew S7 057. ‘at the-final.. matiissue: and for: + more complete his- on Lows 3fae Millan’ s:staging.”:
‘usually. funny,. -his- exéessive’ ‘livetially | compelling: role.
j
nee, for’ a: total of -$7, 248: for
soe Page 2 of ‘last ‘Thie. §shy nw startts off slowly, ‘fiz~
‘toryoor “Bade
“had
“siperficial ;liness between” scenes’ -and- equiv-.
‘more.
-a:
‘is
‘Guenevere
the “two Jast: performances. ©
week's Vartecy.
| -zles out at.the end, and what comes:
“Eehiaracter: ‘but: the . part. does- re-|.alent: musging. |‘during: - ‘Sequences
Anot her}Br oadway ‘closing Satur bet wee iY.is: erratic:. But there are‘j.
quire a'viivacious. ‘personality. in the; tend to” wear. ‘Notietheless; :‘he iS
was
CNisht. of. the. Seve rit ainisins scenes’ and- dée-. ‘Mele itle Cooper, ‘Gordon: ‘Dilworth: ! early scenes: Janet Pavek, how-. .an-asset. to” the -company, turning
day ‘night
Ivuarmt”” which rezistered. a 316- light fully prepo- ‘terous ‘moments. Marzer Me ‘Maude © and - ‘other's, . -was'}: ever, is. Stolid .throughout, and. al- in: “several -nice -bits. including:--a:dimwit- ‘private : assigned: ‘ta ‘guard
performance
run. at. the. -Royale and thows“eh ‘its far: from ‘imemdr- ike . a: combination ‘old-home-week:
though. she. ‘sings well, her. por- .
Theatre. The Tennessee Willianis’ able, o Sweet? Miani” is. str angels’ and. a sorority reunion. ‘Incidént= ttrayal is: ‘bland. Among: the -‘other ' the. Pushbutton: --that- would “send
Kenn . pally... when’ they -¢ome.’ to” ‘easting
play, produced by Charles Bow den, likable.
-Tani:- Seitz “the” world : ‘into- total: War. Its
cast replacements,
was capitafized at, $150,000 aad: is
funny, ‘but tao long. *
"| that W.. C. Fields legit -mursical, comes-.Off” “best, . “eontributing-: al”
“Dilworth: is: an.: ‘uncanny Jookalike good performance as: ‘the ‘glutton=: Miss - Coffin .is. a. - pélative® new" |
fisured to hive ‘broken about even
bigsiag. fax ‘Apples:
on its investment. That takes inte-} Ned HI shari¢kson: & Frank
the same’ “wild--eyed,.|.?
Thomas. Jand* With.
‘ous: ‘Morgan’ Le Fey.: ‘Christopher. “coitier to: the. group. ‘Although. ‘she.
produc tion’:Ss presentation |of acreyue in’ two acts. by zany. “offbeat: ‘comedy. approach:
consideration
the
James E. Buller and Robert. Bowers. with |!
Cary’ is- adequate. as ‘the: distasteful’ “hasn't: completely: Settled -into. the”
400°. share. ‘bess: 107° commissions, 2
»
DickManey,.
Boswell”
to
“Levin;
Tyries bs “Boller and. music -by -Bowers;
Mardred; but Laurie Main. is~ “tao.[ groove, she turns in‘some. strongly. _
‘of meome
fronr the sale of the Staeet By the: authors: music. ‘direc tor. Lerner, ‘Loewe: &.Co:, has: broad-:
loud and -broad ‘as: King :Petlinore. ‘effective. bits,: like a ‘nutty. method. Bowers: choreography. Gretéhen Van aken
“MEL.”
“fiim rizhts to Seven. “Arts: on ‘a and
cast>.
the’
statistics:
‘on:
sho. needs: motivations and
Bub. Cotton,’ . lighting,
Bob. Cotton:
‘Robert: Goulet: contiiues ‘to. bea’ actress.
sliding scale arrangement. ranging
notably: hig.complete’ summiation: ‘in.
pianist, Helen, Smit ti; “sets. and. graphics.
-Serse imemor v-aids to. take: a: driv--*
‘From a minimum of 32 50: O00 to a ‘Gerd E. Proetore produc tion stage miati-. last: week's isstie, cand. tio, man}: -at. satisfactory: ‘Lancelot, ‘and it:is. che |"
test... Dozer. doesn’ t.. often”.
aver, Pank © iffrev; “praduction |-coordiMaxam un of $400. oud: |
the: last‘Right it’.was cause to ob-. who. draws “the? biz: gest: applause |;come” across. effectiv ely.” ‘He’ svems :°
“nator... Watine
Reis;
sound . engineers.
from :the’ television-viewers . in -the
‘Darsi Gritfn and. Robert Phillips. Opéned
SCE
ve
—as.
did.
Lisa
Kirk.
and.
her.
There's ‘a possibility the touring: ‘Sépt: 27...62. at the Washington Square.
to: lack =the exuberance. Of. his °
= |audience, “The. score, by Frederick.
.teammates -and also is-'a. ‘Slower.
rights to the play may: be leaséd pcheatre, wv
$2.9"). top” weeknights. Leet
Loewe:
remains:
pleasarit
listening
$3
901
weekends:
.
>*'| improviser..~ When “things: get Bo.
‘to another manigement,. but’ it's |
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Bah ‘soften,
JOrr Furst. Paula
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a
the
disappointing:
‘performances.
. -: notalw ays there,
ptoval. A T.ondon prodtictian.
~ is
“Kem.
formance -af “My Fair’ Lady?" rn oe
also regarded as a possibility.
-Desp!rte ‘its ‘tithe, “pigving- for
--Tmnprovisations ‘Cover - charaéters,
‘last “Saturday night;(29)- at the ;
and locations. suggested’ ‘by the*aue
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or, incidentally,. with” ‘good

The. ‘Premise *

“couple ‘of: last=nighters’ spotted _

taste or ‘entert ainment.

in the .pr‘oduction.. Shelley

+}.dience; -plus-'some: “film_,plot bits.“pwith titles :.from.;-the-“house. . A:

. Amprovisational theatre. has. “be-. ©Gone “With: the Wind” -sketeh at
come .a-‘national legit ‘and cabareét:}, the show. caught turned. out: to: be a
“
librettistAvricist,
“Alan.
Jay."
the run by Priscilla Mor. Till:. Other topics, the. ‘treatment . is. childish:
-Lerrier, -in: the, lobby. “He .Was 7 vogue: ‘Acting. “‘Broups using - this. ‘hilarious, although... it got out. of.”
Other items include- topical.
recent replacements ‘inéluded_ Pa-. rand . banal, Typical ‘of: the attempts | wearing. thie standard opening: - | farmat have. sprung: up in. several hand.
tricia Roe for “Miss ‘Leighton and : at humor ‘is. ‘the skit/showing Jac{ eities. and® have, also. appéared™ re-: ‘material.. on. the-: Kennedy - .family,.-Richt.
p.a.
attire,
a:
tuxedo.
quéline Kennedy: preparing. to dis-:
Eeo Lucker for Webb, Miss. Roe
orn -bet.”..one ‘of: the: observ- ; ‘tLcently” on: national: tv shows. The. Castro, “Nixon, . Kiirushchev, “‘Rocke-::
-custarred. iu the: final. weeks with. robe ays. ?tavboy publisher Hugh,
ers.
remarked: “that-this, is’ the “f‘Premise”.Co.. ‘was. the :first -such. ‘feller,:‘cops .in drag. the >Moses- :°
Patrickk
O'Neal whe had featured| Hefner stands by ‘with. .a-cainera,
first.
elosine. eht Maney. ever’ i troupe. to. be a. New’ ‘York: hit: al- ‘Barnes - disputes: ‘and: other:.bits.
‘billing when the. play. opened in — Fhe: opening... number. is. a.silly |
attended
te «. wasn't |
alsg, the |‘most two. years: ago. and. has ‘since’ ‘Psychology. also: takes: a’ drubbing
Song
with only’ ./doo-doo”*and|New York.
}.become a staple.item ‘off-Broadway, ; -and: so: does the mhilitary.”
opening
nigis.
”
“la-Ta’. for. Isrics, ~ done.’ in total.
| where® ‘it continues. ‘to. draw: “SRO T _It all. adds.-up to. a: lively’ and..
On the road, “The. Unsinkable.
darkness. ‘It seems pointless. but.
crowds’ and. has stretched: its week- 7 often. ey é-watering evening. - At.
Malls Brown” calted it quits. Saturturns: out: to -he- the. best ‘thing: in writershusbind. Bob: © olkwell —
‘day im Boston after eight: weeks:
|-S Wh does-it have: to-close? ‘Espe:. rend, performance schedule to.‘three’. its present ‘pace, .it would. appéar

the role. played: during the end. of Awith
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Althouzh the -revue. ‘often: ‘deals |. -pressagent ‘Richard “Manéy, in. -”
Winters succeeded Miss ‘Davis ‘in io ‘
conversation with ‘the- show" 'S”

impor ‘tant’ -and: ‘controversial: oe

the show:

|

:

Kenn,

i.

=
| that “The Premise” is due for: sevit's shows > nightly...
“The Premise: which. iS pro-. éral- more ‘anniversaries off-Bioad~
‘stand was
unprofitable
for the.
. There w as ae closing’ ‘night jnvita- duced: :by Theodore. J: Flicker, in: way; both-entertaining patrons and
-dates).’
musical
which: otherwise, :plaved |: CFU 9: ures ‘denote © ‘openit
’
9.
ton - midnight. “party. hosted. by. association’ with “David ;W: Carter ‘providing an” excellent.” Showcass
Anything
Goes,
Orpheum.
15:15-62).:
Kali.
to healthy business’ during most’ .of ’..B. Fenstermaker, Sher::- -Sq.‘Levin: in’ the fover. of. the ‘Broad- -and: ‘Allan H.: Mankoff, is also. be-}_ for:Fine:‘young talent.
Or 3 scheduled Tl-week-run. at the
Shubert Theatre there. The Boston
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stil doing. ”

OFF-BROADWAY SHOWS

', ,Blacks, St- ‘Marks. -6).

(9-1 7-62.

:

' Brecht on Brecht, de Lys (1- 3 62.
‘Digging Apples, Wash. Sq. (9:-27-62).
Fantasticks, Sullivan ’St: (5-3-60). |

tion. ended. a. 57-week

-all the ‘business

‘way Theatre which the’ town’ s legit: ‘ing. ‘presented. by. affiliate: groups.|in Washington. and: London:*. -The:

“Scheduled Biway.Preems:

: casts ° -and: other: show’ biz names

Main Stem:
{attended in honor: of: the. past ‘and. “original :N: ¥S company ig tlie one
rundast Febru ary at a slight deficit |. . Hanley plays... Cherry Lane (19-1623;
.
2126,
‘present. *“MEL” casts. It lasted far:“curr ently in’: London. and the: New * "Stop the. ‘World, ‘Shubert’ (10:3- 62):
"Hostage,
:Qne
Sheridan--Sq.
“Came
on Strong, Morosco - -(10-4-62)..
on its 3400.00) investment:
Man is Man. Lining Theatre. (9-18-62).” jin the-a.m:‘ but: did: not: halt. the: York. operation Tas’ two. units and.
NMirginia Woolf, Rose. (10-13-62).
Man’s’ a Man.- Masque 49-19-62). °
‘Subse quent.
e71rgings
on
tour
/ | LATSErs, Striking. the: sets te haul- a ‘workshop. all ‘active.. ‘The -com-|- Seidman: and’ ‘Son: Belasco (10- 15-62).
Oh’ ‘Dad. Poor, Dad, Phoenix (226-62). :| Faway. ‘the “Oliver “Smith . scenery pany. and ‘others Tike: it:‘have: made: - . Step’. on -a: Crack, ‘Barrymore - (10: 17- 62h,
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adapted... for: “specialized. SUCCESS |
Following. are “Grailable: parts” in upcoming: Broadicay; - Off:Broad:
-abroad..
way, ard touring..stows, as well. as? ‘ballet, films, -industrial ‘and: tele-.| . Coitipass. ‘Ymprovisational “thea. |‘ceded,. has much.of-the cream, ins "Roughly, the - play.‘is:the. Adam i"
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froin
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2 feipbasible partivs “The intention is to’ service. performers’ with: leads. ‘experience. Mail “photos: and res- | though they do: not always’ ave +‘cent, while. the woman is realistic: |
provided by Tite. ‘managements of the shows. invelved rather .than. ‘to. umes. to. David. Shepherd: C0. above ‘| the .best items, ‘but. Barry.-Foster: land: wily. ‘Another character. tempts
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‘May: -be: the serpent...
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Georges’ -Vitaly’s- ‘direction. ‘has’.
Fletcher” 21 - ‘Holly’. ‘Rd., Severna:
As with the New: York *‘original,
right: ‘pace, “mood. and: gestures... ane
Park, Md.;-area code 301 647-2088). {the show.is divided. into. two" parts, the:
to. uridetline.’ the flamboyant, :Vets"
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and} yt“Life”: :

charge.
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‘there appear’ to have becn ‘changes’ bose but, illuminating: and-pene: . .
WHIT open: shortly: ‘in the’ ‘items in: ‘each: Of: ‘the- “two I’Arating.. text. The. Yves: Faucheur:.-" ‘of’ “Hamlet” .and. ‘sections. As: a means of-projecting. |sets are imaginative andt e ‘fines. :a

officer; man, middle. age, European. company ‘which.:
avcent, regal... _ SINS; -femme, :early] With ‘productins:
- 20s, pantomimist, stniles at every- some, one-acters
‘thing,
mute; >nine~ femmes; - -en=}: “C0: «Mail: photos:
semble, young; attractive, . dincing above. -address:

tional simple musi€. of Michel’ ‘Mery. aay
bi. Eugene. Tenes-.! Brecht's :‘personality. the first. part: {t
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* Marie Daeims’. britilé: Eve: ‘chatess wa
“lor
| seeond ‘serves - best ‘to demonstrate

|‘acter.
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Paturel’s -droll

his:.‘skill .a$ a. Playwright. and |
secondary;
nine men,” “ensemble,
| MILWAUKEE, WIS.
[-Adam, Jean-Piérre. Marielle’s ‘tour=tull, .handsonie, Iegit voices, :. dane-. "Hotel: 'Pfister.:. Producer. 2 Joyce philosopher... aa
de-force.. ‘Timing of the. Devil, .and.
4-Hic Stg oN: ¥4 LO 3-7520). ‘Avail
ing: ‘secondary.
“Mail photos. ‘and| Henry ‘(¢/o -‘hotel,-.- Milw aukee 2,1 ‘Enevitably,: there .are dull!
Francoise. Vatel’s rounded ‘and’ be=.":-..:
aole parts: man, about -30, mniust
Wisconsin);- ‘Series of: tab. mittsicals |patches: in “each, and_- they seem.
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to
Robert
Fagan.¢/o:
pro-.
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guiling impérsonation °‘of both: the. *
sia, |,iundsome, aftable; man, Johns
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Thelma Ritter -type,. wise...
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| 1226. W. 47th St.. N. Y.; PE 7-1710).
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David |
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Merrick eG OW. $4th St. N.Y. Script ‘available. at Samuel: French|,
‘tthe: “Senate' Committee. -on-: “uae. . Rev. - Paul: A; ‘Morin’ “academic:
Lo: °3-7520),
Open: call, tomorrow | 125. WY 45th Sts
. ¥.2 Anditions. vs
| American’. Activities, “and. ‘also. of. dean,’ said .the~ ‘addition of -futlcol
i ‘VEGAS
": “EAS.
‘(Thurs * for, dancers w ho also sing: today (Wed.), Sat" p-m.,. _at ‘ELT
his -recording’ of .“Moritat, "from time -teachers.. in. ‘art “and: drama‘.
Tropicana. c/o: Ray, Evans Agen: |; the’“Threepenny. Opera:”. ‘Myro. will:
men at.2 pm. and women at. + p.m., ‘rehearsal “studio «Master Institute.
further: extend ‘the ‘local: col=*.
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Sirls: ‘over five feet: eight. inches:
“Oliver
.
’ Paris, Sept. 20.
tall: niale. “dancers -over’ five. feet.
“LONDON. ‘SHOWS:
- ¥vonne Printemps: Francois Perier ‘pres-*
Merrick 4246. W. 44th St. NLY.;
“Hazel Flaze”. AMCh. - Producér, Al: inches tall; -fenime ‘dancers: over :3‘entation:
of two-act (nine. scenes). comedy a (Figures denote. opening ‘dates)
Ii) 3-75 20. Secking ‘future. pos: |‘pene Cereghetti ‘t¢/o Wellington |five feet, seven “Inches. tall. - »Fors by: .Romain. Gary. ‘Staged ‘by. Perier, as--}. -. Beyond . Fringes. ‘Foftune 5-10- 62). 2°:sifie
replacements:
-boys,
7-10, Hotel; 871: Sev enth -Ave:;: ND Y.: audition. appointment’ “call” Miss‘! ‘sisted: by, Jean’ -Chouquet; set and ‘’cos- ....Black .Nativity,::‘Phioenix (8-14: 62r.
tittst sing, 54" tall or shorter: Mail | CE7-3900): Available parts: ‘femme, ;: Frank, :above -number. : Show ‘goes’; tumes. - Alexandre. Trauner; music, .Jean| ’ Blitz,. Adelphi. (5-8-62)."-.
“ats mem ders nus
(MC. . Producer, David _Wember ‘ship | car’‘ds;

Dens

_Blow: Horn, Prince Wales (2-27-62). .
photos and: cesumes. or.-call Casting! early or. mid-40s. widow, ‘attrac: | into Fehearsal’ in-‘November.
‘Henri ©Virlojeux, .'-Franco¥e : “ Delbart,. [.: . Boeing-Boeing, ‘Apolio. (2-20-62).
Maurice
Chevit,: Mictiel ‘De’ Re, ‘Roger ° _ Breaking | Point. Lyric (9-59-62).Department | at above: address. and, live, ‘Madison Avenue types” lead: "
“NEW YORK:
.Carel: Opened Sept: 17, ’62; at-the Theatre
“Brecht on. Brecht, :Royal: Ct;.” 9- 11:62).
number.
‘ing. nian, early 308: ‘political’ -ex-. pa
mai plichodiere, Paris;. $3.50. top: .
. -Chips - WIth, Vaudeville .(4-27-62)."
Johnnie :.qo eee esses ‘Francois: Perier - - Bo ‘Something, Royal. E: *(9-13°623:
:
“pert,
mag.
writer;
leading
lady,
early
|
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Pro,
“Sound of VWusic”™ (MD). Produc-:
Archie *...;. tancesaes
‘Henri Virlojeux |. - Doctors of Philosophy,. Aits- .10- 2.62),."
“t60 “Much: vitality: {St NEY SPL: 2-471). "De rts. avail: [
-ers,
Richard. Rodgers
@& Osear; 20s, energetie, :
Frankié c.vceceesece's ’ Francoise Delbart 1° Every Night, Palladium. -(6-1-62):-;
-.
Hammerstein
20° (488. Madison : ‘man, “about. 60; ‘smalttown doctor; able’ for.’ experienced : anda authen-} Grinberg: leseer reswae oe ‘Maurice: Chevit | - . Gentlemen - Prefer,. ‘Princes 18-20-62).
Lock Daughters, Her. Majesty's (5-17: 62),
a
Ave., Ne Y.!: casting: director, Eddie; femme: éxotic: -man, Heavy. ‘dancer: ; dic.’ -Freneh. ‘music. jrall. “performers! Marry ‘Le Rat™,+ste eeleebate , Roger, Carel.
Minstrels, Vic. -Palace .(5 -25-62)..
Ted: “Lewis- Al
Blam. Auditions: for possible future - man,: -middleaged,
Miss
Pell,.:
‘Criterion
(9-12-62).
©
vert
".. Mousetrap; :‘Ambassador. (11-25- 52),
replacements for’ girls, 7-16,- and. Smith type... talkative.
_-All..parts. ‘for anew Etench-revue.to. ‘open .be. Wiener. ‘Stars. Francois
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Puffin, -Duchess (7-18-61).
“Mrs
boys, 11-14 all with trained. voices. tniust ging. and :dance. “Mail ‘plrotos |fore mas.
Mail photos: and. res:‘bombs, -“Cuba,: the United... ‘Nations
Music: Midnight, Westm’r (5-4-62)..
characters.
Mail
photos-. and and -resunies to" producer... Ap-+. umes :to Ivor .D- Balding. £0:oabove
“My Fair.-Lady,. Drury. Lane G0-58i..
| and...East~‘and:.West- tensions, ‘this|} New
.Men,. Strand ‘(9-6-62).. Cal
_resumes to above address. °
: pointment. will be made after re-}: address...
| first play by: ‘French novelist-diplo-. | : Oliver; New. (6-30-60).
.
“PUERTO. RICO *
&‘Student Gypsy or Prince of Lie-:ceiving” resumes. . ‘Do not phone
mat. Romain" Gaty:: has -a-‘curiously |.:: One. For: the .Pot, Whitehall @-2:6i),..
“Period
Adjustment,.
Wynd.
( 13-62)...
or
visit...
- "Americana: ‘Hotel. .Auditions. for |‘old: fashioned: air. Being done. only- Photo: Finish, Saville (4-25-62).
derkranz”
(MC:
.-Producer, Ed- .
“Lady. Killer” MC). Producer, |
| showgirls : ‘for this -new~San‘ Juan. ‘onee: a week, alongside ‘a. hit-long-:|. Plough -&.-Stars,, Mermaid. (9325:621:
ward Padula ‘Padtila: Produetions: t
. Premise, Comedy: (7-26-62)..
1501 Bruoadway, No ¥,, ‘Suite 2405; a Lance Barklie 1127, LexingtonAve.,. |hotel: tomorrow: (Thurs... and. Fri- run play, “it does not: seem. likely.
Private; Public, Globe (5- 10-62).
Y.°MU. 5-4631). “Available. parts: |+ day-(5+. from 2-4 p.th. atthe Albert: for.. future transfer to. a- ‘regular |.. Rattle of -Man;:Garrick (9-19-625,
OX 55-8170"
Av ailable parts: man, ON.
Repertory,° ‘Aldywich (12-15-60),
middle. ave comedian, - European corpuilent, lusty, actor-singer, move | Hall of thé ‘Americana ‘Hotel, ‘N.Y. » | basis: and its export prospects are "Sail
-Away, -Savoy :(6-21-62).:
vaccent, sings; man, .middle age, :_Well; ferhame,. ‘a-serving’ -wench, ‘Seventh, Ave.” & ..52d. St.,. ONLY.)- slight, -except. possibly’ off-Broad- ".. “Signpost, ‘Cambridge ©(2-9-62),
1 choo! 'foreda Haymarket @56D.
“wagabond, baritone: femme, exotic,: Cockney: actress: to :play six. differ-: No ‘experience.’.is ‘necessary sand }Way:.
a: -young {:
ound 0
usic,.
Palace ‘(3-18
saucy; young and pretty. ‘soubrette, vent femniés, must” be proficient: in| girls. selected will be. guaranteed. ‘The «story
involves.

: ‘Stop the ‘World, Queens GaeD.

mt

sin:ser-actress;
temme,” attractive, ‘dialects; court’ ‘fool,. dancer-actor, if.2 weeks : work, ‘begitining. in--Nov-] ‘Texan who has’ fled a.rich.family:|- 10° Little Niggers, St..: Mart: -(- 10:60).
CLOSED :
eriiber. ac
Soprano; nian, early 20s, tall, hand- , tenor;. actor to play several differ- {er
1 to-find his' own ‘plage in: the world, |“ .
* Rig ‘Fish, Duke - “of -.York's” “@-18-6204 at
Sume, legit barifone; typical . op-' ent : men, proficicnt...in dialects.
———
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'.°” Ruth-Morley is costume designer .‘Players ‘Workshop, Burlington, Jai.”
E.. H: Morris. and an. RCA Vietor
7 “for, “A “Matter. of: Position.”
which: ‘intends -preeming ~the work. other ‘principal characters are new |. The ‘future of. . ‘the. ‘American ‘recording. by Lena Horne is: used.
‘because
“most
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‘action.
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George’ Morfogen © is. assistant: ‘at. its ‘new: (265-seat ‘community +
béen . moved . from.” Washington :to: ‘Theatre ‘Wing apparently: hinges on. in ‘the production. Other disks, as
stage - manager .’for : “The. Eun. . theatre: next: December.
.
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-UN. In: the second. book; :
‘Cou ple?’ =
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Drurynag
-conquered:
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heior‘Russian -“ballerina ‘Galina: Vilagio-” legit ranks.. aS &..member-. of the:
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|
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ef
‘words’
‘which:
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president. | ‘Fhe. former ~ actress, |. -A special bra designed by Peter.
., week; is-the subject of “Days with'Streisand in “‘I:Can.Get. It. for You: many Ww ho read- “Advise” and. Con-. who’s ‘been’ the- motivating: force Pan for Carroll Baker, who c¢osent.”
-'He
‘/has,.
in
this..book,
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Ukanova,’ *: a phioto-profile. by Albert. Wholesale, ” ‘has: ‘moved ‘on to thé:
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ber by Simon “and Schuster,, to “Go- But Up.”
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has. ‘signed Donald Davis to dGpen* production® of “Macbeth.” - $Spon- 1 a majestic ending.
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_ night (Tues). to-.the;-off-Broad\ ay... begin: .March “16: ‘in “Middletown;
has’ been ker's makeup for the production.
production . of: The’ Blacks”. after, NAY and end: ‘March. 30. in: -Rech-.- -has- woven, obviously” difficult. to. chiefly. active in recent: years: as- a iTable. cards. or posters are 10+ be
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Quarter,
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found in “94 by H. L. Mencken and evidence.-of being. ‘A runaway. item-|

George Jean Nathan, has changed |.for’ -the. ‘culture “trade
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Pala ‘Springs.
- How dia it: look :fromi: the’. bleachers? Well, from: Lincoln :‘Square, a
now: ‘made into: a Circle, .to this: suntield-is 3,000 miles:and our. -sound -: Inc. re,;ortedly for around’ $2 00,- |good deal of how: the: Russians | Crowell Collier - (NYS *225 2 kare and‘ picture’ had. to: be relayed back: froni: San -Diego. ‘and. bounced: off ‘a.:OO
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American,
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‘enough
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;
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U.S,
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tie
A. Waiker,
general who's scheduled to write |‘ Albert E:.Kahn,- from. San Fran- Grosset “& Duniap_ ie 1? — 34) Since. the ‘two-hour. CBS: show. was a “hiest ot the New York’ Pilithare=. fees
9584 ep “monie’s contribution: to. the ..-performing, arts in a- -home. ‘of. its own,
~
mies ammalysts for the mag,’ tif |eisco, . who.’ put: Ulanova, the leg-. Harcourt. Brace . N.Y).
something °‘it- has. never had: in. its:.140-year- ‘history, naturally millions
AVE. has taade- the! end, into: pictorial biography, - ai Hayden Pub: OC)...
at ibe
ABA: .
. of peasants like us in‘-the’sticks. hung ‘on through the: whole: two. hours:.
ideotosic vependutuin -‘from. libéral !curious “oversight, ‘apparently, :on.: ' Hearst (OG).
ee 3B.
4 ar . --But pérsonally sf.‘thought the’ Corning ‘Glass. Co.’‘S.‘commercials: ‘were
to archi-ron-ervative, and: was often? the part... ‘of. the’ Russians ‘them-|Holt; -R&W aye ae
we.
deseriies| aim tie last. ‘decade as “selves since hardly ‘more than. for- L.A.:-Times-Mirror.” ‘joont: hed my vastly: more éntertaining. «
ae Next. 1 thought Leonard Ber nstein as.tie conductor jist:‘about stole.
antics mit. Ii. Jast owner, was’..mal theatrical poses of«‘Ulanova |+ Macfadden Bartell. tas) "434
Dr: Gerald B:. Winrod,; have: heretofore: been available. | MeCall (NCW).
‘the Reo
ecco. WALLA his: own.: show. because as-a ‘performing: artists ‘he: sure’ performed. -
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hte: ‘squeeze: a better. performance. out of his ‘sidemén on’ what, after:all,
Was’ hardly’ more: than a‘ vamping- -till-réady. passage,’ . .

Third: in the ‘list-of- -perfor mers...was the. ‘building itself: in.fact. tobe.

os 80° i.

i shoi’s first visit to thé. U.S: There-1Pocket’. Books. (OC)...
.- 6.

movements,
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from. ii lustrialist: Russell Maguire. .Kahn and: his wife became: friends | Meredith . Pub. ° Co. :coort | ‘—2
a
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=.34: ‘far too. honest: about it, the building put-on..the: best performance’ Of*..

after: he made.some four trips” to" ‘Prentice. Hall (AS) “27301 oohLot.all: Unfortunately~ in- the. march ~of: time. ‘the building ‘avil L--age” ‘and: 7
| Russia: in connection. with this- ‘Ran’m . Housé
(N.Y.). [1934— By wither, and” be.considered old. chat: by: the |next, ‘generation; whereas.
Feteing Aggie ‘Enderwood
Wooten irom all, parts of ‘Cali-) book, ‘finarteed by’ S&S. in - a ‘Te- 1’ Scott Foresman
(OC). 19.144:
fortiia attended the: champagne tea! markablé. demonstration ‘of: --risk H...W.. Sams -(OC)..25 1.2814 12 ext’ 40° ‘years, ‘and perliaps. ‘henéeforti h: he. Wwili, ‘as. they: sayin Giey=
hound. ‘cormmercials, “leave: the driving to. us,”on‘Maybe his. drive got.thee ae 631 2112 2.
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. Thirty years. ago I’ saw a. reading machine in ‘Cagnes, ‘a hill ‘town. in :
= ‘the: South.of France where. beats” of the '20s. lived. Bob Brown, who: was : ae
.-| a- good. commercial writer ‘between these beatnik: bits, invented ‘t.: The’ “et
NY—N.Y: Stock’: ‘Exchiange.:
Satevepost's New ‘Pub
guests were Jane Ardmore, .Mari-|
:
CL. MacNelly, former, veepee|. . AS—American ‘Stock. Exchange. Féading ‘tr-aveled. along: dike’ ‘a: tripewriter ribbon. It had a:chance, as:
lyn Beck. Marcia Borie, Reba. and.
cae
_(Sepplied |by ‘Bache. & Co: ve ‘| a new itivention. -° 2: ;
Bonnie Churchill, Maria Metolova, |of ‘Ted Bates Inc., ‘named: new |}
What killed: it was that’‘Brown used. the: mangled prose -of.piet:‘cen=: aFe
Elaine St. Johns, Ann. Wardell j; publislier of the Saturday. Evening |:
and newspaperwomen: |Post. Before joining Bates, Mac-|1950: she.was “a personal. assistant-t tury: ‘Writers. to illustrate it. ‘Had he. teamed: his -revolution. :with.-an LE
Saunders,‘old resepctable. piece of 18th: century :prose: like: the Declaration: of?)
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tthe Citizen News, Valley Times and:field: Inc.. and Pedlar: ‘& Ryan:

‘Sunset’ ‘Books’ list: this fall, -accord-

Then year's :later in~Hollywood-T: was inv ited:ag.‘the’ only roundhedd -

‘Van. Nuts: News.
M.. J: ‘Culligan, Curtis:. Publish- | ing to: ‘Lawrence ‘Lane,: publisher. ‘to: a" seance Of musical eggheads.. I remember: Aaron. :Copeland “wasTie champaune tea was followed: ing president, "said. MacNelly’ S. ap- “Book division. ‘an: offshoot. of Sun- ‘there..So. were. Schoenberg, Stravinsky. Zam, and one who-was acclaimed... .....
by a dinner at which Sam Zelman, ‘pointment complétes’ the reorgani-. -Set: Magazine, .Was--founded. about: the: ‘musical: ‘genius: Of. them. all biit- Avose’ Tiamie: eludes me. It wilk..
director of the West. Coast. news: zation of. the Curtis: ‘mags’ ” pub-- 10 years. -ago- and. totals: about: 100 “come..back. later oe =, Now: it: comes to me. His: name Was: ‘Trembley.:
-department of CBS-TV. spoke on: | lisher ‘system. ‘Publishers had. been . titles.. in-- seven: ‘categories today. George Trembley: .
“How News is Covered. by the T¥} t named:
previously ' “for Holiday,|.‘These include juves, ‘travel, hobby, |: . Paul. Whiteman~ was’ there. and they ail: sort:of. iooped up to Pop be-. .
| Ladies . Home’ Journal, American -garden,. ‘theme, cook .and:: building. “Cause he- ‘had: once .played ‘a-.fiddle- in: the. Philadelphia. Philharmonic. .
_Medium.”
| Home and Jack, & Jill, :
.. | “This. year’s. “Silver Lady” award: _and .had: -eseaped:, to’ become King’ of.Jazz. These . people were molto”
“1 from Hearst-sparked. Banshees goes: simpatico to’ jazz; but actually thought: “of ‘themselves *‘as above: jazz. and”
‘Days. W ith Ulanova*
who = draws: . ‘}..the? classics. Pop: tried .to” ‘help, ‘some of:these.‘ultra-éggheads by sug-:.
Ito Fred .Lasswell,
CcHATTER:
Presence in the U.S. of ‘the Boigesting. if. :they.could” writé pieces: maybe 10 or.15° ‘minutes long: he:.-.
shoi Ballet far a second tour’ has |. ‘Mrs.. Jane B. ‘Parton, wife of “Barney Google: & Snuffy Smith, ae
the’ presentation: “will | take. could ‘slip - ‘them “into His. radio. ‘Show: -and:. get. them: some coin:. ‘Fhey
‘resulted in Simon & Schuster ad-. American: Heritage Pub.. Lo.. ‘prez.| and
‘Tooked :at-him: baffled, ‘Trembley, the ‘gentlest: and: most talented of ~~:
vancing from, Oct. 30 to Oct. 23 ‘James: ‘Parton, died- of cancer din y place at. the Nov. -I.Juncheon in his.
ce
never “wrote- ‘anything. that:‘rar less than’ four.. hours: |.
the release. date - of ‘its.s-pictorial New: ‘York. “Before her marriage. in honor: at. the’ Waldorf. ‘Arthur. Bugs them,
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Lout ‘in .thé. rush. for” adjourngent: this. year; but’ ‘due’ for. Con. gressional “attention-next -year is‘a

~
NE
ED
BR
IE
F
ist
OWLBALLET IN.

:““mew proposal by Sen. Hubert Hun: |:
- phrey (D.-Minn.).- to: authorize: .a-

"PSYCHIATRIC WORK’

. By MIKE GROSS.

sn ir

Within
a) Years as Pricesof Sets Slide
‘Chicago, Oct. 9.
Based on: the current growth
‘rate ‘af color ty set sales and. a
predicted major price drop. four
years hence, WGN-TV exec veepee

. [SEATTLEFAIR NEARS:

“Now: that the new Broadway mu-.
sical season: is under way, :an.. old |

‘}ery is: again. being ‘Yaised ‘over. the -

9,000,000: ATTENDANCE

"Ward ..L.

Quaal

estimates

that.

Chicago, Oct. 9. ; | drama. -criti¢s’ appraisal -“of, the. _
; “Congressional medal of. Merit. for |.
Seattle, Oct... 9.7 ‘black-and-w hitetelevision
‘will
Tt.‘Tooks.: “good: for. the ° Seattle ‘literally. be a thing: of the past in.
. gignifieant contributions by Ameri- |:“TMinois: ‘Ballet Co. ‘will premiere } musie: - The strongest voice to come
-“eans to the arts-and’ humanities..: Va. ‘psychiatric: ballet: ‘on: “Saturday. ‘into the.fray so:far bélongs to con- World’s ‘Fair in .the race. to clock 10. years. ‘He expects that tint: tv
“American. men. and ‘woman who (3)--which demonstrates. .“‘the.. An-. ductor®...Andre -.Kostelanetz : .who- 9,000,000. through | ‘the | gates pe ‘will have a 90° saturation in the
‘Sevenfies and that.thére will be.
have captured ~the. spirit of. our -terplay- and. inter-reaction between claims. that. it is- not. Togical to.ac= fore its. Oct. 21 closing:
_.-times,” Humphrey :said; : “in:-their a: Nightingale. of. ‘Paradise -and “a: ‘cépt.a first impression’ of.a melody’ 8.500,000: ‘mark. was. passed Friday. virtually no b&w transmission in
- Music, literattre-and. paintings: are. -@orps* ‘de ballet: of” -owls. v. The ‘a’: final, ‘and ‘that. something: should -(5),- when™ 42) 638 .payees brought that decade.
In an‘address to the Indiana
recording *for- ‘posterity the: ‘free- dance. is ‘designed. :to help in’ the’ ‘be .dorie ‘so. that: the” critics can’ ‘be- attendance ‘to .8,515;716;
Le “dam. beauty and-sense: of.progress diagnosis: and treatment of: mental. pre-briefed ‘on ‘the ‘music...
_
: “With. 16 days -to: go,.an. average Broadcasters Assn. ‘last Friday 15),
“which: America:and her. people: 50.-j disorders, according. to its creator, | : “Love “at, first. sound,” ‘gays“Kos- of. just ‘over 30,000. will: niake. the’ he--predicted :that Chicago—which
.
Daniel. Jordan, a@ Ph.D. -eandidate’ “
telanetz;~ “is. not an impossibility: 9,000,000. figure. Could °“be done, now has an estimated 123,000 color.
-.‘proudly: ‘and ably- possess:!fy
sets—will have. 2,225,000 in’ "1972
_George Stevens. Jr.,-chief of:‘mo-- oh _ (Continued |
on ‘page 70)
_(Continued ou.1 ‘page 52)
“(Continued. on ‘page 50)
-|.and over 3,000,000 by. 1975.. Quaal
ution pictures for. the U..S, Informa: =
“| bases©‘that estimate. on present.
fas (Continued on ‘Page -70) a growth .patterns, on expectations:
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ontinued on
on page..770)(2
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ON Y.CityBallet?|

|$94zuIst 8Mos.

“New: ‘York. City" Ballet opened |

Yast night: (Tues.) ‘at the Bolshoi}

Hollywood, Oct. 9.
Interim - ‘fiscal report covering
eight-month: period from. Jan. 1

Theatre: in Mescow. Reports of. the } _ reception. “by: the: pallet ‘buffs ‘there. ] are awaited: -in.. -Manhattan ‘with J].
| -Curiosity:: ‘and: eagerness, - Three |“years ago.:City. Ballet was °‘passed

through Aug.
} Coast. -ASCAP

| week’ at the Hollywood Palladium

by. the’ Dance Selection Committee

at’‘the Society’s
"s membership meet-

of: the -American National Theatre| .

er cae Academy. ' Anstead - the
: State:- -:Dépt. : “nominated.

U..S<4Liicia’ .
Chasé's. less distinguished Amert-|

oT he report disclosed receipts of
slightly higher, thaa

1 $23,876,769,

‘similar period of 1961 when. the
| organization. took in $19,683,305.

-ean,. Ballet Theatre. to” tour’the.| .
Soviet Union:

.

Monies

‘Suggestion: by - VARIETY that -the: )
- a Balanchine’ trolipe: ‘present - ‘its-|:

(Continued: on. page -10)
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| WhenDoss:a“Vidtape .
~ Tmpinge-on Religion?
ase of Joe E-& Jackie. :
a

|:

tv: sources insist that its news. department. did nothing more than

Paar-NBC show. aw eek: ago. Friday
night. -(28),. When: the Jewish New
: Year’S began.‘but nifery comic.
«
ie Joe
ef.

ment

Actually Lewis had. taped|it’‘ihe:o
(Continued

on page’ 57).

NBC’S.FirstFemme V.P.
“NBG

has” ‘got. its.first. lady vice- 7

_ president. At-a:board meeting .on'| :
oFyiday “(5),: ‘the network. ‘okayed. o
? Marion, ‘Stephenson. as_a-striper.:

.

.

or,

The’ first’ in the. network's ©40] :

odd-year, history, the lady- ‘veep is} -

~ -in charge

“pay for.ty rights.”
- Network -concedes

7 were apparently

of. administration: for _
NBC Radio, :

that
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| students’ who. burrowed
a large
tunnel beneath’ the Wall, and, ac: cording to one NBC exec, the

‘over |

(Yom Kippur).

fol--

Facing. reports that it financed”
' ithe cost of an escape tunnel be-:
J tween East and West Berlin, NBC-

projecting. his ‘jokes on the. Jack |

“WOR-TV. on: ‘Suniday. (7). becaiise it.|
edincided .with. the Day..of.Atone- |

as

Berlin Escape Tunnel,
‘Only Bought TV Rights’

“How: unorthodox... is’ a: “vidtaped’ .

". = gelled “HY ‘Gardier -"show

received

{NBC-TVDidn't Bankroll

“performance” when. projected. on |"
the. hioliest : of: Jewish holy. ‘days..| Rabbi-turned-comie. Jackie’ Mason |.
-. seemingly’ saw. ‘nothing’ askance in

were

4 lows: from licensees, $23,585,658;
‘| from. interest on U.S: Treasury
Bonds,
$165,342;
meiibership
T-dues,:. $125,648:
There
will be
(Continued on page 48)

‘- “Stars and Stripes”: romp to Sousa: .

.

1 was given to
membership
last

“By JOHN McCLAIN.Diama rite.¢New. York Joirnal-Ametican’
‘customers. hollered hint: -back. into action. Hs.
‘CHOES" OF “AL. JOLSON. and, ‘the. great: |
.was still going strong. when I-fled te beat. the
» #7 days--of the. Winter -Gardén fév erberated: :“erowd:: 1b.minutes. ater;,: may, An Lact,sul
ape and down Broadw ay. last night as -Youns ::
be there. : oe

+ Eddie. -Fisher took the ‘stage of that. hallowed,
s
Great Material:
|
hall and stood an. “enthusiastic ‘and résplend- :
“Thete. is Just no way:to criticise his ‘choice:
ent. “first - night. “alidience on its.” -diamonddecked ear, This ‘is ca ‘more. ature ‘Eddie, . “of material,.because he sings. just . about ©
-both- in: timbre: of ‘voice: and professiona. * everything ever: written: and does: it: wonder., fully “well. “Here. is. just a--partial run-down:
' Poise.
“.
He. sang: for a: Solid hout ‘and:then. when: “Back in: Your. Own Back. Yard,” Don’ t Let .
there.was some hint of:‘his. retirement: the

:(Continued on Page 67).

money for “rights” went." ‘to some-+body in this group’ of four.
NBC” News |-acknowledges that
| Gary Stindt, NBC News “film chief

‘(Continued on. page:ie
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Grants

$6.100.000.

‘totaling

to+—

The. windfall. subsidy,

Topical Ioke
‘Ast onaut

directed at

resident. theatre

-Buends- - Aires: “Oct: 2Q.-

et

mine theatre companies. throughoutf
the country were revealed. today:
(Wed.i ‘by the Ford Fouridation.
. strengthening

BA RevolutionTempore,{;
Too
~ ShowBiz;Ralio'sMajor.Role.

“Wally:

‘Schirra's. -|:

- Actor-Citizen ‘Award:

}-

.

“Ary: events,” as:the: local press. ta

.{ now. terms the recurrent. conflictscet

“Tbetween.:
different ‘segments of the. =:
“Holly wood, Oct... 9..
A Scréen Actors ‘Guild award S Armed ‘Services’ messed““up. busie:
will. be- presented annually: to." ‘ness:for all. -branches of ‘show: busis
. an individual “tor outstanding” . niéss. in Buenos. Aires—which- Was’
“ aehievement. in ‘fostering: the. | the ‘center’ ‘of: operations, |- These a
finest. ideals, ‘of. the acting. pro-.. ‘conflicts. lasted “ about’ five” “days,
fession and. ‘advancing. the - but’.film: theatres interrupted -ex-:.-).
1 ; principles of good citizenship.”
hibition. only’.on ‘Friday. (21). when
Award, voted by, the. guild’ Ss: | matters looked “most: threatening, —
: board,” “wil -be: ‘Presented - cat
and for the- afternoon performances.
” -SAG's. yearly’. membership
of : Saturday (22): :
:
meeting, held ‘each? Noveinber. wd |
On-Friday, .ali: Government. ‘of: re

historical:sixtupie orbiting oc-

in

curred -the same: day..: that
the -U:S., marks an. expansion of.
“David. | Merrick’
“Stop ‘The
‘program |. World—I Want ."To:‘Get. Off”.
arts:
the
Foundation’s
whereby
selected | professional | ‘premiered at the Shubert, ‘and.
groups are to be aided in. reaching | the
topical: gag -‘was - the
levels . of:
new
-gnd
maintaining
‘astronautis. admonition: ‘to. the. [- et
artistic achievment and- finaricial: 7 US. space. missle authorities,
want. to. 1 ae
stability.
_ Stop ‘the. world, I

The -jndividual ‘grants... “range Bet back on!”
from a high ef .$2.100:000: for the;
Alley Theatrein Houston. ta $100,-}.
660 for the Fred Miller The. -atre in|

_

Ehis: year the: meeting will be.

-|fices shuttered: a little ‘afternoon, *

Held Nov. 12 at the: BevHilton, “land ‘staffs avere sent home, ‘busi-:
Showtolk: Rally.Romd
and: more. than’: 1.500" actors:
--Film -and Fe:
‘nesses«followed:
J
OHNN
Y.
CARSON
..are. grants. of $¥.25 50.008 to. the.
are. expected: to. attend.
ar
1 legit:. theatres : also: suspended.” ~.*:.
The
GOP
Flag
at
D.C.
- “TONIGHT” show; NBC-TV -: Eb
Munimers
Theatre: at” ‘Oklahoma:
| operation, ‘and: the. opening: of Ten- ae
City; $863.000 for the Arena’ Stage>
j-nessee’ ‘Williams’ - “Orpheus. -Des=. ae
of Washington:
£593,000 | to the
‘T
Miss
Ike’
Spectacular
:
-}ending” ‘by. the’ Alfredo: Alcone -:. * =
Aster
Binge
No:
Bar.
American, Shake-pearé Festival:
Maria: “Gallo® company. : ‘at: the. AlWashington, Oct: 9.
Theatre and Acz :de my at Stfatford, 1
Wear: Theatre,. ‘had: to “be postponed; .
“Republicans
flavored
their
‘par|
To
South
Korea’s
‘$5Mil,
Conn.;
$500.000
for —-Univ.
Sept:-21 is’ traditionally. the. first
tisan, politics with:.-charm: and “fine. fellow performer PAUL. ANKA |.
Milwaukee:

Sandwic hed’

between

. suit...

“AWe ©are. thankful fay: -all. the
er aciaus. notices accor ded. us.-on: the.
inauguration: of our. “TONIG HY” |

| show.. ;

A heartfelt icknowled=ment. to. al

of.

California Extension in Los
superb performances: of. Marguerite
Angeles; .$337.000
to ‘the new +
Piazza. and others. last. ‘Wednesday
Tyrone Guthrié Theatre in Min- }
43) at.an “T. Miss Ike” rally.-:
neapoalis; $250,000 ‘for’ the Actors
-Former President | : Bisenhower

Studio of New ‘York. and. S197 000 |
and his wife, Mamie, now a blonde,
to the Actor’s Workshop ‘Of San
-ot¢cupied| the seats. of honor at the
Francisco,
Constitution :-Hall
spectacular
Theatres’
wranted
the’ larger;
sums

are

i where.: ‘most. ‘entertainers:
the: Foundation.
politically *‘non-partisan:

those

seemed

‘for | our, ‘theme, ‘song “JOHN: NYS

|

THEME” -on which I Dappily, col:
.labor ‘ated:

of. spring ‘here; celebrated. by
“Resort toLure GlDollar.I‘day
Student frolics, art: balls, charitable...

‘Tokyo, .“Oct. 9. || drives; and.the general: Ténewal of a
Despite South: ‘Korea’s. austerity. Plays: ‘in legit theatres.
program,:.a ‘$5,000,000 luxury ‘Fe-| ‘Most. offices. orgahiize: picnics,: “go. mo
_
sort community, replete with’ plush. “ine for ‘practical .‘joking,’ ‘and. stu-"

z
7n,
Show Bi
2FvomSh
Killion &Mark

{#

dhotels and: a ‘nightelub.: with: “ims” _dents..are ‘permitted: to: invade: the...
“OR ported acts anda gambling: casino, streets: ‘in-their: distinctive’ white ="
“Continued. on: page |
70){is said to. bé under ‘construction on. a

}'

heeI ed -up to
believes ere now
Singer Pat Boone, ‘a last:“minute.
-reach. significant new levels...
John |:
their development, ‘but Tequire |:substitute for film ‘Star
enlarged seating capacity 1o main- ‘Wayne,.was the only performer to}:
1ain them. AlIl- nine theatres are fire’ a. poison arrow in :the. ditec- |

On SatelliteCorp.

130 acres ‘near. Seoul,». South: Koréa.|The .project ‘is - obviously ‘de-

PutsOnuson
o‘Parents

signed. -to. attract -the- dollars--of
WS: “military” personnel: who: nor-.}:
“mally: take leave" ‘in “Japan. or:|"~
HongKong. because of.Korea’s’ lim- |:

ForHooligan Behavior

regarded by the Foundation. as] tion. of uninvited Democrats:
‘capable .of steady: ‘artisti¢ develop-'|. In. ‘accepting . a silver’ tray: ‘from |.
ited recreational .facilities:
~
:
Washington, ‘Oct: 9.
.ment-and of achieving a sustaining. elder. Republicans, Boone told the.
Called the ‘Walker ™Hill project, \
-Killion,
“MGM.
-board.|
«
'
George
Le
level of income from other sourees andieneet
in ‘honor the. late. “Maj..Gen. ‘Wal-.
” Galena. ‘Park, Tex., Oct.-9.°
:.
within. a reasonable. period. The: “T think of citizenship: “as. people.:} chairman,‘and Améri¢an. President ton H. ‘Walker, the resort wiilan- |:
“How: can we remedy ‘in a. ‘mate.
and
.
Leonard
-*-H‘Lines:
oprexy,
Foundation, which first’ began. sup- | w“ho” ‘support * -their.. Government :
nually.
reéeive
-an
-estimated.
150,-‘ter of: four shours, with “a. handful: :*
Marks; prominent. ‘Washington |Yaforting the arts in 19357, has. until:

new limited its assistance to indivi-.

rather. than being supported by it.” |giq-television, -attorney, :“were

se-'

-In appreciation |‘for the applause } lected -by: ‘President’. Kennedy...as’
‘gual artists and to experiments; and
demonstrations. Aid on ‘this level |he éecei¥ed .as “an up and coming two:of 13:leading Americans to set
is to continue, according to Henry ‘young - Republican,” - ‘Boone -grate-. up the ‘nation’s: -néw ‘space -age- Safully: offfered to: sing |for. the guests. ‘tellite-‘Communications. Corp., "as it.
i€Continued on pay “e 10).
= “TyWwould.like to"sing one’ of.Mrs.7 “ds -‘tentatively. known.

“Of Kids Attending Pix...

000. U.N. ‘soldiers at its five. hotels, | of. uishers .what. should have.-been..._
plus hundreds. of: foreign:.tourists:. learnéd .in. the home.’ for.the.past’ ©
‘Presumably, : the--project:Will ‘be. ‘12 to.16- years?” ma

off-limits to. Koreans.

. That's part of ‘the Galena Thea: os

‘ Officials. estimate that the.proj-! fre’s:‘reply .to: complaints..of youth-.
ect. will produce. an. annual income‘+.ful misbeliavior at this town’s. only. .
‘Only: other.” média:-mam-: ‘among’ of. $2,000,000; to be used in the. na-.| theatre: City. ‘council last week: Ape. ~
tion’s- reconstruction plans. .In ad-|
| seems’, we. didn't. Yemember- the | the 13. was Philip: L. Graham, -pub- ‘dition.:to-a main. building and five’ ‘pointed: ao ‘committee: :‘to. probe:
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travelogs.: ‘plus the. ‘madé....mext' year in ‘$3,000; 000
wh © phi Silvers, through his Tranan: : In: his’“testimony” before. Referee. new. company he’s ‘a-former behind-. :
cartoon’: “The .Story of Anyburg. budget :‘area, producer: ‘Said.
“productions, has. concluded. rt two- Rifkind,: Rooney‘said. he works for. scenes: banker. He's. distinct. from U.S.A.” andthe’ feature:“Stormy | Film is set in Pennsylvania, will
‘picture deal at Colunibia Pictures, -Barbroo: which.-; pays” him’ '$52.000-|
© | the:Thoroughbred. oanon
- have four,fop starring 1
Toles.
hint: “Bt in his: 40s.
-with first film. to bé’ “The Velvet: annually;: and’ receives ©‘another’
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how’:
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.: Silvers: ‘stars. ‘Deal was. consumated a
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:
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Hin ‘the picture ‘business’ for. years,
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’ ‘Hollywood 28
“for himself and Peter Sellers. ‘Nego- |:
Hollywood, “Oct: 8 “| formerly: ‘as -.an- ‘ad-pub, exec.
"6404 Suriset ‘Boulevard, HOUy wood: B- 1141
|
* -tiations are-on-for British. writer.|.- ‘Music: -Corp:. of America;
. Washington 4
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- John Dighton. to. script from Sil-- finuing: its. Revue-Universal . studio’ top as” ‘coowner and.v Dp. of’United |
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e |Artists |“when: “Arthur B. Krim. and?
|).
400 No. Michigan Aves DElaware’ 74984.
-sophisticated. comedy. involving two ho
sia - -with
program,
has frontage
acduin d.;| Robert 'S. Benjamin. took: over: ‘this
two. dots
.100-foot:
- Lond
» S.WT
brothers, --separatéd. ‘during *their. -across. from/Universal. City studio, J eompany from -Mary.: Pickford ‘and'
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a "SUBSCRIPTION. “Annual, .$18: Foreign;. $16; Single Copies, 35 Cents _
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7% : (ABEL. GREEN, Editor
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in
.1930..-“Youngstein.
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~
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1
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_ heralded: production - ‘ever -to: come ‘countries” ‘are’ ‘guaranteed... ‘by., dol. gether, implies new. excitement| Literati. |.
6g. -4 Te evision "Revie
iews, -eeaee
. out-of “Japan, .and: the anticipated: -lars“'under.the program affecting to the industry. because . of: back- !1f. MUSIC ie! ev eee seca ce cote 46. | Vaudeville
word-of-mouth, film: ts expected to all, media; _ including - films.
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Hornbl

now WhyIProduc ea

In Attitude on Service Pictures|f
American.

| _ Herman Cohen Returns toCoast a

Gov ernment; in. un-4-

dertaking |‘to impose “drasti¢..re-|strictions” on «ooperation between

For Collectors of: Data

the armed services and Tollywood |
producers,

-even

Could Get‘the Financing There— ButN ow

As. showing.

tragic,

states Arthur

‘serious. |

shortsightedness.”

Hornbiow Jr.

This}:

» FilmsforFree:

"Chicago, Oct: 9.
Chiéago-niade ‘film: portray=: in

ger at the ‘Biograph Theatre in *

2 ined its -latest.” directory. -of .

the, will’ return to Hollywood -‘for.
. free-Ioan :16m. films.“There dre more. than® 14 ,000-oe production’ here-on three upcoming

-

i couneration wip,apnea sores TY,Frank Freeman To

-Sound-Guilds, Unions on”
was particu:}
Goldwyn Code Notions|—

“has been nothing of the kind.” "|
Governmental objections toward
the servicing of film producers and -

‘Films include.

pictures..-

Sinié available at no cost: ‘from

“Black:

1. neafly. 400 sources in:Canada. + Zoo,” -which-rols Oct. -29. ‘for..Als

fe

Defense. ‘aS saving the clubs’ were oo Murders,” -was produced by(:} [2
in order.
- distributor Dan Goldberg. and..-"|.
J-%.
Filmmaker - Hornblow read into. a Chi: new smani Harry Mantel, »
‘the piece: that the. Gov ernment. has J=
been providing a “generous favor” }

lied’ ‘Artists ‘as -well as an additional *

2%

-| three-peture deal now-in negotia:

with “AA. head. ‘Steve -Broidy. 7
|[Raber
§‘Marilyn’Film; || tion,
On tap: on: Cohen: ‘slate for: US. :
production .are-“The ‘Haunted June.
:| -20th's ‘Own Retrospective} gle”
and “For gotten. Heroes,” late

“GEORGE. BRECK |

Ready and Ww aiting, to:‘be: discoveréat |

a World. War Il ‘story’and. both’ _
“Includes ‘Give’ Footage \ter
; original -screenplays . by... ‘Cohen. . 3-

‘Hellywood, Oct: 9: {Producer is’ also. prepping “Circus:-’
“ Documentary producer ‘David, L.* “Magnifique” in’ collaboration with’ Aben -Kandel, though ‘location, has a Wolper ‘has...-joinéd. “the” ‘race’ of
not: yet been: set“on: film, All ‘three.
| films.headed: for: ‘market: dealing | ‘are | being considered in- new. AA

“Call: ‘SU 7-6117, ‘New: York City

Jarly neticeable in. th
cases of[
Holly.weod,. Oct. 9.
Darrv] F. Zanuck's “The Longest.
'Y:
Frank
‘Freeman, “Assn: *-of |
Day” and’ a Jack ‘Paar iver on
|.
Motion.
Picture’
Producers’ ‘hoard
Berlin.
Hrornblow offered this: FAS chairman, will:meet this week’ x ith.

iC ontinued
linued: on
on page my

* Hollywood; “Oct.” 9...

- Herman: Cohen; “following: ‘three:
“Crawley ‘Films Ltd. ‘has is-*.° years. of. filming in England, said

‘

ing the killing of Jolin Dilin-

+-~ producer was .in: New York last]. Chicago in 1934.by FBI. agents
week and pointed te a piece in cowill play.. the’ same. Biograph * ;
the N.Y. Times quoting’ Arthur |: Theatre hext Friday th2).°
Sylvester. Assistant Secretary. of |
The’ | Picture, -“True. Gang |

television imorcsarios

:

Ottawa, Oct. 9;

|

. guilds and ‘unions to: discuss ‘.the.

llied’s$Fine
ToAttendTOA

|with ‘late. Marilyn ‘“Monroe.:He's ‘deal.
planning. an‘ 80-minute’ theatrical: | Cohen: ‘said he’:“jnitially- weit.
“Marilyn: ar -Lastt: abroad : for ‘filming ‘because: of ‘fiz: ~
documentary,
-week, -20th-Fox, where: MAM ‘made |:“nancing --reasons, noted: he. is: able

‘to return ‘to: Hollywood. :“because.
most of.her pix, revéaled it ‘was
mE Ethics: ‘proposed by.§Samuel Gold: |+< ‘Marshall Pine, “prexy’. ‘of Allied concocting a “Fetrospective |film’ in after. ‘making . ‘pictures that- -aech —
Statés; will. attend. the: annual con-:
‘over’
Btossed.
_{ wyn. Latter...when he: made pro- vention. -“of. Theatre “Owners: of. which it would ‘use’clips from ‘their, | been:
able. to: get financing here.”
that
‘Freeman. Ameri‘ica’‘in Mianii Nov. 7-10 at the. “copyright features, inchiding. foot-: Pix he™ ‘listed’ as. “Horror. of the~.
age from
“Something’s. Got . to
Museum,’” .“Konga, 9 -“Circus ’
head. up such a “Code but? Free-. invitation | “of - TOA . “Brexy -dohn,-:|-Give,” her unfinished. film. at 20th, Blaék
of Horrors,” made in England, and:
‘Stembler::<.)
man said, “1 am).Tot going tohead
Stembier,” in” effect. is ‘recipro- . . Wolper said ‘his- feature Will: Cost’: “I Was: Aé ‘Teenage Frankenstein”
Gt up.2.
:
‘}eating a kindness: since. Fine asked" ‘about $350,000, He will use footage. and: “EI. Was a:Teenage Werewolf:’98.
Exec reported. “y, will. ‘do avhaty. ‘him: to attend. Jast.-year’s’ ‘Allied from -.. private’ collections, :. .news- Latter. ‘two ‘were made |“here in.
|
“ Washington. Oct. -9.
US. Defense Dept. is -almost'} ‘ever. I ean to see if- there: is-any. ‘convention. The two: national exhib ‘films, stills,” clips ‘from --pix. and 1958 and: 1959.
2
finished with. “the toughening of interest. in sich-a Cade.” ’‘Meetings: orgs, :which have not always. felt} footage shot by ‘his. company.
Cohen. ‘stressed ®“he.--1S.- “still.
its regulations governing the use. with. the .guilds -will.-be' held’ ‘to. $0. kindly- disposed. towards .one an--| . At 20th; a Studio spokesman’ biisiness as :a:partner, of: pneland’s
of U.S. military fore s in motion determine their. participation. ‘He other, -have. been making’ a -great ‘Said Wolper would not be allowed: Anglo-Amalgamated’ ‘and, will “par
pictures.
y
.
said’ he would. ask..them to meet effort: of. late to: coor dinate. activi- any MM’: scenes.‘made. - for. ‘that. ticipate in-films made by that:com- mm.
Bad press during location af (with the MPAA, noting, “We. must ties in. common causes:
studio; Part:-of: ‘the. coin: derived. ‘pany abroad: However, his ‘personal
_:|frem‘ the MM film will ‘go to estab-- production activities. are - planned.
shooting of
“Longest. Day” -is. first. find out if all -groups want|._| lishing. a dramatic scholarship -at a for: the U. S:
blamed. for’ the first revision. in t to work: togefter:, and if, it can be
woe
|Jeading drama school.. Wolper: said;
the. regulations: since 1954. ‘Order- done legally.”
|adding it. would- probably. -be:-the|- ‘ Producer : “asserted “sit. is. “not!
tributed
Goldy Vii.
ing the restudy and rewrite of -the|. Freeman
Actors’: Studio. in: NY, Ww here she cheaper to: ‘make: ‘films. abroad,. but
‘regulations was. Arthur: “Sylvester. whom. the film. industry: recently.
it. is easier to “get. money.” He.
“observed.”7
!
Asst. Secretary of Defense with honored on-. occasion -of .his- 80th7:
.| charged’ “¥ou ‘will “never. get..rid”
‘Jurisdiction. over film cooperation, birthday: and .50th. anniversary . ‘in’. Clayton Pantages, who- resigned'|_
of "so-called runaway: ‘production ..
“Most important of the changes:: -moticn ‘pictures, + but, in refusing last.’ ‘month .a@s.a ‘member -of_ the|”
‘through: inion. squables, ‘but’ it-¢an|
it’s thought, calls for a daily .re-. to léad: ‘project, declared: “Eni 72 20th-Fox.: sales’ cihinet ..following.
-be averted -if the bankers and
port in expansive. detail. to. Wash- ‘years old. and fat -a- place ‘where | ihe: appointment: of: Seymour Poe.
financiers:- would. put’ up- enough:
ington’ on how ‘Inany. troops. were |You £0 to.. the: foot of ‘the: ladder as global.. Sales:: -veep,. hag: been-]: °
money .to: let.producers make’ their:
used and how.
- and: don't: start-heading | things. ad named:.general -‘sales’ ‘manager: for
-films : here:”. He. said. “his. jnitial.
- Magna ‘Pictures; :
z
A judgment. for $25.473. was: en-: -entry. to.. ‘England; “in, "1952: with: .
|.
‘The sales. ‘post’has. “been open |
at. “Magna:sinee:. the.‘ résignation: tered’ in’N. Y: Supr eme “Court last’ “River: -Boat,” “was.. ‘because: ‘of the:.
three weeks ago of veep Joe Sugar; aweek. “against - ‘Astor. ‘Pictures for: Eady. Plan. and asked ‘our ‘govern- 7
who ‘movéd to. 20th ‘to: héad-up that. alleged ‘breach: of contract ‘involv- ment to” look: “to -‘the .iniportance
of Subsidy to help ‘the: Andustrys
| company’s: Toadshow unit: . oo,
‘|-ing the distribution. “of the French |.
| film,. “Les: Amours ‘Celebres. * The|-

| Motion, Picture Industry Code’ of |

New Edicts (a [mss
Use of Treons

$2,000,000, “I -have >...

‘CLAYTON PANTAGES AS.
MAGNA CEN’L SALES MCR.|

JUDGMENTFOR$25M73.
TO GENERAL EXPORT|

| Frue ‘for Atlanta Brarich -|. judgment “was in favor -of General 1.
Film,: a-Freiich company:
Of Embassy’ Organization |"Export‘Under..a May. .28; 1962 contract

Continental Corp.

.. Embassy. Pictures’ has: ‘Opened :al: Astor received. excusive- rights ‘to.

new. bran¢h office: in Atlanta, ‘with the distribution ‘of the film..in. the |
‘Jamies Frue: ‘named ‘to. head the Of-= States: upon the signing of. the:eon- |"
fice -as’ southéastern district. man- tract, but allegedly -breached:. the: :
ager. His office’ covers -the Atlanta, -contract .‘when they . failed: to: -put.|
Charlotte; and Jacksonville terri. ‘up $25,000 as first bay.ment. aSS per’ “UEXees and -‘yegional. imanagers.- of:
tories.:":.
. Continental Distributing: Corp. will,
the:agreement. :

-: Fo..take his: new post: Frue. re-|signed. his -post ‘as’ southeastern |di-Vision - ‘manager for :-Continental Universal
Distributing.

‘Sales:Convention.

‘ gather ‘at the Americana’ ‘Hotel ‘in’
~

Quarterly: Div:

1 New :York ‘tomorrow: {Thurs.). for”
| the:‘company’s. first- national sales

On. Preferred Stock, $1 06 convention.

since the merger. OF. its ©
’ Universal. Pictures has declared: parent,. “Walter Reade Inc., “with.a. quarterly :‘dividend. of -$1.0625.-a. “Sterling * “Television. Both.- “Walter...
Reade. Jr., “chair man-of the: siewly
-Phalhers: ‘Award. Earlier Won."_|Share: on:. the. aha, cumulative
"|
Preferred . stock:
: “| formed: Waiter ‘Reade-Sterling- Inc.,.
Three and ‘Ewice: ha
Dividend: ~is ‘pavable ‘Dec. 1: 16,‘and: Sauk. Turell. prexy, . will ad“Hollywood: ‘Oct: 9.. mh stockholders: of record ‘Nov,‘15. .-; bdress the: conclave. “Irving G.: Thalberg ‘Memorial |-.
- Sales’ and. merchandising. plans
* ‘on: ‘the. company’s. fall. and: -winterAward: hereafter. Will. not- be“ be--]..“| rélease «sked ‘will be" principal-.topstowed upon. the’ same - individual
|.° “NOT:NECESSARI Ly.FINAL
ies. of ‘diséussion; Sked -;ineludes
more. than once, under a Tew rul-.
| ing -- adopted - last * ‘week’ by-. the Latestan. ‘Mouthful -“Titles. Per: “Loneliness ot The: ‘Long ‘Distance:
Stan Kubrick .
Academy of: Motion. Picture’ Arts &
_--,|Runner,” 2 4Lov crs Of. ‘Ter uel,” :
Sciences Board:.of ‘Governors.. In- “
“Your. Shadow:
-Mine,” “The.
gtanley. Kubr ick:: Awho* directed: ‘Great Chas,” age ‘Sporting. Life: an
the past, Darryl F, ‘Zanuck: was a]
three-time -winner and Hal’ Wallis + “Lolita” for. ‘Metroy. has’ signed’. a: “The: Wrong -Arm-:. of The’ Law, *
-multiple-picture- ‘déal: with .Colum=-" “The Balcony,” and: “Mir, ‘Hulot’s: ”
copped prize. twice.
7 Governors;: it’s: téported; felt: that: ‘bia. in behalf of . ‘Harris- Kubrick Holiday. ia ‘Latter’ is. being. reissued:
.
it is. more’ like the- ‘Nobel. Prize |.‘Productions:
:j to..theatres -after “having .beén. rez “Award, ‘once..a person- receives the
--First -film ‘under ite contact.is: ‘edited. and practically. Tescored:
r
by
honor he. has. his Nobel. prize,;..and to. star’.-Peter Sellérs,. - “isto be Jacques: Tati: - rs
a
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“Sneaksas FridayNightHypo G;awgE|SSIThrow.na
Sh ”
Policy, Warns Cy Harvey:
| COMINGCLEARERWrong
Rifkin; ‘Tout Oldiesas TVDoes’

; - New:‘York’ City ‘tlieatres: ‘Friday. (4 night looked as if.they were. 7
Le
adopting their own ‘version of that: w éll-known: legit, play: ‘to hypo ast

‘“" sagging: ‘buisiness—the twofér: In legit, of. course, “this is: the sale «|:
“OF two- seats for: the. price of --one:: “As being. -practiesd-by. exhibs
2° the’ other. night; it’ meant. two pix—the’ ‘eurrent attraction, ‘plus .*

cE spectal Hollywood: sneak. preview, as ‘unnamed. ‘in the ads.”
:
an ce
| By. VINCENT ‘CANBY’
“Our! ‘Broadway Friday-. night, the firstrun - Astor,. “Criterion: aad |
Some
44. weeks. ‘after. its.‘launeh- |!
ae
_ DeMille: were. all-using the “sneak’’ come-on- In-the neighborhoods, Ving.
|
By..'GUY LIVINGSTON
4
United: ‘Artists’ | - precedental.| ~
“sneaks” were being.plugged. at five: RKO: howises; two Century, two
“Premiere. Showcase” : plan — the {|
af
°
;
Boston, ‘Oct. 9.
-Skouras and 10 -housés participating. in - United: ‘Artists ‘Preniiere:
“aLongest?
“As
First.
Hit.
-day-dating of its Broadivay. first-"/
- “Phere ‘are ‘big Zains in Europe,
“+. Show case: plan tincliding some -additional- Century. outlets), 7.2
. Darryl |.EF. Zanuck’s
“The- ;and: because
runs
with
‘up.to
16.
other.
‘theatres
|":
of
the - Common
In=the- case: of the. sneaks: -at: the Premiere ‘Showcase.. houses, UA™ ~
throughout ‘the. whole New. York _ “Pongest Day’ * look. like. the.’ | Market; you will.see a Tot of films,”’
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.
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‘(Continued on page. 18)
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- .his i
is
5 simply toexpressmy thanks and: appreciation tothese

“who. supported. me in:the production of “THE: LON GEST DAY” at.a time:

| wheniTneeded itmost.

|

me

“My: DDayo
came in.mid:October 1961.1faced avitaldecision —

“to.quitand. callita day, or.‘to.gamble against enormous. odds:
.

a

Thenotoriously.bad Normandy weather i
in:
1 winter.. |

b..‘The uncertainty. ofobtaining further military cooperation.,

“Ce.‘The mounting production cost.

dd.‘The refusal ofseveral:‘topfilm directors toparticipate
| in:the operation: (This j
1s.how! IBot.into the act).

ween ‘The refusalofcertain stars to:accept cameo
«
roles.
‘Myfirst citation goes to.Elmo Williams (my associate producer
en and right. arm) who:urged me
n on,when almost allotherspredicted disaster,

“My: second citation toRobert Mitchum who. was. the firstimportant

startto- accept a.
t cameo role.
- This.ledto the:“rushtoget intothe act.”
~

My third citation
¢
to John‘Wayne who accepted a cameo role
even. after he knew the same: role had been turned down by.another
star who considered it“insignificant.”
7

2 Myfourth citation to’Richard Burton who flew back: and forth

‘ benweenRome
2
and Paris.to.work: over theweekends, without :
a
2 complaint.

My fifthcitation toailmy. First and.Second Unit. Directors, especially
Andrew’ Marton; a stubborn, tireless work-horse. who: never. flinched”

wher.redemanded the "umpossile”
ee
7

My. sixthcitation to:my:six
¢ production secretaries (American, British

; ant French), who put: up.with me for ten hectic, sleepless months on...
thirty-seven locations: who patiently accepted my impatience,
omy

rt
rudeness and: even: my.abuse.

Anatto
>all
oftheothers, my gratitudeand:thanks,

ok aa
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Ingmar’8:L.A.“Fest”
Les
Angelés,’ Oct. 9..
Ingmar. Bergman Film Festis.
: val -will ‘start twoweek :-tenure’

1

‘at arty. Vagabond Theatre Oct. |
12, with: 14 of Swedish ‘direc- ~

.: tor’s top.’ films packaged. in’
twos. for. two days: each:::
Program. . “dncludés . ep or: “ment”. and: "Three: ‘Strange:

were the theme. Sunday.
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of another

television. panel
.discussion arranged by David) —
kicking “off fete;.-- TL
Susskind, himself an _arstwhile | After: Big Bally They. Yank | - Loves,”
licit “Interlude,” ‘Secrets .of.
“Liaisons,” Unseen by Atlanta « - Women;" ‘The Naked Night;
film ‘preducer.: .On. “Open End”.
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over WNEW-TV
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Opens In Philly:

‘last. week “at. a- meéting:: of....

7 ‘Spain's - Council of Ministers with

that jegal- ais

was .the ‘better: part of.|=

ful films. were “bum-rapping” the |valor’ and ‘yanked’ Astor ‘Pictures’ |.-.
“Dangerous Love. Affairs” - thes, :
| Liaisons. Dangereuses), scheduled |.

‘stars:

UA Showcase

» lin “the ‘D-Day. ‘pattle,” Serving
T color guards...

(Another arresting’. moment: in | to open following .day.at Fine. Art.
—
from page 5 —
the discussion. eame when ‘the Thursday «display. ad. in: both: =a -Continned:

approval :‘of: ‘proposals :submitted: -

: Philadelphia, Oe: 9: “1 by the ‘hew- Minisfer- “of: Informa-*tion, Fraga Iribarnie:
Lee
ae Tn: @ -preamble:. to his’ ‘specific. —
proposals, the.. minister: explained a

“Smiles of. a Summer. ‘Night;””:
quoted—and misquoted—the™ open- |
John ‘and. Ruth. Carter,. owners
“The Lojigest ‘Day’? (20th).will:
“The. Seventh. Seal,” “wild...
and
operator's
of
Capri.
Cinema
and.’
ing paragraph -of the ‘page one ban-- Straeberries;”*: “Brink of Life;’’: [De :‘Biven:. a: full-dress- ‘premiere at:
i
Fine
Art
Cinema
in
Buckhead,-silk-}:
ner story last issue of -VARIETY-..
“The. Magician;” .“‘The- Virgin {the Goldman. Theatre “tomorrow:
i-stocking. suburb: of. Atiatita,: ‘de-']Spring,” “The Devil's:
J
“Eye: a, .(10),-with. members: of -‘the ‘Fourth’
herein Tony ‘Curtis. implied. that |‘cided ‘Thursday 4).
_
Land: 29th Divisions, who: took part:
plundering. producers of ‘unsuccess- | cretion

Madrid, ‘Oct: ‘9.

© yudiar’‘move: ‘to reorganize: the
governiient: commission for: classis-; ::

partof: Special ‘Stuff és.‘Day’;fication and censorship was adopted: -

HA Lesson in Love;” ‘Dreams,’

“Atlanta, Oct. ‘9.
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‘that reorganization’ was. overdue to:
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insure - ‘procedural’. efficiency... . to..-

as ‘meet: the: ‘demands. of the: ‘Spanish

Paul Anka,”one® of tte. ‘’40-0dd

film industry... 7
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The: new: classification-censorship a

|:names in the film, will: conduct the},commission -will be’ -_presided’ over .
Artisans Band in: front: ‘of ‘the. thea-: by: the ‘Director General’ for’Cihe=:

tre:‘in: his own. march composition ‘ma .With the. Secretary-- ‘General
morning. Constitution: and. -evening : ‘let,’ s6.. far. denied: them,: in ‘addi- “The Longest: Day. ” Opening. perwhose knowledge. of English is less. yarns ‘contained: line:- “So ‘Con-_ ‘tion to the. outlying Kingsway... . formance. is a benefit ‘premiere: ‘for.’ Cinema acting as. vice-presi-. *Seen : .
Be that as-it- “‘may,. the grosses on. “sponsored . by: the ~:Philadelphia. dent. ‘The commission .“secretary oe
than perfect. was asked to. state’| troversial, even-the French banned:
will: be: named by the~minister.. of
‘what she regarded as “fulfillment. hi.
Also: ‘Some = say “it s -“over-: four. of the ‘first’ five. UA “Show- ‘Count: Council, of: the- American:
Greek

actress,

Melina

Mercouri.
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| information. ‘on ‘the recommenda: ©
others:3 case”. releases: are. impressive, ..to
| tion: of: ‘the -director-‘general and.
‘wit: (1): ‘Hong .Kong,” running: at ‘Legion Auxiliary.*
wished. to fall in ‘love. ‘then sleep charge it’s. pornographic, :‘Tewd!”.»
‘Maj.-:Gen. ‘Norman’ D.. Cota and, members, of -the commission. The
¥3. ‘shawease | theatres: for three ‘Arthur.
|:
with the’ one. with. ,which one. had
B. “Dutch” :: Schultz, two‘ ministerial. decree then’ subdivides
In atcordante with City of. At.
‘weeks, racked up a. total. gross of:
{alles
in love.
Various signals anta’s :motion picture: film. rating.
Philadelphia area residents, whose. ‘membership. for classification * and. .
“$335, 619; (2) “Bird -Man” of'Alea-~”
warned her to stop.)
lordinance,
declared. -unconstituStories -figure ‘prominently inthe -for censorship,
=~ :
‘traz.” 11. theatres, ..three-. ‘Weeks, :
“Susskind: ridiculed, "Tony Curtis’ jtional but ‘ruled |operable . for. 30°:
‘pie, will-be guests. at the premiere. |
‘The censor-‘group will: now be’:
$490. 249: (3) “Judgment at: ‘Nurem_ fuggestion that stars are:..too:. often | Cays by judge .to’ ‘give. city. chance
Governor David Law rence prom- ‘composed’ of eight mémbers’ named .
berg,” 14 ‘theatres, -four” weeks, :
“bium-rapped” “for. mistakes made to appeal. ad says: “Not.-recom-:
by the minister of information;
(4) “The. Miracle. Work: |Ases’ to attend.”
|
$645,184:
“by management.. Referring to Cur- ‘mended ‘for the immature... 1Cus~ er,” first, two: weeks; A2: theatres, 1
representatives of the Ministry: of Writing in Filing in Reviiew, - or- Interior ‘and':the Ministry of. Edu-.
tis:as “that great industry ‘mind.” -tomary. usage. is. ULY.- ‘Unsuitable. $257,880...
the panelmaster ignored the refer- for Youth? and or: Objectionable). oe : Hong - Kong.”2. in addition, “went| gan of. the’ National ‘Board’ of: ‘Re-. cation, and.an ecélesiastic to: ‘be.’
ence to bad management. by. pro-|.
jon. to bring. in” $178,000: :-in ‘one ‘view of. ‘Motion: Pictures,..“editor. selectted: from:‘a‘list. of:- film-wise” ducers. and indicated. that the: Star.
| week. of its first subsequent run in | Henry Hart’ hailed .-Darryl- F, _La-: candidates. submitted. ‘to: the infor- .
2
only thought. :-that. there. was too
[67 houses,.and “Bird-Man”-to bring]. nuck’s*: “The-- . Longest. .Day- :. aS: mation --minister, :
Much
talk about “salaries; set]
bin’.$268,. 000° in its: first subsequent |:“not: :only.. an: engrossing «Notion | Forming the claséification: group.
-| picture. about a major. -historical will: be -representatives.. from” the
senperaient per sonal. “behat ior, | APPOINTEE, EXITS 20TH release. week’ in. 66. houses.,
‘The: IZ-week Premiere
“Show-: ‘event,: but ‘one. of the great motion. ‘Ministries. ‘of. Industry. and-:Com:
merce;
from . “the ‘Entertainment ~.
Hollywood; |Oet. 9.
‘€ase- runs of. these four : pix .ac- ‘Pictures’ of.‘all. ‘time. eS
This was ty ‘pical of . thie sweeping:
Sindicato: ‘representatives .. from David. Brow 1, an executive’ with ‘counted .for a- total: £rOss of --$1,-.
(if lively) gener alizations and. only
. production, 'distribiition, ‘and ‘ex-.
728,932: .Unmentioned - ‘by. .WA:
partially: articulated. ideas whieh -20th- Fox for.the ‘past. 10° years,”
| hibition branches | of .‘the: industry”
to terminate - ‘the: execs |are. the. grosses on: the two-:
dominated most of the telecast, de-. in” negotiation
and a: member representing *‘film .voted, Susskind promised at the. active: exclusive phase of.‘his. ‘eon:- week showcase run of. the Elvis.
directors. ::In ‘addition; the. National ©
That]:
cutset, to exploring: reasons for the. tract ‘with the: studio, s6 that. Re ‘Pr esley “‘Starrer,: *Rollow
‘|Film Institute; the’ official govern- ©
can. be free to make ‘a ‘deal: ‘else-- Dream,” .which: ‘opened - ‘Aug. 1.7
‘sickness of the American movie.
where, the’ €xce confirmed. here. However, Presley pix -have’. ‘been |
‘Lake George, NY, O€t: |9. -1 ment - newsreel ageneéy, -the.. Film:
business.
Panel member Mike
|+ The: ‘booming. . ‘summer. resort. Training Institute and. the. National
Frankovitch:. veep
of Columbia | -Brown’said he instituted hegotia- consistently. off: in (N.. Y.,: though
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Film. Library will ‘each have seats | :
Pictures
«whieh released Sucs- |tions for a release: because no :pro- drawing“ ell in other’F patts of ine, village. of Lake..George-avill. have: a. |
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‘she reflected. that
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DAVID BROWN, ZANUCK

ACME. BLUEPRINTING
-LAKE GEORGE HARDTOP.
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kind’s

“probably

“Raisin. in The

unprofitable” ;duction is planned. at..20th -hefore

Sun”.

and

h as his |expiration

of his contract .-néxt.

country.

Grosses, of: course,: -mean: little: in

| new;. plush. theatre, With a capacity: and: votes.- ‘Finally, ‘the. minister ~~
of. 500° to..-600. and’: “with _ample ‘will ‘designate’: five: members, from” ~

among ’ filni.. critics; screen: writers /f
‘| parking’ facilities, “if. - plans upcoming “Requiem: for A: Heavy- lMarch.
to ~ 20th.He will. remain. under pact. ‘themselves—it's’ Ahe® net: rental’ to . Samuel
of ‘and. “outstanding film commen: ae
E.. Rosenblatt, ;- Albany,
in
‘a
non-exclusive,
ad-the.
distrib
‘and
the
profits
Teft:
for.
}
weight’ performed yeoman: Serv-yr
on
m
president of: Acme: Theatres Ane:; tators.ice’ in straightening: out his.seme- | visory capacity” for the next four. “exhibs ‘which ;‘spell: the. ‘success’ or: ‘materialize. While the. anriounded: intention. .
the.
failure’
of
:a’:
booking.
Accord:
|:
time biz: associate. It was Franko-. |¥ears.
Costing: $300: 000. and” "centrally of the: ‘decree is:“to. expand ..com~ +?
vitch, a more careful reader, who: ~ Brown. Was ‘brought to.“S0th’ by’ ‘ing‘to UA, experience ‘so far. shows. located, it: will be ready. for: opera:
Darryl
F..
Zanuck,
then
production
the.
showcase’
plan
‘to
be.
successful:
pointed out that Curtis only was’)
tion ‘during. the. summer” of :1963: it; gives. the. Director °‘General for ~. §
“blaming. those; people. who blame. Chief at.- the -studio,. ‘In - - January on both. counts. Though a-bundle’ Promoter. ‘envisages: Seasonal: Cinema - discretionary - “power “to ¢
1952,
as-an
exec
in
the:
‘Story..
‘de‘was.
spent
on.
trade
and
daily.
copy.
actors” for all ‘incustry ills. The
“operation of 16 to. 20. W eéks for. the ereate. _Sub-groups_ ‘to censor: and exec also, with | refreshing. frank-. -partmrent: He... was exec. chief: of to-launch the plan; itds now func- new: hardtop.
‘classify’ throughout:-the. ‘year—in-.
a:
‘the
.
studio's:
stoiy.department,
“as
tioning °sO that, ‘for: ‘example, the -” Kallet:
ness. suggested’ that ‘management.
Theatres, °of
Oneida, cluding:the almost® totally- inactive: -§
Well as. genéral -‘production exéc conipany can-‘spend. less on. “advacation. months—the- move is pri- _.
was sometimes directly responsible ;
i .to Zanuck | ‘and. the. -late|“Buddy ‘promoting. the” ‘opening of ‘Bird lessees. of.the Lake. Theaire for: the
marily - ‘interpreted. ‘as a-means. of: ..
{or.pr oduction foulups.
‘Adler.. In September -of 1960, after- Man” than it’ did .on Jaunching.- an=. past -two: séasons,. -closed: it- ‘Labor.
Ht wv as-not always easy: for Franko- “Adler’s:. death, he’ -asked..to~ be: other Burt. ‘Lancaster. Starrer,,. “El-- “Day. Previously late: ‘Boby: “Yates. ‘padding: the commission :‘with: néwvitch who.had ta sit there listening = relieved: of his -exeé;. duties’ so ‘he ‘mer Gantry,” but..get- added. ‘mile-'| conducted. the : theatre’ for years, members —prepared to -judge.-.and
ballot’ in keeping.with ‘the: minis=~ |,
to Susskind belittle the talents and could become a pr oducer.
page out .of. the “Bird “Man”. -cam=.|. ‘His: “Widow ‘and. the: ‘Yates Estate: | ter’s ‘aim. to soft. pedal ‘excessive. :-now.. ¢6-owners.
successes of a, number: of Columbia |
He had- dévelopéd: four. ‘motion paign since retur ns were. coming: in’, are.
;
Rosenthal.
alr eady... aw ns” the | censor “policies of the ‘past and . »
properties
ithe: “Gigot”™ pix, as-{
{rom 11. ‘houses,

“welli as
Meet”),

Jules

picture properties. including “The instead. of: just |mearby Fort George Drive-in arid |
|meét -out™ film: ‘subsidies: ‘with | the.
We| | Battle of. Leyte: Gulf” -and: “The: one. tthe, Capitol) as.
with, “Gantry.”
aim ‘to. advance -quality, '
| the-new. Glen ‘Drive-in; eight miles’ firm
#
‘Chinese. Réom.”* He was the or-'}
= Pending State Council, approyal “*
4-distant
and.
controls
the
Cobleskill
Dassin. Melina “Mercouri, ‘iginal producer” of
the late: .experiencé in’ “the - first -14.weeks.

‘Strangers

Other,

pane}

When

menibers,

the Jt last. wéek “of. the. ministers’ . reor-. oF
Robert. Preston and Anthony. Per- » Marilyn Monroe's: last’film, “Some= has.also. proven their original. con-. -Drive- in, at . Richmondville,
‘ganization plan. :it was: Jearnéd that: {
kins had. an. easier” go, -everrone thing’s Got to: Give.” but- withdrew: j.tention that. ‘making the’ pix ‘avail-. Park. “Theatre. in’. Cobleskill, “and :
[the Diréctor General. for Cinema’-: 4
the.
‘Catskill
‘inCatskill.
*
getting. in. plugs..for their forth- from -it. after-‘she Was. arinouricéd “Lable:
“
throughout. .the .-city simul
_The last-named, built: by. Rosen=: had already: ‘appointed _a: new ‘cen-coming releases.
:for the filni.
‘| taneously. -has: Had’ not” appr eciable’| ‘platt:
;
‘around 1950. is now leased by” sor .group:. secretary -and six: new.
Dassin: forthrightly Stated his | Before. coming to “Hollywood: {effect on. the Broadway ‘day-date’ |-Ben. Resniek; Palestine-born- opera- .‘members: after’ -aceepting . resigna-..-)
Nv iew S- against
‘censorship. -«“Only | Brown was managing ‘éd of Cos- ‘grosses .—-. the: idea -. ‘being: that “tor: of: the“ Ontedra™ Theatre im:[tions : from: “retiring..censor :.vet-..
the self-imposed. censorship of trie|mepolitan mag,: editor-in-chief ;of. Broadw ay pic-goers. ‘are’ not. nec: Fleischmanns ‘Catskill Mtr town). -erans.: : The new- “secretary,:” - Jose. .-¢
artistic .creator is’ valid”
while? Liberty -mag.: and: in ‘various show-. éssarily -coming in. ‘from. the: ‘out- 7 ‘Luis de: Celis, unlike’ his: predéces: ‘lying areas. Thus, they. Say,.. “Bird |=
Perkins and Preston . spoke ‘as; biz. and: ‘publishing Positions.
| Sor, has: ‘long years of.:experience = -1-Man” .did: ‘something in-‘the neigh- |
“working actors who have no de-|
fas a screen ‘writer ‘and director of: .§
~.|-borhood of: $37,000 in: ‘its first].
sire to’ produee. their own vehicles.
‘| documentary: fiims:: All. appoint=-:+£zB:
=} week at? thie’ Astor on Broadway—|..
At one point in the show. Susskind |
:
ments. were. temporar
but -are.ex-.
§
ja. top: gross..in- pre-Preniiere: Show-. —
laid the blame for Hotlywood’s ills|
‘Continued trom page:8.ames | pected. to be. conktrney: shortly now : 4
‘case days—even.. though. available has «
directly on the shoulders of the —
“Les - -Amours’ Celebrés: Me : ‘that -the. -government-approved. ‘deéeContinued -:from page 3 —
‘at “10 other, theatres.
actor-producers, * the impheation ;
cree -has.. appeared - in the: ‘official ae
“Sketch. film’ by.-Michel: Boistond.being that few actors (if any). ments to fill for Dino De~Lauyen-.- It isn't a question “of:“syphoning ' Trans-Lux ‘has Claude ‘Chabrol’s.. ‘state. bulletin.
‘are qualified to -pick- properties. tiis. is trying ‘to move. up: first one. ‘off grosses from ‘Broadway. by go- |. “Ophelia,” a variation on the. Ham-.|.™:
-girectors. éte.. This was questioned j'to first of the year to make him hing. day-date. around - =the - -city3 , ‘Tet theme,” and: George. Lautner’s
| -by Dassin: who pointed out: that available fer. “Sanchez” in. “April: rather: the’ “plan ‘has. shad’ the: effect’ “suspenser. “Le Septieme Jure.’: A‘}
the lepit theatre had been. built 1 Should ‘this: be. arranged, pic would
| of
0 attracting | patrons -who.. were new. distrib- firm, Merlyn Films, has. |-- Honolulu, Oct. 9.
by the successful “actor-managers” ;“start then. if: not, DeSiea must ‘do not’ going .to the: ‘Broadway “outlet. | Jacques. Rivette’s “Paris Nous Ap=| “Brit: ‘of. “Diamond Head” ACol)- ag
both DeLaurentiis :‘films. pushing. answaye._ oa:
of old.
;- partient”: for early Nov. release.®: | was: shown. toa ‘small: invitational £
x¥
Paramount: Wilr’ release: “Male: -group. -of. Hawaii travel industry
Ungnestioned star of the two- 1.his: availability. to October: -or No-|.
vember of next. Year. Miss: Loren . fices,” : Juliette. -Greco' starrer, as” -people:: Tuesday -12);. “with John: C.:. ?
‘hour session, however, was’ “Miss.
is ‘commited. {6 | Samuel. ‘Bronston Cer Sues
S Ponti Over.
‘Where: The. ‘Truth Liss.” ‘Metro- Flinn. Jr,.‘studio’s director: of pub- --/
Mercouri. and’ the show at Iast
for “Fall. of the. Roman. Empire,"*'J.
has: Brigitte. Bardot-Marcelo- Mas-. licity. and:advertising.. present. Phocame alive in the final 30 mint utes|
which. she will try to nove: ‘to a
troianna starrer, “Un ‘Vie Privee,’ ”{ tography« (by ‘Sam. Leavitt)*drew. ot
when Susskind: dropped. all pre- | January start on. 16-week. schedule;
Ronie.. Oct. 9:. . Feady. for Telease ‘as. “A . Very ‘Priv racclaim “from. ‘the tourism. group, 5
tense. of exploring the “sickness” !to pe free for possible April. ‘start.
“Boccaccio: 10” (Embassy),; whieh |.‘vate Affair.”
aor
who Zeneraliv. agreed Kauai. island::.-§
of the movies and concentrated. on}. ‘Additionally... “producer” said ‘he
has ‘already been’. the. subject of | Currently. Gallic 4
pix. are holding has: never looked: Tovelier,’:
the Greek actress’ ‘Views 6n. me 1,
contr oversy.
‘during.
‘this. » year’‘Ss their’ own “at: the. NIY. “boxeffices|:
:
‘has:
now
had
to
.stop.
‘negotiations:
love and: life. She’s all girl.Print, -as- ‘screened. ‘at! the “‘nabe- “fy
ywith” ‘George ‘Ghakiris ° and ° Rita Cannes’: Film Festival, -is. Row in- with
‘La st- Year at: Marienbad” . Varsity. theatre2,
Aaby... ;
ran 108- minutes... * Moreno which had. been: -uriderway, . volved in “a: ‘$160, 000: ‘damage ‘suit|:
nearing “sixth. ‘month: at: Carnegie
|.
+ filed. in Rome‘ court: against pro-| Hall’ Theatre:. -Oscar--Wwinner ‘: “The | “Charlton: Heston- starrer is’ based. ‘due to’ ‘lack of Starting: ‘date..
on Peter Gilman’ 's best-seller.book, “§
ducer Car lo. Ponti.
‘Sky: Above-—The Alud Below” set-.
’ Complaint: has. beetr. entered by. ting recordson the ‘Loew's* ‘circuit; . ‘Which. stirred’a.certain’-amount- ‘of: “
prodticer ..Antonio .Cervi, ‘ sor: of. “Agnes Varda's “Cleo.-From:5 to 7 . controversy here because the* key: =
} actor Gino: Cervi. Cerxi's. citation, : set: at; Walter Reade's Cinema IT ‘figure-is,. by Hawaii's’ ‘standards; “aoo
: and. “racial. purist:’a
uckus
started when
country's ‘presénted. by his: lawyer,.. ‘claims _and tA ‘Very Private Affair” open= bigot
|Eos ‘Angeles, Oct. 9:
Film. Aya “have wits, world: pres ce 3
Pum Bureau: rep; Carmen: - Baez, that Ponti, assuinéd: the. entire -re-. ing. last: ‘Friday’. -simultaneously- at
“Tepaz. &Film Cor p. “has. acquired , refused approval ‘of treatment ‘pre-. ‘sponsibility. of the. pie “by. ‘remiov~" Loew’ s State. and. Beckman. Thea-- miere. here in.' Januar ‘yy ‘probably in
TE
ts: sti “thution. r ichts. to two|‘sented because: of “distorted. pice ing. despecially in.: “foreign:. screen-. trés: “Tales: of: Paris’ ’ js in'second -Consolidated..- ‘Amusement - Co.'s ap
“films made in: Italy; “War of the: ‘ture that would. be: harmful, to..its ‘Ings! the Ceérvi ‘name -which.- no | month at. Liffle. Carnegie, Francois ; Waikiki: theatre, with. Mainland. yee
££
national Publicity: drive.” Kasther longer. appears: in. film’s credits or Truffaut's -Jules:- -et-: Jim”. and | lease. ‘following. -in. February,” ‘pres:
Fianets.-. starring Claude Rains, refuted,
in.
publicity:
oe
saving. “The. ‘picture. will|.
“Shoot: The. P-iaiio- Player’ and: ‘Sumably On a saturation ‘bookings
and “Atom Age Vampire.”
Jnot be ‘distorted: it is an honest| ‘Cervi- ‘also. complains: that: pic Jean- Lue. .Godard’s '
:
‘“Breathless”. “basis.
Both: will be released -hy ‘Dee. 1, {depiction of .a. poor family. which:
“was shown at. Cannes: without’ the »
aeverding fo prexy.. Paul Schreib- |will treat the Mexican ‘people with episode. ‘directed. ‘by .Mario. Moni= showing in subsequent’-runs, _Even.|-“Hawaii : ‘Visitors - Bureau: Shieh’ a.
the old Gallic classics, “L’ Atalante” unofficially. sees: ‘Diamond. Head”: ran, “to fill the current void of|‘dignity. ”” He said it could ‘be: made ‘cell, and:. -that:~ ‘this: .
action. ..vas| and ‘Zero. de. Conduit” are getting: as: the. biggest booster.for-Isletour :
Rew
Pietures
on the © Amebkicarr in other areas; but would: not : be: taken. “without --his (Cervi’s). prior.
‘commercial re-showi ing. Lafayette, ism since “Blue Hawaii” (Par) will’ a
“Warket:?
as. -mieaningf uly:
vee consent as. coproducer of the film. ‘they |are.herel.
assist Jin, the ‘premiere, ~
4
~.

“Friends of:
France -

Mexican Sensitivity

CoFor:‘Diamond Head?

2

.

“‘Boceaccio’
|
Dispute

TWO MADE INITALY

|ssn rine rome awaiting deci|

HANDLED VIA. TOPAZ ean government” now requires,

_

| [OCTOBER Ist. |—Fi
Arts
ne
Theatre

‘screenplaybyKEITH:WATERHOUSE &WILLIS HALL
~Produced’ by” JOSEPH JANNI
Directedby” JOHN. SCHLESINGER

| OCTOBER 3rd |—shubert Theatre.

Book,Music and Lyrics

by
LESLIE BRICUSSE and ANTHONY NEWLEY

"REPRESENTATION:

‘GREGSON 4No WIGAN, LTD.,
Page: House,
OL, Shaftesbury Avenue,
aM

.

London,W.1.
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"LOSS ANGELES.|

els’Nice$12,000Det:“Defant’
-TIG, ‘Grave’ 146;‘Grimm’ Wow 16446)

(Continued ‘from: page- 8)

|Toreadors’Tall136,Galahad226

" (Man) (reissues) .(Ist:wk), $5, 000.
Iris (FWC) (825; -$1.25-$1, 49). |
“+ “Carry. On, :‘Teacher’. (Gov). and|
|“Doctor. in Love’. lind): (reissues):
oa ime. -Okay. $3,800
)

Rash
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St: Louis. “(Arthury (3. 800: "5:90) ; sia, ‘England; the. U:S: and. “Mexico. ...
Wk): -Hot}

$5,060.in. ‘final week. Last .week, —'300.- ‘Spartans’. 420th). ‘and- Ht ‘Aecording to the. Buréau. if: dif- |
1 $4,000...
‘| Happened. in Athens” «20th). Slight-| ficulties “prevent’ the: sending. °“of
OL: Douglas. Netter Jr. .is resign-.
Viking. (Sley) Uy‘000; 95:$1. 80)—'1'$7, 000: Last. week, “Rear Window” | especially: invited: films, respective
ing as ‘exec’ veep: of. Astor Pictures | “Damn: the Defiant” 4Co}) (3d :-wk). (Par) and... “Detective Story”! (Par. ‘governments . are ‘authorized -

f Doug: N.etter’sSCol Chore

. (reissues). (2d. wk, $7, 500:.
to head up special sales. unit work-. “Slim » ‘$5: 000: Last: ‘week,’ "$5,500:
1 make changes. “Only
regulation:
‘ing. on. Sam
Spiegel's. upcoming.
World
\R&B- Pathe). . 14993: -95- |: ‘Snady* Oak. tArthur). 760: :90-1 being- “that: ‘entries. must’have :ob|Col..-hardticketer.. “Lawrence of $1.80—"Best.-: of Enemies’ "tCol.) $1.25)—‘‘Operation Snatch”..(Cont). tained an: international: prize. A

| |Arabia.” He'll “be. \orking with’. Trim /$3;900,: Last ‘week,: “Matter: sof Good $3,500.. Last week, “Carry On| slot: is-also” open, for .prize winner: ©
_ Col sales veep: ‘Rube. Jackter,
T Who”: (Herts) (2d wk),+ $2.6
600,
Teacher” Indie): (2d wk),$2,500, . of the.San’‘Francisco, Festival,
oe

2 ty!

.

©” Wednesday, October 10,1962.

In? 1907 thebluenoses. raised SO: ‘much: fuss. ‘over: ‘Richard’ Strauss’ opera,
“Salome,” that the‘Metropolitan Opera faced.a national scandal.

‘In’1908 New York'ss.Mayor G. B.McClelland. was. forced by.reformers to..close.
all:film: theatres. on.‘Sundays. :a

eo
In 1910. the Sdn Francisco board. oF ‘censors:summarily banned 32 films as.
*
:
:
Po,
f public exhibition. |
unfit for:
|
in: 1922. reform. ‘agitation ‘against’‘films(and the private |
lives of:certain actors)
| forced the.industry. to:setup the: “Hays: Office" to cope with. the problem...
aante

In: 1997 a’ darter arose: fo.purge,the.legitimate stage ‘of Broadway.

“In: 1935. the: Women’ s‘National Radio Comniittee blew: up such.a hullabaloo
si CBS blossomed. out with:“new.‘Program policies”

4, “And today = well,today, the’war “of:values: goes. ‘on. Almost any issue. of|
“VARIETY. is replete with: Hews stories about. bluenoses:.and- ‘yeformers, and. often
enough: with. the.same kind: of absurd aftermaths which marked earlier events.
* After the 1907 "Salome" ‘whoopdedo. atthe Met Opera, vaudeville burst forth.
with a. rash ‘of."Salome"! dancers. After. the Sabbatarian’ crackdown of “1908, .
-theatre. operators reopened on: Sundays with educational films. Unfortunately.
showmen ‘have: ever: since: played ‘down’ educational-.films like.‘the:week before

“Christmas —a. result:the reformers: had. Not:‘intended.

.

“The. foregoing, little récital offorgotten incidents; culled from. VARIETY, ‘serves,
asa ‘reminder that we. have’ been. reporting. the news-of show business fora very
long time. now: Inthe: process: ‘of: :digging,. collating, clarifying and relating facts;
= pertaining to the.whole. area of. entertainment, “VARIETY Aas become accepted ds
ome. primary source. ofbasicinformation on ‘amusements.
|

“Coincidentally, there:has‘been, from the outset, aai recognition ‘ofthe: advertising
value: implicit. inpaid. display: space. placed alongside the: lively, realistic,. bunk-free
Jaccounts. ‘which. are. thestock-in-trade of
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vapierys’. LONDON orrice-“49 St. ‘James's ‘Street, Piccadilly.

» Exit
t Alberto Reig
{_
|
er
uc
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To
er
Irwin Shaw—Writ
Madrid, Oct.-2.°

“Continuing the. clean. sweep.

of -key entertainment: and.in- -|'f:
formation posts in-the Ministry:
Paris-Based Writer Is ‘Producing His °First, Pic, . of, Information, :Alberto Reig’ ~
.
“London | a,
ae
“AWwas relieved as director of the. :
Director Robt. Parrish Partnered in Col. Deal
Official: Spanish: newsreel.
~Rerry Thomas’ “pack: from Hollywood ‘to. ‘take- Up |‘His: rolein:Walter .?
* agency,- No-Do, ‘and replaced. : Shenson’s. “comedy: satire“ on™.the “Russo-American’ ‘space |‘race;
i by Manuel. Garcia. Vinolas.
Mouse..on.the .Moon.”: After: he- finishes this: chore;.. he ‘will: Teturn to
By GENE MOSKOWITZ
Reig. ‘had. over. 20: years °ee ‘America to complete Hig work’ on. “It's a Mad, ‘Mad, Mad, ‘Mad: Werld.” ».
Paris, Oct. 9.
Draws Spanish Exhibs i . Service : with: No-Do.-wheén ‘the -, | Incidentally, Margaret Rutherford, who" has: a ‘role in “Mouse,””* is leav- =.
Noted Yank writer, Irwin Shaw,
"Madrid, Oct:. 9.--: : shift. took. place. Sworn in. by... -} ‘ing ‘the. cast. of “The School* ‘tor:‘Seandal,” now running at ‘the ‘Hays.
has |:. ‘Shewease - exhibitors from. five | “the (Undcrseeretary.. of) In- | market, “next Saturday.. 113).
;
American ‘actor, ‘Thomas. ‘Aldredge;- j
@ lengtime Paris
resident,
turned «pic producer: for. the first key Spanish ‘cities joined Metro}. '. formation, new director Garcia a jnow: playing in “‘The ‘Prémise:” at. the Comedy: Theatre, ‘says. that: he --*
chore:
Ww
Vinolas
founded
the
«.
first.
and. United’ Artists. toppers’. and‘|
{and ‘other- members’ of the cast. ‘hope: to shoot :a- ‘feature, “The ‘Troublée- Pe
time. He is enjoying the ne
and yniends: to. .de ‘it more often, ' four ranking. ‘executives ‘of. Cine- |" “National” Dépt: ‘of: ‘Motion. Pic-. ‘} maker,” in ‘New. York -and London for two -months; starting’ ‘this: month: ~
‘tures.
and..
‘Theatre:
-under
-the.
It: ‘will ‘be produced ‘and: directed: “by “Premise” “star; Theodore. Je
but @nly once every two years rama ‘in. a junket to the Paris world.
Franco regime in ‘Burgos ‘some’ “| Flicker.: Tutte .Lemkew cast. for a feature rolé in -Carl-Foreman’s:_.
°
sinite Ke can. nét write while -pro- “‘premire last: week of* “How the
“25
.Sears..ago,
He’
was.
later:
self
a@
West Was Won” (MG).
His: new effort is
1 “Fhe. Victors? ” now filming at. Shepperton studios; He Avil play -a Sikh ca
aucing.
his
Gf
-Playing
host.
were
‘Jose.
Arquer,
‘assigned:
as
Cultural
attache.
‘jh.
two
&¢ ripted pic Version of
soldier in a“sequenée with Vineent Edwards. and: Rosanna ‘Schiaffino: :
:- Brazil :and~ Portugal °and has. ”
short stories called “In the French president - of CINESA (Cinerama]
. Stirling. ‘Moss’s: manager, Ken: Gregory, - signed: as techniéal. advisor
|
Alfredo}
“also
direéted
documentary.
Style” whitch stars Jean Seberg concessionaire ;in ‘Spain,
‘en ‘racing sequences. on the-:Mirisch- Barbiean’ -producetion . “Summer.
‘films.
One’
‘of.
these,
“Wedding
and
“is’
being
Matas,
general
manager,.
“Valentin!
and Staniey Baker
Flight,” -now rolling. at Shepper. ‘ton,- with: Susan ‘Hayward: ‘It's: for UA.
Won: ‘honors ‘at a
Toseas and’ ‘Maximiliano
Garcia, - in, Castile,’
cirected by Robert ‘Parrish.
oTelease | wht Pathe. News. ‘unit, is filming. the Independence. celebrations
‘Venice
film.
festiv
al:
board members: of ‘CINESA: | in: Uganda‘ ‘in. Technicolor .
. Cliff Richard ‘who left’ for the. U.S. last’
*: Shiw, who_ has Won -aw ‘ards for
i} week | on a pa.. tour, :has written: “Big . News,” which :
‘he’.Sings in his.
his short stories. penned plenty of | -Distribs included Cesar.. ‘Alba:
jatest: Elstee musical, “Summer: Holiday. 2"
i est sellers, and ‘has..a tew. solid: ‘Metro: rep,. Joseph Goltz;: UA yep|
and
Casimiro
Bori;
head:
of
CB:
avs
to. his ‘credit, has. rarely: been. {
plays 10
Jhappy.
in 4 his.. bie writing jobs: He T'Films .of.. UA. franchise company. Exhibs -..were
represented’ “by|
Jean-Lue Godard, says. ‘that. he.never “has” ‘Sctipt. trouble ‘for ‘he - is:
has removed his name, or tr ied to,
“never: “interested .in; depicting” situations’. but: only. the. interior. ‘aspects -:
from sever ‘al -pix he’ sc ripted | and_is -Ratael Mateos: for Sevilla; Emilio‘|
‘Pechuan
for
Valencia,
and:
‘Fran|-:
now giving himself the acid -test).
of. his. characters. His’ latest, “Live Her: Life, ” _ which: copped a prize. ater:
‘namely cisproving. to himself that. Gisce- Parra for. Zaragoza. . Arquer 7
and
‘Matas
doubled
‘as
-€@xhibs.
for)
he may have been wrong in fights.
in“the life -of.‘a“girl who:‘slips.into:
~Berlin;.: Ort. g,. | t biz, It. is.about’ a “series:-of ‘incidents i
jng alterations in his scripts: He. the ..two. cinerama: ‘Sites |oper ating. - West
Bertin’ Ss. 12th ' Cultural prostitution hut: ‘only lends herself to. others’ and’ gives herself: ‘only-to..
|
in’
Madrid
and
Barcelona.
does not deny having made changes
herself:
«Fie, Paramount. firstrun. release: setup: hére of: three. theéa-..:Rounding out "the. dunketers €estiyal-ended today. with: no Jack
during the shooting of “Style,” but.
of.. talent ‘or. ‘patrons’. due> ‘to the ‘tres: gettitig two: ‘more. ‘actdéd,.-Montroug* ‘and: -Bosquet.. ‘both. Gauniont:”.
were
Ribeiro
Belga
and:
“AMCYICO
|
he maintains. that at least. he As.
-}eontinuing | political | crisis. . Hotel’ houses, ‘for. the. coming releases. of “The. Man. Who ‘Shot: Liberty. Wale?”
Cavocs,. from. ‘Lisbon.

[Paris
|
Premiere ofWest’.

Bern's12thCultural
Festival: Winds: With:

‘No’Crisis’ B.0.Drop |

aitering

his own

and it still |

v. ork

beds have-been ‘in.-yery short sup-.

keeps the same style. and: balance

teat
p>
ovetfetem
«©

:
|

ance.” -“The.“Counterfcit

Traitor’?

ve

Actor. Charles.”

Vanel celebrating, Ris. 50th. year in-pix. ‘and. his. 20th. ‘film on his-‘presently. i.
newsmen covering. the event “has ‘shooting. “AN. Honorable Young: “Man’’. -being directed: ‘by Jecan-Pierre.:.
| been’ “around: 200 from -the.. fest’: Melville . >-William Wryler’s Gaughter::. Catherine,’ working’ aS .a pro-:tinception: en Sept..: -23.-This ds.-ap-- ‘duction assistant on. “tn the Fiench: Stvle”. (Gol: a Yank’ pic. ‘starring.
‘| proximately. ‘the’ same inhumber. that: Jean Seberg, being. ‘dir éecleby Robert ‘Parrish: ahd: produced ‘by Arwia,”
“coveréd: the. ‘proceedings last."year.. 1 Shaw:here ...-. > Film .mag¢ chronicler: Gilbert. Guez publishing ‘his- first°-.
- The highlight’ of the first. festival novel ‘The. Multiplication Table”. . After. one. year -newsrccls: are now:.“A. Yugoslav. pic! “The: Sigs.
‘Paris, Oct: :9:. ‘week -“Was: ‘Hans ~.Werner: Henize's: asain. part of film pr oegrams in: ‘Algeria’ ;
hights. ‘are- _heing. Gpera,. “Elegy for.Two Young ‘Lov- } ‘nal? a war thriller, getting a firstiun. release only-in'a dubbed. ‘English.
version’ with Fr ench tities,. Leo Lax dubbed: and is: releasing ‘,-. . Anouk

Yply” and: the. <jwumber OF ‘outsiue

‘West WasWen”Given.
Wild. West Sendoff:in.
‘Paris; Cinerama Lauded |

that ‘only Ghe man, ‘the one Who t
conceived it, can five. Up ta now |
he has usnally Tun ‘into rewritesI.
against his will er without knowing |
about them. The prablem, to him,

seems to. be that mast: directors,
1
re primarily frustrated writers:
With Parrish, partnered |in’ CaBig: ‘gala:
Fanna Productions, the work ‘setup.
opened ‘at,thé: Deutsche’ Opera. |.
has Shaw writing, and producing, | handed~ Paris. . firstnighters these. ers.
It's always: ‘unusual when a modern: | Aimee slated-for-a legit. return; after many’ pic. chores: opposite. Curt.
‘Parrish ‘directing: Of eotirse ‘they. days by”:Yank producers,. ‘After the opera ‘clicks -right’ away, -but that’s | Jurgens “in .a French theatrical vexrsicn. of the Yank: legiter ‘The. Far,
talk aver plot péints and Shaw. has preem and: ‘party for:;“The Long: what, this: one did; and ‘it, Was -a_| Country.”” It'is due in-Deéember. .
(20th) on. Sept. 25, -a:
vi ritten additional scenes: fer food ‘est: Day”
‘Ingrid Bergman: to. do. a pic. wi ith. Swedish namesake ‘director. Ingmar.
l'personal triumph. for’ the’35- year(2) ‘night!
actors or to ‘smooth out a char- -privaté preem . Tuesday
old -Henze, ‘Germany’ 'S ‘most™ suc- ’ tobe based on‘a- play hy. the late Swedish -playwright ‘Hijalmar’ Berg- °°.
‘acterization. He recomme nds that. of the Metro-Cinerania. caprodue- [
cessful contemporary composer: In: man; éalled “Ingeborg:” ‘This.’ ‘Bergman. bonanza. will be after shé does’
more writers turn producer, but as. tion, ““How;the: West! Was’ Won, ” at:
the’
‘L'Empire-A
bel:
Gancé,.
was:
fot-|
addition ‘to .composing,;he also -Hendrik Ibsen’s “Hedda Gabler” in’ Fren¢h. at/the Theatre..De -Paris- in.
for direction ‘he,. for one, ‘finds he:
| staged, cand. ‘provided. the ‘settings. ‘Decembér and ‘her..two slated;: but postponed, 20th-Fox ‘pix: “Promise
lowed
by
‘a.
‘giant:
‘party.
in.
true;
does. not have the aptitude’ for. it
‘ and: costumes: for ‘the production.. | of: Dawn” “and .:The’ Visit”. ‘Pie ‘director ..Denys De: La‘ Patelliere,..and has no hankering to try -‘his: eld west stvle. “....
I. -London's: Royal Ballet sccred: “now. ‘does: one with an uhknown: Belgian. ‘actress ‘Monique ‘Bertho: based’ a.
Exhibs:
from:all
over:
Europe:
plus’
hand.
hea ily in-:its ‘six day. guest .stint. |-oon her. true. ‘adventures: in: Paris:.Called “Pourquoi: Paris,” Ht. has: real:
| Cincrama and Metro- Continental:
Package Deal

‘taped’ talks she had-.in her attémpts.te find her’ way’ at:.various. jobs :

afid the:ensenible, headed’ by:Svet-.

also content with. the, T¢PS- and. a task fotee’ from the. lana. -Berioseva -and | ‘Donald .Mac-: jin Paris. It is’ -all -being: ‘shot .on -the spot. with -many:: nén- actors .-. cee
aw
Shaw is
‘package
dealals he has‘ made -with U.S. headed ‘by: Cinerama. prex
rexY
|Jeary: were; “especially: . well ““Harold: Lloyd's °World: of -Comedy’” (Col) finishing a four month.‘Tun _
Columbia... ‘He -and Parrish’ have | ‘Nictiolas. Reisini. and. “W est’® pro- ‘received:
| at:one. firstrun: and: then in, to: two- houses: for a Brojonged run.
deferred

some

their

expenses,

takes,

except.

have

for

ducer

complete: ‘Of

Bernard. Smith,

Continental’

and. a

réss

batch
In ‘line vith: ‘the.festivals tradi: |"
people,: Ftion,- drama. ‘Avag-again heavily.: ac-.

:

ae

os

“Rome.

ote

See

78

in making the-pic and.| crammed. the. theditre for a preem icented.: Willi- Schmidt's: treatment|- - Gina. ‘Lollobrigida: signed: “for. an’ episode: ‘opposite Jean’ Pau: “Bele.
also get the final cut.. Columbia |-0f the better .than two-hour epic. |
of two: Kafka pieces, “'A-Report for “thondo ‘in: “Renato. Castellani’s “upcoming ©: “Mare Matto’* Mad... Sea),
“puts
up ‘the coin, well, below. without: ‘subtitles.
cthe - Academy,” ‘and. “Inthe .Con-:
freedom

4 :be
all-by..Cineriz- . she follows up-with “H Disgeto”.
being p roduced this fall-by..Cin
vict Settlement.” were” outstanding: | The
-Thaw); with ‘Richard Burton. being paged as--her :partner. “under.
’ versions. were -.experi- Franco Rossi’ s ‘direction ite . Columbia’ s. “Gidget Goes to Rome” to be.
chmidt'sand
‘English flair, the.-film won ap-. meéntal
for himsclf and Parrish-.
he. hired composer Er- shot hére in a few- weeks. time’. . according. to producer. ‘Enrico: Bomba, .Le
With Hollywood. working this.| Plause throughout. for its visual|‘win ‘Hartun
conductor: - Richard
quoted locally, Jayne. Mansfield. to shoot India-localed” hunting pic: for.beauty
. and. derring-do |‘as. well as ‘Kraus,
way, Shaw states. that they Will. be
iE.
choreographer
. ‘Tatjana’
$1,000.000,

says

he.

Though estimated that only 10%c

and- ‘pets - al

finished pic with a percentage deal. to.15°C of the audience hada good.

wv

-

s

I

..
fretting more original pix’ without its ‘stars. Then’ a party . was put. |Gsovsky. ‘plus “two .of Berlin's best-.| him, followed by -“Italian Lover,” slated -for.locak: lensing.
‘George .Paul: Sclomos’ -“Echo. in- the. -Village”’ Will - be. screened: at.
the factory finished quality, that: on in the Cinerama. Restaurant in known. actors, -Ernst :Deutseh .and.
25-minute: short: Was ‘shot: near: Rome: by
usually. comes when the studio has: the confines of ‘a: big ‘room: which! Klaus” “Kaimnier “to “portray. the Frisco Festival. this ‘fail.
the last cut. It-is-a- good ‘gamble is to:retain its:wild west decor-as: leads. ‘Reactions varied, .but/ it was’ an’ ‘all-Americ¢an. ‘outfit. “Solomos’, “Natika;’ 2 with’ ‘John Barrymore -Jr,
to hirh “arid: if ‘it-does not pan out7a sort: of oater Disneyland for kids ;the most talked’ about. entry-in the’ ‘may: also ‘make ‘fest; “Tl Mare.” Italo.‘pic. dirécted by- Patroni ‘Griffi, ’
.| Teps Ttaly, at ‘Canary Tdland: “young : director” festival. which: ‘starts’
‘Jt is - his fault. but -at least- his ‘and ‘adults.
legit. ‘portion. of ‘the: festival.
. Monica‘ Vitti: shooting :her: ‘first.-pic in’ a. while. sans her:
Saloons, old: panks - and laid. | Of: the “guest gzoups;: the “Mani- Nov. 15;
name on the credits will ‘mean: hé:}.
had had his. writing | say in the seapes. ‘dotted ‘the: room. with a+, cipal Theatre of Frankfurt clicked usual mentor, - Michelangelo- Antonioni;: “The Hare. ‘and: -the ‘Tortoise, 9..
_ 256--man- “The. Leopard” ‘unit now.
series of” stages. that. housed -many. easith “Heinrich ‘Non ‘Kleist’s: ‘elassi- | directed by Alessandro Blasetti..
matter.
;
Shaw, who
intends living. on_| bands,:- aets-. and: well .‘rehearsed _, cal B,“Penthesilea.”’ “Henrich . Koc h - shooting: at Ariccia..near- Romie: °
Steven.. Garrett ef Rome’ Fah Language. Dubbing’ group ““BLDAY
here, has an article called. “Paris ‘knockabout fights plus.a .stripease. staged and. star, Eola Muethel;” won,
ae
jn the. Winter’ in the December. The latter was for one night only.
¥..j acclaim
| for: her portrayal: - ae a [aweound. recording stint on: ‘Anglo version ‘of “Mondo. Cane” (Cinériz).....5-. 2.
Festivities
went on till dawn.
Two French, ‘porforimers °“scored ‘jn new. Italo censorship :move, all information. relative ‘to. controversial fue
‘Holiday ‘and will -also |“praduce|
A short :consensus'’: showed" that | peavity,. “Juliette.. Greece “get! poed features Will be: sent. to courts presiding: over. areas ‘inwhich pic|had ©...
‘a video spec ‘documentary on -the
subject via his. new campany.
| visitors felt the storyteHing poten- reaction. to. her: Gacli¢: warblings |ILS,first. run in‘Htaly.
‘show ‘at’ the |.
He says that this pic has. béen tialities of.-the- ‘Cinerama pracess |sind. Zizi Jearimaire's *
a satisfactory experience so... far: had reached a. peak, and also" that !|Deittschlandhalle: Wag.
welk.
Ttalian’ film: “Mondo Care, * distributed -“here. ‘by: Powe §‘scor ed. ‘smash
and. he hopes te do others in the. i those- dividing‘ lines ‘on. ‘the :thrée:' received.
|.$233. 000, :in ‘first t.0 weeks of dates at Sacala- za here and ‘three. theas
‘same manner. _But he -has a play: panel screens. were just abotit: in-:
‘tres.in Osaka .:. After: escorting’. prez. MGM Joe: Vogel: on: Far’ East.
ceming te. Breadway_ later (this Visible.
‘swing: Metro. v.p .: Seymour “Mayer .winged-back to New:. York: “He'll
“Children
From
Their
Also present Was’ a VIP |group:
.£eason,
}-return’ in November ith Veeps: Robert..O’Brien ‘and: ‘Maurice. Silver. |
“Games,” which Roger Stevens is fram’ United’ : Artists. which. willj
stein”. : °The Judo. Tiree” (AA) ‘slated: to. roll here’ last’ ‘month. with
a
_Cinerama.. on
preducing and : which
takes _first
tuo for thie |
Sessue. ‘Hayakawa’ ‘and Pat Suzuki; -has been.postponed.“Producer.ree
priority. Any future scripting Wilk eoming: "pix,
The. actual’ “West’
. director’ Dennis. Kane retuned to -N_Y.
oy
‘have te inélude the producers job world preem is at the Casino ‘Thea- |
as well, but he will naturally have tre, London: on.-Nov.
-The film
exico. City, Get. nae Sat Hibiva-despite. personals by:. Sue- Lyon’.
Blas ‘Lapez Fandos and the gvoup remodeled. for “NOV: 12: cpening. of “How: aot Was: Wont.
ssTowa
yo. centro! over proverties. ‘bought press _and ‘trade-Eeorle at: the.
feet

‘Tokyo .

as

ResignOnS:
s Plague

MexAssn.
A ofIndie Exhibs
rae

ty other companies.

©

“Style” “began shooting “Aug. * aa
and has an: cight Week shooting.

West” preem alsy were. joined by’ jheading up: the production: division prez Nagamasa’ Kas‘akita returned: from, Europe. where he- ‘sitended. se
; Buena. Vista.“prez aa bevy of: ‘stars. and: ‘French names jent ‘Exhibitors have’ Tesigned en |.Ned Clarke and wife: Visited:

Culture Minister Angre Malraux, a | of the National: Assn, of Iridépend- -Veniece: .Fest and. -serecned:potential imports. .

©:
Harold. Lloyd’: cue in -mid-Novenier~ to: ‘pally *“World: of Conieay”:.
sked
‘around
‘Paris.
Southern
from all walks: of show ‘Biz and; masse.
The -Associatien had ‘earlier. an-- (Col)
< To Gash'in .on: Vinee Edward’s fame ‘here from “Ben ‘Casey’. .
Fiance and in the Paris Billan-. diplomatic. channels.
nounced”
an
ambitious.
program
of
\-telecasts;: Columbia dusted -off: ’*Murder.. by- Contract” which: the then ©
court Studies. Director Parrish is

dehghted: with working

conditions -

and. would “iike
here.

ather

to. -do

Pix,

=

Toho's 6Mes. Net
Foky G,- “Oct. 90°
Tohe’s total-rev enue for the peried Feb. 1 threugh- July 31, 1962
was $16. §29.{ 0. ab Which $1.792.000
were profits.
Dividends - tetaled:
“40
25! ¢ cueing Whe rosular,, oC

special, and another.d/¢

in com-

memor ater, of the com 2pany-s- 30th
anni,
A meeting’ of ‘the directors

*36- films; authorized. by: the ‘inside
Dept. ‘unknown Edwards. micde- four -years ago, for first-release’ in. ‘this, market © -;

Embassy’ S Morey. Marcus” ‘of'.:State.” . According

To N.Y: for Ho, ‘Confabs

to:
“West Side Stori 1A). continues. fantastic: ‘at: Piccadilly; “It ‘grassed.
6th week than
the in. opening “stanza ‘. . After: ‘operatifig for many...
inany. nio *e in 36th
‘too
will:
Food
OL:
Jot.
Cof- a

| sources: ‘project: Was: ‘the ° easualty,| /nior
’

“months. without a. puplelty.. section, '20th- Fox local. .-office- restored -:.:
London. -O¢t. 9. ‘tdivergent.” -Views on: production ‘| drumbeating department”
“The -Thnocents” {20th‘Fox? mn"strong Lee,
Morey Marcus, Embassy: 'S. -far-j plans, ‘and. very little. money. Initial plan’-had.: been to. raise | CY showing at Miyuki-2a.
eign sales manager.’ wtio has been
“ja. Tew
Teviés ‘on: exhibitors. _: sequel :. €an-€Can?* ‘Fox’. had another. sinc ie ‘this:time: at’ Toweki,
setting. up his .h.q:. in London, re-. $400.000 “via.
|turned to New: York last: ‘Thursday ‘Only a- ‘small part of :‘this money. -in order to
promote {ili tor subsequent releases,- Biz Was s6-so..Picture.
(4) for urgent. eanfabs with. préxy’ was raised and Just .,one ;‘picture:
“was originally. shown here’ at: Piccadilly.in. 70m a coupla.years ago:.
Joseph. . E. Levine and’ executive | made.
‘Charlton Heston: will make. publicity: tour. of’ Nippon, for- about: 10 ear
V-p. Leriny ‘Lightstone.
Juan’ Lance. head’ of the. Aésoci-,
Levine and Tightetone, who. had’! ation, -insists: that. a reorganjzation: . days from. Déc. 14 to.bally “Diamond Head”. (Gol) : : Peer ‘Oppenhei-:
been visiting. Europe, had intended lis plarined. Within the. Associatign: “mer -back -for® 10 “days. ‘Te’s: ‘doing’ intérviews:. for. his: “Here's Holly-.
After: that: .a - State-. “wood? NBC- ‘TV. shoiv with Yul Brynner, Richard. ‘Widmark. and. George:
to come to London to. scé. Marcus: framework:

after ‘their Paris and Rome ‘stop- ment. will be made: whether:or not -Chakiris ‘from .the*‘Flight from Ashiya’ ‘locations. .iri: ‘Kyoto and also
overs,. but a last-minute: change of independents . will “-continue.with additional ‘Spadevvork - on.-his projected “Kelly:san™: tv. series, which. :
. ”./-may~have“its “pilot:lensed here riext :spring’. “Heit Is for: ‘Heroes’
elected Tatsure Matsugka™ to suc- plans: necessitated ‘their immediate; plans to: ‘produce, ‘pictures:
With production ‘plans.’ lagging | (Para) did:strong biz at New Toho. - Towa: will ‘import. 70m: “Antarctic” *. -.
ecéd Hireo Sato as board chair- return to their’ New York’ h.q..
man.
Iwao Meri and: Takeo ‘Ma- Marcus. was, :therefore: recalled: to since’. the closing months:.of .1961,. ‘from Russia for release next -guinmer ese » Disney’s.:"101. Dalmations”. ~
kuchi were ‘elected vice presidents: New York for discussions, but is |it will take“both money . and force-. ' did: terrific Over $555.000 ‘in first. 38-days: inNippon keys. “Fogether: with:

‘and

Kuzuo .Kikutt

Fujimeto

managing

and’ Masunii

directuis.

expected ‘to feturn: to London. ” [dusdirection. to reactivate ‘the:in-.

the near future: -

dustry.

‘roadshows *of §‘'Moon :Pilot’.'and: general ‘release “Of“Parent. “Trap,”

| Disney. had. very. strong summer... :

.

-

wARiniy's* ‘LoNDON. oreicn..
: a. St. Sames’s Street, .Plecadiily S
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Japan's
s top “stage. -actor, :Kanbl- Fufjiyama, ‘earned’ “$40, 000° last.year’ fe
is. film ‘counterpart; Okawa ‘made double that, reports Financial

ys pet(Toronto). in.-a: special section on. Japanese industry. ‘A popular |.
.

uthor, .Seicho ‘Matsumoto; Ahowéver,: was teported -by ‘tax: authorities |te
‘$9 .haye.. made. $180,000-—with “a: 62%:. tax. bite: His) nearest -rival, |.
Selta .Geniji, -“Made: $125,000. “Tokyo: nightclub” hostesses’ éariied: up
. ¥0 $210,000 each: ‘in 1961; ‘th¢, report. adds, randmany. are. actually.’ ~“Stuntmen Vs:
3. Nepotism
a on company ‘payrolls,
”
.
|
Mexico. City,. Oct. 9.

t
.;_

ie theTax
Sydney: Oét.. 2.

a"he: German-Trench ‘ainity, ‘after- the:‘recent:: Adériauer-De- ‘Gautia | Mexican: stuntmen and--. i, The Victoria government ..will]
aestand-ins are again.attempting. +eliminate admission. tax’: covering.
_ fonfabs, . has_also“been intensified on‘ cultural -basis. In particular, this }-topressure the: National, Assn,. ..| all-cineémas and live theatres. ‘as. of:
“applies to the. import. of .French: stage’ plays. ‘into (West). Germany. Hans’}. .
‘them the :} the ‘first of the:year, |.
Woelffer, the. director of West.Berlin’s: Komoedie, points..up*'that he}. category.
© f -Actors-to.assign
of.- ‘ “specialized: 2 - |
All - ‘Victorian - . sShowmen,
with.
started: this’ -French-German °“rapport. already. earlier. referring’ ‘to: the:
_actors.”::A group ‘of. .approxi-—
‘Melbourne ‘the keyer,: will -benefit.
fact. that five of: ‘the last six ‘items performed --at. his’ theatre were -of |:
mately 15. ‘stuntmen: have been . from- the’. long-overdue’’ wipeout.
“French. origin: ‘Robert -Thomas. “Eight _Femmes,’*..Francoise -Sagan’s ". holding«:talks ..with: “Rodolfo. ©
|. Showmen: have-- pleaded -with the.
“Castle ‘in -Sweden;?: Alexandre °Breffort’s - “Irma: La: Douce;’:Marcel. :
‘Landa, ANDA~ head,” present="— “government. for’ several: years to’
Achard's. “L'Idiote” And. a.
n BuestPerformance of the Freres Jacques,”
“ing their: point: of ‘view.’ They “| remove |the.-heavy tax burden,
-’- don’t want to: form: a ‘separate’ - pdinting: out finally. two. Weeks ago.
. -section, ‘since ‘they. ‘are ‘mem‘that. unless the government: gave. a
4 bers “in. good. .standing of: the - quick: greenlight, many-.cinemas:

~ EuropeanFilmIndustries Committee

' -union.: But: ‘what .“stuntmen—
: owant.-is similar. deal-to the one effecting . choreographers . who
obtain displacement pay. in
event. other’. pérsons: are‘con: tracted. in their: place.”
:

“TalksTaxes,AidatParisMeet|2
Paris: Oct: ‘9:

“Bhie- ‘meeting: here this. week “of

.” Currently stuntmen are

‘DonaldFlamm’$Coprod.

pwould. be:compelled: to: close.

| Crama DealFor
|.

British Theatres

‘By| snr

Z0bRYN

Mexico. City; Oct. 9...
Ia a.‘hard-hitting, realistic state
‘nient. to the press, Jesus Grovas,.
veteran.
producer said that since
¥
hit pictures such as “Maria Candelaria,” ‘Hidden Riyer” and “The.
Pearl,” the Mexican industry -hasbeen ‘deluding itself if it thinks it
‘can eonquer the European

market..

Grovas. categorically stated that
the Mexican industry cannot com-

pete with Hollywood,

because

it

cannot afford multi-million. dollar’budgets. Nor can it compete. with
European producers because of a
lack of talent and culture, There
are no outstanding writers, actors’

| or directors. And. producers, who
went’on the merry-go-round of

|turning. out quickles for the home

Jand
Spanish
language markets’
have been caught in their own
‘trap. They were not far-sighted

‘enough to change with the times
given-small bit -parts.in~ex-. . }<. -", the. Committee *of.:European: Film + :
‘and adapt
new trends.
Today
change: “for: undertaking” dif}
“-.-- Industries, -made. up- of) members:|’
‘quickies. are not even well received
ficult .scenes «for -stars,” Ac-. .- London, ‘Oet.-9.
. from ‘distribution, :production, -and.|.
-Eondon, Oct. 9. ‘in -nabe houses because. of: the in‘i... technical organizations of .the-Com-.]. “Doriald :“Flamm * ‘has: -‘departed tually’ ‘stuntmen: get: nopay for. J
cide
7 “AS. a ‘Fesult: of confidential nego- flux of foreign product.
‘mon. Market" countries, discussed ‘London: ‘after: completing” ‘prelimi- 2, taking Tisks. : .
nary:. negotiations - fora. ‘coproduc-

_*=Main beef is“that stars take *. |tiations:-by Nicolas Reisini, both:

.

_.

Forget

Europe

‘Rank and: Associated” British Cine- | Grovas advised the industry to
‘mas are-to make. a limited number ‘forget ‘about Europe: as..a. base
Limited. sales ‘can. be
they”-seek is‘'élimination of. © of key: provincial theatres available market:
Main®™: -problem was to: devise’ a forerunner-of further: brojects: in
made, and have been made, Grovas
7 these relatives: who cut, in.on . |for showing Cinerama.
plan that could lead. .to the’ aboli- tite -yéars ahead: :
| - As: a‘ first step,.deals are being ; admitted, including his own..“‘Sins
“tion. of ‘all, national’ taxes on ‘film |: -The initial property’ isCatt Gilt: 7 -"their earnings.
5 | closed in--eight: situations. includ- of Youth” ‘which ‘he sold in Italy.
- grosses, atid the replacing. of fed- Mer chant” by. Ronald: Harwood; °
“Hing: in all probability, two theatres But: he. denied that he. had any
‘eral --film: ‘aid: ‘(mainly.; France: -and awhich.| is--to --be.:‘published ..by
in Birmirigham.. and two: in Man- thoughts that his film had possi“1
Italy -via’. “percentage ‘rebates: on: -Jonathan Cape. ‘in London-:in the:
:chester,. Additionally; other housés bilities in the Italian or ‘other
.. local and: foreign. grosses). by. an | New. Year. and. which will be issued
“
are .to be- equipped in Glasgow, : Eur ‘opean. markets.
“~ Overall: common: market: aid: fund in the. U.S: latér in?“1963...
Grovas counseled a “feet on tie
‘|-Bristol, ete.:~
. :
vee a. whose: coffers: would. be. filled from - - Harwood,- ‘who -As -.‘to. wrife- the
- These. theatre .deals. “will enable. ground” policy in making films for
a small admission: ‘tax. at all ECM |: screenplay, “ ‘left: for : Copenhagen |°
the ‘Spanish’
‘over. the .weekend ‘with : Casper].
| Cinerama’. to show. their two -cur-} ““natural’ markets,”
theatres.” 7
rent-feature attractions in Britain.. language areas. But he stressed.
oT VE Es ‘understood that ECM: exhibs. | Wrede,- ‘who “is: assigned :.to--direct|
‘““How the West Was Won,” which that quality ievels must be boosted
ae may: go along. with the CEFIif-they the: ‘filtn;: ‘and they: will stay: there|.
had its: world: preem. last week, : is if Mexico is to reeoup in these
“can “get a tax ‘reduction. which |}. until: they: have.a ‘finished shooting|.
would’ Swell’ their. takes. And: tax. script: -No- casting has ‘yet ‘beeri'set,.| .
due at the Casino ‘Theatre on Nov.. traditional markets.
The Mexican’ producer said: that
reduction ‘also::lodms -as: the main but../a - ‘distribution ‘deal-: will- be. |1 and will. now be: booked into some
Loridon, Oct....9... prov. ‘incial cities. “The Wonderful international rights should. bring
_ problem. Right .‘now; . France : has, finalized : ‘at a- later’ date with:ay
at least $200,000 to $300, 000 - dol.
-a- 25% ‘tax on. grosses, Italy."20°0, | miajor company...
‘AS. -predicted ‘in. VARIETY, the “World of ‘Brothers Grimm, ” now }
lars: The isolated. sales in certain
Belgium: and’: Luxembourg... 18.5G af
current
on
Broadw.
ay,
will.
be
shown}
a British: Film: Producers- Assoéiacountries for $2-3,000 isnot worth
and: West Germany’: 8¢e. Britain, |
at the other’ ‘theatres.
| tion. “has” “decided” to-- appoint . a. For the ‘time heing:: Cinerama :‘the bother, Grovas concluded.
- .
- which may: come int, the. ECM,. -has.
~7.f voluntary: president: “from. Among‘ «
no. tax-on grossés anyniore.
has | only its Casino showease in}+ Naturally, .a realistic statement
4 its: own: .-members;: ‘to- : replace:

arn necessary: before ‘the ‘film:‘industry. ‘tion: with ‘Ben: -Arbeld’ which. is. re-+| .* “¥elatives. or friends: for. scenes:
“” “ ean- function: éasily under the ECM... garded as a pilot: venture and the " ‘that..are“not too: risky.”:What™

NextBEPA Prez
ToBeAppointed

FroromMembership

toil
baad
_
°

Germany ‘has the best. of it, but.|
“$f. Britain--joins -there: may. “be |

ItalianCena:

further” troubles‘: since. ‘their: ‘ins |:
-. dustry has said it-wantg:to bea |.’
part. of. the.’setup.-only.. if. Britain:|/-

to_
|.London, bit. negotiations: are’ -ac- ? such. as’ this opened Grovas
‘Arthur ‘Watkins, : who “Will be re-.
;attack by fellow producers, industively
afoot.
for.
the.
acquisition.
of:
tiring at the end. of: the year, This
itry-executives and federal officials.
‘decision was taken at the. Associa-|.‘another theatre to facilitate earlier:
j The. hard truth isa bitter pill’ to
presentation:
of
“Grimm.”
Other|.tion’s:- -monthly: executive. meeting
i swallow and majority of industry
-{Tast ‘Wednesday. (3) ‘and’ ‘the ‘ap- wise, it is:felt that “Grimm” may! : here’ refused. to accept "it

Biz Perkingth
‘Rome, ‘Oct. <9.

' maintains a film. “quita, -the Eady|..“The Thatian- boxoffice. ‘picture. AS
-pointment is: expected to’ be imade||,‘be: held’ up fortwo. or three years j
‘Plan, and -production’ aid: So. with,|°

_.

The Other. Side

perking -‘after .a slow. sunimer-fail. when. the council. holds: its, next. until “West” has’ played off.
Luis -Anciola, manager of the
It: is:understood that ‘Rank: and !
transition’. period: monthly “sesh « ‘on. Novy.
7
| official Cimex "distributorship, as
:and “Germany witht. practically -no “Man?
Who- Shot: ‘Liberty. Wal fF . Though there-is 4 ‘month’ to. gor:ABC. top« -exees: . were. invited: by | spokesman for .a.group taking the.
taxes, ‘the ‘CEFI will push hard .to |:
Reisini “to. last week's. Paris gala, :
‘get -the: “other: ECM countries -int ance”. (Par): is. currently: the far=| -beforé: the. appointment: is. -made,: and the deals: were concluded: im- | opposite view said-that while ‘not
front. leader. in the:.national first- it,is. being coufidently: predicted
all material produced in Mexico:
line,*. -:
|in.
j local|trade ‘circles. that Robert|.mediately thereafter:
is, ‘saleable abroad a defeatist at‘Another. problem 48 “that. Italy {run race:. “Bird. Man. of -Alcati‘az’’
(G
A-Déar)’
is’
coming:
Up.
fast”-to
}
titude- should
not be. fostered.
-Clark,. a ‘director. of -Associated |
a end France: deem. aid essential. and.
give. Dear. Films: , ruanerup ‘status. ‘British - Picture. Corp:. ‘will be. in- }
| While. admitting limited financial
want. ‘a fast. agreement. for ov erall
roduction
while
-"-Titaiius.;
P
“in
=
-the
ilm
F
top:
|Mex
|
chair.
=“) resources
ef most
producers,
-vited. .to- ‘take’: the
ECM“ aid. “All ‘these: problems:WALL,
‘| -Anciola pointed out that this year
Crisis. Forces Many
be reviewed in Brussels to’see how: brackets~ ‘Hiainly -ie to -the- lively.
‘He’-was. president ‘ of the ‘As-|
showing?
racked.”
1p
here
:
by:
Ti}
| Cimex has sold 14 films to France;
. they ‘fit in With. the basic industrial |.
-for some’ time prio’ ;to |
wo
°
‘taniis-Metro’s fall’ entry. “Cronaca’ sociation:
10 to. Germany; five to Italy and in
appointment of:thé first paid |
eek oon etines e ocappitee with :-Familiare’’..:. (Family. Chronicle): the.
‘private. dickerings outside the ofprez; Sir: Henry. ‘L.. French, ‘who |
{Last
:
‘named
is.
showing
:“Very.
| ficial distributorship, 11 films have
had. .previously. ‘been *‘the BEPA’ s: 7
i these problems :‘and -promises -‘cons
Mexico City, Oct: 9.
been. ‘sold to Russia, €zechoslova‘2 verete ‘results ‘sdon: :Additionally,'} strongly: on. its Anitial Rome. OX: ; -Dir ector -General.
Ks the -Mexican~ motion-picture:
posure.
Thailand and
the questions: of greater coproduc- 1
i “thie: ‘crisis: Shows °10. ‘sign of: improve- kia. “Red. China,
oManima Roma: (Cinierizn:- “and a “It's. ‘common: Knowledge: “im:
Rumania.
‘tion. and. ‘better: quota. exchanges .
‘ment, instead gives evidence. ‘of |“Una:
‘Storia.
‘Milanese”
(ttalian=- |:
_Anciola.
admitted
that
sums
“between ‘ECM.- Members: are also.
"}: Paramount), care doing-:
‘surprising ‘yellclant to make’ a new ‘paid ap- further” deterior ation, ‘performers ‘obtained have not. been staggering,
being: discussed.
3:
‘pointment, in ‘the hope’ that. be- are turning.to other means of live-.
ane
‘biz:
in:the
‘Halo.
keys::
but: at least the doors have been
- The Grosses .fore long a merger willbe: effected lihood,, at: ‘least temporarily.
Figures, ‘show: that: West Ger mand. “The: per ennial.. “Gone’ With! the. with “the . Federation” of “British
|; .Singer Lola ‘Beltran. has set up a openéd «in markets which heretoWind”
(MGM)
is.
hitiiag
‘top:
aver:.
pix.~ gross ° $75:000,000 : ‘yearly * at
Film Makers. That get’ together: chain. “of beauty -parlors. Ema. fore: nave shown ‘no interest in
“ages. ‘hoth ‘of. Rome. ‘and. Milan, ‘re='|?
home, $5:000,000 in France;-$4,0090,‘is _a. dead duck. at. the. -moinent, 5 Arvizu is designing and selling: Mexican. films. As an example,
‘issue
showings,
topping:.
many
“new
T
- Anciola. cited “Tragic Cabaret,” -a
- "000: in- Italy: and $9, 000, 000 in. the’
‘pix. “West Side’ Story” ACAA-Deat), . “Dut *:‘there - is” “Widespread, ‘feeling baby “clothing; and: dresses for ex-. quickie. ‘starring Kitty - de Hoyos,
ote ‘Benelux: countries.
{ig proving... an: exceptian : “to :-the]. that. ‘sooner.. or: /later.:a’, modus. ‘pectant .mothers, E!mo Michel. ‘is}which ‘was sold in’ 17 areas. and
France takes. $18, 000,000° in: Ger=
vivendi for. an- ‘amalgamation, ace: an advertising. ‘salesman; ‘Octavio.
many, $70; 000,00 at home,’ $5,000,-. Italo jinx. ‘against Yank-styled: mi
produced only $33,000.
sieals, “with: a. faney. figure. ‘for ‘its + ceptablé: to: - both ° Organizations, - ‘Arias’ sells. cooperative | apartments :
Actors, .diree tors and. » writers
£000. in Italy- and.“$10. 000.900° in ‘the." initial Milan: screenings.
Will be. found. The merger, whicli and office space:
" Benelux area. .
. has. been’ a major ‘talking - point; : Mexican ‘performers. -“who for- Took askance at Grovas ‘for his
‘Italy gets: $12:‘000000 - in Ger- |
':¢-for-some.. montlis ‘past, .ivas’ négat-. merly ‘had a certain. status in ‘the alleged: slight of their talents, but
*“‘many;: $5,000,000: in France, :$83,+.|
“ed: -only..:a .few Ww eeks -back by” republic, and regular’ engagements-| Grovas stands pat on his iil000,000 at: home :and $1:500,000. in.
“FBEM : “Thembers after. a niné to:}i in. motion: pictures, ‘theatre, night: received statement, an. expression
Benelux: -The -latter’..shows apne
; ‘eight: vote:: in “favor. of” continued: clubs... personal appearance: “tours | of his personal views. “If the in.$1,400,000 6h home grounds:
“|:talks.. “That, narrow: majority-“was. ‘and. tv’‘now must da a ‘hard-sell to ‘dustry does not take stock of itself
‘The: U.S.. .gross,-in -these -eoun-:
ms interpreted as .not’ being: a man-. lateh on to the. few ‘existing oppor- and” mai ke. a radical about. face and
'|.adopt to. current eonditions, it w iil
‘tries: $70,000,000: ‘from. Germany,
gate.for. continued: discussions, : bE tunities.
- $39,000: 000 from -Franc¢e-. $85, 008,Stars’ ‘who have gained 2 certain: face an even more sevérer erisis”
9.
Oct.
Rome:
“Q00 .from Italy©and $20,000; 0001
"| amount of recognition outside Mex-j said,Grov as..
“The a Ttalian’ communications
‘from. Benelux: Naturally American |
“° 4 4ce’s borders: are. not as’ badly'}
media.
is:
planning
fullscale
cov-.
~~ film: makers are watching to see if‘affected. -Thus ‘Silvia Pinal, _Pedro
ECM. quotas... Will... effect.,.ther or: .erage ‘of: the: ‘Vatican’ ‘Ecunienical | -..
Re 0aidBa
a
ick? TioDPrize -Armendariz, ‘Ignacio’ Lopez ‘Tarso,
Council, whieh” ‘Bets: under: Way.
iF new: taxes ‘may “make ‘them. sup-:
Katy Jurado, Artur de Cordova |
a
nt
Madrid. Oct.
port... overall production. “ManyJhere’ this .Week.’
-- Rome, “Oct. ge and several. dozen. aouers jot
“Local:
reports:
‘are.
tlrat.
a:
feature.
oe
Cloudbursts and’ floods that ook
Yanks“ think: a. “Healthy. ‘Common.
4 feel
the pinch .as acuté:: as lesser!
documentary.
-in
color’:
and™
Wide|
Market: means: more: room, for:.all
‘The $1,600. Paremio ‘Marconi, an- -Known_ personalities, But.even. for;i almoét. 1.000 ‘lives and caused mil-. films,©.The .growing «U.S. -invest=. ‘screen -ASHE. -be- -productd On: thé ‘nual. Italian °Video-€ritics.- award: them the pickings are not. as rich. || lions,of dollars in damage in Barcewent.
‘to’Alessandro: Blasetti: ‘for-his.|
massive’.
Vatican’
‘gathering
“with,
lona. provineeé. ‘brouzht that city's
“ments”. in ECM |; ‘productions. alsa
-as.in former. years. |
~ | historical” inserts’ to further. ‘{llus- “Punga, ‘Strada del: Riteriio” (The.| - “Teehnicians and stace hands are | anniial Fiesta. to ‘a. halt tuo days
odes Wwell.for. distribution .*
_|trate. the: background: of, the Church, Long Road Back), after: a tighi race.
fete gat
latso: turning ‘to other Ze:mploy ment; after: ‘the. *Sept. 22-Ort:
af gathering. |
TNwith: such contenders : as’ Federico.; any thing: from. taxi dr iyers, .to. gov- “under. way.
Toho’sS;Theatre Deals’. fee “Antonio: Petiicci is -‘thie:Fepor ted (Zardi’s.. “Giae obini.” = Enyo Biagi's! py
nmpent. employees *Some are t The overnizht ca! lamiix Drought
‘director's of the venture, with Diega- | Rofoealco - TV." "and -“Dariio. Fo’s| Soing.
“Tokyo, Oct: ‘9.
‘into: business {4r themselves. ‘ahout postponement ofthe Int'l
“Fah!
Dri
a
Chit
lia:
Vista.”
Gonipiling
|
the.
screenplay.
Toho. wil:“pegin ‘construction: of}
Congress
and limit ‘ed the
ot
U. they: ananaged to Suse. a: hankroli, ‘Film
Twenty’
éameramen
‘would:
be-em|
““a new. film house in Honolutt.: OD=.
“Other! “Marconi” aw ards. Wwent |to’ . There-, -are ‘cautious
-outcries Opera House
pallet concerts hy
Ployed-on:the
projected
film,
Which’
‘posite: the. Shirokiya | Dept. -- Store:
Giaimi" Bisiach : for Jiis.. lensing’ ‘of ;1:against --the. -muddled: official and-{ Antonio and ‘his Spanish dance
‘early’ next year., The: -“eompany. is. would "be - produced tising “the. -a:, .décumentary:. on the -Mafia at. industrv.: policy .that apparently is company
to a_ sinzle, mournful
‘also. negotiating’ for-an art theatre. facilities’ of -the. Luce Institute, the. Corleone, ‘Sicily.::for Biagi’s *‘Rato- ‘Iéading -the’ industry” to the’ brink | benefit..-performance.
_
in. the .Times.- Square district of. ‘same. that. put together the feature’ éaleo. TV" ‘(récently purchased for \-of death.
The: entertainment. industry. in.
:
.
.
pic
on
the-1960:
Olympic. Gaines.” . ‘the-U: S. by. ABC), to: Alberto Lupo [° Jorge Duran Chavez. head of the Barcelona, as well aS many parts
o NY, for. ‘opening. next “year. cand:
“ Also’‘in. the ‘Vatican ‘orbit, RAI- ‘for his. commentary *‘to the’ Blasetti ‘technicians: and: staze.: hands sec- of Spain, shut down tight on Monfor another iin “Sait Francisco. With,
Lav,
‘the
Italo
telenet;,
plaris. {0 cast: -Series; and:to Enima Nasti. for: hér- tion;.has been able. +) place some day 4QOct. 1) when the Spanish gov-.
‘the.~ - LaBrea. “Theatre’ ' fi Los
: Angeles, - Acquisitions: would. give. live --pickups.‘of: the -Pope's* visits’; video. reporting’ dn Rome: S- ay ening. unemployed. union
members. in} ernment decreed’ a day. of mournAto"Loreto and Assists,
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7 “Route: 66.
vstn‘the.Top. 30, “only: a handful of.
“Puends Airés,- Oct. Q:.
In the: “Ieés:‘than- threeytia™ period: ‘since (Goar:, get. acrack: at top. viewership. — “Hong Kong,"*|.
Mestre. fled” Cuba: the literally was forced. to: run to. -“Tightrope,’ » “Naked. City,” “Laramie.” -“Cntouch- the airport with his two Children. to -avoid -‘being - -ables”: and” “Bonanza. *” Otherwise. everything's loeal- f..
London: June 9.
.
‘Buenos Aires, Oct: G. | slapped in -prison.by Castro) the ex-Mr. Television” ly-produeed.. music- ‘and:.comedy—and_ it's:-‘all Live...
Time Inc. has’ acquired am inter-!} Of Havana. has emerged.as the’ undisputed ty: giant
Channel 13. programs. eight hours live ‘every aay. ‘ils: -Following ‘the sucess “last:‘season
est in Produccicnes Ar gentinas. De of ‘Argentine. He did it.in exactly. ‘the’ way it’sdone': ‘two: -big. studios a ‘whirlwind of activity; It’s top com: of. the. Saturday. night alternaters
‘Television, S. A. Proarte)) it was in any: ‘country of the world: — “by. demonstrating _ ie, :No. Tin the’ rating. ‘sweepstakes ‘with -his: Friday “The~ Black “And :White-Minstrel
disclosed ‘today
tTues.). ‘by -Goar anew: his unerring: instinct. as a showman.
Je night half-hour; is Viendo Biondi,. with a 50.5 ‘rating. ‘Show,”. “which. according. to - BBC:
Mestre, president “of.‘Proartel. In] “Last week marked the second anniversary ,Of: the. last.timne- out as. the. Argentine’ counterpart of what pulled :in an .average’ of '16,500;000..
-£cquiring .an. interest in this ‘com- Mestre: Sparked Channel]. 13 ‘far: and, away: the” ‘No, 2 Milton. Berle. was to U. S. tv. a decade’ or better ago. ‘viewers, -and. the. “Billy Cotton’ a
show. |(average:: -¥4.000; 006);: “BBC:pany. Time will join with «present|
‘1 station among the’ four. ‘channels competing- for": Ford’s “The: ‘Falcon * Family” situation ‘comedy,
TV: is putting: more: ‘emphasis.’ this:.
Argentine stockholders, CBS. and
.’ with... ‘nine of. the. Top the Sunday . night: Kaiser. -Sponsored : ‘musical |hour fall’
audiente
.Aires
‘Bueries
the
on the fortnightly. show. ‘at the-. aan
Mestre & Asociados. in.the owner-: -10 shews;. 21 out of the: Top’ 30);- -plus the ‘second: . -hostéd by Aritonio ‘Prieto (a combination’ of Ed’ Sul-|
ship ‘of*.the successful. telev ision anniversary. for Mestre’s :Producciones, Argentinas ”“Jivan. and. Perry. Como. ‘rolled: into” one, but -which|iW eekénd.’
program. production’ org tanization, !
The
‘srig-and-danee -.“ Minsttel’
de ‘Television, |S.A... sProartel), jn which:Mestre is“ -adherés more to.a.tevue-type: format; Jast Sunday's
which has its. studios in- ‘Buenos |
‘its |twicepartnered: with CBS and a group of: ‘Argentinians, «: ‘Show. Wasa ‘musicalization of «ani advertising: agency: + ‘outing is ..contin ULI
Aires.
leach controlling. about one third of the: operation: -. and its-various media departments); the. -comicalities:; monthly. role in: a- new: ‘Sunday.
Proartel’s pr oframs are now seen:
OF -F elipe,- ‘or: ‘Vervagues; or Dr. Candido, or. ‘Taito | berth ‘but-in -future- “will Be alter<
n Channel 13-in Buenos Aires and. «Coincident. with. the: second’ anni. “observance, ne-.
nating: with .a: new comedy: ‘skein.
Channel 12 in Cordoba, Argentina. | gotiations. were completed. last Week. whereby |Time-. Bores -over- on ‘Channel ° 11—these. are the: shows “Raise -.Your:: -Glasses.”- -Coétton’s ©
they dig. the ‘most and. ‘they‘re'SRO all ‘the way. with:
they are also’ bei‘ing ‘released. .to.. ‘Life Broadcasting. is also pouring: fresh capital: into «.the list’ 6f ‘sponsors ‘reading ‘like.NBC .or. ‘CBS: in |entry_is again booked for’ Saturday
| Proartel, as a minority: stockholder, with Time-Life'sall Spanish- speaking. countries.:
the. ‘States—Colgiate, |the. aforenientioned. Ford’ ‘and, nights’ but, this time ‘sharing the.
Negotiations were concluded ‘in ‘Lochief broadcast, factotums; Wes Pulleh and Sig Mi-.-:..‘Kaiser, Sterling, PP &- G, ete...
a honors, ‘With. comedian ‘Ken. Dodd:a:
Buenos Aires at the time of. the | ckelson’ on deck for’ ’the.. ceremonies;. along’ ‘with: .Daytime. Like: Nighttime: : “Although . -many- .producers.* be- "|.
second anniversary of the founding} {CBS corporate. prexy--Frank’ Stanton: and 3
Merle.
Day time is “no different than’ nighttime—the hour! ‘lieve’ a ‘show benefits. production-"
-.:
of Proartel. Present. for the. anni- Jones, ‘president of | CBS Inter national. A
“Midday. ‘Show: 32 which- approximates. ‘the Ed Sulli-' wise. from. not. having
to’.maké*-a -versary were, in addition to. Mestre,
“Last: week’s ceremanies: to.mark: Channel 13°s | van show,,.gets- them at’ lunchtime,. for most -of-the}. weekly- deadline,’ BBC’s' caution in
president; preeminent - leadershi -/in Buenos. : Aires: ‘tv. was : people go-home. for: the. midday. meal and everybody |developing a. format °‘along these
Frank Stanton, CBS
MerleS. Jones, president of CBS* strictly Tow-key; although: it, had. not originally been | ;watches. Features films. ‘don’t go. on’ until. 11: :30| Hines.” is . easily. understood:
The... -.
Weston
C./ planned: that. way. But. this” is not a time for major:-- :‘p.m,
‘television
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‘Time-Life Broadcast International, | employees: hayen't.been paid-in the ‘last .two.months)
{and in. view of, the ‘current “political unrest tdeInc.

are

tragically. ‘involved: ‘in: tnaking the news; what i‘ous programs. ;

they require is-entertainment..

However --in. the ‘case’5 of:the-dra- be
Mestre & Asociados and. CBS: are scribed here as “42 ‘generals shooting .craps in the ©.- :-The ‘sponsor
4
sittiation. ‘here: is quite: tinique.. Seai- imatic.-skéins, “Armchair: “Theatre”. |
f ounder-stockhelder Ss of Proartel: |street ‘with loaded dicé,. winner take all; including..‘tered: throughout the- day ‘are 36. station breaks for |
and “Drama ’62,” ‘which went’.6ut:~
:
ithe Presidential Palace.) It's.a city full of tensions
the: slotting . of. spots,. “each Of.three..minutes ‘dura- every other: ‘Sunday in “the: same;
‘land anxietiés’ for tamorrow, «its people-: bathed ‘in tion. They’ ‘comprise, -60-second,. 40-second 20-second |timeslot;
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‘{gloom. And that’s why,. aside from a’ Mestre-hosted. - and: ~10-second. commercials: (a: minute: commercial ‘firm’ ‘audience-holding ‘porid.:” But.
luncheon: in honor: of .Frank:-Stanton, .attended by.
{Buenos Aifes’ most, pr omirent: “hidden! persuaders.”
cgsts $120; 40-second. $90; 20- second $60, ‘10-seconds. it's: ‘said around, the networks that.
of prime. time (8:30 1o°10:30 p-m-) | this is ‘probably due to ‘the fact that:
$30.
| including publishers, bankers; “industrialists, head:~
$500—but. this is. only ‘for. time,. exclusixe. Of the audiene’ put ‘hoth the anthologi“costs: A"half-hour
of agencies, etc., and‘a- cocktail party’ for ad: 475.
programiming, : with: about’. $300 going: to Mestre’s.:+ eal series: under one. heading—"the: .
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itt Cancer-CGig Suit) cence at Channel: 13., with the. awarding of. ‘two->, Proartet. for: studio use: ‘and. facilities. and eu0 t0,Sunday. night. play.” .
-Pittsbar gh, Ot. 9.
| year. emblems, it was. anything but ‘ostentatious.."Chantel 13...
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Whether: BBC-IV_ ean’ ‘turn |‘the.
is. in. ‘itself!| trick: ‘in the. -light> entertainment.
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3 250, 000 damage-case here as one: Mestre to tv ‘in. “Argentine—as -attested to ‘bythe
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of the factors that. convinced’ the } ratings and the. billings. ‘That. one- -set- for-every -six:
‘elon, Otto Pritchard, 64. a Pitt. persons is: one of. the amazing. Ripleys in the econs | ‘coincidentally. Mestfe’s wife, an. Argentenian, 455-35 gné of. the big ‘questions. that. will
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C hesterfield cigarettes -w ithout: suf-.2 be purchased under $300, even. as a Car. costing: ‘$1. 700° ~ Mestie’s -Producciones: Argentinas: de-Television ‘in ratings charts.
‘which.CBS and:now Time-Life have-a‘stake) is the
dering harmful effects.
jin the U_S,. costs $3:500, here, none. of Which: squares.
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Day,
LeeJ,
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ArthurGodfrey’§ Pings
For Chesterfields Figure.

Now Drops Objections. To
~ Staying: With:‘Virginians’
|.

several Years ago. Godfrey) 'way of lifé. — il'sa: day-in- diy- out. imperative: “an _13—actually. it's’. the. programming eenter, of. an; Are]
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your -nose, throat and accessery|‘fact that:-a “tv- set. has” become a’ status sy mbok 7 » more stations ‘take to. the. ‘air,:“he's - acquiring 2:‘taped |.
ergans.” Asked. by his attorney ;Fhere’s hardly:.a horne: no: matter ‘how poor: the. library: :Of live. programming to: feed: the. country for
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What he understé ad the Statement j: distriét, that: docsn’t boust.an antenna. But a- closer -years-to‘come; Nor is ‘his present or: future, endeavors
Looks: as if Lee-:. J. Cobby:. “who: Aa
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~ SHO NewPilotsj
inWorks. [ami
HLNEED |NewSeasonShapingIntoHotRace ,
ForRatings: Kildare’ Tops ‘Mason’;
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| _RSURPTERS

"Blghty. to 100 pilots for: the 16364. season. is‘forecast at-this.‘tiie.
“This: ‘compares to- about: 150 estimated to.have: heen produced for”.
the "62-63. season.
-Reduction- in the number ot:pilots.has.‘been’ octuring. each: sic>
- -@essive. year for the past number of ‘years: ‘Some of. the factors caus-
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.
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the Chicago stations had responded !
operate “out of Niles” New.:York,. Tiglit’on heels: of. National ‘Assn of*-.
Trial
from
-Dayton,Tenn.
in1925.
j
seem
‘more
.likely
|
fordevotees.
of
|
te much of the criticism leveled. [
.| Broadeasters |Fall: Regional “Con-.
{Stars of that- event were’ Clarééncey a pop station like WIND-or:a rock Hollywood: and ‘Chicago - offices.
at them. in the ‘pubtie forum last
.* Niles has beeri*syndicating “Ed: ference; also at‘Dinkler-Plaza,. dele- .
|
Darrow
and
William.
Jennings
;
‘'n’
¥oler
like
WLS
togo
one
.step
|.
spring.
He said the Commission!
;
t beyond’ and- switch, their: affections ‘Allen Tinie;” a health” and ‘exercise. gates” attending- 'this..parley’ surely:~LBry an.
“fadn’t
heard from the stations|.
- show, “for-a -tiumber-of years’ and will stay over ‘for the’ Donnybrook _
to’ the more. frenetic: WYNRahouf it but that she had heen|’
‘| until: ‘this’ year. had produced: “It's Fair: -enceunter ‘expected - when:
But
the
special
Chicago:
Hooper
“following the stories in- the trade
Time,” public. .service .kid-. CATV. ‘champions ‘meet |‘headon ..
study ‘gives:the McLendon: Station:| ‘Light:
;
Fress documenting the post-hear-.
Series which. the: National Lutheran 1 with. ‘organized’ registers: of:‘system. .
|
third
place
in’
the
afternoons,
beIng developme nisin lecal Wincy
Lighting ‘the fuse. for: these.
‘| hind -WIND::and..WLS,-.and fourth. Council: is:distributing.
City progr amMming.
‘pyrotechnics is ‘the fact: ‘that.“last
‘Place: in the morning. -behind ‘the
In particular he noted’ the|
‘week the first CATV system began.
same: tw6..and WGN. .This. would
switching of, certain public. affairs
operation | in. ‘the- ‘Fitzgerald,. Ga; .seem. to mean. ‘that WIND’ and:
and religious shows to better time
area ‘and, that. between 20 and 30 *
WLS ‘got. by.. unscathed. in: McLen-:
periods, the preemption of primeadditional. ‘franchise . applications i
- “Washington, Oct,.9- |.don’s 17-day. ‘opening burst while.}jime network shows for local spe-" ;
have. been filed. in, Geor gia.”
Radio’ Code Boarad~ has.’ recom~ ‘the. more: Subdued’ ‘stations |lost “

Radio CodeCots.
Tough, Expels9f

cials,

and the increases here in
‘mended expulsion . of four: stations.
dcgeamentary production. These, he |

audience.

ScreenGems,‘ABC|
“Archie’ Pact’

-Raymond: :.Carow,” WALB-IV;

|for carrying hemerrhoidal.remédy-} -McLeridon had also ‘ordered - al:
‘Albany,’ -Ga.,. “-méderator™ ‘for the .
Hollyw. ood, Oct. 9.:
felt, all resulted. directly from ‘the ; advertising: Nine other Stations: Fer'| ‘pilot survey -of*: ‘the Negro -market
|- CATV Seminar, ‘sunimed it: up:
hearings.
_ {here -‘from” Hooper;. with WYNR | “Screen: -Gems -has’ signed a: coe}. “Just this: week -the ‘first. CATV .
.
ee
4 Signed to ‘avoid Code -action.
The ‘commissioner spoke mostly:
In. what. it “ealls~ its “new: “get | coming up: first ‘i the ayem with ‘production deal with ABC-TV. :for’ ‘system’ “began .‘operation - in. Geor-:”
on ‘the matter of develeping: the: ' tough”. policy, Code. Board~ ‘ap-. ‘a:26.7 share’ versus . ‘WIND's: see- the pilot:‘of-its half-hour: situation Community television: has:::.
“gia”.
VHF: band so that commercial tele- -proved recommendation: of. Code. ond-place | 11.3, ‘and: ditto . in. the ; comedy, Archie,” based :on’ the.
made ‘a“wild. invasion of. ‘this. state.
‘Cartoon.
strip..
SG
already
chas
fwo
vision cauld offer. more service. It Authority. director’ Robert: Swezey}p:m: with a 28.4 share. vs: ‘WCFL’
s5 |cartoons-to-tv series, *“Hazel,”. n-| We're not :saying. this- is’ good or.
was a topic dear to the NABET to. bounce. the Stations from Code) Second-place 15.Te
"| bad,’ “put :a ot of: ‘the’ telecasters,.
.. | NBC-TV, -and- “Dennis: ‘the - ‘Men:
hearts
hecause
more’ channels ‘COV er.
-}and- many’: ‘radio. “operators. are.
ace,”” on CBS-TV,.
,
would obviously mean - more. ‘Jobs. | ‘Originally: 34 radio stations were:
‘John
|
Simpson
has
‘been:
signed
|.afraid- of: CATV.- and “don’t .know.
T.ee opined’ that the present SVS-. ‘up against Code action on hemorr-.
for the title rolé, and°Chery] Hol- what it means: The way. CATV. has: -.
icm of UHF'’s: and VHF’s in: the |‘hoid advertising. But 21 of..these |,
‘|dridge. and Roland Winters have. come: marching into: our area-makes
same. market does not suffice be- ‘stations cancelled. the ads which ,
also been set ‘for the: series: Harry | Gen. William Tecuniseh. Sherman oo
rause its clear now that the U’s are prohibited ‘by Code.
‘look like apiker,
-" 07-:
Final action: on. expulsion-will | - _KMEX-TV,;" ‘Los’ ‘ Angeles, the: Ackerman’ is exec -producer. and.
will never he able ‘to: compete with
“AN we. want? to. do isprovide
the V's. “The. present. system does come'on Jan. 16 when the National| héew UHF all Spanish-language. tv Winston “O’Keefe. the. producer.
‘information: on both sides. of the
not encourage the growth ‘of in- ‘Assn... of Broadcasters: Radio ‘Board|‘station, plans for its second: ‘phase |-:Pilot. will roll Nov, 19.
| CATV: question - sO broadcasters .: .
‘dependent Stations and is stifling. of ‘Directors. meets in Phoenix, ;
‘-programming ‘to-* ‘include the
_-fean make ‘up. their minds whether’
educational tv, he said:
‘Local Ariz.
_ telecasting of
foreign-language.
~21-Or- notAhey.:‘ave for..it: or. against *

KMEX-TV.IA,toUnreal
ForeignLanguage. Films

FCC3702, GRANTS

HIGH “Wahington,
POINT CHANNEL
“Our: seminar. “spreserits’:‘ expon7.ARTS DIVERSIFIES. | ming;
will” “televise . “six fF
ents of both points of view ‘and we:
Oct: 9:
hours @ jday:. of: ‘Spanish--language |:
The. “Federal
_
©‘Communications | wall have. the’ valuable. Counsel ‘of
programming: . AS part. of ‘its -sec-:
“INTO AMATEUR BOXING ond,
phase -of programm
“station ‘Commission ‘divided . three to’ two
. \ features, with: or:Without .subtitles..|.
In. its: first phase. of program- |

affairs are being crowded out -of|
the schedule. and local: adver tisers
ean’t find sufficient access to prime

time.

which

doesn't. benefit | a

flowing economy.”
He submitted that the need for:
more facilities crows greater with.

ite”

‘station. -

Federal

Communications: Commis=.

ing,.
Seven Arts is. diversifying syne
in granting: High Point. N.C. chan-_ ‘sion “Broadcast chief. Kenneth.A. >
‘die production: : ‘First the distrib-. also. is..seeking’ ‘European tv .pro-|.
the population ¢xplosion, with the bery decided. to. package. the ‘Bos-" grams .of ‘sufficient stature. to. ap- nel -8, ‘to “Southern. Broadcasters ‘Cox; and .a ‘léading.. attorney | (Rus-' 7
expanding {vt set eount and. -with ton symph_ hours on ‘tape and now ‘peal to- that: section -of- thé ‘public: Ince., “provided: the company and its’ sell. Eagan). No: one. is left out:and."
the probability ef
the shorter. it’s: pufting together “The. W orld’ S whieh: regularly patronizes the art] stockholders: divest ‘all interest-and. an: invitation ‘
" |-eonnection © with WTOB-TV,- Win- |.*
(Continied ‘on:‘Page 43)
work.
week,
which afford more’ Amateur Boxing Championships. ae film houses..
)
Isisure time. He. said he would
Filming AAU
fisticuffs, “the|- Station. made knownits progr ame. ston-Salém, ®.-’- cand : -WNAO-TV,
like to see the range of tv ‘sta- ‘Seven Arts-. people. are going .‘to. ‘ming: plans ‘in 3.letter to. cinematic Raleigh. There. Were -three losing ;
; ‘applicants,,
Jefferson.. _ Standard tiens shortened, with more ¢om- lay out a hatch of: half-hours, Les,| distributors. «
: Broadcasting: “Cd: and. TriCities .
minnities having their own outlets. -Keiter will ‘be. host.’ of this series,
| Broadcasting Co.,- both’ of’ Greens- |
_ Indicating that the all-channel. built. about.-an invitational ‘tourney.
boro, .and High Point : Television | .
levislation would. Help. to make the. -in. the 1Q sanctioned weight. .divi-- Wise. Candidates. Meet §
in. CO.,
High -‘Point:
shift come absut more smoothly, sions. Sandy” ‘Howard: is.producing:
| Debate on. WTMJ; ‘AM-TV |. ‘Newton’ ‘Minow, " Hairnian:- and.
lie stated that: he would like to for. the distrib;
‘Milwaukee; Oct, 9.. : Frederick. W. Ford ‘dissentéd: T..A:
see a shift to al-UHF after -a
.
Hollywood, “Oct: 9:
‘Milwaukee - - Journal.
period of: five to eight. ¥ears.
‘Stations:=|; ‘Craven.:and: E. Wiliam -Henry:} |.KTLA. ‘Jed. . the. list. of ‘winners 2
‘didn’t
‘participate.
‘The...
majority
|.hwreg- and WTMJ-TV :“are. ‘stag-"|.
you agree with my assumption: ‘that.
the status quo tintermixture) |is
Jing an hourlong debate between the: was” composed” ‘of Rosel- Hyde; “with six,” when’. the: ‘13th’. ‘annual
Wisconsin. - gubernatorial * _candi- Robert E. ‘Lee and Robert: T. Bart-: “golden. mike”. ‘awar ds: of the Radio.
intolerable, I'm stire \ou'll agree
dates »-on- Oct. 22 “that will focus: Tey:: Bartley" ‘wrote’ a “concurring: & Television’ News ‘Association. ‘of.
with my conclusions,”* he said.
:sk. Southern Californiawere. handed |
“Hollywood Oct 6:
ona single. subject. the state fiscal |, Statement.
| Bruce- Gordon has ‘been named and: tax policies, which: Ras.‘ be-}:
_ pout.‘at..a banauet: ‘at..the.. Biltmore."
director of ‘the: newly. organized come ‘the. dominant’ ‘issue’ of. the
‘| Hotel. last week." me
7
company of Desilu Sales: Of Aus-° campaign.’ [t's being . offered to|*
Special’ awards ‘were: : give
en ‘the aa
tralia.
other. radio and.ty stations through- |.
:
Armed Forces Radio. & TY. Service,
Opening. of. the’ ‘Austratian office: out: the state.”
-|“‘fer ‘a- consistently. superior .news
provides. Desilu, Sales: with’ repre-. “Wisconsin: Public’ ‘Altair: ‘Forum. o
Atlantié’ City; Oct. 9.- .| job” ‘for .the -benéfit .of:-both -U:S.”
‘ sentation in. viftually- er ery, major. arranged: the: Meeting: of: :the ‘eanPred. Wood, station manager ‘of ‘troops. ‘and civilians throughout the-.
Some. country ‘stations in Aus- ; foreign. aréa in addition. to -its: six. didates.. John: W.: .Reyriolds.-(Dem:) : -WMBV -in. Millville,
Was ‘elected.
“KDHI, .Tw entynine:
tralia, those ckigned te averlap the domestic: sales: offices. -Other for=. and Philip: G. ‘Kuehn:Rep.) and president of the New Jer:<cy Broad-- world,” “to:
“| Palms. radio. ‘station: for community.
higger markets. are pr oving out.to |-eign branches have ‘been “opened Feasters Assn. last’ week 4: He-re- rService ©‘in. providing: “excellent?
be Ringsized. he:adac hes to Anieri-? previously, in London. ‘Fukyo: Mu-places. Glenn:Jackson: ‘of:‘ station | news coverage of the’“demise of ‘the::: - eo
ena
et
—,
opto
———
::
j
can. distributors. “FRe- overlap . Sit-. nich Toronto Vancouver.. Monitre al,
Charles L. (Goldbere:saat prexy.OE ‘WTTM in. Trenton;-Wwho-w. as.named | LA: ¢Mirror ‘and LAL.
_ Herald. a
uation has came-to
a head in: Mexica . City, Buencs °Aires; “Sad Wiisconsin Bar: Assn. » Will moderate. to. the executive hoard!
|
Express,
:
Sydney. and hearings. have’ ‘been | Paulo ‘and San -Juan.
. _ Ron, Hickman, ‘of ‘stétion. WNNJ |"
eld ‘and will continue to be held | Gordon formerly Mis witty TON:
Lin. -Newton,. Sussex. ‘county, Was . Other’ Sere: winners: Ea ‘Clark,
| Sydney, and was managing direeen the problem...
tv news filni; Bill: Stout, “They
3
3 Buy ‘Lone Ranger’. .| elected vice’ president, “Also: Hamed. 1best
‘Country stations in: New Castle tor. of the’ Tivoli Theatre, als ‘in.
Walked’ in. Dat kriesg;"” best: tv docu-"..
to:
the.
executive
-badrd:
-Were
Paul
und. AW olHongong, claimed to. over- i Sydney: He will-represent. De silu’ . Felesy nd. Trepor ts three: new. “sales ‘Alger of: WSNJ: in Bridgeton; How-- ‘mentary; KTLA, best: Special news
lap the Sydney market. have com-. ‘[in: New Zealand, “Malay Peninsula. én “The: Lone: Ranger” ‘half-hour|‘ard’ Green...of WWOND- in: Pleasant- Yeport: for its: coverage‘ of the -Bel:
useWen. as. teléseries ‘featuring. ‘the’ masked
Flained that “they cannot
bu V: ‘and. other Asian. points i
‘It ville; .and -Frank: Jetrangola. of: Air. fire; station management: award: .
| rider:
.
American product, or other -prod-|in. “Australia. ae
-for-most outstanding support .of- ‘ty
| WEMC: in Wildvocd.: .
New matkets are “KELP, -EI- Paso,
uct. Srdney steti Ons, it’s Suid. block. |.
‘| news . operation? : Clete: Roberts °
and WKST,. Youngstown. both. in|" on
the sale to the. New
Castle and Blaze Destroys WAZA.
Commentary.” best .tv commentary, .
V
Ga for. 166 stanzas.. and: ‘WLOS,. Ashe-' Pa
WMAQ. ups KEEGAN”
Wollongong: markets: contending to.
Bainbridge.- Ga. Ou: gKNX. won ‘the’ best’ overall. Tadio.
Chicas, Oct. 9.
ville, N.- Cy _ whieh.Pacted.:‘for 60:
the ‘distributor that, if
deal is.
Radio station.
WAZA” wos: des-|
Howaird: ‘Keegan, a “producer-, news -operation:: . Hugh. . “McCoy;
nade wath the cot intry. Stations. troved when struck by alts hining episodes. :
director: at. WMAQ since 1935, has. KNX: for ‘best regular. radio news-. ..
the distribitor, not only will, he bolt last week Which set-fite-t¢ ‘the.
- been” upgraded ‘to.progrant Inan-. cast; -KMPC, best special: news, ‘T@-.-.
shut. aut of the larger mar ket. of ! Structure housing the mi!l. No anej- ; "TRUE ‘ADVENTURE® SALES
. |ager of the. NBC®™ ‘Tadio: ‘o&o..-He port. (Bel. Air fire}; KNX, best. ra- ‘
Sydney, but m other, key Austral- havas in building at time. sinc e Station]
Teledynamics Corp... distributing: ‘succeeds, Bob: Brown, mS ho had held ‘dio. documentary, to Roger. Sprague ae
‘dam omarkéts” as “wells The Aus-! isigns. off.at 6:15 p.m. and Ray: Reed ° “Prue: Adventure, ad has
-{ and. ‘Bob Ferris.” for Coverage of |
clicked off the: post: slightly “over a: year:
tralian communications daws fat-? i program.
director.” Icit.- premises |four-more markets, putting the.-$6-:} ‘Keegan’s director ial credits ‘in- Tacial tension in LiA:: Tony. Kent,.
jempts fe keep open all. channels | about 10°-minutes- betpre.Jightning: UTiés . in 33; ‘markets.
:
clude: -a- number--of* ‘NBC. network: KPOL,; best Yadio. ‘commentary.
af programming teaIE. stations. It" struck.
New. nar kets | “inelude’ WPIX, -Tadio- ‘shows, among : them. ° “Guid-| (steel crisis}: ‘Carroll: -Alcott,; KNX, .
iS these Laws avhic a currently. are.
WAZA was able ta reSunye. Abroad: TN, ¥.: WLW-TV; Cincinnati; WGN: ‘ing: Light,”” -“Cavaleade -of-Amer- “Today in’ L.A:°" -best. “radio: news- -"
being ° tested" in the Sydney sit- } casting toward end. ct week” from IPN,
Chicago; | ‘and: WAVE-TYV,. ica,” “Road - of Life”. sand: “First | writing: “Spor tside ‘With: Tom :Kel- ~
pation: cen which: hearines: hate j ‘temporary: stirdios. set. up. at’ Sta- | Lotisville.
“WPIX, --WGN
and | Nighiter.’” -He spent. ‘three: years in: ly,” ‘KNX. best: regular. sports. news:
‘Keen held.
with, CBS Films of: tion's transmitter’ Site: Mn. nother ‘WLW-T * licensed: 18 “episodes
: of. New.: York, in. thé.’ "Forties, as”8
program; KMPE, . station :“manageAustishia being the first: called.
"part. of town,
~
the: skein.
rector of ;“Lights :Out,"

, KILAGetsSixWinners.
ToGolden: Mike’ Awards
“OF So.Cal.Radio-TV Assn:
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SeenAnyGoodPicturesLately?-

WCBS-TV, N.Y, ‘has ‘I,200. feature ookings. on. its. ‘station: seat: |

-CBS-TV' 0&0. station: has’ a- library-:of 2,300. ‘features: Since February}.

22 951,. inore. than.2,700 ‘features “have .been.pr ‘esented by WCBS-TY” as: |:

" “First New:.York Telecast.”

WOR-TV,

Ni Ys-which: pioneered: “multiz:}-"

IWABC1VLaunching TheBigNews,
VS. FENTURES|_ One-HourSiripWithLocal Accent
+:

showing. of: ‘features, with ‘tts.: “Million Dollar. Movie,’ has’. acquired |
the -two-. ‘packages -of Metro ‘pix and the Sterling-Reade bundle, ‘N.Y.
ST, the.mation’s top:market, New
"of course, ‘has-the. ABC-TV ang. NBC-IV. Web: telecasting of. Pix ‘on:‘the |: York: -a:film-.war is: shaping: up. this:
“respective web 0&0’s:
.
“season: for- the loeal-.ratings, .with’
- -.On the. Iocal level, here’ are :some: of.‘the’pix. upcoming. for N.Y¥.‘tele. ‘some -stations: ‘betting. cheavily onl
“easting: WCBS-TV;: “Prom-. Here to’:Eternity,"’’ “Sayonata,” “Auntie: features’ and: others: on -Vidfilnis;
|..
’ St. Paul,“ Oct: “9.
Manie,. “Mr; ‘Roberts, " “Battle Cry,” ‘No-Time: for: Sergaents, “Eddie ’ especially” the “off-network hour |
‘Educational, television. in
-the

WABC-TY. flagship. of. the ABC

{ television web, is. launching ‘an
-ambitious°.
one-hour
across-the| board news. show Oct. .22, ‘titled
“The Big News.” The first venture
of its kind. by a New York. 0&5

TwinCitiesEducie
- Gets.286 Ford Grant

‘station,

the ‘project: has. entailed.

the: establishment by WABC-TV -of
LP svin. Cities -has -been: -granted:'a ‘a full news staff: under. the direc-

‘Duchii Story, and “Man in the Gray. Flannet Suit’ WOR-TYV;. “Friends: -éntries..
ly Persuasion: 2 . “Pay. -or Die,” “The. Entertainer;’ 2? “All the Brothers}

| What’s happening. in:New Yori $28, 500° Ford ‘Foundation: grant.
| tion-Of: David Schefrin.
Were Valient,”.“Make Mine. Mink, * and “The Mar k": WABC-TV, “Sv: eet7| is duplicated in’ many. key: markets. F
The ‘one-hour Monday-through‘It’s .aired -on-:.non: -ccommercial
i Smell of: Success, ”: SAnna Lucasta,”” and ©A Kiss Before’ Dying. mo
around: the’ ‘country, as: the: frésh|
. ‘: WCBS-TV, ‘With. the largest pix library among:N <Y: stations, claims. supply. ‘of new, pix is-dw indting and * edurational ‘station KTCA:TV ‘here.’ Friday news stanza, according to
WABC-TV general manager Joe
7 hotto have the most: top-grossers, those that. grossed. -$4,000,000'.or more. ‘a relative avalanche of: off-network.| AL number’ of. courses: tow are being.
‘Sfamler, was mapped in response
‘according: to VARIETY’s annual countdown: ‘Station, using last: Januar y's ‘|:hours- ‘are ‘making: the” Selling iloffered ‘via: video hy the’“U. of
jto a. clear: audience
demand for
‘Minnesota:
“
“‘VARIETY’S compilation, ‘states it-has ‘either telecast. or- “will telecast: 60.

rounds:
|
.
‘in-the-VarteTy 62 list’ of 246, That compares -with 39. top grossing en|. . WCBS-TY, N.Y). “singin pity.
tries; ‘either. telecast, or tobe telecast, frém‘all’ ‘other sourees, stations | |,
buyer in ‘the. ‘Metropolitan. varea,.
OF networks, According” to.WEBS-TV. researchers.

‘.| ntore--‘informational

jay
Lester
|
h
~ ]0-Station Bow

| continues to bet “heavily -on. cine-.

“t matics,” ‘avoiding. the. buying ‘of
| off-network. hour: vidfilnis~ at. ‘this|”

T
BlurbProducers, liBizBind, ;
~ Wary ofJWT No-BiddingProposal|

programming

‘during ‘the 6.to 7 p.m. slot: In the
{-werks for. some: months. the kickoft
‘| was delayed until Schefrin was.
Jable to assernble a full news staff-

| and.eradicaté

all the operational

| time. CBS-TV: 0&0: bought: the last | : -

bugs. The greenlight . ‘was given
by Stamler and. Jiin’ Hagerty: ABC
._.| three’ packages. offer ed'to the mar:
news-chief’ who will be- intensely
‘ket, the Screen” ‘Gems. ‘bundle: “of | :
73. post-54's, and: Seven’: “Arts: NolComedian’ Jerry Lester's Syndi- interested in ‘the progress of the:
local” operation. Commercially, it’s
-ume ~4:-and- 5, consisting of ,93:
Warner. Bros, “anid 20th-Fox: ‘fea | cated: weekend. .variety’ hour... “is shaping up solidly with’ $16,000. in
‘slated. to premiere ‘on 10. Stations weekly business already. iti the till.
| tures. “
New York: cominercial film pro- +
Schefrin. stated.
“Also very ‘aétive in:the- cinematic’ Oct: .27,. and: ‘Arrowhead Produc- } {. Stamler. and
ducers have’ a- doubtful.. eye’ cuit
| front. is: -WOR-TV, which bills -con- tions: ‘prexy Ted Gruenwald’. ‘Says-| ‘that. the one-hour stanza will heavi i2 for: ‘the =J...Walter ‘Thompson ad[
in
venient |‘viewing
time,. plus “some: lhe.expects
-another. TO. will - be; ‘Ty stress. new developments
i agency’s:. riew- blueprint. for doling |.
L_kingsized:. features, as ‘its.drawing pacted for the: cross- country Satur- New York, New: Jer sey and: -Conneenhout ‘blurb. preduction assignments: |:
:tieut, the WABC-TV. ‘coverage area.
- power. ar.
day: night: ‘opening..
‘Members of: the New: York ‘Assn.
| Rather.than hit the highspots, such.
- Sportscaster Les
Keiter.. ‘was
WNBC-TV. is petting, on *‘Desilu|: “Already” signed” “ate stations”‘in as fires: collisions or. routine politiof Film. Producers, : in- fact; “asked |
;
Jby” their: pressagent,. ‘to... get: up: 4. named’ _Sports~ director: ‘for WFIL- |-playhouse”™ late Sunday night. in-.['X
cal handouts,- Schefrin plans to dig
stead..of. pix. NBC. o&o ‘for ‘its. Sat-- Denver. ‘Detroit, Norfolk, Balti- into the Toéal. ‘scene in. fullseale
‘ statement on.the “JWT. plan, failed”
‘from
WINS.
N_Y.-radio
indie.
.
urday
.night.
pix
“showéase-has“run
|
:
and
Minneapolis
Richmond,
more,
to
come. ‘forth with:- -one. ‘The, ma-|- ‘Keiter, who at WFIL-TV w ill: do|
‘journalistic: essays: on community
out. of first-run .pix -and- ds.‘In. the} Altoona. . ;
" 's Jority’ favor. ‘a ““wait-and-sée" tack.
| affairs;
1 two daily. afternoon sports MTapups:
Some. view: the plan: ‘as a. possible {plus game‘cover age, -is-a_ Vet -of ‘the’ -N
market.
for “more. pix. W4ABC-TV,
First: stanza. will be vidtapéd Oct.
Included ‘in the one-hour Jayout
Y.,
‘has .a° “Night. Show’” -and:'a “14
way. forthe’ agency: Which is:the ‘Sporteasting: ranks,. having “worked|
i.
t the. 41st : Street’ ‘Theatre: will be- ‘ABC-TV's regular 15-min“Goodnight
Show”
as
‘einéniatic
{:
a
a
*
wrapup. with Ron Cyschran.
A, biggest blurb producer, to cut ‘the ‘major. sports: on. ABC, CBS and’
ABC-TV.
e&o° ‘has Lester~ arrived: in New. :York- ‘Sun- ute
-showéases.°
~ puck: Others: think it may. serve: its. ;M utual.
:
. day (T). after’ a:string: of nitery. en- Usually ‘telecast at. 6 p.m. it is.
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ayith | Negroes |appearing. ‘Very. in- York to Tequest’ ‘50-minute ‘scripts:
Congress, Newton Minow: of any
from ‘top Anierican. “riters: “Shaw. men “had:put ‘the -netivork- an. e82
|
fréquently.
.
-yet
informational:
government. emplovee.
to!
other
origirial writings and ‘timated -$1;200,000. to: the good.
_anid - ‘educational: ‘programs
havea: uses... both
dictate what: should or shouldn't,
‘adaptations . Of «novels. anid short | - This last-minute stuff: might have
|
relatively.
high
incidence
of
"Negro
be broadcast:
_ | looked” Tike: “poor. -planning;”. -but-| stories, |
CBS AS EXEC. PROD.: appear ance.”
OW cc °.
* /NBC-TV was ‘actually, trying. to
Full-time |service, as
eport: Was’: made. by: 60: volun- |.
offers. it, -iughides progrranis” de-Hollywood, Oct. 9...
peddle.’ the. package days -before
teers: yiew ing | programs -on tv. be-|
fthat’ fateful. Sunday. An: faet.. from:>
voted to:“music, complete-news,}
Bert Granet: has. been ‘signed. by” tveen: “April: "1 and April’ 13;. 1962:
‘the..day Kintner- beat -out ABC ‘to.’
farming, opportunities for the: pub-; CBS-TV: to an . exclusive
paet. as. They
enly”. “monitored. the: ABG, +

BERT GRANET JOINS

CROSBY: PROD.PirCHING

Hie to participate in news and other } exec producer, CBS-TV ‘coast. pro-| ‘CBS: and:NBC: Thagsbip.‘Stations: ‘in
discussions, Women’s activities, the |gram _ chief. Robert Lewine:,. cone }
NY

Weather, bealth, Sports broadecast- firmed. last. week.. Granet,. he'said,InBS. recreation and conservation. will first- produce: some -pilots :
‘for
publie ferums and the station’s | CBS-TV,- then will |submit pilot.
participation in -the community's :properties for the network's :okay
{for production by his Own company, |
life, the convention heard:

THREEPILOTS AT ABC
Hollywood, Oct:: 9-.

the rights. But. along ‘Madison: Ave>:”

{nue nobody, it.

would seem, was. in

terested. in buying: a. sporting. event:
that: :prohably* never ‘would: come
‘Fenty ‘sélectings a.umber’ -of. pilots:
about.. Moreover; nobody: ‘wanted

FCCWAIVESRULE from” its 1963-64 hopper, to:rall in}:
‘ON CULTURAL PLUGS:

to Worry. about: -a- series, not. vonly
|November, with. ABC-TV bankroll- |
-remote,, but complicated; What :-hapLing. “ABC-TV. ‘hag: a_ firm’ commit:
i pens. if.it runs three. games- ‘instead-Granet.. was-tor merly exee ‘pro-..
-ment :to.’ finance: ‘two- and: ‘one- Half}
Of.-two" or. -vice «versa?- -Fhis. re-..
*,
“Washington, Oct. 9.
}-ducer: at Desilu :‘studios, and, W hile | ot
pours” of “BECP. pilots,;“Prexy”“Basil.
“quired: ‘a let: ‘of. slideruling—and
“.
The: Federal : _Communiéations ;|Grillo. reV ealéd:‘there’ .was producér of “Desilu
[Undoubtedly ‘for “nought. :
‘Playhouse, ” the tLucille. Ball- -Dezt Gothmission: Has: waived. ‘sponsor.
.BEP. potential. ‘pilots. “ate. “ntact
‘Thérefore: on Monday at: 10 a.@.,
Arnaz specials, and of the “Walter. |identification: requir ‘ements. of: See,!‘Thompson. ”. ‘hourlong: ‘show .about!
or foo
Winchell File” pilet:: Prior’ to. that, }-317; te allow the. longstanding deal. ps¥chiatrists;", “Coogan: 27. half- hour. | | NBC-TV.. didnt’ have. a: spons
‘Souther ny. ‘California.
he. had. produced. *‘fhe™' Loretta. | bétv-een
Continued:
on
Pace
40).
comedy, against a. War background; foes
Young Shou.’ Gran ét: was repped‘ “Br oadeasters ° ‘Assn.,: and -Certain- “Destiny Bay.
“nonprofit, ‘Los™ “Angeles : cultural by:
Ziegler.
Hellinan.
&
Ross
in
the
Frankfurt. Oct. 9.
Series “created: by!Gik- Ralston, :ale}
wey jer oups- to continue. Ww ‘ithout. change.
with.Cc
CBS-TV...
‘BS-It looks as if there's no hope, negotiations, With.
‘though’ this may be. pitched | avith= -.
FEC. found ‘the. deal to .come unfor the expansion. proposed for ;
{der, See. 317: requirements ‘for. an° out .a ‘pilot. plus various * ‘others,
AFN ‘An erican Forces:
Netwo k)
;
on ‘the: ‘air’ sponsorship. -announce= ventures’ now iit négotiation::
te broadcast in Italy.
. BCP. has ‘in. production .one “$e=
j ment. ‘But “FCC - determined | the }-..
Megotiations that have been. go-{
¢
One Y.
“hit.of dast’|
“public: interest” ‘ta. be. ‘$0. deeply ‘Ties, its’ “Ben Casey,” :
ng on
fer the last six’ vears eo |
Anvolv. ed: that. it” ‘Waived “the -re-. ‘Season.
bring the soldier . radio-network’
els
ne ear Licens
sé| quir emenit * for’. : such, .
“Loridon, Oct. 9:
“announce- |
into Italy have come to ‘a .halt,
“Washington, Oct.9..
Br itain’Ss. ABC-TV “major indie. Bok
ments.
“
I
weekends: in. -the. oo
probably as a recult. of President | A ‘one-year license: was. granted : Under. the SCBA. pact, the: “Assi.
operates”
:lwhich,
Kennedy's Yatest “flow - of gold”: by the “Federal. Communications ;receives --Contributions - from’ ‘the |.
Midlands and North. ‘has aid. $840,-. 2:
orders.
Commission to Se‘away: Broadéast=
1000 -on’ the: line: -for: a. 13episode.
L.. “A. County. ‘Fair, “L. A: Civie |:,Original plans. had. called for the! ing.-Co:
Ines ‘for .V MPP-AM, “Light. Opeta, Assn:;- Greek: Theatre
"Washington, ‘Oct. §: 4 vidfilm. skein called;: “Phe. Human :
Halian government to build, install, ;, Chicago, Heights, It,
| Assn. -and- Holly wood: Bow! “Assn.| . “National ‘Assn... of" Broadeasters: | Jungle.” Series: is’ being: produced
ewn and operate stations as part j- The. company Kot, in’ duteh With: |Assn, _stations . then: give’ free. .air- :
has) -backed | Federal Communica- “currently. at ‘Beaconsfiéld studios:
Jef the American Forces: nét. which: 1 FCO because-of: an:unteported® 4066é time, announcemetits
‘and: other
by, Independent : Artistsi:.
° oF
has’ its world “headquarters. .at: stoek transfer “after: obtaining” a ‘cooperation to the proups:. Stations: ‘tions Commit*sién legislation” Te-.
“Shows are-based on. the ‘casebook :
Jaxing radio ‘station. operator’ -re‘construction
“permit. _ Seaway: have. never.,made. sponsorship “an- |’
Hoechst, a Frankfurt suburb.
quirements. ‘But. at- the: same time. of a: London: psy chiatrist and will.:
But it was going to cost :the blamed the gouf iy ‘a.:misunder- neuncements: and -they have. logged: NAB -took issue with. another :part.} ‘run, for 60 minutes. Herbert. Lom.”
Amerivans
about
$134.000 . for standing.
the: ‘Plugs. as
2 ‘sustaining,”.
(re
of FCC rulemaking Ww hich calls. for.’ is the-star: with: Sally: ‘Smith’ sét ‘ag ”
Luilding transmitters and’ installing
‘transmitter inspection “at Teast! the. femine: lead. In- what. Wilk be...
the Hines; and there would nave
°
considered: a. surprise’ move :.by.. -| once a ‘dav:. six: davg a week.
been! added expenses, of about $85.©
“Commission
; Tulemaking . on] ‘some. ‘sectfotis5 of the --trade, ‘direce-'
600 vearly ta operate: and run the
oy ‘operators. announced.Aug, 2. pro- tive has ‘gone out from:ABC-TV:to: .stations. it has heen Jearned here.
vides an option for either a.-part-" /producers: Julian “Wintle aiid: Les-"2:~ ~

American:Forces Radio
Network Abandons Plan
For Expansion Into Italy'
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OfRadio Onerator’s$ Rule

hielieinenteeris
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now,

AFN

is beaming -out.

And StillAnother
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=

mat.

first ‘class operator. or ‘a ‘full- lie ‘Parkyn that “no -coricession” is’
Harlem. Congreccinan’ Adium ‘Clayton Powell. Ir atiW hair - an “<ftime |
a mixture .of news broadcasts, rée- |
-tinie - operator | as. present. rulés. to be made to‘the mid-Atlantic. ac-.
od shows. and repeats of Ameri-|. investigation: into’ the’ hiring: policies-of: radio. ‘and television: by
demand. ° ‘Rulemaking | applies to cent. British | actors only will be,
€an radio programs. to servicemen |. the Education. & Labor ¢ ommittee at: the’‘New. ae Federal: Court:
-|non: directional AM's. up-to, 10kwW used, :
House, beginning. Oct: 22:
and their families in France and}
-|and EM’s u
Series. is 'ABC- TV: §-fir st:‘solo ‘ét= *
Germany. And closed-circuit: radia
Powell has:said, the reasén’ for the hearings isto:” ‘ook into the” :
raising ft
While.
praising
| -the. “ operator’ fort: ‘in ‘big-budget’ -vidfilmery |-alis. available: om the American. mili- | minimum Wege COVEY age: of: the Ww ovkers in-the broadcast industry.”
-rulemaking. . NAB’ Said. the: -inspec-_ though® it:coproduced ‘Sir Francis- .
.Sonie observers, hovever, ‘think ‘that: the ‘inside eauses for’ the
lary installations. at Verena, Vicen| tion’. ‘proviso. -‘appears. - to: ‘negate’ ‘Drake”. with. Associated ‘TeleVision - :
héarings. are‘ the” eripes of actors’: groups and .organizations ‘about: -”
va and Leghorn.
somewhat” relief offered by oper-- ‘and... Was |- responsible. ‘for- Jower- ~
Rut the ‘current word is.out that |’ alleged. disctiniination” in-the networks’ “hiring policies: Fhe. Con|-ator. rules.’ |
4 budget | “tv. -films’: like. “The:
gressman. reportedty: said at @ recént. Denia clubhouse meeting that”
ali negotiations
to - bring - some |
- NAB: said: the inspections avére Cheaters.””. “The. Human: Jungle,"
American-run. stations into Ttaly is [ the. investigation: had.--partly- been. triggeréd* -by- ‘the. Amsterdam,
not only unnecessary but’ -would: whith- has not. ‘been: ‘presold- in ‘any
News". six-nionth critse de on: the’ subject. ‘paper, in’ fact; has. been...” “padd financial’ hardships *
‘ent of the picture completely. - at.
‘to. ‘some.| ‘market: is“ expected to: take- about
_
the moment.
: called in. to- heip ‘Sol uP the: hearings)...
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1) A big new television season
formn
country’s finest talents. in the:per

h the
Startarwit
3, jour nalism,. public affairs, and ‘sports. ‘Plan. |
ing
entertainment and information to:Span’the wide: range
of America’s tastes and interests: ‘The NBC pattern.

Present big: shows, Big hita of the theatré—like

NBC NIGHTTIME SERIES—FALL

-house ofthe Au gust Moon. ,Bi14 riational: events-like the.
Election: Night. coverage.. Big spectacles in
| spor ts—like
theWorld. Series,

Call:onibroadcasting2°Sleading journalistsfor.‘more than
“80 reports, a week, ‘Offer a rich choice ofnighttime’ view-

:ng—most. ofitin living. color. Build'a daytime schedule
‘Tea-~“” ‘that-serves. the.interests of women: and young people... Ss

’62

Sunday
MeKeever and the Colonel, 6 30- 7

Ensign O’Toste, 7-7:30
Walt Disney's W onderful

World of Color, 7:30-8:30 (Ccier)
Car 54 Where Are You? 8:30-9
“Bsnanza, 9-10 (Color)
DuPont Show of the. ‘Week, 19-11

(Color and b & w)
Monday
ii's a Man’s World, 7T220-8 730
Samts ard Sinners, &:50-5o:
5g

- The Price Is Right, 9:20-10 ¢Culer)
David Brinkley’s Journal, 40-10: 30.
(Color)

Tuesday
Laramie, 7:30-8:30 (Color)

Empire, 8:38-9230 (Color)
‘The Dick Powell Show, 9:30-10:30
Chet Huntley Reporting, 10:30-41.

Wednesday
The Virginian, 7:30- 9 (Cale r)
Perry Como’s Kraft-Music Hall,
0-10 {Color}
‘The Eleventh Hour, 10-11

Thursday.

.. |

Wide Country 7:30- 8:30.
Dr. Kildare, S::30- 9:30
Hazel, 9:30-16 (Color).
The Andy Williams Shew, ,10-41

¢Celor)
Friday
International Shovxtime, 7:30-8:30.
Sing Along With Mitch, $:30-9:30
(Coler}.
Den't. Call Me Charlie! 9:30-10

The Jack Paar: Show, 10- 11 (Color):

Saturday
‘Sam Benedict,-7:30-8: 30-°

The New Joey Bishop. Show,&:30- 9
(Color)

Saturday. Night at the Movies,
§-11 (Color and b&w)
Monday through Friday
‘The Tonight.Show starring

|
sohnny Carson, 11215-1: 00 (Color)

MA DEMOCRATIC

ee
;.

|

ie

2) 1 bignew sselling :season©

With a strongregular schedule, with big Specials, with
~“ the: finest’ news. service in television—NBC ereates a re-

“<"Pelevision' g.challenge iin-the 1962-68 season is tohelp ““eeptivemood for its sponsors’ messages: across the nation.

_.. build:demand for.an unprecedented outputof.goods: and.
~-vgervices.: Its ‘approach—tested through. more :than-a
- decade—is to.assemble, entertain, and inform audiences

of millions from. coast tocoast.

oe
‘ees
"

cot

BRATS
Ocoee

This. year, the total. investment. made ‘by advertisers
appearing on: N BC iS. the largest for.any season in the
‘history. of the NBC Television N etwork. It’s.a sure sign

es they plana bignew
newselling season.

ro
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RADIO-TELEVISION,

‘JudgeRulesOutLiveVv

Bates’0’Seas Payoff FromiHardsell

For Most ofEstes Tri
Violates. Witness Rule
4

Geared to $100-Mil.in Five Years |

Tyler, Tex., Oct... 9.

—On Other Madison Ave.Fronts
Ry BILL

- District Judge. Otis T, ‘Dunagan |
juled ‘out live. telecasts: ‘and live} ” Raymond (Perry. Mason): Burr. into Mt:‘Sinal: Hospital, ‘Los ‘Angeles;
‘proadeasting for |‘much. of: - the. for checkup, and. rest eee. CBS-TV.r prexy Jim Aubrey and web’‘s"Program’
scheduled Oct..22 Billie-‘Sol-Estes |‘
. Bob
-. -case on the greunds that ‘It:violates’
‘laws regarding. witnesses: He. said ‘Livingstone, CBS-TV's Pacific Coast. sales manager, “back” toDAS es
J-cameras ::would.. continue. - to’ be “CBS-TV's Andy Griffith ack to Coast: after a. brief. trek: eastward. wee

GREELEY

LondenAvencies

Ted Bates
aPENCY = Jast week |
ope ‘ned its third Furepean -branch, 4
‘allowed in the. courtroom pr ovided .Ann Flood;: “expecting: a baby. shortly, replaced by'..Frances Helm. in
- London;: Oct: 9.
and board chairme n-. Rosser Reeves |
‘Link. has: taken place: “bettween, the State: Bar of. Texas. does: not. : CBS-TV':: ‘Soaper,. “Edge of: Night”... : Daniel ‘Schorr,. CBS’ News’ Bonn.
is predicting that the shep” 'S expan- | Britain's “Lonsdale-Hands © Organ- hold against them.
wee
a correspondent, ‘back to Germany : after a- stopover :in- N.Y, -to: work.on

cn

The- jurist said. “Television and ‘script for Nov. 4 “Twentieth. Century”. episode: +‘. ; Danny ‘Thomas. will:

inte the Commor: Mar ket v a ization | and Lennien & Newell of:

company, jointly:
* owned hy: ‘ the: afencies, is ta .be
Lennen and New?
He advo predicts that. the over-. ‘called Crossley.
, Both, the Institute. of:
elk ‘Ltd.
seas Lifiings wall return Bates a Pr ‘actioners, in Advertising, and. fhe
net thiam the New
York. Adv ertigers, hate, welconied the regrtater
is. how
the fith port- of the Royal Comniissien Gn
qf liee. ahich

yield .a total. of S100, 00,000
bilhnes within Fre sears.

*“ the

U. S:

radié shouldbe given equal -treat=. “direct. his Nov. 19: ‘€BS-TV. coniedy ‘episode’. ... Jim Lavenstein, -ad-

New

ment

-with : other. news - media‘ “jn-: ‘ministrative. manager, CBS-TV's network prograny department, has. left:

‘solar as the. law governing trial -on a: Radio: Free. Europe inspeetion: tour: He-returns.Oct. 23 procedure - “permits. I believe-.it- ‘Ryan is. ‘taking. time off ‘fron: CBS- TV’ s- “The. Beverly-. Hillbillies,” to.)
-

ee

Irene:

.

would. .. be: ‘rankest. “kind- of | ‘dis-: ‘appear. in’ a childrén’s safety film “A Tour, of the ‘White. House. with “
between: “the
news’ Mrs: John F: Kennedy,” ‘a -new book written. ‘by ‘Perry: ‘Wolff and. based
media to refuse: these: two. ‘sources on the ‘CBS -Néeivs|‘telecast, published Friday. (5) by Doubleday | &:.Cos
the Press ;..
Southern- TV. oter-1 of: reporting: the news equal access. The book, which: retails” at. $7.95. has: been: chosen for’ distribution: by:2
Jareest VS S. eitency, with en esiie.|
ing lacéal ‘yetaliers seven-second to news. coming |‘from the trial -of: the. Better. Homes & Gardens’ Book Club. It:contains: 256 pages, 150 ‘of:
Watod, EYOSS cf SYs0. rf0, LEW,
.. commercial s to link “them names |Jawsiits. insofar | as-it-can be done. them illustrated. .+ » Sportseastér. ‘Chris Schenker. is: now being. repin: ‘keeping- wit proper COU: -reserited: by’ Vinéent : Andrews since: ‘the ‘demise: ‘of MCA: . «. “WCBS ©
Wile
pre cit ent. 8 m; ‘th. majer campaigns
the
London |
procedure.”
.|:radio’s-Ww aker-upper Jack’ Sterling. is back behind: the mike following. al,
fir tastic, Reeves
Bares iesase on Pres, “Exchange, -ene ‘ef :the
Judge . Dunagan, said.“however, LAW wéek golfing vacation’.
Dick Novik, son-of WLIB general man- a
ad azencivs, finally rub
he AECHENS SHOCESSES so-fur Gn leis
‘tue fercign imarket. diate o-ard- ~a- hs!
_SULVEN into * ‘whos arches] that. hé was. notifying ‘both: tete- ager ‘Harry. Nevik, ‘is’ taking. his inasters. ‘degree’ at Columbia U...He‘Lalf years, Recsavscaeois bn lbh ngs the
nt relads.?’ “initial: “ éctails |. Vision’ and radio that live .*‘east-. { spends. parttime learning:. the. radio biz-at. his. dad's station. _ Films: a
hue gone firem szcro to $32. -GGQ,- (orf
added up. ta. one ig] iing: would not. be: -perniitted. dur--+} of the first. Telstar: ‘broadcast: as seen. ‘6n” CBS:TV' have: beéa: ‘presented. lide , Ma tor Branch
s° Tlobsen,: hraicae? he” tor. the- ad. industry, ASden jing ‘the quéstioning - of jurors in to. the. Library of. “Congr ess..
“Alan Landsburs, production -€xee: at.
ates
& 'Purtners. E, tds ‘LonGon, - thes emerge d ‘last year,
Vith- testing | their. qualifications :or: ‘of| Wolper. ‘Productions, . has. been’ promoted. to. ‘producer . ‘on: ‘Bifographiy” - ae
woneh bos Climbed. Frat S35 7002000" a
; Dave Williams, eastern manager. CBS-TV. affil. relations, ‘has teft: iew ‘to retaining the ‘ae’ al the. Ww‘itnésses”. testimony. oe
PF ORS in Zh s1. SIN, MOU d:GY this var. ~ cain rielded >Ubs the “aye rusing| - To give. “such: ‘permission, the ; ‘for “Atlanta to attend. ‘the: regional National Assn. of Broadcasters meet‘there eho are the SE: pzer, Malis: & maxvacine” - progra me—dropped by4| judge said, would: violate. the Texas ings. and. the fifth: annual- affils’. breakfast there’ which -will.’ be. held.
Bates Ltd. offices tn: Torente and SFL of
witness rule which. pr ohibits “one Monday. (15):wee ‘Isaac’ Kleinermans ;:producer ‘of "CBS-TV's° Tw entieth.
‘coitmercizl
Vontreak
nbieh
were tormed ndies~the
ith: leadfnes witness from hee ring: the:testimony, ‘Century,": left” for Europe. last: week (4). for’ threé. weeks filming in
ar er! funding -.
Statio:
aang
fagthy. atter dhe henden branchAte. ave ne ie's to “ork. gut ane w fornrat of. ‘another.
;
| Spain »‘and. Ethiopia’ for the: uPpCo! ming “season's - documentary. Series,
ind Roast rear, AFP, Bates &-Cie, Lor -clients WHO, aie “can AiG ne” «Judge = Diinagan ‘said lie! “was +: James: Ffichney. WHI direct ‘av two-parter on: Spain” and. Harry: -Rasky 7
reris, “Lo date ‘the: foréirn offices. ac nag -buy is.
ros ‘making: the: ruling because’ ‘of the’ “has been. ‘tapped ‘to. direct|the report: on Ethiopia ‘:.
.. Vancoirver: In--..:
het : OSU en peAGy es and £5 Accounts, |
“Lwithess ‘rule. and not’ becatise. of: ‘ternational Film Festival.-awardéd. two. Gertificates: “Of.inerit to. “The. .
his
sper
mitting
Jany*
criticism.
of
«.
333
iia
vorseas
branch.
Ted.
Story -of’ an. Artist” and~‘ ‘The. ‘Story’ of «a:‘Prisoner,?: two. ‘episodés in ....| live: coverage of p¥ ‘eliminary.. Tegal. ‘the: United: Artists- Televiision | ‘The- ‘Story: ‘of.
Patec Werle: ‘exe Tse hatt)
GanbH,
J? series, ‘produced -Ay: oun
|
moves:
at
the.
‘Sept...
2425.
session:
|
mers
a
David ‘Wolper. oe . CBS-TV's -elec! i6n. night |‘atichorman y alter Cronkite |
} ankfiat au Main, was pot
He
said.
the
television:
and
‘broades
‘hosts tonight's (Wed. hour: special,” “Canipaign: °62: Prégiess :Report”. :
per as the-others: It’s starting
| cast coverage W ould--be, ai-a. pool |
at. on: nlefe sercice shop wih a stalt
. Allen. Ludden, ‘Host .of) daytime and nighttime “Password”; on. CBS-.:
“and
.
designated
—
‘Marshall
basis...
cf 35 Needed b Rokert- Fx iton ES
TV: chas recordéd a seriés of 36 five- minute pubservice: radio: ‘features.
crimination

‘meet

<g¢nerab

Welt,

manager

ind

JF Pitz Iv.
cpera-

dirccfor ro @ creative

InkJoan Su
therland
For.TV Oxeratic. Recital:
“US: SaleVia Michelson

Pengra,’ .

Managér:: ‘of -KLTV-TV,
“LOR the .U.S.. Marine. Corp.. The: series, diréctéd ‘at -teenagers. -is- ‘based ;
fon: “Luddén’s four: successful books. dealing: with teenage. problems.

Joan Stitherland Yias Signed =a} here, in. charge ofthe: ‘Pool.
deal with Teeyiston. Carp: Ltd. J

WPIX kidvid emcee: ‘Chuck: McCann: will be: ‘doing seven and. a- alt.
..| hours. a ‘week: beginning Oct. 14. with: his’ Monday -Friday’ strip. ‘expan
‘|sion of the “Lets. Have Fun". Sunday spread: ‘to.fourhowrs, and: a” new.
“Laurel, Hardy ©Sz. Chuck” ‘Sunday outing...
--Den-* “Carney uppéd to’ --“director. at: WPIX®.
> Harlem: station-‘WLIB's “The Editors Speak”
|
show --has guested°New York State. ‘Attorney General Louis. ‘Lefkowitz: “:
NBC-TV:
Will
‘add.
another:
Good:
|
(candidate for. reélection). and. wilF guest: gubernatorial aspirant. Robert ::
ion”-es Gutlined in his hook *"Real- hires. for. sitle by: Charles Michelson, tT:
Hv in Advertising’: ds a universal) N.Y. ‘represchtative Aor TCN, s6n-Todman quizzer. to‘the- ‘daytime. Morgenthau . ore Mutual, has a new affiliate in. ‘Taft station, WBRC,. .
”
|
lineupDee.:
31°
when
“The
‘Match
technig: w.
Aveney has found, -ne- Australia.
Birmingham, Alas.
7°
.
“Game” .preems. from’ 4 to, 4:36 aq ‘Julie’ Harris: to :front °as: ‘Via ‘Doolittle. in: the “Hallmark Hail’ “ofa
sats,
that
campaigns, What have i.
The ‘Australian soprano. will.ap Dp. Mm. - New ‘strip. will ‘bring’ G- T’s|:
Peen-steeesstul in. the: ism S. VOrK
Fame”: ‘version. of “Py gmation.” slated for NBC-TV thé night of Feb: 6. :wath: ctrikingly sinifar attect ‘in! ‘pear with: the London. Svinphony. weekly. half hours to.a” ‘total of: 35.: Jeete e ‘ Alexander: King, -Marguerite Piazza and: ‘Peggy. Cass..all scheduled os
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television——one:-met
with
mixed:
:censées* refuse to ‘sel! time-for pothe boxing’ ‘film (which was shown }.. Feyiews, -a: oe‘phrase - ‘which: George:
--litical purposes. The: subcommittee |
last: of’ -the.-three) .is. anybody’s |
‘Kaufman. “once defined. “as *. ‘g00d.
has: -been’ advised “.that ‘there: ‘are
‘guess, though: BBC would ‘say. .“‘Z.
and. rotten.’ Dos
~licensées who refused.to sell any |.
Cars” ‘has built..up a. substantial |” ‘Two.pilot films, one starring the
Then; piecemeal, television’ was’ following and thits could. make it ‘comedy team.of Allen & Rossi,.and
"time for -political. Speeches. or dis-|
‘forn. “apart: :-Nebody * denied . ‘each
cussion programs, in: what. appears|.
Ww ‘ithout a. Liston-Patterson dual in. the: second: titled “Curly,” will go
craft had--an. axe to. srind..but-‘the the, offing. as it Wwere,
to ‘be.a flat. violation of: their: obli‘into’ production by Nov. 1 under
pieces, .they later. maintained: made} be gation to operate. in the public. ins }:~
an awsome. whole: ‘to:“a JSigsaw:] “ BBC-TV © has been. “highly ~Bue" ‘the banner of Garry Moore's. Red.
‘terest... Some |licensees: ‘will. only:}|
‘cessful’ with “Maigret” which,
.| Wing Productions Ine. Red Wing.
| puzzi
gell political Spots or commercials |.
“ee Directors Join.tn”
7 for its third run,.-has’ shifted to now produces Moore’s ty and radia
‘of-.less. than. one-minute: duration.|- “After 35 years. with. RCA, H.'R.|-P
“The: ‘directors © were -quoted:- as. 9:25: p.m:-.on: Mondays. -Show- not: shows.. This will be: the first pro-.
Some Tadio- licensees ‘contend that: ‘Gab. -Maag.. is: retiring’ at the. ‘end
their ‘news and ‘music’ format pre- of ‘this year, and Robert’M. Macrae|.saying they -were drifting and. Saw, only Whipped - Granada-TV’s. 90-. duction of the nine-year-old com‘eludes. the. sale of political. time.” | sueceeds :his. current ‘spot.as°‘staff. no prospect. for’ improvement. The. ‘minute venture “The Verdict Is ‘pany in-which Moore has not, per_, -Yarborough -expressed. the opin-. ' -vicepresident;: -southwestern:. * dis-. ‘set. designers, mute until’ now; said. Yours”. on the’ ‘opposite: channel | formed..
‘Marlo’ Lewis, who for: several
7.“fon: ‘that 1959 legislation allowing tributor and conimercial. relations that they. had ‘lost: their. ‘integrity: -but earned 13th noteh.in.-the TAM
“|—that nobody.
- scorecard. beating. such _notable. years Was. exec producer of com1:2 broadeasters- the’ ‘license “of:“edi- | for.Radio ‘Corp: ‘of: America.:
body. :what
care-the
on the
‘sets”
looked | highraters:: as. “Emergency-Ward | eqy and variety at CBS-TV, will.
- i+,torial discretion’”..does not. permitJ: ‘For the present, “Maag: will han: ment. level
manage
them’ to: “discriminate: in favor. of ‘dle “special assignmen ” for RCA, like,” “provided. they were ‘not .ex- 10,” "Take. A, Letter,’ and ‘Double |assume. the same position with the
“> One: candidate and: against:an ‘Which said. he.. “has” chosen ‘early | pensively wrought::
/|Your Money,’
‘two pilots. in associaticn. with
-|retirement,” One” of: the reasons|: Paul
..-other.”.
Moe
Taubman,’ ‘speaking: tor}: “At -this-early stage in ‘the: fall Moore. .
ey -motivating- the: vet corporate exec} composers, Said of tv. scores. ‘that.{ skeds; the ‘general view of ‘the Brit-.
Pilot. starring Marty Allen &
- is :a desire. to live elsewhere than: the’ same”. musical tape was. often ‘ish tv ‘scene spells. out ‘champ sta- | Steve
‘Rossi .has a comedy concept
the: “southwest.. Prior ‘to.:his ‘Dallas used: for: a seetie wherein: ‘“‘a.man|.tus- once -again.for the independent |
7 assignment. he had’ -headed -RCA: bleeds to death at the feet. of his {-web.. Latter has more -than, 73%randev eloned by. comedy. writers Vin‘cent. Bogert; Arnie: Rosen and
operations. -in Hollywood’ ‘until John: wife. ‘as for fading |in: -on: .the -main:| of the:top 20 entries. ot
{Colom an Jacoby who-are on jhe
K:;‘West, €x-NBC (LA), Succeedéd | postoffice in. Washington.” Speak-|”
Ww riting, staff of “The Garry Moore
him.
.sHing g:for-for actors,
ti
comedian Alan King 5
Show.”
Ted Key, who created the
:. Macrae previously ‘Was: distribue. charged:
tv" was. an -“insult”’ to an
fe
car‘toon character: of: *“Hazel,”” now:
K tion: ‘veepee for ‘RCA. ‘Victor | in audience’ 'S intelligence, iv Series, “has: created a rascalHollywood, Oct. 9: . .|Canada. ~‘He: ‘is. a. ‘son-in-law ..“Of | ‘It’s:natural, some feel, ‘for pubtic f
grandpa tvpe-called “Curly”. which
Spitining off a-tyv pilot from. a Frank., M: Folsom; --former:: RCA ‘affairs——“ty’ 's -elite’’—to blast. ‘other |
|has -een developed ints ‘situation
Siew. Broadway play,.. believed ‘to: -prexy, ‘now: chairman. of the. execu- facets of the medium: But-Al Pearl-|. Buick. ‘Motors and. Celotex: ‘Corp: |comedy stories for the projected
we
-be ‘the: first: time attempted, ‘is ‘the five’ ‘comniittee. . ae
-mutter?: “empowered: to* speak ~ for. have picked. up the tab for ABC: series. Budd Grossman will be the
_ plan. of Sheperd: ‘Traube;. who -will
|..
| this ‘socalled: ‘elite, at the Academy Radio's ‘new. ‘sports shows ‘featur-"4 writer. for ‘the project.
‘ produce. “Memo” on’: Broadw ‘ay |:
meeting, ‘criticized -publie.. affairs
Call.
Letters
Confus
¢
e Fcc! itself. and, apparently, the -mahage- “Huff. ‘and. former: major league! produces the panel show, “Pye Got
with Macdonald. Carey ‘starred.
“Play by.Allan Scott’ .will ‘be a.|"
- Washington, ‘Oct: 9.. ments ‘which ‘ordered «such. probaseball. manager. Bobby Bragan. |4 ‘Secret’: in -partnership ‘with
- satirical: indictment, of tv; the. main
A WIIM-TY -‘in’ Lansing; “Mich:;: gramming made: For one thing, the Huff and-‘Bragan’ will .be.-on ‘the: CBS “TV.
|
_
-. /eharacter: being. a ‘composite: -of.. ‘and. a® WILM-TV- in .Grand Rapids speaker --was.:: ‘reported: as: saying; air Saturdays: and Sundays, sup-|
, . David .Susskind, Pat-Weaver and. is too. Confusing, -FCC" ruled .‘Tast they want’ more. lard. news and plementing the, neiwork’s sports|
“other. - publicized.“ figures in... tv's: ‘week, | i
‘Tless-in the way. of. public -affairs- coverage. by. .Toni. Harman. and:
Kone. Joins uIM
... upper eghelon. “Fable. ‘tells’ -of a}. “Contimission - - Stayed the. assigns] “features,” -or. in’ other. words, ‘ev- _Howard Cosel.
.
Arnold: Kane has joined. United.
high-minded tv ‘executive whod goes ment--of. thé WILM ¢all: letters: to. ‘erything in tv. these days. has-“got . Buick is sponsoring six of the
Talent: ‘Management where he. will
to. the.:desert.to: “find: himself.”’ “Channel : 13; -Grand--Rapids, order- to_have ‘impact.
eight ‘shows Huff. and Bragan will. handle-w riters. and. directors signed
.. The ‘televisio
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“TELEVISION REV 1Ews

PERRY: ‘com's ‘KRAFT “music| GOING MY: WAY:

= Wednesitay, ‘October.10;,1962,
GUNSMOKE

°

“OL ALCOA ‘PREMIERE. b

“| ‘THE. ‘GALLANT “MEN:

With. Robert ‘McQueeney, -wittiza =

‘With Gene Kelly, ‘Leo G. Carroll,’ With James Arness, ‘Mitburn Stone: (Flashing Spikes) ~HALL
Dick. York, |Nydia. :..Estman,| . Amanda’ Blake,. ‘Dennis. Weaver, :‘With ‘Fred ‘Astaire, host;. “james. “Reynolds, - Robert
With Perry Como, Don Adams,.
Ridgely, -Stewart,. ‘Jack.: “Warden, ‘Patrick . Richard.’ oe - ‘Siattery,, . ‘Eddie...
oo
Kaye
Ballard,
Sandy
Stewart,|- Robert Emhardt, Will Kuluya, _ Sherry: Jackson’*
Russell. Collins,. others.
. Wayne,. ‘Edgar Buchanan, -Tige | Fontaine, + : JRcland* LaStarza,._
| John ‘Dehner, Robert. Doyle
Pierre Olaf, Frank Gallop. the:
|. Andrews, Mary © Riley, Carleton . ‘Robert. ‘Gothie, Roger. Davis, °
Mitchell -: Ayres
Orch.
Ray: Producer: Joe: Connelly 7
ws ‘Producer: Norman’ Macdonnell:
we
Young, others... . :
Charles Singers, Peter Gennaro: Director:. ‘Joe Pevney ©
-| Director:. -Sobey. Martin |
+©oo William. “Windom, ° ‘Sharon
| Writer: ‘Emmet Lavery. (based on - Writer: Kathleen. Hite: ‘Associate Producer:
Frank, Baur -~ ‘Hugeny, -William:. Quinn,Robert
- Daneers |
“story by - Juanita: Vaughn):
| -.(for Revue) | ~
Fortier .
Producer:. Nick Yanoff
+ 60. Mins::: Sat. 10 p.m..
re
\.60. Mins., Wed., 8:30 ‘p.m:
Directer: John Ford.
Director:- Dwight .Henion
|
PARTICIPATION a.
“ytProducer: Richard’ BI
..| Writer: Jamieson Brewer (from | Director: Robert Altman:
Writers:. Goodman Ace, Selma Dia-.
nel'
: ABC-TV. (film)
Frank O’Rourke novel)
mone, Jay Burton, Frank Peppi- ;
_}. Writer: ‘Halsted ‘Welles...
*?‘Gunsmoke”. is.
i ‘now ‘in‘itssecond| gy Mins,, ‘Thurs
., 10. Pop
att, John Aylesworth
“Going: My Way”: ‘is-a. vidseries 4
: |60: Mins.,: -Friday,.. 7:230. pm.
m.
: season of. hour-Jong .shows and its ALCOA:
60 Mins,; Wed., 9 p.m.
| sequel to the 1944 Paramount fea-|
PARTICIPATING ..
KRAFY FOODS
‘{ure about: an old -and.a.-young |eighth as.a- CBS-TV. sagebrush Se-. “ABC-TV (film):
. ABC-TV. (film) . Roman Catholic priest and the part |ries.. It's ‘expanded. format - has |
NBC:TV (tape & film):
“(Fuller; Smith: & Rossi
‘Unlike * ABC-TV’ S other: “wate. m
they ‘play: in .the affairs of a low: made. room’ for “a: wider-‘range: of: |: -Best thing about. the. initial. hour drama, ‘“‘Combat”—-an
‘J.. Walter Thontpson )
|:item- “with.-:
’
‘Income. ‘melting -pot. community of. -story: lines .and ‘character develop-. ‘of: this: Fred. Astaire-hosted series |. quality “production |: and: " some: +
” Lest there he any doubt: about it,
‘Manhattan. While it: is. anything. | ment: and, as demonstrated in Jast was. the’ name. value of James Stew thoughtf
ulness: — “The
Perry Como digs golf. ‘That Was;
Gallant.
C.} ibut a momentous ‘entry in the new
Vart;, who once: more_ in. ‘his’ ‘long: -Mén” -has. the “clear. stamp ‘Of: the.
‘more than evident ‘from his. NB
season,_it could:da-all right-on ‘the _some. “entertaining -‘and-unusual ‘eareer : essayed ©a. baseball: player, ‘Warner’.
Bros.’ “assembly-line: ‘tech:
TV. season. opener last W ednesday !
istrength of its co-stars, -Gene Kelly | -yarns.
This time the: baseball player had nique. .
(3), when the crooner began his}
! and ‘Leo’ G. Carroll,” ‘and’ en” is.
eighth, year. of hour-long shows for;
This. stanza. ‘centered ‘on:
1 tiobbling: been’ ejected. from: the ‘or ganized :| “Seripting: direction, -music’.and
; appeal: asa family .show.
°
‘the wen.
i deputy,” Chester ‘Dennis. ‘Weaver).. -professional. ‘sport. for. taking. a an_oldfashioned. ‘overal]. ‘gloss: gave
' Wired - for: sentimentality
and.
He got ‘mixed up: with..a:family-of | bribe.
2
-| the” preem of. this. war correspon=-"_ nD
His guests for. this stint, were |
| moral: lessons, it: ought: ta. get: the ‘drifters, the daughter. of: which: had-|
“Alcoa. Premiere”: : ‘ton alternate. ‘dent's, tale -a. wrap-leggin |atmos-" °-’
golf pros “Arnold Palmer, ‘Gary
endorsement
‘of: _parent-teachers-+
ther mind set’ on. settlin’ ‘down -and: weeks, °When there” are’ “different: phere -in‘a- eombat-hoot era: Battle:
Player and Jack Nicklaus. To. Say{|
, groups ‘and. others. seeking wholethat. they and. their sport dominated | someness. in prime time television; picked: Chestes to set up hoisekeep- ; ‘spons6r ‘considerations; it-is: called scenes were<loaded with running...
the. show would be: an understate- but whether there's: a great enough}. -ing -with. Well. “Chester” liked the -“Fred”. Astaire’ Presenting”) is..a. ‘and.‘falling-* men. and: billowing’...
ment. A. good bit :of it was shot at:i variety ‘of: Storylines: in the format. ‘girl all right but didn’t: take to’ ‘her: slight, but ‘slick effort, ‘but: so. ‘Jong ‘black: smoke -from hand- ‘grénades
the Sands Point iL.1.) Golf Course. : to: sustain’ it. in’-the: crossfire’ of tactics,: especially when ‘she invited -as it- can muster: naime."power like (which give off’ hardly any ‘smoke ‘him. to meet the.folks (a father-and. ‘that. of. Stewart's. ‘then it ‘stands: a at all, if truth-be ‘Known). “Rain. and. eS
These segments tthey kept. crop= |.«
‘The -Virginians, 9 “Dobie Gillis,”:
ping up inroughout the show). were|i.“Beverly Hillbillies” “and . Perry}brother) and: then,.’ when-he. got “chance. of.- Surviving ‘the: Thursday- “wind ‘machines also’ ‘got a big: play. eo
aarereaCne
tv. “wars. The. ‘first. story,. Cliched - eontrivances © of. plot -:
.
interesting to a point, hiumeraus to | Como. should be. determined’ “early: ‘there, ‘told. ‘her: Pa’ ‘that: she had: ‘at-10
a point and é¢ven enter taining to a jin the season. First- -impression is: spend the night with him. It:was'a. Shown: Oct.: 4; Was: not-compelling: Halsted W -les’ Seript.were: out of ee
point. But if the viewer didn’t |that -it. could fare far better: as a ‘lje: But: the family. |didn’t” know. it. ‘in. its own right...
| the “celluloid ‘west.’ Howard. Jack-" ©
‘and when Chester tried ‘to.-explain
|. A young baseball’. giant Was: ‘son’s. scoring. was:of the blatant
share the host’s interest, in golf—. 30° minute ‘show.

PARTICIPATING -

| CBS-EV- (film):

forget it.. The guestints- by the pros| ‘Opening episode’ picks up- just: a_.demonic brother almost. split .his ‘called’. ‘up, before“the commissioner. variety: that :has--accomped '‘the ‘cat-"worked out. better than the usual! + about’ where ‘the ‘motion picture Skull with.a. set’ of. brass ‘knuckles. : on charges of. taking a world series ‘tle. into. the. river for- more: than:
idea. of having a guestar chit -prac- left off, with the ‘old. pr iest. ‘played : Eventually, “Mar shal. Dillon: ‘bribe from- the disfavored. Stewart. ‘three deéades.:. There ‘Was’ a° tune.
tise bails into the audience ‘from hy Carroll, yearning. to’ revisit his: ‘camé ‘to the rescue -and. the’ family’ It: turned -out :‘that -he was. merely: with lyrics, “My. ‘Héart- Belongs:tothe stage but it-was almost’ impos-. | old- hometown. of” Ballymora, : ‘Tree: ‘moved ” ‘on.. ‘Weaver: turned’ in*.a receiving an: inyitation to.the nive: You” .(Sy- Miller); which’.should
sible to follow the shots on the tv -Jand. He. gets the. opportunity, ‘via “solid -job,. “mixing” ‘the .comedy and old man’s: ‘fishing .camp’.in“Florida: ‘drive these ‘dogfaces. ‘of: the’ Fifth,
screen. as photographed so, except the eccentric generosity. of a: Polish |-dramaties. nicely, . and eontinuing And. because .Stewart. for -no: ap. Infantry to “Roll, Me™ Qver’”: for
for some- putting, the action was- parishioner, but the yeunger- priest: ‘the image of Chester.as:a man wise ‘Parent. réason” “doted. SO. long. and . the. rest --of. ‘the trip: to. Rome—if.
half wasted.
IfKelly) learns ‘that the: lovely: little. beyond.: his. ; seemingly” seatter-- $0" ‘faithfully.. -over ‘the yaung man;: the ‘series ‘ean hold. ‘out:tHE they.
Meanwhile, back: at. the studio,. burg has béen_ industrialized; and |brained exterior: Sherry.’ Jackson, it, seemed that he. was’ doing °‘pen- Bet. there. :
production. values were up: to their Fealizing that. the old fellow. .is a cute and. ‘appealing’ young actress; ‘}ance for his. own..crime- against'}. Lead.” “Robert.” MeQueenéy
visual slickly designed and. expertly bound ‘to ‘be disenchanted he’ tries did..well. as the. girl with the urge baseball. Hardly; it ‘turned out that, combat: . correspondent.
"Coiiley
used standards... A somewhat Iongj to keep him from going. By: one: -to. ‘settle, ‘displaying both light anda. he was..a nice. ‘guy. through. :and. Wright—in Striking.” ‘imitation: , of
opening ‘with Como screaming at of -those- wonderful theatrical e€0-- serious. moods ' effectively, . John. through: and for’a climax,.he- sud- | the’ late. Ernie :Pyle’ without: any”.
the. top .of° his Jungs (there’s. a ‘incidences, |.:another: ' parishioner : Dehner was credible.as her drifter. denly. admitted’ (and. everyone’ be-: ‘credit. or ‘inference—shapes: asa":
switch) in a barren studio ‘could| produces. a Jetter from: a nephew in- father. to whom: ‘the -‘grass -was: ‘ale {lieved him -just: as suddenly) - that fair focal: for .the ‘GI- yarns that.
have’ used. some pruning. The sing- -Treland who’ d-like -to come:.to the| ways greener over the. riext: moun-.|. he Was: framed.
will -be-spun. around ‘feature -play-—
ers “family: consisting
of Don. US., and the old..priest: ‘decides: tain and Robert Doyle was: properly | : . The.- finale: was’ a garbled -paean ers. He, however;‘is not likély to~.°”
_ the: eit Ss. “shiftlgss Z|‘to‘that great “Ameri ican pastime -be- ‘|hook ‘a. ‘following: on -his. own.. In.~ :
Adams, Kaye: Ballard, ‘Jack Duffy. that. dreams: for “the future. are- ‘sadistic:
"|. cause: ‘the. falsely ‘accused bribe ‘fact, the one character. in the ‘open- *.
“welcomed ai more: important than derams. -of..| brother =”,
“and. Sandy_ Stewart
new member in. Pierre Olaf. with a the past.. That ‘wisdom’. is under-|- ‘James’ Arness ag: the” -Marshial ‘taker’ loved: baseball .so" much. he} er .with. .a ‘sustained-aud..‘potential
‘skit about having mixed emotions scored. by’ a dittle. old-“fashioned |did_ his ‘usual. ‘competent job “and ‘took. the. bad rap. ‘like. aiman. fat
CLAvas-knocked ‘off;: That was. guest’ .
; Milburn Stone and Amanda: Blake’
regarding the newcomer. It was} patridtism.
-Stewart was. “gentle: and. appeal-. star’ William ° ‘Windom. -’ -who ..as’‘A
subplot:
in
the’
pprecemet:
jad
okay. but weak.
-also registered. swell in. their -regu- -ing ‘as the ‘old ‘Dalipiayer: | Jack} Jake," ..a. major. Who : goofed _in
te do: with vandalism. on the part.|
-C arol Haney. “who's subbing: ast| of kids in’ the neighborhood who |}lar -roles. Kathleen - Hite’s Script. ‘Warden, Edgar ‘Buchanan: Tige An-|:“Afiica: to: come. back. in the guisechoreographer. while Peter Gen-| belonged.. to the local ‘community ténded ‘toward over-pictorial. dialog ‘drews: and: Mary~ Riley’ were okay’ of..a*private ‘how's’ that -for fresh ~._
naro works on. “Mr. President, ” de- |center, run by Dick York, and pre= “put “her ‘story: ‘line held “up” well-. ‘aS an. assorted bunch. of: goodies... ‘thinking. in’ ‘the.’ ‘coincidence - de-"—_:
sighed a well-executed dance num- | surhably—as in the film—the de= | Sobey :Martin: directed . ‘with. ‘good. Carleton ‘Young: Was ‘unconvincing ‘partment?), stamped.‘a little “emober, the Ray. Charles Singers: and} linquent.. youngsters: will play a. pace. cand. Style. Production. values: as the méan. ‘néWspaperman: ‘who tion: into’ .the. deep mud of: Italy.
‘accuses the: kid ballplay er:_and -his|‘He .was. the..man ‘of’ action, behind.
“were ‘fine, 2. °°
Mitch Ayres Orch combined..for a prominent part in. the:series.
—
pieasant . rendition of: “Sweetest |: The role of the young. -priest,: - From the looks ‘of things, “Guii-. .old friend: The. youngster: “was, én-}: feature player: William. Reynolds. cone
oe
acted «-by.’. Patrick: Wayne; ..son of. (Capt, Benedict) |-who- laid in. the ©
Sounds,”
and ‘Como: warbled.
originated by. Bing: Crosby, seems’ | sivioke™. seems *headed down | an: ||
Left My Heart In ‘San. Francisco,
cut perfectly to- ene. Kelly's cloth; othér. successful'.season’s trail, It: John:. Wayne was-4 pe rsonable. kid,” ‘strategy for, the: grab -of a: vital . ~~
“Fly Me To the Moon” and,.as part and while: Leo. G. .Carroll seems a ‘maintains: ail the. values ‘that: have: who. acted: preciscly. ike’ a base- German: hill ‘Gutpost, getting killed.
‘not -.
of. his usual stool ‘& sweater finale, Ibit younger. than- Barry: Fitzgerald : made-it, a fave. oater through : the ‘ball ‘player °hired bya . film ‘pro- ||-himself.-‘in.. ‘the’. “attack—but
ducer to. act like a.baseball player. | without -a - few, ‘final death-litter a
“What's: New,’
rwwas in the’ original, ‘he. too. is. well -years.and holds up‘well in “its-ex-.
.-~
The crooner'’s: vely et. super“re- | east. Kelly: gets an’: opportunity - to. panded |size. 'Re-runs.of its. original |. Revue not:‘only:: got ‘Stestart- ‘and: words. and ‘a -last:.‘eigaret, natch.
-the son of: John ‘W:‘ayne’ to ‘bolster |. Robert. ‘Ridgely, Richard Slate’.
Jaxed = singing | style -remains -as}do. some singing and .dancing, and ‘half-hour - “episodes: ‘ which - have:
smoeth as ever, Nick. Vanoff pro- Carroll. -has: ‘a’ momentary -heart ‘more scope :and. development: ‘and | ranks but it-also utilized’ the: large: tery; Eddie -Fontaine, _Roland: La-duces. and Dwight Hemion staged. seizure, bath of which seemed nec- which offer “just ‘about everything’ ‘talent’ ‘of: director: Joiin Ford to|‘Starza, - ‘Robert - Gothie. -and . Roger.”
- “meg: the ‘opening-hour- film, -- Ford. Davis. make?. up «the rest ;‘of. :the
the opener -with scope and pace for essary to. help along. ‘a thin: plot. the Sagebrush. buff. hankers..
“Kali. _ [is consideréd: a gr éat- director for regular. contingent ‘in: “the” standard
Les,
the most part. Ayres and Charles .
f{anumber of ‘reasons:: one-of .them} tradition: of- dirty. but. lovable GIs::
handle musical
chores. . avell and.
*:|-is not necessarily “slicknegs,.. ‘This| Sharon -‘Hugeny:: appeared : “priefly’ |
Miss: Haney’s -choreogr aphy* spar k-| 4"
4 | was a -‘slick:show, ‘ight down té-the.
led. Gary Smith continues to design. x.
* Z| insertion. of. Korean. War: ‘footage |: as -a.. piece-of. -soiled -but ‘exciting: Italo. cheesecaké to-brighten’:the *
inter esting and. spacious.. settings | +
that .had: ‘absolutely; Ne hing.‘to -do: |sombre ‘battle : terrain’:(her. ‘unéer-for the productions. Writing could }-¢
+)
with
the:
>
Story.”
“Atte:
_
-| developed: '‘tryst - With an -Jtalian-- .
be sharper but is -‘generally quick |
“°_|.American. GI was: carefully: spelled |
‘and effective, under the guidance|
‘| out .as° strictly: a_-kissing. affair).
.
of Goodman ‘Ace and’ his team.
“DuPont Show off theWeek’. | Hansen: “Avthur: “Hhighes, Jamies THe DISSENTERS
Jf. the .war ‘stuff takés hold “ace
Fhe shaw continues to. maintain|}. ‘Dir ectors
Company, : -the — “new. Kenny. Dana Elear, Allen Collins With Gene Shepherd
cording to: ABC’s-: betting “igoing...:
‘Keith -Carsey..
ee
|
the values that have made it afrrielder Cook-Franklin Schaffner | and
Produceér-Director: -Debor:
,
ft.
Mester: by. the: extra popularity, of battle “=: =
values - “were™.
“good. 30.mins., Sun. 12 “p.m.eborah
-steady winner through: the years,|paitnership, brought in ‘its. sécond ' ‘Production:
by -Field
headed
t.
throughou
fat Oe
-}stuff ‘in-feature ‘pix’ showings), this~
~-£1e ee. WCAU-T¥, ‘Philadel
eade
y
roughou
could have’ of. seven live-on-t ape. dramas for:
although the opener
adel phia::
Bull. | ..Gene. Shepherd.:
= _ Bill: wee
used a litle Tess time on the links, NBC-TV’s Du Pont ‘hour. ‘Sunday |Cook's steady . dire¢tion.
: Who:ifad a.de. | onemight hang on.
=
éspecially considering. that the golf4, (7) with a. display’ of. versatility. ©
--|voted. clique ‘some years ago :when|~
ihe ‘Lloyd: Bridges Show - ‘Fhe..was a- local ‘deejay: and who. slumped since. ‘expressinghee ¢
season is -alk but over. All things| Production’ firm's opener :“was. ‘a :
views.
Lloyd. developed: a. larger foNowing* on’ on: the group.
considered, however, ‘it looks like. serious allegorical. play... “Big. Deal 7 The. ~ format. _of..“The
‘another big year for. Perry, Kratt tyin Laredo”: was a guiiless, horse- ‘Bridges. Show,”.. in:-which’ the: actor ‘WOR; N:. Y.,: hosts. a. new -series
Guest professed respéct: for’ Gove
and NBC color.
Kali.
less western yarn. With-an. O: Hen-. plays .a.reporter: whose imagination: which - ‘features, _afea’s minority: ernor. ‘Orville: Faubus “because he.
transports..himi
.and
.
the.
..audience.
viewpoints, | to- inghide everything. 4s ‘no ‘hyprocrite.”’ He. had: none for:
TY twist that” worked, -a dash: of:
| through time ‘into. whatever situa-. from .. “food.
TOAST THE. WINNING TWINS
lo--“socialism,” the’ Jiberals;. who, ‘he : declared,
4 comedy-and-a lot of su: ense.
tion .an assignnient might. conjure “from. osteopathy ‘7 pacifisni. 99, ran “really ‘feel the -same:as the. Gove
‘With Ray- Scott, others:
Story
evricerned
a
high-stakes:
Guést. for opener: was »‘Malcolm. -ernor.. “They “both. Know “that. inte-.
Producer-director: Lloyd Bolkcom. 3poker game—a’ ‘good dramatic .de- ‘up, .took” an” accidentally topical’
‘turn last. Tuesday. i2)...That even- X., a/Bla¢k Muslim’ said to be ‘the: gration won’t work :‘and: can’t: .be
Writer: Charles Ruhr”
vice. anytime in: competent hands—}‘ing’s CBS-TV episode. had: Bridges first. lieutenant of: Elijah. Muham- fixed.” - The’. Black” “Muslims: favor.:
30. Mins.: Sun. (30), 9 p.m.
bywith (an- alleged” ‘compulsive gamcovering a-Civil. War. feature story:
HAMM. BREWG. CO.
“Tbler plunging: the. family ‘fortune assignnyent on:a ‘museum Of. relics’ mad, ‘the: “‘prophet‘:. and ‘leader of total:.separation of -the- races and.”
WICN-TV, Minneapolis.
the group. advocatiig, black: supre- have ©‘asked | the. President ‘for a™
against the four - richest -men™ in fron) that -era ‘and:.apair of boots macy.A paper
cutout, pattern of :a. Separate ‘state. Shepherd declared
In an area that has. “been, ‘big Texas.
In. a “‘eouple:. of -surprise |
league baseball. mad, it’ was an- ‘twisters vit. might: have ended. after| on display sent him:and the viewer one black figure’.in ihe center-sur-: this “sounded .-Jike -‘‘the statement .__
station's the first) the farmer. and ‘his.wife back through history to the. Scene. rounded by: all xhité.- ‘figures. -in- ‘of a- colored.’ Faubus.”..Asked ifhe
‘otner of this ‘Time-Life
| troed::the: session. ‘Shepherd, -leay- believed blacks to be superior, Malmany bright ideas to ring down dragged. the. biggest. pot ‘in -wesf-|-~of a’ Yankee-Rebel- skirmish.
Topicality. of ‘the ‘seg :came from ing~-his stréam of consciousness ‘colm, X: went: into-a’ ‘dissertation. ‘On . ves 3
the curtain on the dianvond sport's: ern history: It all turned out to be
season locally with tnis show after a‘gigantie'skin game. a crafty bluff} tthe theme’ of Mort R: Lewis’ script, |gab elsewhere, hammered’ .-away genes~and stated“his race-.would:.*:.. - ="
|which.. ‘pointed up the ‘ridiculous and. ‘pinpointed every question, But. outproduce the 'whites:: When :the” ~.:'> °
having televised | the games. —
right down: to ‘the’ farnierSs. heart j futility and: stupidity of ‘civil:‘con‘his... adversary. vas hard. to--nail interviewer tried. to: hold ‘him.“'to
_Tuners-in . had brought pack via attack.
-; Met and: the tortures: of. the.men ‘dawn’ on’ such “SSUES as: hate. ‘and the’. “superiority” poser, ‘he’: con-’..
video tape a number of the. most | Sidney |"Phe Hustter syCarroll’s |who have to- ‘fight such. a. battle: or
‘Supremacy. The Muslim rep: had tinued. his talk’ _ahout 'genes* and
thrilling camera-cau; sht live action script, which had-a dash of ‘Stephen. any war for. that matter: ‘The show.
plenty ..of-platform Savvy and! ex- the. “Prophet.” ~
fiom
various of the -.past-season Crane .adventure~ atong - with: ‘the. depicted . ‘the men ‘of.-either side ‘perience “from
-pe¥sonal-- -appear-.| . Malcolm X: smiled ‘several times,
fames. They also met the -players, O. Henry wind. show ed: fine craft= fighting: bitterly at.one. point .and’
‘ances on’. ‘Tadig: cand before. audi but not. when he was: asked about
the managers. “goaches and: “owner: mdnship in the build. and’ -sliek” then -calling a temporary. “truce”: ences.
ee
rhis. ‘published ;‘statement: concerning t
Cal. Griffith.
turns -of. plot. Excellent’ cast was during: whieh, .time. they. traded|- _ Stanza “was BEY néved: $eith: quite: the Atlanta: art’ group ‘killed’ in. a- * Players. and other guests were headed” ‘Dy. Walter Mattyau, Teresa: articles,
spoke. “sometimes . -even. a ‘few snappers. salcolm Xx: took. ‘European. plane: crash. He ploweéred
Beated -on ‘both sides of. the Tong ‘Wright..and John: Megiia'as the: friendly” together, ‘tended each. ‘off when .questioned:‘about ©singer
‘and ‘called: it: “‘the-. wrath. “of..God..
°.
“‘paratiel tables: with. emcee Ray. mock farm -family; Joby ‘MecGiver,’
other’s wounded. ‘and: the like. Dakota Staton's -disclaiming:sect.. They. were. upper: class" Georgians, |-_
“Scett and his assistants. Herb Car- ‘as the skinflint,.: rightous ‘banker.
‘When -‘a’Yanks greed for. a pair’of. According: to: their. chosen -spokes- ‘and: according to the leader,.dée°
neal and Halsey Hall, doing their. who turned. out. to be the’ Source. of |
“(Continued ‘on page: 42):
man: Miss.:Statciv was. hot.-a’ true. -served .their’. fate.” “Jf: the rest. of.
|the big deal, played it ‘tothe hilt
bits trom the centre.
wy |Muslim, since’ éne-of “their cult: ‘Shepherd’s: seriés :with: the” ‘local:
It was a well put- together show tin an open: Fields. “W. C.). style:.
would never appear: “half: ‘clothed’: malcontents
generates as -manythat reflected credit. on prodieer- ‘Also in ‘good, form, vas: Jonghorn} €
“More
|
TVReviewsa
{iin a nightclub sineiig.to drunks. ‘or. ‘Sparks as: this one ‘did.there will: be.
dbrecter L lov.d Boikcom and: writer foils ‘and: ‘otherwise... were. Zachary!
| people who. are’ dr niking: “He stated] no.dissenters ‘toothe program.
Charkes Ruhr, «
Rees,
1 Scott, Roland. ‘Winters, William} )wp .
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ane CoMBAT
| THE. ELEVENTH HOUR
HAWAIIAN: EYE.
. ‘With: Vie. Meorrow, ‘Rick’ Jason; ‘With Wendell. Corey, Vera Miles,
aa
“With: ‘Troy. Donahue,: ‘Robert’ Cone : With Stanley: Holoway, a Max- (The. White Lie).
‘Shecky. ‘Greene, Pierre ‘Jalbert,| Murray" ‘Hamilton, Carl Benton
rad, Connie’ ‘Stevens;: Grant Wil-|. well, Audrey: Totter, Rickey. Kel- With ‘David: “Wayne. ‘Neva’ Patter-.
. liams; Poncie Ponce, James Best, | ‘man, K.C. Butts, Breena’ Howard | | "son, Sallie : Brophy, - Leta |: _ Steven: Rogers,.. Albert Paulsen, | Reid, Roger Perry, Nelson Olm-.
’ ‘Bonynge, Paul. Mace;:Adam Ken- | Jack Hogan; others
Producer: Paul. ‘Harrison ae
: Elizabeth. MacRae,. others. sted, Anne Seymour, Jack Ging
:medy, Billie. MeNally,:: ‘Mardette -Exeé Producer:. Selig: J. Seligman’ : Producer: Herbert Hirschman
“Producer: Charles Hoffman °*". : Director-Writer: ‘Richard: Marphy
:- Perkins, Heywood Hale Broun, Producer: Robert Bleées
‘Director: Fielder Cook
.
‘| Music: - Frank DeVol.
Director: Robert Douglas’:
others ..
mo
“ Director: Robert Altman:
} Writer: Harry Julian Fink
Writer: Robert. J. Shaw-.
130. Mins:;. Wed:; 9: 30 »B.mi.°
‘Writer: ‘Richard. Matheson.
Exec producer: Bill.‘Nichols
‘| PARTICIPATING-:
{60 Mins.; Wed,, 10 p.m:
60 -‘Mins., ‘Tués.,.8:30- Dem,
Director: Paul Bogart: '
| 60: Mins., Tués., 6:30. ‘P.M, .
PARTICIPATING.
| ABC-TV; ‘Hollywood (film)
“PARTICIPATING
oe
| NBC-T¥ (film)
—
__ | PARTICIPATING |
. “Our Man:-Higgins’ *is.a: varia-- Writer: John D.. Hess :
ABC-TV. (film)
ong
“ABC-T
¥
(film).
~
‘3
;
“The Eleventh Hour,” a new
“Hawaiian - Eye,”’. seems. “ome: tion: on ‘several.themés-—the :vin- 60 Mins.; ‘Wed., 10,Pmm,
‘tage “Ruggles. of Red Gap” and. -the. U.S,.STEEL —
_ Whether Wworld ‘War II can gar- MGACTV series . steeped in psything of an. anachronism. in a Séa‘Current “Hazel” to. name two: Out. CBS-TV,. from N.y:
‘ner’ the thecessary. Nielsen: points to "; chiatry, shapes. up. as ‘one of: the
son” ‘when’. 60° “minute: adventuré of -these-: familiar. .elements,©:tHe'}.
(BBDO)
7
an stay in. busines On |‘ABC-TV ‘this’ ‘riew season's“4. more
promising.
shows: have grown: up dramatically,. show’s producer-creator Paul Har- “USD ‘Steel. Hout”. returned’ for.
|:
isiness
j season. depends, to a great |extent, | diamatic entries. While. such other
*
‘at. least. to. the. extent’ of.making: @ -rison ‘has. fashioned -a family-style | another
Season
‘on:
CBS-TV,
‘preeni-.
comedy Series: that took” off ‘slowly’
on" “wliether sufficient ‘years: have |established ° tv meédicoes .as “Ben
_ stab at~character -revelation...The ‘in
its: introductory. ‘half-hour.. ‘but ‘ing. Wednesday . 3. night with: a
“three-year-old” tgoing. on four): pri- ‘has <a: ‘potential. of improving “once pedestrian *teleplay’. by John.Di; passed” to - take: the nightmare out. ‘Casey"’ and “Dr. Kildare,” are also
and
of /it for the’ cadult generations. : ‘psychologically - oriented
., vate:‘eye series is still” operating: ‘at the pattern is ‘resolved: and’. the ‘Hess titled ‘The: White Lie."
| That Will “tak ‘a’ ‘while to de-: ‘loaded ‘with kookie characters, this
Va: pretty Jew. mental level ©with ‘a characters’ . become ‘more: “firmly
Itzwasn’t the fault of the. players;
*
e: series: is‘ exclusively dedicated: to
termine, but: if: ‘it: proves” that: exploring the mysteries | of, the
oHueleus of healthy ‘looking --men, ‘4 established. «
—David« ‘Waynie. atid . Neva’ Patter=.}
“gupply: of attractive girls in mumus
Best. of ‘the.ingredients 1is’Stanley. son in: the. leads—that ‘the 10° to grownup -televiewers can counten- ‘human mind.
‘and other: Hawaiian’ garb;.. and Holloway in .the title -role..: Asan
Wendell Corey is hanging ‘up
-11 ‘p.m: ‘period. passed: in. a ho-hum: ance ‘thé war. now in the perspec-{°
‘fairly corventional chase-the- ‘Crook. English butler: in: theservice of an® manner. David. Wayne, -portr aying: tive ofan. historic adventure “‘Com- |his shingle in “Eleventh. Hour” as
situations: that. take. “Place. in. ‘the ‘American. family. he comes, Tight | a. little businessman, good-natured
| bat” could:-make. the grade. Among| Dr. Theodore Bassett, a fdrensic
‘island: milieu.”
pe
tag
outof °“Ruggles” ‘and: as -a fixer-. and ‘solid, ‘lent:: -all the credibility the notable assets, on the premiere’ psychiatrist with a firm hand and
Whether it cas last another S@a-. ‘upper: of. ‘family ..turmoil: she’s’ a ‘he could to‘his role. So did: Neva” show, were: a-firstclass-.production |total dedication to his patierits and
.80n’ depends. on .whether the’ mass: ‘male version. of: ‘‘Hazel.”*: “However, Patterson, portraying. his. wife, who: anda potent. costar in Vic: Morrow ‘profession: Corey ‘promises to. extv audienée. thas: become ‘more so- ‘Higgins (no. Mr:,. -please!). has’ an ‘told’ .a “white’ lie”: ‘about: ‘her’. hus+ ‘(Rick ‘Jason’, and Shecky ‘Greene’ tract as much dramatic interest out
Bhisticated: about melodramas: “in: identity of. his: own’ and: given time+ band’s - war..ex ploits, :in a ‘aweak,‘had, brief. roles;in:the opener). ©
[of obsessional .neuroses as. thelatter. years. -The escapism. . ‘of. Hollow ay. could: :-make shim a defensive moment. .
: Doubtless. another. ‘strong’ point |.Other -tv-medicoes do out of ‘subHawiian |. ‘tour ist culture. - would friendly: ‘figure. to ty viewers,
"What: Was” ‘at: fault: were the: tor the.:Selig ‘Seligman. entry. ‘is. ‘dural -hemotomas.
seeni .to.be- wearing thin, ‘and’ the
.The kickoff stanza last ‘Wednes“A: better -job,. though, . should ‘be. ‘eliched.: imagés’ and. situations fed :| that -it-. w ill: -satisty that-‘strange
island -festivities. have. -a” -way .of. done: to make. the: Ameri ican, suburby” scripter “Hess. - The ‘only’ ‘SUS-. proclivity: in‘ peonle for vicarious: ‘day night. (3) was characterized by
getting .repetitious, ‘but. it’s :prob- Dbanites-: more:.. appealing. : ‘Nothing
pense and. drama: to. come* out: ‘of: violence."-In a: -WW Il series bru-| some excglient introductory ¢harable that the: -hausfrau. Will’ .con- much -can .be’-é@xpected .of the. twa:|
the- ‘entire: ‘teleplay ‘were. in: the tality and-:-bloodshed are‘ : justified, -acterizations. within a somewhat
tinue -to enjoy’ the idealized’ male boys,.and Riekey. Kelman and:K..C.
final: few. moments when ‘David: ‘for who is to ‘deny. that it’was an weak story context..An early shot
Physique. as it's” displayed. in a Butts ‘play. them ‘as “boys. will play”
violent
business? }in’a mental hospital of a patient.
Wayne. pinned. the” “white lie” on excessively
- pair of. ‘swim ‘trunks. :
Qe
boys,.-but -there’s plenty-- ‘of. room himself at. a. ‘dinner in his~honor.. ““Combat’” ‘declined the Opportunity. going -beserk and.then recovering
: Troy: - Donahue, “salvaged .“from for improvement in’ developing. the He. and” his :wife|committed: the to: spill” blood. in’ ‘the. preem—in. shis: lucidity under. the gaze of Dr.
“the: late “Surfside: Six,”’. has “re- parents’. ‘image: On the: Opening error of. fantasy to:‘bring: color. to fact,- the story” was” about :‘the non-: ‘Bassett. was executed -brilliantly:.
{ killing’. of ‘an..é€nemy.. soldier—but:| Other clinical details,. such as the
placed: Anthony. Eisley’: in. the ‘‘se- show ‘Frank ‘Maxwell -and Audrey their lives. _
the. preview: of. the second -episode j.use “of the Rohrshalk tests.-and
‘ies, and ‘much: of .the first episode Totter, seenied- a . bit tao. ‘flip and
Triggering the lie ‘was. Wayhe's: indicated there: would be. mayhem « hypnotic techniques, were also
. concentrated: on establishing his. not completély. ‘in! -tune.. Their: lan-.
general
.-manager.
.in.
‘business,
a
aplenty. .
{handied with a near-documentary
" permanent ‘role: ‘Trouble “with: his. guage, too; ‘struck a false note, hav-:
-ruthless, ‘overly-ambitioiis, . young:
‘installation -in- ‘the: Hawaiian: Eye jng-more of-a. Broadway: ‘than: ‘a: “man-in-the-hur ry: type, played: sick-"}- Initialer.: took a. bit. too: long’ to. credibility.
scheme. is- that. now all: the: princi- suburban
‘flavor. “Itts..a. flaw. that|
_establish the characters, and. there- | The’ preem. story, titled “Ann
.. pat .malés . are’ beginning ‘to .look scripter, Richard Murphy should fix:]'‘eningly:. well ‘by. ‘Adam -Kennedy. .| fore the action.of a patrol: moving | Cotigan: A Duel on a’ Field of.
He
and--his
wife:
egged:
on‘Wayne’
Ss
-. Somewhat. alike. Only ‘Caucasian up pronto if. he wants the: viewers.}
‘in’ on a booby-trapped ‘house, was. White,’ revolved around the ques< Tegular®. who's. readily - distinguish-: in the: hinterlands. to take. to this wife™ to. render. the fantasy, with ‘not.as tense and eoncerning ‘as it |tion of whether a confessed..murWayne, first. objecting, then: play‘able: ata glance: is- Connie- Stevens. new. tv’ ‘couple;
Once’.in ‘the deress was faking her insanity. Dr.
| ing along. with the ‘gag. Story. line might. have. been.
: First. episode: for ‘the’ new sea: OF. necessity, “perhaps, the: open- had. some merit: ‘but the. characters. | house, the. characters began to get|.Bassett. appointed by the court
-§on “was :a‘-lacklystre: _potboiler. ing ‘show. had to'spell out the :char-} were .mere- typés .and seldem ,took }. sorted out and, after a ‘number ‘of'to. determine. her mental condition,.
~ about a. ‘kid with” ‘a. yen for- cars acters. and |the situation. in- ‘broad | onthe cloak of: either: har.shreality: ;false starts. a8 to what’ the central |Tan- her through the psychological
(James Bests ‘who: -commits. armed | terms. which tended. to- hold: back. Or. -bright:. fantasy...
conflict would -be, it, finally settled |testing mill where ‘she performed
“|;down. to. Ww‘ether’ ‘the’ life of a} as if demented. All of Dr.’ Bassett’s.
., robbery, wounding ‘a woman: who's the. pace: But -now. that. ‘Higgins | - Paul Bogarts. direction. was. Slow. -German “ea tive.‘soldier | should: ‘be aides. were convinced that she. is.
aod a’ Honolulu favorite, and. hiides out has moved into the’ Yankee. house:
X ‘Heywood Hale. Broun. as. the: news- spared.
But the: doctor himself determined,
P
-at his. girl: friend: Ss ‘diggings. “Dono- hold, ‘things ‘should perk.up.
“- |paperman--was' -oKay, as ‘were, the: - Nobody, least ‘of all. the viewer, {through a post-hypnotie SUBZES- .
‘hue’s. initiation is to track.the. ‘kid
_
Gros, - other. supporting: players.. The. com-:
wanted : to‘see him get it because. ! tion, that his suspicion.of maling_down by’ wooing. the: “girl “friend
“| metcials for-U.S: -Steel-—one show- |- he seemed a good guy, but..it be- ering..was correct. It waS an -ar(Elizabeth. ‘MacRae “which he does-| 1
LADIES- OF THE. PRESS.
{ing
the
‘merits.
of.
competition’
and.
-Came a! military. expedient. to do ‘resting. stanza throughout ‘even if
* with.- predictable. ‘Success... The yarn With: Kathleen -Telteh, -Inez- Robb;
-othérs.. on’ the- use. ‘of “steel in can- ‘him in. Turned’ out, in. the ‘eng, |the audience was: not given. enough |
Was “weak-in’ audience involvement.
“Gay: Pauley. --{ ning: and. clothes . dryers ‘in the that: the fellow: who was com- |-clues to- keep abreast of Dr. Bas--The effervescent. Miss.-. Stevens, Producer: Ciifford Evans,
7
home—were- far-.mofe: imaginative | manded«to.-shoot him didn’t: ‘be-: ‘sett’s: logic.
who: remains.’ one ~of.. ‘thie series: Director: Bob =Eberle. °
A ora: -eause he- cotildn’ t. kill in cold bleed:
es than, shelayoe,
‘Corey, a strong central person30
Mins.;
Sun.,:
3
p.m.
bright. spots, «.issued - a:. cotiple~‘of .
‘thé sergeant who’ ality, was given standout support
Vand:
Morrow,
|
P:
ARTICIPATING
-- voeal numbers. Wy‘hich pr oved. neces:
|.gave .the-‘ order, showed that ‘he |.on the preem by Vera Miles, whose
Ea
. Sary to. pad’ out a:-story “that ‘could4‘WOR-TY, N.Y.
‘actually ° relieved. . It ‘was’ a. portrayal of the. murderess. was
Sort: of the femme’ ‘couriterpart | ‘With. ‘Ken Bernstein. Martin | “Ag- |.was
have been. better told in. half: the
:
human.
story: in ‘the’ atmosphere of ;shaded by mercurial changes of
.
a
new
/press
to:
“Meet?
the.
Préss;é
Hime.
Les, :
ronsky, :‘Ray: “Scherer, : Bill Ryan;
a. ‘reasonably :suspenseful combat | temperament. Murray Hamilton, as
noe ‘interview. show - preemed Jast Sun-|~ Richard :Valeriani. others.
situation,: and .there were good |an. interne; Carl Benton Reid, .as
2
of day “(7)on WOR-TV;. ‘N. ¥., called. ‘Producer:.:Gerald Green.
| the judge; and Anne Seymour, as
ae
-_MEET. THE: "AUTHOR
ts
: “Toadies -‘of: the: ‘Press. ” ‘The. ladies Directors:. Robert: Priaulx; Joseph. performances ‘by. all.
the: psychologist, “contributed con_
es.
With
Katherine v “Anne . Porter,. for..the. -opener:. were’: Kathleen.
. Zigman,, Norton Bloom
‘vincing. performances.
The
psy:-Walter: Kiernan, Glenway ‘Wes- “Teltéh.of. the :Nz Y. “Times, :“Inez | Wwriters:. Huntley,. David. Heiter: :
‘| chiatric jargon ‘was blended naeott,: : Frarices Stelloff, _Foin:‘Ballr, Robb of the. N. ¥. ‘World Teélegram.|: | -baum, David’ Englander;
‘} turally into the action and director
DIRECTION s463.
van
040°
. (7 &* Sun-and various’ other ‘papers: ‘30 .Mins., Tues,, 19:30- p.m.
: [wat Bill Shadel, others
‘| Fielder “Cook maintained, a. tense.
| Producet:. ‘Sully:an.
.
Land. .Gay’. ‘Pauley: Of United Press. PARTICIPATING -7
a ‘Producer: ‘Wiley Hance:
mood. thr oughout.
He- amy
Director: Paul: ‘Bosner:
. International.
NBC-TV7
-|- Director: Lloyd’ Tweedy ~
30 ‘Mins.:. Sun., 8:30 p.m.
-, Quest’ interview ee ‘for the ‘seg |’ Chet: Hun,
adropped. the: pro- ‘Writer: Terry Howard’
" PARTICIPATING =
Was. John - - Davis . Lodge,- former
-| CANDID CAMERA
iginally planned to’ 30 Mins.;.Sun., 2. p.m.
_WOR-TY; N.Y.. “(tape)”
governor. of Connecticut’ and more gram. he hag
| With Durward Kirby, Allen. Funt
ABC-TV (live.film) ,
‘use’
“as.
his
season's
opener.
last:
recently.
‘U,:..
8.
.
Ambassador.---to
| Producer-Director:. Julio . DiBeneWhat. promises: ‘to be an interest:
Spain..”
‘He’s.also
the
.
.brothér’
of
Tuesday -(2), because ‘of ‘the. crisis a
"ing: addition’ to. ‘the: Sunday. egg: |:
- detto
Henry. Cabot ‘Lodge; who was. Nix-:
head:“program ‘roster, a panél-inter=: on’s’ running5°mafe- for Vice: Presi- in Mississippi. “So. ‘instead, at.‘least |.‘on’ABC-TV Sunday. (7). with’ the $0-Mins,; Sun., 10 p.m:
first‘half-hour, in a four-part series: LEVER BROS: BRISTOL-MYERS
view... show ‘called. “Meet- “the Aue}: dent and who's: son ‘is: currently Op-: ‘this: “once. (and ‘probably whenever
CBS-TY, from N.Y. (film, tape)
* thor,” preemed last ‘Sunday (7) ‘on. -posing: Ted: Kennedy. -in- the Massa- ‘elsé. it Seems -fitting),. “Chet: -Hunt-- on Communism ‘and ‘what’ ChrisJey Reporting; ” “Instead of -being. tianity -intends doing about: ‘It For (J. Walter ‘Thompson; Young &
chusetts
senatorial.
race.“
This’
fam-.
| WOR-TV, New: York flagship. of.
Heubicmm}
.
ily: tree -provoked. perhaps’ ‘the |..a feature. news ‘stanza, Ww as a hard:
‘the RKO Gerieralgroup.-Thie pro-’ ‘most colorfil question. of the .day. news: ‘Wrapup’. With: - an " editorial the: sake of comparison, imagine for
“Candid
Camera”
still
registers
fa second ‘ABC’ ‘doing .an historical |
“gram is designed to center around
as an entertaining exploration
Miss, Robb‘ wha: asked. ‘Lodge’. twist.
fay‘ -a:different author each Week ‘with: froni
Using. severat ‘on-the-spot- NBC’ ‘analysis: of CBS: and NBC. Even if-|-into. the foibles ‘and vagaries of the
about- ‘his::-attitude ‘on. -political
“a. -panel: of; other literary types ‘on. ‘dynasties, : PO ‘this’: he “answered ‘reporters, “with Huntley ‘serving: as | ABC did an ‘outstanding job of:self""hand: to ‘discuss. theguest's.efforts |. that there--was ‘a. difference. be-". anchor. man, ‘the -half-hour |compe- ‘restraint,-the network. would none- human: animal in various. predica» With’ the -“VvAsitor: ”
|
' ments: créated by this ‘show’s ‘mastween elected. and -appointed |posi- |tently: covered. the: University hap-- theless be Suspicious. .
“Opening. -progfam. “had -as. “its tions:.and: ‘that :‘neither-.he. nor his. penings. in: Oxford, and in Jackson,| Similarly, -ABC’ ‘News .produces; terminds. On-its kickoff last Sun_ guest. Katherine Anne. Porter, ‘au- ‘brother. -had ‘ever held public office | the .capital: where..Gov. Ross .Bar- this. weekly: ‘program. ‘with the. ex- ‘day -(8), after being delayed one
..thor ..of ‘the “current hest-seller so. its’ really: not the’ same ‘as: the- nett: normally” is. Ken: Bernstein: press “cooperation”: of the National week due by Pres. Kennedy’s Oct..
‘Ship of .Fools.”: Walter Kiernan: in, erred. comparison .fo the Ken- |‘from. Jackson: Ray. Scherer -from “Council of Churches, and ‘as inter- 1 address on the. Mississippi ‘crisis,
hosted’ the panel (as: he-.will each
|n dy- Clan. He also- noted: that: his | Washington, Bill Ryan ‘from. Mem-'| esting .as the first’ part. was, in this ‘stanza came up with a couple
- week) which included. ‘author ‘Glen-.- brother ‘didn’t plan. to -campaign. | ‘phis;. Richard Maleriani -from Ox-. spots, .it was lamentable slanted— .
wacky. . situations, good for
“Way: Wescott; - ‘bookseller ‘Frarices for young Lodge because‘he “wants. ford: all took: ‘part in the program, {not so..much. against ‘Gommunism: laughs a
Stelloff. and- the ‘show's producer,. to keep: the family out of it.” cov Leach: serving: up-a’ small piece: of: but. for: Christianity. Purpose of
Interesting Switch on this show
Tom’ Sullivan, who:ue also: “be. at: Other -‘“questions. involved:.inter- the whole rather: nicely:
{the .ABG-TY. stanza,-so a ‘visiting.| was created by William. Saroyan,
“steady: panelist...
wy
2 ‘national | olicy: for. the. most
art,’ : But. the’ two” things: that: ‘were: theologian stated. was:to delineate |who appeared | as guest and as. au“What: evolved was ‘a fascinating: Lodge-: :havinig'Ovid ‘recently. *returned.
‘part, ; ‘most: interesting. were: Martin .Ag- “ways of. countering: “the. system.to | thor
of ‘three “brief character *
portrait: of. ‘Miss Porter’ and some “from:-an- around-the-world: tour. ‘Hel ronsky’s ‘interview with: N. ¥, Times -dehumanize.” _In-the main, old still ‘skeches based on the premise that
_. interesting: insights into“her book criticized. ‘the Kennedy. fdministra- ‘columnist Arthur -Krock, . whose. pictures: w ere: used: to. help narrator {|‘an: anonymous fr iend had. paid an
“and. her involvement: with: it: Kier- tion... foreign * policy ~‘as régards’ posture.of- moderation: is ‘an annoy- ‘Bill - ‘Shadel.complete ‘his cursory|‘installment’ on a furniture. -purnan: kept.:the. show moving “well,: _Cuba;: Latin’. “America. and. ‘other. ‘ance to liberals, and: the “Huntley: ‘riindown :of Marxism and the. on-j chase. These sketches,: titled by
> under. Paul Bosner’s: ‘direction, and. places. ‘and- favored. more direct ac- touch,” a form. “OF. videonie teriden- slaught of: Bolshevism. ‘There were, --Saroyan as “A Funny Thing Hap-.
-the-.. panelists’: contributed *some: -tion.. in-. dealing” with “the. Cuban ‘tiousness, ‘which—isn't: always. this’ however, a: few -minutés. of excel-! pened On The Way. To The ‘Furnithoughtful | ‘ecommentary,;. but the sittiation. He. also: expressed oppo-. justifiable or well’:turned—was: a lent—at least: unfamiliar—newsreél ture Store,” paralleled the real .re. show -belonged: to Miss Porter: ‘who- sition fo ‘trade: with: Red’ China, and. lever. bit about show -Negroes” ¢an™ ‘footage, ‘prestimably ofthe 1917{ actions of a trio of. New Yorkers
proved a.delightful and fascinating ‘its. admission to ‘the U:N:-}.”“| now | play. major. “Jeague baséball ‘Revolution. There..were ‘some up- put into. an. identical situation.
guest.
- Questioning by the ladies of.the’ “with -‘impunity - yet . still ‘can't get to-date: shots of péonage in “South } Another solid laugh-winher was @
“Meet. ‘the. “Nuithor” is allively |ppress was ptecisé and: well-thought the. same.assurances. in -tradition-. Ameriéa. a large hunk of geography setup in. which people in a telecand informative. Show which should out. ‘There’ was’ enough. ‘variety -in ally: white “man: schools of the on which’ Communism and capital- phone. booth were: being deafened.
have no trouble’ finding’ its|‘audi- the’ questions .to::keep the -‘show. South: It: was’ ‘timely. two” ways, ism. are presently: doing: battle.
| by pneumatic hammers ‘just at the
ence ‘and:‘keeping. it. It's week-ta- from * bogging-down: on .any>one since’ the- Giants-and Dodgers ‘Doth.
The full. program. was. ‘not. very | vital point of the. conversation,
week effectivénéss. of course de- subject,: ‘making, it. a. lively, .enter- carry.’ ‘long -Hists: Of: “star, Negro: -exciting: and, -if for -that alone, it].An. opening. sequence, showing -a
“pends .on- the authors ‘and: panelists taining. and: -:.informative- . show:. | players...
is’ reasonably ‘safe. to: assume that collection of bawling-babies whose
involved, but: Sullivan's. concept -is ‘Presumably. : the™ ‘Feporters. will]: ‘This “was” “a ‘so-called: “special” | being opposite the’ World. Series’ | wailing | was set to an operatic aria,
a -.good..one which.’ should - prove ‘change’ ‘each ‘week.: AE. ‘upcoming. by NBC News, but it. was in Hunt- | third game and a professional foot-: ‘ran far: too long. ‘Durward Kirby,
-eontinually- entertaining because’ of : ones are as: good ‘as. Misses Teltch, Jey’s.. usual. berth,. ‘this. -making “it. ‘ball game it had a very limited au-. as host. and Allen Funt, originator
the: informality. and’: lack .of. pre- ‘1-Robb “and Pauley, the. show. will ‘hybrid. Huntley. Natur ally, then, ‘it dience: -But. those who did ‘perser- of the series: who Serves as back‘téntion. “with ‘which: ‘the. ‘interviews. -/continue - to be.a fine addition -to was ‘Huntley's: opinion. that “was vere probably came away a bit con- up man in explaining the visual
and.discussions: are"presented.
"ikit
theStowing public: affairs rosters, -heard, and his opinions ¢
are
¢-usiially’ fused or :arinoved-at: religion’ s han- ‘Stunts, handled their assignments..
ats’ 9]:
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YOU'RE IN.
THE ‘NAVY: NOW.

AS YOUNG

O

AS YOU FEEL.

"Gary Cooper, Jack Webb,

“Marilyn Monroe,

‘Eddie Albert

Monty. Woolley:DavidWayne

'

-

‘PRINCE AND.

_ INDISCREET

_. THE SHOWGIRL

“. Cary Grant,” -

“ingrid Bergman, .

~Marilyn Monroe;

Cecil Parker.

Laurence Ofivier,.:.

“Sybil.Thorndike
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Comedy from 20th--Century Fox:in:
BELLES. ON THEIR TOES —_ starring:Jeannie: Crain, ‘Debra Paget, and Myrna Loy
LET’S. MAKE. IT LEGAL— ‘starring Claudette Colbert, MacDonald Carey, and Marilyn. Monroe |

DOWN. ‘AMONG THE: SHELTERING PALMS - ‘starring William Lundigan,. Jack Paar, and.
Mitzi Gaynor— and. many more top comedies alt:contaified in Volume 4's4G great.
Films of the. 50's1,

Comedy: from Warner Bros, ins:.
‘TOP SECRET. AFFAIR =. starring Susan: Hayward, Kirk: Douglas,- and Jim Backus:
. ONIONHEAD—~ starring Andy Griffith, Walter Matthau: and: Joey.Bishop

THE, GIRL. HE LEFT BEHIND—starring Natalie Wood, Tab. Hunter, ‘and. James Garner="
and. many. more top:‘comedies all‘contained iin.Volume 5's 53.great uP ilms: of the 50's”2,

AND...SUSPENSE.. -BROADWAY... SCIENCE FICTION.: ACTION. | DRAMA...we
- Seven: ArtsVolumes 4& 5 have everything —“everything to please your audiences —. .
top stars =top’stories — top. directors — they’ re ‘all'in Seven: Aits’ “Films. ‘of the: 50'saa
“Money: Makers of. the 60's” Volumes 4 & Snnow. available from Seven Arts,
OR SUBSIDIARY OF:SEVEN. “ARTS: PRODUCTIONS, LTD.
NEW. YORK: 270. Park Avenue’

SEVEN

ARTS

|

:

:

Yukon. 6-1717

CHICAGO: 6922:D. N,laCrosse.{P.0. Box. $13), Skokie, M.

ORchard 4-5105..

DALLAS: 5641 Char leston Drive woo

’ ASSOCIATED

CORP.

-
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.

‘ADams-9- 2855.
L.A:: 3562 Reyal’Woods Dr.,‘Sherniah Oaks, Cal. _STate 8-8276

TORONTO, GNTARIO: 11Adelaide St. West: “EMpire4-7193

For. list otFY. stat:ons. programming ‘Sever Arts’ “Eilms:of.
‘the.50's” see Third Cover: SRDS (Spot TV Rates:and. Dats}
.
Individual feature: prices: uponrequest.
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_Wedcsdey October10,.1962 ~ we,
444T'| experienced ‘comedy.‘riade.it” wel-’

"Foreign1T
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| Reviews

e: ‘come.,:
Phe 'Roulettes:._ ‘a ‘panging-and-

$: twanging ‘instrumental group, and |
VideoCoverage of)
$|.a. cheerful “Bamba,” ‘and “Paper.
»|

Doll” was emitted ‘by. the Kestrels.

4A lad -with -a:-stalwart-set of pipes,
aan - relied on: speed.‘rather ‘that’Teaie:: -¥an:Patterson, pleased ‘in-a ballad,-

chirraSpaceShot

Blankets Allthe Highlights Without

Second-by-Second Network Attention

¥.‘CARS|
With Jeremy. Kemp, James Fults, Richmond’ Harding's ‘direction: ‘and: ‘uneven. danee. routines ©were
‘John - -.Glyn-Jones,-°Stratford didn’t loiter;:and Honor Blackman ‘provided by a” group: lead .by. the-}
. Johns, ‘Leonard. ‘Williams; Frank|scored: as. the ._cuccumber-cool “winsome ‘Sheila O'Neill. One.gim-. :
Windsor,. “Terence
©
© - Edmonds, Cathy, - ‘provocatively: Clad. Minor |Mick. was .to revive. the: memory of:
As - ‘Wa! ter: ‘Sehirra became ‘the { wrapups ‘on Schirra, by then: safely
Diane. ‘Aubrey, | Peter Duguid,. thesps.’ were* fine, with . Bernard ‘a’. bygone «star,. -in this. case Jack fifth: American |to orbit the. earth, returned to. a ‘carrier’ flightdeck,
Harold Goodwin, Lynne: Furlong,. /Goldman* standing.” out “as the:
.| Buchanan: Faith .gave’ out’; his.
sporadically throughout the rest of
- Ota. ;| remembered “Who?” ”after a clip it- became “clear ‘that ‘television | the ‘week, Of those seen, the hindMichael - -Williams, ._Gwendolin :ominous death-dealer.
oh,5 Watts, Michael. Logan,’ Jack Cun- .
4 from’. an éld: Buchanan’ ‘movie.. It ‘benefiled. from: - all the -previous sight coverate was not.brilliant but
| was mote: of a. travesty ‘thana-trib-- practicé... Possibly: like Schirra’s. neither. was it ‘superilugus, for,
‘|
|
BRUCE'S
‘SHOW.
ute: especially.to admirers. ‘of. the.°. capsule’ itself, .television’s coverage after all, not every working man
Producer: David Eg Rowe:
‘Fo:
r
ey
yt
h,
"Harry.
|
With:
Bruce
‘got to see—or even hear—the.new's
_- Weiter: ‘Allan: Prior...
‘original.
‘Vivienne:
’
~
Secombe,
-:
“Dai
_
Rees,
.
‘The “show” was ‘an’“itsy-bitsy:’ ake. was: teclinically perfect. ’
Yof Schirra. during the daylight
Mins., Wed. 8: p.m.
. -TV,
"59
.
Gomori,’
‘Pat:
‘Spencer,;
Alyn
Ains.
But:
nore.
‘important
than
techhours when. it was made.
Art.
fair, and’ Graeme ‘Muir's safe pro-.j‘from I.ondon:
_BBC
“worth ‘Orch
| duction: ‘Was visually unenterpris-. nique. ‘was ‘that ABC-TV, -.CBS-TV J.
This: notable: ‘cop ‘series returned. “Producer: Francis Essex.
2
. -ing.. But |the. chief fault .was~.that’
atid. NBC-TV. were less.‘self-con_fto the :schedules’ . with -:.its harsh. Writers: :S.-C; -Green, R- ™M. Hills;
Adam. Faith” was. our, of -his: true. ‘scious of themselves, enough at any ON STAGE
true-to-lifeness ‘unimpaired: - Its
Richard ‘Waring:
- Otta. ‘Trate'to relax that typical frenzy of (“The Town That Didn't: Care”)
we ‘sphere:
a
_ chief virtues are exact ‘observation | .
35 Mins.; Sat.,8:25 p.m..oS
competition which “had always be-| With. Donald Harron, Budd ‘Kuapp,
*- of -its -Northern: ‘locale, with. idio‘-Alice Hill, others
fore marked. such. occasions. ‘Previ-, matic dialog’ and a gallery: of Well: |:Associated ::TeleVision, :froti:‘von,- BULLDOG BREED |
Producer-Director: Paul Almond
don
1 With ‘Donald::‘Churchill, ‘Amanda ously, even when there was. no
_ €tched types, ‘and:the humanization
Writer: Jacqueline Rosenfeld
“The. assets “of Bruce: Forsyth, the.
Barrie;. Peter. Butterworth, Betty. picture to:show, each of-the three
.. o£. the. ‘cops, -who,: it’s:: suggested,
p.m:
Whitehead; Clare |Kelly, "alison. .networks showed ‘something any- 60 Mins., Thurs., 10
‘shave. their’ frailties: 0) Aetemper. -and: -most. ‘impactful. entertainer to -ar-|
PARTICIPATING
character: just ‘as the: rogues they} rive since ‘the -commercial: ‘web .be=|. ‘Morris,-.Colin’ Gordon,. Reginald way: -They planned to do the same.
_. “hunt; The honest: framework gives gah, ‘are: ‘an. ability. ‘to. ‘get: quickly s Barratt. Valerie. ‘Skardon, thing: for Schirra, the fifth man up WOR-TY. (tape}
‘RKO General's New York. ‘in=
for: ‘América—not ‘because they be_... @ ddcumentary: veracity -to-the effi- on - terms: ‘with. his” audience, 2a ’, Jeremy- Lleya
lieved his flight: required .second- dépendent has imported .26 liveProducer: Derek Granger =
: cient: stories.
by-sécond - attention but because on-tape hour dramas from the
- The.-one. seen, :a ote Remission,” ‘Sagzing. "and. versatility.” His. im- Director:: ‘Howard ‘Baker:
co ‘was up.to. standard: A. young .crook “promptu. personality. thus made-him “Writers:!" Ha rry. -_Driver, ; Jack they ‘were admittedly afraid that Canadian: Broadcasting Co.’s long-fone would look bad if he. covered}running. studio drama bankrolled
_kriew :from. his: ‘girl-friend |that her ‘a fine host to the “Sunday. Night |* “Rosenthal.
[part of. the. “show” and the otiers:| ‘by. General Motors and the: opener
. father was, being released: from jail’ ‘at. the Palladium” Vaude’ skein,: and -30 .Mins., ‘Wed:; 9:15. pam:
last-week gave indicatiqns of that.
aiid had- $10,000. hidden from: the. this -new -series tries. to. explore: it -Granada :TV, from.. Manchester... ‘| covered the whole’ shebang.
-'>Job that had ‘sent..him ‘away. The ‘ina. less. lush, more “informal, set- : “Tt looks: as--i£: just’ about, every-|: A.:“week before. the Wednesday } special video dramatic. elassinéss.
“ loot: was. in the possession’ of the ting.
With- ‘crisper ..material, it ‘thing. that could ‘go. wrong ‘with a|: 3). blastoff,. “the: fear apparently} that ‘died with “Playhouse 90.”
: ¢onvict’s wife, who. was: proposing. should” come off, forForsyth Has: situation-comedy- ‘has -happened to -dissapated’ itself, and ‘thereafter
| . Tnitialer, “The Town That Didn't.
- | this one. It’s intended -to- illustrate | what the. network's thought. logical Care" was most notable in its.pro--" to disappear. with ‘it:along- with her. the talent:
new lover. The. young thug relieved.|.. It. was launched with’‘afine ‘gim- ‘the British™- habit:.of © muddling ; became: the. order ‘of the day. CBS duction qualities.. There was great
them of the money... at-gun-point, mick opening, .. Forsyth’s: ..singing | through,» and: “that's. just. ‘How jt { News: indicated. -quite forcibly that} vitality in. the performing, parand the ‘cops arrived to investigate. : ‘headziece. being. joined by cartoon. Appears.”
;it-would cover .the takeoff and: then ticularly: Donald Harron (from
-The- chase’ was‘.tense, ‘and giver ‘drawings.|. ‘Central. character is.Tom: Bowler: ‘intermingle ‘its. regular’ program- Broadway
legit,.“‘Fenth Man’) as:
‘an. edge by. fhe. police: chief's per-. Francis Essex's, inventive- ‘produc: (Donald. Churchill, : and“ each. ming with ° frequent. reports of teacher and Budd - Knapp as. prin-.
sonal interest -in. the result. He. had. tion-:fell atvay.- Forsyth. |chatted ‘episode. involves him..in:a° ‘farcical Schirra’s: un-earthly ‘progress.:
‘.| ciple, Paul Almend’s direction was.
=sent- the .:thief_to jail, -but.--it gregiously about. ‘the. oddities of the: caper. ‘that marks‘ his-progress Ain]. This was what™ the: three ‘net-| fluid with a plotting of.each scene“rankled: that: he. hadn't: found. ‘the: | human’ face, introduced. a. young: ‘the: ‘comniercial world; «The: seg- works . shad always wanted: “ABC for its: dramatic most. And Rudi _
“money: -As_ usual,’ the. ‘tale “was
mént: caught had. him. ‘applying for News, |with less’ ‘money. than. its}: -Dorn’s .interiors all had. a solid
French pianist; Vivienne -Gomori,
nicely “émibellished -‘with location |in‘an-agile
§
Debussy study. and. then.» anew: job, ;-and :incorporated stich. Tivals and: also with a e¢ommercial|:quality’ and ereative touches,.
“laborious - shenanigans.’ “as... ‘Bowler
Kemp) discoursed - about... ‘goif.: in .a -pre-: | dressing _in.a. track-suit for ‘the } schedule. to. consider, -went along, | Only fault could. have-been-with
.Z-car “cops; “Steele (Jeremy
and. so did more: affluent. NBC. ‘Jacqueline Rosenfeld’s seript,
filmed. interview ‘with “Dai. Rees,
; interview, ‘because. he: thought. the: Latter was‘facing another problem, which -was a shade meler-to-ripe’
“and Lynch. (James, Ellis), to: each:
“Welsh -champion; This: ‘clip. ‘closed
other and-the ‘impatient: ‘Chiet inboss" ‘was a- -physical=fitness ° “Huty. too, which a relaxation of: the con- now arid © again. It was. still a. suwith ‘a would-be zany: galt natch;
spector. «Stratford, Johns) added to
and: then: purloining -another. man’s ‘tinuous. coverage “rule, ” would: al- perior job that. made. a hard point
| Forsyth: driving the: ball inta a ‘SUE ‘suit.
the sharp flavor.
~.while be w as getting heat-ray |leviate: The network. was ‘faced|With taste and restraint: That point
per market and.a cab,and: it:lacked
‘All the regulars, in fact, Stayed
treatment.
aa
“| With the. -first game -‘of -the
.
World. ‘was that-the dedication of: a conithe’ same, ‘and - made™ an “excellent. |
AY reminiscence cof:Fred “Astaire whe ‘It. fell- as heavy: ‘as Jead,. with Series. Actually, on Wednesday, it munity’s ruling group: to. things “as
team..: “The: ‘life. at -station. head- |
painful. attempts at wit- cand a: turned out’ ta-be. the. last game. of. they. are can. lead to. disaster: A
. quarters, ©“for example, ‘ revolved:| whom "Forsyth: averred:. ‘ad’ ‘been’ ‘dreary lack of momentum in’ script. a National. League Playoff, but NBC {|‘school girl from the other side. of.
” pround.
the. -laconic® “Sergeant. ‘his first show-biz ° inspiration, :-led: development. Do iia: ld. Churchill owned ‘tv rights in. ‘either case.
{the tracks was discovered frozen.
‘Twentynian
(Leonard
Williams) to sonmie ‘imitative’ terping,. and. the hadn't: the: résoureés to |‘do. much.|
The’ Schirra. progress ‘Feports by. to:death in/a snowbank. (she’s twoai ‘show - -bowed . out’. witha -- Comical:
; and. was..a-eredible: venue.
‘with the matérial; ‘and: ‘supporting |.,;
-. Also |.as usual -was .the” weil-‘| interview, in’.“which Harry. Secombe |Fosps-- ‘struggled. Howard: ‘Baker the networks, |‘were clear, ‘precise| months-pregnant) and hero school
and -: conscientiously ‘quick. They ‘teacher | labels it, “murder. by in-'
i judged: support from: thesps’ “whose. -clowned. his. way. through. a discus: ‘directed. Derek, Granger’s.. produc-did not-all.cut.in at the same time} difference,” a subtle script touch
suitable -mugs* weren't
-too' well- sion of his photographic Skill:..This tion’ with little. confidence, Ota: . --| for:
everything, but... allowing ° for ‘being that the: guilty ‘party was
..serious},
-known from other. tv appearances.- laSt- was.: concéived~ asa
“tthe. shortcomings of frequent. dial- ‘never named.
, - Producer: ‘David E..Rése specializes. ‘item, but: luckily. ‘Secombé’s” irre-:.
2 twisting, ‘it’ appeared.-they man- |. Package of 26 stanzas bousglit -by
> in this ‘sort. of. novelty, and |diree- pressible gag ging: didn’t. permit: it. “MAN OF. THE WORLD
aged
nicely. ‘to’ ‘post notices. of ‘RKO: also will be piayéd. on-the
..°:: tor: Roger ‘Jenkins. achieved. a-good.|-. As: indicated,.all_ the ingredients -(Death- ‘of.a Conference):
pertinénce to. ‘Schirra’s ° _Drogress’ group’s KHJ, Los Angeles, and
'
Dalance: between |tension. -and- au-: were
ell ‘there,.. but “they: didn’t quite - With Craig: ‘Stevens, ‘Tracy:Reed, , and. well-being.
“Producer ‘Essex ‘achieved: a 2 Warren ‘Mitchell,.. John’ ‘Phillips,.
“| WNAC, Boston.
meee 3314a
‘thenticity.
Dita:
eet happy-famil¥”. -atmosphere | “with;
Patrick ‘Troughton, | “Zena Mar-. . Since -NBC News had one. ‘ball |
|shots~ of -the., -audience;. who: “were:
shall, ‘Carl. Jaffe, John Carson, more to. juggle than either. CBS or
od THE. AVENGERS
ioe
‘{-disposéd in- ‘a cosy” semi-circle on] “Mark” - Digrfam,.. Gerald. ' Flood,’ :. ABC News; that’ being the playoff. THE.: TWENTIETH CENTURY
a With Patrick Macn ée,..Honor: ‘performing’ level: It: remains: ‘to — ‘Alan ‘Rowe, David araname
baseball ‘ganie, . it might.:-be-worth-. ‘(Pelisters & Politics)
_ [while. observiing. that this ‘network. With Walter Cronkite, ethers.
_ > Blackman, ©Doughs-. Muir,. Ber-. be. seen. if the’ fesources: and mem. ‘Producer: ‘Harry Fine.
| did: its, inultifarious. job with timing Exec. Producer: Burton Benjamin.
‘nard. Goldman, |Jolin. Ruddock, ories. of Forsyth .will: provide “:suf- Director: David ‘Greene
Michael .Robbins, ‘John Horsley;: ‘ficient: nourishment. fortthe:remain- Writers: Tudor Gates, Robert ‘E.: ‘and taste. ‘Not that: NBC-TV. didn’t Coprodueers: Isaae Kleincrman, J.
“Tim Brinton, Kenneth Keeling, ‘ing: five: segments, .
* | face: squeeky” Moments: There’ it | ‘C. Sheers
‘Thompson ©
* Otta.
re
Michael Collins; «Sarah. Maxwell ;
|:
was—an inning in. this .important|‘Director; Henwar Rodakiewicz:
- 60:‘-Mins., Sat., "1:25-pan: a ‘Aagoclaled TeleVision, from Lon. ‘Bame- with ‘the Dodgers when the. Writer: Sheers:
: “Producer: Leonard White13
ADAM. FAITH :
"
: ‘don . =
_ Director: Richmond Harding
:")Giants had more than one. man on 30° Mins.; Sun.;-6 p. m,
With. Betty Marsden, the’‘Kestrels; af With |‘a - photogiapher-journalist -base,:' and. just). ‘about ‘then word PRUDENTIAL ' “Writer: Martin. ‘Woodhouse™
_ the . Roulettes, * Tan... -Patterson, hero: On: special assignments to-the. came through Schirra’ was’ descend- | CBS-TV. (film)
60: Mins., Sat.,.10:30'p:m."
- Sheila.- O’Neill.. “Dancers, Harry ; “world’s trouble-spots, “Man of ‘the|ing. The hetwork quickly gave up|. “Twentieth Century,” calling a
ABC-TV, from: Manchester:
a,
AUmajor -personnel |change’ was { Rabinowitz . ‘Orch.
.- World” -has ‘a: basic. formula ‘that: ‘its. trick |-of. running an “electric: temporary. halt Sunday, (7) to: itre. “the: ‘main difference. -in. this ‘re- Producer:. Graeme ‘Muir. ;
| allows. it'to forage for colorful lo- sign’? across: the. bottom: |of the run schedule; delivered. an interturned thriller: skein. “ The Avens-: Writers: Allan’ Scott; Chris: Bryant. “cations. .-Promised*-range- is, from. screen and. instead took up with a} esting.: if soméwhat superficial; ex--.
ers” were originally a:couple. of:| 30 Mins.;:Wed.; 7:30. p.m., a
Indo-China: to Havana, “with. exotic | voice report ‘from’ the U.S. S: Kear- ploration ‘of. pollsters. and politics.
EBBC-TV, ‘from. London... daredevil hombres, who shared the |
‘points ‘in. between; and. the: opener | Sarge, the carrier néar (quite. near) |‘This one-shot. written and copro“There comés:.a ‘tiie .for’. most. Was . intriguingly:. -set” in: Algiers : the’ watery grid: in Which Schirra duced by J..C. Sheers:-is part of .
perils in- alternate. segments: :Now
John Steed’ {Patrick--Macneé); who: big-time’ ‘teenage “disk .idols -to try during: the. ‘recent. _independente’ landed..:.
CBS-TY's .continuing: coverage ‘of
. ‘Yemains,'“is. joined ‘by a. ‘femme : and: extend their. arbit:: This ‘series. |
Another -network . ‘apparently Ithe. elections, under the overall
* agent;° -Catherine.. ‘Gale. (Honor of ‘six ‘half-hours.is an. attémpt to| Mike. Sirait: (Craig. Stevens), ‘to- uSing the ‘voice of the NBC Pool re-: programming umbrella of “CainBlackman),’ and. the ‘coupling |chad “build up Adam. Faith's: undoubted | gether’ with: ' sloe-eyed ..“assistant porter who was. on thé Kearsarge— ‘paign ’62.”.
7 quite, an: edge in: this: opener:- -: | amiability:” sinto. ” a ‘_Show-topper. “}-Maggie.- ATracy * Reed), «was . ‘sent. concentrated on the Schirra story
Prudéntial sponsored pubaffairs
i.
Steed,’ an. underéover:: ‘criminal Faith, who, in any. case, is-no mean. there to. cover a:“peace ‘conference, for those’ crucial several minutes_. ‘series, in.actuality, begins its new
” ceatcher, ‘nas. .a- ‘fund ‘of -insolence : thesp: in movies, tried.'a Como _ in: ‘having... “accepted - “an ‘‘assignment But, what is-important is that any-. season: on. the. ‘web. two weeks
“and. reckless: good ‘looks.:-As “Mac- ‘this. ohe—and: "was notably:deficient : ‘from..a’ Paris: glossy newsmag.. Just ‘way: -a.viewer (who had. access to hente.
née: plays him, he’sa ‘positive. and ‘in the: ‘assurance’ and. professional -before.. he’ landed, the honorable three tv- ‘¢hanriels) turned, tie ‘got | “Pollsters and: ‘Politics; title. of |
the special half-hour.. outing, - had
eye-catching figure, although he. -Suavity. that.the. hosting. Job Tes “Algerian” leader: ‘was: killed, “and. the story."
“seemed - inclined - to” ‘overdo the quires.
suspicion -.was: “shared ‘equally ‘be|° ‘Perhaps as: ‘evidence that’ the the good grace of being interesting
nonchalant imp:idence ‘in’ fhis.one. |} This. Sécond seginent. was an ‘im: tween: a- French. Salan-type : Gen--| public’s. overw helming.. interest. .in throughout: There -was a. simple
The .hinted -romantic-undertones ‘provement: on ‘the opener, but was: ‘eral, Thiboeuf: (Patrick: ‘Troughton,
‘astronauts, has become merely in-: presentation of the ‘subject, some
with Cathy; who. worked with him, i still a ‘so-so. affair. Faith’ Fevived: ‘an ultra. who'd: gone: ‘underground, terest, :
nftmber’. of | -péople of its: history, ‘and some-of its uses
‘| oldies”-as .well :as -trotting.out his. ‘and Said ‘(John Carson), an ambi-. watching the:
ave. ‘extra bite.” the
pictures
fed to Grand today.’ The focus was on. politics,
_+: Story. concerned: the.hunt: for a: typical beat-waxings, arid-launched: tious and« vengeful ‘politico on: the- Central Terminal by. CBS’ News from polling in the Landon-Roose- ‘master-minding crook, Mr. Teddy: ‘in to:! Most- Unusual. Day,” which. . “rebel”. side: - -Strait .traced’ -Thi‘appeared |‘to: be. far- spottier than |:velt race to that of a recent guberrace in the _ State of.
: Bear: -(Bernard.- Goldiian):’ ‘who showed *‘up his --voc¢al: limitations | boeuf,. who claimed: to ‘Have fired.
ever. the--crowd was for the first atorial
.” would’ murder” anyone-for a price:. when. he .couldn’t~ use: his baby=. the-‘shot: that killed;. but his‘ story.
Georgia:
four. orbital flights.
All the leading pollsters from
“He'd: ‘Cleverly: killed -a double-agent vowelled -gimmick... He. ‘recovered. didn’t:add._ up. .Scrutiny of.the hole™
Utilizing, ‘for. the first time, Tel- George Gallop to Lowis Harris to
oe during a.tv interview, “and. this’ with “Don’t That Beat AH” and the in the window ‘showed that two
neat: opening ‘led to Cathy. tracking- doleful... title-song. of his’. datest. shots: had been ‘loosed. off, and Said. Star in capturing: an orbital “flight Elmo. Roper were shown ‘in. action.
him« ‘down ...and. hiring -him -to; mevie,. “Mix. Mea. Person,” - but. Was copped 'for .the crime. just: as” ‘by. man, -CBS-TV_ did 2. live ‘pickup Most fascinating footage was that:
murdér.”. ‘Steed... ‘In.’ a~ deserted. ‘relapsed: ‘again | with. “Walkin” -My he-was.-about.to wreck ‘the peace. from London: It-was interesting, if} of. .on-the-street pollsters inter- mansion, - the ‘crook spoke ‘to. -her Baby. Back Home:”-He. tended. to talks: ‘The dead. man had actually’ ‘not. exciting, -and :it did combine viewing Mr. and Mrs. Average Citi-:
_ ‘through* a.‘ closed:circuit: tv, -the- deliver all. numbers. -too similarly, - died of heart failure. but-Said had: the latest...of technical develop- ‘zen..John and Jane Q. Public really
) .mike ‘being. hidden’ in a toy bear, by: _jumping :: up .and. down... on’ rigged ::the - body: ‘to look: ‘like. ments in Space. There. was another could be costarred in another treat_ ~ fhe murder-attempt. was made. by. alternate. -feetand: -finger-snapping, ° murder -‘SO-“that. ‘he could: snatch first: NBC ‘News somehow managed Tent of the subject, they came off:
to: -be: first: ‘In: grabbing Schirra’s so well in this “Twentieth Cen“+. smearing.’ Steed’s. telephone ©with and’ mild. -terping ©and’: .backchat: power.
rer .poison—but: it’ didn’t -come...off, -with:“guests: didn’t help.
“Craig. ‘Stevens:Ww as.“burly and. {voice in’ a direct radio feed from tury” outing.
. What was missing were the neta“swocrr match. Climax came with the crook |- Chief. of. these ‘guests was. revue’ purposeful
the . adv enturous Sigma 7; his capsule. (Until :then,.
trapped’ with :“Cathy: in oa locked comedienne’ Betty.” Marsden, who. ‘Strait, and. Tracy ‘Reed |‘was coolly. NASA reportégly had. a-rule’ that tive arguments. against polling and
-YToom, his. only ‘escape suicide:
amused °in.&an ©otherwise..brief: ‘appealing AS his’ sidekick; meriting. none of: the. broadcasters should he |pollsters: Thee were’ mentioned,
never .creally examined -in
- The action. ‘was energetic. “and. blackout sketch ‘about a gal: answer- ‘more ‘to? say. -in }ater ‘segments, ‘aHowed to: use. aiivthing _ but: de- |but
‘Satisfying,’ -and the '-script--. “was dng:‘calls ‘iit three: ‘public -phone- Other’. “thesp. - “support |was okay. layed" radio’ tapes of the. ast onauts, depth. W hen apposing forces meet
-nicely.. ‘supplied: - with - apt lines: ‘booths: “being =:generally helpful” despite uncertainty of accent, with even if the delay Was. Jest a matter |and challense.one another,.a dratia
Loose ends, Which existed; didn’ ft. avhile- her" own “house: was: on‘ fire: experienced vand..‘reliable
is joined. That sense of drama. was
|:‘local 4 of minutes.
this oultliig.
Hora.
obtrude : in . a production. athat ‘Miss Marsden's' sharp deliycry: and. _
» The’ “tv. ctfet orks ran ‘special missing in:
- (Continued, on: page; ay
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Lesson for Americans
Nou’rre:
o looking at sixth graders atwork iin a.

“Moscow classroom."
a They were. photographed by:tiveABC-TV
“men who went to the Soviet Union to film a
:.* “report on Soviet education for. the much=> praised Bell.& Howell. Close-Up! series.
“They were the first-American television crew
. to film'this key aspect of Soviet society.

And they returned with a superb. television

story —M eet. Comrade Student:
The prograin; ‘presented’ on “ABC Television,
September 28, was called by the New York

Herald. Tribune “‘an unprecedented service
in. acquainting us with. the challenge evident
_-in the Soviet drive for mass education.”
A challenge itis,-And.a lesson. And dearly
_., “a-triumph for American television iin the
crucial area of public affairs, _
“Meet Comrade Student: advaniees most
.. notably Bell:& Howell’s. responsibility |
“-as’a corporate citizen ina democracy. A
responsibility. well served by such previous
~Glose-Up!: programs as Cast the First Stone.
and Walk-in. Mty Shoes..

©
Meet.Comrade. Studentis also very. much in’
“keeping with: ABC’s bold, honést approach
“to.reporting: the great iissues of the day,:
“Such programs as Editor’s Choice, Adlat_
Stevenson Reports, Issues &.Answers soundly
document’ this approach.
Here then isa forthrightness, -a-new creative
ferment ‘characteristic of ABC’s total

communications effort. In entertainment, in

. enlightenment. In hard news, in soft music,

-In comedy, in‘commentary.
People like it:And advertisers being
Peopleslikewise.

7

Wednesday, October
10,1962.

10 ‘shows: both’ network:and: évndticated, are: listedon the asts:a‘their’
shout VARIETY’S meekly tabulation: based on. Fatings:furnished: by ‘American. “Research. ..1
a rating. .
level: and offers
barometer. ms
s.
10 network shows. on. a: -localicula
home
area’
l
' Bureau,. highlights’ the..top cated
tota
the.
e
:
werk
im.
r
e
.
S
. shows’ in “the, same ‘part
a | ‘study. of the. tup 10. syndi
“Various. branches ‘of the Andustry;. ranging from‘media’
buyers. to.
oeat:stations
: six different market: s gre covered,
“tosijndicators wilt find. the. charts. valuable:
. Ove?- the. course of a year, ARB wil tabulate a. minimum,1 of.
34t- miatkets, ‘The ; ce,
Both the network ‘and syndication study. features the total. area homes: reached"
and the mélro area. ratings on’ each show. ‘The. total: ‘area homes: reached 'reflects. results ofthat tabulation willbe found weekly. in VARIETY ‘Coupled: with: the rating
:
the audiences on the ‘basis of the -total. market aréa. ‘examined. The. metro..area _, performance of the. top 10. network ‘shows,.on the: local level,:the. Variety-ARB- sa
| ratings are based on.: the ‘metropolitan tharkets within the: total area examined. “Top:sare designed to reflect ‘the. rating. ‘tastes ‘of‘virtually every “market im:the: US
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- 35,400
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22300
12: |Cartoons; Game of Week. KENS:
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8..Quick Draw McGraw (Tues. 3:30).7 KENS 2%. Screen: Gems
~21:500
:8'| Viewpoint: Hunt-Brink:..WOAI.,.
--24,4009.°Phil
‘Silvers
(Thurs.
6:00)
.:SKONO.. ccEBS Films.
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°.12)-News. Report, CBS. ‘News: KPIX.
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12|-Biography.-KRON.* 118.800:
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2. 10." Best of. Groucho (Thurs, 8:00)... 5.
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265.810
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720,100.
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San Francisco, St‘Louis;Mobile,Indianapolis, ‘Minneapolis-sSt.Paul,Buttalo,‘and |manyy others.

-

Ask.your Allied Artists TV:sales represéntative for.the.fabulous facts:‘andfigures. about: (1)Bomba, ‘The Jungle Boy (2) Cavalcade
of the:60's Group. iS(3)The.Bowery: Boys (4):Science. Fiction Features: (5) Cavalcade: of the.60's“Group. I.’
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“Wednesday, Oetober:
0
10,
1962

‘Ang.BillingsSlide
On Brit. Comm’l Wa|

ARB FEATURE FILM CHART

[FeeAsksMore Infoa

--~Deintermixture Case

Ee
Washington; Oct. -9. ~
VanrIetY-“ARBs weekly” ‘chart offers a. aay:by-day analysis: ofthe: top feature evening: slots ina...ce The. - Federal « Communicatio
ns”
particular market. On Saturdays and Sundays, daytime. feature slots.compete with nighttime piz ° =: Commission has: spoken. up on the
the commer¢ial web fell by more |
“periods
for:
designation
as.the-top
féature
slot
of
the
day.:
The
analysis
is
confined
to
the
top
rated:
a longstanding ‘and: complex. Evans-.
than 2,000,000 compared with the|
feature slots in the ARB measured. period, broken down by days-in the week. The-ARB measired .
} ville, Ind., deintermixture. case. ins,
previous month, according. to Me-}.
-period:
usually
covers.
three
or.
four.
weeks,
Oth
er:
‘data
such'as
the
time
slot
and.
‘total
area
1
homes
Pot
volving the. proposed shift: of:
dia Records, Ltd.,.an jindepenaent
ts
furnished.
Top
competition
and.
competitive
ratings:
also:
are’
highlighted,
phos
- WIVW-TV: (Evansville. :Television «
‘research firm. ‘Granada-TV, major
‘
!
Inc.)
from channel. 7: to 31: But all
midweek contractor for the north,.
London, Oct. g..

-At $18.362,400, August. billings: on .

NEW YORK ° STATIONS: “WCBS, wNsc, WNEW, WABC, WOR, WPIX

retained its No. I status as revenue

‘9

earner, pulling in a total-of 4;006,- }:
.800.

Associated-Rediffusion,

Lon-

|

Total ‘Area Homes: 360300. Ee

-.don midweeker, followed, with $3,- |. -*

766.000, while Associated. TeleVI- |.

sion, a seyen
split over. two
2006. ABC-TV;
let, earned
month:

Metro Rating: : y
wees |

day operation (but |
_ Share: of Audiences: 2
aréas) coined $3,133,-.
a weekend only out-7,
‘MONDAYS ‘it:15-12: 45.
$1,470,000 ‘for ‘the | Program: - LATE ‘SHOW.

Regional. companies’ grabbed: the |
vt
adcoin. thus: Scottish-TV. $882,000; |",
“TV Wales & West $708,400: South-. |
ern-TV
($320,000:
Tyne-Tees-FV
:

$579,600:

Anglia-TY. $462,000; :Ul-

ster-TVi

$212:800:

$198.800;.:Border-TV

Westward-TV

‘Ronald. ‘Colman,

J assignments, plusone UHF chan- -nel. ABC has an ‘obvious: interest.”

;

Tin- three.

oe

Lew: Ayres,’ -Lionel Barrymore:
1938, MGM,: “MGM-TV," Repeat”

$l. 820. 000.

July - 2 “AND NOW. TOMORROW"

|a

vo

Tofal :‘Area Homes: |

WOR

Metro. Rating: 10°." *

‘Share of‘Audience: 7

its name. It ‘was less than. seven. |
TUESDAYS 9:00-11:00,
|
hours to game time, and the poten-|‘Program:
BIG . PREVIEW
tial big sponsor dropped. its hold.|
June 19°‘“MOGAMBO”:,
2”.
Anticipating this, [10 salesmen in|
+ Clark Gable,. Ava. Gardries, Giace: Kelly.
N.Y. and about five in Chicago had|
1953,

MGM,

MGM-TV;

Ist’. Run

been on the phone Since 8 a.m. |
N.Y. time,
June. 26 “DON'T. GO" NEAR THE: WATER”
Armed with a new selling plan
. Glenn: Ford; Gia Sealla,:, <9 -:::
(16 minutes available per game. at |.
Keenan: Wynn, Eva: Gabor.
$26,000 apiece for a total, if sold, |~
1957, MGM, MGM-TYV, 2|Ast Rue

of $416,000 per playoff game), the.
NBC.boys called every. agency. with .

“ie

‘Buck put.their heads together with |..
two other NY. sales: figures at NBC |‘
—the operational “senius” of ' the }jigsaw puzzle, Joe . Iaricci. and |...
sports
salesman’ Dick MeHugh‘Lacking
at least. four -minuteés|
worth of advertising for the Tuesday game, they decided: to— miake a

freebee offer to any of the Sponsors:
who had ordered minutes in all
three. games.
Approaching these
“Ox ‘oss-the-board ers,” NBC
‘sales |

‘wees

;

s,s

put a free minute apiece. when the}
Dodgers . evened off the. series in].
:2.

that people were. really watching:
in large niimbers, everybody. want-.
ed to buy. Jt seems they didn't |
care what the terms .were; they |
wanted in: NBC thus. got te sell a |’
17th minute ‘tin casé. Game: 2. went}.
into the last of the ninth inning, : :
which it did’.
For -Wednesday’s.
third game, in which -the Giants }
clinched the pennant, the web ‘ac- |.

tually had orders for the 18th and
|

5 “Pn Dickens, He’s:‘Fenster’preem- *

10: 00-11: 00.

“| ing on ABC to™a 16:at'9° pm. At
9:30..on Fridays, the ‘second. week:

For. undoubtedly ‘the first, time in.
network tv history..a progranr had
|’..

Tuesday, : hadJ~

time to: ‘think of. anything else. In}
the enterzeney, “they were ptitled|.
off all other. sales duties.
“Everybody was on ‘the phone.
This piace, "said: one NBC official,
“Looked. like! a stock broker age on’ 7
a day the. ticker is. eight. minutes
hehind, rr

| bléck, and“NBC’s “Sam Benedict,”
‘which evidently. was ‘never “Shops:
‘ped’ since coming on. the: air.-pot

“| under 10. all the.way.. Roy Rogers,
fon’

;

+ doing |surprisingly. ‘well. by pulling: .
{down an average audience “in the.” ~“15s... “The. rest- of Saturday night:
©

‘| CBS - (with

“Have |
tetains- os
Fits. Tead over .NBC movies, which|”
{-come’ a. close second,: particularly ©:

:.“Defenders;

—

exposure,

‘WPRIX.

| second, -week of. ABC's “Jetson”
“cartoon, at 7:30-gets an: “18.9 against

WNEW:

“NBC's: Disney. -show: |“Dennis: ‘the:

- 246,700,

‘4|:16.9° for the “first. tialf-hour.
| But. by 8. the. NBC

for: the. first. half-hour: of. Ed. Sullic

|-van- on CBS...

Sunday: shapes .
‘as a. partial "see,

1946, Paramount,: MCA; “Repeat.”

:$aw, since :Sultivan’ at -8:30 .beais.‘NBC's. “Car. 54" by. over two rat-~

5 “INVITATION: TO HAPPINESS”.

vf ing ‘points. -- Both: ‘shows..: however, oo
“} hit. the respectable "20s;. the ‘suf-:*.
: |ferer. this. particular: week’ being
| ABC’s Sunday- Movie. running: ‘in-.
. .p the. low: ‘teens. ‘By. 29, ° with: “Bo.

-°

1939, . Paramount, “MCA, :‘Repeat. alte

? July 12 “CAUGHT. IN- THE. ‘DRAFT Hope; .-Dorothy. -Lamour.

Disney. -pulls a

“| out -in-front with a 23.7 toa 22:9.

Huntley-Brinkley:- 408,
,
000::
6:30-7: 00.
os

Irene“ Dunne

‘of

~|-Menace”’ on-CBS .gets -abéut, 15.9...

348,800°

we Ne:
ews; ‘Weather:

Bob. “Hope, -Joan Caulfield

From 9 (Pm... - ony ABC

“TOP. COMPERTION |
jis: third:
STATION & —
- Going “to” Sunday (30, | Nielsen” ~
.. PROGRAM:
TOTAL HOMES: ‘diséloses' ‘a major - upset, ~ TheSandy’ SsHout
6: 00-6:30:

Ju
une 98, “MONSIEUR: - BEAUCAIRE”

=.

19th. _ Paramount, MCA. :Repeat

~ WCBS ‘Metro. Rating: 11. =
Share of Audience:

2: RHE | BLACK: NIGHT
=
' Alan. Ladd, ‘Pat Medina
:
Columbia,’ Sereen:: ‘Genis, Repeat

oe 'nanza.”. NBC ovércomes ‘CBS’ *‘Mc‘Coys”.
preem — roughly. : 29-5; ta.
|
- “McCoys”. 20.7. ‘By: 9:30 “Bonanza”

_

“TOP.COMPETITION”

‘PROGRAM

‘STATION: & ~ TOTAL. HOMES.

Tonight; Ganie:
“Al: 15-12:15

WNEC-.
547,800.

"Tonight se

“WNBC:

“12: 15-12:45

“538,600

1944.,. Warner:. Bros.,.UaAL: 1st’ Run”

6 “THE MARK. OF. ZORRO*

“True Theatre,’“ preeming. ‘on ‘CBS,
eould: only
muster. 19.8 for’ thie’
hal-hour:..
7
,

| --These.--are. ‘considered: thie,wigs’
-| important: samblés «so. far, “but-it's: 2
- chardly expected: that! ar satisfactiry:":.

. |“reading™::will be available: to the "|
. |-rating éxperts: for“at: least. a month,
[oo since so many-shows. are: ‘just now,
: entering

their: ‘preem. “phase, . and”

“YT the- “shopping”
7 ov.er.

“HOLLYWOOD: ‘CANTEEN’ .
“AH Star Cast:
=

-Tyrone

ABC——and. in’ direct ‘competish

1-with- the -other -two—ran second,

Popeye. :
5:30-6:00

-

PRIDAYS. HH: 15-12:45

There wasn't one NBC-TYV sales-'
Mma who, that frantic: Monday: and|

14,5. a cle

“1 'in, the ‘latter, hour .of the, feature

Elec ctric Razor and. Barbasol Shaye || Program: LATE. SHOW:
Cream dying. a brother act.’ Some-|
“June 15.“N AKED IN THE: sts”
‘thing else: in the. way of-a ty prod-|
* "James: Craig; Barton. MacLane
|;
uct *‘protection™ poveltv—theére Was’ |.
1997. “Allied Artists, M&A Alexander,
‘a conzh. remedy sharing time with.
the. cizaret companies

Ww

witl.a’ 17.5;

1 Gun,”: “and: “Gunsmoke”)

Share: of.Audience: cto

Bob

.started

it all to- himself: VS. ‘“Eyewitness””

IN’ JULY"

Fred. ‘MacMurray,

“Pair Exchange”.'

10: p:m..“Exchange”

TOF:‘COMPETITION
oo
[ on. CBS | and - ‘local -Programming.
‘STATION &
among ABC affils.:
PROGRAM
TOTAL- HOMES |: Jackie. ‘Gleason preemed.- Satur-.,
>
day-(29).’ on CBS, .atid “just. Plain:
“Tonight .
-WNBC:
‘| walked .away with: the.field. He
11:15- 2 45:
686 900. ... Jran into*.the low: and middle 203...
Jin the course. of thé 7:30-8:30 °-"

Repeat™:

WCBS Metro Rating: |8°...

J uly

CBS’

» '} just: thé same. :At 10:30: Paat-had

“Total. ‘Area’ons539.400.

a 10th innng.”

frantie

985, 500."

Paar :“hour

- Total Area. Homes: a8,600.

19th minutes—"in case. it goes into}

more.

::] stone’s” getting 18.1 at 8:30, and”.

< wens

|} -sStrip.":-at-10,, won

June-. 21.“MEET: ‘THE PEOPLE”
‘Lucille: Ball,- Dick: Pox elt.
1944, MGM, ‘MGM-TV, ‘Repeat

By. Tuesday, . when. it sank in|

that

‘|to: 14.9. ABC-was second through:

: ‘Dick Powell, ‘Ellen Drew4940, Paramount, MCA, ‘Repeat.

oS

“Route”...

“Pout .this~. ‘particular: hour, -“Klint.

* July; 4. “YANKEE DOODLE DANDY”
" Jameés Cagney, Joan -Leslie :
1942, ~-Warner ‘Bros., : UAAY “Repeat
July.’ i. “CHRISTMAS

‘time, .

: Ifell to 13.2° while. the: ‘NBC ‘Jack

Metro..Rating: 9 ;

iater, “only two sponsors took..us ‘THURSDAYS 5: 30-7: 00
up on it.” - Those twa, naturally, Program: EARLY SHOW:

_

Garry: ‘Moore:
a
‘Talent Scouts

Q-: - o'clock.

got a 14. By

“Share of ‘Audience: 29

1941, Paramount, :“MCA,

bling .up .in the. for-sure second|game. |
|
“¥ ou know,” a sales: exec said’ |.

Schicx.; -

WNBC :

8: 30-10: 00...

June 27 “HOLD BACK ‘THE DAWN”
*
Charles: Boyer, Olivia “de Haviland

game absolutely. frée, should there].

-and’

" ‘the

_: elimbed a:few.tenths of.a.. point”
| closer to. 20° while “Miller dipped =~...

7

DayPowell

is’ ‘therefore. NOt. a

‘HonolulisRuséelt 7 Gres |
“Seio

a |has been appointed: ‘general: qian- *

“Pager of indie KTRG-TV: ° ‘He ‘sue- |:

Paower,. Linda. Darnell:

“A940, 20th Fox, NTA, ‘Repeat.

(Continued. ‘oa.
0 page:a8)

“Ve.

aye

Somer?
,

in

.| the. same half-hour: ‘competition. By.

Robert: ‘Montgomery, Virginia Bruce |
/1938,. MGM, .-MGM-TY,. ‘Ast. ‘Rua: |

be. one, if they'd drop their present }7
third-game orders in favor of dou-

harrdressings

-Q: 00-9: 30

WCBS.
‘687,900.

Continued from page tim”
25°

‘formance, -could ‘only Bet: a: 153.in

[got 16.2

“Total Area. Homes:. 390.4
400
o. oo

men said they'd give them the third

tres.

Comedy ‘Spot 7

|=

STATION &*.

; ‘TOTAL HOMES:

of: “Don’t”, Calt- ‘Me Charlie” . (via.
--NBC) rani'to ‘a> 45.5. vs. the first’:
“4 half-hour .of ABC’s “Strip” which: °

Scrambling, scraping and finagl- o
ing, the web: sold all but: four of |.
th 16. first-day availabilities. ‘It ‘WEDNESDAYS “41:15-12 45°
looked okay, ‘but hardly great.. So: Program: LATE ‘SHOW...
sales: veeps Jack :Ottér. and. Max [Sune: 20 “THE FIRST -‘HUNDRED YEARS”: : Le

|

‘PROGRAM :
Red.‘Skelton;

1950, MGM, “MGM-TV, '
“Ist:‘Run,

You find it and-you got. $26, 000."ot

Twa cizarets (L&M and Marlboro),

COMPETITION

July. 40.“CRISIS”:
Bg
-Cary .Grant, Jose Ferrer ote
Signe Hasso, Gilbert: Roland.

““Look,. there was. a commercial ae
we gave you last. week:
I don’t Le
know whether we: took: it. back.

Game

TOR
P

July. 3 “Ts |A BIG: COUNTRY” .
‘Gary Cooper, ‘Janet -Leigh
.
“Van Johnson, Frederic March:
1952, “MGM, MGM-TY, Ast Run

every ¢lient they could think of..
By noon, the strangest orders be- |
gan coming in: “Sure, we'll buy a]
minute, if you can_]‘locate our com- |
mereial; we think it may -be in N:Y:.
though. -» « Esn't the game. from |
Frisco?”

An the. poulsvilles’

eo skirmishing...

July. 9: “SHOCK”...
‘ “Vincent Priée, ‘Lynin"Bari 1946, 20th. Fox, NTA, Ist- Run’

.

Vs

i market.

‘Represented °by: Washington :atsne
_{-torney Harold Mott, WI'VW-TV. has no
“I battled-. vigorously. :“to:. £etain...its Pn 7i
‘VHF channel on-which it continues”: °
. | to- .operate.. through” the;“legal a

Alan Ladd, Loretta Young-.*
.
1944, ‘Paramount,. MCA, Repeat

~ NBG-TV Slides
Continued from page 24: ———

-|7 would “be. switched to. Louisville,
_Ky., which. now: has’ only ‘two. VHE™:

June 25 “YOUNG DR. “KILDARE” . oe,

}-

Co,’

« The. case: ‘which. has. been -kickTOP: COMPETITION
STATION: a [ing -‘around | ‘FCC ‘since March ‘1,:
1957; still is’‘without any final Com
PROGRAM
fae
“TOTAL HOMES. -mission. decision::
Tonight
. WNBE
If: Evansville is. transformed. into”
11:15-12:45
- 612,B00” “lan all-UHF- market, VHF- ‘channel.

Greer:Garson .

"4942 :- ‘MGM-TV, ‘Repeat '

Broadcasting

--{ must: submit certain affadavits:.°'-:

; June 18.“RANDOM. HARVEST”

$103,600. and.

Grampian-TV - $123,200.
In all, ‘advertisers spent: $18, 362, -|
400 on commercial web ‘during Au- |.
pest of which the government took |.
an
‘TE,
‘to
-bite
amounting

in

‘FCC said was. that-WIVW-TV and .

192. the. American’

‘SURVEY. DATES:: “JUNE: 15 -. JULY: £2,

-

‘ceeds ‘Cecil’ ’ Sevey, “who Yesigned. x
after only .a. few’ months with the

“3 Tstation, :‘owned: ‘by ‘Hawaiian Pata

7 Mise’ParkCom.
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k
on't loo

but our neck.

“Hindsight is
is. alays:20:20vision: ‘But.your‘have.to: " ‘matefor.éach.nighttime network program as we think
| “©‘out on a-limb: sometimes toget the:choicest fruit: a it:“will be when the: December Neilson. ratings. for
Herecis. the. N.. We Ayer:forecast’ of:the”‘relative. ° “competitive: markets are in.The. complete figures, by
_stréngth. of network |evening Programming :for: the. “programs, are. given’“editorial. treatment in Television
season just: beginning.
|
hee magazine: for.October:
Prepared at ‘the: outset. of the: buyiig: season, this
-Last October, Ayer: made a forecast forthe. season.

forecast is:‘used. as. a guide. ‘in: helping’ us:.to®smake™ | “justended. When’ ‘the: ‘pox.-score..was..in, we were
our: own program purchases: tt includes. arating esti-

84%: correct” in picking.the time- period. winner,
7

.
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“Te
; iSerrer

-=Granada Variety
¥ Show. - fs
From The Production Centres | parked byYank Names| - ‘Broadcasters* ‘Promotion. “Assn. has. lined” up,“NAB

prexy. Gov. ‘LeRoy

_ ‘London, Oct. Bs.
“| Collins: and William ‘ ‘Lewis,. board: chairman. of Kenyon; -&' Eckhardt ad
" Granada:TV's :long-awaited :mu-[.

Continued from. page. 28

pane! shows with candidates for four, séats in. Uv. -S..House. ‘WWDC Sicalskein,: “West End”. is: sched- ‘agency, as two of the’ ‘principle. speakers ‘for’ the org’s. Dallas ‘conclave ” .
radio is. airing debates. for Maryland: Federal ‘office.. candidates: Mark ‘uled ‘to. bow tomorrow, (Wed.),: a| Oct.:28:31. Collins will- give ‘the: keynote’, address-at the Monday (29) *:
Evans, on W TTG-TY,. will interview two. eandidates for Congressman: debut. which “will. be keenly. -luncheon. Lewis” will speak. on, the- ‘broadcasters “image” today: and “
“watched. by - ‘the: trade. Fortin. a} what can be done: to improve. it.‘Other. speakers ‘slated include Stephen .at Large in. Maryland ... FCC Bar: “Assn” swill ‘toss. its’. Annual Outing
“society :not. over-abundant ‘with:
proadeasting
radio
Riddienerger. prexy.. of. ABC. Radio:;: Norman’ ‘Cash;. TvB. ‘prexy; Roy GMS.
WW
5.
Oct,
at, Washington. Country: Club
available. variety ‘talent, a develop;“of ment: such “as: is being. attempted: -Danish,. director: of the Teley ision. Information’ Office; and: Edmund. &. .
Daz: Hammarskjold memotial concert froin State:‘Dept.
‘Bunker,: ‘RAB. PLeXy.:
:
iy
-

gIN DE TROIT

| by “Granada~is’ bound -fo. get..al

.

{ thorough. 0.0.°

VARIETY: ‘review otthe riew.NBELTV: daytime Merv Giiftin. stanza in
“Show is’ predominantly Aijerian 1
NBC-TV has scheduled: a full hour in: cold: ‘to highlight: the. National’ ‘in concept,- with. artists-like’ Johin-| the Oct.. 3: issue err ‘oneously listed: the preem’. femme” -guest .ag ‘Patrice’
Jack
and.
Downs
‘Hugh
Huntley,
‘Auta. Shuw from Cobo Hall w ith Chet:
ny ..Carson,°: Della :Reese, Barrie: Munsel.. “Roberta: Peters. -was’ the. Sueston' the. -show. But the :gremlinLescoulie doiags the talking from 6 to .7: p.m: Oct: 21 with ‘Reynolds: | Chasé: and’ George -Kirby- perform: |:‘that accounted for. the. snafu liad ‘a vicarious benev olenit result—it keyed.
different
two.
in
Eight, CBS-TV ‘personalities.
Metals sponsoring . .
Griffin to offer ‘Miss ‘Munsel: a future hooking.
| ing: ‘under Yank : Producer Nick.
gr ups were here on thé “Weekend Star’ Junket,”: w ith resulting. ‘Inter.

L-Vanoff,
“
views being shovin'on “The Connie Page Show”: on WIBK-TYV. Included |
Scheduled ‘at.six. ‘weekly titer.
in the sroups were Dick Crenna, Victor. “Maddern, Burt Reynolds, Bevvals, ‘producer Vanoff. has ‘put: two | ‘Donald. H “MeGaniion, prexy. of”“Westinghouse: “Broadcasting. Go,
erely W ashburni, Bob Carroll Jr., William’ Talman. and rene. Ryan .:....
ment:
th
and:
.| has-been added: to ‘the list .of Speakers’-at the. ‘second: annual mieeting -._
Friday.
W.IR’s chief announcer, Charley Park; will Kost-a new 15-minute
|coon he Lace ise of. ‘Institute ‘of: Broadeasting Financial: ‘Management..being. -held ‘Oct. ers:
answ
emphasize
will’
at 7:30 p.m. show **Feachers’ Report.Card” which
17-19 -in ‘Milwaukee:. Walter. Bury, .a partnér ‘in’ Ernst.:and: Ernst, will.
22 WWI-EYto Tetters fron, listeners regatding editcational matters”
new. I Interna
available. ‘T veport on. ho w ‘new.
t
I:Rieve
venue ‘Service’ . depreciation ‘guidelin es¥ ..
,
“f.-suitable. artists | become
4
.
‘broadcast. industry. BEM prexy ‘Henry’ -W. Dornseifranada's:: show... is. thé --second: “will affect” the |
reports that its. hour-long © public .affairs prograni: Profile: Detroit }.
-partment” was.rated by. ARB as otttranking: all-other network: such. Yank-doniinatéd: ‘skein. “to:
olt
‘ty. cst stanteth the ete expects:“a ‘turnout: af.150 -inPeowtains Mt ‘that time ... d by ARB. has.‘scheduled:.a-.t¥. debate ‘be-4 emanate: “from © commercial
.
se:
ey
$
Y
tween the wives .of: the gubernatorial candidates, énfitled..“Why My f’sources, the, first. being Associated oe
—_
.
fie.
fusband Should Be Governor.” Mrs. John:.B.. ‘Swainson, wife: of ‘the|‘TeleVision’s.“‘Jo Stafford Show,” | -incumbent, and Mrs. George Romney, : wife of the challenger, iH have |w hich -. guestarred: ' manj-. leading
“Mergenthaler’ ‘Linotype, Co: arid. CBS: ‘Laboratorieshave: fished. a.
.
had. it in a. half hour prime time tv debate’. :. . West Berlin May or |.U: 8:“performers.
_ 7 | longterm, agreement. providing for the -‘development by . -CBS* Labota-"
Willy Brandt's -lectures at Harvard Univ ersits” avilt be carried-on.W DFM
| tories... of: ultra- high-speed’ ‘composing “and -print--out --devices::. These
e New WWJ-LV entry is: “Stump the Stars," with-Pat. ‘Harrington |
.
| devices: capable’: Of operation directly. ‘from |computers’ ‘and: computer
Sr. as host, in the 10: 30. p. m. Monday slot.
“| magnetic tapes, as’ well as other’ ‘specialist equipment. for use in the”

“CriticalTempest

IN PHILA DELPHIA
Susan. Kellem, Columbia

at WRCV

«
Record. man’s

. Al Schwartzman,

op graphic ‘arts field; vill ‘be ‘based upon -CBS: Laboratories" developments:
“and. Mergenthaler’s: specifications.
dauzhter. joined the. state |‘self. Dav id” ‘Susskind: ‘who. is. often. In, ‘this: ‘arrangement: -the. “existing” engineefing, -rhanufacturing and a
. ——,

WPEN's

Continued from page. 29 |

helicopter “traffic .spotter,:heard in the role of. industry: critic, | wiarketing facilities of: Mergerithaler “Linotype. will. be’ ¢ombined. with.

exit ing station .. .For mer. magistrate Jee Rainey back at his. “Listen- Larose’-and; <for the’ “producers, the specialized. researeh and. dev elopment-s
‘Ser vices:of CBS.5. Laboratories, .
ae
inz Post” on WDAS _... Gene. Litt; aecount exec with. CBS: Spot Sales, - angrily -indicted. the’ ‘organization. [.3.diviision1. of CBS.»

in New York, appointed. general: gales manager. of “WCAU: ‘He. replaces He called:‘ATAS. ‘ineffectual. and.
Jack Kline who resigned to join -KDEF,. in Albuquerque, .as -general. sterile, a+:
listless social: -elub, ae “Roger Englandér’ ig‘on. ‘ae bieycie. petw en. Wow: York’s. ‘two centeis2- ”
nrinager
... T.E. Paisley Jr.,, manager of WRCV;, placed: on the mem--' an. “apologist” for management: A
the new. Lincoln Center: aud. the” old. City’ Center. At Lincoln‘ Center, .
hership roster ef the Governor's Traffic Safety. Council to represent ‘member. of- the- board: of. governors, Englander is ‘producing: and “directing” chis- sixth .Season of” “New York _
the Penns) ivania Association . of. Broadcasters.
(‘a member. of the boafd. of|
trustees,
‘Philharmonic Young Peoplés. Concerts ‘With’ Leonard Bernstein,” which
| Susskind—who .had: threatened’ to
will start. taping. on ‘Oct. 13: for: later show!ings’ ‘as. specials. on ‘the. ‘CBS-TV
do -so. -before—this.. time ‘actirally.
fall ‘and. winter” ‘nighttime St hedule., The- ‘opener: will feature music -‘by.
quit. the’ ‘Academy. * (He said’ later
Tup brass George Comte, W TMI-TV: ‘Roger: ‘LeGrand, WITETY, and}ihe °was ‘sending in.a formal letter, y Berlioz; Walton, -Pinkham,. And: Tschaikowsky——and_ will .bé-titled |“The ce
Sound..of ‘the Hall,” the subject: being the acoustics of the-new audi-. William C. Goodnow, WISN-TV: sparked confab: on televiision at recent
“Were. Susskind:
ai
15alone, if might torium. At City: Center; lie's’ staging a: few production: of Bizet’s “Care "3
meeting of. Garden. Homes Parent. Teachers Assn-. . : Some 50 -adult | hi
ave‘seemed:- merely repetitive,” an “men”. which. opens in repértory ‘Oct.. 14: Julius: Rudel wilk conduct, and,
education execs due for attendance: Oct.- 11-12. at: éontérence otk. eduica+) observer”
‘Jater | “said, ““but there.
‘
e role, for the: N:¥ Ce.Opera: Co.
tional TV, at WMVS-TLV, the Milhwuakee:, Vocational’ ‘& Adult. station. were “others “of “his! -siide,”Day iid Ciramae ‘Turner. will play:the Aitle
iMadiWHA-TV.
t{NEF),
ixion
Televi
Educational
National.
-TY,
S
.WMVS
Davidson for: one, an
son! hosting, with U. of Wisconsin-Milwaukees, UW Extension Division; |
Writer Davidson; Algo | ‘ae sign | “phe: EV “AGadémy’ has or
eanided: ‘an Thternational Relations: Commit:
Mar quette U.: Milwaukee. Public Library ; Milwaukee Council for :Adult |
Learning & Lili. aukee County: Radio-TV Couneil cooperating ." . Lee: “ranking. “Academy? “exe, said later tee, ‘essentially-so that: the Emmy. org. can ‘stay’ on. ‘top: ‘Of: burgeoning.
WIMJ-TVDr. Bur Ke also that-he, would not quit. ‘becatise-he ‘foreign ty developments. National: -prexy Robert. ‘Léwine ‘named ‘his exec ..turér Dr. Albert Burke, star ted new. ‘series on:
| would” ‘rather °work” for: changes. veep Ted. Cott to chair the: new: Gonimittee.: Serving .on'the. committees”
hay

IN “MILWAUKEE . . «.

now
3 30 p.n. cross-the-board- -S-mioute. shots on WSN. Radio |
Victor Borge’s. néw program, now-on WFMR. (FM. radio), 9 p.m.-10. p:m:,

from: within.

>

1 with .Cott “aré’ CBS Hubbell. ‘Robinson -Jr.:: NBC's: Mort Werfer,.

Davidson, at! the: foruiti: “was: _ABC’Ss .Joseéph. Stamler: and: ABC's. Lewis: ‘Shollenberger, Others. listed
Wednesdays in stereo & monaural... with Borge sparking things °Ww hile
aera: on “good |music” ‘played. The WwEMR. Borge show. is. linked. ‘prompted ° to. say, “"The. “Academy } are. ‘ptoducer. Louis Edélmarn.: American Medical. ‘Assi, rac io-ty. chief, .
& 4i) FM station web
....-Paul Taff, for mer. station:manager. of: WwWMVS- has. dégraded and: demeaned. itself | Richard Reinauer, and:“performer Jean, -Birtel:*
by giving -awards:in every one of }
|
ee
TY ‘Afilwaukee), currently executive producer ‘of “children’s*‘programthe fixed 18 mmy} Categoriés—w hen |:
mins tor National Educational Television” & Radio Center, appointed
often, We alk Knew,. there. was noth- |. ‘If Announced ‘htentians heeo
ome-“reali” theLone Star. Publishing. Co. .
assishiint director of programming at net.. Taff keeps ‘duties in kiddies.
ing worth”. receiving ‘the -award.” | 1 will, be: ‘producer Of-a film-based .on ‘a-book“it ‘has put. out. It's‘ Valorie ..
programming, Gf whigh “Wicat’s New," a. half-hour daily :seriés,. created:
He. . charged that” “thie Academy. - Scorby ‘and. the. Big Port.’ by -Roy Bradford: ‘Port is ‘Houston .and’ ‘the & produced bys Tate: has rated well. 2..Dick. Ruedebusch &. His: Underprivileged Five, current Tunnel [nn standbys: after’ New York’s. Metro- J: “should -have-the courage :to-pass,’ ‘|gitl of: the title becomes head of: an.industrial, empire. ‘Texas. money,
and
thus Bive the awards : “more.ae‘it's,hinted, 48
$ behind it:
ienity””
:
bo
pole. & other dates, taped program: for, broadcast, Oct. 17 an Ww MYS- TY.
Claude Dorsay, -Ctock.. Bar longtime: B8er.set. live jazz. Biatio demo." “This led-to. stirrings: in:‘manage-| -

and discussion Oct. 24 ou WMV S-TV.

aa ‘ment. : ‘at:. some ~ tv ‘operations. in |: the: ederak- Commiuhications’ ‘Commission has: ‘chariged. ‘tts3 “local:
NL: oy Not: -that..any- network *or |:notice” rules (involving. the filing: ‘or designation for hearing” of broad= ©
‘
station expressed ‘or. show ed. ner cast applications) to requiie television ‘stations:to give: the notice: orally °

IN MINN BiAPOWAS
.
WCCO..C BS. ‘alfiliate: has integrated-its. Roger Fricksoit’. into’ nef’Is. Yousness. but’ by- Friday © (30; the { by an announcer with the camera: focused on. him.:- Previously, a printed. .
“Hause Party, ’- separating ‘Art :Linkleiter.. show into. ‘segments.’ Ww ‘eb's | day: after. the. ‘forum; some of -then ‘notice ‘could be flashed on. the ser een, Also, appli¢ants:iindér new rules:
“dropping of Bing Crosby-Rosemary Clooney: show. and= the .“Johnny ‘Were. casting a cautious: exe. in the have seven (itistead of ‘five: days in. which to file with FCC: ‘Statements
‘setting forth -infor mation about, the:local notice: (Other changes involve .
Dollar” and “Suspense™ series has atso. enabled” Station to: expand air
i:
we
a “Fteehnical legal detaiti153.
Beas
time for its: own personalities. - » WECN-EY. News photographer Vitgit'|¢eis from. the industry:itself

‘Pierey

received’ ©‘Distinguished. Service Citation”

from . Minnesota|’

Gov. Elmer L. Andersen last week:. Pisyex., proposed : “lights. on for ‘aiondar (15), He. introduced Miss:‘Bumbry' oii.
“the“old‘iP alent scouts’ |
suiets” calnpaign, ‘getting -mot6rists -to Keep .their: headlights: burning. ‘show... “years: ‘back ‘and.igot. her. career going. on.a. ‘professional: ‘payingduring peak holiday: travel. periods.’ State’ borrowed idea -and: trimmed| basis. .* . Alice Friedman, WILL: radio -promotion. assistant; will ‘have
Continued. from: page: 32 —
.
its accident toil.
7. W MEIN ‘received: dozens of calls from -dialers pro-: a featured: role.in: thé “George. Williams :‘Players. production, “Between | —
’
testing station’s mnndification ‘Of its-‘iv o-month-old ; ‘all-news: format. : ‘Tivo: Thieves,” ‘to bepresented® at. the. Old Courthouse |on Satur day. (13)-f
Franktin .Broade¢asting Co. station: continues to. stress. news cov erage. ‘and’.Sunday ‘14? .
.-.-Celebs: in’ town.last’. week *‘included: Bob .Conrad Rebel ‘bootsended thetenceand.
but has added show tines: and’ semi- classical . music... . Robert’ Drew: and. Troy. Donahue’ plugging. ti’s “Hawaiian: “Eye”: ira
ean ‘Dodd. sides, “Bridges; who.. portrayed
nen, Of
both...
a. -*:
the “Mickey Mouse |
,
Associates has assigned film, crew to document: eongtessional. race on: a promo jiinket ‘for the: syndicated” reprise of
between Rep. Walter Judd and- Donald. Fraser, one. of: the: nation's Club” on KTVI-TV, However, the best promotion stunt of the week w as. Southern Biiny Jeader,
oe
yelled out.
“if: “we have .
hottest political fights... KRSIT carrying suburban high sehool. football | a tour of downtown strects’ by a genuine old wagon for‘‘Wazon: Train” | to. Kill then we better, know: what, i

“VvFollowup

AMOS |with former University: of Minnesols: arid stars’ Paul:Giel and’ ‘i, J WIL-radio deejay Ed- Wiilsoir ‘and.Dale. Robertson shated ‘thé “spot=" Wwe. believe. ‘in,’as

;

iy:
- light. as co-emcees of. the MasOr ‘Ss:‘Cup’ Polo: Match: for Muséular. ‘Dys-.| “It was-a
int iti
I tI
another former “Gopher great, ‘is dome two football ‘shows: weekly: ‘on trophy. . S
:
.
;
oe
“the: Bina
en fonal ep og
to
KEVE .
WECN-TY and radio. news ditector Sheldon’ Peterson.’ re-"|'
7
Lsissippi-where. ays. te hig ASelected. v.ps of national Radio-Television News Directers “Assn. °3 ~ IN DALL AS:
|.over. -unclarified -beliefs.
fh. too,and: in
come
res.
KMSP-TV, 20th-Fox station, has. purchased new Jerry Lester-: sliow;.4
diculous: civ il: strife:
~
KMAP-FM‘dchited
with
classical
Wisie
"format
frome’
“am,
to"
Lester completed fortnight stay at ‘Freddie's _ Minneapolis: supper club,
~Huehy.. ‘Lampman‘.
The show,’ ‘which -‘is ‘only a few.
last week . 2 2 WICN-TV -catried special |‘show, ““Poast -the. Winning: midnight: ‘and: Gary Mears. as: ‘program. :director “..
Twins,” honoring Minnesota Twins. baseball team-on-: completion of. fine’ started -his ‘ninth*‘year. ‘as: ‘host . of -American. Airlines: Music ?Til episodes: old, has: many. possibilities
season. Pro: zram hosts were Twins sportscaster Ray Scott; Herb. Car- ‘Dawn: nightly ‘platter: show: on KRLD die ‘Lou. Benton,, announcer; open -to it with this -format. It -is
‘left: KRLD | to fill” singing. dates. - -and °‘build’ his: “theatrical: ‘booking hot ‘tied‘ down ‘at: all and..therefore-:
neal and. Halsey: Hall- and. W TCN Sports director, Frank Buetel,.
agency. <:s. “Bud ‘Collyer, CBS: ‘TY. “To Tell. the: Truth” emeee, due Oct. a: nicely-executed. Show. -like “last.
“|95 to-autograph: ‘his: rex book.,, “Thou ‘Shalt. "Not -Fear™ -aftl a ‘local. Tuesday’ s<can’. be : done: ‘without
IN. PITTSBURGH.
a
| -bookstore. On Oct: 26 hé'll emcee the “Miss: Teenage. Ameri ica: Pageant” Stretching. things ‘too far,- once: tlie
is excepted. Although. it‘is
lien. Ludden, emcee 0°. “Password. ” ‘premise
Jack Williams, ° new. program - manager for KDKA, |‘NCi] Introduce t here,..to’ be-aired. over. CBS-TV..
:
. Bill . a. ‘somewhat “stretched. peg: for: a
ae‘Sund: ww Showcase” +o. the station from 4 to 8- p.m, w here he will have: ‘and -Zina. Bethune, ‘of “The: Nurses,” also “slated. to-altetid’,
djs Bob Tracey. Clark Race and Art Pallan each handling’ an hour. Fanning: and. John: Hardnian,: clown. ‘teani of “Mr. C and. Mr.. 'B; ‘back: weekly series, careful: scripting: and
devoted. to the latest single: ‘and album they have, introdu¢é ed. during: the, ‘on KRLD-TY ‘for ‘sponsor Cullum & Borén a .. Magician’ Mark Wilson; production values can: Still: make it:
mE
week .
John Stewart, host of “Program PM,”: “Wilk als¢-be on the’ of “The Magic: Land: of Allakazam,” here to film commercials: at Pams aw ‘orthwhile. outing.
‘John ” Cassavetés:, “dirécted-. “the o
show with the. best: of the week's: programs... ‘WIVSW: had: a football FStudio for the: Beanbag. Buccaneer. Gameé:.
Jack- Renfro; exWE AA
Yankee:Rebel: episode’ with meticu-<"doubleheader on the ‘air Saturday. (6) . . .-Red! Donley. broadcast. the new sman, “now. heading Dallas ‘bureau for:KIWI, Fort:aa orth.
lous .detail, paying’ careful- atten-.-_
Put- California’ game on_ in. the afternoon and. Joe Tucker: followed .|-..
tion: with. his camera ‘to the horrors: :.. 2.
with the Steeler-Eagles. game-in’ the evening. Frank . Snyder,. “gm -of IN. CINCINN. ATL
Be
MTEAE. nanied.to‘the board of. the Pittsbur gh. Symphony. Sterling Yates |
and Bob Prince will be the announcers on the Hernet hockey: ‘Bames| James. A:

of - the® Civil. War-.and. the: twisted:.. -"

Burgess: advanced. from: veep. ‘nd - ‘generat’ thanager “of ‘reflections.. Of: “the. ‘conflict Ain’ -its
over, KDK.A-TV. First Federal Sayings sponsored .KDKA's. broadcast. -WLW-A; Atlanta, to “a vice. president of Crosley Broideasting Corp: ‘participant’ s* faces.” Bridgés. Ww as:
Paul ‘Miller Strong and emotional.as: the ‘Rebel
of the Walter Schirra space’ shot with the station's “Mike. Levine”‘doing 7and: appointed | ‘general manager of. WLW-T; Ciney. . -,
‘|-voices WCKY- editorials. thrice. daily :‘Monday. through: Frisday: Contribu- leader’ who- ‘deplored the futility
on-the-spot: reporting from Cape Canaver at,
“
..| tors: ate- Jeanette. Heinze, ‘president: and ‘general. Manager. “and staffers and. tragedy of “such. a. “eonflict: He.
1 'Miller, Don. Hernian,. ‘David Nicholson ‘and. Lloyd |‘Baldwi in, The L..-B:; ‘Was -assisted “ably-by a east:which <.
1 Wilson: station: ‘restores. Fulton. Lewis :Jr.’s: Mutual - Cor uments: in ‘this. included: . Otis-.Phelps, ‘Lawrence _
ne
ene
nn
pipe
fee
En
aA
cm
Raa
iS
Tom. Dailey, veteran. cadio:tv personality... ‘has. joined: radio: station area’ beginning’ Oct.:.15",
Tierney and: Royal. Dano, aaa
. WEPO-TV: picked. up- the final hour:of °the*
KADY as. Vice-president in charge of sales. ‘Dailey’ S. old. “Reeallit and ' Cincinnati: Pro- Amateur Gold ‘Tournament. with’ AI: Schottlekotte™ and
' The: - stupidity ‘and “tragedy”
no
“Win” show was a local winner some years back.
Gerry: ‘Mandel “Jack. ‘Moran as mikers..- . After: finishing their “National: ‘League ‘airings |“such: a-Conflict in. the. 1860s.or yee
“moved trom KPLR-TY’s publicity staff to KMOX-TV" where he .-will ‘of Cincy Reds games; ‘on AWKRG;, Waite Host increased his schedule‘on. ‘is equal and the show. Just” hap-head up audteace promotion departhient
.-Contralto ‘Grace: Bumbry -WLW-T ‘and Gene Kelly, resumed, ‘fulltrme duties as:“W RRC sportSeaster,|Pened: ‘to -eome~ at -the- Tight time =
Waki Visit Curt Ray’s early ayem =“Good. Morning’: show on: KMOX-TV |kicking: of £.‘With uv. ot.Cincinnati football. to: demonstrate At ‘best. : Kali.
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ke
: ChiFMer Joins:QXR.Web:

‘ButWithout Times News |°
“Chicago, Oct. 9,

WEN here has’ signed ‘an anil}
WIMs's
»George Coiiite‘Warns. Against Belief That °|
dation’ ‘agreément.. with: QXR;- give. 3 Radio:Web'sShow Enters.Third Year. in Black
2d ing: the New York.Tinies broadcast |
"Government, CanDo ItRetter..
|
‘With 85%. Clearanee |

‘operation. “its. “first outlet: ine the:
.| Windy ‘City. 'Station becomes. part. :
of.QXR'sS. “non-interconnected, net-" -The Yong, :‘uphill climb of:network: as “possible with a range.» éxtending

eas"‘100KUP&LIVE.
“ON CLASSICS KIcK

i.
Milauikee, Oct: 6.
‘Speaking, ‘at. Watertown, . Wise.;
_ Branch: Meeting of ‘tlie ‘American.
‘ Association. of ‘University Women,

Wwork,” ' getting’ “the FM “programs. ‘radio to. its onetime key place: in; ‘to baby care tos *ock market advice:
thé broadcasting scerie is.curtrent-} ‘The: special showmanship angléon. tape’rather. than. microwave.

| ly being’ powered: by-the distribu-|(on “Flair” kas ‘been. the use of
Service: ‘starts: with ‘the: “Victor |
“Sept. . (26): George... Comte,. :veepée
“CBSIV s: “Laok: Up: ‘and Live’
tion .of ‘news ‘shows .and- talk. fea-|ivirtually every. théatrical end ~perts,
“Sr. ‘general: ‘manager, -radio -& “tele-: is on a- cultural. kick, ‘presenting a}.Borge: ‘Show;: : which. is set’. for’26) tures to.loéal ‘stations. “At ABC Ra- Name’ te.do the. SQ-second gab.
vision, .of: The Journal : Company.
weeks, and: WwWXFM. will’ also" carry. 1 dio.‘the. daily “Flair” ‘show ‘has. beyAmong the: ‘newly signed talent for’
“fWIMJ-TV-AM:FM}: blasted: crities five-part - : Series, dramatizing™. @X- John: ‘Wilson’s “jazz ishiow
and. come. the strong. *bread- ‘and-‘butter the upcoming season are Gloria
.
|-cerpts*
from
the:
works’.
“of:
Euri|
Of. television.
ney
:Abram. Chasin's Stanza for’ a'start- [attraction ‘for the ‘web's: ‘growing Swanson, Lauren. Bacall. Gertrude
Coritte, ‘yepresefiting: the Wiscon= ‘pides, Shakespeare, Ibsen. and’ | er; Robert Victor, WXFM general. ‘affiliate. Jineup:. ©
o
.
| Berg: ‘Mimi Benze:1, Jack ©. J-eonsin. » Broadcasters’
_Assn.,- -. said: ‘tT Gams. Series,- to be.’telecast” in’ _mManager,. says he’ ie Carry as: miich | “Now. going: into its third: year, tard, Paul. Lynde. Edd'e
\Mave“Much of .the criticism. of :‘telévi-. the. Feligioso: show’s. regular :time. QXR:: programming ‘as:: -available: “Flair”: hinges on a ‘novel 55-min-; hoff, Don Adams, Paul Winchell,
“sion: has’ ‘come’. ‘from. _proféssional.
“and: is anxious, particularly;-to get. ute: format: which . can’ be. broken; Jerry: Celonna; Mike Wallace, Os-erities”: . | educational TV ‘people, :s slot .of:10: 30: to:“AL:a.m, ‘Sundays, ‘New: York ‘Times’ news. although. -down by. affils: inte 11° five-minute;-car’ Brand .and Sam Huff. © Dick
off ‘Stinday 14), i
- “who might well spend ‘their: ‘time in, Kicks.
i
: such’: an. arrangement: has not..Vvet- segments. Each. of .these. five-min- Van Dyke continues as. the .host
improving their own-progranis ..
Bruce Minnix, wlio directed’ ihe’ “‘peen. “Worked ‘out.” “FM-er - is ‘Ji-: utes -are: ‘framed. ‘as self-contained. who. introduces. €ach ‘Of: the pere, Magazines ‘and © néwspapers . W ho recent. “Money: Talks” ° spéeials.” on” censed: ‘for. ‘suburban - “Elmwood. ‘Stanzas with “a 90-second. talk by a- sonalities... Regulars are recipe au“have: felt’ the-pinch of: advertising: the. web,- ds:directing. the.“T00k: Up IPark but. ‘has,“good coverage -‘ofjname performer -at the core. “These therity David “Wade and. John Fos“jhonies: flowing. into -television-'.-:
: and Live” series..
_ the citys. fete
:
Cat
talks are. designed to be. as’ ‘Purichy
(Continucd -“on -paze 44)
-and,. ‘regretfully, ‘people: who shave |

found ‘it’--expedient

for: ‘Personal

“Papel!

““America has the. hest’fadio ‘and:

television: in the world, .in spite’ ‘of'|.--what might be’ termed ‘‘the belief:| ‘
in Anglophilia’,” Comte continued, ye
Comte said. further: .
. ““Many- of -our.: ancestors left ai
‘England.. to--establish ‘ something. |:
‘better, but there: are: ‘still. some +"
. Americans: who, . ‘insofar -as’ radio |.

‘and ‘television’ are .concerned,--ap-|

“parently believe Atiey, should: ave}.

. stayed: ‘home.

a

:

“fT.

- “Under: these -pitcumstances;: it .
“Gs. ‘Hot -surprising- -that BBC has-}°
hired a’ new ‘program :manager to
pull: ":it - out’ -of”. ‘its’ complacent:
' Jethargy and ‘put: it into reasonable |- -

competition with. independent tv: |
This should. -give™ cause for” sober. |
- thought: {to those who. ‘recently |

.- Nave been ‘preaching: that gove rn- |:
ment. can do it. (television) -better.”

Comte -indicated..to the. AAUW, |..

that despite ‘the. ‘personal: ‘opposi-.}-

tion: of: powerful --erities, the. gen-.|
“eral. “public” doesn’t. “share’: their|
and. ‘continues. .to_|:
“gentiments...-

“watch: tv. and. Jisten.. to -radio—at |

.an, ever-increasing

rate, thankful.
of the::- wealth of "knowledge" and. _
. entertainment: they -receive:” :
'

Comte.

indicated.

government. a

* eontrol ‘would. not: improve --‘the..tv

.

industry, stressing that. British tv-|-

began. ‘to ‘maké™ an. impact:-wheni |.
~ commercial. ty entered the picture. |”
Comte, -pointing. out that tv .(in |.

ae”
Ha
TSE

aie
oe
.

one: week) -used as’ much’ material} - ‘as ‘the -motion. pictures. used. in

first’ 20. years :existence, indicated: a
: that:. “not: absolutely. -all©.of .this[.
-material * could” be. top - notch..

Comte asked: “After all, how many |:
--Hemingways are.“there?. How. many }

_Shakéspeares :‘are. there??”.

:i

-.-Comte .said the’ American :‘pub: ;
We. will decide “what. tv-.will “-be— | what. new forms and new ideas will
_ be.used: |
in.. the industry.”
we

” CommunityAntenna
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ee
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Continued: trom.“page. 22 —
mes

:-

” GATV. man. and evety.broadcaster |
“in the country.’ ”

: Carow ‘added that’ Georgia. ‘ana |o

“many ‘other sections. of” the South-:|
“east ;‘Rave. been °‘Spawning. ‘grounds. 2.4

for” GATV : Jin: recent. “months-+:

‘Dozens~ of -franchises: ‘have. ‘been |:
granted, systems. planned ‘and: put |":
into ‘operation. and <many broad|"

: casters’ caught. flatfooted:. With-lit-. |=
..tle or tio: information to -e¥ aluate

: whether: CATV" is a ‘menace: -OF: ay

_friend,
=.

-:

Jo.

BCC’s- Cox ivi] head:‘up a- panel

:

-- @iscussion - ‘on. “CATY: Fr jend .Or |

Foe” ..at) the: Seminar. and -other'|_ ;
speakers. --will -includé. William
an)
wee
ON

|

‘Dalton, president’ of “the. National}

;

Community | Television: Assn;-"Rus=|°
‘sell, Eagan,. .Washington,. aitorney;.

3
3

“ Charles Batson, WIS-EV. Columbia; }
-S:C., ‘and: Fréd Weber, vice “‘nrési-: ».
“dent, ‘Rust, Craft. Broadcastiig. Co.
‘. ie

3
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Continued. frown“page. 23.—|.
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OLR,

‘Geneva. by.his Eviropean pranagersPoE:
Ralph

Bettinson, .

ee
Cacdde
beqoe

“McCarthy;: wno. Tas, nade’. four :
"trips: to. Géneva:- during»the
theAme
‘past.
r=|. oe LS
tant: to
“year as.tv. consul

"jean .delegatian, . “stated. that ! tv }..-?
throughout . _the- World—not ‘just® or
ne * -America—is —‘seeking: “comparable }:. :

~ Yeeognition that. ‘GATT “gave: the |. - =:
motion™ -pieture industry aver. ay “decade ago: |

fee

-- On: the. issue. of: ty: festivals, ‘the ok
-“PPEA: directors. decided: -to’ recog:

_nizé: only. those’ fairs anmroved hy to
ioe:
“the European Broadcasting Union. | foots
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MajorFeatures On
‘group ‘that ‘has ‘an: “electric: organ: as. nimbly. - between., . Socialist ‘John
|- West Germany’:S.a
: | novelty, delivered: ‘their’ climbing Freeman, a practised tv performer, |and
novelist
.C.P.
‘Snow,
helped’.
by]
.
=| “Telstar;”. -and: the affable.-‘Mark:
-Bothers Pix.Tada.
Wynter-: ‘proffered “Venus - in’ ‘Blue the occasional .‘lob. from Boothby.
the.
) trom. Bille ‘Davis: ‘this‘winner has’ and.- Mostow,. aiid ihe importarice’|

, quality. aswell as: ‘popularity...eS,
ol

Foreign TV Reviews
——————

Continued from .page 35

OF

Britain’s

. unilateral:

disarma-

-The Tornados, -an: instrumental | ment movement; ‘The ball. flipped ‘|:

—

actors like John .Phillips, Patrick |.Fry, képt thecontroversy hot,
Soo Frankfurt, Oct... 9... .
The views: were . civilized, em=-"}
Jeans” - without: :convineing |that ‘it
_ Troughton, and -Warren Mitchell “facts rolling in and the. interest ‘at
had the ‘punch’: for.chart-topping:. | phasizing, for. example; .the?-sin-| The. ‘West. German film- industry; * addin
Wwereht. The latter intro-|a high.peak. Rich- dialects. of. the |
Two twist ‘inuimbers from: Chubby. ‘cerity” of -feeling: .amongst' those. ‘which. has Tong -‘beén --taking’ pokes
dnuz ed camedy retief as'a knowing: masters from. schools: all .over: the Checker-—indistinguishable to. ne ‘who. would .ban- Britain’ ’s bomb, the: at -the: conipetitive | _and.-tax-free. ~*~.
skillfully..blended { layman-—-shared ‘in the. lively: mood, immense danger for. democrae3* :‘in: West. -German:* ‘televiston. dnidustry,.--°
and enterprising Alzerian hanger~ ‘country ~were
-and used to..add color, as were
OF.
ta
Jand ‘thence.- followed: -a.. ‘teenage ! the’ present ‘hidden :system.. of ex- As good. and “mad” Tight, now. oo:
Pos fa
ser.pt was effec- some :glorious snippets. of children. panel,: commanded by: déejay: ‘Alan.| pert. bureaucrats making‘ life-and~'| : ‘Latest ‘word out is ‘that. in “Octeat
‘their
lessons.
.
tiv!
am
+t hy ‘David’ Greene;
" Freeman {an overteénager), to- give | death ‘decisions ‘which ‘politicians. ber; ‘the’. West -German television
Although the: program ‘drew ‘no

ant th:
Vices expensive. pro- |
the. publi¢ to ‘endorse, Milr- be: ‘offering the. 6:600,000 ‘tv*-.
its verdict 'on. three. new -waxings. persuade
deretiae) sco bed ‘ils cost and gare conchisions:. ‘it .represents’ another : Bobby. Darin’s. Tf: ‘a Man’ Answers’ and: the. similarity™ of “this. threat set owners. free ‘performances. of.
feather. in the: Cawston cap.

Tie piota pt WY
-baekir

and well-flavored
Olfa,

‘| got top marks;. w ‘ith Johnny Tillot- ‘jin ‘all countries.-Snow considered “some films ‘which. ‘have: been. ‘cited ‘|son and the. Crickets: ‘trailing: ‘Cll. that. Washington” Was: _some' what ‘as “outstanding””.
“especially
he ae Spee een,
_ /niax. of. the show was a: warbling. freer. in/:this respect. :
Outstanding”: by::"the:'Wast German,
: ‘ALT A. PRESSIONE.
‘[stint.. from : “Petula. Clark, local| “The program never ridded “hteele: Film. Classification .Boar
THE S° POOL S
.
d
: | theush *who's gone. top--of-the-aviary: of.its ar tificial- conception, but. was |:
(High Pressure).
-While formerly many ‘of ‘the:filras
Prod wr
ers Richard. Cawston_| With Walter Chiari, Renata Mauro, ; in” ‘Europe-. .Her® bouncy: “Jumble + otherwise. tauter than before. in|playing: over the .tv..sereens were
y
eee
“1,
85 p.m.
Were Francis Coleiian’s- production. -As‘Mina, Neil ‘Sedaka, Geronimo, “Sale”. -and: “¥a-Ya- “Twist”
BB
i "Tondon
|
‘oldies,: or ‘not! ‘such special .films,
' Little’ Tony, ‘Georges. ‘Reich. bal- slick’ and. ‘polished—though-” ‘she | indicated,: -it:. shed’ -much. of- the
(3,
¢-e most able of Britain *S-|. let, others; - Franco Pisano Orch. ‘sang ‘the: Jatter. in. French. which free-for-all -butting-in which: once: ‘the-‘film: - ‘industry _ still felt: that!
there» ‘Was -plenty™ of competition:
dacirient ery makers,
Richard Director:
fe
wouldn’t. méan- “muck: ‘in. this’ -con-: irritated.
Enzo Trapani
“Ota... “| from. tv. But--now, with’. -such- uns
Curt stan as the second in a series: Writers: Francesco-Luz, Massimo text unless it.“was” followed by.7
{usually
- “excellent - films : “being.
of pretra isan the professions
“fried
¥entriglia oe
ton’ THE. -BRADEN ‘BEAT:
..-spooled: out iri -the Jiving room, the
~ Che's ate ately’ made ‘“The Lawyers”),
On
the:
whole,
with:
pacey
‘direc90. Mins., Sun,, 9:05 p.m.
With Bernard Braden. .
“| film industry -is- hopping: “mad, and::_
has taken
a) lon, “hard Took at{tion by Philip.’ ‘Jones;: this. initialer Producer: Jock. Watsow.
RAL-TV, from Rome (tape)

‘Wate,

~~

‘Jis tightening up its demands~ be-.”" ~
promised: fo be a Fegular: date fort's
20.-Mins., Sat., 1130: | 2p.
This lightw eight variety stanza,
-| fore the. Wést ;‘German
“govern- _
taddicts.” _Thes.” ..mighit;- “how ever, ‘Associated ”‘Tele veiw
ision,
°
from.
Lon®.
primarily
designed
for
teen’
audi-ment in. Bonn for some. aid.: in-the’..
‘cational svysiem.. Result was a wide.
make. the: ‘audierice- shiti¢ks.-‘Seem. - don’.
ences,
‘suits
its
fF
urposes.
admirably...
|.form: of tax. relief: or. .spetial bené -"
thorough piece .of pub-.
range.
less contri¥’ ed.
a .
~ Otta,. 1 This is probably the thost satis=: fits” for . film-niakers. Pe a
affairs file-making which. not.only Lack:\of ‘pretense and. nonchalant
of-}-a
_
fying.
‘tv.
nightcap.
that
-either’
treatment
are
‘its
main
assets,
and.)
.
broutht over an effective picture
‘The: films stirring. up - all: the °.
‘the local: webs has brewed: Ber- |
‘BREAKTHROUGH
cornplex ‘schools.. system, it looks to. he. in:for a local run.
of
the
..| nard Braden, ‘actor, comedian, .and latest - crisis.. include. the: French °With Robert “Holness. .
which. e&ists here, but of | -freat
Show caught Was" keved ‘to:ree:
__[{ writer, :‘merely: sat at the desk: and pic. “Reward :of: “Fear”: the Italian’
‘Producer: ‘Derek. Twistdisavreetent, among t eac. hers
onc iliation. theme * between - adults.
— commented on: social topics. These “Phe. Wonder. -of: Milan’ and _-theWriter:
Jeremy
|
Kingston
themseites.
and. .adults.” and
teenagers... ‘with
included the ‘fashion. to get: auto-. ‘British ~ “Rembrandt,” . ~ starring:
30 Miffs:: “Tues., 10:45-p.m.The soc etimes antiquated, some- items appealing’ to both*sides” be-l Granada TV, from: Manchester
‘| mobile ‘numiber-plates. that indicate}.Charles. ‘Laughton,. all. “scheduled
fies moderir methods -used; “un- ing alternately displayed. : Thus = .Granada:. Aas: always °‘been at- ‘the owner—like TT I for Terry: to be.played.on. the--West’ German..
far Wy ercrow ding .of state schools: Neil Sedaka gave With a tw. ist item fached: ‘to. the ‘intimate :‘habits’ of: ‘Thomas; the recent, argument about First..- Televisiori* ‘Channel :.‘during:
ea
‘coanpared: with =the ‘comfortably fsung in very: functional: Italian, bY | livestock, ‘and this series promises the:- word: “nigger” as. part of: (a: October.
sarall cli ses-in public schools tie the way, but: followed: up with a ‘to bean: exceptionally” good Sample. : play: title, -and’ its offensive imipli-:|': . And -‘showitig - over’ ‘the ‘Second os
private schoolsi:: use, of the. much- Chopin |‘waltz. ‘played ‘Straight’ on of. the breed: Cameras. were ‘taken-| cations. for -colored. -Britons’ ‘like: Channet |of: the West: ‘German. tv” Yank singer registered: ‘below watér to: survey’ ‘the mating ‘Cleo ‘Laine and” Shirley Bassey cinet™ in, October. -are. the’ US. ‘pie’:
examination. the piano.
mahzned
selection
far Fl-vear olds: mixed boys and solidly’ in: this’ triple-..exposure. | habits ‘of.:the- bullhead and. the. who supplied. ‘quotes: an anthdlogy + “Command-..of: / Cofiscience;” ‘the:.~
girls
schools-—these
and. many Other’ star “of: show, together: with newt, -and.: then | gave a..closeup of. cracks. by’. Dick... .Gregory; - ‘Potish film “Ashes” and: ‘Diamonds".
omer issues, were’. tossed into the Walter Chiari,.who conductéd ‘some’ _-kevhole -. view ‘of -AMOTOUS - “wolf: touching tale. about .a° London: stage. and. the French. film. “Orghee:"..te
very: -risthle shenanigans: concern: spiders.Oper
door-keeper,. whom Braden: knew,
The orivinal and professional; ins ‘Roman traffic- problems: ‘and |. ‘The. film: was, acéompanied: by: a and ‘who: was ‘beaten. up ‘by. four |
such,
was.
Italo.
pop
singer.
Mina,
production involved ‘not a. line of.
Terisp. and: unsefitimental, conimen=: thugs’ diiring the week;-and, finals, 2Parter. forDefenders’
serpl, a. vole e over nor an. actor. prohabiy: the: ‘top exponent of” her. tary. by. “Jeremy” Kingston; °_who ‘a. comment about:‘the: ‘loeal :pricé ' ..The |‘first: two-parter- ‘for. The
genre
-today.
in
this
country,
Unarmed
tenchers ‘spoke up. “for.
Her:| carried’ out. ‘the skein’s:. “{ntention:| of tomatoes, which :‘varied, .“ON. the Defenders, ?”. - (CBS-TV’s . ‘Saturday:
thémse! PVGN, They presented their’ siwvy «stint was.-an..evening high- to give these: tiny fauna. ‘their, due’ same day, according to. the.” store’ night ‘entry; “will be felecast later
lizht-Her
‘brother,
«whose:
sitiging
| ‘dignity «and not.- ‘to simper ‘over. and the. district:Piewa we punch vand conviction,
.| this.month, under. the overall -title
; Braden. ‘delivered the: Spiel. with ‘of “The. Madman...
That they AVCTE oftén diametric ally: name is Geronimo ‘(sier also: ap= |. them as. if they. were. truncated
peared
to
advantage’
in.
a
slower.
some.
| humans. ‘The.‘shots, |patiently -“ase. ‘an ‘astringent, ‘deadpan: “Wit, and
Q.abaaa- ed in views or had
-S! artling* things to say about. their: son anlog.
sembled-from. “much | ‘footaze . by was’ completely’ at. ease, gracefully i: . The two-parter - grew -out of ‘a
‘polleagues served” only to. aid. the .!- Back. in. the: tivist. sector: Little “Derek. ‘Twist; "“were.: ‘fascinating: in) mocking - the ‘desk .and. “its: press- seript by :‘Robert “Thom. ‘Scripter
Tom, aided. by his guitar-strum- -thenisely: es, and. also: broke: -new. button ‘attachments - of ‘monitor -Thom meant.’ the. ‘outing: for: .an
progran.
oS
Poe
aeEREPInacpemnmCmemeraoneneeeeeceneceminecnaearaemecee
SanEEArTIRAIInEnE
omemmemmmens
aenener
-t:=<asie totais
snianenemmnemamennememaat
emas . mins. Brother, :“came. through
with: ground. for this” ‘type “of” ‘program.. ‘s¢reens:. and™.the “like. “Nearest: hour,. ‘but . the.project. grew. as it:.Skillful tunheard). questioning |byep
swinging. . routines,’ ‘inter- ‘The cave-mah_ taeti¢s ‘of: the. bull- equivalent: would. be an. opinion -went.. into. production. Story. line *
Crwston, which. must. have -been ‘some
‘deals: with.-a-killer :and the quesborn of much research, and ‘sub- spersed’ with top-notch: charleston| head;-:who ‘dragged. females “iri to. | column jin a ‘newssheet, but: fesv:
‘tion what’ is held to. be -legal:-insequent firstrate - editing by Roy: ballet numbers bythe able George]. his. lair: amidst ecstatic grunts: the: ‘local: dailies. eould -‘match’ this -one.: -sanity. It: Stars-. SyWwia Sidney. and..
[Reich terp. ‘group, for a ‘solid’ wind- 7delicate .courtship. “of. thé. -newts;. Jock . “Watson - Produced © without
—
=.
_
Otta.. :;Don: Gordon..
UP to. an, ‘agreeable: show. and the: ‘stientific. approach of ‘the fuss.
Opener of the. two-parter: willpe.
a
Haick, ‘| spider: they ‘all made.: “intriguing pe
AT PUBLIC "AUCTION
= =“| Oct:
20 with’ the final: ‘chapter tele~
variations-on. ‘the théme.
~. .
1
THE REAL ESTATE:
'
|.
Thé-narrative was. spoken. ‘by ;
“gs
cast:
‘
the’next. Saturday’ night.
:
THANK: Your’ LUCKY: STARS.
. ‘Robert. Holness: who: didn’t sen-|.
Britis by seaonls, Aim was to give}
the teacuers eve: View of the edu-

-

—_—_—
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eo
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SUTTON. PLACE.

i With Brian. Matthew,. -Petula Clark,

| ‘Flair’.

‘tirely’ avroid - the: aren:‘t-they-funny?

—.

Continued from page 43 =i
Seema

“Chubby Checker, :Chris. Barber's:
‘approach. Later segments will. deat: |
Jazzband, Mike .Sarne ‘&. Billie. -with olfspring-rearing: and animal -tini,.. who. reads historical” love: .
Davis, Mark: Wy iter, the : Yor‘Tetters:
conmmunicationOta, °
One. of the ©most. ‘beautiful town me
ee
ot
etione
a|
nados;: Alan ‘Freeman ‘Whereas. two years:azo,” “Plain:
“houses” in’ Manhattan.
Built: ‘for ' Director: Philip Jones:
‘ofily. .clearéd
about, 657% of the
b Mrs: William K. Vanderbilt: about: 340 Mins.,. Sat. 5:50 p.m:
piswee: PARTY”
we
coe, | web;. ‘eurrently: it’s ‘Zefting. an 85°%,
1925.
Four stories and basement.
; With _Lord. Boothby, €.P. Snow, -clearance:- ‘It’s doing. as well in this
|ABC-TV, from. “Manchester .
Georgian, -beick> entrance on trec-— ye Having had’ a-ehecketed and wn- |- John Freeman i
.| department as: the nevs shows: and.
‘lined 57th Street.
Sold by. order. feasy run during its earlier. outings, ‘Producer: Francis ‘Coleman.
the longrunning: “Breakfast. ‘Club.”®
_ of the. executor: of the estate ofthe: ithis: disk-hit. sho returned to the ‘30: Mins.:..Mon.,.10:40- Dm.
“eet ‘Representing an {inv estment. ‘of.
[tschedules w ith. al ‘tighter: “format Associated _ TeleViision, from. ‘Lon-" ‘Sonte- $600,000 annually, OF lair’? is “F fate Prerre: ‘Bader.
-don
a
< and. super aim.- ‘Said..aim ‘is.to -pre-.
‘now in-:the black” as. “it,‘starts” its.
BROKERS. PROTECTED:
Poe nt: record. toppers to the. squealFor. _sonie. ‘imexplained |reason, third ‘year.
| Anspection by appointment.
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lowed a:‘much more: consecutive} -and Dr. Albert ;Burke: Some 70°’ af-:
“The! show was | ‘suitably - ‘brash, , Coriversation’. ‘than in-, the:- first ‘fils: have: alréady.. ‘Housht these.
! with suitably “garish, heon-lit sets’ “Dinner Party’: series. : Ofhierwiise,’ L Shows. w hich. kicked: off this: month. : “We.have: a. new brochure ‘beoklet of.
unusual : country ‘places in ‘Hunterdon:
from - Douglas Jameés:. Brian Mat-. the. ‘format Stays, the same.” with.a_ More shows. are. being: ‘planned: for:
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“ARBFEATURE FILMCHART.

stonReport Slap atComm'l TV

“Vanisiry-ARB's sweekty’ chart offers: a day:
i by-day arialysts ‘of the top. feature’evening: slots. int
a

“particular market..On. Saturdays: ‘and. Sundays, daytime. feature: slots complete: ‘with nighttime pis

Britain’rl Labor. party has. cau-.| According to Elvin, the trouble”
- tlously accepted the recommen- “with commercial: tv was that every

oe feature. slots in: the. ARB. measured: ‘period, broken down by days: in the week. The ARB measured

‘dations. of the Pilkington -Commit- | penny -spent: on program. content’:
| tee--on- broadcasting at :its annual.|’ “was resented by some of the con1-eonference, ‘held. last.: week
at tractors because it.cut their profit.
Brighton. But certain. qualifications He suggested that at least 60°¢ of
| were made on behalf-of: the party’ss|the indies revenue: should be spent
J National. Executive’ by. Fred Mul- on. programming ‘compared with

period. usually: covers. three -or:four ‘weeks, Other data’ such-as: the: time _slot.and ‘average’ share of
“audience 4s furnished: Top competition: and com petitive ratings. also .are-highlighted,
:
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a‘|: quently: Temitted:-to:. the ‘National [ago ‘an agen¢y contracted: with a
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TAGPar:situation:‘only.a fewweeks:
Pooies Brit.RegionalStations | ago:.
He’ ‘Said:the. studio. is.ooking. for 4° _
additional projects --and ideas," also.
}Show Documentaries As”‘|that
-it-has. other. ‘series. projects || o
‘are’ now’ -being: ‘developed..
Prestige: Builder-UppersI“ItWhich.is apparent
that. Paraniount is |

energie
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ie anes have. come

_[nonprofit, making parts of the serv-.|

vIt's. a. Situation that reportedly
has ‘two more major blurb’ pro|) by BBC of :tradé unions. While his ducers: currently in financial trou| union agreed. with- many’ of “the ble. JWT, perhaps, would like to
| striclives the. committee had: ‘made, keep them around ‘long enough to
oS ‘it. could ‘not. agree. that.BBC was get back the negatives on a job.

Keenan Wynn

1956, ‘UA, UAA, -Ist. Run:

satisfactorily revamped,- -the ‘Labor ‘Productions, H-F-H. and Tr ansfilm-.
| Party was: not<sure’ it: awwould’ want Caravel. — has been considerably
due to. rising costs |ihigher talent, |
a. second: commer ‘cial: web:
| :Politico explained; also; that the|‘fees -etc.) that have prompted
~ | national: executive’ saw ng: reason elients to severely cut ‘back in pri-

to “note’’. the’ report. rather ‘than
| accepting it; George. Elvin of ‘Assn.
oo Of Cinematograph, “Television © &.
5 Allied Technicians, ur ‘ged. that -the
Party. should. press ‘for: recognition.
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Belafonte’s Moods’Lee'sSpice” —_|
RECORD BEVIEWS

“Top Singles Of
¢ The Week

Brenda’s That's AI TopNewLPs}

auhe ‘BestBets’ofThisWeek's 100-PlusReleases)

ELVIS PRESLEY.

“THE
MANY
MO o DS OF Connifé -continues: to’ experiment, |
HARRY. BELAFONTE” (RCA Vic- with new sound. and melodic. ideas.
tor:. Harry Belafonte’ has. another: ‘He: “goes against the. show”. biz
gtrong. commercial

‘adage. “never rewrite.a hit”, ‘but /he}

winger ‘in this’

ee

ook

ee

en ee:
<

RETURN

TO

SENDER

:

os.Where Do: You ‘Come From

- Elvis: Presley's. “Return To. Sender” (Presley;) isa. ballad. with.
a. snappy beat .that. will :snare plenty -of spinniig action because.
at’ 8 right in his groove:. -“Where-Do You Come. From” ¢ Presleyt)
"= $s: slow, moody ballad. that’s made quite. effective by the sincere.styling. - ‘Both. tunes are from -the™ MREoMNG. Presley: starrer: via
‘Paramount, “Girls, Girls,Giri a
:

production. Dishing up. an assort-. makes it work each time. This time}

ment of calypsos, folk and. work ‘out. he: uses’ the sounds of male
songs, African. and Hebrew num- ‘and.femme quartettes (sans words)

‘ers, and

-0@ (oe

es Victor). vie.

an off-Broadway show- if
te: highlight ‘his: rhythmic: effects.|

the. rhapsodie |.
to: ‘supply
Belafonte displays. the ©full. and
(=:
ra e.
of his talent within ‘this. quality: of: ‘which. the .LP..title.|.
LP. Backed by a tasteful. boasts.. The repertoire is tasty, the} |:
Lee.COLD: COLD: HEART
. Belafonte is standout .on treatment is fresh’ and, the: payoff
-:(Mereury)-:
es
&Don’t Hurt: ‘Anymore *
such tunes as ° “Who's: Gonna ‘Be |‘potent ial “is great..
Dinah Washington's *Cold,. ‘Cold. Heart” :(Acuff-Roset} is’-the
Your Mah," “Betty: an’ Dupree.”
. ‘DICK GREGORY: TALKS: :
' Hank. Williams’ standard touched up with a:solid bhies féel.that will
“Lyla, Lyla " “Te To Remember”
TURKEY" ©!Vee.Jay). This is a}.
give. it a. spinning run again.. ay Don’t. Hurt -“Anymore”. (Hi &
and ” Dark as a Dungeon. “" The.
| well-timed. release, ‘indeed, on two
African song, “Bamotsweri,”’ fea-.
Range): wails the. ‘blues Wwath powerful, impact that?
t
will
Ht
pull‘plays.
‘counts, ‘One factor * is the recent
tures Belafonte in a charming: dust
to its side,oF
events: in Mississippi which. make
ae *
*
w ith Mfrriant-Makeba..
Gregory's ‘Facial |” Dr esents His. Ne west, ‘Dot Album
;comedian. Dick
“B.ABY- ELEPHANT: Ww ALK”. |
PEGGY
‘LEF: “sg UGAR™ ‘N; ; patter of high. topical --value.. ‘The’.
Po
and.
SPICE” (Capitoli. . Peggy Lee is voller is. the comic’s eurrent. ‘gig: |-‘(Liberty ry)
dee ee lheeWho Will Take _Gramnia. .°:

tune,
“scope
single
combo,

| DINAH WASHINGTON.

t

~ LAWRENCE WELK

.

| WALTER BRENNAN |er

“sock > in this set.
stsient performer

tukes

off in this

re MAMA. SANG. & SONG:

Always. a“con- vith ‘the. Eddie ..Fisher. Broadway: ; “Theme: from thie |'Brog;: “Grimm!” |
“Walter™ ‘Brenvan's: “Mame.Sig A .Song” (Tree- -Champion?).
on
wax, .she show, “Included. on. this disk,’ are”
| switches” his. affectioi from a.mule. “Old. Rivers") to a@ niother group: of vocals. ‘several: wk. ‘items in’ the. come-. ‘Vidseries. have. Been’ put. into this : with: the. same..corny™ simplicity that’s winning. audience ‘interest ~*.
an oreh batoned ! dian’s. repertoire - and ‘many other: ‘LP’ under. the’ baton of. ‘Det:.Moor: | * all over. “Who Will Take. Gramma”. (Glo: ‘Mac-Metric? ) “puts. the *:

with backing from
by Benny Car ter. At the top of: her. bits which aren’t- ‘so. saturated. It’s: None. of the’‘pieces. is a. title: ‘theme 1
problem. of what-to:do with a. “senior: citizen” an a
¢ sugary. ‘setting.
vocal form, she works over a taste-. almost entirely
in. the. topical, ‘so there. is little’ ‘recognition. value , Phat.will attract the: sentinientalists.. .
i
ful.sonvalog of oldies, hits of more . ‘Negro: idiom, ‘with. Gregory ranging[°to. the<:set, -although. the. -music
*
€:
6
recent vintage’ and one:.old blués, | from rapping the general: integra-: ‘included: ‘has -beén’ used with. such.}4
“See See Rider,” in an arresting tion picture.to poking fun: at.“the |
‘shows. as ‘‘Ber Casey.” “Route. 66.|
interpret tation. Included in the set “new Negro.”: His. comments: ‘are. “Manhunt; Play
re 1 Sulainer In‘My. Arms
-“@imensions)
fet vielen e ae
of: the -Week”
are tunes. like “Ain't That Love,”
ofien.. sharp: and: effective: The LP. ‘and others. With jazz. arrangements |The. Cookies" “Chains” ‘(Aldont) ‘Wraps. Up" c- topnotch: vocal ©
“Ke mbrasse Moi," “Teaeh Me To-. registers as° an: OV erall - solid entryps Mersey, the. tunes: are’ solid |°* Ee Otip sound-in a ballad. ‘that is:‘built: on. a.solid: rocking foundation’:
nizht.” “I Believe In You,” “When | in. the ‘comedy disk sw éepstakeés.
_ Some: | isa natural for a big -tedx pickup: “<Stranger..Ia.My Arms" CAL”:
; -and:. . swinging . -numbers.
The Sun Comes Out)" “The. Sweet=
“smack of ‘the ‘successful... “Henry i don? ‘tS.another ballad. pegged Jor teen tastes aud. heightened. OY...
Matio-|
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:
(Colpix:.
esi Sounds” apd “Big B d Bill.”

THE. ‘COOKIES.

BRENDA

LEE:

Be als weak CHAINS os

an impressive vocal lead:
‘Naseimbene has composed. a..scare: Mancini “Péter. - Gunn” ‘ formula.-|-,
of” rich themes ‘for. ‘Columbia Pic- -and.all are fine- sounding pieces as.
‘interpreted. by-. Moor cand: his. orch.:
t ures ’- release ‘of Dino De. Lauren‘BILLY SILLS:

.“BRENDA

THAT'S
ALL” tDecca’. ..Brenda
Lee seems to be. continually refucling her vocal machine. .For
with each successive

|

tiis’. production:

“Barabbas,’” .Un- ‘Its: a session that:deserves atten)

like manv scores .for Biblical-type:

single or LP.

epics which
statements:

are: largely redundant
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ONLY. “TRUE, LOVE:

“hs: oh Berard New. Term ©

)-Billy Sills”. Ont ifTrue Love (Can. “Survive (These: Times, Ale.

- SITELLY MANNE: hogg “aime be dont ‘) is-a rhythinie bal lad: with some topical references and-its op. pulses. Among ‘the: ‘drummers: :-to-]- ‘timistic spirit’: will: tein it payoff action. “It’s A Brand: New. Ferm”

reivase the thrush appears to have
more piping power’ than before. Nascimbene’s’ music has..consider-|‘eome on-the. scene in the last cou-|
. (Aldont).. fits: into. the. School:age: ‘pattern with @ nice ‘beat:and. a
In addition’ to the foree ‘she pro-: able ¥ariety. It ranges ‘from boom: ple: of .decades, .few" ‘havé been as
BD
a
Par
ee .
ut
*
fects. Miss. Lee: also”. knows. how to ing. production themes to haunting; -prolific as* Shelly: .Mannte. On” this | “meaningful. lune Handling.”
get down to the bottom of a lyric almost ‘supernatural-in-niood.. teli- LP. the versatile: stick’ and brush:
Wee Suae's as IT.RIGHT OR: WRONG .
meaning: and delivers with -un- gious segments. ‘There. are: aiso" “maint ‘demonstrates. why -he- has
erring “emotional values: Her stvle ‘regal- sonnding- Roman
passages. earned. top. rating. anrong ‘modern |. ‘(Decea) a wee
ee
oe. ere ee Our
Anniversary Of Love |
is excellently showeased, inthis and other variations, ‘all: adding. up. thumpers:, He turns ‘in a crack. per- }‘Bob Braun's: “fs It: Right: Or: Wrong” (.Karoliyn®). is culled from: *
package and with the help. of: an to a- fine s¢ore and ‘equally dra-: formance: here,:exhibiting: speed,-|.- his. current: LP dad ‘this. slow ballad -will.-make* its: mark: in the’.
Owen. ‘matic disk. ‘Another feature. of. the. dexterity. and finéssé, not “to. mien=-:]-- - singles market as: 4. potent: followup. to. hits @Til’ ‘Death: Do: Us Part”. oe
erch. and chorus .under
she --makes_ ‘album ‘is its packaging, which has, ‘tion a Avide range of different ideas’
Bradley's: direction,
*... Click:
“Our Anniv ersary “Of. Love”: -(Karolyno .. ais a: ‘saccharine.
much ofa song-scramble: that in-. a double: center fold’ of shuts from for his instrument: -Other men. on}
recitation: that somehow manages. to. find’ itsown aucience.
‘cludes “Pn Sitting. On: ‘Pop Of. the.-film with captions: ‘tracing the’ this session include: Colenian Haw kz.
The W orld. “White Silver Sarids,” plot-progress. It’s a well- designed ‘ins, Eddie ‘Costai. ‘George. ‘Duvivier
TAG ALONG 7
eee
8 cree
08 6.8 0 wees
FRANK” CHERY AE
“Orsan
Grinders
Swins’’’
and set that - could. do well...
Vand ‘Hank’ ‘Jones —-all., of “whom
“Gonna Find Me AA Bluebird.’ "Its
Se
ow: ‘Come
-_
ht
“(MGM):
“score
in
their:
various.
_Ségménts:
‘D IcK
D IA. “ORCH:
“THE
a mixture of pop and country that
Frank . Cherval’s: *"Tag. ‘Along’® (Sea-Lark*) “igs..a ‘light- hearted.
‘It's.a swinging Session. for all. and
SOUND.
OF
MAGNIFICENT
has. fine: spinning: appeal.
“ballad that’s neatly. developed with a-winning ‘vocal lead:and a cute:
;
MAN DOLINS " (Audio. ‘Fidelity’. especially: Manne, —
‘choral. support. “How Come”. “(Prinityt).has: a rocking drive:cand
mre
“BENNY GOODMAN IN MOS: The accent is off. the Italian a
a potent: “vocal: to Pull. top.Playing time. .
vet
COW” ‘(RCA Victor). Benny Good- melodic ‘line “here. with. highlighted |‘ TREASURY - ‘OF ‘SPANISH. AND-|‘man's trip to Moscow éarlier’ this mandolin effects. ‘The -‘mandolin. MEXICAN FOLK..SONGS”. (Elekoe
© @' ¢
FR:ANKIE, ¥ AUGH ANS
year Was an historic event, mark- and..the: Neapolitan line go hand in’ tra).: This is a‘ fine two-disk collee- |
ins the Saviets’ first easing .of hand. and ‘the: Dick. Dia- orch sup- tion. of - Latin folk material,: effec- |. .. (Philips), Laas
Lee
“Thm:Gonna Gip.Your Wines.
plies a romantic swing that makes tively rendered ‘by Cynthia: Good--|” <: Frankie’ ‘Vatigha’s3.Hercules" (Tobi- Annt ). gets. a-lot: of spin
their barriers. against American
jaz7 combos. Musically, Goodman: "em ali easy to listen to: ‘He'segues . ‘ing. There’s. an ‘added featiire in’
ping --muscle* via -rousing® vocalization of ‘a “nifty: ballad” idea-‘that.
stayed ‘strictly. within a swing pat- from -‘Italy -with “Never On...Sun- ‘that -a°booklet. of text_and. transla- “. the’ young: Set will take-to ina: . big:way. “P’m Gonna. Clip. Your” tern harking back to the ‘Breat days: day” and “Brasilia”. but: ‘they, too; tiéns, of all the “material: is included. | .Wings"”'¢ MRCt flys: at.a bright- pare.with”‘a vocal Pow. that_twitt:
ef the
1930s.
.Aithough” many: fit into. his programming pattern, . -| Tunes. range. through ‘various: moods + ‘bring. juke play. _
.
ate
“musicians in the band wanted to
*. ,
DET MOOR. &. ORCHESTRA: and: themes. including ‘love.songs, introduce the Russians to a hipper “GREAT: JAZZ FROM: GREAT |dances, bullfight. numbers, songs of
a
ee “SLIGHTLY
5
our OF.‘TUNE.
“style of jazz, the siving sound un- “EV” (Gallant). ‘As tv series are pro-. war and -oecupations,. ~ lullabies, - MAVIS: RIVERS *ee
we ~+..Footsteps: Of A Fool::
doubtedly still has the widest mass. duced today, the.samé background ‘drinking: ‘songs, *: ‘Children’s . tines | (Rep rise) ‘Matis. Rivers* 4“Slightly“oat:OF Tune” ( Hollist) is ‘right. in tine appeal. In this neatly packaged -music. gets: used: over and “over in- and religioso material.’ Miss: Good- i
double-LP
‘set. the -Goodman band. various ‘shows’ without: much *:‘re= ‘ing displays.a‘ solid. ability: in:rang- | with ‘current Bossa: Nova ‘fad. and: the English. lyric handled ‘witha
and varjaus-sized eombos reprise vision: “One of. the .most’. prolific ing through the’ variety :of material: : vivid: ‘vocal: ¢
gives. ita. addes: ‘Programming punch. “Footsteps: Of
some. of their trademarked: ‘oldies; . | writers: _of:. background scores.” is: ‘Lin, knowing’ and. dynamic -fashion:
including “Let’s Dance.” “Avalon.” , |Bob Mersey.’ Some of his themes The ‘set is ‘well-produced: and ‘is a
“Body and Soul,” “On The. “Alamo,”
r been used on. several J must for international folk buffs.
|At tat. have’
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“One O'Clock Jump” and a. couple

of swing standards. with | ‘special
Teeaning for. the. Russians; “MIis- | ft
sion To Moscow” and “Meadow- |

(May) -.:

jand:"’ Although the band: taured»|
Russia

with .a

vocalist.

‘Sherril, none of her
ineluded in this set.

“CcAROUSEL”
is the
Rodgers
mortal
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Paee: = RRIED: MARBLES

eben Th My" Own: Little: Way

- sustained. spins,”

fourth
&
Hammerstein's
score

see

ay Wee. Willie”‘Denson’ 3: “Fried Marbles”: ¢Marneéshek*) rolls: out:.@
“new ‘teenage. fad with'a brisk rhythmic. Slice. ‘that'll keep: ‘the kids.
happy around the. jukes.- “In. My Ouwn:Little Way” Marneshekt):.
=“ plays around with a. fair, rhythm: Pattern but lacks, ‘the.force. for

The Bossa. Nova kick ‘isswiriging: to.‘ty. Stan Gets & Charlie ‘Byrd,
(Command). This who.:got the.thing going with. their “Jazz Samba". LP. on. Verve, ‘will.
MORGAN-C
‘vocal album- of perform: their. single: click,. “Desafinada,’ Me and excerpts fromy the album: ;

“Carousel”

7

gts

.im- | on’ Perry ‘Como’s NBC-TV show Oct. ‘17.

and. one

|.

_*

(Liberty)

ONDELLO: ¢MBO.
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NIGHT: ‘RIVER 7
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The. Morgan-Condétio: ‘Gombors “Night. River” ‘(LeBill:‘Malipit).
Al Kelly set to record an album of poetry, for.Mercury. in double-talk. a
‘runs ata sweet -nielodic -pace-led bya. mellow -trumpet that gives a
;. Jac. Holsman,. Elektra Records prez, sold the ‘master of “A Night] ”
a good ‘chanee.: to.:become :the. instrumental: stepout of the.season.

‘ot the finest interpretations of. the”
Alfred Drake -and .
show
extant.
With Nicole,” .love poetry -read.- “by -Nicole: ‘Bergere, to: the. “Mercuty.. i CALL Baba’”’ (LeBill- Malpit:y has a near-Edstern. motif” that gives: tt.
Roberta Peters star. in this Version
label..--.°. RCA Victor has nine. albums ‘in-its:October release schedule
an attractive sound. to. ‘win:some:“programming time,’ .
°
.
with
a featured east. which in-|
featuring two by Artur Rubinstein, a Van. Cliburn, ‘a Boston: Pops and |
‘cludes. Claramae’ ‘Turner, . Lee
a’ special. Soria. ‘package: by: Milhaud. ae
Marty
Ingels,
costarred
with:|
;
JORDAN
€ HIRISTOPHER .oe cee wee GOODBYE: MY LOVE:
Verona, Norman. Treigle.and Jon
John: Astin: in: tv's: “I’m Dickens. =. He's: Fenster,” has. signed a nonCrain.
Jay Blackton, prolific.
eo
ee oe
ee
ee ey Sere"Broken, Hearted: Boy: .
exclusive
contract:
-with
RCA
Victor,
Comedy
writer
‘Bruce
:Howard
|.
“Gubilee)
Broadw. ay. musical director,

Jordan Chr istopher’ $“Goodbye: My Love" (Primaryt) showcases.
handled
that duty ‘here. Enoch | will collaborate. with Ingels- on’the, material which will. be Fecorded at
“a winning neic. ‘rocalist: on' adn emotional ballad-that: carries: spin.
>;
Light,
Command
exec ‘director. UCLA ‘this menth. °
gi
tues him. @ erack::"
produced the date and ‘has: turned |. Columbia Recoras: has 38LPs. on ‘tap:for.October. release: featuring. [..‘ning impdct.. “Broken ‘Hearted: Boy” (Allied*).
the’handles. it quite wells
out a-superior product from: start:} 10 pops, two Latin American, ‘two’ on the. lowprice Harmony line, eight-. | at a. Yilting battar* and.
to finish. The sound, recorded ‘via: special Christmas albums..and: six-. Masterworks: highlighted | “by .the-}
Epic Records;
“THE SEARCHING. JS: ‘OVER,
the 35m film process, is excellent, debut -of Viadimir Horowitz ‘under thie’-Col. bannet ©.
marked
by fine. -definition.” and: Col's' subsid,- will. release ‘seven-‘LPs:‘this ‘month: comprising six. jazz.]_
ed -Three :‘Steps 2:
(Tedd)
7
-e' ea ©
©
©
© @
©
@
Se
ke wie
clarity. Performances. are excellent albums: aiid’ one Christmas package... 3... Teresa Brewer. cut. two. LPs}
. ‘Joe Henderson’ $ “The “Searching is Over”. 1Cape Ann-Cramartt}
throughout. Packaging is likewise for the Philips label in Nashville: last. week | *; . Epic.will hit, the reisstie +. “gets a:gospe! sound into a blues ballaé beat.that miaices an exciting =
smartly ‘handled in a double sleeve route with “Swing: Street. oer: | John®* Hammond-Frank. Driggs’ anthology
» ‘blending. for.‘the -deejays and, “juke, ‘fans. “Three Steps” (Cigmat
}:.setup Wwith.a four-page insert con-. of jazzsters. ‘who: ‘played ° the. spots ‘along New. York's ‘32d: St..
:“Meg.
lijts:Mt rout ie.ballad inte spiining ‘position by.us slick vocalizing.
taining pictures and: thumbnails of Welles in:N.Y. to complete her third Columbia: LP: of pop. tunes: Set’ in-|
the performers... With “Carousel”
mediev ral backgrounds... . Smash -Records: has taken: over. ‘distribution
ve, vAS-LONG. AS HE NEEDS ‘ME
product already available’ and ‘in of “Lazy Man” by. The Triumphs. The: single: will: continue: to:carry. the. \ GEORGIA: BROWN:
(London)
bqie see
ew se we
Speake “Low.
homes, this latest outing may have: Dante label..:
some difficulty. But, by any stand- |. ‘ Howie Richmond's Folksing: label has. a ‘new LP: by.singer-musician-- I
“Georgia Brow vg:GAs: ‘Long. ‘As-He Needs Me”:¢ Hetlist) is: an--ard of excellence: it: rates sure
writer Mike Settle currently ‘in: ‘preparation...
. The: :Highwaymen, UA. “ssother vocal reiidtion “of the: ‘big. ballad. ‘from: Lionel Bart's “Oliver™:
public acceptance both ‘by: yirtue of Records folksters whose: -latest album; “Encore.” has :just been. re-,. “score and it can-be counted: on to be: among the. front-runners -siice
performance. and production.
femme-lead. in: the tuner and ‘givés it. its’ proper:.vocal: -.
_-| leased, have a-heavy collegiate touring sked. this “month covering five | ‘ughe's theRAY CONNIFF ORCH: “RHAP- ‘$tates.-in the ‘east, -west. and. south. . Elektra ‘Records ‘has ‘a new re-] -: - balance. “Speak Low" (Chappell®) .is a+ stylish rendition ‘of the. 2
Gros.
SODY IN RHYTHA&L”’ (Columbia). ‘lease’ by. the Travelers. s and. a debut’ LP - by: ‘Flamenco. guitarist: Juan.| Kut Weill:Oaten: Nash ‘standard.
‘Harry. Simeon ‘will: cut“some: choral: LPs
. Although he has come out with Serrano out this. ‘month |
Q *ASCAP.. ‘ibaEe
sone clicko LP after another, Ray ‘for Mercury, including ‘a platter ‘of show material. |

JOE. HENDE RSON.
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U S.
Yes,Moscow No.
‘Dublin; Oct. 9. i s

sfalxWi
San
¢ Lone
Heldot

‘the Rebel: Showband, which had

; slittleMeStartsPre-Biiway.
y Tour

. “accepted ‘an invitation ‘to’ play ‘in _ *
‘Moscow on. Oct. 2, has now called |:-.

off the. ‘trip. in’‘favor. of a: visit. to iz-

| the: US

By DAVE KAUFMAN.
,

jae

Trip. ‘to ‘Meseow, -sponsored. “by |

‘Hollywood, Oct: 9..

| | the Soviet ‘Department of. Culture, |

il ColsCBSLabelInvades 4 .was .to-.have featured

American’ ‘Federation. ‘of | Must-.

: @ianis has --climaxed, a. Jong fight |.
‘against thie usé°of canned music in
telefilms ‘by..signing .all_ but one |

Irish ‘music}

‘ColPattingO'NeillInto.

“at the. October. ‘Revolution. Aniii-: .
-versary celebrations;. “While: Visas ;

* Spain Via Madrid Distrib -were

>. “The record company " serainble
for. the ‘original’ cast album. rights.
| to “Little Me” is still going on even
‘though the musical began its pre.
‘Broadway tryout ‘tour in Philae”
{ délphia. on Monday +8). It's- uMne

“Groove With Robards. LP

‘awaited: from the Russian
= Columbia Records’: CBS. labeF is Embassy. in:London, New Yorker! a"Jason: Robards. Ir.,.who’s.-done usual, if not-unprecedented,. that a
‘producer of network. series. ‘Thus|:
‘moving ‘into Spain via. a tie ‘with: ‘Harry McGurk. offered: the band -a works of: ‘Eugene. O'Neill :on- ‘stage. Major musical entr y should go this
62 series have’ now. azreéd. to use: Hispavox: of ‘Madrid. Hispavox* will+
and screen,. is. now putting. the far into production Ww ithout: a firm.
“live. music -in Vidpix. .The.. AFM's: distribute ‘on the CBS label. ‘reper-: contract: ‘for. appearances. in * New:| dramatist -on’.disk. ‘He’s- doing: ‘an|diskery: tie.
*guecess Was disclosed here by. Phil, toire produced. ‘by: ‘Columbia’ Ree:.| ‘York;- Boston; -Philadéiphia-“and -album.:of. dramatie-reading. for.}.
Holding back the. original cast
Fischer, recently: ‘promoted -tO ‘aS-_ ‘ords-USA as, well.as repertoire for|San. Fr ancisco.” . Applications ‘for;
‘Columbia. Records: which” will .in-. album ‘deal: are claims from .two
:. gistant to™ AFM: “prexy Herman D. | Columbia: ‘Argentina,.: -Columbia. do’ ‘the. Russian |visas’. were -dropjied | clude ‘seléctions
‘from
.O'Neill’s
and band has.‘applied for U.S..visas
diskeries thatthey have. commit
Kenin.
:
“The . Hairy’ 'Ape,”..:- “Teeman | ments from-‘producers Cy.Feuer &
_|:Brasil, ‘and’: Discos : “Columbia ‘de: instead.
:
Only: ‘holdout’ among’ ‘producers ‘Mexico; wholly: owned. Cok:‘subsids..
Cometh” and “Long: Day's Journey: Ernest H. Martin: for the. rights. to.
of. network . series. is the: “Mr. Ed”. | -Many-: of -‘Columbia’s;top: Latin
| Into - Night.”. There’ will. also. be. the. show. Involved in the hassle,
‘show, of “which.“Al Simon: is’:exec. American: artists: ‘already best. sell- |
| items- on:. Clarence ‘Darrow and | which attorneys: are now try ing to
producer. Kenin, ‘who with Fischer- ers:in Spain;: including. Los.:Cincés' |!
| Saceo “&- ‘Varizetti, **
straighten out, are RCA Victor and.
has been ‘Waging: the all-out “sign-- 'Latinos;..Los Teen: Tops° and ‘Trio.
“ Cok cut the album last week ‘and.|
Capitol. Records. ©
©
2em-up’? campaign; : “has: 'written. ‘los. Panchos.. Col, : whieh. has. been.
js plaiining to ‘Yush it. inte market.)
, :-Sherwood.’ 'S:-. Egbert,::: -prexy -.of distributing . ‘Hispavox ‘yépértoire |
‘to | ‘eoincide. with: the’ release. of}... “Victor bases its claim on a come
“Studebaker. Corp:;. which. sponsors in.the U.S. for. the past.four years,
‘filni version. -of ©.O’Neill’s’ Long | mitment-:it. contends it received
‘I from, the ‘producing: team. for three
“Mr.-Ed.”
protesting -:the |Con- Will: continue’ to ‘réleasé such His-.
| Day’s ,Journey
Into.-.Night’”
"tinued ‘use of. ¢anned musit by. that’ “pavox * artists. as” ‘Sarita’. : Montiel.... - Cameé-Parkway. Records is mak- which ‘Robards. ‘ts ‘costar. “vnidnda of: their. musical ‘productions,
** geries, and asking” his position in! Renata: ‘Tarrago,. Sabicas and,Alicia ‘ing @ niove. into.the:folk field: with. “Francis.” Was artists: & repertoire (Feuer -& Martin's:‘“How to -Suce
ceed In’ Business ‘Without Really
the matter.
- ;
de- ‘Larrocha. ae
.
‘the “Signing... of. Several folknik: director ‘on: the LP,
| Trying” was original casted by Vicfartists ‘and:plans for some réleases: 7
. Musicians: have fought Jong: ‘ind |
tor. last season.) It’s. understood.
-in. ‘the near. future.
bitterly. against. canned music, ..re-"
A that Victor got the agreement from
-The ‘Three “Young: ‘Men: From:
. garding it in-much: the. ‘same. light .
‘| Feuer & Martin ‘after shelling out
- } Moiitana, « avho have ::a: ‘nop-folk:
“that theatrical film. dnions |regard

Cama
— TatoFolkField

IWallicks Cars
5

oc Punaway

‘production.

Music

*:.re-

_. ‘corded : abroad . “at: sub-standard

{

‘Boardone

_- Jabor-costs.is in diréet competition |..
" “ywith -American.;musicians,”.. Kenin
: Wwrote. Egbert; .“summing. Up the |

album on. ‘Columbia currently make

TwoBandleaders
Wiin InjjunctionVs.
AFM inTaxSuit
{.-....

ing :-the rounds, ‘are now. Cameéo“Parkway. -artists. “An. LP" by -the.
“group. is- currently in the Works:

‘some: money to. pull the boys out. of
‘|-a. financial hole.
. Capitol, too, claims a commit-.

‘ment .on the basis of-a ‘financial
‘The. Swagmen, ‘another’ folk. unit,.
deal. Electric & Musical Industries
‘has .also-been : added te. the.. ‘CP
(EMD, Cap’s parent company,:. Wags
AFM. stand.
.
[sa ‘as’ has. ‘Sonny . -Fox ‘who’s: ¥.
monetarily involved in the. team’s:
t.” Fischer. estitiiated: that. the: sign-'|.
still’ finishing” up ‘:her’ colléviate |’
| purchase. of the. Princess -Theatre
“fing of virtually: every. telefilm com-'.,
Th: a. major | reshuffle. of “Capitor. career .at- the U. of ‘Pennsylvania..
‘pan here. will: mean: an- increase
“Joe: Carroll ‘and Charies. Peter-. ‘in: London a-.short time ago and
P x
. | Reeords’ top': echelon;. “Glenn E. “The diskery already. -has’ a. Swags) son, ~two. ‘New~ York’. -orchestra also has -some coin invested ‘in the
sét..on the: market.”
“backing. of. “Little Me.” Cap figures
“ naneial: gain:‘for: tunesters. ‘He said Wallichs has. moved up fr‘om. -presi- mic.
-.in- the ‘east ‘Kenin. has negotiated -dent:to chairman’ of the -board. and { ‘Plans. call.’ -for- a gradual” entry !? qiavers in. ‘the:current: court battle. | that these. ‘financial ties sh ould“pacts:-with. “The. Defenders” ‘and: Alan Ww: Livingston. has. taken: ‘over. “inté “the: field,,- according: ‘to. C-P. 4 over. the American: Federation. of throw the original cast rights into
“Car 54, Where Are -You?,” both ‘as: prexy. ‘The board ‘ehairmaiiship 4 prexy;-Bernie. Lowe. Thé ‘company. | Musicians” 10°% traveling ‘tax, have. its hopper.
UNUY. filmed. series, and is dickering: -had been. vacant -since ‘the death of-“tonite‘rush ‘alot. of: material out} i put. another~ Jegal thorn... in‘ the |. “Meantime, Columbia Records: al= °
nor is-a: hig.artist: roster’ to be. set.
a
‘union's side. ‘The two: leaders. have: though not involved in‘ ‘the legal.
-. a:Similar deal- Mwith: “The Nurses,.’ Buddy. De. Sylva. in: 1950. :
' The |‘appointments, . made’. at. a.Vall: at” once. . Lowe. ‘feels. that. the Lobtained | a temp6rary injunction. ‘hassle; is. anxiously awaliling” the.
wa‘also"from: N.Y.
ee
| Board: meeting :on the- Coast ‘Mon- folk field: is one’ which:;-Tequites: Lin NLY.. Federal court |‘restraining outcome ‘hoping that it, teo,- will
*
Inked’ oy‘Producers: tien Ts
¢ plans *
“1 day. (8), -also: set: “Daniel: Cy. Bon}.‘slew “enti'y-atid ‘that’s: ow He
: the. AFM: from, attempting. to pre- get a crack ‘atthe rights if it- peFischer has notified Kenin ‘that'
:
‘bright. as -vice-chairman ©of::.the. ‘to. play Ht:
aea E vent its members from playing :for ‘comes an- open wace.
Col came
27 -telefilm. producers- ‘here. have. :board; . “and™ George.* ‘Jones *
and oy.-or with them; despite: the-fact that: ‘through with ‘a’ presentation of
'- been:: ‘signed. ‘Of -fhese, ..23-. ‘pro: “Lloyd. Dunn..as ‘cor porate. vieépr esiLthey are. both -expelled {fom ‘Local | what it plans to do in the areas of
. ducers. .are. ‘signatoriés.. to. ‘the. dents. Bonbright: Is Cap's. veepee
"802.
: promotion, ‘advertising and’ records
.: MPAA pact.. Signed -recently avere in charge of -electronics .& - mail |
[. This’ serves: ‘to nadermitie one: ‘of: ing.-in ‘case the tuner. should fall
producers of ‘Leave It to Beaver.”
‘order; Jones -:is:“Veepee for: engi-. |
the union’s. strongest “weapons —: ‘into its lap.
2? .The-; Alfred: Hitchcock ‘Hour;””. ‘neering,. and’..Dunn is ‘veepee for-|:
the: fact.” that: expulsion usually 7
7 @Pm Dickens -—— He's: Fenster,’ marketing. ..
Also involved in the legal ‘hassle
means that the union advises alk |are the: show's composcrs, Cy. Coles
~ “Don’t, ‘Call: Me- Charlie,”
In: ‘addition;, “Robert. A: ‘Schaefer; |
Beverly Hillbillies,” “Stoney: ‘veep. of ‘consumér products; :‘was|. Ry. LEONARD. Li ‘LEVINSON | members. not: to: -wark: with. or: for man .& -Carolyn. Leigh. According
Burke,” “Mr. Smith Goes.to Wash-. ‘named: tréasurer’ of “Capitol -Ree-} At the ‘age. of 73; a ‘singer for:the bounced. member. _ thereby. to ‘the. Dramatists Guild pact the.
ington,” “The: Flintstones,’?:.“The: }-ords,. Ine., and Walter.-Theiss WAS 51 .Of ‘those .-years, Tito. Schipa- | causing him ‘enough | hardship. to. .wYriters havea 50 50 share with the
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MGM:
by
handled,
now
jis:
-old book—‘“Avalon.” “Man I Love.”
~
dn.opera|and-his briefds Persuasive, -established: ° ‘label: :Allwood “Ree fornier.:
“Despite: ‘all. these. hazards, the!; ‘Parker: claims. that it was .com- ““C-Jam,
“As: it. is énjovable.Blues,”
“Can't. -Get
ords, : under a. recent. ‘deals. ‘The’
-, Synopses of opera: -plots.”* ares new diskery~ is: owned. ‘by. Boots coricert. did ‘offer. an: excellent: ‘ap- | pelled to-end: its. distrib. agreement !started.” “ Funny Valentine”. ete.
* readily . available. in other’ ‘books, | Weodall who’ formerly’ “operated |‘portunity- to. hear ‘songs: from. the.-. with Carltém in:‘October, 1961. due. —with audience response indieai‘program: notes; ” record: jacket. .an-- ‘the. Fairlane: imprint and, .prior: to::‘catalogs of -Rodgeis &° Hart: Weill to neglect: and: -insufficient. han= ing. they found the pop stuff more
‘. notations, -étc., ‘ but Marek: ‘offers. ‘that: produced ‘disks’ for NRE,
i& -Gershwin. - Duke . &: ‘Latouche,.’ dling of its praduct. At that ‘time. ‘stimulating
the
than
opening
“twat Cole: Porter: Kern. &. Fields... You- it's alleged.: Parker. Recor ds agreed. | classics...
moré -than. a:“bare: rundown. He’
|*.
°.
Atlantic’ has “-gcheduled: '
” dresses‘ it-up- with: inside info ‘and.|'
mans-Kahn-Eliscu. ‘et’ al, that aé- to release’ Carlicn. from all claims| As” for. the acoustical controversy
}
‘of “neglect and. failure. provided | raging about the new hall. this
Jbavyy. of -the’ works’ that’ link. the singles, for Teléase~ on Allwood this +-cented
the potent Ivric- ¥allties:
week,
'-They're
Billy’:
JoeRoyal's},
. Another: .standout feature. ‘of. Carlton. forwarded all’ monies: Tre- |concert caine through loud and
opera and~ ‘the: theatre’ With’. a
“Wait
-For
-Me.Baby”.
and.
“Tel
Tt
} Short’ s work. and especially: pleas- |; ceived’ from. Parker. products: gub-' ‘clear’ to VARIETY’S rep. who. was
finality’ that, dispels: further argu-| wasn't: For. a. Woman”
and ‘Joe. -ing:: to-.sshowtune. -buffs:-is, the’ Way. ,)Seavert te tb e- termination. of the. stationed 10-rows frony the :rear,
ment.
South's’.
“Just.
‘Remember:
You
re’
:
| extreme right. Mvopia “this rai1: He’s. taken. 10° operas: (Figaro: *,
jhe opens the: songs. with. the verse: ! pac
“Don: Giovanni,” -:“Fidelio,””. “'Car- Mine” and: “Silly: Me,” -Plans call Foo *Many ‘times: excellently |fash- , Since” the end of: the agreement; -bird’s) left Goodman: and = the.
for
‘a
:steady.
‘release:
schedule
for
mien:” “La. Tr ay iata,”*- “Otello,".
‘toned. Verses. go “down : ‘the drain ;‘Parker. ‘Glaims ‘that ‘Cayton ° has. others. small blurs, but didn't pre-

. previous . books: - “The. “World “and, a: no-strike, clause:
-"Freasury
Of' Opera.”
nT “A. Front [i
Beat. At The. Opera”..and .“Puecini.””

(Charlie: ‘Pai ker Recor ds has. filed

|Alantcto.HandleNatl:
~ Distrib for’Allwood Label!

“"Tosea,’ae “Turandot.”
_Meistersinger” and©“Der

.

an

Allwood, -«and there “will: be. ‘disks.

: Beeause yocalists. move ‘right into. !‘failed to for ward monies received.. vent unsightly shock of ‘thie cluster
.Rosen-- inthe near: future. by- singer's Paul. the: chorus. With, Short. however; /.Hence,, ‘Parker: i& suing ‘for return. of .some -130 tin coffin lids sus~ -kavalier) and: :given them -an iden. Reek and: ‘George. ‘Scott.
‘and an. acegunting of: all monies ‘pended’ fron the five-<torv geile
“you get. your- song’s worth!”
«ity “of-their’. ‘own: in. pr ‘ecise | but | “Atlantic: ' is: : presently. “handling: :. ‘Bilt ‘Pemberton’ s bass and: ‘Rich--} reeeiy ed onvits behalf by Carlton, ing. .They may bounce saqund.
“Never. pedantic terms.
= Marek’sg |-national distribution. of. product on ard. .:Sheridan’s. drums. supported;; plus '$50.000.for ‘damages -allegedly ‘sooth the ear, ‘but they sure. bruise
point: is that ‘with: an. inder'stand-- ‘several
other. - labels, . including him. ‘all the‘way.as did the partisans-| Sustained by reason of Carlton’s | ‘the..eve. .
“ing. of the words -will ‘come™ an° Stax ‘and: -LuPine: ~» Lhe :company;' An the” audience. But: things would: claimed. neglect. and failure under-|. Actor Sidney Poitier. whe em
‘understanding-of: the. ‘music. and a’ “in.” addition;: ‘fas- ‘handled. “singles. pave: been: much::cozier :‘at the Blue |‘the original distrib. ‘agreement. It ceed: opened with introdu ‘tions
-Fieher appreciation ‘of the: avhole:. ‘that .appeared on: ‘the:‘Montel’and,{Ansel where: he had such. ‘Gren. also. asks $25,0(
000 jn‘punitive: dam- and a. brief taik: in behalf «* the

He's. probably right.

“Die

LeMonde Amprints,
Gross: |at
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MUSIC

* Wednesday; Oatober.10,
1968. .

Fantasy’ S:BossaNova.

-Showtunes’ Premiere Blues.

Thsideacs

‘Bola Sete, the: Brazilian “bossa iz

: nova.’

“guitarist. from San

Frati-|

‘cisco’s: Sheraton=Palace ‘Hotel, ‘has.} “The American. Record: Merchants’ &. Distéibutors: “Assi: (ARMADA).
as been:
|
sighed ‘to. an: exclusive: ¢on-. this week’ polled its distributor members: ‘to. ‘ascertain’. .what* problems.
Dur it is Very rare.’ .He believes: arold. chon erg: 0
1¢ Times
F
tract
by Max .Weiss: of’ Fantasy.| are affecting them, in ‘specific market areas, The: information, which is...
that ao melody must be given 4. and Paul Henry Lun of the Herald’j]act_by who® Pukey him at. the | being gathered. via a questionnaire, As ‘éxpected ‘to reveal which areas
chance to 2ruw ‘and it can’t grow. | Tribune hefore the. premiere -per- ‘recent: ‘Monterey:. Jazz" Festival. -and whieh distributors are experiencing drastic’ changes - as.-a. result.
ER

- Continued.

EE

from page”"1.

itarold

Soh

—

e tt ar

-covers’ recording,: of. the ev olution -of new: marketing patterns. The results.-of ‘the: survey,*-=
on the first: nearins, To point. up: formance. It is regarded, asa COUr ‘Deal-- not only
his arsiicent, he recaitled Leopold- j-tesy to. the critic.”
‘|but -also”. sets up’ pubHshing .firms. which: is one: of a series planned ‘by.ARMADA, will indicate: ways and*
Stokoe sko > rewark,
“DL onéver. ex- po.
| for: Sete’s compositions: and: ‘Bra- | means whereby. the: “Org: can. Service: its: members. ‘A committee, to be
Raps: Pub’s Restrictions
Dress an opiniea on a new
urtit tf B ear ibienr tines.”

appointed: soon, will’in ‘part “be guided -by information’ gleaned through: ~

work i He also feels that -prodicers and zilfan “folk :music atrangements.

> publishers. ‘Should ‘not put. réstric- Present plans ‘ave for him to: record ‘the. questionnaire, .and .will seek to mediate: local ‘problems.. Général..
‘| results of: the survey will -be’.published, anthougl. specific’names. and
Kesstebatiet?
as “a’t hold this. tidns on songs and get. them: ex+ in New: ‘York laterthis.month,
a"| firnis and:‘individuals will.‘be. strictly: confidential. ;
vies for crits aon’,
He believes . posed: ay: early: as. possible. so ‘that
thes: na one oie: tudinsi SOM: AWEILETS, ii people can ‘get: acquainted: w ‘ith. they
puolishers, ec. cin. judse a song’ music? -Original east albums;, ‘too,
A new ‘teenage fad, “frying- marbles"? has: bee: put into the:grooves
thes first tere around. He reme m=}G ‘should’ be, ° released before:. the}
Toy.‘Wee. Willie. Densen for Mav: Records. in.a tune titled “Fried Marhered that Jerome Kern predicted | Broadway opening ‘and. ‘possibly. “be
‘\"bles?! The teenagers picked up. ‘the fad’ from: Long Asland. housewife’ Continued from pase:aT
vo

~ AFMWins

‘fThat

tre

sons ‘Ie The

Heart

OF: -sent..te-:

the: critics :.so -that™ they: |=

Ruth: “Mann whose - hobby. of. ‘frying. marbles. as part of .an ‘arts. and-

ade: ib easier +6 bring ‘other
The Dark’ « oukd. ‘be. best remem- ;can familiarize themselv es W ith.ute!it “ma
“crafts: project ‘at summer. camp..was given-a feature™ story: treatment. ina”
beret from” his “Vers W arm For j
| the N.Y.. Times; After the story broke,: Mrs. Mann’ received requests.
Tar score, completely over look-. seteme thing along
(
.
thi ese line:3-has nas |i:
companies into. the fold.
“from over -500" department Storés--across the ‘eolntry tosupply. thent
ins
AGP ‘Tiie “Things. You -Are,”. calr eady -been attempted ‘for. two: BorAS for.all those. whihaveinked, “with: her. costume jewelry; made from her- Eeying: hertzag gies, The: teens, Anil, he admity taat he couldn't un-:! of “David
Merrick's
‘productions,’ divers -should: ‘be cominonded: for “in turn,Picked | it”
UD. ‘as. their latest,eraze,:,
a:
derstand how Kern..could allow a: : “Stop The. World—I Want.Te :Get
gona ltize “Snioke’ Gets In Your! P Off and “Oliver.” . Merri¢k- attribs |their recognition: “of: ‘the’ fact. that: 7
2

-Eyes”

inte

the

“Roberta” "St: ore: utes the..geod

the- ‘performances. ‘of our: ‘members,
and..‘the “technical facilities |“of,

boxoffice action on:

The Big. 3:
(Robbins, Feist & ‘Mitler) is“auniching’zawiajor.1 exploita-: .

after hearing it for. the’ first time: if“Stop: ‘The’ World,” -despite mixed j
American. recording studios,’ are: ‘tion: drive. on :music: frem the ‘upcoming Metro. film, “Mutiny On -The '
“yp notices, to. the: disk: jockey play. on i.‘superior: to: musical
Overlook Some Cc lassi¢s ~.
“ services.t- Bounty.” The-score ‘was. ‘composed -by Bronislau Kaper witha. featured
7
Aanthony
‘Newley’
Ss.
‘songs.
W
hat:
He betteves that. there is a sim-‘rendered in foreign’ countries: -also |. title’ song. written: by Kaper: andPaul. Francis Webster.: The recording
Kind
Of
Fool
Am_
2
“and
‘the
at|.
phictts to. a great many. ‘Broadway |
“for. their. recognition . of the -im-|:action. is pegged on’ “Themé:Erom Mutiny’ On. The: Bounty”*and “Love:
show sonus. Which ‘become Classics: ‘tendant plug .for ‘the musical. On |
‘
7%
a
2 I: Song’ From Mutiny- ‘on: The- ‘Bounty,’” The: original soundtrack: and. other _ a
portance
‘of good musical perform: LPs ‘highlighting music fromthe’ pi¢, are“being released” by ‘MGM. Rec-"*)
tha’ are aften overtooked .on ‘first I"“Oliver,” RCA Victor. released: the an¢e
‘in’ a--telefilm..-and its subfhearine
There aré.mahyv ‘examples: original. cast album last w eek, ‘three. stantial contribution to thé ssuecess” or ds: The: ‘Big. 3 is also going after the’ musi¢ ‘dealers with pr intings. of’.
program.”nr “Bounty” ‘musie:publications for, piano, organ,, accordion .
and: band.
of songs. panned by: the crities that;‘months prior to ‘the. show's -‘Broad- |‘ofs-any individial
went on to become a petnianent| way opening, and it's assumed that’, i.Fischer- receritly was -élected ‘veepart of: musical Americana.
And}
The. ‘Restival “pimes:. tie:> daily: newspaper’ ° published:by Capitol’
these Uinclude
tunes. by Richard | tcritie’s: phonogr aph before opening | Council,. which is, vigorously -fightRecor ds’at last: year’ 's Country & Music Festival in ‘Nashville; will rott
Roilzers, Geor ic: Gershwin, “Cole: might.)
ing. runaway production: in pix,
again at. this year’s. “eonvention:. Fred. Martin, director of. ‘publications’
Porter, and a host sof athers who
an _ Kosty’s ‘Instr umental’ Theory
‘|* He -attrihtited “thé .AFM's.'suchave
contributed importantly
“Kostelanetz.. aiso:believes.” ‘that! ‘cess, aside fromthe Alliance pact:. for. Capitol,. ‘will write “and edit the paper, ‘with- Cap’s chief. photogra-.. .
pher, Ken Veéder, handling the picture coverage. The santé team also...
the standard repel ‘tuire.
- | there is. great.: merit in- recording ! to: the: protest, ‘campaign, initiated:
a@& mt iby Kenin three ¥vears. ago, in w hich. put’ ‘out. ‘another convention paper. for Capitol, the :NARM<News, at. the... "=
Kastelanetz adniits that the critic: an instrumental version. .of:
annual meeting’ of. the’ National: Assn’ of Record, Merchandisers. last; :
may feel his domain is Deing en: sical” before its Main: Stem preem.. ! sponsors..of. ‘teleshows ‘were . told
‘April in1 Miami Beach. -

copiés will find’:their way to -Aj pee’ ofthe Holijwood AFL: Film |“

eroached upan or that he is being
unduly influeiiced Hf the composer,

i That's. why: Columbia:

Records

~ is” .

when. their: programs

used: canned.

issuing |his” instrumental. ‘LP - OFF music: Series ©which ‘have:“been |”
publisher or producer sends “him ‘Irving Bertin’ ‘So “Are President” & using: ‘the - canned. musi¢ and Now: | Larry Finley, president ofTops Records. a division ofPrecision: Radithe nrusic in advance. but he .be- | this w eek. “Fhere: will als: be: a” switch to. lite :
‘include -* ‘The ‘Dick, ‘ation ‘Instruments: is‘sending out ‘indémnifacation notice.-to- ‘cover 25 .000 ~
lieve, that a@ way should be. found single ‘coupling. of “The W ashing-* Powell ‘Show,’ * “The. ‘Rifleman;:” ‘record dealers with which ‘the diskery_:does. ‘business: to insure: them rs
to get. the critic: acquainted With: ton: wit and “The Secret Serv:-| “Leave It-to-Beaver2”: “The |‘Real. against litigation brought about by’ failure of ‘a record firm:to-pay its ~..
the work .before he ‘sits id judg- ‘ice,’
Kostelanetz. admits’ tliat’ ‘on}“McCoys and the: Hitchcock’ séries: . “music: Toyalties: Finlev’ s Jaction. was: spurred ‘by. recent: legal actions:
;
1
in*“suits. for. non=-:.
the ‘first hearing of the- Berlin Loretta «- Young's .:- Series.: ‘recently |: ‘whieh. held dealers: as responsible ;aS ;-manufacturers
ment’-of it.
wh
;
a
.
of: Toyalties..:
Kostelanetz has spoken fo anum- score, from a demo record, only.-a:! had:-a scoring session with an rch |. payment
ber of the theatre’s top-ranking few tanes clicked..“But on. replay,” Lof. 40, Jargest group ever-.to score,’|
US. Av: -paritone Thomas Stewart (Evelyn eat"Ss+ Inisband). ‘at
t present
composers about: this problem and. ‘he said,.“I- became ‘sure. that “Mr.
The Minimum Requirements
they. a:are that something should. President?! was. one of,Berlin's fin- -Pr ducers, wWha- are . signator jeg a San Francisco: for the.opera season will--make -his ‘Vienna Opera. be done. “Hts ‘a ticklish’ situation. est.creations.”
»| .l under'the network:agreements are debut' this season: Among other appearances he will: sing. the King. in
.
“
fur everybody,”
he
says,
“What is on stage. can be grasped .obligated ta. SCOFC: oné out. of ‘each Orff's “Die Kluge,” in which his wife. has. the lead...
“and.
everyone is Wy alking. around: on tip- almost. imniediately;’ *hé said, “but! : three. episodes in’a-series live, 0°,
“
olay

.

‘.

TE
1

foe not to offend

music ‘doésn't

the critics.

w ork

that

wav. tlthat ‘not every: seg. of .each: series is}

“%. musical is a major’ effort of. There. is? a sound barriier ‘that can't! actually ‘live. How ever, these

are |

ts

Exclusive Contract

From the ee

‘be. overcome. without the’ _DEOCESS | minimum: requirements. : Fischer:
PARAMOUNT. RELEASE”
‘Continued from pase:“49 —
“reneto “Bonanza’” as an exam-" —
® critic should not be sensitive to]'of getting acquainted.an
;
OF. THE SAME. TITLE:
| ple. of -a- network ‘signatory: Series |.‘The: appellate court ‘eld: that:‘the.
‘al. approach, In the classical. field, Wwhici uses live’ music: on every: seg.”
new works somietimes are sent ‘to
plaintiff. “Was. required. to" ‘establish
roney and

talent,”

he’ adds,

“and

Sam’ Fox‘Adding Alfieitt

The

WONDERFUL
“TOBE.
_LOUNG

| Ha ‘also . revealed the. AFA: plans.

to:“renegotiate. the network. ‘Pact ;ae {ual knowledge. on the: part’ “of {Tf-

when. it expires in 1964. seeking ta r‘the’.defendants, whereas’ -on. the:
‘OF THE! Greece, Lebanon & Israel:‘eliminate the proviso allowing:scor- i récord.:‘in the case there-was-insuf- |
Fox: ‘Publishing will “expand |ing of. “some:: ‘Segs ” With. canned”, ficient ‘evidence ‘to ‘sustain.-such “a.
WEEK| its:Sam:
global “opérations. .by.” adding. music.:
:|finding: ‘Moreover, Jiidge McNally, ii

RICHARD
CHAMBERLAIN
TY’s.. Dr. Kildare

E EME|
LOVI

TENDER

| affiliates : in. Greece, “Lebanon and}. Spotlight. for ‘the™“tunesters re- ‘speaking for the. -majority;- found /|:
Israel. -.Fre d ‘Fox, ‘firm's. -Veepee, ‘iain. on “Mr. Ed.?.and..the ’AFM t.that the trial court's. basis for com> |.
|. leaxes on séven-week tour. of. ‘Eur- | js determined, to. Sign. ‘the holdout.:{ puting-the damages Was. too: Spec: |].

| Ope tomorrows

{| the. new

«Thurs.). to. Cstablish:! Fischer’ said’ Simon. told: him* his’ ulative...

affils’ as “Well as: confer -company- ‘couldn’t.afford live: mus:

Sam. Fox, president

and” founder |ready

‘had: canned: music.

for. this.

inquire .of ‘the: perfor imer whether.
and. has: just. -concluded - ‘negotia- |. $2.000. .
Joe
ithe latter: has- existing. contractual |:. ~
tions whereby the: ‘firm's. revent. ae
Fischer refuted this; saving: thé
‘comniitments’ and :‘that - ‘the -de-|'«
qtisitions will now’ be-made ‘avails CAPA “pact: gives: ‘producers the’ J.t
‘fendants falled to inquire. due to a.
able ‘throughout. Europe.. ticluded,. Arisht to use-canned imusic. {hey had?
desire not to .bé-told,:and that this

| among others, “in: ‘these* déafs” are. “previously -. acquired:

Natini publishing firnt..

tome
che

-

‘last -month, °

“less. than: Sinion’s !estimates: :

- de-empha-

=scale: musician earns: $57.75 for. a i sized ‘the: claini- of jhtentional -in-

“three-hout. session, and *the.. ‘pact } terferencé ‘with. its - contract: with
‘Lcalls ‘for: four. Sessions’ for’:each:13.4 knowledge: thereof Oe: ther‘part, of|

Parker GoesR&B

“|Sees. ne: sate

JOANIE SOMMER’S
NEW HIT.

“for: séven’ was the. equivalent of knowledge..

4 the catalogs: “Of.Palisaiies ‘Back-| months. -along! With: the live: fhe’
-Roulette- waved .its’ rights” “to a
‘ground’ ‘Music .“Library- dni. Dora=* past. has:‘no minimunt.en ‘the num:
. ‘Det Musie ‘Pablishing Ce...ay well: bet of. men who nitist.be Hived, and: new: ‘trial. In its brief to the N.-Y..
high -eourt.. at Albany: sthich “was.
i “as. the Clebanott, Reba Bs: Gio- |hiked costs. of live iN)‘ould: be: much’ ifiled’

‘Parker ‘Records

arse

Steuer, .speaking for: himself. and'|

CLIFF. RICHARD ©
DOT RECORDS

|| Judge.Stevens, read’ the record: as‘.
of the firm, preceded his -son,! ‘season, that to add live ‘music: now.“indicating that it is-the practice. to} FAMOUS” Music: ‘CORPORATION
| Fred, .to Europe by, several weeks j-would: mean -additional. cost

et

K-13097©

a)

“Dissenting Opinion

with’ Fox representativ es: in, Am-! ‘ sic this: season, that it- would. next }
7 sterdam, London: . Paris: ‘and! ‘Milan. 1 sear: Simon also: told him ‘they: al-| “The. ‘dissenting opinion. by J udge |[-

+i
‘the. defendants. ..

is. om aking: “a 7, AFM plans.a: pub, rélations. disive:

Now. Roulette’ "areas, “first, that | 3

WHEN THE BOYS.
_GET: TOGETHER...

_ WARNER BROS; RECORO NO, 5308:
"EMILIOPERICOLE: SINGS”

“ROMANTICO. AMORE”~
WARNER BROS..RECORD:No.$303

- -move. into the rhy thm, &ht ues field! 7to.publici ize the. fact “ATE, Ed". Vw ik} the® knowledge required ¢is no. dif-| :
| with two new signings. ‘The label, inot sign’ and is ising canned music. ‘ferent’ than. in ‘the. “ustal tort |.
Ewhiech is primarily’. a java Special:
the -:de-|.
Mischer disclosed, too: ‘that:.e|‘megligencé). case, “ie,
1 ist, has. inked: Sonny"Tat 2 and The is now beginning negotiations’ with? fendants “are Charge: ible with, the.
_FOrioles..
oe
‘|-vidfilny producers: ‘of other. series, |knowledge: ‘Which (a: nian: of. -ordi-|%
i snch-as syndicated vidpix, cartoons, trary: prudence w ould- aitquire from} .|
ee recervrctestcerrr cc iaerer’ I trav elogs and. documentaries.. Tak-{a-. .reasonable™ investisation. which }-L
&

z
>

sssapniecangpensenn
neetmetiai
teen
"gag
aUTES
UU
aaec

“$a
wrondcanaiine
dncecnanicn
eden
OPMy
Sette
dha
ev
at
A

ing inita consider ation the -fact:that;this. prudence would fave hint con-'|
ann
‘such. -series have -lower
hudéets.1 duet.’ Secondiy, the appellant’ Tec- |
than network shows, the AFM seeksiord Corn pariy: ‘argues ° that the case 1. ass

to--develop a more “niodest :finan: |essentially is not: srounded -in’ ine.

Oe
POR
COL
Ritd
SSRI
EOC
SSO
MER

™

etal: formula. for thems: ‘After. -eon- |tentional interferersci with “a-con--}
“fabs: With such. producers on -such; tract but: rather WW: . “utifair. com-.

‘Now. Hear This!re

THE. DUKES.

-DIXIELAND

- New. Smash: ‘Albuin
a. format, Fischer: will. telay ‘the: pétition..
-DIXIELAND:
results to ‘Kenin; and the’ Federa-: . The case.: will be at Lodea by Irv ing’
Oct. 4—Officer's Open Mess, Ogden; Utah: Oct. 5—The Terrace, ‘Salt:i
-tion will seek a Solution fitting: the. Leimov:: for: the plan- s ift¥appellant, :
_HOOTNANNY.
*
Lake City: Oct...6—Idahe State College, ‘Pocatello; Oct. 7—Officers.
| low:er budgets.
‘on ‘Columbia. ‘| Roulette..and by “Stinlev Rothen--|. ES Z|

:

and his FAMOUS ORCHESTRA

%. Open Mess, Dugway, Utah: Oct. 9—Elks Club, Ontario; Ore.; ‘Oct. iW.

Sinion- ‘confirm ed he: has “Hot‘ berg (of. Mar ‘gulies. &. Heit’.‘for the|

Officers Club, Fairfield, Calif.: Oct: 12 thea 21— New. Fack'‘Ss:“San Frane.. r | Sigited” with: AFM, . explaining® Nitts. defendants - ‘responivrtie Priincess |:
; strictly a. matter © of. economics. and Balaban.
cisco; Oct. 22—NCO- Club, Fort Ord, Monterey, Calif.: Oct: 23—Off x
; Since ‘we. have’ -built- up a library |cers Ciub, -Sacramento; Oct. 24—Stockton Jr. H.- Suc. Stockton, Calif. . ‘of {canned}: niusic: and. it-is: Very- -ef-|
a

Continued next. week
Booked Exclusively. By -

#ASSOCIATED, BOOKING CORPORATION.
JOE GLASER, President.
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| fective for our show;-(a-live: mitsic’.
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selections . published |

by. Mills. Music, Ine. -:
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MILLS ‘music,ING,Ne x. c.

Rusty.SigsAgain.

. So contract) couldn't improy e-our situ-]a ation: ‘The..econommi¢s |prohibited
|- Rist: Warren, :.tip--seHling: ue’ Energetic. ‘and: ‘aggrassive- ‘Young. -man _
| our. signing. We feet the music we: comedy disk: femnie, has inked -a-l. with large: humber of -established ‘con- |:
tacts with® teenage. magazines and fan [
: ! have ‘now. is- perfecty “all. right, :‘new eight-year ‘pact, with Jubilee | : élubs,:‘also: ‘talent. -contacts,.. ‘desires:
{that .1t would not be 'w ise to throw: -Records.: Her. “Knockers Up”, ‘al- * position ‘with ‘booking. office:: Has some |.
{out our. ‘library’ of music. We.. use- -bum -has been a bix sciler for some.
experience” and. strong: sales: ability.. ;
|live music. on ‘our ather: series.. ‘The: ‘years forthe labéi-and:she has’ a oe
Write: bouts. LIEBERMAN.”
. ; en

50 WEST 57 STREET, NEW YORK 19°
. JUdson 2-7700
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| Beverly. Hillbillies.’ Each situation |“new LP: set for. release’ soon tagged. 1.4236
Lis different: a

"Rusty: In Or bit.”’
°
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Street,: Flushing: 555. N.Y.
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With Latin( uarter's$5 $175,ondeNat:

Bi
way‘ShowCostsHitNewHigh

~IREGT BOOKING Stinpries Reopen with ‘Ethics’ Code
‘By TED LIUZZA

--The new. show ‘atthe: Latin Quar- +
. ter; N:Y., which opens ‘next -Mon-

.* son
“The. falenit: agencies’ “are. set: to Okay: 606. ‘Award. to 3:
New’ ‘Orleans, Oct. 9.
..-day. (15), -will probably. come ‘in at|5 Nominees toVieFor:
‘clamp. down on the wider. activities}:
-15 Bourbon
St.
strip:
“$175,000. according. ‘to. LQ manazg- | -- ARA Bad, of. Cosernarst Of.
Acts’
for.
Crash
Injuries
joints
“which
closed two weeks ago
personal; mianagers..: ‘The estab: |:..dng director Eddie. Risman ‘and may:;:
”
jain
‘an
apparent
protest
Raster
of‘
nominees
for
the
board
against
‘lished’
‘percenters
are
Teady.
to.call-|"
Washington, Oct... 9:
be the. most .expensive jin“the hiss |:
‘Artists. Repre-} ‘in’, the -law; -rouse the -unions -and} “Congress completed action: : ‘on. Taids . by ‘police and the district
“tory. of:the: E. ‘M: Loew. operated “otgovernors: of ‘the
sentatives: Assn.. “has “been com-. to: take. whatever. ‘steps. ‘are’ neces:. legislation. to. pay $20, 000 damages attorney's staff, reopened Friday
7 spot.”
pleted.. Those . up: for. ‘election’. ‘ins. sary ‘to. separate: the functions of ‘each :to°‘singer Jane :-Froman, ' ac- night. (5). with ‘a new “eode of
With. “140 “show itis; “the. same ;
clude - Willard -Alexander; * Hattie|managers‘ .and: agents. ‘ The Mas.[ eordionist | -Gypsy ‘Markof€ © “and. ethics” ‘aimed - at: self-policing.
Buniber. of dancers: and. eight. boys, |
2 the. ‘east’ Will be ‘somewhat. larger: Althoff;. ‘Dave. Baumgarten,’ :Bert|jors. ‘Say. ‘they. .will not abide .the : dancer’, ‘Jean. Rosen because..of -in- | ‘The opening was timed to coin-.
Block;. "Eddie. .Elkort,. Jim’ Grady,
cide with the arrival in the city: of.
than the preceding: productions.. “An Ken- Grayson,’ Leo Grund, Howard } same. firm. or: individual: doing. ‘both’ juries: sustained .in™- ‘the Feb,..22,
5,000.Shriners from six states for.
“estimated $10,000. weekly .operating. ‘Hatissman, -Miles:' Ingalls, . Ben. ‘functions. for the Same performer. ‘1943, plane crash-near Lisbon on a
What was described. as a Visit for
nut, aside :from ‘the. principals, will. ‘Kuchuk, |-Charlie- Rapp, Léonard: |’ . The.. ‘problem. reached . a high- World: War IE -USO’ tour. ~
:The U.S. Court of Claims: long “three days of fun and frolic.”
De one of.the highest. in the.history. Romm,* ‘Max_ Roth: and -doe’ “Wil- |‘point ‘in its discussion stege.during |::
ago. recommended. that ‘Congress | - ‘Phe club operators adopted a 10the
récent
George
Scheck
incident.
of the: room.
000.for
for each
each of
ofthe:
th three. point
be for. associate’. meim- ||; Sché¢k, k, aa =P“personal.manager
‘The .10G. figure, of course; ‘will |‘Hams.
8! -of vote $20,000
ft ion,
Nominated:
Connie.’ Francis, :Separated: from:|.

_. Be-exclusive. of amortization,

which’ bers are’ Jackie Green; of. Associ- |
“:in. ‘the. show’s. scheduled’ 26-week. ated Booking - ‘Corp.:: vand" GiE. Nel- -General Artists Corp.: and is-now

EFields-Begelman

code which.

bars

prostitu-

B-drinking, “rolling or steal-.
‘ing,
obvious. intoxication
and

“}-rowdy behavior’ ‘in the night spots...
-piloting. ‘the ‘act without. the Serv:
-yun, will come -to around .$6.500|:son. of: General Artists Corp. ’
: As: the code was adopted, Malices.
of
any’
agency.
.
“weekly: Largest cost.in-the produc-.| : -The- board. of ©governors,’ when
colm G.-Mundy. Jr... attorney for
‘However,
.the.
problem:
has.
‘been
:
|
tion: will be :the~ costumes. Thesé, ‘elected; “name the: officers: of -the|.
Night Clubs Assn.
"1 the Bourbon St.?
Risman’ said, will run. ‘to around| organization, ‘Election is. set: for } especially” ‘irksome : ‘to.:the ‘major |..
appealed to the public to give the
offices
~
for.
sometime,’
espécially
:
‘$100,000: In general. ‘they’re’ being Nov.. Aare
- a
{club owners.. an opportunity to
‘since the foldo of MCA- which.“ib-}
-executed. by Mme. Bertha..as’ ‘well-|.
| show: their good - faith ‘in carrying,
“Some
Per}
erated”.
‘a:lot:
‘of:
talent.
-as the LQ's own’ staff. Choreography |
_ out the self-regulation:
| Sonal ‘managers’ are “piloting their-|:A
. “is being handled by Donn. Arden.
“It. is ‘our intention to make
‘charges:
‘sans
agencies,
which
is
not-|_Risman: said- the :cost: of putting |
-Bourbon: ‘street: an even. safer and
J
to
the.
liking
of-the
offices
not:
only:
|
»
on. a-show is. steadily. higher. for he’|°
day D
ing,
better tourist. attraction ‘than it has
| beeause:: of the” loss. “of. commis: | The: ‘Freddie: Fields-David- -Begel-: been. in the past and we earnestly ” feels that. the cafe must .t6p. each |.
oa
\:sions,
.but:
because.
of
the’
prestige:
manmanagement:
office
‘is.
switch- previous. effort. The new: show, he}
solicit’ the help of Government
“+ that many. acts bring to the. offices. _ing..to the agency. ‘business, -Which. agencies. or any individual. toward
-.© -added, must-not suffer by: compari-.
|
,
Aside
from
.'that,
bookings
by
will:
‘enable.
it.
to:
expand,
in
_Iany
: ‘son with the preceding” layout.
this.end,”: said Mundy.
:
personal managers creates a dan-: . directions, |‘Situation - at the office
“Unider'-these © circumstances ,the}
Within ‘the ‘next
few . weeks,
gerous
“precedent,.
and”
is.
a.
viola-had
become
confused
because
of-its
|
costs. £0. shigher. and higher...
‘Mundy addéd. ‘the clubs ‘will begin
tion of the laws“in many. states: ‘jn:|dual functions, and other agencies a package. deal entertainment plan _
.-.
‘He:pointed out that many™ ‘ofthe ‘In
:New
‘York:
~
}
eluding:
New
York.’
were.
starting
to.-beef.
Its
.clients
a girls ‘had: to. be |
‘imported: from the|
offering tourists ‘or. local. citizens «
“Boston; Oct:J
-.- Coast and plane. fares. had to. be-| It. looika. like | ‘Sunday. ‘dancing, City. an agency thas to be licensed. now. include- Judy. ‘Garland;’ Phil a single price for-an evening's enand
must.take
cut
franchises.
with’
Silvers.
‘and
“Polly”
Bergen.
(Mrs...
paid.. .for.them, He. also’ ‘$aid. that forbidden” for 332: years, is-to~ be.
tertainmeént .and_ to..attend three
rehearsal. -pay™ hits: a “sizable Sumi. permitted in -Boston. at Jong. last: the. various unions, ‘which. also can-| Fields), ‘among: others... New: COrpo- ‘shows at:member clubs. .
exercise:
‘a
degree
of.
control
over
Tate
‘name.
is:
‘Creative
“Managenient
|.
Uniformed doormen | were. on
~~ since orily 35 hour's time is allotted. ‘And it. appears - the rhubarb -over|
‘duty when. the clubs reopened and
- The. éxXcessmust: be paid at hourly. |changes. in - the’ ‘former:-Sunday them. -; “Unions: cannot: control. the: “Associates, :
acts.
of
a
‘peronsal
midnager.
=.
‘].
‘Its’.
shift.
to
‘agency:
business”
enrelighted the famed French Quar-.
Yates for each performer: affected.’ :““blue-law” has. cooled.
. ... ‘ Mechanical .effects’. ‘cost’ meore-].: Not a single voice.. Was ‘raised: ind. ‘The problem. was. spotted. earlier. abled it to“pact Robert. Goulet, an- ter'street. Drink prices were posted
‘by:
the
Conferences
of
Personal
|.
ex-MCAer
who:
‘inked
|
a:
Tepresenat ‘all: club entrances for the first
Tee each: time. ‘New: ‘eurtains. ‘and new. opposition ata. City: ‘Council ‘public.
;
_ lighting ‘schemes -réquire a. lot of.
Of |hearing Friday (5)*on’ adopting an Managers. East, which at a meeting: tation. deal. with --jt.: Norman Rose-. time. ;
following’:the’
dissolution
of
:MCA;
tmont: Temains. ‘Goulet’s -personal.| ‘. Mundy.also ‘suid |‘that the code
”..-ordinance: licensing :Sunday dane-|
(Continued on page: 52)
passed..aresolution
asking.
its
4
manager.. Thus its new status as an: ‘Tequires that a “conduct. inspec{ing <in: hotels -and- nightclubs’ and_t.
up
of.
Sunday: operation of. pool and :bil-./“members to align:.their “acts-With. agency is aiding it in’ signing tal-. tion. committee,” made
'{
an
agency.
at.
‘the.
eatliest
possible:
ent ‘connected. Ww ith. other: personal’ members of the association, shall
“Tl liard parlors: for ‘the {first ‘time. -.
moment,
managers...
| check: member clubs: regularly and.
--City..censor..and- licensing: ‘chief
|.
: Goulet,’ who’ left” “Camelot” Jast. ‘report infractions of. the .code:.
Richard. J. Sinnott ‘urged:‘approval | -There:. are, at’ ‘present, ‘several =~
firms.
which.‘combine
‘both:
func‘Saturday (6),- has: booked | a nitery ‘Owners: can ‘be expelled from the |
.of Sunday. ‘dancing as 40:Beantown2
“ Toronto, “Oct. :9: | beanery -. .ops :and.entrepreneurs:| ‘ions. ‘Fiélds-Begelman, ‘for:. “x= tour: which’ starts at the Shoreham, association for: violations, or. ‘they
mple,
which
originally
started
:
‘as
|
|
“Washington; Oct. 23. He’ ‘continues’ may be.fined.
fre. With |immediate: return “of the: gently -smiled:- assent. “Amazing,”
:Casino. .té the: stripper: field,; Tor-. said. Councilor ‘John’ J. --Tierney, ta personal management. outfit, is: with: ‘the Persian Room: of :-the-|: ‘The ‘visiting Shriners and.- their.
-- onto: -will: have: three ‘burlesque. “that in: old. conservative ‘Boston,’ now .ageriting. - There. are: others° Plaza, N:Y.;. Nov. .7).: ‘Blinstrub’s, |Jadies kept. cash -registers. jingling
“houses: ‘Two .will be-_urider man-. Tiot one: opponent: ‘has. been. found |.that are-now: ‘being. studied. and it’Sy Boston;, Dec.. 7; Caribe Hilton; San at the night spots: as: well as noted
| Jikely’ thatthe ‘agencies - will: first: Juan, Dee.
agement of. Ray*-Lux and ‘Elliot. ‘to this. measure.” . . °
26;° Flamingo, -:Las ‘restaurants in the historic. area.
Abells, ‘known: as. Real. Operating | ‘Spokesmen. for: hotels and. ‘niter- |:‘demand. that: the: various: ‘perform-: Vegas, Feb. 14, .the.. Deauville; ‘The street ‘took: on.‘a Madri Gras
‘"latmosphere as the Shriners, in
‘Corp., "Ltd:
ies, and ‘union: réps pdinted to in-- ‘er. ‘unions -look: into the’ situation “Miami: ‘Beach, March’ 22.
\colorful ceremonial costumes «and
Lux and: Abéils have set” a deal. , creases in jobs: ‘and. biz for Boston: ‘and: ‘get: these. firms- to. drop’ one.
dred fezzes, took’-oyer.
with the’ Premier. Operating. . Co. with: permission. for’ Sunday ’™danc-.| function.
‘Ltd.,, owners :ofthe: Casino” puild- ing. ‘They. pledged. ‘united: support | : There’s also’ the: likélihood that. LOGCERAMA, THAT UNIT, - The club and restaurant owners,
1 shopkeepers ° and others .had the
ing, ‘whereby they. will: have option : ‘for the Sunday dancing provision: |-‘the officés mav. ask: the New *York fee
red carpet out for the visitors and.
leases on the house .until. the .city: and a :$200. annual. City. Jicenise- OF City: Dept. ‘of Licenses to Jook: into | jit was :estimated that’-they left.
expropriates it. for a ‘Civic -Square $10 ‘weekly. fee.
the .situation .and: _take.. whatever |~close to $1,006,000 in the city. If.
‘Seattle, --Oct. 9.
.. development in. five -yéars,
- The. hearing’ was. held. before: action is nécessary.. oo
For the last gasp of: the Seattle. ‘was: the first time the major hotels .
- The -1,121-seat.Casino. ‘and 743-: Péter.-F. Hines’ committee on ‘ordi- | “Tt’s” common” knowledge. in ‘the
| seat: Lux will be. ‘managed “by. Lux
|
| trade: that one -office has threat" World's’ Fair there Will be a.Log-} were filled since the Sugar Bowl.
‘(Continued .‘on™“page |52).

ShiftFrom Mgt.

~ To Talent A:cy|

‘Bi: 82Yrs,

~GetsOK inHub

CASINO RETURN. GIVES:
: ~ TORONT 03 BURLEYS|

-T0 WIND SEATTLE: FAIR

ened .to .cause «the-‘arrest. ‘of ‘one-|gerama,. -world’ s championship Jog-" ‘classic ‘and: Mardi Gres.
| personal Manager. for |eombining. ‘ging show; ‘Oct. 13-20, with Pacific | District Attorney: Jim Garrison.
Victory. Operating ‘Co... Ltd:
| both: activities... They .are waiting ‘Northwest. ‘loggers : competing last: ‘month -began. cracking. down.
“Revived : Casino’ policy w a ‘start.
for a situation: which thev. believe- against ©‘loggers -from. other’: Parts. en_.fhe strip joints and. said he intended ‘to forcé: them ‘oul of busioff. :with: -seven- exotics, -plus-.male-f.
will. be.w eighted in:‘their: favor be- of. the World in the- Stadium. |
“> Gomics.: Price policy.” is yet :to be.|
fore taking. action” in this: instance. -|:' In: addition. to. the: loggers, ‘the|Ness -by.spring if-they failed to.
.” 7 Set. Casino Was an art film house|. Riis ‘and: bagpipes are still box-l. “The: personal: managers, on ‘the Fair. “will” put’ on..a: fire: fighting: comply. with the law. Police and
prior: to -being renamed: the ‘Civie “Office in-America;. ‘per. first reports: ‘other. hand, have- raintained. that ‘show ‘in‘the Stadium. Other shows. vice. squad ‘officers. arrested doz-.
[set : for the’ windup.-of: the Fair ens of :persons..in récent raids and’
‘Square. Theatre. ‘Under that: tag|for the Royal Scots Greys:arid the| a
(Continued, on. page. 52):
‘| include. the I Solisti .di. Zagreb.. Garrison. vowed. ‘to end lawbreakthe house: produced’ two out-of five “Argyl .& “Sutherland ‘Highlanders;-{ 114-member: chamber. music ensem- ‘ing -at. the: tourist, ‘haunts.
_ announced ayanite-garde- plays; ‘It now-touring. Brigade is being. man-ble ‘from Yvgoslavia,: in the Play-|
“ folded. after: presenting. “Rhiner-|‘aged. by Columbia Festivals, a sub--:
| housge;.. the. Foo. Hsing -Chiidrén’s
eros”. and..“Do_ You- ‘Know . the “sidiary. ‘of Cohimbia |Artists. Alan-

and Abells. Other. burlesque’ house,|‘the’ ‘Victory | (1,214) is .owned-by

:soor
PIPERSBAGBIG.
~$120,247:IN-3 DATES

“Milky Way?”

WINNIPEG’S RED RIVER
EXHIB EARNS $34,861

RevealFederal Cabaret | 1 Theatre’-. from. the” Republic’: Of
:Two- "perforniances.- in. ‘Madisoix:|: Tax, N.J; Tavern: Owners. ‘China’ in -the’ Opera.: -House,. ‘Oct. |
8-13, -and .the ‘first appearance. of |.
‘Square: -Garden, |N.Y., plas. dates |
the.’ Royal: Thai. dancers‘ in- this |
sin: ‘Washirigton. :‘and: ‘Philadelphia:
«Urge
at
A.C.
Convention
country. |
in the. Opera, House, Oct. |:
brought iti a. PZross -net! after faxes).|.

= agement’ “Whic.|

FISHER'S OK45G
“AT NY. WINTER GARDEN]

-of “$120,247. Add. to. the. profit the |

nee
Atlantiz. ' City.: Oct. “9.
“Repeal: of ,the’. Federal’. ‘cabaret

|18-23."-

Sale. of 12, 280°: souvenir. -programs.
Eddie: ‘Fisher's. first week ‘at the.
’ Visitors front Scotland. the fir st: fax in’ its: -entirety “Was demanded |
Winter ‘Garden, N.Y: “scored -an |not.‘under Sol. ‘Hurok ‘management, {in-.a: resdlution passéd here. last:

AGVAShuisTampa
T Office,

‘Winnipeg, Oct.

9.

' Red River. Exk ibition showed a
net profit of $34: 861 for 1862 com.
‘pared with a 1961/ loss of §23.908.
1 Gross revenue was $309.578.. an in‘crease of .$20.657. Total: attendance

okay-. $45.000, represeriling.: about ‘grossed $90. 000 in.: three -parades iw eek ‘by: the® New: Jersey .Licensédincreased. by 33.881 to 224.589, the...
70% of capacity. The: bill-is ‘com- fin Hollywood, then: sold out. on. a | Beverage. “ASSn,, <comprising. tavern |’:
in the: exhibition's histary. ..
-Pieted- by Juliet Prowse -&°Co., and |-Sunday ‘at..the. Berkeley: campus. of 3 ‘owners - ‘from ‘ all:“Sections: ‘of “the| - The’ American Guild of. Variety f ‘Targest.
:. Working ; (apital -was shown--in
ws
a Dick Gregory, plus: a group |of:10 “the: Uz of.California. :
istate. Recent 'reduction | of the bite’ l artists: ‘has ..closed' its branch. in. the’ exhib’s’ ‘financial. statement’ -as
/*~singers-in .a prologue.:

“Shifts.ltsBiz'to Sarasota:

from. 20° ‘to: 10°C. ‘the: ‘resolution:
| noted, has.-effected -no* appr eciable}1oss- to:feder‘al. and. ‘state. reventies.As:alternate.” the.- froup

Tampa, ‘Fla:, ‘and .transferred, all £$47:541. compared With. last yedi's
business to. ‘Sarasota. Jerry. Hirseh.} $12,680: Capital expenditur es were
has” been. placed: ‘in. charee. ot
| $13.256.
|. ‘The. closing. of the Tampa-local
The. Joss in 1961-was al{ributed
passiige of: House Bill 10292: ty ill. weaken: the: ‘claims :of “AT Fast | ‘to. the. igh talent -cost of the —
.Whieh.
provides
that”
‘the...
tax:
be
‘and. Smiley’ Hart, wiio previously | | prandstand: show. heavy expenses
The. Musie “Hall, . -Boston.. hds”
, heavy..advance: whi¢h came to ap-. Hy hey ‘a name holiday- ‘show:: With. “collected: ‘only during: -entertain- -workéd: in. ‘these ‘offices: as. branch. vand the ptoer attendance duiing.

Alan KingtoTopXmas.
a largé backstage. complement.’ ‘One|:
~ Pkg. atHub Music Hallirged
. OF. fhe. Plussés :in:the gross:is the:
-The first- week’ canie ‘out’ “with a
profit;. despite the heavy gverhead |
which. includes 36 musicians, and ¢

{ proximately-$100.000..However,. the. Alan * ‘King ‘starting: opening. Dec. ‘ment. periods... More ‘than..1.100 managers: ‘Both > were. dismissed: . the 10-day schedule caused by the
— eritical. slamming: ‘of the show gen-. .25. for: eight. days. He .éxits after Edelegates~ are” attending the: -Bev- 4 by? ‘the’ ‘union’s ‘executive ..board ‘inclement weather: This year the
erally: -_put ‘a--stop- to that: cushy” ‘the. New: Year’s:.Day. .performance.. érage “Assn. “convention, at ‘the:_after-thiey refused to. reveal W hat: -grandstend show was scrapped, ex-pad.. -First “night’s.. (2). top: “was, He: will’ bring in his‘“Own package: Ritz-Carlton: Hotel:
1 they: had: told ‘the: ‘Senate'ss MeClel-. pénsés decreased by $38,112 and.
$10: ‘and .a $7.50: ‘top- ‘prevails: on: whith -Will include ‘the.Step. ‘Bros:
‘Among: other -resolutions passed: lan :‘Committee. Brobers.
-£00d' “we ather “helped increase: atoe Weekends. _ Layout is,in: for four Others: are still-to.be booked.;
-| Was -onethat called: for. Gov, Rick- te
tendance: by nearly 20¢
‘weeks.
card.
Ji.
Hughes
té:
Sign-a
bill.
whieh
‘the. now. 3
Retiring president. H. T. Martin.
‘One -of. the ‘innovations of:this’
' Fisher 3
is in. for.20°%c of the’ gross ‘Tum is ‘the fact, that: King. Wilk ap-: ‘would. increase- fines: and: penalties.{ hinistrative ° "secretary. "Jackie . told: ‘the: annual meeting what the
~ ‘and: he: ‘pays. the talent. “Pr oducers ‘pear ‘only: on. -the, evening ‘shows,: against minors convicted .of ‘drink- Bright, ‘the ‘suri. of -$2.000 “to: be] ‘objectives: of Improved exhibition”

eats ya Monte -Proser. _and ‘Fisher’ Ss: twice nightly... “But. ‘there. Mil he a
personal: ‘manager.. Milton. Black: Stageshaw
during. : -the:: -Matinees
“.. Stone in’ conjunction. with Fisher's without “the. headliner... “The film
owna firm,’Ramirod Productions,
; Will bhe™ “Jumbo”, (MGMD.,

‘ing and: therefore relieving” ‘tavern transferred: -from.: Washing{en. to. ‘quality anda ‘solvemt financial posi-.
owners - from the “otherwise *dis-:4 Sar:asola. He voluntarily took a. lie ¢ tion had been-reached.. AC. Craft
‘criminatory, and: prejadicial. effects.
| disputed test when. “his. ‘story, “was. was elected president, R. F. Stewart
1 of :the niinors’, drinking. sacar
continues © as.Managing -“GITECOs .
disputed. by: Bright,
.

Ted
evs
Ma
|ho

VAUDEVILLE.
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NewActShowease—Rose ne NY.

Court of Friscos Sheraton-Palace
By

:Trenbodf

_ Wednesday, October:
€
10, 1968.

+=

J OE ALLISON

- Talent agencies Keio.Jong ‘been

an. 1,100-seat -restau-}
Problem:
rant tamed fur its ropdrawer’ ‘trade,:

; —-

doins a 50 to 100-a-night dinner]

Continued

from

_[tooking.
.
for new avenues: of ‘act ems

‘Agcy.MgtWar

‘Sunday Dancing

San: Francisco,: “Oct. 9..

page 51: —__

*, 1

is

®

y. —

~{ Nances,..int an’ attempt. to ‘adapt the }‘city’s. licensing. regulations, to ‘the-|_
The place is the swank Garden. terms of the. new Common Day of} [2
‘Court of San. Francis¢o’s Sheraton-. ‘Rest Law, a state statute which:|: Pg
Palace Hotel: The Court _is.a local “allows Sunday dancing. ‘Localities +14
tradition, a memory high point in can Set. license fees on. sucht activi- |°
for: oe
the minds of the Bay Area’s. most. ties, and... ops. ‘must “apply ©

‘| ; ployment—spots where | performer:
can: ‘be! appetizingly
presented:
_ Which: - might --jnduce “a ‘further:
| ‘spread: of.show biz. For some: timé

‘Continued from:‘page:51 —

in- some’ instances, ‘they. ‘Have -the. the. ‘ballrooms have: been: “eyed ag.&

busittess.
Solution: dinner theatre.

wpe

“|. power of attorney: to commit: ‘their:Serious ‘outlet... The:: ‘purveyors .-of’.

. ‘charges to: any. employ. ment situa-: rock ‘n’‘Foll talent have long. known. “secret; * ‘Youngsters
who
‘couldn't ° be présentted = in: ‘nitéries, ”
ing ‘on. behalf of: theit ‘client: by-|. where liquor’ is:sold,. were groomed.
. seeking |out engagements. ‘and tak-| in. the: danceries. :This -has -become...
licenses.
social families.
It does a -heavy
‘dng all: “necessary” steps to: ‘arrange. the ‘new ‘breakin time’ sof this «
Dbrerk fist busittess and. is jammed} . Sinnott’ “fold the committee: ‘that | .
_|-employment; It’s a4S0° pointed out decade.
at unc, bot: with sociefy and ‘North andSouth. shore nightspots | [i
1§
that the: law does. not require that.t - The types: of tarns now going ins 7
‘top-level executi ves from the city’ Ss -were already allawed Sunday. dané-||™.| an ageney represent an‘artist.: Ai to: the ‘terpalasts.. are expanding.
ing by their local. -communities,. :
nearby. financial ‘district.
‘But in recent vears it had be- and:.‘Boston had: better. Bet: hip’ OF
: act.‘May negotiate for hiniseélf: _ “There - aré .some ballrooms where.
youngstérs. are. in the’ minority’ for’.
Cote notorious as one.of the hotel |‘Tose ‘biz.
Now at the Rooster tail- Restaurant : “The managers. also: Stress’ ‘the.
iishustey’s bizke st. White elephants | ' Stanley... “ Blinstrub; Sop of.“tie |
tn: Detroit, with Gales. Sherwood and] point. ‘that. they: are’ studying” the the >:‘oldsters,,. ‘too, are dance: con-".
South Boston: 1,700- Seater bearing Theodore Paxson.. Bill Byers; of the agencies ‘and’ ‘waht’ niore- time. so. Scious, A ‘spot. sue: as” Roséland,
alt-r 3 pom.
Th :produeing team of Russell.| his mdnicker, opined: “Sunday. -has ° ‘Houston Post:- ‘said, “His ‘opening. ‘that. they. will “make *the. Tight | N.Y: -has. long’ béen :using -dance:Lewis anl Howard Young intro- always heen: a. lost: night for ..us.. night: in the Shamrock- ‘Hilton ‘parior | choice. “Thee: point out that- the. ‘turns : to show ‘the: customers peak
dursed theatre-fiethe-round to ‘the There just isn’t any. ‘business with-: was /an aiyesome’ océasion, indeed. ' agency situation. generally..is “ina: professionalism: And it. -has” now
Court Jast Jan. 29,. aud it lias been out .dancing,”’ Chiming’ agreement. And. the: man, giving each tune his “State of flux... With:the demise: ‘of: gone «‘in - -for a. full’:scale ‘Fevue -int.
‘ev ery:
f
dving an evening business | of up- ‘were. Izzy Ort; op of a string of own “special wallop,. déserved-MCA, many new offices have-been’ ‘the name ‘bracket -with? the: 'fourwards
of $3005
a week ever -intimers and bars; Louis R. Govoni; cheer. “by: the large erowd.”””
. | formed,. others: have: gained: added. weeker OF ‘TedLewis. and. a:troupe:.
,
AL. PL A..handles. —
‘Hotel
“Catering ‘and: Restaurant
sine i
=|
* Strength .and: others.: may: develop’!
-This geosscis made up. of din-|- Union: “and James ’ Duchscherer, :
weaknesses.” They need to. study |
ner tabs, whigh range. from $7:75° -penéral. ‘anager Of ‘the Statler:
the. new. -patterns °‘of efficiency. of: ‘enterprise. ‘He's ‘dkawiing-a- “Jot of:
Hilton. :
tu $19; plas Si more. on weekends,
j-each. office’ before they. dare com. -eustomers,’ ‘many with. ‘thatches of
ant drink: bills. The hotel and the }. “IT eame here from another: city”’1 mit |‘their. ‘client. to’ whit _may. be gray, and’. ‘more who hud: these
a CW ashingten),. said ‘Duehscherer. "T
producers, split the, -take =on
‘| a. irrevocable eourse,=.This,. they. marks of time.
Sfratsht ‘percentage: ‘basis: after the |:was surprised, at-this dancing-‘pro- : a
déclare, “takes ‘time. . ‘Meanwhile,
The emergence’ of ballroom’ ‘time 4
hibition.
Tt.
doesn't:
help
‘with.
ron.
a
nut.”
their acts. must w ork, and: ‘it’s their. is important for.other reasons. The-.
ventions,”
Says producer-spoke sman Leéwi is, |
Job. to’ see that: their -‘skills Cand. Roseland -weekday: admission “nick:.
Other factors” in the situation;
“We have made -the nut. every]
we
Toronto, Oct. 9.0.
‘of -$1.75:. puts. some ‘entertaininent
|:
single week, except on some turn-. ‘which were not discussed, include
‘tained via, ‘em ployment.
2.1 within: reach. ‘of-‘the. mass- -market.over weeks when fast. write Off of ‘the. possibility” of” legit. musicals + “Start: ‘on’ an. outdoor: amusement.
— A Tt's. not a’ $7 “minimum, “nor: is
production costs has cat us ‘down. “T playing on Sunday, - Pool ‘rooms 1 park. within: -90° days, and: to’ be |:

. ‘tion. | “They feel: ‘that:‘they: are’. act. this.

“NELSON EDDY |

‘MapTs
Disneyland |

|

‘|
Is it showing a profit”
“It's. been great,:. says Lewis.
But on the .other side of the
partnership.S -p manager Morgan.

Smith puts it this way:

Aelaste

were. also: involved, but. Edward ‘H.. Feady: by March, is- promised: by:
Margolis, prexy.of the .Massachu‘selts.Billiard Parlors Asso.; doesn’ t } Nat Winecoft: who will undertake. a
like the word “pool. ” “We are try- - $10,‘000.000: venture on a '175-acre
‘ing. to take. away the ‘stigma. that. site. threee miles from Niiagara Falls,

‘There

”

consider able exposure:
‘Sirloin’ Steak Profits’
Be hind

ment

the

.The committee took. the matters

two- ‘direction. -com-: under ‘adv isemment. -

this

lies. the

Aabor-relali ions

“ments.

be. gtven, these » ‘establish

economic.. fact of
life’ in ‘San .Fran-

Product Shortage

Cisco, one of the nation’s toughest
Jabor towns. Nobody wants to tell
possible Iabor wolves about sirloin|
steak profits.
Neither: the. -hotet, nor “Lewis &Young will talk money. But the
cash is there in what figures the
partners will release, Lewis “says.
the average breaking point is about:
$35.000 a week, high because. of.
the. considerable . extra expense 7
caused by operating ‘in. a room:

planning ~*of- Disneyland,

though ,Walt. Disney

-al-|

the ‘demise- of: vaudeville. has: there.’

‘been’ “bigleague | ‘entertainment— ;-5
Jjlive—for the. broad. base. of “people...
The hugé ‘Roseland: capacity makes
{all this. ‘Fossible.: .
- Of course, :‘there. ‘are aeawbacks ~
im. this: room:: The very -structure:

) Yrs.anAgent,
StillScouting

area lot of dollars, but. where are| has-been associated. witH our game ‘Ont.
they?
Then In the next breath for y¥ears,”” he said. “These .are.not |: “Most: of the capital. comes from |
he tds: “Dinner-theatre: has ‘been. pool rooms but billiard parlors,” he”
a biz advantage. It has: given. us: continued, asking: ‘that Sunday _li-" Canadian - ‘industry. “Wine cof£t}
claims -that-he was .an. associate: in
censes

a bis advantage ; . It has “given us

|‘there: a cover: up’ to- $4.; Not. since

isnot con- |

militates : -dgainst- a: -show ©-that *.

less ‘than:’‘forceful - “Orv “extreniély’punchy.. The physical. setup- is-un-."

‘usual. and ‘apt to. give. performers.
nected: with the ‘Canadian: “project. | ’ Abe. Lastfogel, WHO’ marks. his —
fa-hard time. The. dancers are’ en: oe
Principals are Niagara. Lands. De- 50th anniversary. with the: ‘William |
‘couraged to ‘coligregate in. front: of:velopment~ Ltd, J:with-associates | “Morris ” agency. where’ “He - started. | the ‘bandstand, sitting ‘on the’ floor,
named as J. A. MacTaggart,. -direc- _as an. officebos: “and... ‘is: “now: its|*. ‘There. is always’ a vast. ‘space °‘bes Sa

‘}tor. of" Tussaud’s Wax Museum,, Ni-

“president, '‘is -oft: on .a. “{hree-week tween the. last ‘raw’ of sitters ‘and””
those © “behind” thé rail -“at ©either.
owner. of: the: ‘Indian - Village: at. European trip’ ta 0:0.: the: percent= { tables, .seats..’or. ‘just. ‘standees. It”
Chippéwa, and Maxwell ‘Moffatt;. | ary’s offices. :-in: “Rendon, :Paris, ‘make$: it rather. hard for. a.perfornt-.
‘Toronto. designer, who will, master- Rome and ‘Maarid:- s“more- busi-- er. to reach .them:.. Moreover,. ‘there
ness’ (policy: meetins ete.) thar. ‘are ‘tables: fo. the. side: and. to”. the..mind: the layout...
| pleasure. ‘rear’ of: the.’ “stage - that” have” tres
In Rome. he’ we iL.meet. swith:WM | mendous: ‘visibility: ‘problems. | toppers’ John _Mather: ‘and Ferriic-.
After ° a: ‘courtéous: ‘interlude; ‘the.
eo. Ferrara: - in: -Paris, .Giov anella::
“out-of-range” customers :‘ultimateThe product shortage. ‘has. be- |:
Zannoni, | who :manages. the’ WM-.
|office
-ly “mist. become” disinterested: -and~
which must: be completely made ‘come So serious:for: exhibitors, that —c Continuéa: from. page St—
. there; ‘and in England: ‘he.
| Constitute two; fairly. noisy: sections
br inging:
over twice a day
— from "restau- ‘they H -even consider:
will -: ‘powwow “with - - Christopher:
work,
‘Wand:
-props,
he
said,
will
run.
fof, the-raom which. hinder.:the:suc:. |
rant to dinner ‘theatre and back. back vaudev ile: according to: Lou
Mann ‘Ltd.-and =the. Harry-:Fostér:
cess -of the. presentation. “Shorter ne
'| Walters, producer. of shows-at the to: $3.000° ‘and: costume: jewelry. w iu'|
Agency execs, longtime” associates,
The weekly grosses: upwards of
shows: seem to. bea. partial answer
soon-to-be. opened: /Américana “Ho- be about’ $4,000: Arrangenients’ and: |of. the: Morris: ‘Office..
$30,000 as mentioned above, have
San Juan. He disclosed that -niusic’ copy ing: will run to-a ‘sizable |.
te-this. problem. ‘Lewis’. “show lasted run to: a couple of $48, 000 ‘weeks tel.
Lastfogel..
departs.
“fron
Holiy‘for. just. over an ‘hour.
he’s been negotiating. with one:
amount. With all: the. alterations,” ‘vtood ” ‘Friday..: (12 Via. ‘thé: ‘polar |:
during
“Guys
and
Dolls” with
-THe’ high-hatter’s chief. attribute...
chain to present. stageshows |‘in: ai:
Lievd Bridges. which opened the
‘route
-.after
the
“Fhursday.__
‘night:
y
the.
room.
W
ill
close
only.
one:
night
‘of.
course,: “IS “nostalgia; ‘which ~‘the
New York theatre. biit -cogperation |"
|
preem.
of..“Longest
-Day."
°°
venture early in the year... Another |‘|assemblage initially appeared: ‘more: :
of all unions. willbe néeded.
The (Mon). Ww ith. a ‘runthrough “set: for:
table show was “Take Me Along”
Joe
Schoenteld,
alsoreturned
‘to:
theatre, che: said,’ would - ‘need. -as- next: Tuesday. (16): and -the: formal |,
‘than-- willing to” buy, shad. ‘the: hall~’
with Dan Dailey which did: $45, 000°
surances that it. won't. have to hire
‘buy: ;unveiling set: ‘for’next “Monday. (15). the: ‘Coast last. night. (Tues:) for. been more -‘suitable. ‘Lewis ‘weaves
capacit’ fer a‘ four-week run.
|
pows.
With:
thé
Ww
M°
topper
before’
-his -hands-‘and “ njusic. masterfully.
a 16-piece orchestra- nor.
In. the
Pr oductionwiise, “the: LQ
show: latter: Als ‘out. .
iarden Court last’ week -ar ound. ‘the. same- nyunber ‘Of stage|.-He.-effectively -presents. a batch :of°
Was a special summer show, de- hands. " runs ‘ahead: Of | most: shows : in’ ‘the {|
entertainers . to: ‘bring -‘about :
va cosisned by ILewis & Younz to. ‘meet - “Walters -“emphasized that Holly- |U.S.;.with the known ‘éxception: of |
hésive- unit:
:
“) agara. “Falls; ' ‘Ont.,.. Murray... Ruta,

(May Bring Back

Vaudeville: Walters —

the problem. of .a vacationiz:.z trade.
They put in a. low - bud:tet “Boy
Friend,” with nm) stars. Top. name.
has ‘been tw’s Molly Boe. This, aceording to Lewis, did: “good. but.|
not -bie business” in-its eight-week
Stand. tt Was’ fallow ed today 'Tues.)
|
for five weeks by John Raitt and.
Jane Johnston” in | “Pajama Game.”

wootl's ‘dwindling’ ‘production,

Hew10:Show

CoUu-- the Stardust,

Las Vegas. “However,

pled with miany. extended ‘runs and” -the! latter: ‘spot doesn’t use: ‘head-"

mA,

eel
WALT
cates

ett

iye
“pe
te

-There. ‘is-‘Manor & Mistion, ‘a ball,
Too EarlyaaPioneer?“broom.
team -who- have’ played; ‘some ”

“AL Of the“top cafes: and ‘hoteis around..
high rentals, are. - making. theatre liners; which, Risman. books ° after. ;Ecitor, ‘VaRIETY.:
operators more’ receptive -to the the show has run” ‘for. a While, The}. “If. the- recént °‘Varney story. “on:| ‘They. entertain ; ‘vastly - for. those”
return of stageshows. However; he Stardust, runs minimally. for a full the renascencé: of!interest. ‘in bur- -within, “their«sight ranze.- Also

SAY:

‘added,- it’s a matter that’ heeds an | ‘year, and thus: ‘has.'a- longer. time | Iésque: is ‘anv indivation; _it would. [workVal George, “magico: -‘wha*
£0, -aniortize. -‘There. are’ other -as-works primarily» aah ‘birds. and. - "
assist from a lot of parties.
|
‘He -pointed out that ‘Actors ‘pects: of: The .Stardust which: ‘run seem. |that thea: riéal, pioneers;. like: praduces.. some. ‘excellent. illusions. *
on
an :.
Equity, . for: example, ‘by: making +higher than the:LQ including trans- their fronti-t:. counterparts, ” at ‘that ‘are: well. -aprreciated: .JOsie_
+
The Gar den Court, asset up for’ ‘concessions. ..to. off-Broadway. -“pro-. portation of'the-entire. show ‘from times share a. “common: ‘fate; Le., | O'Donnell. is
; a‘singer ‘who -pinches_£ LSDeSean
dinner theatre, has-.a 660-to 700} ductions,. has ‘increased the seope’ the Lido,’ ‘Paris.. The larger. cast
.out’.a.
tune.
‘so-.that.
ever
those:
not”
capacity; althaush in-a- special in- of actor employntent. -He: -urged}also ‘wakes the’ weekly nut: higher that their” anonymous : -bones ‘lie. -within.- view are. appreciative, - “She”.
along the: trails:they helped: to.
Surance
cony ention
performance: other: unions ‘-to create a “minor, ‘than-the “LQ. show: for the brodhic| does. bits w ‘ith: Lewis that! also add
plaze. :
later this month it witl- ‘take. 850. league” so. that. talent, can develop} tion. elements.
m.
{up -welly
eat!
cote
:
The ‘huge. room, ‘with ziant chande=: -more. ‘rapidly:
AS weiter: Ibi“ist-Stagér of *The | -In ‘these. days: of’ gigantic’ guat’an
: Ip: New -York, ‘the:production att
liers and many: marble columns, | “The Americana, a’ Loew's Hotel | the ‘Minsky °Follies’ ‘opening’ at Best .Of Burle eqte,””Which: ‘opened |tees and* percentages, it’s: not: often::
is at its elezant normal for break-: enterprise, is slated. to open: around |the.- International . tonight. iWed:) Sept. -27. ‘1957. at: the Carnegie’ that ‘a. ‘turn: can be ‘presented for.’
fast and. luncheon: business.
Dec. :13. ‘Walters’ first . show will |mat; ‘be. coniparable. to” that of the: Hall: Playhoitse. with. ‘Sherry Brit. fairly low ‘admissions: . The - Rose-.
Starting at 3 p.m. it. is broken include “Dominique, :‘Ralph ‘Young. Latin Quarter.
The -entire cost. _ton-and. Tom. Peston’ ‘ta uniformly. land= Lewis experiment is a rever: up and the. 22 by. 20 stage laid on: ‘and Bogdadis; aniong -athers, He's’ hasn't been’ computed as:
warm: notiées,: Lewas under: the jm- sion ‘to ‘the. good.- old: days’: when. :
set. _
-pression *.that? we.had: “helped. to-{ show«.biz’: ‘was: for’ the niasses, - but”
| presently . plying between
New |
(Continued ‘on pase 56).
+York -and “Miami: Beach - to cast nnn | FESCUE :“the. cradle of. comedy” ‘has: since: become: an: item’ for; the
|from a.. premature’ grave, and we.| better-heeled- set.“And: aa Bo0d.thing *.
-|prodaction elements:in the layout.
-|feel .that:Varirry.. should be. re-} too.
;
_ Jose.”
4 Walters. .is..also. producer. .at-: the
minded . of fe. ‘fact.
Carillon : Hotel. Miami’ Beach. .
—
‘Coritinued. from Page 1 —_
“T he:.- “amen ted record’ should |.
Special’ Into 1-Nighters
‘Walters. is also opening: a. Miami
of too,:with |‘daily attendance. running’ “note as weéllj:fiat ‘the: original. cast-|
General iArtists£“orp. is. booking: ‘Beach. . office -for production
a-show and dance unit, “Motor- ‘units, ‘industrial “and conv ention. around 25, 000. and. weekends big: j album | featuring : the: same: top-':we".
Las Vegas; : Oct: 9..
| liners, is’ still ay ailable fromm MGM." toun Special.” for .a. series: of .one=— ‘shows. -Bert. Frohman, - veteran
“Wort: ‘starts: gn.-a .200-room’ luxchiefly
local
‘people..”
_
Weather’
has
|
‘records; .and:1Liat Ann «Corio: was. ury ‘suite wing ‘of the -Fiamingo
nighters following a. week's stand Singer, will. be.in shatge..
aided... being ~ ‘more ‘sunny than | the héadliner .in-the. West: -Coast
at the “Howard Fheatre, Washing: |
Hotel here next. “Monday. (15). ‘This, .
ton, Oct. 26: Berry Gordy Jr. is
showery.
~ version: that: opened” July .8,°-1960; :
promoting the venture.
Ticket. sale has Tong’ been |past!at the . Ritz -T heatre, ‘Los. Angeles: ‘year.: “Another. '200--rdom ‘wing ‘was 7
Will .you=2100. a nod then in: opened. a year ‘ago:.
Unit will comprise The Miracles; : ‘David Hocker,: former. veepeé of the ‘profit-marking- -9,000,000: figure,
MCA ‘Artists.Ltd.,: who haridted with still around. 1,000;000°-ad- the-‘direction:Ot? that ‘hardy. band}. . The: 'new <sector. will” contain
Marv
Johnson.”
Mary -WelFs,
Marvetlettes;
Henry
‘Lumpkin, ‘legit ‘musical...and -ty; talent, has varice “tickets. yet . unused.. “Many. of :.pioneers; : \who-braved’ -an- au: suites. with’ private: ‘patios contain--.
Eddie
‘Holland,
Marvi in
opened: his. own. talent. agency: He are being given to children’s Homes, tumnal. chill.: and: ‘public ‘apathy,*}ing private: swimming pools. ‘Opera-Sammy
Ward, Gino_ Parks, Con- !will .work ‘in all. fields.
etc. "There: are. also. many :cutrate. to help...re- ght ‘the.:.word “bur- tor’ “Morris -Lansburgh,. currently—
tours, Supre mes, plus ‘an .emcee
Hocker, ..originaliy’ a- ‘poncert sales underway by stores,: organiza- lesque™ ‘on: " New. ‘York: theatre |in: New York, is expécted to: return: .
and band - sfill to be designated. | agent, ‘expanded in other directions. ‘tions and individuals who- over: esti- marquee, ‘aftca 15-year blackout... ‘here.in time for the ground ‘breake
Unit is slited to ‘wind up Dec. 2.
when he ‘went. |w ith,MCA- about, 12 mated neéd: for tickets.
“Jack. Vaughan.’
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Seattle’s“9,000,000

GAC Gears ‘Motortown

~ David Hocker’$ Agency

Gaye, |

VegasHotel’
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Doing OKButRealCoin’

Wednesday, October10, 1962.

VAUDEVILLE

a Beatty-Cole Bros.Circus 4

o
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- Reso

a1 InN.Y, ‘Coliseum: Nov. 29,
4
|

Dhie Clyde: Beatty-Coleé- Bros.|.

wr ProransSnacks, Parking
FromBar

Combined: Circus: will play: a: holi- |:

£ day stand in-New York: at-the N-Y..

| Coliseum, Nov. -29 through Jan. 1. ‘L

Tlie show biz‘topography of.Lake’ ‘erators: of. the ‘Wagon’. ‘Wheel:are | ‘Show. is. being” billed as the Christ-'}
“London, ‘Oct. “9. {course, from ‘Moss- owned _ bars,
“tmas Cireus: and “Holiday: Festival
- Tahoe 4s’ on’ ‘the .verge. of. ‘unider-.|--behind. this: ‘undertaking. °
Vaude in this: part- of the. globe restaurants, candy -counters, ete.).
7 going: important. changes, . accord: | ‘Harrah. is also working on: an ‘inn. ‘ ‘In’ addition, a midway will be in:|is “doing okay = but: anyone who| “We have plans to pull down.

He.is¢:taking.
because
he’s. ‘stalled. in the:Coliseum. during: ‘the: thinks boxoffice. ‘receipfs: alone. certain” of ‘our lesser halis, ” sheto. Bill. Harrah; who operates || Beis.
to. Fishis:
4 4.time
high-rise
si
run.
yield_.a profit..is in. for disillusion- |.S4ys. “An ideal: circuit would in- the: largest. gamitig ‘casino: in ‘the that’ will blend in with ‘the region:,|’. It’s the.“second try, at. theatrical ment.” So: says Leslie: Macdornell, lyolve only about a dozen theatres
__aworld.at that resort as. well \as..a| Harrah declared that. talent. costs {events for The Coliseum. A -water'| héad 6f.the Moss: Empires chain. ‘of |—but..all up. to the ‘standard of
+. king-sized. - ‘spa in:Reno, :“Several. in. his operations. have been stabil- ‘| show: presented: -Jast’ :summer.: by, variety. theatres. -The:’real profit|the Palladium.”
Bexnignt folded after a brief. these days’ comes -from ‘subsidiary | ° -There:may bea hint how Moss’
hotels are Dblueprinted for the Lake} ized. by the. simple expedient. of):John:
activities. such ‘as: bar. ‘takings,. pro-. prospective deluxers. will fare in
_4 setting -a. top salary .and.. ‘sticking run.
1 gram -sales; “eatery receipts, car the fact that Mespite a quadruple
: peed.
area.y and:one.
0 is:nearly £9 |to it: ‘The“top. acts, once. they. have

a ‘Ang.

| reached that: plane, get that. wage

The new hotels, thefirstto go up’ and. there’ ‘is no- haggling. ‘The only.

oer te .the ‘region; . will: ‘enable’. Lake|.nriajor --difficulty.is- ‘determining.

Topss Nude
dTop
FooI

“Tahoe to compete with: Las Vegas: the. date. “But.- there’ ‘sa problem}.
a, for: convention *‘business; ‘which ‘in|‘With atts below the top. level- who:
recent years’ ‘has. ‘become the. back- -aspire:. to. get |the. top coin;
Oe

“pone. of. the hotel and nitery field. :

park returns, .‘ete.

“>

increase in ‘price, patrons are buy-

_ling as many

new

glossy

theatre

‘Shows at,’ say, the ‘London. Pal. | programs as they did the original.
“!
Empires .group, cost anything: be- lack-lustre :sheets.. And, in addiAt X6
eattle Fairtween -.$180,000'- to” -$200,000 to tion, are picking up ‘a comparable
; -quantity. of the expensively turned
cand in
| “opexcess
erating «
costs
per’ |. out. so" ‘venir brochures
at 35¢
atin
.mount
week.-are
‘of.
$80,000,
;
:: Seattle, ‘Oct.9. -\ points. out Macdonnell.
At that ‘apiece,
Jadium, major : theatre. in. the. Moss.

Even. though: ‘salary’ difficulties f
Harrah,::in. New York. last. week;
‘sailed-‘on =the-United States: ‘for “are. ‘not pressing in.the Tahoe-situa- | Nude: ‘shows. haven’t done so well rate. of.- expenditure,” "a. “showman " At-the two London deluxers, the
‘tion, Harrah -is: experimeriting Ww ith.
Europe, Saturday (6). 0 2 a
‘at ‘the. Seattle. World’s* ‘Fair, “but must ‘explore ‘every facet. of profit Palladium, and the. Victoria Pal-—
legit musical. ‘bookings:.and- -has’
‘set
“Flower Drum. Song”.inDecem:: food sales: have. been: perhaps..the making .to ‘keep -the books -‘in the: ace, Macdonnell also takes heart.
“Lake: Tahoe; ‘Harrah: ‘Said, isalso
“We are doing more business there
7 -betting on attractions -other’ than | ber-for, four weeks..
“| biggest “biz ‘throughout,’ the’: fair- ‘black...
today than.ever. before,” ..he says.
grounds. in. the «‘Yun ‘so’:“far—and
...,the. casinos ‘to’ entice «trade. He]. “ Harrah, :‘ani. antiqiie’ car: énthusl-.twith’
“What's
moré,
Macdoinell:
‘emphiajust: 12 ‘days to go.
That included. the Crazy Gangs
- pointed © to. a ski‘ “developnient, :
sizes, that irrespective. of taking phenomenal run at the Vic. Palace,
which ‘he said was’ instrumental ‘in:abt; will: take-in some of the: sports | . . Nick-Jorgensen, Century 21°foods'| -fiseal
risks.
(“which
we
‘do
..every
bringing’. a: lot. of ‘business. to: that|:car shews.. in’. Europe: ‘during his: director; :Says (as “of. Oct. 1)-food|Week”), thelive theatre’ has. got: too,
part of. the state: The. snows: come. ‘stay ‘there. He'll also look at: ven- ‘sales. atthe Fair: ‘have: -excéedeéd. |‘to... experiment. constantly—or go.
‘earlier to -Lake _Tahée and. thus.|:: tertainment ‘to buttress the Naviety. $15; 000:000 not. including the Eye. of. ‘under. . It..is “not. without signifi-|: DUTCH EYEv.Ss. TOURISTS
{ the: Needle. restaurant: ‘in the Space |cance that ‘Macdonnell has. decided .
help. ‘get: ‘the: first : enthusiasts ‘to, of talent for his Spas.”
_ that ‘area.
| Needle.
-to’revamp his’ policy at his flagship Believe New. Hilton A Factor —
*
Use: English Titles
:. The Eye; of: course, is ‘one.“of.the Palladium next year although he’s]
2. In ‘addition, “area. “publicity”
| “SALZBURG ATTENDANCE’
. top: success stories.of-the Fair. It: had a ‘successful 12. months there].

‘also ‘stressing ‘the attractions of. the: .

‘Anisterdam, Oct. §.
ake itself., The :takeover. of the}: “Down. 7,000. From - 561 — 802 -| has operated virtually. at: capacity |‘playing’ pantomime,' summer show, |-‘|sixteen, ‘hours--a: day ‘since ‘itadded: Jimited variety. and. back. to panto.
Local: tourist traffic is expécted
a Cal-Neva ‘Lodge’ ‘by. Frank:. Sinatra
j°
Journalists on. Hand:
breakfast service May. 14. Before |“was” another .fa¢tor -in. bringing: .
‘Stress Vaude in °63.
; “tto be advanced by the recentlyee
| that it. was. capacity: from: 1k:a.m.
more. business. to ‘Tahoe::
aoe a
‘Next:year, ‘the: ‘emphasis is to be. ‘completed Hilton Hote] —. and that
eos, ‘Salzburg, O6t: ‘8. Juntil.2 a:my closing:
the’ .vaude. bill. although the Means Yank rubbernecks included.
. , 7Fhe: new hotels, | Harrah point-| :" Admissions ‘this year: for- all per-!’
Jack’. “Borg, manager. of “the ton
pantos are to be “retained. “Over | Although the entertainments are
ede out, are expected - ‘to be. ‘Gom- |.
‘restaurant,:says the Eve will have-}
‘the past. year,’””, Macdonnell notes,: not a prime draw for travelers to
pleted. ‘in. about. -three -years. He: formanices. of: Salzburg: fest: ‘ran- to
{served moré °‘than 500.000. patrons|“the Palladium’ has: had. ‘the. sort: this Dutch key, there's considerable
Stated that. it -was: a Tisky business |.125 ,000—some. 7,000: 1éss ‘than last|.
in: building” the ‘new. ‘structures: year, The: perfor:mances Ww:chich-were’ when the Fair’ ‘closes ‘Oct:|21. ‘of- bill that attracted: the. ‘Londoner |. catering. by show business to visitsince -most of thé- trade’ is “done ‘SRO were’ the symphony: concerts: Then the restaurant will:be’ ‘closed: only..about:-feur. times. I shope ‘to ing. Americans. Example: when the.
“within -the’ two.: summer months. and ‘the- operas, notably; the newly: ‘for four days-to yefurbish and give. get the:same Londoner about seven. French pie “La-Belle Americaine”
_
. played: here recently, it was: with
employees: a: rest, Feopening- Oct. times’ next year.’”
With ‘the extremely high. ‘building: staged: Karajan directed: and con-. 26:-.
‘Moss: Empires is. also: pouring | English. as well as. Duteh subtitles
costs .in :Lake .Tahoe-. because all|
ducted “Trovatore:”
T Jorgensen. ‘aid ttie Fair will col- large amounts of capital -back into. {— to- make :sure the Yanks abmaterials. must be brought .in from |.
‘Drama seemed Tess iin: demand as
4 lect :about .$1;000,000 as its: ‘sharé’| its .circuit.. For .‘instance, chain’s “sorbed. all the. gags..
a other. areas,- amortization: of. such: well as chamber-music and: recitals: ‘Of - food operators’ receipts; that all. outlet in“ Birmingham is undergo- _ Another instance of accommodaeee
Web,is "a. gamble,
4
'| except: the ‘very. popular. Mozart- 44 . booths. in- the’ Food. . Circus. ing a $300, 000° modernization; more. ‘tion is an in-English. comedy revue,
a el ‘Webb, the: builder and one. matinees..:. Press: office. registered|
would: “show: a ‘profit. and -all- ‘are | than $150,000 of new equipment: is. produced for the fourth consecuOf the owners of the N:Y: Yankees, 802 correspondents’ from. 35. coun-: ‘ready.
to:>-Sign ‘up: again -for™ any: earmarked for the Palladiuin. | .: |tive season here by two Americans,
is planning:

one edifice..He. is. also tries
— 88 “were. the ‘overseas-cor- ‘kind:.of continuing operation at the

the. majority ‘stockholder © in. the: Yéspondents. . 31. -programs.
:
‘Riviera, Las -Vegas." The ‘shell. of broadcast * by 45° stations were. fair. ‘site...
and
“Food Cireus. sales.from: opening.
ve first: hotel’ ‘9.be. built: in. the | taken. ‘over by” the: ‘Broadéast
ing day,.: April :21,: through --‘Sept.’-.1.
.:
Yégion. is alreadyup,
but wark’ -Foundation. which ‘control
= totaled. *,307,710.2%. _ Jorgensen:
. “has- ‘been: haltedtemporarily. Op-- tions..
8.19.
star ‘said.©

7

Macdonnell feéls that inthe face
|Jill and Jack Lardis. And yet an-.

of © competition: from .-tv;.. bingo,
floodlit.sport; ete:, the theatre must.
provide: a deluxe’ “outing” for:.the
family. and a place where they. can
‘loun
id
alize ©(buyin
f

‘Other: - Rika Jansen'’s. one-woman
‘show at. the Rembrandt-Theatre
supplies an international. songology, including several tunes in
English.
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NICK LAPOLE
New York Herald Tribune
|
“New: York Journal-American:
“'Corbett.‘Monica has: developed into one. of the
‘has a. homey. quality, embellished’ with expert.” His sense of: timing ‘is.superb, ‘he captures.‘his
audience. in the first few moments ‘and. never ®: -.. glickest : stand-up. comedians.
The Jaughs he
idelivery and: he scores: withfelling.effect: oP
gets from. the Latin Quarter. ‘audiences, pre- lesés ‘them. ‘Mr. Monica has: finally reached his
_
a
a
Jose.
7 ‘role:of comedy. stardom."_
. dominately out-of-towners, is a. rating service
ca yard stick: a5,to how popular he'd be with. TV
; viewers.
|

“Monica has. the:measure of his.“Gudiencé.- tig ne

LOUIS SOBOL .
New York Journal-American
ao droll. comedian:whose: ‘star.is
i in
n the astend~:
“ant. “ae

ae

Lot

WILLIAM. PEPPER:
"New York World Telegram. & Sun.

"His material is good, timing excellent. and the
‘audience enjoys him immensely. a
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Eddie FisherattheWinter Ga

ber With: three-men and three:

Too For-Real Mississippi Gags by Negro. Comic

| ‘ings in séveral ‘departments; from Sunday” ‘is:* gtich’aninternational
fave-that -he -could. dispense: with- women doing: fine: group. riding.
‘the Sammy. °Cahn-Jimmy:
Heusen special.. numbers, -which‘ ‘the Melina: Mercouri brogue .— Their...acrobat. “aspects, - inter.
| pounded home the double-entendre, | especially” when -both .are’ in’ ob- spersed: ‘With ‘comic: Shenanigans,
7 nee, particularly necessary consider- viously,’ very -broken-German: and ‘make. them an expert. opener, Mike.
-Miss’:Prowse’s basic’ endow:.| Greek.! The other. thing: with the. & Paul: Dipery do. fast: and: deftand |ing.
ments and talents. Even on the:lat- Jolsori ‘medley, -Of ‘course; was juggling; both’ separately. and toe...

ter (terpsichorean)- phase, “choreogDubious Cafe Material by. Dancer—Plus: and. Minus .‘Tapher
Tony Charmoli, ‘a: past prov_Audit on. One Big Try
_|en pro, done her. wrong. The satires:

Fisher’s telegraphing the analogy. ‘ether, .- tors‘shown- “class.-and° eles.
which, ‘in ‘turn; recalls that, when- gance.
Jolson’ filled the’ -Garden'* they J.Andre: Aubert’ is:a shrewd fhimio *:.:.
—Ton.a-“hot”-Joan of Are, a cackling: |hadn’t :invented. the microphone—-| who: does well: in-his knowing take- -.°
‘Fy. coughing. Camille,.: and “Cleo,| and he:did it.’ ‘And. the. outfronters
| ould install a.runway, E:aia” ‘the -the Nympho. ofthe Nile”. missed.| weren't. blasted: out. of their: éar-| offs on’. noted. ‘singers.:: ‘Elsa .&By ABEL GREEN
great -Jolie. “Thus,. via. his’. own. 7 Her male’ sextet -gave her yeoman drums -by ‘the Telefunken aimplifica- ‘Waldo’ are a furiously: ‘mugging was
a smalitime
‘There
once
comic. danée-acro™ team. “who add
| Ramrod ‘Productions Cin’ “associa-.
vaudeville coniedian, Fred Allen tion.with.-Monte Proser: and Milton} ‘support: though’ .the-, Pembroke |. tion.:
Seth:e ‘Up to a fine vaude. entry.Fisher.” declared: hiraséle :

Davenport-batoned.: pit :orch stra |
you.
(Burns) (Thomas)
Blackstone, longtime’: chums - and.
| 'most:‘available ‘singer ‘in- America”|” -Binder-Binder have-a. hefty”aie.
made. ‘with -the’ AFM staccat
who dreamed of making’
mentors), :he |vessayed . storming |the
good on the bigtime and perhaps 4} Winter. Garden, the . citadel that ifthey” were. ‘Playing: ‘Central Park wand already’ the nitéry..trade from. ‘being. shot from:a teeterboard Into’
TLA: lo L.Veto NJ. ‘Cwhere he did. ‘oné-hand- stands: on.-her male ‘partone dav play ‘the Palace, ‘He/they
‘was. J olson’ 8:
net's. head after he ‘has jumped.
- ‘did — and ‘went: beyond. that
“Eadie
Fi
sher:
Package
.sensational ‘biz at that: caravwansery: J-on ‘the othér ‘end of the board, Her’
]
thanks ty ‘the. fates’ and’ the- -then }--. “To most -Of" Fisher's. present-|™
-“Fddie
.
Fisher
at:
the
“Winter
weight ‘is belied: by her airy deft. 2°:
‘to. him:
undreamed vf form of° electronic generation. public Jolson is a-sym-.
- Bol, or: they. know -him. from the -Garden”: ‘with. Juliet Prowse: and. '- Fisher, ‘haw ever,. “in a. hardtop ness, and: they: skirt the: grotesque
show business.
Dick.
Gregory:
directed
by
.
John}.
Columbia Pictures”: ‘ty Feruns. of |.
“theatré; sans -booze, and. to:‘a-$6.90- |
_(Continued, on-‘Page:56.
-Fddie- Fisher, from South: ‘Phila.
the. two: biopix :made-. by Jolie—‘I. ‘Fearnley:. settings; Oliver. Smith: $7.50. (Ww eekend).. “scale —- preem.|
delphia, with detours 10 Hollyw 90d, . had one ‘life ‘to live and i lived .it orchestratious;Jerry: “Fielding;
night:
was
$10—maybe.
something
|
Vegas aud Rume,. always ‘dreamed
‘twice for Harry Cohn,” - cracked, special: ‘material, Gordon Jenkins;- else- again. It’s a: four-week. “lim-|
fo
of trodding the Same. boards as:
Jolson. But to the iiiitiate,- ‘that was: ‘Lighting, -Peggy | Clark,” ‘conducted ited”. . ‘engagement:
‘The | Anitial}]/E.
Al Jolson and even announced. he
‘by
Pembroke
‘Davenport;
‘presented
|
a pretty tough target. Fisher. may |
semester's ticket demand as been at ie
= have erred’ (1) in’ ‘openly: expres-" by- Monte: Proser :&° ‘Milton .Black-. flattering.
“Ramrod.
Production).
Stone*.
(a.
fi sing “himself .as _aspiring-.to the:
comparison and, possibly; (27 most |. (Bernie Rich;-associate producer);
lof his’ public’ couwldn’t care less. “The ‘Broadway: Zoo”’..by ‘Gordon
ARC, Paris”
Fact:is that Fisher is (a) a com-.| J enkins., - - production designed: ‘by|.
¥
nt paris. 'Sept.. 30..
ITT
Glenn
Helse;
Juliet.
Prowse?
'$:SOngs
|
petent singer and: (b): a’ Singular-.
Edith Piag. Théo Sarapo; -Aneére'| |}
DY...
Sammy”
‘Calin
&
Jimmy
Van.
ly. newsworthy, mayhaps. somewhat:
‘Aubert; Mike & Paul Dipery,-Dany ||]notorious,” personality, - ‘for “other. Heusen, staged by Tony Charmoli, Kane;-Elsa & >Watdo; ‘Fherons (6),1]0:costumes:
by.-.
Ray:
Aghayan;
Miss’
|
| than pro ‘reasons.
“Prowse’s SBoys” (Nicholas, Coua-. Binder-Binder; Renee-:S.-Passeur,;. | “Es
‘Result. was “that. “Fisher's debut:
‘cevich, Brad: Craig, Norman. Ed: ‘Daniel Janin: Orch: {17)5BA,50: top..\|
at the Winter. Garden. last Tuesday |
“wards; “Lance Avant John Frayer; |
(2) was somewhat’ inthe’. ‘Vegas- |‘Byrnelt: Deitch): ‘Fisher's. special |. That ‘flagship. vauder, the: Olym- Te
Miami: Beach-Hollywood : aura... and- conductor, Eddy. Samuels; opened.|‘pia, . headed: by: Bruno. Coquatrix, |.
[i decidedly more nitery than vaude"62. (four week ‘engage-,| Started -its’ season -in: High |gear by |.
‘| ry. -In fact, all. the trimmings were’ Oct. 2,
and his
WY ‘#10, ‘bringing ‘back the ailing: but’ game:|
(Bénny)
fill ind,

a
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International Stars

DEE.

ment); Winter Garden, .

‘more out. of thé: cafe Jeague -than|‘pree?my; “$6. 90-37. 50° top.
'.:} dramatic:chantooss: Edith Piaf-and |.
‘|: the. stage, ‘with result ‘that|thej
surrounding her’ ‘with a first-rate
}E
4] rostrum “aspects: suffered.
°
: | Mall, “hot.a:hardtop: ‘theatre. Giving |‘show. - The: house looks:in’for four-| |"
.Show kicked off -self-consciously | a weak. vaice “that, much ‘musical:} SRO*“teks, judging “by the tri|}

STARLITERS
Headlining in.
Columbia Pictures

because

Dick

Gregory" s- rapier-]: ‘montage “is

also”a “great. trailer | implant reactions: ta. Miss. ‘Piaf:

“siminy- ‘Durante’s: SINGING PROTEGE
12—GOING
:‘ON: ‘STARDOM

‘barbs made both races. self-con-|}for the. customers’ -Anacin ‘business. ,
1 ie
‘scious, after the ‘Mississippi bitter- | “Came -Eddie- “Fisher: This .time|} Miss. Piaf: .was ‘Jast “heard ‘two. )

“TWO TICKETS

ge

‘MeCLENDON

a

N 7-2287;. New York
Gregory. is--effective --Wwhen | Eddy: Samuels :took- over. the baton, years ago.and since then had Manyilf
| he is”‘disarmingly: witty: Ww‘hen, ob-.| and the 25-men’ (including a femnie hospitalizations,” Now’ she totters- ——
Bj ‘serving “where but‘in America can harpist) -moved: fromthe |pit ‘to! “out her songs -‘of |love... ‘Her.firm
| Teatin the w orst réstaurants,: ‘have|:-the ‘Tostrim, and here. again ‘the ‘stance and” economy”
e Only.-Real Month
I, .
the: worst. housing, have ‘to sit -in. -singer’s musical backing was ‘tres | plus her- still. belting: voice, give'|f
PROFESSIONAL CAC ‘SERVICH
.
edge and:depth -to her act: to keep
‘the: back of: the bus and ‘get ‘$3,000|-forte.. :°
TEST —
THE
ATEST. =
:
her
-one™
of.
tha
best.
‘tragic:
‘Song|
THE
TA
Hl a week: talking» about it.” But w hen
THE.
"MOST-UP-TO‘DATEST
a
-Fisher’s songalog, of. course, auto-'.
;
‘Bthe téed off. documentarily,- -in néo-. ‘matically conjures -up’ a’. muisical : ‘stresses extant.. There: is ‘rio--‘mor-.} -Now
in: ifs: 144th .tssue, - containing: .
stories .one-liners,. poemettes,. song - |:
NAACP © style, with’ gags. about: ‘autob:og.
Nature’ of. ‘modern-day. bid’ ogling in the ‘crowd. If. some= |}

TO PARIS”

riess.

-of* gestures;||“THE COMEDIAN”

Hit Recording

“WHAT KIND OF
LOVE IsTHIS”

- titles,

-

hecklers; audience” ‘stuff; ‘Mono. 5

oxfords”” ‘andj‘Tin Pan Alfey. ‘effusions, ‘coupled.’ 1-times she ‘doesn’t haye’. the’ cres-| : fogs, parodies, - -double. - gags,
b .
ast
kindred—and‘ not unwananted— “with the’ -Headlines; ‘makes. . ‘the|.‘cendo and: perféct-piteh: in -one. | ideas, - intros,-- Impressions. and . Inipersonations, -political, interruptions: © ao a
Mississippi-‘gallies. .it created. an.| script. obvious; . Fisher. wisely. rée- ‘song,. it:‘eomes ‘back in another. for |‘| Thoughts of the Day, Humorous Views.
_ Of the News, Vignettes, ete. (20-Pages) aura of.:‘preachment . rather than. frained, save for. oné ficeting crack; Yelieved: ‘audience’ ‘applause,
entertainment. Bob Hope ‘does “it.-from any :referénce, but. you. don’t’
‘Miss Piaf, still’“in good’ ‘form, Ve. $25 YR:SINGLE ISSUES $3
|} and Wil. Rogers: ‘did. it but; sepa-- sing “‘Back In, My“Own Backyard?”
géts. back to: her former ‘perfection |{°
#{ rate and apart- that they're ofays|and. any of the- -Standards,- or: make. ‘as her’ ‘hour: of - songs: progresses; af
‘$35:yr SINGLE. ISSUES. $4.
{and have a. built-in. advantage. in | ad. libs about. “an. old. Greek. philo|“And. she --gives- out. a. practically.
“No: C..0.D'9°
.
{chiding the churlish: misbehavior: sopher,., SpyTos:: “Skouras”: without. |-new Songalog’ which isa tribute to: BILLY GLASON, 200.W. s4th|!
st.
- New York: City 19, CO 8-1316.
ofa segment ‘of our féllow-citizens, generating ‘the .-obvious:.. As. if this:
courageous,
dynamic and
also their timing inv ariably had-the| Miss. Prowse's. “Cleo, .the: ‘Nynipho’
‘brilliant: ‘singer! os:
i
| advantage. of |following’. frothicr cof the Nile’. or the. headlines made
She has. ‘slipped a ‘bit in ore in:
|. preludes..
~
; it all. a. secret:
.
“stance ’only. ‘Usually a fine judge!
New York
-But here, Gr egory. ‘Kicked oft the} | -Yet-it ‘mist be ‘said that’ Fisher |
‘of new. ‘singing’ ‘material; she “has [4following - Gordon Jenkins” ‘did. not’ carry his’ Tin. - Pan Alley’
1
show,
PL 7-1786, PL 7-1530_ “The Broadway. Z00"”. (eycloramic ‘torch. on’ his: microphone, but “he|.a -new protege: and’ her -fiance.;to.1F
| panorama: of Times. ‘Sq: eny ‘irens) did carry a lot-of other plusses. and |boot;,- Theo. Sarapo..- He was. not.tf.
.
Affiliated Offices
‘and it took’ .a’ long: spell, té. shake. |.minuses: "fhe plusses are the! ap- }ready’ for. “Second. billing on: °this |}
PHILA., LAS. VEGAS and.
off the pall of the grim realities’} pealing; ©boyish’ -‘personality: ‘and-| ‘program.FRANKFURT, GERMANY
-‘Sarapo, a tall, thin’. mop-haired’ |
| before: the mood: changed. into the deft. song. selling; the .minus. was.
filess baited banter the theatregoer: the. completed: dedication: to “elec- young |man. of about -26,.:tries to a
‘It was’ a ‘marked’ ; sing dramatic, ditties: in Miss. Piaf’s
favors. This: opening - night show-. |tr onic ° ears.”
| ee
‘wise -btinch obviousily. Ww ére there | contrast.- that: -when .- Fisher Style:- But. he ‘forces the beat and ||
‘App
eari
“éssayed. a ‘tike-less.. -number he} ‘doesnot -havée the voice. to’ make’
| for “Fisher.
ng
‘Now
:
PROFESSIONAL
~ Juliet Prowse, ‘another well pubs was’ ‘elcomedly ‘salveed althottgh:| ‘anything: of his.‘songs. Removing
COMEDY MATERIAL
licized danseuse, ”is’ along: ‘legged ‘probably not..as appreciated by the.|“his. shirt: for ‘ore. number ts ‘bad |:
For every branch of theatricals
looker who unfortunately’ put’ too gallery: and ,back-of-the-house trade. ‘taste.
“WE. SERVICE THH STARSI”
| much accent.‘on Vegas-type gamey | “As. for ‘the Jolson ‘medley, that
Sarapo. is petier In:a. Little Laie | *
35 Gag files. $15, plus $1. postage
gimmicks.
‘She’ S ‘an’ ‘ar resting. | AvaS as palatable: as: his. salute to “duo: with: ‘Miss... Piaf, © Allowed: to+|'
FOREIGN: 35: for $30
femme; w hether on. plastic toe or ‘Cantor, in -absentia;. “with his ‘devel
op ‘on... his. own, and’: ‘edicg
©3 Parody Books. per Bk. .....$7 ° |i In bare tootsies, both of which. she} “NMakin’- “Whoopee”
==
‘number, Or:
© $ Blackout Books 1-2-3 Each -|!
essayed,. but somehow .that.“Legs”|essaying- ‘those’ Hebrew, ‘Greek, | ‘a softer.style for ‘his: ‘smaller voice,
i.
No. 4 for $35—No. 5 for.$30.°
he.
could
be
aii
‘okay
filler.”
But.
_
Minstrel (white face) Bodget $256
number,
with. a* portion of- the| German and Yiddish. vocal detours.
he lacks
projection,” “depth - ‘or:
«How
to Master the Ceremonies”@
ribbon-curtain -‘Serving as a sort. of ‘These ate always-a: question for
$3 PER COPY ... - NO C.0:D.’s
‘| G-string;-was more National” Win- mixed” audiences. .— for what ~is!promise: for any: star -chances’ that |¥-.
“Mr
HYPNOTISM
;
BILLY GLASON
«held.}wrong With. singing Brecht-Weill in.|.‘Miss. Piaf’s: former finds. have Usur
tergardén = (when Minsky’s
ally.
shown.
9-200. W. 54th St., N.¥.C. 19, CO 5-1316
‘forth downtown)
than: the Shu- English: (Bobby: Darin and. others.
(We TEACH
M.C‘ing and: COMEDY)
§
“ Rest: of - thie| show. is ‘topbrade. |
made “Mack the ‘Knife” very pala-.
tLet a. “real Professional train you) | berts’ Winter. Garden on BroadMgt: SsBorN. & ASSOCIATES. |
l way, There were other shortcom- | table that™ way). ‘and “Never: On ‘Therons are.a: fast -trick bike num: if 5701- N.. ‘Sheridan Rd., Chicago. :
| ‘meén:- don’t .wear.
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Arn Schear:. Bob Carey; Audre Deckman,
Lacek, Jimmy
Dybas,. -“EsJeen
Sarafis,. -Frank -Giordano, -Davine. NEO

4 Beverly

.| eolyn :Emanuel, ‘Evigene ‘Slavin, Thatcher ‘balli. . Noel Russell, Don Davis Ore!
.
"7 Clarke, Lila Gage, -Rockettes, | -Corps - ide j.: GATE. OF. ‘KORN—Will Heit, Travelers
-, Ballet, ; Reymond: Paige |Symphony” Ore. Three, Greco. & Williard.
LE BISTRO —. Chavis
Bros.» Connie
_]Milane. Trio.
“LONDON
HOUSE — Gene. Krupa Quar‘MELBOURNE : (Tivolb—Penny ‘Nicholls, - tet, Charlie Ventura, Lary Novak Ties,
-;Bob* Andrews; -D'Angolys, Two- Pirates, | Jose. Bethancourt. ‘Trio...
-MISTER. KELLY’S.-Irwin Co rey, Sendu
Balconibes, Eddie. Mendoza,. Erie Whitley,
“Paris, Oct: 9.:
Jeff Hudson, Harry. ‘Currie, ‘Keith. .Leg- ; Scott, John’ “Friga® Trio. Maity- ‘Ruben‘French playwright, Marcel, Agh~: getth, ©‘Maureen. ‘Wilson, -W.éndy. ‘Fanik- stein. Trio. ;
Her:
note’s
|
_gowning.
and
grooms
well,
but.
her
|‘smoke-filled ‘circuit.
-PALMER
HOUSE a ‘Kum Sisters, ‘Ben.
ard, ‘who -has: been: ‘unable’ to: ‘do- ener, .Jackie -Griffiths.
-comeé ‘out: rich’ and Warm: in a:tune. biggést impact .¢ o-m e's from: -her
SYONEY. (Tivoli}—June ‘Byonhill. Peter :Arden. Ore...
any wrong’ the: last few years,,. has | Graves,
- PLAYBOY—Kenny ‘Milton, George’ Kir| ‘Rosina -Raisbeck,- ‘Eric’ ~Reiman,
‘-“assortmnent-that. is neither too-arty Jability :‘to ‘stage her “stanza :.with ‘now. been’ stung. by the’ crities’ for
Lola: ‘Brooks, Lerna: Forbes, Barry’ Balm- ‘by, Dauphin Trio, Roy Petty, Tony. “Crags...
-nor™ too: obviously. Concessions. ‘to. ‘charm. ..Her “pipes.. are clicko. arid his latest opus, *Turlututu’”.(Silly): er," ‘Halinka: de - Tarezynska,. Gloria --Me- Amt Rouselle, Weyne Roland.
‘her. ‘selection. ‘ef ‘tunes is balanced,
‘donall,
Beryl |_ Cheers; - ‘Tony: Jenkins, ‘ PEPE‘S—-Gus Van & Roaring 20's Revue,
“pop ‘appeal..:
‘
a

15. Mins.”

~ Viennese Lantertt, N.Y.

Paes
Veen
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|

“AUSTRALIA

Hitby Paris: Crix.:

‘With’ three Jongrun: ‘hits under ‘his;
SECOND CITY —
The Establishment,
‘Starling’s. Catalog ‘ranges’ | with, a_tendency.to standards both “Helt;-this -one" may not. live -up. “to | Julie Day. mn
‘John Bird, Eleanor ‘Bron, John. Fortunes.
“new.
("Misty”).and’
old—a
string”
BRITAIN.
wt Jeremy Geidt,- Carole §Simpson. .
from: “In Other Words” to: ‘through’.
‘the.
Others,
but
its
star
name,
Rob-'|'*
* BLACKPOOL. (Tower . Circus)2-Chariie . ‘SAHARA: INN. — “Tony Maz titt,
~ “Stride ‘la Vampa’’ ‘froni “IL-Trova- | of. Jolsons,. -plus touches of. Tucker: ert Lamoureux, “and the Achard Te- * Cair
oli & Co.,. Bronleys,.‘Hugh. Forgie .& Drake, Fran York Ore: Lounge: Joy «&
The
Boys. Hounie . Brown
Trio, Frank
* tore’ ‘to a.‘spiritual (with: her. own: Arrangements. fit:the: tunes. and.
‘Coz, Circus ‘Williams’ Lions, 2 Carnienas,
-nown,
could-give
it
an
okay
if
not
Miss Miller's pipes:.
”
‘
Cireus: -Kriie’s: Horsés.’. Zebras. &': Ponies, .Fiore Combi
SHERATON - BLACKSTONE —
Robert
She. would: work. ele jn: niteriés,. hit run, at the. Antoine.’
ao
‘Diors Sisters, Four. Soranis, ‘2° ‘Dominicis,°
nese and: Italian: ‘tunes. They" atesatimate.-rooins, Wy AM, (aisKS..
Clary, .Franz ‘Benteler Ore.
“Aghard’ Ss “Pataté; 37 ‘that: Tasted Willem Lenz & Chimpanzees, .Tibor’ Alex:|
‘SHERMAN. HOUSE.
Henny Yeung-délivered™ with an: dir of technica
ander’s Canine Revue; Desmond & Marks, |: man. ‘David Romaine Orc.
Gorm. ,
“thiree. days. -on: Broadway, isin its. .Circus
“Knie’s. Elephants, Dagenham, Girl
expertise. As -yet,. there's lots. of.
SUTHERLAND. LOUNGE — Redd Foxx,
sixth: year. here; and.his*‘L'Idiote”: Pipers; - Our . ;Sammy, Littie Jimmy & ‘Gene
Armmons Band.
work ahead. for: Miss. Starling: She+
(A--Shet in. the Dark); ‘which °‘did. “Cireusettes. *
PAVILION Arthur | :
“Miss

I
;

“
a
mA

ere
rn
hd..
etd:
"reat

aad.

WINTER GARDENS.
_ indicates »her. ‘Manier
is: still GRECO & WILLARD.
LOS ANGELES
” okay. _on. Broadway,. just hit. the ‘Haynes,- Nicholas: Parsons; - Morris &
” strange: to. the. nitery. ‘orbit: and. Comedy
.
Des: ‘Lane, . Trio Reyros;: Leslie
“Savage,
| Yoad after two years. in Paris, while:
' BEN BLUE’S—Laffs. & Gals, Neiman
while: - her. -notés. ‘are’. “Warn, "her. 25.Mins..... 7”:
Johnny Hart, John’ Tiller Girls; « Hawes. ‘Ore:
Ahis :musicat; .‘with “Gerard Calvi; Noyes,.
: Denny “Williams.
CIRO‘'S—Donn
Arden Revue,
demeanor: heeds the. heat to matéh:. Gate of Horn, Chicago’
|
“The Cocked Hat Polka,” eis still: ‘OPERA. ‘HOUSE—Ken Dodd, Kaye: Sis-. | -COCOANUT ‘GROVE — Sammy Dayis
“All thes. are’ ‘items ‘easily: ‘develters, Eddie Calvert. |& C-Men, Raindrops,
Jr, Freddy. Martin Ore.
*
~The? vanishing of the nabe-’ hitery: ‘doing. Well in its second:: season at John;Three Houcs;' ‘Barbara Law. Derek
CRESCENDO—Frances
Faye,.
’
oped with more: experience, in the}thas ‘made “for: very-féw: discovery. the’ ‘Chatelet.: .S6é- What -happened:
Malcolm’
Goddard | . DINO’S — Gig
‘Taverner . Singers,
Galon:
‘Jack Elten,:
cafes.
cae
Jose.”* ‘l'spots for new. wariety -talent..-Al-|‘to’ the- latest: Achard epic?”
“Dancers, Jimmy - Currie’s’. Silver ‘Cascade.: Steve ‘LaFever. ©
LIVERPOOL (Empire): << Frank: ‘Ifield. |
Walker & finsuers.
though Chicago. ‘is. ‘generally * con‘Influential. ‘Le Figaro. critic: :felt- Dallas. Boys, ‘Anita Harris. Harry Bailey, |" ANTERLUDE—Troy-.
SLATE BROS.—Vic Dana, Beity Regan.
Dov ess | Herb" Dell. Trio:
|
sidered.”
a.
lively
night
club
‘city;
it..did!
not.
come’
off
bécause:
AchtJ. & P
Barbour, - -Franklin::&
.
_ BOLA, SETE.
.& ‘Beryl, Alan: Field.
“STATLER
HOTEL—“Chip Off. the Old
there” are only*: two boites. not*en- ard’s - habitual - flair. . for making. Tommy. Wallis.
‘Guitarist.
‘LONDON ,(Patladium)—Bruce’ Forsyth, | Block” ad Edition): ‘Revue, Skinnay Ennis
| tirely, - dependent ”’ on: marquee- ‘commients.. ‘in vhis.‘comedies, that: ‘Morecambe... & “Wise, Johnson’ & Carr, Ore
:'30 Mins. - ny,
TY
{names ‘and: ‘illing: to. take: a chance" ‘skirt the’ scabrous,. seems to: “have ‘| Eve Boswell, Angela &.Fred‘ Roby;. Amin ‘|. YE ‘LITTLE ‘CLUB—Karen Dolin, joe
Sheraton. Palace, ‘San
§ ‘Franeisco™
Janet «Mahoney, . Félix Group ‘Four.
- Bros., . Ugo . Garrido,
‘The “first authentic: ‘rep’ of. the: on: new faces—the -Playboy~. Club: . deserted. him.. His ‘story of.a- young ‘Angela Bracewell. Johnny’ Shack... Jimmy.
LAS VEGAS:
its
eaptive:audience)
*
‘and
(with.
couple
who:
come.
‘fo
blackmail
“a
|-Lee
‘Brazilian “‘bossa:nova’’. style. to“hit |
“MANCH ETER (Palace), — Bi. ‘May nard,. ; “CALIFORNIA
CLUB—Jonnny Paul.
DESERT
the. West | Coast, this guitar’ ist’ is“ a- the - Gate of Horn, In the;latter: banker’s, wife. over.. some létters. ‘Derek Dene, Donna.-Douplas,. ‘Dick: Fran-.
INN—Jimmy
Durante, Peter
Henri. “Vadden‘. (& Lawford, .Eddie
° Show. . Maidens,
Jackson.
Sonny. - King,
solid -‘supper club entertainer who fease:“it may be :a--matter: ‘of eco- they. -have; -and .another’. -who. has ‘cis,
Partner,. Seafarers.
Donn
Arden
Dancers,
Carlton. Hzyes
nomic
necessity;
but
‘norietheless
‘coincidentally:
come
at
the®
same-is highly-flexible; has a-broad ‘range:
NEWCASTLE. (Empire)—Russ ‘Conway.c } Rey. Lounge: Deve Apollon, Les Femmes,
“this‘classy
Jittle:folk-spa
has.
done
‘time
-tomilk
‘the’
husband,
is.
just
M. -& B: “Winters; . Bryan Johnson, Peter: ‘Michael Kent, Johnny Puleo, Joe: Venuti,.
"of: ‘material, and. understands how |
‘more ‘than ‘its. share" of “providing.too ‘contrived: and. flat to.make: ‘the. Crawford. Trio,- ‘Terry: -: Kaye. “Sandra. Pompoff Thedy Family.
wo
we,
- to: enter tain.
Peters, Esmé Browne Dancers.
:
DUNES—Geo. Burns. Carol Channing,
“an, -andieiice. for‘ little-known:,acts,: _ the. comedy: ‘take,
-MICTORIA . (Palace).— Georze: Mitchell
Four Preps,. Bill: Keddie Orc, Lounge:
He ‘works-vith. both. the.Spanish.
falk. and: general. This ‘Show2
Top. ‘selling France-Soir found: ‘Minstrels; Tony - ‘Mercer; “Dai. Francis, | . Vive Les Girls.” .
“and: the ‘electrically -aniplified. guile. ‘both:
| case™ ‘aspect. is.-of vital. importance’. this:tale too long. and fdlse, and | John:. Boulter, Leslie ‘Crowther, ‘Margo. EL go ORT ES Kay “Martin and Body_Henderson,.” ‘George. ‘Chisholm & Jazzers..' guard
“tar, and: -his- repertoire’ consists :of
i a: turn. such .as-Greco-& ‘Willard;~ the
‘sentimentality “forced. So “Schaller Bros. .& TV: ‘Toppers, dackpots::
‘FLAMINGO—Dick Shawn, Brenda Lee,
~ Ameri¢an pop. songs; Brazilian’ ‘DOS-‘Nat ._Brandwynne
Orc.
Lounge’ Brook.
Maids.
a- Wildly: fiinny: ‘comedy ‘duo’ -who- Achard: seems. to-be..in-for his: first:ee
8a Tiova_and:folk numbers, ‘classical have, wbeen plugging their way:
| Benton,’ Harry James, Bob Sims...
‘flop. in several. yéars. This uneven. |FREMONT—Newton
Bros:.,. wee -Paskos.
guitar-. selections, * ‘flamenco and |
a through the: folk: ‘Cafes and are: now “comedy
Swingin’ Lads, Ricky & Gents. :does. hot.- appear. able’. to |
: Portuguese fados..
ae
‘GOLDEN. NUGGET—Judy
Lynn... Diplo:
| Ready:for larger cafe: ‘exposure, -,
travel},OF... translate well. either. :
2
mats, . Tony. Loveilo.. The: Features.:
‘In two. sets: heard: ‘in - ‘one ‘nighit |
-Like’ ‘the~ ‘principals: - Of. another-|_
-HACIENDA
—
Four. Tunes, .‘Johnny
she: utilized “all ef: these catégories
' ‘“Olenni; - Keynotes,
Cathy
Ryan,
Lynne
‘comedy. ‘act~ which: ‘scored |at. ‘the:|""
for ‘a fascinating’ show, -.AS.a° jazz.
” Davis; Grover’ Shore. Tria.
Gate. of Horn. “Stewed ‘Prunés,”
"NEW. YORK CITY |
NT—Pat Moreno’s “Artists & Models
. and..pops- guitarist he has. excellent’ |.
AFRICAN ROOM—Kurli Benito, steer of "62." Bill Bird, Gi] Lamb. ©.
‘thig pair. is. off ‘to’ an. “advantage .
technique plus, a-W arin;, emotional |
NEVADA—Jay Orlando. King. Henry. 4,
jray. ptiees Johnny. Barracuda. :
ecause. they. ook: “funny..’ Vic:}
ST.: EAST—Louis : Prima .‘Ore.s
NEW
FRONTIER
—
“Life Begins: at
-Teeling- Hig. bossa’ nova :(Sambas: i Greco, the shortér. of the two, ‘looks | —- Continued ‘from’ page. 1 =

|
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"CabaretBils

~JoeEB.& Jackio

| Minsky’s,” -Tommy Moe Raft;. Carrie . Fin-.
Sam:Butera. & . Witnesses. ut
plus: ‘gaze:Sumbers ‘are’“intriguing:|
—
T..C - Jories, “Johnny:
Stunning Smith.
Baby” Bubbles,
like a darkvisage used -Car. ‘sales:
éhnny -| nell,
| BLACKJACK
Maureen
Diaz,
~ and. He.::
Ore., -Mae’ Barnes.
Frank
Sorrelio,
Murray
‘ impressive°with .‘the|man: with. a. troubled - conscience, : preceding Friday. Gardner ‘substi: “Fooster.
- BLUE ANGEL—Nipsey Russel, Alberts; ‘Briscoe, Jack. Mann, Dick ‘Rice ‘Ore.
classical” nuinbeis, -Tanging.- ‘from Husky. Fred. - Willard: could “be-all tuted, an“old Jimmy Durante gab-'}Jo.
Lounge: -Boh Croshbv
Ink Snots”
Mapes.
Bach ‘te-Villa. Lobos. ‘His. flameneo T young. matinee idol, ‘a: part. he plays. “fest. With ‘his’ “family”. {Eddie Jack-ON SOIR — Jack Douglas. & ‘Reiko...
RIVIERA .
Dinah | Shore.
Davis
&
Lounge:. Kay. - Stevens, Big, “Tiny:
Reese,”
“Sanders
and ‘fado specialties: ‘vould. benéfit. ‘in-one ‘skit itt ‘which: he .is van Actor.| .son, .Jack Roth,- Sonny. King: arid Felicia
Pat Yankee.
- CAME Lor — Con Astone Ore:, The Little.
by ‘announcements and it might” be | “receiving «an: Oscar’. and” ‘over-in- [Jules ‘Buffano; the.dafter, ‘his:lorg- |Cookies.
SAHARA—Judy
Garland,
Rsv. Bolger:
CHARDAS —. “Lily. France, Jacqueline Lounge: Louis - Prima, Gia Maione. Sam.
" smart for. the: ‘house. to. use a table’ ‘gratiatingly. reeling. Off:‘an endless|time. -pianist and. ‘nephew - died;
Rew,.' Elemer - Horvath-- Orc.
| Butera. Freddje
Bel. Arthur
EJen.
since making the. ‘tape,)°
tent that: explains: Wthat he is, doing *:
CHATEAU. ‘MADRID--Roberto Iglesias
SANDS-—Steve. ‘Lawrence. Eydie Germe,
"list of: acknowledgements |to ‘his|
“Lewis’. stint
in the Gardiier | & Co.; Pupi Campo. Ore... Carbia Orc.
. as. his Englistiis. ns. g.
} Dunhills, Harrv™ Nofal. Copa ‘Girls, Ane
“"stunt man,- ‘his: -makeup. man... “his}
COPACABANA: — Joe ‘E, Lewis. . ‘Tina_ tenio Morelli: Orc.
Lounge:
Bave .BurSete: has. ‘been a: ‘solid ‘Suécess. ‘al |geen the: man whose voice: dubbed-| show - -also:-was to. have’ featured |.‘Robin,
« Joseph Mele. Ore., |Frank. Marti ; ton, ‘Denny Costello, “Morry ‘King. Ernie
Jayne” Mansfield: and. :Paul Anka. ‘Ore
“the: ‘Tudor, room,.'so:-‘nitich ‘so. ‘that for: his,. ‘etc...
:
‘Tewart.
“
CRYSTAL ROOM — Milt Trenier.:.
“SHOWBOAT _— ‘Skeets - Minton. . Mupgsy
. he’s: “béen.. ‘snagged: ‘for’ the N.Y, | Most: of their’ sketches: ‘are ‘art.Shown -in_ its: ‘place were..two: ‘old. . -EMBERS~Dorothy.
Donegan ‘Trio, Arvel |‘Spanier, Ken Linley, Rustv Isabei. *Park: Shératon.
ve
Rafe. lite ‘shaggy: dog sor t—their. camedie- Gardner’ segments: spliced. togethet |.
PSILVER® SLIPPER _—. Hank
Henry,
Durante. ‘& Co. and -the other- a}: HAWATIAN. ROOM — Arigela Martin, ‘Sparky Kaye, Bobby. Clark. Cindv Em;
‘conclusions always. stray. away from ‘pre-Liston © interview: with: Floyd | Denis Regor; Keolu ‘Beemer, ai &'| ber, Danny Jacobs, Red ‘Marshall, NDoleres
Hulabelles.
‘their earlier. - buildup: - Done: ::in.
Frazzini,, Marge - Elizarde, ‘Slippereties,
"PRE DIAMONDS ay.
‘Patterson. -Lewis, . per: annual cus- {- HOTEL ASTOR—Dick ‘Harding; Debbie Geo. “Redman Ore.. Lounge: Chas Teaee
ite style; -‘their. ‘inaterial” is ‘tom of never Working on. Yom: ‘Kelley. .Eddie. -Lane. ‘Ore
garden Ore., Jack Prince. Johnny T.rMant..
-: Songs, Comedy «.
4 hip..but is” eomminicated ‘through | Kippur: didn’ t play. the.Copacabana | HOTEL NEW:. YORKER. —_ Verna, Lee. |. ‘STAR DUST — “Lido de Paris.” Eddie
. 45. ‘Mins,
Bo
‘Milt: ‘Saunders Ore.
Lounge: Roberta Shexoced,
Ofc... J-OrN
‘O'Neal Orc..
the’.
‘universal:
language.
“of
.
sight;
’ Club: “Caravan,” Austin, Tex.
‘that. ‘night. ‘George DeWitt subbed. -HOTEL . PIERRE — Joseph. Sudy
Bernard Bros., De. Castro. Sisters, Movki
: gags -.and timing:: -Among- “their |.‘for him. -. + Robert: “Simpson; .. . ‘Leigh
Green, _Phil
- The. Diamorids, ‘established in’:
Wayne - Trio, Kathy. Preston.
THUNDERBIRD“ Flewer Drum. Sone, o-Ekewhere ‘on. Yom Kippur. tv,.: ‘HOTEL -PLAZA—Katyna - Ranieri, -Emi). Jack Soo. Arlene Fontana. Gerwead Van
the. ‘rock*disk: category With: ‘such: many. Tisible’ ‘Skits *are.” a takeoff |.
i én ‘a’ beauty. sclioal with: Willard|}.
Ore.
Lounge: Dinah Washingicn, Dirkes
‘tivo: acts. “who. had been ‘slated for |Coleman’ ‘Orc., :-Continentals.
“Mercury: ‘hits .as’. “Litt? ‘Darlin’.
: lecturing: .cheerfully ~on ‘pimples debut appearanees’.on. the-Ed. Sulli-+/ ‘HOTEL. ST. REGIS: =: Peter ‘Duchin, : nf: Dixieland, Arthur Lymen. © ‘are tiying: to cut. a‘riew ‘groove as-a”
‘Manning.
Ray Sinatra Ore. Lounge: Shecky™ Greene, .
“and: hairy “légs (It's a problein we, van Show,’ had to cancel because ‘| - Nancy
HOTEL: "ROOSEVELT.Jan “Garber Ore.
TROPICANA—“Faliec . PRergere
of ‘€2.”
-elub.act which... reliés ‘heavily. on’: i all have to:face: you. know ; acrunOne, RE, ‘SAVOY - HILT ON--Ted Stre ier, Billy Maxted Jazz Band,. Al De Paulis 4
comedy: and antics: -in: addition: fo!.ning. panto. gag’ on-a- ‘safecracker |they ~had: forgotten ‘that “Sunday-!
“Ray’ -Hartlev.
was .the.: Holy’ Night.. ‘Comedians. is
| ONOTEL. -WALDORF-ASTORIA — Shelley
RENO-TAHOE
|
vocalizing:
+ ¢ontinually -- interrupted - in. his |
Berma\. Greter’ Keller, Emile” Peite |Ore.wf
“They .. throw.’ ini:Ester Dahlin’?a : work, and”.a radio. interview: ona Norman. & Dean and. Israeli singer. ;‘AhIit
CRYSTAL . Bay - (Tahee)..
Neveites,
‘Shaw-::Ore
.
:Hannah Ahroni ‘will play out these.| INTERNATIONAL —"Minsky’ 5 “Follies,” “Ronnie. Games “Trio. for’ good returns, ‘making. .a. ‘lively
‘'HAROLDS — Rusty.
‘Draper,
Andre
'.comic¢ who.-“1S - violently. serious: ‘commitments’ at: a: Jater. date:. Sub- }Benson
-/& Mann, Max &- ‘Cherie, Marion —
bash: of “it,. with: jungle calls -and.?about’ his ‘comedy: Tahon Co., Johnny Mann Singers, Delta
‘Miller... Tina:
Marshall, Maybin. ‘Hewes,
| Queens. Don Conn Or ch.
what
have .xou.’ : Another. “éxtfa | -.Pair had-the. auditors ‘How ling «on- |-bing- for. them were Yolanda. White,” Apke ‘Durso .Ore.
-HARRAH‘S. (Renc)—Teedv & Bill,. Nick.
LATIN... QUARTER -— Corbett “Manica:
_ thrown. -in’: or ‘such | numbers - as.,‘the night ¢aught; and would. seem Mattison” Trio. and. Dick: Albers.
Lavelic, TepWallenda
ballet.. Lucas: Judy Lynn, ‘Fony
Julie’
Gibson,
-Notchers.: Red ‘Coty:
* Saints. 2 isa. “ehowder ‘club: display. |to.‘be appropriate |‘for: most: sophis= |Latter. turn: had been. slated’ for a {-Goofers...
‘Jeannine Pivoteau,. Tonelys, Jo. Lombard
‘HARRAH’S
(Tahoe)
—
Polly’ ‘Bergen,
-°
Of ‘bass “horn,, tuba, tamborine and 'ticated: clubs ‘and: to. have: a. ‘gfeat:! Jater Sullivan gig but. wér e flown’| orc. Ihving Fields-Ore;
George Gohel. “-Dcrben Singers’ &' Bane| infrom: their. engagement. at ‘the.}. “LITTLE . CLUB — Chztneey. Grey, ‘Tite ‘ers. Leighton Nobje Ore; Lounge: Leuis
‘trombone:
ret
J potential - for te Sas tyeMor... > Stardust ‘Hotel,- pas: Vegas, to:ill i Fuente. Ore
Sam
Butera. & Witnesses,
fF. LIVING. "ROOM, “_ Tommy
Yeonetti; “Prima: with
‘Group, : whith eritered.- the. Tock

|

‘| the gap.

field ;Seven. years: Ago ‘with: eurrent™

. personnel, :‘is: ably “trotited. by: bass - DFSBBIE’ KELbey

Kathy Keegan. Hal McKay. Bob’ Ferro Orc.

“Scots ToastRob Roy

‘Singer John Felten.- ‘He™ geis” out; -Songs the .intros, and .-strasight-man .lies: 35° Mins.” Ct,
with. cemarkeéd=felicity, © and ~As. a |;_ Emerald. Room, N,Xx.

Edinburgh, Ott: 2.

_|5 NO. FIFTH. AVENUE--Hankincson. &
:
Ma‘o.. Cedrone ‘& (Mitchell. Mary, Ellen.
|;
“ROUNDTABE E — Steve ‘Alaimo, Davy.
Jones.’ Orchids.

SAHBRA—Four:
j Leo Fuld; Badoc

Avatons. Esther Tohnhi..
& _ Shar ‘obi, : ‘Louis Bun:

Tunesmen, ‘Twin

Tunes,

‘Funetimers,

Joe

King’s. Zaniacs; Sawyer
Sisters. -Lancers.
HOLIDAY. -— Royal
Hawaitsn
Revue,
‘Lloyd. Lindroth, Quartet,
Mariachi
Los
Compercs, . Dianne Lefti and Right Hund
Men.

-:

MAPES—Gavylords.

Kine’s:

Tv.

Nalani

Kele Polynesian Revue, Joe. Kirnés.
:
“One of
-Séeotland's
Tegit..
nett.. Orr. NEVADA LODGE (Tahoe) — Bob. Hail-poised:foil forthe” clowning of ‘a a Debbie: ‘Kelley:. ‘a bright, blonde:
-- SQUARE... EAST —"Sécond” City;” ‘alan :
"oldies: “Rob Roy.” is:‘being. re~ “Duncan . ‘Cindy Layne Quartet. Gwen. Harmen and
-Arkin,:: Howard«. Alk, Andrew
.. stocky Evan. Fisher:“. Felten . gags: chirp, is. currently. ‘making - “her . .Vivéd Here fora’ ‘Roval gala
Players, Larry. Riera ang Royvels:
-Eurene ‘Traobnick: 7
about His own ‘proboseis,;‘which: un--‘| debut at the Emerald Room ofthe |.: ‘per formance before’ King. Olav,
NEW CHINA CLUB—Eagle Eye Shields, .
STROCLERS. — ‘Talbots,
y Ray. Milan & Tony. St.. Thomas.
Geniably. gives -him: nique. profile. |Hotel -Astor:* She'll. be. doing . two |" + of. Norway; ‘Britain's “Queen Liz . - TRUDE JHELLER’S
‘NORTH SHORE. (Tahoe) — Bebby Page
| @uarternates. . - Yivalling .the’ Schnoz..-On serious. shows nightly; at 9:30" and- mid-,}- and Prince Philip.
UPSTAIRS. & ‘DOWNSTAIRS —. Danny ‘and: Musical .Pages.
Pevny. Frenkie
Side; Felten’s: ‘stellar cellar. tones;|nighit:.
roll. June Connel!. Svdie Bond. Myra +. RIVERSIDE: —. Hank
“Myer -‘Oppenheim, owner. of. : Car
Fenelii- Jackie Jocko, Buddy L2Pata.
DeGroot. Cy “Young. Hal. Euckley, Arthur
A
add to group's: ‘Vocal ;‘richness.
“SPARKS NUGGET—Billy. Daniels, Paul
Miss ‘Kelley: has ‘lotsa enthusiasm |. tiie: Lyceum: ‘where ‘the: draia° ‘Siegel. Larry: Holofcener.. Bill .McCutch-Gilbert,
Step
Brothers. . Little. Bertha,.
-Comedie . sallies of four. ‘include | which’ ‘she’ puts. to ‘good ‘use ‘ona |-ow ill: be restaged;: -said. that the * reon, Petty Regan: -Jurie ‘Squibb.
Moro-Landis Singerssand Dancers. Foster
VIENNESE LANTERN-Fernanda ‘Mon'-Ampyressions, : vith Jim: : ‘-Malone- variety. of: uptenipo numbe?s.- ‘She | Script. has... béén
revised by © tel. Ernest’ Schoen..-Orc..
| Edwards
Ore.
Lounge:. Billy
Maxted,
turning in a- better:‘than: average -has..a‘ fine set of. pipés and’ sells} Scot. ‘playwright: Robert. Kemp,.
MILLAGE |“BARN —Raiph ‘Pope, ‘Peri a: Meraka Nua ‘Revue,. Richie Bros.
‘WAGON
WHEEL
(Tahoe)—Theatre
Bar:
\
Ray;
Tex.:
Fletcher,
..
Becker
Bros..
‘Lou
JFK:
- Large.’ “percentage: “Of -yoks. [ her” material. with full-throated ef= - With-. additional
“music:
Novelites,..Madka Nua’s Hawaiian Revue,
by”
Ore: Joe. ‘Shay . Ore..
depend ‘on --irreverent.:_-break- fectiveiiess.. Switchirig. ‘moods,. the:|*~ Cedric” Thorpe -Davie.” “Kem p:. ‘|Harold
*NewtonBros..
Sawyer
Sisters. Marily
VILLAGE. ‘GAATE ':i. ‘Lonnie. Benegan ;
Esquires. Ron: Rose.
Pavilion: Juzn Es‘s ;
“throughs: of the mascot-like Fisher, ‘Pert, songstress. also dishes up..an-} ‘has ‘also ‘penned the ‘lyrics for fore. “Charlie. Byrd: ‘Ada'Moorre.
guivel. Ore:,. “Magic ‘Violins of Mexico,
VILLAGE: ‘VANGUARD
who. “might: :-incline.: too. much, -to|.oecasional: baliad. in. fine’ style. ‘Her:
takin: « Tomma, Jean, .
new’ songs™ ‘by .Davie.” Cast is. j Claney, Bros. nD
-Jimp-wrist. effects. for. many tastes: Overall. -delivery and smart presen-.|° headed by? tv: actor. Archie.
SAN FRANCISCO
. Same- ‘criticism, might © ‘apply -:to. ‘{ation. make -her.a natural: for this
|-- Duncan; ° and. ‘includés: John
” CHICAGO
BIMBO’S “365 Lesey & Mecre, Gali
_ group efforts, “on: ‘océasion® Such -as. ‘type. of -.room.and’.-the. audience *. Cairney,: -Callum.. Mill,
and.
BLUE ANGEL ‘Calypso
Letina,” Ja- {Gali.
BLACKHAWK — . Vince: Guaraldi Trio,
Lara, :
a: -Paraphrase - of a. singing: cigaret. registered. its: ‘approval consistantly.
Lennox. Milne.. Dennis Rams- * Maicay Slim.’ -_Lord Banjo; Jimmy Gloria:
: Ramsey: Lewis ‘Trio.
Angela: . Renee,
“Marion *:Mills,
commercial ° about™:.a“ “new ‘kind’ of | -On the-uptempo: side, Miss Kel- | _- den’. iS.- -EXe¢.. director, -Ww ith. \Dr
CONDOR—Jie -Loco ew, Selma: Smith. Tino- Perez‘ Orc..
EARTHQUAKE. McGOON'S—Turk
Mur
“Sian, » which: inv erts-. lyrics. into,ley: delivers “a songalog® which ‘inCONRAD HILTON—“Girls, Girls, Girls.”
Gerard: ‘Slevin’ staging.” _
Ray,’ Bobby. ‘Clatk; Manuel .Del -Toro.. phy’s Orc... Marv:.Peark
. _hhiessage. usually reserved. for more cludes: “Anything Goes,” “Just One
7 According
to. -Oppenheim,: Fi
Ernie
FAIRMONT — Phyllis
Diller;
Gabriele. Welders, “Dennis --& Darlene, .
Specialized: audiences.’
‘of . Those.. Things,” and_ some spe-.|. _ who ‘is personally. -backing ‘the.. Boulevar-Dears. --(6), “Boulev are‘Dons 3}, | Heckscher Orc.
“GAY 90s Jerry Sharkey, Bee Ray and
Jimmy. Palmer. Ore.’ :
At -might be argued. tliere’ are. ‘re-|cialty ‘treatments of “Gonna. Be. a __ Show,.- “Rob -Roy” was a.-b:o.
DEL PRADO
HOTEL—-"Hits : ‘of ‘Broaa- ‘Ray’ K. Goma
: tums: in ‘such: Méanderings, but: -Bad. Girl” cand. “Old Fashioned | * click.in Seotland:for more than- way.” — Bonnie: West. Sugan- ‘Cable. Ann | AGUNGRY: |Peter, Paul & Mary, Dave
st
“chances. -aré- .group-avill’ get. ‘best, ‘Girl?’. These’ .get a -full-voiced:}:. "100.-yéars.” The.‘show was. first. ; Hilton; .Blanche’ Schulz. Charles. Abbatfe,
JAZZ
WORKSHOP. _— Stan Getz. Feur.
Kenny. -Adams, Dale’ Wan, Bobby - Wolf,
“overall mileage from: making: a lit-. treatment that ‘scorés with. con:f.» staged at”‘Covent: Garden, .Lon-"
NEW
FACK’S--Duke.
Ellington Ore.
Scott Pearson...
DRAKE - HOTEL—C armel ‘Quinn, Jimmy 1 . PURPLE ‘ONION—C indy. Whitsell, Adam
‘Ale. finer ‘distinction between ‘the! frolled: ‘mugging and. other. effects: .don, and ‘given. its ‘first’ EdinKeefe.
Blade ‘Ore:
burgh” “performance * in “the.
-“sophisticated” - ‘anid °the | over-easy.. for *-constant. ‘sales: values. ‘Ballad
EDGEWATER ‘BEACH = “Strawhat Re-| PIERRE’S—Frank. Moore Four.
HILL—Carmen McRae.
vue,” Lucho Navarro, . ‘Henri Noel Cheri” SUGAR
Theatre=, Royal.in:1819.
‘turns, on “But NotFor.‘Me,”:Made
" blue-to-magenta: stuff,
¢
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Americana

Hotel, N

Y; O’Connor, Andy -Willianis, pinay Riviera, ‘Las. Vegas -‘finwhich. his. skitas. a"jai entre- |"

Palmer: House, ‘Chi. oH

-preneur. is likely. to: make itself}.
‘Las Vegas, Oct. 5.
vote
Oct. 1,. 1962...
_Dinah Shore, Davis: &.. ‘Reese,. -iricreasingly’ evident...Shore ‘fs. best‘ -“Kim ‘Sisters ©(3),- Ben. “Arden “
ter Lanin Orch
remembered.
for
the
Arpeggio
and
|"
No
question
that
the
|
amerk|
‘Alan: Conroy; Earl: Barton: Daneers
(455 $5..and $7.50. cover.
Orch; “$3.50 cover. ‘weekends, BS
| cana’s. Royal Bex. will: further stim-’ (42) Jack: Cathcart’ Orch. (21); -the. Composer which were: strong. ‘weeknights:
fe
‘ulate:
Sthe:
competitive.
nitery::
‘and
‘breedinge:
grounds
|
on’
the:
jazz}
™
presented: by Ben. Goffstein;, chore:
: Charity preem Monday night (7)
In.his.
new.
environ:
_
‘hotel.
Scene
‘and,
on
its.
own,
looks:
firmament.
of the
new
Americana
Hotel's
“ography; Earl Barton; stage direc.
The’ fiext four. ‘weeks at ‘the’‘emo
Royal Box was an event. as will ‘like an automatic. hit: The’ ‘room. _tton,- Milt: Bronson::- ' Special: ma- ment, he is. ‘attempting to. draw: ‘the. | : pire Room: could well be: a- month :
itself
along
with
the
‘plush
aura,
of.!
hipniks
as:
well.
as.
others.
.:
be the occasion following the pubterials: Ticker - Freeman: and. Earl:
-O£. Saturdays. if: business. on: the
lic debut frem ‘last night™ (Tueés. yp the new- deluxer™ is a built-in at-. ‘Brown; ‘lighting, Hugo.Granata; 34 S The. major appeal: -here* is”with “fitst .few.” nights_ of the: Kinr Sistraction,
. Abel:
‘the Chuck Wayne Trio with Wayne’ ‘ters’. stay“is’ any indication. . The
mainiunen
oF
anwar:
Parra
| fronting from: the amplified guitar. | thee -charmingly. volatile Korean’ ne
in Ke opine’ With the. Tush -and|
Sherman House, ¢hi
‘Dinah’ ‘Share is: ‘pack’ again, sans ‘He’ originally. ‘Was. to. have worked. girls are: ‘nightly putting on a.show:
plush
aura of tie just-opened
Chicago: Oct. 5, “ ‘dancing. boys, and .was. ‘most: graci- “with, ian. electric banjo, but. ap- that” ‘iS: ‘as. strong : on shéer: énterLoew's
¢Tischr
$59.000,000,. 50- | °
Henny Younginan. ‘Bettu.. Jean: ous to her: ‘first, -night |“audience; |:‘parently: the.- instrument.:"w asn't. ‘tainment:.valués as anything seen. °:.
stary skyscraper ‘hostelry. on -7th
& Happy. Green, : Darid™ ‘Romaine “despite the fact it was “heavily! .aavailable: . ‘Wayne is an .expressive ‘in. this posh room: ‘for. sometime,’ */ °Ave. and 352d St... the “nitery is
‘Orch; $2. cover,
+ populated |' with": -Dixie-aecented'} -musician,~ He ©iS. not: taking ‘trips: and aud: appreciation: is. sufficient- 7 tn
an ultra hoite, miore ‘in the idiom:
|-hecklers wearing American’ Legion|. far out. of this world: “but” gives the. ‘Ly. enthusiastic to elicit.a handful’
of a Paristan-style nite club thar}.
_ The Fountain: Room, latnched: leaps. (Miss. Shore; ‘in. handling. the; ‘tunes :‘an:. extremely.” pleasant. and:
‘of: standing--ovationers. at the end:
the
coriventional.
hotel “roomy!
“the . College
Inn; “downstairs sete anin stride: like ‘areal ‘pro, - believable: ride:
| of the.show:.
w ith enter tain nt.
nitery-lounge- eatery. “complex. “of sets a good -example ‘for. other| The development. ‘OF: his’ themes |:
-Empire. ‘Room, (and °Hilton: HoAlso. in koovjnz with the last"{the Sherman: House: five months: yesas ‘performers: “who -possibly+
ate easy and logical and there aréet,
tel talent: adviser Merriél. Abbott: .
ward in the rehatbilitation of - the |ago, is -beginning’ to. make -substan‘Will .be ‘receiving |‘similiar
treat-.: reversions..to the: ‘motif. at .reason-.
obtained: the trio-in a bidding duel”
midtow uy Nait? nattan scene, Claude !t tial. ‘headway.
as
one
of. - ‘the few:]
-menit.-:during” the ‘coming: week. able™‘intervals: SO. the - customer:
C. ‘Phiftape -h: is snared a suctession prime |“Loop. showspots: The “room!‘when ‘the. national convehtion’ fakes a‘knows-what's going on-at: ‘all times. with another--¢liént .of hers—the-: 2-0!
Polynesian. Village’ of:. the _Edge- .:.
of bolts per formers:
Kickoff
iS} seemed to | catch: its stride “with| ov er the. town: ).
|Fie “makes” a’ pleasant. ‘impresh., w rith:,
water.. Beach. -.. The’ ‘girls “played wR
Harry Beiafonte,
with “his own}. its last booking, ‘Margar et. Whiting, |. “The .star's.vocal: “artistry: ‘seems’ the drums: and:.bass assistants...
team
ot ‘instrumentalists
and: ai and
now Is packing them
in’ with!
_ better. than- ever,-its’ distinctive | ‘Wayne has” also hopped -On. the there: ‘a year ago, and. management «> was ‘willing’ to. pay’ ‘up to’ $6,000.
vocal trio backstopping him; .and;‘Henny Youngman. Comic had. pre=|“quality being: firmed: ‘to a: _Horiey-. bossa: riova bandwagon; and. comes
auginenting the: Lester Lanin dan-| viously. played the ‘Camellia House like -consistency... While” singing:| throtigh ‘With: some. ‘bouncy. samba-. per week for. a:return: engagement. of
He-is virtually sold out of the Drake Hotel, but was: lured. “Have I Staved Toa: -Long :At The|‘like: ‘rhythms that. are infectious. However, the Palmer House: went -.
Sav ators:
for -his three-w eek stint here. Tf : away: DV the Sherman in competi- |Fair?” ‘she accentuated. ‘her charm |: ‘He.. ‘has:. been. around: the: nitery” up-to $8,000- -and -it: appéars that |
so, this amurtizes the fancy. $12. 500. |tive bidding.
owhen : she gcacefully ~ disposed: of. “eircuits; principally: as accompanist -! their |money. has. ‘heen - well ‘spent...
pricetag. he is supposedly snag ging
-Youngman, the ‘master .of the’ a. differ ent: type ‘of interference by for: ‘Tony ‘Bennett.
It ‘looks, like /:” -Esseiice® ‘of:the: Kim ‘Sisters’. turn, a
the: Americana’ is} muscled: bon. mot, was: at his seat-. laughing. along: with her. audienee'} “he'll. make good on.his own.”
and, in turn.
“is. .a* non-stop. vitality. that...com:" :
charging a straight $5 couvert; tershot "best, spraying -..the’ aud} ‘when-. a moth fluttered ‘around the |} “Other entertainer on. the.“pit. is| bines. split-second .timing., with :a-""~
{$750 on Friday and Saturday) < With an array of one’ and: two. liners,. ‘mike. (‘An -aninial”’ is” Joose~’ in ‘the holdover Peart: Gor don, a like-|- -Breat:-deal. of: natural .
-Spontaneity.. ;
third show may be possibly wife and mother-in-law gags, Vegas: here!) |
able’. deepthroated
Negro... ‘Tass. The: threesome. ‘is “riot ‘only emiHollywood... anecdotes, space
added on Saturday -if the. traffic’ and
Ticker Freeman: at the Ba:guides} From. her .piano ‘perch she: pours nently ‘lookable;- “put is-also firstjokes, and. tales of ‘childhood - ‘andiMiss Shore as she offers.such num-|
demands. it.
out a -pleasant : tune: assortment ; Tate. vocally:. In: addition, the -trio
Belafonte is in his trademarked adultery. His timing,;. deliv ery and |bers as. Wrap Your Troubles- 2 ; that: rates. attention. .
“has a: ‘definite. playing flair .‘with 7
i Jose.
tight- -trousers and ‘open-at-the-neck- tuxedo are impeccable, ‘and in his|.Dreams,” “Any: ‘Place -I Hang ©:
_ a: wide: variety. of instruments. red shirt. as he unspools old and half-hour turn he touches’ all ‘the; Hat.” nas‘Hello - Young... Lovers,”A eon
Pheir banjo. ‘work -on “Bye. Bye
new fork ballads- Blafonte’s over- comedi¢ bases from Joe Millér to what” Kind. of Fool Am. 1?” “and
|:
Drake:Hotel € fal: ee-Biaes,” Sax. ‘stylings. on.:“Bei -Mir.
7
all appeal is the authenticity af -his Henry. Miller..
“a médley of .blues..and®: spiritual}:
Chicago. Oct..3.>For the “musical-portion °of: “his songs. .Distaffers. especially: dig “her |. Carrie. ‘Quinn, :. Jimmy Blade. "| -Bist: “Du. Schoen’ and: fiddling’ on.
song wares, their.underlying melod-“Violin, Hoedown” is -powerful: and -:
fe charm, a sensitive feel for: the act, Youngman.is. in. fine: voice ‘iat ‘What. Have’'You Done All Day?” |‘Orch; $3. —cover weekerids,
B20. | exciting.” “Mia’s- drum, solo-in. their:
Jyries, an authoritative: mien .on croaking some mildly. ribald.: lyrics: “bit which: is dedicated. to: howse-: weeknights...
7-, | “Saints® final number. _makes. for. .
the rostrum—-whether in a saloon ‘to “On The Street.” Where. “You ‘wives. The ‘Jatk Cathcart orch (21) |.
“ta beilliant, and Iittgetting. ‘closer. *
oer concert—and, of course, a high- Live”. and. “Gigi”. ‘He. also finishes. ‘does a. splendid: job of ‘backing,
‘The. ‘snorky’ Camellia. Hotise, al.
voltage personal magnetism. Thus, a. close. second ’in :a fiddling -duel- - and Hugo : Granata’s.’ lighting, is: familiar setting: for Gallic -chan- | “The girls’ ‘hourlong. turn ‘is-Sus. OEY
Derby : staged and: -is ‘as visually °°
=
he ranges from. Jamaican’ to Is- with maestro David Romaine. The: outstanding.
teuses, provides: an: equally. -pleas-"|:
raell, from southern to Latin, front ringsiders -loved..it- all and ‘called, Pepper: Davis and’ Tony. Reese:a ‘ant. erivironment .for ‘the. Gaelic ‘stimulating. ‘as ‘itis aurally. °‘Em: ‘longtime. faves... “with Vegas con- chirping’ ‘Of. Carmel: ‘Quinn. Miss. I‘pire Room. maestro Ben -Arden -has
doggerel to betimies ‘philosophic ‘hin. back for nrore.
-"'.
paeans in praise for -pain) of}. >:Show_ openers: Betty “Jean: “&. ‘Hoisseurs of: ¢omedy,: are. the. yock|‘Quinn: who’ opened it: five |‘days. Sut ‘together. a. charming oriental:
practically
anything that song Happy Green ‘are not the most ap- stars. -of.the: biil., délivering: with}. -late because. of a cold; seemed |lit-. medley overture for. the’show,.and‘*
themes
are piven. to—the land, propriate: act for this -supper.: ‘club. }their: usual: solidarity. Handsome tle worse: for. the- bug ‘and: carried: ‘their’, régular...arrangements are.
love, human’ frallities, flirtation, Their rhythm &. blues’ apcroach singer Reese and: lovable: buffoon: off.-her. Opening night show with |. topflight.- Crédit. for’ a. major a8+. °°."
sist in: maintaining ‘the momentum, © ~
senoras, the sexes / usually of the to their songs. doesn’t. jell. with: Davis‘eap the turn. with: ‘an amus-- vivacity. ‘in-the girls’ turn -goes to their ‘reg-.
M: OF. -hingly. wild: druni’ duet. :
gence that “woman
jis. smarter the sedate setting. ;
‘Theperky:
Trish
|
‘redhead:
is’.
a
Héldover Earl: - Barton produ¢: |
‘ular drummer: Lenny. Esposito ;
and.
than man,” ¢irca. Trinidad calypso: )
' nifty; purvevor of. Hibernian. ‘tunes.
. | tion, ‘a.. musicale “about .& Space j
pianist: Bob: Arsiba.
_
Pigalle. Lenden.
Wisely he esclrews the ‘natural.
‘and
.also:
handles
a
:
whimsical“London, Oct! .3.° “| trip. features. the footwork’ of Alan+ ‘German, sailor.song. and a‘ bouncy | Peter Lind Hayes: &- Mary}Healyie /
dizs he could be prone. to, ‘which
-AT Birrett presentation ‘of ‘"Trop: |. Conroy and the’ dozen line girls.
he has given. evidence in the past:
‘Seottish :-mediey - ‘With:-harm; -in.|.' open’ Oct.30.for:‘three: weeks. .
‘Opening “Oct:
‘ Diana Dors,:
A,
More: .
Other than an ad lib -reference ical” Pdradise, " with. Carmita, ‘the
addition to a pleasant sét of Amer: |.ne
Damita
.
J6,°
The:
"Vagabonds,
and
|:
Maori
Hi-Fire:
(6),
-_Péter
Dizon,’
to “Mississippi”. in that “Hellelu-ican pop tunes.”
“Morty.
Storm,
ail
on,
Same.
bill.
Christiane,
AG
icl:
Y:
Grey,
Alan
Viejah” number he: sells: ‘his ‘Song
“ However;.: t's: ‘her- Trish. nitribers fon
.
Dike...
“Hotel.Astor, NE Ye
wares with contagious affection’ and. ars, Jolt Vicars, Briain. T.odd, ‘Bob5| that: the awd. clamors ‘for. and . she'|
Jack
by
Chandler
Line.
‘T12r,:
- Debbie “Kelley. Young: Ye. a
appeal. He could even forego. that
gives © them -:full. -meastire:” with
Dios Jo:-Anre |Baldwin; -Dick Hard-__
Joné topicat refsrenee.” An artist. Nathan ‘and Pony. Scoti Orechs; L, “Flam
e Room: Mpls. | “Mick McGlligan’s Ball.” “Galway ing. ‘Orch. AG) s $1, 15 cover: “Mon.s° ,
ot: - his stature makes. ‘greater im- $4:50° reindmuinWh:
mo
Minnespolis;: Oct. 5... | Bay’ Sand . “MacNamara’s -.-Band:’””
paet. by underplaying: his -public
|"To the: crowd's .delight; she “also- Thurs; $2:25. Fir. & Sit.
There's .an “exotic flavor -to the f..
* “Kitty. Kallen, Jack French, Stew
(ony publie knows the facts of
art. Se:dit.Orch, ATI; $2:‘$2.30 cover. did “Mother ‘Machree* in honor: ‘OE. “The. H oter: " Astor’ s Emerald.
talent
lineup
‘for:
the
Pigalte’s
new:
Hie and prejudice: fromthe. head.| the. 90-year-old mother: of a”prom:
‘Room: opened Tast-”“Thursday -(4):
lines. In a trad appraisal of a revue, * “Tropical” ‘Paradise. "in|
the top spots are. filled: ‘by | ‘When- Kitty: “Kallen: last’ ‘played ‘inent Irish politician’ in.the’ house; |: under: the’ worst ‘of: eircumstances.:
mitery star. in light .of -the fact which:
Carmita,:.a Fijian chanteuse, sand this. Hotel Radisson. supper- club’ 204. Her. -patter. is delightfully: ‘ingenu-. “The room.iwas prepared: for a. turnthit -Belafonte has: heen one of
Maori. ‘Th-Fixe,.versatile ‘months ago. “the room was ‘packed. “ous,” anid” ‘her. closing «singalong. “Out of :about-75 patrons and-got:200 the
outspoken:
the most. vocal. and
sextet tyes, count. ‘cmesix) . “who: Current: prcem. attracted: -only .a: “medlev- received full: ‘participation.
instead. The. five waitérs-on hand ~
opinionat: ors alonz these lines. this presumably comeé :from New .Zeaslim turnout; a sign -of the bad. ‘fro mthe™ patrons. could) be both: «90d show nranship
Jimmy -Blade's. topnotch - ‘house ‘couldn't handle. the :situation. ade:
“built{ ’ times. which. have befallen Minne-.
The
production:
“hand.
quately: .Or. nearly. ‘$0. aN
7
ant personal
statesmanship — to around the.”“Cast. toppers: “tivough apolis. nitery ‘trade.
‘With advance. -orch backs Miss Quirin. in: a: sound
sidestep another furfher approach it. follu W.. for mula: which “has, bereservations: for weekend’ and next ‘manner with: the’ help of ‘thrush’s } The: result from a catéring ‘stand=| fo current “eve ents:
come fam \ilidr -to- Pigatle regulars. ' ‘week shows” Fated: heavy, :perhaps-|: pianist: musical’ director. Joe Mer- “point: ° Wwas~ a. fiaseo: with ‘unhappy
In ‘keeping with .the current
" patrons . “aplenty “The room hag’
Carmita: whoa is. reported: to “be there's an: indication Gf a.-biz- up=) man._
dansapation vogue, Americana ex- a princess, “frankly doesn’ ‘ft.make 'a™ ‘turn. although - even: ‘such a’ local}:/ Myron, Cohen opens “Oct.” 18: | been. opening. :for’. several: years”
ecutive veepes Claude. C:. Philippe | regal showing as a’ singer, thotigh fave as. Hildegarde. drew:
«Mor. 1 now and: showld pe. better equipped:
‘just. so-so}
snagged sdviety dansapation fave ‘she looks’ most fetching: in-a.figure|crowds ° the. preceding: 10 days...
“by: this. time to. ‘handle. an. opening”.
Lester’ Lanin for the terp. tune- hugging beaded. BOW: -For the. i
-rush:” : There was some ‘talk.-of.”
Opening. “show - Was disappoint: |:

Harry Belafonte & Co. (9), Les- Shore;.° Mariene

‘Dietrich, and}:

(i2) and Gao Orch . others.
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storing, an-} ‘be. ‘sure -gets. them ‘most_.part ‘she's. inéHned: to. ‘belt5
‘Sniffon Court,Tans N::y: “trouble “with. the: waiters’ union: x
ti
up-on the flyor. In ‘addition’ this out. her number s, and: that frequent: ng’.in :that.-it: was. virtually .a éar-.
bon:
of
Miss.
Kallén’s
routine:
ther
|} Choo, Chao - Collins,-AL Foster |‘but ‘this Wasn't clarified. is a roam to see and be sén in. Iv smakes ‘it hard, to. follow ‘the
” The “Emerald, Room »has: a. new: |
last time. out here.. Old faves: and T rio: “$2: minimum..
Gao's quartet is the retief ‘combo,. Sly Fiew
| policy .this year. .-It opens: at 7:
awk,” ballads predominate. in. her}
also very okay.
But she. show's some ‘{atent when. repertoire, -and most of. these were| - Sniffer Court Toniis.a: oictures4 p:m. _for =“cocktails, dinner “and ~
Architect
Morris Lapidus did it comes-to her final song, “Oh. My
numbers. :she:offered |before. : . Ap-t que. bar in‘ the: Murray. Hill end} ‘dancing. oNwith ..no. .entertainment °:.:.
d
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a capital. job in the decor with its
recessed mannequins. on one. side
and the silk-s¢ ‘rimmed. effect on the
opposite w all, with the Paris panoramie views sotuy shrouded.-:The
Raval Box is a name frankly. copied
“by Philippe from old friend (the
Tate? Joo Zell's long-famed. boite

.Daddy.” -‘She. -delivers™ it parently ‘she. has soine new ‘mate- ‘of Third: Avenue that: Seems ta. he. ‘tax. or. cover charge. ‘until. 8: 30. Bae: |. °with tender smcerity, and: without: Vial.’ ‘but. ‘decided. not to’ ‘test it,on, jumping,. partially: ‘because of ‘its
‘ginning: at. that ‘time, there’s. conany of the Stridency -that affected the: Spar se’ audience.
entertainment? paticy,” “It's. been
-tinuous.
:;music: -for- -dancing, ‘late.
025:
some .of ‘her early.‘entries stich’ as.;
“bY this sector. ‘for’ sometim2, deriv~

Beloved

“What Is Love”.and 2:1 Like -It.” | : On: ‘credit ;‘side, while ‘Miss Kat.‘ing. dits:-name’ from the’ ‘adjacent: ‘dining and--boozing. . Showtime is 23.2.2: ~
at 9:30: and 12. ‘midnight: and -fromt.
The Maori -Hi- Five have-a wide:: len’s routine remains largely: the mews, one .‘of. the |quainter™ old.
; 1-8:30..0n there’s a:$1:75. cover:Mon- > ~
range of material and encréetically: same, “much -6£ At ‘is: her own, spe- world :‘enclaves in: New ‘York.
‘| -days through” Thursdays, . $2. 25 :om
fll “tio: spots | in the shoiv: ‘They, cialty:: ‘material,. Latter. ‘isin good
-The’-current .headliner - is. Choo
dance, ‘provide their ‘own | fun and taste and_is. présented. with Choa. Collins, a returnee. here. -A-|”Fridays. and: ‘Saturdays. |
If is a ro- Sing,
©aah

in Paris’ Monti: artre.
mantically
-candtelit
room

‘such viv:acity that it:M ears well and.
blond .. -singer; . She works . ~The ‘Young-Gannon: ‘Duo: is. ene .
Hveiv.
which. “niusical. ac companiment,: ‘and even
goes over’ big.
Of the-: continuous ©entertainment.
could -step up lighting as bit, to -chuck ©in Some, impressions. for
at a set. of ‘Well-arranged
-zealourly.
loadéd
is
thrush
med
gow
Niftily
tunes:of both of: the. pop. and. “spe-- units. A: talented ‘team; thev- offer
show off the gilts’ ‘glam. ‘togs,..as good’ measur e. The. sexlét—fiy 2
with: . ‘personality; and .- establishes
| cial material variety. ‘She. is a a variety | ‘of pleasant .sounds. ‘or...
Orvastan warrants. Preview: chatity mien-and ‘a -gal—are. hard’. workers:
winning. rapport. ‘with *‘viewers: - by.ypstac Kked =looker “with; un_ attractive. ‘piano, *,‘bass: and ‘trombone. and do night (N Y.. City Center. ‘found ‘and... determined . to: pléase; they
during” ‘them: into .‘the | ‘proceedings
Bglafonte’s p.a. system a. little ‘almost striin too mucir.to’ achieve She... valso |“does :several ‘encores, -| songbag.: She wor ks knowingly. and] :some: ‘vocalizing. - as “wells '. Their:
‘the ‘effect. “but ‘know chow, to re»| shows -‘a lot: of attributes that. work provides: ‘pléasant background: *
harsh but: soon. corrected.:
warhling .customers’ requests. |
‘should “make her a staple on ‘the.’ Jistening anid ~ also” turns. out” some
"Frank -Milanesi. -kin of legendary strain themselv e,
Slick’
preear
performance
‘went
Balance’
of.
the
.
production:
has
|
.
‘effective. terp: tempos.
‘Ritery, -rounds.
;
- 48Alex of the Ritz” tParis) maitre |
“off. without. a. Snag.." Part- of credit |°, ‘Miss.Collins” forte: seems:“to: be 7
;
its.
‘usual.
lavish’
‘look,
‘with
an
-at-’
‘Jo-Anne Baldwi in ‘alternates with °
dhetek heads the staff. Heé--has|
tractive liiie of.. girks -(some- ‘semi- for the smooth. entry - belongs’ -to ‘intimeéries.. -at. this|point, although:
Ionz been a Patm Beach figure but..
pianist-conduetor Jack French. who : apparently: volume “is not-the-. Tea-’ ‘the Dick: Harding * Orch. between™
‘nudet
ta:
‘decorate.
the
production
‘dates back to: the old Central Park:
shows. ‘She“an attractive. redhead. nuiibers, and Ww ith a resident: team}: ‘acéompanied Miss: Kallen: here. last: son. On night. cau z2ht: she. confined
aw ho. Scores, with. right- ‘sounding.”
Casins,
(Waldorf Astoria and Ritz
ably - headed’ hy Peter Dixon. and year. Stewart ‘Scott band gives :the herself totoo narriw..a vocal’ range |
CN, ¥.:" dags: More familiar to the:
Vicky ‘Grey to ‘add the song: and_| ‘vocalist ”Solid backing’. and - “also. Which ‘seemed ‘tc inhibit. the infu:
‘easional ‘vocal ‘nurhbér. ‘Harding's. ee
Gaothant gad: shouts. will. be the ‘dane 2. - There's also" Christiane plays: for’ ‘dancing,
any
key men. Philippe snared. ‘doing her ‘familiar sea. nymph, bit | ‘Miss: Kailen -is .in through. Oct. { sion. of..color. into her. repertoire. four-piece orch offers: solid dante.
: |. With’: greater flexibility. ‘and -peraway fram the W aldorf and kindred |“in a. pool:.
: 13 ‘Enzo Stuart. follows, Rees.” ‘{ haps: a .higher™ placement - ‘of: her. rhythms: in- fine” stylé'-and backs ~
-héadliner -D-ebbie Kelley (New’: yee
spots.
To. a ntan the opinion is:
AS’ a tw ice-nightly ‘attraction, |
| voice,©‘her. strides*w ‘ik be - eyen Acts): effectively. “if somietimes foo : ‘
“He's tough’ fmeaning Philippey there: is no reason.w. hiy this shauld:
‘
more.
marked.
) loudly:
“but he knows ‘his stuff and.‘ when. not hold: up..for a” Jengthy -run, |
“The Mest, NAccompanying
her. ‘Is ‘the. Al
he bawls tow out it is done: with | though’ on. opening night. Tuésday‘Chtuch ‘Wayne. Trio,
on PewGor.
| Foster ‘Trio, with ‘Foster doing.”taf: From ‘the “entertainment: stand.
charm” That's a pretty good. com- (2¥- “the ‘show was
considerably don: 38. minimiim.°
| good turn.at. the piano. and singing:: poiiit. ‘the - Enierald:; Room: :is. a
map

. .a.t; -
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ee
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mertial for anv exec.
Tony: Martia, Keely Smith and

overiong,. running ‘more: than: '75-

‘niinutes, and drastically

Gay, Lombards .come in next, For ‘of. pruning.

im need}

Willie Shore. absent for |‘seme-

He sometimes

takes of -to work. pleasant” ‘oasis fromthe hubub- of -

around the room. wandering mins-.{'Times Square, -Service. will doubt-

The
two. firstclass. time from .Manhattan nitery: -opera-. trel ‘style. Sans mike.. He-purveys: less .be improved, thtis ‘making: it
beyond the first of the’ year, ‘Phi- ‘resident bands Provide the
4 -music. ‘tions, :is re:-doing the scene with a a. ‘good brand ot.
entertainment an: easy,necting’ and lounging Spot.
lippe has been talking with Donald |.
Myroy: aoe|swarm, and:
i. ‘Jose;.:}L: charming. eastside , Spot | during: his.bitn,
Kali.:

°
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“| prising ‘élbuin: selections. His. set|
Sands, Las Vegas.
.
Las Vegas, Oct. ‘3.
_London,: Oct. 2.. | could -use.:.a. little freshening,
. Las: Vegas,. .Oct.. 2... “pression. and makes only: casual
Jimmy Durante, Peter. Laipjoré:-Lreferences to. her ‘single:‘status: | * Shirley ‘Bassey, with Raymond: though. there : is still interest in}. Stere Laurence, Eydie Gorme,
‘Robert Nesbitt’s .“Fantas- some ‘of the: pieces he: constantly- Dunhills (3), Harry Nofal,-Aritonio
Eddie Jackson, ‘Sonny King, George: “Let's face it, a good trumpet. play-* Long; | Morelli Orch 123), Copa
Girls
Finley, © ‘Jack: Roth, ‘Bill -.Carey;. ‘er is ‘not easy. ‘to find,” . She“ has’ a ico”; : choreography. “Billy Petch; | repeats,
~The group, -however, ‘Temains an. (12); produced: by Jack Entratter;
“Donn | Arden. Dancers’. (12), Cart-. ‘secure ‘and -winning stage presence; decor, Tod Kingman; costuntes, :R.
orchestrations, |-exciting: unit. Including the leader, .| choreography,.- Rennie
Stuart:
ton: “Hayes . ‘Orch ::"€42) 3° “presénted and. just. a trace: of. the’ old ‘habits |St. ‘John Roper.
oS
py Wilbur. .Clark;: ‘choreography, ‘aS: an- -exploratory. finger stratches. ‘Burt. Rhodes. ‘With Trotter. Bros. : there are four drummers (one on stage direction, Harold: Dobrow; $4
her:
nose.
or.
midriff:
12),°
*
Michael’
“Desmond,:.
Katia,
a
bass.
‘and
|
sax-flute-oboe
ctraps),:
minimum.
* Donn’ “Arden;. “musical. . ‘arrange‘ments . and. special lyrics’. ‘by -Jim| Miss: Smith “also. has’“the. show:| Rileen’ Gourlay: line” «29).; “Sydney ‘man: Latter, is: Jose..Taylor who |}
wise - ‘training * Of. the ° true, “band:|"s tmone and. Frartke: Deniz Orchs;: -provides fine: melodic ©‘accom pani- |- -Steve- Lawrence . and
Eydie.
.Harbert: ‘Diranteé’s act written” by +
- | ment. to. the .‘group’s thunderous Gorme- have joined Jack. Entrat-:
Jackie Barnett.” staged by. Aida [chick: Something went w ‘Fong. with- $7.50. minimum.
the
Nega’.(wireless)mikes“handled
|.
.} sound. - / Olatunji* ‘throvs in some ‘ter’s stable of stars, getting ‘eff on
Broadbent; S$ minthum,:
a4 by. the Smith. Bros., her-male quar-|:Shipley Bassey.‘is riow’a ‘star: of: native =chanting. ‘and handles. a. the right: note in a happy- ‘song
j-tet,- and. they. ‘started bringing” imi international ~ dimensions. . T he |
including his_ session. The husband-wife team
ae ‘jimmy’ ‘Durante’ has, taken “some|
complement ‘each other. in duets,
£ vot the. best bits. from his. past sue-: South: Jersey ‘police calls. ’:She tells. ‘ropes .were out: for her.Opening - ‘néw-famous: “talking drum.”
|
theaudienceé,.“Nothing:
1ipsets.
‘me.
Hast.
Monday:
(1)-at.
the:
‘Talk.
of
the.t.
-Group’s sound is:_ throbbing. ‘and and click ‘solidly as. singles.
cesses: here,. assémbled. them -intojany
more.
after.
what
I’ve:
been
|
Town,
-and
©
there:
is
'
‘little.
doubt
charged: ‘and . their’ ‘presentation . Together they offer such as “Lot
-/some wonderful: ‘musical.. mayhem, :
added the: topical: Peter. Lawford, + through,"”- and.thén :works. without. ‘that’ there wilt bé -SRO- biz.‘during - Gneluding. native ‘dress) is. enter- Of Livin’. To. Do.” “Start. of Some-ainplification:
“Almost:
a
‘score,of
.
her
|
‘eight-weeks’
‘stint.
She:
dis
.a
“rand: he -comes Up: with~ another
‘taining, DS less” blase™ ‘attitude: on. thing: Big,” “Make Someone Hapnumbers. aré in the star's:songalog. |-great fave ‘at any time, but: London. the -part, ofthe Jeader. would. help py,” “True
Love,”
“Anything
-winner. :."
1
Most
‘effective’
are:
“Don't
Take
'j
Will’ be» ‘jammed :: in ‘the: ‘coming I'the unit, considerably;
Next: to the:‘star. himself; Sonny.
Kalt, .| Goes,” plus a medley of standards.
Your
Love“
‘from
Me."
and.
the
{
vw eeks *‘With .a’. number” “of... major
‘Miss Gorme shows why she’s one
‘King -gets. the:bulk. of the turn’s
” time,. most. of: it. in ‘duets. with: the:1:‘haunting °“God Bless’: ‘the. “Child,” aexhibitions, ‘not. the ‘least: of which |.
of. the best’ chirps. in the biz as
‘sung:
“unaccompanied.
She
‘doubles:}:
‘is
‘the
annitial
Motor.
Show.Shamrock,
Houston
she: * socks
across
“Granada,”
boss. Highlight: ‘a rousing. “Love:
‘with::
the
--boys.-in
‘the
“parody,
|
* Houston, Oct: 4..
“Rockabye,” and ‘‘Swanee.”*
-¥a.Love Ya. Love. Ya‘I .Do.’’. Eddie:
Earlier: in the ‘year, Eartha Kitt. |
“Nothing
Liké
a
Man,”
-and
reac
:
.- Jackson- is, right at-home’ With ‘his +1
“engage-|” Dotothy- “Shay: The: Valevios. (2), }?’ Lawrence, ‘also a major leaguer
three:
in the vocal department, shows
~“Bill. Bailey’” strut. and keeps. the ‘es. solo heights: ‘with: -heré. -para-.;playedata.the’
Samemonths".
spot; and while. “Paul”: “Neighbors«. Orch : (11)5,
|
phrase:
of:
“What.
‘Kind:
of
Fool
|
there
pleasant pipery on such numbers.
nostalgia’ at a: : @énerous: level.
is no justification: in making. ‘cover -or minimum.
as: “Old Cotton: Fields,” “Second
- Durante. :again.. does-‘his famed jAm atty” Allen’ a Steve Rossi. | Comparisons. :it is fair: to’observe
‘Dorotliy. Shay. has:‘Played, at the Time :. Around,”
‘Time
After
: A. ‘Piario Is “A> -Delicate- ‘Thing’ |,‘the ‘warmup spot, have been’ ‘ber. |
while literally. tearing the -instru-.
sonably in.- her. own” ‘Hight. as ‘an: Shamreck. Hilton's”.International | Time,” ‘and “Kansas City.” "Joe
‘ennhial
visitors.and.favorites
at
the‘“ment-apart; Scores with a ‘solo “My.
entertainer: In a féw years she:-has |.‘Club. more. times than she can: re-, Guercio. doés an admirable job. of
‘-One’ Room -Home,”’ which. is.both: club for the Jast: eight years." Their: Brown. considerably. in’ stature, her ‘member (eight or nine) and there’s | ‘guilding the Antonio Morelli orch
“Hello
Dere!”’
.
routine
.
helps
them.
tender: and’.-amusing:.
pipes are: ‘in°‘excellent: shape, and. a- good crowd on hand to.greet her. (23) for the party. Lawrence may
‘Lawford joins the star in.a cbeate- ‘Keep’. the’ format, ‘the. “same. while. she -has- learned |the elementary,: again. This; time around she has get squawks from: fans’ because. of
‘continually.
updating
their
mate-=.
nik’ Twister: “routine, .“and: when.
but’ vital;. lessons of showmanship. ‘dropped ‘the kinfolk -from her act, | his. top-heavy supply of swish. hu+ fold: by’ ‘Durante that: Hag. a “movie. rial: ‘Chief asset of the duo is-their.. ». Miss” Bassey’ ‘appears :‘in ‘a. stun-. thereby: losing some of the oldtime ‘mor, but. -he does get a lot of
infectious.
-goodhumor
and
their.|
producer: ya: gotta’ learn French.
ning: gown, and- goes. ‘straight: into .vaude: ‘flavor—which °doesn’t hurt. yocks.
7
The ‘dancing Dunhills (3). -balbecause most. of ::the. pitchers: are || ability to. tateh: the saudience | up. her: routine «without. “any..of - the -her nitery Act.
jin:
“ite...
Her personality is. as _winning ance
the bill, again breezing
_; made ‘in France, ” he. does ‘a clever.
“more: conventional: gab,: In- ‘fact,-she}
The’
‘Moro-Landis.
‘Dancers.
-disas. ever,..and she’s still the Park. through. what is prebably the best
-. routine’. with six. chorines: 25 his‘
‘does. ‘not - attempt. ‘to . talk. to the Avenue. hillbilly, ,°
t
port™
in
the:
opening
ensemble
and.
‘despite good male fancy footwork available to
“TJanguage. instructors. _
“audience “until: -she- has delivered
-. The rotund Jerinie Jackson joins“return for a Twist routine.in. which’ several. “numbers © ‘in- ‘socko ™ style;. ‘variety of. tunes... Ina tight sequin- bookers of top level entertainment.
|
they
sport.
sweatshirts.
and
Keely,
red: "gown: she’s an eye-popper, and|
‘the:‘group in. awild Twisting ‘sess
| and. even then’ confesses that shé’s- her ‘intio, :_ “Swinging | Around The The hoofers glide with ease from.
_sion: at-the franctic finale.:“Jackie.| Smith hairdos .for a- solid: finale.”
Skillful acrobatic feats to delight[-tot’ so .-hof. on:.ad.-libbing, .which Mountain,” is. ‘clever, :
J
Johnny:
Mathis
opens.
Oct,
11,
.
“Barnett.is ‘credited with penning.
-adds:an: ‘endearing quality’ to what a Shé "has the . usual mountain’. ful.song and darice routines..
“Gag
the. ‘pandemonium.
Holdover: Renne Stuart ‘produc{ she.Tas to.. say.
melodies, : ‘then — ‘shows ©“Surprising|tion number, featuring song tosser
. Bill ‘Carey ‘is*a handsome.. pari-! pete
Her:
‘vocalizing
-.
js°
“consistently.
“belting 'ability, to those with short. Harry. Nofal and the--dozen Copa”
cstone: with: al ‘exceptionally: impres-= "€rescende. A.
standout: ‘though: she. is-at her: best: Memories, in: “Summertime. *, She's |
Sive voice” who is the. nucleus,.as | -. a
_. Los. Angeles, Oct:: 9: .in the powerful, ‘dramatic ‘ballads. “a woman on the prowl -in “‘Stout.] lovelies. is the. curtain: raiser.
*. the football hero, of a“new- Donn } Fr aiices- Faye,. |:Larry. -‘Storch,.
‘Vie -Damone and Jan. Murray
:. . dominate ~.her 45-minute ‘Hearted’. Men,” and gets the Twist: open. Oct: 31. .
‘Duke..
‘Arden _nifty-. ‘dance... ‘splash “calléd|<Eddie. Grady Orch;. *$2:50: cover: which
ssongalog:.
‘These
are.
her
forte,
and.
into
“act:
“with,
“Hog
‘Happy
Hop.”.
“College . Days;” - decorated: by. a. | Plus: two:drijie niinimum=s
clearly
©
‘She
recognizes”;
this:
“but:
‘She has. to. return for.uniritended |
dozen. comely: “coeds.” The. Carl-¢ ave, Vancouver
‘ton ‘Hayes’ orch..412). does A.“smooth | -Bignetié, ‘frantic, fantastic: Fran.“|that’s not to say she’ ‘doesn’ t ‘know- encore to ‘do ‘her. w.k: ““Efficiency.”?
-Vancouver,. Oct. 5.
|
her.
way
*
around:
with,
a
Tighter
|.
‘The Valenos; 4 man ‘and. wfe
Job ‘of backing thie.bash.
tees’. Faye_ Teturns.: to” head Gene.|
Margarita. Sierra,
with. Tony
|-dance team. from Canada, also. have |
Next -*headliner:,,“Eddie.“Fisher:|* -Norinan’s ° new - pill and,’ jidging |:type” of:‘number.’ _
She. opens: " Boiverfally -with: unusual Intro, ‘with. -Bill’ bringing. Costa, Ray: Hastings, ‘Chris. Gage
Oct, 30,-.
my
“Duke. ~. | from. the. Packed -and. enthusiastie.|
“Everything's. ‘Coming. Up ‘Roses, ”. “wife ‘on: stage in duffle bag. That “Orch: (7); $2 admission.
: | audience©
“Wednesday's . (26) and ‘in: the same bracket’ makes. a. and: ‘wife Beatrice’: s limberness are
"*? opener;- it’ should be a happy. re-.
Margarita Sierra, Spanish-born
big” plusses:: 10: otherwise routine
; vi
iennese Lanterns 2NY:
N
‘union, ‘both:-for- the. pérférmer ‘and | ancere impresh with ‘such items as
‘singing star of! tv's “Surfside 6”
. Fernanda Montel, Tan,
eo nee! “ndnagement:. “Miss Faye.. remains. “Love-for Sale,’” “Goodbye: Lovers" 4 dance aci:
* Show: plays two. ‘frames, with. (she’s. .“Cha- Cha O'Brien” _in the.
“What. Kind of Fool:Am -I” -an
: |-ofie--of “the. most. popular - nitery’ “What Now My -Love.”’.As con-qd.Paul Neighbors’, Orch -bowing out series), makes a lively and. enter.Lattractions: ‘to: play the. strip. boite... “trasts; her” routine . includes - such: after this run: until. New: Year's Eve.. taining ‘Vancouver debut as well
wong
tiipresario Max. Loci:vised: to:
“She ‘is: ‘precéded.. by:.comic Larry. funes. -as. “Burning - My:: Candle,”: ‘The PN-orch is fixture -here. Lilo ‘as providing.a nice change ‘of pace
or have what-was.virtually ‘a ‘partnér-.
‘Storch. and: ‘both... work... With, the. “SKiss Me, Honey Horiey” and “The! ‘and. Jack: Durant,’ with ‘K. .Bert | for the Ken Stauffer and Boh Mit- ‘ship. arrangement. with, the: Maison-.-|
Eddie’ ‘Grady -orchestra.:
.~"|
Birth of, the Blués:?Sloan-Dick: Krueger Orch; will be ten Hornby St. haunt. ‘She’ comes
‘ette ‘of ‘the «St. -Regis: Hotel.: The | *
Aside -from ‘her usual’ pambastic ae
ae
Skip: ~1'in fresh. from an. Australian tour.
“chores. were | ‘simply: divided, “he:
*
Miss:
‘Bassey
‘provides:
the.
‘Jate-.
one
bandstand: next.
delivery. and- first-rate “musiciah-The diminutive warbler demonquséd‘to. showcase: the: talent. ‘some:
; nightshow;’. “but. a standard. ‘with }.
-ship on regulars, this time around: |-

Desert Jan, Las Vegas: ‘hag A, wholly.’geiiuine style. oteex: | ‘Falk of‘Town: London.

-

“of :which :found: their “way -to. the
erin

Sr

that the’ St.

‘Miss. Faye’ doesn’t-‘séem

is

.

= The: Losers; LA.

[strates

in

a dynamic 45-minute

to Work Talk. of ‘the Town: regulars .stint. that’ big ‘things’ do indeed. .
Los’ ‘Angeles, Oct, 4.
+ Robert Nésbitt’s earlier. and lavish |".
as, hard. It’s a Jong: Set, ‘filléd -w ith production, .
Régis -has- gone. to’ the “bandstand|
Jn. the. current °pro |. Toi Martine: combo, featuring / -come:-in small packages. Opening.
the: familiar. favorites—“‘Man.- J
completely; Loew's’ Viennese: Lati-,
_gram.. there :is. a! reprise. of his: . Fito. Riviera}. Phyllis” “Williams; | with “Breezing. Along With The
1 Breeze, ” Miss Sierra
keeps on
* tern ‘Has’ a -complete’. call-:on: “the -Love’’. ‘opening. ‘night: personalized. “Fantastico, on and. expensively J. two-arink minimum. ,
for
_Yingsiders
Debbie
Reynolds:
“ih-winging With “\Ianana,” “I Like
-mounted *,‘spectacle. ’- ‘It’s.. replete:
alumni of: that: uptown: ‘intiinerie.
1 and: ‘Harry ‘Karl) “Just in- Time.”
| Statuesque: ‘Fernanda: Moritel,..at
with South. ‘American. routines, “a:
op his-“week's. ‘acts: ‘are “playing .The Likes Of You” and a Spanish
“the Ste “Regis for: a. “Jong: ‘time,- (“Night and: Day” and. the. closing ‘Fesume’ of dance’:steps. from’ “the:
love .ballad, “I Love’ You.”
. posh:‘hospice. - _Now

Seemingly’ .has found a:new: home}: Willy :‘or Namie’ Song.”

the: ‘Losers. for‘ first. tinie, but. ‘nev-.

She’ intersperses ‘crowd pleasing
P1912 -eFa..up to’ the: present, and. a ertheless are. familiar. faces to. ‘the
- Storch doésn't come off. asv ell: “deft --puppetry.. act by--the Trotter.
L. A. -nitery .‘scene. -The: heavily- | banter. cand patter before giving
wo, - advantages: to her showcasing. here ‘His: ‘delivery +-is- “polished and -pro-- -Bros.'.A- colorful,’ ‘lively. layout, it- “percussive. “effect ‘of the.” Tony: 7 out with a swingy “Trolley: Song,”
are ". Inasmuch‘ “as the: ‘greater. intimacy| fessional, his.act. sét’.and secure, has particular appeal: for out:Of. ‘Martinez group «Tony's vibes. Tito a tender “Non ‘Dimenticar” and: a.
-. in this spot displays. a Jot ‘of: facets ‘but :his: ‘material: is:- just’. foo. old. ‘tow ners. :
: ‘Riviera’s.- bongos,.- Maury “Russell’s|.fiery .““Love. Is. Where- You Find.
Comic does best: on variéty ‘of. well: |.
. difficult:..to- expose in ‘the:‘former |
‘It.”. To round out’ ‘this ‘segment,
| developed : ‘dialeets : ‘and <a lengthy | -For Sher. “stint “Miss. Bassey . drums, “Marvin ‘Shore's bass .and
we environment.
| brought in: her’ own ‘musical. -di- Jerry.” Harmon's
piano)
create. Miss Sierra. punches - out a sexy
- Fhe: Gallie:’“iniport, in."a form: |I takeate ‘on :cowboys...“Over
| rector, “Raymond Long;'-to baton- dancte-urging ‘effect that would ‘be-1.5special material number,” “No Hat,
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“David Astor, the Observer's edi“agency - requests. promptly. and. en- ‘usually. ‘frank: Statement: .the pro- |:a Crack: In addition ‘he’s the. premerstein -Michael
Ellis~‘presenta-. tor. told: the Council that the
. déavor ‘to - provide : decent * séats -ducers- ‘declare - ‘they're’ closing. ‘the senter‘of the ‘off-Broadway. hit;““Oh.tion;
$120,
000.
has
thus.
‘far
heen
|
Writer .of. the .givide sees each pro- :
even when ‘the’ show .As Tunning vat. ‘show because Miss.. ‘May has re:; |Dad. Poor,:Mama’s Hung-You in. the:
‘distributed . equally -between «the|‘duction every:. three. imonths, and’.
fused to make certain cuts:and |£e- -Closet ‘and I'm Feelin’ So‘Sad.”,
; “eapacity. :
management
and
the..ba¢kers.:
That
checks on questionable. ones more”
~ Some’ theatres |‘that: ‘have. set’ ‘up. visions: which they ‘deem necessary.
.Slated.. for. . future presentation |
‘two. -Philly © -tryout- by. -Steveris .either. inidependently -gives’ the’ latter..a.50° return-.on often. A stand.had. been: made, he.
‘travel agency boxoffice «facilities | The: other
their..
$120,000
|
investment.
A:
road
|
‘added, because itv as considered.
have- been less: successful: “Phis’ is’ casualties were “the - musical. “Lat or: .in. -partnership . with other mai; company: of|“Horn,” -assembled’ for-:} ‘that. the ‘attitude of the ‘Society
attributed .-to...the. producer’s °“fail:- Belle”: and ‘the ‘drama, . .‘Banderol. 7% agements . are plays: . ‘by --Samuél
|
key.
city:
bookings
this
-past’.sum}.
was a wrongful altenipt.. -to influ-.
“ure -to give. travel. agericy. ‘orders. :T Wo other’ ‘presentations |that .were
Taylor,. Goré:Vidal.. Trwin Shaw and: } mer, represented. a loss: of around |‘ence. the newspaper's: editorial
more . than: Foutine - handling’ ‘or. ‘ear marked for ‘Broadway_have. also|‘Arthur-. -Kopit.. Also, - Jean .Kerr's! $30; 000:
1 poli
long. delays:in processing. “agency ‘folded’ “out-of-town.- this- -S@ason. “Poor “Richard.” . “Tennessee. Wile.
. Paramount,. curréntly " shooting |Bey
In its consideration: “of the mat-.| They. -were. “There .Must. Be. a
‘ticket, requests: ...
liams’ “THe -Milk’ Train’. Doesn’t “Horn” °With Frank. Sinatra .head-- ter, ‘the Press: Countil asserted,
Expected. foreign toiirist. influx. ‘Pony;”- whieh touréd. the stock cit- ‘Stan: .Here -Anx more.” Héenrv: Den-! lining, . purchased. the rights to. the
the Observer, as acmitted by the
‘euit but: failed. to-go.on to scheduled|:
‘falls. in the. same. orbit.
_
ker’s dramatization -Of Louis ‘Nizer’s. Neil. - Simon: comedy for. $75,000 |.
| bookings -in. “Philly. -and -New. York,
‘(Continued on Page 67).
My. ‘ Lifes in. :-Court.”4 . Stuart. “down, ‘plus 10% of the ‘gross’ on |
‘and “Get -on “Board—The: Jazz|.
‘profitable Ww eeks up to’a ‘ceiling: of | .
‘Train,’ which: closed in: Toronto. al]
Nan.
The “Blum : “Affair?” $250,000.. The. maximum: :hasn’t
week “after: it_.started: ‘what Was: :to}
. . have: ‘been’: a lengthy. pre-Broadway.| Christopher. ‘Frvy’s:.-adaptation ‘of ‘been’ reached-‘yet, ‘but. the “sfag-.|
‘Jean: Giradoux! 's “Judith! -and- ‘gered payments: also. apply While |
ms tour.
me

‘Position’toFod

* The. rew: stemmed from. the pub-.

$190577 toDate’

h.PhillyTryout

"a
|

[

CeninenalConcerts

"Fer4OB iT =

Cancel Vancouver. Fest
For Next Year, But May

With. ‘the. closing -‘ofépositiion” | George: Tabori’s adaptation |
ofMax, ‘the show's on tour..;

Frisch’s Andorra. 797
‘Hal .March: and. Warren
Berthe count’ on tryout .casualties” at]
“Other: :.‘items .on the . "Stevens: ‘linger’. returned to ‘the show -re-|
this’ ‘early ‘point .in- ‘the. “‘séason’ will
;
~-Coiitinental ‘Concerts ‘Corp.;: pri-. -be -five;- an. unusually” high «figure |Foster ‘include. the ‘Peter: ‘Shaffer |‘Gently in. the. key. roles played by |
Vancouver, Oct:. 9.
Anarily- a booking. agency: for:‘Jong: eonsidering ' there aré ‘still. more. one-aetors,. “The Private Ear” and | them’. when “Horn” -“opened ‘on o
International
The. comed
‘had
.an|- ‘The ‘Vancouver
hair .music: ‘presentations, | -is:- Han- than seven. months to. go. before: the’ “The. - Public’ Eye.”” “Shaffer’s» “At ‘Broadway.
ye
an Festival has. been cancelled for
Place: of: Sirens,” Mare :‘Connelly ’s}.BS-week ;‘New. York Yun.”
dling two legit Shows this:season:
.. 1963, but. will:resume in 1964. That
i “'The:: Portable. : Yenberry. ” “Peter.
and is planning: ‘tours: for another. Conelusion. of. the 1962-63.
aie,el
| was. revealed Jast- week by. presitwo during .the.: 1963- 64. semes-|.
ae Ferbleman’ s “A Place Without Twii- |
| Gent T.N. Beaupre.
Hight.” Clifford... Sage: :-and” Hal
ter: The four. presentations. jiave
The hiatus. was forced on the.
‘Lewis’ -“Joshua : -Béane and: “God.”
achieved .“prominence” ‘off:‘BroadFestival. Society by a cumulative.
Way..
| Robert . Thom’s “dramatization” of iz
deficit. of: over . $77, 000. Festival —
Barnaby. Conr ad’s novel; “Dariger
Tours. planned: ‘for ‘next “season |.
- Officials: ‘blame’ the situation on
- Asolo: ‘Ttaly.. ‘Oct. 2.
"| field.” and. Friedrich . Duerren-| .
-. by -the Néw “York-based. firm -in-]' Springfield, “Mass.” Oct. 9." 4 matt’ 3 “The Psyiicists.”
7
phis. Po Valley’ tourist . mecea. poor. ticket: ‘sales this year ard
volve _contemplated ° ‘road*produc:
|=.
pane vith a rich: cultural heritage |has |‘inadequate response to the fund
“tions of “The: Blacks”. . and ::"‘A: aw ‘seven-nian ‘commission -is to,\
nanied ‘here: to. study. and rec-.
‘Set up.a _permanent: memorial to. campaign held ‘annually ta aug“y Chekhov -Sketchbook,”. the ’Jatter i‘be
“ommend. plans for: a ‘civic: centre. |
it Eleanora’: Dnuse.’ “the actress who... ment boxoffice- revenues.
with’ Joseph |Buloff. Starred. | =
Ticket ‘sales dropped to 62° of.
“spent. much Gf: her. last years’ here.latter. Headed: the east -of*“Sketch=" . This is ‘intendéd to restore Spring--}
‘field.ds a:stop'on the various‘show-.
‘The “town. has -created:. an ‘Insti-|potential, compared fo.- 764% in:
_tkook”®. last season- at: the: ‘Gramercy,
te. of: ‘Stage. Studies, Which will)! 1961, resulting in. a -$34, 000 joss.
‘Arts Theatre, Nv Y., where the bil: biz: circuits, a’. ‘status it” has lost{: The “off-Broadway ‘Mayfair :The- itu
|.
‘The fund campaign fell’ $35.¢60
‘of! three. one-acters: was -presented: ‘hecause” 6f. insufficient. facilities |‘atre.:N, Y.; rated ‘an: ‘off-Broadway comprise. : once-a-year- : Seminars ‘short of the $175,0CO target. In
.for’ a run’ of-:94 performances by “for. housing legit. attractions,. Opera ;:house, has “been leased for a year’ ate: August- early. September), ‘per- |
and. other entertainments. “os
‘formances.. -of “plays, and’: the: col- |.addition, $14,336 in enterfainment
Stanley: and’ Hélen Waren. There’s
Projected: centré .would: be used: :by. -Play-Pix : Productians, ‘Tne.- The: lecting” and collating. of. Duse mem-|, ‘tax, which the Society had expect-.
some -uncertainty. as te who'll ‘Pros
“AS a: combination. .convention-thea~ i firm, established to operate in-the orabilia: -Sessions’ will. be opén. to: ‘ed :would be remitted by: the preduce. the. road: presentation.
trical showease.. ‘Town's only ‘facil- legit. ‘and film fields; -also_ lias under -actors, . play Ww rights,
producers, vinciai. government, has. been with.“The- Blacks.” - produced. off- |
;
itv ‘at present is the. Municipal: Au- |option for Broadw ‘av:
:
: presentation a { scenarists, ©:designers,. critics “and, } held: '
-Broadway’ by-- Sidney” -Bervistein,
amounted
fo
‘ditorium; but: this: was designed as; rnusical: Version: of “Cheaper by the’ indded: any ‘and.all connected with: Total revenue
-- George Edgar and-Andre’ Gregory,
$247.762.
| $387,997, including
-y omarked 17: months.of. playing tinie.a.concert. Hall and- has. beén' found|‘Dozen:” “The. Mayfair, ‘for which:ie
‘the legit. theatre...
-unsuited : for other: ‘pr esentations. the:.organization. has -no ininiediafe
‘Institute. Is- housed. here. ‘in the ticket ‘sales and. $140. 235 in dona.
at the’ St, Marks. Plavhouse,, N: LY:
‘producing plans. isa .299- seater sit-}
castle. of’ Queen'Cornaro. Play per- tions, Against ‘an .expenditure ‘of
“Yast’Thursday (4),. = The. ‘same pro-. | :Comniission’s. only: appointee- so:
$439, 549. To the: loss. ‘of $51.(592: on
. ducers .intend .‘sending: out: the | far is: Daniel J. Maloney, local -the- tuated on. West 46th St.An. the. Times | | formances will. be staged al: fresco. this ‘year’s. operation. the Festival ‘atrical impresario, who will.serye ; Square: area.
lon. grounds’ ‘adjacent. the ‘castle,
‘road’ ‘production. ° “Another current:
“Dozen,” previously”. controlled: i taking. -advantage’ of: the: heady. carried: a deficit of .$11.507 from
(2s.chairman. of. the Panel:
olf-Broadway. entry.
“The « Hos-,
nyt By ‘Broadivay “producer - theatre ;‘ Asolo lands¢are. ‘that. has heguiled. r 1961, a cumulative total of $63,059,
tage,”: is beiig. duplicated on ‘the
With. the $14.336: tax added. the
/ OW ‘ner Lester Oster man, has a book *

Resume Operation in ’64

nays

CASTLE MEMORIAL

:ROAD STAND DREAM
IN.SPRINGFIELD, MASS.

~T0 ELEANORA DUSE|

Finand.LesitOuifit
“Gets Off-B’way: Mayfair |

|

artists: for. centuries.
read. as: the :first-of the legit: enSchedule “Yankee’ Diaite “by .Christoplier “Sergel,.- music: ‘by
‘tries to-be sent out by Continental:
’ Mark. ‘Bucei and ‘Ivries. by. David:
‘The “touring :presentatian: co- pro-t": “Tuner forLondon: Preem | Rogers. It's® based: om-the Frank.

[

| deficit . now. sfancs at ‘$77.3S5.

;

‘Beaupre indiv ated that the prime

Jeffrey BalletGoing To .{ objective of the Festival Suciety”
‘would be to retire the ‘eurrent de’ Orient. for State Dept. ; ficit. A special conimitice has hecn

aL

anced ‘by Perr’ Bruskin.:and-.Je- |.
i ohdgn, Oct. 9...
‘Gilbreth ~ Jr:- Ernestine. : Gilbreth.
_sepnh H.. Schéelfer.. opened at’ Her , Stephen: “Miténell .‘and -“Heiman | Carey’ ‘book, : which: was made: into|
a . Majesty's. ‘Montreal,. and: played! pr.ack --are? 10. “present - “y ankee:|. a‘ film in- 1950: By. 20%h-Fox.: Play- ] “Rebert | Jéfferv.
wie
chor eo"ast week’ at the’Royaal.Alexandra. _ |Doodle ‘eines “to-.Town” in: the
Pix; which: ‘intends using the May-! garvhs for the N.Y..Citv, Oper a-and
Téronito.
-f West End néxt spring. The:.shaw is’ “fair:-for “its. ,own’ ‘productions. - or:: has. ‘his ‘own. baliet: ‘€roup;, will tour:
“Britckin: wlio!“also..diverted, the, .aescribed: as an -American. musical; “those... of:. other. samanagements,. is;
abroad - for... Snite. ‘Dept.
.under
Toad. Vehicle: was: ‘als<0; Staper.
-travelog and: wil star Billie’ WwForth: |héaded- by “Robert AY .Goldston. 3 Gertr ude’. Macy? Jsupervision
for
: the
off-Broadwaynresentation: q and--BilJ:: Shirley. Tt. will: highlight, \ho's. president.
-He and ‘Leonard! the American: “National: “Theatre &.
now. in-its. 1th smonth fat the QO
ne) the songs: and’. dances. that.. nadé |“Davis.. who's ‘hoard ehzi itman, were:
oy.

set up for this purpcse and Bll
approach. the city. provincial and
federal ‘governments. as veil as
private. donors. The
Festivals
permanent sstaff of eight has now
been ‘cut to two. feneral, Manager:

‘Academy: He rOCs aut in. December. ‘Gordon. ‘Hilker and his’ secretary,
32 Sheridan: “Square: Theatre. .N.
ithe: Brade in. the. Statés --ath Ahe! “executives of Nationél ‘Telefilm: AS+ and. bookings. are now being. firmed. and. offices have been moved from
“under” the:. pradueti on. anshices oft turn: of. ‘the century.”
the: present | Jatge’ quarters: to a
: aa “sociation,
a {Mia
.
The
dle area
East te. he: tor:sed is the

Norma: ‘Prances. Reberi Tees

and: Belt Productions.

dan. ‘Behan. play “was

ar d- Bor Plu
s, ‘includ-- small ‘space in the. Queen Elizabeth
Dolores: Pugliese has “he“yi eep-- -ing Jordon, Jren: TeDenen, Egypt. | Play house.
mt. “foushy | yywho. Aaa, stare’ tae .c porenerenhy. “painted: “@xecut: Vee-eve lay
The Society
‘a retain the
y ch he Afghanistan, cBrath. Men, Higia’ ‘and

7

|

It: is Gue™

-Rrevi-| Hippodrome,

{Continued on: ‘Fe se: E72) -

to. open

Now:

“On.vet]

Bristol. . [Fred -kelly:

AIS now ; auditionABE Lies“ent.

cd Gathohe Actors:
4
Guld,

-

firan. ..

s$Contini ed on page €€)
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Shows Abroad |
Doetors

-

a .| as ‘the daughter: in” love’ with an
unseen.

stage, and. the ‘sparse: decor de- qualities:

of Philosophy

Biway‘andRoadTheatreanges

| tiie”braguart tead, :
and. is:
is
“played |in the right. key: Billie ‘Whitelaw a0
combines’: the.|-of . both “father “and

Yankee,’

_Hoise-manager- ‘assignments for. the. 1962-63 :‘season,v for’‘theatres. in.

New York.and: out-of-town are ‘as fotlows:.wee
ae
.
L signed by David Myerscough ‘Tones |-mother.. Hér. performance: clarifies|.
NEW YORK ©
aa
Michae? Godron. presentation of a. ¢com- ‘does not. help.
ther makeup: “Of:qualities. from. both|
edy
wu
three acts, by -Muriel. Spark..; > -What remains, ‘therefore,. As. ‘the!; parents.
“Alvin, AI: Jones: ‘Ambassador, -Arthur’ ‘Singers. ANTA: Norman Nate:
‘Stated
bv
Donald. McWhinnie:: décor.|
and - that should be
O'Neill made: this an- actor's plas |buam; “Atkinson, not yet assigned; Barrymore, Horace: Wright; Beck;:: :
Hutehinson Scott. Features Gwen | play, itself,
rell, Funella Fielding, Layrence Hardy.
enough’ to ‘satisfy. most. O'Casey’s. and even. the roles of the drunks|‘Louis -Lotito; - Belasco... Archie ‘Thompson; |- Biltmore, --Nathan ‘Parnes; |
Ursula
Howells,
Hazel Hughes. - Opened:
ri¢h, generous flow. .though 0€Ca~| are: admirably. played in- the \cart-|Booth,,. Frank™ O'Connor; * Broadhurst, John .Yorke;: Broadway, Fannia....‘Oct. 2. “62. at the Arts Theatre: Club,
sionally hard‘ to. follow, provides’ ‘arScature : ‘style: ‘of : the- writing. Toby: |::Comstock;. “Casino East. ‘Clifford. ‘Haymian;. City. Center, : Angelo Casa-. ©
‘Lond: an, $2 05 top.
€hathe Telfont, ....5.-. Laurence Hardy.
rare. theatrical treat,: and ives: Robertson's, staging ‘is. Spirited...
Finis” Cort, Michael. ‘Small: 54th‘ St.,.‘eo-: McDonald; AGth: ‘St.,- ‘Leonard.
Catherine
vase heb eeeeed » Gwen Cherrell
‘added: power |tothe. tense, moving |- This is a natural for a. Theatré- Soloway; Golden, : Roy Jories: Hayes, ‘Thomas Clarke; - Hellinger,. not”
Leonora
ssw ee ee da wse. Ursula - Howells!
Mrs. S
wee ee vee sevene's Hazet Hughes! ‘subject.
| Festival’ presentation, . -and some~- ‘yet. assigned; Imperial;: Gerson Werner; Longacre, Frank Berle; LuntDaphne |
seaeee
Kathleen Breck
«The " play is presented: in:four. thing for:-which:.the ‘actors: might. :-Fontanne, Abe. ‘Baranoff;. Lyceum, .James ‘Reilly;. Majestic,-Laurence :
Chath Brown
.. woestewee . Tom Bouman
intermission),. ‘thank ‘O'Neill, It moves’ to Venice- ‘Shubert. Laurence Jr.; ‘Miller’ s; George. Banyai; .Morosco, Arthur. Ligh-:
Charhe Weston ...5-..0::
‘Tim. Preece: acts (with. a single
Aunie Wsod
....-: Fanelia Fielding ‘With ‘the.‘dramatic climax of the; before, transferring - to: London.
‘ton:. Music. ‘Box, Charles” ‘Stewart: .O’Neill, ‘Richard “Horner: Playhouse, .
Birs, Weston .+.-...600-. . Anne. WwWoodward | 1916 Easter ‘rebellion. ‘filling. ‘the.
'
Te
Tee Mac.
Edward: Dowling; .Ross, Saul. Abraham:.:‘Royale, Leonard . Sang; ":St..-.
ie ‘James, eon Spachner; Shubert, John: ‘Shubert, ‘Winter:
‘second half, ‘Fhere is, however, al-|"r. Garden, ‘Norman:
In her fir st. attempt at playwrit=
ways an. element of: comedy ‘and. allt:
' Light; ‘Ziegfeld, not: yet‘assigned.
{nz, novelist Muriel’ Spark reveals|
eharactets - have: that: eit of Murder in.the ‘aihedral,
BALTIMORE: canCo
TRE:
‘a talent for funny dialog; ‘but ‘little|| the
‘London, . Oct.

ie

-

sense

of. play © construction.

_ Al_|-

“Ford's, ‘Leonard B. ‘MeLaughtin. a

‘of ‘two‘act .

etd

ite

.BOSTON.. 0° ler2
a
thoush there are many laugh pro- I tion some 403yeats back the:play |‘Lever; setting: Noel MacMahon. Stars Ray: 7
- Colonial,‘Saiil:‘Kaplan; Shiibert, M...D. Howe; ‘Wilbur, Max. Michaels. 7
voking lines, “Doctors of Philosy:McAnally.
Opened,
Sept..
:25,
62,
at
(St.}-Dublin; and -Patrick’s. ‘Cathedral. - Dublin: $1.75 top.
-CHICAGO.ophy”” is ‘a play. almost. without |eaused: a near riot jn
though. ‘this ‘presentation:. -is “surely i: Thomas- Fs
* Ray. “McAnally: te * Blackstone, Andrew K. Little; Shubert, Herbert Ries.
oo
beginning,
middle
or. end. ‘The.
‘to ‘under-i ‘Tempters..2 Kevin 'Flood.. ‘Frank Purcell,-|
CINCINNATI
ols
“writer's ‘future work will ‘be worth ‘less inspired, it-is easy
/ Fred: Johnson. --Aidén Grennell |
1st
tand
«the.
impact.
--it.
must.
have’
| Priests. :
iJdith, Norton, _ Peter: ‘Mavock,
-Shubert, Noah Scheeliter.. hee
uo on ee
watching provided she. can exercise
oe
.Alee.: Doran.{
CLEVELAND
SOR
the requisite technical dev elop: |‘ niade. Tt:svas.a bold and: ‘courageous Messenger”a Sewe Cee iwlnes Gerry Kiernan’
:
treatment
of.
the
Easter.
‘rebellion,
Hanna, Milton Ktante._
'
OE Sone,
Kevin. "Biood. Frank ‘Purcell: :
Knights...
ment. |
1
defying
the.
Sentimental
‘and:.more’}“Ered:
Johnson,
Aiden
Grenvell
os
“DETROIT
“Dacters” marks, the: beginning
the. new

‘of

regime at the

- a7

1e

Arts.| conv. entional

attitude

‘of

making

Nora. ‘Lever “presentation

‘Cass,. Harry. “Mekee; Fisher, James ;‘Nederlander; '-Shitberts: Frea’ :
The: presentation ‘of:7.‘S. Eliot's: |Nederlander.’

which has. been * extensively refur-}Heroes ‘out: of all the Irishmen who

bished (by: the new managenient- i! took’ up. arms --against the. British. |. pagedat of. the 12th: century. ‘Arch-|].
“Tos: ANGELES.
Michiel Godron is presenting. the [‘Yet it was fair. and. syinpathetic, to. bishop. of. . Canterbury, * Thomas. , - Biltmore, . “Charles gE Oliver; Hartford, “Gerald O'Connell;:Phithar+l
Becket,
originally.
presented.
“in.
1
“the
cause.”
plays, and ‘his.first choice, though.
‘monic, Ray: Nelson.
:
The strength’ of. the. play.resis as. Canterbury. ‘Cathedral, -has:-been a.
a disuppdintment; is given a pro:
MILWAUKEE Y
Jong-time’
‘project:
with
Nora.
Lever.|.
much
on
ils
characterizations’
as
on.
ductiorr. gloss superior to the nor_ Pabst, fot yet assigned.
and:
in
staging-it-.in
St.
Patrick’
s|--and..0°
Casey’
§
‘flawless
|
its
writing:
mat club ‘standard, excepting. of
“NEW. HAVEN
‘course the. brief regime ‘unde: ‘the obseryation. results ina. collection. Cathedra], built. a few: yéars ‘after’| - ‘Shubert, ‘Ben Witkin, mo
»
on
‘Becket's
murder,
she:
has
‘provided
of
interesting:
and.colorful_
person-.
Shakespeare ‘Theatre Co... control.
|
'
“PHILADELPHIA.”
oe
Dublin:
:Theatre‘Festivalgoers.
with.
‘Although
the:
acting.
is.
not™
alities.
The husband and wife in: the.;
_ Erlanger, ‘Joseph. Carlin;: Forrest,. ‘Laurence Shubert: ‘Laurence -and:,
‘comedy are’ doctors of philosophy:. all. it ‘should ‘or. could ‘be: that’s ‘a ‘an exciting piece of.theatre. Abbey’ Lex ‘Carlin Jr.; Locust, Charles" ‘Ssuggs; “Shubert,.Harry. Mulhera,. -Wal- ’
''Eheatreactor.
Ray:
McAnally.
js
an
“minor
deficiency,
as
©
the
‘overall
|
‘Their daughter is a university stt-.
nut;“Thomas Strain,
2
dent and her cousin is‘also’a Ph. D. ‘eanvas induces |‘theatrical excite-. ‘excelent choice’ for. the: role of! |
a
PITTSBURGH,
Becket:
He.
has
both:
the’
style.
and
|
iment.
There's naturally an academic. air.
*: Nixon, ‘William ‘Blair;
Arthur
-O°
Sully
aii’s.
-interpreta-|
‘technique
‘to:
carry:
the.
role,
and
a}.
-;
to the dialag. though some of the:
SAN. FRANCISCO-:
;
most ‘profound comments seem to. ‘tion. of: Fluther Good..is lively;- voice to. match, althougli: slightly |
Caran; William: Zwissie: Geary, .Thomas. Earnfred,
‘marred
at
times.
-by.
the:
sound.
'S¥.
~
j
enough,
:
foush
George
‘Couloutris::
come from the servant.
‘ST. LOWIS:
dull. ard jtem’ during: his Chrismas ‘sermon.
But there's no plot. At. first, it. nrakes2a | :surprisingly
American, ‘Edward. siéinhauer. at
sevins as if the: story is to. be cen- | color iesjob. of the eccentric Peter : from ‘the. Cathedral: ‘pulpit. ae
TORONTO
‘He is: in. cOmmand thraiighout, ah
‘ Flynn.” E tsHly” the best: individual
tered arutind. the cousin -who- ‘in}
1 Q.Keefe, Biuce Corder;-Royal ‘Alexandra; Ertiest Raley.
‘even
to
the.
point.
‘of
-his:
murder,
perfor
mance
is
by
-Donal
:
Donelly
|
of.
the
‘opéning
scenes
had
;
‘one.
enews
kde
ete
we

| ;

oo
"WASHINGTON:
+}: » ‘NationalScott Kirkpatrick: woofs
.
WILMINGTON
:
| ‘Playhouse, not yet. assigned, -

asked the husband to give. her a43s the “Youn: -Covey,. the. ardent. ‘se’ much: so--that’ the ‘Tempters
child. Then. the. daughter. bec omes® “Socialist, whose’ ¢liche-ridden dia. make little impression. on:the-audipieznant, but declines. marriage | log is. straight :oul of ‘anyMarxist “ence *vith their speeches. The Play“ers
these .roles’: ‘double: : ‘as
because the prospective father -is|F textbook, | .
ms
“a
nuclear puveisist’ and she’s- a!
There. is. also. quality in ‘Molly ' Rnights:. ‘reaching - their’: effective-:

campanmer

LoS

for. nuclear disar‘maz!“Urquhart: ‘s.study of the belligerent. ;“hess with their charges agairist: the-|
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BillyThe KidMakes ContactAs

"The ‘Thrillis‘Gone
‘Walter. Kerr, NY.

\:Tribune: ‘drama

2,600 Children GetTasteofBallet|

Albany,- Oct. 9.
Some 2,600. school children came|
directly from classes, books under}

their arms, to the. Palace Theatre

‘Herald’.
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.

says.
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that’ orie: of the - kicks of -the- | ‘The:‘progtani. note.‘about.producér. David Merrick. tn ‘the:Playbiil. for
job-is the fan letters it brings-. “Stop. The World,” atthe Shubert Theatre, N.' ¥. is-a refreshingly sar“: mmespecially. those. addressed to... donic appraisal: '“The theatre’s ‘most’ amiable. -producer, David Merrick... ”° <:
_| Bi. by mistake. ©
| | -is. revered: ‘by. “poth competitors and’ associates. Throughout: his. illusLast... week -he” received. ac -trious. ‘career, he. ‘has ‘shunned the’ glare. of ‘publicity. and. neatly’ -side-© inote from the New.. York head-- | stepped, the briar patch. of: controversy... As. an example of ‘his :affection ...::

Saranac: Barn. Continues ]*. of an English. publishing firm,

| for,drama eritics; he is the founder of the Annual David Merrick Award,
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‘The. ‘dissolution ofthe Saranac: . “congratulating him .on his re-. 2 ‘given ‘each ‘year, to. the” public's seléction-of the. outstanding. daily: re-_
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-For. the 100th: ‘pirthday’ of Gabriele D’Annunzio.. a Special company
‘will |‘prepare his ‘play: “La ‘Citta ‘morta’ (The: Dead-City), ‘{n- which.
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CARCI SCHOLARLY.
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on Lake.
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character. is‘subsidiary: calling: for. iest contributions, Earle. Hyman. is. ‘lent as_the-boy,; conveying. just the’
only. ore brief.’“appearance in the. \-fine . as Lt. tgs. Roberts... a’ role’ right. conibination of:‘brashness and:
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| fine’ -production: must: be’.‘accorded
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| w itty Doc with assurance. “and: Wil-- of ‘Richard. Altman. The: gestures
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hopping.. ‘However, no true. Ait is’ a
Sin: sight: yet...
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-Automobile:. ‘Salon,”: an artificial |.
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* of other plays are waiting, to. fill: re
Paris’ 55-legiters all season.
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~ Michel “Andre=Roger- Bernstein ‘“LIdee -D’Elodie” “tElodie’s Idea),

at.
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.. family comedy’ of feuding in-laws:
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Yoyal shenanigans. in ‘16th-.century
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War). 100K s dispassionately.. ‘at...
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- Russo occupation "during-‘the last |." |*

. War. But-it-has mainly .idea andJf.°°.
‘.not-the dramatic force. to make “it |”
7a. searing, méaningful, look ‘at war’s |
F degrading | after effects.. Unlikely. 2
‘tenure. at the ‘Theatre. Mathurins.
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.- Bfor ementioned .. Audiber th GP: U s ‘3
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other’ play, .“Other’ Lives,” ::which “Philip Sousa. and others, and” was+: Russell Graham Medcraft,. 65, Jumbus. | A’ ‘member. of. the firm ‘an actress, is proféssionally Pamela.
“he: -wrote. with -Theresa. felburn, * encouraged |to. ‘study’. ‘composition. “ ‘co-author . of “Cradle :Sriatchers”. “since =1910° the. ‘aided’ in the Pro: Tiffin; groom -just resigned as.
‘senior editor of Esquire io engage.
. wag: staged-.also.. In “1922, Good-. ‘He’ wrote: numerous arches. and and. other ‘plays and films: ‘during -duction -of- ciyie:“¢elebrations...
‘Tina publishing venture on his own.
“Iman: produced. -John.. Galsworthy’s: other” works. for.” Military:. -bands. | the.1920’s; died Sépt..28 as a result |
ch:
In:
recent
‘years
lie
was:
a.
music
|
Greenwi
the:
.
at”
“The Pigeon’
‘Of :a fire in his’ Dorchester : Hotel Gertrude Bernhard, 80..‘known: to
Susan Fonda to Michael Wager,.
editor Of. Mills. Music¢,:Inc., “and. ‘was } ‘apartment in Manhattan.° “He -was- -vaudevillians ° cas: sister-in-law * of: Oct. 9, New. York. Both aré actors;
; ‘Village Theatre:
editor
In °1925,: he. fouiid: The. ‘Stazers. |:
and --atranger’ for: other: ‘one’ of four -men ‘appointed ‘during |-the Jate.Jake Lubin, head booker. she. is ‘the ‘daughter. of ‘Mrs. DorIts first play: ‘Was ‘The Blue Peter” ‘Major music ‘publishing: houses.* | the ‘1945-46 academic: year. to teach} of: ‘Loéw’s when Vaude: policy pre- cothy. Hammerstein. and. stepdaugh|
|
His...
w
wife °and: ‘three ‘sisters the Columbia’. University: classes’ of | vailed, .died™ Oct. 3. in. New York.. ter of the Tate’ Oscar Hammerstein
_at the 52d. Street: Theatre: In. fis
2
aS
¥
. Fole as.a: ‘director, ‘Goodman stazed:| survive:
+ Prof... Hatcher’ Hughes,.” ‘who had: ‘She never: married..:
_ died: .“Medcraft-taught: ‘his:Play?|
~" gome™ 70° plays, ‘both on arid- off-|..
| Weisgal, ‘quondam: Jegit ‘producer
GYPSY.
CASTELEA.
7
oo writing course..
*: Broadway.
“Included “w ere’. “SANT
_
Charies. ‘Welch, "63, manager of and now head of the. Weitzmann
"Gey
psy
Castella;
71,.
“Who:
@laimed
|
American Tragedy," "NovQuestion’
«His brother: and sister survive. _, {the downtown. Paramount. Theatre |Institute .:in- Israel. ‘Former .Susan
Te be: ‘the most: tattooed woman . in
“yin San: Francisco, died Sept.. -21 in. ‘Blanchard was divorced. from actor
wg. the: world, died recently.in Belfast,|.
MRS. SIDNEY. FRANKLIN
| that-city, after a-tong illness. His. Henry |Fonda. ¥
‘-Northern
|
Ireland:
:
With:
her.
hus|MES,
‘Sidney = Franklin, 5B, ‘wife; two’ sons: and. three daughters |:
cin Meinary of. |
.
#| band;- Tattoo. Jack, she had trav-. theatre ow ner,: died Sept. 29 aboard
|
:| elled.all: over. Europe in:fairs. and the” ‘Queen - Elizabeth, which was: survive.
.
| carnivals. ._ -:
October 12
|
1958".
a
on. its ‘way. to: London: Mrs.*Frank-| “Don Db “DeMarco, .at: dancer’
Mr. and Mrs. Derren ‘Nesbitt,.
‘@ |. : She: ‘wa$' a native- of Edinburgh; ; ‘lin owned -and ‘operated: the Little| daring: “the “1940s “with
a eam
N Seotland; ‘Where «she met, her. hus-. Theatre,. . film: house in’ Newark, called-.the--Three -DeMarcos, sdied|daughter, London, Sept. 29. Moth“Asked” and “Rogmiersholn.:” “Dure aband. py eal: name. “Ambrose: Harv ey) 'N.J:. At one time,-she-and her: late Sept. 23 in Philadelphia. Wife. AW |‘er is actress Anne Aubrey; father
'"."ing: the: 1930's ©‘he’ directed. several ;'55: years-ago: He _petsuaded. her to, husband. -were-. a’ song .and ‘dance daughters,: parents and two sisters. ‘is: an- actor,.
Mr. and: Mrs. Fergus’ Linehan,
we
a
_films, in. el uding
“Jealousy,” | allow him to tattoo- her’ ‘and -‘£0 ‘on|team: in vaudeville, playing. all: the™ survive.
{| son, Dublin, ‘Sept.. 27.. Mother is
“Laughter”
L-major. circuits, including the Palace |:
:
‘and. | “Wwemen ‘Love:a European. ‘tour..
:
Survived
by
her”
“husband
°
cand!
“ Onee.? In. 1936,. he Was /a director
Theatre,. New. York.::
Leslie: ‘Silverman, 2; ‘Tonétinie actress ~Rosaline~ ‘MeMenamin;
With ‘the- Popular: ‘Price: Theatre; .a '; her. daughter |-May, -who Mas: al. _ Her daughter. survives:
pr ojectionist ’ in ‘Balaban. &:.. Katz. father. is critic. and author,”
‘snake.
charmer.
in
her.
father’
$s
side:
2
ae
W orks “Progress- Administration ~
‘| theatres. and brother? - of Essaness.|- ’ Mr: - ‘and. Mrs. Norman. ‘Pow ell,
theatre: ‘pr ‘oject.. He also.WwWrote:s‘Sev- ‘jshows,
ae
“PAUL FINDEISEN
‘Theatre. ‘Corp.. pr exy. Edwi In Silver- ; daughter; Santa Monica, ‘Cal., . Sept.
~ eral books:
|
:. Paul: Findeisen, :73..-who~wrete. man, died» Oct. 3.in. Chicago
. 26. Father is: associate. producer
BOB
H
OPKIN
S2,
“His brother. survives:
the first ‘radio. eplumn: for the’ Hono= |"
°
jon “Suints and Sinners”. teleseries.
_ Bob.“Hopkins, 44; a NS
dane
Lulix’ Star-Bulletin; died-- Sept. *8 | “Mis. Lilian Weissinger: Manger;
/Mr.: ‘and. Mrs. John E. MeArdle,
‘actor, “died of. acute’ leukemia ‘Oet.. in, Colorado. Springs. A full-time|78.
widow of. Julius . Manger: Sr:. | ‘son; “Oct. 2.7 Greenwich, Conn.
Mos
“JACK DOLPH:
|5.ir Hollywood. ‘He recently. ecom-"
Jack Dotph. 67, network: and ‘ad | ‘pleted: “Papa’s. Delicate’ Condition” ‘printet. “before his ‘retirement. in | founder: of ihe Manger hotel chain, Father _is ‘viceprexy and general
‘agency €xee, producer, author and! at Paramount: while. under sedation. 1954, he was the déan of Hawaii's.! i died Oct..5 in New! York. Tw ° sons manager of |
WNEW “TV. N.Y
Songwriter, died ‘af. cancer Oct...2. _-For. ‘sevéral “vears ‘le appear ed]:‘Tadio ©columnists; «contributing 53jae two dabghiters survive.
; ‘Mr: ‘and Mrs. ‘Larry.. “Markesst
weekly
.
article:
for:
more
than
2
jn -San Diego, “Cal: He. had. been | ‘in.‘the: Hollywood: legit production:| ars. °
| daughter, ‘Santa. Monica. ‘Cal., Sept.
associated: With- Fred: ‘Waring for-29° of: ‘Ken. -Murray's Blackouts,’ "2~ and.
7 ‘Graydon: an Low er. 67. Who |'29. Mother’ is actress ‘Diana HerSon.
and.
daughier
survive.
“years a’ producer~ and writer. -Dur- ‘ida. large: number “of” filnis.- ‘and.
‘played trombone’ .in John Philip. ‘bert; father’s a writer:
“ing: that ‘period “lié.wwrote the dyriies: -telepix.. He also ‘was a. miember ‘of }.
“Mr:. and Mrs. Bill Morgan,:.son,
Penn,Ss. ee ded Sept: 1sin
|
DOUGLAS
A.
-DOROTHE
tor: 48 published. songs." +
TASCAP. two-'of his~ ‘top: songs’ bes|, “Mrs, ‘Dorothea..Dougtas, 79, - -q |indianapolis,-Te :later played vith |-Dallas,. Sept: - 29°. Father is: v.pHiis last: tune; “Tl Wait" ‘for My ing: ‘Flight. toe Hone: Rong".
‘tte
Arth
ur:
Pryor
band.
.
general . manager ef KLIF. there
_and.| ‘vatideville. singer-and dancer’ for.
a Love, * to which he: Mirote:both mu-+
“Angel's: “Kiss?
{and national: sales ‘directer for: the
l Vears,: died: Oct. 2 in Ges Plaines:
» Sie “and, ‘Iyries,:NLL ‘be. published |: “His * Wite. singer Fev er ly ‘Jovii:
‘Lit. Wer: career - .of nearly: a:, half:
=
‘William’ van Lénnep;. ‘for many‘, McLendon Stations.
“shortly. He Was inst runrental ‘in. the Hopkins,
four. | dauehters ;and: j century in show business: ‘included: vears ‘cutator- of “Harvard Theatre|
-formation™ of.the. Shawnee. 1Pa.)
par ents: sur VvdvCe
‘a Broaadway role in “High Jinks” “eS Collection, . died Aug. 20,..after a
Prie&s;
vue
-

. DOUGEAS GAR HUBBARD

.

BIRTHS

ws

a. young Wwomen”as well” as many.
“Pyor ‘to idining. Waring “Dolph.
ch _ MIRIAM pOVEE“A vaude tours. “After, retiting ‘from
Aad heen in: ‘Clraree- of: the. San |
. Mirfain ©‘Dove, = . former. actress | the. stase she: designed: costtinies.: .
Francisco. ‘atfice -:of:- CRS: Pacific !
an: legit” pr oducer, itd” ‘Sept: . 180
‘Surviv ors include: tHO daughters;

long’ illness :in “Cambridge:: Widow

” Chides Pentagon

and. two ‘Sens survive.”

ae

continues ‘from. page. 4 —

Henry Ford:| Taylor,- 68, onetime|
‘Radio -‘Network; and’ assistant ‘gen= 5
in. Wilton; :Conn.. Her: first.acting: br“other: and” a’ sister.
exhibitor: wha: -operated. theatrés’in worldw idé.evi dence of Gursireneth
éya] manager: of KNX, Hollywood:
role: ‘was: with”. David: ‘Warfield ‘in
“| Fexas: ‘Oklahoma and: Néw Mexico: | and our. morale, as.a recruiting.
He joined Nv W. Ater jm: Philadel. “ts‘The: ‘Return’ of ‘Peter: Grim.”
This:
died: recently ‘in San ‘An elo, Tex. Ipower, @s al enduring: Tecerd of
. JUDSON- SCOTT ‘Topp TRO
phia, and °‘Tater ‘Was. veneral: ‘man-.
“Was - followed> Dy ‘roles in - <The. “Judson: Scott Todd Jr..53: hack: ‘His. sister surviv QS a,
| the accomplishments: of our Army,
ager of -radio. station WHAT. in the
King.” - “Cat~and, - {he Canary? er. of ‘several. Broadiyay plavs. diced
‘saite: city: Over. the ‘past: 15: Jéars,
Navy. Air.Force and Marine Cozys,.
Dolph Nid five Doe) €orinors mys- jr ead”? ‘and “The. Donovan. Affair.’ Oct: 4.dur ing a.dinner. party In. his | “Wite; 68,-“ofEavte ‘Ludin, Board i absolutely. fHothing can match: the
‘Later; she was- director. and- as- |own home asa resuit..of- “a. Self
tery-'novels: ‘published - bychair man ef-E:rle- ‘-Ludgin: & Co. | ‘great -Amer ican Bim productions

Willian J sociate ‘producer ‘for Rowland’ ‘Stéb- “flicted:. ‘gunshot would, acc carding
Merrow and Dottbleday. .
‘ad. agetey: died in.an auto accident : ‘dealing wi th them.”
He. went en
Surviving. -are “two: Sons. “Jack --hins. for such. préductions - as. “The ‘ta the: ‘poticée:. “The * police ‘said. he Sept.. 30 in Chicago. - Four -sons [pees"to say that MG
Gocue Dolph: director of CBS-TV spar 18, j-Green: Pastiires.’ °° “Pursuit cof: Hap- had excused: himself, at: dinner. and: also..survive. aes
mentary. .“material . has ‘been shet
and? Edward:“Dolph "Of Lennen &. fpiness -and ° ‘THe Patriot.” “During 4 was: found. dead. in“ ‘his: bedresm}by the Air Force,. for cxample: but
y-the. Jast | ‘World. Wat: she. Seryed” about: ari our. Jater.. They ssid’ he |; Rr: Muriet. Dellincer,
Newell.
48. part: “this. has. been, <cen by only a: hand=
1 OVcrseas with the Red. Ccross. ;
‘|Dad :‘shot Himself: in-the:temple. am ‘ner -of:: ‘ridio- station: WNNC:
“ful of: peavie ¢ “wmpared to. the. vast
“His: Wife: “daughter, ~ brother and=
“NC
.. died Sept. 20 in glohal audiences available fer.such |
W ILL AM i: W HITAKER. :
siss‘ter:SURVIVE.
LOWELLIAM:
LINDSAY:
“gnbaniase
|
‘
|
Riehniond,
Va., following - several |
William AL OW. hitaker, . account |
: pictures as “Twelve O'Clock: High
mouths illness:
. executive at WRC: TVs Phila t. “William. ‘Eindsay © Gresham, “53. 2*
| “Command. Decision” and: His: own
JAMES: OBERLIN ::
.
author:
‘of
“Nightmare.
Alley”.
and]
°
delplifa.-died in his. steep. ‘Monday |
Such features
“The War ‘Lo
“Jamies Oherlin: 31. -lesi -ty actor.
other.
books
‘on
carnival
life,.
‘died
+.
George Smith, 78, fornier.. cine- contribute ° qneaningfully te ‘the
_-morning |‘Oct: 8. Bt: his”hame- In:
died. Oct. 2 in: “Hollywood folloving
: Sept..13 in. New York.
ina and ‘thes tre owner
in..-Dews-} “fame and reputation ef the Air
| Media. Pa. *
‘He receivéd this. ‘initial. taste
¢
of heart’ ‘surgery. His - ‘Jast Jegit- work bury; dicd recently, ‘at Sear hor ough, |
Whitaker Wiro: “was 42" had been:
:.Forcee,” claims. ‘Hornblow.
; carnival.. life. at” ‘the sideshows: cat (3vas -a. “juve” ‘lead. in “Make: a Mil- ‘Eng. Sur vived :“By. x ife andSon.
4:
“with: NBE owned ‘station: in tv ‘Salés‘, Coney... -Asland:. He©also:: “had - per- Hon” at: -Pasadena ‘Play House’. lest.
Sylvester's apparent .‘new. ” pelicy.
a department. ‘since, November’ 1958. ?formed
2s.-a: human: target for -a: ‘summer. At ‘the time. ‘of. his--déath: | Morris Wwasserman, ‘61: ow fier of :“Would - ‘Have ‘ail sorts of detrimen“He: had, “also heen -with, the. -sta:!| circus.“khife. throWer:. Other. books he: was. a- ‘junior ‘executive with
‘tal: repercussions, opi ines. Hornblaw.
Flame ‘Show «‘Bar ‘in Detroit: died:
.* tion -as* a. ‘cameraman * from 1947 Che wrote. include, “Limbo. Tower.” Hollywood: Bowl.
4 ‘Perhaps
picturess which benefit the *
.
‘Sept, 22 in San Diego following a:
“to: “1952. when, ‘it: was’ ‘known a5.)“Monster Midway,” “The: “Book: of - Parents, and. ‘brother, auvives
+ Services:: woud not be’ made, or
[heart
attack,
.
0 “WPTZ,4 they “would be made sans authen‘|Strength” - ‘and a “biography” off fe
A ‘Geterait.:Philadelphia télevi= ‘Harry. ‘Houdini,
licity.. Further, it could Jead.. to
an,
ROSE DALE“
;
“Victor. L. Sta
tone, veteran vaudesion: salesiian: -\W hitaker had -been | His’. wife and “two” sons « by” at ” Rose: Dale; 67,: Tongtime fashion’ | yillian..-: ‘Who’ played all: the major {.more. “runaway.” wherein a pro“with: WFIE TV. =WVUE-TV_ and Previous. marriage .Survive: uF.
ducer. uses. forcien carmy person7 designer, died: of, a heart attack in vaude -h
died™ Sépt.: 13
“WIP. radio; “as: well as..with -Rubén-|
‘| Hollywood Sept. “28. * She - was a ‘Toronto. ous aema
Se Pp.
Mm } nel garbed | in Am rican uniforms.
| | cheaply: done.
-H.. Donnelly “and.‘Don,Bennet Pro-{.
“.fmember.. of the. Metro’ wardrobe’
eee
ALEXANDER. ZASS.
——
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—

te

“dept. ‘during: ‘the. 1930s, and Jater-].. Father, 95. of Newton: Pp, Jucushs, | Hornhiow acs, en to fay. tha
Alexander Lass, Strong malt, wha.
ty
Sarviv inge are’ ‘hisWife. ASD--sonsy: “appear ed : in: vaude:. cand. ‘circuses, f.-became a designer for- Raguel: Tor; | prexy .of CrowneInter national Pic- ‘Hollawood. anste 2d of |setting
_ mother, and. ‘two: sisters: wae
-dicd. ‘recently.- “in: Rochford, Essex, res, Joan. ‘Crawford, Marion: Daiies ‘tures: died ‘Sept?25° in 08, Angeles. something ..ier” nouing, actually,
| has been serving the Government.
Eng. He.was ‘billed: throughout: Eu and other stars.“PAUL, MEERES SRO
“Hope, hétween. thé Wars’ as “Sam-}- Two" ‘sons. survive.
Mother. 90. of Sir: Jolin ‘Barbi- |*‘extremely -weld. jn peace and in.
“Paul: . Meeres--Sr.,; 60: “former |son, ‘The Strongest Man: on’ Earthsan eee
| roll, “eonduttér, of. the’ Malle -Or-. “AVar.” He savs the Government's
“Bahamian dancer, died’ ‘on: Sept:.14 [\Hi ‘World ‘War IT Zas<' was: a Rus- =
REED: BROWNING.
j ehests ‘a. died: Met” 3 ‘in ‘Lencs. Ne . cooperation’ With service pictures
In-. “Nagsau; *shortly ‘after’ ‘Deing: sian - cavalry. officer. * Following -his
means no. -extra: cost ta lthe taxe:
“Reed Browning. 46, OK ABC: “jas
:
‘o-Struck by. a bus, He" gained:-inter-, ; escape: from: a ‘prisorier-of-var f- Angeles. announcer-emcce. dicd .of | -: Me ther:: “80° ‘uf Prodieur-writer, payers becanse. “this falls within,
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Warren;
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NUMBER ONE RATING
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Chic

: ‘By. ROBERT J. LANDRY...

[Drop
|
Sketch
s ir
om1 LondonPremise’:
RefuseApology for God as Negro
7

:ropolitan’ Opera . continue _in dis. 5
‘minished. chic as ‘the. old: capital si>
2:(or. Society). ‘tends°Towadays - tot

~

BOOZING- ON-C AMER A?| ie 3.
Erankovieh, first‘oe

London, Oct. 16.
The American revue, “The. Prem-

‘Gala opening nights ‘at.the: Met.

| ise,” -may have’

to close. at the

10A.TELST‘AR IN1964 ‘Comedy. Theatre if the Lord Cham-

berlain decides that the. cast may.
York -City :this: past week, ‘exposed |.
no
longer improvise:
‘William
. symbolize - Solvency, the’ gréat ‘im-| “Some. 13.months ‘after the event; the other. side ofthe coin concernFCC has become interestéd in. just! ing: the. “emotional”: matter. ‘Of-Trun-:
Live coverage. of the ‘1964 Japa: i Donaldson, coproducer with, Donperative. To -paraphtase ‘the: ‘Eng-. what the. aleoholic |content was: of. ‘away: production-—that is, the al-}
ald Albery, has received a letter
. dish: dictum’ ‘of the. elite: when. -anythe telecast,...““The Sinatra: Clan,” i leged
‘of Hollywood. pro- nese. Olympics. on. U.S.. television from the Lord Chamberlain’s. office
ar body. ¢éan.. ‘be. “somebody, “by .pur-. with which David: Susskind’s “‘Open '.ducers-pronene§s
to. opérate abroad; and- the: "sereeris is’ a’ good possibility, it w as.

hinting. such a move.

ehase: of a $50: ticket; then nohody’ ‘End’”* bowed |on. WNEW-TY,. NY; resultant
agonizing’ :of.. ‘the: craft “learned today: (Tues.)..
‘is ‘anybody,.Opening: night prices.
wita.-TV,...Washington, ‘D:C., unions in. . California. - “Runaway” | “Fedeyal . ‘Communications
“have * been. going: up - ‘steadily for.|and.
ast fa

“The

show.

| couldn't carry on with such a reCom-} striction,” Donaldson: told VARIETY,
With the pariel for. ‘that'| has- been: the slogan of the‘studio-|.mission.-is already working™here | -The dispute arose when the Lord.
“years, -and regular. nights -are up, show :‘including’ many ‘show ‘biz ‘and: craft: uniogis" ‘inHollywood for. sev-j with~ Japanese. representatives on. Chamberlain was informed that a
:, too, this season _to.$11. It’s-all evi- ‘eafe “society personalities, - it .was: eral’. years. :
‘advance details: New achiev ements | sketch his office had. ‘banned from
dence. -of the strugggle of: incessant "Suspected by:some:viewers that. ex].
_Frankovich stated: (1). ‘Columbia! in. communications:satellites” are the original production was put’
. fiscal desperation” against constant:
(Continued: on page. 62).
into ‘The Premise” after the show
Continued” on page. 13) _Lexpected.. :by then:
;
‘operational | crisis:
> had. been running. for nearly: three.
_Another. curious. aspéct’. at an | = Ta
|- months. : -The. sketch shows the govopening is that the ‘opera: on. the a
-ernor’ of an American’ state falling
stage. tends’ to’ “bé sroutine. ‘The. 2 ie
‘dead in horror when he finds that
great. ‘nights: in. Met Tepertory. are | f.
1 God is a Negro.
;
never the opening: nights. - - That]: Donaldson’ wrote: and inquired
goes ‘for’ “Andrea. Chenier, “a whieh,
"(Continued on ‘page 62)
(Continued .on.Page: 62).
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Of SeattleE ‘po Po

Chicago, Oct. 16.
To hear the night. club owners,

Seattle, Oct. 16; =

"Closing day;:- Sunday (21), -for: thie cope
“: Seattle” “World's ©Fair- will. be}.

~ | the world

7!

marked: with an..announced. brief. -

“JOHN TILLMAN”

Visit by President Kennedy,- ‘songs |}
“iby” Patrice “Munsel, - bands, fire
works_ and: ‘entertainment;

KEVIN KENNEDY

In NewYork,

__ Closing show: will be heid:‘in.the ;
“Stadium; beginning ‘at: ‘sunset—| |.
5:11 p.m. in-Seattle.. Bands already |:_
-lined up ‘include’ Jackie. ‘Sounders’ |. 1

World's, Fair band; *U. of: Washing-|:

RESO

»TVstation

at the second annual. cony ention of

‘the Associated
Night
Clubs of
‘America;. which started yesterday
(Mon.) ‘and ‘ends tomorrow (Wed.).
The 30. cafe owners, represent-

|

| ling clubs from New York (Village

: bands, ‘plus four local Scottish: pipe on
“mark:

|

a

Frankfurt, Oct: 416."

“For: the’fiist’ ‘time;,.-aii, Israeli}: a

ic -"FRED ‘PARSONS:

orchestra ismaking. a tour of. West |::{/

-Ramat-‘Gan. Chamber | [3 -.
|):“4
_Orchestra, -eonducted- ‘by. Mendi} Lo.

-.Germany.
- dates

here,” in’. “Stuttgart,

{od

Dort-|

Jack ¢
0 Brian of. ihe.
Journal ‘Affievican:‘surnmed- itup:
. "Channel Eleven covers the local New York news far better-

mund, Bonn-and. Munich:
:./
:.
Besidés - standard. -works-: .of | Haydn, .“Mozart. ‘Stravinsky and: +
Cor elli,

the. German: premiere: is |)“f ~ -’

also. scheduled“ for, works of the |: |:
Israeli Composer: Ben-Haim: The|.. 7

-Jatter, porn - 1897
in- > Munich, |. |.
‘West ‘Germany; With the nance” ‘of
-0-Paul.-Franke burg, emigrated ta |. .
“© Jerusalem. ‘in: -1933°:“atid.ds 1.0 W. ;

than- the--network. channels’’. .WPIX: 11-has won. more

- major awards for.localtelevision news than anyother New.

:

ie “there, bringing.New.Yorkers unmatched news’‘coverage.

known as ‘Ben-Haim.

The

.conclave

that expense

_| their. largest

|w:
IstGermanTo
23° with

|-villain.

solemnly

accounts are.

single income

source,

'-}and they were equally solemnly in
accord. that ‘the tax men were out
to get: them next year.’
ANCA’
prexy
Gene
Norman,
(Continued on page 62)
.

IsraeliOrch’s
Orch’s.

start$:-on Oct.

Gate, The.Fret) to California (Cres-{cendo), see the IRS as the prime.

':fagreed

“of :9:000,000 was expected. ‘to: be-set |.a early.', this”: - week, - eon
ae
‘(Continued
ontinued ‘on--page
on:
“¢
62)...

:. Rodan,

place com-

|} enue Service. fanatical Prehibition--[ists and ruthless talent agents. So
‘| it would ‘seem to an eavesdropper

‘ton. band,’ 11 -Seattle . highschool | - |. ~
‘bands: °
. Meantiine:: on™ attendance

is a savage

-posed:of a vindictive Internal Rey-

[oe NEW 'Y
YORK’ s.PRESTIGE. INDEPENDENT
.

f.

| |Not-Very-Amusing
-Gate-Crashers
incipient. wave of .“gatecrashings”.
is being nipped at the source. with
fast. police action “and rrobably
trespass. arrests,

if it. persists,

to

curb what happened. three tines in
the past. two

weeks.

Stanley Ber-.

mai. quondam cabdriver who. made

‘Lite’ and other pictorial spreads
{ when. er ashing. the Presidential box:
at the-inauzuration, trailed a coue

ple of Eddie Fisher fan club teenager girls onto the Winter Garden
“stave

and
the
following
night
walked on in the. middle of Johnny
(Continued on pave 62)

Co

9
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i¥ceMogapemes
S

hu lrfe

|__ButSilYensWorthwhileUS.Fim
=+ .Not:

it
‘| .,among. those-on vhand ‘to <of-. =.) ” She’ went ‘back. to- Paris -in194@after. appeariiig in“-five U.S, -feae: ~:~
-~ ficially:.:° ‘welcome
astronaut.
‘Walter’ M. Shirra Jr: during | : tures—"‘all: very. bad” artistically,
‘his |brief: Visit: in- Hawaii. ".*
she -feels. ' Her- pique owed: mainly:
_. Reason:. The Honolulu. Jun: to. casting” miscues, with’ suggestions.
“for: ‘Chamber’ .of:; Commerce, © by. ‘the star that’she was. employed. .
‘which’ ‘masterminds ‘the |Bal’3
‘more. for name ‘value. than-for story: .

Validity, »She likens..her Coast exe

=|

| perience: to that: of ‘such. other. Eu-: (fee—$25. for: ‘public: ‘appéar= =: ‘Yopean ladies as.Sophia Loren ‘and™
Gina :Lollobrigida; ‘of the’™ Europe: .
ances, $50 for -cornmercial
|} to-U:S. - migrations, . “only: “Ingrid
+ “events. : | Bergman’ Ss could be. eonsidered - a
Nationally: syndic ated’ .c olaimnist|
iNet:
“<1 suécess, in.’ ‘her. _judgnient.

| SULLIVAN
'BBCApologizes|“Ep.

culturally. eochiee

———

‘S. performers. should Bet ‘for
thelr overseas stands.
Widnall, who lives in ‘Saddle
River and -represents the north- |.
western corner
of New
Jersey,
takes a dim view of. people. like!
say, comic Joey - Adams, getting
SI 500 a week. for exporting -his |

For Sexy TVPlay !

talent when

the. Vice

_{ tress: ‘Michele’. “Morgan ‘was. much .

“[-sorrowed ‘by’ her.:six-.years in-Hole.”
“Honolulu; Oct. "15.
Patricia: Lei: Anderson,.- the. | lywood,: but ‘is ‘still: very much avig.
“:1962.. Miss Hawaii, “was | not...ot ido:do: one good- -American. Picture.’

|o ~

“Occupied Miss.”

Ww.hose pepular: TV. ‘show

“Waive: ‘its. new:Miss: “Hawait:

“Biite$Video
Tour ofParis,

is” ‘now -in

a .Garbo?) - Miss. Morgan‘isisani New. York: for °
‘the stateside :preem.:of .her:latest, . .

its” PIF’ TEEN TH -YEAR: con ‘CB§,.
says:
“Ty. play ed PAUL ANKA again. (for:

President,

‘While

the

‘ihe TWELFTIL time) and was proud }.
‘London. Oct. 16.
British’ ‘tv. industry: > and. gratified: that. jhe,topped: his: pre- |..
vious. successful: appearances,

cabinet officers, generals and their has only itself ‘to .céngratulate™‘for|:

1 “Te- rime ne: Paie- Pas” .(Crime.

iik get considerably less,
. ‘the Jack of ‘quotas, censorship. or}. “PAUL |-introducéd “his ‘exelting |
Fhe eongressman backed. up his. any other . form of official. restric-j ‘theme song. for. -Darry] F: -Zanuck’s
‘THE: LONGEST DAN." A.“song: ‘of .

view

with

a

resolution

would

limit .traveling

which:

performers:

tion,

‘unlike. ‘some. of her Coiitine.”

‘ental contemporaries, .French-ace.

“LeiIt 6on. theLine

“Washington, Oct.. 16.
Two of the more unlikely Ivy
Lé¢ggue contemporaries on the. na-.
aa
|
tional scene are currently. engaged |
‘Las ‘Vegas, Oct: 16:
Shecky. Greene, tlie. Tropi-*
in ‘a gentlemanly shoving: match |:
cana lounge- star, asked: one Of:
“over. 80: distasteful & ‘thing. as
the. delegates. to-the. American”
money..
Legion eonvention: here. where
Rudy Vallee, Yale 26, and: Rep.”
he was. from. ‘The answer: __
W illiam: B. “Widnall.-R-N.J.). ‘Brown:
“°° suh, am from. : Occupied . i
‘27,° are close. to. grabbing each
other by the old school. {ie over |. __Mississippi.”

much

Sor
Paes
£

Wednesday, October: wy,1962, :

TheyCanDoWhat
Rudy Vallee Rebukes toenail|€
For ‘Envy’of WagesPaid Comics|e

ow

et
7

Does. Not Pay); which bowed -yester-:

day. .(Tues.) at: the: eastside: ‘Sutton.

4 Incidental. to -her junket is: that’ it:

:
- Hollywood, OEt! 16... Laffords a reunion “with her: 18-year=... Brigitte’. Bardot’ will. “appear: on old son, Who's Schooling’ on: the Wes
.
=|U.S. ‘television: later this -season—+| Coast...
“1 but. fully. clothed. _ She. has been |. “Her: sour. reaction: to:“Hollywood
7 approached. -by:. ‘Marty’: ‘Goodman’ 4s familiar enough; :‘more interéste
{ and likes the: idea. of: taking viewers. ing is. her .candid’ admission -that“
| On: -a. -tour.: of Paris similar to-.a ‘i she’s. .still open. to a “Yank.:s¢reen:
recent. Chevalier: special.. It will be ‘role, albeit ‘with ‘the. proviso. that:
"
“(Continued on page 63)
. a production: of Henry. J.affe. Enter-:}

¢iréles within -the: industry ,eal Oscar. quality.” ote

“have observed: that some video- Op: 5

to $425 a week which is roughly
‘erators are tending to go ov erboard |
the same pay-received by the deni:!
when it comes: to “sexy” television..

‘Mr.Prez’Leaves

“ZENS of Capitol Hill;
..
|
Prime example is that of BBC-}
After reading of W idnall’s views.
TV’s’ drama. '“Stamboul. “Train.”
in VARIETY, the erstwhile crooner-:
wrote him a-letter-of protest. Said Sexual overtones during the. ‘play,
‘aroused.a ‘protest gusher from ‘ally
Vallee as to why performers should
ket more
than statesmen: “The. sections of the nation so strong
< “answer is very simple and ‘you: ; that BBC. had officially ‘to Admit

-; should

DC. BetterThan
|
| WhenJFKSaw It,

of it before. there.was. “no excuse” for the tone ;

have thought

of the Play

aa asking such a stupid question . .

gift that

possess.

very ‘few

It is so rare

persans.

Schlatter,

‘fast |Texas Univ.Acquires. .

iv ho produced. |

Stage Mgr: Downing .ons
* Theatre.Collection °

Sunday's ‘Dinah: ‘Shore.solo; is also |

The gift, art and skill of being |
able
to
evoke laughter
from
human beings is a very rare and}
great

-|-prises, ‘with -George.. Schlatter:asf producer: It. will: be- musicalized.

: -)/neéaring: the pilot stage with‘"The:
By.‘LES ‘CARPENTER.
. . | World of Jonathan Winters.” There.
“Washington, Oct. 16: ; will. he no “crazy! in. the: title.
“Mr. “President, aan a’ real. litt.

‘Hearing SetforBruce
hanger: for the big names ‘connected.
On Coast Dope:Charges.:swith
it during: its. Boston. and: Wash-

in fact. that |

24

: Austin, Oct. 16.° ..

‘Tie ‘vast - theatre. collection’. of ..
EdSullivan's$.2 Agents:- Broadw
ay stage’ manager. “Came.
‘Jou”).. Robert. ._Downing, :‘comprising
+ arr alignment: ‘order, must: appear ; ington. Saturday -413) ‘in: much. pet-1.
10,000 items: “and: consuming over
Morris. & Ashley- is |
‘before J udge How ard. Sc hmidt-Fri-? ter. shape.-than. it..“arrived°three
: 20: years “in assembling, has ‘been |

‘Continued On. pare 62)

Van Nuys, ‘Cal., Oct.. 16, A‘ington tryouts, w ‘ith: an. almost: -‘uni-’
Comic. ‘Lenny ‘Bruce. under. an. “versal. critical. roasting, left. -Wash-

Congressional Snafu

An: unusual fepresentation: deal |
day (19) for a préliminary. hear-7 Weeks. éarlier, :“At opens. at the St.
acquired by- the Hoblitzelle. Theatre ‘
ing on charges of. narcotics! pos-. 1James. Theatre, : NA this: Sature has ‘-béen. completed: by. Ed: “Sulli- Arts: Library.-at- the: University. of...
van. ‘He'll be on. the .roster :.of
‘session. He. was. released on $2.500., day. 420)..
‘Texas: Karl. Hoblitzelle is founder-~~.
.
! bond after playing hide-and- ‘seek; ._Considerablé: doctoring inall: de-. .two: talent agencies... William ‘Mor- [ president -of. the giant: Interstate:
-Yis will handle. Sulliv: an ‘as an.-in-.
{with
news
photographers
in:
Mu}.
‘Theatr es chain in:the southwest.
‘partments. istrangely even -includ-.
‘Washington, Oct: -16.
nicipal Court
and socking .one . Ing’ sets). were” undertaken -in both. dividual; ‘while: the «Ashley -Steiner. |: - Dow ning. will receive. ‘$50: 000° for rr
Bob Hope has come a-cropper
agency = ‘Will represent. his. televi--}his theatre - calléction: swhich @ome. ‘acts. during the National Theatre -sion: _package,. now on' CBS-TV for
again, innocent victim of the in- With back of his hand.
a,
{ prised 107-cases: of. books. and: 1
Robert
Coogan, : brother ; of: engagement, here. Every. one was: ‘the: 15th. year...
.fernal .machinations .of: Congress’
| cases of visual material: -New York .
vheezing finale. So roughshod, in| ‘Jackie Coogan and: former actor, an: ‘improvement, .W hen-: the.’ ‘inital | -.
Sullivan “was ‘one:of.‘those nade agent for the transaction’was. Lew. |
tin: whose hobbyshop Bruce was} : Washington. . performance’ _is~ com- ‘homeles
fact, was ‘the ‘lawmakers’ denoue- {
s. -by.the.-demise of: BICA's: ‘Feldman, w.k. antiquist. ‘who heads.
“ment on Saturday (131, the Jate- ‘arrested. Oct. 6- on ‘suspicion’ of | pared. to. the final.” Saturday. “ma‘| talent agency operations.”
-|‘the- House.:of E) Dieff.,
possessing.
‘narcotics.
also.
was
ar|tinee.
©
House Speaker Sam Rav burn also!
Concentrating ° heavily. on con on
‘The
‘deal
‘with,
‘both
offices:
had]
The
‘production
leayi
ing’
“Washing-|
‘
raigned
on’
same
“charge.
and
or:
shared Hope's fate.
What it amounted, to was ‘last: |dered to aphear again. ‘In «court | ton definitely’ 3rates .the . adjective ‘been in the works for some weeks.’ | temporary theatre, the new collec- wo
|}
pe
. ‘tion: augments. University |resources
“good.”
minute faihire to pass-a catch-all O¢ f...24.
Because. of ‘the
dual Was”
nature
of the: :for: ‘Study and: writing onthe histo.
trade:
unicertain
‘Who hasn't. seen’ ‘a“better -SHOW?| negotiations,
supplemental appropriation bill-in- ft
‘But: it was entertaining, minus the: as. to. which..-would get..the’ final ‘Ty, theory and practice of the thea-- ~ ’
chiding. $5.000: to. finance
gold’
‘tre in. the U.S..and England, from. Seeger’
S.
.
Southern
Benefits.,
fr
equent restless -‘periods experi- nod: The. deal with the. Morris the. mid-18th Century: to the pres-.
medais for Hope and Rayburn. The.
office
was
_concluded
|
‘last.
week
enced
‘by
‘the.
opening:
‘night.
‘audicampaign -te decorate Ilopé and
' Albany, Ga.. Oct. 16:
ent. .-.
& Rayburn for: patriotism will’ thus. _ Folk:. singer. .Pete Seeger. "ap-|} ence. on- Sept. 25. ‘here, including when WM _‘prexy ‘Abe. Lastfogel |: The -collection “ig “par“ticularly:
-was-in
New.
York
on:
his
Way
to
President’
and
‘Mrs:
‘Kennedy,
Vice’
haye to be revved up once again peared «in two- _ concerts | Jast
important: -fo the: University-. “of: .
‘Europe... Nat’ Lefkowitz. - {n. com- Texas: because it, brings wp: to: date:
next January.
(10- 11) An President . “and. -Mrs.: - Lyndon. -B..
Wednesday “Thursday
‘mand
in
New.
“York;
also
Was’
in
Jolinson
and:
vir
‘tually
|
every.
other
A
resolution authorizing
the areas of . history. ‘and biography
the: ‘this racial ‘hotspot ‘to--help Taise
. on the. negotiations.
ope medal was introduced. in May. fuiids for ‘the Student: Non-Violent: ‘important caurle. An -town.
-| contained in the Messmore Kendall ..
There.
is,
of:
course;
‘this
w
‘eek.
be'
(1961, and easily passed _the-Senate.
| and Albert ‘Davis Coilections, both:
Coordinating - Committee, “a “group |.”
(Continued.
ontinued “on
on page .(62) —
1 of.. which .were.. established °‘at the.
After laying fallow for a Year In aetive in what 1s‘ ‘known: as- the]
°“Medalliow S.Stock Divy’ -| University~. ‘by | .the’ Hoblitzelle
-the House it emerged
and was Albany -Movement.
sizned into law by. President KenSeeger ‘plans similar. conceiits tn}
‘Directors. of Medallion Pictures; -Foundation.. Tt ‘elso. ‘adds. to the:
‘diyvy.”
Theatre. Arts Library?s collections.
hedy last June,
| Alabama, Mississippi . “and : North |
: eedeclared :a: 6°
“t
It’s ‘payable Dee. 5 to:holders. of: ‘of plays,’ notably the. Samuel French.
All that rémained for Raiburn Carolina’ with ‘the: cooperation ‘of
. record, Noy. ‘36. re
‘Continued on page 62)
(Continued. on: page, 62).
“| 7
SNVCC..

Again Snarls That Long

Overdue Bob Hope Medal!

Ex.
MCAites Sue

~ OnPension Fund |

ARL..

Two. suits have. ‘been: started ;‘in|

iN.Y. ' Supreme ‘court’ by :several'}.
| former’ MCA. “employees: seeking 5 |
‘Trade Mark. ‘Registered
:
to. obtain . the ‘amount: of. monies |}
| Pe
_POUNDED. 1905: ‘by.‘SIME SILVERMAN) Published weekiy:‘by VARIETY, ANG; =|
2icredited - to ° them in the ._MCA]
d Silverman, President‘
| Profit ‘Sharing: ‘Trust: ‘Funds. Farm- it eee
154. ‘West ‘a6iniSt. New York 36;°N.Y¥.:
| oe Sudson 23700,"
Jer MCAites. ‘aver ‘they are suing} |}

Form
r
e
d
Or

Subscription

|| ‘on. behalf ‘of. all those’ who workéd ||]
;.for the: talent: agency. who

Enelosed find check for'$. v6 .6vseesee:
[One Year.

t}

Oe

eS

woceecovcece.

o 9

0G

0.0

ee

ee

‘Please Print Name)’

Street

!

City..

eees

. ees

eee

eee

esseee

a

*s oe

"2.

ee

Regular Subscription Rates
Two. Years—$28. 00

Three Yeors—-$39.00-:
Canada and. Foreign—$1 Additional Per. Year

VARIETY Inc.
“154 West 46th Street

se

8 a6

_

"SUBSCRIPTION. “Annual, “€15;- Foreign,. $16;. Single Copies; 35:‘Cents’ es
s
:
oo ‘ABEL GREEN, ‘Editor | ~
-

Yeas aa

,
INDEX.

Bills. ene Ehdened

|

-

Washington 4.
1202, National Press Building; STerling- 35465.
‘ Chicago 11°
400‘No. Michigan, Aves ‘DElaware: 7:4986:
7
S:.W.1
49. St. ‘James's. Siréet, "Ficeadilly;, HY de, Park- 4561-23 .

seek. 100%. of the amounts: ‘that|
had been credied to’ them. Under +]:
|ordinary. . ‘circumstances, - - had. ‘the:
firm continued: in “business,” those’
completing -six- years employment

2i

‘One. Year—$15. 00.

‘Share in. the: Fund when the agency|
folded last. July:. ‘Marshall, Bratter,

| Allison; .“Tucker
&
Greene: are
‘representing ‘the: Plaintiffs in- this
matter. |
:
i}
.. The fornier. employees, deprived.| I}.
: of -jobs when MCA went. out’ of:|. 2
business
by
Gov ernment - edict,

Please send VARIETY. for. £] Two Years
“DT: Three Years
Sr

-Ho llywood 28
6408 Sunset Boulevard, HOUywood. oa

did--riot ||

be

“Numnber:8

os

|

me

eeee ee 52°] Night. Club ‘Review aeseee, 44 UE

lf; Would be. eligible. .to. receive *20°o
Casting _ eae eveeecy
{of the amount in -their name, -and| Chatter. >... thErpeisbes
|they. would get.an. additional 20%. . Film’ Reviiews.0 woe
‘for each year ‘afterward;. in 10. | House: Reviews”
| | vears they: would Fealize’ the: en--* Inside’ “Music.
at i tire amount. H ‘Inside. Radio-TV.: wesen in

[El +: Phere. ‘are: tivo -Suits. . Michael |

|i

58°] Obituaries if is
wee ye. 68
61.."} Pictures .....° Ee
ar oe
@

TL Radie-..

hi.

Via

cieee 22 YF

52.-}. Reeord-: Reviews : Bae’

“41

24

2. 38°.

7'Frank: Scully’:

|. Television.

UP

60°

O21

International ©
~ 18:°] TV. Film a piven ied wees 24.547.
||
ee 53. }- Television. Revi iews
329-0
Jules C. Stein, MCA. board: chair-:}{] Legitimate”
Literati .
60... | Unit .Reviews
ois. éB24 ; oe
.. 4 |-man, Charles Miller, -MCA: veepee,‘{j{ “Music
| wcdee Serine ives 38 © Vaudeville:
“ S Lae
oo
eageues 44.
AJ} and Edwin :-L:-Weisl, an -attorney,||
Seeeeeieaes tes 2
t, Wall.Street .. ynbeeneeeee... ea
| as. trustees’. for ‘the “fund, and. ,
| Barea is ‘plaintiff -in. ‘one. ‘against

| Lawrence Barnett, ‘Miller and. ‘Lew

|i]:

as corporate admini- ||[New vo36,N.¥.jf | Wasserman:
Strators: of. the. fund: created by.|
“(Continued

on. page: 62)"

=

DAILY VARIETY |
_@ablisted tn: Holly wood :
‘by Daily ——
820 a year. . $25 Foreigi..

Lids

:
ea

©Weduésday, October
17,1962".

7, iaaM Ch
arlesSimone ThirdPart
ner
Mike’ ‘Frankovich ¥
was:eked :
atlast week's: N.Y. press ‘conference:
how» ‘a: :Major company: .executive-. ‘such’ -as himself ‘undertook: toControl production: costs, . bearing. in. mind, the: “runaway”? ‘expend:

NewYoungstein-Pickman Company

DISTRIB SPINES

_ Itures obtaining with’ “Cleopatra,””. “Mutiny ‘on..the’ Bounty,” ‘ete,

“- London-based, he-.replied that-it.in géod. part. was .a:-matter of.

——¢. Charles Simonelli, whose rise in

By:‘VINCENT CANBY. .

Snot:‘giving: “control to the: artists—we -won't. give ‘control ‘of.a Bie
{ture to an artist. ‘because: the artist.Asrare:‘who. can. Provide: ‘a‘good
=f.

“|the

'Dassin. as:Gritie.

picture. business

drew

atten-

‘| tion” (hecause. of -his youth): a few
years ago, is leaving his present
Ig
there.a
“blaéklist”.
and,
te.
80,
f-2
‘Director
Jules
Dassin,
who,
; self portrait.” -.
:
1
along :‘with ; Melina Mercouri, * ‘| post “as executive assistant to Mila is.it still €ffective?
* - ‘@olumbia -has made some fnistakés,“hieconceded, aiid has had. its"
{ton
R.-Rackmil, president of -Uni“Tony. Perkins, Robert Preston:
Director Jules: ‘Dassin,. “in“New:
share of: ‘problerhs. --Logisties represent, ‘a: major ‘problem ‘in such_
-: ‘and. Mike: ‘Frankévich, Was. :a. |versal,-to join Max E. Youngstein.
York: ‘last. week ‘to ‘promote -his ‘Jat-||
pictures as “Lawrence ofArabia,” which: Sam: Spiegelds
$ pifducing.
panel member ‘on: ‘David Suss= <- ‘and’ Jerry Pickman in formation of
‘est United. ‘Artists-Lopert™ Telease, |
van, alignment: with. Col. :
"
ot “Phaedra; ”-knows from ‘painful ex-'|. _kind’s “Open End”. Sunday (7): ° their previously. reported (but still
"1 perience’ ‘that. there. :was.a black-.| -over WNEW, was later amazed . unannounced) new: production. and.
to. ‘learh: «that -..anyone. had f distribution company...
. “eréative people- and -nat. the aulists ‘averred Frankovich.
| list, and: is not yet ronvinced” it still:}
Simonelli is leaving U to’ become
isn't -being *“used: “When. 4v’s “con |- “watched the’ show all: the way.

Aeon
ac
A
“OK ButTradeEyes48-H4c.Scale

venient.” The director; went from’

‘through, :

1949-to 1954. being. unable :-to get |°*.

The..

‘two-hout’ _ discussion

‘film: work. either. -in. as native: US. | chad; “been“‘taped:..on the
“Wednesday. prior. to its: Sunday
Or’ ‘abroad.

', Vairing:: thus-allowirig the pan-

“As ‘Dassin- recounts ‘the‘story’ “hie

“elists: to. see themselves. in: ac-.

‘tthe “third partner” in the Young{stein-Pickman. enterprise.

“Simonelli: became. eastern

ex-

ploitation director of U. in 1945.
He was .23. years old at the time.
| After.. this, while. continuing © with.

iad. gone. abroad_ in. 1949 "to do].
‘tion. when. it. -was broadcast.
.U; be came.upon various: posts in1 “The Little World of Don. €amillo” t
Commented: ‘Dassin- “I: tried to.°
- [in Italy, which ‘deal fell- through. Wy: watch. it- but it was so. ‘bloody: ‘} cluding chairman of ‘the’ board of
By EMIL ZUBRYN |
Thompson‘ Starret: Co., BIB Corp.,
~ |About that time,:he-learned-(from.|.
dull'I turned. it off: after’a half tand-a director of Superior Tool &
‘Ja newspaper story) ‘that: because_his- : hour.”a
Mexico. City, Out: 16::
DF?’s Negro Secretary | | name .had. been. among: those. given
Die Co. and Bethlehem Machine &
; With. the Office: of. Public: Enter-|
'} Foundry.
“Bonnie Jerikins,. ‘secretary. to-~’‘-{-to the ‘House. Un-American Activi-|‘
tainments . capitulating and. gtant-|

“fing -a 40c. boxoffice. admiissiori for |:

_

Allied: Actists

publicity

- ‘diree-

|

ties ©‘Committee.

as

being” either

Reade
|
Invests

_ Simonelli’ s.

a

_ .. American” spectaculars having-“ay’ tor Lars .-McSorley,- switches. .. catd--Carrying . .Communist™ or. fel-

"-:: Funning time: of over’ tivo -hours, |- “next -week ‘to 20th-Fox ‘as-one’:|low-traveller, he: would -no-‘Tonger
fr the first: major change~-in. ‘frozen of four ° personal ‘secretaries to | be-able:to-find work with ‘the:‘major:|:

affiliation

with

; added meaning ‘to the Youngstein-

Pickman’ sétup.. The latter two
‘| have’eyes. upon: becoming another
| Seven... Arts: or Mirisch endeavor,
cares Mexico.: =.
‘
but broader. as they intend to -pack2
- Quirino: Ordaz_ ‘Rotha’ of the.Na- 1.
age production and control: distriinvestigation: ‘Still, he’ was persona‘):
tional ‘Theatre. Operating Co... “was |bution, while, at: the same. time,
-{non grata. / —
|
the one Who- sparked: the: boost.
oe Who's. “Cynical?
-) maintaining ancillary rights, and
.. Much-Congratulated
‘He-and Universal were:responsi- |... tt;doesn’t seem that ‘the film. |
|
thus,
in. effect,. extending the oper‘Though: Dassin did’ not ‘say. so;
“ble | for’-agreéement:: by ..Mexitan . Industry’ an ever: win::
ations of ©the’ Prosperous
indie
authorities’ ‘to:grant an-incréase‘for.| °- _ First. the ‘Hollywood’ Rate ue sources.“close to.‘him’ report that: he j. Walter’ Reade’s Contitiental Dis-: operators.
‘Twas~at: various times.: surged :by. ‘tributing. which -already has. a pre-|
”-super-spectacles of:‘the. “Spartacus” | . + Relations Bureau and the:Con‘l friends: to volunteer. to. testify .be="| production :investment in “The Bal-} Simonelli reportedly already has
___lass., ‘The job..is: not. ‘yet. over, |

' ) “‘poxoffice: has-been :"accomplished.|: .. 20th, prexy™ “Darryl: 'F... Zanuck. we

a MilinFilms;
Made
inUS.A.

U.S. eompanies. Hé ‘had not: been. .
-- Miss. Jenkins is: Be
“colored. . ‘cited for. any: ‘wrongdoing,’ had. not |.
28 run away. from any" Congressional .
irl

= gress ‘on Racial: Equality Were. " however,..and:-Rocha. indicates. that:|*.“blasting :producer ‘Darryl: F..- : |fore: Corigress: in- order: to ‘clear’ . cony,’ ’ now ‘shooting in Hollywood, told Rackmil of his ‘plans ta de- he. will continue: to: work for a- 4Be |. ..Zanuck: for allegedly’. ‘downs, “Fhimself. «This ..he: steadfastly ; rée-_ /plans~. to. “invest. - approximately. part U.
| fused: to. do: What. then happened?” $3,000,000-‘more in :domesti¢. _pro- |" At ‘the same time it’s. learned 7
~ firstrun admission. ‘His.feeling :is: |. grading
Jthe use.” of: :Negro _ |-Friends,.‘including. :industry:. a8so-. duction. in. the- ‘coming months..

-.. that. a ‘more liberal. admission price
‘|’_ troops ‘in: his °“D-Day. pic, “The.

_ ‘poliey: will not only. reaet:to, Holly-, : ‘Longest Day.” Now:N:¥: Jour-

*°

‘congratulated. ineiples, pag
ve, ‘integrity ‘and: his - ‘princip es, out
wood’s. benefit, -but will ‘also’ help | ; ‘nalzAmerican: “ty
- snabody: gave him a job.
+4 the current. ‘Mexican film crisis. +] ~ Jack” O'Brian: “pasts.“columnist.
‘producer ". ~ The most immediate result ‘of. hiscea? 6a Mexican producers have’ a . Stanley Kramer. ‘for’. using. ‘Ne=* :-|:-predicameént:
was. the: ‘inspiration. to
-ehance. to-.recoup a greater part of
- gro’ star’ Sidney. er as. the:=‘} write.a play about his ordeal, He
“their: costs: within Mexico;. they. will |:_Bsvehlatrist” ‘in. “Pressure. --*| brought. it: to New. York: ‘in 1952,

-be.in a: healthier. economic: ost: |_Point’m:

yo

tion,”"che feels.

‘| Ciates,

that Youngstein over the past week
: Noting’ that.” -Continental’s. pre- | told Nicolas Réisini; head man of
‘vious? production : investments’ had: ‘Cinerama, that he; Youngstein, :
‘all ‘been’ in- European films, Reade: officially. leaving Cinerama. Young.
“said in. New: “York: Monday (15). that stein has’. been v.p. of Cinerama .
the. climate’ of film production in and. president: of.” the CineMiracle’
the States “has” ‘changed’ radically.””. Subsidiary.
Simonelli, it's said; fits in the
‘during the-last year,.becoming re-

“its run “is: cornpleted.

over $150, 000..

of his ad-

‘and. Pickman

‘and . Simonelli. will

the
Back,

TellsParents:
Don'tEncourage
_ Future.Regrets

“Come. September”: which’ grosséed|
-- $192,000: |“Absent”: -Minded. Pro~ fessor” in ‘its. 17-Wweek run. garnered:|

company because

‘pub and distribution background.
plus ‘Wall Street’ knowabout.. Latter factor is especially important.
Youngstein’.
will be. .president,

-be ¥.p.’s. 7

problems seems” oddly” eynelal “lL be up-in ‘lights outside.évery thea- |.
‘added, will not ‘affect .Continental's
| tre where “it played: “He -wanted ‘to.} eontinued. interest In ov erseas pro> |'see” if: it. Would. inspire .-pickets. | ductions: Te
-| andfor:- -any:-other’ forms of: ‘public:
..protest.: Nothing. happened: ° Still,..[

. “Another. outstanding: Hollywood: me “movie: merchandising.”
hit in Mexico this year, ‘taking: into:
- eonsidération. the 32¢" ‘ceiling, was

|

: "| but when he- could only: raise -$27,-.
/.ceptive’ to. “fresh concepts of. film- new

In. ° a: ‘column last- week; 000 Of its $35,00@:-budget, the proj- ‘Making: and’ subject matter.”
. ‘Mexico’ ds’. fermed the:“best ‘mar:
“o Brian noted- ‘that in thé 6rig-- “Lect: collapsed. ‘At :about the-Same
| - ‘Reade ‘didnot mention“ any other
‘kat for Hollywood. product. on this. * “inal, .teleplay on™ which the film - _| time, hé was approached. to. direct:|’domestic: properties the company:
for’ “ex-"]-. _ is: ‘based; the psychiatrist ,had._ ‘la: Broadway. revue; “Fivo's: -Com- had .invested -in,. saying he is now
-.continent.. * “Spartacus,”
7 -:ample, whieh: will have’-a/ record] -been::a Caucasian: Jew.° ‘Com-" "| pany,” starring. ‘Bette “Davis: ‘The - Aooking:: for™ “domestic pix, which
“run. of over-20 weeks.at' the -Diana;. _ ‘mented :.O'Brian: “Somehow. -|- material -‘was.‘dreadful,’ rr -he res +. can be. ‘brought. in at a proper cost
has. already. chalked. up-a- $240,000
adjusting -such a role to the “J-members, but. Tie agreed to. do it'on:} without: ‘sacrificing their qualities.’
Bross, and’ ‘may |hit= ‘$275. ‘000° when } -tensiori «of: “-front-paged : ‘racial | the. eordition: that his name would|Such ‘domestic. ‘investnients,
he

! Bill:Schneider Too,Tor
Nomesten Co;SolSiegel
..Even there, however, the. éffect =
‘of.the. blacklist. was felt. Tivo-.daysS|
Before ;he. was ::to start shooting: |-On False-Rumor List
a. French film;. he was. told -he- had: |.¢

Trying Direction

-- | he was among. the- unemployed- as’
:| far as films were ‘concerned, and.he:
returned to Francé..:

Hollywood, .Oct. 16.
Jack “Palance, after five ears
of
making
films
only in Italy, is
2. farmfal repr ecussions inthis capi-.}.:
returning to America, . “hopefully
tal-and major cities, it is: indicated::|'
for good: He has purchased Paul
that. “ideal” boxoffice for. ‘Mexico |:
been relieved. “Pressure.from New { Bill: ‘Schneider, formerly “exec Darcy Bowles’. book, “The Streak,”
would” be 48c for first. runs; 32c- for.|
p.
of
Donahue
&
Co...
mow.
headNew. York,” was ‘the. explanation. |¥
. ‘Feissiies; .24¢" for. circuit’ theatres |
inehis own ad agency, has. become -and.iis. prepping. his entry into indie...
J tand--16c: or less .in “nabe: houses:
|"
Columbus, O.; Oct. 16." +Eventually, of course, he was: able. inghis 0d.-with ‘the ‘hew: -Young-: film ‘production. under his own
“Also, ‘a 64¢ .or. bettet:scale- for. the:]. “Birentit who. support :‘film: cen-. | to -find’ empléy ment. ‘directing: ‘the | Stein-Pi¢kman. Company. It’s to be Cody ‘Productions banner. Actor
an* supér-spectacles.. ‘Under this price. :‘sorghip ”are -surrendering rights. ‘evitically- -acclaimed. ““Celui: Qui a: -major ‘account ‘for. Schneider, would appear ina supporting role
-setup.:all- ségments':of the:-popula- -they - may. never regain and ‘free-|--Doit Mourir” (He: Who: Must: Die): “who-has. reputation. as being crea- and direct. from ‘his own screen-.
play. Additionally, he said, he has.
. tion -would still.be getting. motion ‘doms° their-‘children:.-- may. never: in-1957, followed by .“‘Rififi’”- and: tive in. the use of media,
penned :a song; “Streak of Love, aa
picture’ entertainment. atyvarying: know, Erie Johnston, ‘prexy of ‘the|“The Law”: in the’ succeeding years.=
“Meanwhile;
rumor.
was’
in
eircu-.
wo
- Spine-Stiffener™to be. used in the film:
Aarti.
am
res
“| Motion: Picture: “Assn. of .Anierica,..
“Fhe money ‘success: ‘of :these’ ‘re. jation - over the: past. weekend that
Palance’s Jast. features of ten he
‘| told the. Columbus and. ‘Franklin.
Sol-C;
Siegel;
formerly
production.
‘to . other.
did abroad, are “The Christmas
| ‘County’ -Motion- ‘Picture’Council |leases. gave: “courage” :
-head
‘of
Metro,
Was:
joinirig.Youngwould-bé “employers; *. prompting |
“Train” and “Barabbas”- for Dino
yesterday '(Monday).
ee
’|'Dassin.‘to Stress.the “hypocrisy” of: stein-Pickman. This. has: been:flatly. -| DiLaurentiis. Latter. was released
There is.no- way. to ‘control. ‘pen-: the . ‘blacktist system. Other°film: ‘denied, °."..
‘last’ aveek. ‘in. New. York. He re| sorship once ‘it-gets started, John-. craftsnien, however -whose ‘talents, |. The. -Youngstein-Pickman -enter-' vealed offer for Samuel Bronston’s._
‘ston ‘said. “Tt consumes: one. ‘thing?. -apparently, were ‘not thought. ‘to be prise; incidentally, ‘still has yet- to. “Fall of the. Roman Empire” in
freedom.”" ‘The. best: way to gét bet-. all that unique, ie. profit-promisbe -named.
|5
| Madrid. but said he hasn't decided
‘ter -movies,. he:.added, is fo patron-'- ‘ing,° never... Were. ‘able ‘to recoup |
‘| if -he., will ido it,
‘| ize good onés and. stay.awWay from. their * careers.
Dassin’s: Mnstated
_
‘Minnéapolis, Oct.’ 16."
the: bad.ones,
_{Continued” on pageA3Y
...In- this. territory where, during:

_ i. Ar boost to’: 480 ‘would: ‘ave no-|°
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temperature:

NEW DIMENSIONS

INC.

From: Hallywood
Laurence, Wasserman, Loeff. Form
ExpandArtBuchwald
.HoHywood,. Oct.- 16.
Producing. Firm
"Rurope®.
ig:
bustling.
with
‘feature
|.
¢ laudeBinyon...
theatre for the first: tinte is: going | She Espionage Theme
a production, With. .26 motion pic-:
‘Hollywood, ‘Oct. 16.
“he: “used: “to - ‘be: “one himself) 4 tures’. ‘before the. cameras in ‘Lonto brave thé elements. and: continue, }‘Douglas. Laurence, Dale W asserin ‘operation . Without. any halt..
:
is
sardenically
kidding-on-the-square
:
t:don
alone
‘when
he’
‘stopped.
‘off
}
Tnto'a Columbia i “in his satirical. piece on ~ || there™: TY ecently;, ‘director. ‘Arthur }tman..and Ted Loeff have formed.
“It’s ‘the. Lucky’ Twin: One of its: ee

- hovers below zero- ‘much ‘of *the’
“time: anid -even- drops to 40 ‘under:
‘or: Jower’ occasionally... a drivein |

New: ‘Dimensions Inc., with first’
Bobby... .Cohn- ‘and David. Swift,
A two' screéns..is Anstalling individual,
|} Hiller-said: ‘here. on his réturn from{
im film criticism
‘project .to be. film: version of D. H.
| doing. nicely With their. first.: ‘pro: |)
* = ear. heaters: —
J {the ‘continent; where he spent-five ‘Lawrence's: novel, .“The Princess. ”
_ }] months toiling” -on. Walf» Disney’s’ Wasserman will script.
Lloyd. Engelsma:. “the:‘owner, ‘de- gactien.“The: Interns,” ‘for-Colum-i]
Are These. Our
are... at: work: on : “their: ‘next,
“HS The® Miracle of “the: White Stal-}- Contiipany.is also negotiating pur-clares: that -many- “seem to, prefer. bia
|lions.” ‘Jeriséd“in “Austria: “In fact, } chase: OF “The Little Showboat,”
outdoor’:theatres- to ‘the. four-wall.. this. being ® ai.-extensive.. elabora-'|
a
&
rities?
Ey houses, -judging “by: the “past ‘sumi-: {tion on .a. Piece’ by Art. Buchiwat id,”
| the tempo of. production in London; i by. ‘Lael Wertenbaker. They aiso
is .Such that labs: there. ere. oever-.
.. -mMer'’s boxoffice:. results.” -Even' in formerly: ..:;Paris-based.” columnist.|].:
| filming
of Wasserman’s
oe ‘taxed. ‘to: ‘the.extent. ‘their work-‘on {project
!play, -“Fhe- Foz. ”
' the ‘face of. mostly=.‘unfavorable for’ the 'N: X. Herald: Tribune. ‘and a “anether. interesting. Feature
S$
syidication:.
|
:
“Miracle”:
“Was
‘delaved,
‘he
-Said.
weather. conditions—rain and: cold.
-in- the|upcoming
r Company's chief activities. will
-™Tuch of the‘ time-—the ozoners. did|- The ori é inal.‘amo
Siily a [570k
all
eof Anniversary Number 1 “Hiller.” ‘cominentéd —‘he did not pe ‘in: production. However, trio
m
unt.
to.
only
oy
. | better” busingss |than’ ‘most - of” the: “column ‘by’ -Buchwald. and. {s.now.
consider all this. overseas. produc-’ is also P!planning ‘development : OF
“Tt tion’ “runiaway,’ . “for. ‘various: rea-: material for. other. indie filmakers:
wen
| of :
*-subsequetit-run” --hardtops..’”.: He's. {| being. put ‘into full-script. form’ by
.. {|sons: “Miracle, he: pointed: ‘out, ‘Laurence: is.prexy of the #rovp,
~ hopeful that. this. ‘preference. will ‘Joseph Hiller. and ‘Feronie, ‘Chodcontinue . even ‘during’. the ‘winter, -OTOV..
Tis. localed in Vienna. and it was;shot. ‘which: will -use. the -facilities At
“especially: when’ our: patrons: find. |. ‘This. property “also. for: “Cal!
|) there? for that: ‘reason.. -AWO;. ‘the! “Loeff's °‘Literary Projects “Co. to
pias other.statistical. and data-filled
. they. can: be just as: comportable: as. as Tight -stady- .on': the’ training |of| “
i tilny.is localed:.in- post-‘var Vienna; develop. book Publication of ‘basic
-, charts. and Grticles..
~ in: the.
_hardtops.” °
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GRACE WITH BRONSTON $
tOkays SW Bu

Theatres—24. ofThem forKeeps|

“AS expected, the.. Allied Artists 12

‘fiseal statement’ puts the: -company

Stanley-Warner

:Circuit, .‘thereto-

not a factor.in Texas exhibition,
js about to enter that.state in a

large way. Chain's bid for the 37-.
house Lone: Star circuit was okay ed{
yesterday ‘Tues.) ‘by N.Y. Federal |

Judge Edmund
_

Proviso;

L. Palmieri:

howev er,

decrees

that}

SW must divest. 13. of the’ acquisi- |.

_

|-

| at'a decided. deficit.: But the. solace:} Most. of the:New? york film community. ‘made: it:a thiee: day: week
-|-as; prexy. Steve. Broidy, notes ina} Yast week, faking Monday. off ‘for the Jewish, holidays, and. ‘then also... ..
| message to stockholders, is that the} Friday, (Columbus Day... >The Oct: 11 issue: of The Chr istian Advocate ets
Covers AN
A Bases
| latest.. report: is’. without-‘appreci- ‘contains one of the magazine's infrequent-film. reviews:.-a. highly Jaudae
Mike Frankovich made tio. -|“able. benefit, ‘of “El Cid” revenues... tory. eriticism of: Stanley. Kramer’s “Judgment. at Nuremberg”: written
“For the year ‘ended ‘last June. 30;° “by. William. F..Fore. . All copies: of: the. novel, ‘!Seven- Days in “May,”
bones - about: it: in discussing: .
‘Col-and general ‘industry: smat=” 2 AA. opérations .stistained’.a ‘net. loss. ‘are now going out With: insert. cards asking: ‘readers. ‘for film: castirg
| of ~$1,580,000: ‘-Aftei" payment. ‘of advice. Pie ‘is. tobe made by: Kirk. Douglas.and. director John Franken:
ters with. the fourth estate’
“Ask ‘any queéstion and TN
preferred dividends, this equals: a. :
heinier, with Rod. Serling doing the adaptation.
ae,
‘Harry Margolies; ‘ex-Astor Pictures: and a 32-year: man in ‘the ‘busts.- eat
answer them—uniless: either. 1. | loss ‘of:$1.73 per. share on the 931,-.:
. latter’ escalates: to assistant:
don’t now: Or.od just : Won:
nee 608. :common-. shares outstanding. . néss, ‘replaces Low. Steisel at ‘Embassy: aes

tions within. two years, seven in}
the first year alone, Lone: Star ¢ir- _ answ,er.’
cuit
compr ises mostly ‘ariiveins, {
with links in 13. ‘Texas. -commiuni-|
ties. After divestiture of the 13.
situations, SW
won't” ‘have - more
{han one house in any given. com-|
petitive area.
Acquisition: maitks SW’s. entry |.
into ozoncr field, as well as: Texas’ “
competition. Bid te takeover Lone]-.
‘Star
has been before the. court}.
‘Since. last September. It met .scant. |.
exhib opposition, ‘chief | objection. Je

"|For the- previous: fiscal’. ‘year, the. ‘to. sales” Manager ‘Carl. Peppercoarn.::
=| company

won!
. reported .net’ income-of... Robert. Penn:. Warren, the: novelist, ailing:‘jn. a: Connécticut. hospital”

_-|$529,000,- ‘or. 54e -péer. share ‘after’ with an-infection;. so “prodycer Noel E. Parmenték Jr. has. called off ™
| preferred Stock. payments. :
*
his. “planned: reception. this Wed.) evening ‘for the. Ww riter. Cocktailery

FrontierddsMakes 49 Sites.
Tn New Mexico!

-For’.-the'-“benefit

of holders: . ‘was to have ‘toasied ‘tlie acquisition | for: the: screen. of“ ‘Night Rider,”.....
:Warreh’s riovel. of. the.’ ‘tobacco wars in Kentucky, w hich:is. slated for”. .

| Broidy’. advances | the - information:

production late’ next: vear..
- ' Mike - Hall, local’ column planter: who: was responsible ‘for most. ‘ofthose: local. ‘breaks on: “Lofigest’ Day” Gincluding an.“éntire. Winehell: =
co
“pillar,” carries a: card: Which ‘identifies him:as “column crasher”’Chalk. ‘up: -another. one for: “Judgment: ‘at’ ‘Nuremberg. * It’s just. ‘been:
|:given the grand prix: by the-Catholie Organization oF the international ;
for - the first -“quarter. of the. new-| Cinema ‘at the: Assisi (Italy): film: fest.
coming from. Justice.-Dept. Court.
In- last week's. VARIETY -story” onthe. progress: being. niade: by.‘UA.
‘years: complete. This per iod.end:
‘Albuquerque, “Oct: 16)
however, contention that purchase
-¥ Premiere: ‘Show case... .the.: Loew’ s outlet. in the: Bronx’ should” ‘have been
Frontier: ‘Theatres. Inc.,; head: ed ‘Sept. .29..
would be in restraint ‘of trade.
‘quartered- in” Dalias., ‘has® uequired:Exec. said. the: NA ‘planning j
is.“for |: identified ‘as| the ‘Paradise,’ “not the Valencia, which: is” in ‘Queens: |
Exc ept for one. all situations to four film: theatres -in Santa-Fe:for.
a. minimum ‘of four majar. produc- |, Steven: -Pallos, head’ of: Br itannia- and Pax -Films of London,. here on.
he. rétained by. SW are swhbruns,|an undisclosed. amount.. Three’ are.
; Harry. Millard,: ‘recently. féatured inthe road: coilpany Of “Ade tions; ‘annualy,. ‘not. excluding: co-. ‘biz.
each reportedly averaging a $75,- hardtoppers, ‘one an. ozoner. -They:| production. ventures..-Additionally.. -yise:: and: Consent,’ sign’ forthe: ‘indie |pic;. “Thundering Wheels; toC86 annual ‘BTOSS. Na word cut ‘of j have: been. owned by the Greer
a> yearly. ‘average: of about* eight. -be shot: by Willpat: ‘Productions: in. ‘Washington ‘‘and. Georgia. later. this .
Sw homeoffice in N.Y.as to.‘pur- ee in ‘the New Mexico, capital” Tow “budget.features :
Is also contem~ month. . - - Mike Bromhead, who. was.Lion. International's -‘rep here::
chase price.
‘prior, to. réturning.. to- London: as -LI’s |general manager ‘earlier this©
city for many. vears: Nathan ‘Greer plated.-:
- geéon
nd: " association year, is serving -a& chairmen for.Great Britain for: IFIDA'S awards din- :
is currently manager: Of. the family” . Company? s
;
.operation.
with: producer: Samuel: -Bronston. is:}. ner here: next. January._ Purchase’ of: the foushouses. ‘to | via the:. now-shooting ““55. Days. at |: _Twentieth-Fox: -board. ch airnian:. Spyros. Pp ‘Skouras has been’.‘named
ACY ill bring +}Peking,» which -should. be in ‘re. {chairman. of the: 1962 caprpaign. of. the local. chapter of the..Assn. for:.we
take ‘effect Oct.
the. Help. of Retarded Children’... .. 28 RKO houses have: been booked
Frontier: “holdings — i ‘New. Mexico‘. ‘lease. by. next. ‘Easter, .‘and,
OFT to: ‘show’ ‘Flame in. The Streets,"” the Rank pic about -i:acial ‘problems *
16:49 theatres. It. currently oper-— course,” AA is’ excited’ ‘by. the: prosin Britain. .(See:separate.story. from ‘L.A: on, ad-copy problems). Atlantie‘ates. eight houses‘ in Albuquerque ‘pect. of. ‘duplicating the.
“Cid” “biz.”
. On: Oct, 31 Simon &.Schuster: comes.
‘Pictures: “is handling this side
through ‘subsidiary, Albuquerque |
Opening this: side. text: ‘month is.As -of Thursday 9), ‘the first, Theatres- ‘Tne.. It. also operates BT. “Billy.
Budd;
Avith: “Day: ‘of theTf “Béte ‘Martin Calis’ On:
eee
anniversary
of the premiere’ of. other. houses. throughout - ‘the. re~ Triffids,
* a sei-fi yarn, ‘launehing :.~ . Margot Weiss,. freelance -photeg: ‘named -phote editor of. S6in-Fox:.
~
*
United Artists’ “West Side Story,” mainder of. ‘the state,
in: December. “Soldier: _in. the
“NYU drama &. ¢v dept. -Prof.. Robert. ‘Gessner,. on.an invitational tour
Frontier: did not: buy: the. prop-|
_ the film will have taken in a vorld-.|
Rain,” with Jackie. Gléason: Starred, -of ‘London; Paris, ‘Bérlin' ‘and. Warsaw. ‘cinema: courses. -at:’ respective’.
“wide gross. of approximately $21. |eFties, but merely. the. edtipment {
‘rolls
viext June.,. and. another maj- Tocat -‘universities, writes from “the. Hog Cate, Warsaw: “This restau=~
;
000.000, according to: a: ‘company;and leased the houses. |
Mark Cadle, who ‘has: been: man or. title. for. °63-- is.- “Maharajah,” : rant-¢afe. is’ “proud - ‘of its stairway: and. phimbing. Stalinaiée. in East’
statement. At the Rivoli Theatre in
which © ‘Polan Banks” and’, George’
New York, where thé film's-first:Pager -of-Frontier’s«. operations: at. Marshal
l are: to”Produce: in,Andia. Berlin: is now .called: Karl: Marxlee and ‘you. can sée-. ‘the. difference
C arlsbad,' N. M.,. Ww7) manage . the:
gate is. continuing, the. picture has
| Tight. off! Frisco’s. Skid- Row would be. proud ‘of. such ‘architéeture.”:.
:
grossed’ $1.987,000 on 643 hard- : Santa Fe group..
Times Film-has: apparently sliced. ‘no less..than.'32minutes ‘fiom: the.
~ OH.-J. Griffith, president. of -Fron-"
ticket performances.
1 . -yunning. time. ‘of its , latest” Italo.“ import, . Michelangelo
‘Antonioni’s
UA reports: the picture currently | tier. ‘has had’ ‘interests | ih. theatres:
-|:“Eelipse.” Pic, which: ‘ran ‘130 minutes.w hen. Shown. at this vear’s:Cannes
4s playing in 410 theatres in 18 ‘in: ‘New Mexico for more: than 35.
|fest, is now down to ‘98 minutes: It Jopens here. at.the Little.‘Carnegie:
years: The Greer. family chas oper: |
differ ent countri tes,
-l-next Tuesday.23). - 2:
. ated’ Santa ‘Fe. houses. for: more
_ Astor: Pictures, which °has- been. publicizing. “Antonioni’s ”Th. Grido” than 50: years:
“as “The :Outery” - forthe last six. months; - naw: has” ‘veturned ‘to the:.
The hardtop: houses iinehided ne
original Italo title. one-week before its. Ameriean. ‘preem at.the. loca: 155th: “:
the ‘deal include: Lensit; El Paso
“) Ste Plavhouse. and .Sth: Ave. Cinema Monday. 122) -.
Col: first ;veep ~
Hollywood,
Oct.
16.
and “Alley|‘Theatres. “DriIV é-in: vs
Mike Frankovitch: returnéd’ to his London headquarters. ast, week.after:,
_Deciston.
‘has:-been ‘made. on: ‘the attending -‘the “Barabbas” opening: here: and. sitting in ‘on:‘the.“Open:
the. Pueblo..

|ithat the. ‘company -‘had fewer ‘pic-.
_ |tures: in release. in thie latest: fiscatannum. “El.Cid” rentals, hé. Stated; ,
.are naw. being’: reflected -“on” the:
‘books, - -and: should | have ‘distrib
back--in the blaek: ‘when: the’ count:

‘West Side’World
We
Gross, $21,000,000
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Zanuck ClearsQ
Properties to:Go!

Milton London Chides
|
Industry-Preduct-Famine|
For Letdown Summer
Detrait. Oct. 16..

jLondon PaperRapped

+ |first-nitie ‘titles: which: Will get ‘the|End

tver..

©

: go-aliead when. the: ‘20th-Fox, studio} The Stanley Kubrick deal. avith Sev en “Arts, which had:heen: pr‘ojected,

Sam Spiegel. going. Hollywood for: a: change - with -his:
reopens. here‘shortly after the first came ‘apart':;...
‘production of :“Phe. Chase”
. George ‘Sidney: imade’a-new. déal ‘with
of.
the
y
ear:
It's understood that. ‘Metro-and: this would-be: a thajor ‘switeh...
accused: by Milton H. London.
“Gidget. Goes..to Rome”. _
all the pr ‘Ojects: “Will be: - studio- put - off. because: the:: Teading’ ‘Tady :and. “her:‘husband. :became- family- prexy of AHied: Theatres of.Mic hi- r
‘London. Oct- ‘16.
though, theré may be extén- minded: ‘gan Ine., of: breaking faith: and |- The ‘Sunday’ ‘Pictorial has heen- “based;
4
Blake: Edwards and:‘Jack Lemmon’ former |‘the. producer: ‘latter. the’:
contact with — its. customers. “by5 rapped by the ‘Press Council ‘for. Sive Jocation work ;when required -actor). jointly.-own-. a “property. titled, “Good :.Lord,”-- You're ‘Upside: :
{publishing
‘page:
one.
pictur
es
of}
Ww orth hile.1.: Elizabeth
failing to
pravide
‘| Down,”-and: plan: to make ‘the, wnpublished novel asa: picture. : ‘The:.:
Taylor’: and: Richard. by. the. indiyidual- property.
The properties ‘thus’ ‘marked for 1 sign ouitside the :‘DeMille ‘Theatre ‘couldn't have: made Dino. DeLautens
product during. the Spring,” which }‘ Burton in -bathing. suits holidaying:
‘brought about a six-week summer ‘in a boat off -the. island of. Ischia, actual” production all come” from, tiis happier. -It read: “Sorry; We’ re all-sold out.?.*.°
-Rank’ Organization- -distributed,. ' Salaburg-made. “Gpera- film,. “Der Ro- |
following a complaint by a Wwonman, 20th's.: Story. backlog. . “Just w hich |senka
‘Jag. in theatre ‘biz. |
valier,” played. a special four-day. stand last’ week at: hig Carnegie:
: reader.
Ww
HL
go:
first; howéver, As:
‘Stillténta>| Hall; ‘similiar to-a simultaneous concert hall showing”-of same ‘release“There. is_ ne otlier . Jagical ex-.
, The: ‘reader “said °“that” ‘the in:
:
planation,”
Londén
said, in. .a dividuals were ‘married though not. |tives
{ in- Paris.-. Following. ‘daily ‘takes: ‘were. reported: .-Tues., “$5.2305. -Wed.,
_ Titles. | “inciiae- aretng” “Stone'ss:. $6,000;. ‘Thurs.,. $6:195;. Friday, -$6,200.
Jetter addressed to general ‘sales to. one anotlier, that ° ‘they had
managers 6f the nine major film {:children -who,tit.-spite ‘of: jhe be-} “Agony. and: The Eestacy:” the ‘best-|. “Presently. WwWithout a filmery. the town of: Pleasait- Valley: ‘pop. 4,000): eo
sélling biography’ of. Michelangelo; in New York: State's Dutchess. County. has the welcome :mat out: for-an- ey oe
conipanies, “why boxoffice receipts|havior. of their parents, - iad to}
”
aa
“The *.Enemy. Within,” ‘adaptation’ - enterprising: ‘exhibitor.. -Check“in: at: ‘the: ‘Chamber’ ‘of Commerce..
on the fine. merchandise released face. growing up in a difficult
‘Recent Herald:Trib yarn ‘on: Martin. Poll’s new production: erratumed i
-of
‘Robert.
Kennedy's
bdok
prepped
|"
-world
yet
mizht
“bé
Showin
these
In July. were far below expectation
pictures. and asked:- “Is: there ‘to.. ‘by: the -late -Jeriv: Wald; ‘Laurence by’ calling” “it Mr. ‘Pimm, and: the: Countess.” Pr ‘oducers promptly VOXe. Ba
and why theatre business in genpopped: a’ correction. “making -no. less ‘than. eight: mentions- of the core “~
be
no limit to the press to publicize’ Durrell’s “Justine: - Rodgers: &
eral did not. get off the ‘ground
. Mixed’ geography “notes *
‘feeble, cheap. sex drama.”
| Hammer stein's. “The Sound. of: Mu- rect :itle,; “Grand :Duke ..and” Mr. ‘Pimm”. my
until August. ”
‘France
Nuyen a-N. Y:to-Beirut item. to film: an: NBC-TV: “tHere's Hollye :.-.
‘The’
Pictorial
*.
editor,
sie’;
“Big
‘River,
Big:
‘Man’;
“Take
R.Tot
London declared that the gen-.
wood’: seg. : The French ithose wha: can-afford it) seem'to dig: Amerie |:
eral. Gisappointing
grosses
this. Payne, answered thi it -the persons | Her, .She’s Mine” Jimniy ‘Stewart: ean’ ‘schooling: for ‘their progeny:: ‘Actor-director Gerard Oury’ s. 20-year ns
|
concerned
were
two
‘film
stars
who’
starrer
whose
production:
was
‘tem-.
summer
on: important ©releases
‘old ‘daughter is at Columbia’ Univ., and. Michele -Morgan’s 13-year-old
‘must be the direct result of the} had reéently attracted: considerable’ porarily: Fostponed: when: Darry]l- F.:
| son is.a college -‘fireshie : on the ‘Coast. : Parents. and: offspri‘ing. “being, re-.7:-..
‘publicity,
were
much
ph
otogtaphed
|
Zanuck
took!
over
“presidency.
this:
product famine. which existed last.
united: during: former’ ‘§ current visit. this ‘side ‘for. the:'Crime -Does. Not.
May and June. He pointed out’ and had been. the. subject. of. a: ‘summer:“Morituri,”” “Shock: TreatPay” preem.; . Gregory. Peck is: the star-of-the-year choice: by.:Theatre .
‘there was
a disastrous Jag. of - great deal. of: speculation. He. con- ment” and ‘Eimest: ‘Gann’ § “Fate Is |
‘Owners of Ametiea: Accolade: will: be .tendered: at the-exhib. body’s ae
almost
six weeks. this. summer ‘sidered the pictures ta: be ‘of. news. The Hunter” both -of which”. were
‘interest. and other -publications: in’ being prepped. by -DFZ. Productions prexy- banquet ‘Minding. up:its Bal “Harbourt. {Florida}. confab ‘Nov..10.
“before we were able. to convince
| -Exhibs: -attending . the: fete: will also. get -thire: first ‘looksee’ at: Cliff
..:
potential
moviegoers that the England and --abroad had taken a when, Zanuck: took: over 20th.
.| Richards; the: British pop singer ‘who: screen: Dows: this side in’ Par’s*.product. being offered was ‘worth |:similar - view,
| “Wonderful to :be “Young” ;. . Peter Ustinov. in’ for “Billy Budd’ bally,
In: its adjudication. ‘the “‘Couridit ee,
their time and. money.”
-stated: “These-.. pictures | Of: two |.
: and. to. pow .with. -Joe E. Levine anent. possible. Broadway: presentation:
_
Europe
to
us
‘Every: _producer, every distribumuch-publicized <film stars’ were:
oe of:the Star’ S.“Photo. Finish” ‘Stage hits,ditto a, subsequent Pic.version.”
“tor and every exhibitor, he added,
: Geiald Adler.
|
“has suffered financially by our apres py Mie. butsparTreen : Alexander. HL ‘Cohen
failure to provide
a consistent
Frank. M Folsom:
2
AL.“A:-to:N ¥.°
Gon
deplores their publica~ 7
Leo: Fuld
av ailability- of quality entertainFranz. Allets) =
1
°
:
Perry
Botkins
; tion.’
2.
ment to-our customers: an
Edith Hamilin:
-. “Jules Bricker:
- -Jaek -Birris”
London also pointed out: that ‘the {
‘Julius Katchen
_Carol.’Burnett
:} “Karl ‘Boehm-:
LUKAS HELLER VICTOR ..
Jack of an orderly, balanced,’ con* Leonard: Lightstone
|. ‘William. Castle
;
ye: Bistent releasing program is of'|
Pp ‘Frank Cooper |
Sad: Perelman
|.» Gower.‘Champion-;
“serious consequence” ‘to .every Writers. Guild Nixes: ‘Jane’ Credit} - ;Seymour Poe
|:
{: “Margia- Dean
| Rosemary Clooney .
For Essex:
_rerson who expects to:-derivé his |
- Ediard G.. Robinson
| -Clare Lawson: Dick:
“Phil Cohan. =...
“Jiving from the motion picture in- |
Terence Stamp.
1 ‘Frank Ford .Edward.F S._.Feldman’:
A
éustry. in the future. ‘He quoted“Hollywood, Oct 16.
“Harold Stone».

The motion

picture industry “ig .
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National Allied prexy Marshall H. }- “Writers Guild. of. America. -has
Norman Twain.
Fine as reflecting. the: thoughts of. ruled that Lukas Heller gets -sole | Peter. Ustinov’.
exhibs on the subject:
-| screenplay credit on Robert’ Ald-: “Alex “B: Williamson
“The Jack of a regularlyrich’s - “What: Ever Happened _to|- Noel. B,- Willman‘.
Gelivered flow of product is the’ Baby. Jane?,” denying ‘z request | Anna’ Deere Wimen..
most serious problem plaguing our “for -eo-screenplay, “tredit
from 1. Dariyl: F. ‘Zanuek*.
industry today. and’ poses the only Harry: Essex...
threat to its future. I sincere! da.
Essex had.sought the: credit” ‘on |...
N Y: to L.A.
rot feel that there is any other the. basis--6f..a. play. script he: had
‘Lionel Larner . re
issue either today or. looming on done from the Henry Farrell tome. | . Irving Paul: ‘Lazar the horizon’ that can compare in
Film ‘is produced. and directed . Jimmy. Piersall seriousness with this inability to. “Dy.. Aldrich, in “association: -with.
Joseph: Stellini
deliver regularly top attractions to Seven
‘Arts,
for- - release. by: _ Lou: Weiss

our custumers.”-

i Warners..

—

1° -Jeoe.Wells:

oe

a Mike Fvankovich
Marcia ale
Jac Holzman’

“Peter Katz...’
] “Sean Kenny.: _, Howard E. Kohn od
‘Philip: Mayer’ ~
' Charles Michelson.

‘Tt: ‘Ken Rive

” “Wallace <A:. Ross
Michael’ Stern:

: : Jackie: ‘Susann.
oe | _, Terry-Thomas’

|.

Anne

Francis.

. Lee Grant..

+
-Signe-Hasso.
Jt, -Hope: Lange

|* Paul. Lynde’ *.
Jayne: Mansfield:
Gene. McCabe:.:
Arnold ‘Moss:

|.
~
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Hollywood, Oct. 16.
Holly wood -may well run head-.
*
With.
4.
backlog.
of.
about:
25.
films
|
.
-Fog-on-Fog.
ReportFrom. Tokyo.
long ‘into. a ‘clash with. the U. S;
- | now ‘available, ‘Davis-Royal |Filnis,..
Defense Department over upcomAmarillo; Tex., Oct. 16.
Soe “Tokyo, “Oct: -16,
- ‘picture: has. to be ‘sold,: according. ta] .
ling film produ¢tion of “Seven Days.
2 ak heavy. fog caused screenMike Stern, -for’ many. years... the 7 -Expoar ts of films from- yapea"| the newly"organized: indieAistrib |:
tin .May,"- according
to. Edward
vs
2 ing difficulties .at local ozoners.
-Rome-- correspondent.. “of”: Faweett 7 during: the January-June pert- .
| Lewis, Who. is -producing ‘for Joel
However~ the” ‘Twin -Drive-in:
with “Coliimbia,
.
should: ‘gendout D4 - _.Fheatre riorth screen got an . -| Productions and John ‘Frankern‘Publications,...who-.is™ now’ in. the - od ot this -yéar. earned: ‘a total.
“U.S. setting up-a distribution: deal: a of $954, 557, according. to: the a features iin ‘its first 18 months, Ww‘ith
Unusual... effect from ‘it... The | heimer: Lewis: told VARIETY they
iv for. Itanr “Films. “All -About .Love” |:
> {/-about (12/a‘year - thereafter, ‘Dayis.|.- drivé-in' was" ; Showing’ “Mrs : | ‘intend.‘to. do the picture. despite
2 (ex-Magnificent | Adultress” ‘nee y. “export committee of the Japan
; “anticipated: -Non-cooperation
and
reported. in New York. ‘last. ‘week. ...
. Hobbs... Takes -a “Vacation”
. “Femenine- ‘Dilusso” }. .Stern: whoMotion. . Picture - Producers
stumbling.*blocks from. the “Penin: which there ‘is- a
|(20th),
already * - shelled: “out”$20, 000. .to “ASSN ‘The figure is-a 4CS. ‘in- 2. JS “At...the.. moment; Davis, whose. ..
scene. showing James: Stewart. | tagor.”
insert: English: lytics. ‘in’ Paris, 'ds’). 2
: -pictures previously. reached °‘mar- . and. his “son” in a: Sailboat.
|
Fletcher. Knebel and’ Chiarles W::
Boing “to haye the:Job: ‘redone in fF. crease . over ‘the same :period,
A ‘thick: fog rolled in on them i |.Bailey. II novéet deals with 1970
a ‘ket’-Via: his - smaller UMPO" ‘firm,
year.”
Jastof
|.
.
_
Us.
the
atthe. exact -moment: the real
setting in. which: joint chiefs: of.
“there . “fas in. ‘process., ‘of :“building a sales:
- fog. rolled -into the. ozoner. “It. .._lstaff plot overthrow.of the U.S. Stern’ says~' the” policy. “he! ‘tas | _ During the. ‘period,
"
org
for
Davis-Royal,
with.
the’
cur©
basis
flat
on.a.
deals
- became 3-D. ‘without -glasses.
adopted.” for. all. -films.-distributed |. were 1;138
| Goyernment. .. Basic premise of the
by‘ Itam, of, which he’ is' exec veepee:| cand 120-.on. percentages.. Earn-. “ ‘rent . _séven-man- -staft probably “When the screen: fog ‘lifted,
| story is. separation of the .execuings from the U.S. brought.the- ~being incréased to about 15. Distrib | ‘real one remained ‘to+hamper \tive. arm of the government and
‘and of. “which --Frank.: Levien “is.
“president, stems'-from: the ‘fact that. .most coin, .$364.853,..Okinawa
ithe Military:” Lewis said he ‘feels
‘is --currently ‘negotiating ©‘with: an}. the. Showing. °
“a dubbing job needs writers and{..-:.“Was ‘second «in. ‘dollar. accounts. oa exec at a mer company to~ bei “the: executive arm will be in
not: translater's: and. it. needs’ ‘actors-] ~~ , Avith: °$200,199° and. “Thailand 72} -come, ‘general sales: manager. of ‘the.
favor: ..He noted they wili’ meet
-and.: -not~ merely. those: who: -know -“ third. with: $73,901. In-open ae- | néw firm, and ‘expects’ to. have -at:|
with ‘people in. Washington upon
counts, _. salés
to: .Formosa*
the:. language.
In - America, a
{completion .of the Rod Serling
he =. -least~'six. of -his. own. sales°‘Feps |
topped. . ‘the’. ‘list - with’ aoe
‘says, he‘-can_ get. both. Both. afe
Script to determine cooperation,
t
around. the. country.: In those areas:|
_etnuivalent: of $207,180...
highly” important. It’s imeerative
Among necessities is permission to:
‘where satisfactory sub-distribs ‘are|
cto: ‘get ‘the. ‘spirit -of the-actor as
film ‘in ‘Washington, which Lewis
| available he'll go through. them:
> well: as: the, ‘spirit. ‘of. the ‘writer.|!
will ‘try to: obtain during these
organization of.the new firm | |
The
““l “Phe job® can’t “be left- to. uy |
1 | meetings.
| tins fills. a’. vacuum. -faced. by|
London, -Oct.. 16.
<7 "whe, happen *to be in the country,
Initially, film was. undertaken: on
:| Columbia ©ever -since’ ‘the* déath
“Concern is -being. expressed by:
oi; . orto. gtudénts wanting’ to: make a
a
earlier. this year of. Edward. Kings-.: British filmmakers in Case any: up- an entirely indie ‘basis;. with au-’
7 few dollars om the side.”
ley: - Whose. “Kingsley. -International ‘coming. tollvision. experiment here ‘thors, Serling and producers all in
The: itnportance’ of dubbing. ‘says.
prev ously -had acted-as ‘the. outlet (following the official hint:in the. on participation. Lewis said, -how‘Stern is seen’.by- ‘the fact’ that:for.
‘{6r Columbia’‘s‘ foreign acquisitions: government’s White Paper) should ever, that. the: novel has risen to
$20, 000'-or.so,. an“centire new. mar=
and art product. (Actual: distribu- |“not .be conducted. on‘a sufficiently | second: ‘place.on national bestseller
“Washington, Oct. 16.
ket Becomes. available. Just: how |
ex- 2
tion. of: the’ ‘Col-Kingsley- product’ large. scale,, Producers are ‘worried | lists “resulting. in “interest
India’.
“retained
its
Yank.
‘as
the
‘much. of:that market a ‘film: will :be
was “handled °by. ::Peter. ‘Horner’s. ‘about |the. government’s’ ‘indication, pressed by. most major companies.”
‘(humeri“largest
Union ..Film: Distributors,: recently -| that. “the scope of any experiment He. now expects film to go for a
_able to get... will:depend; in a. great: ‘world:Ss -second.
major.
“measure on ‘the dub. The dubbing; cally. - ‘producer . of feature *‘films bought. by dé. J.‘Frankel.)-.
.
over wire would.be severely: lim-.|.
Picture, which calls for five ma‘cost. ‘therefore. beconies’: unimpor-Lae 1961. despite’ a “drop: inprodtic:-|
ited: certainly: in the.éarly stages” : jor star “names, will have. Kirk
” Proceéd With Care
tant ‘in light of, the. markets: opened |
may mean only a. small. try-out. for:
(tion
©
from.
‘the
-preyious
“year,.
per.,
-phough’
‘he
predicts.
that:
Davis-.|
-Douglas in one of top roles. Budget
;
UB: -by a. firistrate:.job:Royal will become: one’ ‘of the ‘most;!| pay-ty. is, planned. If this is the will be “‘at least. $3;000,0002" acOther °‘projects. on" Team's’ ‘sched-. i the- U:S: Commerce. Dept. Produc-.
ease,” the :film men feel findings
indie’.
operations,
‘active
of:
the:
| cording to Lewis. Filming is aimed
ule. ‘is the, filming Of fThe: Most; fion in 1951. ‘totalled. 297 features; Davis has no. ‘intention: ‘of. “over-_ could be ‘misleading:
. Dangerous | Man * ‘in.the. World™: down’ from. 1960's. ‘all-time high: of “expanding”. én" the Sales. ‘front, “at|... According .to the:British. Film for late January start. Producer
said; regardless. of governmental
“based on- one . ‘of Stein's“exposes, 1.320; * chief’ Nathan. “Golden "Says. temptation which. ‘indies’ ‘sometimes iProducers... - Association;
“whose”
objection, “we will make the picarid -he: is-‘working Ifwin- :Shatv's
views. on” “this. issue’ are consistent .
find
hard
3
resist
.
Af.
they.
chance
|
ture.” He stated, “it is important:
S |-Boxoffice Feceipts ‘in’ 1961. were
“Eucey
Crown,”
rights ‘of. whieh’ are!
os we cur
l with those: of the Federation: of.|.that we -have the strength to see
rently
, held. ‘by.
Harold .Hetit.. [ $406.050, 000:
‘Says: Davis. “the. ‘important |thing |British Film. Makers, the experi-: that:such a problem = exists and.
“Stern is:‘also in.the US.'to ‘com [+ Jaan: ‘new: jeadls’“tie” world:itiis .to® ‘keep. _ Your. overhéad’ from ment should foreshadow the shape meet it: -this. is a. patriotic. film.”
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-to “come. Thus
_it:| Queried ‘on. its-impact overseas,-he.
‘should. be tried out on-a ‘sufficient- said “I.don't believe it is a bad
‘ty ‘large-format: to allow produc-’
publication date: ‘of: which ds still.| ‘good, according to ‘Golden, ‘because.
An addition. to: the: pix he’ already |‘tion: af-:shows: mounted . ‘Specially | image. for us to show that. democracy exists in America.” He noted
to be set: by.Bernard Geis As80-| of a shortage-of
raw.
film
for
which
has.
in’
the
vault;-Davis:will
‘supple:
‘imports.
on:
for the. ‘medium.
_ciates...The vet- NeWwspaperman -. ‘As. ‘the nation: is ‘dependent.
{such a film would face “enormous
ment: ‘this: roster: by. pla:-ing.” an.
Producers think it’ would: ‘be. a. censorship ‘problems if: any other
not’ yet. ready. ‘to. desert journalism. Film, qtiota ‘of. all: imports --has been. -active: role’ in’ -Col’s aequisition. of.
“"< completely in-favor of. -films:-’He- chopped to. 25.“percent; Golden” ex- 4 new art product, as: well as in. its’ ‘mistake. to omit-this aspect. from: country tried: ‘to make it.”
the test .as- the big: show,. lavishly’
i
will do both: Stern ‘is.“permanently |-plains.’.
|-eoprodyction: plans, - “Noting .that’ “appointed, out-of-budget-reach of:

: plete. the: deal’ on- Qublication of ;‘feature .film. -prodiiction. -

‘swamping: -you,

as: well. ‘as -to:: be | -of. -tollvision

“his book: “An American. in. Rome” |*- The’ Indian future. outlook. is ‘riot sure of a continuity of product.”
mn
—
a
eae
.nina”
:a
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te.

. based in-Rome,, having gone there.

The: Indian: industry also: faces: ‘there® are: all. sorts of: “coproduc-. the: video networks,.etc., ‘is ‘sup-

Tn Re Those Phoney

-during' the -war. After D-Day,-Rome/ financing; ‘tax, and. cost problems, |tions”

{including | some.-preproduc- |:posedly “one of. the main: attracunimpor-| he- adds."
tion’ distribution: ‘deals which often: .tions’ of ‘a: feevee -system. ‘Not to.
him -thet :
“The... us: “qecounted tor: 131: -of | are© incorrectly. called” -coproduc-:|- find: out in the’ beginning -whether.|
the. ‘film |:
‘tions:, the distrib: says *:the: -Col
-the publie is sufficiently interested: .
‘has.:dab- the: 205 ‘foreign pictures shown: in’{-“plans. to ‘play: the: ‘eoproducer™ ‘role.
Nassau, Bahamas.
‘to buy. this type of product-is. lack“India. in. 1961; ‘or: about, two-thirds.
‘in.
from
five
to.
seven:
pix:-to”
be
, ing in: common sense, they. feel.. . | Editor, VARIETY:
-British;-: “Italy. ‘and
made- abroad: in the. near future:
“Both trade ‘associations are mak= - In ‘his review of “Mr. Arkadin”
| Russia contr ‘ibuted far: fewer films:: |.
fo Raoul ‘Levy. Precedent *
‘| ing. ‘submissions. to: the. Postmaster. - (VARIETY, Sept. 19) Pit mentions.
‘Foreign’ pictures © ‘vere: shown
| that this 1953: Orson Welles effort
,
‘of: India's | © ‘This, . of course, ‘is:“not new for: General.
‘however, : only. in. ‘223 .
would -havé a theatrical showing
= |Col, -whith: ‘pioriéered this sort. ‘of|.
“3.657. ‘theatr es,
| in New York beginning: on Oct. 2.
Value: Of: pictures India. ‘exported : “investment: via. its ‘arrangement:
He then -goes.on to say, “Since
with: French: ‘producer ‘Raoul ‘Lévy,
on Winnipeg. et... 16. | amounted . ‘to’ $3,360, 060° :-in'’ 1961,: |:who- made.:more than 10, pix. avith|
“VARIETY: unaccountably. carried nohe
:
figure.
the: figun «|.Col : financing. before - they. finally -. Hardtop, Under.Erection. Feview of«the pic. originally, this is
Le, "Winnipeg. voters who: have’ ong’ but ‘plang ‘are.to raise'
‘now to redress the omissi
‘Wished - to -attend. a -film;-Philadelphia, Oct. 16.
concert’ ;-Eto: $3.$90. 000 this. year...
[agreed to disagree.: _Among: ‘the pix +:
|
or: legitimate flay--on. Sundays),
‘|: Which: Davis ‘has. are several Col-: - Construction has-"begun_ on ‘the | Just to-keep the record straight,
will have an~ opportunity. to vote:Thompsonites Brainstorm - | Levy productions which remained:}: néw 12;000-seat Orleans’ ‘Theatre,.in this film:which has had some U. S.
‘via referendum: Oct: 24. Proposi-. :
t unreleased... -at--the. time’ of-Kirgs-'| ‘the’ heart of. one . of. the larger Pty exposure. (it played Miami. just
centre- -complexés
in a.few weeks ago) was reviewed. in
tions, aimed: at bending |the prov- Be | At: Georgia: Chain HQ: léy’s:. death, including: “Moderato}.shopping
‘ARIETY from the 1956 Cannes:
northeast: - Philadelphia. - Orleans
- ince’s “blue laws,” ‘is. set up. in’
‘Hawkinsville, Ga., “Oct: 16... | Cantabile,” Starring Jeanne |.
-Paw. Belmondo ms -will..be an-addition to the William Film Festival under the title “Con-.
fo
parts.”
fidential: File’ Its running ‘time
~The’
first ‘question’ ‘will Cover! “Motion. picture ::‘operators and:!and”. *Calude: “Autant-Lara’s. “Tes |.Goldman: chain. of film houses.
Sunday: ‘performances of films” or’managers of. South: Georgia will! Regattes. de San Francisco...
| New |hardtop. will feature ‘the: WwWas 95. minutes. The exact date ‘of
.performances..in. theatres, and. con-} “gather. ‘here: Thursday (18) for Ja
One. ‘of. “the. ‘first. “of: “the: Davis- ¢‘recently ‘developed. -eye-ease light- its. screening is not indicated nor.
-eert: hails. where an -adimissron-ts -meeting.. sponsored by- Thompson*Royal: releases: will be “The Reluc- /ing.’ Contract. calls. for: completion. ‘is the review signed, unless: I hays
inadvertently. cut off the signature.
“<*eharged. The.setond’ will ask..vot-. ‘Théatres: and Martin Theatres. The tant Saint.*’ an -. English-language |: ‘early’ in 1963.
‘On a. not too ‘distantly. retated
“s cers. if they favor or oppose |‘Sun-" sessions ‘will be held inthe Thomp-* -eomedy-drama: ‘directed: by Edward {
subject: :‘I_ note many New York
day. ‘operation : of” bowling. alleys: son: ‘Theatre, owned atid operated Diiviryk: anid: starring. -Maximillian. +
arties -have’ a tendency to an' -} commercial: snorts,.excepting horse ‘by J. H: (Tommy, Thompson, “pres-. ‘Schell: This:.is ‘the -story. of. the.
“racing, boxing. .w restling.. ‘dog rac. -ident’ ‘of the. Motion Picture, Own-. obscure Ttalian priest, who Jitérally :
Pittsburgh, ‘Oct. 16. | Bounce. the. opening of new films
“American-.Premieres” when
“ers and: Operators of. Georgia, w ho |rrose to sainthood” via -his posers.
; : ing: -and.-stock. car: racing: °
Pittsburgh friends
of. Henry | s
often they are not. The Mur‘Referendum--has’. been--avatted |will: reside. at the ‘business .Ses- | of *‘le¥itation. - ‘Pie is to. receive its|.Burger, “who. .was “recently. pro-: vere
a aUWS: ‘preem -as” the Christmas: at-tor th ‘to. midwest zone manager. ‘ray’ Hill. for instance (and there
by ‘the city Solicitor, with: the :pro-. “sions. .
:Mineial. govétament :sanctioning 1 C. S. Baker,’ of: the All-Weather |traction. at. the. Guild |Theatre - in, for the: ‘Stanley ”Warner. Theatres, lave been other. recent examples}
-atranged a testimonial. dinner for in its ads for. the current “Onera"svete, the” outcomé of. which. will Rollerdronie-: of.:..Nashville,--.will |New Yor k. ae
tion’ Snatch" announced its. Sept.
C=: 24.
“give the législature -“the: power :“to speak -on: “profitable | .snack: “bar|. . Expected: ‘by:Davis: to ‘be:one of:him:‘on -T hurs. (11)): at. the Rooseopening. as ah “American Pre_ehange.‘the: ‘Lord’‘s-Day. Act: to:suit ‘promotions; ideas ‘and. suggestions: “the. firm’s hoffest -attractions. Is. the velt Hotel:
miere.””
This’
,and
Bill.
‘
Cochairmen
:
“for
the
affair
.are
film played. the’
‘Shealey,.
:
<manager::-of
-Winnipég. ©.
-newest Brigitte’ Bardot pic, “Wa
:In 7955. ‘Winnipes: voters reject:. Loew's - ‘Grand-: Theatre.- Atlanta, ‘rior’s: Rest.” based on:a-novel -‘by Motris’ -Finkel, (Dave ‘Silvermat, ‘Downer Prestige Theatre in. Milwaukee several’ weeks previously
ed, ‘by. a ‘glint: majority. ‘a vote. will give a-talk-an Profitable ‘Prox. Christiane” Rochfort and. now in-its |‘Harry. Feinstein. and: Jules. Curley
and possibly chas had other U.
| preem: engagement in Paris. ‘This Ww ho: ‘succeeded: him, here as adver-. | dates.
to permit: commercial. sports. inthe. -motions, ‘Ideas and. Gimmicks.”
‘Iam wondering when New
i eity:-on, Sunday “after noons: Sub- . |. .. These talks: will ‘beefollowed: we itentatively — “pencilled |-in ~ for. ‘tising, manager.
York theatres will announce the
' February. release, :andthe: ‘distrib |
séquently: in 1960 they : approved. an open ‘forum.’ .
“American
Premieres”
of such
‘-by a’ wide’ -margin. “a by-law per"A “Get’the © Facts’ Concession”: ‘has high hopes. for bringing Bardot.7“ED:LINDER® 10. MT. KISCO
| films as “Hell ‘in ‘the City” with
_nitting™sports:.and other forms. of forum will :take up: the -afternoon: over fora p.a., Something she ‘Nas.
ne
ES
"Minneapolis. Oct. 16.
Anna.
Magnani
and : Gulietta
entertainment, provided: thé event’ with, Mae. Riissell). district ‘Manager | Successfully resisted. until now.
Opa ‘Linder. has exited, as. mar-4 Masina which’ played in Califor. nia
were sponsoted by’‘aNon.-profit or’ of Wilby-Kincey.:Theatres; Atlanta, | On’ the: Davis-Royal list:are: tine ‘ager of Bennie: Berger's: firstrun-|‘early. this. year or “Lights and
‘ganization. a
loop. -Gopher theatre. here to. ba- ‘Shadows”
as :moderator. -_Panelists--: will.‘be. Salo. “films ‘produced. ‘by: “Morris {
with Simone Signoret
Referendum. ‘pestdtéd: ‘jridirectly. Jack * Marsh; “Blevins Popcorn Co: ‘Ergas, ..Vanina’ Vaninii.".“directéd'}|come a partner in Lesser Theatres.
and “Maria.Casares which had its
-from:. action: taken: by city -police: Nashville, Bill ,.Dunaway,
Royal ‘by. Roberto: Rossellini, and "Kapo,”’ i cireuit: of New York and managing} first showings . in” ‘Memphis. -I be-.
%cagainst- “‘Stinday. showings... of fea: Crown: Cola’ Co., - Columbus.” John | starring’
Susan: ‘Strasberg. . and} director of ‘the. chain's new de laxe. ieve, -back ‘about |‘March. ‘Ti ma3v
a tures. he the . Winnipeg :Film. So-. .Martin, Coca-Cola - -Co., - Atlanta, i which was. the Italo nomination. far hovseé at Mf: Kisco: NY.
scheduted.: he of small-matter, but New York- |
Y -etety. ‘Film gtoun has Janched .an. and-J. O: Hoover, “Martin. Theatres,
the:
foreign:
‘lansuage Oscar Wwei’ open- Nov. 1.) ”
te
pers needn’ t think they see them all
sh appeal. against the. conviction, at Columbus, .
- Aice ‘Trimble: succeeds hin here. 1first. .
(Continued gn. ‘page. 6).
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‘temporarily : becanie *.antant: centre;. “which - gaye
necessary time: -to: ‘study:
Industry. there,“and-since
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FILM REVIEWS
“The Manchurian
Candidate Firstrate,

offbeat:

suspense

drama. One of the year’s big
grossers..
United

.

Walesa October: 17,1962.

woodites: started” taking. up resi-. ¢€‘rime Does. Nat Pay. 7 other: ‘tn. the. “procession: ‘of. war Le. Gentleman: DEpeom
| dence abroad, “This film. could--not-}
‘| stories: and; maybe, -audiences have}
(Le: Crime ne Paie Pas).
“(FRENCH--TOTALSCOPE)- ~
:have’ been tnade- Anywhere: but in |-:. - French-made .episode .pic via :| had: the theme. a. shade. too: often.
-Paris,; Oct. 9.-.
‘ithe U.S.
>
pra:Citevs
Embassy... Pictures | “emerges ..{ This: one: has’ been. blown up’.as: at. ‘UFA-Cémadico ‘ peleasé.. ‘of .-Cipl
Pil
cM production. ‘Stars Jean Gabin
a “Candidate” : ‘must: “ineyitably | .aS'a solid- payoff item if seem-" ‘| star vehicle for: Dirk Bogarde. and Films-C
tures
-Pau
rankeur,
Frank
come up for ‘a pundié ‘of :“Osear
an:: opportunity’ “for... Andrew .and
Madeleine . Robinson,
ingl
not uuite

Fouls De Funes

!nominations ‘next’ ‘spring. ."Most|. “calibre.” ne Sudemont oeme .
likely to. Suecéed-is..Angela
a

inom

iréc
yy
es - Grarigier. “Screen
.
Virginia.-Stone to .exercise. their
Albert: Simonin, Michel Audiard,. Grane:
-Lans-* .. viewer.. ‘Mossk in the May 30, = Bleeful skill w ‘ith, special ‘effects:©. ‘gier;”
camera, Louis ‘Page; editor, Jacques
.whose performance “as. Har- | -.3
‘Stone’s ‘Screenplay, “based. on. a: Desagneaux:. ft. ‘Balzae.. Paris. Running. wh
eshemting, eatigtic mother |
2:VARIETY. Stot'y concerns. a : ‘biog: of Coward “by John .Castle;. |. time, :‘33 MIN
J (“Raymon d,-*man about to: commit’ a crime
¥

Ar tists. release:“of M...C. -Pradie- !

tton (Hueward W. Koch" executive
pro-. “bury,
Gucer;
George
‘Axelred,
John
Frank: !| vey’s
enheimer, . produce:s.

.

.

directed
by John
Frank: .Sinatra. {
Stars

se

why? |do- ou .aba

‘6
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wer
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‘.Lvlevteeaels
- Jéan Gabin
‘has putiped - ‘into. its: untidy — 116 | Richard
Maud ‘:.... Sep eenebers, ““Madéleine® Robinson

Frankenheimer.
Laurence ‘Harvey, Janet Leigh: feutures
have to. leok as if’your: Head: were
Angela
Lansbury,.
Temi y Selva.
James;
Gregory, Leslie Parrish. ° S: Aen tptay
by, ‘about: to come to a point.) Is one!

7 same.
Who. witnesses:
4 “film’ on.‘the.
subject.. Fourth” and" fie. minutes: an’ overdose -of ‘slapstick

- Arthur. We toceseeces es wae
Paul. Frankeur .. ":
{humor,. Result’.is.that ;‘what could }:eneiie EURESIETS, Frank: Villard:
nal.
episode
details.
the..mani’s
|
Jean .Lefebvreof
the
most
poignant
and.
diamond1
<-eorge Axelrod, based. cn. novel Be Rat ‘he
+have. been <a.. telling - tribute toa Ripeux
Louis De
De Furies:
~plot for Staging *“a ~murder. :
e1d_.Condon: music. Deiid Amiam:
cim-- Hard |‘of ‘the ‘ear. Equally - 200d -iS
4 character’ of: ‘guts. -and.; initiative,
|..
exa, Laonel Lindon: editors Féeris Web:
Cast .includes. Michele: Morin:“making {
-ter;. asst. director, Jtoseph. E- *m.- Re-! Harvey, ‘who. succeeds
| the- kind that ‘every. war ‘produces,
‘|...Met - actor :Jean . Gabin again
wiewed an New York, Sept. 27. “62. Ruo- _ appealing: a: . character
COrL ectly |"gan, Arinie: Girardot,. Pierre |: j\lacks conviction, It: éeems:too much
essays a’ type of. role that has ‘be-" <>
ming time, 126 MINS.
désciibed as “completely. unlov-; - ‘Brasseur-:: and” Richard: Todd, | a confected_ ‘piece :‘of. fiction, Stil;|
come, familiar for him of Tate. He.::.
seeveees.
Fiank Srnisiva.
Fennett Marco
_Playérs, ‘according |to review-- ° ‘| Bogarde’s name (an'-spe!l boxoffice.
Laurence. H: yser ‘able’—by far. his. bést. role. since]
Ravx mond. Shaw
‘is an old. ‘Snob: liviing’ off ratetrackRosie.
Jdnet begh.; ‘Room: at’ the ‘Top. ~ Also -ripe for]: “er; ‘alk do‘ adequately in. their- and the..pic provides éusygoing en-.
-touting; and. ‘not: -above some ‘clever “Raymond's ‘mather.. : angela I nsbury : kudos: ‘are Frankenheinier, ‘as di-° ., Short “stints.” Bit: seripter di:
[tertainment: ‘for. thie” easy. going.
underhand. . actions... “He. walks .. .
‘Cbunym
caw aes
Henry. Silva
rector,
and
Axelrod.
for
‘best
script):
rector:
Gerard
‘Oury
“has
been
Jemes Grezers |
Senator Jcohn Aselin ween
‘through: this: Yole.. with - his usual.“
‘
Coward
(Bogarde:
a
breezy:
like-|feshe
Parrish+from. another medium:
Joue Jorden
anable to’-get the. right: sus-"
lable: character,. bec omes.a prisoner-}. aplomb;-.but the “pic: neglects. to.
dobn McGover.
‘Senator Thomas Jordon
Less
showy,
but
no.
Jess’.
éftec|
“penseful flair: into these. tales:
: «
"Yen Lu
Shigh Dhiceh |
of war and: is. dedicated. to sabotag-|.build..any story or indulge-in any...
Cc orparal Melvin
Jems Edwaids tive, ‘is Sinatra, who, after. several.
.
‘But .there are’-enough
jing and. huniiliating . his: German. deeper,characterization. -Result-is °.
¢ olonel
Lace Douglas Hendersan !pix, in swhich he: ‘appeared. +0. bey
ZArlkov
Albert Poulsen | ' sleep-walking, is: again. a. wide- | twists,” name- “actors. and pro:
soldier © in| a bréezy- Series .of'.anécdotes -that. captors... As. senior
. duction. values -for.good re-..:
‘Baars. Kelley |:
Becretary of De tense ae
| Stalag ~ 8B; he: rallies. the -other. raté ‘this as: more. of .a local than’
straight,
Tdeosd Corr Zan’ ‘awake :pro- “creating. “a
VYVelbourn Gaines
‘turns’ -in. regular. situations.” ; ‘men to. escape: so that” ‘they.:‘can foreign: entry, ‘except for. possible: -:.
Mudame Spry a”
. quietly: . humioraus - character. of!
Eerezov oa
|
a
some sensitivity. A. pleasant Sure >
|.get” back::‘toe. fighting: the . Nazis. “special. -“situations: “on...the Gabin. *
Every once in a rare Ww hile |B:: prise* is- Janet Leigh. as’ a sweet, ijand: sometimes treacherous) gals, Coward's main. problem is. to make name... ~
with’ -the, - Polish: ‘under-= |. “Gabin’s :meal. ‘ticket’ is a..group’ aS
film comes along that’*works”. ‘swinging. N.Y... caréer. girl. ‘The |a° poison’ tarantula. ‘spider. a sin- contact
all departments, with story, - pros!i;actress --only|‘has .1wo “or: three; ister .crook, flame ‘throwers, gun- t ‘ground: to ‘gét- ‘maps, ..money; ‘ete. ‘of people ‘to Whom he gives a-difduction and performance so well. scenes, but they. count: One’ espe- i- shot,’ ‘bloodhowids, beatin u near. -pefore escaping through. a. 280:foot -ferent horse. in--a -daily: race; With: |
g up
ping
4 each putting. dov'n. ‘a bet. for. him.
blended that the end effect is one )gjahty, ‘on a. Washington-té-New:|, drowning. and. plenty of.other may-jtunnel which: the-:prisoners have | He is thus’ bound.to. win: ‘He also.
of nearly
complete’ “satisfaction, York train in which’ she picks’ “up: hem and-. malarkey, and*. comes? laboriously. ‘built. In-:‘charge: of -a.
Such vis. “The Manchurian. Candi- |a: ‘semi-hysterical... ‘Sinatra, .regis- ;through? it. all’ with -good. humor, . batch (of “prisoners: -at:‘a. lumber ‘eonsiders: “himself a: : great: handi-: -date,” George.. Axelrod and: ‘John. ters as.one of the great love scenes! resourcefulness and what have you. :| yard, ‘he. Contrives: “With? ‘his: col= | capper. ‘and ‘does: make* some Alle ne
|-ings at: times.
Frankenheimer’s jazzy; hip screen |sincé. Bogart and Bacall. first'tossed:} “Connery, *:
“Secret ’ Service: leagues, to-‘burn. down the yard...
One ‘day he -meets: an ‘old fianie
translation
of Richard. Condon's.: non-sequiturs “at one another: ‘in: ‘Agent 007 ihe: 00:. means. he is:
He: convinces the German. officer.
-ordinary’. financial.
bestselling
novel. With
‘Frank ¢.“To Have and Have, Not.” - (Are: 4licensed: to: kill. ‘and: does) is. sent. ‘in charge. that ‘it. was. Hecatse. the. ‘and’ hides iis.Sinatra; Laurence Harvey.. Janet: you. Arabic?” asks Miss. Leigh; “Or, to Jamaica: to investigate. ‘the: mur-: ‘Officer was smoking on “duty. prom-. means. ‘She ‘is :married to’ a rich’
Leigh ‘and Angela Lansbury. all’;f-to put. it another Way, are. "you. der of a‘British. confidential agént*|ises-not ‘to report. the: ‘incident: on |}.American -and in for: clothes. buy“ing. -He- takes: ‘her :‘on .a~ big night. 7
giving top performances, |the pics| married?”).
One. of. the: ‘brilliant {-and: his. seéretar'y. Sitice’ both: mur- |condition. that. Coward > gets the.
ture not only has strong built-in:‘achievements of -the film.-is the: ‘ders happen’ within three. or: four. -afternoon ‘off-in:“Tiearby ”Breslau, ‘Spree, and. gives. a:“bad: check:
But, he. gets.’another: ‘sucker and:
boxoffice values, but the contro- |
way Axelrod and Frankenheimer|
minutes of the. eredit titles ‘the pic: ‘without: a guard.”
‘Manages’. to make © ‘a. great: track E
vérsial makings for the kind -of.{ -have’ been able. to ‘blend, the dit: ersed gets. away: “fo: an exhilar ating start:
There
he.
‘contacts
a
‘piohdé:
‘opti=|
-cleanup by mistake to- erid -this. on’
word-of-mouth ‘that -turris <a. Hood, moods, .incliiding.. the tender: and’ “He: becories -invélved. w ith: the’
‘clan. and: the’ escape goes. through .
grosser into.a blockbuster.
' explosively funny as Welk as the activities: of Dr.. No, ‘a sinister’ -with. some. tension; but the: ‘ring- -an: upbeat noté:’ But: ‘all ‘of this is
quite’ ‘surface “and: -over simplified.
The exact mature of: “Manehu- ', Satiric and. brutally -shocking..-i-Chinese. scientist’ (Joseph Wise- |jeaders are:recaptured.and: sent. ta
rian Candidate” mav. be’ hard ‘to: - Supporting ° work, with. ‘perliaps. ' man). who from, ‘an’, island “called. Auschwitz. :AS: the Allies’ ‘advance, - “But “it:- gives.. the. .still dynamic
define,
but’ _pertiaps © “suspense | one exception, is. f{ine.. ‘Henry’ Silva.: ‘Crab -‘Keéy:. is usilig. a “nuclear -lab-: pushing. the’. enemy | to. the: west,-} -Gabin.” ‘another chance’. to: play. a
melodrama” is the best termn.. Its ;is suitably sinister as.a ‘Red “agent “oratory. to. divert off course -the -Coward and his. ‘sidekick. Pope {Al- domineering role; All this ‘is: done ‘with -a-- general breeziness: that...
story’.of the. tracking down: 6f a°7 and pretty Leslie. Parrish is lively , rockets. being propelled from. Cape {
fred: -Lyneh; escape. again and join|‘makes this lightweight °affair’ ‘a .
brainwashed Korean war. “hero,”
and ‘believable as. Harvey's: illfated :§ Canaveral.
“Connery
‘gets. into the American: lines: ‘by: ¢ommand-|good ‘local. entry: :a
;
being used as the ‘Key figure in-an |
!‘romance. Only John: McGiv er. asa:
-plenty.-of trouble. when _ he. /pene-~ 1eering a fire- engine “and: ‘riding. tri-|: Credits. are okay” and. the. supe: aa
elaborate Communist plot 10.take! | liberal: "senator - who, ° presumably, ‘Myates Dr:. No’s. hq.
7: :
jumphantly’. thr oxgh accupied: vil- | port is fine., Louis’ De. Funes: takes”
over the U.S. government, .
on should: be appealing; «since. he’s** Wiseman is’ a. bland. heavy, Ane
la
ages..
.
a ‘small. ‘role. and: With ‘his finesse-..the surface, one. of the ‘cildest | portrayed | as being.on the-side’ of “thony :-Dawson: a: ‘shifty. geological
fabrications any author has ever right, ‘strikes. ‘a ‘false. note. It’s! a+ professor,- -Bernard, Lee an atithori-- “These: and thir, incidents. ‘Sound |‘in. pointéd:’ “mugging ; ‘and®. timing
-himself’ to. “be “one: of: the.
tried to palm off.on a gullible pub- ™mannered,
pompous |performance tative Secret’ Service chief, Jack: like. ‘something ‘dreamed |lip ‘by. an proves
27°"
‘Lord: a C.I.A; man, and John ‘Kitz-' | expansive,” imaginative | ‘seriptwrit- best’ comedians around. here.
lie. ‘But. the fascinating thing is: right out of-.summer ‘stock.:
ea
, Mosk,that, ‘from uncertain. preniise . to”
Soine “mention: shauld be. cpiade *’ millet @.Jamaiean aide. to Connery. Ser. In “The Passwo#d ‘Is Courage,” |
shattering ‘conclusion; one .docs nots _too of the form of the film. Though, |‘Sometinies Kitzmiller: is. compelled :they seem. more like reel life--than a
question
plausibility: . the events (‘jt. includes three. flashbacks «tw o-of.'to revert'to that now: old-fashioned, real::life. The*-ivhole. incredible’
‘athe. @uare Fellow’
ady enture. never seems. to:hold the}
being rooted in their own. cine- which
ae (BRITISH) ts
‘are, ypridtically. Weird: t¥pe--of -Clarence Muse: -.colored'
{feeling | of: “haying actually: haps: °
matic reality.
.
| dream | sequencesi. the ¢ picture: actor: mugging. but, overall. coines|
peried.
:.
personality.
"
:a..forceful
as.
‘out
¢
‘constantly
a
with’
forward:
moves
Grim.
‘entertainment,’ in.ine: a
As ‘scripted. by Axelred and “ais |
rected by Frankenheimer; who. also j -increasing., tension :‘anc inomentun “Among the datnes with. avhom-Con--[ “Bogarde. “giveés~ Lae ‘performance’ he ‘telligent’ protest against. eapis'” ~
“which | never-: allow for. audience: | nery. becoines involved are. “easy=}4 that ‘Is: never Jless- than competent,’ _ tal punishment. ‘based on. Bren- ..
double as’ coproducers under exec |
producer Howard W. Koch, “Man-_ ‘second-guessing: of ;the.’ “macabre: on-tlie-eve: Ursula: Andr ess... who: ‘put ever “much: ‘more * The. best |’: aan ‘Behan’s ‘play: Sound lead-’°
churian Candidate” gets off to .an | Plot twists - ‘or. coincidenc: §., The !-Shates’ his:-perilous “adventures. on;‘male performance” ‘comes ° ‘from +}. ing. performances: -but ‘strength
is in:-the -excellence -of. the
€arly start ‘before the credits) asquick. cuts and *tricky : juxtaposi-i Crab Key, and spends :most of her Lynch; .as- Corporal’ Pope, a° phi-.
‘time-in.a: -bikini. Zeria‘‘Marshall: as: ‘losophical: Soldier- devated to Cow-" Small. part Players: all:dowel
a dilemma wrapped: in an enigma; tion..OF scenes match. the- flamboy- |
So: do. Lionel |fan. -Oxiental :‘€harmer. :“who. neatly ard. He is a composite of several
the line.
a small American patrol in. Korea i
-phoatogr avhy : ! decoys’: ‘him.
Lindon’s‘Ss.
is captured by. the Chinese Comto.. doom’: via-: her. characters’-in. Coward's acttial Sto- |.
munists. Shortly | thereafter, the.}. and Ferris; Webster's editing: David: boudoir and: Eunice -Gayson, whom: ry: Maria Perscht.’ “a. personable | _
“London Oct. a
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"Eto be ready with ‘his ‘production plans until.the New _
| Year,” but. the program ‘would. certainly :-embrace *.
in turn was based on. official
filmmaking” in- the company’s ‘Hollywood “studios as“. “on. Ryan's’ book, which i
“.. [Well as“outside -déals: with’ independent’ ‘producers... “historical|-records..He did not. accept that blindly,.
| Zanuck.:said they'd” go. ahywhere in’ the .world to_ ' and they went back and researched, his research: He.

make: a1 film if. a. particular locale was. involved.

wt

6 2302. ors fied
ete BB:
8g
oe.

A Source:. ‘National: Assn. ofSecurities. Dealers Tie.)
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As. To: British’

-

“suggested that the’ reviewer

who jad said this. was

‘a- British operation, and that the Americans, Cana--

‘‘-dians and. French ‘just came. along, was out ona
he
f
nth
limb. .-Zanuck-recalled that .during ‘Broduction they
oT e press con ah was -held.the day after the: press
was ‘asked. _ had -had technical. advisers:.from: four governments,

. ‘screening: of. *“Longest :‘Day”:-and ‘Zanuck

‘lfor his. views ‘on some: of the critical ‘complaints that.

cand all w ere. convinced ‘that the particular ‘troops

| his ‘film underplayed. the British‘role in the D-Day
.With w hich they were associated were responsible
| Spanish ‘Inducements. To “|
expedition, He’explained, that: his Picture’ \
was.based, : for. the:success of the Jandings.

‘LegionCondesamation Foor’.

Phaedra’; Highly:Praise’).

Canary: IsleFilm Fest

“Tapanesé. ‘The Island’):| film: ‘talent- annoiinced

** LONDON CRITICS’ MIXED

ne|QOTH'S:POE DENIES
NOTICES
ON “LONGEST | rie expecea to nina tor ae! ROME MERGER RUMOR
.
: London, - Oct. 16.. |. months though.some: ‘Gaumont. peo- |
a solid: hit‘and may. easily pass" the
Gaiimont-guaranteed
500.000.- ad=

“CAs the first, Tat't rreeting. of new.ic:

: ‘that. ‘some I.

: Legion’. of ‘Decency: has" given .a- 20 nations would. participate” at:
Rome, Oct. 16.
‘ign (Condemned). ‘rating: to Jules
Leonard: ‘Mosley, Daily Express: ple aré worried about the last. three. ; ‘Rumors of future’ mergers .be-.
“Dassin’s : _(Lopert-Uiiited’ Artists). ‘Las: ‘Palmas in: ‘the Canary. islands
pi een 20th-Fox. and other Italian.
‘who covered, the D-Day:|months: ‘but they are waxing .ec-;
” “Phaedra.” ” “Legion, noting. ‘the: ‘Novémber 15-22; ‘the. Spanish: gov- film -criti¢ |
Static about. the first’ three. Prac- + distrib” companies
were
denied:
film:-does. -not: -have ‘a®°‘Code: ‘seal, -|“ernment. -film. Authorities” ‘came. landings’. aS a War correspondent, '
tically all revieéws“were tops. ex- ihere . this week by Seymour Poe,
says that although. the: film. is: “Ten. ‘through -with: support. by - accord-. has. hit“ out. at™ ‘Darryl. F. Zanuck’s: cept. for some. reservations- on. its’
putedly.: derived. from a Greek
: portrayal of the: British part in the: epic: quality: and war’ outlook. But , company’s V.p..-and sales chief.
| Ina. statement released locally,
tragedy” it ‘is:“alien to -the. classic cing. the’ three: Winning fest. entriies landings” in “The Longest - “Day.". these were. usually cached. ‘in
i ‘posi-;Poe formally denied that any such
‘spirit. of. its. origins.” In: ‘addition’ it. "a non-quota-.‘import license. each: .“Theré-are- ‘moments: imSBis film,”: . tive ‘outlooks.
.| move had been submitted to 20th's
*“attempts::to: elicit ‘audierice ‘Sym- The jury members < already -con= ‘the. eritic “wrote, “when - 1. get. the
board. .adding: that the company
‘pathy for ‘the immoral.. character ‘firming: their participation. jiiclude:, fecling: that.we :were™ brought. in |:
intended | to - maintain its Italian.
and behavior :Of its: heroine”: ‘and. “Gideon:: -Bachmann, -.U.S.; Peter, , only to: make: a: few. not very good.
; outlet.

| Gerbrach GoesInactive: =. “With regard. to. the future,” Poe
th. is in Italy and is here
- Partner Blank: Operating. tosaid,.““20
stay. On the other hand, I be--

‘contains. “totally unnecessary’ sigs]
gestive ‘séquiénces.”eee

‘Roman ‘Catholic: fey iewing

Baker,-England; . ”Mareel: - Martin, -Fjokes” and: ‘adds, “Most. of the big.
| France; Léonardo* Fioravanti. {Die *:setpiece battle Scenes, are: ‘Ameri: |
body. ‘rector -Centro Sperimentale, ‘Taly; " ean?’

also, gave -a. ‘special commendation :Wilhelm” Petérsen;) Germany:- “and: . “Theé- Daily :‘Mail's: critic: “eect
: Des. Moines,, Oct: .16. ‘|
that. anyone can see that this
. te the. Japatiese.: ‘import, “The Is-: for. Spain, ‘Lais. Berlanga and”“Car- |:Wilson, described. the: film ‘as: ad ‘Joe V: -Gerbrach, 67, half-ow. ner. lieve
particula
land,”..calling .it““a, beautiful trib- les Fernandez ‘Cuenta: -Fronr.. all American's * éxe-view, -and also|.of. “four , film:- ‘theatfes- -in. Ames, have: at’ r .moment, in w hich ‘we
disposal two productions.
lite ‘to’ ‘family: living: in the face. of. | appearances, there'll be -a ‘giant;‘ noted” that: it Rave. stant- -eredit: to}Iowa, is:retiring -Nov. ‘| from ac‘tstich as: “The, Longest Day” -and”:
“adversity.” ‘Film. was. . rated .A-I; “new. wave’ rolling: up on.. Canary » Britain’s® Share in: ‘the’ invasion.
} tive: management and. Ww‘il: delegate | “Cleopat
would ‘be the --least
“morally unobjertionable: for’
Bene. Island. shores With such ‘fest’ ‘plums;
On’ thé: other’ -hand, Donald. Zee, ‘direction: of the Collégian. ‘New appropria ra”
te. to entertain such re~eral: patronage."
‘fas 1) a' retrospective series on’ the ;
in‘the: Daily. Mirror, reckoned. iit. Amies;.: ‘Varsify ~ and’ Ranch Drive- nunciator
y projects.”
“....| new American -film, ‘and 2) another! presented a massive. and honorable
In theatres: to My ron Blank. pres- |.

OTHER SIDES OF:ZIDE

‘While :here,

‘ picture-of.-the. Invasion, of Europe,-}
series on the new, wave -filit hits ;

i
. in. France: 7. 2, :

Poe

met

with’ sev-

land. he awarded: “a- 21-gun.. salute’ “ident ‘of. Central! ‘States. Theatre |! eral: Italo industry” toppers to: dis‘Corp., -owners- of - the. ‘other

haif-. ‘cuss company’s future “as well ag
“In: compelition - for: the main -ty. ‘producer. Darryl Zanuck for: his}
| coproductions.
Two. 20th items,
“Allied:Hires “Publicist: for.MGM : awards Can. de Oro: (golden dog!,* -superb, handlirig of:‘the agony, the: intérest in the theatres:
” Ras > Truesdell: will be. resident, Prisoners of Altona,” directed by
S
In ‘Detroit ‘Oldie Series™
hell
and
(the.
grim“
humor
in
the
| are’ two: ‘American: Pix, . “The- Con-.
manager. in “Ames.”
“1 nection” and “Rifles: An the Trees.” + Most. . aWesome 24. hours” ‘of.-the:/."
‘| Canary.‘filmites © ‘have. - also | -an-: ;War.’
Allied: Film: ‘Exchange jas. added nounced ‘attendance. of’ 'tiw.o Yank'* : “Banwiék's coinments On: ‘this Ag.
atone
2

:

—_ “Detroit; Oct.” 16:

oR

|. Vittorio; De Sica, and Burt Lan~-easter’s “The Leopard,” directed.

“17 by Luchino Visconti, are currently

being: completed. here by Titanus.’
a publicist, and” has: been‘ selected’ ew _waxers,. John. Cassav etes: and, ‘pect: of critical reaction ‘were given|| Arnold.Horowitz Takes "
to. distribute the: MGM’ Golden Age John- -Mekas,
‘Lata. London press conference last.
—
Over,
Caracas:
Showcase
|
.
_ Reléases, including . the. ‘‘Operet-|:2 In addition to. the: six.competing * week. “isce ‘separate | story’.
‘, Management: of. the’ ‘Teatro Del}
tas,’’. “Heritage.” aid. “Vintage” fiations”
|
represented on. ‘the: jury, ‘|.
‘groups, ‘according
to° ‘exchange films :are: also entered’ fronv: Hor.
Este, -Catacas” (Venezuela) , show:ro
Larry Ayers, ‘in. distribution: 32
Longest. Day—Long Lines”
. topper. Jack -Zide. “Tom McGiire,: land, Argentina, Hungary,.
éase. theatre.. ‘has: been taken. over; years: arid latterly. at 20th-Fox, has
1
_ Paris, Oct... 16.
*fornterly., of Selwin: Films. here, is’ Portugal: -Czechoslav kia and. Br‘ail. “Daryl roa Zanuck's-- “Eongest.; ‘by Arnold. Horowitz's -Cédesa Co., {3
joined the homeoffice. sales force of.
“the new -touter.’:
i according to-a Teport- froin Sidney Embassy: -Pietures.
} Canary - Island - government... civ icsDas" A 20th). is. énioying some -of}
‘Zide also- operates ‘Anieriean: Tz and tourist’ officials -appear :“pre- |‘the: longest. boxoffice lines in recent.| Menchei, Cedesa, TCD-. ain New 7. - He's switching ‘from post ‘of
“ternational Picturés. of -Cincitinati: pared. to:offer:delegates and press
|
Memory: at. two-fheatres, ‘the. Gau- ‘York,
exec assistant to Glenn Norriis, for-.
: and Indianapolis, and. Imperial. Pie-:
-mont-run :-. Anthassade- -and . . the® The. Teatro: Del Este is: a1,509)merly. :
“general sales: manager at
‘tures Corp. ‘OfClev eland.”
the:filma
f
ineet.”
20th.” :
1 Richelieu, Atla.82. top, it looms: as’seat. house.

Larry Ayersto Enibassy

_ _Medneaiay October.12,
1962.

PICTURE GROSSES:

TorontoBig;Fo

Lively $12,000,

Sharan’Fancy 1G,.

River . ‘Barabbas Wow 286,1d,|
‘Interns’ Bie86; Mink Hot 96,th

tle;° ‘Interns’ sal
" Seat
-::
Seattle, Oct.- 16.

"Bie is ‘shaping. better ‘here cur-|.
| rently,’ with “300 “Spartans” rated-|
fine at Coliseum. “Chapman. Re-|:
port’. also is nice at “Music Hall:)

Toronto, Oct, 16.

a

Most
of current “boxoffice: ;
strength is centered in holdovers }
and longruns here. Trade is gen-|.
erally sturdy,. and ‘there are some

KeyCityGrosses

strong newcomers: One. is. “Thank |:. Estimated Total: Gross ia
s.’ This’ Week
wae $2,383. 012...
A Fool,” rated hefty ‘at. Loew'
Bloody River,” -also.{fine. in three-house.

2, mn,‘Angelsi‘haman’ od
.

~ BroadwayGrosses.

_ astYear eeeceeee

aith Wk)..‘Okay $4, 500. Last: week,

a step behind

opening: week:.

. being |
“The Interns” also’ is. ‘big
nd.

{ Based on:OT:cities ;
and. 247
theatres)..-

$602,600. | “Lady ‘and Tramp,” is. heading for
‘tan excellent. first-round... at-: the:- -.
.| Randolph. “Brothers Grimm” still ©
4s: solid in 12th round ‘at the -Boyd,: *
“Smashing. of Reich” with “"Kam«
| ‘ikazi” -‘isin for an: unusually ‘trim:
| session. at Stanton’ in. first week,’

(Based: on 30. theatres) —

(1,Coliseum “jFox-Evergreen)
= 870: - $1.25-$1,50)
— “300 Spartans” |
;
“} 2othy: and.. “Demetrius. ‘and: the].
‘combo. ©
Last: Year *.“:
onr ie
eee!“gp des,00.
“Barabbas.” _ still [- _. (Based on “93: cities and 261... . Gladiators” (20th). ‘Good $7,000. or
Standout la bit over. Last. week;.“‘Humanoids”:
Carlton.
gmash.in cond round at
theatres, ‘chiefly ‘first runs,’te
.| Indie). and: “Scavengers” (Indie), |.
.
sock’. “Waltz ‘of Toreadors”: shapes: only,
cluding
N.Y.)
:
mo
Le
y.
;
,.
| $7, 100.”
jn second.at the: University
“Pirates of
new, icoks

‘Philadelphia, Oét:.16.

“Interns” still: is. good in. second
“New product ‘is” giving-firstrun
round .at Fifth “Avenue: “West Side|.
. ‘trade. a néeded: lift. here. -currently, ae
Story”? is. rated tim: in:‘84th stanza]
-"| Chief interest, of. course, is-céns | "| at Music Box.
” Ftered on .““Longest: Day,”: and ‘it -Patmatea total Gross | should ‘hit. a‘.giant’ figure: opening
Estimates for This Week’:
$605,812
+ session‘at-‘the.Goldman: “**Almost
~ Blue‘. Mouse
(Hamrick) ~ 39.
(Based on 31. theatres} -Angels,”:. paired: : with.. the «oldie.
I. gi.50-$1.75)
—“Music: “Man” WB) |.
as

|DayWham 2G,

Fifth. “Averiue® “(Fox:Ev ergreen) |.

’ Sturdy1G,

DC; Pigeon 106:

“Chapman Report t” had lines, with. -

extra’. Saturday. midnight

helping, at the Arcadia.
‘Estimates for This Week

show: i.
Le

ies 500:- “$1.25-$1. 50): — “Tnterns”|.
Arcadia (S&S ‘(622:- $1.20-$1,80) -;"
-Washington, Oct. 16:.
‘1(Cob and: “Wild. Westerners” .(€ol)-}; sirong, new. product in. séveral |—“‘Chapmian:
in fourth session: at the Hyla
Report” ‘WB).. Hot:
—
|
rated}
”:is
‘Rome
Took
‘That.
.((2dwk):
Fine:
$8;
000.
‘Or
near.
‘Last.
“Pigeon
houses ‘will boost biz on: the main-~ $20,000 ‘or ‘close. ‘Last ::week, “Two
Same
ial.
Imper
at
d:
secon
1 week, $10,600.
| stem this session: “Longest: “Day,” Weeks in. Another Town” 'MGM).:
“smart Ut
‘{
applies" to “My Geisha” at the |.
Musie |.Hall:. (Hamr ick): (2,200: 1 ‘opened:to. general public *after|(8th. .WE),” $3,300: of
ch
“Tou
third.
in
Hollywood.
$1 '25-$1. 50):—, “Chapman ,Report” benefit performance drawing. Robe|:‘Boyd ASW). (1; 336: $2-$2" 75). a ee
in.
Mink” “still is lusty’ although
AWB). Nice. “$9,000 or. ‘close: Last: Fert ‘Kennedy. ‘and. “other: politicos,. “Brothers” Gtimm”: (MGM) 2th
awn.
Fairl
the’
at
a
stanz
Kansas City. Oct.. 16.- | week, “Phantom. of Opera”. (U) and: ‘looks smash-in- first at the Ontario. Wk),
Big ©: $13,500." ~ Last. week, Week
nh Estimates for This:
|
Some. :néw. entries. -are’ ‘shaking “Hands: ‘Of. a ‘Stranger”” (AA), $4,- “Boccaccio. '70” is heading ‘for $13,000.»
Moet,
Carlton
+Rank)
(2.318; .$1.wk).
2s-|
fall doldrunis here this: round. 200.
j second gréat -week;. “daydating’ Play- | Fox (Milgram) 12.200; “95-83.eo
(2d.
‘Col!
$2. 25)—*Barabbas”
“| “Chapman. Report” at- “Paramount |: “Music ‘Box. (Hamrick): (738: ‘$1 50- -house and. the Trans-Lux.””
+— “Pressure Point’: “UUA) -(2d.-Wk),. _
“Pigeon. ‘That ‘Took’ Romeé” looks: Dull $8,500.. Last week,. $10, 500.
Wham. $28, 000. Last week, with: $10 -and
“Sky: Above’. at “Uptown- -$3)-—"West. Side Story?” (UA) (34th
$47.000.
night,
top for. opening
Granada combo. both: dre’ getting.
‘Goldman. (Goldman) -(1. ,000; - $2- 7
boff. in first: franie (at the ‘Town.
Downtown, Searboro, State 'Tay- B®. ‘good |‘play.-. “Matter: of Who’: at: AWK). Hep $5, 000, “Bast. week,. $6,300..
ae
“Chapman Report” is sheading ‘for: $2,795) —.. “Longest. Day”.
)—
50-$1
696;..
682:
Paramount
(FOx-Evergreen)
(3,8
Jor) ©1,059;
Roxy is rated. fairish.Giant
.$22,000.
Last
:
‘Week,
“Sayon-".
‘
okay
‘total
in
‘first.
round
at.
two.
big,
and
'Col)
River”
“Brothers
{1
59.
$1.25-$1.50)—‘World
of.
ComBlood
“Piyates. of
Grimm’. at’ the Empire. -continues ara”.(WB),.$4:500.
.
houses.
ae
“Ring-A-Ding :‘Rhythn”™ (Col. Fine: rousing in t0th: week. “Two. Weeks -edy” ‘\Cont) and’ ‘Day. of Thrills; }*
Midtéwn: (Goldman): (:z‘200:$2 50- :
d’
Galaha
Eatimates.
for
This
“Week.
“Kid
week,
$20,000. Last
in Another .Town’" tooms fair An “Laughter” (20th). ‘Fair $6,000.: Last f-..
Ambassador -- ™M etronolitan
week; “Magic™ Spectacle” =(Indie):
(GA? and “Clown: and Kid” (UA), second at the Plaza.
|
$5,500,
wk). ‘Solid: $5;400. ‘Last’ week,
00.
geven houses, $31.
City. has a bevy ‘of: competition. and. “She: Walks. at Night”. (Indie), (1,480; 1;000: $1--$1.49)-— ‘Chapnian
Lt.
Eglinton (FPi +918; $1 50 $2. #5), ‘for: cinemas | this . -Stanza: with ‘the’ $3,900..
| Report”: AWB). ‘Nice $14. 000. Last ae Randolph .
“ (Goldman): . “(2.200:"
‘| week, “Phantom, Of: Opera”. “4U),
—" Brothers Griinm”: (MGM) «9th annual* American * Royal’ Live.
|
$1:20-$1.80)
—“Lady. and:“‘Tramp”
wk). Sturdy: $9.000." Last” week,"| Stock and: Horse: Show “opening :on
"|.$8,000.
(reissue).“ and... “Almost” Ane..'g5.200. —
Apex (KB) i940; $1.95°$1.46) BV)
‘the weekend, and | firsttime. -Réc:.
gels’? ABY), °“Mery.” good . $15,000, °°
4 Fairlawn tRank) (1.165: $1-$¥.10) Teation Show. °‘in the _Muni¢e ‘ipal
‘| “Waltz ‘of ‘Toreadors” -«Cont): (2d. Last. week,
: “Tngerns”” (Col Ath:
—‘Touch of Mink” 4) ith wk | Auditorium. due. . to .‘preem: “today*
EWwk). ‘Nifty’ $7,500 after. “opening.

KC;Grimm’ §!mt

(Swy |$2:75) —"West: Side Story” (WA):

Lusty $9:600. Last week. ditto.

'Tues.) Weather turned eeu
Hollywood . AFP (1,080; $1-$1. 50} |.warm:
for .season of year..
—“‘My Geisha” 'Par) (3d wk). Rous- |
‘Estimates. for This. W eek -

BaltoBetter:Pigeon’
wk), $6, 000,"
Fast°$7, 000, ‘Chapman” Nwith. $9, 200..
“Stanley. (SW). (2;100:" 95-$2)~ ae
(Loew) (3:240:. -$1-$1. 49). “Music | -Man’”.: (WBY 412th - wk), = .
$13,000; ‘Damon’ NG441G|_Capitol
“No Man. Is Island? -U) 12d wk): Fancy: $9,500. .Last_ week, $10,000,

ing $8.000. Last week, $8.400:
Brookside
(Fox™
Midwest-Nat. | “Baltimore, ‘Oct: 46: ‘| Mild $8,400. after $12. 000 in first." -Stanton (SW): (1,483. -95-$1.80)— *Hyland (Rank) (1,165; $1- $1. 50 | Ggprone _ “Carry on Teacher": _
. “Chapman. Report” ‘is. doing’ just 1 .-Dupont (Mann) (400: “$1$1.65)—~ “Smashing. ‘of ‘Reich” /‘Tndie): and.
$8.-.
Big
wk).
“Interns? (Col) ‘th
Gov) and * ‘Doctor in. Love*®. :Govi ‘okay on opener at’ the Stanton, but. “Girl. With Golden’ Eyes” (Union).
“Kamikazi”. -( Indie’: Trim. $9,000. ~.
000. Last. week, $10:000.
| 2a ‘wk): -Okay $2.800. “Last Wweek, | “Pigeon: Fhat ‘Took’ ‘Rome” shapes. ‘Modest. :$4,000.. Last week; “Shoot: Last’ .“week,
“5
“Private: _ Affair’ a
Imperial '\FP) 13.216: $1-$1:
$3,
500.
Player” .(Astor). 3d" wh, (MGM), $9,500.
“Pigeon that Teox: Rome” “y Pp:ar yo. : Capri’ (Durwood) cs 260 75 -$1.50) ‘Strong. in’ * first -at ‘thé Town..But |P$3,000.
elsewhere, biz “mostly: is. on the
Studio’ Goldberg) (383° 95-81 80). ;
‘2d. wk). Fancy $11 000. Last. week, —"Best of Enemies”’ {Col} r4th wk).
‘sluggish side.’ “Damon. and Pythias”. Keith's: (RKO): (1839: $1-$1, 49) —“Too -Young, Too Immoral” (Ine.
$13,000.
thie
Fair
$2.500.
Last
w.
€ek,
$3:000:
‘at-.
week.
ih 294: 90. {008s ‘mild: in’ first”
“Horror Chanibers, of ‘Dr.. Faustus”. die), Hep: $6,000: ..Last::‘week,International Taylor) 557; s1-|* Empire
‘Durwood)::
:
“Hi
odrome-. and > “Flame - in: {Indie):-and*
of Who” AIndie). $2.
$1.25)—"Matter
.
‘Monster’ Indie}. Fair |.““Lucky: Pierre”: (Indie) and “‘Have.75)—*Brothers' Grinm”: SMGM) Stree
ye ts” is. -dull on opener.
at
the.
“$8,000. Last. week, “Pressure Point” Figure; Will: Travel": (Indie) - ‘2d
Good $4.000. Last week: | “Stanwe. 10th wk). Fancy: $8, 500, holds..<->
‘Little
.
‘| wk), $4,500.| (UA) (2d wki, $6; 500... away in Sky” (UA 12d Wh). §2.500: ‘Last wéek. $9,000: .-|
“No: Man-.is: an : Island” ‘shapes.
Loew’s ‘Loew? +1,641; $1-$1 50) _.
Trans-Lux. (500: '95-$2)-—"Secrets
Isis (FMW-NGC)
1.360,- Crest slow’ in second at the’ New. “Boe: | * MacArthur’ : (KB)..- .4900;.. $1. 25-:}
—"Thank a Fool” (MGAD, -Hefty Riverside. 1Commonwealth) :: 1900
$1. 40)—“‘Matter : of “Who’’* (Indie). of Nazi: Criminals” (Indie): Okay
‘eaccio:’70":
looks.big
in“:seventh.
$12. 000. Last week, “Seven Brides, ‘ears each).-Hiway .40- ‘General: iW,=.
- Trim: ‘$7,000 _or. close, Last week,’ $6,500. ‘Last ‘week, “Lolita” (MGM): wet
Seven Brothers” 'MGAN and. S‘Fa-_ 006..cars): ($1), “The. Hims”* Indie). | round: at the Charles. “Sky: ‘Above. “Coming: ‘Out. Party” “Gnion) 4th |(6th wk),. “$5,000.
and.
Mid:
Below”
looks:
nice
in
secther .of. Bride” ‘MGM) sreissues) | and. "The
‘Viking (Sley) ¢1:000: 95-$1.80)—
[8 $4,000...
Centurions”. Indie). ond: at” the. Mayfair. «
‘|“Damn the: Def
iant”. (Cob: (4th
i2d wk). $8500.
| Multiple’ theatre. hookup: for. light. 7
: wk).
:-Ontario
(KB)
{
1,
240:
$I:
49-$2.
75).
. Estimates for’ This.Week.
‘Tivoli (FP) 1935; $1. 50-$2. 50)— $8,000. Last ‘week, subruns:a
— .“Eongest.. Day”. 20th). “Smash Oke .$4:800. “Last week; $5, 000.:"
“West Side Story” (UA). 422d wk).
50) $22: 000. Last week,“‘Rear Window”|;World. «-(R&B-Pathe).-.. (50087. @5=.2.
Kimo Dickinson
+5045 $1.25-.| 2, . Avalon: (Freedman) (850;: $1.5
Great $37.000.. Last “week,: $7.500. $1. 50)—“Stowaway ‘in /SKy” Indie) : — "Young . ‘Sinners’: “Undie). Fair.
$1.80).— “Best ‘of Enemies” (Cold. "
at
(Par)-.(reissue)* (3d wk), $1,800.
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(Levine) shapes socko in N.Y. “Two Orpheum:
ri
{
Tas
; 1.“Love’ Is Splendored: Thing” :(20th+| Trans-Lux
“Tickets To | Paris”: (Col) looks okay)" -Holdovers © ‘are. ‘the seatcest in $4.100... :2.
Orpheum: (Evergreen). (di.536:‘$1-" ‘(reissues): -(2d. Wk)... Fast. $2,500: +-(980: $1.80-$2)—_“ rim With Golaee
‘in ‘Cincy.
a
.
| ‘many weeks and. “West Side Story”
‘Last, week, $4,500.
| Eyes” (Indie). Good $15,000. Last.
2 “Divorce, . ‘Ttalian Style” (Em-. ‘and: .“‘Hatari”’ ‘are about. to .depart,: $1.49). -“Sky Above”. (Embassy):
ii week, “Boccaccio 70" (Embassy), :
~-bassy), wow: in Boston’ ‘and boff in, ‘after 34 and:10 weeks, respectively. ‘and. “Trauma” - “(Indie). Fancy |: “Capri. Art °(Art. Theatre Guitd)}
-LcA..,. is. hitting. ‘anew record: ‘in. Former. Bives. ‘way.to. another hard-. ‘$7;000; .Last “week: “300° Spartans” 1 (238: -$1.25)— ‘“Cennection” (Indie).) 38, 000: in'ninth week:
onty.” at. an arty’ house. .“Convicts: ticket ‘vic, “Longest Day” on Thurs= ‘(20thr ‘and: “Demetrius and: Gladia-. “(2d Wk), . Good $1, 500: Last. week, :
‘ gmart

BROADWAY.

a “$2,000.::
4°": {AAD is rated. good both: dn: Chi day. (18). . “Brothérs. Grimm”: still tors’ (20thy (réissue), $4,300.°
ae ROADWAY.
Centre: (Fox). (1,270; $1. 25-$1 45) }
Y..
Sis. - ‘'socko. dn.ninth. round, at. .the.!: ... Paramount: 4Port-Par).-(3, 006: $1- 1°:
(Continued from. page 9)
$1. 50% =
Lady and: Tramp’’ : (BY) —“Th
ed
i
-- “Marco. Polo” (AT) looms mild. in- Cooper. .
7.
(rejssite) ‘and | “Almost”: Angels” $7,000-or over, Last week, “Spiral
weMinneapolis. “Interns” . (Col) okay.
“Estiniates for.This Week ot IBV -‘Okax.
.heading for warm $10,000...
$6,000. ‘East week, -Road”.(U), (2d wk), $8,500.”
‘In Boston-and St.Louis; shapes big|.
“Academy . (Mann) (I 000: $1.50-.
‘in ‘Toronto. :“Rear® Window”. (Par)|$1:‘75)—““Boccaccio. 70". .cEmbass). “Pressure. Point’” (Par? and: “Sea-.: Cooper’. (Cooper) (814:. $1.65> - Little Carnegie. (L. Carnegie)
son ofPassion’ . (Par), $4,900... oP ge:50:— ‘Brothers Grimm”.
(réissue).. Jooks sood:: “in Loulsyille.
(MGND | (520;' $1.25-§2) — “Goddess” (Col)
Hotsy $8°000..: Last- week,: oN usic:
(2d wk), ° Firsé
re 10th -wk): * Big” $12, 000. Last |(reissue:
“world... Of .‘Comedy’: (Cont).. ‘is
stanza
-Man-” CWB). (11th, week’, 56;000 in|”
“ended Friday (12) was god $8,000. :
EW eek,. $13, 000.
“rated nifty in:. Chi. “Coming Out:| 9. ‘days.
Party" (Union), sharp’ in ‘Chi’ and |
Crest (Wolfberg) (750: $1.25)! - Guild |(Guild). (450: $1-$1. 73) —
- (Continued. from page: BD:
od ores of. Comedy”. (Cont) (2d. wk)! “The Island” ‘Zenith: th wk),
. “Minneapolis, leoms. good in ‘Balto:: ‘Avalon’ ‘ peéhby. B00:$17 “Surf. $5:500°. - Last. ‘week, ““Mareo- Polo”
side.
777
.(C}i.
and’.
“Onice.
Upon.
a.
land -“Facts of Life” (UA) (reissue’: UFifth ‘week finished Sunday (14)
vile.
tae “Touch |of .M'nk’..:(U),: ‘tall: “in.
CALF, $4,200.
. ‘Pororito, is. good. in-HKC.. - “Lady. Knight’: Aindier: (reissue). (3d. wk). . .Gatéway: ‘(Aséo0) qd 900: $i-$1 50). Good ‘$2. 500.: Last:week, $3; 000. |Was good-‘$9.000 after $10, 000 in
“t. Vand. :Tramp”. (BYVY reissue) Agoks, Okay" ‘$1,200. “Last. week: $1 600:
; Denham ‘(Indie) (800; $1:25-$2.50) fourth,
athe: Defiant” (Col). Soft |:
“la Jefty in: Buffalo...
7:
‘Century’ (Par) (1,300: $1.25-$1: 500 |=-—“Damn
—“West’ ‘Side:-Story” (UA) (24th: ‘Murray | Hill (Rugoff Th.) (565;$6,000: ‘or.’ near...
Last- week,
—" “Very.
i (Complete ‘Boxoffice.. “Reports ‘on
(2d
wih). ‘Private Affair’. .“NEG MY Man Is Island”: WU).(2d wk), $5. 500.. whi’ Good $5, 000: eo “Last week. ‘$1.50-$2) —— “American in: Pariis"%e.
‘$3: 000° in 6: days; «.Light. $3:709." Last week,
7
(MGM: ) (reissue', Initial |week endPages B-9):
-Penn (UATC) (3,300;°$1- 51.50)— : Denver
. $6.500..
~~(Fox). 2.433;
“Pigeon ‘That Took’. Rome’ (Par). | “‘Humanoids”: (Indie) and $I- 951-4 ing today ‘Wed:) looks like okay
“Scav-+$7,000. ‘House: had “Smashing
© Cooper: (CF). (808;"$1:65-$2.501— Okay. $11,00@ Last‘ week; “I ‘Thank
of
‘| engers” (Indie). Fair $8,500.. “Last | Reich”: (Indie). and
“Brothers .Grimm”. ' (MGAMN- (9th.
“Kamikaze”
a Fool” (MGM),-$7,000.
..
“Tartars”
1aveek,
((MGM)
~
and.
‘(UIndie’, in ahead for three days.
‘Guns". (MGM), $9; 000.
Continued: front. page’ 9) . oe 14;On: “$15,000,:Last: week). Shadyside {MOTC) (7503. $I. 25)— [eek
Tt Paris. (Pathe
Cinema)
“Ashes... -arid- Diamonds” Janus). .
(Pati, o My" Geisha” (Par). -(m,o.); $1
“Esquir
e:
(Fox)
-(600;
$1.25) ‘Sky ;| $1.50-$21—“Divorce, Italian. son
pinLate, iCarisch) (600: $1). —. -Weak. $1,500..
. $7,000... Warner : Beverly, “Anna
| Above’: (Embassy) and - No. Place (Embassy).
(5th
. “Eve, OF Apple" (Indie) and. :““Make-|.:- - Squirrel “Hill (SW). (834; $150)
Khrenina":: (MGM)
‘Like, ‘Homicide’ - (Indie): (m:0.) (4th? ended Sunday wk). Fourth round
‘(Cont) -(reissue). (2d. ““Waltz-- of: Tot eadors”” (Conti (3d(14) ‘was. fecord
wk); $3, 100..
Wk:
Good
°
‘$2,80
0.
| Last week, 7 $25. 512: affer $24,500 for third.
wk); Satisfactor ¥ $1,000. Last.week, wk), ‘Fancy -$2;800.
|
$2.
900.
* Lido. Wwe) (876: $21=*“Divoree, ! aL400
= ‘Stanley-(SW). (3;700; $1-$1. $0)— . Orpheum. (RKO}- (2:69; ‘$x25—|- 68th St. Piayhouse ‘Leo Breth__ItaTian * Style” (Embassy). - Boffo]...
” Gopher. (Berger):a.000: ‘$i-$1.25) “Lady. and ..Tramp” (BV) (reissue): “No Man Is Island” (UW) and “Bat- er) :(370:° $1 50-$2) .— “Touch of
$12,000. -.:Last; week, “Taste: Of}.
—‘King. Solomon’s. _Mines’’: (Indie) atid. “Almost “Angels” (BV) (2d wk).. ‘tle ; Hymn” (Indie). - Léan:-$6.500: “Mink” «QW Asubrun). First session
ate Honey’? {Gont): “Gath. wk); $3, 500.
“| and. ‘Naked ‘Spur’. “(Undie)::.(reis=. ‘Hotsy $9;500: Last..week, $13,000.
-Last week. “Damn Defiant” iColi {ending,.todav (Wed.) shapes ‘socko
1.50: and

ank.'a Fool” (MGM). _ Nice |Initial-week ending today (Wed. is

-- PIFTSBURGH

“No:

“108 AN GELES

: Modest. ‘$4,000. -Last’: week;|: “Warner .iSW) (1,516; $1.50-$2.75)., “and” “Shoot: Out Big’ Sag” cmnaie? |
-... ‘Egyptian (UATC): (1 392;..$
. sues), =
$7.000 or
close, Holds,
natch!
: "$2)—"“Flameé” in Streets" :(ndie). “Kid - “Galahad” ~ (WAY. Bd. wh), 1.—‘‘Brothers | Grimm” . (MGM): (10th.
2
Sutton -+Rugoft: Th.) (561: ‘$1 50(2d-.Wwk}; $5000.
7 “Fair .$6.000,- Last. week, “Gigi” $3,500. in-six days.”
* wk). ° “Wow $12, 000; .Last. Week, _ Paramount. (Wolfberg’ 2:100: 90- :$2i ‘Crime Does Not.-Pay’. 1EmJ (MGM, “Les :“Girls” (MGM). (res.
000...
$1 251—"Chapmaii. Report’ ' AW B)}|bassv), Opened’ yesterday (Tues.}
Lyrie (Par) (1,(009;- $1-$1.95)._ $14.0
oe _Assues): (2d wk, $3,700.
-|“No- -Man/ Is. An Island?” (U). Mild|
‘+and.. “Dream ‘Wife” (Indie:. Neat!In ahead. “Waltz of Toreadors’’.

"CHICAGO.

Hillstreet,. ‘Voeue: -Willage,- Loy- -$4,500.: “Last: “week; iRing-a-Ding |oy‘
ae pote 000 or close. -Last week, "Pres. | !Conti (10th wk-8 days), Okay
; ola; : Et: ‘Rey = (Metropolitan-FWC) Rhythm” (Cov, -$3,000;‘| -sure°-Point”: (UA). on
“Happy $6,000 after: $6.200 for ninth week,
(Continued from: page’ 9).
~-(2,752::- 810:- 1,535: "1-298: 856:: $1-]. - Mann (Mann): ‘(,000; $1. 50:$2:75)
.} Thieves” :UGA). $10. 500
| Tower East (Loew) (588: $2- 3.50)
$1. 49)=""Lady = and: Tramp”. (BV)|— “West Side .--Story’”: (UA) (34th. $115-$3: 50) _ “Brothers - Grimm" 7
awne.’ (Indie): (600: $1:25-$1: 45).
“Long. Day’s Journey Into 293.50)
(reissue):” and: * Atmost Angels";Wk). Stout -.-$5.000:. ‘in: four. ‘days. (MGM). ‘(9th Wk), Fair $13,000 or, oeNorth
-to. Alaska” (20th) .and, Levi ine’ (2d: wk). First session wags
ABV): ‘Hefty. S94: 000..-. ‘Last week. Last ‘week;. $5,500. Near, Last week, $13,600; °. °-.ae “Secand. Time. Around” :420th? tras; sock
$20.000 -on unique . boxoffice
Monroe: (Jovan) (1,000; :65-901 15Ww STIAS v Fair: $2.000:.. Last:
"Vogue, “Sky-. Ahave. Mud : Below”|:
week. _policy. Reserved-seat with °$3.50:
. ‘(Emb»-. ATth” AWE), - $3 800: --Village |:, :Orpheum. (Mann)" @.800;" $i 25. “During: One’ Night” Undie:. and ;Tt “Papvoned ° In: Athens” “Indie? “yolicw
at night, $3 -reserved-seat
“Loyola with. W* ‘Fren's, Hollywood; $1.50) —"“ ‘Chapir an. Report”: (WB). ““Conereté ‘Jungle’: (Indiey: (reis-| : ‘and | “Lov eS of.Salambo” Indie». ;;at Saturday-Sunday
Good. $14,000. : - Last’. week, -“Rear-} sue). Oke. $4, 600: ‘Last: “week,-“Por- !
matinees and.“adventures. of
Young. Man”.
$1:700.
Window”

(Par). (reissue), $8; 000: .1.4trait- of a= Sinner”’ (Indie),
(20th), “Cabinet of Caligari”. 20th) |
andi
: Park (Field). (1.,000;. $1. 50)—"Ha- “Roadhouse: Girl” (Indiei.: $4,500:
) “(st general: felease),. -$18,200.:-

Oriental: (Indie)©(3;400;:
_Fox Wilshire. (EWC) (1,990; $1.os. | tarts:
Pars: (10th Wh; Nice’. $3,000."Conv
Last ‘week, '$3,200.
icts: 4":

2" gi 50 Sky“ Above” --(Embassy):|: 2

90-$1: 80)

(AA). Fast $22.000'|

—

oe. “NIX ‘MIDWAY BID.
_ N.Y: Federal

| $2 unreserved at other: matinees‘Trans-Lux

be.25-$2) —

Judge: Edmund. L.!(WB). Opens

52a:

St.

(T-LY

(540:

(Wed.),

Last

“Chapman . Report”
today

State. (Par). .(2,200°" ‘$1-$1. 25) ue or. close.:-Last Week, “Thank, Fool” ‘Palmieri ‘last week turned down the week. “Secrets of Nazi Criminals”
. “Marco. Polo’ (AJ). ::Mild’* $6,000.. AMG™)..(3d° wk); $12,000..
_|-bid. of _-American ..Broadcasting- AT-L) (2d) wk)... fair $3,500 after
“Three :Coins: in Fountain” (20th),* + Last. week, “Best.ofEnemies” (Col),af!
.Roosevelt: (B&K) «-(1,400;:.. $1.75- |Paramount Theatres to acquire the: “$9,000 for opener.
“Love Is: Splendored’ Thing” (20th) $6,500.:
oe
‘| $3.50) —- “Longest- Day’? (20th). {Midway Drive-in at Jenkins Town- | Trans-Lux 85th St. (T-L) (550;
_ (reissues) (4th. wk)., $2,300. :
‘Suburban World: “(Maiin): (800; |. Wham: $33. 000: ‘OF near. ‘Last. week, | Ship,: ‘Pas. ‘Opposing. the. acquisition $1 .25-$2)—-""Pressure Point’ (UA)
: ae
rood (Metropolitan - FWo). $1 25) ¢
“Coming ’Out’ Party”’. house’ dark.
| were.the - U.S: government,: the (2d: -wk),.. Initial session finished
.
90-$1.25) — “Adventures -of. Uiion), |]
Fast $3, 000: -Last: week, | - “State.-Lake |(B&K)-- (2, 400; “90. Comierford Theatres. and: two, ‘indie T yesterday: (Tues.) ~was okay $6,000..
“Young Man” (20th): and. “Cabinet of. “Jules. and Jim” -AJanus),-$2,500.. “'L $4-80)..— “Chapman“ Report’
. ‘World (Perfecto) (390; 90-$2.50)
WB), exhibs. ,
Caligari”: (20th ©(2d - wk), Slow
-Palmieri ‘said AB:PT. had. ‘not “Immoral Mr. ‘Teas" {Mishkin}
orld. (Mann): (400; '$1.25-$1. 50) (2d wk). ‘Slick’ $24, 000. Last: week,
$4,000.
7

“dm... “Soft” ‘$5,000.

"Orpheum

$181,251

Last: week,

igeon That Took.Rome” (Par). $37,000.
| shown that its acquisition|of the'} (4th «wk... ‘Third week completed
(Metiopolitan) © 213; Healthy. $5,000, Last week, “Damn'|:: Surf. (H&E Balaban)- (685; $1 50- theatre ‘would not unduly: restrain. Thursday (11) was big $14,000 after
"Miracle “Worker”: (UA) I Déeflant” {Cob (ad:WE), $3,000.": ASLS80).= “Sky .
Above” (Embassy), competition ‘in. fhe. area. .
a $16,500. for second.
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PICTURES

war7

: F aimenn
inStreets,‘Mixed:Race.
Arthur Hiller’:|

“Attorney. Arnold ;- Grant}. -who -“became- chairman |of thie ‘20th-Fox’ —
executive’ committee. following Darryl -F., Zanuck’s.: ‘sucéessful ‘bid for.

- Romance, FacesMedia Cautions

‘Continued from: “page: 3

the presidency’ this summer, ‘fs- described by: ‘Forbes: Magazine (Qét, 1D. of.1945 ‘and: Disney’ required US:
asthe “power ‘behind: the: throne’ and. the: man [who
|
“handily ens, | military equipment of 1945. vintaget
Los Angeles, .Oct. 16.
f for - the’: _picture—equipment:- hej.
gineered- Zanuck’ Ss takeover, res
-Local newspaper and radio filia
The article reviews. Zaniuck's actions’ ‘on’ assuming “the.presidency. could: only get’ thete. Neges tations |
‘ad sources created a major censor: < (shutdown. ‘of the: ‘studio, cancellation: of three’ pix, ‘firing of. approxi:|l were. initiated with the’ US: Arm
‘ship skirmish on. Friday (12) over
ately 300° employ. ees)..and. quotes Grant as saying:...““By ‘the. end of
Ty véritieth-F ‘Ox. ‘ad-pub.
veep | ‘ads on Atlantic Pictures’ release of
‘the year, .we. expect to. have’ made. a ‘permanent $15,000,000 to-$20,- | for:such equipment, ‘but ‘the, cure!‘Chdiles: ‘Einfeld’ and domestic: sales
‘the J.. Ar thur Rank production,
900,000. improvement: ‘inour overhead.” Zanuck is_ also: quoted. as saying Lrert™ “Army ‘is: equipped: swith. 1960: -chief Robert. L. Conn left ‘New’.
in’ the Streets,” which
that.if the.company could just. break-even on production, thie- company’ |equipment; and ‘only. ‘the: “Austrians *York. yesterday’ (Tues:) fora séries;onened ‘Friday
at ‘the Egyptiai
have an “Arniy. with, US, 1945" ‘of -méetings with: exhibs around|
would’ earn $2 a share‘on its other ‘operations...
we
1 -the..country: “on. 20th's. ‘upcoming ;i:Theatre.
Forbes concludes: '“Grant;. who. is “nothing. :if not” ‘sure’ of.himself. ‘equipment,..he. said.’
‘Has. few -doubts*. ‘about.. the. new. ‘management's ultimate "‘success-—and - &Thete - has’ been :7: - Befiuine- ine j yearend. release, “The: Last. Days. Ad campaigns on the picture have
. been. cancelled entirely by the L.A.
_.even' fewer about: Ww ho is really in charge. Says he: ‘If..we ‘make it, then|‘crease in production» of. pictures: Jo-.i of ‘Sodom : ‘and. ‘Gomorrah. mo
-- everyone: can say, ‘The. ace Zanuck has: done it ‘again,’ ‘and. i won't tcaled: in:.other: countries. : © This is - First: .stop. on. ‘the itinerary is Times and radio station KLAC over
‘not die. ‘just ‘to lower costs. of. filme: San: Francisco, where: “they'll be ;-copy that points out: the romantic
- ~have. ‘to: work So ‘hard.a

adeldCom HitRoad

| ing: -abroad, ..although: this .is *ob-;‘accompanied by -western’ division |-relationship. between a Negro and

Ag several sharp-eyed’ “and.‘jong-memoried ‘readers have.‘noted, that viously. a factor. “If costs were ex- iJmenager..Tom MeéCleaster. ‘Follow- {a “white girl, subject of the picowas ah encoré. review -in the Sept. 19 Variery for “Mr: Arkadin,” the’ actly the -same, there .would still be ing: the Frisco: meetings, McCleas-”, ture: Meanwhile, however, beth the
Continentai-made

: -Orson

Welles:.meHer~ ‘under. a. hew ‘tittle whiéh- more: Pictures”. ‘made

abroad: than. |ter wil]: visit ‘all other. ‘branches. in, Herald-Examiner. and the Citizen-

was miadé in. the ‘Hollywood. offive-| his. ‘division and. outline“ the’ [News haye run initial ads,: then
2 Bayes abroad via. Warner. Bros. in ‘the ’55-’56° séason as “Confidential .| 10
years ago,. Hiller ‘opined. .
“Sodom”. campaign to ‘exhibs in | ‘clamped down with request for

ile." Original Feview,. maccountably. :‘missing ‘from. VARIETY’S: ‘files,
copy change.ts
those: cities.”
as” by -Paris rep: ‘Gene. Moskowitz (Moski. from: the’ Cannés .Film Fest’
Citizen-News
Wednesday
ran.
teat na.Hollywood "is_stil The same ‘pattern: will
follow in |and appeared -in this papér:May- 16, "56. Both ‘critiques,- “for the ‘record,
”
ot New -.Orleans, . “Oct.:
- where: most. explosive ad, later. killed,
. were in substantial accord—that -is;:.as the. encore. observed, |a pic: at:
findustry. Dela produced here: he southern. division manaser William |which. ‘shawed Negro -and white
‘once :‘fascinating -and dismaying: ‘First: U.. Ss. _ongagement opened. ‘last
wt
-B: ‘Williams -will also. be present, ‘girl. Kissing, with copy reading
: «week. ‘at ‘the. New. Yorker Theatre, N.Ye
commented.
"They. showed .‘Touch. -and-in’ Chicago,’ where MeCleaster: “drawn together by an overwhelm: Finterest’
in. American
stars; in:‘Many |.will rejoin Einfeld-and Conn Oct.
ing love” and “they crossed the
‘Columbia Broadcasting System: is namied ‘defendant’
|
in” ‘a
1"$500,000. ‘Yespects,-‘the Viennese: were. like}23.. ‘The group returns’ for -‘meetgreatest boundary to reach each
" “damage. suit’ .filed:.in “Superior Court by .film: producer” James “R. ‘small-town, people in the’ states. in: ings in. New: York. with. eastern
‘other’s arms.” Ad ran, as well,
:
. ‘|.division: ., Manager Abe. ‘Dickstein +
~ Beardsley; in.‘which. he charged. that. his:motion picture, “Undergr ound,’ this respect, he added:+
all of the paper’s Wednesday shopU: S.A..""-has “been ‘plagiarized: ‘in’ a tv: subject, “My: Dark.-Days,”"’ broad- {-. “Physical : facilities:
“Vienna |‘Oct: 28...
| per’s editions.
_

= Gast last -‘March. :Sued also--are. Marion. and ‘Paul. Miller: ‘and. “Ronald were. very good. . “but ald:”. There |;
Reagan, ‘who starred. in: episode... Beardsley: Claimed. he. “was” exclusive are two studios. owned ‘by one coni-|
S
owner. of ‘his. film under: a deal: with. the. “Millers. for: use-.-of the wife’s:) pany there... While the. Disney ple

ee

‘Herald, on the other hand, flatly
4trefused this ad, replaced it with a

similar ‘ad showing wash drawing.

. experiences --aS-an: undercover -agent forthe: FBL: Tv subject, he ‘con- ‘turé was: filmed in one studio, -the.
loesof beatres
cut of two people embracing, but
tended, was. substantially, ‘similar ‘to:his, motion picture,
-| other -was busy ‘with ‘Austrian: ix
| race was not discernible.
Addiand:German pix and telefilms. ;
|
‘| tionally, however, ad ‘carried three
Tore ‘Sjoberg: “Swedish producer ‘Who -was ‘in: New: “York ‘recently::| . . Hillér- said: Austrian -‘technicians |
small -euts: (1, two women, with
felated. he’s ‘being: sued. in. Munich by: Leni: ‘Riefenstahl.. ‘Stie™ was -com- |-are “not: as:.good as: those in’: Holly-|NotGrosFor“quote below reading, “Don’t .falk
missioned: ‘by :Adolph: -Hitler .to.. produce. ‘the. Nazi: ‘propaganda. film;- |. wood, ‘were ‘not: even aware’ of wh
;
.
to’ me. about principles, I. won't
“Triumph 6f. the.Will? Sjoberg -used ‘some of. the .:footage from. this’ ‘a camera ‘crane is, and. “oy ‘had *fot“JA
-|have. a- Negro: for. a -son-in-law’’;
open.
in-his: productions of “Mein Kampf” and ‘‘‘Seerets ‘ofthe Nazi Crimin-- i be ES ‘teacher:” ‘Production .overall |. °
Min. (2), John Mills and: Brenda de Banwe als.” ‘Miss’ Rieferistahl: insists this ig. unfair. and isasking. damages. ‘of,Ww as slower ‘than. ‘in Hollywood, ‘but ad
zie, with quote; “The thought of
my: daughter | with a Negro makes
‘|.there »“was not a.‘great. difference,
£00,000. "
_
Oe,
an
a
ne
Wet at ‘Albany; Oct. 16.- {.me. sick"; (3). Negro (Johnny Seka he- ‘added...
‘Although: the! case for. relief,>.
_; “universal.-spelibindér Phil ‘Gerard serit. out. jast. week:a ‘pronio:et:
While liking Us: ‘pix:“Austiianis |£P‘on. the. new: ‘Oct. 15. ‘minimum ka). and. ‘Mills, with quote, “Give
“on: Ross. Hunter’ s production of*“If.a Man Answers; ‘the’ bulk * of which. “prefer. -their °“home-made ::product.
me one good reason why I shouldn't
swage Tate of $1.15 hourly, ‘for. partds such’ ‘that it-cost $T 08 -to:mail locally.. Goes to’ key ‘accounts, details
Austrian pix are. wholly: financed’ ‘time employees: ‘in motion picture Marry your.. daughter ‘that doesn’t
“: at great. length ‘the -_ campaign, - contests, ‘bidgraphies, teasers,: . lobby
Have the word black in it.” Ad ran
distributors,” :They theatres.: is a --‘‘persuasive one, on Sunday, Oct. 6, was repeated
- gimmicks, posters;: tie-ins’ and. things: like -that there. it's a.
, bundle-fuil, by German
don’t: make a profit-on- ‘production; Industria. Commissioner. ‘Martin
_ . of ideas:on how. to‘sell:a Picture, .
wo| tins distribs make it:.on- distribu Catherwood has ruled -that under in Friday’s edition. ‘then was killed
= | tion, and: the.Ps producer: receives a}.-the:present law, “neither the Indus-’ | and replaced for later: editions by
fee, a systenr-{‘quite. different from trial | Conimissioner © nor a Mini- _ Similar, but single columm, ad’ us«> d
-|.ours,”’ the -director ‘said: -However,. mum: ‘Wage Board {s empowered ing same three small cuts
_}theatrical. film: ‘houses: “are.folding |to: grant relief in’ the “form of. quotes but also. quoting. some N. Y.
‘Larger ad also-ran. first
‘Yin: Austria. paradoxically, : because: wages below. statutory minimum’ to ‘Teviews.
sd
‘Continued team’‘page. 1
| : that. nation. «is: ‘PFOSperous. | i “Now. any industry on the basis of ec0-. edition of -Friday’s Citizen-News,
then was. killed and replaced with
will: make: in the, next year: at’Jeast !‘abroad; then. it ‘sliould be: made. ‘they. “have money; -so they buy Cals, |nomic. hardship:"”
‘+the one column ad.
12°:pictures “either: all. ‘Hollywood: abroad, C declares: Frankovich;. adds. they go riding, they ‘go to. ‘the: legit ' ‘The. Minimue Wage. Conimitice
. Times, ‘howeyer, ‘refused any of
‘theatre,’ hut not: to. mov ies;""he:‘Te-"

‘Don'tShoot ToPleaseUnions’

‘or. Hollyw: 00d-based, (2): this:is® be- ;ing:a’ vice ‘versa:

“-@ause-.the- ‘properties | ‘lend -them-| As» for: the: vice :‘versa, . hig ‘ins |.marked.:
ae
selvés ‘to “local” lensing and. (3),_a! ternational: exec: offers- argument. .
producér -who -makes. an: English= |€ol ‘has. not addictions:‘to: overseas’ in
- Jocale. picture -“Th. :other. than. Eng: |
| Iensing, -considering: ‘that; _elobal j

:

-of the New York State. Motion Pic|the.
4
projected ads on basis “we
-[ture.. Theatres -Assn, ‘had. pleaded
can’t use Negro. or black in. copy.”
;| for. an exemption’ affecting ushers

a

'Films-to-Tele In

under 22/-and doormen and others |
160. or over..Trade body ‘could .ap-

| peal, within -90:days from the date
tof the. Industrial. . Commissioner’ ‘Ss:
‘the: ‘{impresaricid "who":“should-- go: Chase” ‘to ‘be. ‘done in?‘Hollywood; —., Continued” from.pagemee
3 —ruling, ° ‘to the three-man ‘State |:
abroad, to. do, 23ay,, “Sunset Boule-, ‘another ‘world-traveler;, “Stanley |:
vard. rea
| Kramer, Will make “Andersonville” “point ‘here.was ‘that if the. blacklist |Board.’of Standards and Appeals.
“Frankoyich maintaing -‘his ‘office |rin San Pédro and ‘as:a ‘Hollywood-" were not .hypocritical, “he -should |It had not: done so. Might be. wait-|
in ‘London: oversees all Col ‘produc: :based entity:: Carl Foreman, Jerry: “still bé :out- of: work, .whereas -in.| ing for effective. date (15), of the.)
tion’ abroad and, :as: third ‘in com- iBressler, | Robert - ‘Rossen,. ‘Martin: actual fact, “his. career -has ‘never: minimum wage order. . nn
|
_ Washington, Oct. 16:
Mand *of*‘Col ‘(after president Abe: * JUTOW, Blake Edwards, ‘and:'so on,'|been -‘pusier, especially: ‘since’ the. ,
“The US. Supreme. Court: got the
Schneider ‘and exec y.p.-Leo- Jaffe)|“all have’ Holly "Ww.ood- made labels’ set.: phenomenal” success. -of “Never on:
}lowdown. on motion picture produc> includes, as his’ cares all “produc-:for the. immediate future... All for |‘Sunday:’’ Latter. is probably one of |
| tions today -(Tues.) in the Govern: > tion, - Hollywood :‘-included—tatter. Col:
>.
| the «most. Successful - -films ..ever'|
ment’s case. against six. film’ dis*, headed: by Sel A.-Schw artz, asCoast : Footnotes - “Frankovich: -“When. “made in: terms: of: percentage. of '
“ce prodiétion’
tributors. accused of illegally makyou go away.to.make a picture: that profit against. investment: .“" W..p.*
2:
4 ing contracts. in “blockbookings”
‘|should | be.. made ‘in Hollywood, |
“Hollywood. “Upsurée?
/ Though’: ‘Dassin. feels~ that. ‘the |
to television stations. The. six. dis‘that’ S- “punaw ray... But it’s _-eco-'. -political ¢limate in-the- States has |:
Frankovich: takés noté-of the: lip: |
‘| tributors. are ‘accused of signing’
| -swing. fn Hollywood. production;.as. “nomically -unfair and. jinsound’.to|certainly. -brizhtened- Since:.the so-

1,

Supreme Review

“: witness’: more ‘schédules. out .wést 'work-in -Hollywood. with’a picture;called.‘‘McCarthy: era’ of.the: ‘early |:.

Hollywood, Oct. 18. _.[ tv. stations to. contracts amounting

“oun: W. Allyn; co-owner of the to $4:679,053..
1950s, he describes, himself’ as’ Still
‘Paramount, plus his. own Col, and. ’-Frankovich: was. in New: ¥6rk af-|-hesitant-to work. here.. He- has two’ Chicago White. .Sox,. was elected. : Attorney. Louis Nizer represented.
" War. ners ‘but: he. insists. this is ‘not: a: “ter meetings: ‘at. the studio” “with-: Scripts .«which. he. would like’, to. ‘president, of Home’ Theatres: Inc., |three of’ the defendants—Loew’s,
“resurgence” as such... -He-explains*U. S, -production boss Schw artz-and.: shootin: the States; “but he is not | formed: to present ‘the Interna- ‘Ine., Associated. Artists and United:
that “Hollywood: js. again, ‘hitting; Said he ‘had a feeling of. ‘triumph: sure that. “pressures” .would: ‘not -be tional ‘Telemeter. home toll system Artists. Myles. J. Lane w as: lawyer
the top: of. the circle” “<0.
%,
dwith:. the -: “names” hie ‘could: drop|| brought to ‘bear against: them;-even. in”:the southwest, ‘at. a two-day. for ‘Screen Gems Inc.
“There: was_a tine, he Says. a téw so. far. as: ‘producer aligiiments are. though via. “Sunday” and “his. up-. ‘meeting’ of the. organizers here. :
National Telefilm. and C & °C
years. ago, When ‘the... major . pro- concerned.. There were Preminger, | coming™. “Phaedra,” ‘av large. por- |. Other. officers: Lloyd’ B. “Sands, “Super Corp. were also: défendants .
ducers... including: Columbia, were , Foreman. . “Kramer, . and. others. tion of the. ULS,. ‘industry. already. exec of Hunt: Oil Co.,.v.p.; R. A.
The Govegnment slapped com-.
:going: abroad: ‘because ..the ‘Scripts: throughout the sked.. :-He® ‘said. he‘s. | has. profited-and ‘ca
ues to:profit.‘Lile, -representing.. Wint:hro-p plaints. against’ the firms in 1961.
Roekefeller,Secretary,.:and
‘A.
B.
“were such that they just’ about des “rarely: seen such. a.lineup ‘on the- ‘from. His _ omjade-9 tseas . films.
accusing: them of . offering both
j That's" all’ part of -€ ie "_aforemen- | Cobb, _Little’ Rock ° investment. ‘good and bad’ films :in a package
“‘manded | ‘overseas
lensing: . ‘The? “Col: slate. ‘banker,
‘treasurer..
Appointed:
‘to
Joverall sittiation -now ‘is: that: Hol= °° ‘As for’ the foreign ‘end. there will! tioned: hypocrisy’::
contract. to .the stations. If the
| the board: was Stanley “Durwood of }
~ lywood. can best: accommodate ‘the-be: 12 ta-14 new prroductions: on-the#: < Upcotning:on: his: ‘schedul
stations. asked’ to be ‘selective in.
e.
are
Durwoo
d
,
Theatres
.
Kansas,
City.
type’ of pictures. -approved by :the*’ “Col..calendar. for -the. -next 12j three features: a’ filny adaptation. of |:
tthe’ choice of films. or if they reoe. Major-company “execs:’ This .is the “months:-and- these will: be :in: “addi<} pric ‘Ambler’s: “The Light’of The | ‘Group ~‘reportedly : intends - to |fused any ore of those offered. the
launch
‘actual.
franchise
operations
|
‘tition ‘to ‘pictures made abroad: for’‘Day.’ to be..made™ for. -producer.
“way, the -“pendulum - ‘swings:
entire package. was. Ww ithdravwn. the.
°°"
‘Frankovich ~pr o:v-ide go a- |local: territorial-markets.
) Martin. Ransohoff -and: “On: “which in :two cities. simultaneously, one|- LS: ‘said.
ef
them
being:
Dallas,
and
the.
other
|
: Frankovich jeft ‘New: York last: Dassin would just be a’ director“ gtinger, this: “For. anyone. to
The NY. Federal Cour: agreed
“say he is:not making: a picture .. “Saturday 413+: for: his. British: out-. employee:, (and “The ‘Last of. The. Anspecified.
{that “package-onh’” offers. were a
‘abroad’ for :purposes: of :-“good- .{ post: then.-Paris. then others. points..| Just’’ and‘ ‘Pericles."" on. which |he | | violation Of the. ‘Sherman: Antiwill ‘with the American unions. aIHé visits the - States. at the: rate of:;= Will ;function:.in, -his: ‘more=usual |
‘Trust Act:-However, ‘it drew.a fine
about: six..times: =) ‘year now ‘thatjcapacity: as. ‘producer-director-' am .
‘ds not_giving the facts.” -.‘line in adding that the distributors
Frankovich ‘observes “more. -bal- Te’ s ‘become’ Ast,“Ap
“iw
1 seenarist, ‘All of these. will be:‘made | Reports. Good: Year-Bidding For. can withhold the films. perding ne-..
-ance”..in the pr oduction: schedules |"
‘Oo
overseas.
gotiations With a conipeting station
Toll Franchise
“generally, but he Warns: it could go]
{to btty.. theni.
AS a ‘postscript 0 the‘diseussion: _
:
:
against. Hollywood | in: the. future.
The. Government — didn't agree
| of:‘the blacklist, and the darkdays.| *:
2
-Lonodon.. “Oct. 16.
Time “Was 2 ‘hen Yankee’ picture- :
.| of ‘the ‘early -'50s.. ‘Dassin" ‘reported : ; British Relay ‘Wireless, which is. with: this ruling: and made. the Sree
. Minneapolis. Oct: 16.
«Making. was all ‘Hollywood. . then
freme
Court-‘appeal. |
thatf not long avo a legit producér |.one.of the. wire-ty. sysiems bidding.
Judge Edward: ‘Devitt in’‘Federal | {'
shifted to. an ‘overbalance ‘of: forin:
New “York - approached: him: for a?tallvision” franchise, has had |: . Loew’s is accused by the Gov+ distr ict: court: here. suspended sen-.
-eign. Col-was oné’of the companies |
about directing. a. play: w hich. the |:‘arecord trading year. but. deprecia- ‘ernment’ of making two-contrarts
oy whieh:
uite
rominently, ; sé vied-‘tence and’ imposed. a: year’s: proba- producer .thought - might: particu-. tion ‘charges: upped to cover expan: lin 1957. amounting
to $329.375.
a
aM segue was doneg.be- tion. on ‘Gerald. M.- ‘Sloan,. 26, . of
to foreigt..The
‘larly interest Dassin. ‘When: he re-/ sion © Of
services,
has: knocked j‘One _ station
wanted.
only. : 500
. Cause of obligations to stockholders. ‘Des: Moines, ‘Who. pleaded guilty to ceived. the: script; he: found. it: vas: | profits. :
a { selécted: films.
- who- weré -entitled ‘to. general: eco-: transporting stag films. from: Jowa,
the old one which he had tried to}: Trading profits © for’ the year.
The Government said Loew" s re-- nomic considerations pls: the. need :| into®‘Minnesota. :
producé. in .1952, He was. ironically ended. April. 30, 1962: hiked -by'| fused to allow. the. choice and the
:to achieve Jocale- ‘agcuraey. ° ‘The |. ‘Roy’ Miller ‘and: Evelvin:‘Stiaip, ‘amused. ‘that: now. .someone “was 1°$1;167.600. to a- peak. $11,017.434. station. had. {6 take all. One of:
: stories: being done: ‘now, he adds. -also: of Des. Moines. who prev iously
} anxious ‘to do: jt.. However,: ‘when:|But: the: aforementioned charges. the’: stations involved was. KWTV,
:-"“Jend theniselves to. American: lens-. |.had. admitted.-. involvement. . -Tes che- read it through. -again. he. found. inereased: in: excess of $1,500.000. ‘Oklahoma City. A similarly re
ine and: ‘consenuently: ate |being, ‘ceived prison: sentences—he: ‘for a ‘it toube: “quite. terrible,” and -him-{has. ‘brought: .:the group profit to fused choice of films was .reporteddone in:“Anieria:
-vear. ‘and acday’ arid. she. for: Jone. self -more: than, a: little. lucky.he |-$1.657,214 “as:vagairist $2,118,575 ly. made -by Associated Artists in
* Future: Projests.
{ month. ‘She. also:. was-Placed on “hadn't “been. able: to... “False -the: for’ ‘the “previous ‘year:, Dividend, four contracts
amoaimitirge
to

; 1.’ on- the. part -6f °>MCA-Universal and .that. should: be- ‘made. abroad.
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:
RELAYSee
|

~StagReelsBringGi

asae: a ‘picture. should ,be: made|‘two years’ ‘Probation.,

J fnaneing originally...

‘however,yatays at. AT. .

oS

1 $2,546, 030, the Gov ernment. said.
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PICTURES
" Kaszner; Paul ‘Lukas, - Jerome: Thor .
(Started July. 2).
Mn
7

“YEAR OF. THE TIGER" - a“
(Kingman

Prods.) :

| (Shootifig in -Viet: Nam)
_ Prods.

Nigol

‘Chinh,

Pamela.

(Started: Aug.

mt

[

Alex ‘Nigol, “Chieu .

Sanders, Mario’ Darel .

‘Connection’ _ ‘Obscenity’ Vs. ‘Vulgarity’

o

—

a

Prods for.Content

- Release)
(Shooting at. KTTV: « tudios)

te

Brind: Brief: Indicates Next. Week’s Clash -On

:

6):

BALCONY’
UNITED ARTISTS - \\--pHe
i (City: Filin: Corp,

a

a
an

“ibang, Oct: 18. {focused ‘anéw: .on the matter of
‘The ‘State. of New. York’s Board-} classification of pictures. Advocatof. Regents will. contend. during the |ing such ratings ‘was N.Y. State
Grant,.Peter "Brocco.. Jeff Corey: Ruby » week ‘of Oct. 22 at appeal. hearings icAssemblyman.
Luigi
Maraino;
“ii't'§
A,
MAD,
MAD,
MAD,
MAD
work"
i
‘Dee,
Joyce
Jameson,
Arnette.
Jens,
‘| (Stanley Kramer :Prods.) |
against were Felix. Bilgrey,. attor-Leonard Mimoy, Kent: Smith: .
a ‘that. the Appellate. Division, Third
(Shooting at “Revue)‘Dept.,. ias:in the’ instance. of ‘The “ney for the Film Importers and
“ (Started. Sept. 1). a
.
.
ae
‘° -Prod:-Dir.—Stanley. ‘Kramer
“Spencer. Tracy,.- Milton. -Berle,. Sid. Cae:
——
* Connection” simply substituted its,. Distributors Assn.,. and Jack .Gel|‘-l1_sar,.:Buddy
Hackett;. Ethel’ Merman,.|. =
~
| the. ‘court's, opinion, for. the Re-j ber, author of the as-y et-unlicensed:
‘Mickey .Rooney, -Dick Shawn,. Phil:
TSE&AMPEpoe gents. = Latter,-operating via. the! ‘film, “The Connection.” Whether
v '..Silvers, ‘Ferry-Thomas, Jonathan: Win-: Ef
ters: -‘Edie.. Adams, Dorothy. Provine,:
| Editeation | ‘Dept. ‘has authority tO: the latter. indie ‘production is to

“AMERICAN INTL
tewers

Starts; This Year. . 7

.

°°

~. Marshall ;“Thompson,
.

a

is

Marshall. Thompson, ‘Wray Davis

- Dir.—Alex:

* Starts, This* ‘Year.:::oeae
caeap |
eee.oa 6 || “Siazts,This: Year. 222.2...20°]
Yeor..
last
Date,.
This.
This Date, Last.Year.soleus+ +30.

=) Regents:Ours the
thF‘uncon, Not Court

Leo: Genn; ‘Hobart ;
:Helpyraann,Rust”

:

ALLIED ARTISTS

15

This,Date, Last:Year.oFesee.1

_eTHE. RAVEN”

’ Jimmy. Durante,

- -@Nicholson- Arkoff. Prods.}.-:

Andersén;

:.Prods.—Bed ‘Maddow, Joseph Strick”
Dir .—Joseph ‘Strick. :
.
.
| Shelley | Winteéis.: Peter : Falk,. ‘Lee!

‘Eddie- “Rochester”

a

”

license. or. ‘refuse. to" license, fea-; receive a-license for N.Y. exhibiture. films,
| tion is now -in a state of litigation. .
“The Connection” “meantime. | ‘Marano, Who repeatedly. intro‘awaits adjidication- in:-the- hope. of'|“duces legislation for classification,
resuming™ exhibition, begun |with- | again insisted that children should

HandSy
°
a

Jim--.Baekus,” -Ben’ Blue,

“Prod.-Dir.—Ruger. Corman.
_ Peter Falk, Paul Ford.. Arnold Stang,“Mincent Price, Péter Lore,”Bors’ Kar: oo Alan (Carney, Doodles. -Weever, Buster .
~loff, Hazel Court. Olive:Sturgess. Jack

Keaton
~ (Star ted’ April. 26).

“Nicholson, Wiliam Baskin op
cleat
“Gtartea: Sept. 2b"

“THE GREAT. ESCAPE",
(Mirisch- Alpha: ‘Prods:)..
(Shooting in Munich)’
.
. Prod. -Dir;—John Sturges

£

|. out -a. license, at: the new D.: W:

be protected from obscenities, Rebutted: Bilgrey: “We don’t. need a
~ Steve: McQueen,:-James Garner, Richard
a
| Square,. ‘Manhattan.
‘The
New state father.”
It is at home that
ames Donald, Charles |...
“Attenborough,
+-York-made. film based on Jack Gel-. ‘youngsters. should acquife knowlStarts; This. Year: :ye oeceesas
” Bronson, - ‘Donald. 'Pleasence,.. James
1 Wanlywead,- Oct 16... jber’s play: about dope addicts.-has edge as to what’s wrong and what's
’ Coburn oF
This Date, Last Year. ease2 2l, “(Started -‘June. “ay
“Teo ‘committees. will be. set.’ up béen. fighting. a long. litigation with right, added Bilgrey.:
ae fey"the .“International: 'Altiance ~of the State. It has. pitted Charles
Ay“SUMMER FLIGHT”
Marano asked. the
rhetorical
; THE RUNNING. man ye
‘Lawrence:
‘Tur:
.
"Prods: Stuart. : Miller,
| Theatrical: Stage. ‘Employes and] Brind: for the State and Ephraim question anent obscene written ma:,7- @eet. Prods. Ltd.} . =
.. 7 man. | Assn. of Motion Pieture. Producers. ‘London, for Irwin |Shapiro’s..Films: terial. Oscenity is in the minds
_Bhooting in“Spain) ae
oe: Dir:—Daniel ‘Petrie.
: y /Prod.-Dir.—Carol me
Alan . Susza Hay.‘ward,: Michael: Crate.Bdward, to. ‘study eneral ‘unemployment: Round, World;:in another’ of ‘their
of. the readers, responded .Bilgrey.
ee ‘Retaick,
Laur ence - Harveys
problenis- of -the: film.: crafts, as’ a: several--“anid. increasingly bitter
..Gelber’s. “Connection” ‘ig in a
‘sl
started Aug. “209:
tar fed: July: aT
|\ result
ofa
méeting.
between
Rich:
ard
F.
Walsh,
IATSE
Int
tional
clashes’
ever
censorship.
|.
1 state :of legalistic disarray because
JbeopuciHT FROM: ASHIYA”.
THE-VICTORS*
Ls
‘ar
alsh.
nternational:|.
“s
os:
(Hecht-.Prods.
&
Daiei,
M.P.CoD
Loot
Of. repeated. use of a four-lettered.
(tighbroad: ‘Prods:
+
“(Shooting in Japan).
.:
prexy, and Charles.S. Boren, ‘exec: recently.
“Though,reviewed
The’ Connection”
was | word: which in. the. patois. of the
-(GShooting in England)"
~:
in the New York
Prod.—Hirold Hecht”: | |
veepée.
of
-AMPP;
with
biz
:agents:
Prod:-Dir.—C. ‘ari ‘Foreman * ;
Dir:— Michael *‘Anderson
City: .dailies and generally. ‘found: addicts is an expression for Junk,
of “union -loéals and | studio: ‘Tabor: “dull, ” its employment. 11:times on’ -OF .narcolics..
' ‘Yincent
Edwards. ° “Geatge Hamilton, :. Yul Brynner, Richard ‘Widmark, Gearge
“soioe
a
eatce pone | Chakiris, Suzy Parker, Shirley Knight. relations, heads.”
;
the ‘soundtrack of the:curt word | The word was not heard on the
..pard;
Rdésanna.
Schiaffino, Remy.
-Gtarted “Aug. 277.
First. committee ‘will make’a.suis! for. human. excrement has made it: radio. show because, said Bilgrey
.Schneider, Eli. Wallach, Michael’ :Cal-" THE ‘MOUSE ON: “THE ‘MOON.
| vey: of, -health ‘and. w elfare- fund a. disputatious :‘item: The: ‘word : is -later,. “it would not have: been. ‘ip
“an, Peter Fonda, im, Mitchum,’ ‘Teny ‘(Walter -Shenson Prods. >”
: Wallace tet
; Shooting ‘at ‘Pinewood ° Stiidias: Loridon)
benefits. for’ the. unemployed, and ‘not- “obscene,” only “vulgar,” Per. ‘good taste. ”
Gtarted AUE.. ki
* Prod. —Walter Shénson ae,
<1seconid,: :a”“similar: scanning -ofthe: ‘the: rul ng.
” Dit. —Dick
Lester:
"aN THE FRENCH. ‘STYLE.
-Margaret ‘Rutherford. Ron: “Moody: ‘Ber: }'pension plan,
. Counsel :Brind .is.arguing: in ‘his
-(Casanna Prods:) mt. 2Tard -Cribbins, “David! Kossoff,. June .
‘Ghooting- in, ‘Parish
-While. here,’ the. TA. chief: also’ ‘appeal’ from. ‘Attorney - ‘London’ s
. .“ Ritchie
Prods.—Robeért” Parrish,: “Irwin: Shaw .
Started’ Sept. B
inspected: plans for. ‘the $10,000,000 ‘earlier appeal that there would be.
Dir. ——Robert. ‘Parnish::.
‘
:
Jean” ‘Séberg,- Stanley “Baker, - Philippe /*YOHNNY ‘€ooL”
. expansion ‘pr ogram. MCA- Universal. mo point in ‘the Regents reviewing |
-Forequet, .:Addison * Powell; ::- Jack — (Chrislaw Prods.i'
-IS.. “instituting: - at- Studio, ..:which + films -‘‘if’ the courts. were ‘to’ take
-Hedley, . James, -I.eo Herlihy, :‘Glaude (Shooting -at: Goldwyn).
.
.
‘brought ‘ about following. observa. over. the ‘prerogative.’ Further
~ Dauphin, Maurice -Teynac rae
:Prod-Dir;—Willam -Asher.
>
: Glarted. RUE. 27). i
va
|Henry “Silva; ~Elizabeth. Montgomery. tion: .
:.| quote. ‘from: Brind’s. brief:

~ COLUMBIA

ri¥ Prod.

eneaent
meee

‘Theatre. riear

Times

Hartford Reaches

rete

tw

‘Joan

“senThis: Year.

;

Staley, .Gregory. ‘Morton. -Steve.

, Pack; gust Sfars. Sammy Davis. Jr..--Joex . ‘Bishop,. Telly’ Salavas,” Jin
- Backus; Mare Lawrence, Hank«Henry
SS(Started Sept. 27),

"WALT DISNEY

in

SAVAGE SAM". oe
‘Prod:—Walt, Disney
Dir—Norman. Tokar.
Brian Keith,. ‘Tommy. Kirk,
Dewey: “Mar-:
7

tin, Kevin Coresrans Fete Yor
,

‘ated
sac

: Gtarted. Oct: By fee.

RMA LA DOUCE”

k,.: "

_

: nen -Edward: .L. “Aiperson “Pregenta*
jon)

Brod. -Dir. Biny.” Wilder.

“METRO.

"Starts;This Year... Lsaes$20-||
This Date, Last. Year.sees
: AS
#77

AMAHINE”

.

Prod.—John Bryan |.”
Dir —Philip | Leacock Nancy. Kwan,.. ‘Dennis’ Price; :“Bernard
a
'* -Cribbins.: .Jobn . Frazer
. Started. Aug. ATL: .

_

7

Vicky‘ Tiu,. Yvonne

‘i

‘Craig. “Kam |

.

-

has: made this’ kind: of -an- ‘Which -they ‘adhere, ‘their decision-}

‘investment

construction.

in the future

e-

new }--is entitled to stand.”

b

e" y.

workers in. ‘the w orld.”

|

‘Prod. -Dir-—Robert: “Wise ~

;
.

| ture-making ” and’ ‘has.. great: im-: expressions as there the brief cites:
cent offerings have been Bolshot:
| portance ini. “motion Picture. Jabor.’”"| three --others, not: apparently here-:
Ballet. Kingston ‘Trio: atid Patterand Bernard;
| tefore officially mentioned), are,. as j.son-Liston fight..
Bere
.

Wildé-Bernard ‘Lube’ ‘Prods.)””

Luber

-

;

- (Started May. 7°

THREE: ON. A MATCH”

‘Prod.—Edward. Lewis... * s
Rickard
“Dit —dohn. -Huston.~
;
.

Bloom.

_Gtarted .‘Oct. 41 a

| restr icted: to children °‘or to adults. ‘first of. September.
-| Each one. includes the morons and
‘This week a rental charge of. 150

ch oan E.
&McELFRESH
°LAS20TH’S COMPTROLLER |'

| far-"as ‘the Regents: are concerned, 4 In-a*fullpage ad in the Hartford
clearly ‘obscene.’
Courant: on Sunday (7), WHCT-TYV
he filed’ pleading. adds: “The ex-: outlined_a three months course {o
iptestion is used. otherwise, as an follow. . Pencilled: in for the quarexpletive. No” ‘one. of: these. expres-. iter Year period are a two hour. come-

Robert:- E _-McEtfresh:. “fornierly 'sions ‘can’ be characterized as a: jedy’ “A: Party” with Betty Comden
assistant ‘to: the: general’ manager reference to ‘heroin’.”
and. Adolph Green. Hildegarde is’
. ‘Hf: the Regents. are. entrusted | slated as ‘well as. a dance group,
of" .the- Ford: Motor’ Co.;--has -been.|.
named - ‘comptroller: “of 20th2Fox: | yeith” the responsibility, as. heads:| Bay naihan. Philippine” troupe; as.
“| Started: AUB. 7)
“| Though. ‘the official20th announée- of -the eduéation.system; ‘to. urge. are. ajl of the National Hockey
; os“THE LIST. OF. ADRIAN MESSENGER” ‘ment: makes “no: mention of -it, Me-. school -teachers.-.and educators "to League
games
from *Madison
(Joe -Prods.) : -.
| Elfresh: succeeds. MM: L. Breggin, Anculcate. ‘moral and spiritual val- | Square ‘Garden and Boston Garden.
(Shooting: in Loridon).
.
an thofegs

Ue THe HAUNTING!
. Julie “Harris;:-Claire
..
Johnson -- -:
oy

Hartford. Oct. 16.
The ‘total subscribers for WHCTTV, nation’s: first wireless paysee

Station; now stands at 1,000 plus.
Last: week the 1.000th. patren en. “It has, the ‘ddmiration. of. all.o
al. of“|-séeétion’
“across. audiences.
‘the board” offor
the. cross-.
motion
pic-. rolled: Original schedule. called for:
US, representing: as We do: the: finest: tures. “Motion: pictures: are .not
that. figure to be’ reached by the
“and”. most. ‘skilled-COEDS :Of:. ‘film’

. Prod: —Kobert Arthur: .
.
.
: Dir Michael. Gordon
°-. .
L. epaiie | Kirk Douglas. Mitzi Gaynor, Gig Youiie,
“Prods. —AI’ Zimbalist:: “inl
- "Phelma ‘Ritter. Julie- -_Newmar... Wil--Dir.James B: Clark
:
-- liam Bendix, Leslie |Paria, Richard’
‘Frankie Avalon, Mariette ‘Hartley
" "Sargent, :’...
; -|
| Started ‘Oct,’ BG)
:

“DRUMS: OF AFRICA”:

" (Robert Wise. Prods.Y..
(Shooting in:Londoi. .:

—

new ‘s . The’ Regents” are . responsible

- Dir.—Cornel “Wilde...
y *. Cornel-:- Wilde,|-Jean
Wallace; Brian,
‘|
. :Aherne, Jan Gregoty.. Michael. Mea- ;

.

-Tong, -Guy- Raymond, Edith Atwater

: Gtrted. Sept: :5)|

Studia

“UNIVERSAL

_Eivis Presley, ‘Joan. O'Brien, Gary Loek- | 7. eham
“weed;

30,000 union: ‘meinbers_ im. film? in- ‘on ‘the other “hand, .as -we. have|

h lHome;
1,000tTol
Varies Talent

iB_ “We view: this asa ringing dem: t the juvertile delinquents, teen-agers
per week ‘each to the original subonstration of. faith ‘in: :American ‘and ‘young: men, ‘alone ‘or. in com-|
scribers -went into; -effect. Station
labor and. ‘an. assurance “that Holly="| pany. with éach: other; aré ‘present
has- been airing since. June 28. New
wood - will continue ‘to! -keep its . in the audience, and the use of this:
1b place.as the. ‘film:“capital ‘of the. ‘language: to. such -atidiences ‘is, in subscribers at present do not pay
the weekly: rental fee until ‘they’
world.”mr.
{the .opinion- of: the Regents, ob- have
been: enrolled
for:‘three
=
“Walsh.
said
‘that:
the’
‘accelerated
|'scené.”
ro
. os
‘seebe 1 1.
months. .

(Cornel

(MGM-Ted. Richmond; Prods)”

7

‘said. “Walsh; who |‘reps .more than. |.¢aD. not .be ‘blatantly: arbitrary, but,

» Jack: Lemmon... “Shirley MacLaine. Lou
‘Jacobi; Bruce - Yarnell, . Herschél ‘Ber-:
- . nardi.» Hope
Holiday, Joan Shawiee.:
'-Gtarted. Oct? By
|

: Ghooting , in’. ¥ugosiavia)-.
_ Prods. —Cornel-: . Wilde

TAKE ME-TO: THE: FAIRY...ce
Hooting in-Seattlei-:
: Prod—tTed Richmond - .
“"Dir.—-Norman: Taurog- *

“We recognize’ that the Regents

‘Starts, This Year -.:
{| activity’: at Universal-Revue gave. ° “Every thing .that: is obscene. per-| Station is currently: ‘moving. into
This Date, East.Year Seeess+10: him. -“entlisiasni -and -confidence.
haps’ ‘cotild. be -designated: as. vul- |~—"| for the :-futuré of: Hollywood. ‘pic-- Bar. ‘but the use: and. effect of such. a.more variegated program spec‘trum and away from moviés: Re“LANCELOT “AND. -GUINEVERE!.
:.

(Seven. ‘Atts” Prods. Lia’
- Shooting in London)-°

7
;

“This, multi: million: dollar step" t

ft dustry,-"iS the first time. in.séver ai | Pointed .out’ before; if ‘reasonable|
+}:decades: that--any. Hollywwood film .-men can come to:a eonclusion to |

oSa
“TOYS. WN. THE. ATTIC:
2S: (Mirisch’ Co.¥
|| ~. Prod.—Walter “Mirisch
‘Dir. -—George ‘Roy: Hill..
es | ‘Dean Martin. Geraldine” -Page, Yeette:
. Mimieux.. “Wendy. ‘Hiller, Larry ‘Gates...
et
:
Frank Silvera.
a

This Date, :‘Last Year.Coe ee,

:

ey -Griffith

we

| v-ho- has. resigned.: It's. understood

[ues for. the’ school*chiidren, and
_Also: slated are home basketball
Breggin. is: ‘staying: ‘on. With. com-. that those in-the system. set for th jfames” of World Champion Boston
pany inthe accounting: departnient: Van :‘example. for the community,
Celties’ and New York Knicker-A 1942 graduate. from: ‘Harvard, | they: van not. endor se this sort: of [‘bockers. ‘Yale-Cornell football game
=| Mezttrestbecamie. assistant ‘to the: ‘thing,:-on the- theory, that it is ‘is slated. for the paysees on Octo--

fe

relive:

. George Cy Scott, ‘DanaWewaiter,

oF

«

7]

"PARAMOUNT

‘general. inanagér of ‘Forest “Lawn mer ely.vulgar,” declared the brief.;‘ber’ 20 for Yale Bowl:
‘in’ 4946. In: .1949° he. -joined. Ford:
'
ssue.on ‘Long John’s’
—
On Oct. 16. ‘subscribers will be
_Starts,.This. Year:.. « Sheds12° + and: since: ‘that: time has-served ‘the|. “Long John” *(Nebel) show’: On.. offer ed the Dick: Tiger-Gene .Full‘company
ina.
variety.
of
domestic
New
York
radio
‘station.
WOR.
last
mer ° International “Middlewei cht.
ANSE Date, bast.
|
Year _ awee 10.I and overseas -posts. me
.! Friday (124, midnight: to 6- am; Championship fight from Candle-

“WARNER BROS.

‘Siarts,This. Year. wots, ou1

9]
This Date, Last Year..._wee
- “PARIS WHEN: 1T. SIZZLES"
(Shooting. “in -Paris)
‘*- Prod.—George |Axcirod,

.

Wise ‘Horde Quine...
iilliam ‘Holden, “Audrey
Hepburn”
‘Gtarted June 18):
:

o,

‘-Prodz—Bryan -Fo¥: 7. : 7
-. Dir: —Lewis Miléstone
Cliff -Robertson.

Grézors,

‘Yorkm

Ty:

-Grant

a
Hardin.

Jainés.. ;

“Wiliams; - . Robert

tar ted June: 27)

|- -

Sinatra, Tony. Bill ‘Lee J: ‘Cobb.

“Raps:Runaway Producers, “Cleopatra? for Using.
|
Atalians, “Longest Day’for.Using Gls

| . HAMERICA;: AMERICA”:

‘Molly Picon,. Barbara Rush. -Jill: St.: ‘ (Athena. Eniterpr SS. Cove.Prods),
‘Johit, Carcle. Wells; guest. stars Dean | Shooting ite Athens:
_ Martin, Dan. Biacker, Phyllis MeGuire ; _ Prod.-Div. -Elia.- Kazan.

.

Gtarled. Sept, lo 7

. OTHE: NUTTY

_ Stathis: ‘GiaHelis.

oe
i
.

“RAMPAG B'
7

(Seven. Arts Prods’?

‘Stick. Park. San Francisco.
“In -its ad. WHCT
stresses. th at

. ‘the subscription..tv is not intended.
ti revlace

regular tv viewing but

{rather'to supplement it. States the
ad *Subser iption tv is not intended
‘fo replac é& your

regular

tv viewing -

| bur to increase your tv enjoy ment. ”
+:

-AUDIE: MURPHY, WITNESS

Le

* (Star ted Aus. “20%

PROFESSOR” 7

Gerry -Lewis Prods: ro
* Prod.—Ernest -1D Glucksman

American Legion’
L s$Fil
iimSlants
—_—

_GEssex-Tandem -Prods.)’ne
;
'”
Prods:—Bud .Yorkin; Norman “Lear:
: Dir:Bid

up:T.-

(Shodting: jn? ‘Ploviday’

COME: ‘BLOW.. your. HORN’,

Frank

. (taried
V Sept: a

“FL i-<ten, Tex, Oct. 1H
Las Vegas, Get’16: . | “(3), Taking :
up ‘the chortis of. cer-;
Audie Alurphy: the film player,
During: business sessions of lasti
i fain Congr ess nien- astHe. Fesuilt of « was aWilne-s Wednesday ‘10

| ‘Weak § convention hére.the Ameri-

(Shooting: In TEAS aiiy
“Dir.—Jerry. Lewis.
_Jerry ‘Eewis. Stella. Stevens,’‘Del Moore: : Prod.— W tran - F. idiman:
}
.
“(Started © Oct, Shee
..
|: - Dir.--Phil”’ Karléon :° -. 2
-- Robert - Mitchum. Elsa “Martinelli, J ack,

“$70 000 damage suit filed by
ean ‘Legion: delegates roared on: cue {we
|{ ‘hich, the’ Pentagon. is.Now, tough” Rudy Duran. a local actor... Latter
as ‘follows: —
4-on cooperation: Ww ith U.S- producers, * is’ suins Ow, en F. Jensen Ir. Vir e» Hawkins,’ Sabu ©
:
ae ALL. THE way Home”
«Lhe. Displeasiire -with: “runaway! :the. ‘Legion’ criticized: 20th- Fox. ‘for.
resident of the Layne Texas Co,
| Gtarted Oct. *,
2 David: ‘Suskind “Prods)rr
‘production: asking. Fedéral: Tan's -to! using. European-based U, Ss.troops driivet of -a car that: struck Duran
ns‘Shooting in: Knoxville; Tenn:
a
‘prevent- American film .erontiee |
in- the. “Longest - Day: ”
_
here on Jan.
-' Prod. David: Suskind |
wn
1960.
“Dit Alex, ‘Sesal
| shooting = in...’ foreizn”- eountries,
(4) JA: ‘resolution: to’ forbid. the: Duran ilnime he lost $45, 000. in
Jean: -Simmnions, Robert: Preston, | Pat.
= { though, just: HOW. that could be done: overseas - showing” of *“Advise” ‘and: flim: comracts, $23°000 in. physical
--Hingle;. -Aline~ -Ma¢Mahon, - Thomas'‘|}°
‘Srats; This. Year:...:. wees 18% | Was - skipped over. Fhe ‘Légion: did : . Corisent? as* “detrimental - to our. ‘damages and $2:000- for medical
.Chalmers,;
John
Cullum,
Ronniech Claire Edwards, Michael Kearney |ve
- |:This.Date; Last Year. . ee 25: }] Bot... ‘advocate _ the. “UTS: .. Treasury, EWA: “Of: ‘life’ Was: recommended’ for - -experses, because. of the accident:
a “Gtarted Oct. hace me
.
Bet
Jj Substituting - for,-Eady°‘Fund: ‘sub= !rejection -by- the’ Legion's ‘Foreign. Murphy testified ‘Duran had: been
“Sidy. or ‘other... financial -benefits °‘Relations: “Subcommittee. “on” signed as. a ‘stand-in for ‘Guy
“] 55° DAYS. AT PEKING”
{U.S. ‘produc ers. Bet. in. sofite Over- i:grounds that ‘the.-U.S Information Mitchell. in: the film |“Whispermg
{|'Gamuél. Bronston Prods.)
4) Shooting in. Spaini-.
yseas. countries::
‘Avencs,. ‘to. whieh - the: resolutiva - Smith. "in wheh Murphy. costarre't.
‘Starts, This: Year. :cage = °. :°.2: 7 i Brea samuel.Br diiston
(2) “Cleopatra”: nade: in.Ttaly: i was: ‘directed; does not have. direct .
Accor ding to Murphy this could’
This. Date, Last Year.
eres324 > Ch:Chantan
ariton: hea
Heston, Aa! Gardner. “Davia. Was” slainiped: for. Having. deprived ;juris’! ten over: overseas film-dis- |hi © beon a: bia break» for Duran
‘Niven, Fiora ‘Robson, Joho “Wreland;, thousands: of Ainericans, of.jobs.
‘tribution.
films ‘but. he had to cancel,
animes in
|

“IN DEPEN DENT

20th CEN TURY-FOX.,

16.

The. producer ofa motion:picture, ondJo
of hisdistributor, covets the.respect ond
esteem of. the. film trade .at.large—circuit. officials, theatre managers, bookers,..

publicists, field men, and the.whole. ‘kaboodle ofpeople who. directly and: indirectly _

‘influence ‘the ‘fate ‘ofany release. To:‘this. First. line of sell,ue ‘producers ‘and
distributors ‘direct’ their.statements concerning:the. promise. of:a feature, prior:to
release, and the. fullfilment of:that:promise, after release.

“ Nowadays: it.is more. important than‘in:block-booking days. ‘that. every:Film
.be individually: handled ‘with: the.shaximum vigor ‘and‘intelligence,. ‘The contrast

between smart ‘selling ond.dulldo-nothing passivity was never sO.painfully visible |
as in today’s. market.

The case for. trade. paper ddvertising rests‘upen.the.realities of communications
“impact.” No greater folly of false securityarises thantheconfusion and: profusion
of mimeographed handouis, .by:mail or:‘by.small. boy, as: the‘equivalent. of. an.
“advertising policy. ‘Mimeegraph can.never substitute for tradedisplay copy:though:

there are those who. have fallen into.a,curious habitofkidding themselves that they:

have-“told: the: trade” when. all theyhave done:iis. ordered their. girl to.cula stencil
and’ ‘get.it out quick. u
Don’t getlostiin great desk-piles.of:mimeograph. . Your: Importance: communi-.

“cations acquire:true. importance i
in.display spaces
Naturally, use

Your Basic Resource’ In. Selling The. Trade:

eas

_

PICTURES

17

MPAA orContinued Existence Of
__COMPO, on Matched-Dollar Basis

r not” ‘figure | “to” ‘score “quite as j
strongly.: at the kitty.- Emphasis’ ‘in

~FilmReviews

-| the. UPA ‘effort is more.on music,|

wy however, ®‘with frequent. breaks in|:
‘| story. continuity for. warbling ‘ac- |}.
‘Continued from- page: 6%
companied. by ‘stunning splashes. of |.
‘color. .Harold Arlen--and’ Yip: Har-{
41954: Venture. ‘He.probably. ‘picked’ burg... have. penned. ‘eight. numbers,-|
The Quare Fellow.
—+
‘Council of Motion Picture Orconvictions: totter, still’: more. wiien’ “Baron” because this operetta work. ‘one’ .of “which,. a- ‘dramatic: blues[
| ganizations, founded in 1950, will
-he hears precisely what caused her|iSin public. domain.
‘titled: “‘Paris ©Is a. Lonely. Town’ |.
Bruised Burglar
| continue in business so long as the.
The latest -“Gypsy Baron”. ‘prob: | and sung explosiy ely. by Judy. Gar= Jo
husband. -to:, murder -his brother..
vs
wee
Dailas, ‘Oct. 16.
Motion -Picture Assn. of. Aimerica
ae Mostly; -though; . he ‘is. influenced. ably ‘Tepresents | -Germany’s: film- ‘land,«-lias:- the: éarmarks: ‘of a hit.}
Ahas-its way. MPAA, via its memiber
_ “Cecil Ray” Brice, a former‘by “Ja- veteran -warder ‘(Walter making - at its current weakest. The other refrains.are’ ‘appropriate.
_ Macken): who believes that :-capital. Omitting the. music, -‘there’s® practi-- .in. context:.: but” lack the haunting: : * truckdriver. who had been gut. |-film companies, last week ata New
_of ‘work’ with. back.injuries for _| York. meeting voted to sustain the
“punishment: isoften.a worse. ¢rime Cally “nothing .positive: about’ this. “quality: for :outside ‘success.
+ production.. The acting -and direc--}- The Dorothy.” and «Chuck. Jones: “over two months, has: confessed. © COMPO organization with continua than. the. original: offence.
7
ing dues: contributions so long .as
‘are .. wishy-washy; ‘the - jokes ‘Story describes: the. plight of “Mew- |::. to-staging four. ‘drive-in theatre.
ae The. Quare: Fellow” ‘Urish. pris-: ‘tion.
corny,’ “and thie. “action” and dance: ‘sette’”’ - (Miss Garland),: a country| . robberies’ in: ‘Dallas, -one ‘in. Irv-- they’ re’ matched «dollar-for’ dollar
: On: slang for.a: guy. due« to: be!
.{ by exhibitors..
/ sequences’ are ‘of pr ovineial calibre: :bred . Galticat :who. -purr-amibulates. a. iig’and- one ‘in Fort Worth.
- topped) is. mostly.a‘study: -of Men's |
“Jt. boils down. to’ this: -The film
pic is: only something: for® the ‘to: Paris: is’ kit--napped: .‘by. some |... ' Brice-robbed the. Lone Star
“*“Gonsciénce :and convictions. .Such |“This.
less fussy: ‘patrons...
-. hdastardly- cat=nippers.. then rescued, ot. ‘twice within a week. . He. was "| outfits Will support COMPO up to.
thin ‘storyline - _as theré is hinges |
the half-way marie and ‘insists that
Ar ‘sentine-born:-’ “Car los: ‘Phomp: at. the. brink’ of *.eatty-cornered }. -arrested. in’ Fort’ Worth when
‘On: whether. tiie ‘murderer will-‘be|
theatremen,
‘through
Allied
son “plays. “Sandor. :von Barinkay, catastraphe ‘by" her forsaken lover: |. employees: of _a_ hotel. noticed
-reprieved:. He“ is. not; despite ”the ;
a’ gun, tucked in his belt. Mrs.
States, Theatre ‘Owners of Ameri¢a
iathe Gipsy Baron, ‘and: makes: ‘him=:' ‘Jaune Tom’”. (Robert. Goulet)- and.
-admission .of ‘last minute’ ‘evidence:
- ‘Ruth. Fleming. cashier. of the”
and regional. exhib outfits provide
: by the wife that the reason for the self . overly: ‘ifresistible.: His -role’s. ‘his. faithful sidekick, “Robespierre™| Lone -Star, identified Brice’ in
“ithe other -half.
singing’ voice i8-by Fritz Wunder- (Red. Buttons’,
““murder’ was because. she. was. dis- |lich.
the. police: lineup..
|
¢A meeting in. ‘November will deof -the :Munich State ‘Opera.
‘Voice work.is.,- Ael,. with. exéep=
covered in béed with her. brother-in; termine the extent of exhib sup; At ‘times: Wunderlich’s. . Voice. -‘is -- tional. efforts. by ‘Buttons and Paul.
law, “Further complication is~ that.| heard: before. ev.fen, Thorapson: ‘opens
| port but chances are that the thea* Frees (as the “villain).”. Hermioné
the: wife: (Sylvia: Syms) |is.easing
| tremen will repeat past performhis’ miouth.; Gingold: has ‘a. key: role;: and: there+

e'|

;

:

a

|

2 os sen 2

40YearsforBuermele: | temen,wall repeat pastperform°
-. Variety Tent Celebrates | | "re.
hardly.} Julie -Bennett:. and, Joan ..Gardner.
.COMPO. headed by. Charles °E.

: Heidi | Brieht” “makes”: a ~eute: js accomplished vocal support from.
and. the solace. “of McGco- iyArsenia:: daughter. of: the: :w ‘ealthv
“Morey
Amsterdam,
-Mel ‘Blane, :

‘drink

. han’s “bed. This. incidentally, was:

Zsupan, |a pig. dealer; but

“not.'a.faétor ‘in the play, and ‘adds |
Detroit: ‘Oct. 16...
McCarthy. would.tbus centinue in
| more. ‘than’ :that.:, Her “acting. abili-’ “Miss . Gar. land's: singing’ ‘is’ charac=. |
-a touch. of unnecessary’ artificiality.
Carl: “Cully” “Buermele. was ‘ho-' existence aS the so-calied all-industies‘seem., limited. Wii Millowitsch” ‘terized “by ‘her ‘paténted:. verve.. :
to” -the:. s¢reenplay. Viewpoint |“o£
: noréd af. a. testimonial Variety Club: try organization. It’s through the
(Zsupan): tries. hard. to. be. ‘funny.
. Arthur Driefuss, :who ‘directed: and. but: with-no’ special -results.. About | ‘gomph and feeling. ‘and - Goulet. of :Detroit luncheon on his.50° years tname of COMPO that the industry
sings --clearlvand’ robustly. 2
"wrote. the- ‘seréenplay: _ is “that. it}
ithe. -only. one. xfo measures. up ‘ta| Outstanding: contr ibutions- -to the 3in. show’ biz... He's. prez.:and man- [.9{t-times battles its way through
“i chelps™ the. young. warder: to realize |y‘expectations ..
French
.
actress-:| production:: helmed: by- Abe. Levi- {eeeol. General Theatre -‘Service’ | disagreeable legislation, including
“7° that.there vis. ‘guilt. and. fault.’‘in
., }taxalion.and censorship,: and otherDaniele |‘Gaubert in* the..role: of tow" forexec producer: Henry: G.. here, .

° everybody.

7

.

He“hegan-: tunning- errands’ and jwise expresses
nf Saperstein,: ‘are’ -those*‘of ‘art
di-]
| Saffi; the: gypsy. pir,
The -film: | ‘a :mixture- Of ‘grim | -- The bigggest ady antage- about. this’;‘¢ector. Victor. “Haboush: and :the| doing odd ‘jobs -for Toledo's’ nick- |front.
‘humot.- ‘and’ .-ecynical
‘starkness,. ‘celluloid version of “Gipsy Baran” large. -talented’. ‘staffs of: -eolor:; -leodeon emporium when tie: was:
pri‘ings otit, the. clamininess: ‘and mis- is: -Still- ‘the’ ever-appealing ”music. :|Stylists.. animators “and” ‘production | 12; -becoming ‘manager and projec: |
the. -establishment,. : ery. -Of -prison life: ‘and: is. helped. Exteriors, incidentally, were filmed :' designers (riames- listed ° above -in';i tionist--. for
by the. grey! lensing of Peter. Hen- in “Yugoslavia | ds-- substitute..fort cr edits)... -Decision ‘to: depict : ‘pro-||. People’s: Theatre. when 16. Hej{
a

itself .as a united

:¢ DwightMacdonald,
messy. Mc Goohan, ‘a
power ‘ful!i Hungary. ‘Where’ ithe story: ‘actually’ ‘yincial French :exteriors “in 4: Van }|moved to.Detroit to work. as booker:
ATackthe FilmRivper,
;
“young. “actor, has a_ tricky -task.. in Faccuis:
» Hans.
| Gosh” motif, avas. ‘irispired. and- ‘a hand: salessman.: for. the old Muttial °
J+,that: much--of his job. is:done in. the’
“passage in whieh. impressions. of |, Picturés ‘Co.. ‘which became Robert-.
ther’ Kunsky-Trendle, Being Tapsed.for ‘Today’
-. background. But he ‘brings -aware-"
the: works ‘ef “11- great: -artsts ‘are. -Son-Cole,
Gay Pu reece
°.- ‘Ness and. understanditig, to ‘the..part
|.
: “has. - ‘some’.
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.
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: Orson: ‘Wellés, incidentally. ‘signed .
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. Gina Lollobrigida’ starts: “Mare a :
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(Continued on page. 20)
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‘forces. Pic. is. the first for. the’ by the. ‘Exe hange. With-a new proc-: 7
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There will. also“be a:-apeciat: sec fria's “Julia, You're W onderful, - Universal's. “Cape. Fear?’ Rank’s:
“EL Cid.” ‘United. Artists’: “Phaedra; ” same: Company's: “Magnificent +
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:
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according
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due’ to. : “Nicola | ‘DePirro’ ‘for
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‘Salvatore
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is now

Gopenhagen
“Supermart, "ate Giuliano” and the ‘Biitish- .made | for the: producers,: oo
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~ (Continued. On. page 20).
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‘Tokyo, |Oct. 9...
The. ‘Japan “Motion “Pictiire Pro- |.

| ducers: Assn. has asked -the Foreign |.
- Bertin, Oct. 16. Office ‘and JETRO. to’ survey the|
“The Fecently ‘coinpleted 12th: ‘Bertin’ ‘Cultural Fest winners:
oo | | filim: market in Indonesia as ‘a. Te-

Br HANS ‘HOEHN. ..

~ Rousing 256;Dr.No’ Mighty 206;
Runner,’ ‘Advise & Consent’ Hold

“Best.stage Production: (classical play) ..-Fritz. Kortner’s staging: of, sult. ‘of: reports of a: deteriorated. |
_ Shakespeare's. .“As You. -| foreign currency :‘situation ‘in that. :
‘country: ;
“Like-It™

Baststage
: production (moder
oa Mowe» Paddy. Chayetsk’s“The Tenth Man". Beans+ o. Emil, Feldmar: in:
2
“Phe “Tenth Man’:

Indonesia: lias’ beén. regarded. ‘as: .

da

.promising ‘market. for- Nipponese :

London, .Oct.Patience: is -rewarded.
Samuel
5 Goldwyn. waited several years: to.
nesia—a, total- -increase of 50. over’ [MazeCirele Festival.
ma Bastactress,
we babe rie Peatere . Lola .Muethel in. Kletst's: | 1960—for- earnings |of.$153, 247."
1 open *Porgy & Bess” at the Do-. *«“Penthesilea”
- :
‘| minion, -.and the opening week, Most uifiusizal.stagepres
entatioi - ve. Willi Schmidt's: °
London, Oct. 9.
| after acharity preem, grossed a
a
-- Kafka. ‘experiments
. The Magic Cirele. festival will be handsome $23, 000, though the total
. avietoe Norman. Krasna’s :
; | held at: the Scala‘ ‘Theatre. for a was : helped by several ‘performBestcomedy pin begs cbs
_ypunday in New ‘Work?
mE week, starting: next. “Monday. (15), ‘ances in which. the house: was guar-_
... Viennese’ Philharmonic “when the- ‘headliner. :“Will, be ‘Ka- anteéd 'by local charities. Another
Musical highlight «
waeees : Dietrich .: Fischer-Dieskatt =
anag. He. is~ ‘bringing his" -entite ‘
Best! opéra singer, male ..
smash newcomer ,to the West End
Best :opera singer, female .wee
.
Pilar: Lorengar ©
or
“unit ‘from the Continent for the oc-"
is “Dr. No” at the: London. Pavilion,
"- |-casion,
.Best nei:popera Production ::
. toe aLeese, Henze’s| “Elegy. For.
“Tl which: ‘despite the fact. that it’s.
Berlin,. Ott. “16.
“The
‘show,
sponsored
annually
. Young’ Lovers”
Paddy Chayefsky, Eric “Burger|-by: the Magic Cirelé, will. also fea- : concurrently in a. saturation re| Best: musicians’ ee
Ea Se ee cee lee . awe Friedrich: -Gulda:
s ‘and the Berlin ‘public have won a. | ture.
Jerry ‘Darrelle, from. Luxeni-.. lease, is heading for a mighty $20,abe ‘Royal Ballet, da: ia
- Best ballet ..
wae hae ate we eed tes mta
“| battle in Berlin: Chayefsky” s three000 in: its opening. sesh. ‘The Lone‘Best solo. performer Veseee
| bourg, “The. Man in..White;” two
. Juliette Greco ©
J-act *- drama, : “The-- 10th Mai,”
liness ‘of the Long Distance Run. Best ‘exhibition corr fy
veces
+ George Grosz.
femme. perforniers, Evelyn Rose.
:} brilliantly: tranélated. into German:|
from.:Holland.:and Joan Rhodes:| ner” is finishing its second Warner
a by* Eric Burger: : (a ‘Berlin-born |
frame with a steady $11,000 after
| New Yorker), proved ‘a ‘hiige suc= from ‘London: Lester. Sharp & Iris,’ ‘a hefty $13, 400 in its: opening week,
and
Ray
Allen,
a
ventriloquist:
The:
..{-Cess, in the: divided: city: ‘Of. all the
“Advise & Consent” is holding
‘| new -plays. ‘performed here. as part-] production - will: -be_ -emceed | by: firm at the
Odeon,’
Leicester
Michael.
Bailey.
7
‘of the .Berlin .Festival,” the Chay- |:
Square, with ‘prospects of a brisk
‘A
half-hour:
‘excerpt.
of:
the
.
fest.
efsky. création emerged ‘as.’ “the.
$11,000 in. its fourth stanza, - while
most.. ‘original, ‘interesting; amus- will be aired next Tuesday (16) on frat, the Astoria “West Side, Story”
BBC-TV.
; ing and —_ possibly:
—_ most’. “ap: |
a continties in socko. fashion, with. a
=] Plauded:
"Berlin: Oct: 16.
wham
$16,400 in.its 32d week.
_
?
There
were
some
whis’
‘seit
‘that
‘The 12th: annual. Berlin Cattural
is also doing very nicely
olita”
“LP
~
this Jewish miracle «play: wouldn’t |}:
&Gomorrah’ Sets; | 7“appeal”?
{at the Columbia, with a stout $12,: Festival ‘which: wound. up ‘here.lJast: (Sodom &
-.
‘to.
German
“audiences,
|
oe
‘mags.
600 for its fifth week, while “Billy
“-week with. Fritz -Kortner’
Fast. Italo.B.O; Pace. but: just. the:‘opposite’ otcurred. The.|.
‘nificent.. staging of Shakespeéare’s |.
1 Budd’ leoks to hit a ‘solid. $13,000
Rome,
‘Oct.
16.
|
critics
were
positive,
even
superla{in its. third Leicester Square sesSAB: YouLike It” at. the Schiller-:
|.
Theatre and:Mandel ‘de: Falla’s ‘‘At-"|: Robert - ‘aldrich’s | “Sodom: & tive -in- ‘the -local: ‘press. Herbert.
| sion.
Gomorrah’™::
is.
off
to
-a:
promising
‘Berliner
|":
'
Pfeiffer,
..wrote’
‘in
“Jantida,” ‘-a-“scenic cantata” -‘con-. start -in Ttalian ‘keys, and ‘Titanus.
Estimates for Last eek
: Morgenpost:; ‘the’ biggest daily here,|
--ducted. by. ‘Eugen. a ochum and: |.Films, pic’s. producers, ‘are ‘looking, ‘that the play. proved how ‘much|.
Astoria (CMA). (1,474; -$1:20~ staged. by. Gustav-. Rudolf Seliner, {for record-breaking -‘figures ‘on:the -self-irony Jewish mind. is’.-capable | $175) —. “WestSide Story” UA).
‘at the. Deutsche Oper. | ‘Earlier in)
(36th wk). Great $16,400.
of .As to. the. Berlin. presentation, +
basis
‘of
early:
returns.
the: .week,. there’ was- the: Toeat}.
‘Carlton (20th) (1,128; °75-$1 25—.
‘Frankfurt,. Oct. 23:
‘Totals for first: four’ days’ in 16: - Pfeiffer: ‘spoke of: a. precious. per-.|.._ preem.-of Friedrich’ ‘Duerrenmatt’s.
A: ‘scandal. has .been. breaking in. “If a Man Answers” Rank)” (1st
Italo. ‘keys. (excluding. Milan): are’ formance. *It. captured. the. Berlin
“eagerly awaited play,'“‘The.-Physi-:
West: .German . ‘newspapers ‘about | wk): ‘Moderate $7,300.
‘$136, 000. Initial four’ ' days-. n.| ‘audience at ‘once, -he w ‘rote. os
. cists,” at. the .Schlasspark |Theatre.’
. ‘The’ ‘success ofthe play: is. such} ‘the: ‘giant |‘benefits. the last couple | - Casino (Indie? (1,155; 5$1. 20-$2.10)
Of :the-.classical]. plays ‘performed Rome's. Barberini -was- well over.
—‘‘South Seas Adventure’? (Robin)
$16, 000, with-Turin: topping: all.on. that. “Man;’" “originally: “scheduled |}‘of -years. to raise.furids for’ UNICEF: |:—
“here: as* part’ of the: festival,.. “As.
|.to. Nov..4;- will: ‘remain
until: ‘Dee.|}heré. Marlene: Dietrich. who- asked-(reissue): (7th wk). Sturdy $11,600.
a ‘comparative basis:
You Like :It” “walked. off with. the.
.Pi¢c. Opens soon: in ‘Milan and. 20: at ‘Berliner :Theatre.
for. a- last-minute’:‘payment: 07 23, 000: | “How ‘the West. Was Won (MG)
. honors. ‘There: had «been. “some.
other -‘situations | not: -ineluded :in’ - Paddy: Chayefsky, ‘who ame “tot: marks: (about $5 750 ¥:for: singing a starts regular run Nov.
2 after.
~ criticism * as. to =whether” it: was.
| Berlin’ -for .the . opening,’ can be:! “new German-language. number. at. charity launching prev ious day:
first. iass, bookings: °.
necessary -‘to: present .‘this... Shake-|~
-|- fully satisfied ‘with the Berlin “pro-*; the - benefit, - has been ‘made’ the’
‘Coliseum
(MG) 1%1,795:
$1.05_spéare .comedy” whieh, -after | all,
| duction. ’ Under
the imaginative | butt |of .much ©of . the ‘unfriendly ‘$2. 80)—“Dunkirk” (MGi (4th. wk).
had: already :
| direction by. Rolf. Haedrich, ‘all the |- controy ersy.
Fair $5,300. “Passw ord is ‘Cour“times. in postwar. Berlin, ‘but - all
“| players - . turn’ ‘in, top-notch ‘per- | Last -year. Swiss promatér Sieg- page” (MG) bows Oct.. i0.
criticism: “was -sfilled-’ in’ light |of. .
| formanices, Although: this :is- chief- _fried-. Lang: -‘put-.on a benefit ‘at’ Columbia ‘(Col)’ (740; $1. 05- $2. 50)
«thie: excellent staging. .°*:
‘|ly_a group. achievement, there are} ‘Dortmund’ ‘with. :top. international | —“Lolita”.
MG) «(5th wk).
Fine
—
-Duerrenmatt’ so “Physicists” ;wis
{|-someStandout.
Performances: | stars ‘appéaring, ‘with. the «profits $12.600.. ‘Over $13, 400 previous.
q
_|.Martin” Berliner. {Sctilissel)
‘staged by Hans. ‘Lietzau’|.
"'Seriously”
allegedly going to. UNICEF.. And week..
although itSs:actually a comedy: The:
Feldniar Alper), :Zeev. ‘Berlinsky, | when all: the’ ‘§tars had. béén paid»
Dominion (CMA) (1.712: $1. 05“majority ‘of the, local: crix;sappre= |.
of ‘Israel “(Hirsehimann),:-Georg-. “minimum: salarieés’’ - plus ‘travel. $2. 20)—"Porgy & Bess’ (BLC) (ist.
“ciated :the: “Serious: form: pointing ;
Peter Pilz ¢Zitorsky,: Max. Strass- and. hotel’ expenses. only a.‘slim wk) Great $25,000, including Sev=.
out. that: its topic is- much tio: seri-berg’ -. . (Bleyer), Michael” -Degen
‘Inarks: (about $42) Yemained | eral ‘charity previews. :
-OUS and. no: laughing: matter. Duer-.
Christa. |:-169°
: Brooks) -and
Paris; Oct. 16. C (Arthur
Leicester. Square. Theatre. (CMA)
(Current. ‘remarks |
for LENICEF.
réenmatt, .“who attended’. ‘the: Focal
ae International :Tourism. Fest: Witch (Evelyn. Foreman), a: new. |
| by “Mr. Lang say ‘that this ‘figure (1:375:; 50-$1.75) — “Billy Budd”
“‘preem,: Wwas. given a: standing Ova-:
{is being prepared for: ‘Paris. in 63° young ‘promising .actress...
“-} was too low—the ‘benefit, “which. fRank) (3d wkt. Hefty. $13; 000 .or
~Uon.. cs
“brought -in: thausands of. ‘dollars ; near. Fancy’$15.600 previous ‘round.
“Of. the 1new. plays; Paddy. Chay-=. ‘after which‘ it will. alternate. in: the |
capitals. of:‘the2. Western: oriented:
“ihn tiekéts” ‘finally paid.’ off - $600}
i “The Longest Day" (20th) preems.
e@fsky’s “The ‘Fenth Man,” at. Ber: countries’
that:'-have- -been’ -ap.
Oct. 11.
: to: UNICEF.) |
;
“diner -“Theatre, was? a special . hit
‘proached
and,
technically;
-accept>
_
Nevertheless, this. vear’s: “Mit | London Pavilion fitA 217: -70_ with, both: ‘press. ‘and. -public. :Nored this. project..
75\—“Dr...No” .(UA) (st wk).
sic’ of the. World”: gala: at. ‘Duessel- |i.
“man -Krasna’s. “A Sunday In. New |.
‘Set ‘up. via ‘the’ ‘ cooperation. of:
“Mexico City;. Oct. 9.. . “dorf. was’ ‘headlined - by’. -Marlene | Heading for smash $20,000 or close,
: York,” . presented -‘at -the. -‘Komedie,"|
‘governmental :and. private: ‘Tourism. The. Mexican |Légion of. Decency
‘Dietrich, ’along |with, 16 rénowned despite concurrent ‘Saturation. reemerged ©‘as “comédy -theatre’ at: its
| Buréaus “in the-.various..-countries,. | has. ‘given a ‘C-1'- classification © ‘to |:
Tease. through ‘London and - prov- best. - Remainder: ‘of:-“theatrical.
4 it would: naturally. be: made: up- of ‘Jtalian-made. “The “Night”. (La |. Stars °‘including: ‘Ymia. Sumac:: “Lisa
7 inces:
“presentations. ‘inchided “a number:
(Continued, on page 20)
| éxhibits- emphasizing the’ appeal of: Notte”), starring ‘Jean Moreau and |
: Metropole
(OM CEG
|394;
70of mediocre -items,.:
‘each nation: :First: ‘one Ww ould -roll. Marcello - Mastroiani. :
‘Reflecting: upori. ‘the ‘festival, jhe! ‘in’,
‘ Dee:
$1 75)—“EL Cid” (Rank): (43d wk),
‘63 ‘for two: ‘weeks: at the j>. The Legion's. bulletin, “distributs.
~hest.
|
productions (in genéral:-were ;.-- ~
| Steady -$6,900.
‘led. during -Sunday -chirch’ masses‘?
(Continued ‘on.page. 20) °
on. the. ‘musical ‘side. The-two giiest: |
Odeon, Haymarket (CMA) (690;
and at. other religious centers, said.
“concerts. of ‘the. Viennese Philhar-$1.05-$2.80) —
“Barabbas’. (BLO)
-|
vote
against
the.
film’
was
a
meastre
|-.
“monic, under. Herbert. von Karajan:
'418th wk), Neat $5,100.
-1
of
:“Christian
discipline.””
.
Picture:
{
and ‘Georg. Solti;: ‘may. be. ‘regarded. !
Odeon, Leicester Square (CRIA):
“J was” also. Jabeled as: “inadvisable J:
.as -féstiyal’s “musical- ‘highlights. |
1for all those who- consider them-{.
_
Rome, Oct. 16. | (2,200: 70-$1.75)—“Advise & ConHans: Werner: -Herize’s- new- opera,
|'selves good: Christians.’ In: screen-:|. Some: 20. 000 |‘Was -:spent” last-“sent” {BLC) (4th wk!..Sturdy: $11
“Elegy. For’ “Young Lovers,” ‘and [
previous
ing-here film drew erowds, ‘despite | wéek. to film: the. opening day 1-000. ‘Around | $14,000
‘Manuel: ‘de Falla's “Atlantida” con-. os
the adverse’ Legion rati
‘ceremonies:
= at." ‘the
“Vatican f WV eek.
tributed tothe: prestige of. their |, |
: The .Legion ‘is ‘also Eesadening |Ecumenical. Council. Material wilt|: Qdeon, Marble. Arch (CMA?) (2
_ Mexico. City; -Oct. 16.
. Composers -and ‘Deutsche. Oper: Ber- |.a
“in.” : Both Mere, top-flight: produc-. 2 Pheé: "Mexican: motion ‘picture’!Tits activities: to -inélude.: felevision, | go- into. an -open-budgeted East=-! 300: 70-S1.75) — “Grip of Fear”
apart .-from: motion- pictures...and|mahcolor
feature *, documentary,
(BLCY (2d wki. Okay $10,000:. Al-. tions. a
,
| crisis has again: ‘brought. to. the fore: |legit. Recently ‘they.. gavé. ‘adverse|
being -filmed witir official: Vatican {most $12,600 previous week. .: The pallet -“ensemblés. offered’
the problem of. readjustment. in dis-.
bath: ‘plus.and negative values.. The !|tribution” staffs -here.: Distribs:: Te- i Yatings “to .‘Mexican’ soapers -.and|-consensts ‘by -the. Luce Institute of
Plaza. (Par) 1.889: $1.05-$£.20)—
performances’ of the’ Royal Ballet! | fuse. to: comment: on ‘matter, -but -it- |plays, : ’ incliding: - “Only - “in the |‘Rome,: “which ‘lensed. -a feature -on “The. Dock Brief’ (MG) (3d wk).
Un-:}. the. Tecent. -Eternal City: Olsmpic |
Night;
and
“The
Heiress.”
of. London’ were’ definitely. ‘on. the |is" learned. froma -reliable source!
iSteady . 7,200: Around $8.809 pre' plus’ side, ‘While Jocak: ‘productions : that: cutbacks in. personnel” will. confirmed, ‘but: obtained °from ‘a re=| ‘Games.
vious week. “The Man Who Knew
liable. ‘source, -is.‘a. réport that the
“On
opening
day.
alone
30.
000.
feet:
Swere..of .rather ‘meager. calibre. “A ‘‘again be asked.
.
Legion |‘plaris*a “decisive attack’ ‘of film were exposed: by three set. | Too: Much*” (Par) ‘treissue) opens
* solid succéss,; comineycially :“and (at:{ Maximino’ Molina. head’ of the?
‘cameras and:25 partable “Arriflex” ; ‘Oct. 11.
‘Jeast). partly “artistically -Spéaking,: Union of. Film .Indiistry°‘Workers, |against -U.. Ss. tu ‘shows séaturing 4
‘Rialto (20th) 1529; 70-$! 20) —
violénce, gunplay; iHlicit love; ‘and |‘units -sét:up. around: the Basilica
was registered: by -the ‘National. En- 4.admitted that.. “problems” .1n” pro‘of St:.Peters. Of this’ amount: ‘only [othe Quatre. Fellow’ (BLC-Bry ali, other,Auestionable: ‘themes. '_—
“set ible. of .the- Republic. of Guinea,!‘ duetion have affected- ‘national dis-.
| en
. -450- 609. ‘feet-will 20 into the final: Stom) (Ist. wk). Pleasing $5,600.
an? African: ballet: consisting” ‘of: 45., tributors:: He. named. thie: Mexican! "_|| Teatiire. .Fiye assistant © directors } Ritz ING) (430: 70-$1.05) —
. dancers, - ‘singers. --and. ‘musicians. ; Film Distributorship, -an indie .out- |}
“agther ae
are:
Working
under
director. “World. of Comedy”
(BLC) i16th
?, Group: guested al. the ‘Titania. Palast: i‘put,.as -hard:hit..Unionhas‘author- :
. Antonio: Petrucci. together sith | wk Fancy. $3.600. “A Very Pri: and-received ‘many oyations. for:zits:|;ized-lay: off. of ‘four’ workers:: witht.
Meyer.Levin.
-. |] 25 * assistants, “22. eameramen, 23°J vate.Affair (MG) follows Oct. 11.
“vitality. - and . artisury.- A ‘consider: ° these receiving’ $1,000 dollars: each so
“grips, (25 -eleerticians. and 30 other
able. part... ‘of ..the. male. audience. ; in - severance. pay. |
' Studio One (Indie! (556: 50-$1.20)
Row: an Israeli. resident’ détails
_ 1]men. handling odd ‘jobs.
seemed to enjoy. “its ‘female nudity: “. Molina said: he “could make “no “he.
Bobby” © (Disney)
his” observations
Lighting: ‘equipment ‘used ‘to; — ‘Greyfriars
-. Th Berlin: :Cultural. Festival *-ine.. statement.. -about:. foreign distribu:}illuminate ‘the: ‘huge Council area ;145th awk). “101 Dalmations” (Dis“evitably- has: a. political :‘flavor..‘in- torships ‘Since che hag not been ap- ‘|
-in:. St.. Peters :includes, 150-10. 090 |ney) (Sth wk: Solid’ $3,900.
UZ
hat. Israel. Novis::
‘a city like Berlin. - ‘Local’ organizers’!a proached officially’.. Howeyer.: he.|*
a ‘Warner (WB) (1,785: 70-$1.75)—
." Lvatt ‘reflec torSs. 100 5.009 watt. re- 1
* §tressed ‘the ‘need for-the festival:|| .glumly. admitted ‘that, “theré-.isa ae
More. Frestitals
| flectors: for a totsi of 2.000 kilo-.* “Lon eliness. of the Long Distance
especially: sin¢e the erection: ofthe+.
“Brave. danger -of.rédiiced.- -employ- 2] ”
watt. Also. employed, in. “What ‘is? :Runner’ «BLC- Bryanston). (2d .wk).
;
- Communist, wall: .Berlin: has. to. in-; ment in- distrib. offices*here.”
}-elaimed to- be’ ‘the. hiagest single 3| Likely $11, 000 or near. Hefty $13.“-tensify * any’. possible: contact with’ ‘Rumors of. consolidation. are again '|.
“one of. the -many.. Editoriai Features. : lighting: effort of: its kind in film! : 400 opening: frame:
the ‘Western: world; “and: it-‘wants [‘circulating: However this cannot be:?|: - Jin the. upcem: ne.
. “history ‘are 14. -are: Jights powered |
‘to :sliow_ that. it-is a. stronghold of : confirmed
for. representatives f°
_
by... 6° ‘autonomous units: plus, 600 |
-.art: and: -eulture—a’ ‘stronghold. that-brush: of -leading. questions: avoid “}.. 7th,Anniversary ‘Vu miber. . ‘photoflodd _ingtallafions:- set” “Up:
8 Nation Coproductition
Warits: and ‘must ‘be iaintained: for: Making any statements about, their. _J{ afound. the. area, Sone’ 4D. 000 |feet.|.
Tokyo, Oct. 9.
id
CaF
oF
. the West. Dr. Gehart: von. Wester-. Plans.”
’ of cable’. A¥ere ©em=loyed
An- Asian’ eizht-country eopro-‘man: headed the festival. as:-he: has:
Cimex- and. Pelicnias: Nacionales. |
“Apart ‘from . lightin®° ‘di fficuilties - ‘duction: will go before the cameras
for ‘many’ ‘Years, while: “Professor ;Lthe. tw o official. ‘distr ibutorships, 7[-..
L4St. -Peter’s ig some. 41) feet. hishy in. December. Targeted for comJosef: Rufer. todk*care‘of :the’ press"?* seem to. ho holding their-own, with
Plus: other statistical and dore-hiled | principal hazards wiil-he‘in Avark- |pletion next April, it’s scheduled
_ ‘department. as ustal, :‘The: organi~ Peliculas. Mexicanss: still. tie:“weak-|
wy Ang. conditions imposed: ‘absolute for showing at the 10th Asian Film.
. Charts, and artiicles.
_ eation:“Was splendid,
:
" vie, best: member of. theArid.
/ Silence’ and, unodt: usit eness.
' Fest in Taip2i in May.
:

=, .|product. -In,.1961 .Japan- exported|.
a 105 features’ and -13:shorts to Indo-.

7|10thMan’ aHi
t
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“version: of: the: late-Erich Von Stroheim’s: 1924. ‘Yank. pic. “Gréed”: IMG) .
‘was found in Utah.In‘ its 10° hour. :-June: ‘Mathis. version: filmi -was-one-

' Benefit. Week Slated. For distrib net forthe first. three weeks:
“of :‘ showcasing. - According -.‘to. ‘UA
_ Mexican Prod. Workers: rép_ in-Spain, Joseph Goltz, the:
|

Frankfurt. Oct, 16.
A West German. filmi- maker: “. nO

““Patis:

film ‘putts.’ overJoved.‘at. hearing that. ‘the-¢orginal nine ‘our ,

‘OF: ‘the: films . désignaied ‘as the.. greatest. of all. time” at the: ‘Brussels.
Mexico. ‘City, Oct; ¥ “Otto . Preminger*: . production “has Film: Fest in. 1958 and. has always -been-. SRO- at-its. -showings. at the
robzbiy going to have to go “on
A week of prizewinning “Mexican: ‘been: averaging- ‘the: ‘peseta - equiva- - local -‘Film: Museum,. the. Cinematheque ‘Franeaise. Regulars: ‘hopé :‘that®
lecation” or rent studio space in films has been. set for the: -Real |lent “of” approximately $6.500° per. Henri’ ‘Langlois, - who :runs: the: ‘Cinematheque; “will, somehow -Jay hig’”
some other cauntry for his: ‘produc- | Cinema. from November -. 15-22.iweek for the UA.release. franchise - } hands *‘on this filmic ‘windfall, ‘Didn't he; ‘have five hours: of outtakes::
‘tron facilities. Just about. all ‘the| Films‘will. also ‘be shown. in ‘various: banner, C. B, Films. Second. week . of. Sergei: Eisenstein’s |unfinistied “Que, Viva. Mexico?”: “on™ ‘Stroheim
rnanapes

to set up.the money

enthusiasni

to make

a film

and

here is

major studios in. West Ger Inany are abe houses: The. event :has- been.’ topped fheo ening stanza and the. died: here three years ‘ago..
‘third frame shows. No - Signs. of: Me Paul ‘Czinner’s. filming °of “the.-Salaburg’ “Fest : ver sion.OF: ‘Richard
new under full or. major contract, - Or ganized... -by.- the’ Association. of:

|
Reporters for the: diminishing return. .
‘| Strauss’s “Der Rosenkavaliei:.-got.-five. showings. at. the. ‘ballet | and”:
benefit of “Industry production im “All three rounds” “were: “Higher |concert house, Theatre Des ‘Champs ‘Elysees this’ Areek at .a “$1 minithan the respective” “Alamo”. take: ‘mum ‘similar. to. spécial handling: at: Carnegie. Hall, (N.Y...
workers,
:
: Critie.
AS: part ‘of: the:“promotion, Mexi- ©jast year and indicaté that. “Exo- - Jean: Douchet making his first-pic, a short, .\“Le: Maririequin: ‘De.“Belle| With West Ger many "s
* ; First Tele--vision Network, channels ‘one -and ‘can. stars: ‘and © ‘starlets. Will’ make ;“dus” “might. reach “or|top.’ the: ter-. ville,”: about arty: photog ‘and. his “American niodel. Wwho:turns” ‘out tor.
two, turning more and more to personal: appearances. in. the: thea--; Tific. 39-wweek. “Alamo”: premier. run’ be® from ‘a French w‘orking: district.
7
films and canned productions: and tres. -Apart from: curtain: speeches;-in.the:Same. house...
|. Fernandel’s: next,. “Le -Vovage a Biarritz;” aw il ‘have’ some ‘exteriors
with Television Network Two ‘and : actors will ‘also ~ put’ on skits. do:
J -shot:‘in ‘Britain. Gilles. Grangier- directs: . - George Cukor was. through.
and dance: routines, comedy,
. Three set to. go, tv producers have song
| checking. actors for -possible. parts in. his “Olympia” “which: he “begins.
gobbled up just. about all the etc.
‘|in'’63 with Ava Gardner’ spécial. showing of Otto. ‘Preminger’s “Advise
'The.. film. newspapermen: will
studio facilities: ‘to be ‘had.
| and: Consent” (Cob: for: top French. politicos. here had’ many: exclaiming: _
‘Silver .Sarape”
For the cinema, film- inakers, *St also avard the
[that it was -very: ‘timely: vis-a-vis; politics: here.
;
seems to be one more blaw to ‘tréphy to veteran: actors of -the-|
“Jacques. ‘Demy, who :‘made ‘Lola, “*. Says -he’ ‘is only: “interested” in.
:
past
30:
years.
Trophy
is:
worth
/
their: dwindling boxoffice retuims.
dreams and not reality. and. ants pix” to:transport. hinrout of. everyday _
.
Put for the studio owners,- worried. approximately : $800.
life. ‘That is‘ what he tries to. do in-his -présént opus'.-; . Francois Trufco}
ts
nhout-the plight of the cinema ‘in | Special festivals and: benefi
| faut: now ‘doing Ray ‘Bradbury’s:““‘Fahrenheit’ 431," coiinienits. ‘that he
ihis country and concerned: about . incide with the’ 17th | anniversary:
Paris, .Oct:. 16.
has always: wanted to.make a. film in which .
sharacters, would ‘read
how it would affect their own. ex- |‘celebration of the Union: of “Film
c.f French: ‘Sereenw riter ‘and di-: ‘books: out loud.
pansive facilities and trained: per- ‘Production -Workers, going . into its | rector, Roger - Miridia; has ‘organ-.
; Rome’.
_
sonnel, the trend is a. ‘wonderful “18th year. October 17. A: special ‘ized what. he: calls. “The: Interna: |-.commemorating ;this! :tional: .TV and. ‘Film -Exchange’*.|" "Two: million: dollars. is: the . ‘unconfirnied): vecord asking: price for-.
: ceremony:
one.
Pevent is-‘set. for fhe anniversary which As to .take|place .in ‘Copen-" Federico. Fellini’s - “Fellini -81°" “\Cineriz), ‘just. °completed. -shooting...:
Facts and Figures
Here are some of the: tatest sta- date. at. the (Churubusco Studios.
+ hagen: semi annually. from, now.:on. here, and: both: Embassy" and: ‘Columbia are. talking -shop;” question: of¢
“t The “first “10 day session -unspools: prior tights’ ‘Astor’ once. ‘held -an: option) "and, ‘territories. must. still ‘be’:
tutics for studios in- West, (ier-.
: Oct. 22: and; the next’one. will. be. ‘ironed, out, before any. pact jells; however; . Columbia. has méanwhile
many:
;
The Second Televi ision Neétwork,.’
in. April "63.: It Will’ focus ‘mainly picked’: Up’ .““Salvatore.. Giuliano”. : for. ‘various: areas, including: U.S;,.
headquartered
at nearby ‘Mainz,
on: the’ -buying. ‘and: ‘selling:: of. pix | Britain, :‘Holland. ‘Scandinavia: as: well as securing -a ‘{éw non-pacted.
‘gnd supposed to’ start beaming: its
in all’ categories.
couritries. for - “Divoree;. Talian Style’. 3-.
both. “Giuliano”: atid : “Dis... ‘EAN programs “next April. 1, has
Miridia®: ‘Says. it will infold ake}.:vorzio’?- are Lux-Vides~ Galatea. Productions. packaged ‘by. Franco: Criss”
taken over 65¢¢ of the former C FA.
a. vast |supermarket . where: any. |taldi.
Berlin- Tempelhof,
facilitics
at
-country-‘in. the- world can ‘send. a “Eclipse,” ‘Michaelangelo Antonioni’s’ ‘latest. which operis this’‘month
while 25°: have. gone to Sender
films of. all kinds, :vidpix. ‘features,|‘in’ New. York, just -opped- Italian. “Charlie. ‘Chaplin?’ award over ‘a
Oslo, Oct: 165: “shorts, commercial pix, ete: He. is” number. of other, Italo: contenders ns - BBC-TV in. Rome. lensing: proFree Berkin,.and‘only fO%* remain |
"
“Operation: Spring.”” the fir st living
in the hands of the Universuin Film:
in: Copenhagen: and .says: He | ‘gram..on: Italo. film: industry: shot: footage of “The Leopard,’ inter-.
Norwegian. film of. this season, has -.chosé:
+
Corp,
if as the cénter because of} ‘Viewed ‘Titanus’ topper ‘-Goffredo Lombardo, :and cover ed: ‘klieg opening.
The new corporation set up: to broken all boxoffice records: in. al-’its: accessibility: and the town’s. ex-|
of Robert Aldrich’s ‘ ‘Sedom. &- Gomorrah”... . John. Derek. lost: $50. ‘000.
fake over the studios. .claboratortteS.-; most every city. in: Norway. The: “perience’.in: ‘staging. international | court. case over°‘his. premature: departure from Ttalo- Spanish pic; “The |
end facriities,. wilk also take over ‘record up till now...was ‘held: ‘by. “conventions.
“It is. being: under--} “Colossus ‘of Rhodes” < . court ‘Tuled injunetion |filed.in -June. 1960: by: ,
the personnel, so that there will be" * “Gone. With The . Wind” -«MG
written bi:-the. City of, Copenhagen ‘producers: ‘Cineproduzioni Associate ° as.-valid; voted against :thesp,... .. =why
no production: lag, in suitching:, shown at above.: average. prices: and the. Danish Bureau of Tourism.}.
_ Fitanus’ =“I Disordine’ -iThe* Disorder):-aceepted: by San: Franciscé.
- In Oslo, “Operation Spring” _has:.,
irom films to Movies. for We,
‘He. empliasizes’ that. Special cus-: Fest.
: Oceania Productions of Rome has. announced, ‘upeoming: start
South German TV at’ -Stuttgart
jin eight weeks, :‘Brossed: $130.000 foms. arrangements, WL facilitate. of “Lolita”,
“Federico: Féllini: admits: he's ad: an. interesting : offer.”
and West German. rv of Colegne -in two theatres:
Scales in Oslo’ for. features vary - film . handling... and cuit. expenses. from. the. Mirisch organization, to..direct: a ‘pic -for them, but’ sez that”
now control S51%c of the: Geiselga- ;
‘He. also points: ‘out that. the price |Money. or no-money, it'll’ have: to--be: his. .picture, :-anid thus: will probably
steig studios outside Munich, while - from: -50e. to 75c. but super. produc- .
hiking aspects. ‘of. restilar - prize-"} ‘be.-made.. in Italy «° «-Roberto: ‘Rossellini :say's -he’ll” quit ‘filmmaking,
-only 49 are retainéd for Ba arian‘ tions,. almost: always. shown. in: the’ giving «film-fests: wit: pe -elimi- |
take: up: writing, after he winds” ‘his - next: two'for: Alfredo Bini’s Arco:
Film Studios to make’ cinema, pro-’ “€ inerama “Colosseum. ‘have sc ‘ales:
nated. m,
|-Film: “Rogopag” and: “Sagapo’. ; . Orson. Welles,. incidentally, signed
-ductions, In. addition, some’ of the of. $1 to $2. .Louis ‘de ‘Rochemont’s™facilities have -beea rented “by >“Windjammer”’ -still holds. tlie..rec-. ~The. exchange ill. ‘offer:Screen-. ‘for “Rogopag” episode to -be directed by Pier Paolo Pasolini, and. called
starts’ here Oct:¥5 ;-.... Gina- ‘Lollobrigida starts: “Mare *
Southwest German TV of. Baden-- ord .in Oslo, -the. only- city having. ing halls; a. closed: circuit. tw ‘setup. .“TLa Ricotta”...
cinenia equipment :‘for, 70m: and . ‘and. ‘be: able: ‘to screen all- film ‘sizes: Matto” soon in. Leghorn, with. J.JPL Belmondo also: in Renato. Castellani |
Buden..
=~
. and pracesses:. “Besides the: -busi-: pic ‘for -Vides: and Cineriz;
Other: Munich’ pr oduction -facili- Cinerama.
“Operation Spring” “is,one .of - ness side; there .will. be, equipnient.|| Rossano Brazzi will team with: Galatea ‘and BBIH. 40: produce “Dark
‘tics, the Riva Studios. have reeentthe few ‘local. pix. made. in. color, of. the. past: .‘and. presenti. displays, - Purpose. a “Shirley. Jones starrer to “be” “directed -‘Dy’ George. _Marshall .
lv been sold to Bavarian Television
~-pic moves -endof year .
Brazzi also”.
for about $4.500.000. Considered. a comedy treafing the problem: of’ plus a-U.S!.tv.3 satellite and a Czech: -for U-I release: in the-C:S.
mi talking. a RAT TV’‘show: With” thé ‘Italian radio-videoo:netivork.:
among the most modern produc- “middle: aged men Called back for. : exhibition.
7
.
a
:
the -second. time*.in the armed.” | Subtitling - Will |‘also.‘be, handled |.
(Continued on pase 20)
Berlin.
forces. “Pie: is the. first -.for the, “by: the Exchange :with a new procyoung Evil .Monh- Iversen. ™M onn- . ess“ that- allows - titles. to. be’ added'| “Metro's: Mutiny on: the: Bounty”: “will have’ its simultaneous Ger man
Iversen controls. ‘dise companies, quickly, ‘without. marring “ihe orig- -preem .Dec.’ 21: in ‘nine. cities |.“Betline Hamburg.. ‘Frankfurt; . Munich,
an’ impresario
biz.. “juke. boxes: inal . film: ° Translators, . freight. _Cologne,:. Hanov er, Dortmiind, Duesseldorf and: -Nuremberg): .”wie “ Accord-_
‘and: the 50 year-old vaude theatre’ “agents. ‘and: banking’ services will ‘ing to-local trade” ‘reports; the: Italo-French “Boccaccio .’70". was: ‘most
| Sereened..pie. in’ Ww est-German, key cities last’ month, “followed by’.AUSe.
. “Chat: Noir,” in which. he also. con-. also be. handy,
er have been sold outright, ‘to. the
country’s ‘rich, progressive televi‘sion stations.

Mexican':Film

ConeagenSets.
Film-TVMarket
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eee
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Italos, Plus British

And French, Decline

“Julia, “You're Wonderful. Universal's: ““Cape: Fear,”* Rank’s
See: : tria’s"
“El Cid,”“a United “Artists”

‘There Wwill:also ‘be“a:spécial:
As: usual, Monn-I¥ ersen’ Janne hed. “ tion for ‘video- ‘and: ‘film writers
Danish Film-TV. Mart'. ‘Same
-new .talent’ in’ his. first. ‘film
ducts the

band:

-t0'

“Phaedra, ” same. company’s.::'Magnificent
| Three,” ‘Italy's* “Italian Divorce.” Metro's “Sweet Bird: of. Youth, ” the.
- > Lineup: of

"meet . -prospective
buyers. © Any
‘Andersen . ‘directed. - number -and’ type: of. pix’ .can .be Orson: Welles ‘classic ‘‘Citizen: Kane” and -‘Rank’s “Nikki:

Rome,. Oct. 16. effort. “Knut
The italian film industry plans {Oo
Knut Boliwim:producéd, and: Mat-" entered. -b¥° any’ country. “It: -re- -new. ‘U.S.’ pix: in, town in¢lude* “Ad Fall. Doin”: (MG);- “Sacramento”
anda F réench in.
‘Jom: ‘the: British
tis Mathiesen: Avas: the .director of. ‘mains-to be seen- ifAnis market: |: MG). and. “Road. .to. Hong Kong" and‘there. are- “several. reissues such’
bey cotting the film. and ty*‘Super-.
photography, “while:.Monn-ly er sen: “will” compéte: with; - . coordinate | | as: °Stage™ Fright” AWB+, *!Moganibo” MG); among 6thers....
..The: Is-.
nrirket’
winch
will
be held. in:
‘himself. wrote : the: score |“and. con- Wwith,-the’ similar: MIFED Setup’in. raeli documentary... “Description. ‘of a Fight,” has héen: Teconimended
Copenhagen inthe latter part of.
for: local: youth..by cultural-:authorities: here : . Films. ii ‘the. making
ducted: ‘the: ‘orchestra: “Actors Was. italy."
°
:
this: month.
British “angl French.
fiere -include’ Alfred’ Weidenmann's “I Too: Am. ‘Only: a ‘Woman’.
piéked from the.*‘Chat- Noir” sta- 07
organization,
accor ding. to ‘toe ail
-:ble.- including” “The > Monn- Keys"
ARialto-Gloria).. whieh" Stars) Maria’: ‘Schell and:. Paul |Christian-Hub- :
reports,
have
already ° confirme d-a
local -song-quartett-- featur ing, “Ay:
_schmid, and:'‘The Telephone -‘Rang. at: Night" \Divina-Gloria) directed:
‘ther abstention |fren the- Nanish
3.by. .Gezavon’ Cziffra:. . Kurt Ulrich’s remake of “Three :Penny Qpera’: :
Sel. “Wang,: the ¥ie of Monn
event, while the’ [tale decision 6
expected

to be. announced

this weeks -Paris

meetings ot the”

joint. Lalo: Fr ‘ances German

Film

“2BNations
aD
at

Iversen.

during

The :film-has. been ‘sold. in Den- =
‘mark. and’ ‘Sweden, cand -is Set. ‘to :
open

©Monm-Iversen “is
going’ to do ‘ Joacim”
in’ o
No Offfetal reason. BB giv en: here néxt
fer the boc ott. but ius “known | ‘Greece; ‘With..a:.new.. director, . Pal]
tat certain Italo film, toppers.have™ Lokkeberg.. ahd. plans -te. make~aat.
expressed. surprise at fact that toy, film of Henrik Ibsen's “The “W. iat ;
date, the organizers of thé“ Copen: ‘Duck:’ Grandson of. Thsen; “Pane
Comnittee..

hagen. mart

had not contacted ‘the: - cred

‘official’ industry
italy, Franee, or
. dustry

a ‘ganizations

Britain

partic ipati it

"plaid- intentions

their. misgivings

about

il}

an-

shortly.

Tbsen..

Norwegian

filny

vot-

eran.. is writing ‘the screenplay. and
ill ‘alsodirect.
er

oY e8TED (0 Ox- 5

of event,

Hence
about
the new
has nok led. tO

eemt
one
epee

{ft

|
will see «Curt. Juergens. Mack.

Nan: “Oct. 16:
Nore’ than 500 -films: 16.

150°. production :firms repping

the Knife), ‘Hildegard ° -Knef. ‘Jenny)y

7 | Walter.Giller ‘Filey and Gert ‘Froebe. {Peachum) in:‘the. leads.

“Buenos Aires :..
|

Sandtini “productions: apart’ from: commitménts:Sei: Atlas.and D'’An |

28 -countries.are currently. uns ©. - Fran, is:-t0" produce:its oWn. material-and- finance: ‘distribution’ of foreign

Milan Film; -

‘pictures

and those -ot independent

spooling at the-:6th
TV
Film, _and- Documentary | - ‘ture. it will-distribute’
.
Matket.(MIFED). Mart. is: held. ~~ and color. Dy: Bengali
-An Argentine | filmy
. twice each year, in:‘spring. and

.:fa}l.

:

wh ~ Various ° ‘olitside”” ‘gathérings
ave’ as” usual taking” place- on.

MIFED

| Kenneth Riveto
t NY.

‘premises “during.” the’

two-week: session. Already un-*.

Ar ‘gentine producers; ‘AS a first ven-

thé -hindu film “Devia?’’ pr ‘oduced: in- black; white.
‘director (N. ‘Pattana,_
.
week’ was, held recently in Paraguay. the pictures:
ee exhibited’ were . “The Sisters” ‘Sono, “‘The, Man-.of::the. Rosé Colored

«| Corner” (Sono? “Three ‘Times Ana”* ‘Sono). “Amorina” Sono) “Culpa: 7
ble*? “Del Carril). and. several ‘others.
et
. --There. was some dissruntiement. in Par aguay whan; inoét’ of the. stars.

scheduled. to. atténd.. did not’ appear:

This: was eventually. put right’

when :Luis. Sandrini- ‘flow:Up “with: his: Mife,. Malvina. Pastorino .and. a.
imtiative. “which
_ dér ‘way: is! a. “meeting of the
[3
.
" couple “of. others: joined ny.
Praiiee
| a
a
London;: Octe
=. Ital
their -decision.
ian
.
“ Committee x
Kenneth ‘Rive. managing dine j: Which. is- charged -with -draw-" 7 -The-Sceréén. ‘Institute was: pleased. with, the ‘Argentine ‘film:‘Avéek held
Pointed out here. that here may
#in, Biarritz. feeenth, at which: the seven: pictures. submitted: were’ sold
Gala Film. Distributeis, |:7 -ing.: up: the .new coproduction.
reason be-. tor
be another, unofficial
“| for European distribution.”“Another. week. ‘is. tobe ‘held: in, Italy, folJirmd
the lecal
bow out- A. filni is. pack from..N.. Y. for meetings |- ‘anid. “film. exchange pacts. .beInarket for tv and thentyiical films. with €ealumbia brass regarding. the’
tween: thie. two: “European” in-, ‘lowed ‘by one in. ‘Madrid. Dr.: Goti- Aguilar feels the results. ‘justify. the .
' considerable ‘expenditure. involved.
.
Very similar. to ‘hie Coapehangen vompany's. lineup. ‘for .1963,°Which: . .ditstries..
;
“Sergio Kogan has joined: forces with. Colambia- on: a. production-dls:: 1s
plan already ‘existes with full rec: - Gala‘ will Handle ‘exclusiy ely an:‘the.
-Reprresenting. France ‘at:the:
egniiion trom the: Varios. internd- United Kingdom. ~ -:
“Michel”
“
tribution:
deal.
Kogair
has
‘producéd
several
films
in’
México
and
‘will
©
° Milan’ ‘Meeting... is
show transfer -his. operations. {0 ‘this: country; with Columbia distr ibuting’
“The | ‘Gala-Columbia ‘affiliation:
tinal industry organizations... This
t . Fourreé: “Cor meray. > head® of
“in. Spanish-speaking |mar kets. There will -be no- ‘Sereen Institute financis Milan's MIFED. those. 6th .semi-. started with ‘“Mein Kampf and f
' ‘Franceé’s. “Centre: ‘National: de: “ing:‘of this project.:.
annual
meeting : is now in. full. during |the past year ‘the’ British:
.
Liaisoris |”
da Cinemafographié.” _
A ‘14-member: corithittée." représeniting. Aréentine’ screen. activities, .
suing-on the Mikin -Fairgrounds. |company has handied :‘Les
Tialy's
“group.
is:
‘headed:
by
“Lovers.”
‘Dang
ger
euses,’
“Latin
\ igs now. counsélling ‘the: Sireen Institute, :on- the invitation’ of ‘Dr. Got”
Similarity of dates. ‘Copenhagen *,
to: —
Nicola “DePitre for «the. gove. : | Aguilar, . giving: them.a fr ée hand to. elect: members.. This: attitude ‘met.
announcement ‘also gave. October, “Senelita.” etc; and--ig <ue.
porte
di

preeeees,
“0

and April same as MIFED?r like: ; jaunch. * shortly” Roger | Vadim's | ernment, Eitel. ‘Moviaco- for.the © | with instant, success‘and the” industry is curr‘ently: well pleased: with: this:4+“Love on .a° Piliow.” — Silvatore |. industry, ‘Goffredo’. ‘Lombardo . | Jatest’ Institute ‘chief. ‘The producers: are represeniéd by -Eduardo Be-~
wise raised {local eyebrows:
amo, ‘deve:Tas ‘Mentasti and Nestor. Gaffet, with. Hector ‘Olivera as:‘an. alter:.“Gopenhag n “Supermart,"! ” ae. Giuliano” and the British made | for the. producers. oe
n
cording to Idcal reports. is organiz-j;Reach. for. Glory.”
.the ‘Pr oducers’ -Assotiation |Js. re
“MIFED: sideline events also is | nate;
by.Antonio: Motti,.
presented.
as alternate: ‘Newsreel proed by the City of. Copernagen ino { Gala has’ also f{aken over distri: Po Include a: ‘three-day, program .° Redendo Castro and: ‘Antonia Garcia Smith
tandem with ‘the . Danish Tourist | bution of Brigitte- Bardot’s::“The |- ‘dedicated: to. Bulgarian films” s ‘ducers Jhave Roberto. Talice, With -Juan. Rodriguez Pendas i
as. alternate:
+ {Continued |on. ‘page. 20)
[Truth ” and. “La. Dolce Vila. we
Oifite,
and.‘a
a gathering of film. criti¢s. .
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BeinitsFe
Festival
— ary

~ AsksIndonesia. Probe
‘Tokyo,. Oet:: 9.
‘The: Japan ‘Motion: Picture:.Pro-.
“4 ducers Assn. has asked the Foreign

_19

-

|Porgy &BessOpens i
in West End,
Rousing 256: ‘Dr. No’ Mighty 206:
Runner; ‘Advise& Consent’ Hold

‘Office and JETRO to. survey the:
|.film market:in Indonesia ‘as:a‘te--}
Best stagee‘Produetion: (classical: play)\., Fritz. Kortner’s . staging. of. sult of reports: of....a.: ‘deteriorated - Berlin, Oct. ts,
Tie recently: sorngisted 72th:
- Berlin,Cultiveal: Fest. winners:

‘foreign’. currency. situation ;in that-] .
_Indonesia has: been regarded: as}
Bist stageproduction(niodetn play) + Paddy ‘Chayefsk’s
“| |& promising; ‘market: fOr: Nipponese'|” ..
“The. Tenth Man?
|} product: In -1961 Japan -exported:
|-—
on “ee. és. Emil. Feldmar in‘
Best actor”
«£105 ‘features: and’13 shorts to. Indo“The - Tenth: Man”:
‘| nesia—a total’ increase ‘of 50. over::
ve a ioe Muethet- in:
n Kilelst’s <
7 Beit.actress |
ele geareeedebeges
-|'1960—for: ‘earnings of$153, 247.
“‘Penthesilea’’.
Shakespeare's
: Like: It? =

“As. “You”

“Feountry...

|

Mostunusual.stigepresentation: pele oo ‘Willi Schmidt’s.:
“Kafka experinients
-s0s ee Norman: Krasna’s.. -. *.-,
‘Best:comedy"
a - ¢Sunday: in New Yor oF
“Musical: highlight. .
wee hes ous
oe _.Wiennese “Philharmonie ~
; Dietrich - ‘iacher-Dieskau. |:
‘Best: opera singer, fais’ . fee
See
- Je tee. Pilar. Lorengar=Best™ opera- Singer; female:.
Te.. »-Henze's: “Elegy -For
Best new. opera production.wae wie oe

2

..

Best: musicians. .
.lnWelk a

J
~)

Best ballet:.

Sole ,

- Young Lovers”.

wea

ae. vi ag PeFriedrich® Guldale

ore

ee

beara’ ar
= :ears eet vos

+ Best ‘solo performer -

: Juliette ‘Greco:

MagicCircle Festival

Into. Scala; London |minion,

“oo

' |

1
+

and

London,.Oct:.9.-"

Oct. 9.

the

opening

week,

after a charity preem, grossed. a
‘The Magic Circle. festival will be ‘handsome $23, 000, though the.total
held .at. the’ Scala Theatré for. a |: was helped by several. performweek, starting next Monday (15), ances in which the house was guarwhen
‘the. headliner. ‘will: be. Ka-.}
anteed by’ loeal charities.. Another
‘lanag.: ‘He. ‘is bringing: his.entire
‘smash newcomer. to the West End
“unit: ‘from. the Continent for the oc= |
is “Dr. No” at the, London -Pavilion,
| casion,which: despite. the fact that it’s
‘The: show, ©“sponsored ‘annually ’
. Paddy :Chaveisky. ‘Erie: "Burger. by ‘the Magie Circle, will also fea- -concurrently in a saturation re‘and. the. Berlin public: have won a
| lease, is. heading for a ‘mighty $20,ture: Jerry: Darnelle,” from- Luxeimbattle.in- Berlin: Chayefsky’s three-.
000. in its opening. sesh. ‘The Lone“bourg; “The. Man in-‘White;’” two
drama,
“The
. act
10th + Man,”
liness of ‘the Long Distance Runfemme. * performers, ‘Ev elyn' “Rose.
.
brilliantly translated “into Gerrian from Holland and’ Joan Rhodes. ner” is: finishing its second Warner

|‘OthMan’aHit h
At!BelinFest

cs

y Royal’ Ballet. ‘London.=

eo ow

London,

...Patience’ is rewarded.
Samuel
: Goldwyn: waited. several years to
‘Open “Porgy &. Bess” at the. Do-

e
s
o
'
n
r
e
B
4
s
t
c
u
d
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BestPr
~Cultural FestWereMusicals
“Best exhibition<

-- George. Grosz : _

| by. Erie. Burger

,

(a ‘Berlin-born from London; Lester Sharp -&. Iris,. frame with a steady $11,000 after
New Yorker); proved.. a huge.suc-a hefty $13,400 isits: opening week.
:peess’ inthe. divided. ‘city. Of all the and Ray. Allen. ‘a ventriloquist. ‘The | _ “Advise & Consent” is holding
-production:*
will
be’:
-emceed
-by
new. plays ‘performed . here as part:
Leicester
| firm ‘at the
Odeon,
‘Michael. Bailey.
lof. the’ Berlin™ Festival, ‘the: ChaySquare, ‘with ‘prospects of a brisk
“A
‘half-hour
excerpt
of.
thé.
fest-efsky: creation “emerged’':as the.
$11,000 in its fourth stanza, while
-most. original,. Anterésting, . ‘amus-. will: be: aired. next. Tuesday. (16) on| at ‘the ‘Astoria “West Side Story”
-BB
C-TV:.
aa
ae
irig~.and — : Possibly.— most.
Leontinues ‘in socko fashion, svith a
| 4. platided.
wham. $16, 400 in its .32d week.

"Bertin, “Oct: 16.. +-

“Phe: 12th: ‘antiual Berlin Cultural’

Theré ‘were. some. whi: felt. that.

Festival which wound: up. here last ‘Sodlom.
|
&
< Gweek ‘with’.:Fritz | Kortner’s : mag-.}° 2:
“onificent.. staging” of “Shakespeare's { °
” *Ag- You. Like :It” at the- Schiller
— Theatre and. Manuel de Falla’s “At.

Jantida,”. a- “scenié -cantata”, ‘con-

ducted. by. Eugen Jochu in. and
Staged. by:: Gustav. “Rudolf. Sellner,

at:

the: ‘Deutsehe ‘Oper. ‘Earlier in.

“7. fhe’ -week;: there. was ‘the local
* preem: of: Friedrich. Duerrenmatt's.

UNICEF
Gomorrah’ Sets: this’ “Jewish” miracle play ‘os
to: German ‘.audiences,
Fast. Italo B.O./ Pace | | but just the opposite:occurred..The|.

Benefit

Scandalize

“appeal’”

“Rome, Oct. ‘16; . | crities ‘were positive, even. superla-‘|’Rabert. “Marich's “Sodom. - & tive :in: ‘the local. press. :Herbert |. :.-.°:
Gomorrah” ‘is’ .off. to.:a‘:promising. Pfeiffer,:. _wrote. - in -. Berliner ‘‘start: in Italian keys, .and:Titanus: ‘Morgenpost, the biggest daily here, _
Films, pic’s producers,: are looking” that the -play. ‘proved how: much’|.
-for- record-breaking: figures. on -the- sélf-irony . Jewish.‘ mind ‘is.capable:|
of.: As ‘to. the Berlin presentation, a |
basis’ of early returns.
~~:
Totals for -first ‘four’ days in 16 Pfeiffer spoké of .a précious.-per- |.

d By

|.“Lolita” “is: also doing very nicely.

‘at the Columbia, with a stout $12,| 600 for its fifth week, while “Billy.

_t Budd’

looks to hit’ a ‘solid $13,000.

in its third Leicester Square. ses-:.

sion.
Estimates for Last ‘eek
Astoria” (CMA). (1,474;
$1.20-.
$1.75) —. “West Side Story” (UA)
(36th ‘wk)..-Great: $16,400.
Carlton (20th) (1,128: 75-$1, 25)—

German Press :

“Frankfurt, Oct. .23:.
Ttalo -keys .. (excluding. Milan) - are| formance. At: captured’. the: Berlin | AC ‘sedndal :has been breaking in: “If a Man Answers” (Rank)* (Ist
‘ eagerly- awaited. ‘play; “The. Physi=:
' + West. German
“newspapers: about | wk). Moderate $7,300.
| audience at once, ‘he‘ wrote...
-$136,000:
Initial ©four.“days. |
ists, "atthe Schlosspark Theatre.. -Rome’s:. Barberini .-was ‘well: ‘over.
‘Casino (Indie) (1. 155;. $1,20-$2.10)
The. SUCCESS of ‘the play. is. ‘such : the’ ‘giant benéfits: the last’ couple
Of the: ‘Classical ‘plays performed |
“MAS
$16,000,. with Turin: topping: all on.|-that. -“Man,” -originally.- scheduled | of years.to raise funds?for UNICEF. —“South Seas Adventure’ (Robin)
here:.as. part of the . festival,
‘| to Nov.. 4,-Will: remain- ‘until .Dée:. here. Marlene. Dietrich, who asked (reissue)- (7th wk). Sturdy: $11,600.
» 7: You" Like’ It’ walked off. with: the |a comparative basis: ae
.-Pic--opens-.soon —in’ Milani :‘and. 20 at. Berliner. Theatre..
| for a-last-minute payment-of 23,000- “How the. West. Was . Won" (MG)
|.ae honors: There: had ~ been. ‘some
“Paddy Chayefsky, who- came- to -marks (about $5,750). for singing a | starts regular run Nov. 2 after
other: ‘situations-. not included ° ‘in.
eriticism ‘as: ‘to whether. --it| was
Berlin - -for the..opening,:.can. -be new German-language riumber ‘at.|charity launching previous day.
‘first,ass. bookings.
:
necessary” to. -present . ‘this .Shake| fully: satisfied. with the’ Berlin pro-. ‘the “henefit;- has- beén~ made the}... Coliseum (MG) 11,795; $1.05-gpeare.- comedy::.which, ‘after *all, |
| duction;
Under::- the imaginativee:|butt: of. ‘much: of. the unfriendly’ $2.80)—"Dunkirk” (MG) (4th wk).
s chad. already: been " ‘staged . ‘three |:
. |direction. by; Rolf: Haedrich, all-the. :controversy. Lo
‘Fair -$5,300.. “Password is Courtimes- in postwar: ‘Bertin, .-but .‘all.
| , players - ‘turn : in: . top-notch per-|: Last“year. Swiss: ‘promoter Sieg: | age” (MG) bows Oct. 10.
“‘eriti¢ism. was -stilled. in light of. |...
| formances.. ‘Although this ‘is. chief-. “fried” -Lang .-put. on’ a. “benefit.:at | . Columbia (Col) (740; $1 05-$2 50):
~*.
the: excellent ‘staging.
ly.a group “achievenient, there’ ‘are | Dortmund with: top “international |—*“Lolita”’ (MG) i5th wk).
Fine ~
: Duerrernmatt's ”““Physicists” _Avas ee
|.some “.” standout. __.perforniances: stars. appearing, with the profits |.$12.600. Over: $13,400 previous
seriously. staged by Hans’: Lietzau
| Martin : ‘Berliner: (Schlissel), “Emil: ‘allegedly ‘going. to’ UNICEF: “And week:
although it's. ‘aetually a comedy. The: :
Feldmar (Alper), Zeer Beransky when. allthe ‘stars had “been paid-| Dominion (CMA) (1,712: $1.05Majority of the. Tocal “crix: ‘apprePetes Pilg GZitorker Mek:‘Strasse: “minimum
salaries” ‘pius travel }$2. 20\—“Porgyv & Bess’ (BLC) (1st.
‘ ciated ‘the Serious: form pointing |:
7
"de

;I
ourismFestival

‘Looks GoodFor.

*. -Out-that: its topic is ‘much: too seri-|

- Paris—Late B

berg:

(Bleyer),:

Michael

“Degen: anid: hotel’ exvenses,. ‘only .a- ‘slim;| svko. Great $25,000, including. sev-

_|. (Arthur:-.Brooks), “arid: Christa
169 marks (about $42). remained. eral charity: previews.
“1,
“Paris, Oct. 16,
“Leicester Seuare Theatre (CMA).
--UNICEF.., (Current remarks]
renmatt;. who. :‘attended: -the -local-|- ‘Witch |(Evelyn. Foreman); ::
a, new. for
*
An
‘International
Tourism
‘Fest.
- }eby “Mr,. Lang say“that..this figure |°1.375; 50-81-75) — “Billy Budd”
preem,. Ww as: ‘giten: a staniding. ovao
:
-is -being prepated for'Paris in: 63 young Promising. actress. F
' .| wasg- too .low—the benefit, -avhich | {Rank) (3d wkt.. Hefty $13,060 or
tion:
after which it will-alternate’in the.
brought. in thousands” Of. ‘dollars. inear. Fancy $15. 600 previous round.

‘ous. atid-no. laughing matter. Duer-"|-

Mexican.
Legion Hits
“

“OF ‘thet
new. plas... Paddy. ‘Chay: : capitals of the: 62 Western. oriented’

: efsky” 'S§ “The

|

Tenth “Man,” ‘at Ber-|
countries ~that-. have .:been: ap-.|
“Was - a special’ hit™ proached
: and,- technically, accept a
“with ‘both -‘press:and public.* Nored. this: project:
man: Krasna’s “A. Sunday In. ‘New.
Set: up: .via- the éooperation: ‘of
‘York,”’ ‘presented: at the Komedie,

liner: Theatre;

| in ‘tiekets. finally. paid-off $600 |“The Longest. Day” (20th) preems.

So ‘to UNICEF.)..
| Oct. V1.
la. Notté,’ TV Too a . Nevertheless, .: this. ‘year’s: *MuE F‘s. London

. Mexico ‘City, ‘Oct. 9:°-

| sic of the: “World”. igala.at. Duessel-: $1 Ti

Pavilion’ (WA) (1,217: 70-

“Dr. No”

(UA)

(st

wk):

[dort was: headlined. ‘by. .Marlene | Heading for smash $20.000 or close,

1 governmental and: ‘private’ Tourism | oThe Mekican Legion _.of Deceney | Dietrich. along ‘with. 16 renowned | despite’ concurrent saturation re-.
f emerged, ‘as’ comedy theatre- at its|
:Bureaus inthe ‘various’ ‘countries, | has‘ given..a..C-1 classification. .to| stars inéluding ma Sumac. ‘Lisa | lease. through ‘London and prov-_
Remainder . - of ¢ ‘theatrical:
“best.
it. would. naturally. be: made up. of
a presentations. : included- a.-humber.
‘Ttalian-made_ {The Night. (‘La
(Continiied on page. 20):
tinces.
|
|exhibits emphasizing’ the -appéal. of: ‘Notte”); starring. Jean. Moreau, ‘arid +
ES
rene eeereias
Metropole
(CATA. (1,394: 0-1

“7 of mediocre ‘items:.

each nation: First one would -roll Marcello’ Mastroiani:
Reflecting’ upon the. festival, tlie |
iin, -Dee. ’63 “for” ‘two weeks, at :the |. The. Legion's . bulletin,: distribut-

$1 75)—“El Cid” tRank)-(43d wk).
First.
Week
Filming.
_|
Steady $6,900.
. ed during ‘Sunday. . church masses’
“(Continiied . on ‘age. 20)
on the musical side: ‘The two guest |.
Odeon, Haymarket. fCATA) £6062.
4 and. at other. religious, centers, ‘said |. OF Vatican Council’
“concerts: ‘of: the. Viennese’ Philhar-:
|'$1.05-$2.80) — “Barabbas’ (BLO)
ae vote against the film was'a.measure |
-- monic, under. Her bert von: Karajan |
€i8th wk). ‘Neat $5,100.
“| Of. “Christian, discipline.’ Picture |.‘
“and: Georg. Solti, may :be regarded LProductionProblems
was also. ‘labeled _as: “inadv sable |” Feature Cost-$80, 000: Odeon,: ‘Leicester Square ACMA)
> as.. festival's”. musical: highlights.);
‘all ‘those. who ‘consider: themRome; -Oet. 16. : (2.200;. '70-$1.75!—""Advise | & Con. , Hans- W erner - Henze’s: “new: opera, |
‘orcingManpower Cais
Cu {for
selves good ‘Christians.’ In‘ screen-"| * Some $80,000" “Was. spent... last | sent” (BLE) (4th wk: Sturdy $li“Elegy. For’: Young -Lovers.” vand’] “For
$14,090
prev ious
ing here film drew: crowds, despite. :Week: ‘to. ‘film: -the. opening sday | 000. Around
_-./ Manuel de, Falla’s “Atlantida”. con‘|. cer emonies.
adverse ‘Legion. ratiRB
“at:
‘the . V atican ! w eek.
~ “Among: Mex:: Distribsa|thie.The
/ttibuted “to “the prestige.‘ of . their |
‘Legion: is .also roadening: Ecumenical Council.: Matfer ial -will. |

-best: productions in’ general were:

Odeon. ‘Marble Arch (CMMIA) {2 «
composers. and. Deutsche. Oper Bers":
“Mexico City, Oct. 16:
rits:: activities: to” -include.. television, go: into ‘an open-budgeted
-East-j“200: 70-S1 15) -—. “Grip of Fear”
-lin,. Both. were top-flight “produc- | “The “Mexican” motion
picture’! japart -from.. motion. pictures”. cand.
-mancolor | “feature ': . documentary, (BLC) (2d. awk). Okay. $16. 000. Al. | crisis has: ‘again brought: to.the fore.
; tions.
“The: batlet- etiseniblés - ‘oftered’ ithe’problem of’ readjustment in dis-: legit:.. Recently they. gave: adverse “being: filmed. with ‘official Vatican most, $12; 600° previous week.’
|ratings. to. ‘Mexican soapers |vand: -consenstis:- by the: Luce, Institute of|
a “bath plus. and: “negative |Valués. ‘The: ;tribution’ staffs. here: -Distribs re-|
Plaza (Par) -(1,889: $1 05-82: 20)
- performances: ‘of ‘the-.Roxal Ballet!: fuse“to ‘comment: on ‘matter, but it* 'plays,..including: “Only: in’ >the. Rome, ‘Which: ‘lensed:-a- féature...on- i*The Dock Brief’ (MG) 3d wk),
Une:
the:
recent
Eternal.
“City
Olympic
|
|
Nights"
*
and
“The.
He:ress:”
__Of: London were definitely on the;ris learned. ffoma® ‘reliable - source.
jSteady |$7,200. ‘Around $8. 800 pre: plus. side, while local. “productions *“that | ‘éutbacks.. in” personnel. wile ‘ confirmed,: but, obtained: from’ are-. ‘Games:
‘Vions: Week. “The Man Who. Knew
liablesource,
is
a:
report’
that
the]
©
On:
opening
day
alone.
30.
000.
feet?
‘were | of”‘rather ‘meager -calibre..: A: , again -be. asked:
| Too Much” . (Par) (reissue) opens
4 Legion |‘Plans a. decisive: attack”. _of- film were: ‘exposed’ by" three: set|
‘solid success, conimercially: ‘and: tat | Maximino Molina... head ét:the
“camerds’ and 25 par. table. “Arr iflex’® >x‘Oct. U1:
léast). partly. artistically speakizg, - Union of : Film “Industry. Workers, '!against. - -S: -ty' shows’ featuring
loth aSunplay, illicit: love. and: + units “sét. up arround. the: Basilica| ‘Rialto “2athi 1529; 70-$1.20) —
: was -registered_ bythe’ National En- admitted: that: “problems” - in. pro-:
other -duestionable themes:.
Lof. St; Peters. OF. this. amount, only.|.“The Quare: Fellow' (BLC-Bryan_senible-of ‘the--Republic of . Guinea, |: duetion have’ affected. national: ‘diss |.
450-609 .feet will Bo ‘into ‘the final |‘ston? (ist wk). Pleasing $5,600:
_-an- African .ballet consisting of 45: tributors, ‘He ‘hamed-thie: Mexican! f
.
feature... Five assistant direetors';
Ritz (Gr (430:
70-$1.05) -—=
Author
'dancers,- ‘singers’ and ~:musicians. Film. Distributorship, an- indie: out.
[oe
rr
are’: working.
cunder
‘direétor: “World.-of Come edy" , (BLOC) 116th
-Group ‘guested. at the Titania Palast | puf,-as hard hit--Union has authorAntonio’ Petrucci: - together. with. Fwki. Fanev ‘$3. 600. “A. Very. Pri-’
>and received: many: ovations: for its’;rized lay ‘off .6f four: workers, with.) Meyer Ievin ;
25° -assistants. 22 ‘eimeranien, 23 :' vate Affair” (MG) follows: Oct. 11.> witality. and :artisiry.. A _consider-- ithese receiving $1.000 dollars each: | 7
“grips. .25 eleérticians, ‘and 50 ot! ier
|
cable.
:part- of. ‘the™ anale. ‘audience’; in” severance pay:
_ Studio One (Indie) 1536; 50-$1 20)
“Row:an. Israzit resident’ ‘details - j men- handling. odd jobs.
seemed to enjoy its female: nudity:
“Bobby”
(Disney)
: Molina said he. could make: no}
his:observations
so
Lighting
equipment .; used
to. ;—"Greyfriars
~ Th. -Berlin.Cultural °Festival in- |-stalenient: about: foreign. distribu- ‘} :.-'."
yilluminate: the huge Council .area: ‘ath: wk). *?"101 ‘Dalmations” (Dis‘Cevitably-. -has- a ‘pdiitical, flavor®..in:1.torships' since he. has. not been ap- -}
.
cte—omrrien
Septem
‘in St. Peters. includes. 150--10,000-‘ ney} 45th wkn. “Solid $3.900.
W hat. Israel’ Needs:: : capepanemenmnes
a city like Berlin: Local’ organizers: | proached. officially; - However, |
“he |
Tavatt. reflectors. 100: 5.000. watt rez" Warner: (WB) (1, 785; 70-$1 3)
stressed..the -need: ‘for “the- festival®‘glunily ‘admitted. ‘that: “there is’ alk:
. l flectods. for: a -totat: “ot: -2:000- ‘kilo- ! “Loneliness of the Long. Distance ®
iM ore Festivals.
especially. since. the: ‘erection: of the Brave~ danger -of” reduced: ‘employ. ! le.
1.Watt- Also” entployed. in what: is. ‘Runner’. {(BLC-Bryanston) (29d. wh?,
_
te:
a
es
-. Communist wall. Berlin: has to .in- ‘iment: in distrib’ offices here.”
|
rn
|| claiméd:to” be the. -big gest..single |Likely.’$11,000 or near. Hefty. $15.
* tensify any :“possibte |‘contact’ “With. | +Rumors of:*onsolidation:are again -:
lighting effort of its kind in -film” 400 opening frame.
“one.of. the many: Eaiveziai Features
- the Western, world, “and ‘it- wants: ‘circulating: Howev er this cannot be.
| history are Yh..are lights, powered |
-in
the.
upcom
"go
‘to show: that’ it,‘is. a stronghold of. -confirmed:: * for ° Tepresentativ esi].
| bv 6. -auttononious: units. “plus 600|
art and-¢ultur ea. ‘stronghold that ‘brush. .of leading. ‘questions.. avoid: : “STAN Annitversity Nu siber } photofload’ installations “set up} : ‘8: Nation Coproduc tion
wants. ard must: be: maintained for. ‘making. any’. ‘statements. about. their .
‘around. the: area: Some-.45; 000 fect 1
_
'Tokya, Oct. 9.
‘the :West.: Dr. Gehart van -Wester- plans.
An Asian. eizht- countrir COPFOof... cable were emnloved..
‘man: cheaded the festival ‘as’.che: has.
Cimex. ‘and’ Pelicitlas: Navionales, :
cameras’
’ Apart - from lighting difficulties duction, will. £0. before. the c
for ‘many. ‘years;: ‘while -Professor ;the. ‘two. official. “distributarships,
(St, Peter’s is some 409.-feet., higin -‘in. December: ‘Targeted | ‘for conte
'“ Josef :-Rufer. took -care-of the: press|.sepm to bea holding their. own, with
“Pls‘otherstatistical and dctasfiled' | principal: hazards: will, be. in’ Work- pletion | next April, it’s scheduled
‘“departient as. usy al: ‘The -organi- |“Pelictlagy Mexicancs. ‘still the.wv caking .conditions: inipased: rabsotute- for’showing. at the 10th Asian Fiim
ocharts. and arf:Cees..
Szation: was. spicndid.
oS best member: OF the,frie.
$
» silence and ‘unoblrusi¢eness.
tF est .in Taipet in May. |
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PoliticalUncertainty, AmyRevolt ; Judgment’
|
Combine to Hit Argentine Grosses
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Rome;: Oct. “16...

“Judginent at Nuremberg”. (WA) i

this: week ‘won. the

Buenos

.

.

Catholic. Film

Office. (OCIC}. Grand * Prix.’ over:
eight. other... contestants... “Award:
| was voted. and _présented at. Assisi, .
an: International. jury, . which.
yee it over selections. of individ-"

iii

ses Continued from |page: 18:
spubabatsiriaenceery

Short. producers are represented’ by:‘Ricardo ‘Alventosa:_ with Celestine .

: Monti: ‘as’ alternate, Juan Aranguren represents Laboratories, with: Juan.
-Arangueren’ as-alternate; Fernando Ayala represents ‘the Directors,:with.
Leopoldo Torre Nilsson as altérnate; Ulises Petit de. Murat. has Eduardo:
. |ual OCcICc Juries ‘In various: coun- Borras ‘as|alternate’ for. ‘the. authors: ‘Juan: Borras représénts. the actors
:tries;“
With Alberto Barcel as alter nate: Cesar Sesso represents the Composers’:
~ Other - ‘contenders. were.” oThe: ‘Society; with Raul, Costa. Oliveri as’ alternate, ‘and. Oscar: Lagomarsino 7

4:

|PRECEDENTAL BRITISH
1006 BUY ON A FILM

flow of film releases and public. ;
response, it’ S difficult to judge pub- +
.
London, Oct! 16. “Miracle - Worker” and. “Bridge. -to represents, set: designers. with: ‘Saulo Benavente as. alternate.-:
lie reaction with- any, certainty, be-.
|: For ‘the first. time. ever, “London ‘ the Sun” (U.S “The Tria¥ of Joan}:ae
yond the. fact that. attendance ‘has:
. of Arc,” and: ‘leon’ Morin; Priest,’ nn
Mexico: City.
tapered off drastically.
ticket brokers. have made. a: deal-:4. (Fran ce); }“The-: ‘Naked:Island”. |.
‘Now: the National: ‘Assn. of Actors. joins: ‘union. parade into.Produce fal
Some houses had to eancel- per- |for .‘a ‘motion picture -coniparable. "4 Sapan):- “Pro Munda. Vita” Gere}
‘tion, with ‘initial. plans. calling: for only: one: or. two tilms .-. . Cantinflas °°
formances: over the “revolt” weék-. ‘to: ‘guararitees” given in’ legit. Peter:; many); “‘Sasom jen Spiegel” iSw eend, though on the Sunday all op--. Cadbury, chairman™and.. managing: ; den): “Some- .People”” and: “Term -is.to do a bullfight theme :film for Columbia as. his next international
rm
|vehicle, with. this: perhaps. including Maurice: Chevalier |
tes . Producer.
last +
trated normally and probably’ did digzeetor | of. Keith: Prowse,
of. Trial”. ‘Great Britain),
| Luis: Serrano hopes to do “The Btg: Waters, ” -based: on: a ‘Luis. Spota.
better business due to citizens’. re- week announced a guarantee | of”
novel, as ‘a. Mexican-Brazil-U.S.: coproduction...
- Yul Brynner. inter-. Juctance ta leave town in ‘case ‘the !$100, 000. for the initial etght ¥ eeks’
- 4 ésted in-doing ‘The Primitive :Man’ and.his. representative, Nate ‘Edarmies moved’ again. Now that all:i run..of “Lawrence .of Arabia” at:
wards, expected: to. negotiate preliminaries. with. officials ‘and: unions
seems quiet again distr ibutors have |the: Odeon;. Leicester Square. ‘The.
. Another : Hollywood. effort, .‘““The:Island of the Blue ‘Dolphin, may
rele ased some important pictures, |deal | was made: on ‘behalf of: the].
be:‘made in: association-with Clasa. Films Mundialeés. by Robert Ranning
and more are scheduled: ‘Metro is i€ombined Theatre ‘Libraries with, |;
»: . Ismael, Rodriguéz,-Mexican’ “producer ‘who: ‘plans: to .shoot: “Brother ..
Pari‘is, :.‘Oct.: 16:
releasing “Boys Night Out” -at the: Colum bia Pictures.
“Lawrence” is due to. open: Ww“ith-| U.. S. lanes: may -be showing: pix: John’. in 15 countries, -this. opéning up-new. markets, has been .offered
‘Metro: and Columbia “The BestoF
a Royal premiere, attended -y the| ‘fn. the’ air: but ‘local-‘exhibs ‘Sam “a directorial © assignment. -by ‘Cathay- Films (Hong Kong). to “do: “The
Enemies” at the Ambassador, ,
| Qieen,’ at the .Qdeon, Leicester ; ‘and Jo . Siritzky’ believe a ‘good+“Virgin” in an English: version, -based .on. an. original of €, ¥: Lee, author
rewcased
“Birdman. of Aleatene”
7 place for.a ‘pic theatre.is’ Yight at. -of: “Flower ‘Drum Song”... .. No’ truth to rumor that: United. Artists de .
Jast week at the Ocean, Capitol, ; Square, on.“Dec. 10.
rthe airport, '‘namely, Orly. in Paris. ‘Mexico’ distributorship -‘to;-be ‘bought ‘out: ‘by:. Peliculas: ‘Nacionales..- =
|
Gaumont and Sarmiento.
:-So.-in- a’ few. weeks. a 250-seater, ‘Manuel. Espinosa Iglesias, oné.of ‘majority stockliolders; not: interested:
The spectaculars are holding up, |
called ‘the. -Publicis-Orly:. “Opens: in sale since Gistributorship: produces around. $1;200.000:U.S:° dollars’.
with some . changes due. hom.
|-there, ‘It -avill. be: completely. elec-|in annual rentals’. ; - Mexican. distributorships, not adniitting shortage
Vest Side Story” is now
a 23d:1
,.tronie and .‘operated by. one ‘man.: of material, have ‘neverthéless-been eyéing deals with foreign firms. week wt the’ Broadway, “but. will
—
Continued from: Bare.18 —
The Siritzk¥s |are aiming “at the ‘to acquire ‘distributorships |or: handle product, even, though this: Policy. L
Rive Way’ to ‘‘Barabbas”
‘Col.
Cinerama’s
“Adv enture
in. the tion centers in all. of Europe, the | Orly: employees: ‘as ivell-as transit. widely criticized by ‘industry- elements.”
South Seas” has held 16 weeks at! ; Riva’ facilities - have’ ‘already.- heen | passengers. : During . the .‘day~ the|- “Servando ‘Gonzalez, .‘young. Mexican “director, allegedly’ offered, '$30,house. will :be “a ‘sort of --newsreel. 000. U.S.: dollars to direct a picture for 20th: Century-Fox... 2, Writer.
the Casino.
Otherwise European
put. under rental: cont acts: by the |
and ~ “documentary — ..programmer, Robert Hill who sought. a’ coproduction ‘deal for’ his. “Double --ang Ace:
mmater ial is. py edominant,” “except.
but at night will. have - two. shews- cept” found no takes: rincipally: because theme. of. picture deals with’...
for “Lolitas now ia a> second} + Mainz television Center.
week at -the “Metropolitan,
Ing-~ iz ‘Right across the. Ger man border i, ‘of the. firstrin -film. at its: Paris: three: American’ girls who go te. Acapulco,. become mistr eSses of. three
the’ Publicis.
young. Mexicans. Local.,;clements feel ’this theme would never. pass: .
nar Bergman's “Through a Glass ! In: Austria, L00,, ‘the.:‘City. ‘of ‘Salz-: -NMamesake,
i.
A ‘board: ‘outside w ill show: Vacant “censors ‘here’ due. to: Tigidity” on angles. “defamatory”: to: Mexico’; . .":
Darkly” has also héld two weeks: at:- burg.
has no more’ Alni ‘prodtiction ;,Séats.” and ‘little’ lights’ Will “lead:
| One major.trouble with Mexican. pictures is-that leading men such’ as
the Ambassadar and Libertador, |.
“all
‘The: production |}| Patrons to-them. . Entrance fee will - Pedro. Armendariz, ‘Roberto: Canedo, ‘Tony Aguilar, Luis. Aguilar,: ang 2
while “Divorce Italian. style” ‘has | Studios “at:
;
,
-Parsch
hi:
+
be
paid
via
a
turnstile
setu)
Shows
held an unprecedented ‘fite weeks |center TH Salzburg. Parsch has been ‘will: have. ‘short: breaks;: and. after. - a few. others,.are all past the 50.mark.-Arturo.de- Cordoba, for.example;
is. 58,. ‘Armendariz, A6and they. still play. lover.Folks.
ce
‘at the Gran Rex, delaying release *‘taken over by: the . Vienna Film-

‘SIRITZKYS SET NEW
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ithe: oné-man reloads the’ projectors {7

“The Miracle Worker" by BA, ! Group, since the: Oefa Films, w hich:,

Other

recent

‘sutece:ses

were

| pacted it a year-ago have now gone:

it Will Start. again:

: Though most -pix’ will be: French, 7.
;

™Sucet. Bird of Youth,” which. has’ f
how held six weeks at the move- | ‘into liquidation. Arid. the .Mienna’t‘there. will be a- number. Of -foretgn|
‘Ones: too: It also will be used” for |.
cover‘ Astor, having” opened: day | owners. are now. Planning, to. rent it.!‘ special preems with: press and pie
and date at the Metro. Astor and to television—with maitr ‘interest people ‘flown: in- fron: ‘around the:
Premier, continued some wecks at: and monéy coming from the Ger; | world,” shown | the pic.” and then

dol .Davis!TributetoRank

’ New. Chairman Honors Founder at,Stockholders Meet,

the Metra.exclusively. then the; . man ‘tv- stations,'
bundled off homie: agaiil.
aster alone.
North Germati TV. “GE.Hamburg | Subtitles’ will be. used: ‘0 aecom:'|
Nifa’s. “des..et Jina this year’s? now ‘owns 80° -oF- the: studios ‘at modate ‘the .many nationalities ‘20-1

Discloses. Personal Gift,to.Company:of%,800,000,

NAGATA PLEASED ON’

Mar- del Plata winner released on _ Hamburg-Wandsbek:- ‘for their own jing -“through. . everv: day... ‘First:
Aug. 29. at. the -Nletropelitan bes, , USE and for rental rights.
“London! Oct. 16. .
| préem’-and” House ‘opener. may: he
for “five weeks, having started ‘in - - Fifty-percent: of ‘the studios. in {Orson
“AS. John. Daviis. assumed the...
Welles"”. “The | -Trial,”.
seftrration daw: and ‘date also at the | Wiesbaden’ are now owned by -Hes- | French-Italo-German: pic. he. imade.
‘chairthianship. of the- ‘Rank: Organ- Puet eredon Roca and Ar gs.
jsation;: vacated’. by: Lord, Rank: at -.
| sischer- Rundfunk, the:Frankfurt iv:here. and. ‘in’ Yugoslavia based ‘on|:
Of the local
praduct: Daniel -jceni8r.
j the Franz’ Fafka novel. It is: in 1.
-Tokyo, ‘Oct: 16. “" tthe - annual: shareholders’. ‘meeting. ee
:
Tinayre’s * The: “Sisters” has. ‘so: English. but. will have French, (Ger~1. Back from a global swing ‘of ‘al- last Thursday #11), he:‘paid: a.warm.-.
Among ‘the’ ‘sthaller® stiidios. stilh :
far held five. weeds at the: Suipac ha. |in’ business, ‘at: Bendestorf « rand:.man and: Italo Versions.
| most. three weeks during which he’ ‘tribute ‘to the nian, Whose name is”
avd sa Jése Marrone. comedy” “The. |Pichelsberg, the contracts ‘keeping’|
_ | beaded. the: Japanese: delegation ‘at’ associated ‘with’: the... biggest-ever
{the Venice fest and had. an ‘audi- | British: “film: ‘empire.. The new:
Finanrial Wisard."
has. been in| them: open. aré ‘coniing from, ‘the. a
four, weeks. Ne ‘ither - “Setenta ; ‘television. ‘stations
ence: ‘with |the'>Pope, -Daiei: ' prez: | chairman, ‘who’ had: heen. associated
“ “|Masaichi..-N agata. disclosed.. that. with Lord Rank since 1939,- re=:_
Veves Siete.” aor ‘“Hamenaje. a fi
la
_. Goettingén, the ‘studio: went
Dine *: ‘De. “Laurentiis. acquired Called. that. it. was: an'-interest -in™.
Hors de la Siesta’ Gala) had much
bagkrupt .a couple of vears.ago. ‘but —— continued from page 19 —
rights ‘for ‘most’ of Europe except: religious: film. which first induced.”
guccvess with the domestic market,
theré: are some. rumors :that a téle- |
nor
did
the
Pedra?. . Escuderodella ©@asa, Vargot Fonteyn and | England for “Life of Buddha’. him” (Rank). to -come, into» the ins:
VisLon. station may, buy its. a
which .‘accord ‘was reached: -in’ the dustry. © _
girected Spanish version...of “No
Charles: ‘Frenet.:
-Ofthe. 55. West Ger nih studiog—
for. --United: Atti ts: to ..dis-'| From. this. first ‘simple?: contact
Exit” at the Ainbassador. *
Miss; Dietrich. was to.‘sing’ “Sag U.
Ss. the picture 1in1 the:
ot ‘Western Rank -became aware that:“the: great.
with? :a total area of about 29.000. Mir Wo. die:‘Blumer: Sind” (Tell. tribute
A
reeent success was the Soviet |
. J American : film: production: indus-:
cubi¢ ‘meters of pr“oduction . :-facili- Me: ‘Where: the Flowers Are). ‘But Hemisphere.
film “A Summer. to ‘Kemember”’
ties—only the: seven. ‘studios, “be- at -the Jast minute she: was_ ‘told: - Eensed here last Year, “Buddha” try” ‘was dominating world’ screens
which
held
4:1 weeks*at
the
in “1935, ‘while the: comparatively
Suipacha,
A. Frenely satire “Can- longing” to CCC Film, -Productions ‘that West Ger many's ‘Second. Tele-. was ‘the: most’ expensive Nipponese tiny -British: industry - ‘Was’ strug-.-»
‘(headed by. Arthur .Bramier ‘yin vision: Network. shad |also. bought. ‘picture ever at $1,500.000° and..the.
dide” has also done four weeks at.|
-gling “to: ‘compete - with: ‘a ‘limited.
- Berlin-Spandau ‘are “still:considered
‘the wright -from-. Mr. “Lang: (at (a first in-70m.:-It became the biggest
the Paramount, as did “Youth ‘of.
““filnystudios.”” But: even Brauner is sum not. disclosed) .'to: film the en-. all-time domestic. ‘earner. Nagata, -market,. and- often: inferior. techni-,
a Queen” with Romy Schneider
éal ‘equipment.“
|-turning, some ‘of ‘the facilities OVer
thivh went four weeks at the Ideal.:
tire show: and. present. ‘it via -Euro-. predicted: that it’. Hl earn. $2,000,-= ' Arthur: -“Rank, ‘Davis” “beminded:
‘to the tv stations: for rental use.
4
Vision in 17° Eur ovean. coumitries: 000: overseas..
Rrigitte Bardo in “Only for Lorve’”
‘At. the:-same time, Nagata said stockholders, ‘devoted his -enthusi-+ {:some. time: next |“year.
Past Greatriess:
held only two weeks ‘at the Monu- that Daiei’s -blockbuster. of 3962;.. ‘asm, ‘talents and. wealth. to: rectify ~
mental.
Because:
of,”
strict
“cominitments
- The facilities were. “established 3
in.
i“"The Great: Wall,” which. cost: al-- that situation.. While. He :was: enAudiences want Hgtht comedy en-! the - hevday -of... the West. German’ with: her Tecord, firni: :‘Electroia, 1 most: $2, 000,000.- “received: ‘many }couraging *picture ‘niakers,. he.:set.
regarding.
the.
tt
_-performance
tertarmment. or .so it -‘seems, to. re-} ' film ~ production; ’‘during the” Tate.
queries -during. ‘his:trip. Also ‘in. about. setting: up.a\ orld-wide. ‘sales.
-1950’s,.and are. eapabte. of turning: rights ofthis: song, NTiss. Dietrich. Tomy. the picture bows. here. Nove 4,.| organization.-to_ market "the: films, _
lieve’ the gloom of local evvents.
+
ealled::
“sey eral Jawyers” who:
; ‘which were being made:
out 160 to 180. feature films: yearly.
.| But with the downward trend of ‘agreed with:Mr. ‘Lang's: represen- |
“Act: of. ‘Faith. .
.| the West German‘cinenra business, | tative’ one the payment - ‘of. the: |.
_-Davis. referred to’ one’ particular
only 115. West. Germiun. films: were } 23.000 matks. since” “she was: -ac- |
: act of. faith” which he felt: epitome"
‘produced ‘in ..1958,": arid -1959° ilie- tually. ‘pefforming ©-on.’ “televiston..
ized™: his Rank’ S).. ‘selfless: “effort.

RETURN T0.HOMELAND |

- UNICEF Show

Mex Firstruns Perk;

U.S. Has 14, 10-Foreign
Mexico City. Oct. 16:

Tourism Fest

number was down: to 106: in 1961.it -The. money. she was: to. recéivé was

—,

‘continued. from page’. 1) —.

jSome

13 ‘years’ ago; wlien ‘the: for-.-

dropped to .75: And: diny predic- to. come from the pay ments-of the
_Rond Point’ ‘De La Defense. ‘build- |tunes of” the: ‘group were .at.'a low:
Disney productions are always tions. are ‘that. it will be. impossible - ‘Second: TV" Network for’ the: film- ing here, ‘which is ‘considered one: ebb, Lord. and: Lady -Rank. made: an’
‘to rome up: ‘with. ‘the. mone: for jing rights...
of: the biggest exhibition “halls : unconditional, ‘voluntary gift to. ‘the... a
good grossers in Mexico ‘and the |‘more than 30. to, -50 “West German. |
‘However. the: “Weet.. “German: | -extanit:
.| company: of. sums ‘owing. to” them,
:
latest effort, “Nikki'” grossed - al- home-grown: films’ this. ‘Year,
Newspapers, : etidently snot: aware. |
‘Show. biz Avould. be. an integral. amounting..to: about one-“million most $19. 000° in its first week. zat the:
Meanwhile; television: is ‘bur Sting “of the. details. laimed .Anat Miss |part.-of the. festival. A’ 1.500-seat: pounds ($2, 800, 000).’ Davis. believed
at the seams here. ‘At the Wandbek.. ‘Dietrich’ was ‘refusing.to help the theatre w -otild “house: Nisiting legit, that.:this was, a ‘unique -event.. in
Lus Americas theatre.
and - concert * entries and the ‘history - of” British. industry. .;
“Geisha. Girk’ Par) at the: Cha- | Studios, ‘for instance: Ww ork is going. UNICEF: eause-until.she was’ paid. +dance
1. At. week's... end.: though. -some of there :would.. be. a: filny ‘hotise.. .for:|- Some: ‘years’ later, : added: Davis,. wo
puitepec, in its second week, took [on for nine films,: -plus 39 television
the. “papers: ran corrected versions -travel :films or: regular features: A ‘when. the’ “group: was: again ‘pros$13.000. “The
Notorious ‘Land- | films and about 400:other television.
}shorts.or féatures: in Gviselzasteig,. Of the. matter. |.World - Bar- -wotld have ‘drinks: of.. perous, Rank gave his. controlling.
lady" (Coli in’ the third week at
the contracts indicate” seven full- |- “Meanwhile. “there” avere. -athier’ “all -kinds ‘from every country.
-shareholding ‘;-inferest -to’:a charie-the Latino, $12 300. ©
length feature: films for’ ‘the cine-: hitches’ inthe fundraising | affair. Ld. But the. main‘ thing ‘would be a ‘table trust:.to insure ‘that the ‘work...
“Spartacus” iH in 18th week. a mas, plus 60. televiision: shows’ and Of. the: 4.000 ‘seats at’ $5. to: $25, +4
‘|-which..he “had. started - would. be.
strong .$12.400. while. same com- 130 ‘shorts for television: and at: the “only: about. fwo-thirds: were . sold. series - of -exhibits...in which: éach.
continued after lis death, and. that |
pany’s “Terror” had ‘only a fair 1 small: Heidi: Studivs. at Bendestorf, ‘t And. many: of:the sports fans, who -“eountry would try to recreate.’ a. the ‘well-being’. and. control ;of the.*.
reception. af the Variedades The-! there are’ no contracts: for feature: had attendéd: fhe- <nectacular | -to. typical. aspect of itself. via ‘streets,
.stores,.. -produets,
entertainment, -|company’ should . not... pass’ |“nto.
atre.
films, but. eight television filuis and. see ’ Giuseppe-: i ‘St-fano found ‘food,: “huge -ey¢loramas:for.‘ ‘native. ‘hands -‘who “might: not: have *the”
Despite crisis talk which contin- jcountless |‘Shorts for.iv.are. on. ‘the _that’.the; man So annonneed ..was scenes, etc.. This w ould: be. tagged same ideals. ‘as: he -ad ‘applied to
ves in motion picture. circles here; ; schedule. .
‘| not the renow nna =“fantball: :plaver: “Around: the: World in, 80: Min- the ‘business. .Today, .if. that’ hold
a teial of 29 films were screened at} ‘Some of: the film “pr oducers are” with. ‘the-Real Mainid _team—but_ “utes.””.
ling Had: been: retainéd -“personally,
first runs in September. aAvith 14!; deeply: concerned: ‘about the féle- 1 instead: an opera. singer.from: ‘the. |.”; Other. ‘side. shows of. costumes: it would be worth many, millions. of .
from America and 10 from‘Europe. | vision's: take-over °‘of the facilities, : Milan |‘Seala. |
t music, special tv shows etc.::would- pounds. *
Only feur Mexican. pictures: were. But wat least. one: Hans Juergen = Lang. stated. ‘that: he. was.pay ing. -be- incorporated. Each would: pay. |. Although -_abvibidly: ‘ainotionally «
released. most outstanding heing Pohland, ‘producer’ of. the :experi-= traveF -EXPENSeS © and, some. fees its*own.expenses. It‘is' mainly in: affected. : by. the -tribute and’ the:
*Ciclo Rojo" ‘Red Sky} a Cicesa mental animal film * “The Bread. of j for “the stars ‘participating. * but: -the’ talking-stagé at’ the. moment, ; presentatian, ‘Lord ‘Rank ‘raised,&
Pp: aduétion
directed by ‘Cilberto Earlier Years,” .$ées.the bright side, thatche wonld turn” ohout: “80°%. -of” put. seems well adv anced. .1t. might chuckle. from: -stoc khaldeérs then he :
Garcon and = whibited. at the -Ala-: The atmosphere . of the: studios.is {the - - boxofffice. taake. over fe. take the tourism onus off the other: ‘recalied:that-his father had-advised
m¢ da..
' too. sterile anyhow, and vent is. too “UNICEF, "
fests and ‘let: them: Speak only. for. him: against going. into the -motion:
Ralv’s “La Notte” and. France’s }high,. Pohland ‘remarked - recently. "At: the: week's’ end. tt" Aas. ‘ane. ‘their. own: art?‘ form.: -Tourism | is. picture business. -\Whatever repu“Taxi for Tobruk” “were among the: The best: upeoming -films:- will be yj mouneed © that:: UNICEF. would re- =.‘becoming a show biz facet. and -will tation you hate.’ -his. father warned:
hetter foreign efforts doing. good. made -on location, “where. there a feive -55:488- mar ks. ($13: 922). from. “be. ably . represented. in” ‘this -‘affair him, “would: ‘be host,Afyou. ‘9 into.
{more inspiration.
' when,- and. Af, it’‘cones: “off.
films,”
the ev
vent,
Lusiness..
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~ Gleason'sS.WeeklyCiiilWar : 6hmm
ORANAS.NAB WarnsStation (
Owners| Dig
\AE GNSUPREME}Political Influence at Grass Roots

“Welévision- ‘family. of. Jackie ‘Gleason | ‘on. Ais. CBS-TV. Saturday 7 a
“night: show’ is going ‘through:. .Some™ stresses ‘and. .strains. It looks -|
“like the: distaff ‘side’ of. the.Gleason. family:will be. altered before: ..
the: ‘S$eason’s. out...
: Patricia --Wilson. ‘aired: her’ ‘trouble’. in “the press,: “claiming. she |,
has not been used-on the show the way.she expected. Miss: ‘Wilson,
“By: “MURRAY. ‘HOROWITZ.
.... tapped: to: play. ‘the role of -Art: Carney’s ‘wife’ in. ‘the ©“Honeve
‘With
rating |jitters. gripping. the:
~miooners” sketches,. said she fad given up. some. ‘lucrative engage~
By. MIKE. MOSETTIG
>: ments . ‘for- ‘the -Gléason_hourt- in. a NY. Daily: News -interviéw.. * ‘|/new: ‘season, . with the first: national |
“Washington, Oct. 16.
‘Gleadson,- questioned whether Miss’ ‘Wilson will stay.-with the. show, ||Nielsens :due: “next. ‘week, decisions}: :CBS’ Morning Glory
replied that’ the only: réason ‘she had-. not: been utilized: -was, that-. On: programming. ‘already: are.in the |.
«Station owners were ‘told yesterFor.. the . first: time in five.
the: right material .had not ‘been found for. her. He. added’ that..in ©
day iMon.) that their’ real political
Years, CBS-TV. in‘ the daytime
light’ -of. her’ statement to.the. press, he. felt. that: “she.“Sean’t be. -| works.. Most dramatic of. these de-' ; copped: nine out: of the 10-top- {influence lies in ‘the grass- roots,
trusted.”me
woe
ee
oa cisions ‘is the: virtual. demise ext: rated. “shows.” It ‘happened in’:- not. in the National Assn. of Broad:
a
“Toute-de-Suite ‘Sue. ool
oa * season =. OF: the. -30- miriuté series | the. ‘Nielsen ‘Second Septem4 casters: Washington. office.
Then; “there's the:‘Sie.‘Ann’ Langdon: -situation-- Insiders: in- the’ {story “form,
mae :” ber: Report, covering: the secs.
, ‘In-a bit of advice, which if fol“face: -of Gleason's. statement that: Miss. Langdon. is staying with ‘the’
“Programming: execs idoking over ae -ond :and ‘third week in. Sep- ‘}lowed could have a deep impact. on
fo show, are -of the: opinion thiat she won't: last. mariy..other Saturday”:
political and broadcasting fronts,
}the. ‘field: of network: “projects ‘next |. - {tember, on the: eve of’ the new.
* night” outings:. They: contend that, it’s: ‘pot: only a: ‘matter of artistic -" ; season,.
season; “but ‘afterthe -kids are:- NAB chief lobbyist Paul. B! .Com.
those’.
.projects*
-seriously
|
.temperament,. -but. more: fundamental. differences. |.
{stock told -the ‘Atlanta. Fall Con‘| being: ‘considered: for: piloting, note |.°-= ‘back|‘in: school. Whatever hap”. (Cara Williams,-in:the meantime, has been lined’ up as a ‘possible * ‘the virtual absence of the half-hour | os pens in: the: new ‘season, the: | ference: | “I. am. convinced
that
femme ‘comedienne. ‘Star for. ‘the show. “Miss ‘Williams;. ‘former ‘star ” -| story: form. At's: a situation. ‘which. “posting of.: nine out of. 10
‘broadcasters have a great but un:.ofPete and:Gladys,”. arrived.in. N-Y:-Gleason said “Whether. Miss= has” ‘been: ‘developing | ‘year ‘after:
‘committed potential in our pro‘daytime -Nielsen winners’ will
“Williams.-is added -to the’ show:‘depends. ‘on whether “Proper, ‘ma-. my year. as. the ‘hour. vidfilm form “s ‘bea hard: record to beat for:
‘gram of Governmental affairs ‘and
terial for her is: secured. |
:[ened dominance.
-that this: potential lies ‘in the ‘reany “network.
. Here ‘is how
-Gleason,. commenting on. ‘reports of.a blowup.’ with’ “Miss Lang.’
lationship of individual: members
The" ‘half-hour form. hardly: was- F the’ top 10° read: .
don, Said. it: just. wasn’t so.-There is no parting. of. the ways. He-:
As ‘World Turns (CBS. 72.l -| 0F-NAB with their own: Congress|- tilized” this season’ out.-for. dra-,.
sald: that ‘Miss Langdon; who has.a 13-week coritract; ‘will continue se
©
‘{men and Senators.”:”
Password (CBS)... . 0. 2.
matic. -vehicles. . Among the few].
with the, Saturday. night’ show.: Gleason -pointed’ out that ‘he.had:. iwhich made -it.:;were the new “Lo-|:
Guiding. Light (CBS) . . 8.8.
‘In. his speech, Comstoek' was re-.
“recorded a “Honeyméoners” sketch ‘with. ‘Miss. Langdon: for tele-- |retta Young show: Lloyd Bridges
oo ‘Search Tomorrow (CBS). 8.5. peating’a truism long known. to
‘casting - Saturday. (20).. The: reported. blowup. concerned Miss Lang: : show, ; and
‘House. ‘Party: (CBS). eeee
8:1
| political scientists. and politicians
“G.E.. . True,” . Jaek:}~
-“don’s’ réfusal: to.:-lip-sync .‘a- vocal: number: Gleason: said Miss-.. “Webb),: “all: on-CBS-TV. .“McHale's a Love. ‘Life(CBS)U4:
|-but perhaps long lost to the indusLangdon. felt she needed’ ‘more time.. He. acknowledged: that ‘there.- Navy,” (Ernest Borgnine), on -ABC:!.
12
| _ Tell Truth. (CBS)...
try: which has titled its windmills
had been.some. words .on .the set, ‘playing: down. their importance, :. TV runs. more in the comedy vein+:’ Concentration. (NBC) | Paw6|
|with the like of FCC chief Newton
_ “Pal. we. have. Civil ‘War. every: week,” he. ‘cracked.
Dot
than a dramatic vehicle. aS: does: the
. “Minow. ‘and Senator Thomas Dodd.
JEdge’. Night (CBS): .
-69
== new Loretta Young Show.. Situation | _ Secret Storm (CBS). 6.7"
‘Hinting vaguely at a tv or radio
“atcomedies. compose’ a. séparate cate--|;
‘| station's influence in a. small. po-.
| gory, as-opposed. to: the story ‘form;:
litical. bailiwick as compared to the
‘fand ‘there are- ‘plenty. half-hour ‘sit::}
“general: disregard
for
industry
a uation- comedies: around; and’ their |:
“| Potomac puffery, Conistock said
“ tribe. next: season :are. expected: ‘to’|:
.| this’ influence was the only way te
be. as: plentiful...
.
stop Governmental ‘action which industry ‘considers detrimental to its
‘When the multitude. of: oaters.
interest.
a
Ma
. _ ‘private eves, ‘thellers ‘and what.|
Washington, Oct. 16.:
:
Comstock didn’t spell cut a sta-.
. ophave you, all: done: ‘in the half-hour.
“ Commissioner: Rosel: H. ‘Hyde: ott "Facts “About aMyth - “l form, in- years past: is: considered, | .
tion's owner's rotential influence
“=the. Federal .beens ‘Com=}
in a. Congressional district or even
the*> decline’ and ‘the : predicted
CBS-TV's “The 20th Century’ ie
“- mission,” int ‘a. speech “relating his |”
; - demise: ‘of the: 30-minute: ‘story form|
:a state:
“absolute opposition :to’ thé -Minow- |-*ene? documentary oh ds: dramatic, indeed. -“Two of .thiose}
But he really didn’t need -fo.
Washington, Oct. 16.
which made it this season out—the |
{Besides “‘treating all ‘candidates
~philes ‘on’ ‘programming: inserted | “on: the development ‘of -oaters
the:
brief
Shakespearean:
Tine,
“The
~;
¢
the
d
f
the]
National
‘Assn.
-ofBroadcasters.
“time: is, out-of. joint.” “He ‘miglit . ‘from thYo oaalt
tnedate Hoot | new Lloyd «‘Bridges show,” “Adam |.‘prexy Leroy . Collins. ‘has revealed | with: fairness” (LE. Section 315),
. “Shepherd,”and Jack’ Webb's. ‘GE.
Comstock
told owners to “take
., well Have. carried the remainder: of ote. the western hero as denicted vs ‘| Trué”’—came in. as. projected. hour ‘NAB. Plans» ‘for -an~ industrywide: part .in public affairs as responsiS. Picted
‘the fanious.Hamlet ‘quotation,.as,it 1°”.on to we ty
“elinic-“on
“local
programming
in
“tT vehicles. At Was atthe’. insistence:
ble citizens.”
is no-easy matter for a-single com-|. 7 '~ ‘Stanley:
ay’s -Kramer,
tv screen who.: ‘pro: oo ‘of the ‘sponsors, Kaiser in the-case. Washington: next. February. .
Among the ways to take part in
missioner. to: “set it Tight.”es
Oca
‘of | Lloyd ‘Bridges ..-and - -General
In-a Speech at the Association’ s ‘public ‘affairs, not mentioned by
“ duced.’ ‘High. ‘Noon,”: will-be'a
: Hyde madé it clear: ‘that :he --is"| guest: on the cowboy- docuinens" - Electric. in ‘the “Case: .“of °“True”’ fall conferenceé- in Atlanta; Ga, -Comstock,. ‘is through contributions
-ppposed® to’.Big -Brother .Govern= ” ?-tary,®. slating -‘for airing ° De- :-: “which: ‘turned ‘them: into.30: minute | ‘Collins said: ‘purpose of the clinics to party. organizations
and can‘ment .dictating: ‘programming. tastes:
*
story: vehicles: .
“ember. 23.
to,
“|will be to: acquaint all. -broadcast- didates who rest more con ‘fortably
‘from. Washington, -as- in. the- “vast |:
‘It’s. not™ ‘only ‘the:popularity “of. ers with “new:. and extraordinary in the‘industry’s bed. _
;-wasteland” concept.
+...
:
ote the: our. ‘story: forni- on the rating. ‘creative: ‘program: skills” developed
And: although he didn’t point to.
-:-| eharts: which has. sw ung. the .three‘| ‘by ‘some.
may have. had. in.
| it, Comstock
wot Hyde,-in: his Saturday (13) ‘speéch |
“ta: the’ -Utah. ‘Broadcasters: Assn.
.. |networks in that diréction.-It surely |. . oF think the: néed ‘is ‘apparent:: mind: the considerable politicking.
*!: gonvention at Ogden; with the text.|
J isn’t-the’ ‘strength of all -the. series ‘for. -much.. greater emphasis. upon. done- by certain publishers.
~! released. here, put: it this way:
| (the tutkeys:in’ the: 60-minute form. individual station © ‘programming: -It would be obvious that station
stand. out. bigger than’ the 30-min-- competence,” Collins declared. “So jowners could take a- page from
= “Representatives. ‘of. ‘the several|
a) ute: variety). _Network television -is {much help. has’ come from ‘the. net- the books of Jock Whitney, Eugene
-branches
of + the “Government; 5.
| expensive, : participation : buys: on: Works-—-so “much ‘faith: has -been Pulliam, Philip Graham, Henry
which: in’ a large Measure° is. “de- |:
‘ABC-TV, NBC-TV,, ‘and to a lesser. ‘placed “in the ‘so-called tried and Luce,. et al.
pendent. for: maintenance of its .in-|
-extent. CBS-TV are. +heavy, ‘as spon-: true. standardized program forms— | : Another’ NAB
““tegrity :-upon ~free. ‘speech;: would
|.
lobbyist
Hollis
sors. spread costs. over. a: Multiplic-_ ‘many «.
‘nevertheless exercise .overall ‘sur}‘broadcasters are. finding Séavy ‘pointed to actions in the
‘1 ity’ of shows in order to-gain. reach |-themselves. short’ of”‘eapability: ‘to. political hopper w yhich should spur
. - veillance: ‘upon ~your -programs, e
_WRUL
‘Radio... the Worldwide
-- “Nfany of what :we -think of: as’ Br oadcasting division . -of Metro-+ and. circulation.‘
“meet. growing: specialized local -_pro- broadcasters to travel the political
The: few ‘big sponsors left.buyiing gram’ needs.”
path.
°
: the. ‘intellectually elite demand. ‘in-. ‘MmediaInc., “has: been: ‘sold’ to Inter-:
‘programs
either
solel\‘or
as
alter-:|"
tervention in. the. ‘name ‘of better. national Eduéational --Broadcasting |
‘Describing NAB's function as. . Among these are probable Fed“programs: to: ‘improve. -the|public Corp. for approximately. $1, 750. 000. |‘nate: Sponsors-‘for. the . ‘most. ‘part: threefold, Collins. said. it. is -con- eral Communications Commission
” prefer” the: situation comedies: ‘For }-cerned: with -broadeasting: internal-. ‘push for more authority over. net. (sic). ~In. -the -minds- of : ‘many,
program :‘which sueceeds’ under: the of: Watner Bros. Recoids ‘and: pre-.| the. . ‘story . form, NBC-TV ‘took ‘a. ly, with its relationship to’ govern- works and the final report of the
“test! of |popularity in the ‘market viously.“ préxy of Columbia® Ree-| thrust .in :the’ longer. direction “in. ‘ment ‘and: with its relationship: to Senate. Juvenile Delinquency Subits. 90-minute “Virginian”. ‘venture,
‘Of ‘public:‘Opinion, ig
; therefore autoa
|
, ‘committee headed by Sen. Dodd:
ords, is “president -- of - IEBC, of|;a-costly project, nervously’ ‘perched the. publie.*.
wo matically suspect.
In the. first’. instance, che: ‘ealled | which will have anything. but kind
‘whi¢h the: Mornion Chireh: is the: against ABC-TV's : “Wagon Train.”
_—
.. “ “Free. enter prise. industry.a as. | principal stockholder. The. deal ‘is
formore ‘subscribers ‘to, the Code, words for the industry.
“Represented :‘in: the: ‘broadcast Dbusi-: ‘subject to’ the approval of. the FCC:. More than: ‘the: “Virginian” ‘will ‘be }. industry ~ Tecrttiting - _program. » .-Seavy. said other possible ° Con‘needed::
for
expanding
|
thestory
42
_. Ness: shows a. disturbing. interest. in| . ‘Rolf Brent: prexy:of. WRUL. while |
among college students. and. dwelt ‘@ressional -. activity. may concern
“vgeeking
‘é¢cono mic’ protection ‘under. ‘the ‘Metromedia ‘banner, will. form ..for-‘a Series: with.‘running: ‘on. :the. lo¢al ‘programming |clinics. Jessening :regulations over commu-.
characters.
Anthologies’.
“such:
as:
‘through limitations: on corpetition. continue’in ‘that capacity under. the
‘In-the second, he’ said Govern- |nity ‘antenna tv wire systems and
The time is out of. joint; ‘something: New. ow nership. ‘WRUL, is the’ only. “Playhousé- 90". of “years*“Past.are, \ niental relations. were -controver- | suspension’ of Sec. 315 in ;Presi-.
‘In:a ‘lass by themselves, .
:
| sial: by nature, but the best: way |dential ‘and Vice-Presidential cam"(Continued -‘on. page... 62).
commercial.
, advertiser-supported.
This season ‘out ‘it's’ the 60-min= for. broadcasting to ‘ward -off Fed- paigns.
.
“the - U:S.,
_: [shortwave. Station ‘
’. ute’. -story form: ° Next: season. ‘out, eral. controls is‘ to. clean: its own
Comstock. pointing to a troubled
-| beaming: programs, “theoughy. five:
At: looks fini to the 30-minute story.
(Continued on Page 62)
ow transmitters.’
o .100:. countries |form. The’ ‘60-minute form... Reigns: fiouse.- He also. mentioned -a De-|_
cember ‘conference .with the Fed. ‘throughout: thie"Weorld..
Supreme, :
eral Communications Commission |. .
John. W. -Kluge,.- “Metromedia
to: tighten |engineering standards |
| ‘président and: board ‘chairman,.and-|(7——
in the face: of: a: market. glut .‘by
Mark. - Evans;
Metromedia’s. . ¢:p-| ;
:NBC “Producer |
‘broadcasters. ae
|
over -public’ affairs, have: ‘agreed tol] .

Or Dance toSeows Musicin D.C.

F(C'ss Rosel.Hyde BaitsMinowphiles
th Slamming. Govt.ControlofVideo

NABtoPolish|

ocal Techniques’

Via Video Clinic|

MormonChurch

BaysWRUL In

$1,750,000 Deal

RequestVideo
To Lay Of Beck

Eugene Barr

act. as’ advisers: to ‘the new- owners

-.In ‘the ‘third, ‘Collins |
“eoncluded,

New 4StarPrexy

. broadcasters ‘can--only. shape their
Prosectitor for’ the. NY: ‘Federal if the latte’ so:‘requests. The Wash- [I]. °
_* Court-~ where. former. :Teamsters: ‘ington. law firm.~ of. Wilkinsort: || . contradicts. a. show’ bit.legend a‘ } public. image. by the: quality of.
j their product.
oe ‘boss Dave Beck is. being: ‘tried “on. Cragin , & Barker: “represented
aa
in a solute to:.
Le

~ a charge: of

accepting.’ ‘bribery;

AEBC.*ne

a

“has asked ‘the- news .-media. not toy
méerition. Beek’ s ‘criminal record for |
‘tax:-evasion:. in current news re-.
.<. ports.: It’s not unique, but ‘it is: ‘still |?

a ‘unusual. wher. such” a _Fequest
ow made: -

“The ‘Thing .
MikeConnors Stars. a
‘is |"
- In Screen:Gems Pilot!Pe
e

: “Purpose?:. Prosecution’ in‘the’‘Yat? |:5

“from: prison” only témporarily” .toface this: new trial. ‘fear that men-"
‘tion”‘of his. Tecord: might prejudice.
.a@ juror.-:This--w ould enable :‘the.

. ” tes

a | =.se
-

Thomas

Hollywood, Oct: 18:
MeDermott; chief exec-

utive. officer for past three years,
|Sackheim toOperate 7 7 Was,
as expected,
elected prexy
of: Four Star at the annual stock-.
AsIndie Prod: for SG!holders meeting today ‘Tues:1. Dick
“Hollywood, Oct. 16.-

‘Powell,-

prexy.

‘since

the

firm's

_ Gems:* ‘exec “producer : ‘founding five ‘Vears ago, has he" dnother:.informative Featire | mk Screen -.
‘Willian “Sackheim. has signed a come:. ‘board chairman, which he
“in ‘the upcoming:

-Hollywood, O¢t> 16:

trial: (hte: was” convicted: |':- ‘Mike’ Connors has- thé ‘starring.|]:
“~ of other. -charges and was released | role in. “Turning. Point.” ‘pilot be-.

“est Beck

‘deal w. hereby he will operate as an’ ealled' ‘an office which more acAng: turned ouit- by: producers-writ-: | ‘S7thAnniversary. Number. | | indie: ‘producer, , under” ‘the “SG ‘curately the function’ in which I
ers. Russell Rouse. -and Clarence. 1:
have -served~ since
McDermott
|| aegises
ie Sackheim-. is -.exéc producer -on: joined Four Star over three years
Greene at’ Sereen- “Gems:
- . “Charles. Bickford -.ca--stars.. as:va I
“Empire”
series, .} ago.” ..MeDermott
has. been chief
"VARIETY.
“A, Sereen’ -Gems"

defense to. ask for-a mistrial.:
: high. school principal ‘in.‘the-series
Apparently: most.-of the.- “paper ‘5! in -which::Connors. plays: a teacher: |.
and broadcast. outlets ~:asked-- to Rouse. directs$ Pilot Wwhich: rolls this:
we comply iinWN,¥:have.Bone 3along. ‘Lweek.:
aa
oe

a

’ Phe’P laye
r’ss

4}

ARIETY
|! atid. ‘will! continue ‘to’ function -as executive officer. with title of ex
Pi otherstatistical. and date-filled i such for: the ' remainder of :this” veepee.
bs
‘|Ti:season, '‘then.will get-his indie into} . George Elber, ‘first. veepee, moves
- charts and articles. "
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‘uD to exec veepee.
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‘Weinendey, October 17,‘1962.
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inAcademie
Que

= CLARE LAWSON: DICK,HERE
fe
ceon Firat
gram ‘Exee

| BBC.‘Sound. Pro

+ Visit. to Manhattan’:

In étfect, some members ‘of. the ‘Academy. of Pelevision Arts &
“Clare Law son-Dick, “wh “is. in| - Stiences would. like to. tell’ David Susskind. something to’ this effects.
‘charge . of Sound -'radio)” program | -“Swhaddya mean, ‘you quit?’ You can’t .quit,;.you’re fired: -.-

“Ottawa. Oct. 16..
- televisian. and: voilea

Educatior.al

tv were blasted in Ottawa Saturday'| -

- | planning: for the British’ ‘Broadcast-. * _. Seenis there is some quéstion—which. illustrates that in. the ‘Date:
ing ‘Corp. in London,. is: ‘currently. . “tle: of Susskind .vs: the: -Aeademy bad: feelings. exist.on both sides—~paying |
‘Her ‘first visit. to:New York | as to whether. Susskind quit. before: he, was. fired -or. fired before he

|

Dial (erfor Goof

[- . “Tt wasn’t: ‘the. ‘new. “dialing

Pilkington,

; Quit. Technically;.hé. quit:-first. Of that, there is‘no doubt.-:

City. :eet.

;

|

But, said’ Academy. members, ‘the. org’s. board -of. trusteés- had. “deShe was honored Jast Friday. f:4.2)- ;
4.
chairman ofa committee on broad- ‘system -that caused. the. inler- -- “at
a “party :‘hosted. by. Davidson) ,“-eided, two Wweeks: before Susskind’s- public” threat to resign,: to ask
ruption” of Walter Cronkite’s
“him: to: qtit:. ‘the board,. allegedly because. of .his. failure to attend .
easting in England whese
renort
; Taylor, “HOw Ww.ith Columbia. Univ er-news - show: .Thursday. |-11)..
._.meetings. Seems: the. job_ of :asking- Susskind fo resign. was delegated. _
rocked British. air. cireles. .partieua sity” Ss. ‘performing: ‘arts... unit; ‘but...
night. - “Viewers saw Cronkite: |
larly the eo nmetcial proad¢ asters.
;previously program: veep: at, first,Ie' to:Betty: Furnéss. Soniehow, say confreres, she didn’t. get. around”
‘to. writing’ the Tetter: for- at:least: two: weeks): ‘but, to them,-it: “was:
He spoke. to the ‘antiral meeting |: lift the phone, in. thé niidst:of CBS, and, ater, NBC..
his
news
‘delivery.
Cronkite:
fairly apparent” ‘that producer’ ‘Susskind ‘learned from one of -he
of Com,
af the “anadian Institute
later
.
explained:
“that-:
the
be
|. over ‘two dozen: trustees. that he was: going. to get. the:heave officialmunic ations.
“phone call tonight - Was a }
” ly.soon. That: lead him to cop.-a plea. they say,;.
°
13)

by

Sir

Harrv

2ome

°
eeeteeererien
J wo
—

Sir Harry termed toil ion, “the i. “wrong, number.’

TelePrompter Taking

|
,
and t
-Cronkite, “when. questioned. —
the most ftundamentsily: decir- a after the: show,. ‘explained:-that™
kble” of . ‘the proposals put to His. * she: has two. phones on. is “6n-.commitiee. He said: tor ‘the brog de! camera: desk,. one phone :for
© im: “En-land } ‘hot: news flashes’ and: the other.
cast ingg- authorities
BBC. cand IFA? to. kay’ pay.-ty | for remote locations.: All durwould- he- "a. most damadcine. and, | ‘img: the. show: he had. heard.
irresponsible step.” Tlre-only way
the hot news flash phone. ring;
toHvisian could. succeed, he. teli,-;
He said he finally ‘picked -it
was if it could be “superimposed |
up, only: to hear director :‘Fredon every thing ‘else—if it. could. ‘find : 7 dv. Stollmack - say, | “Whoops:
most .superlically-

+ $2,400,000 Loan to Buy |

attractive

‘.

Susskind -had. -threateriéd’ to ‘quit: before, ‘but-never 50° publicly, we
When ‘Miss Furness got around to letter. Wr iting..‘hers and:‘the:‘Suse.

Conley Electronics Corp.) “shortly
Shorty before,
before.crossed
crosse in.the mails..
: TelePrompter « Corp: -“stockhold-.}.
‘met in. special. “session. Jast|
ne eek’ to--okay. taking: a $2.400.000|

NAB TellsSouthern Broadcasters:

ers

loan -in ordér: to: buy. Conley -Elec-|Vtraniés ° Corp. --of:* Evanston,. TL |. 0:
; Money -‘is being: lent: by the: Con-.
| tinental-. ‘Illinois ‘National: Bank: & |

bestereire:
Sy

‘Self.Regulate orBead

new sources: of mater ial: that other ;
!- sorry.”
‘It-. ‘seems Stollmack,
vise would not-be broadc ast. and
director . for” that: night, had ay iTrust.
. Washington, Oct: :16;
“Deal ‘called for. mortaging. some. |=
if it can be. certain not to interfere
‘been ringing: Cronkite’ s:phone ”
‘National’ “Assn... of” ‘Broadcasters: :
of -TelePrompTer’ s 14: communhity*
vith the existing services either. by | instead ‘of. Tinging theWash:
“|
antenna. tv systems to Secure: the.
_.| marched from. Atlanta ‘to- the: sea:
taking away the profitable parts’)
‘inton: Ww ire:
bank loan: .and -the $778, 000. prinFallying southern : support. for radio
of comprehensive’ services..or: by”
':¢ipal amount: of debentures: to be.
-and. -tv. ‘codes. The -message delivreducing: the number -Of. services b
* used as. part:of. ‘the ‘purchase. fig- |-.
ered . “by Code. Authority director.
that can he ace ommodated. me
Lewis “Freedman..: producer.ve of:Robert. -D: ‘Swezey .and. William
ture. Actually, the pricé of ‘Conley;:|:
He slapped ut. education - vidoe
| according ° to: the. buyer, is...about. nine :dramas : for. NBC- “TV's Du-"| Carlisle. NAB-v:p- for’ station: ‘serv-.
when he said, “The worst way
* $1,000,000: .-But-a. substantial -por-: ‘Pont Show--of the Week,”has 8 Lices, was- “regulate yourselves. or
using tv. to broaden. the: wow loitae
tion of the ‘Six-y ear, 6°C “bank. loan bate travelling: schedule. He’ s got. be: regulated :‘from. outside.”9
of all peaple is. to have a special |
between London,. where|Will) be*-to’. repay . an- “extensive | ‘to shuttle
program.
that people. . have. to.
“shortterm : Joan “which” Carries ":a- Associated | Rediffusion is. .copro-"| ee, qed. jknock, down Sdeas.
cearch out -and use. only if they]
Washington, :“Oct... 16. -, higher. interest rate... Rest. (of the: Speiag witht NBC aty vosion. oF tential: censors. and’ that :the -Gov-:
are: positively aiming to be ‘edu-|
coin’ will be used for w ‘orking. cap-.
cated.” He. ‘believed it “would ‘ber | The new: program of Federal. as." -ital ‘and’ to “ease: the ‘strain’-on’-the. ‘he’s continuing: work..on_ strictly .ernment: might adopt. “code” Pro-:
hetter. “if. all -of--us. ‘should .find!sistance. ‘to. the: states. for! ‘edueta- ¢- COr‘poration’ 's-cash_ flow ” according ‘| domestic production problenis for visions“as. their: oOmMn:
Swezey. in: ‘speeches to.the “Atlan- .
ourselves, Jistening. hy accident: lo: tional television facilities. Will nave | to- «drying ‘Be . Kahn,’ company | the -hourlong showcase.
something a little bit- bevond. our: jto wait until next year ‘to’ set off”:
He leaves ‘by air for London to: ta’ (Ga:)- Fall, Conference; released:
j topper.”
experience that opens’ ‘up fresh the: ground::
j ‘morrow. (Thurs.). to. help: pick a- here, wartied,. “there is "great, dan=-"
‘A bill: approptiating. ‘the: initial *
vistas in life.” —
director’ and-:cast for‘‘Way,’” based. ger: ‘of increased .Government régu-~
‘Ton: A. J.. :-Cronin’s novel,- He re- -lations- only: df. the ‘industry - ‘dem=
Shows, he said: should. not he: $3. 000; 000 to the. Health, “Education *
‘turns to: NY, Tuesday. i23), and is. | oristrates that ‘ithout. Government:
“divided by. height of brow,
but, & ‘Welfare Department. for ‘the five-: vear’ $32, 000,000 -matching... pro
off .again..for London:.on ‘Nov. -16'}-intervention: it- is:incapable. ‘of -en-.
everything available to everybouy.
to. attend. rehear sals “beginning. foreing., its: own: standards.”
!
Describing te lévision ‘asa publie’: i gramt-; got. trampled : underfoot in}[the
.
final
Congressional.
riish
-Satur|
‘Arthur,
Godfrey's
second
special
|
Nov.: AT
‘L: But. at’ the same :time he: ‘nixed.
service: intended for the viewers
, Avill. Have ‘a Latino motif. -Godfrey:. |.
rday
(13)
7
| proposal ‘of. Federal Communica- .
and the. listener$ to provide center>
me The -bill°became. ‘an. obstacle | to; according -to:’ present : plans, -“WIE {tions Commissioner. Robért -E: Lee
‘tainment, information and educa* final adjournment” ‘because of. other. tour South: America for ‘his. second
{that code: jimitations ‘on. comnier-:
tion. “It is) not an ‘advertising |}i features in it and. waS' sac rificed to: ‘hourlong. ‘special of: the. season..
cials- be: absorbed into FCC rules.
service intended to: promote the}
| the Jawmiakers’ | weary inipatience + ‘ Opener -of the three Godfrey:
Swezey was. trying - to’ play’ down.
sale ‘of goods—that js .incid ental.” ¢
" spécials slated: on.CBS-FV this: séa:to ev. acuate Capitol Hill.
9°| his personal role averring, “I mich Also incidental -were employmen
son -Will. be telecast Nov. 10.--‘Ini-. ba
prefer fo have -the: strength of ‘thé
of people and the collecting of }itialer will: bea ‘guided. tour of the.|
Code ‘Authotity |in ‘its: services and
profits for the Treasury * ‘instead+
{film eapital,’ titled. “Arthur | -God- |
“| procedures: ‘than: in. théir -persorial.
of Jetting them stay in- the poe kets j
.frey in. Hollywood.” “Menly- & jo
.. Washington: Oct. 16.
edicts of: its, director,” “He called of the successful and °adventurous |
James” _Laboratories, ‘one: of. ‘the. |’ National. Assn. -of|Broadeasters
his first" vear-in .office’a: “step by
concessionaires.”
{three’ ‘sponsors -on the first Godfrey - lias: ‘gone- to the defense’ of four
step” effort: for: improvement, not’ re
Sir Harry. said-television pro- |
‘special’
already.
has
picked
up.
its: ‘Minneapolis-St, Paul television-sta- ‘a: “crash. ‘progr am.’
“Concord, NUH: Oct.’ ‘16...
gramming should be atranged so. ;
option. :-for’ the.°“Second... ‘Godfrey:
‘State’ of | New Hampshire has?
tions; asking. the: Federal. Com-|.” Carlisle’. ‘made: practically.” * the.
that “over the course of an ‘eve-.
‘hourlong.’ outing. Otter’ sponsors’ Inunications. Commission:to let: the | same” pitch. to the Alabama Broad-~
ning, and certainly over the course :| decided to “sue: NBC: and.’ Dav id. . of the first show .aré _Arnistrong’: Association | intervene. ‘because. “of.
: Brinkley: ovér statements made: -by
casters’ ‘Assn:. meeting .iri Tusca-“ |
‘of seven evenings, almast everyone ;
Cork and” Quaker, State Oil._ Re-. ‘the. “significance - of.the matter, to’ + Jodsa.
-But he-added.a Spééial pun: ~’
can find something so distinctive |the™ ‘commentator - on ‘his -opening :;|fining.”
‘the .entire. ‘industry.’
|gent. point «-against-.“‘schlock ~op-"
that he feels it is especially to -his-" “program ‘of ‘this .season, based .on:
“FCC. ‘on Sept. 5: notified. the i erators” - Who: programm . 20.-to 30:
taste.” That could not be done, he- ' allegations™ of ‘highway dishonesty |
1 four,” KSTP- ‘TV. . WICN: TV; spots.” an: hour. Carlisle. said :the.
_in’ many. states of. the’ ‘union. -Gov. [:
tContintied. on. page 62). +| Wesley: Powell, and” his. executive‘WCGO:TV.” ‘and. “KMSP- TV; they: -sehlocks “poison
“
the: well. for the hat
we
were liable for $500 . fines éach.| est.’’.. .7 a
-council. voted ‘to~ start. Separate |.
‘for. -running «afoul “-of © sponsor.
libel. proceedings. in’ Federal Court:
Carlisle:
‘said
broadcasting.
amnust:.
not’
er
“Haentification requirements ’ (See, |}
} > Brinkley. was:. quotéed.- heré as: .
‘have. its own.,.solutioris -and
‘Hollywood:: Oet. 16.
Involved. were :‘one - ‘minute:
‘having. ‘said | on” his: jourlong: pro-}" ‘Bud ‘Otte’ has-been: named: ‘AS-|
leave vacuums “Into: which: the Bove
spots’ : supporting
a '. proposed.
7 gram: that ‘the FBI. had: ‘.‘found | Sociate’ ‘producer. on Four: Star’s.
ernment* might: trod.
oS
_
~~
? crime. ‘In highway. - programs” in “ ‘\icKeever: and" the: Colonel” b‘Minneapolis ordinance:
‘The: NAB Jetter -to- FEC by NAB.
-seven states,. one Of them - being’ | series: ‘replacing’ Bill Hai!mon.:
-al
counsel ‘Douglas.’ A.: Anell
rN H: According’. ‘to state. officials.
Four Star: ‘production |chief. Tom: genera en
ougl s.
A.
Anello’
Pittsburgh, Oct., 16,
° J. ‘Edgar Hoover Of: the. FBI.. said :_| McDermott . ‘granted: ‘Harmon.. his. ‘Claimed.it was an” “inadverterit”.
goof by the ‘Stations; adding: “The
Arthur. Godfrey's ad: lib. on the: there: had. been: no- investigation 7 request .for. .a. release ‘from -his |‘over-riding issue. is: not: whether. |.
air ‘that Chesterfield-‘ cigarettes ‘inte’ highway- scandals .-in. NH. om “pact, .‘so that’ he could take © a. job -a--violation ‘of: Sec. 317. ‘occurred,
.
were |“killing” hini highlighted the. “since the ine eption: ‘of :‘the. Inter=" as. managing
editor: of. ‘a tv.-Sta- ‘but. whether. ‘it constituted, .a~ sein,
state Highway’ Prrogram in. ‘1956. ”

Freedmanon0%seas.
Shuttle for. NBC. Shows.

DC. SolonsBrush |
EV Coin Grant:

onFREYGOESLATIN.
FOR.1ST CBS SPECIAL|

NAB Defending
Mpls.TV Goofs’

ao

‘NH.PAVES WAY FOR =
BRINKLEY LIBEL SUIT;

Bud OttoTakesOver

~ Harmon’s ‘McKeever’ Job:

—

Godfrey Isn’ Certain
About Ciggie Ad Lib:
‘They
Are Killing Me”

court. proceedings this week w here .
a carpenter is suing’ the ciggie firm.

for $1,250,000 because. he’ alleges
he got lung cancer from smoking”
Chesterfields. —

| tion |in. ‘Australia.

ful

‘Harmon- ‘leaves:

-Four Star’ Oct.. 20,--fo ‘go ‘to 'Svd-

NBC's ‘Alex

LevitReslaces Solow:a
“As‘CBS Davtime Head
An Hollywood. Brush=,
or repeated” ‘violation..so: as ‘to | "+

-bring

within’.the

scopé™ of. the}

:to:.. take over NX L.T.- Produc- | forfeiture: provisions ;of.the: «Com-:
‘King (Paar).i“ney
tions, whieh will: ‘become the third: munications) Act”
Ss

‘Cut ‘But. Nobody’s Talking Sidney.channel: |
Godfrey’ was not present hut a.
Shades |“of ‘that’ “water -elosct.”
deposition introduced into the trial |
“WBBR. Toi
eins ABC:
Everybody: around NBC- TY, to say"
said the tv star had said, “Dasgone, |
the least, is touchy: about ‘stepping. (° WER’ St, Louis: has joiried: the|
Ive got to quit, these things. They.
- on. Jack: Paar’s ‘toes. particularly ABC Radio network. this Week.
are killing me.’
“when. it comes to. censorship: mone:

sa

a “<.
~ Hollywood. Oct. 16:
With: CBS- TV's: daytinie ‘sched-. Boa,

j-ule An: Hollywood” Whittled. from” a 7

\ seven: shows

to. ‘ay joner. House:

PONT,LANVIN BUY
| ABC-TV NIGHT: MINUTES |Levitt, Bywho
“His... successor: -is -Paul’.
is:easting: Gitector Aor
A pariyey Herbert: - Solow: ‘has * de[parted the: web after: daytime.‘pros
gram dir ector for the past. 157°

i}months...
AS 500-wwatter; W BBR. -is . owned
Du
‘Pont;
for
Lucite
Paints:.:
“has
|.
by - Stanlin --Tne., “of. Which:1 Larry |
7
,
furgerv. for. lung cancer” himself.
bought. a.heavy schedule: on: ABC- ‘pilots. ‘anent: ‘three. cuts: miade.’ in “Alex- Picus. ispresident.
ree:
testified by ‘deposition that his fir st!: ander - King’s appearance.-on last.|*_.
In the’‘past’‘séveral “Tnonths,: ‘the
‘TY... from. March through. August |
association with the tobacco: com-/
=! of next year’ Gi: ‘four: shows, “The. ‘boom: has.:been Jowered - or “The
Friday's (127 Paar primetimer: '
pany was in 1984. At-that. time. the |
| Untouchables. “Naked City: ay a ‘Verdict Is Yours”. ‘after’ ‘five year:S; .‘However, some ‘of: King’s dialog. 7 |
deposition stated.. he substituted | ‘was: removed,
“ipyigFaniily Ties
T
; Sunset Strip” anc: “Ozzie & - ‘Har- “Brighter | Day” after _ nine-year a
it: is Teliably:- Tee ft

Godfrey,

who. later uaderwent jat NBC. will? make ©anv. ‘comnrent

Es” an. announcer

in “the. Philadet-|
. through. N. un; “V ideo: Village; ” “Surprise...”
Television. is: getting. ‘to.be:* 1 pet." Biz- was.“placed
| ported. It was done at-the behest | |
=.
program tor‘. six‘ of NBC's staridards and practiées | “ a. family affair, before: the ‘cam-... WwW. Ayer...
“Package,” “Clear: Hor izon” and
°
weeks.. He 4aaid, he again becanye: personnel. - ‘Paar Has. been cut .be-| eras." as. Well.-as* before .the.
|: JLanviti-Parfumés: has: coiné’ onto |“Double. ‘Exposure: ” 7
associated with’ Liggett -&, Myers :
a the web for’ a:pré-Christmascam--}’ ‘Levitt. .former. £0--ow ney. and’ pros
fore. but the only -cut «when he-had-| home screéns.:.. Here’s a :tun-*7}
in 1947 when he star ted adv ertis- his - latenight strip. | on NBC-TVY
“down. on- what's been. happen- | paign. on ‘The. Untouchables,’ ” |ducer of Players: ‘Rin; joined ‘CBS- ° es
ing. Chesterfields.
-""MeHale’s. ‘TY.last. ‘October, neose
‘ing before. the-cameras: a. run- -. |“Going’ - My" .. Way.
that’ .caused ‘feal ‘controversy and
intr educed: -had:.the. host’ Walking’ out -on NBC.
Other
information.
of Navy”. “ABC's Et ening | -Report””
=
are
down -appar ently. ‘iticomplete.
Noith
ts?
Spor
of
d:
Worl
stated that: when he was: asked ‘for several. weeks was ane. déletion |: Daughter and son. off Lloyd. - : and ‘ ‘Wide:

phia © Orchestra

uhether ‘or not

he

statement” ‘on: Dee.
_ Chester fields were

had

made

the

of. a. ‘tw.e.” play:-on-words.

Ww ‘hat:

Bridges ‘set ‘to’ appear ‘on -p-

L
Advertising handled the. deal:

. FreshFrom Ciggie War, .

17. 152 that. “xexed Paar ther was thét he wasnt] -_ coming: :‘of. ‘CBS-TV's- “Lloyd.
OEY: Taking on: Detroit...
“killing”. hit,’ “informed .of the cut. before it was. | ‘Bridges Show. ” Frank Sinatra
he said,. “I dont -reezl
having: : made:: Evidently. ‘he was. told of 1. Jn. slated.a Jack Benny-outing, . | * Selinur‘Preps 7Pilots ©
‘Netix:‘ork : : television;
having:
Gone it. but I wouldn't’ ‘he SUT the present King cuts before they:
“HoHywood. “Oct. ¥6,:
worked. over. ‘one. giant-‘pankrollers.
Jan. ‘upconiing: episode of ‘‘Have™ °}.
prised.”
were Imade::
Son: of: Richard: Boone: ‘duie “on: 't
Selniur: ‘Produétions is ‘yeadying. 1 in: CBS-TV's: ‘special’ on teen. cdg.
Godfrey was also. quoted as Say- : ‘According’ ‘to: ‘King, who like “Gun. Wil!
Travel.”
‘James.. “September . Jone."
.a half-hour|:smokers, . As:now: Set fo"‘take. oning that he Was told the. firm’s new everybédy
“
in. ‘Paar’s vroduetion | Mitchum,’ ‘son ‘of - Robert, was." | comedy. ‘pilot,. ‘for’ ‘the. 1963-64" tv. another.
eds
would
claim & hesterfields.| | shop: and: “everybody at NBC). would. : ‘on. “HGWT episode. recently; "| season. ‘ Bob. Fisher--and. ‘Arthur
“Howard |K. ‘smiith’s News! ‘and. :
would not. harm nose. throat ‘and:: not. comment. on: the latest report.f . Patrick “Wayne.: son.’ of John; |-Alsberg™ are: Producer S-W riters” of |.Comment”. show. on. ABC-TV this.”
aCcCeSSOTY
organs—because — this: he: was cut once—soime:. time’ back | Was on: a. recent: episode “of
the property.. ”
Sunday (21)..will deal: critically with.
would be an “effective ” sales: ar- !when he made.a remark. about how |" “Aleoa Premiere.”
Kelly. Har-* .:
‘Also ‘on Selmur'ss.future agenda. the ‘automotive industry. - ‘On hand
gument.
:
‘pad. women’s * ‘shoes were.
Tt: ‘$0: j}. “Mon, daughter. ‘of: sportscaster | : ‘is: “Land. of the: Wild,” ‘hourlong. to discuss. various “phases | of- the .
The plaintiff has testified that-he. “happens..his™ deleted: remark. came: “Tommy Harmon. due: ‘én “Lo-*... ‘dramatic show. being. produced by} car. business. will“ be. automotive
understood “accessory -organs”aa to, ‘immediately before A. W omeni's shoe.
‘retta Young’. ‘episode,. “CBS? Larry. Lansburgh, ‘and -‘scripted. by} execs, “stylists® and. ‘natfie safety”
‘RRean his Jungs.
}egmmercial.
os Frank: Nugent,-:
“TV, Nov. 5.
| experts. _
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~Stanton$IntellectualManifestoiBGGETSSHOW
| MinuteBuyersSeekHighGround
§
s Top 25for Next Qtr.;
} CBSALMOST HAD) InNielsen
ABCsCombat Click Pulls Sales
z
Colby, Me: Oct:
“CBS. prexy. “Frank ‘Stanton: ‘ta a. speech delivered at. ‘Colby:‘Cole.

eee here called ‘for “‘an‘ intellectual explosion,:.a. new age. of ‘ques=

tioning, of probing, . of :discovery.”-Stanton, in -his ‘speech addressed .

_. himself. to: the ‘topic. of “The. Heritage: of Mind. ‘in’a Civilization. of
‘27 Machines." 7+
By ‘ART. WOODSTONE.
-Prior. to referring to the. role of ty; hie spoke ‘of: the. comment. of- ;
the. great. Américan: naturalist. Henry. David’ Thoreau, when: ins. .-]. -Dig. deeply. into a ‘Berlin tunnel.
.: formed that a-series’ of. telegraph’ wires and relays: would: ‘soon: link: ‘Vand: you find many things, in: addi- |
“Maine: and’ Texas. Whereupon Thoréau observed, .‘‘But. Main: and.) tion::to: conventional’ dirt: CBS-TY,|
As well. as NBC-TV; -had a. tunnel;}-

Texas, it: may .be; have: nothing: important. to.communicate.””

Holly. wood,

“Ersatz Tunnel”

-..;

Oct.~16.

Now that the returns are in. on
‘most: of thé season’s new shows

‘CBS-TV, which ‘turned down
| both . critically and Nielsen-wise,
‘the “U.S. State«Department: ad.
* Said Stanton: “'Today.. despite the ‘wide. ‘impact and Obvious ‘COn- un
“an: offer to-finance a real tunithe: shortterm minute buyers have
j
qualms:
‘and.
some.
tunnel.
diggers]
_- tributions of the 1960’. Presidential. Debates :on- television: there: are.
‘mel under the Commies’ Berlin
taken flight and looking for safe
those who worry, about the ‘consequences. of thé-actions.and: appear=- <pstill- do..- Tt ‘was: also- possible to|.* Wall, will nonetheless. Carrya
landing on. high. ground. “The word
‘learn.
that:
‘nearly.
everybody.
‘in
Eu-}
_.
show
on
‘the:
subject,
although
- ances. of -the-c¢andidates:..Thesé doubts: séem to-involve télevision’~~
| has. gone out-to ad. agencies to keep
| rope has. ain inusual, view. of: tele-.
“itself.” But:.isn’t -it= the. human: factor that ‘is the cause- for- ‘the ---{ vision. Tews. programs—that . they. Of. an“ ersatz variety.: “Arm- close tabs: on certain shows: that
_. goneern—rather than. ‘the ‘communications ‘medium?. Isnt: it
have crossed the magical 20/30
— man: "| look: -upon..tv: news: appearances “as : -strong Cirele Theatre” will de-*-that is being: worried ‘about. here; rather. than. science? -:
- vote its Nov. :7 show ‘to a fic- | payoff. line (past 20 in average audi“The same thing. can’ be.said of. the. first major television tne 4 Mahe ofbot heortait- {i- the Co tionalized report -on the East . ‘ence and into the 30's in audience
. ferview- with. Nikita ‘Khrushchev broad¢ast. in. the U.S.:1n 1957.
| wake-of the’: ‘noise—pro and con—{ ‘Berlin:-eseape |routes’ under the: . | share).
Some. —and among them” men. in’ high: -places—considered’. this- -|.about. NBG. ‘News: paying. for the] Wall,
. ABC-TV's: hour. war show, ““Comcommiunications * triumph a. deseération~ of- the -Ameriean. ‘living ..... right to film -work.on a tuanel-be-.
' Producer Robert: Costello left 7 bat,” has drawn first sponsor blood
... room. ‘Some: ‘people just don’t: want communication‘ or: information, a | tween East: and: West. Berlin. is that
-for -Berlin this ~week. to case -|on the strength. of its initial Niel-~.
3, “Too; today, we have. the. ‘miracle of ‘Telstar..We can. ‘transmit
. paying - ‘money * ‘to: persons. on. -tv |. the city..far .a factual basis: to
sen ‘arid critical praise.
Biggest
ao pictures, ‘sound and ‘action. instantaneously across continents and:the ty. story...
“1 blo¢ of business to’ be: moved: ‘is.
‘oceans. Yet. Telstar is utterly. worthless.;unless it 4s used to: ‘link. neWs
‘programs
is evidently
com-'. —
mon. ‘practice
abroad:
‘It. is especi-.
|-American Tobacco’s alternate half
"minds: in some. significant. way,. rather. ‘than existing only as:ascl .[ 7 ally: comimon ‘among ‘some of thé| ge e
| hour from “Cheyenne” to “Com-- entific. marvel,”” Stanton. stated.
:
Sie
a
.
Lot _|-least.-“commign Personages ‘in.Bue] *,
bat” at year’s. end. Another client
™: ‘|rope,
iZ
‘|which liked what. it-saw of “Com. “Aneuran ‘Bevan: ‘and Hugh: Gait-|
J bat” is: Schick (razor) and ordered

NABSes250UlFersCompeting

| skill; ‘both-‘British ‘and. ‘both: high’:

Labor Party: officials, are known to-|

‘have ‘asked for. motiey ::when they|:

_ With500:VHFOutletsbyrn)

chad. been invited ‘ta’appear as inter-|.

-viewees |‘on American. tv. news. pro-:
| grams, ‘But they. are ‘ merely:: Fep-|

Washington; Oct. 16...

resentative. ‘of: all. England, “whieh. |.
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SetSalesUp
Radio jinFalloff

“1 quite. ‘clearly:.1ooks. upon

stich’ a}

"| participations. ABC-TV’s own-produced
“Combat,” with ~Robert
Blees as producer and sometime
writer, picked off 38.5 share of
audience in the Nielsen when not
in: ‘competition. ‘with the DodgerGiant playoff, which cost the hour

From June Peak

_
' Washington, “Oct. 16. | show 10 points.
Nearly .
"950: LUHF . stations °wit |
| practice .as-logical ‘and reputable. .
Sudden Status ut: rf.
The minute buyers, who repre-"
“Television”
- “distributor:
sales’
abo
:
Evidently~
‘Europeans:
tend:
.‘to’
“be: ‘competing. wwith’ 500: VHF “out:
ng
“NBCites’ ‘still -‘gaggi
edged upward in: August but radio ‘sent more than 60° of the time
“Jets: by’. 4970, National’ Assn: atl: Red. Muller’s stationbreak. on 7 view news .media:. differeritly : than: ‘sales “slumped. for the. second ‘bought: on the. networks: are look; Americans. : _: They © believe—since:
‘satd: vyesterday.| .the Ecumenical Council --téele-..om i newspapers, ..particularly. -in’ Eng- {month, Electronic: Industries Assn. ing |around for open’ spots on
Broadcasters
‘now
| - east” from” Rome, “And.
~QMfon:)| land, pay: for exclusive’ story. mate- reported tv distributor sales moved shows that are. listed in Nielsefis
Papal: ;
“James Ke “Hulbert “NAB

“ager: for: broadcast

man-

- back: to. Irving and.thie

management,

“Blessing.”

518 451, compared to; top. 25. “This together

with re| ports: from Coast inspectors on.up.
Radio: ‘distrib | sales. tn August ‘coming -shows: has. moved ‘the agen-.

pial—there- ig no reason. ‘why ‘rich| ahead :to

| American networks should not also: 449, 528- in July.

predicted ‘that: all tv.setswill be]. Referring-to:“NBC's iwian-in= ‘pay,.: Even if the man- they ask to]
able ‘to. receive UHF’ by.1972 ifnot | -Rome,. vet’:mewskaster. Irving: ‘appear on. a news program is fa- ‘slid’ to. 848,881. against 921,089. in- cies to. suggest to sponsors that
‘they move their minute buys to
earlier,
|. Re Levine. =~
mee = ‘mous and even:if everything he: July: Radio ‘sales-hit7 .a-: peak -of|7Shows--with
promise of higher rat-

=.) Says: ‘makes news; the’ feeling: seems | 1,,040,598 ‘in’ June. ©
to be: that: he:was invited to appear
.So ‘far in 1962 .3,392,017 ‘ty is ings. Nothing élse counts with the
and that’ appearance, being in: the. have. been sold. ‘Last year's: eight. -bankrollers: where: the final reck-.
| form’ of ‘work, -requires ‘reimburse- ‘month. figure was 3,366,805: Radio ‘oning is what: it costs to reach a
‘|ment. BBC reportedly, ‘pays many, Sales -for. the. first. eight: months: in thousand viewers -based - on audi41-1962 -are up to 6,570,544. a jump * ence share and cost of time and
-Linvited: -news .guests..-.
~
- After: disclosure - of. its tunnel over the. 1961 niark : of 6,023; 224. talent.
foresee a
| pictures; -which “will -apear’ at. the | Total ‘tv “production juniped: to: “Most agency men
end: of ‘October: ‘in thé form of a 500; 693:in August. from 336,409 in|-‘wholesale turnover of shows after
“on Fadio.. Ultimately, it-may change |:
|.90-minute. program on. NBC:TY, | July, the year’s lowest figure. This | the holidays, with the new entries
the:entire ‘face- of. our: industry.” |"
‘| NBC: News readily .adinitted’ that: it. ‘boost --was reflected in an increase hardest hit. It has been ‘estimated
“Hulbert pointed” “out: that. -high
| had” paid. people .‘previously. to ap-. in UHF production from 28, 359. that each.of the networks will have
ests: will: throw some. UHFers. on |
in July to 44:862 in August. Total Lup to 35° open time when seasonal
" “Minneapolis, Oct: 16. pear on: programs.
the’ ‘rocks, but ‘eventually the U’s
But CBS News. this week: took: tv’ production to. date. is 4,132,603. sponsors pull out after first of the
“will
begin
tobite:
into
presently
|
Tt”
‘wasn't
|.
-ealeulated’
to.:
make.
“ operating ‘stations’ from. ,A.
, fom: ‘tobacco :. companiés “happy when. a different: view... A reliable ‘source compared to.3,699,188 in 1961. UHF | year, The’ fourth Nielsen, due ta.
there; admitted. ‘openly.. ‘that Daniel | production rose, to 348,667: for. the early December, will be "the mo-:
view.”
“J newsman Peter- - Rively, .disclosed |: Schorr, a CBS; Newsman in -Berlin, first eight nionths- of. ‘this. year. ‘ment of truth for most shows, ese
.
- {petltive.. point -of
-on:
WCCO-TV
10
p.m.:-newscast
last.
AS busy. boy -‘on. ‘the ‘Atlanta Tubjiad negotiated with.a.man for the] Last year's eight. month figure was | ‘pecially the hours, which are pepber: chicken’ circuit; Hulbert. in‘ -week* that’ the. Minnesota: “ehapter: right -to -film. ‘the: ‘tunnel.- work: 208,011. .
.|pered with minute buys. By fhen
:
,of
‘the.
-American
-Cancer
:
Society.
‘another. ‘speech.told: Broadcasters”
‘Sehorr wanted |to pay theim money,|.
“Total radio prodiiction in August. the sponsors will have a “feeling”
“had
produced
a\
15-minute
film
to
te: get their émployées. ‘interested.
but. CBS ‘News -prexy Dick ‘Salant, -rose:. slightly °“from: : 1,134,250. in about their shows now that they
in local civic’ and ‘community :af-. -bé..screened in. schools’ through= ‘in -N-Y.,” vetoed. the. payment. ‘idea. July to: 1,253, 753 in August. “The: get weekly reports from Nielsen
-out.the
nation
for
the‘purpose
of;
fairs ‘to keep ‘them“from ‘job: hop-|
CBS ‘used to ray news interviewees |biggest: jump" was in FM produc-- in -the- 30 major Markets.
ping.” He’-.said that.“holding. on to: revealing’ to-.11 and. 12-year colds.
> + but;:. ‘company says, ‘stopped: ‘the.
|
tion with 98,609: in. August.:comeigarette’s.
alleged:
harmfulness.. good’. employees is) “one -of: the
| practice “four: or five .moriths: ago.” |. pared to- 68; 037 in J uly. ‘Car radio |
The ‘Rively. : account? over. the (Network: .has|‘explained -the only. production’ was up .to 427,747. in.
_ Breatest problems. in” radio today.”
CBS-affiliated Station’ -weént- “into- ‘payment: to- be nade from. now: on August.. July's” figure -‘was 403,948.
Community’ activities. would give
details: as to: how the film impresses.
-be- ‘to: ‘People ‘supplying |: Total: car radio sales to -date.
“employees. ‘roots ‘in their. ‘Cities -as:
upon «its youthful. viewers that:|.will
«
“memoirs.”
”). a
‘well ‘as :boost: the -station’s. pub
| jumped to 4,103,170. against last}.
| cigarette. . smoking is ‘dangerous
‘service image, Hulbert. added. ' because it’s. a eause: of lung cancer, + . The. tunnel .crew.’ : whom ~ ‘CBS. ‘year’s: eight. menth total: of 3,153,-=<].
The -NAB
official .“said radio heart” ‘diséase «and. other ‘ailments:} News hoped: to follow. on film ap-|: 293: |
“seems: to be. -caught.. in’ a “ éycle’ _and ‘how mediéal- profession - ‘and’ parently: agreed ‘to “let the ‘network | EM” ‘yadio. . production for: the }
“even. without. money: changing | first eight. months. of this year: is}-' U.S: Borax, in a $800,000 pledge
-of trying ‘to, hire’ new’ employees |Cancer. Society’ research-shows ‘in,
hands. ‘Soon, however, ‘CBS backed 626,154. ‘Last year's figure. at eight of allegiance to CBS-TV's morning
at ‘the front: ‘door -as -fast. as ‘they. such to be-the case.
{minute plan, bought 253 minutes
h w
473; 799.
Be : walking: out: the’. back. door.” }... ‘The film ‘strip: ‘is’.being: made ‘out anyway, .because ‘last: August,
‘| starting: in 1963. The Borax minow pay -Sscales aren’t :the:mala} available. to. State. health’. depart-| ‘according -to the: nét¥ork, the U.S. tmontl 1s as:
‘utes will be spread over “Calen-ments throughout.” ‘the. U.S» and Department | of State. called -upon].
factor: Hulbert added;:
:
dar,”. “I. Love Lucy,” “The Me‘officials’ and. asked“ them -to.
“Hla suggested. careful. interview: nine already have ‘requested it,“ac-|-CBS
|
Coys,”
and’ “Pete and Gladys"
withdraw
from
the
“Berlin.
project.
“tng practices,-diverse routines and. cording .to “James. Adaims, ‘the
Also :Simoniz bought a tofal. of
| -The: Feds reportedly: based that:
euch niceties’ as.shot: coffee:and hot. - Society’s--head. here. He. says. thatrequest
:on ‘two: points: ‘one, “that
162 minutes in the morning minute
‘the “Maine. health. department ‘al", Bates. elo
we
uf
ready. ‘has-.asked for..and received: “human. lives: were. at stake—,: and, . ~ Ralph Nelson has ‘been signed to plan, starting Dec. 31.
‘In the non-daytime sales area,
: -12,000of ‘the: film: ‘strips -and ‘the two,.-“the international 'situation.” produce. and direct.an hour original.
- |New. ork: State. health department {:Probably’. the latter. point received | drama special on CBS-TV, planned Chanel perfumes signed for a num1 ber ‘of participations, starting No‘| has inquired relative (t6. obtaining the. greater. stress.. because’ -Jast. ‘| for telecasting in early °63.

“Hulbert ‘predicted. in- aspeech.

—

acer)

“at the --NAB ..fall-- conference. on
7
’ ‘Atlanta. that.. the: first -three.. or
_: four years willbe rough: for UHFE. 1 Uys
* Looking ahead,’ . Hulbert: averred |.
: “in the’ Jong’ run” the ‘impact: of |.
“UHF. -may “be ag substantial as.the|
“impact | ‘that-:television has.haat:

Borax iing00G
CBS A.M. Spread

CBS-TV PactsNeon
For 63 Drama Special :

ABC$Disney’
97%, Sold Out

August,” around : the =.time- of ‘the:
first: -anniversary,.. ‘State:|.

Hubbell Robinson, senior -v.p. of. vember 29 and going through Dec.
‘programming
at.CBS-TV,:said the. 15. Chanel's participations will be
that of the Tocal American. Cancer: deemed the.situation explosive.’
Nelson
special
willbe one of ‘four ‘placed in “CBS Reports.” “EyewitSociety: chapter :‘which: produced | - State“also approached” NBC, but original drama specials ‘planned. ness, ” “Password.” “Jackie Gleaand ‘is’distributing ‘it. For. a ‘finan-. ‘reportedly. never ‘asked. NBC News. ‘by. the network. for this season: son”: and~ the Army-Navy football
to.stop..shooting film: in a second
‘game.
“eDiscovery 0.
" ‘the. new “ABC-}‘leial’ starter the? chapter. ‘receivedJ.tunnel:: Evidently: there ‘was ‘some ‘Two will:-be 90-minute in length,
a: $2, 000 gratit from the. Minnesota
for.
which
.-Fred.
Coe,
has
.
been
|
i Uae “weekday. : children’s - series ‘Health Department. ::More.grants -confusion because. State™ allegediy:
‘signed: as. producer-director, : and
“which. ‘bowed . earlier this: “month; to ‘help: defray the: cost: involved: talked :.to. NBC “about the CBS. two: will be 60 minutes in length.
| : 22, 000.-°

‘The idea ot making the ‘film. was.| Walls ~

|COOK-SCHAFENER SET
em for a Héavyweighi.”
2 SPECIALS FOR CBS
_ vidversion: and pic. “Playhouse. 90” |

shag. now: ‘reached: ‘a 90% sellout’ now -are being. received. from the ‘tunnel, but: never’ once raised: the |. ‘Nelson's credits: include “Requi““gtatus’ with |the -signing of Wm. |:state. health. departments; -Adains subject, at least’ not. ‘specifically,
Wrigley: -Jr.’.

as bankroller. |. says.: ;

rere

Wrigley sponsorghip- on. behalf of).

Spearmint.Gum
Through: Erwin.

‘was ‘placed|”

Wasey,. Ruthraugf|." Paul West:Joins em

both

about. a “tunnel. .NBC Was. “digging.

: NBC Didn't ‘Back. Off.
‘| outings and’ ‘Studio® One.”
In any: event, “NBC. ‘did ‘not back

the}

‘Holly Ww ood, Oct. 16..
.. Fielder
Cook.
ard
Franklin.
; Schaffner will film two one-hour:

;ra and it did pay money for film
i & Ryan agency, °°
P Paul: “West,. _produce®:: ‘of , “The. ‘rights to thrée:.boys, ‘two’ Italian.
dramatic. specials for-CBS under
.{ their Directors Co. banner. under
- Other: sporisors participating” om. Donna. ‘Reed. ‘Show, ’ “has signed -a -and one German, who. some: time
{deal signed with CBS program.
> the: show:..include General .Foods;,' longterm pact With.S¢reen Gems earlier -initiated. the- tunnel.
--Hollywood, Oct. 16.
| happened: ‘that 17 other’ students in ; AFTRA: will, held 1963- Conven- ‘chief Hubbell Robinson.. Each of
.
. J. Nelson. Prewitt; ‘Chunky :Choco-: -as -prodicer-creator-writer: :

ARTRASLA. eet

date Corp.,- Mattel. Inc.;: Binney

& | - Déal -ealls for him to contititie: as West: ‘Berlin -‘ultimately. -got ‘in-. ion in L. A. at, Ambassador’ Hotel, - the. Partners will produce and. di{rect one show.
“Smith ‘Ene, }:'Transogram Co:; ‘Saw- _producer:, of the :Reed series, at: volved: ‘in the. digging. This week July 10-14.
oe
-yer's: Ine.;- ‘Kenner “Products. ‘Mfg.;.{:least. for: the rest-.of ‘this Season, oni: they.- : protested aloud ‘that ‘they. | ‘Tt marks. third ‘time’ union con- | ’ Directors’ Co. also has a sevenGeneral: Mills -anid: ‘James. O; |leanout from. SG. ta Todon,. In¢.,. would. try. and: stop NBC-TV. from Claved -here; iprevious ones being | segment-deal

Welch: Co.”

Pony

pt

an |producers:.oof the.‘comedy:show.:

~ (Continued :¢
on.
1 page 31D:

_ via.1936 and. 1953.

for NBC's*‘DuPort

| Show of the Month.”
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BritishEquity, ( Council Jon
To Curb TV Programs’ Int]Sales

"Sell“Bachelor Father

‘London, Oct. 16.

+—

Ever since the Canadian Council Sara.Lee Dickermg
ef Authors & Artists. backed up.
British Equity to near strike point

in the latter's dispute with the com-

mercial web here, the two. talent

unions have forged:a close alliance’|-

Into Six: Markets po
Shortly after making known ‘its:

availability, MCA .TV: clicked ‘off
sales on -“Bachelor. Father,” latest.
. off-network half-hour, entry for:‘the.
—— house.
“\< |<Inking: for. the. series; ‘composed:
—_ of. 157 “half-hours are- WNBC-TV,
| New:: York;

KRCA;

‘Eos | ‘Atigeles;:

WANE-TV: Ft..Wayne:: WMAL-TV, |

‘Washington;
Barre; ‘and WNBQ, ‘Chicago.

‘WBRE: TV,- . Wilkes-

For Belafonte Specia

Chicago, Oct: 16.

gram sales was Set af a three-ray- emergence of a ‘co-sponsor.
meeting between British and. Cana-}
Packaged. foods’ firm, ‘through |
dian union delegates held. Jast week Hin, Rogers, ‘Mason & Scott’ As:co-.
sponsoring the’ Bob’ Hope spec: on’.
in London.

tant; set the first wheels in motion. CBS 080’
S
Rich
towards achieving | a stringent set.
of safeguards.-

,

- -Weitinghoiise Broddcasting Co."8
BorgeBowsMls.Radio -. | ‘seminar
on: radio Pprogramniing. in.
.
New. York last week. ‘generated the
Battle oftheLonghairs ‘full. critical: spectrum, -.-, ranging.:
on

lgate
Keeps

.°-

Minneapolis,. Oct: 16:..

7 eying. here ;is unfolding: It. finds| casters, -crities, rep’. firm’ execs, ade

ChiGuessing

no . less .:4— person

than

vertisers and: agencies.-

the’ Min-

:

Following: are“'some ‘quotes trom. : .
sistant’ conductor, Frederick: Fen- talks made at: various. >panels: |:
nell, ‘in a disk jockey. vie on. Time-'} Maybelle: Jovee, o* the Christian.
Life’s local “radio ‘station “WTCN,” Science Monitor:. “The ‘press. atti-:

: neapolis Symphony _ orchestra's’ as-]

-| NBC-TV: Nov. 29: and wants. a. oat
At the .powwow,. “delegates not } of three specials for the season. |

only reaffirmed their belief in cer-:|
tain basie principles’ ‘regarding international. sales but,:more imror-|

Critical Spectrum

:

from: raves “to. ‘thorough-going |. -~
Soniething ;‘ew .and higher’. in|.raps ‘of ‘the: miediuin. . Participants ‘the way_of &minence tor disk ‘jock- in the gét-together includéd broade :.

which could spell serious repercus- |. Kitchens: of Sara.Lee:is dickérsions for the tv producer: with. an ing. for.‘a.Harry. Belafonte. special eee
The tone of. union feéling. toward hinges on the network's. firm com- | e
ever-increasing -international . pro-. “mitment. of a’ time ‘period ‘and the:}.

¢ _Programming CoversFul
Westinghouse Semifar on.

Chicago: Oct. 16.°
-tude is: ‘that radio ‘is a..stepchild, :
isiori
zo : an. ABC’ _affiliate.
The. four. commercial telévis
but radio is” very much. alive: in.”
-He’H: be WTCN’s § o. ‘lock? disk|}
stations here and. at: least ‘five: ra- jockey" week-nights. And ‘the .sta- ‘every: room,. car’ and ‘pocket: Read'|dio. outlets: aré ‘Sweating out the! ,tion.. is.‘employing. “him “in that: ers: are. asking ‘for.“radio. logs. and
..[|-verdiet from. Colgate-Palmolive. on: capacity. in--the hope. he- can pro- highlights...
‘the - “newspapers.
the pitch: ‘each |-has ‘made - for: the. ‘vide..stiff.-: ‘competition

for /-Victor ‘Radio’. is .a. separate :entity. from .

.| special budget:the, sponsér. ‘has-ear- Borge. . Borge hhas:a taped classiéal |television - -and. Should

be» ayeated |

‘marked for ‘Chicago.. Presumably, music. ‘program . on rival. -station, as: -such.”-. *.Colgate wants’: to: make.an extra.
Terry. Turner: ‘Chicago News:
at 9°: “o'clock .e€Kto monitor: their respective video |'
Coffee Flavor splurge here to improve ‘its share’. WLOE-FM,
“The-whole’ s. stem is. wrong, with |
nights.
and
it's,
‘garnering,
&
high.
gcreens, providing:one another with.
of the market ‘and wants to care-. rating... - ;
emphasis’. not . on product. but ~
detailed information on the use and |
fully. determine the:best use.of ‘the: _ Before: joining the:fanied. ‘60:year" profit. It’s’ insane: to “have ‘18. disk
re-use of mater. fal from the other's ! cEs-TV. d&io's in NY.
and
Los
this:
coin..
“lucky
‘it
Ve. br oadeaster she
jockeys
in. a row,
old Minneapolis: Sy mphony: -orches::
| Angeles’ havé. struck.
Stable.
it was ‘apree d te - mount joint ‘season out in. the Pubaffairs: ‘pro-f Pitches were “‘madé on: an‘ inv ita- tra this season, Fennel ..was ‘an-|-can’ afford ‘to: take. aloss and ro- .
tonal. basis; with the. statiions send=
:
pressure for programs i“of high: gramming’ area, each, copping @ ling: ‘spokesmen --to-“Néw York. to ad- Eastman “Schoo!:: of, Music. ‘profes- | gram. better"
sor and Organizer and inductor of|; Carle. :Sehuele, . or
resident.” “of a
quality”) to be exchanged ‘on’.a | Major bankroller. for: “such -.tele- ‘dress.. the client... directly. 7No the.-Eastman Symphonie Wind En=[‘Broadcast «‘Time Sates: : “Leave.
reciprocal. basis: without reduciing |casts.:
|.
, semble. ‘at: ‘Rochester, Ne -Y:: -For |radio as..-It--is: ~“Businecs is. sound .*.
employment possibilities in ‘either | First it was WCBS:TY, NY. to |agency was involved...
-}
many years-he. conducted a.‘Sunday, “without” documentaries. . ‘Adjust to:
country.
In this: connection “the: announce that ‘Chock-Full-O'Nuis |
90-minute* Rochester: ‘radio: ‘music| the . -market -‘and. ‘sell. products.”
unions. are to maintain. constant [
Clark. ‘Sutton: _Aircctor: _of:? ad“>. program, .He’s- still: connected: with
consultation on their national nego- had ‘bought a major. ‘portion. of the
‘the ‘latter via its host coming: here ‘vertising, “First.” Federal” ‘Savings a
tiations and agreements so-.as to station’s’ pubaffairs programming.
every: - few. ‘months: ‘to tz pe" pro- | &- Loan °Co::Pittsbimeh:: “T. don’t) 2!
avoid the danger of undercutting |Then: along. came _sister’: station.|
_..| believe: .that “documestaries - can:
grams ‘with.
vith:him... | =
each ‘other.
KNXT, in. Los. Angeles, ‘with. Reg-|_
~ | sell. ‘package. -nroducts.. -but- for.
Official:
Films’
“half-hour
“Biog|
It was decided to -press for na- | ular Maxwell ‘House: Coffee. agree-|
. ‘institutional adverticing | ‘such .:as
‘Taphy”
seriés
has
picked
up.
five.
: tional quotas and increased royaJ-. | ing to a deal: fo ‘Pick: up KNXT's
Lours, it really did: the. ‘jab- Nightties for artists which “reflect the, ‘ pub-affairs.
:
more bank sponsors, ‘bringing the:
oo ‘time ‘radio |‘ean -be.’“suceéssful, but
increase in audience . .
outside:
In. both cases it Was - coffee. ac total financial -‘panktollers: to. 18
Jar - nighttime: Dratran must ©“be
the country ‘of origin.” — ; counts.: Maxwell,
unlike -Chock- cout’ of 147: markets sold.:-First |
adequately” promoted.””. |
a
‘William - .Schwer7_ TENBC ‘pro.
Vv ibrations of these initial moves. | -Full- O'Nuts,. ‘isa “fhational adver- Pennsylvania ‘Banking’ & ‘Trust. will.
‘gram -manager:. “Tt “Ts -beéoming |
{o tap expansion of -global tv. are |-tiser.. Maxwell. deal: was ‘acclaimed. ‘underwrite the series:.on “WROV-:|
being, felt in America. as well--as |.as ‘the. first: sale to a. national ad-. TV, Philadelphia; Via: N. W: _Ayer
|More and more. di*fi-nit.-ta ‘pros:
-| gram to cover ‘the évtire.area your.
Canada. and “Europe. Meetirigs: be- ; verliser. ‘of a major local :_publi¢; agency..-Others new to. the. bank:
2 Washington, Oct.: 16:
‘roster are: ‘American: National, Bank,
“tween British Equity and the Yank |affairs. ‘schedule.
therefore: “Federal: Comunications: Commis-. ‘station’s signa] cavers
Mobile; -Liberty ©. National, ‘Okla- | sion. has notified New. York Mayor: each station. shonld dofine. its:‘own
‘unions are high on the international
toe
‘|. Homa. -City: Michigan National, Robert: ‘Wagner’ it. will officially . commitnity-..
agenda, as’ they are. the world’s.
-Jistoners,”
not;
1Bway. Goes Latin’ ‘Sales’: -| Lancing; ~and ‘Walker-:: “Bank Be: transfer: ‘its UHE test. antenna: on | necessarily * aesvpohieal,.’: ‘but’
nijor. exporters and importers of |
‘Independent :. Teley ision: C arp:"S| Trust; ‘Salt. ‘Lake: City:
tv. film: Als6 on ‘the list are .con“|-the Empire. State: Building te the: social; ethnic; ete. This. "specialized: a
fabs ‘with the- International Fed- |“Broadway ‘Goes Latin” has inked] ° “Most, ‘recent ‘station buy.-is WBZ-: city:. Nov..1.
programming ...must.’ “he. ‘total -in
.. eration: of Actors which made ‘its |four ,more- markets... New -Station ‘TY,-. Bostoti, second -Westinghouse’|’-” In ‘a letter’ fo.W -agner the: com-|) terms of news, music, ‘srerials, ‘and
stance ‘elear : on the: oY erseas pro-= |: deals include WAST. Albany, N-Y:;
The: only.”
station’ to take the show tthe other ‘mission. said. “it is. pleased”: -to-turn- ‘even. commercials. .
gram sales issue in Brussels: Jast KTVT, Et. Worth;: WBRE: W ilkes-. is:Clev eland): New markets, include. over the antenna and facilities for.| fact that. matters ‘to. pdyertisers’ is.
November:
:
1 Barre; and. WEGA, Jac ksonville.
KONO, ‘San’ Antonio; ‘WSAZ, Hun-. use by: New.-York’s city. run: non= | does: it: sell: the nvoduct?’ not...
_ Now, it seems. what’ was agreeu.|
Other’ recent ‘sales. _include’} tington;: WDEE;:
Chattanooga; commercial UHF station WNYC...
how. many people. a*e “Kstening?.?”
there. in’ principle
— that. interna: | WEO® ‘Orlando: KROD, -El Paso; KFYR,. -Bismarki: ‘KSLA. Shreve--|: “FCC: has’ been using thé. an-'|. ‘William Kaland: °C: national
tional exchange, sales, et al:, on'the.; WLOS,. ‘Asheéville;) WBOC,. Salis-|port: KGNS;: ‘Laredo; KFBC, Chey- tenna ‘experimentally. over-.Ghan:'| Program. manager: -“'Ve. asree. 6n .
grounds of “cheapness” and’ not:, hury;: ‘WIVT; Tampa: and WIV, enne; KELO,: “Sioux .Falls), and. i nel, 31, and.- plans to- coneliide- its three facts: (1). procramming -is a’
“WwWKOW, ‘Madison.
“quality” is against the interest of Avjami;
aa “| testing: by Nov.-I. It. had. previously: ‘science—we. -have |:to): know "our
both viewers and performers—is.;————~
: | promised ‘New. York: ‘such |aid ‘in ‘audience ‘and: what: they: want: “(Q).
{numbers are’ facts but: we mustn’t.
being «translated into
practical j...
‘setting up- its own station:.
terms by Britain and. Canada,
The Empire :State ‘anienna- has, forget’ the- auelitative approach ny

Initially, both sides -have:. agreed |
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verbal. “We definitely, proved ‘the
it “«asn"t Joe EL Lewi is’ sensiti: ities ‘but’Milton Blackstone’ s ‘concern. ‘fer: to - New~. York: “ECC™ ‘told latter todav:” 2...
-FAULK MAKES RADIO.
_ | for ‘his.’ ‘charge, Eddie Fisher, that created a: ‘¥eshuffling: of Ty ‘Gard- Wagnef.
Elliott: M. Sanger’: WOXR, NY.
" Sunday-at-7 p. m. show. ever WOR-TV. New York. | -FCC will- ‘make’ dis fir ct report: exer”. V.p;° ‘and: gene~al manager?
Blackstone: ‘in:handling the “new: Amage”’. -for”.the: singer, ‘felt: that | on UHF-: tv- ‘reception. in New York | “Radio ‘is ‘not -a: ‘hac-heen—it-.is. a
‘John Henry;. Faulk: is “coming: -Fisher’s. performance ;on a tv ‘show, albeit. Vidtaped, on- Yom: ‘Kippur: 3 at the Nov. 12-14. Ete ‘tronics In~: strong. ‘vital -force in -communicas ‘back> to. radio. on. WINS, :N. Y. eve last-Sunday (7) Was out of key.:While Gardner observed,:. “Suppose: -dustries “Assn. meet, in ‘Toronto, tions. We ‘at: WOYR-bove had the:
“| same: ‘formula- for (28 ‘vears .but)
Starting Nov. 12, Faulk, the -re- Eddie was. in a.feature film, ‘as. he has been,-and it w as. spotbooked °on .
‘| with ‘this ‘difference>.. Without .. de-.:cent winner of. a $3.500,000° ‘libel | ‘some:video program ‘ihe:. same night, he couldn t contr‘ol-it,”” nionethe»..
| parting. from our beste’ ideas,’ “we
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red
to
Blackstone.
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.
suit-award against Aware Inc., will|:
T0 ORL ANBO CASE. have: ‘constantly’ ‘han¢ed- -.our
host “Program ‘PM, a report on all}: : In the same. manner ‘he alse. deferr ed io: old: ‘friend. and ‘fellow cok moe
'method.-of presentation. snd. added.
aspects. of -New York. Deal with|.uninist Ed Sullivan when the: latter’ s son-in-law. and: ‘producer, Bob: ;
~ |new. -program
dra, Within. ‘the
WINS .was set .through Faulk’s. Precht, expressed --fhild. concern over Paul: “Anka: doing an- interview:
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hing:
On.
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“show: for. Gardner's Gothant outlet ‘an’ hotir. before. ‘Sullivan's. own: CBS general concent ‘of what ‘our: -sudagent, Harold _D. Cohen.
.
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Federal
‘Com
nunications
“national: rand. Canadian) net ork,: on which ‘he {Anka}. got beaucoup :
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*
to
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>
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‘prexy.:
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- Theeting£. 7
Because the Aika: Jayne: Mansfield:Joe- E Lewis. tabe Was: 0 ine |
13, 1957.
At that point, Faulk’s |
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it:
‘upon.
the
final
out.
tegrated that..the thought arose that the. latter,’ -t00;. objected ‘to’-the ‘+come of, what- ‘FCC. ‘does about the : ‘that..“radio. is the basic. means’ of: ~
career was cut off becarse an
communication for. more’-than half’ ="
Aware pamphlet erroneously. linked -Yom” Kippur. exposure.. ‘This ivas' academic. with. ‘the. nitery comedian | troublesome .Orlando. Fla.,. vtelevi- | the
world:.“Radio. .reaches ‘every-.
because (1) it ‘was .a local show and (2) it: chad’been taped: ‘the Friday
‘him to Communist front. organizasion’
channel’
9
case.
The:
Orlando
where:
:
it -has evolved but it’s still.
tions.
Faulk.
defended
by. af-: ‘preceding:: tis -true, howev er, that: Lewis never :‘perfornis: at .the-| ‘ease “is -one. of :‘those investiga
ted: -a- first ‘class: medium; so -let. us
‘where he is visually. -iIncumbent: during the. Jewish :
-forney Louis Nizer, won. his libel[: Copacabana; NLY:,.
by
the
Oren
Harris-Subcommittee;. practical in outlook: for. the’youngwith allegations,
action last June and. ever Since-has ‘High: Holiday, ‘and. George’ DeW ‘itt subbed ‘for .him last w eek).
of eX . Parte .“€on-..
Incidentally; .because” of: thie topicality of. Pierre. ‘Salinger’s past
er set thinks differéntly. than. we
had show biz doors .opening to
‘tacts.
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interviéw,
do ‘about it. But: Jet's be - coura-.
‘Gardner
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Fisher:
‘him:
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"
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Metro\Média.
‘{ interview -until next Sunday. Meantime: a“miror. complication involves : (parent: of
‘Metropolitan. Broadtast- ‘geous - also ‘and live un in other’
.{ Dime’ Savings Bank of. Brooklyn, which: had. committed itself for 100%
areas: to the: best. of, radio, its news-Some.
‘principals. of .Metro-. coverage."Me
| underwriting of the “new” Hy: Gardner Show: It’ is now :“qualifying | ing).
‘Media.: are. also. stockholders : “of
| itself. and ‘going ‘in. ‘only- ‘for - ‘Spot’ commercials; with -the “rest of .the- _Mid-Florida .TV- Corp:, one of:the
‘sponsor ship: taken- up. by. the NcY..- Telephone. €o:; ‘Wrigley: and. athérs.. ‘Orlando applicants. :.
Rand Veen, Gen. Mor. ‘Dime SB. wanted the option to withdraw, ifoccasion .war ranted; when
.Ohairman-. Newton: Minow. “disé
| some. of Gardner's show:
guests might not be ‘to the liking ‘of: the'tsénted
<
on the -WHK. ‘renewal, -say-|
Duncan Mounsey has become |bank's’ echelon. This. refé biz.
rs’ to ‘some: of. ‘the: celébritiés. whom Gardiner’
ing: the Orlando matter. should: be}.
veep and general manager of Rand}might, ‘book: ‘and. which,,DSB: might.
feel. inconsistent - with, its.own: ‘Settled ‘first. - a
t
outfit ©on ning. the} “image. ”.
Broadeasting;
' ‘Washington; Oct: 16.
a0ku. WINQ. in. Tampa. .Fla.
He:
The... Federal’ Communications.
brought With him Martin Ross: who:
A score. “of foreign countries represented: vat the-Special ‘Eliropean ;
“Commission . has ‘granted’: .KEYC=. 7
was with Mounsey as-his assistant}
wool
ia:
. | TV;: Channel: 13,: -Mankato,. éar,
Minn.,
‘Broadcasting Union. session. in “New.. York later this. -nionth -will be: AustinHey
‘al- °:
at Schine Broadcasting’s WPTR, in
-a short-term license of. one’y
ef
Chi
.
Pub
; guests of the. Administration. ‘in’ Washington; "D.C, Octy 24. ‘Day-long
Adas
A:
_KM
Albativ, N UY.
4 visit
to.the
capital
Teging .questionable. faith -in -local .
will ine hide. a luncheon hosted’ by Ed: “Murrow,: “USTA |
direétor, and:
meetings Av ith
other. top’ government: officials:
. Mounsey came -into tv as a stu- |
:"EBU will. cst
Holly N06: Oct. 16; .| programming..and- staffing. "A: stadio operation. manager and was ene ‘meet in New York ‘from Qct.:22°to 27-to.discuss programmi
ng, technical|™ * Aiastin ‘Heywood. Was -nanied® ad-- tion request to shut down its Mane. |-:
«at
n people’! and Jegak matters: It will -bé. the first. EBU séssion’ outside’.Europe for, promo-publi¢ity. manager: of “Para ‘kato- facilities. so. it ‘could. become: :. *on: the
the NBC-TV
old Steve productio
Alten “Tonight”
i the-:org, which: is. made: ap:
‘oft all European hations outside,
mount: Television and. KTLA, ~Te-. a satéllite: of KGLO-TV ‘in Mason =.
:
| ithe: Aron)
Stanza. In show biz for .22- vears, Curtain,
[placing Robert “Nashick-. who re-: City, “Iowa was’ rejected: earlier. by
Mounsey - was an actor and he- was}.
°~
*
‘signed ..to. join-..San Francisco’s ‘the. commission."
also stage manager for Max -Rein- | Storer. Broadcasting. ‘prexy Gieorge’“B:‘Storer’ Jr. “Mii aukée. mayor’ “*KPIX-TV ina ‘similar. capacity.
|: - The. subsequent. ‘KEYC: offer to:
hardt and stave manager at Radio ‘Henry Maier and ABC-T\ aetiyork viceprez Tom: Moore each dedicated: :| ‘Heywood ‘formerly was: pub’. di-. Fetain local: programming: ratio. but:
City “Music Hall:
a leg of the new WITI-TV toiyer,. a 1,078-foot. structure: ‘that- is- be- rector for- Davis; “ Johnson; Mogul with a reducéd. staff won .only
Ross, who will be his -assistant 1 lieved to. be. the ‘tallest Self-suppor ting tower in: America. In: a.cereinony. &: “‘Colombatto'. ad. agency, -which short-term : approv al..by. the -FCC:
manager at -the:: Tampa. station, :: held ‘in. Milwaukee last. week, Moore dedicated: the first: leg to enter-. ‘has’ -among . its’ clients “KCOP: |which ‘said: it-is giving the. station:
came from. NBC's ° ‘Monitor’ ‘and. ‘tainment, Mayor -Maier ‘the second to. community: affaits and Storer the ‘Mike Casey -continues : as publicity. | only Jong .enotigh. to ‘prove= the - a
has been a. press agent, and a tv third. to newsand editorials, those being the three’ breadcast,
facets” to. ‘chief ‘at --KTLA, ..with- Heywood | good. faith *-and-: feasibility of its:
| plus: to: “Pave. the way for its’ trans-
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7 have been able fo punch some holes

~ WOR’sHighPulse

“Fremantle's:‘6 by:Borge?
;

‘Hollywood; ‘Oct. 18:.
in.the network’s prime time armor,
‘Leading Hollywood - télefilmeries |
|are:-now.. predicting there will ba
“RKO ‘General .WOR: topped: the |are completely bypassing the syn--} Six hourlong specials being pro-Agency,: ‘a. point.’ which ‘may have |‘New’ ‘York. Pulse -ratings -for the: -dication field for:1963, arid the only’ -duced. by ‘Victor Borge’s new pro-. even more chinks in -the months.
to. come: Field reports. from. syndie
wide -ramifications in. trade. with
15th straight™ month. in the hours new ‘telefilm: ‘product planned’ for. duction company. VBS Associates, - Sales’ ‘staffs are noting, more: and
“eastern: ‘bloc -nations..
next “year -consists of five ‘travel will - be™ distributed. ;“in. “overseas.
1} from 6 /a.m..to.8 -D.m. °
‘more. local station prime-preemp-- Case * ‘involved .
Latest” (August) © figure’. -give |“and/or. : :documentary - series. and. markets’ * by Fremantle ‘Interna-. tions. for feature pix; off-web hours
" «Danger- Is. My Business.” which - WOR..an average quarter-hour rat-'| Six hour-long. spex.. -Latter: are ‘be- tional:and: originai SY.ndication half hours.
a USAT's: Informational Media’ Guar- ling’ of .3.6--between. 6:'a.m. anid 8. ing: turned out “by- specialists in |°.
* +The specials, “four of which are.
.. .anteeokayed ‘as. qualifying’ -for. -p-int: “Station. took: the fatings lead-those areas, companies such as Bill. already. in: the.:can, are “The. Best |- “Len Firestone, head ‘of the new
ility: guarantee. The. okay: early in the ‘sumimer of:1961.
-*~ “eorivertib
L. ‘of Borge,”’.“ ‘The: Jim Moran Show,”. | Four, Star Distribution syndication
. |. Burrud’. “Productions,” David
was “granted. after
:receiving .Bee.
: :_{Wolper.
S
and. Jack Douélas.”
“1.'The. Story: of. James’ Dean;” “Jazz wing of: ‘Four™ Star Productions,
c=].
tests from’ ‘TPEA’S John: G..
| ‘However, ‘the: vidpix. giants, ‘such. Music,” “Genius at Work” and an .Says -the ©main reason for the
‘comedy.‘titled loosening up’ is. the state-of -net.. Carthy. -‘TPEA prexy. “complained'|:? 'T:
lag” Revue. Studios, Sereen Gems: original | ‘musical
- that the: ‘division's: new criterfa,t-J
%. ‘and: -Desilu:. are - “shunning ‘the: “Money Is.Not Everything: ” “= -T work Sales. in participating - spon: sorships. He cites ‘a “Hitchcock”
=" |which grants “convertibility” guar-| J.
oclgyndie.. ‘field, for a variety of” Tea-}‘hour. (CBS), ‘preeming
with two
“antees- to: materjal_ only: if: it.sows |sons. Some’ becaiise. they ‘feel indie-| :
| out ‘of. eight. minutes. sold; or tha.
-. the US) in: a’ positive, ‘favorable: o
stations’ ‘around: the country simply
j}undersold status -of.. Four Stars’
” Jight; © proliibits the inclusion: :off
won’t.: support
first-run. “télepix,town: “Saints & Sinners” on NBC—
“most. U.S: : entertainment shows: ’
| others --that.‘there: aren’t enough |.
_“Eook at tv any night; and’ you can
wt " Soviet-.-bloc. “nations, ‘McCarthy |
‘time: periods °‘available, ‘and ..some

national: Media -Guarantée |Divi-|
sion ~.of. the-: -US..

‘Information |:

NBO! Flims’

ExciseTax

May BeSlashed;

“argued,

would -‘fear’ ‘to -buy: tv ‘pro=|.

“gramining ..solely ‘on” the’ grounds |
of showing the. US. “in -a positive, |
. ~ favorable ‘light. -In: fact; such, “‘pro-'| -.

AsUHF Boost

WBC Rolling
Auve Specials.
“ForSyndication’:

|find network promos where ‘there
should be commercials.” Estimates

‘because. of the: “great. number: ot |
rerun” ‘series,. -many ” .off-network,

‘run as high as 40°% unsold: for two
‘| now being. ‘dumped - Into. ‘syndi: |
of the three webs.
“Washingston, “Oct. ‘16. 2 reation.
With. the network slack, Stations
-": grams: might not: be bought. at: all. | “Phe: 16%: Federal: excise tax.‘on | * So. first-run telepix. for’ syndiea- |~
have been taking an hour, or an
Why -not allow ‘them to buy. U.S. radio -and .television., sets’-may be. tion, onee a: thtiving biz in’ Holly-}
sliced
in
half
if
compromise.
legisentertainment -: “shows, Me Carthy. |
(wood, with -25: “plus -‘series turned | The’ Westinghouse’ Broadcasting ‘hour and a half, or, in-a couple of
cases at least, a night off form, the
contended, referring” ‘to: ‘the con-}. lation proposed: for.he 1963: ‘Con- Out. each year, is -now down ‘to'a.}:
Corp. is ‘producing a:series of 13 web: feed to slot syndicated. prod‘ress’
is
adopted.
.
“-vertibility: needs of. US: ‘exporters..,
| minescule -number, with: no pros-.
-one-hour
specials
‘for’
‘youngsters.
‘Rep.
‘Silvio.
O.:
“Conte:
{R-Massi.
uct ‘with the return. of: a. 100° of
“pects” of -improvement inthe. for- |.
". Jf IMG- does” riothing, ‘McCarthy |:
whicli- will. 2ét prime-time. monthly: ‘the .rate card eompared to the 30°
“argued, U.S -entertainment :shows. ‘introduced? the bill’‘authorizing’ the : séeable_ ‘future...
| showing by.“the.
sroup’s
tv.
stations
Soe:
‘slash.
~
1:
.
‘from :the web: National sponsors,
‘berths «in::Poland - and |.
“At Revue. ‘Studios,‘once: ‘a.steady
wieF won't win,
:
. Congress: recently: directed: ‘raidio.| Supplier of ‘syndie: stuff,.a-top exec. ‘and. be: ‘available . ‘for syndication says Firestone, are. anxious.to. get
“. Yugoslavia:..and
: the -progra imming |“and
televisi
on”
“manufacturers.
‘to’
‘elsewhere.
oe
| the. available. minutes (spot biz was
‘vacuum: ‘mav'- be- filled by.” anti- equip. “their | “sets to .receive. all ‘said the. company. has ‘no-plans ‘for |
:. “American shows. coming: ‘from. ‘the’ UHF and VHF channels.. However’ ‘first-run syndicated “production:at | Excerpts |‘from: the. first: “four never’ better). which can only be
‘shows. “were press-preyiewed: this: scheduléd between. network: shows,.
“ot Soviet, camp:
‘the FCC. will not require: the added this time; and has no. blueprint for-week by ‘WBC. execs..and producer not: during.
JMG: in ‘yesporse’ “to“MeCarthy’s g |. ‘equipment. until: 1965... 7°.
ws
| future syndie ‘vidpix “so Tong as.
‘Four Stars’: main. product: is the
plea; refused’ to abrogate its.:pres- |. 4. “The: -new -.- requirements «.. “will. Station.’ . buy er's - won’*t - support: ‘Michael “ Santangelo:. WBC prexy
_] Don MeGannon, told the press that: off-web hour;. and Firestone sees.
“ent- ‘policy, ‘It’ did ‘concede, -how- ‘make. ‘possible’: ‘future. scheduling them.”
ever,” that. in. ‘some. ‘{nstances, it -of .more. programs, including. edu-"|:-” Screen - Géms: coast ‘oss - Bill ; the: series, which he said was blue-. a ‘number of -‘things working. for.
> May. have -applied:. its new criteria. _ cational * television,” - Conte: “said. :Dozier also has. no ‘plans for syndie printed: before FCC ehairman New- ‘these. packages in-and-out of. prime
“too.: stringently. IMG also ‘prom- “But. an “important ‘side.effect: of: production: ‘next year, and. he com- | ‘ton. Minow’s declaration. on kidvid: time. More stations are experi. ised:
-recotisider - “previously -such ‘a measure ‘is to. increase ‘the mented: “in the present’ shrunken:|- was slanted at’the:i fo.15-year-old, menting with the hours to-fill the
age group.
‘|late: night” slot. in. place of feature
‘made |HYauntive *. decisions,” “with. -Gost..of -these'-séts by. another $25 condition:: of. the: market, we don’ tye
“Danger
Is.,.My *Business’. ‘becom- to $60. “This reduction ts necessary ‘want -to‘:.compete for the ‘few. time:|. “Quartet: of shows “excerpted for ‘pix... One’ station is now playing
fo
the press * preview, ‘were, ‘Magic, hours three nights a week, features
. ing’ the -first “reversal’ ‘announced: | to ‘insure against-any -unfavorable periods available.”
“Here Is: the’ ‘text of: IMG's: ‘ob-: effect: on :the..consumer and pre- | ‘Desilu production’. chief’ Jerry: “Magic, Magic, * hosted. by: magician. three. and resiating ‘a pre-empted
re- vent” any. “serious ‘threat: to. the: Thorpe, joining. -‘the --chorus ©-.of.’ ‘Milbourne Christopher and. guesting web: show on the seventh night.
0 servations: ‘issued: by* ‘TPEA,
2g printedsin: full, because -of its.im- industry.’ -.
"| never-on.-syndie, ‘remarked: “‘there | Julie: Harris’. and -Zero -Mostel; WFIL in .Philadelphia ‘has hour
"+--+ portance.’
Conte. said: ‘He’ believed: the. re: ‘seems. to: -be such. a° plethora. Of ‘Tre- “First Concert, " with the Cleveland dramas. four nights a week.
~ Said’ IMG: The general: ‘ptob- duced. tax would ‘bring the cost. of -Trun .of ‘material: ‘that. buyers can |‘Symphony “conducted “by. Robert}: Reasons: behind. strength of the
-Jem-of ‘the. eligibility .of: programs television’ and. radio . sets “within. ,buy: at véry low prices. This. isyiot ‘Shaw; . “Black ‘ Nativity,” -Gospel hours, says Firestone, are in -the
“produced bv the American: tele- the range_of many. other: slectrical A. profit-making.’ ‘proposition, and. ‘song-play: produced: “last©year .‘in. fact that the. feature stockpile. ‘ds
_
_:::, |the. only. way: to- go into: it would:}. ‘New York’by. Santangelo and ‘now. dwindling. fast; the number of hour
>. yiston industry” is. extremely diffi- ‘equipment.
“) be at.such a low" level: of: quality— | ‘touring’: ‘the- world;: and “Baird’s packages now available — 19 as.
‘eult-.and the ‘cause of: miuch*con-|
“= €o. meet the: économics—we - would : ‘Eye -View,”” a: history of: puppetry compared to four last year; and the
cern: fo: us. Although our modified
|
- be. - ashamed... to. have: our |mame: with Bil. Baird:
cost. factor, which ‘gives a doubleeligibility. ‘policy.. was’ designed to.
hon
it.” -..
vee
7
‘assure .that..the. expenditure of |
.. Series: director dis James Elson. | run leasing of the hours an advan- Similarly, ‘MGNETV, “Four."Star. | WBC ‘stations ‘beginning this month}. tage -over: features.
public’. funds, ‘throtigh: ‘the © IGM]:
‘and: 20th-Fox; . in’ outlining. plans will be playing the.shows in a 7:30)"
‘program will result” in’ some. con-}
tribution. to’ the.achievement: ‘of}”.~WINS, “Westinghouse -Broadcast=. for -next: ‘year; have- omitted .“any. ‘p.m. .slof ‘with: repeats slated. for an
our. national: purpose, . It -was: not ‘ing’ S-- New: York.- AMer, . began “syndication. ‘production. -AS far as ‘is earlier: time. oe
our’ ‘desire to convert IMG: into. around-the-clock: ‘lews. coverage. |}known -none. of.-the:- vidpix.- big-)
a. “propaganda. instrument. “Nor. -this..week as ‘thé ‘news feeds from leaguers: plan any.:
‘Wwas.:It our -desire.-to. make Ameri- “Mutual: ‘Broadcasting were. dropped.|’-It's' a: different --story- An: the
...{ (web ‘now affiliates with. WHN, the. travelog-documentary- field, where.
(Continued | on page"8):
:
“| lower budgets, for one: thing, allow
‘Storer station‘in New. York).
‘ih Initial - emphasis: “will -:be. ‘on. a.différent: view..
Washington,. Oct.. 16.
+ regular. -hews segments :on the | + Producer David: “Wolper has:Just’| “KRIZ, ‘Phoenix 250-watt radio | Federal Communications. Com-.
received.
‘a.
renewal.
for
'26:
more:
chour: and half. hour’ duting the: ‘day
station, - was bought” ‘by a new: “mission has ‘fined the ‘operator: of.
and: .on- the. half”‘hour’. in. “othier: Biography’ telefilms, “syndicated |.Arizona. outfit Headed by. Frank -& Madison, Wisc., FM station $1,000
-by: Official :films, “In -addition, ‘his Flynn:. for :$500:000,::according to
‘ periods.
for failing to file a transfer’ of:
‘Station will be: nsing: special re- “The Story * Of": -is. syndicated -by’ : Hamilton-Landis.
the brokerage
| ownership
0
notice. Paul A. Stewart,
‘UA-TV,.
and:
he..
is:
planning.
six.
orts from: Westinghouse’ stations:
‘thaking the. deal. Outlet was-sold Gperator of. WRVB-FM, has 30
‘hour-long:
first-r
un
specials.
for
syn-.
| around the country..and the group's
by Radio- Denv éi: Inc., corporation: days to show cause why he should
‘Boston, Oet. 16;°. \-special.: ‘Washington - and” overseas dication: for next vear.:
Hub? .S educational. | ‘channel, : operations. “News-. director -Jerry |: “Producer Bill Burrud, "whose ‘sees |owned by.” the: family: of former not be: fined.
> -WGBH-TY,. -which Was conked out: -Landay ‘will be ‘heading © a staff of -ond ‘batch’ of- 39 “True; Adventure” U.S. ‘Senutor “Burton K.: Wheeler, | ‘The FCC action. ‘came on a 42
or fina disastrous fire, has come back: “16 by Nov.: 1: “building: ‘from: ‘five ‘travelog- films :are-- in: ‘$yndication,. Which. also owns -“and operates: vote. New. member E. William
| Henry did not participate.“ Com-:
with. $1,711,976; _-almost'!: .$12, 000: when’ WBC. took: -over. the. ‘station ‘is planning 39.half-haurs .of ‘‘Pa-|-”KTLEN, ‘Denver::) =:
than they sét. out. to. find! 12
cific Revisited;’” Tenséd iin ‘color, for |” ‘Flynn’ was “recently. general ‘missioners Rosel Hyde and Robert
oh-:more.
months ago.-when their. Cambridge earlier: this year.. ‘Latest -‘staff ad- -syndie
next--year. ‘Syndication. has.| Manager: and part owner -of KYOS, .Bartley dissented, with Bartley deditions ~“are -ne Ws¢a. ster-writer
_ studios and: most. ‘of. their equip- | Charles: King,.: “formerly. with: ‘preved successful for his operation, , Merced, . Calif. His ‘new: eompany,- claring: in a written statement. ‘he.
owning :KRIZ,' ‘is’ Shamreck: Broad: :‘thought a show cause order to:‘ment was destroyed.
‘WQXR. “and. OWN. EW, -and - news. and-some. indie stations are. “disen=:
./ = Ralph Loweill,: ‘prexy- of.Channel ‘writer James.: MeGiffert, formerly: chanted’”’ “with some .off-net’ rerims; -|-easters. and his* partners in’ the ward ‘license revocation would be -|
.| Burrud:“remarked:-. -“Pacific,””. now deal” are -Charles ‘Cahill -and. ‘Paul. “better: procedure.”
. 2: said work ‘on ‘new. ‘studios:will AP and CBS News...
Stewart's transgression ‘was -dis..'L being lensed at around’$18, 000 ‘per O'Brien; both. .of ‘Cheyenne. Wyo.
~ etart shortly. OF :the. total: contrib- |«| seg; will “go. into. syndication “un- “A. number. :of Merced . (Calif.) “covered, ‘Said the commission in a
uted ©‘more than :-'$1,000,000.: came
‘businessmen”
are..also
listed.
as
Pee "less. somebody: wants-it for ‘a net-. shareholders. Sale. is awaiting F COy letter notifying him of the. fine,
directly --from’’ the ¢ommunity: int TAC Sells Pie.
when he asked permission to. build
_- amounts: ranging: fron: a few pen-|: “TAG,” ‘the’ “Television. Affiliates. work,” ‘he said: “His.““True”. segs ;°appreoval.
. a-higher antenna. FCC: diseévered
nies:. to: several thousands: of -dol-|Corp, . subsid -of. ‘Trans-Lux that. are filnied Avith budgets: of $12,500:
“Same . broker age house . reports’ -at™ ‘that: time Stewart -had never
“lars. ‘Donations. have come: from; gathers. and; ‘distribufes : local. sta-- per” seg...
- business; :-from- foundations. and,’ tion. telementaries, has: made- three. - Trav aloedt um entaty.- ‘producer ‘another high-pr iced sale.-This time” sought: an okay -to transfer his.
Jack Douglas is plarining: tio: half-.| Frank” -Junell-- of; Lubbock: Tex., tlicense: from Paul. Stewart to Paw
=umost. signlificant.- from ‘upwards: 9f° new Sales. in the. cast:
te-is - alleged. to. have. ‘paid. $160. 000: 1 Stewart Enterprises. Inc.
' 50,000 :indiyiduals,. ‘Important .pifts
| Buying: the library ‘of 89. films. hour: documentary” ‘series... both in
}-for- another ‘29-watter—KEYE- iny’
to the station came from the Ford;‘From: local. ‘stations. last .wéek were: ‘color, “for syndiration next. year, “as
ton, Tex.
. Foundation: Aghieh: matched $500,- ‘Fuel- Oil ‘Dealers: of ‘Céntral Flori- | ¥ ell“ as ‘another semester - of ‘his Perryu
"
"000 of |‘oeal contributions, .:and: da, ‘from WESILTV, ‘Orlando: Peo-|-"Across" the Seveen Seas” series.wld
‘from ‘the. Twentieth |‘Century "Fund. ik:ples. ‘Bank.’ from .AV LYH-TV; ‘Leba-.|-K.C:S“oth:FMer .
“created -“by” Edward- “A: Filene of,‘non, “Pass and: ‘Liberty” ‘Life’. In={>
in ShiteChatinet2.fo
“Kansas City; Oct, 16.
0 Vegas’.

WINS.BOWS 2HOUR
NEWS ON OUR POWER

"|Fec Fines FMer1G
PHOENIX 250WATER. | For Failing to File Its

BRINGS 5006 IN-SALE|. Transfer of Ownership

7 Hubb EducChannel Gels

~~

$1,711,976 to Rebuild

Fire Destroyed. Studios |»

eee
cement

:Boston;. Which" gave $125, 000.”

_{ surance, ‘from ‘WSPA-TY; ‘Greans|:”

| ‘Bus:Stop’ Syndication
Blocked by Hassle

-Washington,

Oct. 16.~

7 ‘Advent of K\IBC-FM ‘here Tast|

Hollywood, Oct, 16.
-After-the- fire;-Wub’s tlhitee_ coins: ‘ville: “SC. -Bankrollérs: will. ‘select’. In. ‘a:finalized? rule-making - ac- if‘week. brought te nifie the’ number
-20th-Fox
TV ‘is holding
off
“mercial stations, WBZ-TV, WNAC-? -shows: fronr. the. library -‘for.airing’
: tion, television: . -channel:.- ‘2. Wwas.} Of .F Mers here: It’s the third broad-- syndic ation
of 26
segments whe
EV: -WHDH-TV.. and. the Catholic} “oh--the local” stations.
Hender son. to Las Casting” media ~ operated ‘here by |: “Bus. Stop” until a settlement has
- | shifted.” from
Tv. Center. came, to: the resctte: so:
Liberty Insurance: buy -was. made: N e8as.- “Nex., by /.the. -FCC. In ‘a- Metropolitaan Bro. adeasting.
| been. reached With. ‘Roy - Fus2ins,

me effectively ‘that. ‘Channel: 2: ‘Missed 4‘through - the: New: ‘York: ‘ad. agency
. only:‘one ..
, broadcast: day; and: its:of:‘Sudler, & Hennessey. TAC shows
“l OWGBH-TV ‘station didn’t. Tose: an. | are Sponsofed” ‘on’ various Coast.
- hour of: broadcast time, Tt: went: on}| Stations hy Turf-Co Jawn sprinklers.

simultaneous. action, FCC. alloiced |.
: Chis. --J.: ‘Stnifa

recently was. executive producer; and. William
Southern Nev ada ‘Radio and-Tele- brought” over by “Metropolitan’ as Inge,’ ‘author of the original.
“vision Co., “which had’ ‘the ‘channel | station: -‘Manager. from, KCMO-FM, |: “Inge was: paid $1,000 a week
2 grant “for: Henderson, |to Joeate. -where he- had |“been for several. for use ‘of the-title, but refused to.

ws - the. airthe™ first’ p.m. of the -fire} and tin Los Angeles bv: ‘Great. West-- the. station in |Las “Megas instead. Vears.. New Station has’ a’ 24-hour. ‘allow ‘his name in the credits. He..
Holl
thre tiny:‘studios |in:Sy mphonyern ‘Savings... Kimbrrough-Phillips | . Commissioner Robert: T.. Bartley: policy; avith. ‘about: 19 hours. amulti>: ‘consider ed the. teley érsion ‘beneatin
a
[bankrolly in Nashiv ile, *
dissented:
Soreness
a) plexing dai ly.
[his diterary: ‘dignity.

__ Wednesday,:
October 17;

1962.

‘Suspense from 20th:Century Fox i
in:.
Neville:Brand,Dolores Michaels and. Patricia Owens .
GORILLA’ AT.-LARGE-starring.,
|
Cameron Mitchell, “‘Anrie:Bancroft and.LeedeCobb.
A LIFE IN. THE -BALANCE=starring =
we
Ricardo Montalban, “Anne: Bancroft: and Lee Marvin»

and:many :more suspense films: all: contained in

DON'T. BOTHER

THE BAD SEED

!
Marityn Monroe, .

WHO NEVER WAS
-

Richard Widmark,

Gloria Grahame,

Patty McCormack,

WIND .ACROSS:
THE EVERGLADES.

Volume. 4's 40 great.“Films. ofthe:50’Se:
2”
a

Bur! Ives; Emmett Kelly;

: Eileen:‘Heckart

Anne -Bancroft

Suspense.fromWarner Bros. ine .

-Christopher. Plummer;
= Gypsy Rose lee”

oe

‘HOME: BEFORE. DARK-starring, ‘Jean’ Simmons,”
Rhonda Fleming...and: Efrem: Zimbalist, Ste

“TOWARD THE. UNKNOWN-starring
“William Holden, Lloyd Nolan.andJames: Garnér

”?
's
50
e
th
f
o
s
m
l
i
F
’
ts
Ar
of “Seven
d 5.
What's in volumes 4 an

7 MEN: FROM. ‘NOW-starring.

|

Randolph Scott, tee Marvin, and Gail ‘Ruséell=
"and many. more ‘suspernise: films all contained. in.

Volume. 5's 53 great “Films ofthe50's.”
AND... BROAD! WAY. vs. ACTION33.DRAMA wan
“SCIENCE FICTION.a . «COMEDY: 3| «MYSTERY...
Seven Arts Volumes 4& 5 have éverything— ;
“everything: to:‘please. your: audiefices—top stars— 7

+, top stories—top directors—they’re all in‘Seven ‘Arts?©
~ “Films of-the 50's” “Money Makers ofthe.60's
Volumes 4.&. 5 now: available from Seven Arts. Ds
:

SEVEN ARTS.
ASSOCIATED .
CORP,
A SUBSIDIARY OF SEVEN. ARTS: PRODUCTIONS, LTD.

NEW YORK: 270 Park Avenue” 20090"

“Yuko 61717. -

CHICAGO: 8922. D: N. te Grosse (P.0.“Box. 613), Skokie, tMle.:.

a

-

°

- ORehard'4- 5105

ADams 9:2855 °

” DALLAS: S641 Charleston Drie. oO
“LAs 3562 Royal Woods’ Dr.,Sherman Oaks, Cal. -STate. 8-8276

| << TORONTO, ONTARIO: 11°‘Adelaide St.West--EMpire 4-7193:
For li
list of TV stations programming Seven Arts’ “Films of :
the 50's” see Third Cover SRDS (Spot ™ Ratesand Data):
“Individvat feature prices,upon request.”
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| lerSmithTosResearchPitch
uetion( flres | Grand aan end aie | Pays OffWithDoubled TV Billings
“How's.Your
+ Technique??

ato

Prodiee
TW.R ii

IN‘NEWYORK CITY...”

. Nicholas:. ‘Samstag, .former: ..
: -“promotion ‘director of Time a

Cai

cally ‘seduction’. on: ‘CBS-TV's.

. {

“Calendar” Monday (15)

On Other Madison Ave. Fronts

Samstag,’ ‘one -of :.the: ‘par-:- +
Jim: Hagerty, ABC news: chief; pack’ ‘Monday (15), ‘from a: 16-day trip | ticipants onthe: ‘show. ‘themed. '}
‘on ‘the. merits. and faults..of to:‘Europe’ and the: Soviets ete ‘Bert Parks, host: of ABC-TV's ““Yours:| ..
advertising; « ‘said; after -come:

more money _for research. into
“By.BILL GREELEY
* for a Song,”. will -bé. named “Man of ‘the Year: in ‘Show. Business” by}: _ paring advertising: to’ ‘seducan Office ‘of: Research.
“The 666 Bldg. ‘on Fifth Ave., that|‘ratings,
"tion, “And: ‘I’ think “seduction —
_ the ‘March’ ‘of Dimes. -at'a. benefit’ Adncheon .Oct.. 22 ‘at:the “Americana
Methodology that could. get.
:
‘hothouse:
.of
tv
billings
(Ted
Bates,
_
should
always:be
watched
‘very:
*.
Bob.
‘Kerns;
general.
manager.
‘of
ABC’
s
overseas
‘station:
ae Hotel,. NY.
answers :to some vital questions—
carefully. And if you’re.a good: ‘| -Benton : & Bowles, ‘Revion),. -has ‘ean. the accuracy and. yield of the
. dn Beirut, Lebarion; in. New York. for.two weeks: to ‘meet -with. ABC: ~seducer
| had another: blooming year,:
I:‘think’ that’s ‘always
: ‘diary be improved?. Of the meter?
“Pete: “Affe, :“WNBC-TV. topper, to} - ‘Successful... “cause even *the.
International: “Télevision execs.
Batés, ‘B&B-et. al. can’t get much
D.C: to atterid.President’s National Foreign: Policy Briefing . . Radio-tv : -. girl is: ‘happy. It you re a bad: -|greener. Fuller & Smith & Ross is Are there.any as yet untried but
actress Adele Newton has: decided .on: college, so she’§ registered :‘at ° .: ‘seducer. then: you, Get into. all | the. verdant shop. this -timé. Once. economically feasible .means of
gathering: viewing and’ listening in-

U: of Miami, majoring in-radio and tv, “~~
- sorts of trouble.’
“industrial-oriented’ agency;
formation? What improvements in.
Other’ participants:. “on”“the te F&S&R's calculated pitch. to pack- |sample: selection might offer the
‘Mrs; Gary (Renata) Stind¢’s: unusually: ‘severé.“ehildbirth. with’ ‘their yo
‘show:
were
Pat
Weaver,
chair\‘age
accounts
has.seen
.a
‘doubling
third child. :a girl (who -was.:somewhat ‘over.- 10.. pounds : at. birth) |...”
most additional precision for a

‘almost delayed: the NBC News. film topper. ‘in. Berlin. coming over for |" man-of- the board. of: McCann-

"1 of .ty. billings this ‘year, a jump: given added cost? What rule-offrom. $8,000, 000 to $16, 000;000. .
thumb. adjustments and allowances
} chairman ‘of. the board ..of: - - East’ week’ 'g American .Chiele biz make.most sense in day-to-day
neath ‘the:Berlin “wall,” which. NBC. ‘will’ air: Oct. :31. This’ ig ‘the
Benson
~~
&:.
Mather...
_
a
.
“Oglivy,:
.
‘Stindts* ‘third: they: ‘have a: boy;, 11, anda girl,.‘three and. a hal¥;.
($1, 700,000" from ‘Kenyon -& -Eck-|‘interpretation of the figures, par‘Ogilvy . and Weaver both de- . -hardt} topped. a list. ofa half-dozen ‘ticularly - where different ‘services
Sebastian: Cabot of: CBS-TV's “Stump the Stars” “back -to-:‘Coast: new: clients: for‘ ‘the- year with disagree?
.: Dave :Williams; eastern inanager,- CBS-TV | “veried the. overeommerctaliza _ . |‘virtually
_ after. -a‘week.in N.Y. >
all- the money ‘in tv.. ‘Big- :
** affil ‘telations, back: from business: trip: to Atlanta... cE, G. Marshall, "2 tion!-of -American‘ty..
Mayer. says Madow, Hyman &
gest account in the new roster is ‘Jessen “have reported to the Con“of. “The: Defenders,” honored last: week: (10) -by ‘the. Bar Assn. of:Mary: ||
\ Lestoil,; $4,000,000, which F&S&R |gress that there is nothing scandal.Yando.|. Perry Botkin, music director-composer of CBS-TV’s “Beverly
“1 takes...over -next. “month, - Once a'|: OUS . about television -ratings. but
. Cy Howard,. exec’ prodicer. of: CBS-TV’s
* Hillbillies: ” back: to. Coast’.
| 100°" spot. ty: account, Lestoil last the. mere absence of scandal is not
“Fair Exchange”. also ‘back. to Coast ;;.. Roy Hall, ‘an: account ‘represen- |
-year .went: -all-out NBC-TV.
At a.Yeason for. self-congratulation.
‘2 tative at. Peters; Griffin; Woodward, ‘has joined: the sales department’ of
F&S&R, the, billings. will: be split The ‘time: -hags come for the in; Arthur D. Morse: produces “‘The Other’ Face of ‘Dixie,’
CBS Radio...
“between: network: and’ spot again, dustry to express its dissatisfaction
“CBS Reports” edition to. be telecast Wednesday. (24): It. will: deal’ a
with: the. latter: going to markets concretély by providing money for
; with, examples: of suecéssful- integration :of. schools in ‘the south::
Hollywood, Oct: 16: ‘| where the product needs the-extra research.’ ”
Marcus -Advertising, ‘of Cleveland, O., named. ‘exclusive: sales. represen. GBS-TV's
“Have” . ‘Gun-Will
' Pitchmen’s Fest
-tative for all foreign. and. domestic sales’“of the’ Bishop Fulton: J.. Sheen. Trav él?’ “is-the: first: of. the vidfilm.: push of 20 to:30 blurbs: a week.
' Ofheriwise;: ' the ‘agency has |: . Inchided ‘in the Museum
of
tv: ‘series - . Disk star Johnny. Tillotson.on ABC-TV’s “Tennessee Ernie|
“seriés: now:: on.’ the” networks ° to
“!2 Bord Show"-Nov. 5”.
“Comedian-actor Paul: Lynde, returns ‘for his. wrap up: production: for the: season.- grabbed. off Lehn & Fink ($1,400,- Modern Art’s January bow to
000°
from
Bates
across
the
hall;
-": Becond ©‘Andy Williams: ‘visit.Nov. 1. and then moves.over for the.‘first |
electronics, “Television USA: 13.The.32nd and final- ‘seg: of :the ‘some: Armour biz ‘in ‘the Chicago Seasons,” a series of kinies and
‘of:a series ‘of guest: shots on Ed Sullivan. show, starting Nov. 18.
‘Richard Boone: starrer: “Was. finished ‘office, $450,000; ‘Hires soft: drinks, film produced for tv, will be the
‘Negro. poet’ ‘Langston’ Hughes: has. become host. of. ‘WOR-TY's ‘Sunday’!‘at Paramount, and. producer. Don_ $I, 500, 000;. and. the. Cotton. Coun-medium’s outstanding commercials
morning “TV. Gospel Time” ..... Ernest . Walling-has joined: ‘James |Trigatls, is. now: completing: -work-¢n cil ‘and. ‘Renault cars...
| from 1948 to 1961.
Love’ Productions ‘as: veepee- and- ‘production director ::...;CBS néws: ‘the Series; -“This: will probably. be'|.
’ ¢orrespondent- “Walter: ‘Cronkite. and ‘comedian Alan King will: receive the: last: Season. for..““Have =Gun.” - Much: of. the. new Biz. ‘has. been |. - Museum has contacted 200
awards. from: the .New York °‘Philanthropic ‘Eeague- ‘at ‘orgs’ annual | sirice ‘Boone has’ said he. won't ‘con- due to the éfforts of. senior veepee. agencies. and production firms for
. Jack Carter. will be a headliner: ‘tinue: with: the show beyond this” and- manager of the New. York submissions. Aim is to show |
luncheon’ Dec: 9..at the Americana .
office:: Bill Holden, .an* exec ‘with: comprehensive evaluation of. blurb
‘at the: ‘annual Byline Ball: ander. ‘auspices of: the Newspaper. ‘Reporters: year,and the-.w eb—at.. present-—.
-Assn..of New York: City Nov.. 3 at the ‘Astor. Ball benefits. ‘the Runyon” ‘has ng" plans: for continuing the. long experience. in ‘the packaged. ‘development over the years.
-goods: line: Art :-Duram, senigr.t.
. Voice at the end, of the|skein.”
‘Fund..and the New York Cardiac ‘Center’.
veepee, radio. &- tv, says. the. ‘shop’s |.
‘Hine, ‘which. is voice-over most of. ‘the’ way, ‘in the Route 66 “Voice. at |: “Have Gun” was" finished: early. ‘Focus. Panel ‘and TV Audit also:
the ‘End of the Line”.5eg: slated: for CBS-TV-: ‘Friday’ {19)° is. actress ‘because the sked- was. arranged for. ‘have been ‘contributing factors:
- Martha Greenhouse: : : Sportscaster Bob, Wolff Joins Wyn. ‘Elliott for |‘an earl¥* -start- last: spring, “when:}.. Focus..Panel is ‘an on-the-scene | fl:
‘Boone’ Said he: WV anted to be sprung: sury ey Of. ‘housewives, utilizing ‘the'}
“Hugh: (Mab. Beiville, vet ‘NBC veep,’ recuperating from’ ‘sudden: illriess. early -so. he :could:' do. a Broadway agency’s: closed circuit. setup.. The. _In the wake of Ed Shurick's re“In North: Shore: Hospital,” Manhasset, :‘E.I; and anxious’ to .hear ‘front. play:- Now,” ‘however, ‘Boone: isn’t femmes. watch
comniercials etc. ‘Signation as head of Blair TV, the
oe .... Eriends... --Paul -Hancock. ‘moving over. from ‘NBC. ‘station “relations” ‘planning to do: any,lay, network ‘while -Big “Brother: client watches entire reppery organization is now
"sto beconie- NBC. ‘Radio’s. eastern :Sales | “manager,. “a.Post |‘unfilled. for. Sources.. said.
“, | them. Latter’ is able to have. his’ undergoing
some
fundamental
““gometiine ‘before. his arrival. .
ar
. questions: relayed .on. ‘the spot,-. ‘| changes,. Most of the exec changes,
. ‘TV Audit breaks: ‘down. ‘audiences including the appointment of Dave
Gerald Dickler: show. biz: ‘lawyer, was feted” by the- Agsn. a ‘Radio |
we cl] beyond ‘the surface- count of Lundy as topper of a recombined
& Television. News Analysts (ARTNA) yesterday tTues.) at. a. luneheon’
ratings. Duram : views ‘With amaz-. operation, have .been made but the
... at the- Williams ‘Club. kicking: off. promotion ‘for-his nti “book -“‘Man-.on:|.
ment: ‘the. new -elients. who. -have. structural changes in the corpora-. “[rial’” Book deals-with’13 histori¢al cases from’ Socrates. to J: Robert |
jo‘ned up that. know’ Jittle beyond tion are still underway.
“ ‘Oppenheimer. Diékler -has. represented ARTNA Since its formation. .
Very ‘suddenly last .week, Shur-.
‘London.. Oct... 16. ° r the ¢ost-per-thousand -viewers and:
*: Faye Emerson. has . been: ‘lined. up: in-a- comedy skit :-for. the ‘Comback, fe :
‘Inc. ball Friday (19)-at Waldorf. Astoria; ‘Comback.- Ane... is -a “national obine Saint pre Associated’ Teley is: share. of audience their investment: ick was out. Lundy, who was. exec
“ yoluntary organization .‘for ‘social: ¥ehabilitation: -of “the. “aging, ‘ailing -|jon’s’ new “‘vidpie: series. has: ‘Stood:; brings. The Audit takes into: con-} veepee of Blair Television Associ2 and. handicapped -’.
CBS News. corresporident: Walter. Cronkite. to ‘ups to:“BBC- TFVis. new Sunday. nignt 4:‘Ss ‘deration such factors. as* pop- ates, moved up. Technically, he is
Television,
; yeceive the New York: ‘Philanthropic League's: annual: award "in., thie}program: challenge *in: the. ‘Eondon: larity. potential, growth potential, . president.. of Blair
field. of... broadcasting: .“Award: is in: recognition. of: Crotikite’s. efforts area -bv : bsating. ‘on’. the:: rating customer’ target. penetration,’ which seemingly combines the old
.to aid :the. handicapped . ;< ¢-~ Jackie-Gleason; Arthur Godfrey, Bob:|" ‘chart. the. Jatter’s “Blaek, ‘and White. batancing, -réach and. frequency,. Blair TV and the Old Blair TV
‘Minstrel Show”. and: “Perry: Ma- + CPRAL efficiency, commercial im- Associates. Actually, whether Blair
= Keeshan (Captain: Kangaroo). and Shirley: ‘Temple’ lined “up to-describe
*s “ CBS-TV’s Thanksgiving’ Day ‘parades ‘coverage’ = ~.WCBS-TV, N.Y.,: ‘sons’ Ww hich it Spposes, in its.peak,pact ‘potential. and ‘so on. As.a TV, which handled the larger sta-.
“quick -example of. the -practicality tions in the reppery’s . coil, the
kicked Off: its ‘series of. on. the’ air ‘editorials; delivered bi ‘Norman: E. | Ainie spot:.
"bshind the jargon; Duram cites. BTA, organized about five years.
_. Walt Jr.,:v:p, and: general: ‘manager, Thursdav: (17) -on the issue: of “the:
‘On. Sunday’ TY the.ATY. program |show A and. show B which. have ago ‘to handle. secondary market
“2, ‘development ‘of:.Bréezy: Point: , .. First in a: series. of -‘“Campaign ‘De-'} scored. a38: rating: ‘in -‘its. ‘second | virtually the: same share of. audi- Stations, will actually
be joined
‘.bates” on. WCBS-TV. kicked ‘off. Sunday: (14)-from : 4° to-.5- pim.. with | outing,’ against. "33° for the:-“Min- -ence .and. TyQ’ score,.: but: ‘A’ has: Temains. to’ be ‘seen.
Democrat Congressman Otis:G. Pike‘Pitted.against Republican: ‘Walter’ |‘Stret: Show.’ * but. in. the. Midlands Hearly: twice, as many femmes: who} Frank Martin has become exec
‘area, where “The” Saint” is aired|.
‘use: hair. rinses ‘regularly .(at ‘Veep under Lundy. Not announced

his ‘current: stint in’ editing the. footage on. the ‘The Tunnel,” ‘under- |: : -Erickson,.. and . David: Ogilvy,

“tareGun-Will Travel’
“Wraps Up Final:Show;
Not Due Backin.63

Wi theSatinReps

ATV ANTBEATS”

BBC’SSUN,NIGHT SHOWS

-y..
a

“Prof: Irving. “Falk “of” thie’‘Nyv fadio-iv ‘departinent, “has just :‘edited |oti: a weekday; .the “BBC ‘program: F&:S&R ‘the. color has. been. green | but anticipated is a vice presidency.
| for Art McCoy, who will. apparent& new “book, “Radio and.Television Continuity: Writing,” Publistied. by.‘licked --its opposing “Stinget: Strip” t lately.
ly be. head: of. the absorbed BTA
- “Pitman. :. -_
se
cet “by: a Ad” fo- 33! rating...

“ARF’s Buy the Numbers |

co. oChanles. Michelson, Inc; syndicating old adic’ show, “The. Shadow.on} tn both: regions - in “whic. i€. is: Advertising Research Founda- functions.
Seems. the structural changes
"has ‘sold. WGN,. Chieago; |-WQSR, .Syracuse;:: WISN,: Milwaukee; and. play ing——London and the: Midlands‘| ‘tion, the. nonprofit. research-org of
a
oS.
WJAR, Providence.: “New stations. ‘buying. Alhed: Artists: -Television’s The. Saint” has hit-the.top .10° ‘advertiser - _and -media _members: will not become explicit until over-.
‘Bowery Boys’ ‘feature package include KTAL-TV- -Slir eveport, La:; listings.. but cannot expect. ta’ make |w hich a: ‘few years. back’ ‘shook. up all chieftain John Blair has given
‘WERV-TV, ‘Gréen. Bay, ‘Wise.; KVOO-TV.,. Tulsa, ‘Okla.: and: KONO:TY, the national: top. 20*-chart. until it; the: industry: with a study .and'| the matter time to.shakedown.
Blair has taken the -old: John
San.-Antonio..
. Rockwell :‘Manufacturing: Co.. has issued. an, award. to” is” teleased: on. a network. basis. _}récommendation that one tv rating
[service should. be plenty,.has just Blair -Co; title, designation for the.
CBS: ‘radio. prexy: Arthar ‘Hull. Hayes. for. ‘demoristr ating ‘exceptional .
__.L issued ‘a’ -booklet,“The Intelligent|radio .station setup, and made it
--.-/,proficlency.and: “competence: in the: :-horvie- “workshop -“tield; ‘Hayes:
the holding. name for all divisions.
“"ypursues woodw ‘orking: as.a. hobby

FCC-NABD.C. Feed

ete e- Wolper_ Productions :wiil. ‘produce
-$eries_in West ‘Germany |.
he ° Jack. Beck assigned: the “CBS. Reports” ‘edition’ on ‘outer space: to |.
“be done, Dec. 12,. title of .which:is.“‘109:Days. to: Venus’:. . E.:G. Mar= |. .

two, documentaries--for ‘“The Story of:.

“}-Man’s

Guide:

to: Broadcast]

‘) Ratings’"-by' Martin Mayer.

‘This one

Nourishes: Editorials)except

~

In its stead, the radio stations wiil

will. ‘shake .no- one be repped by: Blair Radio, a divi-

maybe: a local station’ man |‘sion separate. from the new
Televi ision.
.

Blair

_ Washington, Oct.. 16. - {here and. there: It -.was. “‘under-.
. hall: (“Defenders”). and :Haila. Stoddard (Secret Storm”) to ‘address.
| -:
| written by. the. three’ networks:
— |. Briefs: -WRFM-FM, New York,
~3) Wonten’s ‘Press Club,. N.Y; Saturday (27)- . Stephen C. Flanders, vet | On ali ‘editorials. got’ :a bigger:
whose .execs’ were: consulted along hits:a new high in advertising with~
radio-tv-press, newsman, joined ‘WCBS: Radio: News. ‘staff™: “Chaplin j‘push: here. at-a -luricheon | meet. of |the... way—and ‘is ‘sanctioned ‘by|loot’ from’ Cadillac Motors, 20th
Tonight,” special, program of- four: Charlie ‘Chaplin films.ta.‘be:shown ‘three. commissioners: Of - the Fed- ARF’s ‘Consultation. Section. of the. Fox and United Airlines.
Sta‘on:‘WNDT's “AYt of: Film”. series,a
we | eral- Communications * Commission. ‘ ‘Technical .-.Committee
and the tion’s g.m. Edith Dick predicts a..
| and: ‘three members of the’National

| high also in audience this year for:
s ‘.| Assn: of Broadcasters’ committee. board of :directors.
” Basically,. the ‘booklet sets. down. ‘the quality music .outlet . . . Edpon editorializing.
ward. Tripplett,
formerly with
“CBS-TV-. ‘préss ‘head; Ernie ‘Stern, “out:“ot ‘hosp: to: recuipe:.cat home |” Chairman Newton: N. “Minow and. in: lay -terms the. findings. of ° the © NBC, has joined the Broaddast
from mild heart:.attack. . Phil Cohan- ‘hopped east: ‘to brief: the Ayer} Commissioners’. Robert T. Bartley ” Madow-Hyman-Jessen : report done.
‘Time Sales New York sales staff
high’ ‘tv command: on w fat’S:brewing. for: next season, -He admits;"along}and: Frederick: W.. Ford, represent- for Qren Harris’ House Committee.
. Harry Averill to Radio AdverCom-;.
“with..othér :agéncy inspectors; that it’s. too’ early to ‘tell:‘whieh -way: the|ing. FCC, went -over. swith the com-. on" ‘Interstate : “&- Foreign
tising Bureau in exee capacity. He
Nielsen. cat’ will. jump.. Of .one thing: he's sure, that. never .‘before Nas |mitteé NAB’s voluntary guidelinés'|-!‘merce. beginning in 1960. _
Bartell
stations..
: Mayer. whose.’ “Madison: Ave: : “was with
“there beén such a divergence of opinion on the: new. shows: -. 2 KNXT: on editorializing.. FCC jis encourag:
Franklin .Wheeler upped to man. . made its first ‘sale :of..a: local” documentary .to ‘a national :advertiser. -ing editorials, with See. “3115's |*fair-. USA" ‘opus which gave ‘advertising. ager of: Katz’s.San Francisco ‘of‘sort of an-in-depth okay, clears up
"General Foods. ‘bought '“KNXT Reports” and. altérnate: weeks of “View-' ness. doctrine” ‘protéction,” to” ad-. ‘the:
eomplex findings of. the re- fice. succeeding Stanley J Reuilwo. .point”:and “L.A. Report”.
. William’ Yates;.from out of-the’ sast.will. ‘vance further electronic. _Journal=
| searchers for government: by com- man. who. died: Sept. 28.
7
produce’ the station's. “Repertoire. ‘Workshop”: ee “Scott” Avery;::teiz of “ism,
paring ‘the rating systems “With -a. Utica,. named: publicity director for. KCOP . : Pat's brother, "Deodies | ” Representing the. [NABE ‘commit:

IN* HOLLYWooD:

og

Jong-running’ crap game. Oné of
“2° (who ‘else. but the’ Weavers?)-has assumed. his ‘legal: name, Winstead," tee at: the. luncheon were . Daniel - ‘the -conclusions in the. sampling|- Can. “Telephone ‘Hour’ Sale
-for: ‘dramatic roles in tv ...- , Howard Sturm, :out of the Navy, named. .W. Kops, WAVZ, “New “Haven, theory” is -that “good -local ratings|
Toronto, Oct. 16:
“Conn. “and: -WTRY,- Troy;.. N.¥.:-

manager

‘of public¢ affairs at’KRCA.-..::; ‘NBC's owned. .KRCA.resumes.|

“will e@ost almost as- much’ for. éach

}

‘Trans-Canada. Telephone System

“: dts. old ‘call létters- of ‘KNBH next.month. when it.movés out-of Holly-|‘Frank: J. Abbott ‘Jr. -WWGP.; ‘San: . ‘metropolitan. area as-good national | sponsors. the first “Telephone
:> wood. to Burbank’ ; -KTLA’s news ed, George Lewin, elected prez: of. ford;; N-C., '..and, Fred -Houwink, -J ratings cost. for. the ‘country as a } Hour” of ‘the’ hew séason on tke
s“Ra@to. & TV. News: -Assn. of So. Cal.. ;: _--Tony..Arnone returned :to WMAL-AM-FM-TV, Washington. 7 “whole, * And, °. obviously;:. .. broad- | trans-Canada. tv network of ‘the
“XHI-TV. -as’:public: ‘relations: director: after a: ‘stretch: at -Pacific Ocean

| casters.” cand. advertisers are. far| Canadian Broadcasting Corp. on
San Antonio— Frank. Bell,‘Larey more’ ‘willing.to pony. up..a stiff] Monday.-(22);
a. promotion tieup: with a chain -of markets . : Kathy’ Brennan, for’ the Vance and-Mike Scott_areé all-com- ‘price: when: ‘they. ‘buy: nationwide
His first program features Bob
past. ‘seven -yeats “in. production. -at- ‘CBS-TV.,. is. now: Cathie: Ross, |ing. to: KONO- ‘Here,:as _on-the-air. information: So national ratings: Goulet. Barbara Cook, Cyril Ritactiress..-...-KMPC's Ira .Cook. rounding out 25 years -aS'a deejay.
-| work
frorv: KEWB, . are far ;more. ‘aecurate than Jocat |} chard -and Martyn Green; with
Be ll. comes: Vanee
bow and:Rita‘Edelman. back after. three..months. in Europe.oles “Mei|workers.
{4Voorhees.
ees: conducting.
Deal was"
San. Francisco... “and °
| from) ratings:”
ia ‘conclusion, “Mayer alls"-for }.swung by McKim. Advertising.
1KXOL;: Ft. WY orth. °
(Continued on ‘page 34) °

Park. . .:.‘Queen ‘for .a Day” moves to ‘Boston for. five originations in

*
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_TELEVISION. REVIEWS
’
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$+
¢

with an. ingenious’ plot.andiryflow

‘29

. ' ‘McHALE’S NAVY.
a7 SUNSET ‘STRIP.
With..Eric Seyareid, .‘Marvin: Kalb, With Ernest Borgnine; Joe Fliyna,
(The Reluctant Spy): ~ :
..Burton Binghampton, .Tim CorAlexander * Kendrick, Rebert
With, -Efrem..Zimbalist,'.Jr.,. Roger’
way,. Car! Ballantine, Gary VinSmith, ‘Edward. Byrnés,. ‘Louis: Kleiman, Charles: Kuralt,. David |
son, Billy . Sands,, Edson Stroll,
Quinn; Jacqueline: Beer, Robert. -. Schoenbrun, Daniel Schorr —
Gavin MacLeod,
John Wricht,.
. Logan, . Lucy. ‘Norton,’ ; -Chana: Producers: John Sharnik, Av Wes- |
'-Eden, Oscar Beregi, Christopher di: ‘tin:- .
Yoshio ‘Yoda, others.
4- Dark, Jay. Novello, others- | | 60 Mins.; Wed., 1:30-pan.
| Producer; Edward J. Montagne
Exe ~ :Producer:. Howie Horw ‘its LO PARTICIPATING
Director: Montagne
°
‘CBS-TV
:
Writer: Gene L. Coon.
Producer: Fenton. Earnshaw
‘Director:- -Paul ‘Landers ‘:
+.. “Where We. Stand, "a CBS News 30. Mins.,; Thurs., 9:30 p.m.
Writer: Robert. C: ‘Dennis.
- special located’ in the regular “CBS: PARTICIPATING
ABC-TV. (film).
60. Mins.; -Fri., “9::30 Pmt:
: ‘Reports” slot,’: was’ aa_-stimulating |
. WHERE. WE” STAND

2

of: ‘spéedy. ‘incident. |‘Maybe: Roger
Moore is. miles wide-of :the original
“Saint”. conceéption, ‘but /this: would
only” ‘worry’ the. :accuracy-sticklers;.
in: all. other respects, he. conveyed.
the reckless charm ‘‘proficiently. In PARTICIPATING”
This: briney Bileo—which could
stanza: ‘devoted to ‘the ‘examination
.. Writers: - Frank: ‘Peppiatt,.. Ruben ‘this séginent,--he. had little ‘to.‘do,” ABC-TV. (film)
| but this -will -bé remedied. later. 1: A good. -suspérise -story punched: tof ‘Some “key. ititernational’ prob-. -use:.a “Phil Silvers—.is bucking
' Ship.
some: ‘steep wayes in “Hazel” and
60:‘Mins., Wed. ‘9:45 p.m;.
tout “| And’ -it was a mistake to leave|.
-Soine- new -:life ‘into: “77 Sunset: ilems- facing. the. American. people. “N urses.’
Granada, TV, ‘from ‘Manchester we viewers” guessing’. about his” exact. Strip,” whieh preemed. Friday. (12)
“Jnitialer: Thursday. (ap flinted a
Hn the: double. ‘spotlight. were. Ber-|
‘in -life: Adinittedly,: ‘this
‘night, opening its-fifth,“season ‘on.
Often in ‘the.past; “Granada TV" purpose:
sparks,
éspecially
is: ‘pretty: ‘nebulous,: but some ex- ‘ABC- TV."
lin and-Cuba, currently the erue few .comie
o Tias:‘attempted. to raise the ‘sights
the antics of Tim Conway.
planation: : wouldn't: have been}.
; ‘Teleplay |by Robert c “Dennis ! -ejal:. cold war, battlegrounds. -be- through
Of: ‘light. entertainment: with curious, Tamiss.
‘(off the new Steve Allen show),
“| appéared. - above-aver Be. ‘for. “this!
-Fesults: Ain. trying. for ‘sophistication,
‘Plot Jnvolved - the -intention: ‘of: ‘Warner Bros. series,.the return of.!tween “the: ‘Soviets’ ‘and- the. ‘West. cand if. ‘the: conipetition ‘sags, the.
“it: has. frequently ended with brit-',
‘Exploring the: issues: Were a group | show may: come. through --in’ the.
‘Jolin.Clarron (Derek. Farr) to-mur! the platitudes. . “west End,”. how- der his rich wife,’ Madge: (Patricia. Which’ had beén-in doubt When‘ the: of: CBS: ‘correspondents: from: Mos- ‘Nielsen sweepstakes. ~
! ever, on this: ghowiing, looked’ like-. ‘Rece), for her morey, He ‘was: an- Ow eb “was -§cheduling- its. 262-63.|‘eow, London, Paris,.‘Latin America,| Show, however, needs a sharper
ly: to “achieve: the right svelte and: ‘unsiiccéssful : Stage..producer, two. _season.: If. future ‘stories <.are. as. [Washington : ‘and: Berlin: who. were ‘sense of the ludiciousin the script‘guave effect.. Producer Nick’ Zanoft, Of. whose: “wives. . chad. ‘met sudden. good:.as. “The Reluctant. .Spy;” brought -. ‘together into” a ~ global: ing than. was displayed. by Gene
“: whose’ credits. ‘include |the: “Perry death: prev ‘iously. .The -Saint..was skein might: be: a ‘winner’ in. its: roundtable by an-ingénious linkage. ‘Coon’s: opening yarn, Ernest Borg“Como Show,”: “insured: ‘a: Slick .for- 1 joined: -b¥ -a nubile .. Ainsurance-. ‘slot... “Opposition. - in. :the. 9:30. to |of..audia- lines ‘and: ‘videotape. | Eri¢ nine as the Commander of the PT’
‘mat, helped. ‘by. roomy. designs from assessor,- ‘Adrienne. (Shirley Eaton), “30:30 -slot ‘is: “Fair’ Exchange” on! t Sevaried. ‘moderated.;the -.discus- 73-crew, will have to look to ‘his
>| CBS-TV. and *Don’t™ Call” Me: ‘{sion, from the. New. York studios.:
“Gary ‘Smith. and :Michael .Grimes, ‘to. prevent ‘a: third. corpse.
“1 men for’ the necessary slapstick to
“who made: striking” use. of the, huge. _ Clarron:, had hired-“an? “grist. | Charlie!” and ‘the first: half of
‘This was an-hour of’ straight talk keep afloat.
“Jack Paar’” on NBC-TV.
~
_Studio.’ ar ea.
-}without a" single-film: elip,. ‘map,
housekeeper. « without” references,
Besides Conway and Joe Flynn
» @pener ‘was confined-:to: the: ad-1.
‘chart, or- other device rang in as a (both: billed as costars),, McHale's’
‘: Despite’ thé ‘sprightly. linking by’ ‘when. -..he’d: ‘injured. “his. wife’. by”
wentures - of :Efrem Zimbalist -‘Jr, visual’ prop... The clarity. and vigor
=dohinny: Carson, who. acted: as. host. ‘dropping a-stone vase on-her from |° top: private -eye’ of ‘the series, with
regular-crew,. with what w ould
of. the. adlibbed ‘.comments .by seem to be considerable comic po-.
-..the ‘show: allowed: ‘the -“performers. ‘a great ‘height, claiming -an. -acci-‘regular:
‘Supporting:
players-—Roger
;
the ‘correspsndents ‘and ‘Sevaried’ 3 tential; includes Carl. Ballantine,
- to reappear, instead’ of doing their: ‘dent... His’-diabolical ‘plan was ‘to
‘Simith,: Edward ‘Byrhes. and-:others- adroit direction -of the ‘discussion.
Gary’ Vinson, Billy Sands, Edson
stint, taking. their. bows, and: mak-- go‘to Lendon for the day, estab—hardly.coming
into.the
act:
TeleMacLeod,
Jonn:
: {ng ‘spacé for the next: ‘jtem.: -Thus |-Hshing an alibi; and feed the ailing play. had Zimbalist-- ‘tapped |‘by ‘a. along -- a central. ‘line- compietely Stroll, Gavin
vindicated ..the -all-talk format. Wright. and Yoshio, Yoda. (the lat: ‘Della, -Reésé. Yaunched. with can /ef-. wife. rat-poison instead” -of stew. .
femme’
friend’
(Liicy.
:
“Norton).
to
.. fervescent “Lonesome Road; ” and ‘The .‘hiousekeeper- ‘bought’ the: “poi- -sleutly: the «mysterious death of. her |This. :show, “incidentally, ‘was also ‘ter’as a rather. free-w heeling prisused -as:. the basis: for. a CBS: Radio oner of. war):
Tater.. ‘proferred :.a lilting .**You’ re'|.:son,. and: then séemed to: disappeéar.. husband in Vienna.:.
show. later the same’ night..
- Nobody” and ‘a: ‘bouncy. “Long Way|: But Glarron had been: imperson-. |: In..: the.-- W ell-trimmed *thriller, :|
This: is hup, two,. three ‘on’ the
:
A striking- feature. of the discus-. i military. front ‘for ABC, what’ with:
from St. Louis.” ‘Although billéd_.as- ‘ating-her. all-the time, in wig; false }:‘replete’: With: ‘good ‘type acting, it.
IL dramatic hours;
“a gospel-singer, :‘she: didn’t include nose, and -long-skirt.: He intended” Was’: discovered: ‘that: the. ill-fated ‘gion was the unanimity-among the’ the two. WW
any ‘fervent: numbers. with .a. reli- to blame. the- invented -housekeeper ‘friend - ‘had :-been. killed:-by. Soviet. corréspondents about the necessity “Combat” and “The Gallant Men,”
gious ‘flavor. This. was “probably a for the crime by- rigging a. robbery. . agents: for: doing: some. -voluntary - for. the U. S. to pursue .a cautious jand that. is a‘ brave plunge. as .far
‘policy towards Cuba. ‘It “was: am 4 as prime video Bets.
4
Bill.
mistake, ‘but otherwise. her assured: “When. he returned to’ survey- ‘his | espionage
as -:an American . ‘Spy.
‘phrasing. and.note:bending: delivery. handiwork, Madge: ‘pretended. to. be - The. Dennis teleplay’- hardly could: expert’s..opinion: that.‘ran directly.}.
counter ‘to the. advocates. of an-all‘dead, ‘and the’ Saint caught: ‘hint
im pressed. °
‘in “the. act.: “It. was: -an--attention-: stand ‘reconstruction. -Enough that. out.campaign: against Castro: Other|.DOBIE GILLIS
‘Negro’: -miniic:: ” George : Kirby
it:
held
inter
est,
built:
‘Suspense,
and.
remarks .illuminated ..the Soviet ‘With Dwayne Hickman, Frank Faygetting situation. and the: ‘polished |.
" -‘pcored* with” a: ‘eonvineing set. of.
| direction: by “Michael. Triiman gave. Was. --enactéd-with: “flourish and ‘stresses and ‘strains which ‘are in- 7 ‘Ten, Florida Friebus, Bob Denimpersonations, - ‘His
. chief ~item ‘It. the.. ‘right: atmosphere: of Slick style. | fluencing the hot-and-cold: Russian |: ver, Ray Hemphill,. others
Was‘a ‘party hasted: by- ‘Cary. Grant, conviction. :
Chana ‘Eden. ‘portrayed the: tactics with: regard to Berlin.
Producer-Director: ‘Rod Amateau
‘at’ which. Kirby. faithfully . ‘copied:
|:*- Apart |from: the. harm. oF. Roger. “other -:_woman. ” ‘Simon: Scott! “At the: windup. Sevariéd. skill, Writer: ‘Dean. Riesner
. the. mannerisms of Ella. Fitzgerald, ai‘Moore, ‘which’ looked* like it. might { played: tthe. ‘newspaperman:. ‘with | fully tied. together ‘the. main— 3@: Mins.,. Wed., §:30. p.m.
Nat. “King” Cole; Ray .Charles,: et: become insidious, there. was first- relish.-: ‘Supporting | players—Oscar threads of the. correspondents’: in-- COLGATE-PARTICIPATING.
al.’ He was: ‘joined by. Della. Reese. rate support from’ Derek Farr, who:| Betee!.. ‘Christopher: Dark, . Jay terchange. of ideas. It.added up to: CBS-TY (film)
a
ina. ‘eluteb:, -of. duets; ‘with. Kirby] carried. off the: female impersona- ‘Novello. ‘Walter .Reed,: and others. ‘an: important ‘contribution: to thes
A. tricky and swift pace, gained
“getting “under ‘the ‘skin. of Bing, tiom: confusingly- ‘(despite--being. ‘provided ‘an. :able* assist. -Paul: eduéation. of ‘the: public ‘about the mostly through editing. and livety
‘Satchinro.. _and ‘Pearl. Bailey.. It: was dubbed. with ‘a:feminine: voice), the | Landres .direction Was. faut. .
: realities ofworld politics: _
{ seoring should be enough. to grease
- a fine. display. ot: vocal . sy mhastics, comely, tight-slacked Shirley Eatén,.
“Hore...oe
.
| : Herm.
this comedy entry through _its:
the: only éloud being. ‘that. fie -need- |; and: a welcome ‘comeback for niovie. +pe
fourth season on CBS-TV in a new
ed to brush up on. thebrilliancy: of ‘actress Patricia Roc. The tale had |.
’ time slot (a move from. Mondayto
“his mouth-trumpet. al ‘Wednesday. nights.)
| -Las. British. setting,- ‘but “not’ stiff- ‘
. Barrie. Chase’ terped: fluently in. ‘jointedly. So,. and: the’ Production | $
‘Show ‘caught: Wednesday - f 10)
:
ona: of: those ‘ehi-chi: and: intense: ‘values-“were. “lustrous « and: well-||°
moved.along so fast that an ‘inane
routines. designed. .to: ‘set. the ro- ‘upholstered. ;
°
Ota,
,
% j.and improbable plot was gone and
mantie. ‘mood, |the: theme
being
is
ies
~
~
|no dowbt forgotten by: manys be“Moon River.” More ‘impactful. was. 7THRESHOLD.
“Trio.
them (the public’ to
| ‘see a ‘motion. ‘fore a viewer really had a chance.
her black-tighted | modernist. ‘outing. With ‘Henry Fairlie, ‘Notmaa St.| ". Education, “Janz and. ‘nostalgti picture the currént ‘belief:4s that- to think about the deficiencies..
dater--ia' “the -program ‘which -was{|
‘were the. component parts ‘of ‘the ‘you have. to spend anywhere from | Ray. ‘Hemphill as Dobie’s Dixie
: John: Stevas, Dr. Gray Walter”
more. rhythmic. and thus: less vague Producer: Michael Westmore’ : cs “Trio”: outing” on -WNDT -=:(N, _Y.’s. $5,000,000’ to. $30,000,000. to ‘make. drooling cousin was the focal point
in intention. ~~:
| educational. tv station) last Wednes-| a big; rousing ‘epic.’‘that: will be all; in ‘the. theft of Dobie’s girl friend
“| 25. Mins... Sun. -5:40: p.m..
‘The. Or anim . Zabar : Trio. “also “Associated. TeleVislon,. from Lon day (10). Pegged. ‘on what it.‘calls. things: to all men in an. ‘effort '‘to. and the conning of Mr. .Gillis into
“-elieked: with -a -couple- of. zesty .and+: - don *
_ 4 “Three” Essays For. Today,”- -the’ ‘fight. off the’ encfoachment ‘of tele- ‘a benefit show just so he could pér:« folksy: numbers; :one :derived -from:|:. An: important and intriguing iden series is interesting in. concept and ‘vision:’ i
| form like: an Elvis. Dwayne Hick. Belafonte. The-“gal ‘Who. leads -the- lies. at the back of this:series of six. offbeat. in execution. :-The sampling
|. . There was .a divergence of opin- man (Dobie) had_his usual bright
troup, :Geula. Gill; was. a- good V1s--| It. is“ to” discuss :the moral. ‘and: ‘caught- for : ‘appraisal -‘showed that! ;
ion: on. whether tv.-has-. any: ‘glam- way, but was credulous beyond.
: With. Della’ Reese, Johnny. Carson,
George: ‘Kirby, Barrie -:Chase,
‘Oranim:: Zabar ... . Trio, “ Peter
Knight -Ore,. ‘singers.
a
_ Producer: :Nick’ Zanoff..
.:
’ Director: Mark-Stuart =.
_-

‘Tele
¢ F
Follow-UpComment

ual. reward in. ‘herself,- and: she: had Social. implications of .new. ‘scien-- even though the ‘parts can .be bet ofous ‘stars compared’ to yester- credulity.. Frank Faylen . (father).
““@ lusty voice. to boot. ‘She was e@x- -tific’ developments. ‘The’. initialler’. ter than Ahe.-.whole, it ended as:
‘motion picture ‘industry,. ‘or and Dobie’s beatnik: buddy played
_Gitingly.. backed ‘by drummer’ -and_J.Mas’ ‘concerned: with thé” uses -in | rewarding half-hour: ‘for the selec. ‘year's:
the: few. YTemaining ‘stars. in ‘pix to- ‘by Bob ‘Denver. were okay in. supSecordionist,. Vand... “the: segment: -surgery -of. mechanical ‘substitutes. tive: viewer...
port.
Bill,
day. 7
“sparkled.
for-human organs; .human genetics 7 ‘Dr. Bergen. ‘Evans. ‘took over. first: " . Phe: enicec? chore’ was. handled. “and. -coniputors ‘are’ amongst’ ‘the. with. an *essay -entitled: “Instant “Columnist, Miss. Graham. thought
SHOW
deftly by Johnny“Carson:-w ho had: ‘subjects Promised |for ‘later “Bess
.
| Teaching.” It: sparkléd: with. :occa-: -otherwise: “Said. she: “I:think: that. THE DINAH SHORE <
an, agreeable. quota ‘of: ‘Bags Which. ‘ments.
sional wit; but: got’ terribly |bogged. Hollywood -should ‘be. retitled Tele- ‘With Frank DeVol Orch, Ticker
. vision -City. There are 91. television
Freeman, The Even Malt Dozen.
. hight have: included « a few- new. |. Journalist Henry: Fairlie, réplac~" down” in. an.antié: sketch -represen-|:
Singers
_
ones to advantage... . But: he. was], ing. Arthur. Garratt. for. ‘this one; ‘tation. ‘which. |‘vas, hamimed- up.. by series being made -now, this week, :
as
against,
about.
18.
filnis.
in
Holly:
Producer: ‘George Schlatter.
3
| - generally : a-. fine choice: ‘for. these | introduced. ‘the. Subject, and’ ‘a’ Spe-- ‘John Carradine ‘and Ronald. Hol-.
- pees which ‘were aided: by: -Cialist described a.‘fabricatéd: heart-. ‘gate; -a.. pair: -of. lammisters. from. wood,’ .There are: another 18 ‘films! : Director:. Dean: Whitmore
‘made. ‘abroad. They don’t Writer: Mort Lachman. _
is -offhand. and ‘-throwaway
ap- -and-lung:: ‘machine and: commented. Broadway's. ‘!A: Funny: Lees Hap; "being
‘have time. to: build up-the televi- 160 Mins.,.-Sun. (14). 18 p:m.
_. proach.: He “brought: plaudits :with: upon. a ‘filnied’ hole-in-the-heart. op-/
his” offbeat - interviews, including. ‘eration. Were: there: devices” dan-|: Whitney ‘Balliett, ‘ @y... Yorker -/ sion stars. You-ean ‘hardly talk’ to'! SPERRY: &. HUTCHINSON
@¢gmimer:
Jo ‘\ thent. On the set, you know, they’ re ‘NBC-TYV (tape, color).
‘one with a Buy. on a ‘trampoline, | perous? ---Physiologist “Dr. Gray Thiag jazz. éritic, and:
rt} in-and-out. It’s taken. the. place}
(Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell
part
Jone: .taok over the:g@pind
whilst: they.1were both upping-and- Walter ‘apioned: that they might be,|Jones
& Bayles).
of «the. troika.: Baltietts as_in the {-of: the old: “B”. pictures, and no- |
if not? strictly ‘controlled;. changes| «
downing: ’.
>| body” built up. {he “B” stars before.
Diriah. Shore ‘showed up Sunday
--Ag the. sole: British: name associ- -of human: personality might be: ef- coffee-house ‘recitatia>-egroove. as
‘| They're’ just: not’ ‘glamorous, |: Fhey (14) night for the first. of her onceated: with ‘the- ‘show. Peter. Knight ‘fected’ and. these -.could:- be ‘used-‘He: dev eloped . his" ny
‘don’t |have.“time to. do daring; tmonthly
NBC-TY'
performances,
. waved’ the flag with smooth’ back- ‘by” sinister: forces. Scribe Norman *‘Drums”, theme but J ones saved: the
“|
wieked things.. . :-And: also the |‘and she made it clear she was glad
ing from his- orchestra, and terpers. St:: John. Stevas ;- spoke. from the. Segment. by: ‘stickitig. to his sticks:
; | sponsor wouldn't ‘Tike it. So. they to be back to Sabbath television as
_ oceasionally ‘tw irled’ to Joan. Wes: Catholic. “point |‘of: view, -'Stressing |. ‘Arthur ‘Kober reminisced:: about
. that" the |personality, -‘or ‘the’ ‘soul, his: childhood in: ‘the ‘closing -_por- have ‘to lead ‘very circumspect -it' “seems. nobody was watching us:
: .ton’s. ‘orders. :
lives: aa
‘| (Fridays) but the peacock... ‘and he
'
“The show was. thus’ an axhilarat.- ‘was God-given and ‘should. not.‘be. tion. “Although -he . didn’t: ‘seem |.
backwards: ve:
; conipletels: ‘at- ease in: ‘his. reading o ‘Douglas: Fairbanks. 5c. was asked’ ‘was turned around
= ing, sendoff. toa datemaking series..| ‘tampered With.
that: of “I. Remember Trauma.” ‘it. had | at one point ‘to compare his: father’s. ‘She also made:it clear that she was
Patriots,” however,: might: object. |: There ‘was. a. slight’ feeling
‘the moral... objections were -being: ‘lots of ‘charm. Kober. ought to take -days: of stardom; .apropos..of glam-. ‘not about to change her gown, even
” that one oF-tivo. ‘Britis!
Hish-ac ts might’)
igh :| . forced. to justify. the-program,
ave. Anternational. Status, . too.’.
for. lessons. from. Groucho: Marx: on how. orous living, ‘to that .of “his -own : once. in. the course of her first..60
:
wt
ie
Orta: _.| the” common-sense view was, that fo work..with- a- cigar-critch::, _ His ‘days. when. ‘he.‘Was. busy acting: in-;!minutes for: Green Stamps,” “Then
{she reprised. what’: evidently Was.
Pf using’ a. mechanical ‘kidney could- manipulating: of "tlie: -heater’ Was. Hollywood,
Gros. : : Fairbanks: ‘replied: “well, in. ‘his’ |:the show she ‘gave. in nightclubs:
iona hardly” rouse. religious” strife. But somewhat. distracting.
THE: SAINT:
“vy }-day there. was”a. concentration. of }-this’ ‘past summer. but.-the one“the: opener served: its’ Speculative |.
“Calendar.
mF purpose ‘well,.- Fairlie. fairly held |.
(The. Talented: Husbanay’
J
el. a few very ‘outstafiding: ‘stars. who. woman” ‘performance was not ‘the
With . Rogér.. Moore, . Derek’
Le Pau, : ‘the reins of: ‘argument. and Michael|- “Lack of‘glamor: in-tv stars: ‘the ‘Owned ‘their -own companies, ‘their ‘Lelick’ on tv. that it reportedly. w as
~ Shirley. Eaton; . ‘Patricia’ -Roc, TW éstmore: produced *:in “Ww orkman-; demise: ‘of Hollywood's. Golden “Age, ‘ewn setups: and .the silent films|in Miami's Eden Roc Or Las Vv egas”
‘George Roderick,: Donald, ‘like:‘fashion:
“Ota.” -.| atid ‘the present. importance. of tv: gave an. added. remoteness *: and Riviiera.
(her voice gave |her
Churehill...N orma n Mitchell, 3
=f to. Hollywood: ‘were. the- topics glamor ww hich ‘was impossible: ‘when | Nervous
.| tossed":around.. on. CBS-TV’s “Cal-: talkies: -came .in. But as:I . was away in the opening moments: and
TEMPO |
“John ‘Kelland;: ‘Howard -Douglas;, F
‘Clemence Bettany ~~.
ot | With -‘Leonard. Macuire, ‘Theodore endar” Wed. (10), . ’ Participants: about ‘to’ say; this. question. (of: self-conscious about turning from
» Director: Michael ‘Truman
Pa de ” Flicker, '7 ‘Joan Darling:.. ‘James* were Dore’ ‘Schary, former Metro. stars)’. has: “eropped - up.” several big production numbers to. the.
.. Producets: ‘Robert. S.Baker,. Monty | ; ’. Frawley, Thomas: Eldredge, Ken- -production- chief, columnist. Sheilah. times in the. history of the motion virtually
unrelieved
solo. per-.Berman:_
néth Tynan,. Milton -Shulman.
Graham, and «Douglas: Fairbanks ‘picture. business and-I: ‘remember | formance. her act lacked intimacy.
“Weiter: John Sanders”.
.
WJr., -along. ‘with -“CBS-TV's. Walter atime: before when they said
The program lag ged badly due
‘57 Minus: Sun., 7:28 pitt.
Director: Regitald Collin.
Cronkite ‘and Mary. Fickett: '
_|*What’s ‘happened -to the. star: sys-. te. the eratic choice. of music. -One
__ Associated: TeleVision, from . Lon- 25. -Mins., ‘Sun, 2:25 p.m.
. Said. ‘Schary, .‘speaking. “of.the tem?’ that-had gone out.- Then one: such nuniber was “Without Ley e”°
‘don
ABC-TV, :from Manchester.
. changes in: thie motion picture: in-. particular. company, MGM, made it which the star noted was one of.
’ Lestie Charteris’s ‘fictiénal: elue= | ‘In its’ earlier: series,-“Tempo” | dustry: “We've had our ears beaten. ‘a policy to make.fhe stars come Cole. Porter's. more obscure: ‘tunes
*: huntes: ‘has a ready-made following, | was. an. omnibus: show. . about .the. off “by. télevision: Television has | back ‘again: This question. of what'ss adding, however, that she couldn't
‘and ‘the tv: series has. been made. arts “and™.usu afiy’ took in. three. taken: over-the tremendous interest. ‘happened’ to. stars. ‘and. glamor has ‘understand why since {t was. so.with: his: cooperation. It came up ‘topics. per:segment.: It has-as ‘many of the American: ‘public. ‘There's no. come..and. gone ‘like. a cycle, like beautiful. It was. hardly beauliful,.
“with a. ‘highly. entertaining. opener, A
$Continued ‘on.page;Bt
es and.westerns.”
— Goube. about it:¢:0%+ Ta order: to get: ‘gangster picture:
{Continued on. page 36)
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__ Wednesday, October 17,1962 _
Bi tion. Thedeath: oftwo Los Angeles newspapers. The visit
“of Nikita Khrushchév:to Los-Angeles: ‘The Santa.Fe Rail-.:

The: jady was sitting enjoying. her:lunch at a Los:‘Angeles: T
outdoor restaurant when smoke began to billow- from a: |
nearby- office building. “Firel: Call Channel: ‘BY she. sput: me

road disaster. The Pacoima air. collision. ‘The Kathy Fiscus —
tragedy. Ad infinitum. © That's why in.kos ‘Angeles,’

tered through a-mouthful of chicken salad: © ‘But there —
“was No: need. “KTLA’s Telecopter and Telemobilé already
* were on their %& y to the scene. Within. minutes, regular

prograrra>mtg on Channel 5 had. been swept aside for »

live coverage of the blaze from: the air and the’ground. :
ui The: lady nadn’t told the Charinel. 5 News. erew anything it didn't, already know, -But what was. meaningful
about her reaction was that she, like ‘So many Southern

.

Californians, no longer’ think of :news. or: their’ city’'s
welfare without. automatically. thinking | of.‘Channel 5. /-

" There's io. wonder: ‘Twenty-four minutes: after the. start

as.my official contact“as-to what. was -happening. ©

_-That’s’ why when the. Southern: California Radio-and
Television News Association: handed -oiit ‘ten’.awards -for
|

of the Bel-Air.fire, worst in: the history of Southern Cali-

i a

“Police and: Fire. Departments, in: warning. people. to stay
away, from: disastér areas, tell them to’g0:‘home and. watch. ;
. -eftton-Channel 5: L“That's why. the.Mayor. of Los:‘Angeles
m.-wrote to Station; ‘Vice-President. and: General Manager; .
™ Stretch Adler following. the- Hollywood. Hills’ fire: “TE stay
tioned. myself. before. ‘the television. and: used your. report

excellence. in Television’ News: Coverage: the night of:

“October 4, six went to KTLA,:more.than had been ‘won,

fornia; KTLA’s. Telecopter. -Telemobile’ remote broadcast."

- by a television station: in a- ‘single year. in the history i.

phenomenon was at the scene. with: tive coverage that —
Jasted seventeen ‘hours..i tt ‘was. “the ‘same: ‘with ‘the’ }
Beachwood Canyon flood. The. Hollywood. Hills: fire. The _

KTLA, Paramount *Television: Productions,’ ‘Inc. -Repré-

first Vandenburg Missilefiring. The: Democratic Conven-" oe

-Sented Nationally: by: Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Ine.

en
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i
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wee

te ee

of the Association... ©Whetheryou're seeking news, -or °.
_ Sponsoring it,. experience shows: ‘it-Pays. to. turn: +0.
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WaRtETY’s. wedkly tabulaiton based ¢
on: ratings’ ‘furnished by.“American. Research: “40.shows... ‘Both ‘network and ‘Gundtcated; are |Usted: On: the basis’ of their showing . ;
=

; “Bireau, highlights. the -top~ 10: network -Shows: on a local level. and. offers: a. Tating- - in’the. total area homes barometer.
_EL. study-- of”‘the :top 10° syndicated -“shows: an} the same: particular” ‘Imarkets. ‘This.week :.

. | four:different markets are.covered.

_
Variots branches: of the industry, ranging. from media buyers to,‘local stations 1
ta syndicators. will find. the. charts valuable.

!

. Over. the ‘course ‘of a year,. ‘ARB. wet, tabulate a. miniinum of ‘947 mark cets.. The |
results of that. ‘tabulation. will be found. weekly ‘in’ VARIETY Coupled: ‘with the rating — :
the. audiences. on the basis ..of the ‘total: ‘market: area examined. ‘The ‘nietro.. aréa: | “ performance® of the top 10: network shows,-on.the local level, the Vakiety-ARB charts
| tatings. are.based .On.}.the: metropolitan. markets: within: the, total area: examined, ‘Top he are “Gesigned. to reflect the--Tating tastes:Of virtually every. market, in: the U. S..

Both the. netw of. and syndication ‘study features the:‘total area:chenies. reached’
and”‘the: metro- ated: ratings on .-each show. The: total area homes: reached reflects:

st.‘LOUIS —

J STATIONS:: KTVI, .KMOX, -KSD,. KPLR. .SURVEY PERIOD: MAY 18 - JUNE 14, 1962.
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eee pe 5“Death: ‘Walley “Days. (Fri.9:30). J KSD*. 2. US: Borax 118,200" 15|-Target ones
wees KTVI
code Harel.
wha
elas ena. cKSD © 215,500. = 38Be Peter Gann.oe ie ie ofae RIVE Gt Official “88,700
«13 |News .;...2.-...-+4--s-KMOX
oe
18s Candid: ‘Camiets nes :.KMOX. 268.800 © .-35)|
_
(Mon., Tues: Fri. 10 08
“| Tonighi wédbecdevecccaesKSD

120,900
158,700
110,700.

Rk PROGRAM |

8.

sta.
| Reached. _ Rte. Rk.

What's My: ‘Line...cwse: .KMOX.

4. Ben Casey.

5. Garry. rides a

35]
ogi

s-KMOX:.. 204,500"
- ..203,600

=

34! & Third:Man. (Wed, 10:00).weTete
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:... Cais end ye KTVE-; 227,700."

wee -KMOX
won
6. “Andy Griffith, aa
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a

che eaten cee, -KMOX..
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9s Sing Along |... 6.0055. -KSD°:. 196,900."...: 25.6, ‘Best’ of Post;BB.(Sin. 3:00) ;..;.:KSD.: Site.
a 9 Perry Mason ::

_
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eee.
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, 190.600
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82.800

.

4 Great Life; BB. (Sun, 230).
aed be ees -KSD.- ste “NBC Cord

29; -_ “Popeye” (Sat. 1:30):
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a
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J) [Tonight 200002

KSD

1. 700-. “*10.| Misehief:.Comedy........KPLR'
T4800.

ing.

Compet..

68:900...

10 ae

KSD*.. 2.0. NBC. Films.

9 |Bowling; Issue: JFK..'...KTVI

©: 22/)- 10.Rin ‘Tin Tin (Sat. 4:30):-

KSD. sete! . Screen Gems’ — 49,100 _

11,000

OO

13,300

169,600
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29.400

Bowling

54,200. 6; Superman
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14/Top Cat.
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ogee So
”
a
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~ $.. Garry. Moore:
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62.700
65,300
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54,100
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“for ‘money, it’" explained: “NBC!

~NewsWar:InBerlinTunnel
Continued from page. 2

| executives * "carefully: stated: -last;

| -week that ‘they. did. not volunteer: |-

|the ‘money -and- that before they |.
gave it. -high- authority’ within: the'|"
network sweated: over the problem:

-giting its: 90-mintite: ‘funnel -.docu-. under’ the. Wall: One: ‘of the tunnel’ before. payment .was ‘greenlighted.
= Inentary.. ‘Eberhard: Weyrauch, ‘one ‘diggers, ™ ‘Time: ‘magazine. has .re- |:

Daily ‘Mail.and ‘Sketch Hike. Coverage Sharply;.
Express.Still Holds Out

| PORT'SKGWA ABEACON |
THROUGH BIGBLOW|

Of .the -many. engineering :students: ‘corded;-. is - called .“‘Fat: Boy; ae
involved, .: was..'quoted’ as ‘saying: former. buteher and one.of Berlin’:'S
ly. for ty coverage, runs a daily
London, “Oct. 16.
‘that’ ‘the West: German Embassy: ‘in: ‘more disreputable charactérs ‘who |
What: Es! Seen. as a. culminating tv page.
‘D.C. tried ‘to: talk “NBC out of ‘air-: Charged: escapees .using. routes he] Even
the austere Times aiid
ving. the stanza, -Which -NBC. will | had: prepared. CBS. correspondent-|-‘Tiniove ‘ina: protracted trend. came
Telegraph run weekly features. on
“Portland: Oct.” 16:
-"ghow Oct. 31.:
| Schorr, -the network.“admits,’ did ‘|:
‘this week. when two. national news- } broadeasting while k
eeping fu liad¢casting
‘Weyrauch:. ‘also: caid ‘tliat‘he:‘did “his: original -‘negotiating with. “Fat |- ! Governor ‘Mark Hatfield: ‘lauded "papers decided to up. their cover-|
time’
video correspondents
for
‘KGW.
for
“its
‘outstanding
role
dur|.
Boy,”
Possibly.
then:
being:
unaw
are:
not:know the three.organizers had.
oo ing .last-‘Friday’ s (12:7: ‘emergency- ‘age ‘of - telévision news-views. Some purely neéews-athering: purposes,
‘Yeceived money: and” that -the. pro- | Of: the:-man's reputation. a
gram had: ‘been. produced: without - “The | ‘three young~ men; - who |-¥when this city was hit by: -smashing.1_ circles. ofthe -‘trade consider the - Both sheets ‘present also. reviews
winds, which —‘caused.-havoc’ and moves illustrative: of: the fact: that. of what they consider the most: nn—
the: approval. ‘of ‘the. other: 17.1 ‘started’ the. 450-foot: escape: ‘tunnel
|portant shows of. the week.
The .
hardships. ‘Another ‘commendation.
NBC. News’ has: maintained that. through which ©‘the’ 59° East.” Ber- | for” KGW’s ‘service: “during | and {|‘British newsmen have realised that|Guardian -is more: doubtful of the
-None «but ‘one ‘of these-17. diggers ‘liners |escaped, reportedly” receivéd after °the emergency ‘came -from. ‘it -is: probably. better to. join. tv news value of..the visual medium
.
would appear on_the. docume: atary: ‘under $8,000, made.in: several .pay- “‘Portland’s police: traffic:chief,Capt. 3 than fight | ite.
Jon a dav to day basis than its comand: that: -the one,” along. with ‘the © ments by NBC. This. gave NBC. John: Pittinger:
..-:
-f - Papers in ‘question® are. thie Daily -petitors: and thusly. runs reviews
ee three: original ‘‘men, had. ‘given: his. “exclusive: rights to: the:film ‘Story, - KGW-TY¥'s .600 ‘foot: steel. dower, 2 Mail, which “hikes. its. coverage. only. as a.general rule.
“* express: approval. Also, of. the. 59 “Which: ‘began. in* June.-and. ended. in: | Built. ‘to.Avithstand -winds’ An excess} from: a shofit. daily rev iew’ column
Only-truly anti-ty: paper—and. it
"hat -the three.- (in-: }.of 100° miles per. hour, was. toppled. to-a tv-- page status: With~.two: } shouid be explained, its wrath.is al. F escapees, - who --came: “out -‘through’. “September:
the “tunnel. “in September,.-NBC’ cluding. identified students. ‘In the midst -of the - havoe, KGW-j 4columnists-reviewers and. ‘a légtnan ‘most solely directed at: commercial
would only show the. faces..of. those Domenico: ‘Sesta -and Luigi’ Spina): Radio. remained ° on: the. air, “with. .responsible ‘for-turning in: the-copy, |television — is the. Daily Express,
-:who :gave: express permission. The. did with ‘the’ money, ‘NBC says. ‘it. {the éx¢eption of’ one: ‘hinute’ lost: atid ‘the Daily ‘Sketch. ‘which. now | oné of the few newspapers without.
.,, -firnal..point NBC made is that. the. doés . -not- ‘know," - and, ; ‘more™ par- ‘during® the:changeover to‘eniérgen- runs: a whole- tv page under: the sonie interest ina tv company. But
tunnel ‘was flooded nearly a month. ‘ticularly, does not Wwvant.t6 know, osTey. equipment: :‘Only three. stations’; aegis .of: Robert: Tee, a. :W.k..Mid | even the latter’ in the past month
‘abo and is. coinpletely unusable: to‘).
» |-remained ‘on--the alr. mn’ any form|:journalist,
y-has.introduced:a eric column which
anyone. ‘Hence; ‘pictures. shown. on already’ constructing their. anne! of. operation... using °‘Gasoline. “pow-,| “Daily Herald has also’Introduced heretofore it. has .shunneéd.
tv :would not. “in the least’ ‘hurt’ sander- one
of. -Berlin’s: busiest
ered ‘generators at: ‘both studio and a - program cohimn: by Jack Piler
The cycle, therefore, is now
‘the ‘safety. of: ‘anyone ‘involved. iti. -border- ‘streéts vhen. the: web’ ‘got: the: transmitter.:
‘and. is -keeping at least. one re-|complete with every major national
. “the. tunnel: or ‘the. chances. of:vany* Wind. of.the project: :iW.hen, NBC. ; —_ ‘Following the:*stri’ KGW. con: ‘porter’ on the. netw orks beat. Daily { paper carrving ‘regular yideo fea.~-future’esca pees..
_-sotight’ permission to- do: some film: ‘tinued. to ‘provide: emergency infor-- Mirror, with. its- formidable .team tures. The medium;,.-it: seems, cana
o = Dozens: of tunnels. haveeén:dug. ing, the network «w as. soon’1 asked Thation to listeners.
.
be: three: jounralist earmarked sole- |no longer be ignored.
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| sonalities atid news.s_staffers wiil tbe assigned: to coverage ot‘the event |

From The Production Centres
Continued

from

page 27 -

. University’ of -Minnesota. has ‘2,500: students - enrolled in. courses: ‘in

| which, closed circuit. tv. is ‘used -for: lectures and classroom demonstra- it
~.>4 tions. School is: “studying |possibility. -of. Setting up. microwave ‘relays
between: its. ‘Minneapolis:. campus transmitters: and university |branches:

~-LUNGHEON AT-THE TEN EYCK a

} at Duluth, and. Morris, Minn,”

Blané is branching out jnto .tv commercials with all.‘the: voicés you.|
hear 7

the

cartoons. Hfis own,

he. says, has’ ‘been used . 200 different

|~ RadaReviewoe

i With Geoff :Davis, others.

IN’ ST...LOUIS—

—

os

7

ways.

Producer: Charles .L:-Murn'

|,30 Mins:; Mon.-Fri. 12:15

pam,

WIL radio. ‘did. a. ‘switiging.- four-hour. remote ‘Monday: 15: fro’mi“the: SARATOGA. VICHY:
; ‘premiere bash of. the new: three-tier ‘Playboy Club in St, :-Louis. Sta-. | WOKO, ‘Albany.‘|.tion's Dick. Drury, Daimny Dark and Ron. Lundy. handled the. interviews | “Their luncheon: pidgram, the first:
: Elizabeth j.oF its: Kind. in“this’ area ‘originates |
Phil Mayer planed to Europe for a fortnight to set ‘up facil ities: for of: press, agency. ‘people: ‘and-assorted. brass. in. attendance
WGN-IV's “Great Music” segs that will he taped. in. London- and Berlin. . Gentry transferred ‘to KMOX-TV ‘statf from Washington: U. admissions, -in- the new. Golliwog Lounge’ of .the
WNBQ director. ‘efficé to.aid in development: of ‘new: cultural programs for the. CBS.|.
Director. Dick. Doerschuk :follows him out-in a w eek;
‘ Sheraton- Tén .Eyck -“Hotel ‘with.
Dave Barnhizer just returned from Versailles. where he shot. ‘extra | O&0 «... Alice’ Koch: and: Jim Butler—-KMOX. radio. ‘publicity’ ‘people—. ‘Geoff:: ‘Davis, WOKQO. -personality. footage for ‘stlation” S$ upcoming special on the Versailles Exhibit at the|journey to ‘Jefferson. ‘City, Mo. on’ ‘Thursday.(108 to handle press: ar- and probably: the: most. ° articulate’: . _Art Institute .: . Susan Shaw, who did the ‘Short-lived “Wish. Upon’ a. “rangemients for the’ annual meeting of the Missouri Broadcasters Assn. ‘broadcaster in the. Capital District,
for a new. KMOX manager Bob Hyland ‘is. retiring: ‘president --of MBA’. ..: ‘Singer
g
as” host-questioner.. ‘Chiefly: promo="
Dream” kidshow -on WBBM-FV, teams with Joan Coughlin.
, Bob New-. Margaret Whiting Set for’ “guest. appearance Thursday. (177 on. _Howard- tion .and public: service, Davis. has
daily entry, still untitled, which replaces “USS Popeye
kirk, resular vocalist on “Don “McNeill’s: ‘Breakfast ° Club, ” ‘set: for a DeMere’s KSD ‘radio “Metronome.” ‘Miss Whiting is. Starring -in-“the associated. - -himself ..with: ‘a wide
: The range: of. causes. and organizations
month's. engagement. as ‘headliner ‘in the Sherman House Fountain Sheraton-Jefferson. Dinner ‘Theatre. production: of “Gypsy”
ace produéer-director gives up-his. “Globe-Democrat and. KMOX. co-sponsored. :“Spelling- Bée’’. returns” to ‘since he retired: from the: Yankees’
Roam .- Jim: McPharlin, WITW's
assignment on “Festival” to-do a new series, “About People.” for: ‘the. the air on Sunday, Oct..28; for its-eleventh. consecutive year. ~WEW. Sports “Network, it brings to. the
National Education Tv Network. Victor Summa takes over. the‘‘Festival’. ‘radio. unveiled. its new’ ‘studios via the-cocktal party: route -‘on:‘Friday } ‘mike -a: mixture of. local. “names”:__
“{12) “,- aKXLW radio getting a big play-out of its new. Saturday’ after=7: ‘conventioners'.and drop-ins...
_
chore .. Pat Sheridan’s ‘Saturday night entry on WBBM Radio, “Sheridan’s Ride” gets. a- Sunday evening berth in addition .... ¥red_ Silver~' ‘noon “Talent In:Our: ‘School” “program featuring’ young musicians,
‘Occasionally, :Davis | gets | ‘some
:
Hal
}
..
WGN-TV
at:
development:
‘progtam
of
“bite” :into ‘interviews.. “He; did so
man named director
.|with: Walter Hawver,.tv-radio critic’:
Stein taking brief: leave. from. his WGN-TV assignments to- peddle his’
drama’
Theatre.
Goodman.
.
road
the.
on.
Of ‘Albany’ Ss:‘Knickerbocker’ News, "
“International ‘Cafe”* opus.
achool doing a. series of children’s plays. on W TIW . - WNBQ.-pr eempt:'|: “United: ‘Foundation: Kickoff ‘Show ‘on.“all threeDétrolt tv ‘siatlons ‘and..to a lesser. extent;..with- former’:
WWJ,
WJBK;
and
WXYZ
will
feature.
Ben
Alexander,
as
host:
Jacque-documentary.
special
for‘a
(20
Troy Mayor ‘John: Je. : Purcell: “Haws:
ing. “Joey Bishop;Show” next Saturday
on price gongingsby speculators: ‘in Negro housing ..-. NBC viceprez. line. Jean. Mayer, Miss: América: of: -1963; .Vic Damone, -Eddy.. ‘Arnold|:‘ver, outspoken din: “person. as-in
.
and
the
Hal
Gordon
orch,
with
WXYZ.
producer.
Pete
Strand
in
char.
ge
|.
Tech.
:
‘Carnegie
at’
tackle
‘print; --but “not. as: Ancisive- in -the
Lloyd Yoder, wlig had been ar All-American
. WWJ-TV will “Profile” Walter C.. Laidlaw, :‘executive veepee .‘of. former,’ ‘disapproved* of an. Albany...
, has -been: elected | to. Pittsburgh: ‘Football | .
emer
durtag
,
Foundation.
i.3:The
National.
Auto
Show
will
serve.
as
“United
the
:
ha
ad days,
und "
‘Station’s. decision’. .to- ‘ctitback: :on:
Fame.
Halk of his
| background for. niany. radio and tv. ‘shows,: ‘both: local and national, evening -nevs. ‘coverage: Taised_ the ..
a which’ will. originate from Cobo Hall, with. WWJ:and ‘WIR, especially, possibility that NBC's. large. invest-"making’ elaborate plans for-remotes,’ ete: . .: Milky’s. Party ‘Time.’ *a.} ment.-in: “The. Virginians” might: :
R. B. Hendegson,. managing director: of Ulster-TV, ‘to be guest:of -moppet. show, returns. to WWH-TV for the: 13th, consecutive. season with prove.- “unprofitable: . ‘predicted .a
Twit. Pines Dairy.Sponsoring.
nels
-_
trend .toward longer’ news: ‘shows;. .
America’s Department of State. for a six-week - tour “of the. US. He.
in New York and: Hollywood, ‘would ~
will. travel under the Dépt’s’ ‘Foreign Leader. scheme, designed to. -give |.|
not, reach their vicinity. “for-a year.”
distin zuished foreign citizens. a chance to o 0. aspects of Yank: life. in:
~ Well-informed . “On. ‘many.
sub. Lord ‘Snowdon, husband. ‘of Princess. ;
which they are interested...
“William Cc.. Goodnow, veepee & generat: manager of ‘WISN-TYV. reports’ ‘jects. and alert in. discussing them,” *:
Margaret. lad ‘a private showing of two TWW filmshows dealing wit
Dick:
Kortes
Upped
:
from
floor:
director
to.full-time
director:
Kortes:
Davis registered strongly in. chats”
Wales and the West:country . . Brian Branston took over from David.
currently. -bucking for his Mastér’s. Degree at ‘Marquette U.;: -is: also a res-.
Attenborough as editor of the ‘BBC-TV Travel and Exploration. unit dent director of Nicollet Community: Theatre... . “Critique, a the Milwau- With: school. ‘teachers .about educa=.:
Noyelist Derek Ingrey joined Westward-FV .. . Alfred Hitchcock: kee’ Public Library book discussion program ‘showcases: talk on “The. Af-: tion. in®.‘the nuclear. age On: one”
recent: stanza. ~
spouted for 30 minutes about. his tife and work on BBC:-Radio on,
fair.” and. other C. P. Snow: wor ks, with. Joyce Henry, hostess: Richard
- Davis. works under. difticalt. con-.
Sunday (14)... Associated-Rediffusion. has picked. uP “The Americans”
E.
Krug,
City:
Librarian
_and..Mrs..
Marjorie
Bitker,.
Milwaukee.
‘author-.
. BBC. director-ditions -in- roving . the- intimate:
which replaces. “Comedy Hour" on Friday : (19),
editor
on
Thursday.:
Oct.
'18,-7.p.
M.,.
‘on.
WMVS-TV,
the
-Milw
aukee’
“Volounge; ‘At.times, his resonant voice:
“general Hugh Carleton Greene entered. fospital for. surger vy and. BBC:
cational. & Adult School station .
. Starting. Nov. 1,: WISN-TV's own’
chairman Sir Arthur fforde resting after‘ ‘a heart attack” cee -Grampian- ; film’ Tab facilitating.‘fast processing” of news film: -for> “on-the-air” becomes: a bit ‘muffléd or ‘slides ‘:
‘slightly. off center. He might shave
TV appointed G. E. Ward Thomas |as managing director.
-| viewing will start. ‘operation. .
Don Heilman, |camer man will:-head: wordage, ‘skilled though. he be. in-its
| this ‘@peration. ‘located in :Ch; "12's ““eoachhouse”: SS). John’. Anthony ‘now: usage. “Commercials are surely’
; hosting: “Hollywood Matinee, me spotting talks with: “show ‘biz’: person-. handled:
.
Saco.:.
-alities working Milwaukee: theatres, night ‘clubs, et: al. ‘cross-the-board: |
-WCCO-TV
documentary,
“Voice. ‘of:-the Farmer.” examines the:
on: WITI-TV, YT p.m:;: “with: major Hollywood: films in “reprise”: rounding |
National -Farmers’ Organization tomor row (17. Half-hour. program; the bill4 ~ Lynn. Pearl, WITI-TV's looker “Don't” ‘Miss Channel: 6"-}New AP.‘Badeasting Execs written. and produced by pubaftairs director Jim’ Dooley, will. include promotional “gal” now. hostess: on “Cinema. 6”. Saturdays at: 6 pr
mn. pee
Elected. at: Albany Meet.
interviews with NFO prexy: Oren Lee Staley and Secretary of. Agricul- r Lynn: shat pens. the. vintage” movies and eases: the:veye.
;
wo.
Time-Life’s, WTCN -‘preemed. weeknightture Orville Freeman.
;
- Albany; “Oct. 16. _.“Don. “Decker; -néws director of
classical mrusie hour featuring Frederick Fennell, new" -associate con- .
mo,
mT-WrRy: ‘in’ Troy,. was elected presiductor of the Minneapolis. ‘Symphony Orchesira, last night 115) Week
ago WLOL-FM. earried its third..annual’ “Salute to the Symphony,”
Rex.
‘Morgan,
.
director
of
Special
“events
for
tha
WEEE:
stations:
: ‘dént : of. “N.Y:- State. Associated
12-hour tribute to the orch with. recordings ‘of Works to be played: iohonored. by: -the. Association’ of the U: S. ‘Army. during the. organization’ § ‘Press’: Broadcasters |‘Assn.. at: theaac
RREEEEE
MGUTEER
aaunnararaeramcerta
EEE
ir
SAE
EEEEEEEaEeaneT
SEE
peeenees
nner
TS
as
°
~—
a—
-r 7rr
ee
during current season . . -KSTP ‘deejay ‘Ed Hinshaw. doing impreshes. annual ‘eonfab.. in. Washington, ‘D:C.: “Morgan, who Tetired ‘from: the.eRRECon
J-annual
‘meeting in. the Tom Saywer
of President Kennedy as part of Brave Néw, W ‘orkshop’ 5 satiric revue: Army’: last. year: as ‘a. major,: ‘after 19. years. of. service, ‘Was cited |for ‘Motel heré Sunday (14).
Minneapolis Tribune sports” columnist . Dick Cullum. rapped Uni-. | his: work on behalf.of the Department:of Defense . os Dick Carr, WIP:}; ‘Decker suicceeds Glenn ‘William, 4
versity of Minnesota decision to televise: ‘its. Tootball: game: with Navy” deejay. and production assistant, ‘named | program “manager .for. the. former news. director at -WSHN us
in. Baldwinsville. and. present: ‘direc: -..
Oct & Sellout contest was carried. by: KTC A-FV,” Twin Cities .eduitaStation = ..-Benedict Gimbel- Jr., veepee of:‘Metropolitan: Br oadcasting;* |-tor of. public information at-Oneontional tv station. Cullum wrote ‘that waiting. until last- week before.
‘iv
Graduate:
Hospital:
recuping
from
the
flu.
and
an’
‘eve
‘ailment
..
the game to annotnce ty coverage was unfair ‘to ticket buyers. “'The.}: W FEN’s.: John Edwards --and- freelance announcer - John: Early Have ‘daga: Community’ College . An, “Syrdecision to televise should be made. w. hen: tickets :first-go on sale’ or. as: featured:
-acuse; |
roles in the. Drama’ Guild’s “Enemy of: the. People”:
(Oct. 25-.)". -Warren* ‘Doremus,” “director: of:7
soon thereafter as possible; ** Cullum. asserted. “The public is entitted Nov: 23),
A ‘special -half-hour.of WCAU-TV’s series: “Doctor” shown|.‘news. and public. affairs for. WHEC,
‘to the opt'sn—to: buy tickets or to watch tv”
- WCCO: planning. big Kat’ the State.‘Medical Society: ‘convention, in Atlantic. City . ....MarciaAM-TV,.- “Rochester, ‘was: elected:
for opening of Minneseta . pheasant |“hunting: season Oct.
campaign
150 ‘rose, producer and hostess: of “Concept” and “Sneak. Up." public. affairs’ “vice-president,. W. Norris -Paxton;'
26- 2g, Station will move several of ‘its shows ‘to Marshall, Minn.;.
programs,’ honored by. Hahnemann: ‘Medical College. and” ‘Hospital’ for. chief: of the’ AP-.bureati: in Albany;
miles south est ‘of Minneappolis...A number ,of ‘the CBS outlet’s pel | her. ty work: in behalf of medicine’:
. WCAU-TV. extending its, Tele- ‘was |‘renamed. --secretary-treasurer.:
——*+
“| «Mision Reading ‘Service. to: encompass ‘both. Philadelphia and: suburban s
schools and: libraries.
4
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DREAMER!

.

VtGets 4Channels

‘SHIP Your CAR: :

For Educ. Operation |IN’MEMPHIS; woe:

But. ‘who
hasn't dreamed of: an au-,
thentic. New
Engtand Salt- Box. com-.
_ plete with barn, pond & 300 yr. old .
Biawul trees, transported | to commuter:
land
The
Federal
Communications
~WELE. WAKE UP_IT’S REAL!
razed and: Li Cominission has notified this state
Wek
century, farmhouse.
Tebult
in 1948 with loving caie. re- . wthat it has allocated four. channels,’
plete with old pine paneling. .wide oak

a

Lae
Jay. ‘Cook, -WHBQ deejay, has. ‘moved. over. to‘the.tie‘side.to. ‘emcee:
;
2
{ the wk. weekly Dance Party-over Channel: 13... _ Roy Wweldon,. WHBQ:.
AGENTS
TV chief engineer, celebrated his 29th year in the biz with’ D, A: Noel,
‘station .skipper and crew, ‘hosting. the. wk: radio-tv: ‘specialist’ - . ¥- INTERSTATE AUTO SHIPPERS, INC;
249 WEST 34th ST., N.Y... CH 4-5260)f :
‘Plough station: Tanagers -from-WCAOQ;: Baltimore; -WJJD, ;‘Chicago:
vors, 3. fireplaces and ‘hand-split }{-in - Rutland, Burlington, St.
Johnsvr
oO
or
¥
I.
sh kes.
WCOP,: Boston; WPLO; ‘Atlanta and: “WMBS, "Memphis ‘here’ for-annual
ER. big. quarry tile-‘floored - t bury: and ‘Winds
for Vermont’ s.
92428
7:Pr opdsed
edut ational ‘Televiision -powwow- with: prexy Harold Krelstein. wes Chuck: Olsen: now. handling .
Room and 1962. kitchen. 2
Keepime
BR
ptus dbath on Ist. Deluxe master
rfnetwork.
‘promotion for -both:. WHBQ °and WHBQ-TV, His-last. “stint ‘was .with|.
;
suit® on 2nd 2 car gar. and workshop
1
a
“KA s. Sst.
>
The. Windsor iistaltation wilt: be WSM, Nashville: . Jack: Michael; WREC-TV' program ‘chief,- elected |
-an hain.
!
That's“what, you'll waat t6 de: =
on 3 picture acres: with 3. | Vermont's link with the rest-of the prexy: of Tennessee Broadcasters, with -WHBQ-TV's - Alex. Bontier’ as | >
Privacs
"when you-seo-our illustrated| {Pai
flageed tertac es 3 miln.. from. CHAP| New. England‘ ‘Educational TV" Net- sees.
George. Mooney. Jauniched his>-1ith campaign. aircasting -the| ~} . folder -of fust.:the right- musi. .|5
r.Awt A. $59, ATE
cal: :Christnias -cards: .to’ ’Oke
| work, it was reported. This state's. U: of Tenn. ‘grid-sked: over the 250-station: Vol Net. : Jack. Eaton, OleJ-. .
your ‘sentiniente: : Me
HELEN HECHT, Realtor | ‘network ‘will be operated by -the’ “Miss: -prid-calleé, now ‘in“his -sixth-campaign ‘over: WMC: ‘and. southerzi | ~: Press
.. :.GERSFNER- BOX oe

——

1

"AT. Low RATES.
=.
NATIONWIDE -& OVERSEAS.
; VIA STEAMER — RAIL
- DRIVEAWAY::
|
|IN “PRINCIPAL CITIES Oru. 8.A

Lawrence Farms Crossway. “Mt. ‘Kisco
(9145 MOunt Kisco 6-7813

“Montpelier, Vt., Oct. -16.

| University’ of Vermont in.
1 Burling- “web... . Lance Russell; Hugh Frizzel and Al Brown niake up thé..foot- |.”
; ball broadcasting trio handling the= Memphis. State games. over. WHBQ:. =

| ton.

Tetro |

Pos

Bedford: Hills, N...

i
¢

Offices: New York, Philadelphia, Chicago, St. Louis, Detroit, Los Angeles, San Francisco.
Representing a selected group of major Television and Radic Stations in major -arkets

Including: WIP Radio ee ranked first in Philadelphia: in Coverage. and Popularity according: to.NCS "61.
WITG... offering. greatest TV Market Coverage ’i
in Washington, D._C.; plus minutes iinprime ‘time.
|

7

35.

__ Wednesday, October 17,1962...

Wednesday, ‘ctober
€
3,
3“1962:
‘Fairmont Hotel. &SF.
San. Fiancisco;. Sept: 99.

Phyllis ‘Diller, Emiie Heckscher 7

Lo Be
RB

Orch.(11);. $2.50°cover,

;

i

Phyllis Diller has come’a ‘Jong

way. since her ‘preak- in days at the.

“Purple Onion-in this'town and not:
“the Teast: ‘measure. of. her success
“is the: fact that she is:now’on the
top-of Nob: ‘Hill, ‘a quarter. of a mile

“straight: Up.from:‘the:Purple. Onion:
oe
_ Cellar,
oe She ‘is. packing the. “Joint. and
wowing: the . audience. every show
with ‘her: rapid: ‘fire, ‘stand-up, one“Finer °‘patter. ‘Gal.-comies are° a
rarity anyway and. to find one. like .
‘Miss: Diller: who..can and ‘does grab

a house’s. attention and hold it- for
“oa straight. 55:minutes out: there all
by. herself? is:something. to see,
_-.
She-sets ud<a comic-image ‘with

|

her- ‘coal “scuttle: hats, Jong ciga-:
rette ‘holder.'and fancy gloves and
‘she milks it.for all it’s’ worth, Her

humor:.is sharp..comment ‘on ‘do-.

mestic. bliss and the. easual. social.
situations. ‘betiveen man and. wife:
ano the swimming<. pool,- .two- car
“garage. “suburban: sét:.
.Tt's “a solid “show. and. especially;
good. for the: current. convention

“crop. inundating Frisco. this fall.
o
rnie. Heckscher’s
‘orchestra™
plays. for: dancing... His only other

“ehore isa: straight ‘intro. for Miss
“Diller sand <a. straight -..closing
“thank: “you” atthe’ end: ‘The “rest
‘of the time. she’s. ‘on ‘her own.and.:
‘that’s: ‘good: enough for. socko. auv<dience response: with: the Taffs. coming: like waves. This: should be-one.
of the. ‘room’ § “most .
“successful. .
bookings,” wee
j
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|

=) Greek. ‘classics, “accompanied. by’ of events “ana people. inthe. news: ‘ence: here: ig.that this ‘one is’aimed’
"| excellent: Hthistrations, through a- from the’ Européan campaign. ‘of ‘at: the ‘younger ‘generation’ and:
‘| study’ of “the ‘cello, the. ‘origins :of -World- War-IT, through two terms:. seems geared to not only the edu; counting, ~: -and- various’ :types “of of, Presidential. Office and: into: the cation -of ‘the. viewers but: also the...
‘Several’ crisés and tri-+stimulation’ ‘of their: interest in.sei-?
" -shelter -to an. analysis. of . meteo-~ present.
—
‘from page 29
+ rites: “In each.. ‘Case,. “imaginative :Umphs.. in’ Ike's. “multi-faceted, life. ence.
duction: ‘numbers, ‘director “Déan |‘jllustrative’ material -.helped “: tO-.were depicted: cand: the films: used... ‘The half-hour: is ‘produced: in:vag’ 2.
to display. this -career were. well- - Sociation.: with N.. ¥.U.: and is ‘host- -."
|/ Whitmore had to-substitute camera.“drive. home. the instruétive point,
‘ wotion, some of. which was quite:|.“48. hoxt; Dr. Albert, E. Hibbs. chosen. =
: “ed~by..Edgar: Grisewood. ‘a:profes-.
: good.,. especially’ ‘those- semi--dark ‘ impressed” ‘as: ‘an. ‘appealing’ “per‘Raeben’s Script seemed “often: to -Sor-at that institution, The opening
=
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it was one of those listless

rather

‘tunes of 20 ar 30 years, ago,

only. proved

and

that even Porter: had

shots over,-the heads” of the studio= sonality, ¢apablé: of speaking forth-.. _be* over-sentiniental. and. too gen-:: Se2: was built: around: the workings:
Art. ..Lrightly fo ‘childrén™ with -.a, lucid, -:erous .in -spots,-: ‘particularly. his
Tre first” half-hour. Was. off. the: audience.
those -mammieth com-.
“| unpatronizing™. style. The’. ‘show, haridling of the U2. ‘spy’ plane. in=° and. uses“ of
a
a
;
. puters. :Grisewood “addressed him-.°
produc:
pace, yet it was a poor.
| however, appears to: be- aiming ‘at:“cident: in which the: ‘writer’ ‘skipped. ‘Self -to .high. School. students: ‘and.

to miss

once

in awhile.

;

that sparked ©the’ re-.. HY. GARDNER SHOW.
la. somewhat: over-extended' |age *the: early” denial of-the spy charges .
,
Br
The ‘back-; Win ee Salinger, Marilyn xroup, covering ‘youngsters from and. | ; Went |directly... -into - ‘Risene had 38his est vatious: secondary, 2
er
how:
S:
,
another
nan
“ve.
may.
want.
older.
don’t
‘The
had:
children
fiom}
who.
‘deunior
five.to-4T.
high:
Gardner
|
Producer:
ground group called “The Even
ie:
have. - wider stood’: the =“chemical. Pearl. Harbor’’. statement: |- He was mJ
8
Halt Dozen Singers did a novelty Director: Ralph. Giffen
analysis ‘of the. ‘theteorite, :- but it: ‘ constantly: pictured. ‘as. a‘ Valiant: signed. and: built ‘his.own computer...
routine behind Miss Shore in which 160. Mins., Sun:, 7 p. ™m.
Also.
onhand:
were
other. NYU..
the’!
“
: hero’ and even an. eloquent man: at.| was: a--complete’ ‘mystery --to
one man scratched a balloon, an-}| PARTICIPATING
profs-Who. covered: ‘various’ ‘Giffer{
younger:
onés.
This,
however,
is
-times:.
Stenes
covered.“military:.
other tinkled keys:a third flicked WORN (tape) tte
false start: :‘one of the unav oidable- hazards ‘in: _ campaigns: such “as. D: ‘Day. Euro- "ent ashects. of.math: and. science: as...
matches
asainst their cover, one’
Hy Gardner,
after a a TED
-slariting ‘a.tv: show at.a -broad°chil-.pean Jiberation: and: Korea. - Both: applied ‘to the machines. There was ~~.
flaked
a
comb,
another:
>more
,actually’
got
off
“Sunday:
114)
ej
aren's audience.
‘Herm. a| Political «conventions. of. 1952 ‘and .“some.° ‘sloppiness in ‘the.- presenta- *’.
pulled noisily on -some “masking°
WOR-TY,
with’-apresidential
prestigious
“one-;1
__14956° were -glimpsed -as ‘were -the.tion. of; some -examples; especially
package,.
~ secre-.
fape w hile the remaining man. in: man’
Leampaighs. involving ‘Adlai- Steveni> ;!
one- which . involved: the- use -of:.asection! tary. Pierre Salinger.: Gardner, the: ‘DIALOGUE
this
outhandish
rhythm
‘son . and..:meetings “with |-world+ gizmo. ‘that:.‘walks up. ‘walls: ‘when
,
Precious ! thrice-weekly columnist for. ‘the [ (Aces. ‘N? Spads)...
played a martini glass.
leaders” at.the: Summit and: Camp. ‘someone pulls the str ing: But there |
tien

nuniber

mainder

of

the .show,.

if hetped lower the| NY. Herald Tribune, has been’ ‘con-: aWith. Brian O'Doherty, Arch ‘White- |
:David.
:

as all this was,

barrier .between Miss: Shore’. and j| ducting | this - interview. session’ for
house, .. “Douglas”. Campbell,
her audience, botir live and at|several seasons‘and is‘still to make| George’ ‘Vaughan:

. “| wasn ‘t- more of -this than: is:usually”
. Richard Nixon- was praised: ‘for’ part of. any classroom. expériment:
his..v.p.. work during Ike's illness,. so. .it-ean be chalked. up to Tack of.
| up his mind whether -he wants to. Producer: Carl. Peterson
home:
|scenes: of: Which ‘Were also: shown. “experience .-in planning . ‘for ty.
ru mbers tineluding entertain or inform.. In his present | Directer:. ‘Dan Peters ©
The
final
His. world tour: during his ‘second .“Some. of- the’ Profs, seemed a bit.
Get Along state, he. is: trying. to do ‘both,’| 30: Mins:,: Sun.. (14),:°4 p.m. “
*Sonz of Lave," 4
term: .and. other shots - were -also;; jittery: too... _
Very. *“Well”
and which -seems -a_ good idea, for ‘fre-_ WNBC-TY;- N. Y. (tape) .
Without
You
Several ‘concepts. ‘daw: ‘a:‘pit.fast
“*Motheriess. Child” had (a good |- quently, the ‘subject. matter: of: ‘an | Formerly an. -every-“fourth-Mon~| featured ’in: ‘this: often-drantatic- and
touch
to them.
expert, articulately. stated, can tbe -dav entry,’ - thig ‘appealing. ‘pubaf- always ‘kind portrait... A. line -neéar- ‘for the. average high schooler, “but of

|

i

en-.fairs: ‘stanza:from: ‘NBC's: New York ‘the end-of the show. stated that it's|then.. ‘the guest. sttdes. weren't ex- my
| “too soon,. as history runs, to:nreas-j actly -average. More °likely: “the —
flagship-.oecupies™ a. regular | Sun- |
pro- | For this océasion,. Gardner and | day berth for =this . ‘season, again: I‘ure, Ike’s.:suécess ag a -President.”. [home ‘viewers. got abit lost. In
made him ‘seem’ one :of |addition :to. blackboard examples, | Salinger were :seated .on-rockers, !with: sometinie- -art. critie and jack- ieo
|a film cliv of. NYU’s.setup wag also.’
ya hich apparently. made: the: atmos-{ of-all-initerests:.. ‘Brian O'Doherty +
It was. riénetheless: ‘an atresting: shown -with some - students :at ‘the "th
;
| phere more relaxing, “Initially,}as. conferencier.
;
portrait.
of
a
man
Who.
has
served
jcontrols.
‘Gardner. started off .-with : frothy
Series, :as before:: ‘fs. geared . aS at
‘subject matter, and toward. the.end: topical’ grab- bag, with ‘Sunday's |the. U. S° in. the most: demanding: bes
-Jay-Miller ‘ditectea: ‘the:‘show in
jobs ‘and -at the.-most’ ‘demanding

with’ a fairly. im-. not. only: entertaining, ~ but
mobile star, who's. used to nor-]| grossing.
Confronted

maily working in panorainle

whipped. into more important.:mat- pode ‘initialer an offbeater offering:

-

Ie
“which

‘enabled: . Salinger - to. ‘some:

aeronautic

Salinger: ‘theorized that §
nn | this free. j combat ait: ‘aces—Arch Whitehouse, '

¥ isn't

controlled,

public. opinion. 1 Douglas
| and.

-where... the:: '- Maughan...

‘Campbell: cand: George |
Also,

some.

produced: !. °

| smoothly: and... strongly

provide a partial picture of his job. | World” Wer I. On: hand:were three.
Fdemocracy: | Where

Ww ell-plotted fashion, “Science Age”.
“(Continued on page 37).ee,

nostalgia, -"eirea | wmes in: Aimeriean history. It was
and.

Beglev’s

: narration’. Was.

Ste

and: effective.: “Prospectives. : ‘on:

‘interesting. Greatness”
a

ft

.

ann

ees

| President. is freely” criticized, “the. . film: footage: ‘affording -glimpses: of" -mavbe ;‘Tightly. soin. an-age. ‘when

| ‘chief executive should also. be: ‘able:several. varieties of vintage conibat:public heros

|

‘to. dash out. at’ his. ‘critics. ‘There®: planés, :shots .of -guns and. bombs! minotity:
were some other. valuable” high- |being. ‘mounted, -and: -sequences...of'

‘4 flights in ‘the interview such as the 4 probably” the. .two- most celebrated“!
“s

care’ ‘in “the

arrangements: that have

to ‘be inade

} aces

ot

that . ‘War,

‘Eddie. Ricken-

oe

2.

vast

.

CO
ee.7.

aa

Kali: of Paty

/ REMEMBER, ‘THAT. SONG’

ee

a

for presidential trips and. the.can- ; backer ‘and: Baron” von Richtofen- With Bob. Carroll; Patty. Clark, ‘Tm: {| :
‘perial-. Four, Main Fast ‘Township.
{eeHation of the. White-House sub-:|jsThe Spad of: the. “Aces’. ‘N’ Spads”:
“Majorettes, Hal Kartun* Orch...
‘seription to Gardner's newspaper, ein. the ‘stanza’s title referred. .to a:
|
the N.Y: Herald. Tribune: Salinger; famous fighter plane of ‘the’ time.) Producer: Jim. McGinn
re emphasized the right to read what’ | Much of the talk dealt with early Director: :‘Phil ‘Eombardo--.
™ iyou: want.
-Gardner: gifted :him ; combat: strategzy. aloft., ‘the limita 30: Mins... Fues:,. 6: 30 p.m:
P ARTICIPATING
™
Ewith a: year 's subscription to he ;
tions -6f gunners’: ‘maneuverability; | WBBM-TV, Chicago. (tape):
-Trib.:
ete. ‘OL at Teast. equal interest, re- |
‘Gardner never.really: probed his:sporises: of ‘theguests:tended to de-: “A: noble: attempt. at-a local. prime :
time’ entertainment. show -has “gone. ir
- subject. ‘in depth, ‘but was more con-|{late.some’ popular misconceptions | amiss despite. the. considerable. tal
“tent “to. skint the surface, He fre-- |
Sout .-early...air -combat...and- the. ents. of.-Bob Carroll... ‘and’ Patty if’ Starring as Host.on .
. quently: ‘intruded. his own -person- great, names it produced. ‘Gainsaid|
‘Clark: .and. the. generally’ ‘fine pro-.!.
- "REMEMBER: THAT SONG": a ao
{ ality: ‘into the. interview, never: .be- ; ¢ to. a.man was the romantic. nation t‘duction . Values:
“Remember. ‘That fF...
-WEBM, CBS.TY; ‘Chicago | aan
ing: one. to: shyly retire in thée.back-' -of :courtesy |and sportsmanship’ =] “Song”
i oo
“is: endowsd: Ww ith’ every thing We
“Opening: (Nov. 2300
Ue
| os
THE DWORMAN TWINS, the twin apart> ground and let the entire spotlight. there having been. ‘much less of it’ but. a. concept:
A
| fall onthe subject: T hus Gardner|in those’ days. than most’ fietive ac- |
DRAKE ‘HOTEL, Chicagoon
_ment buildings that offer pure luxury
Apparently’ Sotieone. at.“WBBM i
| seeméd to be after eniertainment counts. sugvest..
“Dir: GAG
As one -of: the. TV feared for prospects, of a: free-.|
‘end convenience either side of Fifth,
rather ‘than -edification and -on. .a. “puests “put it, “In imy case, I shot °| and-easy songfest in the -6:30. p:m::

[
f

THE TWINS

BOB CARROLL

H.

ARE THE GREATEST ACT
IN SHOW BIZ!

hold particular appeal for folks in

show business due to their wonders
ful, central locations, Embracing
every modern refin ement, including

Central air conditioning, they offer2
to 442 rooms, unfurnished or.decorae
tor-dasigned
‘at$166.to $650. -

65 W. 55th
vu!

sigs

Ct 7-4803

MN

| Sunday ‘sight, after

the. -air’ had|‘at ev ery thing—because they shot.,
family. period and ‘spoiled the broth |:
‘been. heavy with serious “matters, at me.” "
by adding -the “ingredients:-of : a.
{this was’ the. ‘dessert.7 ' Also: spiked was. thé”‘idea that thePer «usual Mrs. Gardner, Mar=. early air aces’ were, invariably ‘great. game show.: What’ has résulted 4s 1
neither. a. good game. Show --nor a”
‘ilyn; did. “the commercials - ‘taste- ’
pilots. ‘In. niost |cases, it was stated, satisfactory. musicale but rather. a:
| fulls:
"Jose.
- the top. names: achieved. their status’ schizophrenic. thing that: undulates °
|.
‘more. ~because::“OF | “outstanding ‘from. classitiess- ‘to.-erassnéss, ‘from:
|EXPL ORING |
marksmanship’ than: ‘because: Of €x- low-pressure ‘intimacy to.a.. pushy:
With Dr. ‘Albert. R.. Hibbs
ec"mon-let” s:héaritout: ‘there’
ceptional flying Ability.
Ls

Producer: Craig. Fishet...

| Director: Lynwood. King *
W. Walsh.

.| Writer: Edward

| 60. Mins.;: Sat.,. 12: 30. p.m:|

oe

‘An etigaging session, withal,. -and | ‘prompting. . of.:the. studio ‘audience.
It just- ‘doesn’ t add ‘up to a:program
O'Doherty’s
1w ilingness as host: to listen. Series.. witha real identity.

| one: that: reaffirmed

210 East 58th St. 155 East rath St.

“1 appears to. be.:a bright contender. |. The. ‘vocal: -and. ‘video| skills -of
1 NBC-TYV from NX
;
Carroll: and “Miss: Clark. make- ‘the NBC-TV, as its response. to. FCC locally for:“Sabbath; matinee. atten:: [:hapless.. format all the more” re-::
4 tion.;
* Pit.
‘| chief Newton’ Minow’s -.Call: fOr |
| grettable:: Both. good- looking,;:. ac| better. children’s. programming, .
éom=
| complished. . warblers. With’ -.
‘contributing ‘an: outstanding hour.” PERSPECTIVE ‘on GREATNESS. +-fortable | camera presence, - they [JL
long show.in this.-direction:- ‘Pro-:! With Ed: Begley, viarrator.. at
“|. séem: «a. promising ‘pairing for the |=
| duced with. ‘intelligence, taste: and. ‘Preducer - Director - Writer:ay’ _-| kind. of. personality. chemistry: that[

Blair House

«| aidiente, this .seriés. indicates the

Prr
rat
155 F. 55th

PL 5-8951 ;

t-...*

|
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Other Dvorman Associates Buildings
The Picasso

The Queen Anne

MU 8-5349.

YU 86-5320.

Town House fast

| attentiveness. to the needs -of its |- Raeben

:

‘:

7

“| succeeds..in. television:. But. neither |.

60. Mins::- Tues., 9:30
potential ‘of. éommercial tv- as. an ‘PARTICIPATING. -

{is.-able- to.. project a ‘personality |:
{that .. rings ‘true. -because.- of -the}:
instrument for. ‘stimulating - young: WOR:TV,: a Fa 6. (film). script. The: demands’. are - -particu-.
‘WOR-TYV’'s Perspective’ on
sn’Great-| Jarly’- weighty
If you live in a Dworman. ‘Associates viewers. :“Parents also. can:.récom‘on Carroll: who.
{mend this’ show-to. their .children “ness’”: series. ‘teed off” last- Tuesday | ‘trebles: as host, Songster: and. ‘quiz: | ‘4
bu-tding across the United States you
america! s.
Gan transfer’ your tease with ease.
“| without fearing that ‘they. will be. (9) with a‘ one-hour biography of ‘maaster.
Favorite.
‘subjected : to- any: high-pressure. ‘former President Dwight D. Eisen- |. t's clear: ‘that. the show. ‘has. tol §”
TV: Chimp
ASSOC MAN
| salesmanship.. On. the: ‘preem ‘(13),: hower:
‘Ed:. Begley. narrated -‘the |80. one way -or: the-other; and’ in
"Available’ for:=
:
OCIATES
at least..only public ‘service an- |:‘show ‘fron a. script by: Jay: Raeben, “view,
‘of. the. appointments—Ken ||
65 West 55th Street
TV
‘COMMERCIALS.
hhouncement. were used...
|'who: also: directed the assembly. of./Ponte’s | terrific penthouse: set;-for’
New York 19
1 The first: show. sustained, a titgh : Nv‘ariGus: - ‘film. - clips" from:: :*‘Ike’s’’l‘instance,,. W “hose: luxurious éffect: isi}
LT-1-7050
: PERSONAL"APPEARANCES.
‘leved. of. interest. Tt:ranged .-from.. career and. produced: the outing:
| negated. by:a “studio -aiidience hud-:
the reading of a ‘story -from. the.” , It was’ an interesting panorama: died -together- ‘uncomfortably: on_!. =
“FILMS”
cat
— meétal “folding. chairs
— it. would: | ae

200. East 58th St.

LT 1-7059-

E01. East 79th St.

YU 8-5320

IR]

--| Seem most’. advisable to drop the.
quiz. hokum, -and -let: it--bécome: a’

-CARRADO: ENTERPRISES:
itd West End Ave.|. 2
1 7.8655.
Now York 24,” N

4 | straight. song: ‘session: That- should ‘|:—
‘|'make. for ‘palatable programming |=
4-iithe dinner hour and-would ‘seem ||"
“Lan. appropriate -teeoff forthe ‘CBS‘/}©1650: BROADWAY, ‘New.York:
-| Tuesday ‘night: ‘lineup. that’ :has:
Large” office.‘in “aircconditioned :‘suite,
and Garry:.
AE.
Skelton,
‘Benny.
on
‘Yap’ an:
hour: later... arry”
Lo Les
Les.

CHARLES: RAPP. :

.| SCIENCE-AGE . °-

| With Edgar: Grisewood.. ‘others

A

:

130. Mins.,: Sun, -12: 30.

FOR. ‘RENT.

££. PARTICIPATING

———”

‘SCREEN GEMS, INC.

1 ci7-646, allBerween’ 10A.M6 PM:|

‘{-Producer:. Ralph Rourke: ~
.| Director: Jay Miller:

Distributed exclusively by .

reasonable,” will furnish it necessary iy

4 | WNBC-TV,
‘ff

“Gas — ‘sist -St., New York-—3 spac. “airy
NW.
rooms; -7-windows; E. River -breezeway. |
Educational. aid: “inter mational |
!:-Must ‘qualify: ‘professional (and live ae
| shows are. a regular -part.of the -desire). Beekman Place reésidént area. |:
for professional. creative. ‘arts, 1:
| Sunday ‘ty habit and: a. hew ‘one: “, Perfect
doctor, ‘dentist, ‘etc. $175. month. en
©

ealled: “Science:“Age”

bowed-jast|. : Call MRS GRACE: ‘PEAT, et 7-068¥.. ai

al 7 Sunday ag)! on WNBC.TY, Differ:

|

oo,

ADIO-TELEEVISION.

Retna Qatar 22062 Oe
=. guests: There was the agent whose. :
‘’ -recipe. for success. was. that Elaine-|

. Foreign W Reviews

:... should .bé “seen: around.” There
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was the publicity - man. ‘whose: ‘sole

: Luse for her was.to drape a fashion }=.
5° Continued from page. 36
=
=.
Continued from: page Eo
| elient’s” dress:. ‘around |her.: -And.:
|
most
important,
‘there
‘was:
David
should:
prove.
to
be
ani’
i
interesting
nomenon
of.
key
clubs
in
Chicago,
|
port:
caiiie
-from:
‘Ewen.
‘Solon
‘and
bits . as” misses, the.. ‘Jatter, how:
Simpson. (Ian” ‘Hendry),-directing and. ‘informative addition’ to Sun- the city which mothered the trend,
ever; being very. wide. of the.‘mark. Joyce Blair.
| |:
For .-its.comeback, :the. running | “Don Sharp: directed with ‘pace, “Lthe’. commercial and. claiming in-. day. ‘morning: educational ty, ‘both .The survey was a bit. superficial,
tegrity -as a meanis of betting the|.
but it sufficed for a. story that
time— has- ‘been - halved ‘and -just. and: “Ghost. Squad” looked likely
whom: it's ‘intended. This is. cer- doesn’t’ really merit deeper ‘treat-..
one item included. :This destroyed. ‘to, find favor:Bgain, a _ Otta..: o gals to.. bed.
. Against this: ackgrouindy. ‘the ‘ tainly the. age. of science and such ment. It hinged on: the’ irony of
:
_ its magazine ‘character, ‘but other
. plot. suggested a‘ crisis for Elaine. | a program. is w elcome. for clearing ‘people paying money. forthe priv--Wise’ satisfied.
+ +Should’ she- settle. for her unseen: up the mysteries and interesting ilege of : spending” more, and Bsb
- Two London drama: critics, ‘Ken: ; ‘CALL. OXBRIDGE 2000
Godfrey - “Quigley, -“Jessie. -and:: ‘unglamorous. ‘poy friend? ‘Or. young minds: ‘in the field. “Kali. | Lissit’s | seript,|‘which played it:
: nethi Tynan ‘and “Milton: Shulman, With
‘|pretty’ straight, might have been
~ :.< had: doubted. whether the. American.]. Evans,’ Geoffrey..Frederick, should. she shed :her doubts... and
better ‘With:-more tongue-in-cheek. .
_. quartet in: ‘the revue;-“The Prem- | - Aileen. Britton, ‘Jennifer ::Ken- -become. a life’ member -of the: bed., Jse;”- Téally.. improvized. their -‘stuff |:- Nédy; - Philip~ Anthony,’ Hilda: and-booze club? .Her. final. schoice: YourTu FORUM.
Uf the’ Picture story accomplished
Braid,.. George Little, Joy. Stew- "Was to -do just that.
‘on ‘the.night:
| With Dorothy Gordon; others; Willy ‘nothing. else, it must, at least have
_ along ° to . the . stiudio, -with” a live. : _art, Susan Temple, Richard. Scott 7 Troublé with-the ‘ser‘pt was. ‘that ‘ Brandt: -Euest
|satisfied the. curiosity ‘of those’
-. pudience, to. face ...the. cast and | Producer: ‘Philip Dale ‘| homebodies ‘who perhaps have won. |Muller cleverly and- sharply -drew. Préducer: Miss ‘Gordon.
‘30
Mins.,-‘Sun.,
noon.
“
|
Writer:
Diana
‘Morgan
*
with:
crisp
-and
- “settle the: matter.
«the °background,
dered what gees on behind the
.
. Bearded: “Theodore. Flicker. did: “45: Mins., Sun.,'3:45 p. m...
‘|-witty -dialog, but: hé ‘eouldn’t win ‘WNBC-TV, NY (tape) . .
locked doors of the poshy. ‘ ‘mem-.
Prompted. by ‘highschool or col- bers: cnly”. joints. Taking the film:.
most: ‘Of the -thesp” talking, -and Associated ‘TeleVision, from’Bon. {much - sympathy ° for Elaine.°Her.
.don. - series “began by:‘taking -a. predicament ‘never. ‘seemed a*.rea: | lege’ youngsters, ' who. don’t know- at its word, not much goes. on beJ amusingly, ‘discussed’“the germ _of | ©:“This
“the reyue’s brief: sketches::-On-the- |:
one, mainly: because. -her ambitions the meaninig. -of. fear |Or political sides an: expensive delirium, and
timidity, -high. Officials tend: to re- Many: .a ‘non-belonger must have
Spot inventions. of place, charaéter; | familiar ‘medical ‘regular. from. the i seemed so tawdry:
‘and circumstance were deftly illus: ‘Emergency—Ward. 10%-skein, and | “But : the: framework: was > exact veal “more. of “themselves. and of been comforted in the realization.
trated by. ‘the ”team, -and .Flicker ‘building ‘its tales around. him: The cana ‘constantly ‘beguiling; rising to- the truth than: ‘they. might inthe that he. ain't ‘missing much. ~
x showed ‘him a. blackout -line;:-com-. ‘emphasis '‘Was on. the. work: of ‘the| a: fine. ‘pitch. of -heartlessness ‘at..a ‘hands-of diffidént. ‘political report- :-” The cameras poked into the Gas:-Sfig-on the spur. 6f..the ‘moment, : general. ‘practitioner;. “rather. than|.‘party. where .all. the. ‘show-biz ers, This was true inthe days: of light ‘Club,. the Chinese Key Club,
:was-'the .cue. for one ‘of the: cast ‘to ‘hospital. cut-and- thrust,.. -and. thus.+ fringe-figures. ‘were’ assembled. ‘It Ted .Granik’s. “Youth Wants ‘To: the original. Key ‘Club ovhich. pre‘press a button. and cut the lights.. | lacked inherent excitement.
was -alsohelped. by ‘Philip Saville’s - Know” and -it is as true. as ‘ever -dated the trend: hy some 30 years),
-. : Tynan, who. had: already recanted |: Its return “Was .a. pallid: affair.: Ali |superb. ‘direction, whieh. fully. .cap-. inthe case ‘of: Dorothy --Gordon’s’ -the suburban. Black Sheep Club
his: first: ‘disbelief: thought that the: ‘the. main: ‘thesps: chad changed, and. tured. the. hectic atmosphere’ with: “Youth: Forum,” which began ° ‘its: now a-build:ng, a number of mene
‘team’worked: to-.a premeditated’ continuity: was | “disrupted: Chief. telling: -usé. of. a mobile eamera, A new ‘WNBC- TV.Season -on ‘Sunday- -bers-only eateries and. climatieal-.
end, .and Shulman. ‘contended: that. medicos were’ “Dr: ‘Bennett: \God- rset of jaundiced. cameos’ Was. sup-|.(14), o-:
ly, the Playbov.: ‘Club, most. success-:
=
the result -wasri’t as. ‘droll .as. if. it- frey :Quigley); ‘a’ grouch. With’: \plied’ by a: fine -bunch: of -thesps;
»“Boruin™ is. arvanged’’s
‘so) that’col- ful of ‘them all, Script ‘pointed out
‘. had-.been. scripted. : anyway. --‘Both. heart of ‘gold;: “and: his. young assist- [ including Peter Bufterw: orth’ as the. lege’ students .can frame questions that while the waitresses and. dan” geribes:: threw|imaginary: situations. ‘ant. (Geoffrey Frederick),. ° who: |flack, Aubrey, Morris .as\a- hair-. within .the. context of ‘their. own- cers might titillate. the key ‘clubs.
“seemed. to put. ‘his. foot in’ it. Dr.
- to:the ‘team “as ‘a :final test::
‘ drésser, Patrick Holt: as the agent: ‘convictions. And:on Siinday, when aren't. wicked. - sinful ‘or immoral
,
Result -‘Was 'a--funny ‘show, auith Hamilton, ‘the ‘Youngster, ~ refused ; and Jeremy: Lloyd as the fish-eyed. ‘West Berlin: Mayor Willy. Brandt
‘but: ‘that they satisfy a certain
(Philip
‘added ‘interest. from the challenge. to . “allow: ‘Len: - Martin
aristo:: Janet: Munro. clicked as ‘the was. guest, - four ‘collegians AMIT,
“The: Spontaneous. feeling was‘ ni¢e- ‘+ Anthony} - to’.return’ to work, . -be-"|{bemused ‘girl,: ‘taking a short: cut! ta’ Brandeis, Harvard. 4nd Boston U. -|| adoJescent..tendency. in. adults.
Charles -‘MeCuen did well hy. the
‘ly sustained ‘‘in:: Reginald: Collin’s- ‘Galise:. his: lung -had not. cleared .up}| moral -disaster, ‘although. she Was’ were represented). forced him ‘into
‘direction ‘of -Lloyd:- Shirley's’ -pro- after. pneumonia... But~ if Martin Soniewhat, hampered by the script's ‘a. livély. debate”on solutions: to. the narration and :nravided a few. droll
suction, «and Leonard... ’ Maguire | didn’t show up, -he.was ‘going to be: ambiguity. - Tan ° ‘Hendry, : too, “was Berlin ‘crisis... -He did not say any-. moments --in the footage as the
hosted unobtrusively.
ONE, | fired: by -his ‘nasty: brother-in-law. veffective as the wolf-with the- ‘intel- {thing that: ‘seemed |new or -novél; object of a twist dancer's affections.
this. wife sitting safely bhecide).
Martin’s.-wife was. ‘eatight in -the:;
: lectual approach; but the character . but -he. was’ pursued: so vigorously, .
Les.
Lact: of stealing .a certificate. from.
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more.
‘yet
.
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‘by.
‘the’
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|)
.
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= | Uthe™ surgery...by” old: Dre. ‘Bennett; .
that
“he
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to
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goog
answers.
oo
definition.
: With Donald... ‘Wolfit, Michael -who~* decided: to -issiie ° one. He+:
:
* Quinn, . Ewen ‘Solon. Joyce’ Blair, ‘thought: the-risk: worth taking, but |. “44 fterngon of a -Nyniph”. made a}and. he. did...
‘John. Welsh, - Angela’. Browne, -Dr2 Hamilton. wasangry at being. “frotable- drama: ‘entry. but, in- the}:.“The. “hostess has a: Knack ‘for
Miller, “Glyn” “Houston, ‘eountermanded. ‘it was sorted. out:;-Plest resort, it. appealed. more. to the choosing - smart, - inforiiied. kids -'to |:
Neil. Hallett, Edward- Cast, Ber-| with: ‘new ‘mutual.understanding. | head: than the’emotions: : Oita.” ve {do the Job," ‘but ‘she. occasionally in-| mo,

‘Martin’

Cont:-nued from page 25 —

Ftrudes “her. anxious: personality can. exporters a party to force
“Diana. ‘Morgan. an. experienced.| :
hand ‘at this sort: of, thing;-turned . ‘Sunday Night at‘the Palladium’. .-where it. doesn't’ belong: she is too feeding | of the'r. cuttomers in any
in an‘efficient script, ‘with. true-to- [°- Another w éll-balanced: bill made prominently there when she: might
Writer:. ‘Robert: Holmes:
:<:._] surgery-life_detail. But -the ‘plight. a. satisfying hour. of: this. “Sunday. ‘better. serve herself: and her pro- country,
Your arguments. for modifica-.
"60. Mins., ‘Sun., -10:35 ‘pam:
|-of Martin ‘seemed so. contrived that Night’ at:the Palladium” from ‘Asso-. gram -by” playing it more sotto voce.:
Associated ‘TeleVision, from Lon- tit “hardly” caused a: ‘trauma.: Thus: -ciated ‘TeleVision: ‘The topper: was |. -The © taped ‘opening .-‘show was | tion ‘of .our ‘pesition are persuasive
‘don
1 it: was just a run--of-the-mill effort, :Frank Ifield; whose. pipes have: a prepared: in. Boston “by the: .edu- and the circumstances to which .
“Having inide: a. good showiing ‘in straight. -out|of the stockpile, ‘and }‘touch of. the. yodel ‘arid: whose: “y ‘cational station. WGBH-TV. ‘There
|YOU. Pointed suggest ‘the: ‘necessity
“was ‘some fautly technical “work
thé ratings Jast:fall, this series was |.Philip Dale's -Production, safely: de= Remember “You” has derited - the. along
of eur recons: ‘Ccring some of cur
|
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jine
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the
_tape.
was:
“Otta.
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orr
both.
sides’
of
the
‘Atlantic.
‘emoved™ : from’. the ;_schedules “in. livered- ‘it.
:
“Art.
’ | He _produéed - ‘an: acceptable ‘and. Jumpy.
| earlier, judgements. This: we will

“nard: ‘Hunter : Producer: ‘Connery Chappell.
_. Director:’ Don Sharp::

;
~

weet midpassage. Ithas now returned’ in}

-the: same. “format - ‘as - before, With.
wee ‘London: ‘backgraunds: ‘rather. ‘than. |

| varied: clutch. of.-dittiés, including i

“Foreign1 Flor |

J} “Sunshine :: Sqiiare’”” ‘and. “Lovesick.:
Blues,” -which nicely. switched: ‘the: ‘BEHIND. LOCKED ‘DOORS

“do. immediately. If we find it.- pose
: sible |to. modify our origina! posi-

‘Chieago”) ;
{'mood. --He. ‘also: ‘went: ‘completely: ‘(Dateline.|... its-earlier ‘world-ranging venues. :|.
With: Charles: McCuen, . narrator; tion in any series gf programs fas
we have in the case of (‘Danger Is
Swiss.- With “a mounitairiy. ‘up-and-.
“i After .the first ¢four: .segments—. - woo
‘others|
My. Business’ .. ave. will notify the
which. were * made: last. ‘yeat -with |. - Ts ” Armehair Theatre. -"|downer to. guitar ‘accompaniment.
Exec
Producer:
Fronk
Jordan
j interested-‘parties promptly.. We
“the. ‘previous: .cast—Donald: Wolfit..} “Nuch publicity: heralded Robert’ ‘His... presentation . ‘Was’. Jerky, : but
Producer-Writer:. Bob. ‘Lissit.
| still feel, however. that our: basie
-as: the «Ghost Squad” chief, and:} Muller's.““Afternoon of ‘a,Nymiph,”’. fluency. may.-come in ‘time.::
| decision - made Jast vear was “ap-:
Angela. Browne, as -his. assistant, ‘chosen- to inaugurate the= fall sea-:]~‘ America’s. piano- ‘duettists, ‘Fer- | Director: Tony Verdi.
., propriate. . 10
the
¢ ircurmstances.
+son: for ABC: TVs “Armchair ‘The- ‘rante ‘& - ‘Teicher,. turned ont: the. 30 Mins. Mon.. 9: 30 p.m.
vi were dropped.
;
a
“| under which TMG. operates’ and
*
: This opener concerned: ‘the.theft: atre”. - seriés. It -was-the. Subject of" lush. -stuff,. -bowing ‘in. AWwith -“West ‘HOME -FEDERAL
that ° we -cannot
.ebrogatée
this
_ of:a vital. neutron-bomb: ‘ingredient’ a recently. published book: ‘about: Side “Story,” sharing a. single key-- ‘WNBQ, Chicago’: ‘(filim): .
| —- Documentaries, . which... care a policy: Possibly we have applied
_ from: a Scientific ‘establishment by ‘ty playmaking, ‘and -writer:Muiler, - ‘board: for’ <3
Cubanchero, ” and
’ by a fake clergyman: It was to be. ‘novelist and . former drama_ Critic, going: ‘out. with: their’ ‘royalty-spin-. ‘mania: in Chicaga television these: the. new criteria too stringently:
: ‘gent “behind: the Iron Curtain -in. shad: once: run .in -to, legal. difficul-- ‘ning: ‘version .of:. the: “Exodus” . days, usually introduce. or examine ‘in some instances. I..can only say
“oa pair.-of. ballet-shoes intended -for- _ties ‘over~ his: -book, “Cinderella theme: Ferrante did a little amiable ‘| &. problem, area: but. WNBQ ‘offered that. whereever. there’ js:reascn to
one Jast. Monday +15) that was. believe .we have we will be happy
a ballerina in- Warsaw. ‘Nick Graig Nightingale.” ‘on: “a: similar..iheme.- linking, : and: the. item’ ‘pleased.
(Michael ‘Quinn), hero ofthe skein,-}. _Said: -topie-was-the ‘show-biz fat--}: ‘But. for those who: are ‘content to ‘strictly on ‘the. light and puffy ‘side to. reconsider. As soon .as: we have.
“Was put’ on the scent! and..fracked’ race, and ‘it. depicted a -day in: the ‘listen to. their. ‘disks; the.- show’ | éand quite Gigestible: While it. was had. a: chance t6 £0 over the list...
the. ‘radioactive, stuff to “W arsaM,. life’. of. a’ Starlet. Elaine (Janet ‘highspot was the. American: comnedi- in no. wéey- conséquential,: ‘the film} of those. en which we- have: pres:
_ Saving -it:in ‘the.nick: of time:: a Munr 0),”‘comely. @aughter. of. .a an ‘Roger. Price, who dvas ‘provided report ‘made .for. “a reasonably - di- ‘viously Made. negative decisions I
feature: ‘story “on the . phe-! will. Tet. vou know the results: ”
-» .. “Robert’.Holimes’ :script: ‘was:“aes. - Working-class, ‘uncomprehending: ‘with some nov. el and. witty gags and* verting 3
2 tionful, ‘and, as. befdre;. ihe: ‘story. ‘mother, -had* dreams - -of. stardom, J hélpéd ‘them out. with his“*droodles” |=
2 2-Was, ‘swiftly deployed;: “$0-that there™ rather::thar’. of “self-expression: -and’‘an ‘artfully: harassed" manner. poses
--" Was no.-: time ::.fo" ASK - questions.. . Hroug h acting. Booked. to make. a He ‘clicked With.an offering that.
~ Michael Quinn was: ‘competent j.
quickly. Went! in-to- ‘top gear. and
‘yather than: ‘exciting as" Craig, and ‘butchered “Romeo -& “Juliet” to never. throttled down,
the gimmick-of niaking him a nian: sell:. ‘chocolates, . ~ Blaine -“hustled |. The’. aéxohatic. “Amin” ‘Brothers .
“of: many -‘disguises |‘Was fortunately -fhrough. a- ‘gallery: ‘of. ‘hangers--on: gave a swift and exhilar ating send-|.
dropped in this:one.: Donadd. Wolfit: There ‘was: the. evil young--aristo-_ off..:to ;‘the - show, -and.-~ Nerman
“parked ‘sternly ‘as the. boss} but was. crat,” who.” “decorated . his” parties: Vaughan - emceed:. with: -his’ usual|
a etherwise irrelevant, -and good: Sup- with |-starlets for -‘the:. use: of the |- confidence, wthich. the’ ‘mateiial .oc:
. -casionally”: madé ©misplaced. : The.
". 4)other -trimmings: were as: usual, 2

‘with Jack Parnell striking a richer- |
|than-usual: sound from: his. orches-.]
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DearJohnny;
Ws: a. real:pleasure.

“Holly w ‘ood: : Oct. 16.

“GARY STEVENS Assoc,

-HUNTI NG BIG GAME ?.
You'll find:itiin the Northwest:er: big, rich ready ‘market

oe, for your product.,
“Pr oducer ‘Julius Claman: has. re}.

‘quested’ and received rélease. from. ares
1. Phis is the area which KSTP-TV:
bis contract with CBS-TV, ‘and. Te-" Ju
$5 Billion. in. spendable income ‘and
- | turned: to his home: in--N. Ye)
TetSTE TV:start a’sales stampede
“Claman iwanted out for personal |.
; reasons,. to be with, ‘his’ family Ant
‘}|

to: fepresent. your:

-Publie Relations”

_

mt ing.with. elan. “Beat: the Clock” asa7

said. “The f.
“producer's: -final assignment -‘here
{had been’ deyeloping. ‘The -Giant }
. ‘ Step,” ‘a .Garson: Kanin - ereated’

serves and sells .. <
‘810,800 TV families.
for you.

| ‘ the. east, “a web exec

-

100, 000. WATTS + NBC
‘MINNEAPOLIS - ST. PAUL

. Series, for.‘the’ 1963-64 ‘season.

To reach Main Street, U.S. A., turn at Mutual. Star
Xadio owns Main Street U.S.A. wi ith 453 listenable atti
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ANN REGRETS
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“ -: Ve as Ve ‘STANDING

Ben .E. ‘King’s “I'm. ‘Standing: By” -(Kagst) is @ ‘big: rocking:
ballad delivéred .. in ‘Stan@our: style .by this fire: ‘blues singer. ~

the- proceedings: "You" ve.Got: Eo Learn’ have. lots}

of. tépnoteh. sidemen,

pee

cote

or

Bee * ite

(Walking: In The Foodsteps Of. ‘A:Foot’. ‘Aldont). is another. strong. .;
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with | the
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oldie arhich ‘is’ due to get. a new round Of,Spins: vid. this orchestral:

this new svint iad round belong to!, Caetimon. Records joining with NBC-E-V Promotion: Services 6: promote | L
Louis © Armsirons,” Count. Basie, #
“a new recording by: the ‘tv star of .Hazel,” ‘Shirley. Booth: in- which the + -workover.
Larry inten, Tommy. Dorsey, |
iactress reads’ four storiés. by Dorothy. Parker: ; + Bilt,(Jose: Jiminez)
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Us 5 ss "She. Don‘ 't Need. You Like. I- Do

"Michael: Allen’ S A

Boy With:A. Dream”- (Vanadoret) registers... :

“GS: .Q-Jresh-sounding, ‘ballad. with d. folie flay or in. the” contemporary:

‘COGAN: “OLIVER” Capitol, Al. w ith: the pic's. opening “at New. York's’ Carnegie. ‘Hall. ‘Cinema. ‘this week’ ~ gra0ve.. ‘Could. be © very: big. “She. Dowt: Need: -You. Like ‘I Do”
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. The Beau-Marks*: “The Tender Years”. (BMI. Canadat). has-al-"

ready. worke@ its’way along the.’Canadian¢ircitit: for good: payoft :

and its big ballad. .mood,.-backéd: by -soft rocking touches,. give...
Lady” packace His’ readings of. the. rrecording unit to Watkins. Glen; N. X, to tabe the’ recent: Gran Prix| it strong chances fora U. 3: takeovér;.-too, “I'll Never Be The
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+ The danger: signals. ‘are up in
‘. Chicago; Oct: 16.. +=
|bossa nova-land.. The enemy. is: the
James. (om- Petrillo last: “céek !
_
By:
EDDIE
KALISH.
JulieChester Exits Music.’| Brill. Bidg., citadel of. Gotham muescaped unscathed :‘from: the first:“Aubrey’Mayhew Exits.
..- erganized : attack. ‘on: his “power: as‘Sic biz.
|
Don't’ ‘Took’ now, “but: it's”‘Christ. | Biz to Join Shurr Agency |
As: Parker. Label cee!mas
prexy: of Loc! 10. of the American |].
.time. again... ' Disk.. ‘company |
The new beat; which -has. been
-Julie
‘Chester,
.
“longtime
‘music
Aubrey‘
Mayheiwvis.
exiting:
his
Federation | ‘Of: “Musicians: ‘in. 30°}:
‘thinking varies on just -how. to” ap“sweeping through the jazz and pep:
"years. “At: an. annual -Mmeeting, - a ‘ post.as Vp, and musi¢’ director ‘of.-proach* the - “new - selling :. season, mani; has. segued- ‘Into ‘the agency fields, may be run’ into the freund
Parker
Récords;.
whi¢h
.he
founded
3
“businéss:
‘He.
joited
‘the
Louis
yuMp..-. Zroup.. calling: itself
the:
‘what with. an: album: -having® be-|
; before’ it has a ehance to Gevelop
‘Chi¢age. -: Musi¢ians *.for’ Union: with Doris Parker, :-widoiv.of:-Char-: eome: tess. and. less-a_ gift item due.|. Shurr- outfit:.Monday “(15).
:if the Brill Bldg. andor. Tin Pan
; Democracy,-sought ‘to.cut Petrillo’s-: lie. Parker. “Mayhew: has -no'imme-: i to-loss of prestige. that. discounting ‘|. Chester will work “with Lester ;
get.a chance 10 take a firmer
salary : from: $500.10 .$350° a-week. diaté- ‘plans and ‘there is.no. indica- “has “brought and ‘other ‘disk’ mar ket |Shurr“in the uncorking-and book- t|Alley:
hold. That's the opinion: being:
ling. ‘of ‘new :-talent.. ‘In the musi¢
and:to. make certain ‘changes: in- the: tion: as to -his. successor, .
factors’:
which
°
‘have
.madé
.the
pro-:
voiced by ..many tradesters who
° br laws. -The- resolutions were re- | :-Mayhew: has been w ith.the. com- duction -of |“seasonal: LPs, “less. at- | field, Chester °“had~ been. general ilook upon: the issue as. a hatile
‘manager of _Bobby |“Mellin‘s: pub-portedly: defedted. by’ a ratio "of “pany. thréé “years and headed: all;“trattivé® in? recent: ‘years.
| between Brazil and the Brill. Bldg.
(dishing: firms’ for -yéars.. He. later.
5 to tat a “meeting atten deded- ‘by. ‘phases of production, - Sales ‘and: re-}
.cording. Before leaving the com-.
‘Nonetheless, some. of the Majors. ‘joined: Eddie Fisher: in ‘the op-: ‘—or authentic ‘bossa nova Vs. dis-:
- 1,000 members.

-pany, he- announced

six .neswv “LPs’; ; are ‘pouririg-on- the ‘pr oduct while. eration” of. Ramrod: ‘Records and || torted | bossa nova.

“The. EMUD arose: out. of:a group: for. the “fall: program. The ‘Tine ‘is " most “ofthe -smaller. ‘Outfits prefer:
“went “on-to -the~ premium: -biz ar- ‘that: sine ¢ essfully -§quelched™ a .-distributed-:
laternationally. by.: to ‘sit: tight and’ offer. special proranging: Bryleream- and: Silverkrin
proposal. at last year's .‘Meeting |‘to MGMT Records)
| grams -On what ‘they: shave. or. other. .for..Cornie* ‘Francis: ‘and Steve. Lawre
give. Petrillo .a $25,000 a ‘year: life-.j-! ion-holiday, new. réleases. ’:
| rence. & Eydie Gorme:.
ae
-time.pension. They were active -in}“One thing's: sure. The .growing |:
‘”-Gnsisting: that-a committee 6f play_ Jegion: Of: ‘country. & Ww estern music.
‘ers ‘sit. in ‘on ‘the, just-concluded-_{fans ‘will have a- white’ Christmas:
. Negotiations: between :Loeal: 10 and
+ indeed, at least if ‘RCA. Victor’ and:
‘the-Chicago Symphony -‘Orchestra.
Decca: have: their. say.. ~Nictor: was .
The :talks became: so bitter, that the |-erchestra, ‘season: was- bar ely saved

7ACMA toHear
Singer5Appeal

Brazilian publisher’ ‘in New

York

looking after his. bossa.nova

capy-

|rights. ‘is that: the -gringos are hopping-on.the handw agon of “‘the new
initations: and

ASCAP
APDrive
Drive Vs.|

three: hew Xmas" c&w ‘platters ‘and
Pes‘has. two, Victor's ‘entries. Vit- |
|clude: * “Christmas: with “Eddie. Ar-[>
te .’

|

‘{rom” canecllation;. The -dissidents |

The main concerti ef. such iy
+dustryites .as ‘Enrique Lebendiger,

- AtSpecialMeet

musical wave” with

| corruptions ‘of the bossa’ nova beat
[that will’ kill the’ original. Trite.
pop songs are being written In. the:
old samba stvle and being peddled
as bossa nova, he pointéd out, and

V Arrears: Wins |

number about.250. ©
those songs can only hurt the: aunold,;”.-; “A” Nashville: Christmas:|: ele,
“The: resolutions intioduced:. by “
thentic material.
: Party,” “whieh © “includes. -perform--] :
“he .CMUD: and : subsequently |de-.
tancees by: a host. of such. sagebrush-"
Also: ‘downgrading bossa neva is
feated):. ‘included’ ‘a | proposal: tof°
an :offshoot: like “Soul Bossa. Neva”
place. the’ coming. Noveniber -elec: L The American : Guild. of: Musical :ers.“as ‘Chet. Atkins, Arnold, Hank:]-”
2 ‘fions
jurisdiction, of - ‘the: :Artists. ‘Will “hold:a special - national;iLoeklin, Flevd Kramer“and others,-| .. The. American: : Society of Com-.;land talk of entzies like “Country
ae
‘Loyola:under
&: school
of industrial reia-. ! convention: at the: ‘Governor Clin-j and. “Jimmy |‘Blackwood. & the
Bossa Nova” and “The Bossa Nova
posers: ‘Authors & Publishers ob- |
tions :-and’.:to- .provide’ voting “ton: Hotel; N.Y, Déc. 1-2°to -hear:. : Blackwood. Bros: .Combine - “with: ‘tained. court :backing last: week in-ii Twist.” What bothers Lebendiger.i is
“machines for’ ‘palloting. . They. also: ‘the appeal: of Antonietta Stella who! Howie Lister. and, the: Statesmen. its: “efforts~ to.. get’ overdie |pay-! the Yankee: lack of respect for the
i Brazilian product. “When. the Tuist
-gsked for. raises ‘for: ‘Thiembers “of. Was - suspended: from: AGMA for .a‘.to Wish« ‘You a. ‘Musical Merry
ments: -from ‘fy. stations, The Society | came to Brazil,” he said. “We Gidn’t.
.. the’ union. board: arid for.-Fepre-.} vear. after (a. hearing. on a charge! Christmas, a
can.
ask‘“the.
court.
to..
cancel
|
a
ctv
i
sentatives to -the: ational. onven- 7 by’.the. Metropolitan. Opera . Com- | -Detca's. country.’ ‘Xnias ‘entries |station’s -li¢ense. if itis 60 days |try to fashion. it along our. lines.
nany that. she. had -broken- her. con- - Coniprise- “A Country Chrisimas,”.
and come up. with something. called
-‘4jon of the. union.
‘behind. ‘in. ‘payments. and doesn’t |< -- ‘Brazilian:. Twist? “It' was: an
A member. said: ‘that= “Petrillo >: traet- w ith the: company. ‘a collection: ‘of holiday ‘tunes ‘done.
-pay:.
up.
after:
‘a
month’
‘S$
formal
no|
| American ‘beat and we kept it ithat
“Feplied to tlie barrage of. pr ‘oposals:~.. ‘Mme,- “Stella's. case: developed ;
; country” style: by... ier Tubb. |
7
with ~an. impassioned speech’. -in- ‘during: the: 1960 “season ‘When ‘the’; Kitty Welles,“Webb.Pierce and Red._|. tice ‘from: ‘ASCAP..
|
which ‘he said - that.’ ‘for. the good Singer -was?-excused- ‘by the Met Foley;:and:.a‘set tailed “hristmas:
“The Jicense pull Was’
3
“sugg ested |’
"Sees Great Future.

US.Court'sHelp

}

should leave.” from’ a commitment to it®-after- she: . Day: With: ‘Kifty Welles.” :. Other by

Fedeyal- ‘Judge Sylvester. J: -Lebendiger predicts: a -rreat fue
things. as they:are.” -Local.10.is. the :¢laimed-to-be in: ill health and pre-.' new Decea- LPS: include. per form="|. ‘Ryan after ‘“ASCAP had. complained
ture. for: bossa nova in the US. if
‘Avealthiest union local -in the coun-: sented. a doctor's certificate to that”
‘of :the: union. we

“try; with -more.th

a “effect. -Two weeks

4

.ances: by Fred: Waring,. Lawrence ‘that 91. tv stations were~in ‘arrears|
later;. -however, :~ Welk, the Texas Bovs”- Choir. and Vat..a‘méeting. with. the: All-Industry |it doesn’t get. oever-commercialized
and -distorted.. He has.a .ealth of

EY;
Wit y. = t an.§ 000,,000-in _ she’ sang an’ opera:in La.Scala and:: ‘the New. ‘York ‘Pro’ Musica.
, its:treasur

| TV .Stations ‘Music’ License: Com-. {material ready ‘for exposure here

{the Metopera . ‘management~ felt:..

‘miteé. The tv. committee Will. nowi and in’ ‘Europe. ‘His. trip to New"
| they: Had -not :-been. déalt. with, hon- }
[ ‘The label; which *has~alw ays |advise stations -about' the. ASCAP |!iy
York: ‘was preceded by a visit to
estly, ‘The ‘AGMA: tilling «came in: stressed. the” Yuletide: ‘season. has:

-Charges .and... the .cour ‘t-approv ed. Europe. where he ‘says the .bossa
after a: ‘complaint. Was. lodged _eatalog ‘material.-for. release: by"
DisksCashininon Wider “h1962
procedure. The delinquént- stations nova is beginning to Jcatch ‘on,
“Bing
Crosby.
‘Merry.
Christmas”
is
by ‘the’ ‘Opera.. -Fhe* singer has’been
Avill get-more-like.a-60-day breath-. |especially in France and Italy.
*
probably.
the
all-time
holiday
sales
;
:O’seas Market, Expanding. GMA’s | constitution-.“proxides. ‘winner);. Werner-MuHer, Burt Ives, ‘ing spell: than-30 ‘because the court} " Right: now, ‘he’s working. with
appealing’ ev er since.:
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.

that _any-memiber® who ‘has: ‘been:; Leroy. Anderson; ‘Victor
Q YouthInterest: Dave Kapp“disciplined
.by- ‘action: ‘of- its ‘board
| Guy-. Lombardo. and. Some

‘Young, |specified that ASCAP

should not
‘Duke*Niles. head of Paris. Musie,
spoken ‘send ‘its notices until. after Nov. 10.° ‘4 on. the buildup of his “Recado”
.
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“The openers:| BStbera Be: “Hal. - bring ‘out: the. climaxes’ Moré. force- |. The. Half Brothers. 2), a top
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man,’
at the -openine’. show. had .a -‘oldtime. ‘courthouse. scene.::
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-He.. car
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* Regan... June °‘Squibb. and) Lear ty: floor©.Russo’-“edtery--fiddle- room,
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—
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. and. incisiv eness” “manage
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}
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a
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:
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.
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‘is: @ + co-. ‘puilt Jad, works with .exquisite Satile musician ‘scores with. ease.
:, 7 spoken’ in.purest: péar-shiapes. “The-|. stringed °:Slavié- band. and gets_a’
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this” skit.
old “Russo chef. Downstairs’ dane: “hopping :with |‘the portable.
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with Jinimy” Gourlay’s: vspringy .
‘There -are’ moments “when. all.|ore
Little himself amply shows why
>, OLS) members. have /a. ¢hanée ‘to: shine: ‘orch, that éan also give ‘listenable - -She’s.-:on- for '30° minutes, twice-.Fustrength:. to” make .their’ spot. hold} he is billed. ‘“Mr.. Piano. Personalt
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a
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Ivriéal: description. of: the - Botshoi-: looking: ‘out-on a Statk and, -arrest:
has a near
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‘sound.
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~ Braun.
:
| about Comedy. ‘team. Both take a. suckle Rose.” Highlight, however,
* medieval cave setup almvst makes
are ‘by Jake Turner:
‘lot of ‘punishment ; ‘in: their |‘pro- is Jimmy: Roosa’‘s tener on “Honcy“Of éourse;” ‘a. Tevue-. thich- ¥eliesS. his “place ’‘a::1
ent:.
and’
auP waivednenum.
. "greatly -on .the’. headlines” as: its” -‘thorities
“Miss: ‘Thomson. “goes. to “Ottawa: jection: -of “comedy. They. bring dripper,” a. tramtic, frenetic, g¢ra‘the few. feet.:
““<hase, sometimes’ must: go into ‘the|| . When caught, rooms. cre “fairly after her. ‘fortriight's .Le- Cabaret -about Jaughs: and ‘surprises, with ting number that biews up a storm.
7 “obi iows.. Caroline; -Jack.: and Well filéd, arid ‘place- seems, to“ bé stint’ ends: “Oct. 213. and -‘is in ‘the ‘the: gir] Uswinfging her. ‘kingsizéd
Little's individual song -styling
>. Jaequeline - Jokes ‘are evident:. The growing in: following if it las: ‘still Canadian: capital” for... two. weeks. ‘partner’ around alnrost aS -eadily. on ‘Nat Cole’s venerable “Scotchin
Ale
Staye
‘tas he twirls Her: ~
" “American. ° ‘Tragedy’
-s.a tire. -not: tapped | the”. show. and. thi-ehi until Oct. 27.er
With Soda” is tops. Good greup
__ seemed: “much too. ent. ;teh. ‘and. crowds. ‘It may happen. ‘then Giro= ,| “Harold :Minsky fas. focussed| ineludes: Jerry. Hujton’ and Ward
ce
_ pointless,- the’: instant.”. hisgra hiv diag may -get°thése unique rooms
‘around ‘the|firls. The ware Un. Erwin. All double on variety of
skit Inst out: ‘and. a ‘hit “of feamster™ into. the ‘black. It a8. part ‘of his 6fdraped. within . !¢ga! limits: “The instruments.
Show is’ in. for: ‘a month. .
-- Reviews. on.
« .Poge av
Mafemmes. ‘are- huiit: + el, ‘and there.
on the::Lele: Be. K:
tee The ffa ws ese: than at:Poehte ‘fee building. ¢
Dale.
*osk,,
‘are.
lots of ’em.. . Some. are astoundvo. ful. “But: in the‘main, ‘there. ‘ds:a
Lawrence,

Stanley. Myers, Arthur |...

McRae; Lawrence

|‘Grossman. ‘Rod

ts
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In Panto, TV; Ete. Till: 4
Brit
At Palladium Oct. 29Gets ‘1966Cast’

|Busy. Andy Stewart Set.
-

I

- Glasgow,. Oct: 16,

yetWantsACAJobBack:

Longterm: deals ‘being ‘set tor |,
Andy: Stewart, . 28-year-old’ Scot.
comedian: -singer, - include. «a. pos-.
(Richard,
Edmundo- Ros” &. his! ible. ‘appearance in ‘pantomime’ at}. “Tack
London, ‘Ott. 16.
ackje
Bright,: ‘suspended’ mae his ‘report. uD: to: press: time. He: ‘is.
A tasl vhich would cost $196,- orchestra; Harry . Secombe; -. ‘The |.the“London Palladium at. the.-end|‘al. ad inistrative--secretary. .of .the|slated’ to “recommend: a. ‘series. of
Shadows, Eric’. Sykes... Andy. ||of I964. Following: his: global ‘trek ‘American Guild. of “Variety. Artists, branch. manager’ transfers’ which. oe
000, according to a Moss’ Empires |.
Stewart,. Norman. Vaughan, Mike bJ ‘next year ‘the’s..‘set-.for .tours. of | failed: to- get. Several. sensational | ‘will move.-Chicago’ manager’ Marty.*
spokesman, has been. lined up for
& Bernie: Winters, and the. Palla- New: : -Zealand,. .Australia. ’ and” ‘char ges on. the: record of the union. ‘Cavanaugh - presumably.‘ to -Phila- _
tha
Royal
Variety “Performance
| €ariadal, he. will ‘be’ featured. in a+} In an’ .-executive-session’ of. the :delphia;, Minneapolis: rep. Herbert -°
dium: Girls. and Boys.
Oct
29 at the Palladium.
The
Leslie Macdortinell,’ who is .pre-:; leading . Glasgow: .‘pantomime - in- AGVA: national -board ' at: the Bar- ‘Maye to- Atlanta: and: other, shifts. American
contingent
consists of
senting the show. :with Bernard '* December, 1963.::
bizon Plaza hotel, “N:¥., ‘at. which “to be:Annooneed:
Bob Hope and Edie Adams, Rose-.
Delfont, pointed: out_that the -per-| I. A. series of.‘BBC-TV: ‘stiow casings -no: “minutes: were- taken;. Bright | °°
mary Clooney, Sophie Tucker and
formance. which’ will .be. attended”: “is. Set: for.. ‘1964; and: Stewart. will gave testimony. during Monday (15).
Eartha Kitt..
: Morris.Joins Miah: ‘Carillon
by .the Queen ‘and Prince-. Philip|: also tour’ in.a production ‘show -for: afternoon and: the. following -morn“Miami. Beach; Oct. 16.
The other artists ‘are the Black- “for the first time since.1957, will. ‘Moss ‘Empir es. ‘He is. currently ‘taping
.wherein-hemade
several
dis-|
<. Sam ‘Morris,” former. comedian.
&
White
Minstrel
Show,
Rudy
enable ‘every.. artist*“to present. a ‘ing a.series of 26. “White Heather closures. of : alleged. wrongdoing - by. and” theatrical ‘agent, |
is .new. ‘die;
Cardenas,
Johnny * Dankw orth . & full act.
rei
shows ‘for'-BBC-TV. After several’ of the- top. echelon... -of
rector... of. .activities.. for . Carillon:-his orehestra,. Dickie Henderson,
Some 12 ‘of the 21 acts will be-. ‘a.one-nighteér. tour of Seotland, he AGVA.
:‘|"Hotel.. He worked in anact, piled. oe
Frank Ifieldy Cleo Laine, Great |e their. first Royal Show ap:;will -play ‘a two-week stand atthe
‘Some. charges that “Bright madé as.‘Morris & Rogers..
me
Magyar
Pusztai iT roupe,
Cliff pearance.. Rosemary Clooney: and;Palace. Theatre, -“Dundee, in.; DeWere: ‘attributed ‘to Irwin. Mazzei, ‘tthe an
‘Morris at one time was:president
Cliff: Richard will fly. to. London’; cember: ‘and. a: week. at™ ‘the Capitol, westérn. -regional director. ‘of the
of. the .- “Gold~: “Coast. .Eheatrical
a | from the U.S., Harry-Secomhe will |Aberdeen.
‘union... and .others’ -were:‘attributed Agency. .
di-be- breaking his Mexican vacation |
‘to AGVA.. ‘counsel- Harold. . Ber gf
|j and Eartha Kitt will plane in.from.
Screen. Stars
Bright°stated. ‘that- they. were.. told |
1 Scandinavia.
to him: by Berg’. and :Mazzei,. but.
This
will. be” the. sist . -Royal
there was no firsthand knowledge: Le
Ti Variety. Show-and.-it is expected. to!
of the allegations...
i net.. a record -$112,000. for: the)
A motion-to put the talk on the |.
[Variety Artists. Benevolent Fund; *
‘Fevord :“Was defeated: bya vote of |: -()
and his
‘Continued’ on Page: 30)
te
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Recording ‘and

London Palladium
~ Resuming Vaude

JOEY DEE
STARLITERS

|AGVATightens

Hit Recording
“What Kind of ‘Love
Is This?’
Headlining

Coast-to-Coast
|
With

DAVE

‘Columbia Pictures

“Two. Tickets. to Paris”

Tl bookers ‘for.a survey of’ a situation {tentatively set.-to cover. between
; officer:.
‘Tt in which -they ‘discern: ‘a:-loss of. .60 to 63°%. of the playing time.
4} work for. their,‘members on var ‘ious _“Macdonnell will plane. to. New: :Lvote: to

‘lines.

;

“BABY”

‘jn the Heart of Theatré District:oi
next door to Shubert. Theatre” a

‘THEATRERATES:3
A. Recins with =
"Television; Radio :. aes
- Private Bath.

He. averred -that,. after the{fire. him. was ‘défeated, this] .-

‘should’ have. been “the end:of the}.°

“York: in| mid-November. to.’ prowl,

Cruise

bookers.

were: askéd.6 }. Macdonnell° emphasized .how. +| He -added

that’

bY: ‘him -and. his..attorney -to- get a
sie
give all. information: know! non: the: !; ever, ‘that it isnot intended
to -con-:
new:
practices: that. have. risen in; centrate exclusively. on -American. Copy .of charges. against ‘him. and | a
|
-thée minutés ‘of the’ meeting: which |
‘recent months.- It-is’ known that 4 headliners:
|foe
Times have. changed in.

and. his

“Rinky Dink’’ Quartet

‘bookers Sometime

Hit Recordings

v ail:
Suspended . him |have, been. ‘vima

ago. Warned the’: Britain: since vaudeville was'a reg-

!union -that. each’ successive

salary.

ular policy: at: the Palladium; '‘and |ing
‘Prior to ° ‘the. ‘board: ineeting:
boost: makes it more .diffieult to there are. ‘now. ‘loeal -artists. who
Fisell American “performers tothe t; could. top. the. bill and. bring. in the: |‘Bright indicated: he \would: résort: to
‘legal ‘action ~‘to. cFegain his ~post.4.
vessels. . The union ‘was’ appraised + customers.
_
“Also ‘threatening ‘Ato 80. to’. court:
i that at least:one line of. foreign
In. the’ event that a:. sufficient. .
B hi registry. hired’ ‘performers in its. ; number, of stars is: not ‘available, | Were Ernie: -Fast,- who. ‘was: fired || home: ‘port, “who. were then given |! Macdonnell. Will eontinue - the:-poli- :‘from -his, post’ as midwest’ regional.|:
7status as‘ crew -members and. thus |i cy.-of. the: ‘past. fev: ‘years and stage |“director. ; and: suspended for .10)1
| receive wages Jawer than perfor m-", a. summer Tey. ue.
i years, and. ‘Clayton ‘Smiley. Hart, af
:
ee scale.
‘Edismissed as Sarasota branch: -‘mani--}f:
ager. for. failure: to: tell the. ‘union’s °
T executive committee ‘what. che: ‘dis-

“"Rinky Dink”
“Happy Weekend’”

caren
pra
ee

(Chess)
Now

.

, 275TREMONT STREET BOSTON.

~ Among: the. situations discussed: [itop international talent. Before. matter.. Any: further action: on this eo
score Ww as: illegal. was the employment” of assistanit ‘YTeaving, howev er, he-will ‘have had: i. He also’ claimed that:the ‘national 7
ees directors: who,--once at:sea, an. appraisal: of the talent. market. Ls
take the ‘place of union. ‘members. situation from: his:. associate,, :Ber- board was unfair in. suspending}::.
l and: put on .a show, and also the | nard” ‘Delfont, who is due back: him -during:.a’ period ‘when. he, Was]...
ill and: could not defend”
himself. | - 7
loss" of jobs to. foréign acts.
| from. the U.S, today: (Tues.).”
repeated-Zequests |

— CORTEZ©
|

iy - SHOW:PEOPLE ARE9
; ALWAYS WELCOME at.,

Cruise Policies

{Roulette}

Now

12 to 20:largely on the tepresenta- |: /

+ tion ‘of "Georgie Price who ‘dectared | 'y
‘London, ‘Oct.. 16.. | that. to record this ‘speech’ would.
“Major: ‘vaude: shows, will return be. playing into the: harids. of .the.|~.
to the’ London Palladium. next year.|‘Government. and: the-McClellan}
if Suitable. name talent canbe lined. ‘Committee. * ‘It's
recalled: that |-‘up. .1t’s. planned: to run variety fr om. } tapes.,: recording the: minutes: ‘of the}
|
I the end ‘of the. pantomime season,- special - ‘meeting which’ suspended |-~ .
j starting ‘April - 1, to -the. start .of: ‘Bright,: were’. seized: by the.‘McClel:, ey
‘|the. 1963 ‘panto -in riid-<December.
.
“The American Guild of :Varietyal. Sammy. Davis Jr.: has ‘been: signed: .‘lan: probers.
| Artists is expected’ to take. action for..a “minimum: eight *“weeks” en-_ - Bright |-charged™ that: his. suspen| to head ‘off an anticipated cut m gageiment: starting_April.-1,: and? ‘sion Was illegal for-sev eral reasons. |
crttise
employment. : Union. last. Leslie Macdonnell,.. managing: -di-. He said ‘that ‘the. AGVA |‘constitu-.
| week. ¢alled in all New York cruise. rector of. Moss: Empires,’ ‘has: plans. -tion- makes. no: * provision” for. the.
suspension.- of the. chief:- executive |
“

ener

Headlining

Howard Theatre.

‘BUDDY GRECO |

Wash., .D. C..

EXCLUSIVE BOOKING
CACUpsRomm |CHRISTOPHER'SVERY closed.
to: MeClellan. pr; obers.
“Bobby” Faye, .actins- national “ad- |
Leonard
.
Romm
has
‘been
-as|
| JOLLY JOYCE AGENCY|:' signed ‘for eign bookings at. General. |. OKAY BOOK. ON MAGIC’‘ministrative secretary,hadn’t-made
made f
COPACABANA, ‘New. York:
58 W. 48th St.,

: Artists

Corp. ‘He takes. over thie.} -A-most entertaining book: is Mil- |
‘previously -done -by Josh ‘bourne. Christopher's.
eanceea |
who- was recently: made a:
of Magic” (Dover: -$2). ‘an: attrac.
“Veepee.
in
‘the
legit
department...
tive
kingsize’ - paperback: whose:
7-1786, PL°7-1530.
Romm, in addition ‘to. handling; “scope : ‘and. attractive .“illustrations,
' the overseas: dates, is returning the!| aecompanied . by ‘the. savvy. text>]
an Affiliated Offices
: hotel dccounts in Puerto Rico.and|
.PHILA., LAS VEGAS ond
t-makes* this - the, best= bargain buy:
| Miami Beach: He also has- the cafe: tin hoaks’ at’ $2. It -could ‘command FRANKFURT, GERMANY
assignments in -‘the ‘Boston “area. :.tand rates (a. fancier ‘pricetag- be-|

PL

December | 6, 1962
.
Mgt: Dee. “Anthony “Enterprises.
1619 _Broadway;'. ‘New ‘York .haceONY.
7
PL 72380

Indy$Precedent:

-f,

chores...
. : Meyer,

New. York

“Per.

7

230 Vegas Show |
—
_ “THE COMEDIAN”
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e. Only Real: Monthly
PROFESSIONAL GAG. SERVICE

alas. Yeas,Oct: 16.5"

-

;

cause of comparative ™ standards
.— THE GREATEST. 2 1:
Judy Garland, Who: Set: a -prece-. [ THE: LATEST
- THE. ‘MOST-UP-TO- OATEST
.”-- if
alone: separate: and apart. front the :
he: Las: Vegas Strip: when: |]
;
dent
for
the:
PD
|.
Now
-In..-Its
“144th”
Issue, . containing.
|.
-f basie merits. ,
I she signed to. ‘dd: ‘one. show. “per:
stories .one-liners,~ poemefttes, . song: |-Author is a: past. national: préesi- night at “the: Sahara, ‘has. set.Jan- ‘| ‘titles, hecklers, audience. Stuff, . mono: ’

oe ee

: -dént. of. the. Societ’ of : American other.
. Magicians

and: president - of the|

. logs;-- parodies, : double | gags,
bits -Tideas, . -Intros,’- Ampressions and"
a
. personations, --political,. interruptions. i
Thayghts of. the Day,. Humorous Views.
ae
‘more|‘| ; of
the:-News,. Vignettes, ete. (20 Pages). ;
:

o
Entértainment chief. Stan Irwin

Magic Collectors Assn. He-vis ‘a’ signed .the: chirp’ ‘for. “two
‘seasoned’ pro, ~w.k. -on ‘national. ty: Wweeks.. ‘to’ be..added -to her current |
_and- slated. for. a.Ww estinghouse |. engagenient: “which: ' was’ to. close.|: $25. YR.SINGLE ISSUES. $3"
video spec in. November which will Monday’ (153. Starting Tuesday, she.|}
$35 ‘yr.—SINGLE: ISSUES: sae
“costar him. w ith: Zero, ‘Mostel and.| will continue to dé -one show- per:|
: Julie Harris.
"
Ne'C.0.D/5
night, but .w ill -do: if -at-2:30 a.m:—.|.
’ The theatrical, posters. in. all’ian |
GLASON;:.200-'W.. 54th Ste.
the .only- star”. ever contracted. to’), “pty
_ New: York City. A; ‘co. 5-1316 cE
. guages, - ‘from both: - sides - of” the Jt.do a show at: that hour

World's Foremost

:.

HARMONICA,

VIRTUOSO eee!

_}. Atlantic, hark back’ to: the ‘pioneer:

. Alan King. and. Kitt\, Kallen W “iN t=
- i mountebanks:. and swordswallosveérs. ’do.the:dinner and midnight shows..a.

, to the great 19th century. develop- |.

ment ‘of the Robert: ‘Hotidin school...
4: They. then. ‘traverse the - Houdini--

| -Hardeen: era. to the ‘sundry’ stilt
"ah more © modern . _ prestidigitators, “ear ‘dmanipulators, -illusionists:: W ‘ho |

- have; trod

i {Continued on page, 50)

RADIO CITY

MUSIC HALL.

New. York.
Exclusively MERCURY RECORDS: :
- Latest Releases:

Four.Pisce . ‘Combo,

organ. -or
ee

--| ordion for Long ‘Island. Nite-Spot.-

_ ROBERT REXER, 1674:t Broadway, |New York, N:YY.

P&M Chi.Sellout
Chi: vago, Oct. 16

A Peter: “Paul &: Mary.. et:

|

| has. - ‘been’: -sold:: out: ‘three. weeks

|prior. to that-date. “Promoter -Frank | § —
+ Fried, head of -Triangle -Produc-| §
’ tions,. Said’. he's’ currently: selling’. ;

AV seats on’ the: stage. Top: Price. for 1 i
“the show: is -$4..

4
-

Fried added. that: he is:‘arranging Teg

te

For, Details: and ‘Information:
‘Phone:. 516 ‘RO. 6-9575-Rong.- ‘tsland,

New

York:

‘ORIGINAL
" General ‘e Topical’ «
@ Sketches

“BOB: ‘MACKINSON
344. Ww. "72.St., New York 23.
a
EN 2-8736 -

“GREEN.

300 E. 51st St.

.1. We are:“booking | for three or.‘Four: ‘for. a- return” engagement of the: | 5
‘ weeks engagements,
oe
&
‘ trio. ‘next March in: the-5;000-seat:'}

aI.;COMEDY MATERIAL

_ SUZANNE” and“SONGS. OF WONDERFUL GIRLS”
Contact:.

“WANTEDE-

.

Special Thanks. to MARC PLATT, JOHN JACKSON.

ee

the. ‘boards .‘from: the |‘set ‘for.-Nov..2” at’ ‘Orchestra. Hall.

wan

Currenily,

oO

“New Yorkay.
“PL 2-17

Arie Crown ‘Theatre:‘at MeCormick. :

| Place. .

"TE RONALDS as |
CRAZY HILARIOUS. MUSICAL COMEDY

Mutual

- Exciting Night. Club Entertainment.
Associated Booking “Corp...
Water St,
50 West 57th St. ~~

Entertainment :Agency

“65 E. South
_Chicago illinois

__ New York. "N. Y..

VAUDEVILLE

CafeLegit Policy ata Vegas
~AGVA NatlBoardMeetMaySet "FANCYDENS | Successfulil
|
Course ofUnion’s.FuutureAutonomy]é
~FORTOPNAMES_Tab KeysShow Biz Changes
‘The success of the cafe-legit- pol-

“AWhether: the ‘American ‘Guild of +

ms Vaiiety | “Artists .¢ontinues ‘as: ‘an {:
autonomous unit may well depend.
on actions.. ‘taken. ‘by. the - union’s

- aN bitter. inside: ‘battle’ ‘among: all:| - - Headliners: to.Stay??
ScotsRescueOnly.Girl::iL:
“ Halent ‘agencies: ‘has been intensi-|.
or Tokyo, : Oct: 16.
“fied: ‘in. recent: months: sirice: the |". a phe headline show will alit national, board“: Which* “convened| “Trapped in
i Gilded Cagefold6..of.: MCA’s -percenter ‘opera-|cays stay,” said Wilbur. Clark,
Monday: (15)-at. ‘the Barbizon-Plaza |

dcy at the Thunderbird

Hotel, Las

1 Vegas, has resulted in changes that
| will have a. profound effect on
.{-many. facets of the entertainment
. industry,. Joe Wells, operator of

.jthe hotel, asserted: in New York
Glasgow, Oct. "16." _tions,. The ‘vast .pool: of unsigned,” -. Here-on the first. leg. of. a: Sixhigh-p riced~ and. prestige-laden i.
} last week.
Ww
5]
when
Aleta. Morrison; song-and- dance |
vacation,
global’.
eek
™
‘talent -remains.a prize sought, by: all} ‘considering | “fhe = Las. Vegas
The. primary result, according to.
in
.
“Howard
°
&
¢
Wyndham’s;
‘girl:
parent”
América,
of
Artistes
&
dors
‘Was offices. “Attempts: ‘to corral such:|. trend. toward: frepackaged. “ Wells; has been its ‘influence on
“Five-Past
Eight”
revue,.
inter.’
;
vitally
..
-be
AGVA,:
of:
pnion
‘
hames as Tony- Curtis, Jack Benny,
i the legit field. The Las. Vegas: ho2
sult -but so.Wil the. rescued: by firemen last week from Cary Grant: along | with »- Connie - Broadway musicals. and splashy ‘
‘|tels can now bid ‘fa top Broadway
stage.
the.
above.
feet
30
cage.
-gilt
1a
revues,
»
-Perma-)}
on
tees
lights
esa
Gbted in the
a load.-of Iésser,
‘the Alhambra’ ‘Theatre .. here- Francis. and
The’. ‘headliner’ “makes. a. | successes and be AGre of a hearing
_s:Hient Investigations headed: hy’Sen. ; of" should: have :been ‘lowered for. Probably: have been -the agencies’
from their produt rs. This largely
pretty :big. ‘altvaction.. for. peo-:
-John’ McClellan. 1D.-Ark,)..
a‘She.’
stems from the ° st sums paid to
an. SATE ‘That: Eastern: Jazz”: ‘harein | -most high-priority project.
ple.-who
come.
to’
Las:
Vegas."
Thus: far, little: -has« been |“done:
._The:normal fempo-of operations *
Richard. Rodgers and the estate
scene.
:
i
from.all
over
the
world,”
.addconditions
|
'
to- correct. ° unsavy Ory.
Tammerstein ‘for:
--The. 1, 600° ‘patrons: didn’t: ‘know | -at.. times : ‘has been: Suspended | ‘in. - “ed the Desert Inn’ topper, “But... | of the late Osta
oa browght. to light: by .the McClellan a thing: about the emergency ¥i
while. i‘pursuit of. this goal. “Although the-.
7 “Plower ‘Drum Seng” during its,
there:
aren't:
.toomany.
‘head“Committee ‘probers: AGVA's major. ‘comedian. Stanley. Baxter’ ‘extended ! agencies have. lined ap. no new. task
| 10-month. run ‘atthe hotel.
It’s
- action has ‘been’ a” circular. letter -to. “his. gags off ‘the: cuff. Femme |force to get these: -Namies,: “they, |’ “liners,” he continued, ““You’
the- longest. road company run of
_
have
‘to
-have™
the.
same
ones
“agencies. ‘informing: ‘them that’ ‘it’s:\:stayed in’ the. suspended. ‘cage for’ have-been straining their ingenuity :
jany legit musical
in ‘the US,
Ls come: ‘back:”.
“2. J¢ontrary. to. union: : regulations --to. over -30 -minutes: until -theatre. fire- |:to“ devise. trick-‘deals . which. will |
In ~ ‘mulling, | ‘star Salaries; ec: | “South. Pacific’ follows it around
-book entertainers in‘any spot ‘where: ‘man ‘Harry- Hunt was" ascended.-a-. attract: them..
|
Dec:
20.
- mnixing: is. required »‘by the-man-" Jadder fo. :put a. -harness: around - . Agency:- attorneys: ayid- businesé: | Clark observed, “When you
“Flower Drum Song,” Wells
-“ hear '$40,000. and; $50,000 a
agement. | pointed ‘out, could have run con-.
| Miss” Morrison. | Latter - was. then | :ddministrators: have .béen w ‘orking To
A. plea Was” madé by: attomey: Jowered ‘to the. stage,:where. shé on-‘a* group .of ‘unusual. ‘gimmicks. | week... they're not| kidding. . “| siderably ‘longger. The house. is
| That's. what. they? run. There.
= Henry M. Katz to be given permis- ‘drank ‘a:‘glass. of brandy to
| SRO. on virtually all nights. Howy steady ‘Most of them call for capital ‘gains 7 ‘isn't: mueh to: Say. about it. The
deals‘ on‘‘a longterm: basis: Others: :
sion tO; address ‘the. meeting. as .at-. her: nerves. .
lever, he feels that its maximum:
--Peall, ‘for cut. commissions. ‘or, even t..: salaries have just gone -up with
torney for former: president. ‘Penny.
| effectiveness for the hotel -has
-|no ‘commissions. for personal repre- |--- the times in the last 12 years:
Singleton’ who..is.séeking. to- have |
| passed. Most of the. Vegas regu‘He. -added,- “I: think the sal‘sentation: The offices. will: take
ccharges, of éonduct: unbecoming ‘a
lars. .and. big spenders have- seen
i their gains-out of package. cut’ off |. .aries. have reached: their limit.
‘union: member quashed: ‘She: was:
the show-at least’ once. The smaller
‘the top. This entails more loot: ‘than, “ I-don't know how,they.can ‘0 ' spending. tourists are’ now the ma-.
OF ‘iginally slispended. for five years.
any.
;
higher.”mo
js. evident on the ‘surface: ’.For
by: a. ‘trial: board, «but: ‘an’ -appeéal:).—.
jor customers. The change is. be‘example, should: a:‘performer |make.
panel: recently. sustained the. guilty:
ing, mae to. bring back the top
‘personal; appearances -On’..a° solo:
. Verdict, “but. décréed” ‘she. -is. no
ee coin: spenders.
basis, he: would pay: commissions.
0 Joriger 2“under . ‘suspension.. ' Katz}.
_ ‘South Pacific’s’. Potential .
‘sundry:
perforniers
Meanwhile;
.
“wants ‘the ‘board to wipe. ‘out the:}:
Wells also declared that “South
in:
-all.
fields
have
‘been.
pitting
one
’
-Pacific,”. despite its record Broadcharge: . ‘Permission- was refused. .
office: against: ‘another. They: have
by a 13-20 - vote.
de
dR
(Way. run (since exceeded by “My
|
been
:
.
Weighing
jobs.
against
salary
_. Also.. likely to®:-be probed: ‘by the oom
Fair Lady”), plus the road compas
Las. Vegas; Oet..218:.- . |offers as” well. -as: what- an -office
“board willbe the -suits’ and coun]
{mies that- have plied thc U.S.,.has.
offers
in
personal
.
‘services;
and
‘American’
tersuits ‘by!Miss Singleton. and Ir-.{ “The --ath” “Annual :| been seen: only by about 1% of
have-. been:: -extracting ‘what. they.]the public. The film version, .he’
“win “Mazzei, -The board may have. ‘Legion. National: ‘Convention, whiéh.
think: “is the: -best -.déal. ‘Some.}‘ended
‘here
over
the:
past:
week-.
to. deter mine if AGVA will, ante. up
added, will only whet the appetite
-ageneies, have’ been. forced |to Trepend,was
a
bomb,as
far...as
Las:
for the stage show. ©
“the costs of deferise of Ted Lesser,
.{ resent “acts -without the. formality _
Ahe “Coast. agent
‘who. originally’ Vegas. ‘showbiz .is:concerned.
“Kddie. Fisher at. the. Winter | The amount of money w hich can
, (Continued. on; ‘page 52) ©
.
Although
|
‘there
were.
about
15,
-|
charged .Miss: Singleton with ‘lihel--|..“"f Garden”-“stays: ‘on. another week . be .taken out: of Las Vegas by a
fng.the union... Miss “Singleton. has4 000 registered-. delegates; ‘bringing
“at. the’.-former” citadel: of. Al Jol-.| Jegiter has placed an increased
‘named.:Lesser..-one .-of ‘the’: ‘defen-: approximately. 30,000. visitors: into |
son’s: inusical -heydays. until. ‘Nov. | premium on a: show's condensed
“town”
for...
the
.
week-long’
‘confab,
Previously; ’ this was. a
“dants: in.-her- suit. against. “Mazzei.:
13 ‘when another : ‘prebooked show. rights.
“|.
showroom
and:
lounge.
maitre
ad’s
{>
minor point.in a property's overall
On. ‘the’ agenda -is.. whether the
. | comes ‘In; Now. it has become ex-.
union will-‘close: the AGVA .Old: complained... that: “you. wouldn. ty
Milton. Blackstone; coproducer. value.
Age Tome, South -Fallsburgh, N-Y. know |they were: here."” .
with ‘Monte ‘Proser - and. Ramrod tremely important because of its’
‘The ‘home: reportedly: is costing ‘the - ‘found most’ " spots .“normal”.
‘Productions ‘Tne.. {Fisher's . ‘own value to Las Vegas, which in turn.
.. Union-- approximately. $70,000 . an=+}“below normal. a “Consensus
: * Chicago; Oct.: “16: | corporate: umbr ella): of: the current |...
(Continued. on. page. SOY
is.that
‘Nually: to‘operate. although. it ‘never. most. : delegates - “Were... here--on. a. Lyndon’ A: ‘(ynn). Durant; Chi- vauderevue, is casing’ another. avail_ had’ more: than, eight. inmates: at one tight. budget, . and on-top of'-that, ; Cage ‘manufacturer: of: pinball ma- able Broadway legit: for -a possible|:
time. were. in'-an: age’: bracket .which || chines, -and’ a regular $100.‘tipper: ‘further. -exténsion’ of: the.run.. A
Johnny: “Gibson -miay.” be ‘named: found “them. retiring early... This, + in. “Chi and ‘Las Vegas: nightclubs, | house “like the Music: Box is _pre-.
He -and: ‘board.’ plus. the fact that’ many: ‘locals ‘EAvas found. ‘guilty. of: tax. evasion in | ferred;
— outdor- ‘organizer.
‘Court: ‘here. Jast week arid’|
- INember Johnny. ‘Woods had been. ‘stayed away from the Strip-dur= | Federal.
*
:
Business has‘ been. ‘puilding. ana
in the ‘Tunning - for: the” post: ‘The’ -ing’ the Ww eek “because ‘they. thotight |
|:last ‘week's
$57,000 (nine. perlast outdoor. head: was ‘Dewevr. Bar- | the ‘Leéegionaires,:“with” their. -old.|”fined .$15, 000.
+ formancés) at the-$6.90- $7.50 scale, .
to. who: was. ‘ousted |by: the board reputation’. for raucus: horseplay, | “Durant, jegendary: in - the: Rush : Sparked. the singer's inclination to|..
Paris, Oct. 16.
St: boites :‘as: the -last. of: the. big:
3 sometime BE.
"
‘| would: be -a ‘threat :to dignity:
‘remain “east” rather than resume * Eat ‘and. treat seems. to be -the.
growing vogue in local nitery outPossibly © because of: pleas by: spenders. -Was.. -found - to ' ‘have : nitery. -booKkings. :
Al Begion, execs, the. horseplay* “was evaded .$142:714. in-taxes on: $620,-. - Fisher, incidentally. will be the. ‘ings.. With the Algerian. crisis. sete.
tled. and aided. by increasing afheld down ‘to: a “minimum, -‘with: 939... of - taxable. income. for. 1954.| °
‘second... “fall guy” of. the Circus fluence; Parisians are beginning to:
| only® afew: squawks. ‘coming. from through .1956.. ‘He ‘owns the. United
‘Saints:
&
.
‘Sinners.
end-November.
hit the.’ town: again. But. parking
‘Totals ‘about. fireWorks ‘being. tossed} ‘Manufachiring ’Co.-here and main-’
‘at. women on.‘ downtown streets; !tains a Juxurious ‘penthouse ‘on’top, Next. Tuesday: (237, show biz at- ‘problems: and early risings .next:
|
torney-author
.
Louis:
Nizer
is
.theaf
;of- the plant:1 day seem to-'be making present
anid drunken
Be es At oné poirit in the.case:.‘Durant: ‘ES&S’: ‘inaugural (62-63 senies- cabarets where one can dine more
shown
‘ooms. 7 “heckling ee
[elaimed. that, -his. ‘frequent -gifts ‘of-Aer). ‘fall guy.”
| popular ‘than most other. forms of
- Chicago... Oct: 16”.
| furs -and:. ‘expensive. cars ‘to Cafe-|'
“ entertainment.
‘A. pair, :of ‘club: :date-. producers.
‘| sociéty’ playgirls.. and -niglit | club|
The Lido. now serves more nieals:_-will-revive two-a-day vaudeville in
handgers-cn.:were by: way’ of com‘than ever, over 500. a night. to
‘the -midwest: next .March, “starting
|
‘ pensation for ideas that ‘they. had
| both locals: ‘and foreigners who
with- Chicago, once ‘the hub’ oef.-the”
given” him’ ‘for. ‘his.- business,
make a whole evening. of it.. The
s+, Major: vaude .circuits, The duo, |- Judge’ Hubert: Will-denied a de- {
{many Russo. Pizzicato. ‘tlubs, also
“Dave: Maleolm and “Mark: Williams, 1,
fense’ -eounsel -request ‘for-‘proba--|.:
serve: -meals,. give shows and do:
“Bay - they” have: legit’ theatres tined |
_
on.:-Durant's -attorney ‘hased. his-|.
all right.
om
Las. Vegas, Oct. 16. |t voouest ‘on: the faet that.the maiiu- |.
“up: in: five “midwestern cities: for}.
“Clayton 1:(Smiles). Hart. former| “A. show entrepreneur.: Jean. Me“Dinan. Shore.” ‘was told. by’ Rivi- , factiirer has’ an $8.500.000. contract
their projected Vauide . WwW‘heel: .
The: cities.’ are *-Chi,’ “Detroit; ’era. ‘prexy -Ben’ Goffstein, -the other: ‘with: the. Arty . ‘Signal Corps ' “40r braneh manager ‘of the American jean; who has extended this format:
-Cleveland;. .Kanisas- City: :and St. Night: .that :‘L: “A. ‘Dodgers. . chief! communications equipment.. -How-. Guild ‘of. Variety. office in -Saraso- j to name bookings and restpocket.
‘Louis. ‘The: ‘promoters .said~ they]. Walter. ‘0!Malley: was: to be in. her" “eV er, -a Stay. of *-e€xecution— was: ta, chas been notified by the J erome révues in several clubs, has found
will Jet.. the =theatre operators © in |audiencé* ‘eelebratirig |his birthday. | pr anted until NNOV: 8, during. Which: ‘S. Adlérman, counsel: for. the: Sen- |. it. paying off... His ‘La Tete: De
"Art: now
has ‘Portuguése tado
each. city announce: the vaude pol- ‘and ‘he'd: like -her ‘toSing. “Happy -time ‘Durant. will have” to: make: up. ate. Subcommittee: :6n Permanent
|singer’ Amalia Rodriguez and chanInvestigations:
headed
by
Sen:
John.
_ Tey.-for. their oiWn. howises.| | Birthday” ‘to” him:.
’ his mind: ayhether to appeal. or. hot..
:Jean Riguax.
-| McClellan (D.-Ark,), that, he passed {sonnier
j
Format: “of the shows WL be!| ..Miss ---Shore.-and: aicconipanist’.
"| the jie-detéctor -test' to’ which ‘he In Montmartre, at. his Chez Ma
roughly that.6f earlier “vaudeville, | Ticker Freeman: got together just .} ©.
tines: Butte
-||voluntarity. submitted last. August. | Cousine, Mejean has a bevy of star
with a. name headliner ‘and other |.-before the : show, wrote”. special -].
and solid. staple singers and:come-.
- “aets.- :Current- ‘plans’ call. for. “pop-" lyries to ‘“I-Left- ‘My Heart’In.San‘i}.
a} ‘ AdJerman’ s letter. said. “Accord: {:-dians:..He has’ also. taken over a
--ular” prices’ in.-the: area. “Of..a $2. _ Francis¢o,”° and: sang: them. instead”
1. ing to the ev aluation of your. per-.} Champs-Elvsees ‘spot. the Night.
top... The ‘shows -will also: féatirre. ‘of the. pirthday :song. The: parody |
formance ‘on. this test. ‘as furnished | Club, where he. will feature comic
.oldtime: vaide acts. where possible, 4 went. Hke ‘this:": ao
by a: representative of the. Florida:! Raymond. Devos in. skits and —Var
ah
Malcolm is a former. vaudeville |: We blew the. game.to:SanPrat.
|, Sheriff's “Bureau, ‘it: would -appear }Jed routines.
2 “hove:writtenAithoritatively on 1)-that the.truth and accuracy of. yaur|
a. Binger, :and ‘Williams had :been an.}-” cisco.
oe
-On-the Left Bank he turned the
_orchestrater. and .tv: writer. :- Their]. Our- “hopes. were |
: testimony before the. Subcommittee :old’ cellar’ club, Le: Vieux Colom“bright ,‘and®:
‘new “.company ‘Will “be “known .asCireus
Diseipline
on
«certain:
-Controversial,
_
points:
Alvin's ‘Dark.::
_bier, . into L°Oeil for ‘specialised
me “Malcotm 8. ‘Williams: Enterprises
| nave: beeri corroborated,”
Tt was. the happiest: of.days: we le
; Singer’ Cora Vautraire. ‘and others:
And
Morals:
Ine.
.-Phen’ along. came ‘Willie. Mays
. Hart: volunteered 10: ‘take the |-Naturally, ‘food will mix with éni)
.
And turned our’ “blue: akies to
| polygraph: examination -when, his: tertainment, at all} these spots.
—
‘e.ow,ata
_BORGE'S DENVER DATE":
on 2.gTay.-..
testimony on payment of $2 800. to.
Book pub Maurice 'Girodias has
..Denver, ‘Oct.. 16:° A0y,: Vay! |: ¢:‘now. suspended ° national -adniinis-*his La Grande Severine. where a
- 7“another Interesting ‘Feoture
| |-trative’ secretary Jackie Bright for series: of rooms all serve food and
1 SanFrat :
; Andrews-Garner Attractions 4s. : Now. ‘they: can: play,th
ain the ‘upeoming |
“bringing the Victor Borge .show, “ -leisco. ...
‘transferring Kim from ‘Washington ‘give Russo music. jazz singer Mae
}to. Sarasota --was. denied, by Bright. || Mercer ‘or just plain’ food.
--“Comedy in. Music;” ‘to the Audi-: Amidst: the ‘bind, ‘the: Fatn, and! |Bath Anniversary: ‘Mimber
3
The
Hart © and his: wife volunteered. to’ Various discotheques for Tw isting
.:forium Theatre here- for. three-[."" ‘fog.
. J {take ‘the test. Bright. Tater’ agreed have “snacks. A ‘séries. of :pr. vale:nights, Thurs. ° 48) ; through Mer So. lots of. tucleto:yous“San “+Lto submit as Avell: After Hart: took l clubs. has records. at least, uhile
‘Francisco,... 2: -:
Sat. (20):
_
- The :2,200-seat house js sealed at’ i ‘What ‘you did. ‘to. as ‘shoulan’t | Pissotherstatistical ond deie-filed the. ‘examination, “Mrs. Hart's. ap- !at: the Gaslight: ‘Kev. club. prety
. | pointment was ‘cancelled.. Bright, \girls | in tights sing. serve’ and
$5.50. top. Advance sale: has ‘been
happen
-ehorts and. erticles. wie,
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1

e “Pve said it before and: Til say it -again. In my opinion
° Harry Ritz is the funniest ‘single male in show. business,
” Jf: you: don’t. believe me; BO oes and watch his fans laugh

‘themselves into. liysterica over ‘the. mad-niaterial of Harry’
and.his:two:any’ brothers Jimmy and AL”
oe Lee Mortimer, NEW: YORK. ‘MIRROR..

a Pies ‘Three: of the best’comics: in“the.“business. They oh

"ging, they: joke-and the whole ‘act is peppered with laughs
_. shelly: laughs we mean; *And you, should. sée these men

“dance.- Maybe" dance isri’t: the word for. it.” T rhey‘sseem
-to float'iin
n perfect rhythm.” Poo”
..

-

'

Her Kelly,MIAME NEWS.

©: “Show: folks: en masse: tuinied ‘Up! eee to wath” and. listen, to”‘the frantic,
Ritz ‘Brothers.-(Harry. is the. oné. comic who has been’ known. io.break ‘up

Milton “Berle, Jan’ Murray’ and, ‘other comedians. They: never ‘try to: top...

Thinor.heckle him).%

Louis. ‘Sobol; JOURNAL-AMERICAN.

©. “The: Ritz Brothers came back ;ove e and

- these old. pros’ haye-a. quality.-Wdahe.in.
today’s boys: they: work at their trade ‘and.

oc they work ,on: their

customers. until, by... el

sheer. forée™ of,ventergy -and” ability, ‘they.
slaughter. you.”
“Robert4.S9lesterNEW. YORK. NEWS.»

“¢ “THE RITZ BLITZ HITS... . Jiminy; Harry and Al:
~"”. Ritz stars of ‘the first magnitude... {Onstage more’:
“ham an zhour .. .:. they performed ‘at top| sued:
‘gntil they ‘were. ‘on: ‘the. verge. of : collapse...” They:
don’t have ‘acts. like ‘that. in-night clubs “anyniore,”

:

@. “The Ritz ‘Birothets returiv-.alee 38 a.
| ware: ‘and-exciting event. Seldam lave
owe! seen the: reception .accorded. this

‘> wany “trio, ~ Twice the packed:cafe.

stood “up to applaud. - Showmanship *is their: trade, They're experienced...
old. pros and ‘they ‘know the value...

the full value of’‘timing. “They ‘pro. vide “excellent. pace and plenty of.

a . “The Ritz. Bros. blew in with gale
®" force and all but knocked: down the
walls... The. Ritz freres didn’t only

fracture ‘customers, they broke ’em.
into little bits, pounded ’em into a
pulp: and then’ rocked, ‘socked: and
yocked them till the laughs. were
:iurtied. into gasps. And after heing.
én stage for-well. over an hour, after’

“variety :1o° ‘sustain ‘the. laughs from
opening,
’
to. closing.”
|
te
Frank Quinn,: Con
NEW YORK: MIRROR:

Gene,e-Kmight,JOURNAL-AMERICAN.

_Mhich__ the. audience

: hhaueted

was

more

exe.

than they were, the -Ritzes

_ Were given an unusually prolonged
‘standing ‘ovation from a ‘hip opening.
night,. cafe-going set that sounded: as

v

. oe Williana Morris |
© Management
«: Ne CGGreenfield, Ine... .
© Advertising. cee

“Public ]Relations:.ee8+ PhilStraseherg’ Associates; Li gaet Coast.
|
: Dave Epstein—West ‘Coaat™

Mase rang
« er e670+ NedHaevey

IN ELS

K'S

FLATBUSH AVE, GAVE.\, BROOKLYN
CL2-4433

if they were hailing‘a team. of Nobel.
‘Prize. winners.

Aiter three decades

of headlining the Ritz Bros; are selle
ing one of the gréat standard routines
‘in ‘show: biz. This is an act, which
though timed with the precision ofa
Swiss mechanism, has a madcap quale
‘ity of uninhibited inspiration as the
‘Ritzes pile bedlam on top of pans
“demonium in a sight-and-sound pyrae
aid of gags. ~The basic ingredients
“of this act have. changed little ‘over.

‘the years... As‘usual Harry Ritz:is the
take-charge pivot man of the: trio,
“demonstrating: his unique species of
oF rubber-faced -‘mugging and. dazzling
‘ Variety:sof: dialectical. double-talk. ‘The.
trio. prohably hit their peak in their
of Song’
‘Continental Gentleman
routine :in- which Harry Ritz does his
“Viennese composer burlesque, one.
of his. zaniest hits,”

—Jose, VARIETY.
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Lillian:Hicks; ‘widow: oftheowner,
y's its” president..

_

In, addition, the: Thunderbird tsal
+ duplicating sonie. ‘of the N.Y. eatery |}
. ginimicks-as ‘a.-gastronomic attrac-tion: for’-.Vegasites:
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l: at
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aswel
al,. NY):
Of a total of‘c
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|Joe's Oyster Bar in the: Grand’Cen-

.
‘Hildegarde:
‘tapped ‘for. the. Stats.down. for ‘the. opening “bill, of.the.

‘He’ -eanfessed- that. he was.

Associated” down to one -good suit to w ork in {‘catessen, is, being. built.” Wells ‘fig- 1er. Hilton, Boston, starting Dec. .10: ‘new Playboy Club.in. St. Louis Oct:-

Nizht Clubs ‘of America

conclave: and was’ Ww éaring .it.

ures that. this, too, can he..t
a dure +

here, one“hit a jackpot that led to; ‘An eastern. comic, -CHarles had:tefor. the casino: habituees...
an immediate skein of. nine prime, wome :ta Chi-only a: few days: ago!
rr

-. Woody ‘Woodbury to concertize;"15 for. three. weeks, .followed’ by’a”

at’‘the St. Petersburg: (Fla.y ‘Memo-.|-three’. week ‘return to. the. NO, Be
| rial.Aud-Nov. 8... The Characters | Playboy.
“Smothers- Bros.’ go .

boakinzs.
“Fhe
act: was.
ob: because of what he. considered: a
| signed. a thrée-year ‘deal with the |into Freddie's, ‘Mpls.,..Feb: 4°:for a‘Charles,
a 15-year
.vet of.
| Sahara Hotel, -Las. Vegas. . .. Bill {fortnight .
Robert ‘€lary. plays.
we card.
who, when
he the.
ap- surfeit. of comedians:in 1New York, Dick
GregoryGag.
| Tierney. back’ at, his. Lambs. ‘Glub | Diller. . skedded
for _Cork.: ‘Club,

eoeeoniaentaineeeesetni
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|: He said‘ he couldn’t even get.an

"| audience with Chicago agents until)

he ran into Harry\Breyn,.who-took/

n

‘him,on as a client and -book him}

auditions that. very: I pte

{into: ‘the ANCA

Tavosite

rare IO
r
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bor the socodined tends |

i
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| digs.. following. a lengthy. hospital { Houston, ‘Dec. 27: for two weeks..."

te

{stay ..-.. George Kirby. returns: to.| the: Embers,. Indianapolis, Nov:-13--.

A:

ithe Copacabana Dec, .6 :
YMHA-Aud.: Nov.:2° ;

. Brazilian followed. ‘by: Ford

|Dees.6:for a “month.
-|guitarist Bola : Sete. ‘at “the:Bark
7

‘By.ABEL GREEN:

|

.°.:Oscar-| for two frames” .»

Is.

It is i

-comic’s: ‘topical. happenstance.

”

Snow:

Water’

iE
n

Wi

un

: PP.0 oo"

een.

the
size paperback : Feplete: with. wit, Club...-. Josephine Baker.-at.
City, for

of whom had‘,
previosly’ ignored’ him. in their of, ‘humor-and grim racial. reflexes’ to’. Terrazza’ ‘Casino, Mexico
‘ existing: prejudices,.is-more than a’ four Weeks +bee barca
fices. °°

‘\.dozen agents; most

-&~ ‘Reynolds

Se
ener

ial
“audiencs‘e, he was propositioned. ‘not! ~: Dick Gregory's. “From The Back.;-Sheraton Mermaid Room..
only by the .nitery ops’-bat a half: ‘of- the Bus” (Dutton; $1:85),-a king-! ‘Mae ‘Barnes: at? the Blackjack:

Show Folks D

. Jenny Smith’

k's r : cidTinge
Brown ‘Jr. to: give a- concert’at the | into: -the Colony, “Omaha, -Nov. “1,
|=
:

- ‘Among thecafe ownerssetting.-a’-Sardonic commentary on‘. the ‘alent ‘Management
. . “ Ronny
Gates ee hungry ‘i, Frisco, “Blizas times: done primarily with wit and !Dangerfield booked on.a ‘tw ‘o-week-

y
|wisdom, most of it with: good humor ;€T- at. the “Embers,by:Indianapolis,./
the: Kings : ae

‘Banducer: Mu

Nov. °.26©followed.

| beth ‘Neustaedter. ‘Exodtis; Denver;, |! thotigh not'-a “little .of it in- anger.
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Revner, ‘Shakespear ean
‘Eisie
js. the “NBC News film “chief. in
| detr ess. - and: ~ Water:color ‘artists,j
career in’ “Hollywood. In’ radio she -utive’; capacity-in- that.. inn: .He a
| Germany.6.
ih
New:
_¥ork..
Her
‘died.
Oct:
-appeared -.:with. Gertrude., “Niesen’ inmoved : to the ‘front office of the-}.
LELAND BE ‘FULLER.
:-} Ritz Carlton Hotel in 1925. became]. “Leland. ‘F. ‘Fuller.: 163): lonatiing ‘daughter; --Katherine -Revtier.: Lae ff', Mr. and Mrs. Harry’ Farvison,
end: Isham «Jones, :
V tress and a ‘radio director for. CBS. : daughter, N.Y... Oct. 5. Father ig
She. was martied: to GrantSimp-| an. executive. ‘of the. St ‘Moritz. ‘Ho-- | 20th-Fox:: “alt. ‘director, ‘died.’
|“a WMCA. xX.Y., deejay.
°
; tel. ‘in .1937 ..and:‘Served. at the. ‘St: Hollywood: Oct.) 9. -after ‘ao long. SUrVves..
an, son,-Blso in,vaudev ile, .
Mr. and Mrs. Philip S. Goodman,
Regis. for ‘five. years. He’. volun-- ‘jlinéss. He joined 20th in’ 1930-andson, Oct. 10, -New York. Father ‘is.
“|
teered
for
‘the
.U..
S.
“Marines
.and:
remained. there’ until . the. time of} Mother: 74, of Mrs’ Philip. ‘Lik a film-tv. director and writer.
| WINTAN:BEAU MONT. ALLEN:
;
Me, Tian): Gerard. publicist and wife of
“Mrs. Vivian. ‘Beauniont -Allen, a]. was. discharged. as’ a major in: '1945.. ‘his’death. :
Mr: and: Mrs. Fleming ‘Johnson,
“Lauryssen © ‘resumed
his. : hotel | Among his. credits Wwere “Heaveen || the -Universal-. Pictures’ pr. ‘diree-|
philanthrapist.. died: Oct. 10: in- ‘New
son... ‘Sept. 29. Chicago. Mother is
“-York. She. ‘died without seeing: “Career as. manager of the. “Arr ow:. Can. Wait,’ % “Laura,” :-:.“Sitting |tor; died Oct: 9 at. her’ Croydon ‘agent: Elbe. Swanson...
repertary. head ~ ‘Spring- ‘Hotel; ‘Sain * Bernar= Pretty”: and ®Guadaleanal Diary.” ‘Hotel ;UNLY.)° ‘apartment of.a heart} _ Mr. and Mrs. ‘Richard Michaels,
. her - largest -gift,
a | attack,
theatre. ‘in:-Lincoln:. Cénter ‘for the ‘dino:- Calif.. He~ restor ed the hotel“Ms: wife:and. SOM. Survive:
‘daughter. ‘Van Nuys. Cal. Oct. I.
Performing Arts,’ completed:. ‘The to. civilian “use after! its “use. as’ a:
-] Mother is actress Toby, Michaels:
5i
He. also’. ‘prandged-!
vp Mheatre is”“scheduled: to: Open. ALF
“Mrs, Edith’ We Snowden, 68; for! jeeoom’s a writer-“script. ‘Supervisor,
“HiARRY BR acsci,
is,Bel: Air’“Hotel, ‘Beverly’ Malis ‘Harr y Br ausch,. ‘6D,-Vocalist Silmer “silent filin actress. known prow to . ..
:
Ee
Se
we
ee,
g |and: the” ‘Boca ° ‘Raton hotel’:
a “combo: billed- ‘Ag: Max & ‘His ‘Mer-|fessionally. -as Edith Evans; died. ieee
: Florida.
a combo) dicd--of a heart. attack Oct-32) in- Madison. N..d. Her.
+ Lauryesen’ returiied to the Ritz: Sept: 29° while- working: with. the |‘husband and two sons’ surv ive.
{Carlton Hotel: in. 1952 as v.p: arid -band at. George. ‘Devinés’ .Million |;
Continued. from page ——
‘|general nianager.. He: Was, named: Dollai “Ballroom “in: Miblvaukee. poe “James ‘AL‘Burks, 52. pioneer pro- a,
:i

“ROLLO: rinront

“JIM BENDER

Michele Morgan

|.Prestident-in.-1958:

-

: jectionist - who: ‘worked: ‘at ‘The: ald: it be. a choice. one.

As

vet..

hew-

Survived: “by Wife: ‘and :‘brother. | “Harry Edwards, ‘and fronted. hig Quéeii Theatre. Tyler, Tex..” died :, ever, ‘nothing's cooking far: her 10
Burial ‘to. take: place: jn Avliggtons Own orchestra,”
oo
|Sept-:29 in Dallas: Two | br ‘others. resume work. in America.
j National Cemetery.
“His daughter suivives.
ce and |a sister ‘survive.
. Her acting career, éentir ely in
ees “April,“1964: and iL be. damed ‘the:
‘|filins. . ‘Started. in. 193%. and she
“Nivian. Beaumont ‘Theatre.. She had -oa!
a * GEORGE: R.FUEL.
. we‘MAX.WOLFF *
Peter
Sharve..
64:
“Manager
of
Lreached:
Hollywood
three years
‘donated. $3,000 000. tothe: consteueoM ax Ww olff, .
fornierly head: George. Ro Hill: 57, jilustrater: arid |‘the ‘Broadway.’ ‘Cinema.,. ‘Bantyre, . later... ;Her last. pic here
was “The:
“tion. of - ‘the: L 100-seat ‘theatre. inf
of
the’
parchaeing
department:
of:
Cartoonist:
who’
formerly
iid
work-|
§
Scotland,
died:
there:
reeently,
| Chase.” ‘a United Artists meijler
May; 1958:
:
|-Alétro-Goldwyn- Mayer: and. "a. “pro-- ‘for’ ‘Warner,. Brothers. Paranigunt :
| opposite Robert. Cummings.
and
cHer daughter.suriyes:
| ducer -of benefit shows. for’ ‘numer=. and Universal, died’ ‘Oct. 4 in ‘Long. “George Troy, 58. chairman: of which introduced Steve Cochran...
pons:organizations,” died Oct. 13: -in. ‘Branch; NuJD Ue!
1 -Chanriel Television, died, Oct. 3 in’ Of Miss Morgan's performance. the
NEAL’ O'HARA ‘Sn
New. ¥ork.
:
He. ‘had: worked: on. “the.‘Cartoon, Jersey, Channel Islarids. "
| VARIETY review noted she. “regisNeal* O'Hara, 69, columni ist °-in:

-He headed” the:sparehasinig: ‘dept, ‘Series® _Of,. Popeye. .Bugs -:Bunniy,
-ters ;nicely.”
the. Boston, ‘Traveler for. nearly’ 39: at..Metré for amore than 30. ‘years. 1 Betty ~“Boop.. ‘Porky. Pig: “Daffy -4“Tommy. Marshall; 69: Vande and } Her . favorite
years. ‘died, at. Massachusetts: Cren“Duck: Litdé Lulu. and Elmer Fudd.
“before.
his. retirement - several
column : bore: the: title of "Take It. Nears ago.: He: was known, fdr: His
From Me,:’ :joined-:the. ‘newspaper ‘staging of: ‘theatrical: per forinances

cral: Hospital: Oct4.. O"Hara. wiiose

“AY

|. “lis. mother. survives. . ot
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in

the

“Te it. actor, died ‘recently: in News French

{shot
‘ard Phillipe and released this side
a few.seasons back by KingsleyREGINALD. CADMAN
:
from.:the: old’. Boston -Post, after: |in. Madison Square: Garden “for |.
:“ Father, :“76.are Frances. ‘Kaye.
-being .a: correspondent ‘at Harv ard. organizations: affiliafed: with: the- 5 ‘Reatat Cadman:* 6I.- ‘former. " pressagent. x.fied pep. “29. in ‘International.
Since returning to ‘France’ she
He: Was a graduate: ‘of.he’ class,“of‘|‘Police’ “Department ind. different: “Universal branéh manager in? Los” ‘Rooseyelt, 2NJ:
1 lives.in Paris), she has -made numreligious. secular.groups. For many, |Angeles, died -‘theie ‘of a heart, ail-.
° 1915,
ne
= Known: in “the . theatrical ;“and: \.years “he: produced the. “Night- ‘of: “ment: Oct. 4° He retired in: 1954: “Father, 58. of “singer: Gloria : ‘erous. French pix,. some of them
coproductions, and ‘recently~ comsports. “world :as- ‘weil. as in politics,. ‘Stais;” the annual :production’ to. atter a heart, attack, |.
‘Grey. died of ‘heart attack.Sept. 23° pleted *‘Landru,” the: French blue-~
‘he. had ‘¢overed.. many. events With. ‘assist, the’ -United-- Jewish, Appeal’ | His ‘wife|and three. ‘aauaniers -in ‘Holly;w
ond.
| beard Yarn which, like “Crime,”
survive: oe
“thie. late.. Will Rogers.-He. also ‘had, of. ‘Greater ‘New 'York..
‘will play here via "Joe E. Levine's
=
‘a “career: as -a ‘toast master - and}: *:‘His wife. two aaughters,.‘brother |
.
SLAWRENCE E..McDONAL D- | “Mother, 63,“of ‘Atian:‘Bruce, tv Embassy. ‘Pictures, opening next
7 ‘atterdinnéx ‘speaker. For years :he ‘and* five sisters: SUrVIVe:.
wet,

as
| ¢astle,:
Eng..

:

,

‘*Proud. and: “Beautiful,”
in’ Mexico with the late Ger-

—

>

an
- Layreni¢e E. McDonald, .40, an=. ard ‘concert singer, died - recently
was: -responsible for-many- of the.
.
=. --nouncer for. WLS. and. Previously" in ‘Glasgow. ” GR ACE: 'KINGST EY
Hilarious -skits’ that’ the -Clover- ‘Club
Grace. -Kingsley: 89, “Hollvwood's | WGN in- Chicago, died . of | a. Heart |" “of: ‘Boston. turned out.. *
; Zoila ‘del’ Angel; 34. singer, ‘¢om-«His. beat. Was-the hiimorous side first columnist. who started chitchat attack: Oct. 8 .in* that’ city:

Of life; ‘anid: he: numbered.among his. about: film: ‘personalities. for. the] Wife: two. daughters,
.
many: ‘intimates. in’ the --show’ ‘biz. “Los Angeles Times . in1911,:“died mother ‘BUrVive,

year; At about the same time she.
is scheduled to commence york
back home in ‘Les Autres Jours”
«The Other Days), described as. a
-SOn . and: initted’ suicide. Sept. Ai. An. Mexico. dramatic love story that: turns .on
several, mar ital .-crises.
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Mr. and. Mrs: Wm. Hounslow of: New York: City cut shout their English holiday’_

Augu

VISITORS BLAME CORONATION STREET

| ‘TV spoiled our
3000 mile trip’
peeensions, serial “Coronation Street" has
sposted a dream foliday for William Hounslow, 37, and his wife Mary. 34
e couple, ww he
Te lee ar Am
mersca ter years
back
Briain last n
th for that dream
h their frie
n Lanvashire and York nire

a rules my life and I wou dnt
icho: -lmiss a programme

k.

The reason: "'Whenever

But anotherr of

we suggested an ev ening | Heunsios
out, our friends were either |p,eR Y
about to watch e eronaeien | oin

Street’

for any

” Nonsense

or were

discussing

it.''

ounsiow.

too

sa:d

i

:

$a:

Mr.

was

plenty

for

Last night one of a rs./them to doiuf they had
Hounslow's
sis Her
‘Ps. |$ooked around. To blame
Tanepe Horner. Ba, nouds ‘Ceronation Street’ is just
wick, Yorks,
said:
“Tt I silly.
true.

“Tam

"Pers oda.

net

ashamed

tol.are

less

.

at
out ‘Corona.

>

out, they were either about to watch Cor‘onation Street.o
or weree toobusy: discussing it?
Farfetched?”
:
a
:
ae
““Tt’s true? corifirms Mrs. 'Hounstow? s'sister, withthoi they were:
e'stayiing,“TP’m
not:ashamed ‘to admit it.Coronation Street rules my life and Iwouldn’t: miss
it:for a}.sphod y?”

coanene

:

|

The Aviv ‘ye Coronation Street. delighted thie. Ein‘ish Press.who: covered. it_
widely Youpicke dthe right momenttoleave it?editor 1ilized the London Daily —-:

“B

busy jand Sa ry are talking non-

“There

‘because of the ITV. programme, Coronation Strect- When interviewed at:Manchester’ Airport, Mr, Hounslow declared: “That: programme appears to have.
taken. contr Ol of our friends and relatives: Whenever. we suggested: an‘évening

t

Mail's Peter Black; in'an open letter to:theHounslslows3 fyou stayed, itwould,

probahisvhave got-youtoo.”

admit it. Coronation-street Ition Street

Granala’s hr,Re Saar

:

watdie isinal infor ‘mat fon on thie televiision. seria} that hook?sd:an
nempite it'say ni:Sal,re + dat ing on.“America aid the weorld:over): call a
wtdoag
a Mea fisuTT Asenue, ‘ALL Se 1126, or ‘writes PaddyCrodkshink,‘GRANADA
Fv aarwoRR,ENGLAND4)
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“By‘DON:‘REED...
oo

1ie
gaa Big TV.
os

Seaitle,, -Oct: 93.-

The Seattle. World's “Fair: ‘wound

|

Great: interest : in. President . ao
The Big. One’ Ss still: coming. up—
| that. is, ‘the .first major, all-encom-.

‘ Saturday. attendance of 128.721 was |:

biggest’: Single :day during: entire |

Fun.

“Bair is definitely.’ ‘in. the: black, Lo
‘nanagement. saying. it- is the first-|:

By RIFT. FOURNIER
_ Cocoa Beach, Oct. 23.
Tha. Cape Canaveral area-known

_ Chevalier atPalace

By GEORGE ‘ROSEN:

* The. ‘Palace Theatre,. _N. Y.,

up’ a: ‘tremendously - successful six}: .. Kennedy’s: address. to- the’ namonths’: run:- Sunday. -(21), °-with:
‘on the:-critical Cuban: sit.
_--:123,169. ‘payees: ‘bringing. final’ week" ;.-tion
uation:
Monday: (22) .niight-:-was:
"gate to'.a record 350,000 and: total.
7 “evidenced in. the _New. York._.
attendance past:the 9,600,000 mark: |:‘

Ticaa Hh}Misses,Della
HitsinIntegratedCocoa Beach

"may. get Maurice

‘lag Migsile Land USA to its boost-

Chevalier. ,.ers,

including. the Cocoa Beach:
| passing-‘National Nielsen “report.” . early'next year. Broadway. proChamber of Commerce, had an| which.. will-include-the. entire ’62-}. “ducer”
°
Alexander “H. -Cohen:” | other © interesting
week..
Some
- 1°63:schedule andthe one “which. has:
plans: bringing» the vet French
; things that. were scheduled to. hapovernig h t.-Nielsens,-. which: had: Madison. Ave: champing at the| entertainer to Broadway. in hiis * ” pen didn’t, some. things that: were
‘showed that 70.1 of the’ tv:‘gets bit. Pending’ its’ arrival the ,.coast- | one-man show for a four-week. | expected to. happen did not. occur,
were. tuned. An: for’ the

Prési-

| to-coast..‘Nielsens ‘ for. the . period |.

engagement beginning Jan. 22.

and

dential. message, which .”Tan: |. ending .Oct.. “7. have .now... been| - Avtheatre hasn't. been set. yet,
| postéd—reflecting- initial sampling }“but Cohen-says it'll most prob=.
from:7 to 7:30° p.m.
| of new: entries—and the significant.

something

happened

one .believed- could

that “no

happen here.

The Minuteman missile misfired.
ably. be the Palace.
causing great concern to those in‘news. of the season is that the com-| |
The: presentation, which will Jvolved:. and the Ranger. missile
. profitable; ‘in. a onetime. rin, dn
TV:
.
22.33. ‘and’ WABC-TV, 5:5. «fedy.. “shows, of: all ‘the ‘program. ““inelide songs: :and. -monologs,
firing to the moon. was .postponed
this ‘case, only six :months:
:
:
-ecategoriés; will. ‘make: it -big.:
for the second: time and finally got
‘There. are: Still: ‘bills: to -pay,: tax.
|. With the. initial Top: 10: National | ‘may -play.-some: out-of-town || off
on.its third try. Hurricane Ella
“+1. question’ to be::séttled witli ‘Uncle.
| Nielsens.Already: posted, ‘eight..of |:'.dates.. Musical: ‘accompaniment
“Sam: and'.a ‘few ‘lawsuits. to be. dethem are laugh shows; whether sit- |: will ‘he. provided. by: either a. | blew. out to sea at the last moment
giving all along the Florida coast,
- Cided. ‘Liquidation. of assets of.:the
" ;uation: comedy, straight comedy: or’::, trio- OF ‘quintet.
1 from Palm- Beach to Cape Cana4.of ‘the comedy-variety ‘format: Most
‘fair corporation already. “$s-int::mo-|.
-[veral, eause for great relief. And
tion: Amorig assets is the: monorail, |
| of :them: are. out: of. the “CBS. shop..
storm, -which , VARIETY
{ another
| ast-major trend :in-ty. were :the'|‘
which: ‘cost. ‘$4;200,000: to: install. i
Oct. 3: gave: credence for its poyw esterns; They" re Tow virtually |
Apostfair value. not: fixed):
tential danger, also blew ‘out ‘like
kaput.)
‘The fair owns: the- monorail, but-|| Ella, leaving in its not-to-be-re-.
-It ‘looks: like: the. ‘closest“approxi.
the: fair: or...its- successor’ - will: not} :
alized. wake only some high. wind
mation to’ a-smash -among. the new
take’ possession ‘until. next April. 21 |.‘which’ did. little damage. comparaentries: this season. is: ‘the Liicille:| '
under. the agreement.. with - Alweg |:.
:
tively speaking. --*Ine: Other “assets©‘include. «about
|;CNBC-TV: “in view of.the ‘critical Ball half-hour’ ‘Monday. night: show}_ -That ‘storm. was songstréss Della
$400,000. worth. 6f-equipment,. auch: international situation;”: has “post- ‘on -CBS.. - By: virtue: of: past per-|:
-docu-" ‘formance, -, this : ‘perhaps. ‘doesn’t:
. ‘poned-.. ~ its’ -eoritroversial
:Reese’s scheduled appearance. at
of. which. will ‘be.sold .at auction.
“The. “Tunnel,” dealing-|-,“come. as‘too great.. a surpise,. and ify}:
the Starlite Motel on the. Cocoa
/ The: : traditional: elements of” a r mentar y,
Beach nitery-motelery strip. _
. fair. —. ‘whether. world’s;. state. or. ‘with: the digging of a tunnel under’ its presént tenipo .is. maintained, it]_ “Beyond the “Fringe”. will ‘have |i.
’ What happened that no one: beSy county a ‘apparently .‘were’ those ‘the. ‘Berlin “wall. and Hts»“USS.”aby: will be. Lucy:. all ‘over again “as the.}
East: Germans, .
And looming ;“the: rare distinction of being in the; lieved ‘could happen. here, as a.re‘Nielsen’ Pacesetter:
“<fhat ‘paid: off at ‘the Seattle Expo.. “escaping
The NBC-TY: miove. canie ‘the: day-} -as.-the“‘sleeper’ of the.‘season is!: black:-when. it opens-on Broadway |sult’ of -Hurricane Della? Cocoa
To -itemize: food, rides; games, of. after: “President Kennedy: ’s address: “Bey erly: Hillbillies” on. CBS:.
“next. Saturday night: (27).-That ac- Beach ‘was integrated withott inchance and souvenirs.” “ite ithe |nation .on “the explosive | Meanwhile--the early ‘teaction: to |.complishment, particularly impres- {Sts Not only did Negroes enjoy
“Science: Show's... Lure.
Lf
|-Cuban ‘situation, “Web's: .postpone-|.
sive ‘in light of ‘existing economic Miss’ Reese’s. show in integrated
In.- Seattle,: in “keeping with the.‘ment of the telecast, slated for. Oct: ‘such.éntries: as the Jackie’ Gleason
“3.
‘tconditions in legit, reflects the [across the st but. ‘they “journeyed
times ‘and “the :Fair's” themé, :“It 131, also. came after. ‘pointed . State}
». (Continued on ‘page. 46)
‘bangup busingss- registered: by the! across the street. to the heretofore
seems ‘a -new- element. was added— ‘Department . criticism, *the: ‘theme
| British “revue® during: a six-and-a-|.
‘(Continued on page. 86)
“gcience—with ‘the: Federal ‘Science | of Which took: a dim‘ view -of :NBC-.|
half week warmup ‘period in ‘Wash-.
“Pavilion. racking up” the : biggest ;TV’s payment: to. three of.-the- tun-.
| ington, ‘Toronto..and Boston. ¢ attendance of any ‘single ‘attraction nel diggers, of the. ‘possibility : ‘of|
| “Fringe, ”. “produced: by: Alexan‘ on the -grounds, ‘more’ than :6,000,- reprisals in East-Germany. to- Tela<|¢
‘der -H; Cohen for his “Nine ochnk
000,, and. the: Space: Needle- ‘and: tives ‘or friends~ of.- escapeeés,. Of |
Theatre’ series, atthe Golden The-}
“Eye of the:Needle: restaurant, -both. “doing a show. -such as “The. Tunatre, N. Y., recovered: its: produc- :
‘private ‘oper ‘ations, paying off -tre- nel’. in, ‘light: of:the: “eritical .Berlin
“tion. Cost. ‘Of.around $62, 000 on the|
". mendously, ‘Both: will be - ‘around: situation.
|
“Washington, Oct, 23:
for years to come. Tvidications. are | “NBC-TV in HS" arinounéement: of. + Russians’ - have. yet to héar ‘the. tryout : tour. The: presentation, |
‘Las Vegas:: Oct. .23..
) (Continued. on-“page: 86). " :pestponément: ‘of “The “Tunnel”: “ound ‘of. ‘America’s: ‘Top -10. tunes.. Which... “has. ..a: -Capitalization °-of ;
a
. | telecast :made~a:point of .saying. ‘Under’ a deal ‘cooked up. by. WWDC- au ,000:and can. ‘break..even OR | “When: Dunes ‘prexy Major Rid{ale was asked by. Variety if hea
(Continued on:‘Page 86)
:-_ that. “at-no.time has the: State De- | Radio-and “Radio Moscow, theD.C.
-/ plans” to continue dropping -maney
: partment. asked NBC. -to. ‘refrain‘ station promised to. play :the-Top].
on patrons at each’ show a5. was
-| from: “broadcast. “of” “The ‘Funnel’? a0. Soviet «tunes: if. ‘the: Kremlin
done: at. last week’s preem of “Gotprogram. The: decision -:Of: tele- {
‘station. would, follow’ suit.
ita Get: To Vegas, * where $7.500 in
| casting .the ‘Show’ An Siew: of:the’
-"WWDC -says it has. kept its. end |rréal paper ills were
showered.
: og” ‘the. -hargain;. ‘but. charges ~ the: ;
“from. the. ceiling, he said.
. Russians with renesing on the deal.y ”
“Hollywo
ood: Oct. 93.
Broadway legit’. swing. to title . “We don't really know vet It’s’
:-The- ‘Washington
‘station . seit}
Sood idea: and when the word
_ “Edmund: .oG: (Paty
7 _Radio “Moscow 20° more _ tunes i dunes is --“continuing . with, -“Never|iagets
around: it will ely pack the
‘along ‘with a*letter to- Premier. Ni-| | Too: ‘Late.’ ~ Song, -written. by. Jerry’
race
with,former. ‘Vice: Domident(:
| Bock ‘and —Sheldon - ‘Harnick,. is | foom—however. it has its dtawkita:
Khruschehev;
‘saying:
it--has
: Richard::.
‘Nix
on
in.- Cali
forn
ia .|:
"]-gubernatorial sweepstakes
- to’
disPEsged -on’.the. Summer » ‘Arthur. i backs... .The’ people here at the first
“Darryl F; Zanuck-Seymour: Poe’ stopped -playing: Russian -‘tunes un-'|
Long. comedy: which opens at. New show didn’t: know anything. about |
f.tne- problems |-of- runaway” | tea is obviously working ‘towards til Reds, reverse their no ‘play: PolYork's Playhouse .Theatré Nov: 27. lthe real money: because the fiist
ee
fuction with “reps of Interna-- 2lst --Centiiny-Fox: Poe,. the ‘global:|.icy
The: eomedy: is. being directed by j.bills" to float down, were sfaze
WwWDC.
Has
beer:
wonitoring:
Rae
}
a tio fak Alliante“of: Theatrical Stage veep, ‘stated. “Monday - (22) that. the |
George |Abbott- who was. tied‘ avith ° money whieh adv ertised the shaw,
‘dio
Moscow
instead.
of
demanding
hE ployes, locals. and came out with company 15.“inimediately- ‘starting
| the ‘songwriting .team on the, legi- }:. “Then they notic ed the: real
;
Qs
. Statemeiit: ale! UE: get. more to: build-'‘a -corps: Of at Teast. 100: “on. site: inspections.
ae "|duners:. Fiorello’ and. “Tender- - “money ‘mixed Jn with the phoney,
“basin essere, I promise you". * | potential - yoling ?.executives : who | s
| Some -tingsiders leaned up ot: tha
— yjloin.”
‘Brown made ‘the assertion: while “Will - ‘represérit. ‘the. conipany's fu-}“Tonimy’ | "Valando'’s”’ -..Sunbeam .-staze just to grab a-counte of ‘dot~
Funereal
‘Humor:
>The. on
visiting set of -Billy. Wilder-Mirisch. ture -manpower ‘reservoir.
“1 Musie will. publi<h the: song. “Firstjlar bills—so this thing could: cause
Co.’s “Irma _La. Dotice”’ ‘last week,.- men, all:‘of. whom will be’ under 30). : Despite. the implicit horr. ors,ae disking: will: be by: Joe Quinjano a stampede. and it just wouldn't
wher ‘he promised, - “after the cam-. will serve "int: ‘various : ‘eapacities.| 7 American: humor was at: work.
| be dignified. We're Zoing to. try
on the Columbia label.’
paign ‘Tl sit down and work. with: throughout 20th’s- operations “as a: “vat press -tinie, One gaz, vis-a-.*:
‘Other Tegitets: with: title tures it for a few nichts and s08 what
-yout.to try, to work: ‘something. out: ‘sé¢ond line Jof: defense’ .with ‘aft |- vis. the neiy. world. peril,” is that:: _L SG, far. this. ‘season have been “Come” happens. arn
in Hollywood.”
eye tor -assuming tor. executive Ten] ..if: Darryl Zanuck ‘should fila
{On - Strong” -by. ‘Sammy Cahn and} “Riddle hinted that if. the nightly.
; He’: praised “producer: “Harold?i‘Sponsibilities ” in years to-comeé.’
: World, War: TIL, he. would call. : | Jimmy Vva Heusen and. “The ‘Fun. | windfalls continue, the atount inMir isch. . for. lensing. Parissset | While: a business Dacksiound |is’
| ‘Couple’
Albert-.: Hague” and volyed will be somewhat less than
“eTrma”. inHollywood.
a ‘|.
“(Continued on page: 24)
"The: Shoriest Day.
Arnold: B: Horwitt,
tthe first performance’ 3 $7,500.
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~ Black atPreem:
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Top10°Tune Swap

(Riddle. May EndVegas
Dunes’ $7,500 Giveaway
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Including ‘Variety's’ inNew Haven| |
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belaw is: an: excerpt fro
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tadk on

:
Boston,. ‘Oct: 23:
- Elvis’ "Presley: “may. go: down ‘in: - showbiz: history as -@ “before.”

_ “bécause a “before,” and not.to be conftised with a “cirea™, tabout);a

is

¢-——$

is-just what he- -represents. to. the: present, ¢rop. of. young: filmstars.-*
And=we -jhave ‘the:word of tall, ‘blonde, -sveltely slim;.95 -pounds,:

other tapics :‘of}'

theateieal interest recently active |
credit Boston by the. founder oft

the

Pheatre’ Guild.

uU GS

the

New

[SAN DRA DEE. GIVES. HIM. CREDIT].

LAMBS GAMBOL (APR. 6) |.

England

Theatre Con-

“TY don’t: remember before. Elvis. ‘Presley. ” _the: 20 ‘year old’ film
personality. who's now: in the. top 10, up: with Doris: Day and. ‘Rock ~~
«Hudson, .“pretty. good: company, * said in her ‘Boston. ‘Visit: at’ the.
‘Ritz. Tuesday: (10) to drum::up ‘some. excitement. for her new’ film,

Shewuan -of -the-year | John Wayne. is to be: guest of
Sere: nce’s
Guard to Latcrence. Lengner ‘for: honor at the annual: Lambs Club |.
set .for.. New: York's} :
‘sercice rendered to’ the American |igambol,
theatre.

” Lindau

& Crouse

were | Waldorf-Astoriia next .April .6. The | *

“If A. Man: Answers,” -diie‘at‘the Memorial .Nov. 21."
Boh
“Sinée: Elvis,” ‘said: the fornier model, “youth=—téenagers, if yOu

last year’s. recipi nts; Joshua Lo-* - 1963 outing will mark’ for: the sec= |
gan in 1960. Langucr stressed the|,ond year in a row the spotlighting: :

:

galue of erdics in helping guide | of a. :Hollywood,. rather’ than’ a} |
aud shape ax ont-of-toren break-in, Broadway, per sonality... The 1962 to
qricr
ta
Breadway.
Privately, | ‘facus was upon Fred Astiire.
7
Program note from the: -Lambs fVARIETY S° Haraid M.° Bone AS UN
fergertable te Langer uidividual. |cites” ‘Wayne as a “symbol. of. virile:
du au the Theatre Guild and all: masculinity.”
concerned -yenerally. because: the.! Grand ballroom: of ‘the. Waldorf’!
Haecn, nan

wis

alone

will, have. heen.given: a charice’ in. Pictures: Elvis. ‘was: the: br eak- ae
_- through.” gt
ag
te
:
woe
,
ni

|Newest LondonClubThePlayboy’
Features Gambling 20Miles:Out.

"DARRYL r ZANUCK

New

Dee, .. wife. of“ another- young. film recording’ ‘personality,

: -Bobby- Darin;.‘on ‘this matter:
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The accasion |

r P roduc! er of “THE. LONGEST DAY*,
inl was. chosen: because it was ‘felt the*
“In the. fin:al analysis,. the test. of |.

(hari proulig “Oklahoma” in fave” 400-seat Edwin Burke Memorial 'a Picture is yiublie.: neceptance. ty
of almost crerybody, else).
_— wouldn't be taree: enough... ins. hax-office.
fo
BY LAWRENCE

“London; Oct,, 23...

“The huge Ww orld wide ‘grosses for}

LANGN ER

FACESMURDER RAP...
«Guy With a Beef::
“IN YARBROUGH DEATH|
George Maharis |
SpingoldTheatre.
Of Brandeis At
Graduate Level
Danny Kaye Baton’s Nat’l I
Fine

iris: “LONGEST. DAY’. now ~ cone:
+ firm. the artistry, foresight ‘and pro~ diction Wiser rary. af the? redoubtable
Mr Li muck... |
x. ey am indeed: honored | to ‘be: feas |.

erities have. contributed to

ihe development of the theatre all

over the world, and nowhere is. this |.
more
true
than
in -the U nited |
States w here. brilliant nien. all .ov er.
the eountry have leavencd the thea- }

tue d.Ar bis glorionts: “film:

Hollywood; ‘Oct. 23:

—PAUL ANKAL -

Fim: prodiicer.- Trying . Allen’:‘ig’

head. of “a -syndicate.: which. has
‘launched - ‘London’s . newest night- :..
spot.-and gaming. casino, _known <as.
| the: Playboy, on: the Barnet “Bypass,
‘Lelose: to. the’ Elstree. film... studios‘.

Actor’ Robert Richards: is. sked- |"and some -20 miles from the heart.”

\ded.to be atraigned Nov.: 1. on a. ‘of town.? The-former Barn lub las-: *
eharge -of “having murdered: his ‘been remodelled ‘arid. refurbished
roommate, tv writer-producer-di-'; ‘to provide the amenities for.a ¢oun‘rector
‘James
Yarbrough.
“Yar-f
“wien you. realize: that only one or | angry young man’ fn. his’ two in-:
j try’. club. atmosphere . designed to
| brough died: Aug.: 31 after. having |‘satisfy | the. needs of. the: spending
ino out of -evéry 10 plays ‘they. ‘lerviews with Pitt tv colunmnists.|
been
rushed’
to
a.
hospital
from
public. .
CFTUCILe. are, orthw hile.
“While. talking with Win’ Fanning |
home. the pair shared, of what Dr.
One. unique: feature. of. the: new...
| would dike to tell xou people of the-Post-Gazette, he stated flat-7
|
Harold.
-Kade,
‘deputy’
county.
auenterprise is: that. it’s: -about..to go:'
in the neighborhaod of Boston that Fiy-.that
he owas. ‘through with }
topsy surgeon, described as “clog-- | publi. * “Allen, is-.offering.‘some. of
‘Continued on page 86),
“Route: 66”. and ‘that his future Jay|,
‘ging of:the breathing passage: with This ‘own’ stock, along .with ‘around.
in: feature films. He: said that theJ.
‘blood... ;
$300,000 -worth of loan: stock, -and’.
producers’ of the: series. were ‘un-- Riichards” ‘called ‘an. ambulance. the: offer will. bebasédon’ ‘the. exe".
reasonable in their attitude. to him]
‘|telling: police he had -found- ‘his. ‘pected. earnings|‘of -the club: -Jt’s : .
“By GUY: LIVINGSTON...
after. he- returned. ‘to’ work: “after.
friend. suffering from .an overdose: estimated. that” ‘close. - to.- “$700, 000:.
his ‘recent ‘attack ‘of hepatitis. He’|:
~Walthani, Mass., Oct:- 23. ‘|
| of -barbiturates. Coroner. Theodore \has been spent on: remodelling the *...
even ttold -Fanning that he was
A $2.500,000. gift iri memory of
-Curphy in a formal medical opin j..
Washington, Oct. 93.
: piven-. benzedrine: to
get
him pa:film: home.. office. :executive..will
a Continued on page. 86):
Danny. Kaye conducted the Na- ' through. a performance and. that.; ‘take form of a‘ “university theatre | ‘ion .-said:. that ..Yarbrough’s:: death |7
tional. Syvmphony last week to the ;he had’ to work -15 hours on his;of exceptional design, -a fluted, pie: ‘was -due: to an “overdose. ‘of ‘dniigs,
-but . Municipal * Judge. Ernestine
tune of $105,600. Tic kling. the Tibs-:. ‘tirst-day back to.‘Work. :
, Shaped structure with’ a. housing
Stahlhut. . ‘accepted . autopsy |surof. Washington's. high society, he:
He had inellowed’ a little ‘during:| sprouting. out’ of ‘its center. This|*geon's: ‘opinion: and. ordered’ Rich),
led the symphony with 24 batons his interview: With. Fred. Reming: |will be. the Arts Center at Brandeis|
ards: bound: over: for trial,
and as much informality..
-ton of the Préss -and hedged" ‘by University. in Waltham, .Mass.; un- |.
The performance. at Constitution ' Saying, “The-way.1 feel today, it's |derwritten = by “Mrs. -‘Frances -‘Spin- |
* “Orie: of. Lés. ‘Kranier’ Ss ‘sketches:
Hall, with a $25 topper. and the;“very doubtful that.I’l] be doing: the |gold, widow ‘of the late. Nate’. B..
{for the’: Instantaneous |‘Lambs. Club ~
‘ball at the Sheraton-Park: grossed!show-next ‘year, /1. have to. protect .Spingold, who was’ vice: president.|
1 Stock ” Co: ‘,. who usually ‘perform:
about $60.000 and $45,000, respec-. imy future. "FEI keep. going’ at the |and. director: of Columbia. Pictures}
-| the. blackouts that'-punctuate every:
tively, for National. Symphony's | present pace, I'm a- fool... Even. if'".Corp., and his estate. ‘Construction
Circus. Saints. & .Sinnets fete,:-was.:
Sustaining Fund.
-Kidding-on-the-square. It had. to-do .
| you: have. $4,000.000° in the. bank, ‘ will ‘start - in . the late spring. Nate |
Both events-were attended by:: YOu: can t buy another iiver. re
with ‘the court. ‘waiting . for’ Louis
3B, and- Frances: Spingold: Theatre|:
New. Frontiersmen
and Republi- |
Tr, Who ‘was._ yesterday’ s (Tues.).
_tArts Center, as-it will be. known,.|cans alike. Kaye ‘shared his table:
“Pwil ‘introduce fresh concepts- in |- The’ ‘Dorchester. Hotel (long: one. tall ‘guy,”": because’ he was: ‘busy *
with
Federal
‘Communications }‘U.S..Brit. Travel. Off. 1%Cs! performing, and teaehing °‘facilities. | of “London's top.-hotels,.with”. “al ' fa). making ..a: speech : elsewhere,
Commission. chairman ‘Newton | First Drop: in: 10:Years’, “as well .as theatrical architecture... strong ‘Yank: customer: pully’ is:.on aAb): ‘conferring. “with-/a -cliént {e)Minow..and columnist Art Buch- 1:
- Lendon,. “Oct. 23.
Designed -by.. Max Abramovitz, ‘the: market::: Several.offers: for the’:‘writing a. book. “"Ehat’s. just.-what
wald.
the - ‘ arehitect
for”: “Philharmonic. property’. have® ‘been’ ‘made. to’ the; .happened—Nizer had to .ask: poste Although
the.
£1,824,
000
visitors
;
‘Mrs: John F. Kennedy ‘Was, paHail: ‘in‘the new Linégoln: Center, current... owners. “-(the.. ‘MacAlpine } ponement. of. the: -Fruehauf. trial: in
to
the
U.K.
last
“year
‘repped
a
vise)
froness for the -ball but neither:
family, who. built ‘the. hostélry. iy ‘order not to. ‘disappoint ‘the SRO ~
" (Continued :‘on. page..86).
she nor the President was present. -of 9°@ in. tourist. traffic, the total
1928): and: although ‘there. are. twa’ 1.200 ‘attendees (at $10. a head) at
number.
of.
visitors.
‘from
.
the.
US.
I.
‘Their bex at Constitution hall’ was }
1 bids’ for: the: property: from: “Anieri- |‘the: Waldorf-Astoria. 7
suld to Mr. and Mrs, Her bert May.; fell by 1°? to 424, 000. This is: the?
_ cans, “understanding is that. the new
Amidst. the ribaldry and. cribbing,
first dr ‘op.in cross-Atlantic¢. visitors:
owners, when: chosen, will be Brit-{the literateness -of. the ‘afternoon, ©...
|to: this country. in more than. 10 |:
MORRIS! BR USSELS SPROUT
‘ish:” This -for ‘sentimental. reasons: -on’ the: heels--of :the. historic JFK-:: °
} years, says the ‘annual -report.of the
London: hotel-men. fear’ that there speech: : tbe . night. before, |- was”
_
Paris, Oct. -23.
i British “Travel. & Holida
Asso i-]
Stephen: Morris, longtime
asmay. be. some other -top: hotels |' capped. “by ““roastmaster”. :- Tex
sistant ‘to. Dauglas Schneider, US..
changing ‘hands ‘soon because _of: O'Rourke who, im.turn: was. ‘topped
Cultural chief here. has been pro- ;spent: a ‘total of pats
74, 000. 000. fn:
he! the’‘Rariiat-Gan Chaniber Orchestra alleged. “over-building. * The ‘Hil-: by’ ‘thé. honored-guest.
moted, effective immediately, ‘tak- jULK.. during 1961, a hike ‘of. more |has been, notified by. Israeli author- tons, the- Knotts, the Hotel Corp. i Nizer, who needs no faither tes- -": 7
ing over. the No..1 culture post. in i than $47,500,000.. Discussing: ‘the |ities | ‘that he’ must. cancél. six ‘con- ‘of: America: have moved into -.the; timonials to his oratory: asain after-"-.
‘tre with -the. knowledge and the
Pittsburgh, Oct. 23.
enthusiasm
which they : bring -‘tot
George Maharis, in town. for;
their’ work. ‘This is: not So edsy Uyécord
promotion, wWwas*. 2 very t

Symph to $105,000 Tune:

LouisNizer’s Impact:Me. .
Saints &Sinners Fete

Report
ortLondon's5 |
Dorch’ forSale!

eee
+

" ation: ‘

IsraelGovt,Frown K0’s
- OrchSss GermanBookings

iraieg

.Patis, Oct. 24.

t fall in ‘American tourists, the re-{ certs ‘scheduled. for the’ group ..in London. ,
picture. of : late. and. this.
|dinner. -speaker_ or persuasiveness. *

Brussells,

Morris, 4 friend. of. any: in ' port | ‘notes that. total. Y ank spend: | West .Germany. during -November. London hotelmen fear, may. lead.‘to.in-a court, left a:profound impres-..~
shaw biz, is a brother. of “New | ing. on travel last: year was- higher: ! The’ orchestra’s’ schedule~ ealls -for. -a “price ‘war.
‘Sion,: Without being..too esoteric,
Yark’s Newbold Morris, politico- than in-the previous “year-—-but. not :tabout :20. ‘performances, in France;
The: Dorchester‘: price, it. is“une; this was.also. a- quasi-significant .
oc
Italy’
and.
Austria’
i
Sw
itzerland,
:
(Continiued |
on. page. 24)"
, (Continued. on’ Page: 2a)
Eocialite w ith many show biz. ties. ‘in Europe. poe
iSwhich, - ‘apparently, ‘are “okay. ‘als J
though, ‘says the imp, if: he cannot.
4h find. substitute dates for the -Ger’
lf}
man visit; the. entire six-week tour | -

»

[imay-. be.’ endangered::

Meantime.

ithe. orchestra: Which. had previously. ‘okayéd the: full: scheduled: with- L
jout,.Japparently, consulting: ‘its. gov-.
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aI i7eyLewisSneersatSoph
‘Poea
is
- Though. 20th-Fox: ‘global. sales. veep. ‘Seymour Poe is sympa thetle

tcates’;

esFimIndustryGone‘Adult As
+ OWED TRADE) Sees
icof a Family Media

oT principle”. to. thé ‘United Artists Premiere. Showcase. plan.of day: °
dating Broadway -firstruns with up to. 14 or. 15, other theatres _
-throughout -the’ N...Y.. metropolitan’ area, he: hasin’€. yet. made: any,”
firm decision to send, 20th: ‘product out this way..
“e.
“The. exee says: he: ds. “very strongly inclined” towards thé ‘show-"
By VIN CENT CANBY.
‘Case. idea,: ‘believing -that. “by. making. firstrun.-“A” pix--available |.
. It's: bad: enough: to lose. potential |
whére: the public: Gan: most easily see ‘them, exhibs a3. well ‘as: dis‘By DALE OLSON
tribs. and,producers thereby. gain. revenue: not: being: earned ‘other- 1adult ‘theatre’ patronage ..to television, but to-give up kid patron-"
Hollywood, .Oct.. 23.
wise.
“Sophisticate, ” according to Web-_ However;: ‘he belleves. that: the ideal’? showcase’ ‘situation would: : -age; too;. may. ‘well. eventually ‘be.
‘ster, means ‘‘to deprive of genuine‘be forthe big--Loew’s ard RKO circuits to: participate (which they’ | fatal; says ‘distributor-exhib Walter .
-nes&, or simplicity; to. disillusion;
are’ hot now: doing with ‘the ‘UA plan);-thus' making. available big: ‘| Reade: Jr., whose. Continental -Dis-|
-key houses.’ ‘throughout. ‘the city. which-would contribute to.themaxi-~ :-|-tributing. is: :eurrently. lining. ‘up.|.“Madisonvillé, Tex., Oct..23. | to make worldly-wise.”. According:
: many ‘success: of -the:‘day-dating procedure.
Lo
oye, - :| buyers: ‘for: what’ is. “probably the Lloyd Stone: has opened his new ™to Jerry.’ Lewis. there are only.
=s |:only -kiddie-oriented. series. of the- Pam Theatre: ‘here... He .turned: to” about 20 “sophisticates” in the
“."| atgieal: ‘pix -om:the. U.S: :market, exhibition: fellowiing: the: loss. of his ‘world. and “I don’t make pictures
“| .today.” That’s:. the. ‘Children's: ‘Ad- eyesight: The theatre- is- named ‘for: them.” -Comedian-producer-di-.
rector-writer virtually closed the
| ventures Seriés,-feature ©films. and. .after”“his séeing eye dog.
. | serials “made. originally -in: Great:|: “His. mother will assist in.the op- set.of his current Paramount pro-.
Britain by. the. Children’s” Eilm eration of ‘the Pam; ‘Arch Bordman: duction “The: Nutty Professor” for
two ‘hours to. tell ‘Variety exactly
Foundation.
will, Ao, the.
"buying. and booking.
-who he-does make pictures for and
Poe: Also Designates “Andre Levy as Continental | --Reade,. in. “his” ‘tole- as exhib..|:
|awhy and also to reveal a number
imported. :‘one ‘series “of |:
_ Pommtrollet — No:» Foreign:Sales. Chief. Yet Found,eight
: ‘originally:
lof the motivations
of his work.
-features,. plus. an eight- ‘chap:
which have resulted ina record of
ter. serial,-to, hypa. biz. ‘at:“his own.
27 winners and no losers. ‘Pro-:
theatres and to: ‘provide’ ‘suitable |.
David: ‘Raphel:“Wwho® ‘has: hela a.
| fessor” is hopefully his 28th,
amaterial ‘for kiddie shows;-in.short
|
- “gariety of -posts. with. 20th- Fox in
Essentially, it's a question. of..
‘\ supply. ‘this. side. ever .:since the |:

BLIND,TURNSEXHIB
WITH MOTHER’S HELP

David Raphel's$New
Newri

|[rRuceDRER’S:SON
_ IN‘ALL WAY HOME

Europe, -most.. recently - as -home-.
Office |rep. for -continental: “Europe, _. a.
“is being tiamed ‘to’ the. wewly -cre=|.

.ah.
egreeme

“AKnoxville, Tern, :Oct.: “23. -

!Par’§Coinh

demise
“ASsn.-

:|Brouston Circus

of: the.’ “Motion: : -Picture
Children’S|.
of - America’s,

| merchandising.
activity: in which
Lewis is. actively inyolved by. per} Sonal: tieups that use. his image in
every. conceivable. product aimed

- Film With Wayne

.
ated position -of continental -divt-|:. ‘Michael ‘Kearney;. “7-year-old. ‘gon: ‘Film Library...
-The experimént. “went over.: so
‘to sell his films.’ However, the per".. sion manager. -The action. is one of. of a Verona; N.F truckdriyer-. has |
former feels. it goes beyond that,
. the :-first-“results “of.” worldwide: ‘been©‘chosen - to play. the ‘role of well. that:‘-he |subsequently. -“eon- |:
‘tracted.
‘to.
distribute’
‘two...
‘of.
‘the
jto. a point. of: ‘merchandising for
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i. Zanuck. told the press that; as he: | lieves: there is avast audience: for | “Additional illumination on.: Ale.
indicated. “by. lied... Artists“ deficit: for. the. ‘year;
-| sees it, hé has: “two: or thrée-years: it. in the US—as
; of work ahead of ‘me,”--though |‘he Peale’s : ‘own - "popularity. as:. an: piéviously. reported.’ is ‘contained.
“neither intends. to. be a: permanent. :author | “and “public--. speaker—. ‘yin ‘the: company’s proxy: statement.
!-pr esident:. or. a. ‘per manent |fixture. though -‘selling ’ the: “picture: abroad to: shareholders: in: connection with.
{+may be-.a-somewhat knottier. prob- the annual meeting slated, for Nov.
| as- a president: .
[o ‘Then. he added: “After all, I may Tem. The’ idea will be. ‘to’ budget’ }14:.on the. Coast.:
; change |my. “mind...
. ev ery. urie. the =- picture. (at: ‘approximately 1 --Noted in ‘the course. cof ‘the cure:
|
Says-they do not-w ant to run. again, $1, 000, 000) so that -it-.can - recoup rent
fiséal ;year. is:‘that the company
. fin ‘the State-side’ ‘market *alone. if borrowed. a total of. $150.000 from.
and: they. al ays do.”
2)
need. be. He “certainly: is “not, go- -threé. of its. executives, : including.

Bill ‘Asher:

oS

.. Steve. Cochran #

| Beb

Fellows

Larry ‘Finley.

: “Peale; * which’ is’ “to. £0 jnte |.- .

|
tion:this winter, will be ‘the: |<
>| produc
“| first picture’ under a three-pic déal |--:

ra

.

| the

1, Wolfe Gilbert

a

‘Samuel Goldwyn

agent or nearest’ TWA office can give :you ‘other good
reasons for flying TWA to Europe and beyond:
:
Nationwide Worldwide
Cepend.on

fue

"Europe talU.
s
s

no Shirley Knight
-- William Lanteau:.
. Jerry: K. Levine

. Sydnéy. Grace~

- “Marcello. Mastroianni

May Fair Hotel
‘BERKELEY ‘SQUARE, ‘LONDON, |WAL,
-Res.:: Cable ‘Collect=—Mayfairtel,

,

tondon or..Your Travel Asent

. JS: J. Perelman.
ay

George ‘Ross:

=

Sam Schneider
‘Brian Sendall”

NATIONWIDE. « OVERSEAS

“MIA. STEAMER—RAIL—

| a Leonar d Sillman|

Py Peter: Ustiriov ‘|: wJérome. Whyte.
e
‘Darryl F. ‘Zanuck:4

Leese
|

SHIP
YOUR.CAR’
“AT LOW RATES |. |

‘|: 'W. David. Savoy

:

ee

Phe |Finest.Address *

An London ~

*.

a a Betty. Madigan..

Jules, W eill
“Mort Werner
_
Max: E.NYE

‘WH Fowler.}
Joseph |E: Levine

=——

}
Anatole. Litvak”
“..° Frederick Loewe ._

“Larry Storeh
Dick.Van Hessen

Mark Rydell

' ‘Michael Stern--

Hs oe Bobby Vee?

“Bernard Hollowood
Peter. Katz -

{. .James Stewart

‘Ann-Mar fret -

* Gerard Oury.:

-. Mo Rothman’

-.. Kenneth S. Giniger

™:

Dave Chaven.

[. -D: “Jorges. Gerséneé.
‘Max Laemmle ° ~

Harold: Davidson
James. Gilbert”

Jerry Paris’ .
toy Rowland
. Sol. €: Siegel.

—_

| Michele Morgan -

‘Aléxander. H, Cohen

Mike Kellin

U.S.to Europe
‘Sanford: Abrahams:

7 Richard. Davis .:°
.-Diek Doerschuk:”

Donald Albery.
“Franz: ‘Allers
Louis Brandt..
a _. Péter. ‘Bridge:

“L.. “Henry "Jaffe

Delbert Mann

Producer has — swith -“United 7

Artists...

| “Billy. Gordon:

__ Stacy. “Graham...
John. Hopkins —
Marty Ingels’:
Glynis Johns

ee
|

;ing to: ‘sensationalize’’: an -ad:cam-._
| prexy” Steve-. Broidy:.- Each loan
| paign for it, which wouldn't. attract:.
bears. a. yearly. interest’ Tate: of. 82%;
4.the, “pseudo-sophisticates”
any-|
“(Continued on.L.Bage: 22).:
way..-

~ .

::_ Paul Davis. --.

the most: popular cities-abroad. TWA. also ‘has. direct jets...
from San Francisco; Los: Angeles: anid Chicago to London,,
Paris’ and Rome.-Even if TWA didr’t’ fly direct, people :
would still prefer FWA for Roy:al Ambassador FirstClass
service that treats you like a royaalambassador. Your travel.’

a

In: his’ recent press |‘conférénce . ‘Collegiate: ‘Church;
-Manhattan)
here, “20th- Fox . prexy: Darryl: F. whose “‘Power of Positive’ Think-.,
:Zanuck --Bave his - first: indication ing”. and’ other’ books are among |.
‘that he’ may well be “staying. on in | the: all-time U.S...-bestsellers::
|
:his :present” post’ ‘for something | How ‘does -he think: such-an nine .

Bt Boone

Whe doesn't? Flyiing:direct’ saves: time, and TWA flies
direct (no change. of plane) |from: New York to.tw elve-of©

star- in:
. the’

London, “Oct. 235" ‘|:metaphysical . clergyman. “(Marble |.

ZL. A, to N.
Y,

Hy

“ton and’ “Ava,Gardner

Peale -‘Story, ”

“film bio of. the Protestant psvehond; film. °

.
¢| [DRIVEAWAY7
“AGENTS. "iN PRINCIPAL-CITIES GF U.S.A.

“TIHNTERSTATE AUTO- ‘SHIPPERS, ING.|
*;
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‘Amusements Fared Okayat87th|AAGKIAIL
ILDETAILSUnafraidofKenya’SIndependence,

= ISOECTESRoss
® toProduce ‘Mister Moses’ There

By.LES. CARPENTER:

:
“Washington, Out “93.
‘These’. arethe: ‘days when ‘Republicans and “Démocrats: “everywhere.
‘are in a fierce. argument: over the accomplishments .(or:lack of them) |
o of:the recently” adjourned 87th -session-of: Congress. :
°

- But :as. ‘far ‘as- show..biz issues are ‘eoncerned; when: they’are
isolated es

‘*

A Hollywood.Festival:

_ By JACK PITMAN -:

Le

~and: looked at:-alone,, it’ was: an:eventful :‘session:
Tits: “consent decree: ‘official: ast’
“ “Here are’ ‘the: “highlights: -of- the 1962 -Session a
- activity,“of”major, week. (18), with °-Signature ‘by “the |.
| Federal .-Court™ im. - Los. ‘Angeles, {
“interest ‘to: the:entertainment ‘industry:

Hollyw ood, Oct. 23..

Film’ colony. here which. has

until. now.” resisted... ‘a. film
T°. festival for: the: U.S..and failed.
UH F- Television”.
| Anierica furnished: -some:- “added | ‘to. ‘cooperate ,‘with ‘the one. in
San Francisco. will-.as of 1963
UTE” ‘televigion” “alivays av -phiegmatic weakling: got. as
= gtift.dose clarification: Of: . functions: : Within‘Of B-12 with: enactment of the: all-channel ‘bill: Subsequent ‘action by the regrouped MGA. ‘family . ‘that:|- haye’ an: international fete here.
in Hollywood. ‘Screen ~Pro-- the: “Federal Communications - Commission‘ ‘set - the. stage.-for. the. 1965: now. embraces - Revue. ‘Productions,
: “line of .réceivers -and.: all” of. ‘them, ‘manufactured - thereafter” to: ‘be Universal® Pictures - -and: Decca.ducers” Guild -will.: be. the
“c auspices.. -Co-chairmien:’ ning
- equipped to receive allUHE as well: ‘ass VHF chanhels. :
ny
,
|-:
tty
Records... (Not to mention ColumSavings. .& .Loan* in Colorado.) | it up.are’.Walter’ Mirisch and
7
7
Copyright -Interim. 2.0
2
Be- ‘bia
.
: To the big question’ of ‘film ;ac- . John. Houseman.
recy a new .
“Taw.‘freezés: copyrights slated. for final expiration’ of ort
“ SPG. has ‘approactied :State™
tivity, ‘responsibilities . are .. un- |.
after - Sépt. 19 ‘until. Dec: -B1, 1965. This is. designed: to- protect* works:
changed—all theatrical: screen: pro- :™ Dept. ‘for’ its. and. U-S. Informa- “which would ‘otherwise. 20" into public domain. until Congress has. time.| duction
continues . vat - ‘Universal | Se tion. Agency's. aid.”
to overhaul the out of. date copyright act." The: ‘Sept: 19 date is:‘theay : ‘under studio: head ‘Edward Muhl,.President: Kennedy: signed the’ stopgap. extension into.Aaw.:.
2jand. vidfilm remains: the’: exclusive

“usual: ‘reticent : Music . -Corp.: OF

a

Communications “Satellites

bes

fsphere of Revue: under. Prexy. Taft.

ke

Disk. Theft of Crime % :

:

of three features

Frank

will produve
for | United
-| Artists is - “Mister Moses,”’ a Max
in present-day
‘Catto
novel set
1 Africa. This’ has to do with an ad-

“tventurer who ‘finds himself -respon-:
| sible for moving a.native tribe out.

of the path af adam which is being

‘| constructed.. That is scheduled

production

for

next fall in Kenya.

.. When interviewed. in New York.
\last’ week, Ross was just off the
plane from a tour of Fast and
South Africa in search of “Moses”
locatioris.. Despite reports to the
contrary, he found Keny‘a the ideal
spot. in all respects and: will shoot

there:

The

tales,

spread

by

the

| likes of Robert’ Ruark (“Something
| of. Value.” “Uhuru”):to the effect

Dept.ofhustice
EyesFilms & TV;

“tt ‘stirred. considerable . controversy, in. the. Senate: but? Congress Schreiber.
The ‘further word: “as.“Ggsuied:. inf
‘finally passed, a law to ‘create a combination: public-pr ivate’ corporation.
-to-own,. ‘manage - and. operate “communications. ‘satellites. «Ht: will “set: at Néw York: by” MCA: -vicechairman|{machinery: -in motion’ for: global: television -and other: Fevolutionary | (and. U-Deeca: prez) Milton R.. RackJ mii,.- is that. feature. production: is
_ Concepts ‘in, communication,
Lexpected | to “increase, “but. always f-

Second

Ross:

‘that chaos will follow. Kenya’s in{dependence from the British next
year,

are

-exaggerated

and ‘little.

sort of: slanderous, Ross feels. There
‘is, he thinks, a genuine fear- and
concern among the wealthier white

MCA Phase Finis

residents of Kenya who are going
.| to lose. their .most-favored position
{Via independence, and they: ‘have
been Tesponsible for many of the
“Hollywood; Oct. 93.
;
‘Probe of. AGVA
oe
“|. previous Operational. philosophy. atl ‘Concurrent ‘investigations. into a terrifying. predictions. His on-the_—Séveral. ‘weeks: of ‘hearings’ ‘before’ the: Senate -Permanent. ‘Invesii- Universal -under his-. leadership. [number of ‘phases’of the motion spot tour convinced Ross that the
gating. Subcommittee, -.headed: ‘by. ‘Sen: John. L...MeClellan-(D- -Ark:);,| ‘Credo ‘is not. to be ‘tampered. ‘with.: picture -and television.‘industries. transition of ‘power will ‘be: order“ spotlighted. nationally -questionable- ‘conduct: by: some: of the higher |: Exec. orated that “this is the. be- are: being .écndueted, on the q.t. by ly, andthat, in fact, the: new gov-officers. of. thé Ameri ican Guild of. Variety Artists: “The. ‘subcomniittee- ‘ginning of:.a new era ‘in, the enter- ‘the:-Dept.: of :Justice’s: Anti-Trust ernment. will: go out of its. way to
Ordinarily. ‘division, it: was-learned here fol- cooperate on his venture.
ordered the union-to. “clean: ‘up or‘face: ‘the. consequences."2 AS number: -tainment ° business.”
“Mister Moses,”
he says,
Is.
(that’s ‘ornamental - palaver, but: on. lowing the. discharge. ‘of the special
of steps have.already: been taken.- a
strictly an ~:adventure -story and
_
Expense Accounts, «3
ha | this ‘oécasion’ not. to be discounted: Federal Grand ©Jury ©-impaneled will
make no attempt to ‘comment.
The: 1962,‘tax’“Dill: at’ one point thréatened to clamp down:“geray: Partly: ‘because of--MCA’s” ‘bluechip last": ‘Nov: 20-to. hear. evidence in
the
emergence .of- modern
.theMusic- Corp. ‘of America case,
on expense. account deductions,: a.step which would. have been harmful status.” with: ‘its . Teputation for “a.
Grand. jury, ..discharged: ‘by Fed- Africa ‘and its- manifold problems.
. economically.. throughout .the. ‘entertainment .. indusiry. But: -as:: finally: | “Midas ‘touch,.. but partly.also | be-"
!eause of. other: ‘upbeat :indicators :
in eral: Judge. Harry -C. “Westover on Ross gives the. impression that he
-enacted,. the new Jaw. maintains the. Old status’ quo in. expense: accounts :
| reeommendation. ‘of. the US. At- thinks. it would be presumptuous.
(Continued: ‘on Page 22).
for ‘tax.purposes. ‘The: law does ‘put-’a ‘fresh: ‘bite on performers and” 7
“+ttorney's. office; ‘returned’ a “no for him to try and make such a
others: ‘who. take up foreign’: regidences._ to. ‘escape U.S... taxes.: But no |.
4true bill,”’:meaning -the jury found comment. Which is not to say that
move was taken. with ‘a -materijai effect: ‘on’runaway | Biabtices in. films |
‘| no “grounds for. criminal prosecu- “Moses” will be patronizing or pro“and. ‘other industries.
longing the myth of the “funny
Hon, against. MCA.
No Blieioses: for:‘Dit.
“It's understood some of. the in: looking black people,” he says. The
can’ anti-obscenity. law: affecting the. ‘District - of: Cohimbia: Which vestigations. may dwarf the MCA
heritage .and dignity. of the native
oo Seasily. ‘could. have: brought -‘film: ‘censorship: here (it ‘exists. in: ‘Bott|_
{case in.‘importance, MCA-USS.: dis- tribe ‘depicted in the film will be“bordering: states, . Maryland” and - Virginia). was vétoed’ -by President a
pute: was: resolved with ‘a. consent: shown. with compassion and under‘Kennedy: :‘Broadcasters. in’ ‘Washington. also feared it would result int
| decree: last. Thursday ‘in Federal standing.-To make sure of this, he-~.
. Knoxville, Tenn:, Oct.. 23.
- censorship. of radio. and tv ‘programs.-:
Coirrt..
-showed. his script to reps of the
assignments | for. ‘thes. Final. chapter. to ‘the MCA case now independent Tanganyika’ gov-[ ‘Standin
_.
Jukebox Disiippointment a
:
-was
‘written:
on:
Friday,.
-when.
on.a
stars
‘inthe
Paramount”
pix
|
“AIL
ernment and:‘received ‘their- ap-.
ve BEtérts. failed: again. ‘to’ enact a jukebox: bill ‘Pepéalifig: the. 1909 |
- ‘exeniption of ‘coin. operated. machines ‘from: ‘the payment: of perform- |‘The Way ‘Home’"’-are proving . un- 1 motion: by |Chief Asst; U.S. Attor- proval.
ney
James’:
Moriarty;
Sudge
West-.
‘popular’
with
local:
:péople:::
Threesence royalties: ‘Rep:: Emmanuel Celter-“(D-N. Y:): had: fashioned ‘a’ coni-"
Ross- ‘plans ‘to shoot “Moses” in
a Promise |bill which appeared, to’ have a chance, “but.Atwas lost An:‘the Knoxvillians were hired last week: over: discharged the juroi's. -Pre- Kenya in ‘its entirety, whith will
for: stand-in jobs: :In. eight days all. ‘viously,:. Moriarty:. and: ‘Leonard be his first experience in doing a
“lof them: quit the’ production. whic -Posner,. : Anti-Trust: division . attorh
film ‘abroad, though he did some

{consistent :with. boxoffice. values. |:

Disk: counterfeiting became - a- crime,: subject- to a: one: Year prison: Rackmil’ Ss statement: that, we're.|.
term. .6r a $1 000 fine. or.
r both. under a. Jongsought. bill’which Was. voted") not: interested: in- quantity” for: ‘its:|
_ Anto.Taw
{own ‘sake”’: ‘serves. to. reaffirm the.|':

: Knoxville toHollywood:

_Stand-In You Can: Have;
3 Walk on Paramount

2

oa
Re’ Sex-and-F jalence:
“ney: who ‘handled’ the MCA case,
tis being filmed. here.
for
‘Kings
-Go
~ Dodd-gooders- continued: ‘the. probe of the. harmful ‘effect: of ty sex! Former ..U..-of -Tennessee baskét=- ‘both: had. lauded*the jury highly location work
_:and violeri¢e. programs ‘on. juves: ‘It, was. a public. relations-‘black: eye. ball. -eoach,: John. ‘Sines, booked. as for its: work, :and. Judge’ Westover. Forth” ‘in the south of France. As
“for -tv: networks. <A™ ‘report. ‘on the findings ‘of. the: Senate- ‘subcommittee: stand-in for ‘Star. “Robert Preston, | joined ‘in; the’ chorus of praise to:| yet, He hasn’t lined. up top names.
: for either “Peale” or ‘‘Moses.”
under ‘the chairmanship: 6f-Sen, Thomas. Dodd .(D- Conn.). will -be:issued|
—.
| was: the. firstto: resign.” “Any ape the jurors.
X
Jater this fall: and itis certain, to bring. a pile. of:‘unfavorable. ‘clippings
SS j could do that job... I- just: couldn't |. ‘The: ‘Government : attorneys. said |:
into: netw ork offices. |
“| afford -‘to stay .there for- $79. 2 ‘this.. ‘grand .‘jury. -had: worked an}:
average of -four.‘days- a week, -as
Lo
*Cuiltiaral: Subsidy.
~week,””: Sines said:
. For she:fest’tinie -ever, a.bill’ to subsidize. ‘the. performing. ‘arts: Mrs. Eatl-T.. Henry, local. ‘house>. compared |to grand ‘juries working
- was- approved. by. a Senate.committee, although it: died without. further |:W rife; was. stand-in. for actress. Jéan- one: day: a week in a:“recent N.Y: }.
.‘Congressional action; The measure -by:-Sen,. Jacob ‘Javits =-(R-N.Y.) Simmons. .'Told. she’ Would -have- fo: ease. . Said-- Posner: “This is the|“would ‘authorize: a $10,000,000 :annual federal. dole:to. eultural Pursuits..4)work. Saturday, “the: day-- of ° the. finest. grand. jury I've ever. worked |
‘Alabama-Teénnessee: football.‘game, i:“with.” He ‘told the court “‘after-a:
oe
‘Bob Hope, FEorever!
t review of the. évidence, ‘they have
Detroit, Oct. 23.
ee
- -=LCongiess :again’ “voted” to confer: its’ highest honor, a. Special ‘gold’!Isshe- Save. up her job--.:
“A third ~“stand-in ° was yourig. ‘reached. the: stage: where’ they feel! - “Downtown Cass Theatre, ‘operat-.
meédal.. on. Bob Hope;- but:“again ‘adjourned: without: providing the. $2.500 : Michael. Dennard, .a.. five-veat-old,. ‘they. nd: ‘Tonger |have” matters to ‘fed as-a legit ‘house since it was
. “appropriation. to- finance ‘the medal.: The, money ‘is’ a. ginech ‘td. ‘be.ap-.1.
who: was. working.as a replacément | pursue.”
opened in ‘1926, will be converted
ad, proved early: next year, how ever..
.|for child discovery: Michael Kear-: | “After: ‘dismissal of:‘the jury, Pos- |
:into.an all purpose film theatre at
ney: . His . parents © ‘gave. ‘the Tong ;-ner said: the. grand jury felt -satis-. t:a cost of about $250,000. per Shel| hours. as. ‘the reason: for, his’ de-: fied: that: the. U:S.-MCA |consent |
{don. Smerling, prexy of Beacon En‘decree “‘had. achieved the purposes i erprises Inc. It will be renanied
= parture..
Discharge:“The Summit.
“Replacéments were: readily. av“ail |of «the°investigation.”
I-able on. the-local‘scene,. Filming of. -of the |jury. eliminates:..the -Jasti
possible | Purchase price of the 1 482-seat
the” picture, “based :-on the novel ‘dangling — thread—any
{ house. until now owned ‘by the es‘“A-: Death” ‘in’ the -Family,”- ‘is: "OX-- “eriminal | prosecution. ‘of, MCA,
tate of ‘the late ‘Edward. D. Stair.
pected
to..be:completed in’ ‘the. ule _(Contimed on “page. 22)
“was. not ‘disclosed. by Smerling.
Knoxv ilTe | ‘area: * by: October.’ 28.
::'
"Washington, Oct. 23. }the ‘untramméled: “authority. physt||Also. he ‘would not state what proDavid.
‘Susskind,
who.
is
producing}
°
MILT:
LEVINS.
SCRAMS
TRADE
President. ‘Kennedy. has °sided: “cally to’ disrupt. cand - close’ ‘down:
4 Jection. equipment would he. inWith: the Motion Picture “Assn.- of |any..- Newspaper, “broadcasting” sta-.! the. motion.” picture -“with | Para |
‘ stalled..
; mount, is.incharge: of: direction:
|
tour
‘We
eKs-a
as’
Par:
Booker
Enough
_ America®: arid the . American. ‘Civil |tion. motion” ‘picture. or.live’ theiS Smerliiig operates the Music Hall:
;
For:
‘Salesman
°
“Liberties “Union. and .vetoed. a atre.”ire
iF
i here; the Boston. Theatre in Boston,
Strong. District: of Columbia cen-. Phe! Président, said: the:“196E*Sia-|=
-ATbany: Oct... 23.- ithe Claridge in. Montelair. N.J., Im-.
wv.
| Watcher
~.,OrShip bill. |
| preme:: ‘Court. decision in Marcus;
NGlt Levins ‘stay: with Paramount: perial ‘in Montreal. and. Orpheunt: in
“While
the. bill “was. ‘basieally |-¥s, Search Warrant -‘seems. clearly: iat
: ;as ‘booker: after :-being.called off: the ; San. Franéisco.’ Each of these theaimed’ ‘at-obscene.. literature sold in® ito. make thé ‘search: ‘and. Seizure | ;
j ulesArcher ~
;road, lasted onty- four weeks.. He? t atres- show: ‘Cinerama attractions..
oe D.C.) i€ carried. provisions: for. po- [provisions of this: bill: uriconstitu- |
ale
resigned” effective: :Friday :(19), to! The Summit probably will have
Hice..to close..theatres for.'a_ year’! ‘tional’: 0
waxes lachrymore In.
join a. paint.: and. wallpaper .con- ‘about 1:200 seats when remodcling
and -..seizé- projection’ equipment. ; Kennedy’ “proposed: .“the next a
tttracting. company “in: Fairfax, Va, ‘is: complcted, No-opening date has
and. -obseene- ‘films. °
“Congress: write “a- ‘censorship: =bill ¢
A Bad: ‘Case: of.
The Summit will be
_A: Paramount, ’salesman. “48 been set.
“In- ‘his - veto: “message ::“Kennedy: for: ‘D.C. ‘to’ “obtain ‘an enforceable |]
|-months—beforé, that position. Was: ‘under the supervision of Frank
said ~*‘gravé~ “constitutional: . “and ?law Which. WHlL-achieve the w orthy: |
Heimuweh.
. eliminated—Levins
had been’ ‘jin. Upton. Eastern Division manasser
other: ‘considerations’” "compelled: : objectiy es w me prompted, the.Dill oy
oe * oe He
“motion picture trade.for. 15 years. for’ Cindedome Theatres, Inc. a.
him :to-‘nix .the bill...
- before - me.”
He. came. .to Albany. .w ith “Warner !| division . of Beacon Enterprises.
‘Congress, which. is {he only Fayjot.
“one. of the: many Eatisrtal-Features’ | Bros., from.. Jacksonville, ‘Fla:; as. t ‘No stage. productions had been
Making ‘body. -for.. the’ Distriet,.
1 Fan -booker,. then advanced to- office ibooked sOczar into tie Cass. a
.. passed _the: ‘pill earlier’ this month: |
iin the: upcoming.

Cass, Detroit, toFilms:
Smerling Mum on Cost,
Gear, Policy; Gives Name

CongressPassesButKennedyVetoes
e nsorshipLaw forCapitol District;

+

..

eempiceinte
tale
mem

re

after: two. years of - hassling.

_ MPAA “urged “Kerinedy: to Geto:

“Tolchin toLoew’$Board Arthur. MM -Tolchin; ‘since Janu-

‘1 manager.- Later Levins. toiled for: : Tegiter. ‘which. has-been dark nore
often than’ AL ‘has: been open if.:

Sth ‘Anniversary. Number =.‘Columbia ‘and ‘for United Artists,

rt

re

‘the bill saying. the. -$50-$500. fines ;-arv “assistant” to. Loew's’ Theatres.|}
j inthe. office :-and on the. road:.
“past few..seasons. Detroit now has
‘for -exhibs have the “effect of ie-| prexy Juaurence A: ‘Tisch. has: ‘been |
Paramount, “which - ‘once ‘ain- “two legit houses. both operated by
"straining. that. speech ‘which cannot, elected - ‘to the. ‘circuit's board.
n. tained’ a ‘large exchange’ on Film- - the Nederlander family. the Fisher
5.
’.be. Constitutionally restrained.”
- Tolchin -has been in the. Loew’s
Ti row: and then.a sinaller- One in the. _and. the. Shubert. Also available to
'4 :ACLU-in its protest to: the: Presi! ‘organization: ‘for 25 ‘years, formerly|fPius:-etherstatistical and. dota-filied | business ‘section,. is now down tor. the Nederlanders is their Riviera,
‘dent. “said -.‘the bill’ “gives ev walla
as ‘exec: eP- of.the. broadcasting | a
. ee staflers—w booker: and a sec-' a large: film house which has’ been
charts and:articles,
i"used. to stage musicals.
"policeman. in the Nation's. Capital diviision.

AARIETY.

.
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ANNA MOFFO

starring.in Robert Aldrich’s. oe
_SODOM AND: GOMORRAH.Ee

~

ROSSANO BRAZZI.

:

i ‘shooting the FOUR. TRUTHS

ae
~"¢0)‘Statring.Monica Vitti: ;
ee
oo) “and-Leslie Caron >.”
.., -@urrently to be seen.in®
"Helmut: Kautner’s LA. ROSSA :
.. Commences DARK PURPOSE
ve, =o. Starring. Shirley. Jones..

WALTER CHIARI
. shootirig Damiano Dati? s.

L A RIMPATRIATA “*

ALAIN DELON
_ “shooting Luchino: Visconti’s.

THE LEOPARD «.
_
0: ‘starring. Burt. Laricadter

ee ‘currently. to’bé seén'in: ©
aa “Michelangelo Antonioni’sS.‘ECLIPSE.

~ ANITA: EKBERG
“shooting
:
with ‘Bob.Hopein
in
CALL ME BW. ANA —

|

. currently in BOCCAG CIO 70
Cellini Sequence) * |

PIETRO GERM Ke
(Di
e rector Actor).
cur rently starring in “LA VTACCIA”.
With:Clatdia cardinale :

_LEA PADOVANI.
“eutrently:in THE RE LUCTANT SAINT
“=CO-Starring. Maximilian Schell:-

commencing Yves’ Allegret’s GERMINAL

RAYMOND PELLEGRIN.
shooting’ IMPERIAL VENUS. currently:inVIEW FEROM "THEBRIDGE. .

ROSSANA. PODESTA.
co-starring in ‘Robert. Aldrich’s
‘SODOM AND GOMORRAH -.

CHANNING: POLLOCK

‘shooting: Bernard Borderie’:'s:
-ROCAMBOLE with Hedy Vessel

. ROMY SCHNEIDER.
‘shooting Carl. Foreman’ s

“PHE VICTORS:

_, Currenitly:starring in: 27
BOCCACCIO.70. (Visconti Séquence)

_and-Orson Welles” ‘production of oe
‘THE TRIAL:

:

ANN ETTE ST ROYBERG.
“shooting LA SMANIA-ADOSSO
“.:¢o-starring Gerard Blain“
;-coricluded THE DON JUANS
:. ¢o-starring-Curt Jurgens _
--Leutrently in‘Roger Vadim’s

MARIETTO —
curréntlyiin Mel Siiavelson’ $7

‘THE PIGEON THAT TOOK
i nOMe

ELSANMARTINELLI
shooting. RAMPAGE |
-¢co:starriing Robert ‘Mitchum:

_-for Seven Arts™ oars
af currently.in: HATARI.
co-starring John Way. ne-

THE PIGEON: THAT’ TOOK fon

~:,.C0: starring Charlton Heston..

..-*'Yand Orson Welles’ production of:

THETRIAL:

shooting: THE SICILIAN WIDOW
opposite Vittorio Gassman

©

‘LIAISONS. DANGEREUSES

and:in-Roberto Rossellini’ s
AN IMA. NERA

|

“ROMOLO 'VALLI
- shooting: Visconti’ sTHE LEOPARD.
‘curréntly in: 7

BOCCAEGIO 70: (Visconti Seqtience)’
Mauro. Bolognini’ 8 LA VIACCIA:

ueSKAR W
ERN ER.

“currently.iind ULES AND3SIM’
”¢0- starring oeeanne
ie Moreatr

HANK KAUFMAN-GENE LERNER -ANNALENA LIMENTANI «SANDY LIEBERSON

v Alssociates
MIA|LISBONA12,
ROME:+PHONE:869241*CABLE:KAUFLER,ROME:
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| Day’Than’Svan
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Crinum’Great126,A gels’Fasta

“(Continued ‘from page. 10).
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(Embassy). Mild. $9,500. Last::week,
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(20th), ~. “Cabinet Caligani’.|‘£ Man”
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| “Pocketful ‘of Miracles’’-(UA) (re- |

- Minneapolis, “Oct. 23.
“Longest . ‘Day,” ~Of-- ‘course, ds ae

“BROADWAY?

| making ‘by “far the ‘loudest: boxof-.--

‘|fice’. noise... among-. the newcomers
$3. 50)-—"Long’ ‘Day’s. ‘Journey into: ‘currently; | Helped’, by..- crix ~and~

AContinued from page. 1D

(Continued ‘from. page 11).

weeks shapes up. With falling off '$1.75-$3.50) — “Brothers Grimm”.ng Igsaes): “Stout $5,000: or near.
ef legit season: ‘two ‘of the three... iMGM) (0th wk); Okay $13, 000. : ? Warren’ s, Iris, El ‘Rey’ . (Metro- | Night” :-(Lévine). (3d:.wk):..Second | word-of-mouth: raves, it’s ‘off: to.'a..
politan-F WC). (1,757;-: 825; ‘856; $1-. week. completed. yesterday.- (Tires. ). ‘wow opener..at the: ‘Mann. “Boceahouses “are dark this wWeek?.” in-: Last week, $12, 900.
oS
terest in films is on upbeat. Dull, ;4 Monroe. (Jovan) | tL.000: 65 90) |$1.49)—“Taste. ‘of: Honey”. (Cont) } was smash.$16, 000 after $18;000 for’ :ecio 270". is: sturdy in- second: ate
‘yainy Sunday (21) helped all along’ie ‘Night . They | Killed °Rasputin’. ‘and. “The ‘Mictim” (Indie). (2d. wk), : opener.” Nights: ‘and ‘Saturday-Sun-. Aecademy.““No. Man Is An_ Island” -:.:
Warren’ s, Iris;’: ist wk, ‘EI - Rey.-} day matinees. ‘play. ‘reserved-seat {iis rated. brisk. at Lyric, for.-sécond:.
line. Of newcomers, “Phaedra” is indie) and Utamaro”. (Indie) (re-.j ‘Slender :$9,800: ° Last: weeks, Wart- | ‘policy:
other. matinees °are -unre~ round: =
~.
turning in a mighty first week at¥issues). ‘Trim $4,500.: Last.” week,
: 1served |‘with $2 only.. ‘scale.
| Otherwise, no. frésh entiy Seems
‘Beacon Hill te equal house record. : “During | One’ Night’(Indie) and |Fen’ S::Tris;$6. 800:
- 68th. St.. Playhouse (Leo Brecher). likely. to’ draw’ much:at the’ -b.0..: -- ed
~ “Requiem for a Heavyweight” 4 rr“Conerete- Jungle” (Indié) (rels-| -Carthay - (FWC) (1,138: $1:80;
$3 50)—“Longest:. “Day” (20th) (2d- (370: $1.50-$2)—“‘Touch.. of Mink”. However, * “Almost. -Anigels’*” looks ro,
Jooks to turn in a- wow gross.‘on | sue); $4,700.
“Lwli ‘Great .$22, 900." “Last. week, (U). (subrun) (2d wk)..." This Session. ‘lofty... at. ‘State. for first. “week.
its
first
week
at
the
Saxon.
|
~
oriental
(Indie),
(3.400:
90-81,80)
| ending :today:-(Wed.) :is. holding. Among the holdovers; “Hatari.’ ” “in
“Gigot’’ opens’ tomorrow
(Wed.+ .at ="Corivicts 4" (AA)-12d Wk). Okay’ '$21,600;
the Capri.
Reissued ‘‘Lady. .and. $15:G00 or near; Last week, $22.000.: | ‘Pantages | (RKO) :(1,813: ~$1.25-|with big. $5,500. after ‘$6,800: for Jits.-‘11th.. week, ‘anid ° “Brothers Lone,
::- Grimm,” racking. up a:10th, arethe
«
Tramp
” with “Almost AngelsI” "iis Roosevelt ‘B&K). (1.400
$2.75. "Chapman * -Report”:|(WB) :opener.
: $1,75-"(2d
Sutton. (Rugoff: Th): (561: $1. 50: | longrun. ‘champs. :
:
reat in ‘second .at Memorial.
¥
i
wk). Hotsy $21,000. Last:wel;
(24a
420th):
Day’:
$2)-—“‘Crime: Does ‘Not: “Pay”. (Em-- |".
-Estimates for This: ‘week
“Longest “Bay” “qs socko in sec-- aoe. ‘Longest’
$82.800.:
we i
Great
©
$26,
600..
Last.
week,
i
ree
| bassy) (2d wk). Initial-round ended
‘Academy: (Mann): (1,000; $1.50=-":
ond at Astor on roadshow... “Barab‘Lido: " (FWC)- i876: $2.52. 40).-— -Monday. (22) was.. good $9, 500." In‘ |
$1:75)-—‘‘Boeeaccio.. 70”. (Embassy)
has” looms smash at Gury in first. $33,500. .
“Divorce: ‘Italian Style”. (Embassy) “ahead, ‘Waltz of Foreadors”. Cont).
(2d. Wk). “Dandy. $6,000. Last- week;
holdover round.
. ‘State-Lake
iB&K) (2,‘4005. 90- 42d" wk). ; Smash:$8, 000: ‘Last’ week,
4 (10th. WK-8. days), $6, 000::.
$7,000:::
Estimate for This “Week
$I: 80)
— “Chapman Report” (WB?! $10, 200.:
124.: St: Playhouse. (Baker). 1440: . Avalon“ (Erank) (800: $D—"Ero- Astor *B&Q). (1.170: $1.80-$2:95) 13d wk), Good -$18. 000: or close. |
Egyptian’
WATE)
a
3005,
$1.
50-‘$1.50-$2)-"F -Bury. You"™ :(Col):: tied” (indie). and “Sun Lovers Hol- _
—"“Longest Day” .(20th), «3d wk). _-Last week, $24, 000.:
Second week was a ‘sock $21 000: “| Surf (H&E: Balaban) 1685;. Sr:50.£g2). =~ .“Flame. in Streéts” (Indie) - ‘Opens. - today’ (Wed), ‘daydating ‘| iday””: (Indie). (reissues). -Okay. $1,“~
+2d:
wh.
Tepid.
‘$4,
500.
‘Last:
seek,
| with Forum. Last- week,.. subruns._ -800..: ‘Last week,. “Surfside - 77?” {InFirst week. $24, 000.
$i. 80) --— “Shoot. -Piano.- Player”
$6,000Trans-Lux_°52d. St.” (T-L) (540; 1:die) -and “Once. Upon. a- Knight”
Beacon mit sSack} +900; -$1-$1. 80)«.
:tAstor’.. | Frisky’ $5.000. Last. week,
‘Hillstreet .(Métropolitan) 2.752: $1.25-$2):'=—: “Chapman. |:Report”-|-(Indie)- (reissue) ”(3d: wk), $1,000.—'tPhaédra”
(Lope). Wow $18.000., “Sky. Ahoye” (Embassy) 45th.-Wk),.
$1--$1.-25)—"Lady: -and Tramp”. (BV) : (WB) (2d. wk). First round finished: > - Century *(Par). 41,300;" .$1-$1.25) !*
J.ast week. “Very ‘Private. _Affair® - $4, g00..
(reissue): «and. ‘Almost “Angels”. yesterday - A(Tués.) was ‘very “good |. -~“Romian- Holiday” *(Par) (reissue)... “
(MOMMY Bd-wks, $7 000.
Todd: 'Podd).- 14.089: $2:20:83. 50)".(BV) (2d wk). Slim $3, 000...
: “$15,000 or - near.- "Daydating With” Satisfactory. $6;000:. “Last ° week,..”°
Boston ‘Beacon. Ent.. 1.3457.
“West Side Story” (WAS. (35th:
| Victoria.
$1.20-- $2.95)
“Very ‘Private. Affair’? (MGM)- 2d °
(FWC)-- tt,990;:an
—“Brothers Grimm” wk. Nice. $14,000. Last week, $14, i. “Fox. ‘Wilshire
(MGM). 12th wki Peppy $33, gud. 500.
;s1 (25-$1 .50'—"Sky-: Above”. (Embas-.
“"Frans-Lux ‘85th. St. (TsL)" (550; ''wk, $4,500 at. $1.25-$1:50 .seale.”
Last week, $16: 500. over “hopes...
sy) 12d WwLe Dull $3,500: ‘Last week;: $1;.25-$2). _../Manchurian - .Candi-* . ‘Cooper |(Ch (868;° $1.65-$2:50)—~.
"Fown ‘sTeitel |«640: $1.35:
‘$180) :i.$4,700.:
| date” -(UA). Opens. today (Wed... “Brothers: .Grimm” : (MGM) - (oth:
€ apri. (Sack' 1850: . 75-$1 801 Ey
:
“Gigot™. (20th.
Opens tomorrow~ki Solid$5000. ‘Last. Week| ‘Four: ‘Star’‘(UATC) 1868; : $1:50-. Last: ‘week; “Pressure Point” (UA).} wk).
Great. $12, 000.” Last. Wweek,
(2d: wk),. _ mild. $4,600° after $6,000: $12. 500:
.
Cte
(Wed.) foilow iing advance showings 87. 500.
:.$2i—"]: Like. Money” “2oth’:: (3d: op first:
|. “EL. ‘Lago. (Carigch):: “600: iy on a
tonight * ‘Tues. J Last. week, * ‘Anna
“WR
Drab.
32.000:
Last
week:
$3,
100..:
‘Unitéd: Artists. (B&K). rai 700: 008.
Karenina”
‘Indie! .sreisauer. 2d
Music Hall. (Ros) - 4720:. ‘$2-$2.40) |"

|
{.
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~
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” World .‘Peffecto) (390; 90:81:50) "|spank te Nature” Undie)-4 siGane oth

$1. 8Q)— ‘Boceaccio- “70°” iEnibassy. i
“Waltz.

—‘Inimoral.

Mr.. Teas”: (Mishkin).

.tCont) |
Fourth” raund’ .ended of ‘Dr. - Laurent’ Andie) ‘treissue).
. Exeter ‘ Indie) (1,276; 90-$1.49)—* '4th’ wk). Lively” $16, 000."Last Sth. WE). Good. $8;900. Last. week, | i5th: “wk.”
Lively: $1,600. Last. week; “Eve -on.. |
:
‘Tharsday.
gy
Was’ smash. ‘$12; 900: - Apple”: (Indie)... and..
“Waltz of Toréeadors” ‘Cont! «4th Yeek. $16.500..
“Make ‘Mine © - 1 58.600..
Fafter
sit
000
for:
‘third,
a
wk,
Third. week ended Friday. Woods ‘Essaniess).” ‘y200: .90- : Crest .(State). (750°.($2) Matter:
“|Mink”..Conity. Greissue)” “2d wk),
(19) was solid, $7,000:
sO
“SI,80: -—-# ‘Lady and: Tramp” BY Ve
$1 000:
of” Who. Herts) “7th -wk)..Mee
Fenway “Indie! T3005. $1, rin reissue? and-“‘Almost-* Angels” iBVY
Gopher: (Berger) ri‘000: $1-s1:a5)
$2:000." Last: Week, $2,500... -.
“‘Summerskin” “tAngel: - od Wk? ISd-wk Sniart $15, ‘000. Last week, 7 Warner: Hollywood iSW): (1 991:
— "Damon and_.Pythias" : (MGM).
Slick “$4500. Last week: $5.500, $19,000.
wi“$Y, '25-$2801=— “Wonderful *Brothers,|
Vand :* ‘Savage. Arms’ AMIGA), “Mild
above estimates.
—
2
World -: Teitely: 46082 “00-$i. 95)_2
: $4: 000. Last :-week;!“King: Solomon’ ‘Ss:
~Grimm” ' MGM». (11th ‘Wk). Slick |
Gary
Sack) (1.2772 '$1.50-$33—._' “Lovers” Astor) ‘and’: “Hiroshima”
“Mines” Indie). and: “‘Neked’ Spur®”
$20. 00a. Last w eck: $20. 400.
106; ‘Grimm’ 1G; th, Undie).- 4reissués), ‘$3,000. |
“Barabbas” sCol) 2d wkr
Smash. Astor -reissueés:. Neat: $4.000.. ‘Last-|
‘Hollywood... - Paramount state’.
$20,000. Last week, same.
week! ‘Coming: Out” “Party” ‘Cont): 11.468: $1:75-$2.651—Music
..Man’*
|
“Mayflower (ATC) +689: 90 -$1:80)" 2d) ks $4,000.
: Denver;: Ott. 23. 1 Ng ‘Man - Is Island” “U1. 12d. Wk), “
wo
: «WB (13th: wk).. ‘Sock. $18.500- Last:
“Chapman Report” tWBi 12d wkr..
:
_ Searcity: ©of: new” ‘product - this ,Brisk. $5,000. ‘Last--wéck: $6.000.-”
cw éek, -$20.000.
Bie S11 000.
Last week. ‘S16, 00°).
:
‘Fine ‘Arts ” (EW ). 16312
$1:49‘
-Mann) (1,000: $1 25-§2. 80) stanza’ as chad. little. effect’ on the} -Mann
Nemorial (RKO? 13.000: 90-81: 50, Det. BO.
‘Slugish
But ole ‘Boecaccio ” Tw
1631sSh$-$2) boxoffice: ‘heie, with ‘most. first- |-—. ‘Longest. ‘Day”.. (20th); “Wow:
whe

okay $4: 500.

af-: ‘ Toreadors”

Denver. Bright;‘Angels’ hey
Wham: $14)000, Pigeon’:

| “Lyrie (Par) (1,000:
" $1:81:25); — -

Tt "Laily and Tramp” «BV: treissuey
and.
¥ k}

“Almost .Angels*
«BW
(2d:
Terrific. $24,000. Last week,-

29.0000

‘Music

co,

HaH

«Sack. :4.300:

$1 80-—“Interns”

a

gg

Sky’ ‘Lity
8000;
iy 0 y.at $!

‘Gy

Yimin: “176,

‘Coli :6th) wkd!

é

_ whi Firm’. $4.000:..- . Last :Week, | -TUNS. reporting good ‘biz despite: re- i
$16; 000. . ‘Last’ - week; “West -Side-

ogg. 900:. |*
| issues. ‘and: subruhs. in. many. ‘spots: !' Story’ (WA) (34th. wk), $5; 000° An
i Beverly: +State) 40: 150; $1.49-$2)- Others ; -are.. -cartying ‘some. .hald-:! four daysat °$1.50-$2.75.:

=

“Lolita” CMGM)..118th

‘Wwk),.| Overs: tothe limit. :
“Pigeon. That |. Oftpheum.. (Mann) ~12.800;: $1:25-°:

Spit”.
126:
Strong ‘$4,200:. Last. ayeek, . $4.400. Took. .Rome”:

Detroit,‘Oct, 23.-

Chinese.)

Shapes ‘fine at" tne: $1. 50)—' ‘Chapman - Report". “tWB):

iFWC). “41.408; ..$1.25- Centre. in first week ‘while “Almost /'2d Wk)"

Okay $8,000 -Or. Near.ae

Oke $13,000:
Last week. $15.000.:! “Overall fi t
1.33. 50). — “West Side: Story”. (UA) Angels; ”: ‘paired. with the - oldie, ! Last ‘week, $14,000*.
Orpheum tLoew! (2,900: 90-1. 490: ish. “this: fir
: ”un “biz: shapes: lug. (45th ° WE); :Potent SIT000. Last. “Lady. and Tramp,” Is: racking. up i:
- Park. 'Field): I;000:-$1 50):
—_—. “Tarzan

Goes

to

India” MGM)

thr ee. “neweames

with |two.

of - the: “week, Same: wean

end “Damon ahd-Pythias’ (IGM. t¢'a stan: Answers” eb only fair.|
[:
Oke. $11.00. “‘Last-week. “King” a5e. at thé “‘Miehi BS eto AVES

Solomon's

Mines

‘reissve?

and -1]6re¢:"

gan.

‘Trojan

:

SuEEEEEEpeeee

.:

;

“pa
|
Wow. take: at the

Denver...

.

i ‘Hatari’

(Par).

.
ae

(11th: Wk). Healthy a

|. “Brothers: Grimm” still is big si 82,
806. °-Last. week.. $3.00.
ae
‘11th session’ at, Cooper. “West. Side.|:, ‘State. Par) (2.200; -$1-$1.25). —",

|Point‘Soft $5500.In.
Story”. continues iti business .-al-|“Almost Angels” . (BV) and |“Lady. >
“IS
rodticin
- office tratlie at ‘thé ig,itite: box
(reissue), ‘Fast...
How- |
.
° ever “Ss
>*'Marco;, “Polo”. _
:
week,
Last.
need
9G"
$7,000,
‘Lady’.
Ba
Week
"oe
Lively*
hie
shapes:
trim:
at:
|the. Agee?Above”
‘Bu ffalo,;. Oct: : 23:
Meanwhile,
Suburban:
* Most firstruns: ‘are ‘on the skids’ “Seven: ‘Brides for Seven Brothers”:
World: (Mann) “(8008 oe
;
Fine §14.000.
Last
|
WwW
eck.
the
only”
Hioldovers
!
HM
*“Mareo”
Polo” (Ali and “Seawards™io“the: doing really
ere.’ currently. |Failure” of -sonie| (MGM). “and “Father ‘of ..:Bride” ;
$1-25)—"Coming.: Out Party” (Un-.2). :

ean
Te
Naked Spur’ ‘Indie. $8 500... |.
Paramount
«XET}
2.357:
70$1.65'—"F‘Flame in Streets” (Indies
and “Concrete Jungle” (Faanfare).

Great Ships” “Undies,hat$11,000.

:

-.

:

(i though. in 25th
at Denham. :and_ Tramp”...BViAladdin .(Fox) °:(900;° -$1,25)—- ATP), $4,500...

‘good. biz in Detroit.are“Brothers GriImm” in-12th: wonder: Hewcomers. to measure. up is‘hurt- (MGM) treissiies): Neat $3.500. ‘Last (iom). 42d. wk). Okay- $2.000, Last |‘ing. : “Préssure: Point” - ‘fs very:
dis-. week, “Three Coins: in. Fountain” | Week. $2,700.
at the’ Music’

‘ful.
we ék
:

“Love. Is Splendored|.World (Mann): (400: $1.25-$1.50)

4300: $1.80). “Spit on -XYéur Grave, :~Hall - and}| appointing ..‘at. the. Buffalo .‘while }-20th) and:
7: ‘800d 1
; another © newie; “Two |‘Tiekets_ To. Thine” -(20th) - (reissues) (2d.Wk), — “Pigeon That Took: ‘Rome’ (Par):
‘third-at the Fox:
sy). ith wk.
Hotsv $6,000. cand. ©
2
(2-wk), ‘Smooth,1 $4,000.Last week, .
!Paris’
Shapes .slow...at: ‘Century. $2,500.
turnaway biz.’ Last week. Same. 7.
E stimatés’ for: This. Week”
ze““Lady: and” Tramp,” ’ the: -oldie..
Capri |‘Art. fArt..Theatre. Guild). “$5,
000.
Park: Square Indie.

““PDiyorce Italian Style’ tEmbas-

-

Saxon. :Sack} 11,100; °$1.50-81. go.
“Requiem

for

Fox

©He avyweight”” Corp.)

‘Fox ‘Theatre of ‘Detroit:“still solid’ in “sécond’ at” ‘Lafaveite. 7 (238; -$1.25)—"Connection”

(Indie)

*5.0415. -$1.25-6F49i— ‘Spit. “Pigeon That ‘Took Rome” also. is 3:'3d-.wk): ‘Nice: $1,000. Last: wwenk.|
in
Cob. Heading fer wow $20.000 or On
Grave” ‘Indie} and ‘“Ninth Bul-!?
Point Sharp $8.000;
okay. ‘in. second.Session |vat. .Para- $1,500. ° a
close. Tlolds:
let™: -Indiel” 3d° wk). Good $12- “mount:
Centre:
(Fox):
ch
270:
$1.
25-$i
AS)
|
a
Prov.; ‘Angels’ 6G,a
e
State Trans-Lux} 730: 73-$195) 000:. Last: week, -$15, G00: :
—-Pigeon: That’ “Took. Rome” (Par),
‘Estimates. for. This: ‘Weeki
“Amorous Sex” Indic: and “Une.
“Michigan - - United’: - Datt oitt:
Providence, ‘Oct. 23,
: Buffalo. 1Loew). (3.500; 99-$1 25) Fine_-$10,000:-or“close. Last -week, |

“elover -Girls”. tIndied «2d Wk
Torrid $8. 500 East week, : $i 500.

id.026: ‘$i. 25-$1:49 "TE Man- -An-: 7.“Pressure” Point” (UA). and
‘swers? 7 “TUT, Fair $13. 000. “Last , Marti
al. (UA). | ‘Soft’ °:$5:500.

Court |“ Thank .a: ‘Fool’ (MGM), - $7-500."

State’s ..“Pressure —“Point”:

we

‘and.

Cooper “(Cooper}~. (814%. -$1. 00. aisheaties oldover “of. “Chapman:
‘Last !
Report” :‘lead: a. more. active ‘main.
“week, Lady: and: the Tramp”. (BV)
! rweek, “Very. Private Affair” (MGM); ' $2.50)-—' ‘Brothers |Grimm’ (MGMy 224
‘reissue):~and. _ “Almost, “Angels”
“stem this.week.~. -Albee’s ‘second -of“and
‘Piékup”
on
South.
Street”
ne;
1th
:
wk)...
‘Big.
$11,000
|
OF
over.
TORON TO:
: “Lady” and: the: Tramp”. helped: ‘by
“BVT #2d wk), $8:500..
: diel. $7,000... ~
j Last. week, $12. 000.
_f
tContinued from page 10°
” Palins uD
2 995;. ‘$1.25: $1.49). “Center (AB-PT) 42, 506: 90:$1:25)
Denham ‘Indie? (800; $1.35-§2.50) *.‘Almost : Angels:” -IS: ‘good: Elme-.
—" Mv Geisha” tPar’ 4th. wki. Still. = “Trojan |. Horse’
-"“West Side - ‘Story’ (UA). (25th::Wood *“is smild With: *two" -oldies..
«Indies: and. [2
co “Chapman
‘Report: ” WB} - (2d
‘Strand. “has ~ -Subsequent-run - “with .
sturdy -S7.000. ‘Last Week. ditto.
“The: Alongols”. Indie): Sad’ $7.500- “Wk): Shapes:: SO-SQ. Rxs 000 or:: close: wk): Stout -.. $5:000: ‘Last. _Week,
AE “Fhe, Interns;” but ‘it: looms :‘Weak,
Hyland =‘Rank) -- 1165:
$1.25« Last weék,” “Pressure: Point’ TERA) |Last: week, .$12' 000. °
| $5.000.
Denver. rox“2:492: $1.25) wATS
‘Estimates for ‘Fhis’ Week...
#. 207:-+ “Interns” :sCob: Sth wk and *‘Dortor Blood’s. Coffin” (UA), (Century (tUATC) (2:106° 90-81:35) 1|
iy AlbeeRKO). €2;260:- “95-81)—
ltealthy $6,000. Last. week. $8.00, $20, 008...
t—"“Tio Tickéts to Paris” (Col) and; Most Angels” (BV» and Wow
“Lady.$14.
and\.anaes and: Tramp’ (BV). ATeissue) Imperial «FP: (3. 216: Sl1-$1.75 '—
“Madison - “CDY: ‘a408° $1.30:$3)" “Ringading. ‘Rhythm’. “Cols, ‘Slow: ‘Framp”. FBV) - treissue),
:
‘Almost. Angels” (BV) "(2d awk). “Rear
Window”
«Par* ‘reissuei. “West Side Story” 4AUA) 136th Wk). ‘$4:000: ‘Last. week,
7 0G0. Last week, “Humanoids’. Tie ©
|
“3.
Stooges:
‘Big. $6:000. expected after:$i, 000. “
in!
we h prkend turnawwis, hefty’ Geod $6.500.° ‘Last’ week, $6,800: ° ~ Orbit’ 1Col): “and..
die). and. ;“Scavengers” Indie}, ‘in, opener. *.:
“Zotz”.
Col),
3.0
ast Wee
igeon That - Grand :Circus”: PUA)
iy.500...
i
5. $3:300..
“Elmwood ‘Snider’ (794: 90:$1. 95).
“Took ‘Rome: Par 2d wk #-S10.590: og) 49-—"Maree |UA i400; $125.5
'. Lafayette: ‘Basil i3:000: 90-$125)! 5“Esquire Fox) (660: $i25) "Sky "Meet : Mein. Ste Louis”: 4MGM)
International ‘Taylors +557:. $12 “Metthaids Of “Tibiirén’.-.AD wa itn
Above’.
Embassy).
.and.
‘No.
Place
Lady
‘arid
-and:- “Day. At- Races”. tMGM)- -(reTramp” 1BV3- (re$1 25'.--""Matter of Who" “LED? -2d: Wk},
Nice” $7, 000. : Last’ ‘week, iissue). 2d ©wk),issues)... Trial. run Jexnecting mild
Wk
Good $2.5e 6. bast oawreck, $8.000.
:
WK},
‘Good’
$1.
800."
‘Last
“week:
$25
S
close. - Last’ .weéek,- '$13:400:|
£3600... ‘Last: week, “EL. Cid” AAA).
;
8th? wk); $5,500. |
. Loew's Loew: ‘EGA: $1-S1-50 -~"

ha
[wi

Fine :89.000 or| Like. Homicide”. Indie)’ in.o.) 5th

$4.00.

‘Adams.

-.Balabant
.(,7005" $1. a5:.|.$1.25)—"P
_Paranioun
t -\AB‘PT). +3:000;" 90-:800.
$1.50:—"Sky
Above” - ‘ Embassy).
m (RKO) 2,690:
$1,
igeon ‘That ‘Took “Romie”, ‘ . Orbheu
25): . “Majestic. (sw) 12,200: 15.81= oo
95,
“
2d 4 k. . Prim $8. 060:::
Last
week,
*
“Tarzan
;!Par)
and
.-“Happéned’:
ih “Athens"-|:
Good. ‘$8, ‘OO. Last week, “S10. Stl. .
Goes to- India”: - UONEGM):. and “Fars; (Indie) | “2d: wk). - Okay, $7,000. ort (MGM) “Greissues).- Mild: -$5:000: Good. $6, 000. First: ivas $9. 000..°:_.”
Tivoli tFPi -*935:. $1. 50-82. BYE
‘Last; week, “No Man ‘is: Island” (UNS: - State:
“tars” MIG MY ‘2a Wk), $5. 500:
Thank -a: Fool"): MGM»

AV oct Side Story” 'UAD. 123d" wk
‘Sturdy $7. 00a. ‘Last week, same:

ghowne.
‘Taylor!
“Sky
Abave”
‘FD? +693;
.6th 9081.25.
wk. Good
$4.500.. Last week, 88.000:

2. .

University ‘FP? -1.393; -$1-$1, 50°
—" Waltz ‘of Foreadors” +Conts
¢3d
whi Woe $13.000. Last week, ditto.

15-$1) ==
“-

‘week; $8,800.. * (3.200:
United Artists: CUAS IL 667:
1. 25. “better.”
Teck Last:
tLoew). tt 200; Sy. 75. 2.75) and.“ ‘Battle: Hynm” (Indie),- $6, 500.... “Pressure . -(Léew)
Point?” (UA): and “War a
$1. 50m A. Very
‘Private - Piet |e thers Grimm? —: Shes ‘9th |:erage
4Wolfberg).: (2. LO0::+ Hunt” (UA): . Fairly’ nice. $8, 000..

“MGM
Wd wk-5
days). “Fair'$3.000.
Rated
.sluggish
“$4,000. Last|
$-$425).-—
“Chapman
Last- week,
Last
$4.200..
“Very: Private
"2
0:
; ‘wk?
Affair"
week,.
$4,200.
:
AWB):
and. “Dream
Wifé” “Report”
(Indie) |
(MGMyweek,
3
and“Savage
Guns” (MGM),

.Musie. Hall (Beacon: Enterpriges)- Cinema’ «Mlartina) ;(450: '90-$1:95).|(2d wk).” Biz"$12,000 ‘or. close. _ Last’, $6,500.
4y 213; SL. 25-$2.80).-— - “Brothers| —*
Grimm* MGM): (12th wk).
joo
$17,000. Last. week, $15, 500

..-.

‘Carrv.- on. ‘Teacher’. (Gov) (2d: Week, $15,000...
7 ‘Strand ‘(National :Realty) (2 200% ‘
Paris +Art. Theatre Guila) (350; 1-95-$1)" The
5 Okay. ‘$2,500.“Last, aweek, 3
* Interns”. (Col):‘and

r$t. 25)—"Cinderella”. indie)’ (sub- |“Beést of Enemies” :(Col (suibruns).
Uptown: (Loew? i2.250:. $1-S1.50%. °
{rin).. Mild: $800. Last. week, on ‘Te- ‘These were: shown here just recente.
— "If a Man Answers” (U?. Hefty:
issues.”
{ly and look, meek -'$3;000.: ‘Last ey
$14; 600. Last week, Sonfamnificny f W illiam: Castle. aaded |“The. i Rock ‘Hudson:
tn ‘Man’ Ss:Favorite | _ Towne (indiey (600; "$1.25-81.45)|:
week, “Pigeon” That Took. Rome’ ~~
Obsession”

$7,000.

(U3. sreissue) (2d. wki,” .- Candy Web”: to his: ‘Columbia: ‘Pic- ‘Sport,’"Howard Haw ks, production
‘Very ~ Private Affair” - (MGM). (Par) and*: eae
;
tures slate,"
{for WU
\Shapes ‘moderate $3, 000 or.over. (Par), “$4500.
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= an: ‘Aztec: Jndian with.‘special.vin 4 and comic: flair,

Film Reviews

de-and comicang
,naines but ‘few show-up, to.advan- |"‘bona-fi
is well. tinied. More than ° ever,.
btage in‘this:: Most of the: ‘characters. Cantinflas in’ this one is the‘trampremain: sketchy. In addition, :‘Axel ‘like. character, ‘who. ‘talks: a: lot and:
:says: - nothin -ynuch,: a: role . espe=
fessors and the. town sfolk ‘are real|Munthe’”’ is. overly’ long. The ‘num-|| aay
y “dear. tohis Mexican fans..
people about whose problems audi- her of dull moments is remarkably
‘ences ‘Will care. Ralph Thomas has. high for.the 144-minute: pie. Tech: | -- “Mario” “Moreno. _as Cantinflas |
The

Wild And The:
‘iiing
|

OTe
“are.
credits uate.
quate.
°
.

directed. with tact and his: breught.
Gut ‘some ‘surprisingly -sure.- per-.

ans. playing Cantinflas ‘is in his. ele-

Continued ‘from.page 5 =|

movies, taking. their’ Saturday, aft:
ernoons away. from them.”
7

“What: kind: of business. fs:“this?”

Lewis asks, charging” “we “are. de-|-priving ~ children... -from-. “seeing |..

foils, for..the eomic’s style. There ting into ‘such- “adults: only.’ fare
drama school. to play this: leading |° “(FRENCH—COLOR—DYALE-. - “is: -a Jaughable: -seene where: “the: ‘and feels ‘it is: jeopardizing the enSCOPE)
Pe
OS,
rale.. He is a virile, goodlooking. .at actor: ‘billed’as. “Chabelo,”-in knick-: tire.. ‘future ..‘of the. industry- -hy.
. over. Canyeung man with authority: who is a]
ers, aS :a- bully,’ ‘towers
‘turning. ‘away_ potential audiences.|
Paris, Oct:ee
‘Teal discovery. as.is John Hurt, also |
l 'tinflas: but-- is eveiitually |‘br ought }‘He admits .“I have to hire'a pro-'
St
release.of. PAC-DAMA, “pioduc- {
a: first timer, “wha.plays his. sensi-|

roommate.

Johnny:

Briggs,

-Enidex

+ tien:
-

“lean’

Marais,

Pellegrin,

- “Sill

Stars

Raymond.

Dany’. Robin,

; down to size ‘by ‘the comic.. “Comie’
‘jeéctionist for. $50: to: show. ‘Babes:
“acting. lessons” -for :Miss Fuentes ‘in. Toyland’ at: home :to: may kids

Hiiworth:.. -fea-.|

‘John
Standing, . Jchnny
Sekka, :“tures Pierre Mondy. Noel ‘Roquevert- “Jean, ‘so. ‘that. she can make the. grade
on
by: Andre. Jlunne:
Jeremy ‘Brett,“and John ‘Summer: ..Le Poulain. - DirectedJéan:
some sly. wit!
Ffalain,. ‘Pierre. are ‘also not. without:
belle.. Screenplay,
wa chek. “as ‘students.
turns ‘out. to be} In
, Foucault, Diego. Fabbri - from novel... by.
“In ‘toto: this orié
On the. distaff -side, a ceupie: of. - Eugene Sue; camera “¢(Eastmaneolor), Mar:.|lan: excellerit -Cantinflas | ‘vehicle|.to
ether newéomers

Semantha

* "Minneapolis: ‘Oct. 23.

movies in’ their. formative ‘years |” Because: of.. the: product: shortage...

Les.“Mysteres. De Paris faultless. Supporting ‘cast Serves as |
.Lewis decries ‘the’ industry: get eventual: ‘ boxoffice - “consequences: ~
’ (The.“Mysteriés of “Paris)’

lan McShane; with. a broad Manchester accent, came straight. from

tive

And Couplings

and: by .doing ‘so: we. get. them. out ‘situation twin: billing -is: creeping **
‘ment:: Aside from which. the. pro-;of .the habit’ .so -when. they are. -in here: along with repeats and re-| duction: is. Juxuriously staged, the adults - they” will “stay, home and: issues -bookings. ‘and=.there’s™ film
Eastmancolor ~~. good. and..“sound: watch television.””
circle: wonderment. as. to- what. the --

formances ‘from. his. inexperienced |.
actorsSs.

—

[Product Scarcity.:
ey Returns -

| the .pace. and.. contrasts between |keeping: your: children’ ‘out: ‘of: ‘the f
ic-angled scenes:
1,

Continued: from. ‘page. 6

——

“JerryLewis

‘Cantinflas is. the center. of atten- :

- ‘tion. ‘90% ‘of .the screen time,in
" ‘| this one, yet. he does not pall ‘since

Giignons Veditor, Jean Feste. At No
Eggar:! : ‘cel
mandié, Paris. ‘Running |time, :-430 MINS.

Saturday afternoons; T’'m...cer::
Toyland’ ‘at ‘home: to-- “my. kids.
go..to.a théatre’ and: ‘see a ‘Les-.
‘bian:-concept:. What::I. miss- most ‘is
whith :WHI enrich. the “comic. not-| Seeing 65 kids’ bi¢yeles in front of:
nal: ‘markets -but-4:

will. be. ‘Duals. usually comprise. the
which . sometimes is coupled With an oldie’ *
!or repeat or: both ‘May. ‘be reissues vo
or. repeats. oe
a

lesser. - new~ pictures, -one

‘Ttisn't. so. ‘long’ aza. that. double
featuring. :Wwas.. - virtually.. absent -

locally. But. curréntly,. for. the: first:
time,. ‘there. are -.two leading’ ‘loop.
the : State and:
firstrun “houses:
| Gopher, . twin billing simultaneous-:

‘ly: ‘There “how “are ‘two. neighbor=:.

and: Catharine W eodville are note- . Rode phe. tees
nee ‘Jean: Marais | only in-his traditio
-.“skin” firstrun ‘for adults.| neighborhood. theatre on. Satur--. hood
as. ‘a:
worthy new candidates for future:
only”. theatres : doing:it Tegiilarly. |
drene Sinbpte aes Fee ye 5De‘gen |Bessibly ‘yia worldwide ;“er
day afternoons.’3...
Emi
stardom. The role of the humer- > Baron” cagrtite“Raymond Pellegrin:. well.”
In’ ‘the’- -Gopher's . ase it's: the
to
Pierre”. Vondy.less, cold: professor is safe in. “the:* Chobrineur~ .ocee. eee oe!
Some: ‘Questions -~} : Seeond .suecéssive :week -for “the
“Maitre
=
iP
Pete
t
yeas
6
*
Jean
Le
Peéulain
}
capable hands
of ©Paul
Rogers°
Levis pointed | out .“product: has. double ‘féatures: -That’s.- -something
céoel ‘Roquevert'be
.
:
while Virginia. Maskell.” one” ofj‘Shoemuker:
{‘an obligation, arid a ‘dedication’ and: which never happened before: at a:
‘Britain's
most, improv ed young | Reninike of a novel that thas beech |
nog
' -responsibility. ‘to the -peopla if: it: is- Joop’ firstrun. house -here...
actresses, gives“a deftly” observed. done several times already, Enigene |
going to. pick ~up the: “marbles”. - : This week™ -also.‘finds ‘Another
Continued: from: page. —
—
performance
as the young, une. Sue’s
turn-of-the- century: -melo= j.
fit ‘strup
| (money). _-He. asks why. Holly wood; im portant’ . downtown...
happy wife.
-@rama.. about . Paris lowlife and. ding ‘of: specialized. product in the ; “because .; the: overall”: economic |“house,.. ‘the:: ‘Century, . “reverting: to
Ernest Stewards” camerawork” is’!
-hightife. this looms mainly.‘a loeal: States, some: of .these films: which: ‘structure’ is:‘rising; :excludes -“the a@:reissue,* “Roman. Holiday” -(Par}.:..
firstclass and ‘nll ather technical”
entry. cn ‘its flashy direction’ and,
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ris, of counsel forthe trustees, who:,in. an. off-and-on fashion’ for. 20 | ¢3.250, Columbia; $750, MGM. "The: is: ‘possible to -define, to identify: album: this -week:together,
‘ago

expressed

the

belief

the ‘missing

Years. - It-"was

two :decades.

with: “ °°"

obscenity. Obscenity: has: been. de-. Special. material‘ written by Sammy °
“Cahn: and:. Jimmy.. “Van.: Heusen.. ,
Pair will also- join -him. Jate this.”

Hub... law: :-firm: of. Nutter,” Me-

that: the first: one. began, “There Clennen . & Fish: représented: the: fined :appropriately ‘for-‘govern-:
bidders would then show up.
But Elber caiid. Four Star won't! Were |
about. eight-: prior~ investiga- Inajors with the New York firm of. mental. control.” Dean « ‘Hayes
tions of ‘MCA tbefore the one: just | Sargoy. &. Stein. appearing “as: thought ‘the phrases -Mrs..: : Pilpel
he around.
“When . “we
took. can
There: ‘was. absolutely. rounsel
Vhad-viewed as ambiguous: were -ef-:
Ieok at. the place, we lost. interest, ” - toncluded), -

“year:‘in.a week ‘of. his three-week

engagement -at” =Villa - Venice. ‘in-*...
feétive. guiding lines to -determin- Chicago.
terminated.
-| ing: what: is obscene. He. ‘theught:| Raid’ he- Th e ‘amount ofpe mre! tion, of these. -One.was
For: telévisioni,”“Davis: just:ended cae os
quired to
fix it up
nd ur“ Purs
| because: World. War. II Avas on,:and|
| that..if the..material is aimed af ‘or
“Rifleman” segment
oy”
the Government: felt. there were.|
POSES, would be tremen ous.”
“Is readily. available «to ‘any. special starring: in a_Asked* if the ‘renovation cost. more: ‘important - matters to coriage. group, ” the -test- of :obscenity |-at Four Star, has an “Andy Wil-:
Continued: from: page |5 —
——
would ‘exceed the upset. minimum. - sider, Another was -terininated be-|. —|should.be’ ‘the- standards: -of.- the: liams: Show’:..on” Oct. -25. and :is..
‘falking” sumnier :replacement deal...
-Elber-replied, “Yes, very much *$0." -cause the -Goverriment felt it: didn't: lthe:
average ‘mémbers. of “the. target
“industry—climbing
.
“domestic.
with’. Williams. -‘Latter ‘he ‘wants. |"
' The Four Star executive con- have theory to-go on. at that--time;
audience.”
Haves
added
that
such
to"8 princirfally ‘in ‘thehen dricome, :“bullish production
“because: it looks: like. the only way °°.
firmed reports possible merged, use when MCA y was:
-a. standard ‘has. been adapted to:
| .¢an- ‘get: my. own- show. on. tele-of the 14-acre studio property be: band. business. ‘For one reason -or ‘Plemi ng ‘varidusly,.: ete.
:| persons. ‘ynder 17° “ina Chicaga
‘tueen his firm and. Danny Thomas‘ another, none’ political, the investi-| Of .the™‘vexing. problem of talent municipal - Jaw -enacted ‘two’ years: |:vision.”. He noted. there. are: now
.
had reached the..discussion. stage. “gations ‘were terminated,”oe - Posner erooining, SO long in.forced. neglect _ago. He. observed this Taw -has. not’ segments - Of.” “Ben Casey” and’. De uae
“The: Defenders” “being: Brepped
vee”
“We spent a lot df time. considering: said.
yet
héen
|
litigated;
perhaps.
the
by. Hollywood. out of.‘the ‘need -for
for him.
Abe possibilities. he said.
i. He stated: the investigation - just.
| Civil ‘Liberties Union |will: set upa ., Entertainer... “now, ‘in a: three
Thomas Also Cold.
ended ‘began in. October, ‘7960. aitunement: 410: marquee. insurance, a
test. ‘ease,
week. engagement. ;até ‘Cocoanut. : .
_ Temas, who was in this. area for Briefly reviewing ‘the sequence of. ‘Rackmil. “acknowledged” ‘the - now-- Mrs. Pilpel derided. “the “as:“1 Grove: heré, has ‘solid. nitery. bookvenefit perfor mances last: month, ;- events, “he recalled the: US: filed | present ‘opportunity: 10.- _ upbuild |sumption. ‘of. punishing. a.‘person if. ings through. next’ Fall; ‘including
then told a VARIETY reporter. he: its divestiture. action’ against: MCA | players Via first exposure. in Rev ue ‘something he does is: likely. to]. ‘April date at. PaHadium: in-London:...
“Was
seriously
interested
in
tlie; and
Decca.:: Records
_for™. their a
‘|Bimphas bad. sexual. thoughts.” ‘She ‘He is- skedded to star’ in -musical _
us ‘Realestate |merger, last July:13;/July 16, MCA;
emphasized that “No. other -law- is-| version of. “Golden- “Boy”: end: of Roach ;property. But, after) contrustéesy. At-" sought: to, have removed a témpor- ; “Not Teast’. -impressive in: ‘the new. -based: on such a.--hypothesis—that: fhext: ‘year. Clifford Odéts. is doing.
the
{erring with
‘torney J. Julius.Levy and. John F. ary restraining: injunction obtained. NICA- ‘scheme“of-things.is the ¢oni-: ‘someone -might | ‘induce-_impure.| book, “Straus | “and. Adams. words
r t the U.S:;.July 17, ‘the court! pany's niche in- realestate. develop- Thental Teactions: ‘in “anotler- per-:
Murphy, he tempered . his’ en—i by
and: miisic. ° Hilliard Elkins Brom
July 23, ‘ment: wher eby its 408-acre Univer-| son, She. called: ‘this. fa kind of | aduces.:..
thusiasm with qualification “if: it: denied. the MCA ‘motion;
|
oF
fix it-up. ~-the U.S: and MCA entered into a ‘sal’ ‘City ‘tand: Revue” let) .on’ the }thought: control.’ee
'
-|..| Davis” says. fie “wants. to. be raed
for. Coast-is. in’ the. thr oes. of: extensive|
iding
prov
agreement.
“stipulation.
I
to
much
too
ost
;
doesn't
into
came
+ Straigiit’ actor; - but can’t get roles
" This coal-mining city,
Ltd., | facelifting. Of’ that: territory,’. 200.1; ‘The. Office: for Decent Literature j without -going... to ‘producers. with.
tts rare tieup with the production -Gissotuton of NCA Artists’
‘aeres. .are intended ; -for ‘commer: has a- right: to. its.-opinion, ‘Mrs.
18.
Sept.
agency;
talent.
3ICA’
‘the
‘Scran‘end of show business when
.Pilpel. continued, but <ACLU- op-" ‘his. own. ideas. “He’..says; :ie 3 want _
he. U.S. and MCA filed: notice on cial-residential uisage—some ten- poses. it.when::the. organization: people to-: stop. : thinking” ‘Negro
ton Corp. atquired ihe. Roacn‘stagreement
of:-the ‘consent. decree; |ancy; .in, fact; “has~ already’ been
;
uhdiary as a wholly- owned ae Oct. .18, the deeree.was‘finalized:. signed, ‘others. are. lining |up. So: goes beyond..‘advice” and ‘obtains: actor and just think: actor.: Wouldn't. .
.“semi-g ov.ern men. tal.. “action.” it be.’ nieé -if’ they’. -browght. ‘you
But the financial manipulations”t
FBI agents. ‘interviewed hundreds. far, “since” ’58;°: ‘Some $10, 000. 000. ‘Private telephone. ‘alls. to: ‘book-. }something: instead |of hhaving- to: g0
7 thr ‘oughout the industry: during: the: has gone -:‘into.‘the project, and ‘a stores. ‘drugstores. ‘and ‘other’. out- ‘to.. them?” he- asks; “In -Euroje.--...
of the Jater-imprisoned Alexander (curse ‘ofthe. Government _investiuplicate sum) is: said to. -be= as- lets urging the latter to ‘cease
sell:. I've been offered: ‘TO. ‘pictures, ‘but: a
Guterma swept. both Scranton and:
-a- signed for com pletion.
doing. one there. ‘Will ‘have .no’ im-~~
its satcite into reorganization un- gation, and Posner even compiled
All”
MCA
activity.
will
consoli-|
278;
certain”
books.
are
integrated’
the. “FBI.
familiarizing
“with. other NODL. -actions: ‘more. pact because. it's"‘not’in. my"own, a
der the’ Bankrptcy Act “in. 1959. ‘booklet.
‘agents . with show ‘biz terms ‘and: date. under ‘one--roof ‘at: Universal fpimidable ‘than | official, ‘eensor- country,” -2 an
ae
Since that time. the trustees des.
background © so--as:-to. make ‘their. City. But -unremarked “by Rackmil- ship.””
*.
cided show business is too risky. “work.
=.
easier: ‘Jn: addition,’ ‘the FBI are future housing plans in. New |.
!
-Jof | York.- ‘The,MCA ‘building ‘in-‘Man- : ‘The ACLU contends that urging |
to. unload. He was: provided with. brief: bids
canerty
ae
hattan ‘owned “per sonally. by: ‘people to withhold patronage from |.
; those involved.
dé
.
ifort
T} 1ese elforts
:!
success~
appeared
chairman. Jules ‘Stein: .The reason- ‘Stores’. which: wil. not. ‘‘go “along|.
a tenta- | Posner. ended his. 12: year tenure -able assumption is’:that. "‘U-Decea with the list” ° is “damaging ’:to al.— ‘Continued -‘trom. page. 4mm: ot
ful earlier this year. when
pane
with” the-“Government. on Friday,
‘operations, : now ‘on - Park ':Ave.,: ‘free. ‘seciety.” .Mrs: -Pilpel- under- |:
‘could - transfer; now ..that’ ‘Several: ined ‘that: “Police: and prosecutors, | 1r‘elations.-. “Membership is. ‘jimited. an

no. politics involved in. the-termina=

‘Economic Community

ee

‘duplicate’

s

-|

“Coast TrainerLab”

tive sale.was made toWar §2.{00.. resigning to. join. the Beviills: law.
‘

firm o Zagon, Aaron. &. Schiff:.

He

(floors: at’ “MCA have:; ‘vaéated with| even: military: commanders. ‘at’ our to professionals;. Who must be mem" -._*..’:
|:dissolution: ‘of.:the. talent. agency. ‘bases, have. given order. no’ books|bers of one.of: the theatrical unions,
Group’ now: has - 29. membefs,. -:
Jandlord
12"
‘the
NODL
list
should
‘he’
sold.”
appeal,
latér
dropped.
A.
condition
as.
ic
auality
fe
tee
ractice.
in
bar
But.
SO
far,
~
_contrarily,
|
al,
te
‘state, and will
-take: the state. bar
of. the agreement. was that: such, aM - exaing in: Febniary..
| Stein. :has" ‘been ‘booking. outside ‘This ;she described as. ‘Putting | charges -$30 ‘a. month. as member- —
state Power: ito.Private. use,’aan
.[shipfee, ‘arid has: limited itself. to’
z
he :{ tehants.
:
=| top | of. 35° ‘members... ‘They- work.:.
out the | MCA. ‘prexy Lew Wasserman. “on
Knock
pppeal wou
Of: more pressing. conjecture. is =
om
iFriday--had only a° “no..comment*
| with model. of. .a “Mitchell: caniera, |
Fax: Claims
_ regarding’. dismissal ‘of the special}the fate of"U’s .post-48 catalog,” 215.
“-made by Milley and: ‘Paul .‘Casey,
California. was a minor. tax cre ds “gt and jury.
:
ifeatures- of. which must -go ‘to tele- |
} and: rent: an: actual :view.finder‘ags
|...
itor compared to the U:
govern~:.) vision. by next’: June. under. . the |...
+ méans. to--show-‘members their: ac=-.-°
‘Continued ftom. ‘page 4 —
ment,
which -Ras ‘tax. Slaims of:
| consent: decree, ‘but: circumventing —
tual work on. camera: Futuré. plans
j.the MCA ¢ distribution::‘apparatus. :
akout $1.500.000. in addition to a
‘aré ‘for “use: of actual: film to fur-. 5
claim for a Toan from. the. Office. of |
| AS of last. week; according. to.-Rack- and thus faronly $25,000;has been |
‘ther - develop. téchnique.. . >.
“CatholicCritics: “bnil,: no action --had. been ‘taken;: repaid.
Defense Lending ‘for $500,000.
’ Casting. director Ruth Burch: has’
;
.
Bésides:
‘Broiay,.
‘the:
other’
“of.
| pending the: decree’s” effectuation: |
Asked if the gover nment .would.—
Continued trom page Bb.
shown her -support of. the Lab by. --.
“t“No action; of ‘course, “does not ‘ticers ‘are exec:‘v.p.. ‘George: Bur{Ron Stokes:
consider taking over the property: irha
_.
Tows, and: company ‘secretary Sam. ‘using two~. members,
(used for production of Army train- |‘and
ihat, -grace
refused—unheeded- over mean, the. Hegotiation. ‘machinery.
-over—may not be. offered: ‘has ©‘been idle:-" Informally. ‘active,’ ‘Wolf: ‘All: three. made loans in. two. and: Vie. Wer ber, 6n. ‘film jobs. Wer= ~
jing films during World War 2).U.-S. ‘again and that man.
. te may. find}
installments apieceé, totaling $50:000 ber. was .also: cast by- .John.-Florrea :
Attorney BernardJ.Brown replied , himself. ‘plunging | down. the. wells |;at. ‘léast,: is. a. -more . plausible, sur- for each.To. date;, Burrows. has when: clatter: was’ a" ‘guest ‘director. °

£00. Bate Gale as me

“will -now.. study. California: ‘laiv, ‘so

“AR Borrowings

a

in the negative.

.

”

{gteased. chute

to hell.’ yn

mise.

“s

aod

1} been

repaid’. $15,000, -and | Wolf Other: guest directors in past have:.

_

A similar-lack of: enthusiasm. has’!
There is, here again, ‘the liar. ‘AS ever, Rackmil: was :“avid -to $10. 000.: .
_ | been- Ralph- Nelson, “Gene. Nelson. a}
teen displaved -by other “Major acteristic genuflection of a:‘Catholic emphasize; ‘too,. that: ‘Universal :is.
and “Mack. Bing. se
‘Giroux’s- ‘Shares |
most: ‘deliberate: ‘in its® marketing |
Statement also: “confirms. ‘that’ “Guest. directors-and: other” ins op
creditors—Hal . Roachwitth} reviewer: tothe .best of: his’ own ‘approach. ~: AS: ‘of »now, ©:this? -is
claims of around $2. 000.0005 W i-! kind, .Walter Kerr. of. the .N.Y.
AA's: largest single. stockholder js: “dustry... execs, “according :‘to Patri--*: =
Tiam Morris Agency. which. seeks |Herald-Tiibune, It would hardly. be- vouched. by 16 pictures completed: New. York drug. ‘Magnate Claude: A. “cia” Géorge, have: -also.. sent -letters’ -: ma
or.
in:
production,
including
“If
a
abcut $1.600.000; and Heldan-Trad- precise to state that Duprey ‘is out|
Giroux, remembered as the: ‘figure: supporting. application ‘of.Film Ac+ .‘Man: Answers”: for ‘general. release.
avid .to: take .over: the: distrib: ‘when. tors’Lab. for ‘a “Ford. Foundation. ©
jng Corp... New York, $1,000.000:/ to sel ‘critical: “sophistication”
to ‘next:
“but: on ‘the:
month.
he first came into the picture. some. Graist. under -which they. would’
The “Who wants, it” attitude is} the Catholic ”press,’
“| months back. Giroux’ holdings ‘to- be™ allowed . to make. -experimental
a sad one for the studio. whieh has; ‘other hand; that’s not. too “far :off.
heen, a landmark of comedy..for; the truth in. terms of net. Call it]-: Arthur ‘Freed assigned :
’ Julius tal 88,500. ‘shares. or about. 13,500 ‘films, for: workshop _but. not._Te-* ae
~ eS
ae
a
-more: than 40 véars,. showcasing :the. latest in a series of: books. by: Epstein’ ‘scripting .-chorés".on’. his: more: than ‘prez Broidy’s. “second. Tease.
the talens of a parade of toppers |
“ee
Catholic. criti¢es: ‘going: that way.
Metro: Picturization: of.“Carnival. ” fattest portfolio. :
from Har old Lloyd to Cary. Grant.
~” Giroux: is. now an. the: “board, |
having Teplaced - ‘Norton-. V; Rite] Labella Reports téHitt
-[ehey,. veepee. of: the. foreign. arm.
“Vineenze |. “Labella.: has: . been
“Riv erdale’s’ New: House
:
;
[Other eight of. the directorate, like-- ‘named - -20th- Fox.’ ‘ad-pub.: director.
The first new film theatre to: be [-.
Wise urged. ‘by. mariagement. for. re- n Italy; ”. “succeeding . Anacleto:
built in the Bronx jn over 20 vears |.
| peat terms; are’ ‘chairman. W..: ‘Ray Tanida,- -exitée. “‘Labella: will: report
-has been revealed .by: New: ‘York|
Milton: Rackmil, ‘as.MCA'S: voice:last Week: Was. chipper on. all.”
. | Johnston,’ Broidv, Burrows. Roger’ directly: to Fred‘ Hift; ‘recently. ap- _
-exhib-distr ib, Meyer Ackerman...
.
: fiscal counts.
> Farlock, ‘Sherrill -Corwin, Edward: ‘pointed ‘ad-pub. ‘director’ “for -conThe 600-seat house, -to he. built
_”
Universal, he ‘said, -eould hit zan alltime. earnings peak this year. .- ‘Morey, ‘Paul Porzelt’ and Herman -| tinental Europe; -Britain’ and. the.
dn: a: shopping ‘centre now under|“. Decca diskery, ‘which - ‘he- said *‘ranked third.“in- profit for: U. S. | Rifkin. “Middle.
;
East. *~. construction. in Riverdale, will be}
Jabels, also shapes ‘rosy. ‘And parent MCA: ean sight: “well “over” an.
-Corwin: ‘and Rifkin Brovide: exhib | :-Labella,. who. ‘has. held. ‘Various
calied the Riverdale. ‘Opening. js} $8,000, 000 profit;. exclusive of capital gains. ‘and the. U-Deeca‘ con| representation. and Porzelt:is ‘the. posts: with the 20th ‘org im: Italy’ in’
tentatively -planned: for April or |" “tributions to the consolidated total.: That-of: ‘cour se.‘means the. ReWall: St.: ‘member from, ‘Emanuel, ‘recent’ years, will: make: shis head-May. of Text (year.
. dL vue teleshows'sare: fancy ‘moneymnakers,,
.
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The world
has. never understood
‘why: the Japanese -

Me
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whis: produced by. Lo

ae

‘SHOCHIKU

|.

.. starring:

of Japan:

a

“Tatsuya NAKADAIL ~

[.

and. directed. by

:

Masaki. KOBAYASHI

bs

|

:

whose’ "No Greater’ Lovet ‘won.the Soa
Giorgio: ‘atid. -Pascinetti’ Prizes: at. the
Venice: Anternational. Film: Festival 1960.
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Situations in|
Manhattan:

~Tnside Siuft—Pictures
§

“Dorchester
—_

Continued. from page’ a
—

Bild: Zeitung; ‘W-Germany’ Ss“largest mass. daily, ‘recently ‘stirred ‘some
-anti-Marlene Dietrich fééling ‘when-it reported. that the’ German-born

derstood, will: ‘be. approximately ‘Ameritan. ‘songstress: ‘had: “suddénly “asked” - for an ‘additional: ‘payment:
0,000. . “The. hotel: ‘profit: ‘for. ‘of. 23,000 D=Marks. ($5,750) shortly. ‘before the UNICEF bénefit. concert:
By. MIKE WEAR
Pet eee Was: “approximateély -‘$1,- -of ‘Oct: 6-:in Duésseldorf: Miss: Dietrich ‘didn’t: ask for any salary in-:..
000. a dip of about 87. over the. -econnection ‘with. ‘the. UNICEF ‘concert: ‘itself, but .sinée. ‘the. ‘German:
Two extremely tough “problems ;
“ALBERTINI EXITSWOLFBERG.“| +000.
vear.. previous. The Savoy, which|. Television: had’ ‘purchased. ‘the: rights-. of the’: concert -“(tobe telecast |
leom for the N.Y. arty theatre:
eperators within. the next” two or Neal Ross. Suéceeds ‘Co-Fouiider of;{says it is not_on the market, dipped. ‘next year) and’ demanded. her -not ‘to: sing. the.. song; “Tell: Me Where:
‘about :‘the same- amount,: ‘blaming - ‘the Flowers Are,” on any: ‘German tv. -show. Within ‘period of one year,
three months. One’is the very ap-'
-Chain - as. District: Mer. —
| this on:a drop in U:S.tourist. trade. ‘she. had asked: for ‘compensation (the -above: amount}. ‘When “German
parent: overseating situation,.. al-}{Local trénd-in-the-wind.-watchers: TV. rejected the. demand,:.she. had: .the- choice’ -of either: letting: -down..-:
ready causing much” head-shaking | .
Denver, “Oct. 23,

| point. out that it is. ‘interesting that. UNICEF or. yielding. She decided ..t6 ‘sing. for ‘the sike of ‘UNICEF. wT
‘Leonard J, Albértini, cofounder’
js. the difficulty of getting enough of the: ‘Wolfberg ‘chain: of -Compass Savoy. had to.,bother to. ‘make the Bild-Zeitung had to apologize. tO: her. Via‘a “front! page article ‘headlined me,
i
“Par don; Marlene” . after. Miss. Dietrich’ ‘$s lawyer: insisted.
strong product to fill the. needs :of. Drive-in theatres’ circling Denver,-| ‘denial.
Anew. ‘American ‘hotel- ‘tthe Hil
some ‘21 arty theatres expected to. exits effective Oct:.20.
ton, 510° rooms). -is--due. to open.
be operating. by the. end of 1962.
Neal ‘Ross,.former newspaper= next: February: and the: HCA’s. 330-" “Though. he produced the ‘first. filini: ever “shot! ‘in- CinemaScope, 20th:a
With -the launching of. Cinema man, ‘and currently. manager. ‘of.the room. Carlton’ Tow ers” “opened: re-. Fox" 5 blockbusting ‘‘Robe,’” producer: Fr ank Ross ‘repoited in New. York ’
last: week: that: he. will shoot: his: upcoming African’ adventure, “Mister a
Gue and Cinema. .Two..‘several
| VVolfberg . Crest Theatre: -will suc-’ ently.
aE
months -ago, the recent. ‘preem. of | ceed: -Albertini ‘as. district. rnanager’|.: “It's.“not :“rumning ‘hotels’. any |.|:Moses,” in. Panavision. of
Loew's ‘Tower. East. and’ that “of 4.
| ‘of the: Wolfberg chain except .for.|:more,’ ‘said <a’ veteran. London. ho-|~ The producer’. ‘recalled that: ‘produeing the: first®.C’Seoper had: been”.
-@ Somewhat dubious honer-finaneially. ‘He found: that 20th was ‘charging: On,
ne
Kips Bay,-a Baker ‘house, .only last ;‘the -firstrun Paramount.
Melman: “This -has ‘become. ‘a realoff .a good: deal ‘of: the’ costs of: promoting ‘the ‘CiremaScope. process. :.°.
Albertini will. retain his financial.
week. plus-the. impending preem of.
estate.
pllsiness..
Look’
‘What
‘is
hapagainst, “The Robe,” a joint: ventiine of his iridie company-and 20th:
.--- ~
the Coronet, new. house_ ‘atop the : interest’ in the: company, ‘but: says: ‘pening in: America.
Ail’.the |big.
facelifted Baronet, and: ‘the. Jaunch- his-future. personal working. plans. hotels .keep- changing .hands- daily; |: “One: day. he ‘learned that: he: was. helping -foot: ‘a: bill. o£ ‘something.
“fike. $120.000. for. C: ‘Scope’ equipment in: Australia; Which. he: naturally
ing of the Tranms-Lux East -ex+; are. “not: set. :
J it’s: hép-scotch. -harnky panky.” _ And
|. thought ‘to be going ‘too far.” Even though’. he was still wor ‘king. on the:
pected: by the end of. 1962, ‘some
"|that’s’ what. ‘London may: expect,
| 26th: lof,- he’ ‘instituted suit ‘against. the company for. $600; 000 in. moneys -:.
3.400 seats shave: been. added to the’
| too.”.
| he figured he was -losing as:a result-of -managetfient’s. magnanimous
New Yerk-City arty. theatre. seating
| share- the-cost’ policy: He. settled® ‘out-of-court: for half. :
a”
capacity, This does not. take into|
TheFrench: Idea” co
consideration the tiny --D. W..Grif“Paris,” Oct: 23.
“Tm ‘hot. ‘a big. movie: : Star in “North Ameriéa. becduse. Pye" never
fith.on’ 45th Street! near: Broadway.
In spite. afthe big ‘dip: in: ‘Amerinor the Carnegie. ‘Hall. ‘Ginema,| .
‘Gan ° ‘tourism: the past. ‘couple: of} “had a teenage: following, but-1. do :very “well: with: people over 22 -and.
opened-tate..in 1961.
years, and-- particularly --in'. 1962—" ‘in “Europe,” Toronto -Star’s Ralph Thomas “quotes ‘Rod. Steiger, :there
Although the number. of.-arty|
brought: .‘on by’ the nervous: Wall rehearsing - as. Capt: .- Ahab.- -in..the’. Orson _Welles.. dramatization:‘of.
houses ‘in, the U.S. has increased:
+Street situafion—-de: luxe. Paris “Moby. Dick,” “opening try out ‘at! ‘Royal: Alexandra® Theatre Nov..‘1. mo
from 50 or 60 of some-12. years: ago|.
hostelries are: st oversold: at peak. ‘Steiger, “who originated: ‘Paddy :‘Chayevsky’s -‘Marty .on- tv; “says. he.
“turned down: the. film. ead. ‘then! played ™‘by Erriest :Borgnine): ‘because: ©
to 350 to 400. cinemas, “which today
‘Seasons.
regularly. play on-'an
arty “pix. Which. is why. ‘Hilton: ‘and. other. he'd ‘have had ‘to signa “séven-year.: contract—“T -would. have sacrificed: *
Hollywood;, Oct. 23...
sre
ny
a:
policy,. is not. considered -out of | -*
1 Yank -chains.would:like ‘a tuehold whatever independence’. 1. had. if Td Signed.”
Jine, the Tapid --expansion in’ New.| ‘Echoes of the - 1960- “Writers: ‘in. the rich Parisian. ‘market, This:
York .City in the same’ period ad-: “Guild: of “ America’s _.strike were has: .come-. up. before, “arid. there| Considering. the. big’ bundle. of. cash’ which’: Joe: Levine’ is:“pay ing. for
mittedly has arty theatre operators | héard: here. Universal: and |the: ; also. ‘have been: bids. from ‘Restau- that: elaborate “billboard ‘advertising-“Madame”: on the eéast- side: of...
ey
‘good: thing he
‘Broadway,
‘between
-42d
-and.
:43dSts.;en.it’s
worried. Where 12 to .14 houses: Guild. are. tangling’ -over ‘interpre: i rant: Associates” (the New ‘York op- ‘was
: ‘pr
ng. “a.
y (19
ovibly
d -Frida
n't on han
t. "wh
) nigh
.-moba
electric sign-bethe
regularly played :an arty policy at: tation. ‘of- the-“favored |. nations: -erators -of. the.’ “push: Forum, ::the
the close.of 1960, by ‘the end of the clause,”. part of the: original.” seét-|Four Seasons .and: kindred’ class: neath the. billboard. went completély. -aWTY:. After announcing ‘Levine's .-.
current vear there. will be. 21 spots. tlement reached between them in: eateries) and. ‘other -‘chains. :“Claude “Long. ‘Day's: Journey - Into -‘Night.’” it.Avent. on: to quote the critics inv
following, this policy. This. more. February: of that year...
“1G. Philippe, -,exee *“veepeé of..the|’the: following -fashion: |ot‘Stunning’ — ‘Bosley. ‘Czother:: N. YY. Times;
ae “Fhat
than doubling the number of -thea--| Guild. ‘told: its’ ‘members - a _hear- ‘New York. Ameri¢ana,: periodically: $51MDO 33GR 5HGNOZ’—Paul. Vi “Beckley, ’‘Herald .‘Tribune.
tres. in such a short space’ of time fiing will -be. held~on the’ dispute’ [has put™-in- bids for the Hotel Beckley’ Ss:‘sometimes an. inscrutable. eritie.to:be sure.
presents a reak ‘dilemma...
late this ‘month ‘on:,the motion of: ‘George. Vand. also has‘ plans to|—
The primary. problem will ‘be to ‘a’ new trial, initiated by. -U: ‘The. build - "a. large” “hotel “complex| GRANTS MISTRIAL:
fet enough regular patrons to. fill company refuses to arbitrate. a-dis-- above
the. railway ‘station; _ the}
the ‘new houses. The second is..the -pute- about: the: controversial. | Gared Quest:
task. of-obtaining a steady flow. of. ‘clause, said: ‘the guild...
: The French: ‘Government. Tourist.| Drive-In. Op:“TikState- “Fears:Jury |
oP
‘Sympathy
| Bureai: wauld: like. some new class
‘suitable’ ‘product: The ~. product.
- Guild - ‘had. ‘agreed: to”give: “Uy hostelries.:to invade, the scene. but
“aWenitieth-Fox’s “The. "Longest
situation even now shapes as a.real
. “Des Moines, Oct:..23.-: Day,” - currently’ playing its. first
stumbling block. A highly success- the. favored’ nations .‘clause: as ‘part ‘also’ appreciates. the: French -idea |
-District. Judge: Randall has ruled eight domestic . hardticket dates,.
fu] arty. theatre operation requires of its theatrical. basic - agreement of keeping the foreigners. out:
| 'Paradoxically: the last: new: Pari- a_mistrial-in. the $345;000. ‘lawsuit’ ‘is..expected’ to Nave- ‘opened ‘in. apa nmrinimum of” six. pictures: .an- “with: ‘the company... Thus;. Universal
However, the average. “was... given the: right.: to”‘take ‘the-| -sian. hotels, ..
built’ in’ the 1920s; ‘brought’ by’ Capitol ‘Drive-In. Thea- .roximately 35 ‘U.S. ‘situations be-.
Dually.
Jikely will run higher for after all ‘Build’s :.“subsequent: contract. with were. financed -by: ‘the- jJate. Atlantic ‘tre. Inc.- against. the Iowa .Sfate. -fore ‘the "year-end.. “Company -‘con-:. in a. Jand | fidently -.expects «all these dates”.
‘few arty theatres can book pix that ‘the major -studios if: it ‘so: “desired. ‘City hotelier - Joel -Hillman—the Highway. -Commission
‘ull.run two, months.on an average vat. the. final settlement. of:the George. V. and-the. Prince de. Galles: condemnation ease.
{ to: be: still running by- Oscar time:
| strike.
Lloyd. ‘Hirstine, principal Stock in: the early: spring,..when it hopes an
(Prince. of. Wales}, originally “twin
for-a full year.
most. operators ‘figure { “According” to.. the. ‘writers. - "a‘{ hotels” but:. “since: operated inde- holder. and manager. of ‘the Capitol .to pick. Uu at: least several
Hence,
majo
ral major
Pp:
eight to 10: films ‘will. be: needed ,‘month ‘after. the strike was settled, pendently.
| Drive-In, -became. ill after: testify-|-awards.. By that. ‘time,. also, the.
every year: If théy can get by with -in July, 1960, Rackmilites advised| - Another ‘paradox. is. that, despite ing last ‘week andthe acting -attor- 35. dates will: have’ been’ supple.
only eight productions, this would. -WGAW sit “would. not take - the. thie’ current:“Yankee: stay home!”,: ‘Ney --for the ‘commission asked: for. mented ‘by:‘a: number of others: -::"
mean
the ‘21 arty: houses’. would| majors’ contract -but -.would: ‘con-. | feeling -many of .the grand: hotels a- mistrial -on grounds, ‘there was. apie The: eight current: dates are. all.
require. 168 pictures annually.
tinue. ‘with’ its: settlement cof ‘the |throughout ..Europe,- both. in. the possibility. of. “unmerited - sympathy reported:: to-be’ running.at. or--near
a
;}capitals. and’ at thée:spas, have large for the: drive-in. theater. and that a’ ‘capacity. “At. ‘the . Warner. jn’ New
And. 4s. one exhib- said; “Where !preceding Februaary..
foreign: capital, ‘much. of.:it ‘British, fair ‘and impartial. verdict: could : York,. there ‘have only. been: two“. ipo
are’ they going -to. get | the: 168 |
‘Guild. contends: however, ‘that:
v orthu hile pix. Somebody isBoing :
rand -a-.good -deal ‘of itfrom the: not be returned and: an. expert-wit- ‘performances. which ‘dipped’
- in 1961 U completely- reversed: it-+|
slight-. oo
‘Scaridinayian. and.
}. Lowlands. finan- néss for ‘the :commission. was. not, Jy -below- ‘capacity—and those -were
to suffer.”
i self: and. asseted ‘it ‘stilt had. the:
clers..
Of conrse., there are films. like |
. because. of postponement, . the Wednesday. :-Matinees- of:. the
‘available
: right ‘to: exercise. its. favored: . na“Never On ‘Sunday, * which ran 60:
|} of .the trial |during: ‘Hirstine's” -jil- second ‘and :third weeks. Accord-_
tions. clause, ‘so -notified™ WGAW t7
| ness:
weeks at one N.Y... arty: firstrun. }
ling to one::exec,: even: with: a hit
it
would
accept’
and
operate
urider:
And there is the case-of “Room. at i
The . theater » ‘compaiiy. “asked hardticket film, ‘the: midweek mate.
;
the
general
Studio
.
pact
.
instead
[
the Top.” which. had an ernigage-'
.Ark. “Tenn. -Miss. MPTOA $300.000 in lieu: of a ‘lesser. :amount™ inees.seldom: go. absolutely: “clean.” -.
ment of 39: weeks. Also in the long-jof-the original-terms:
The. Warner: also” reports-. that|its oh.
‘countered that. U. Tiad |
“Memphis, Oct: .23:: ‘awarded. ‘by ‘a sheriff's. ondemna:
run. category there. is. “Saturday: |. WGAW
n’
made-. its choice of: terms ‘in: July.
Brice’ Young, repping the: Com- ‘tion® jury. .in the ‘commissio ’s:‘tak- ‘advance. is. not. only’ holding steadi-. “.-Night, Sunday
Morning,” which
of:
acre
an’
s. ‘of
lv, -but growing “weekly, despite. , 1960, ‘that. as .a “result. it. had: no’: “ monwealth. Theatres in Pine Bluff, ‘ing ‘of. four-tenth
Jiasted for 22 weeks. : land and access: in connection: with.
There is the current Jongrunner. :right: to -reverse itself... ‘and. asked: Ark, was elected prexy of: the.53d:: the widening: of ‘U.S. ‘69 north ‘of. the -fact that’ a. sizeable portion ‘of. -~
is.used: uP each week.
*“Boceaécio: "70," which looks to.-£0.1 for - arbitration. -of :the- dispute. 4 annual . ‘-Arkansas-Ténnessee-Mis- : Des -Moines..... The. firm‘ -also. asked the advance ’
19 stanzas. ‘Taste of Honev” lasted , Company’ refused. to- arbitrate, SO sissippi ‘Mation: ‘Picture _Owners. ‘$45,000 for: loss’ .of -direct. access |:
for 14 Weeks as ‘did “Purple Noon.” :‘the guild filed suit ‘to compel. ar-} Assn: (in: .a- two-day. powwow held.
forabout: 36 months. ;
to its property f
. “Gigi” also came in with a record. |bitration.-‘Affer. months of- court {Jat the: Chisca. Hotel. ‘Other officers
|
longrun. Fhere are other examples. { hearings and a. trial,-the. Fédéral | elected for ithe Goming year were: |
District. Court
issuied an “order “JM. ‘Monk? Mounger:. chairman. °
but these. aré outstanding. And
long with these longrunners, the. | compelling ‘Rackinilites. to” ak bis; “of the. hoard, €athoun. City. Miss.:.
oe Max: KE.” "Youingsiein, _recently aa
.
arties encounter pix that last only. :
F ' trate.
{Nona:White, Riley United Theatres, —
‘Continued: from: page 2.=e With: Cinerama, now-in a new’ show. _
WGAW had begun prenjng ‘for: Little, ‘Rock.-and. ‘Hayes ‘Redmon of —
three or four weeks. |
Arty houses. in N Y: ‘in-the past. the ‘arbitration.: when Univ ersal | Millington, ‘Tenn:, veepees.. -R. B.*
business. “enterprise. in ‘association ‘as* the. . ‘attorney-author with Jérry:Pickman, Charles: Sim: year, also played “Summer
and ;: filed its “motion: “for the new ‘trial: “Coax, Batesville, Miss., “K. Kz ‘King: easion
‘stressed
the
gap.
between:
the
.
sci-.
-Smoke.” “Splendor in. Grass” and! 0: end: of .the. ‘prolonged litigation’ Searcy, ‘Ark: ‘and Redmon named
onelli and: others, jias” been named: *
fences and: the humanitiés—Russia; |: luncheon-. chairman” for --the: ‘Joint:
“Loss -of Innocencé”.
although
is. not yet in Sight.
Hational TOA: ‘réps.
for
all
its
scientific
progress
(“after.
Defense . Appeal tribute: -‘to:-20th-.
exhibs mainly do not regard them,
Jiim “Alexander.: ‘state :campaign
all,” he: “observed, “they: were the ‘Fox 'board’ ‘chairman. ‘Spyros -Pas strictly arty house vehicles.
i manager ° for - ’ Gov. -elect | “Frank..
‘is:
“still.
first.
with
:
the
‘sputniks”);JEWELER-TURNED-CRITIC. . Clement’ of Tennessee,: addressed .
The arty’ theatre operators do |
| Skouras’ tomorrow (Thurs.). at, New:
not expect much heip from Holly- Edgat ‘S:. Van :Olinda, -eritie i'some- 250 “delegates at the. open- |“lacking«in “the ‘humanities.
| York’s -Aimericana ‘Hotel.
“feo,
the.
cses|*
Harry.
Hershfield,.
“wood for. some time although some :!columnist for Albany. Times- “Union. fing: séssion.. Other-Speakers were
This climaxes: ‘the film industry’ a”foe
|
:
long‘his.
‘that:
of them are hopeful that several;; Was: editorially.” saluted “by., the Jerry: Berger. of 20th Century-Fox president:. accented.
campaign in’ behalf of the Amerinew indie producers soon will ‘be:: paper’ Jast. week -on: his 78th. birth- }and James -V.. Blevitis of. Nashville. | time ‘friendship « with. ‘Nizer:. made|.’can Jewish ‘Committee’.and “the ..
a ‘special ‘occasion. O'Rourke
coming up with screen fare ‘to fill:day. ‘The: sheet. said
- it would be “a. Dave and Abner: Lebovitz, brother
|this;
| Anti- Defamation. League: of ‘B'nai’ in: ‘between ‘his’. “scandalous ‘tinthe void.
-Birith: °
Bay and ‘vigorous’: natal: day for }duo: ‘who™.own-operate thé Sunset
-But in the’ meantime, the: “our most: venerated contributor,:; rand Sky-Vue ozoners,. were: named. type”.of the g. of h., “observed..that |:
Skouras’ is.being ‘cited for His:
|
JFK.
did
have.
three
choices
.
with
scramble for product is expected: Edgar: Sim Van. Olinda”: - Whose: ‘to. the arrangements committee for.
behalf. of" ‘human
1o reach amazing proportions. Bulk Around”
:
the Town’ caliimn. that- the 1963: session-which also will be fhe. Cuban. ‘problem—“he- “couldn't. “Jeadérship’. ON...
|.make.up his mind: whether: to. send. rights. ”
of their fare will have to come. morning “is: estimated to be someheld here.at the Chisca Hotel...
.| down. his old man.to buy-it, “Billie =,
from. England, France and ‘Italy,,_ thing like his: seven: thousandth. on
-|Sol: Estes to steal. it, .or. consiilt |.
and even some from. Germany.’,.Its fans “are legion.”
‘Harry _S:. ‘Truman. who ‘would have}~
And then there ‘is the matter -6f.34. The. editorial. ‘pointed -out. “that. on
|
everseating which is not likely: tose"Van” had been with the. T-U for |”
‘Minnéapolis,. ‘Oct... 23. | told them::what: to: do with it.”..
be helped. much if econamic -condi="“about three ‘decades,” and.
as. aly ‘Morning Tribune. ’ published: a | Nizer’s ©.show’ biz. legal -:‘back- —
Continued: from. page . =,
tions ‘do: not improv e.
> full-time staffer. for 24 years. Van ‘| letter from Dr.-Dayid J: ‘Vail, state’ ground was fore and ‘aft—his cli“EQlinda had ‘ong. been ‘a ‘jeweler medical director; protesting. against ‘|ents aft. -and ‘many: from. show. biz. Said - “to: “be. a” : prerequisite: the”.
adbefore he found his.réal home at.a an advertisement. which ‘it carried |out front. Darryl! .-F. -Zanuck was. trainees ..are -not: Fequired’ to have. et
Flinn Heads for Texas
. ; typew riter-"
:-| for. “T: Thank a “Fool” (MGM).: the.among the missing—his plane had film: -industry-‘experience. All: .
Dalias, Oct... 23.
‘Even “more ‘yemarkable.”” the Vail accused the. picture itself; and ‘wasn’t due to get’in until last.night must be’ college graduates,: ‘and if: . John Cc.“Flinn Jr... head of the! paper declared, was his career as a.
"| they :plan’ to’ serve -abroad, must. a
4
“the ad, of depicting mental illness. (Tues.): from’ Paris.
Coast studio publicity for Colum-; singer: for. more. than. a “half=. nan ‘unjustifiably bad ‘light.©
. “The. Circus Saints: &. ‘Sinners’ ‘also be -bilingual.:
°
bia Pictures,. is seheduled for a ‘century. as a. choir member: and|.
. He. called the’ ad. “tasteless and. ‘next’ shindig-shifts to. the ‘Amer-'} -Some ‘of the’ young.’ ‘Men “wilt: be
Jeeal visit on Nov. 5. He will bring: issoloist at St. -Peter's Episcopal. offensive |‘and not. in* thé ‘intérest: deana.. Hotel with Eddie: Fisher. ‘as -selécted abroad, ‘Said. Poe. “Teste.
a print of Columbia’s new ‘“Dia-} Church, and ‘in the earlier. 1900's; | of:. public. education ‘toward. the
|“‘fall-. guy,’ ‘and because. of the ing: phase”. of the program: will Tast: ol,
mond Head” tu be shown in special |‘as' Second .tenior. with the Albani. mentally: Nw? Et was: ‘an ad."gen- lager” ‘capacity because: it will -be two -years;: and’ any of the:.men_
screenings.
{ Quartet theard in Albany: ‘theatres, | erally ‘used -everywhere in. selling. “ladies’. day,” ‘Le. femmes, permit who. do -not™ make - “a : substantial.
‘Film stars Charlton Heston.
the’ picture: .
Lamong. other places).
Abel.. ‘Lmove” in that time willbe.Feleased..
Hedi ©
oe

among these. ‘exhibitors. The other
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(0Oneof
f Europe’
s Top Box-Office
B
Film Stars)
AND HAS FACILITIES FOR.
AMERICANCO-PRODUCTION, »
_ SUPPLYING EITHER ABOVE|
oR BELOW THE LINE COSTS.
(iMost ImportantIsa Good Script)
For
or.
Alldnformation Write to:
JACQUES DAUBIGNY
‘Paris- Agency
17 Rue ‘De.Marignan
‘Paris:8,France.
Tel:, Elysees 21-92.
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Hollywood Unionists See ‘Ree P In

e :peeringaTaxSwe

|}

New York.
k.

A [[-Out

R aLoeC. Over R ue
ngWw
aySt
ubsi
UG
idy|
=
"Editor,Wabi
aa “Deferr ed. Tneome: ‘for-Fiaya Baitersa: .
: - (VARIETY, Oct. 3) you ‘say: ‘that other: “high bracket: people” ‘would —
like: “to. spread. their income for'tax purposes. too’ ‘—mentioning |the: _
-question “as. being’ “of interest-to. authors and others: ” Well,.“authors - :
building: up.“lithe “Hollywood: in| OCTANE TRUCK Blows ‘UP.
“Holly wood, Oct. 23.
‘and others” ean. ‘spread ‘their. earnings. if.they. SO. choose. ‘and embody... a
Charges .of.. Communist. infiltra- |other aréas: in. the world."" He ‘said |
dion inio Holywood films. as- 2. ‘there... is :an. atmosphere - against: Destruction’ “Jncludes Film: ‘House 7 their understanding to this effect in’ a-propér ‘contract in. accord: *
|
on
Burg
Alberta
In‘
--.
|"
-callingthis:
with Internal -Revenue ‘strictures. ‘For’ the. Treasury. Department.:
.cause for. ruaway production in pecple. ‘fighting for”
‘
someé ‘years -back ‘put -its. bléssing. on deferred “earnings. arrange-~
‘Europe were flung hotly at a ‘re-: “politics the -real ‘problem today" ar

establish}. folk of this’country!are at Jéast that much ahead tax-wise: Good -

Some" 12: business

included. attor-.
speakers _

Other

newly-formed newspaper, the Los|’

ments under specified. but not onerous conditions and: the créative.

Peace River, Alta. Oct:.23. .]:

of the |facing’ Hollywood’ production.”

cent Hollywood, meeting

and™ :-.
all ‘author's
for.so-called
good. news
deferred
happenéd
ofthe
news when. itcan
advantage’
take:still
Uptown.thea‘the by
and doand‘
fire which ||". -others”-who
destroyed.
County Labor Leader. ney. Robert -Gaston.. who revealed. lments; including
Angeles
edited by Leo Green. Meeting, held} a* ‘non-profit, -atganization ‘called|‘tre, were:
compensation. ruling, «
SAM «Save American -Movies): is iswept. this town's main street.after:
‘the Roosevelt
aat strong
attack on“Hotel,.
Hollhywkeynoted.|
ood ‘by |-being. formed -by_ the. Labor Leader, lat ‘semi-trailer. truck: loaded. with:
Harriet’ F. “ Pilpet.
Clayton’ Themason,. business rep. With incorporation’ signatures ‘to\ nigh “octane.aviation, fuel crashed J.
:
ae
Greenbatim, Wolf. &. Ernest).
of the Scenie Artists,: Local 816,:‘inelude the names of James. Mor-tand exploded.ka ‘Note—Continued solvency of the ‘licensing’ ‘party is d -faewho; was joined wn the. dais: by--gan, ‘associate’ editor: of the Paper;, - Logs: was estimated: at $1,000. 000;| Mor: further, the spread-oOtt. payments must . be- prearranged.) a

Herbert Aller, Cinematogr aphers* Thomason and Ralph. Clare, latter;“ith the ‘theatré. loss at $50, 000: ‘to bs
Jocal 659, and A. 'T. Denison: Lamp |of Teamsters Union: tlt has not:yet}§ia 000...

Opcrators, local 728. Three unions: filed in Saeramente).:
are: those which earlier’ had-left
the Hollywood Film: Council] and
published the paam phiet'. “Awake
America,” distributed
in. Washington.
.
Thomason, in .a lengthy .speech

. 20thReleases’UntilJune:‘Gigot’‘asDecember Ttem;:
in Jan...
MM. Documentary i

" REDSTONE’S HARDTOPPER

| Other speakers. ‘included: Gordor'|
“Outdoor: ‘Operator . Gets -Bark: ra] 2
+McDonnaugh,’ Congressmian.. trom
Worcester, ‘Mass...
{30th District. who said- “American: |
ro
produeers: who use - ‘foreign. talent.|
Boston-based Redstone. ‘Theaties; |
and. exploit. ‘it “in” American. ‘thea- |
-Hollywood,: Ott. 23.. | until now’a. drive-in. circuit, -has-|tres are doing: a: disservice. to their|
-, After “scheduling -a. January ree.
which mentioned many things but: country.. Rep. Edgar Hiestand (R.-| “producer ‘Charles - ‘Brackett ‘on: acquired . its .first hardtop; “the : lease. for. ‘its feature length ‘docu-~
not ““featherbedding,” charged |Cal) called for:a tariff: on. import: Monday. (22) filed -a ‘Superior: Court. Park, ‘in Worcester, Mass, Chain’ ‘is metary, .“The. - ‘World : -of . ‘Marilyn:
-20th-Fox. for asserted

BRACKETT IN$105,825

SALARY SUIT VS.itil

‘spending $250,000: to: refurbish the.

‘suit: against.
fst
with’ running .. away |Ing of.films. |
Holiyweod
‘breach: of contract, asking: $105,825.
ee
chiefly for “subsidies.” .. He: asked.
|
why
Saniuel
_Bronston’s. “John |SILVER. “EXITS PORTLAND,. “ME:7as salary to-date of July: 3,. 1963;
~ Portland; “Me.; Oct. 23. ‘| when’ his: ‘pact was due ‘to. expire.
‘Paul Jones”: should be “made .“in |Brackett pact .had_-been.. teriuia ‘studio- in Spain, “Road .to Hong o Nat ‘Sily er, for. the past.’ 13. years:

house, with: rélighting as Cinema Ty-Monroe,”., 20th -Fox: has realigned. its entire’ release schedille, through >
slated for: Xmas: *' ¢: |:
-House..will ‘seat 670 ‘and. ‘operate next..June, -

as-.a ie
‘Kong" = in
London,
“America | manager of. ihe ‘Strand and Empire™} “nated. by the studio. ‘on Oct. 15. manage.
America” ‘in Greece, noting. “these.| Theatres here, has~. been. trans-. Figure: asked. is. - based * ‘on. $2.350
can’t be for authentic Iocals."’ He |ferred. tothe Boston areéa:™:The ber week ‘salary: plus. expenses:

got $1.000.006 on -the Eady plan | active in Legion and police reserve : one. of 12: apostles: in ¢ George
this picture |and” are .getting |activities.. He was’ gifted. by. the; Stevens’ - Greatest. Story Ever:

i
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7. High Low.”

discussing

friend!y 10°* whom,

gone

to. Europe.

e€ — un-

he- said; have}

1962. .

in 100s.

High:
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in:

3376... 8%

31.14

italy.” Union leader alsa charged:

Chris Crait:. “140...

“Fox. sold: its: ‘studio for $42,000,-:f 5196. 3412- Decca’
44
2236 -Disney .. ..* 52°
000 to: make ‘two runaway. “produc-. (405%
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‘Jesse:Zunser’ of.‘Cue Magazine and Hollis Alpert of:Saturday Review: defénded.
+the press on-a- recent. panel: discussion ‘concerning. moving pictures, their friends,
“enemies, motives, talents and. runaway: ‘trends. The-occasion was. provided. by Barry
Gray. on Radio. Station WMCA in. Manhattan, with the two publication men: pitted
“against two: film: showmen; who. ‘shall here go nameless.” The significant term is
“pitted”,‘as.in‘the:death-pit: senseof. “Spartacus”. An short, it was a. free-for-all.

‘Such:broadcast. panel. discussions. dealing with films:have.multiplied iin recent.
__ season.:“They: draw. much ‘notice--and dispense: @.-certain. amount: of. information
. “and. insight. The trouble tends:to. be; ds in this recent. instance;. that. nobody gets
a chance. to finish: ‘athought. except by main force of.lung power.. ‘Interesting points
“are. raised and. ‘shoved. aside. :‘Interruptions become’ constant. and irritating to. the
. expectant,listener:
:

.. There: _were} however, artesting commenits. “One of the showmen argued that
themost: valuable criticism took ‘the.form: of private scouting reports intended. for
“the eyes:‘of‘producers’ alone... The. implication was
w s:that this was practical. All else
2 ‘was: mere-ivory tower. effusion:
on

During. the. general hubbub. ‘as. to: what. Critics. were, and: were: not, the. two
- gpokésmen: struck out. strongly: against: a ‘widely. echoed falsity that they are “part

OF show business", and that:this mednt ‘disloyal. Cried the.reviewers, “Our beat
lis show. business, but we’ are‘ not in show business. .We. are-in the publication
_ business.: Our loyalty iisto. our readers, and. to:the.truth as we interpret it.”
Actually there'is a‘comment which: is.almost: Never advanced. ‘about criticism,

and it is this: the: severest cracks on films. are-made.by producers, directors, stars.
You: ‘have: only: to think back. during. 1962. .No professional reviewer would possibly
_fault:given: films: as have their own: personalities. ‘Laurence Harvey. and Stephen.
aeBoyd, for‘example, are “far fougher: critics. than the: toughest by-liners.

‘No. publication: devotes. more space and attention: than VARIETY to. reporting
‘the: running .‘debate ‘as ‘to’ critics ahd their ‘Writings, nor tries harder.in._ its own’
reviewing to maintain honest criteria of:balanced evaluation: Such editorial inde“spendence..is ‘not easily: maintained: against the ‘occasional rages of vanity. and: the
application: of: punishments... “No matter.Ahiisthenecessary cost we. pay fora.policy
|established 57‘years ago.
“tris ‘strict. accuracy. to affirm: thierany:/ reputable. publicatisn, as. Zunser and.
_ Alpert. squarely’: ‘stated, ‘first: respects itself. This:iis-the‘source of its prestige which
‘in turn: creates its.advertising. value.
:

‘So.getwith, ‘andstay.with,‘tealvalue. /Meaning,of course-

Your Primary Tool. ForPrimary Trade Sell
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“Guns” in Karachi... ... . Ron Goodwin picked: by Cornel Wilde to write.
7
the Umbrella” - statuettes -for. ‘alk+
| Rome, ‘24 in Milan; 15 in. Turin. :.
‘the score for: ‘Lancelot -and “Guinevere,” ‘which ‘is: tiow: completing |
color film ‘entries. at .the’ Cafalan
. . Exhib:souree hints. that’ inflation.

‘Tuma28° Preem In

Zurlini’s “Cronac agathering.
Familiare”’ was scheduled. ‘to. ‘follow |
the award ceremony jand. closé the
festival. In grabbing the mike _instead of: the award. he probably.

Berlin; 3d Major Pic:

ToDo. So:in 1. Year| ample,

Fave the -impression that .“Cron-

lias taker a censor

ac a”’

mauling, |.

although he referred only. to ““fhe oe
Girl

with the Suitcase.”

production, on Jocation in: Yugoslavia. : . Prineipal photography started _
10 ft firstrun houses (and move-over ‘last -week .on..thé.‘new. Bob: ‘Hope-Anita .Eckbeérg: ‘comedy. “Call” Me
spots) has upset.the balance in -the’
capital, and that the system. must Bwana,”. which Gordon Douglas: is. ‘directing for Harry ..-‘Saltzman’s- -be revised to: ‘cope with downward| Cubby. :‘Broccoli’s . Eon. ‘Productions. Pic. - Which. “co-stars: Edie: Adams
trend .in‘ ‘public ‘reaction: -As “ex- | and Lionel: Jeffries; will. be réleased: ‘by United Artists in-“the Western
Hemisphere and through’ Rank

it. cites‘ that’ Rome, “which

inthe Eastern. -Hemispliere and ‘Come...

has 16-more firstriin: houses ‘than’ monwealth . . Maria ‘Perschy~ in Jast: week for the w ‘orld preem: of. the =:
_
Within: ‘a-vear. West Berlin” has5
7Milan,” grosses. less, coin: ‘than. ‘its. |. Metro. ‘British. ‘production; “The. Password. Is Col rage. ve!
Bertin, “Oct. 23°

' -had: its’ ‘third: ‘world preém

of. an! northern Tival,:

The ensuing: uproar was. ‘signi. American. film. {Stanley Kramer's

fic-ant as an explosive rejection. by : “Judgment - [At ‘Nuremberg’. and:
-at least part of the Spanish--poing Billy ‘Wilder's “One, ‘Two, Three’). .

FestWithin
|

‘Walter. Wood's -“Tunnel 28”. (MG).}
public of past censor: practices.
Ironically, Zurlini’s: public pro-;; opened ‘last. night with a ‘gala’ firstpublic
first:
the
with
night: .at-- Congress. Halt. -Ernst|:
test coincided
appearance of: Garcia Escudere, re-. ‘:Lemmer, “Federal minister.for alll
Genera
or
Direct
ted
cently designa
German ‘affairs, and David ‘Lewis,.|.
for Cinema. who has. himself gone “Metro's” European. prexy, Were the|.
uent.
stibseq
and
to,
prior
on record.
hosts.’ Incidentally, it was, Lem-=|:
to his appointment,” against. this mer: who suggested. the, -world.+

-Eddie Albert; here to ‘play ‘the. alcoholic: ‘actor: in..“the”Bae-rv" pio:
: “duction of -‘Clifford | Odets’” “Winter Journey,” :has:- been signed for..a
-top role in. the: Jack ‘Hawkins-Jules Buck. ‘production. of “The. .Party’s..
“Over,” now. filming on. location ‘in:‘London; -He. returns. ‘to: “America ‘at
| the end of the month for a tv.date’:
. Location ‘filming- has started on ..
| the. new’ Roy. Baker’ production “Two. ‘Left Feet;” ‘with ‘Michael. ‘Craw-.
ford, Julia Foster, Nyree. Dawn Porter ‘and Michael: Craze: Baker,. who... :

‘NewMex Scheme

is ‘directing, .wrote ‘the screenplay with John’ Hopkins,: and “Leslie: Gil-

liat is-producing. It’s a-British-Lion release .-; .“The’ ‘E-Shaped. Room,”
‘made by Richard Attenborough, Bryan Forbes. -abd: ‘Jamies. ‘Woolf,. has
Mexico City;‘Oct: 23. “| its. world preem at -the: Columbia ‘Theatre next -month:. ‘Film.. ‘which...
Leslie Caron and Tom: Bell, was:.written, and. directed: ‘by.Forbes, *
w
-eek-long
Latin: -American .Stars
|-:
‘A
statea~
vIn
.
sniping
‘type of tiln
preem °of | ‘the. filn for Congress. | sub-festiv ‘al; to be celebrated con-. “and Attenborough: ‘and: ‘Woolf were: producers. .
ment fo the press, Garcia ‘Es¢udero Hall.
pointed out that*‘The Girl with the * Film's. official local preem will + currently: with, ‘but - outside the. : _ Frank. Williams, |a.“-boothnian. at the Leicester’ “Square:Theatre: retired
i World -Review. of.Film’ Festivals. in. on Saturday, Oct. 13: He had. previotisly been at-the New Gallery «hte
Suitcase” had been in release |‘tor be at. Berlin’s Metro theatre. next:
more than a \ear and that Z.Ur-. _ Week. The US. _preeny has béen- Acapulco;: has: been: approved . by Earl. Mountbatten: ‘will be attending ‘the: charity” ‘preem- of “Mutiny.. on
unbecoming -behavior had *- scheduled. for Oct,” 31 in Detroit. the Film ‘Bureau. Full Bureau aid. the Bounty’: ‘at the: ‘Royalty. on Nov.-.19- ‘Which: is. ‘being or ganized by
bini’s
«
‘In. aid. of the Edwina Mountbatten Tr ust.
placed the. stigma of ‘the past ev ent and shortly thereafter will open | “will be extended to ‘this. Spanish. Metro, with: the Variety. Club,
at the festiv al deorstep, and-the. au- In Boston, plus. ‘several’ housés in language. miniature. festival:
Each.¢ountry will: have the’ ‘right 1
” Paris’
thorities pr esent.
’ Michigan as well as Canada: Pro-:'
.
|- -“Yank director. Joseph Losey: ‘a-10- véar: residént and ‘filnimaker. ‘in
Festival .or panizers made it,‘clear a ducer. BWood said. he ‘is |-Boing. to: to present two. feature:-films and
, two shorts. - So. far definite. par-‘Tthat, for the first. time, -110. films attend the various: regional. preems:
ticipants: include ‘Mexico, |“Spain, Britain, was: in for opening of his Jatest. -opus:“Eve? ‘made -in English...
had be @21 banned or ‘deleted by the
“Tunnel:” Wood's: ‘second ‘fea= and Argetitina. However: ‘other’ re- in Italy-‘fot French:. producers. -Pic ‘got | ‘split: reviews but: is. doing:
director gencral’ s office. ‘Not only. ture, cost £650, 000 and has a runearly? biz.. Losey ‘would: like ‘doing -a: pic in the. U.S, “With the Fight...
.publiés. are expected’ to. accept. in“ere films previously prohibited .
: ‘proper ty.but. feels. after. 10.years: he. is now a European. director In oute..
5 |e ee
for release in. Spain programmed -Ith be shown’ ‘in..German (pic. was.
Chief. .‘regulations’ ‘all .for: :pic-|’staged. in: Hollywood |with- ‘Charles Laughton: right after. the last ‘War.
The World of Suzie Wong), but Made in- English: -and: thereafter,.
even Fir fini’ ra
ronaca EF
“amiliare” ° With:
‘the. ‘exception of Cliristine: |tures. to have’ been produced with- Star’of “Eve,” Jeanne. ‘Moreau, Says she never looks at -rusties. ‘for she.
was s¢ reened intact.
Kaufmann, :everyone dubbed. ‘his:!in/12 months before the: competi-: has. ‘complete confidence. in the director .and’ chooses her: jobs thusly
‘tion’ shot in. Spanish; not. exhibited ‘rather than by‘story. .
Zurlini later told.- VARIETY ‘that. English. voice. Ante: German).
“Joe Besch, .repping:Jay. Frankel’s new. Union
.
“Outside the borders. of the produc- Film ‘Yank. distrib Setup. bidding: for a. coproduction. ‘déal w ith.Fernand
his Palacio de la Musiea bombshell
‘ing. ‘country and_not: presented offi-. | Lumbréso for: Nis . current: pic .
was a frotest on purely. protes-*
“An Honorable, Young: Man” ‘that. has:
| cially’ or unofficially at. any. Euro: exteriors slated for fhe U. S: Union: NY:
sional grounds. against the desecravould ‘back. Yank’expenses. for Yank:
ve etfort’ without, the
|
‘pean festival.
tion. ofPereati
distrib Tights.
_
ae
consent of the author, He planned
-

~

to. cominunicate

his. regrets to the

@
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COMEDIE:FRANCAISE:
[-- DEBUTS WITH A HIT,” “Best” film -will be. ‘selected as :
well: as prizes’ for direction, acting, 1,

Pariis, Oct:. 23.
director general tor ‘whatever’ em- J":
The. state -Subsidized depository
Darrassmetit was. ‘vatised, but ad-!
e,
rep -company. of. Fr ench Cc lassies,
nritted his delight with’ audienc
‘the Comedié-Franéaise.
looks:
response to. his action”

Mei Ferrer

doing a iwalkon: bit |‘in“Paris, “When. Ht ‘Siziles”. ‘Par)\-.

hére which ‘stars’ Wife’ ‘Audrey ‘Hepburn, Incidentally, VARIETY ‘erred .
in. ‘putting: Tony Perkins: into: the pic for-a small role,:it “was: the other:
of: the: “Aztec: “Calendar in’ silver,:
|with . ‘traphy_ ta. be’. known . as” La } Tony,-Curtis that is ... Yank. Singér Nancy’ Holloway ‘into.a ‘top role.

ete: Award. will: bé.a: reproduction

as thesp in‘the. French’ pic. “Ballad::Pour Un’ ‘Voyou’’. ‘Ballad, for ‘a: :]have. a chit addition to its Keneneee -Piedra: del .“Sol -award°-The ‘Sun. Badman). , A French ¢lan,. similar to .the ‘Frank-Sinatra Yank ‘coun-.) |
Other entries at the celor. film
Spanish Janguage
Stone. Trophy).
“Tf
A’
With a sprightly reprise. of. the 18th.
fest. included. Holly. ood? s
‘fest is the outcome-of a suggestion. terpart, is’in “the. ‘making © here. :-Yourig pic ‘stars” and thesps. Jean-Paul *.:.
Man. Answers.” “Mr, Ilobbs Takes. century: “comedy.” by: Beatitnay Ci las”- by the.:Mexican: ‘Association of. Mo-. ‘Belmondo, ° Claude. Brasseur,, Sacha -Distel:and-. Jean-Pierre. Cassel ...
of:
‘Le Mariage De- Figaro.”
a Vacation.” and * "The World
* tion ‘Picture Producers.: -Veneziela | have formed, their’ own pic production. company,.now housed. iri Distel’s _ oy
Suzie Wong.”
‘taty ‘sont in “Cron- “: Xo. ‘Staging credit. was given; “but.is: ‘definitely expected:to’ ‘participate -uncle’s. “Ray ‘Ventura’s, ‘pie pr oduction office: to ‘make - ‘a pie in ivhich ©
Atlan- ‘Insiders: sax that thesp.. Jean ‘Piat,
“Hercules Conquers
aca,
and. hope is .tomake* this an an- they :“Will. be |able-.to play .a. fictionalized’: -version’ of their: “Teal. lifeSum” WhO “plays. ‘Figaro, .drésséd- up thein the
and “Lions
tide”
nual- ev ent,-: Idea. had: first ‘been. ' friendly shenanigans together: Project -is ‘based on the. Jules- ‘Romains °
“Lovers of Teracl and the Brigitte C-F... ersion, This. vas -the. 1.083¢4 proposed: last ;‘year, but’ Film -Bue -book, “The Buddies,” with: ‘Jean. ‘Cherasse,: an. ‘6x-school] teacher, to of -_
repr
ise-of
the:
perennial:
M est. crit
Bardot .siarret “A Private Affair”.
direct. Tt is-a: “bunch: of coniic: “scenes. about |a eroup Of young: fellows
“ reau ‘backing was: not: ‘obtained, .
tin the: Metro Version. represented jcs” found. -it (lively; char ming. ‘and
. ‘in ‘the’ 20s engaged in the” army. jokes, ete:
.
W
as
the.
entertaining
with.
one.carping:
that
}Franee; The Inspector
. Freneh ‘Film. Museum,.’ ‘the © ‘Cinemathequé. Francaige, prepping -a .
sent “The it Showed. a lack of direction. but:
a]

British:

@airy;

of Garbo: in’. February.. Hope tovhave ‘her. appear ..but it: seems.
DonaldsonMeetsWith ,| month
illusory that Garbo: will.show’ | . Rene ‘Havard readying’ a-sketch: pie ~
to. have’ all ‘the noted pic detective Heroes: in’ it:‘helping: a Heophyte
Chamberlain toTalk. -| solve.
a ‘ease: “Eaeh. “Will: show’ how. he: would. do: it and-each: seg will”
depict ‘it: to ‘the:tyro, Plans. are “Eddie. Constantine’ to play his. usual”
Problem of. Premise’ ‘G-Man Lemniy Caution, Jean .Gabian Maigret,.Lino:Ventura,:the French.

Mexico.

Empty Star” and Germany screened

on

the. whole, ‘it was faithful: to:

the play: ;
The play’ has plenty of plot. and],
Of this. bears-the mark ‘of one ‘of: the |.
“more liberal © ‘works. of ‘the. time
- which is: ‘said. to have ‘given...an|
inkling of thie. coming Freneh Rév-

“The W onderiul Adventure. ’ Festival highlig lit was a. Japanese ret-

respectiy e ctrom, the, orks
Kenji Arzoxne ni.

GayV.Thayer toN.Y.

“undereoyer -man :the. -Gorilla; - Pierre Fresnay,-: Inspector. Wens- and
“Eondon;- Oct. ‘93.
French. ‘legit a
The: Lord ‘Chamberlaif. ‘and: im-. Charles. Vanel, the head. of the ‘French -‘secret: service...
ae
done: “as a ‘pie.
‘The CF thins starts. the: season” presario... William ” Denaldsen-met} farce: of Claude ‘Magnier, “Monsieur “Masure, ”* already’
London, Oct. .
-: | Gina-Eollor
and
Curtis
‘Tony.
with
pie
‘Yank
a
|.here,. may also -become
“with
a
hits
a“posh
firstnight
audi-.”
yesterday’
aMon.7
to
try
‘and.
iron
¥,
‘Guy '¥. Thisver, Jr. my aginit
“ence, gave. it: a. standing -ov ation. rout the rumpus raised by, the Amer- brigida. Metro: would do the pie. iteconcer ns: an interloper. Who, almost
director of the newly .‘formed. Brit=
upsets. a, perfect ‘Marriage.
ee
;
ree
ee
ish production company, Mark LET For. the record the. full .name.-‘of'y Jean --.Tev ue.: “The Premise,” now
pllay wright was. :Pierre.*
- Augiistin ”,‘running: at- the Comedy: ‘As report-. ;
Scope.: leaves T.ondon next Fri:
Rome.
Bon
Caron. De.Beaumarchais.
» ed in: VARIETY (ast. Week) the.cen--}.~
gay: 226) tor a three-week trip to
wasthe: 7
. SOF objected. to: the ‘inielusion- of: a. “William: Garroni's Aitierican- made": ‘The :Mastery- of Space’ “Ww
New York: and. Holly wood. during +.
4 iketch ‘In ‘which God: is portrayed: only Yank. winner, “at . the recently: concluded: Trento. Festival. of Ex ’
winch
he will give priority to. 7
1~~
2
“ kudo consists of. Silver ‘Plaque ‘and. sohie $850° in.
; (as a: Negro. The: sketch was. -imme- ploration. ‘Films-:".
setting «a distribution” deal. for. the
oy oo “Rome, Oct. 23
“diately dropped. ’
leash.. James: “Mason, ‘Lilli Palmer.-in Ronie: Waiting. for Itala. star Toe
company's.
“A. Magie Carpet.”
G.S.-€.
“But neither Dorialdson’ ‘nor:‘the: ‘Gabriele’ Ferzetti’s. facial. ‘surgery. to: heal- “sufficiently: to; enable: them -.
Fhis is. a 90-minute - feature, to . A -new Fikn’” Plant.”
Studios,. w as’ -opened “here “this ‘Cast. Will agreé. to the censor's stip-. “to: resunie Yoles in -Galatea’s “Beta. Som”.
“Cyd ‘Charisse’ ard. ‘Perez. 2%.
be made in. the Middle East, lis-°
week on “the: outskirts - of. the. city.. ulation© that: improvisation. in“ the Prado .paged.- ‘by’ Vittorio. Sala:-for stints: in:his: -“Songs . Around the:ing a new three dimeénsronal ‘proeStadio. :Ne ludes: two sound. stages, | Show mist. Stop.. They, claim: that. ‘World’”: 'Cinégai- SPA): ‘Dean Martin; ‘Nat King” Cole. already: set to be
ess; land “ill be |lensed ‘in Techni‘With ‘their’ own. power «units. ‘tank: it Would kill‘the spirit: of the revue. lensed’ in..U.sS,. by Sala MW ho.heads stateside Oct. 20.
color, with stereo sound, “‘Produc-, for’ underwater’ lensing, restauratit, fang.’
that it would .have to’ fold.
Vincenzo’ Labella. is new Italo: press: chieffain- for 20th-Fox:“peplacing
tion is.due te start: Jan. “10.
-otfice space, and’ ‘the’ ‘usual -trim-<:.. Since: the ‘Lord:.Chamberlain’s. let-- -Anacleto. “Tanda, longtime. tub-thumper
for ‘the: ‘company: heré,- who:
Also on Thayer's: slate will be mings,
.
Nn
ter. Was: ‘received: the cast has ‘been. left: 20th to resume “his law’ pr actice: :
: Titanus.. has -started. shooting
the setting up of casting and diree= ~ urrgnt tenantat Gc.
Sc.a aoe!
'carrying om as usual. and. they: sand “Young Europe;” -helmed by. Paolo ‘Cayara, ‘young. Italian. ‘director who’
tional ¢omniitme nts. of two. upcomRegin
een. Bee’. directed
by Donatdson’ have .insisted that they Y ecently. assisted Gualtiero :-Jacopetti on. his big-grossing .hit “Mondo ing protects... “ATiss: Jones.’ and. the - Mareo-:..Ferreri “for Henryk
Sro- ;
which-)."*..Cannibal
and “Nurse. -Campbell |-Shiski. and Alfonso. Sansone’s. San-:, : “are. prepared: to risk: a fine: or|:Cane” oe :ten:man -crew’ .will: be. used ‘on _Eastmancoler: effort.
and her Martian.” rboth of which “ero. Films. Pr oducers' are. also 506% “even. ‘inyprisonment if need, be,” - plans: to.mirror: “the lives; ‘labors, and. loves’ of ‘Europe's -YOuNg.: gen-.—
Brigitte Bardot. Feportédly being ‘sought. as.sokn: Gavin's, o
are due. to start ‘in London. next partners in the studio: awnership: .
Failure’ to -folléw. the - Jjnstruc: | eration”.
spring. He will, also. be talking’ a
‘After: “Queen.
Bee,” ‘Sancro . lions. of. the ‘Lord: Chamberlain is” partner ‘in ‘Titanus’ upcoming - “Ettore, Fieramosca. ”
provisional, de al- for “Ataturk,” the plans’ to. ‘produce : another pi¢ by ‘ay ‘breach |‘of an Act of: Parlianient
<Not only “Yank: ‘thesps ‘but their ‘sons and/or ‘relatives. Working: ‘Here a
‘gcreen biog of the father of:mod- Ferreri “The. Trial”. at the. studio, ‘of 1843, but he’ has" ‘no: power. to now: Sean. Flynn: tin. “Sign’ of’ Zorro”), Jim’ Mitchum, in’ “The Victors’sern Turkey; tor which Omar Sharif :‘followed
by. Giulio’ “Petroni’s | close down: the: ‘theatre... ‘In this. Joe: Laurel -tStan’s brother) in: ““Fy6m. ‘Saturday to’ “Monday”; - Yvan‘:
olution,

New Roman ‘Studio.

twho . makes:

his western

; “Lawrence. ‘at. Arabia”)
the title role.

‘debut: in iT adultera”’”. (Fhe: ‘Adulteress)

..
and: -event-the: affair would become: the. ‘Palance - ‘Jack's brother) “alsa around

Dominique . Boschero into”

i
will. play*a film. directed: by. ‘Riceardo: Fellini, “headache. af the. Ditector: of Pub-: Damiano™ ‘Damiani’s | “La ‘Rimpatriata’ Danian’ §:Jatest, recently’ won.
. San. Sebastian. ‘Grand: ‘Prix,
4 Federico Fellini s.younger brother. lic.Prosecutions. ”
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a9 st.‘James's Streat; Piccadilly
ra

IVARIETY 8".LONDON

Soe
he BerlinCinemaBar
oe

.

i":

“Berlin; Oct: 23,

‘irstFeatures

Tha:‘Pamet’ ‘on“Buelow-Strasse, “here,‘an’ old ‘Berlin: ‘film’ house’.
- ZWhich. went. bankrupt,. has: been: ‘turned into ‘what’s called a “eine-““. ma. bar” by its new owners, Edwin Kuppérman and ‘Mischa’ Bursz-~
:\tyns "The newly. furnished spot:is open (except: Mondays)’ from: 8.
> p.m.'to5-a.m., has a-band. for dancing, and there are pix (cartoons, :

‘already established: a: good following. ‘Enterprise: concentrates .‘on

leathérjackets are out: and.there. are: no pickup girls. a
a
‘There are. similar spots’ already. in. existence around: the: country. oe

| Kupperman, pice cranes

wat
“London; ‘Oct. 23.
“Theatre: cloakroom “attend-

ae

:

ants, WW aiters ‘and. taximen

”

Mexico City, “Oct. 23...

oe ‘belt tightening

| Mannheim. Film Week
‘Mannheim

are.

Lancashire, .with’ wary ‘Suspi-

move on. the |. ‘cion:. Thé. major: has: declared

tries and organizations.

jincludes the

__Pending NewLaw onECMLinesir ne cece mi

Tite: current.’ “Italian “Film adr

- law, which. expires. Mareh 31,1963, |

The

latter

Nations

and

“Club of Filmpeople”’ of East Ger|} many,

since East Germany. cannot

officially

participate

+ German film fest.

_. The.. interest .in

in this West

the

Mannheim

fest has been. great this year.
okay to. Slip-someone. a: quick
‘|firm’s - representative; has asked i buck‘Wwhere some ‘extra-kind-~: ‘4.‘Around: 30. nations. submitted a
‘total of 308 pix of which the ctom‘the. Union of- Film Industry -Work-| ness or serv ice has: beén volunpers to grant a layoffof seven work-| .-tarily.. shown. over and’ above’ ‘mittee finally picked’ 63 for the
lcontest. Lineup. of contenders also
ers and then brought ‘the problem | ordinary: efficient serv ice. ™

Aussie’$Worried
byReaction To|
Oversexed Pix

for-a new aid -law,-due to. be. pre-:|:

}to. the foreground:

_Sented in-:next: few :‘days: to. Ae.
: Italian’ Parliament.
_
:Femporary: - ‘legislation’. - (eatled :

stralcio”)- is..the. ‘Ministry. of +

United

‘}reached -Mexico.. Allan .M.~Noye. |

Will probably be-.. ‘replaced. by
‘temporary: ‘legislation: coritaining™
the ‘essentials of the full proposal|-

“legge

formerly

Cultur e and. Docu-

| mentary Film Week) opened here
jon Oct. 15 with the screening of
| two British, two French, two. WestGerman and. a Hungarian: short
| film. In all; the -six-day. affair
. presented 68 films: from 21 coun-

has.
+ part -of .‘American. distributors. -.in: “War 2 on. ‘tipping, ‘and
.. | Mexico: is under-* “way. _Representa- | “formed. the ‘Association for. the.
[tives .“Of .:-the© various. -eompanies |. ‘Restriction of. Gratitity Giving.
Says: Bancroft: “Tipping is
have’ quietly” ‘been negotiating with:
tthe unions: for |readjustments- in! -. a blemish on our. way of life. I
have - never given @ tip in my
. life. People are shamed into it.”
Phe ‘association. doesn’t seek. to
Teceljtly ‘instituted at. 20th Fox has|
‘eut out all tipping. It. willbe.

‘Rome, Oet. "93:

Mannheim, Oct. 23. .
annual International

The. ‘Lith

the activities of- Major.
An-Mexican Offices -‘Viewing
‘George Bancroft .of Fleetwood,

ens to.open: “more cinema tars: in.A::

: vtendPresent ItaloFimAid

‘Nip thetl Tip.

| » OkayforStaff Cuts

éleganice,. that's to: Say-customers. must. wear a tie, (shoes too? Eds):

pets

By HANS. HOEHN

roy

ome
; FoxAsksUnion

. striptease. shorts, etc. ) slotted at 11 p m:, 1 and 3: a.m.:The'spot. has

29°

L )

OFFICE -

-+ineludes

. Maximo. “Molina,” . head of. the.’
union, :who. has been™ - pessimistic

‘about - future - industry- outiook” in:
Mexico, ‘is nev ertheless: ‘adverse to!
‘making ‘any’. concessions. While: he.
does ‘not: say. SO directly, the: feeling.

" Entertainment's -solution. to-avoid |”
yet another extension of the eur-|.

. Fent Aid: setiip- due tothe: fact: tliat'|-7

Sydney, Oct. 23.

[here.is that a:‘favorable ruling ‘for

‘the: 350. amendnients. already. ‘pre- |, “Oter-play. ‘of: ‘sexy fare in’. the [ogth. ivill -invite- ‘an cavalanche

‘sented ’concerning: :the. new -law ikey Aussie ‘cinemas. .is: presently similar . ‘personnel .“reduction:

“would make: it) neatly inipossibie ;5ringing ‘heavy :frowns:from.- ‘Tell! quests: from. other: distribs..

of

‘Australians Kil

|AllRestrictions

re-

* to pass before. deadline. time next gious organizations, P arents and | The only concession, made by |
‘citizens. ~‘as: -ociations. *and “other |‘union was’ in-‘the.-case .of ‘Dis“March..
. Néw. law ‘isexpected. to’‘contain. ‘such “bodies,
| tribuidora:Méxicana, reported here

eight features,

the first’

feature’ film of former documen{itary directors. These films are now
| allowed to take’ part in the fest..
Last. year, ‘Mannheim | skipped
‘}-all' social receptions. This slight to
social ' life,

however,

met.

with

‘| eriticism from both press.and film
‘people who opined that. Teceptions
fare essential in order to make contacts. The City. of Mannheim took
the hint: so there. was .an opening

‘OnFor. Imports,

|rece ction ‘and, also a. farewell
Sydney, Oct: 23. . |reception. A third, midnight recép“.\elausesprogressively lowering :aid The. current: ‘quéstion: ‘here’ is:-previausly,. and’ affecting. four. em-:=“The Robert | Metizies . Liberal: tion, was given by the German
7
is ‘percentages._° ‘ta: coincide: with} “Where * ‘have :all .the. ‘wholesome |ployees. Allied Artists, for its. part, :Party gov ernment has removed ‘all:i Atlas Distributing Co. which had
' European ‘Common ‘Market legisla- ‘family* films.-.gone? *‘Even - ‘though | has -consistently: refused. to:Sigh a: : import... restrictions, making. - Aus=-! i the French film, “Adieu, Philip-—
tion, but. Italian industry’ off.cials. exhibitors -opine.. that, the. current] new: ‘Contract ‘with. the: ‘union, .-ac-. fralia’ open territory te world: pro- ,‘ pine,”-in the contest..
are fighting to-have the drop in‘aid’ sex. overplay. will. eventually harm eording: to: Molina. :‘This. calls..for a“|ducers. _ The new -edict, effective: In order to. give the ‘guests
:-follawed by: ‘a proportionate dropiIn |.the- -boxdffice” via ‘the. wrath: OF |(15° wage boost.-‘The: ‘union’s gen- : Oct. 18, means that any country |(about. 150 as compared to 120 last
“government admissioii «taxes: and- -puritan-minded. folk -who-will press: t eral’ ‘assembly. is: ‘pressirig for‘: 4 imay “now. ‘export. any goods’ in. any. ‘ year) more time, al] late screenr ings were skipped this year. In
in’ ‘special “emergency -funds: eat for. a--"strictér: .censorship °.code;:‘walkout ‘if the distrib ‘does “riot »quantity. to. other nation,
“winter - relief: - avhich” “now -ra
Politicians. here. deny the import former years, screenings often ran
‘especially: when. the: over-sexed pix: : Sign. “a. new? -contract..
.
<

oe. strongly: into. Italian‘ nets.-

.

are routed into -the~ suburbs. and } :. Molina; ‘a “shrewd- “union " politi- |!‘restrictions ‘‘Wipeout: is .a move to. to 1 a.m. or later.
i Also new was the.*“Grand Prix”
=: Meanwhile,..it's. pointed ‘out. here |
| are available: ‘to: juve. patronage.’ “| Clan,< wishes: to\:avoid’ a‘ strike.-at-:‘offset Britain’s. ‘entry ‘into the!
donated ispontane" how. ‘in. Self. ‘defense, European. |
Politicos point. “of Mannheim
Tt has ‘beet. pointed fout here that ;.this. time. and while other Ameri-:“he Common. ‘Market':
| ously, they
say!
by iis film_, filmmaking _associations: are -meet-—
jcan- ‘distributors. have refused com- ‘Out -that if: ‘Austraha is--to ‘increase “eonscious
“American.
exhibs,
have.
been.
press-.
citizens.
This -award
“Sng.in Paris to-work’ out ‘announéed.
“export ‘biz to. the U:S..and the Far

“plans *for-self-financing -‘of. con-

—

‘ing: producers. to put: a. brake - ‘On -‘ment, ‘reliable’ ‘sources. indicate that |

; East, a. non-curb: policy must. oper- ;!amounting to $2500 will be preShowmen .here. ‘mainly:?: Molina: has. been: under pressure ‘to.’
: Sented to the best -first fe ture
object:: to rape: ‘abortion, ‘adultery ."accede to.the.personnel reduction j
i ate ‘on: a fair ‘share basis both ways:
ilm of a former documentary film
elements . ‘are-<.: Said - to. -have ‘peen:|
~
Australia’
is.
playing
ball
today
|
Taker
“plans.
..
roe,
;
(Mannheim’s: budget, inworked. out.in: advance, and. Italian and’ seduction: in pix, with. no: ‘Obith
‘Japan.
and.
willopen.its:
doors
2 cidentally, amounts to°$27.500 of
sources: are hopeful that ‘some con-" ‘jection. to: spicy ‘comedy. geared: for}.
‘| wide“ to Japanese. goods’ in return

tinental - ‘production: ‘efforts. “Basic: ‘SEXY: “pix.

.

“ erete’ ‘agreement

in- this

direction” 13sophisticated. laughs..

which the: lion's sharé $15 590
for. a. $350,000,000 deal for: Aussiecomes from the city itself. while
| | made goods..
the remainder is composed of pav‘It.can be: taken:for. aranted that ments: from the state and, Federal
| Japan. will market |everything. FOs- . sovernment. 4
| sible. to. ‘eash. in ‘on. the now. open
Argentine
film
director,
| market. - “The: picture. industry: “sees. Leopoldo Torre ‘Nilsson, who was’
Jan increase ‘jn. carbons. ‘projection ‘honored hete via a retrospective

‘SeeNoHitches.
For US.Filmsh
~Common Market :

_ nay’ emerge: from:the’.Paris gets. | “The British:-and: continental ‘pro~.
+ ducers are’ ‘mainly, responsible: for.
os together.. See
cee

‘West’toGet$280,000
Guarantee forLondon’:

:|the: current -‘SOX: -overplay. here and:
the. public. . is. ‘tiring: -of pix. about.
| prostitutes ‘and: ‘redlight :themes::.
. Current *‘sexy“crop: .“marquees |

| Here include: Tove |‘Now,. ‘Pay a
ater’. (Blake), ‘Lolita’. (MG),.:

i gear; ‘cameras .arid ‘pix:‘carrying, the show. arid who wes supposed to sitJapanese: tag."
on the jury had to; cancel out.
“Kind “of. ‘Loy ing’” (BEF), ” “Boeéac- |
:Pr esentiy,. “Amer ican--made’ goods - British Thorold Hill 24 Doessrt
¢io.-70" |(Blake), “Susan -:Siade”|
“4 fro: n autos to cigarettes, are -avail- - Answer”)
Dickinson
‘filled ‘the
London: “Oct. 93.” meus B), - “Cold: Wind: "in: August” | :
‘Paris. Oct. 23. fable here; Every department. store “vaeant spot. and incidentally, ke
Just. “eight | days. “after = ‘Keith.? IUA),. “Five -“Day: -Lover”’: *(Kap- ; | Tt: ‘seems. ‘tikely “that |the: a eeg. -carries U.S. ‘fashion: goods. and pic- was made chai rman of. the jury.
ferer!, A Tastte.-of Honey”. (BEF).
Prow Se. announced. its © firstevér ;."
“Pix -Sans- Sex: “currently ‘in high’ filin- industry “Wilk be: taken into.;; ture. marquecs: are 90° -Anierican, -The nine-man jury. included. Amerticket “broking deal -fér“‘Lawrence!
‘jean Gideon Bachmann and Hilmar
considération. as: ‘Common: Market ::: and this also goes forty. ....
fav or are “The: Parent: ‘Trap” (MG); |
“Of: “Arabia,” the Combined: Theatre i
20th week: W est: Side: ‘Story”” (UA), film: strategy” ‘SOlidifies. °A Aocal.+ “By next Christmas there. ‘ ik: be Hoffmann who's head af the Ob:rLibraries. Hate - ‘come. ‘up with.i meeting: of industry: reps: on ECM’: "a huge.-influx:.of American, -prod-!°hausen ‘short film: festival .Ar7 guarantee. for * ‘Trow. the’ West.-Wa 3i19th Wweek:) “EL Cid!” (BEF), *26th* i film future has assured:-the Ameri- ’‘ucts as ‘mahufacturers |‘gear export eording:. to. Walter, ‘Talmon- Gres,
Won,” -extending= over. 52, Weeks. > week: _!Fauch. of Mink’ ~(UD, 8th {| cans’ -that_ they wilk not be .dis- a‘plans to outsmart Far ‘East rivals _ head .of the Mannheim fete. the
and involviing. a_mininium. of $280,- Ww eck: “W indjammer. (Cine’. “8th:|.crinjinated against: when any ECM for Austr alian. Diz.
; Utilization ‘of: Hoffman as a meme.
week; “Counterfeit: Traitor” {Par),
000. -It::‘TCpL esents :‘the: ‘biggest- eV eF |'
i ber of the jury Was to prove thet:
iquota: is set.ups
|
: “blind” ‘advance. giy en: bythe brok-:+ Bet . Neeek: “Exodus” (WA), 14th3| -One. reason ‘may. be that the: U.5
; there’ was: no- “hostility DOWN ers: for a. production. of any.‘Kind.. mseek; “Follow That Dream” (UA), fias the’ largest piece. ‘of the overall:
Mannheim and nearby Oberhausen
Aégity or: otherwise.|
"
* which are both more or le-. tke
ECM. ‘filmi: ‘market .-ev en. though
.The. cash- guarantee - ‘is. equal fal
-same. tyne of festival.
Italy:and:Franée- control more: ‘than |:
20%: of: the :potential: ‘take ‘of the*
| The lineup of..entries foHavws:
D0: Of: their Join: Intended ad-first ¥Year.-or represents” capacity
‘Paris. Oct. - 28: “Germany” 128: France :13+. Great
mission ‘tax. hikes’ ‘to- feed the “ECAL
Poland 6% There are
business :‘for: a: full. 10° weeks...
-kitty for. both aid and needed Toc al | The’ recent’ Auto: Show “gave. Britain’
’ The ‘Cinerama. feature. fas: its:
‘assistance ‘will. also. receive con-j show: ‘biz: the: ‘usual boost. during only ‘two 'CS: pix, ‘Forget “Ve.
'‘Madrid,’
Oct.’
16."
“world preem- at: the Casino. Theatre:
4 tributions On .a large. scale from tits Awe Ww eek. tenure. “Besides patk- jNot" 4Bert. -Brown? and. “With.
on ‘Nov. -T, for. the King: George |feSbain’s “Ministry - ‘of. Finance Fee.-American. pix.
ling: ‘hotels’ “with visitors,” ‘buyers } Music . Ring” :USIS*: A. Crban
vee
te
‘acted.
favorably.
ast
week
to
/:a.
short; t.‘Gente: en.Jla Playa” Peonie
_ Fund. for- Sailors. It starts ‘its -reg-.
- So-it: appears. that ‘the’US. will: vand. sellers who were definitely out. on the Beach: and East Germany's _
l.long-standing,
exhibitor:
’
‘complaint
a ular engagement ‘at’ normal -admisfo.
ridée-by
night
after
(aiking
autos
not. ‘find °‘much: interference: ‘under.
Sion ‘prices the ‘following day: New .‘by shifting-a four-year-old supple--{ | pending common. markeét changes. H; all day.. most. of the: play” went .to| “Mother Courage” are, also ‘inthe
| WMentarv. ‘tax “from: exhib: -‘pocket- t“Tunning. wt
projection. equipment. is being” -In=.
| There will be.no need. for any. U.S, ‘light: “fare. though | SONL « dramas”
.
Stalled: atthe: Casino; -which |Will --books. to -the- filmgoing public.
“Feounter, measures. “and,. in. fact.: | also ‘got.a-bit of. the. ‘biz:
‘
Original
purpose
of
tax
-bite
-w.
as”
. What. it-proved'& as th:ait ‘visitors
ws ‘enable -thie- film. to .be shown: with:
to ‘help: provide: an. annual -eredit -Frénch-CS:. -talks | are” progiessing ‘do not. ‘read Critics” sor foliow:
‘a. single ‘intermission.
a
~ |without: hitches, ‘This ista ‘positive...
fund
of
150:000.
000
:pesetas
©
($2.=
Making’ the’, _Annotincement. ‘at cas
‘sign: for. the °TS. film -. ‘industry{Parisian tastes too: Closely » A flock
.. PFess: conference : last - ‘week.. Peter’ - $00,000. -for? film’ -production - ‘and. ‘Which now: finds: the: foreign Mar: of- lésiters. that wast: short. shr ift in
moder nization. ‘The: tax Was yvoluniréyiews. did.-sock: biz. Of ‘course
“Cadbury, the KP: topper, admitted |14arily"absorbed. atthe: time: by the-|Ket: ‘itidispensible:::
* after:. the. crowds. ‘leave ‘the Shea s
.- that, they had now Bot-a’ taste. for-;
Lathe. owners:
‘the: hope. : “that: v “With: :“US. “éxhibs needing may. fall ‘off again. “but. the-Auto:
"motion Pictures, bit -were “defer-. i burdening multiple: taxes.” woiild 4 product;. ‘and: ‘European: countries: Show:
boost cm sometimes €arry
Milan. Oct 23
Mined - to. tread. caittiously!. . They) he. consolidated. . cand: Téduéed © 50. production’ ” ‘coin, the many “U.S:
In the pact 13 /yvears .S256 1109_had. made’ ‘no other “deals,-. and as that: a-fr ezen’ ‘box office. price: scale ‘banked. proditclions. in. ECM. coun- faltering | “shows. or -at Teast give:
000, has been invested in’ 600-od1
an: indication of ‘th ait attitude, ad- would * remain. consonant - With i tries. are” alsa: considered: a. factor ;:iliem a longer run than. usual,
“Mareel -“Achard:’.
panned
new. features coprodueed hv Italian and
. niitted thor would ‘not “start tafk-.- rising: operation ‘eosts'for’ continued ‘solid: Americ ‘an’ Mar-. play -Tur hituta®: dui. Shi
613. a nineh 7 French companies: ‘Totals’ were. Te“ing va>. deal. for.- “Miuitiny. ‘on; the. - Ww hen ‘firiance “ininistry “officials. -ket:-openings-as. W ell aas.
s.practically, -and a. fading ‘comedy:
-like ‘the -Vealed by the Italian: ‘Slinister for
me Bounty". until, (bey. had, seeti the delayed. tax. rélief.exhibs’ Sucécess- ree remittances...
+
“Michel |Andire-Roger. Beé rastein ‘Entertainment ‘Alberto’ Folchr, wh)
picture,
Both ~“Lawerence”’: , and: ‘fully: petit toned -.the minister. ‘last.
“Some®: observer's “still
feat. ‘that. Elodie’s. Idea” went from $100. to. spoke at the éon¢eludin= meeting .of
“ow est w ere guaranteed “blind.
ws eck to- ‘reimpose. the’ ‘film: credit :global “ECM quotas,’ Meaning: more -$5n0' ae “night. ‘at: the small. Theatre “the joint Franco-Itali at coproduc|}
fund: tax, on. the
ticket-buyers. icoproduction - and. more . . ititer- :Mficheil. “Sever al” plavs doubled: | ton. -eommittee,. hel id. at HFED:
“!themSélyes, “as.” ‘originally: intended. chinge of films. between, member + their take. “and... another - lassard oN iian’s. senni-annual Film. Mart.
ae
“Full agreement” was -reacned
Dublin, Oct.:-23.° "then: the ‘deeree™ was’. conceived.. ‘nations... Will ° - eventually. - mean | “La: Reine’ Galante, "S by -Andre.
“After eight Weeks on, “lecation. in: This. tax: shift will up.admission |-enéroachment:on U.S. outlets. “But 7 Castelot. vat the: Theatre. Ambas- ° ‘at the meeting, of toppers from
, Bel
iceS.by aa
te
| the--solid: film: following for U.S. : sadeurs: suddénl,.. did “Solid biz.- Thoth pie “industries. the -wind-up
* Spain. ‘and: almost. seven w eéks. stu_f product. has: other - shrugging. -Off : -. Edith: Piaf- did a nightly $7. 000 statement said.
dio: work. at. Ardmore Studios: Bray,;
any! hard: ‘knocks as.-tlYe countries’ cat.the Olympia: at hiked’ prices:
Foléhi ‘ais3/ paid Aribute to the
‘Sir’ -Carol. Redd- finishes.’ -camera:
A:

~- Engagement. Via CTL!
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-OFULTIMATE CONSUMER

Daring Past 13 Years ;

$236,000,000 Invested
Ta French-ltalo Pix

ce
(een
les
roy
oe]
0or

“Running Man’ Finishes.

So

j integrate. more- fully.
iar
_ “Fainburgh: AidsFest
MIFED. orz ranizals on. noting
with
aso
i
Films, “niteries, . coneer. ts
werk . this- Week on ““Phe- ‘Running. i.
Edinburgh, -Oct. 23."
‘Man,”’’ based- on. Shelley Smith's: IO
The. Yanks: ‘even: ‘envisa: 30 Open-.benefited: ‘from ‘this pleasure sséek- -pleasure” that: attendance |fisu. ‘eS
best-selling: ‘suspense | story. ‘about ! “Despite . the ‘Tosses © involved. yings. for. ‘baeklogged dubbed pix’ :ing: influx. Show bizites felt that. a “have. .sicadily risen at the. Inlan.
would keep: event, with -total “atrendanc e. for
‘an- insurance:. fraud. :; Reed: is both: Edinburgh. ‘Corp.:is- giving ‘another: -outside any agreed quotas in these} ‘longer — Auto- Show
producer’. and: ‘ditector -‘of .picture.. $150. 000 grant to: the International ;ateas:. And: others. point. out, that jthem. in the blaek.. but it was-only | the current event expected 1): top
which. is.Set for: Columbia: ‘release... ‘Festival ‘here. ‘Annual: ‘arts junket.! sound”: loc Al: ‘industri. es mem
ia two. week. event. and: ‘now. bleak | pr evious fall fi sures. Next MIFED. .
Stars: are “Laurence Harvey,,.oe the
bri ings ~ ‘much- tourism. and. trade: to’. ‘Sounder film markets Which, bsme-. days. -6xcept for. ‘the. few hits, are: ds ‘slated for April, 1953. ecan¢cur-

a 7 Remick: and Alan: ‘Bates,

-~

thecity:

fit. ‘ail: films; -

a

[settinggin again.

rent -.with, the Milan ‘Trade Lair.
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“Wedviesdey, October: 24,1962 :

~ BBVslol impac:i ofl

ABC's ‘Commercial’; ;_ Sour Note
{t EBU’s Staid Opening Se

A eal ‘for members: of the. “European” ‘Broadcasting --‘Unioa. tos.
begin’ supplying rew. television .areas of the ‘world ‘with: their. top...
‘programming efforts was. sounded: yesterday (Tues:) by Don: Coyle,

- prexy- of ABC. International : Television, -at: an, AB-PT Iunctheéon at.
_ Linéoln: Center. Coyle ‘said’ that: television’s. saturation: :6f =the -U.S.

By ART Ww OODSTONE
First meeting in the Uv.Ss. of the:

.’ “has.-been, ‘for ‘the most. part, accomplished, but.the growth, potens:
* tial’ elsewhere: is: “still. tremendous.” :

|Within25-Mile Radius | HUGGINS0 HELM
~ NBC's a
~UHF as-Clear as Var

European Broadcasting Union. pe‘gan: sluggishly. this - week, not. liv--}
ing wp: to the expectations | oft
American
and foreign. obser vers 4
wha expected this conclaye m N.Y.
‘to. achieve. if not. monumental, at.

_. He calculated that. there. are NOW. W ‘ell:‘over “2:000 ty stations, and
118: 000.000: tv. -Feceivers. now in’ operation. :Some. 30. ‘months. ag0;'
2...
-, these’ figures’-were. at Jess’ than half these levels..He. estimated. that: 3)"

:- ty outside of. the US. and Europe Will: ‘increase: 20 fold:during’ the. .

Chailes - -Marquis: Warren’ ‘e@om- : next decade.:
~ Wagner-Tells UBE. Meet |
“pleted ‘his commitment, .to | Revue - -: “Think,” ‘Coyle; told the. repr esent! ativ es. of:‘iv:‘and radio ‘fron: 19.
: Hlellywood, “Oct. .23.

international : “Mavor | “Robert: F, Wagner said:a‘last week. ‘with. the: filming: of ithe _-European nations, Canada; Japan. and - ‘Australia; .“of. the effect .
“that: ‘the ‘apparent finding: ef the}
Whieh tv can ‘have. ‘on thé new television areas of the world:-think/
| 13thesegment. of “Fhe: Virginian’ °:
“of the” responsibility its. practitioners: will have. .-Think. 6f ‘the ims
If the big. hews is to come, those. one-year CHF experiment order ed}and will -he ‘replaced: by. Roy: Hug-:
en. the scene feel, it will, have ‘toby the FCC in:New. York City 4 as J
{ gins-.as: exécutive :“producer. of .the| portant bearing these areas have. in ‘the:evelopment Of a.Global: *.: eeme in the last day ‘anda. half “no: significant. difference “in sig-. 90-minute: w estern: series. Huggins . ‘tv system.”
a
of this mecfing since’ today (Wed? “nal clarity between CHF and VHE- lis continuing. his: academic ‘program:
- He said there w as’ ‘now an.‘opporténity to." ‘assist: in. the ‘develope
the 60-odd_ broadcasting’ delegates. ‘within -a.-25- nile” radius” -of the} fat UCLA for a .degrée in. ‘political
ment. “of: ‘global. ‘ty even. -before. Telstar’s progény ‘are airborne..
_
1g. European —nations ©are=‘trans:mitting “point, the. “Empire. theory. and: W on't. report. until. Oct- . an opportunity: forthe world: to know atid: understand. your: “people. ne!
from.
tucsts in. Washington, of the .CSIA:‘State ‘Bldg. in “Manhattan. But. the 26.
‘and ‘our.nation ‘better. If: earnestly. undertaken,. the ‘world: canbe
=
f
‘ a funcheen = and, presumably, 4 official: Was: ‘encouraging, ‘about the:
at.
a.|- Huggins formerly: headed ‘ap: iv fe prepared for and: will. have:‘already . set..a.-pattern for accepting. .=
will spend ‘thé rest of the day..on » prospect “of. someday |adding. e |Production’ at: 26th-F ox. ‘and. previ-.
programming which someday, we hope, ‘you: will ‘beable.to
> transmit. ,
Biv ate ‘busine “6S OF in sightseeing. " “half, dozen niore stations”. to: ‘the ously: was at Warners:for five years |- _.simultanéously to the wWworld |at large:”
~
wo:
present seven...
.”- if the final: te“The excitement. ‘as of. vesterday:: “sults” ‘corroborate: the ‘preliminary Lwheré- he: created '“Maverick” ‘and[.. l.: Coyle said the:task confronting the EBU. was:rot ‘easy’:“Gollee-, -:
as” the roup - -ended ‘its,
‘Tues.i,
“77 Sunset -Strip” “and. was. also]. tively, he:‘said, its: members represent. 69°. of the wrorld? 'stelevision *
finding.”
secund day of program, legal and
; the --first:. producer: of the studio's ; - audience, or seven. out of 10 of the world’s’ television ‘honiés:. Ta, -.
This.
he.
told
to
members
‘of:
‘the
teehnical Sessions .at the modern /
. “Cheyenne.”
a
| falter, to“ use “poor judgment: ‘in. arriving at* decisions; ‘to. tréat our
Broadcasting - Union,
Cui negie Endowment Inter national. European.
” tasks: igihtly can have. frightening implications, -he- ‘said. -He- ‘said.
least

“important,”

decisions.

|

ee

epee

Center apposite the nited Nations ; meeting. in. the United’ ‘States ‘for. |’
the: first time Jas. guests: of «the|
Ridg. “on. NY ‘s - ‘uxurious East: :
Side wis cutised, by the sideliner... , three. -yadio-tvy. ‘networks and:. the}
A hincheon speech: lo he EBU |U. S. Information. Agency. Wagner
de‘legates - vesterday
by Donald | also - noted that beyond 25 ‘miles |

if: Athat the EBU “ean draw a-blueprint forthe’ w orld. to follow?” :-°

ResentmentOver

bass,;:from.

the big

building.

. - Explaining for formation ‘of ABC. ‘International. Television, .‘he™
-gaid gover nments: ‘are frequently not in’a position to develop: elaborate tv: systems. as they need their. funds’ for. ‘building power plants, -

‘l!--roads, Schools, ete. Thus,’ he’ said,. “it/ has: been: generally left-up | ~

French TVNews
‘Bias’Cues Strike|

which|:

Covle, ABC's. International
|; ‘to free enter ‘prise to: :develop capital which has been put ‘to: work.’ ’
"Jed to a dcmestic disagreement. ;: jrouses all <tr ansmitters: for ‘the
“ He. said that,ABC: International and its:22. associated |‘stations: in
City’s:
tv
‘Stations,
there
is
“a
sharp
His speech, made at. an elaborate :
‘dropoff.
in
signal:
clarity.
in’
GHP.
a
|
luncheon which ABC: hested. was:
“mercial- television stations ‘of .its “kind in:
the scorld..
fermed commercial and che was act “much. ‘greater than, in VHF,’ ”
. “Naturally,” he. said;: “the: Nisks: ‘involved ‘were; “hid.“sta.‘are, -.
cused, by NBC and. CBS of. break-";
On. Mav. ‘I, ‘the UHF. station, -Op_ _eonsiderable.: Political ‘problems: exist almost everywhere “in-. ‘ihe
‘ing faith, clearly and indisputably, eratedat the. “FCC'S : request - ‘by'}
“world: of . today. Gov ernments are frequently insecure. Fiscal probwith an .agrcement redched’ some }
“Paris; ‘Oct. 93.
* municipaly- ~owned:
WNYC, W il}:
‘Jems are certain; -rather than® the exception: Business pr‘actices ‘are
weeks ago by -all three: American |
i turn’ from. éxperinrental ° to’ ‘eight- | “AN ‘unprecedented. strike: by ‘the +..” often unsophisticated and. inefficient: ‘Personnel, ‘invariably, is::in=
ty netiorks,. The: nettworks last:|“hour-a: day
| Syndicate, of ‘Radio: & TV: Journal:
fay “operation: BS
cy
experienced... All of ‘the’ “countries ‘represented - here today. have
sumer decided. ‘if -only’ ta avoid:
ists for. ced the eancelling of-a news.
. faced: many, of: the : Satrie: problems. ‘anid: have. ‘survived,: ‘developed
unmanigeable
“distractions” | to
| program: on the one channel. video |. * and. prospered; We ‘think. ‘that’ so“too- will” ‘most Of the. -eountriés ¢. :-.
‘the. European ‘delegates, .that it.
_ |setup .last . Wednesday :(17).-. This'}
‘now ‘experiencing: the. pangs. Of: growth? -And- tv. is: just essential in ,
ene:

would

pitch
name

EBU. For
oresees.

be unfair and unwise 10
the wares or even the’ good.
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over-any other.
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The networks went so far as to.
fre and. ke ep. tv {itn distribution
-¢pmpanies in. the dark: as‘-to ‘the.

$0,000,000Aud

“| brought:te light the “festering. re--| _ those. areas-of the. world as in “our-—perhaps. eveh more. so.’i
‘| sentiment ‘towards: ‘government 'in-} =
| terference,. and. the -news slanting |
in the state run tv new ‘scasting: .‘A Yecent-ruling by Robert Borzaz.
lead of. the ‘state .Radiodiffusion:

(OnRattigan Play
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Sarl ProposestoEBUCreation
(faa orldBroadcasting Union’

i: Televi ision. Francaise, .allowed for |.
special gO. ernmental: programs be--|
fore the céming referendum. on. the.|"
wotld nof occur either
‘election: of ‘the president. -But- it
Cexle’s
speccth,
among.
other:
ae
London, Oct. 23..“was: ‘felt. the” program -in. “question | —
—+ An all-purpose - “eorld. ‘prodd:things. conside red “vself-serving,”
European’ Broadcasting. Union
‘casting union,””
open .to -broad-.
se n-|Lanticipates.. ‘an 80.000,000 tv: audi- L was-to.be blataiitly. used 4s:camou- |’
contained this uneqttivecal
1
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positive
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ernment:
propa~
:|-casters.. Hof . “every: ‘yrationality. : on.
tenéer: “We. at ABC propose te:
ence, over. a 24-hour. ‘period, for ganda.earth,” Was. proposed. this‘ week -beseek aut. each ‘Member delegation|.
44- inultiz lingual- productions. Of-.afore the opening ‘luncheon .session.:
of this conference for. the purpose” play” specially written for. télevi-"f : Show. in auiestion ‘ised clips: from
a Series-of interviews by RYT. new. s- |
Expanded. to 90 Mins.jor: ‘the Enropean Broadcasting Un-.
af discussing what product can beSion
.by
Terence
Rattigan,
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men: -in “various coitntries on the]: -CBS- News’ year-end . -W¥apup. Hon.“Dy. Robert We ‘Sarnoff, chair.
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Heart. To. Heart... Skedded -date.
“Remark came | after “specific men- !4g December 6: Idea for. “‘the ‘larg-!valae of: the.” ‘French ~‘franc, and telecast; the ‘give and take. among |Tran. of, NBC:
French prestige ‘as. a country.’ “They: ‘CBS. Correspondents: as they’ view | :Sarnofe - told “at.“Teast - 60. ‘BU we
—
;
“tion ef ABC programs:
est theatre in .the worle? “was: “putswere nét. to be- used: for. soine time. ‘the. world, is: being -given another: ‘reps.and three:
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According to beth CBS and. NBC
pup: by Sergio. Publiese,: boss: of * |Biit one tv’ newsman’ found that. the: ‘half-hour’ ‘this séason, ‘Years of- of
guests arid- observers in No OY."
EXECS, the agreement gmong the}
+ section. of +Italy's .RAIL ‘service,,. ny bestanswers. .very, ‘pro-Fr ench.and | Crisis”. wil: ‘be a 80-minute tele-.
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*
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every
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|
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Individual
produétions
of.
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+
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and ° with
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While ‘the’ new ‘National Nielseiis : (for. period’. ending “Oot: %)yp
“aren't:
.
all-encompassing; réflecting for the most part: viewing. habits

+

based’ on”.a : one:-time sampling of:new shows, nonetheless : it: tips)
two: new. entries Lucille. Ball,. whieh is: the’ new, No.. 4

“Nielsen show, and: “Beverly Hibbillies.”” Fop 10, rundown ‘gives. Saat
much: best Of cit ‘with ‘seven
3
and NBC with. three. ait‘S:a‘shutout. for =
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‘Top 10 follows:
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|
- Beverly.Thomas’
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in “recent

“weeks;

“has.

leadoff:.witness” in the FCC
|hearings into 7? [BC'S petition to
tradé the Phil delphia ‘channel.
| The hearing be ore chief hearing
James
\@unninzghanm. i3
‘@xamine=

‘even anxiety, ‘and: Hardly

Si

-

a week;

the ‘Four

Star

shop,

as. the” “back. of -the. hand: -treat-|.

expected to la,t- abput two month,
- NBC has asked't he FCC for per-.

which. is...

And

even-stephen
| mission. to trade
fe
TWRCY, ‘Channel 3 and WRCV-A'L
Burke;” Ott the United ‘Artists
in Philadelphia to R KO General”
TV -beltline: ‘This, too, : is han- .f Ine.
~ died. ‘via. ‘the ‘Morris office.
JIn- return, WBC -aa HH! get. RKQ's

over

J now: passes “where menh.of respon-|"'’
/ sibility. ° in “tv don't find: occasion
| to. lament what’ they. characterize]

ABC .it's - “Story

.’For :Abe “Lastfogel .&

Co.

L Boston Channel.

~Lmeéent”’ being aévorded: the. ‘medium |= fliere’s only one. problemn—
by’“the Times, :
ow "hich ‘show do you,Toot ‘for? .
If bafflement’ over: this: so:calledi =
:
i --\'indifferetice
. to. television:-is ;‘slowly;

Director GeorgeFreedland |
inFar Eastern OdysseyForie
i ‘Brinkley’:'S Journal’

“Saints. ayid Sinners,” out: of

‘been -‘the.

‘Cause (of” increased. bafflement’ andi. ‘pledged |
to:“Wm, ‘Morris.

4 -

Philco. produced Huggins

$1,400,000 Profit;
40%,HikeOver 61|

“should play jazz. for “David Brink |:=

- Jey’ Ss.Journal.” In. Hong Kong, how-

|HaywardDickers

:

as. ity

question-

Jing
by’ .Phileco counsel
Henry
| Weaver, the W estinghouse board
j. chairman
Lepeated his charges
made -earher at a “Con: sressional
hearing.
“We. were called’ to a- “meeting

-one day by General tDavid+ ‘Sarnoff who told us NBC was.deter| mined to own ‘stations: in five of
:the. land,’”
t the biggest markets of :

Huggins.. ©
f level: of competence among. ‘ty:“pes, and | is reportedly going to make ||said
‘They wanted to dispose of NBC

Philadelph
to ag- : Relative -‘to all” those jean years. in Boston and
.“This was:a complete shock te
‘of: the. 50s. and to the fiscal losses. ‘us. These siations sere the heart
‘ The lamentations over’ the Tinies |‘still being incurred:’most -every- of our: broadcasting operation.” .
coverage: of. tv :farthough, in good’ where ‘else: if network :‘radio. a “ Ta the course of several months"
|old' Times: tradition, the. staffer’, million ‘four. is: ‘considered. pretty
(Continued
‘ontinued on
on page 6 63)

} of ‘the. country, has. tended
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NBC Film Features’

_ jan‘interesting. interior shot for:his:

_ documentary.
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| “night. at 9. on.the three televiA
She!whibelriboy at the New ‘sion networks,” one thing's’ for
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-the pattern and the: Treemergence of the’ comedy show. this season. .f.
(See ‘Page One story),: ‘Eight of: the Top:10 are in the. comedy. vein, |
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| -therefore, F. had to be- “my own,
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“writer,” researcher, my -own “pro- | “Leland Hayward, who reportedly | to: hear. ‘the - trade: talk ‘about it. ing. tivo. ‘grounds being that. it is
_-dueer- and. anit manager. ‘The only. Ag
}. ..partnered with Pat. Weaver in | does thé.-paper give: virtual ‘equal;
iniportant: ‘for: the .‘corporate ego |
_ thing. ‘imported, | besides’ me,. “Was. ‘the :venture, . has ..béen: talking: to: billing and. position ‘to. the. Gar -den|j-to, have a “network and -it..is: also}.
:: the. raw stock:”
NBC-TV-.. about. “co-production. ‘of. Section. ‘as to:fy in: the .Sunday},‘important’ as. the | catalyst for the
7 Bed Yates: and’ ‘Stuart Schulberg, ‘motion’ “picture: features:: ‘Hayward: edition?“. e
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ish
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daytinie deal, starting Jan. ‘1.
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joining. the’ discussions. from: ‘time: “gervices): wants ‘the films aired‘ ulti- | Coverage of. tv news; with result;
Nestle daytime deal conies-on :tha
‘to ‘time—taid -out the: ideas they'd ‘mately: -on ‘the’ “NBC _:network’s. that on. some days’ there 1s no. ty} a radio netw ork still helps cement
of the $800.000 davtime_orrelations. with. radio station ‘own-: heels
e
like :to ‘see developed, recognizing

‘Saturday night:movie lineup: Hay- -eolumn — at: -all-or °{t’s” positioned |
| der of U.- S. Borax. also Starting»
(ers. who. also own: tv. ‘outlets. «
Ward's": last. network identification so'that It's frequently. hard to find,
after the first of the year.
- arms, ‘two-legs,. one head and eight”Was: with..CBS.:/:with: seldom any: tv -news: ‘repre-| : Norie ‘ef the divisions ‘of ‘RCA
“-"months could not do. therm “all:
- “In addition, biz. far: the ‘first
But dickers: ate. ‘aid: tobe:‘in: an sentation’ at-‘all’ on. Saturdays?” (In are. ‘permitted to make séparate| quarter.
of the ‘new year.on tire
. Schulberg and ..Fréeedland.once - embryonic’ stage. How: NBG, would’ ‘sharp contrast, they point :out; the|profit statements.and that includes:
‘discovered. eachother’ in the U.S.I:participate in the profits: ‘and when: rival ‘N:¥.. Herald ‘Tribune, ‘with its. NBC. Radio, but: it: is.reported that -morning minute plan has. been
‘Information : .Agency,. where: “both. and:“if. the: pix get: theatrical show- *smack ~.in ».the-middte’= of - ‘the-| -the :radio Wweb- ‘Is at ‘least 400%. perking. Many big. accounts in tha
“were:‘inyolved. in filmmaking: -In- ing. Stateside ‘Were: ‘Points: hot dis- ‘paper ‘highlighting: of tv iews; “has; ‘better’ off in ‘terms of net -profit web's daytim2 schedule are up for
‘renewal, and the. Nestle and U.S.
1961, later, . Schulberg—and ‘pre-'| closed..."
| been: taking ‘away. much of the plav.|’ than it. was in ’61 when: -it’ made
Borax order are viewed as. happy
—b Jsumably. :‘an, NBC.. paycheck—in-:
Weaver” Ag: head’ “Of-- MeGann:. -and_ attention, and in fact has. been| $1,000,000."
” "-gpired.. the director *'to ‘do: ‘four
|ErieKson- under Interpublic’ "Sg: upping its -covérage. extensively.
Web Said recently: that’ it has. harbingers.
‘picture . stories. . for. .the ‘Monday: Marion ‘Harper.-He:was once. the.
Nestle’s ‘biz will -be spread on
| with .:an -enthusiasm:: and a. Spirit. 189- affils. and that. ‘the. average
--.. hight: program..
*|. head /ofNBC-TV: “Hayward. pro- that: -was: virtually: the © Times“| one takes 90%. of the. -web’s nearly the basis of .alternate quarter
One‘ of the ‘quartet:for:Brinkley” ‘duced two. tv specials. for’CBS-TV..- -exclusive.. domain: two. or:three] 27. hours: of. weekly commercial heurs in the following midweek
. that year: was .of:a° N:Y: dog show: shows: “Millionaire, ” “Dassword”
years ago)...
Programming.
blended ©With: pictures.” Of. Park} .
“Secret Storm.” “As the World
. .Why,. they" re _asktiig, - ‘has.’ the:
Turns.” and “Edge of Night.””” Ia
“Vaimes” (in. -sharp:: ‘contrast’: ‘fo: its]:
‘unusual. for:‘Brinkley, the. pedieuraddition, Nestle bousht alternate
policy on’ the -reviewing: of books, |.”
“Of. course :“that. one-man ‘with ‘two

BERLE:OTHERS BACK
~ Andy’§ Ximas TreeBiz. ‘quarter
music, theatre, films). suddenly’ this|.
. Raleigh, N.C.. Oct. 23:. ) “Alvin”
Two other "’61 insertions: in.the|"
: CHERTOK’S MARTIANS” }-s@ason
“dropped | its ‘long-standing
: “Brinkley Journal” were of Ameri-.|
Andy Griffith, a native North:
‘Asts. were’ Biven a-hot foot.
ean

| Hollyww ood, Oct: 23. ‘habit. of :morning-after : reviews. on},i Carolinian is’ going. into the- Christ- -urdays.
Those

expatriates. in -Paris- and;--as"

hours ‘in.‘ ‘Mighty ALouse.’
and

Roy

coming

Rogers ON. Sat-

in- on” ‘the web's

the Times: has’ ‘adopted;
“One of’the. few: new: Shows. ‘that’ tv?<Instead.
;
an mas tree-growing business.
Fréedlarid ‘describes -it, of “Paris
“morning minute plan |startins. t’:
crazy art” For the. fourth. feature,.| doesn’t’ ‘have :to” ‘depend: On “net- a polity of. “cluster. eritiques” or} - Griffith’ who: owns a home: near
first. of the year, include Simouirs.
“package:
reviews”
in
‘the’
lumping.
* Freedland, ‘using | French. camera-an { Work -‘participation: to -finance “a.
“Manteo ‘sent an order to the State”
q ve
together: of a « hole.seties- -of shows} Forestry Division ° for 3,000" ‘Ted.’ ‘Heublein. Adoloh’ s (meat ten
“(Continued
ontinued’ on:
onpage £
58).
. | pilot ‘is: Jack” Chertok’s -“My. Fa-‘izer),
and “Sugcrest
‘-vorite. Martian,” ‘with. ‘Ray Walston ore: show: gets. treatment ‘in“depth: cedar: tree- seedlings. ‘He plans to
* starr ed as-a ‘man from ‘outer space. This;-” ‘apparently, :- Is. one. of the} ‘plant ‘them. for: future sale and use
-as:' Christmas: trees.
It's -a chalf-hour. comedy. ‘with $75,-" major. sore ‘spots. among: ndustrvGriffith: paid. for the’ ‘two-year:
z 000° ‘earmarked ‘for ‘the. “sample.” ites one: of .. “whom. wo
lt
old “seedlings with a. check ‘drawn |
-“Show . will: have . ‘five’ “paekers,
on. aHolly w.ood: hank.
“(Continued on| page.58» .
a
leach’ contributing. $15, 060.. “Che T- we
‘tok’s: partners “will -be Milton
Each of ‘the- six hankrotiers
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RBC. TV's.

Sales

‘day time:

“racked Up. one

| NBC COM’L PATTERN
ON ELECTION NITE

Grifflink. “Candy ‘Griffith |gee
arid. - Dick Links) ;.-Danny- ‘Thomas- ca

Berle,

”"schedule’! and Joe Shane, -“Bev hills ?capitatist, -

of its: “best. ‘sales’:

Pilot - rolls

this.. week

and -.ali-

oe

A Nielsen30.CityScoreboard.

- totals Jast Week. -when- a. total OE webs will have ‘an” equal. chance | Tie closest thing’ to 4a‘meaningful, national ‘projection of the new
1.300. dav lizht.. minutes: brought5Ay:njake. ‘the: most flattering. alter
“ty ‘se 3s0B is/to. be’ found. in. ‘the: Nielsen 30-city report ‘for the period:
$3:300,000- info tlie housé. ‘One. of+
‘ending “Oct: 14: This-takes- into. ace unt: the. entire schedule and
‘the major -segments: of :-this’ fotat].

|stepesents 50° of all U.S: .ty- homies.

,
Gimbel: OK: N ow
= Was. U:S: Borax's | -860,000,: match: Ben
op A National Niclseai. projection: has just come off the presses this
Philadelphia, ‘Oct. 23:.
dng. the: amonnt. the* company’
{5|*
- spending . on: CBS-TV's. daytime} Benedict. Gimbel- ‘Jr: 13° stated: ta . “week, but this. is, for the. less:-meanin+ful period ending. Oct. 7, which

‘doés not ateount: for all new programming. and. for” the most: part
be:‘discharged ‘today or. foniarr awe
shows.
Also: ‘coming into: ABC-TV's: dayl from: . Gr aduate ~ “Hospit at Aere D reflects ’rating returns. based. on. as iigle sampling* for the new
a time plan: were: :Mennen: Norcliffe : Ww here he Wwas. treated: for, a cloton: 2 gemester.’
_ Based on. the’ 30- market tally:“ete” Ss how ‘the.‘storeboard pead:
- Laboratori ies, Midland: _Labs: and. Bis. left ere.
Metromedia weapee” ‘and.divastee. .
. Clairal. Most: -of this business ‘starts.!
CBS ols.
eo 18S
“Ine Decemb: -‘and some ‘of it runs. “is ‘expected to be: back.at;his.‘desic 7
NBC *: 4... 0%-- 435«2.162
thicough 1983.:
,
Tin a-week ors.
ane?
bi
ABC” veee sce enees#13.3
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SOMETHING NEW
. HAS BEEN ADDED
oO T HE GRE AT

There’$a newv look tothe COLUMBIA POST. 48's—73 top-quality

‘feature films; most of which. were: produced after 1956, have

-. béen’.added to:the’original. group: of over 200 COLUMBIA

‘POST- 48's...

.

And quick:as you. could say “From. Here To.Eternity, "’ four of
.-the.Columbia. Broadcasting System’ S‘owned and operated sta-

“4°! tions, WCBS:TV New. York,. WCAU-TV: Philadelphia, WBBM-TV7
= Chicago, and. KMOX-TV St.Louis. (already happily signed up: for
the Original group) snapped up these new COLUMBIA releases!

ne Forfurther“details,contact your.SereenGems representative.

-Distiibuted exclusively
iyby

SCREEN)

rs nom‘HERE TO ETERNITY 2: THE EDDY DUCHIN stor’: 3.‘our MAN iN’‘HAVANA’ 4. THE:Last ANGRY MAN. 5:THE MAN INSIDE 6.jUBAL: 7 ‘THIS ANGRY AGE 8. BITTER VICTORY
+
9, THE GARMENT JUNGLE 10. AUTUMN LEAVES 11. MIDDLE .OF.THE NIGHT -12. ‘OPERATION MAD.BALL. 13. TANK FORCE. 14: PARADISE -LAGOON -15. FACE OF A FUGITIVE 16. THE
LONG HAUL 17. FULL OF LIFE 18: THEY CAME TO CORDURA 19. ALL THE YOUNG MEN ‘20, THE BURGLAR .21..1.AIM AT THE STARS. 22. SURPRISE PACKAGE 23.. THE GENE KRUPA STORY.
24. COCKLESHECL HEROES. 25. STORM ‘CENTER. 26, PICKUP ALLEY: 27. KILLERS OF KILIMANJARO. :28.THE FWO- HEADED SPY 29. THE: WHOLE TRUTH 30. BELL, BOOK AND CANDLE.
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RADIO-TELEVISION

3t a

Marion Harper’5 ‘6HeadsBetter
Than One’ Gets a ChiPlayback
—On Other Madison Ave. Fronts||

YOu.‘WILL,wii ‘You?

“Bumping: of: “Password? For:
“whiplash Brings: Quick Action.

. Current frend: ‘ta preemption’ of C444

N NEW YORK CITY.tees
S

_|the- network «in ‘a, primetime -‘slot f

+ for Joéal. scheduling: lias backfired.
in- ‘at. Teast one’ instance;

Just returned. ‘from. a tour -of: the Soviets; ABC i
news ‘chief. Jim Hage. “

WGAN-TV, .Portland,: M €.iterty hit ‘the gab-circuit this week, ‘speaking: ‘before the North ‘Carolina’.
ay‘anked the’ Goodson-Todman quiz+ Coast . office . pickeed up. six ‘nonths: zer,; “Password,” from its: Sunday: . State Broadcasters. Assn: at:New Bern, N.C., and the combined: ‘¢ivie™..

By. BILL. GREELEY
clubs. of Wilson, :N:C.'On Oct: 30;-he-gets ‘the. 1962 Achievement ‘Award in :
ago:. Winery spends: about: $1:509;rt énnouncing | an- exec personnel . 000 a year: BBDO has the balance night: -(6:30-7) web lineup: and: the, field of broadéast news: by the-U:S:C.. Schiool™ of Journalism’ Assn, Subbed. the. ‘syndicated adventure |:
eve Laul cf the C€hicago. office Jast i, of the billings. ol. :
William °C. “Wendt named. manager. of ‘corporate: advertising for
|
tseries,
‘Whiplash?’7 ‘Public: “‘deweek. Marion Harper Jr., chair- °
‘Donahue &. Coe has: ‘been hit |mand gotthe web show. batk-along Metr omedia, coming. over’ from: Radio: Advertising .Bureau. . ; ; David |
‘nan .uf Interpubli¢ Ine. -McCann- hard: “with “losses, the two> niajor: pwith an apology. in thé local’ ‘Press: -Susskind's -“Open. End”: show on WNEW-TV Sunday (28) will: altempt’
' Herald”. An ad’ headlined; “The to ‘answer. the query:.“Is ‘this.tv” season a flop?” ‘On. hand will -be-newsErvkcgsson pareith said: the changes defections being: the “Grove :lahs|
and Squib. products: the: shop. han- !
! Password is. ‘Goof’.” ‘carried ‘the: . paper: crities from ‘all points of ‘the country 2.2": Metropolitan’ Broad .
‘were ta “make
ourselves . ‘More
casting publicity chief Phil-Cowari’s .two. sons,. Keith. and: Glenn,_ are”
fuliy competitive with those” agen- ,dled—about 4. 38,500,000" drop. in. | following. blush from WGAN's pro-.| being: spotlighted -in the. World-Telegram. Saturday. (28) ‘with: a. story...
“gr oss.
Perany ‘director:.
eres o he adquarte red
in. Chicago. ”
‘| on, their: coin ‘collections.. «Curt :Gowdy, commentator: for. ABC:TV's
In other words. “We Blan to get on}
“Wi ith - amazing .candor” for: one. AFL. pro ‘games, received this” year's: Distinguished Alumni Award from.
tie bl avid: quit.” apeing cur mid‘the University ‘of ‘Wyoming ..
..Gwen’ Verdon is honorary. chairman:
| ible,’ ‘channel 13 program. director’ -of the party: being given by-the. Bedside. Netivork of the. Veterans Hoswestern feet
1 Bill | “Wadman "has ‘admitted: ‘the | pital Radio .&. Television: Guild Friday (26). at the Waldorf-Astoria,
Execs mvdh eg in the announce;
London, Oct. 23..
“error of the .céntury’ ‘in: replacing:
rent included -ikhany moving over
| Philip Edgell: has: been upped: to! exverybod3: s. favorite -program,,. Fred Robbins ‘interviews. ‘Bobby ‘Darin; Sophia.Loren, .Tony Curtis;”
fem other Chicago shops anid oth-! chairman of Notley “Advertising |'
Audrey: Hepburn, .Peter ‘Sellers on his “Assignment: Hollywood” this.
26 ap, arently.. moving in an up- Ltd. and . Stanley: ‘Brooks and‘ Nor-/: ‘Password; ‘With ‘Whiplash.” ‘Whip-} weeK
. Bert Parks, host, of “‘Yours For. A. Song,”: will vacation in. the.
stairs direction,
But the fascinat--, man Irving: elevate. to joint man- lash’ -is being removed. to. thetela- | Orient Oct: 26-Nov. “13. His telecasts, for those dates have béen. taped:
tive: safetty of: a spot. following the || .
ang!
3f
item, about midway. in the an-. aging directors.
. Ralph Motapek,. winner of.the:- Man. ‘Cliburn Cempetitin for Pianists;
; Colman, :-Pren-”
noneement.
involved. the Naming tis & ‘Vrarley - ‘have. nade. tWO: ‘fur-;:| NFL- -football:: -game—clearing. the: Wwii:‘debut-on tv:Dec.. 9:on. ABC-TV's-“Firestone. Hour,” ef Ammon B. Goeodshall, the rela- ther sénior appointments .ta the? way for the return of ‘Passw: ord’ to . “ WNBC-plus-tv- ‘topper. Ted: Walworth cited: for.sérvice- to. its “patients”
the: channel 13 lineup:
taciv mew senior yeep Gf the Chi . marketing
by: the: Jewish’ Chronic Disease. Hospital .
15th: Annual Communion.
and. -market © research |
‘Ufice. as facung chairman of the}
“| Wadman; ;vat. Jast report; was } &- Breakfast of the ‘Catholic. Apostolate. ‘of Radio-TV-Advertising. will.
' department. Toni Lee has” joined ;
‘méals:.
a.
Gihice’s Hew board of management: .
|
eniosing
“three
square’
be-held Sunday :(Nov: 11) at, St. Patrick's aid then-the Waldorf-Astoria:
as senior. executive-from C: Vernon!
: baked, broiled andassis, ‘and: speaker's .at- the second. half-:the breakfast: at: the hotel): will. be’
Winlke apparently, few are ask- &- Sons: ‘Ltd.-and Brian Fells.: for- i:
aay ..
+ project. Hope. Founder Dr. William: Walsh and ‘Jrene’ ‘Dunne; RKO: ‘Gentas, “WW! ‘atcis a new beard of man-. -merly
with:
Garland--Compton: { Crow: ae
..| eral Veep. John Pinto..will be: toastmaster: . Morris Ernst and- ‘WNBC
_&eomenv™ it may be worth investi- joined. the.. former’ ‘aency after’ 12],
‘rented the new xears .experience on the industrial !
pation,
Harper
, | newsman -Gabe: Pressman’ will :debate: Canon 35 yuling of the. American
Taards, LuxS one cpokesman: under: and. consumer side...
Bar. “Assn, .the one. ‘preventing: photographs in’ courtryooms, ‘at a-“NOV. 28.
.Derek: Ane}
the | equi ation. that . Six heads are drews: ex. senior’ exec of the.inter
meeting by the” Anieri ican Society. of Magazine’ Photographers.
;

whose. judgment is: usually _infal-

~ LondonAgencies

PepsodentGets
Of|

‘Sal Jannueci, CBS-TV-v:p.-of' ‘business affairs, to Coast. : Jim. Laven- :
‘stein, - ‘administrative. _Manager,* CBS-TV: pr ‘ograms, - “back Jontorrow tt
(Thurs.) after’ tour -of ‘Radio Free. Europe operations’ in- Switzerland;:
Portugal... and Germany’ :
New “packaging. firm headed by Richard: :
‘| Robbins ‘and. Roy Ross of N. Y: ‘has come up with. anew five- a-week

Fetter. Than, oe —manat ement “BY national. -division -of. Ta
Crowther, has been’ appointed.‘dens

conumittce
‘rather’ than’ a) .boss.
There are these, of course, ‘who reAiese the equation, cone luding’ that

ene

TheHook onCom|l|

utv manager: of the’ division. under
Charles: ‘Morictie ff
< Channerk}
is often better than. six. Televisian. introduced its first ad-:t-

head

As

ene observer sardoni¢aly im- mag. program called “Gilding ‘The.’
Washington, Oct. 23: -d-panel” series, titled. “What's: ‘in ‘The Picture?’ % Decision -On “Series :is-ex-zeined it, “We will now hold the
Lily.” It- was bought ‘by ‘three local! In. a 3-2. decision the. Federal | “pected -‘soon on’ part Oné of ‘the webs. Name host for the seriés ‘is‘being:
weekly, three-day: “bourd’ of manadvertisers” .
Hobson Bates and |Trade: -Commission
:
; :negotiated . . Metopera. star. Eileen-Farrell -to' guest-on. “Garry ‘Moore -aa
has: ruled:
#cement meeting,”
“nid in ChiShow”. Nov: 13 ees ; Sudy ‘Towers-named editorial researcher. for.*“The
Partners:
Unternational)
in‘conjunc|
Lever”
“Bros:
‘is.
not..
necessarily,
(avo. the new board 1s cumpased Twentieth Century”
. Allen ‘Ludden, host of..‘Password,”. to Austin,.
tive in “alls. tion with Ted. Bates:.€o. Ine. New:
of new exces
York, “are opening a ‘full- service} Phoneying. up
° “the” new “furs will, of cour se;

mainly

mid

“its. Pepsodent. WE Friday- (19). to. ‘emcee

the .annual U::-of-Texas: Distinguistied : Alumnus:

‘Banquet. ... Eadie Kaufman of.“CBS: Reports” ‘staff narries engineer...
Former execs © affiliate: agency ‘jn. Frankfrut, Ger-* commercials. |
Alvin Silverberg in February...
-Péople- to- ‘People Sports Comuinittee
“G. A. Jones has ° been j. ‘The: comntission .‘upheld. ‘its: Ex
af Leo “Burnetty Edward UL Weiss many
-has cited -Ed. Sullivan for: his work. in ‘developing’ international: goodw il.
appointed,
creative
“director.
OF:
-aminer
.
Harry.
Hinkes:
whose‘recCa. and Needham, Louis & Brorby
understanding. ee ~ Abel Mandell, exec. ¥.p.--of- Independent: Television .:
"j Ommendation. -- Was-. “appealed | by
wi hot Chicago shops-—moyed. to- Siw ard, Baker & Co..
‘Allied. Artists- Television’s science.
Far. East :
ETE, counsel: “ Commission chair: ‘Corp:, has left- for --the:
ReC ann-in the shakeup.
|
fiction feature package sold to. WPRO: Providence, R.1.;
WIEN; Albariy,.
|man ‘Paul, Rand ‘Dixon and. membe play Ing ‘it eagey.”)

Under

Harpers ‘leadership, Me-

‘Everette. ‘Melntyre-.
WiththeStationReps||i,ber’.
senting: ‘opinions.

Cann has always. been eav ily com~.- Ht
miitteed, There have -been the mar-.

filed -Gis-.

.N. ¥.5- KRIS, :Corpus: Christi; -WOKR,’ ‘Rochester, N. Ys and.-WCTN,
‘Minneapolis: <. + Fom‘Breen, ‘until Fecently station: manager of KCRA-.

.in’ Sa¢ramento; has. ‘Deen... signed. by Wolper Productions ‘fo produce. :
2?“Object. of the ‘FTC family. ‘Squab-" “Story of
.: Kershaw. ‘Burbank and G: ‘Edward: Hamilton: given ©
“bes.
will
‘Lois:
&
Koenig
Papert,
—
ple Was:.a “network coinmercia] -in. wp. stripes. at: Educational: Broad¢éasting Corp..,. operators. of. -WNDT.:
plans boards. and the -top of the.
mount) plans review beards. : In: ‘the next -agency’ to go to thé big}‘which :eigaret™ smoke -is blown ‘onto. ‘Burbank ‘is director of development; ‘Hamilton. director. of: ‘engineering

‘keting ‘plans

boards,

the- creative

me
Lee

New Yok offices, / the conference, computer: for the: billing and. esti- “a white ‘plate and—then’ brushed: ... “Fo Fell-the Truth” director Paul Alter’s: 81.won the. first annual_
rooms for these: groups have often | mating function. .Média. chief Bill|off: with. ‘Pepsodent- to convey. the Goodson-Todman- golf tourney. at the Englewood., links, . Mark ‘Goodhad observation: hooths. behind the! Murphy ‘says a’ “eentral .clearing=|‘jdea the: toothpaste ™ ‘can remove - son’s, secretary. Pegsy Parker: ‘organized. the tourney’ and Was. ‘the’ only...
yprror
where’ visiting
execs. -can org will: probably be named. this stobacco. ‘stains fr om. ‘the: ‘teeth.’
femme. participant...
watch “proceedings
through
one- i week (it’s between. SRDS. and |‘Alie
“The: commission “majority.” said-| Governor. Rockefeller «Wyir: be’ jaterviewed. on. civil ‘tights’‘and: “other
san glass.
The booths are: wired ,i Central Media. Bureau).
there ‘Was sufficient explanation |issues on WLIB Saturday -(26) morning:. Democratic ‘gubernatorial ¢anfor saund and ¢an facilitate audio
Murphy, predicts: ‘that the’dig that™ ‘Pepsodent: removes yellow: didate. “Robert Morgenthau -‘will be’ interviewed. ‘on.a subsequent --‘Sat--taping of the various Lowwows if!
machines will be SOP. for agencies (therefore. fresh) ‘tobacco = stains. “urday.. Interviews Will -be* conducted. by. George Schuyler,. of the. New.
an\thing. memorable happens. Per-;!
in’ ‘another: ‘10. years. “By then. he but, not brown: or. black’ longstand- - York Courier, and Alan. Morrison,’ of the Johnson: Review. an
haps the Chi phenomenon also W ill
j predicts, they. will ‘be. replacing not ing ‘stains. to warrant: ‘dismissal. of |Le available for observations.
only the: clerks -of ‘estiniating and
the: complaint. against. ‘the: Lever
Could be that one of these ‘days, |billing.

but

possibly

IN: HOLLYWOOD.

also. . tine

while vail
the
McCann- -Erickso} buxers.
exec «heads. are together, a client | The machines, °he says, cam. do

freres. a
to, Arthur Hull. ‘Hayes. came out’ ‘to. ‘spr‘ead. the gospel:of"
< “Radio $.‘Third:
“Dixon: “and” “Meluityie : coritended “Dimension”. to the trade and ‘won resounding applause: ‘for: a- definitive’

the niajority drew: too fine ‘a. dis-. “presentation:. For his. CBS Radio domain: it: proved. a -healthy stimulant.
.tinetion, ‘between stain ‘colors .for: vand proved: ‘again that the’ sound. medium. ‘isn’t- running’ scared ‘from.
‘the: public. to appreciate. and. there- the monster .°y:No less. than: sever ad agency. toppers ‘made the trek’
fore’ the. commercials. are “decep- to. Hawaii f6r: the annual session’ of the 4: A’s;. western. division: More
‘
Sanie™: time, PKL: “pTexy Fred tive .
.
than 300 will attend ‘the ‘five days’ of: morning: meetings °. > Lew. Jrwin |
| Papert,’‘who is. jlistly proud of -the:

will quietly switch his billings: ‘toy. any thing—it's a matter’ of. comMcCann-Marsehalk. the: little di- .piling the’. information: ?to- feed
vision of Inter public with, a grew-.| them. | .:
ing éreative reputation.

‘Time's. Slanted Salom

| of: Irwin-O’Donnell Productions didn’t.like the -way.. KTLA® edited and’.

Recent. Gallagher Report,.ad and. . shop's: Creative rep, wants. it: made
media

weekly

Time -mag

newsleter leaped

Oct. 12. cover Opus

tolling Madison

Vee,

1-go the station's program chief, Bob. Quinlan, ‘offered to.sell him. back
MartinStart,‘NBC.
-subsequent. runs .of. the: hour: show. and ‘a -sécond :show. in. the package,
Addict,”. at‘ 20° discount ....... Jack Wrather. joined’ ‘the: “board of©
‘SettleTitleHassle: “The:
grow ing: ‘agency.|..
‘Community: ‘Pelevision: ‘of So: Cal., to help. speed educational tv. in this:

eXx-_ _ agency.” -‘Copy and

art will conAye. and some ‘of;; tinue to’ be’ done: by hand.

its leaders,

Gallagher

" inserted -‘commercials. on. “The: Idol.’ge ‘documentary: on Bobby

on |: plain that, “Wwe re. not. a machinery:

said

the

Tn. line with the

story in-, interest in machines. the -Associa-

eluded a few ‘digs to. establish: the tion “df° National Advertisers has
mag's “objectivity,” ““but clear ly.published the papers of marketing

+: Hollywood: : radio--. -. persoitality : ‘area. Funds ‘are, being. raised ‘to. ‘buy. one .of the seven. commercial |out-"°
‘Martin - Starr, who" ‘sued. ‘NBC-TV. “lets:
. Lee Rich, ‘Benton -&- Bow les tv topper, and. his Coast -sttiper,

showed that .Time knows who but-. execs ‘anid social scientists dealing. and- pre‘oducer “Jess Oppenheimer |‘Murray. “Bolen, made.‘the rounds: of. the: tv studios. ‘and, found “Screen:
‘Story ‘carefully with the: problem. and potential ‘of in N:Y. Supreme ‘Court in a show-" Gems. far ahead: on packaged --goods..- “Most of ‘the.sévén shows will be
ters its bread.
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the computer in advertising?
title hassle, says the case has been ‘in tangible shape’ ‘for’ the anticipatéd - buvi‘ing. season after: ‘tthe holidays.
:. Joel. Chaseman,,. general manager. of.. Westinghouse ‘Broadcasting...
tising aS against tv. Ted Bates and| “The ‘Computer. in Advertising,” settled: ‘out. of. court -‘for’an. ‘un- || Prod
uctions,: buzzing ‘Mary.Markham fora panel” ‘show swith Grouche Dane -er-Fitzgerald- Sample | only | includes. the reports ‘made ~this j-d
disclosed. sum.
Marx
as. moderator and Zsa.Zsa Gabor <as a. ‘panelist... Lou Edelman
Top 10 ‘agencies. ‘whose heads did|.spring at weekly “sessions. spon- |... ‘Starr. br ought: ‘suit when the:Wveb.
not get their pictures on the: cov er. ‘sored by> the Céntral Media. -Bu- cand. Oppenheimer Taunched the: tv: batk in- harness. after. hegita through:Enrope’ and.getting: some.pilots
3
Ted Bates puts 79°¢ of its billings |. reau- for ad men. Book's intro is by: show, . Here’! ‘S* . Hollyw ‘ood,’ the |-ready. Jobe
ors,
“PTT
Paced
_into tv.
D-F-S ‘puts 55°<. Robert} Kenneth C, ‘Schonberg, Prexy of. same - tifle as “used:. by Starr.. for.|
Ganger of D'Arcy, Henry Little. ot]CMB.:
S
“mahy.. years .:on. “his: ‘radio ‘show.
Campbell-Ewald, ‘Dav id “Ogilvy of
is.|oBriefs:: Ronald Gilbert: has”been 1 Under: the -‘settlenient,. NBC
Jerry. Leighton, WAAF-. deejay: | ‘commuting to wy: ior.annhoimeiig.
‘Ogilvy, Bensen ‘& Mather did rate. named . New York -sales. manager -restricted to’ use’ of : the. title: ‘only
a bio. and ‘picture,;: even: ‘thought for CBS Radio:: Spot -Sales,. Bill “on ty with Starr retaining exclushye: chores on ‘the syndicated: Jerry. “Lester ‘Weekend’. show: -WBKB has.
1 bought it for: this market. and. installs. it’Nov: 3.between Marty Faye
their agencies are not among the O'Donnell ‘has .been named head ‘Tights to it for. AGM... and “‘Kup’s Show”. at 11:15 p.m. Saturdays, : “Championship: Bowling”. ..
Top 10. ‘But Ogilvy puts only 37°%c | of the reppery’s St.:Louis office... |: “NBC's -tv.: version. vot” “i
‘Here's | Pots displaced ;., . WNBQ will exploré the issues of the Cook County~
in tv, D'Arcy
less
than
35°¢. “WHP,. Harrisburg Paz, to Katz...-.
¢ Hollywood, ‘stripped “from -4.:‘to: “Sheriff race on its -prime- time “Dateline” Chicago”: ‘eatchall. next
Campbell-Ewald, of course,: is’ the William McGee’
joins’: the ©San 4:30-p.m.,. is slated: to be axed Dec:
agency for good Time advertiser,’ Fraricisco. tv sales“staff of" Peters, °3E for: ‘a. new. Goodson-Todman. Monday (29)....... Sterling (Red) Quirilan. leaves for a-10- day. respite’ in -Italy.- ‘this weekend. Says: he'll .put' the’ finishing: touches .on -his -new. :
Chevrolet.” |
; "|: Griffin,» Woodward.
|
oe ‘quizzer,. ‘The: ‘Match: Game."am
[novel ..-.:‘Studs Terkel, and wife Ida, plané to: Europe-next week with.”
Its doubtful, however. that heads...
1WEMT: tape: -recordér: to..do- interviews with Sean: O'Casey,. Federico ~
ef Bates and D-F-S would stand :
weighted in favor of print.adver-|

IN CHICAGO os

still for a Time mug Shot and Tine}
Ine. does have sizable video intertsis of its,OI

Grey'ss Stomach Pat

|

“CallMeStageDoorMike’

1 Fellini, C;"P., Snow and. Simone .de Beauvoir; among others...

. Vir-

+ ginia (The: Duchess). Marmaduke, :who dropped out-of: radio: w ork.a few.”
“| years’ back, will spell-Jack Eigen for a couple weeks ‘during’ his vaca” |:tion next month. WMAQ’ ‘staffers Charles McCuen .and Harry, Volkman ~

‘ee
ess. than 30. feet: separ ate the two: stage: doors: oD: ‘sth:St.“west - “| will ‘sub -the other twa weeks’... °. W GN-ha§ separated.ty. and radio:

Grey “Advertising’s landing » off
T sales “service, naming’: ‘John: ‘Notman, Supervisor « ‘of ‘the former. and
the Diamond salt a¢count this week | Sof Br oaadw ay.in N. .¥Y. from w- hich enianate. 18 ‘CBS- TV. shows aw eek
Frank. Nardi ditto Of. AM:348 In -part fulfillme nt of the #ECH- | in. per haps the. greatest’ concentration’ of: Show. biz.activity: in’ the:
‘east,
chs extended pitch .for a more!
From - CBS. Studio 90: comes thie;Ed - Sullivan slow, the: Gar ry.”
balanced billings ciet- iat iss mare: ”
. Moore:show, “Candid Camera” andthe Jackie Gleason show: ’From: -food biz,
Norman Gorin. ‘moves from prodiicer-director ‘of CBS.here. to same:
e Stadio. 52 wotties | ‘What’ s My’ Line,” “I ve Got ‘A Secret,’ the’ Cross. -.
Dianiond. is the’ shop'ss 14th. new!
the- board‘ Password” “plus the ‘on¢e-a-week. nighttime ‘version, and. 4 slot in’ New. ‘York. Replacing -‘Gorin is Robert. ‘Camfiord,- former. Film *
account for: the vear, ith a hill-|
the ‘cross- the-board “To ell the. Truth, ” plus the:once- a-week night- * ‘Control ‘Officer for. CBS. ‘in: New York . . Lee. Colee, general sales
anes total fronr ail at $14, OGO 060.
| manager 6f ‘Metromedia’s WTTG-TV;: will be: first. woman’ to “spéak- at:
time edition.

LIN.WASHING TON

te
+1*~
mpgs tee
Heryeesenegtag
b
|:serene!

Same time, Young & Rubicam, .
AN of which: cues in the netw ork.thinking iHiat::a ‘lot of’tmanhour Ss Financial Public Relations ‘Council of Greater. Washington. Her ‘sub-.
¥ nich has een having ‘a good new- |i could -be preserved. through. the: Simple expedient of: ‘setting up- in’ | ject, “TV. or Not TV—That Is the Question’: | Red. McDowell, ‘News.
biz vear, has lost the gne-third 'ofthat 30-foot: separation space a-CBS Arinex for program. ¥ P.
. Mike. f and: Pub Affairs: manager: at: -WMAL-TV . and. ‘Tadio,’ named: publicity.
the Gallo wife. auccunt that. the | Dann, who rides herd: on N.Y. originations.
(Continued. on’
¢ page. 52):
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= NS‘onrt)“How'sOaraa!Dallasas Tone

‘Danny.“Kaye, whe. nti now has played’ hard to. get”:with:
1 only "
.-Yare appearancés on television, -has finally succumbed: and will do
‘-@ full. hour “weekly. ‘Show next: ‘season,.CBS moved in fast: and.
grabbed: him (prexy. Jim Aubrey. making a: hurried trip: fo the Coast:

#

.:. over-the weekend).-It. thus makes the:second major comedic acqui-- _
sition -in: recent :weeks..A few weeks ‘back, after some frantic intranetwork: .competittve ; bidding, Carol. Burnett: “was “pacted: by cBS
_An‘a’ ‘longterm: exclusivity: Like Kaye, she’}! have. her awn’ series
next season. Kaye-deal reported: Tepresents a ‘one-year. firm, $5000, 2

“By. MURRAY HOROWITZ
With’ the "92-63 ‘ty. season, oft|.
_

|.

Portia: Goes West

on _ Hollywood, Oct..23.
* After. ‘10 “years the. ‘lead. in’
.
.Jerated
to
date.
seems
_to
fall
.more|’
000: commitment: for: the: network. .
.
“the: long run daytime serial,
Kaye has more _or- less- restricted: his: tv.appearances’ ‘to.once a ‘On: news, ‘pubaffairs: and. sports en- .. “Portia: Faces Life?’ Lucille.
|:tries
‘rather
than.
the
bulk
of
the
|
. year. His-third: arnual special for General: Motors. isscheduled ‘via
Wall’ has moved: her. acting...
"entertainment shows.. wo
imNBC). for Nov. 11.-It’s a $500,000 package. : *
| -¢areer: to Hollywood:
-Undérstood. the new. Kaye. hour is pegged. at: $160,000,“‘miaking ie: A It's -an. _chotuallty peitement |
First: aassignment: “Day in
| Court”
the costliest’ weekly 60-minute: show: in ‘video: Until: now. the: high: |
-cost: laurels went to-Péfry.-Como, whose: Wednesday night Kraft:. -|
————aas
« séries went. for $140, 000 :‘per. week. ‘last. season: Kaye: show ‘will:pe Series); ‘and ari Ole: Miss. ‘disaster. ,
a 40-week. series. *..
ve | :The ratings - still -go: to the. en-|
f¥.
When’ Ted: Ashley, ‘Ofthe ‘Ashley-Steiner. agency; revealed Kaye’s oy tertainment shows,. but more. and}.
: availability. for next: season, ‘it sparked.a major: three-network jock-. -[ more people are talking about “Did. | VVJ
- eying ©to. lock-°‘up’ ‘the comic. By: Monday, however,’ -CBS .had_ it.
you. 8ee that one- about’ how: much |. <
” bagged.’ What: time period ..goes to Kaye isn’t.known" as yet, -al‘it costs to be. elected to Congress?"’:|.. -.
though™ there’s been. talk: that he. may wind up’ Saturady: ‘nights. 10 _jor.. “Brinkley did an .expose'.on‘|. .
‘to. 11;. Alternative hour mentioned ig Thursday: night 10 to.11. | highway corruption” or “television:|: . ‘Sincé Ashley played a. key role in persuading Kaye to go.weekly, . is getting gutsy,.. B.. program on.
“it-wouldn’t surprise.-many if ‘another. Ashley-Steiner elient—Bob:cigarets. and. cancer,’ ’.. That’s ‘what|:
° - Bannér—wound ‘up: as producer of: the. series,
oof. .:.|the —press is talking. - about, : too..

| Station ‘promotion men when the
| Broadcasters’
Promotion
ASS.
‘| holds. its annual convention Oct.
. 29-31 : at. the Holliday Inn -Central,
|.Dallas.
Confab’a opening session Monday will be on “Br ‘oadcasting’s.
| Image: What is “it Today? What
Can
We Do. to Improve it?”
| “Image’’ speakers . will be William
|B. Lewis, board chairman of KenTyon & Eckhardt, New York, and
Jack
Harris, - general
manager, .
4-KPRC-TV,. Houston.
Second session will be on “Build-

-fand running, the: excitement gen-
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ers Marcus Bartlett, gm. of WSBTV,. Atlanta; Louis Read, gm of
-WDSU. -TY, New Orleans; and Mike
Shapiro, gm.of WFAA-TV -in the.
| host: city.

Other “Workshop” sessions will
lin’. tunnel, ‘the. U.S. Bureau: of |: A: major
:‘selloff by. Colgate ont,include ‘talks. by: TvB: prexy: Nor‘Publié: Road's. rebuttal to Brink‘man Cash and TIO prexy. Roy Daley’s highway- charges, the. tobacco.
industry’s. response ‘to: “CBS Re-- sales. prospects ‘for the: first quarter | nish’ and RAB’s chieftain Edmund
‘ports.”” These ‘are the tv-made news: of”‘next year. Colgate, ‘apparently’ ¢. Bunker. A look at promotion
‘developments which the: press can-. anxious to make’ a ‘good cash show ‘from management side. will fea-

s
e
p
r
A
m
o
giostoHamming ItWe
— Fr

not ignore, no. matter: what... the -ing for’ the fiscal year, ‘has sold off |dure -C. Bunker., .A look at promotion. from the “Management: side
tominutes ‘on:‘“NBC-TV’s “Dr... ‘Kil- will feature Stephen Riddleberger,
wards tw may. be;: ‘More: and:‘more
dar
e”
..CBS-TV's. “Perry” Ma-. | prexy ‘of the ABC Radio o&o’s:
n:”*: The
f: “ABC-TV: web, on which. ‘Frederick ’S. Gilbert. gm of: Time

‘néwspapers’ “compéetitive: views

A‘ prominent ‘recording. exec and’4

= bandleader. turned actor, Frank De'}¢
Vol: is:. now “the -“most: vee’

ing the Station Image,” with speak-

~ Prospe
cts i
in 63
jnetwork television is clouding up

=i NBC: News’ trouble.with the: Ber- |.

That’ currently. popular conferrence -quizzer, “‘“How’s our Image?”
will be played by more than 500

ERNIE
FORD'S MAJOR

‘name, on. the ABC-TV- ‘program. | :.

\ the: “Tittle: ‘debates’ of :“Con~ aseColgate”“participates in “Hawaiian Ine.’s . broadcast . division: and Bill
Michaels, regional veep of Storer
“sional ‘and: Gubernatorial C. Tis:
Eye” and “Hollywood Special; ”” has: “Stations, Miami.
dates” on. itv: are. fodder: for aews.
Rouding out the Monday slate
| not okayed. any selloff. at. this point: |
“Tennessee ‘Ernie ‘Ford” : COpy.:
_“Penster™-and. ‘also is thé: Composer-. “show --on ABC-FV. which. ‘is. ‘sched- |. The’ “Retwork’ :news: Subaftairs't' ‘Since ‘Coigate’ 4s selling. off on- Will be “Personal Appearances,”
.: rehestrator: and condiictor.. of .““My: ‘uled~ to move. froin: 11 ‘am, ‘toa ‘spurt isn’t” ‘accidental.. At. CBS top network. shows. new advertis- With. Murray’ Weissman, ‘CBS-TV,
Angeles,
Caley
‘Nusustine,
-- Three | Sons” - and > “Our. “Man ‘noon: slot: Nov. 19, has .come- up | News; the team of Dick Salant and™ ing coin‘is ‘tending to:pick up these. LOS
1 with.-two- major sponsor renewals ‘Blair .Clark,: is. clicking. At -about: newly opened spots. .Polaroid,..for WHIEC, Pittsburgh, and EW Henry,
‘Higgins. moe
“For. ‘the time:‘belag,. De. Vol is ‘for 1963. :R.:.T. French: has re- this time: Yast ‘year;. prexy ‘Salant: instancé; Has just. bought inte ‘Dr. ABC-TV, Los Angeles: and “Per“dropping. the ‘arpeggios’ ‘for his‘new. ‘newed through. J. Walter :Thomp- -and. his ‘aidé. ‘Clarke’ were feeling “Kildare,” where. its’ coin. - might: sonalizing Rodia,” with: Lionel F,
Baxter, Veepee of Storer; John
-: thesping -‘career. “You “can’t -beat son:.and’ Norge Sales Corp. ‘has.
-have.~ come-:into. a._ tougher. pro- -F..Box, exec veepee-and managing
cig the ®regular 9.0 -6- hour’ and, -of |.comeé. :back. through~: .Clinton E, ‘their way, having taken -over ‘the’ ‘gramming stot.
*1 helm only: six, months: fram: -Sig:
|. director of Bala
n Stations, -Chi'.
@ourse, there’s the little: extra’ ‘of | Frank. agency.
|
: + Michelson- -and -John -Dav..: W. Orry
.. yesiduals:”: The. Tesiduals. is somé-|}°: -Although. 90%. sold: - out °“at Was’ rife ‘about’ NBC. News’ “two-: While - availabilities for ‘the. first cago: and Jay Watson,. program
‘quarter:, ‘of .1963 ‘are. scattered all: director,’ WFAA, Dailas.
~? thing ‘which musi¢” scorérs -know prémium rates, the. Ford. strip- as |
‘some,. - Huntley -Brinkley.- Then,
Tuesday and Wednesday sessions
hiothing about: but--which De -Vol- ‘not been pulling the ratings which. ‘there: avas. the. Howard: K. Smith over the board,. ‘network execs: are.
“not pressing. any panic’ buttons. ‘are as follows: “Press “Releases,”
- caught. onto - quick. As. ‘an actor;. the: web-expected:wiien it. debuted:
+ Gis} ute. Smith. since: “has”-moved .Threv anticipate: ‘the. Start: of. heavy | with | Paul. E. Menneg: exee. Direc-':
“‘moreover,. De:.Vol’ gets’ as: much: ‘last April. -Hence. the --upeomisag’|’ over:
P to ABC-TV and © Dav. id. Schoen‘buying, during: November. when. the tor, Rogers |& Cowan, Bev erly
for -his ‘dramatic stint. in the: half-. move to &: different ‘Hour’ on\ the:
-brun~. moved. it. as: “Washington | new Season will- have’ shaken: down . Wills: J. J. Graham, managing
hour comedy’.as:for composing-and. ‘daytime ‘schedule...
schedule.’
| bureay -chief ‘from-:Paris. This into a-much. more sharply. defined editor, Advertising Age. Chicago;
- conducting for a’ half-hour -dra-.|.
a
5 ith
Clark - Sehoenbrun. ‘team, ‘rating | structure: :
and “Bob. Brock, tv columnist, DaiInatic ‘show. :He’s: signed to appear.|...
with: hearty :support: from- Fred
makes las-Times Herald: “Sales Pramo‘Unlike °“Colgate, which
in seven out .of .13: “Dickens. -& |¢¥
>| Friendls"” s. , consistent. ‘operation, heavy netw ‘ork commitments. at ‘the.|-tion,” : With Leo Collins, _promotion
Fenster”. stanzas. De :Vol,. inici- |.’
and:-the rest: of.. the CBS - -News | outset:-of the’ buying: “season. many: director, WXYZ, Detroit;. William
-Gentally,-was not assigned: to es:
write
wre | - a VUGGEs
.-Froster,: “has --hélped. to put. a’ new. timportant.
Seri
ae
ra
we
:
for
as: ‘HH... Sieese, manager, sales promoic
advertisers,
‘such
mus
:
the
‘gleam ‘in. that” CBS.eye.
:
‘repertoire’|.
‘Bristol-My ers,.tend. to hold off allo- | tion, Edward Petry repperv, Nety
recent. artists
ir. -“ABC-TV's news: operation. “under eating . their full. ad -‘budgets _ as York; Dick Paul, director of prochief for Columbia “Reeords- and
|
B.ithe aegis: of: Jim Hagerty, ‘also ; ‘long -as “possibie. While ‘such. tac-' motion; ‘publicity and merchandis- still a. ‘disk..artist for ‘that -label,:[
Norfolk;
“FM
| Has: made strides: ABC-TV. moved: {tics may. result in the Joss of ad- ing. WAVY-TV,
“De. Vol: has. been dabbling: in: the- |".
with
Lee
Segall, .
|
{into the new season. with the hour-. vertisers’: participating. on some hit’ Promotion,””
atricals sirce:‘he: was..a° kid. His}.
‘prexy
of
KIXL.
‘Dalias:
Homer
a long. closeup on. Soviet education, ‘shows.. it also permits picking‘ up
father, Hermati De Vol wasa band-|:
a: Close-Up” show which triggered | ‘bargains»-when the --Feturns : are -Griffith, gm of KAZZ, * Austin:
-leader ‘at: the. Grand. ‘Opera’ House}
bare, Promotion: ‘ with Howard
: ‘fully’.An:
_in:. Canton; 0.,; in’ the ‘élassic era. = “Young: ‘Dr. ‘Malone’: is. going. ta'|:- “(Continved “on Page: 46;
Wry,
promotion
manager,
“Of: burlesque: “anid. the -young :Dé Australia on wings. ‘of~ -Vidtape‘ WHNB- TV, West Hartford. Conn.;.
. Vol wag introduced: ‘to. show. -biz This daily. NBC-TV:: program:: ‘thus
A
Fred.
Foerster,
pm. of W ERE-TV.
“by -way.'a_comedian’s: baggy. pants. ‘becomes the’ first ‘American’ soap | .oa
+ Milkes-Barre, Pa.- “Trade Advertis‘Interspersed. amidst’ -his ‘‘musical opera to be taken, as, is,“by:foreign:
with
David
‘Partridge. ad..and
#j ing.”
assignments. have been’ bit. -parts. telévision.
fi sales
- promotion,
Westinghouse
‘in radio.with the old: Jack..Carson
The- ‘olie-year deal “byNEC ‘In: |
Z| Breadcasting; -James -C€. Hanlon,
> ghow: and assorted film:and” legit: ‘ternational w ith the ETN-HSV net-:™
;
| manager, promotion and research,
roles:'
"| work also. iS “a“sign that ‘the new. |: :
Hollsavood, Oct. 23. price ‘at’its:‘proper. jevel in today ‘5
GN-TV: James Knight, promo“Before ‘burgeoning |as a. ‘comic’ ‘web is. out. ‘to. expand. its’ daytime|. - A: generally dismal -picture -of “market:”. It's often: a question. of | OW.
tion: ‘and merchandising director,
eharacter’ in- “Dickens: & Fenster,” program oper dtion.” (NBC has. been. ‘the actor's” Situation: in -today’s .tv’ the longterm. career. view Vs. day-.
WTRF-TY, W heeling. W. “Va. ; “MerDe‘ Vol: did the score for the-Bette:| trying “to:-Sell. “‘Malone”:-to- the:} market is: sketched: by Arthur. Ken: to-day: survit: al, -he. says. “Os Obs ‘are
_ Davis-Joan...-Crawford: starrer, ‘Aussies .for. at. least: -tWo.years.) ; ‘nard, :.veepee. of. Irving. Salkow So scaree that: an ‘actor. is- often. | chandising,” with Donald K, ‘Luten-bacher, assistant ad manager, Jack" “Whatever - ‘Happened: :To Baby:
“ETN: HSV, -'-: Representing: - five agency “and. head of .its: tv, dept. © “| more ‘interested, in. eating- money son: ‘Brewing Co., New: Orleans;
Jane?”
.
.
‘Aussie. ‘stations, ‘will: ‘shortly egin |. ‘Pilots, ™ he said,- “gre. our rently than .in keeping. his: ‘pricé where it Ar ‘Donald ‘Ratchford, promotion
:
D'Arey
Advertising;
Ereceiving. tapes. ‘of «the daily half-. at’ -the:. -forefront. of. the.” actor's should’ be: °But “my: advice to ‘an nanager
-thour no more than<a. fev ‘days: be ‘thoughts, “whieh: ean be: both- good |‘actor is always to pull in his belt| George Sperry, promotion manhind the .American.-: airing... -Web. and: -bad.””’ “On the: “one |“hand. he. one ‘more: notch: and ‘hold. on for.-a ager,, WGR-TY, ‘Buffalo, N. ¥-¢
| there. has .been ‘supplied with. syn-- noted, “these. PFov ide. a.good: addi- ‘while-longer rather than’ working}
(Continued on Page 4
46°°
| opses of-all. the ‘Malone’ progranis: ‘tional source of .revenue;. on: ‘the -chéap. W. hat’s, a producer going. to.|: done’. since.::it -began three: years‘ other,” they: usually: “entail con=" ‘sax. When! “you: ask $2,000°for an
‘ago-on tv. -That's. so Australian:an- -tracts. that: bind. an actor: for ‘ayear {|
actor: Who's ww‘orked, for’ ‘$750? He’ $
‘nouncers ‘can update’ 1the:Scene ‘for or more; meaning he can't commit | going :to sav ‘so-and-so: got him: ‘for:
their audience.
‘|himself :to- ‘anything: of any ‘dura- 1$750—so should I. Pretty’ ‘soon:
Mexico: Cis: Oct. 232. |
he: ‘lion’ intil’the’ pilot’s :prodicer has: ‘an actar’s ‘price is: half of. Wh rat.its
Garnen. ‘Baez, of -the: “Film Bue But the. big -“thing: is”“that,
Australians-.are ‘buying~.the. work: ‘exhausted ‘all:possibilities of:selling |“should be,”ao
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BenCasey’Beats
A Bad Mex Rap’

Bumps.‘Cheyenne;
{ABCSetsDakotas’

réau, has. Officially”:ruled -that, the’

“The. advent: Of. hour Shaws has
“Reception. ‘Hall”: segment: of a re- + of: Aniericas. performers: acting. out |it.
Beir «. Casey” - telecast :.here: their -roles --five dais: a week ‘in|: “Meaniw: hile, ‘exet’ pointed, out, the!. been. ‘a biow to. attors—as “Well ‘2
‘Kennard “said. | ABC-TV will be bringing in @.
~ was not *‘defamatory to. Mexico. ‘i:i what presumably are locales pecu-: ‘thes. might-: have missed: many | evervbody else:
Earlier reports: alleged” segment. Cidr- toAmericans. - Ww ‘hile’ another ‘good |‘lonaterri.. deals, : Of: -eourse, It's) meant / fewer parts and more jnew ‘one-hour, western, show, “The:
me
: showed. Mexicans:. .and- their, de-% ‘problem: | is that |‘the“Aussie: and if the. miracle: did. Happen. and: the ‘actors to. chovse ff om. These: large}Dakotas,” starting in. January as
; Scendents in.the Los” Angeles.aréa’:| Atnerican accents: are. as. unalike as ‘pilot was sold; then, it: could ‘be: the. ‘permanent, casts..ar ‘en't helping the|‘the replacement for “Cheyenne”
“fn - “miserable -;and .“humiliating” |Fren¢ei and:” French °‘Canadijan,: it} biggest. thing: ‘to:ever. happen: to an freelance . player any, either—ther «‘in the 7:30 p.m. slot. “The Dakotas”:
-has been’ asseried many. ‘times. in’ actor—especially a- feature player.” feut availabie » ‘roles even further: “is out “of the Warner Bres.. stable
form.
7
“The Film ‘Bur éait- statement said:wanany: quarters, “that: the: ‘American |-- “Trends continue to ‘create a feast:| ‘Kennard..¢ited .“The Travels. of with Larry. Ward as star,
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A that, “neither: Mexico-nor. Mexicans: ‘and - Australianis :“are - Possessed. “of or: famitie -‘eondition;" ‘Ke nnard - Jamie McPheeters, ” NGM series to : Move was dictated” Dy the “exit
:tHhe same “psyche,”ee
1 said: “Ewo: years ‘ago: ‘any young,.|: start-this fall‘with 13. regulars and‘ ‘of Clint Walker ‘as:star of*‘Chey. ‘were’: presented In-a--bad light. ‘in|:
. “the - American. television show.” |. Furthérmore.: ‘it rinitst:‘be -Femein-:|blond ‘male six foot. or more could .the eight leads -in.. Warner's. ‘Gale enne.”, Initially, ABC-TV execs fig.: “While :Latin: _American. .‘eleménts: bered_ ‘that. the. Aussies. once..made walk: into. any: studio ‘in. town. and. |:lant. Men as examples. |
to ‘integrate
Ward: into
¢ ured
. were. shown. in -the. episode;. “Miss |a. “big... ‘business “out: of |shipping come out with a séeries—ev erything.|- 7-One sign of the. ‘times ‘is ‘the “Cheyenne”.
on .an
alternating
radio
dramas”
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|
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‘was.
being.
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towards
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Baez: ‘said©sthat -these.” were - “not
Sélkow “agency's recent: cut -of 18 _basis: with Walker s0:as to run out
necessarily. ‘Mexican.’
. consumption. .Some Ainerican. . Ta: Glean-cut;: young American. god’ —' -thesps fron its rolls. ‘Clainis Ken- °the full season's: string. However.
now - everybody ‘is looking. for nard: “It takes. much’ more time .shapeup.of the opposition on the
* However,... ‘incident shows-- ‘that’ dio wert the. other, Waye
Film Bureau is on. its toes and w. ilk “ETN-HSV will- feed. - “Malone. WwWeathered, more. experienced: Vince |-to do’ right. bya client: ‘these days:!‘other networks indicated: to “ABC
“move swifty -fo- ban any ‘thing .con-! ‘to a tv: ‘network - consisting. of :sta- “Edwards types.”’ ot
| Tfawe.can't- ‘do. our best for. an actor: execs that they had.a better chance
sidered |‘offensive. to: -Mexico- or “atsttion’.-in- Melbourne, Sydney; Ade
Kennard. maintains’ “that it is —wwe'd rather he? ‘be with, someone. ;‘to develop a hit: by starting fresh
we, eltizens,.
:
[laide,:Perth:ang Brisbane,’ 7
*Lvery ‘difficult to: keep. an actor's)
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“The world:ofielaviston haebecome Ineteasinaly interdependent.
Through. the.exchange: of Ideas, facilities and imaterial—through .
the: establishment. ‘of stich associations. as: the Eurépsan. Broad-.
“casting Unlon—the major television organisations ‘have-created:a
-two-“way. traffic: ona ‘world-wlde scale, Ina variety. of:ways,BBC tv.

has pioneered In. this field -of. international. co-operation. In‘Its.
‘eontributions. to Eurovision, ‘for example; in working diréctly’with”
television Organisations’ throughout: tha world: -In the. ‘buying,
Selling ‘and co- production activitids of: BBC tv:Enterprises; And,
“finalty, through, its policy-of objectively portraying the world. scene,
the. BBC. isproud.to-bea prominent vehicia.on this toad tointer-..
‘national: understanding and:‘goodwill,
.
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WHN Trying to Un

‘Siorer

Brow deasting

is’ being ac-+4 -

Mpls’StanHubbard's

cused by {wo unions of trving to
cestroy unionism at WEN, ‘the
chain's:

N: Y.

station.

Union: EXeCU- .

“deliberate attempfs

0 SeasPriceson
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inSiarSyndieSales

Four: ‘Star ‘Distribution. reports |
af“seven ‘new salés” ‘for its offveb :
Here.sisa ‘imarket-by-market ‘rundown of. average: ‘prices “sécured:
' packages.:
:
“for Grade. A halfhour |“‘vidfilm: ‘product. _Average: price. for. -Gradé: ..
: . “The Détectives, $9.2 With Robert’ oA half-hour product may ‘fluetuate .from. distributor. to distributor .
| Taylor, has been: bought: by, KSMP:= |: ‘and according to the. ‘time of: the year. ‘Other: factors ‘governing
TV, ‘Minneapilis, ‘KTAR-TV™ Phoe~ _ prices also’ are: involved. “Average prices. cited, though, serve.as an°
-nix;, and. KGW-TY, “Portland. :
| :- Indice for. the market: -and an:‘indication. of the prices’ secured by:
of}
“Law ‘and. Mr.: -Jones” has’ been
less than Grade. A product...
sold to KOAA-V, ‘Colorado Springs,
Average a
‘and... KREX-TV, Grand: ‘Junction; fee
“Price
Colo... _ “Target: “The »Corrupters” L
Per.

Pledge: of ‘Allegiance:
‘Love Those Two: Bobs’;

tnes believe that Storer. twice has |.

made
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to unt |

cermine existing labor rights” and |
that this is part’ ef an’ overall plan|
has been - ‘bought: by. ‘KMSP-TV, |.
£oe nder ed, thex charge; at the|
“Minneapolis, Oct. 23.
| Minneapolis.”
“level last .ear—to keep. staThe. new televiision season. is’ off.
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my
“ CoMMONWEALTH NaTioN S
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4 United igingaom *:te weewane dice Bee ets
Hubbard's
KSTP-TV,.
the ;‘the ‘subject of % promotion book- |'*
ef organized ‘labor. “Storer. has in Stan
- Canada. ‘syndication’ op eee eee Loeb er ke awa bane
the past few days taken on tyo. of Twin Cities’ NBC. netw ‘ork affiliate::‘let. being distributed: ‘by. the syndie |. + Australias”
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touting. the : award-winning. - Hong Kong = =
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fre ness. writers at’ WHNS went, ‘9 ‘alm. and droni noon:fo, 3:P.m
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series for its chain of: ‘six sadio7:
stations. ‘starting this: week ani
continuing
‘through | “Nov ember: =
London, Oct. °93.. 7 -allowed {n- every: “hour; ‘aforemenFeur special . snows, each an hour:
There's’ a sad, ‘sad’ tale ‘unwind-: tioned operations stand ‘to ‘coin just
Tong, are ‘Chickie: the Caps,” a
imder. $500:.an- hiour-in: prime time.-|.
study of. crime by Walter. McGraw; “ing ‘heréabouts:. re the Yank" vid-.
To be fair, the tittle regionals sel-|:
“Prison Riots’ Plus Ten.” a com- film ‘distributor who; on a sales-.
-dom-do- pull: inthis much owing to Comedian. Jerry. Lester ‘Sunday |.
Farison of penal, conditions. 10 ‘visit. to ore ofthe: newly-formed.
“packaging. discounts, etc., and rates} (14): vidtaped- ‘two of: his weekend |
sears. ago ‘and? today: “Man of the | independent. ‘tv. stations. -bought. a
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Janday;
and. “The “Vaices
and. -At the same time as. they offer ‘pereéntage-sliderule.. basis..: "may.. -sibly.. Jane Fonda. ya ‘in. case:an. - equal-tife-seeker- oe
nn

yo

:JerryLesterWrapsUp 4ChiCandidate Farced =
ieReinet Folksong
-"Two:Arrowhead :Hours'|.To

_ Show UntilElections:

Scuncs

ef World War IT,” written. less’ than’ $9 ‘for an ‘hour. ‘of’ pro=- feel that the: “babes”. are. being: a
“Wershaw-Gould, handling’ distri-. ‘should read. political. innuendoes
and produced by- Greenspan. |
bution ©and-merehandising,- ‘Feport’- -Cosbey..who- is: regularly ‘a’ pro-- oo
;
-gFam—from
wherever “it. might" trifle ungenerous.” . +
Besides being. ‘aired.on the WBC
“While the big-leaguers’ WV iN] pay. ‘15 additional: stations—besides the fessor of “English at Roosevelt. Uz; +
eome.—. “bdaby"” indies can “collect:
stations, shuns are being offered. to. any thing up to about $80 a minute” about 33° of what they: are pullifig:+10- signed for. the initialer—have- continues’ to ‘write “the *“Folksong”. 7
ether
statiens. on a sxndication. ‘in: peak. time .ad. billings:: With a.
their. wee counterparts*: & n: contracts’ ‘pending Screenings af.the. program. for:.a. ‘staff announcer |-to
Easis.
stead. Paes
} peak. of. Six minutes. advertising .‘make.‘500% more: than. ‘pay. out. j stanzas.now Ans

“Wednesday, October 24,1962".

LOCAL ‘TV & SYNDICATION

” Profileofa3.WebStation

S forFreeTo
ca
gi,
enOSS :ITCGivesAwayShows

- Management of. KFSA:TV, Fort ‘Smith; “Ark, a station. that:solos 7
its. market’ and ‘presents ‘a: three-iveb-: program: “spread, ‘has .toted: ‘up
- the, production costs: of the primetime. shows: Tt offers sey en‘nights cs

aa.week..

“Talent ‘and staging -costa aloné, reports” ‘the: station, “come :‘to fs

AT $55,000,000 7

ogo. 333,100.a-week.. That’s exclusive ‘of time-and transmission charges.” _ In this. Telstar: year, cellutoid ree}

“This. season, KFSA’s. lineup: offers -‘twice, as- ‘many comedies . as. : mains“the key means‘ of ‘the inter—
‘westerns: (10. of the” former. to..five ‘of: ‘the: ‘Jatter): three’ variety. “| national. circulation: of. °U.S.-- pro- |)
shows: -two* quizzers; two- dramatic shows: ‘and’ two. mysteriés;. and.
which | |

OpenUp Late LateStation Time;
Will Share in Revenue If Sold

ho

+

In: a dramatic move to. open- up
{more late night’ time on stations
|.
across the country, ‘Independent
|:
“Independent Television “Television Corp. is making an-offer.
|” ‘Corp.’"s. international. sales ‘for ef -‘free programming. The ‘pro7 .the~ first nine ‘months ‘of ‘this. 4 gramming, under the ITC plan,
‘would. be: free in keeping the. staLoy year are .more:.than. 40%
- Prices, comparing ‘the years: "61 |. -higher. than the. récord-break-. {tion open. ‘beyond its normal sign1 off time does. not attract sponsors.
; land -'62,-.0n' the..whole.. have’ res} > ‘ing
4
figures for .the- correspondml mained. ‘fairly: Stable:- Continental , " ing. ‘period in the “preceding
ITC: plan,. to which others in
year, according -to _Abe..“Man> | Europe, ‘still: a- ‘ough .‘Market to
the industry are asked to join, calls
dei, ITC's exec v.p:
for the distributor-to share: ‘in reyLsell. and still attuned. to buy: less.
than. a full.series, currently. brings | >. Mandell's. report. on: ‘sales jenues if-the late night programin more ‘money’ asa’ total: market;}. -Was-“Issued separately from: {ming .offered: garners commercials. Latin American market, “though. | ITC’s:.proposed plan’ to open
In‘ a letter to stations, 1FC Says.

|It’s.a circulation:
v.12 One: each in the categories. of.Musical drama, musical: adventure,” , gramming.
is ‘pegged’ on prices: (see accoiii“and ‘anthology. -‘pany ing rundown: if separate story)
CBS;. with -“Saturday -night’ “exclusive: from: - - Gléasoii |to. “Guns
| and’ which in \’62 is. expected” to
.. smoke,” ‘dominates. the: Station'ss slate with 16:shows: NBC and ABC
A _.,
— {gross' ‘American:.exporters. about
have: ‘six each: ;
:
oo $55,000, 000.
a—
|

OfWebRadioShowsReal
Oldies,Too)CetSyndication Phy
Phere: are.built-in. variances. ine
the Sales philosophies: of the ‘radio.

“ATC 40% ‘Hike.

smeele.
aay

‘| has suffered.a price. dip, comparing|." up late night ‘telecasting in ‘the
U: S.. (see: ‘Separate story).
In'3961, 43,272 half-hours of
-| kets: bringing in ‘less;-moniey in,62 " _

) [pthe |years-’61- and _°62;- Latino mar-:

network. vs. the reps ‘and. syndica-" WRIGHT(EX.
- WPAT):

{Everyone talks abnut.the tighten-.
{ing squeeze an air time, but: no
one does. any thing. about ‘iit:. . ITC

249 jpittergnt - properties were
are: Brazil “and Puerto Rico..
[will .supply you—w ithout ‘cost —
through- ».{topflight programming for telecastPrices ‘secured |in. Australia are.‘|. séld:in
‘out the57-countries
“world, : ‘representing.
ing in the hours-after your normal
= BUYS: C a IF.OUTLET)
‘down somewhat, but ‘the ‘Australian |
“middle ona programming. ‘concept:
Dickens, J:.. ‘Wright, former own: market: is:'as bounty and.as healthy | /35°O: of ‘the total gross of ITC. . | signoff; time,
“On, Sept. 30: CBS. Radio. cropped |
On the basis of figures to. date,.
“For. instance, if you ordinarily
er ‘of WPAT, good: ‘music outlet: jn as’.ever,: despite: internal ”problems |”
“international: “sales -will —acits half: hour Sunday: dr ama. shows,
g0: off the air at 1 a.m.: you can
7
‘Paterson,’ NN. ‘J:,-covering the New such. as country station's ‘coverage
‘count:
for
:more
than
40°
‘of
_
on.
the
‘web
for
20°
|
York
‘area,
‘reports
{now ‘telecast for 24 hours a day,
- “Suspence,”
teirchase- of. areas, “Other areas of the’ world: /
“ITC's: gross by.’the end. of: the
without added: cost. Of: course, if
“years, ‘and *“Solinny Dollar,”"on for ..radio stations’ KRE-AM-FM, Berke-. shave « ‘remained fairly Stable” ‘in. | i year;_
.
.
you sell. spots. or sponsors, we’ 'exterms Gf: prices,:
,
Fey.
Calif:;
by
‘Dickens:
“J.
Wright.
a 13.years.
‘pect a. reasonable share of your
Assoc.’s: for - $500,000. In a -Sepa-.]- According to. Varrery's ‘compila: |
AS ‘couple: OF: weeks” ‘ago “Ciiarles |
Jrevenue.
But.as Jong as the’ ‘prorate: deal the” ‘Broup | will ‘get: ‘the41tion-of prices. sécured for Grade. A.
Michelson Ine. announced syndita:,
{gram is on a sustaining-basis. you
Roy a}. ‘Recording
*Co.;- “also in half-hour vidilm product- in. ‘the
tion: “pf: 52 -shalf-hour.* “Shadow” |. Berkeley. Radio: sale. is.Subject. to.
Pa, nothing.
‘world market; $23; 670 per’ episode’
transcriptions; . Shelved..for: well
“We are not inthe business. of
FC C-‘approv al.
“1 could ‘be- secured if every. foreign. |.
cover ‘a decade.
o.-:
Tgiving. away ‘something. valuable for
“Wrisht- Was: ‘major“stockholder | market_in- the ‘world: ‘Was -§6ld:° That
‘|mothing::
However,. we feel the -sit- Now. .Telesy nd, the:W taliver ‘Corp.
‘in .WPAT, Which’ was: bought :.in’ is a theoretical figure for yirtwally‘t {uation ‘demands’ dramatic and dras-.
syndie .division,-.is “hopeful. ‘Of “Bet=
°55 for: $300, 000 and sold: Jast vear. no- ‘Series :-has.-been’ sold: ‘in. every. |
‘tie
action
to break the logjam.
tins: the. ‘old ‘“Lone Ranger”. shows
to: Capital. Cities. for’ more.than, tv: market’ of:thé’ world. The: ‘$23,“Our plan. is. not the complete
back “on “the market. . And: ‘Presi! ‘ $5.000, ,000.
670 in /°62- compares ‘to. $22,205” in
answer, It is a beginning ....**
‘Hardie: Friedberg and: other: -Fele- Ls

“tors... Now. they*ve split down the:|

ae

| hSyndication

+

“Yearin"Advance

“KRE was “Higensew in 1922. ‘and f "61, according. -to. ‘a: compilation |.
“ITC. exec v.p. Abe Mandell, who
{recently
‘Branted a ‘power -inérease ' made. bY. VARIETY. in. April, 61,
the letter, explained. ‘that
“<-to. “possiblir- negotiate “deals” with: ‘and. now covers - the: ‘éntire Bay. _ -Roughiy, hour’. vidfilm §.erie s King Features. Syndicate, is tak-; signed
ing. a one-year: ‘running ‘head: start many - ‘suggestions. for: easinZ the °
“- Macfaddeti - Publications: execs |for.
‘bring: About ‘twice: as. ‘Much, as Half-.
ight time. ‘squeeze. are offered—
syndicated: radio: series. ~ Besides|“Aréa, including: San’ ‘Francisco, and ‘hoar
series, on a per episode basis:.on. the syndiéation* ‘of its new ‘ani-: more. option -‘time; more VHF ‘stasy ‘publisher s- existing properties;|Oakland. :“Wright . said “is © intenthe‘mated
cartoon’.
trilogy,.
“Beetle:
| Popularity: of’ the.-hour: vidfilm sethe possibility’ of -new- - shows. pased | tions.are. to: operate’ the “stations.
| Bailéy,’ Aan “Barney. . Google.
and tions; more. VHF channels. “But
policies -Be. Mnitiated at y:Ties in:the U.S: is reflected abroad: | Snuffy Smith”. and. “Krazy Kat?” while: the’ talk continues. air time.
“on Saga, ‘Photoplay ‘and ‘True Detec-" under
{+ Aecor ‘ding to: Oné:: ‘distribution exec,
javailableto local advertisers. and.
tive mags will .be discussed..
|
Shr the deniand. abroad: is: more. for the |. Sales. of thé package are. begin-- Jocal’ programming evaporate. .“un“‘Telesy nd: is currenfl¥ distribut- |
‘| hour series.’ ‘Tt. has to” -be. an un-.. Ming. now, but the.deals. will call; til it-is now virtually non-existent.”

‘Svynd execs are: ~meéting this|weck

lt

«
eo:

5

on
an

a
.

LatawCombine

__4ng thie'Lone. Ranger”. video. seriés;
‘and a.“Lone- Ranger’ ‘feature -film..
In-‘the vatilts., are “more than. 2:500°
- “Lone “Ranger” -half-hours, enough

. for: a Yocal: radio station to. strip]
-

the: ‘show for. 10° vears.* In: addition.

“| lisual -half-hour- series to.. win -im=? for. air debut no sooner than the';” Mandell;, in. esponse

Other |fall of °63."Al.Brodax, director of|
-tions;

-|.quarters, though, insist that the 30- [tv ‘for King’.-Features

to. ques=

‘said- the: idea was. generaicd

‘Syndicate! by-the few ‘stations Which are. now

minute form ‘ism’t..as hard. to” Sell: IKFS), explaining’ ‘the. “year-in--ad- . telecasting 24 hours-a das.
He.
vance” approach, said that. it. al-::also- said his background: in: open-~
‘Fas. indicated: ‘by: :Soriie;

On VidpixBuying |

- The. $55; 000. 009 estimated as: the !:lows..stations

the: company: has .an.hour. variety.|:
seriés. in: production ‘with. shows
featuring: Johnny: -Green; Steve: Al-|

‘len and:Sammy Davis, J£; Serevat

| mediate :popularity abroad.

to invest in “estahs |ing up: foreign markets. germinated
‘idea.
‘“Pragranis
would be
encompasses - all ‘ty’ programe: ‘lows. KFS. ‘to. ‘render ‘a ‘pofislied,; offered’ to. pioneer ‘stations abroad.

gross. of .American:-exporters ’‘for. lished cartoon properties and al-| the

62

|:Stirring

‘are cut, With, 260 hours. in all slated. .
“Fr iedberg Savs, that: a number of

if
Aihg.’ product,” Vidfilins,” cartoons, | production job.-and reduce | distris
z nrest :|
features, puibaffairs;. news; ete It's |Dution: overhead:
2"
:
.

on a contingency basis until spon-j-Sors. are ‘attracted, ‘he. expl:ained: -

a -yécord. gross, ‘and. compared ‘to |“.-King will produce: 50. episodes in’ ‘Mandell. was of the. oninion that!

“Some ‘American’ distributors are’:- domestic - ‘syndication; the. ‘foreigir -éach: ‘of: the-three’ series. |“It Wil, Hf 30. or 40of: the. kev mart ots: a
‘stations. have shown intérest:in the: “reported to -be. disturbed by. the inarket remains. on. the. inclitie..
dhave a total-of. 100, episudés; com- I
{Continued on
‘on page 60)”
réy ival of the“‘Loné. Ranger,” biit:touted: formation: of -a- ‘Latino: buy=|" -Conipetition, though,. is’ tougher? “pleted by debut ‘next: fall.
The:
a Ww orkable™ deal ‘on ‘residuals. must }ing. combine. ‘The ‘combine, |ge ‘rep-! ‘than: ever: “More American compa-: films: willbe five “and: one- half}
the
Detroit
|}resentative
of
which
“is.
Said“
to
be.:
“nies
tare.
alért/to.
thé
potential
of.
be.’ negotiated -:‘with’
‘ininutes each, “except - -for nine ;
“union office: tshow Was.- produced :makitig.” a. tour: of “LES. distribu-.; ithe foreign: market. and. are. actively” longer ‘subjects: ‘eight. .and *:one-:

BSFilmsYanks

“there von. talent. sand ‘production | tors, ‘i$ ‘said. to* ‘represent. ‘stations:: pursuing: that end. of. the biz, as: half. minutes}. that are. getting the-.
residuals.” —
;
fin: Veneztiela, ‘Argentina.’ . ‘Colom! ‘domestic’ .sv ndication* remains : soft. atrial -exposute Ov.er “the: ‘Rest,

_ Besides .the ‘sy‘dicator :interest, t bia, Peru’ and Uruguay:

.

‘It's for ‘this:reason :that. forsome |Year.

~ Tongoloa’ Series

oan radio exec ‘of a‘major. station: rep {.. Pur posé of the combine, accord: conipaniés, a ‘paradox exists, this? : Pabainiount: Pictures’ “eartoon de-|
- firm “told: VARIETY. that’ “any” Yep :ing to” ‘the -vieaw point.of, one’ Ameri- !|-paradox’ being: while ‘the. total, po- :partment . is doing ‘the ‘animation.
“Will tell. you he’s delightéd withthe} can exec; vis .to: further -deflate- ‘tential gross‘in. the foréign. market for. the’ new package, and‘ Para-! “CRS Films, has: withdrawn “Ton:

. trend to div ersified- ‘programmingwed. American ~ “prices. in’ the. ‘Lafin.: : has. er own, competition -“nay ee Tount handles’ theatrical distribu: 'Soloa”-as a:“SY ndication entry, one
fof the ‘few: firstsrumners’ Inade: for
:. ‘iichiding: new talk ‘formats .and.re- ‘American ‘matket.’ Puetro. Rico, 3°
(Continued on page 58. be
“(Continued OF, pages58:
_plhis. séason’s market.
«Vival “of the-old: adventure ‘foriats. MWith.one station owned by .Colum“Tongoloda,”* produced ‘by Calor- 7
“He ‘said a Station -main’ ‘reccentli bia's £ Screen: Gems - and‘ ‘the- other:!:
‘vision. Corp... Was: withdrawn. ac
_asked where :he could: get.-a hold |stations: fat. with’ ‘product’. “seeured¢

“of the’ old. radio’ ‘soap operas.”~

for

dubbing:: represents another.

. Station ‘interest, is also. reflectedunrelated: ‘problem. a
fn: ‘the. report

that the

*Sliadow"

-In “Argentina:

bsItIMegal To Show A

the. “govitiniivent |

{cording “to. CBS. Films, Decause .of
|-Colorvision’s

failure | to: fulfill the:

"program: delivery

— Bac [FilmOn.
G T.elevision :?.

sched: called:

for, in the - original. contraet. The.
{jungle ‘series, footage of which
-had: been: shot in: Mexico..h4d heen
——
‘the, currenty: there. The proposal is!
St
W‘ashington, “Oct. 23. . oe ": Friedman, int frock. Cdat. and: heset by production. problems, ac-.
Apparently: “there's
justice in’; striped: trousers, did: his “best .to
‘cording to” reports. from “Mexico,
With all. {hese troubles going. on,:entertainnient? although: judges .of.| focus .the court's’ “attention ~ ‘on |BS ‘Films’ unveiled: the series.
: and: with tlie. Latino: market -Fep- “the. ‘Highest’ court of the ‘land :‘re- :‘Unele. Sam’s ‘contention. that it was 4
“Jast -year’s: National -Assn: of.
o ‘resenting from: 5 -to 106% “of the.. served a fan's. cherished. ‘right. ‘to: the.:‘manner. ‘ins which’. the’ films |Be oadc asters ‘convention in-ChieagoeG i were -sold, .“*not . their, age or: how.
total ‘foreign. biz -of.. CBS: Filnis.:dissents.
-and wrote sdm2 st ation Jcontras ety.
} that distribution . ‘firm. ‘for’ “one,.* “[t-wasn't- tivat the hallowed: halls" “good ‘they: were” that.is ‘bad.
ton the projected. colar “Kein, . Pilot;
Tmight ‘consider “pulling out :Lof: the .‘of the Supreme‘ Court, respunded |:The. government bronght: -cori= ‘according ‘to’ CBS Films. w a8-sup=| Eatino- ‘market: altosether.: ff: the, with’ boss”. =but.. -the -.nine-blatk “plaints: against six. ‘distributors “in:‘pased -to- have been availzble~ by:
Bednscontinant -Television”
L-Latino. . busing combine’. succeeds, t:robed- “Justices”“engaged | in a ight #1997 _alleg ing: “they - violated. the ‘June 15. CBS. Films had‘. disteibue”
‘ports a: net: income: for. -the nite! as’ amor gattization:. Under: a cere: “répartee..about’: tv" Films. that-kept Shernian. ‘Anti:Trust: Act by’ selling;“tion contiact’
with
CakeOYVision,
months: ending: “Sept. 30°of $1,117,-{:‘-fain- set. of ‘conditions: :‘CBS | Films’ | the: capacity” audience tittering. on: only ‘in. blocks°
of “good,” ay erage. -e BS. Films HOW iS not: fing si ares 1
862, a 40°.
| topper." Ralply
Baruch » gad he: ;the. edge: ef its” upholstered. Seats: 4and: bad”. film§.00
| stations’ of. its: “ANTihdrawsaio as ‘disincrease ov er. the: net:
for ‘the: first * three - ‘quarters:
+ ‘would recommend 'to- my company tdast. Week:
of;- “Defendants in’. “the. allezed. q7! iributor~
,
|
‘of
“ito for gO.the,‘Latin Ameriican mar= 4 - Phe: justices W ho: were “still: legal. contracts, valued at -moreé
. -¥961,: Whieh was $798. 341.
ket”.
voicing critical’ restraint ‘after the. than $3,000:000, _are,- Loew. s, Ine.:
. Earnings for the’62° per isd were k-.
“two-hour hearing. look the. -evi-. ‘Sereen — “Gems, .| Inc.;: ” Associated WBC Taps §
Snyder As
equal to. 63¢c. per “share in 1.766 22 5”
dence Hiome’ with theni-to- make. a Artists, National -"Felefilm - ASsoci-..,
ates. iNTA!,; United Artists, and |, National News: Director
-shares’ of. conimon’ stick: outstand{ ruling ‘inthe: future... .
ing: at the: end of-September:.“OlayChi’
2 UH
James To. Snsder Jas heer -proTelex ision stations were: foreed s,the’ C&C. Super:‘Corp.’
ito” buy- block-bookings. of “films; ° ‘Friedman . -told ‘the court” the:“moted: to national news director:
This year's -statement. -reflécts:
"oe Washington, Oct.
oper ations of:three, stations not in- I: Rulemaking. to ‘give: Chicano.a beach suniqie -¢opyrighted motion*-packages were offered in. blocks of 4.of the Westin: shouse Broadcasting:
cluded in:the income. ‘statement: of| second’, ‘CHE, “chaimer for educa:!» piClLUres” ° ‘said. .Assistant CS: AL 26, ~-50 and -100° films. ‘Television? .Co. vatter havine sersed for the
stations; hé added, -ofteri- asked to! past four Mears as W BC: s Wwashinsby. ‘the | torney: Daniel Friedman:
* "ar V@ar -ago..: -The “new Stations are’ ““dtial. ise was finalized
WNEP-TV:, ‘Ser anton-W ilkes- “‘Bat-. “FG Cl: ‘Channel: 20 Was -des isnated. .
4s"Your: ‘mean they “Were. ainiquely |select ‘only -the ‘best: of those: ay: ail-: ton “Bureau chief ”
J ‘Table. and” were’ told, to’ “take” the} Dick” Pack, W BC prosranmming
“re, and W DOK-: AM-FM, ‘Cleveland,:
-Chi’s. ‘Educational. . Television: had?” asked: Justice W iam N hole lot, or none.”"*
°
LV.p.. ‘said the seopé of. Snyder's. acWROC-TY - and ¢“FM. Rothestér, 4 Assit; - which” operates" Aeachvec- ,‘Brennan..
“ATE WG: 0. decide: whether Te3. “= The New: York. District: ‘Conit tivities would. be broadened’ al“NA, sold ‘in:“Septembeér,: were. in-.2sfation,
WTTW
on, channel
11:
cluded: in:‘Last. yeat: Ss:report and nots ‘thére,- ‘had asked foraa second. chan Moexal- to: Show. -a had film: ‘on tv? “agreed that outright. block-booking® though: -hell- stil: headquarter in®
| the. ‘Capital.
(Continued. ‘on.Page: 60)"
Vasked’ Chief Wustice- Earl. W arrén:.
“lod
}-neél to meet: he area's needs.
“this‘year’ Se.

package has been: ‘sold |in 15, be ina asked: American distribitors to }
Possibly’ amore, markets.”
‘*
Tabsorb,50° of ‘the devaluation ‘of!

Tasonna Ih
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NIELSEN 30 MARKET WEEKLY REPORT for weekending October 7, 1962
‘% THE LUCY SHOW

CBS-TV

.

345

16.2
TV
ABCMAN
RIFLE
THE
SAINTS AND SINNERS NBC-TV 110

519

_

24.3.
166 —-——— set

And: :

“Lucille Ball:
- how fine she was _

_ +. What.a warmth ©
: and joyfulness this.

-- actress bringsto :
every role..."

_. Henry Mitchell.

MEMPHIS COMMERCIAL APPEAL, :

fe

_Wednesday, October 24;°1962. 9

41

co, “Last night Lucy.came out. _
: Of retirement and won the clowning

..
‘uff

championship all over again...the new .
show bears:many:marks of Lucy’s first and
best TV: triumphs,no more than proper since.

At’s.written
and produced by the same talented
/ “gang...
vitshould zoomtothetopof
-

“the laugh ratings without delay...
«Sack

O'Brian.

_ 277 “NEW YORK JOURNAL-AMERICAN

|

.

.

Ballisbackin
_. “Lucille
st weekly'series since. 2
her-fir

]

j a 4: Love Lucy,’ and. she is‘as remararkable?

her.in the wildest half-Putr,
* @8al.as eve
hourofimprobability, the sortof fare?

«cs, fetched doings that soregularly __
' trip-up, many. TV.notablés,:and:she

|

|

:

|

vary Wolt
_.wan

er.

“ANY

BY

[ee2 makes it alt seem inot only quite"
"Jikely
butdiverting fun.”
‘in the bar Baile”...

“JackGould
=
| NEWYORK TIMES, °°

i £

>
“Desi Arnaz —
_is the executive producer,

* ““Bob CarrollJr.and Madelyn Pugh Martin,

_-who helped write the old ‘I Love Lucy’

programs for six years, are back...Given.

‘\N. -=:that combination, it is slight wonder that

... the new Lucy Show displays the same
wonderfully wild wackiness that
‘made‘ILove Lucy’ a television

phenomenon...”
Terry Turner

CHICAGO NEWS

“2 ADESILU PRODUCTI-ONBSTELEV
How doyoiiike that
PNY
<a) fp: they didn't evermmiss mets”

22%

NOS

|
~}

EWS an
TELEVISION REVI

THE LAST MAN OUT

|whoshrugied off ideas that Britons 1s: ‘A SQUARE. WORLD

was. =: ‘constantexpectancy ‘about: the’ "Hania “whieh would - have :

Dick. the flavor, and it. may easily. ‘take: closed: a- mighty: lot:of:churches in ©
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Argentinaduring.last
year’sPuntadelEste”
cen, “nterniaticially speakingetthe.term television *swith:

“Wes up
a altor any
‘part ofthis.13,000,000-home«

We Ganterence,.
fo
“3 getting somewhat. confining...
Jo
|
7 international network,
_-Try Worldvision. For size.
in ST biecfirst. internationat fookiip'’inthe. Middle: - Ore call brings. you knowledgeable heip in
i co“Once. you:start thinking. this:way,and. these”ES7 East was effected by ABC‘S:associated station in = ~ ordinating: ‘your. international. marketing plans
‘daysah advertiser: must, consider.the following: ; Beirut, ‘Lebanon: and:its station’inDamascus, o atid: télevision campaigns: Aid in selecting the.
Long before: Telstar formally” ushered.if: the: «Syria.
ea
atight programs. at the-right prices, .‘optimum
one
2a eal

“international: ‘Age of Televisian, we ‘at ABC. were” ‘AE thisvery:smoment in“time:and space, ABC. time periods, proper audiences. .
thinking-—and.acting—globalby... - - has. Zl associated stations opératingin 14 differ“Today,; from no: other: single. source: Can you
We pianeered the.first international commer: ane countries: ‘including. Honduras, Guatetriala:- get anything remotely resem bling °this. kind of
cial TV: network in: 1960—the- Central.America ne “El. Salvador, Nicaragua; Costa. Rica. Panama... :global broadcast service.
Television Network:
|
ou - Feuador; Venezuela, Argentina; Lebanon, Japan,
“And this.|is just the beginning. Year.One; you
We ‘also pioneered: thie firsttive initerational ; the Philippines, Australia-and Canada: - amight: say, in the new caléndar of Warldvision. ©.

5 Aelpeagt iW South America,connecting: Uruguay One phone:call ta,our New. York headquarters .
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‘weekly tabulation ‘based on: ‘fatirigs: furnished by”‘American ‘Research

Burear, highlights the
“studyy of the

top

top10- network

10 syndicated. shows

shows

10.‘ghows,: Bath network and syndicated: are sted on the!Basteof:their’
showing” F

on a local level. and. offers “a: rating: 4inthe’total. area homes barometer,

tn. ‘the same ;particular: ‘markets.. This: week

~

Various branch es. of. thie industry; +ran ging From‘m
media.inversto
“Tocatstations :

oars ‘fo‘syndicators. will: find the charts valuable,

woe

Jour different markets are covered:.

-

< |, °

Both: the network and $ssyndication stud?y features: the: tofaltarea. homes’ reached”
:Over- thie: course of a: ‘year, ARB will -tabulate a: minimum - of 247 markets...‘The’
ang the metro. area ratings on’ @ach. show. The total area homes® reached reflects: resulis’ ‘of that tabulation will’ be found ‘weekly: in: VARIETY Coupled. ‘with ‘the: ‘rating’
the audiences. on. the basis of the- total. market area. “examined: :The metro. area : performance of ‘the..top 10- network: shows, on the: local: Tevel,, the. VARIETY-ARB. charts:
1 ruings are based on the metropolitan: markets: within. ‘the.total. area. examined. ‘Top. are gesigned fo.‘reflect the rating: tastes OF:pirtually every. ‘market im the. U. S.
.
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ti:cust for. ABC-TY.
‘seem: ‘only slightly better, to make’ managet; KATY, Littlé Rock:-Jack:
NBC News’ enterprose in. “the a descriptive. -generalization, . The: -F.:Brembeck, promotion,. publicity,
‘community “service. director “OF
Berlin turinel Situation. may tt ivger. production values are better, many:
“KABC- -TV,. Los. “Angeles; . “Casey
pro and con, arguments,. but -it is. ef the stories. contain: fuller: char-. | -Cohlimia, ~ “promotion : ; manager, .
talke“d about, and it represénts ‘ati- acterization, but the ‘added. -ingre-. WEAA;. -Dallas:' ‘and’: Sessions ‘on
other aggressiye push - to further| dients, for ‘the miost--part,; don't on-the-aiz ‘promotions for radio and:
expand horizons.
cause. that sShowmantike. ‘explosion ty; -with: Jack ‘Townsend, ‘promoIt’s this expansion o£ horizons in which causes peopte to applaud. the. tion. : _diréctar, KELO-TV,
Sioux)
new , pubalfairs; it’s. the actuality ‘morning after,-:and the ‘press: to ‘Falls: Don’ Peacock, ad. ‘diréctor,coverase , from
sports. to shoots|:pick up"the ensuing. ‘extitement. ; ; WBAL TYV,: Baltimore; -and.. Joseph
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“hour, “MeHale s tials: “for: this: season; the -‘Straight:
Saturday. night |
Navy’ | “The|Jetsons”! “Tm: story. shows. out ‘of’ the, Hollywood:--

Fenster, He's..Dickens,”rr “Doa’ t
‘Call ‘Me. “Charlie,”

|film’ shops have, for the. most part,’ =
failed to generate. any. excitement..”

among .others, Be it: a “Going My Way:” “Stoney
would: ‘indicate that. along: with. the | Burke; ” “Saints. and-Sinners,” or-a
‘continued: ‘popularity . ‘of -Garry.. dozen: or: 80. others,” they’ re. dack-Moore,,. . Andy’. Griffith;-. “Danny:|'; ing™. in “distinctive -. qualities: or.
‘Thomas, ““Hazel,”.the expanded: Red freshness. “Most,
of ..them’ “haveSkeltorr show, ’‘Jack Benny, ‘et: al created ‘as. much. Stir, asco
A:surmer:
audiences’ “want to: yok. it up ‘this.time: rerun.
ae
season:

Oak-|. Altogether’ there are’ ‘some © 23>

~ 4 and: and ° ‘Doug Shull, sales -pro-.’ comedy: ‘shows: on. the: three. tv:-net=

| motion.and: ad ‘manager of WOWO: ‘| works -this.season, representing -an.

~Tunneleast

‘| William: Loader, pd of. WHAS; and: alltime high and: ‘somewhat remin-~!
_AS. for. the entertainment shows, |
| Jerr y Holley, ‘pd of W IBW,..
:
-iseent.:
of - tv's. “¢omedy. .explosion” dees Continued: ‘trom: pase.J—the. return of tv stars Lucille. Ball,F:
—
Continued ‘from. pase’35. =a}
Jackie Gleason, Jack Paar, ‘et al.~t
Other’ events: will” ‘inélude’ the* back: ‘in the: ‘early. 50s--before. the ‘State. Department, WAS ‘up’ to ‘the.
NBC-TV's.
90-minute
“Virginian”
“Mfar ket Data.” With: Robert :Me _kevnote- address. by NAB. prexy Le- -move-in-of the: western’ and action- hetwork. >NBC; -in-:its.. statement:
push, -and. ABC-TV’s. war, shows, Aoftman, ‘vee pee: of marketitig .and Roy’ Collins. ‘and: the trade “press. adventure.
a‘trend_—if“tren Said that. “in. view. of: ‘the. critical
crested a’stir of sorts. The viewingSey
! esearch, ‘Television.:. Advertising:: “cocktail. party. and. “chuck | wagon. Y ‘Obviously such‘a.
habit is still there. ae ‘cording tothe ,Repr esentatlives: ‘Jack ‘Taylor, -Tre: feed.
. Vit. ‘is—will * invite a..wholé fresh international’ ‘situation: ‘{hat® has:
_
Latuits, but- the “res. did You see’ Search director, ‘Tracy: Locke; -Ez4*!
io} batch of comedy. ‘pilots and person-— developed” in ‘the. last: 24. hours;
vy hat I saw last -nisht?’ “comparing ° Boyd. Sethers Itsy. broadcast: media |.
| alities-‘Projected . for: the....’63-’64. ‘NBC has: -concluded: : in its.-own.
ION:
STAGE’
SYNDICATED.
ren notes seems to be of a byzone- ditector. Knox- Reevees- ‘Fitzgerald:
‘Already two:.real.-big: ‘judgment that. this is not':an-ap-| semester.
_°On:
Stage::
er
After’ a decade and more ‘of’. agency.’
- Series. ot ‘one-hour. ‘ones are on .tap-—Phil” Silvers re-. ‘prepriate’ ‘time’ “to. : broadcast. its
.
tel
hey inion, tie level vot. talent. and |
dramas
‘done
_by.
the:: Canadian: “turning under ‘the: General: Foods’ ‘documentary: ‘program. ‘showing the:
“Contests, ‘Stunts -we -ExploitaRawmatish Lp. heeded to stir people: tation. “with: Sidiey: -R: “Mesibov, -Broadeasting Corp. is beitig ‘syndi-: banner: and Danny: Kaye (see. sepa-| construction... OE a. ‘tunnel .“under. aa
reaid the ‘press is hi:her, inde ed.
‘rate «story) “making ‘hinyself: cavail-| the Berlin ‘wall arid: the: escape, of aa
alirector: special. ‘exploitation * pra- -cated .by Showcorporation.
Yite bulk of the entertainment ,ject. ABC-TV, New York: H, Taylor [. Series’ ‘of. “CBS -dramas,:” ‘spon-.: able for -a fuil ‘hour. weekli ‘CBS ‘East. German refugees.’ a
Series arent emerzing fram pat Vv aden:.ad: and.promotion. ‘director: ; | sored. in’ Canada‘ by Gene: cal Ato-. comedy © _ Shoivrase. . -In:. addition |” CBS;: Ww hich: shad” a- similar “docu:
Innis
AL a tere waen he eva
WFHG:TVe
Philadelphia; wt Jack: ‘tors, -initily was. ‘bought for US: Carol “Burnett Ww HY have. her’ .os- Loni entary... project . proposed: :to.-iE,
of talon amb.
wy
shin ree wA © i ew.
‘premotion
managerk, tclee ‘asting by. RKO General sta-: FCBS:comedy. ser ies next ‘season | quit, the: -project “after. the! “State
tate tors 22 wilt hiaten, “ae
oye pre r-.. WME,
Memphis; ou bli .ibters Uons. coe
In’‘contrast to the comedy | poten-: Bepar iment voiced objections,
ncoreiiiomnamers

“

yn

Sid

pion Minar
Rone

Hochng ey

The achieveinénts-of the European: ‘Broadcastin: g Union iin international
television: have been: ‘impressive.. Surmounting ‘national ‘boundaries and
_-Beographic barriers; it has madé an immeasurable.contribution to the cause
..of trans-oceanic communication: CBS, an associate menber, welconies the
~ EBU. Delegates to New York. We hope that the meetings nowin progress will
“lead to stillgreater advances in.world television— and world understandin;
OTHE COLUMBIA BROADCASTING. s¥STEM

oe

*
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RADIO-TELEVISION

HAILEYENTRY
hithe Market for aStation?Here's
5 j ARTHUR
FOR ‘US,STEEL HOUR’
A Primer on Tangibles, Intangibles|

VTasidevires
“The 20th. anniversary dinner: of the: Broadcast Pioneers ‘wilt: beheld

“at.“Biltmore: Hotel, N. Y:, Nov. '13:. Broadcast Pioneers was. founded two
“The ‘Troubled -Heart,”:: by. Ar. decades ago by. H..V. Kaltenborn. ‘Membership’ ig- open: to: those. with
thur Hailey,’ fias just been sold to.|:20. or: more ‘years. ‘in the ‘radio broadcasting: or allied: fields and -10 or"
country, he. stated ‘in a .question. the Theatre Guild ‘of:New’ York for|‘more ‘years in television. broadcasting. ‘The. New" York. Chapter. has uf
Milwaukee; Oet: ;
and
‘answer
period:
that
he.
wotuld.
Everyone wanls ‘to.get into ‘tale.
| Showing on.the “U.S. Steel ‘Hour,’ } -more than 400: members,
.
not .recommend: the purchase. of|.according ‘to: Canadian- Broadcast: |
vision. That's been the experience’
‘ Jeff. Sparks, station relations.officer foe.United. Nations, 4s president’ i
ah independent..tv station in -‘a ing Corp. here: of. the ‘New -York Chapter. ..Vice-presidents: are. May’ Singhi ‘Breen,:
broker H.. W.. (Dutch) | middle-sized market.
of media
me
“The ~onl:
‘Casstth, who relates that husiness- independents worth buying would * | Heart,’ " which? was carried. ‘on “Vincent. Lopez. and Peggy Stone: ‘Lillian Okun; is secretary -and. Robert —
the CBC-TV.nétwork inthe “Play-|.J. Higgins ‘is treasurer.:The executive. board consists of.Arthur ‘Simon,
men in fields far reméved from be in. the- top 25: markets, -.and
me
them I’m-being. charifable- in: listing. date” |‘series early’ this -year,. will} ‘chairman, William MeDaniel. and, Fr ank:Pellegrin...
broadcasting are: waiting
"| be seen. on--the. “Steel Hour’’ early I.
with that: many,” he.
he/saig.
said...
seeminsty unlimited cash for the
° in.563. Price: Was’ about $20;000.
CBS. News correspondent: ‘Chaites* - Collingwood, ‘who. ag ‘host ‘of:
Toronto, “Oct. ‘26.

Coodson-Todm an hb TV ia 1956 aiid .after in the U:S.

: “ Hailey’ s. first ‘ty play, “Flight. In- “Person to Person” ‘visited- the: homes. of mariy people; found his: Fire : : to: Danger,’ "was -produced by CBEe- ‘Island retreat. ‘invaded *‘by tv: cameramen last week. Occasion was: the
|-filming: of. a “Defenders”. episode, localed at:Fire ‘Island: ‘Title of. ‘the.
reeeiving & letter on fancy station-and. U.K. : "Troubled: Heart” ‘is: his: episode. was. “Poltergiest, " scripted” by. Reginald, ‘Rose. .Rose. who “also:
busi-:
junk
ery from a.man in the
ninth ‘play: ‘for: ‘the’ CBC-TV. web, | Spends ‘summers. on:"Fire.-Island,. is .partnered. with: ‘Herb Brodkin .inpen
HESS whe is anxious {o own a-stawith” most ‘of. his: ‘medical -“jargon. ‘the: production. ‘of. -the: series: ‘On: ‘hand: for -the: occasion’. was” British. ° * ,
researched
‘in Toronto. iospitals, | feature:. photographer. Roy - ‘Commuings,. working :on a -picture © Tayout..:..
tion because he sees it:as,an attrac-:
including the- ‘author's: cobservance for-London’‘s -“Today” mag. Appropriately,: director ‘of ‘the Fire: Island.
tive, Ho not glamiorous,. business:
thrat. prospectively, fetches a return
‘Mark Goodson and Bill ‘Todman, |. of heartsurgery: °
localed”:segment: was’ British-born director: David’ Greerie; CBS: ‘Films,
of 7% “ye
|-whose: interests - outside- tv: _Show:
' ‘distributes “Defenders” in Britain.
production
iriclude
ownership
of
€
Cassitl,
who: heads the Chicago’
“otee of the Blackburn. -& Coa: four” daily’ ‘newspapers, have now:
* Christopher: Knopf will:be. chairman: “of:Writers Guild ét ‘America. © =
‘brokerage firm, told the Institute. negotiated purchase" of. Tadio Sta-:
eal West's first’ ‘ty: writers .awards-and. dinner show,: ‘to: be held. Dec...6.-at Ls
i
opportunity

tells, for.an

ta buy tv statioris.” He]

extreme

instance.

of

Buy Wash. Station

of Broadcasting Financial Management. here last week. that: he. is tle

‘ovent Garden

| the -BevHilton Hotel. Allan: Sherman is: producer-director of the. event. an
Awards. ‘for -best-written. scripts .in: ‘six: categories will -be “presented..
ject
‘to
FCC.
-approval:
Price’ is |
very bullish on ty and -¢an see #0
Preparing ~ material. for ‘the show: are. Austin. Kalish, “Danny: Simon,
end’ ta video prosperity. He bases about .$900;000:
| Oliver. Crawford, Everett: Greenbaum, Bruce*Howard,. ‘Bruce _.Geller,
that outlook on the present: scar- |: Harris Katleman, exec veepee “of |:
‘Paul: ‘Mason, ‘William Idelson, Mel. Tolkin, Sol: Saks, Carl: Reiner, .ShirAssocs
(fitm
city of outlets with little likelihood .Goodson-Todman
ley. Henry: and: Aaron. Ruben. ‘Silk: Parsons: is. staff coordinator,
of greater competition in the, near -pacting for. purchase of the sta-]
future. plus the facet that there- is tion), in charge of.Coast operations,
Dr: Frances: R: Horwich;: the:fady: in. charge. of: the: defunct: “Ding “
still no tintit. to. the amount a‘sta- ‘said that .‘no. change ‘in personnel |
' London, Oct. 23.- ay Dong School, a: has |become: -director of children’s ‘activities of ‘Curtis:
tion can charge for Spots’ if it ‘Is. ‘or policy will be made- ‘by the new |:
At. ‘the: ‘tine when, on Sunday, Publishing. She was hired: by: Matthew J. (Joe) Culligan, ‘Curtis topper,:
j owners if FCC: -approval iis granted. :
good enough,
Nov. 4, BBG-TV will be completing: -who met the tv teacher when both worked- out: of-the.NBC shop. CulliIn his: view, there | is no such. Station is: a music ‘and news indie’ jits telecast: of: the previous. :.Mon-gan ‘said that: plans. are: being made: to sell-a-tv. program. around ‘the:
thins as a‘ ‘bad’: property—either: "with: emphasis on’ regional. news { day’s (29) Royal Variety: Gala from
Jack -&, Jill. magazine. .Miss' Horwich will’ be charged with: ‘handling .-in radio or tv—-in the entire coun- | cov erage.
{the:London Palladium,’ Associated clients: ‘for. ‘the magazine itself, since now -the béok will. shoot for tin-"">.
try. because .each is a. potential}
‘|. Television. will be ‘mounting. one: of. derwriters, and,, ‘obviously. she'll.‘be. Anvolved in, the Proposed. tw series.- ae
money-maker in the hands -of as?
"| its: most. expensive. Jongehair: class:

Broadcasting. Co. “Sale is: sub- |

Show Vs,BBC’s$.

Royal Variety

| IRELAND'ST0P10:

tute management.
A
station.
cently sold for $1,500,000°: despite
heavy
losses’ the previous
year,

..

attractions.

_

or

* Harriet Pilpel; ofthe:law:firm of Greenbaum, Wolf.& Ernst. has been:

CLEAN U.S. SWEEP}
; A. Gorlinsky, the .commer- - Civil. ‘Liberties
‘Sandor.
| cial. web . will ‘be: .presenting. ar.

Via-an- arrangement. ‘made with: 7‘appointed: chairman

of. the Radio-TV-- Committee: of. the. American

succeeds: ‘Thomas: Carskadon: “of the. "20th
Dublin, Oct. 23.
‘Century Fund who held. the! chairmanship’ for 20 consecutive’ years. aa
‘Golden:
Hour”
.from
the
Covent.
“Ameérican.- ‘orig inated ° s ndicated. ;
Carskadon continués. as’ a. member of ‘the ‘committee. ACLU ‘has a-pew
fac ility ii the context of -today's.
‘shows. took all & top 10. yplaces. in| Garden. Opera. ‘House, and: already executive. director, Jack Pemberton: ‘Previous one, ~Patrick Mallin,. ‘is. _
inacket.
-signed |for. the-show, which ‘may
_A station’s worth on the market. audience popularity in Ireland: for:'}-Tun to: 75 minutes, are: Maria: Cal- |. Now. president: of the American-supported Roberts: College:iin:“Turkey: : a
‘goes’ beyond earnings; equipment ‘the four weeks -ended Sept: 16 ‘last, las, Giuseppe -Di Stefano: Miseha |:
and brick and mortar but takes in. according to an Irish TAM report.. Elman: and. Svetlana: Beriosova and| “Henty W. . Dornséif (WCCO, Minneapolis), ast: year's. prexy ‘of In”
a long list .of variables; Cassill TAM ratings. for the period gave. Donald -Macleary- They will: ‘be stitute: of Broadcasting Financial- Management, hasbeen elevated to eo.
pointed out. Noting first that no |. the following ‘order ‘of. preference: ‘ backed by: ‘the . 85--piece.. Opera- board: Chairman: of the. organization: ‘for. the. coming. year. -.Last :week’s.
“Thriller,” “Checkmate,” “Bat.
universal formula: for determining.
IBFM. convention in ‘Milwaukee elected :Thomas E,- Carroll .(Time-Life.
*“Hollyw ood. Star’ Play:a House orch, ‘conducted’ by George |:“Broadéast: Inc.,- Indianapolis) ‘president. and: Richard S: Stakes. (WMAL;
a sale price is. possible because of | Masterson,’’
ar
Pretfe: house,”
“Dr.
Christian,”
“Dragnet;’
”
fhe variables, he said that a rule‘Washington, D.C): ‘viceprez.. ‘New ‘secretary-treasurer.- As.- ‘Charles -“A,
ATV: ‘has. dropped its. Sunday
‘gf-thumb for a’ rough: guess might. “Medic,” “Suspicion, “Donna Reed-|
Hart of”‘WHDH,’ ‘Boston. ,
ey
_
‘Night-at.
the
London
Palladium”
in
Show,”
“The
:
Americans’.
-and
|
he 10 to I2 times the cash -flow. of
a-bid
to
present
an.
alternative
pro|.
“Have
‘Gun
Will
Travel”
tied
.
‘for,
profi t for atv station, and five to
‘gram, and also in. the hope. that. it. ABC S. engineering ‘department, ‘in coiijunetion. with ‘the‘Machtronics
-:
-six times the. cash flow. for a radio 10th. place.: *..
-mMany-“encourage BBC-TV to ‘share. Co., has.developed ‘a “portable telévision. tape. machine ‘that will.-weigh... -” oes
New
programs
“were
excluded.
property: ¢*Cash flow” is defined |
weight;. and:
national ‘events on alternate. years, only: 75: pounds, -a : ‘fraction of current ty-tapé .machine
by him, in this instance, as. the from the.ratings...
+] instead sof .the current: ‘practice. of that’ will. be. far -eheaper to ‘operate. The new unit, ‘completely transis- sos
amount. of cash: the anew owner|
, having ‘them: £0. out day: and date: ‘torized;. wilk ‘use one-inch. ‘computor: tape, which -costs. only one-fourth.
would have available from statioti|}
tae7°
-|-of the two-inch: ‘width .tv: fape. now in-use, Japanese companies are also’
on. both. webs:
operation to’ make his payments
‘Lew. Grade, who next week as- introducing: miniaturized. tv. tape machines. in the US!
from.). Radio gets the smaller ivul-+}
- Ottawa,'-Oct. “23. ‘| sumes. the managing--directorship |
tiplier, he indicated, becatise. of
West :Indies" ‘first. tv station -goes. “OF ATV,.told:- Varrery.that le felt |--~There were 437 . videoscripters. working: during: ast“kugust; “the”:
the greater number of radio ‘facilion: the: air next month in ‘Port-of- ‘it. was wrong: for both..webs- to be highest- figure: since ‘October, 1961, when ‘a record. 444 was. employed.
ties.
with.’ $150,000 Showing the same. ‘program: at “the. ‘So. reported :Writers Guild. ‘of: America: West,.in’.a: communique:to :.
By that rule of thumb, a. station. Spain,. “Trinidad,
same: time. There. was a big audi‘with a.cash flaw of: :profit of $200,- “worth” of equipment made by Caria-.‘}-ence’ for:-such. events’ as: the ‘cup members, Peak. month. ‘in. employment. for: ‘pixwriters- ‘this. year. was ©
;
last “May, whet 115 weré busy’ at..their typewriters. This’ compares.--.000 ‘would yy» for’a minimum of dian: General’ Electric; Toranto:
‘final,: -but it did- not:make ‘sense ‘for
-in February-of | *
$2,000.000. on the market, Cassilf|} Station’ is: being built by’ a :-néw. this top. sporting event. to. be Shown. ‘with themonthly peak of 127.for. screen, established
said, but depending on the. vari- company, Trinidad & Tobago Tele-. both-on.:the ‘indie: and BBC chari-: 1961; -Latest. figures tabulated, for last. August, show there, were: 99 i
Cee tne
ables it might get a price “as high vision, jointly owned by ‘Associated nels.” There :should .bé an alterna-}.‘screenwriters: employed. during that. month.
Rediffusion. of England, Roy-Thom-.
as’ $3.500,000.
‘son’s: Scottish: Television, CBS: and. tive, ‘particularly’ for ‘the’. ‘women. |: “Entry: deadline‘ for: the:“third: ‘annual’ ‘international -Broadéasting :. ot
The values, above..and beyond : the _Trinidad-Tobago
government,
(Continued |on page 60)
{|Awards. compétition; to_ pick best: ‘t¥ and. radio blurbs; is Déc.-1; with ret a!
earnings, depend ‘upon. such things
| awards. ‘to: be presented Feb. 6..at.the Holiywood Palladium.”
~
eget
‘as the ‘quality, of the market, the}
| The? :1962 © ‘competition involves :14. tv. ‘categories, | -eight..- for radio,
quality’ of. management, | the ‘local |
| plus - a. ‘sweepstakes: trophy ‘for best ‘overall. -blurb,: and special” IBA.
competitive situation, ‘whether ex- |-

Cassill said, because the appraiser |.
was.able to prove the value. of. the,

. Union. She

WestIndiesVv

-} trophy. awards for technical. excellence, best 1‘use of.color: inr ty,and;
penses at the station are in line or}
‘fof music.
os
ear,
lade:
—
out of line, whether the new owner
could cut. costs,. the. union “situa-|., Recently: aU. s. visitor toMexico, after. witnessing “hlitighting” .
tion, the economic health’ of the.|
‘on-ty: there, addressed .a-letter..to’ Emilio. Azcarraga, “Me:. Televi-- -|
TINT
r TALK
market; the: adequacy of personnel,
sion” of ‘Mexico,. protesting. ‘sadism and” brutality”. of- bullfights. oo
whether
the station
is ‘suitably |”
himself
‘Azcarraga
on .your
An
puts to
record
thusly: ”‘against bull- S|LUnscrambling
14 the Hub Picture On|at 4
nscra’
Sentiments*
express
your right
respect:
““Wereply
equipped, the.contracts and. agree-ments to be. assamed, whether ‘the|

accounting ‘books are in order, the |:
public relations and station image,

tlimactic

conditions

of the-.area, |

fighting and confess that many people .‘share. your. views.
“However, it has also been our. experience here. and’ in. Spain mi

Kennedy-Lodge. AV: Debate

Not. otily will the educational tv |°

‘that spectators. from the. United States ‘attend billfights with .a- station: in Boston. be first to-show Ave

feeling ‘of superior: ‘benevolence toward: animals: at the- beginning*.- | the ‘debate’ next: Sunday-(28) - be-.
Diss
‘Hollywood, Oct.33
whether the seller owns ‘the real:|but:once they have captured the spirit of. the graceful ‘motions and - |. tween” Senatorial ; candidates:: Ted|.
-Revue: Studios”: ‘90-min.. ‘telefilm
estate..and whether he- keeps | the | bravery of. the. bullfighters.as well’ as the biills,. ‘they not.-only: be. -Kennedy-. and George. ‘Lodge ‘but,
plant attractive. and well ‘main-.
come converted to the idea that’ bullfighting.is.a form: of: art ‘but. ‘the. ‘half-hour program will be the: series, “The Virginian, ” -received.:
tained.
“actually become- ‘immersed:“in ‘the: study: otthe: fine: points. and...vt: station's |first: color. transmission. r -a fiefty. vote of” “confidence. from” “T-NBC-TV © “program: - ‘veepee Mort
Fhe factors, Cassill maintains,
eventually are. enthusiastic fans: ~ .
“The ‘educational ..--gtation” “is: -Werner,. who: indicated’ the ‘series.’
ean. have a bearing on the poten- |
' *We-do not. dispute ‘the fact that there is: bloodshed, ‘not. only
| WHDE-TV, but the.tale requires a is not only. assured: of renewal for:
‘tial prospective buyer. may see in’
as far. as the. bull is concerned: ‘but too frequently ‘the: toreador suf-.
little . unscrambling. The debate -is. the rést: of: this. ‘Season, bit: “we'sre:
-a-station. He points out that.a sta-].
fers ‘serious injuries ‘and ‘is:‘Sometimes: killed. We would: not. rec-:
tion that. loses money’. year. .after| ommend the program to viewers who. feel” strongly. on- the subject ..- really a ‘joint: meeting. on. “Meet. looking. forward: to ‘having. ‘The | the: Press,” which: belongs. té -and Virginian? for a long time to. come...
year often sells at_a profit simply
‘but on the other: hand, we donot: believe that. ‘people. Who under:
because the fellow who buys it. has | stand ‘and’ appreciate. bulifights should he depriv ed. of the oppor-. - is produced. “by: NBC-TYV, ::but ‘tne| .Werner, ‘here -from. N- Wy feom-confidence in himself and believ eS.
“tunity. of seeing them.:
a
- _|- NBC affiliate in Boston,’.WBZ-TV(mented |“our” experiment. in- the :
-does--not carry. “Meet: the’ Press.”
he cati make it profitable. He ree“While I am on the. ‘subject; I shoutd: like:to‘meition’ that ‘when "
affiliate,’ es30-9... p-nt. ‘time. on:.a ‘90-min..:
ommended that station owners who
‘boxing was first introduced-into Mexico, the reaction ‘was generally oe Instead - the’ _CBS-TW....
series seems. to. be: going. along: as.“WGBH-TV:
does.
But
WGBH-TV
are constant losers consider sellone of ‘iorror at the: spectacle. of two. members of the: human .race
per schedule.”” He declined to. state
doesn’
t
carry:
it.
‘until.
after.11
‘p.m.
Dut.
int their stations at a profit.
pounding and. pummeling. away.:at’-one another which incited’ the
precisely. how... many: additional*
Sundays...
while’:
“WHDH:
.was
he made it clear that ‘he wasn't
crowds to become bloodthirsty ‘and fr enetically- shouting. for: more:. cE mora than wiltin sto carry, this par:|.
“Virginian”. “ségs.. -have been: or:.
susdesting the’ greater adviseabil-|
violence. However, :after-a time the‘gentlemanly. art- o£: fisticuffs? ~
‘dered, but pointed’ out Revue ‘has...
ity of Huyins a lasing station fant
was’ accepted and although. there” are dissenters, boxing matches | o ticular program... of: local interest | already. finished the. first 13°it had
| when. it: is done, ‘at:6 p.m.
™
A rao
PUES station:
are: held throughout: the worid.firmed, cant: ds: ‘Shooting: beyond
Crsstif told “of How, ‘bety cen
“Asia matter of fact. the good clesin:‘sport ‘of “Ameri¢an’ footh all. 71. The’ CBS “affiliate. then. gave- Ats-:ithat: fizure.. 20
:
“
194: amd. LQAT, he: per. ~OIN:allyo had |
ames. accounted for -some. 65: ‘deaths last:-year. according..to. pub-~ “permission -to :NBC- TV -to: give. “to.}.
ooaed manased afd so'd a. totatl istied ‘statistics, some of whieh. victims were schoolboys. ‘eight or. ‘| WNDH ‘to first'air the program’ in’ Attention Has’ ‘been’ riveted. ‘on: :
f@porene stitnons, (in neariv CVETA E nine Ye:ars old: ‘Outside of this fisure, there are untold-players who. ” |-Boston: ‘The -CBS: network doesn't:this’ serien inthe. trade, since. it's:
tesa Taryn thee
dow. station : in t hav e received permanent injuries:
| Garry. ‘edlor, but its: Boston. affrli- -the-. first weekly. 90--min,, filmed
.
‘show ever: -attempied, 7
site otroarkef cand eievating It tola
“In closing, I have often reflect ed. that had it. been” my fate:“ts | ate ‘does: so—WGBH : is. preparing |
tere vat before selling.
He. said
:the ‘debate. in its: studios. in ‘éolor, - Wer ner. and,NBC- Ty: Coast pros
be born’ a’ bull. I.would: certainly have: preferred: to -be: number ed
fhe FeV arceused him of travict KiN2,
among ‘the magnificent ‘specimen’s - found. ‘an special -br eedings for “4 and WHDH will: ‘pick. it up fhe same;i gram: veepee Felix . Jackson | also™ .
*tyee a ifs tralicking to» make-al
bullfights sa-that instead of being prodded itito a slaughter house: ... ava, {So° will -many.:rregular - NBC; ; said “NBG “TY has, exercised. its::
Bios ‘ssf station out of a doz, I
option . :0n- Rewue’s~ “HS va “Man's.
“along Wwitlr other heads of Cattte, I- would: at least have: the oppor~ EY affiliates ‘in. other citiés:).
thik muse people only! to doit”
tunity: of.meeting death after a. ‘glorious. shaw of strength and. de- + ‘WGBH. dS “expected. to. “repeat” “World,” and: ordered RIX more SOg*_ a
Despite Ris. earlier remark. that .wove_ fiance.-even'to the point: of avenging. mvself by killing: the. matador, the progrant it. initiated. at 11 p:m. i ments: ‘bey ond: the 13. hours. origi: 7
. there ina't
t a bad ‘property in the” ‘before: ‘I ‘succtumbed. under ‘the. thrust of. the. sword. me
nally: firmed,
wo
a
“Clear?
- oman
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“LOCAL TV & SYNDICATION

Wedltesday, ‘Octolier. 2. 1962

: No.Second Class Syndie.

WON. TV’$ “Great Music’
Dropping ‘From Chicago, |
Going 0’seas for 3 Shows .

ARB FEATURE FILM CHART

-_Status for Steve: ‘Allen
“On AttractingtheStars:

Vantere-ARB's weekly chart “offers .a* day.
‘biday analysts ofthe. top,‘feature.evening. stotsth a
particular: marke
“On ‘Saturdays ‘and Sundays, .‘daytime feature slots’ ‘compete with nighttime ‘‘pis

Chicago, Oct.. 23.
WG N-TY is: dropping the “From .
Chieago” ‘in the title of its. ‘Syndi: |.

| Hollyweood...

. Fditér,. VARIETY:
periods ‘for designiiion as the top. feature. ‘slot of :the’ day. The. analysis. is confined. to the: ‘top. rated. 7
Dra ‘writing’ to- poniment on. two-..cated “Great Music” series for. the. | oo. feature. slots in the. ARB measured. period, -broken down py: days in,‘the week, The ARB measured ne5 recent. MarIETY. ‘pieees—the. “first -“*:
| in.’ whieh syndication's- “second *
reason that henceforth: not all the }. period usually: ‘covers. th Fee ‘Or: four. weeks. .Oth er data: such as the. time. slot and total area homes
longhair concerts: ‘will originate. in
| class:‘status” was the lead,'-and..”
is furnished, Top.competition. ang coinpetitive ratings also are:highlighted.”
robs
the

‘the: second. in which ihention-.was- -

Windy - City. ; ‘For - ‘this: year's |
he
stat
will send director |

i made of:“supposed .“revamping” ‘of.
St.Louis © STATIONS: KTV,KMOX, KSD,‘KPLR-© SURVEY DATES:JUNE (5.uly 12;962.; We Steve “Alen. Show. -AS’ WBC's:.
Seen ane tate abroad to: vidtape
|
‘Phil°

one segment avith: the Berlin

KMOX. Metro: ‘Rating: TL:

See

the Royal~

with

With the latter, one »E0- |

Landon.

4

~ Share of‘Audience: an

gram will: be. taped. at Albert “Hall,

ather at Festival:.Hall “Facilities ‘Program: "EARLY: SHOW:
used will be those. of ATV, which
a
June. 18. “WIFE: VS.. SECRETARY” ose
aa
has-installations in both halls.

‘ski, Paul Hindemith, Fritz Reiner.

Jul

Rosbaud.

Hans.

Cluyteas, |:

Siz John. BarbiroHi, William Stein-

berg, Paal Kletske,. Josef Krips and |.
Alfred Wallenstein: -Maestras ‘foes
the. three. Europeaw segs. have’ nok Ty

PT
Sess
os
.3 Stooges...
6:30-6:60:
mT

:

._ |enormously, as do- newspapers and

ees

ating: 1

‘Metro

_
|.

“Skare..of. ‘Audience:: 38.

-

W

Peters.

3

{

:

July: 10 «“TARZAN'S “HIDDEN
*

,

_| changes.” we'd-be- foolish. “to: modi-

.. |-fy_ the? show: because -Atty -beating =:
-} the competition” iN. SO many. titi¢s, :: -

Chee
on

ars

=

TOP. COMPETITION:
: PROGRAM

on :
oO

7
-

s

Sea: Aunt

oo
_E. Bracken, J: Preisser |“25 2:

|
|.

“71942, _Paramount, MCAL Repeat.

tT.

*5:30- 6:
6:00

“} found: =

|

Steve. Vine
suspénded
liun+
.
Streeta to-an-.
feet. above
dred,from
|4-and.

“pinterview with. fhe American-Par-: -

-KSD43400

ee

Rapid]
Bend -

REVS.

Sane Girarde
Guaatt

MCA’s 22-Outlet Sales

On: Thriller, ‘Checkmate’

i

3

to

WE: sehniter”
, has

22
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additional
WISN

Oklahoma

‘quette.

City; ‘and: WLUE,

Mich.

‘Frontier

Mar: |

Rapuis;

(W LEY,

Louisville;

“J.

"

condoaal

tron.

the

scadvitiation.a BS

First

will be

oo

Proclanss: |
a

the. original: aflectures
de 10
“Wer
tonizht

of

| Station: ‘to - buy - the. ‘latest: :93 fea- ;

Franklin. : CE ER. LAT:
ow eis oe
Hope
‘department
history
uf Brooklyn |

Cillege, He with speak ou the “iia7.

| that-have signed for.the package of

Warners 1
and: ann Fox: ‘pictures, in...

{the past mon
Le
i Other: ‘buys this past: week: Ww‘ere...
Twric,:

;

a

“H. Bogart, "L: Bacall, W. Brennan’

Sune

1945," WB,

UAA,.

f.

|

:

PROGItAM:

9:00-5:30

Seasnato

ee

22“STABLEMATES”
“AV. ‘Beery; ©. Rooney.

the. market.
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“| ping “over. -prior. to. his. annual”
deat for an initial two. years, whereby BBC can: ‘screen tivo’ RST pro pr‘eem.‘of “Longest Day” (20thy at: Mann Theatre’ last: week,
. world. sales -‘swing.
duction. each -year ..
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for-a
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Boston.
Joe
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McNeil
moves’
into.
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post.
the numbér of -markets ‘sold: some.
Departinent of. Corimunications. stated investment ‘in Mexican ‘radio’
: Bobby. -Wood,.’ Pen.and Challenge. recording: times : bears -* -no ‘Telationship - too.
to end of August stands ‘at $33:840,000."with almost .500° stations: ‘op-4 on’ the- local.seéne.
erating . . ..Mexican tv-draws-on American. counterpart. for inspiration | performer,..to. ‘Houstii -for. a p:4. on KNUZ with. Paul ‘Berlin . ...., Bob ‘total ‘gross’ dollars... ‘Burrud: Pro-..:
.. “-fductions ‘has--been.~ ‘in. the’ field..
with latest being ‘adaptation |of the. “Rain of Gold” ‘program: for Mexi- |Bartasch: now. skippering WHHM,. Memphis: ABC. outlet.
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with expectation: that at least: “800. ‘Mexican. commercial |

firms. will also cooperate in‘ donating. artictes for auctioning off before
studio audietices oy ; Cantinflas, |‘although keeping. project. ‘top. “secret;
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“Chuck: Sanford,’ .WGAN. ‘radio. announcer and” programmer,

| ‘Whose: first show was “The Open
| Road”. on. -KCOP,, Los. Angeles:
for:‘the
‘Since then, ‘Burrud-‘hasexpand

fs readying ty debut in 1963 iti most ambitious show yet ‘staged’ for past 15° years, named ‘assistant-news ‘director: for -WGAN-AM:TV.” ‘Hel...
homescreens. €omie will do skits“and emcee~ program |-whieh. will will’ also’ be responsible’ for :‘public: affairs... production~ and’ coordina-. oT
feature tup. Mexican names -. . Veracruz will have ‘a tv. station early: tion:.
“UPI bureau manager Jim Ryan on ‘a three-week-.vacationtn 1963 with Carlos Ferraéz Matos, . director. of. Radiofonica: dé.Mexico. jaunt’ ‘to Ireland; ‘England and: ‘France :: .. WESH news. editor ‘Howard dication. ime only:‘to ‘get purned. *
“aécording-. to. -busitiess. cInanager ~
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Ref Sox,” ‘and Herbert. S. Hoffman, prexy WBOS . we JWNAG-TY |:

etsRephy
e‘Wines’
Sas WouldLik|
,oh §2,000,000: Touhy:.

p omoing, “Queen. for: a Day” live at.the Music Hall...

To SecedeFrom|

Libel Action: Vs.CBS|: venture. .- for- ‘Burrud.

Reason “for:.. .-

_ Chi¢ago, Oct:. 23. ‘|-its:- suecess;, according ‘to: “McCabe;
~
A ‘tworyear’ ‘old. episode. of the’ “is” that ‘it’s one .of: the few- firstdéfuirict CBS-TV" “Witness” -peries ' run. ‘syndication ‘properties. ‘around,
‘it comes ‘up: with ‘ratings, and. the
W ‘iam A. Courtenay,: formerly: with. Far.m Journal, Grit and other |.:
Was privately screenéd: last ‘Thurs:
* Glasow, Oct. 53. | day.: (18) ‘for.Chi Federal. District field: is flooded with reruns: Color:
iads,. miumed- director of farm: sales tor the: WFIL stations.
WQAL,
‘also-includes: _ Vagabond, ao and:
EX outlet, now completély” ‘stereo. for ‘its :full. 18-hour’ broadcasting | Teis of.Lop: importance that ‘steps. “Court ®‘Judge’ James B. ‘Parsons: as:
“Treasure,” ‘is: “in: ‘color.|
time .
i Shirley Temple will do. ‘the commentary - on the’ Gimbel -be ;takén’ now: to. break the. power -an-exhibit: ina. $2, 000, ,000..libel- and T.
. Burrud Productions. does its ‘own
Thanks#iving ’ Day Parade for ‘CBS 3. « Eagles’ star Pete. Retzlaff - to. the: Britis. h. network companies: invasion “of-privacy. suit ‘pending |
shooting, . as. well |‘as. buying: footage host the Eagles away games on WC AU-TV . . WFLN began its annual: hate .to ‘impose. :‘unwelcoine : pro- against the ‘network: and Sponsors
from ‘outside sources. ‘for: its: travel.
rebro: caste of the Philadelphia- Orchestra concer ts ‘from the Academy ; grams, on. Scottish’ Program °‘com R:. J.: ‘Reynolds, Nomark,: Schick
‘and adventure ‘segments. ‘Cost per...
of Muisie “2in i.
‘Television: -broadcasters:. from. European: ‘countries “panies:;
and ‘General. Foods. :Program: “was* episode *
estimated. . at about a
heard & day long report, on eolor tv ‘status; ‘and equipment at the: RC Ad This -‘viewpoint “1g.‘strongly. @X- titled “Roger
.(The.-.. Terrible): + $12,000.Camden, NJ. plant meeting.
AAA: traffie reporters. Herb. Smith’ ‘pressed. by the: Church=.&- ‘Nation Touhy... Tries To. Clear. His. Name”. ; Big. upcoming project for‘Burrud:
and Walter McDonald. add: an- afternoon: ‘report: to. the morning t¥affie- Comniittee. of the Chur ch.of:Scot= and was. originally telecast on
« Nov. ist‘“Pacific. Rev isited,”” two: .hour. 3; 1960.
:
info . . . Bill Mercer, formerly” of’ WD. AS, now ‘with -KDIA: ‘Oakland. J land -here.. ,
| Jong’ specials. ‘keyed ‘to “network.
Cali.
We AL: veneral sales -nvanager. Gene Litt-to. Chicago (23 -25) ‘fo: While avelcoming” the ‘PiRington
Phe. Jawsuit, filed Aug. 9.“1962. exposure, With-one. of the’ specials::.
Report. on. the future of: ‘broadcast- by"‘Clara and. ‘Thomas: Touhy. Cwid-. Serving -aS_a™ possible’ ‘Spinoff for Visit, CBS Spot sales offices; adv er tising.agencies. and: clierits. _
-ing in the U.K,, it stresses: the. need “Ow: ‘and - son}, - alleges: ‘that’ “the Series. Specials . would “be. -keyed
if to provide a BBC Scottish tv -pro-. Witness’: installnient. was partly. to revisiting Pacific -battlézrounds,
“/ Sram “which: -is.’.as- far. as. possible, fiction ‘and: that asa result. OF: the. highlighting -‘some of: the. personal”
Crews fram CBS- on Rowte 66" have been-in ‘town ail’w “eck filming’ for .all: Scotland:. “This, “urges .the. telecast. the: ‘ Touny- familw. ‘lost. : stories: unfolded there... oe
a
background’ scéites for. three episodes. ‘Actor Harry Guardino working. ‘Committee, should take. “priority ‘esteem in-the: “community. and was}
as featured’ guest: with: “Route--66" stars” George: Maharis™ and. Martin4OV ‘er a“ second ‘channel.°
held up ‘to: ridicule: ‘According ‘to:
Milner for one of the St Louis. backgrotinded stories. .
. Margaret |: ‘At- adds. that: if: a second chan= the. complaint, there was mention’
SV hiting: and Norwood Smith’ w ere the<*“Name” Stars. of: :a:‘locally--pro-' wel - is-to' be’ allocated’ to. the.-In- -in.the. program that: Touhy: wanted
duced, 30-minute film appeal en behalf’ of. the’ United. Fund. The- ‘dependent:. Television.. . Authority, to: clear’ his name-“‘for the sake of:
program combined efforts: of. the. town’s five. tv. stations. Local» folk + then. it: should . “provide: ‘a. com- his: w ife- and, kids,”
appearing ‘on the show included Cris Condon, : Max ‘Roby, Bruce Hay- |plementary: ‘seivice ‘ot.a distinctive:
. “Touhy’s. survivors chargé that:
De
pe
oe,pe
ward and Don Ctinningham, KMOX-TV" S Mark Russell and Bob Miller. character.”
‘several: purported: events ih the}.
Were announcer and. director; respectively . ... KSD radio has: ‘entered| - Committee. aarges’“the. British | prégrami: were. invéntions ‘of writer |
Marie’ “Torre,” former. Tadio-tv-, *:
the ever-increasing ‘radio. remote competition. with -two live 30-minute: Gor toe to- ensure. ‘that. a: - proper: _Irv..Tunick, and: they take” issue | ¢olumnist’
for.” the N.Y. “Herald:
shows in the Saturday. night: schedule: One features Sammy ‘Gardner’s: | autonomy. is:given’ to: the. Scot com- with. the. ‘suggestion in the script
-Tribune, - “Will have.:her: ‘personal: |
Su ining Mound -€it Six’ jazz | combo from: the Tiger's Den -on: St. |-mittee of the Independent.. Teélevi- .that Touh: was & sWaggering
Bsering crime historysérve, as:a basis for ‘a story
7
Louts’ famed Gaslight Square and. the: ‘other has Stan Kann. at:the. sion: Authority.. when further pow-: boss; a. corruptor
of police,-a: killer™
+ers are assumed: by itover program, and ‘an: operator of. bawdy houses.: ‘in: the: projected: United ._ Artists: Po
organ fr om Ruggeri’s, west side. restaurant,
-Television series; starring: George :: oo
a
|
companies..
‘The ~ fictionalization, they -allege, |
¥t° says: tliat, “wher: new - “tratis- was not: done. for. ‘good or proper: C. Scott: “Project is being done:in —
“conjunetion ‘With: . CBS-TV; with:
‘| mitting .“stations: ‘are.’ built, .there. motives”; -but-sonly for. profit;6 | dules ‘Britken: -_producing:
C apt ain: Kangaroo ‘ ‘Bob Keeshan)- will. direct tivo child en’s.concerts shoyld | be concurterit : building. BO: the Tespect ‘that: it Served to hypo
While™ 4 ‘columnist ‘Miss Torre
with the Cincy. Sy mphdnay O¥chestra Nov. 2° at. Musie’ Hall: :
Fred ‘that no area, however:“distant, ‘is ay‘iewer. ‘interest.
.| Was: rapped. with ‘a. jail ‘seritence
Gwynne and Joe “E: Ross ‘in: ‘their “Car 54" Bronx ‘cOps regalia, Visited ‘penalized: a
oan F “Attorney: ofr’ the plaintifts - ‘fs ‘for failure to: divulge |‘the ‘source.
t\ tagser: Péocter & Gambte. execs here fot a. day, “gsuested- on WLW-T ||
7 qT‘homas “P.Cernek:. CBS: and ‘thé ‘of ‘one: of:-her ‘stories .about:. Judy:
shows and ‘nunzled |with” To¢al patrolmen.
WEPO and WKRE
“| sponsors: are. represented” by. John ‘Garland~ Series lias Scott. portray-~.
mikers . assistin. in. voice training ‘clinic for. Cincinnatt. police *‘Fadia.
-B: ‘Moser,
oO,
ne
- ping a: ‘columnist: Slated - for. -nextdispate hers. .
WCET, educational. UHF ‘channel, repeating “tAge of |.
season, :it. Will ‘be filmed... in:. N-Y;
Kings’ "T SETLCS ‘broadcasts for. Which public library: branehes accommo- |-| According to ‘some :of ‘the: stories
‘date viewers without sets..
Taft Broadcasting. Co. financial -‘report
..| listed -for the: project, ‘it ‘looks like.
for second fiscal quarter ended: Sept. 30 showed profit. before Federal. a
the hourlong. Series. will be ‘con:
‘faxes Was. S851, 661, up. 44; from $597,688 for -the prior. -year’s: like-} “Ine an: “effort -‘to: .eapture-‘local: o
‘troversial in-.the.-vein of: “The”
period. Earnings per. Share. were: 25 cents. warranting: a 100. per:“share “viewers: and added. sponsorship, tv
| Defenders.” ‘Bricken--listed:stories...
commercial ATN, Sy dnéy, is-setting | or
.
dividend.
:
a big’ ‘homebrew: musical -:titled}. “Cinderella, “one: of: “tyS -top | dealing. ‘With the. effects of autounfair: laws’
‘bs‘Top: 60:?"92: New
show: will. ‘have’ rs
rated: “specials ‘done: on
CBS-TY -mation <on. mining,,
| cast. of: 60,. ‘mostly. local, with. im: |‘in: 1957,:- With. original musie and which. do. jot .- adequately protect.
— WTMJ-TV's new “12 to 20" show, Saturday’ 413).showeased. Les. Pail “ported talent in from time.to ‘time. ‘lyrics: ‘by Rodgers .& Hammerstein, the: criminal ‘who. ‘is’ mentally’ ill;...
& Mary ‘Ford,: Bobby Vinton &: Milwaukee's ‘disk vocalists ‘‘Fhe Reyal |-.. “New show ‘will -carry .a =perma- is -being: considered’:as a holiday-| ‘and an‘: attack-on. the: Political
situation: “which . calls: for a ticket.
Lancers”.
Wi isconsin |S’ “head. pigskin coach ‘on “The. Milt: Bruhn
nent ‘ballet, a Singaiong Choir, plus | repeat special | ‘for. “next. -‘season..|.
Show,” Saturdays, 1 ‘p.m. on WTMJ. comments on botli’ the- ‘previous -an- -orchestra. of. 24. ’ Philip Berry is +The. original, done” dn color,. and based on. religious’ “considerations.
“|prior: ‘to ‘the. introduction ‘of vids rather than. merit:
week's game & etirrent-.Big Ten grid battle . :: WXIX,- town's sole } producing the new : show.
ULEF er, _tatching homebodies with” ‘Movije..of- the Week.” Fridays. ‘aty.: Understood. that..the “reason.be- | tape, :‘starred ‘Julie: Andrews,
Pig 30° pine
. Pauline Frederick, UN corr espondent for NBC, talked on: ching. the- homebrew show. is.:to-ar-:|. ‘CBS-TYV: is in: the process“ ‘of. ex.|- > Watertown;. NY iTony’“. ‘Ma“The: UN'sS- Use of Television &. Radio:” ‘Monday. '22)-0n Town Hall: at -rést “squawks of.Aussie .-Actors' . amining the. clearance of. rights: Tara has been named sales manager. .
WMYS auditorium .
. Roy Gumtow, : Farm Director for’: W KOW, Beats. Equity’ -that-tv is ‘mostly :Ameri-. ‘Situation. Thé: property; if secured,: of, WWNY here. :Malara joinéd:.the.
the Southern: Wisconsin. brush some 25,000 ‘miles annually, ‘combining | gan” and’that: Aussie: talent is being: ‘would. then:‘be. freshly... ‘produced station’ four. -years ago. as: an ane:|
taping & talks ‘to farm. groups. . Dave Adams-ow. ‘summarizing | sidetracked in favor of”“Yankee ‘—this time, vidtaped- ‘for. Possible ‘nounéer. working .also’on 'WCNYinternational, news. “on- WTMJ-TV. Sundays,’ &:1SP- mM. coe Green. Bay celluloid. a
| Fepeat engagements, Z
ATV, a sister, facility. Pes

~ BritishNetworks

IN. PHILA DE LPHIA

IN ST. ‘LOUIS . Le

UA-TV.ProjectsSeries.

Based ‘on Marie Torre...

Rap Vs,Judy Garland:

IN. CINCINN. ATL ee

AUSSIE TVTOP60"
‘BIGTIME MUSICAL .

“Sydney, Oct. 23." .| Cider IyGet
6

IN: MILI AU KEE.
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Too Many Writers
Writers SplLaigh |

Show’ ‘after. ips’ 7 “Living” funé =—
J out, which won't be. until the new| ©”:
‘: year. In. the. meantime, |he’s work-| -

| ing’ -on.. at- least. ‘three ‘new. yock |.”
| projects, likely ‘to SEO | the:Tightof}.

BBC Exec Say Yank Shows Too Mechanical’ DueTo!|‘date’ ia
London; Oct. 23.
Reason. American

comedy shows|

are not as successful |‘ratingswise’ in

.

-

.

a

av»

Westen October2411962.

_RADIO-TELEVISION ._

Group Authorship
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_ABC's-EBU ‘Commercial’

1963,

5 Continued from vase 30 ey

. HO. “promises. “but |‘they'd .
tale Mt ‘from. ‘Washington;- the. EBU: dele-. -

“Reaction toSarnoff

‘team of two, is more likely. to. have —< Continuea Tremi page 30 —
a “warmth” unobtainable. when .a

: under: _advisement,.

: ‘gates will méet.at.a: ‘closed-séssion™

“Naturally, the chief. backdrop’ “to. -and then- break for. a“ lunch which’
T the first two days of international ‘CBS will. give for them: ‘and other...

‘meetings. was the heightened crisis. ‘guests at the St. Regis..(NBC -gave. made.: no. ‘specific ‘mention of a: over Cuba..Yet the: delegates’ over- | Moniday’s. lunch ‘at the Waldorf:and,...::..:
whole line of guys are conitribworldwide. group: ‘but: that ‘for: any: heard ‘in ‘corridors and ‘at’ lunch. as. -pointed: out,: ABC. hosted -Tues4

‘uting, ‘opines Colin.
Seemed: entirely’ :to “be. ‘discussing day's ‘at: the: ‘Philharmonic.) Frithse parts .as,. say, cop, -medico :
He insists that- in ‘the final’test ohne who listened: ‘closely’ to: him -the- happenings of the: meetings: day. will see. closed: meetings -at-the.*:: .. ;
anid. lawyer -skeins, is “because. they
-a suggestion was ‘implicit -‘in.
- competition. Sea the |‘such
what. he had -said.’ ‘Furthermore, | that: day. ‘It is understood that dur-}U:S. Mission to the. UN -‘On Sat-- are “too mechanical,” when ‘held -—on-the-air
urday, the EBU delegates who are. ©
ing ‘one
‘morning
session -yester-:
Us against home-produced fare. home: product will -- “Win: “every. after hearing American Sarnoff, he day
(Tues)
‘somé-.delegates
“did, ‘still here are scheduled to Visit: the
Tiiis ‘is the considered opinion of time.” This’ was “proved, he says |
when
the
domestic.
“Army:
Game”
noted.:
that.
Jean:
:d'Arcy,
‘director
safellite. tracking’ “station :.at. “An.
S:l ‘Coli, ex-writer and: present. asof :Radio ‘& Visual: Services.for the ‘lowever, ask: what. was happening: dover,: Me.: ‘Broadcasters of.- 25 -na-.
“across. the street. at the UN, ‘but:
st.tant. head. of light entertainment ‘comedy. ‘beat. “Bilko” dn.a fair. fight
forthe:
ratings.
|
United.
Nations
p.r:
office,
‘had.
also
tions: held. ‘full: “membership -‘in the
at A ;sociated-Rediffusion:
talked. of .an.- international. -broad-" -no- one:seémed -to make“any- effort In line with this view, Colin.tne ‘casting. body. In‘ his :own ‘speech, on his. own to find: out. The. cone. -EBU': and: 21° other: -countries’ are’
Colin, whose special skill in’ comedy, feels that -one: of the main troduced on Friday... (12); av new d'Arey, however, ‘did’ ‘say ‘that. if pertinent. ‘remark heard: was: by. a -EBU associates:. -Of the total, 19.reasons for the. “mechanical” im- yock. series, “It’s"A: Living,” writ: 9. Univision is. ofe |day-.to: exist; | man- who: spoke. ‘impeccable’ Eng- countries were: Tepresented by fe
.
prassion is the fact: that a Yank ten by Fred; Robifson, and starring it: is-up to. you and ‘to’“your. ‘col: lish, and’; he: ‘said: - “E hear ..the- ficial. ‘EBU. delegations:
~ Evidently, ‘the. proposal by NBC'ss
producer
will ‘use a string ‘of Jimmy Jewel and .Ben Warriss. leagues - throughout . the -world -to.|°stock market -has. -fallen™ off. ”
In: defense: ‘of this ‘seeming. calm: Bob: Sarnoff to Start. a global ‘tv.
writers on one show,,. which | must Show bowed as. the-“Yank-origin- ‘take the lead.” He’ exempted the.
union ‘did nof-come up in ‘the fors
cue ina certain amount: of rigidity: ‘ated. “Comedy Hour”. ‘and “‘Hazel”’ | United” ‘Nations from’ organizing: by- ‘Europeans. was the observation|.
}mal. meetings the -first. day. or the
method—admittedly. wind up their run on A-R. (“Father and: controlling any . international that perhaps. they have-lived under
British
The
‘early -part of: the second: *‘One:.of
br pught, about more: through meces- Of. The Bride,” a-recently acquired. broadcasting |.
body:” ““T--do- not ‘be-'} the “sword and ‘gun so Tong. tnat. ‘the. reasons: ‘given. for the.‘seeming |-.-=.
sity than choice—is to use, in the] ' comedy, - continues, however.)"
‘lieve .that. they ‘should’ -be = ‘asked. they. ‘of necessity. take such. things: sluggishness .of the. meeting. was... °.-*..
min, one or two authors. A show |" ‘Colin ‘states’ there. are plans to -to ‘take ‘this initiative on- the’ pre=| as. a-severe Cuban crisis.in stride.. ‘the. “cumbersomeness” ‘of the.deiespringing from either a ‘solo, Or. a: bring back. the “Dickie. Henderson ‘text that: this is‘a world ‘problem: oo __-Afterreturning tomorrow (Thurs.) gate’ sessions. However, it was:.ex2

EMO

7 pected that. “study groups’”: ‘would’
23] be formed - so. that’ decisions could
“On the :| more readily: ‘be:‘Feached °
°
Tienes 5
:
at hand.”

Mee,

j

Telefis:

Dubiin,, Oct: 93. ar
Eireann. : (Irish - TV): _

- Valready’ a heavy. user: of. Aineti¢an-

' | produced’ ‘programs,’ has. made..a:

}-|-number-: of.. new buys |‘for. :-winter “
schedules... _

‘|. Established. Series: “such: as: “The:
: Jiackie Gleason Shew.”:“The Donna.
“1 Reed Show: “The Bob: Cummings: -

i| Show,’ “Checkmate, " “Heckle. and:
= ‘Jeckle,’”=“¥ou.-Are .There,”: “Mr,.
- District: “Attorney,” *
“Our: * Miss

:|-Brooks.” “Bachelor Father,” “Have °
; | Gun Will Travel,” “Dragnet” and.-

- |The: Twilight: Zone”: .are. .being «

;

continued - ‘with. “several dramatic
series- .. including
“Suspicion,”

“Thriller, * “Cameo. ‘Theatre’ --and.
“Holly: wood. Star Playhouse,””:
‘The’ ontfit’s..own.: drama’ depart:
‘ment is: ‘producing: some: plays. but.

these -will be supplemented

-with: .

purchases from CBS: and the BBC, ™:.::
Dramatic ‘presentations: from .the
ee

Playhouse”” are also. ‘onthe:

ist.

“The

Rough Rider” “is: ‘another.

buy; and: ‘the light .entertainmentdivision is presenting SIX. ‘hour-long::
variety Spectaculars, opening. with-.

“An: :Evening. with: Fred Astaire”? ©
and. following: on with others: ‘starr. .:
ing ‘Ja¢k Benny,: Gene. Kelly. and ”

:.| Donald’ O’Connor.. |. :*
“1

Heavy, °purchases: of: US: “prog.

: |.rams. have -come under™ fire: from’
- | eritics,. but “TE spokesmen. :point
_| out: that: it would be impossible: ‘to
. theme station’s |‘output, without
“+t

‘MANAGER:

em

-

eae

;

| ResidualPaymentson

|

Rendon

an
“Hollywood, Octe2320 2
Télesér ipter -residuals “climbed ape?
last - July and August. ‘of. this. year; °-.

atlas. ‘compared. to the ‘same: montiis

nt last-¥ear, writers collecting $306,-. <°.
"1.609" in- residuals, in.duly and: $359,a
| 016° in. Ausust.

_ |i These. -figures: “compare. with,
¥, residuals’, Of “$256,175- in. July * of.
, |last year, and $307,884 for. August; le,

oh

Y961> Residuais: collected. by! Writ-+:

_ bers

(Guild. of: America “West” for |

url members. through’ Sept.“2t add. up"
2
j.to’ $2,105,052,-as: against ‘$1,656:708-.
;

e for the:‘same period. last Near.

oes

oh ‘San. ‘Antoiio—Edwiard Me. Che.
aor ‘viot was named“ veep: and “station. *::

7.24 Manager .of WOAI-TV
*
:and” Rex.

“24 1)Preis yeep.and ‘station manager of..
[sister .-WOAI Radio. -Upping. in.
“:Ltitlés makes: them: officers. of the.
..%->parent Southland: Industries,
“ree |headed _ by. Jim

CE OLNLY, ‘broadcaster:

Gaines, .- onettme

.
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HITCHING (TY ¢
:| TO TELSTAR
S ngAdAgency yPeople TRAFIV
VideoSoubi
THISYEAR|"
‘Bubbling With Ideas’:Edw. H.Weiss!

“

Rome,: Oct...” 23.

-Rapsat
atMed
di

‘RARTV.: ‘the. ‘Ftalian ‘television |’
network, ‘expects. to ‘effect its. first|.
North’ Hollywood, ca. have :tn“Erie -Johnston. and: ‘the:
‘Chicago,: “Oct... 23. {liam Inge, Patrick ‘Dennis and direct. Telstar link. with: the U.S;|°
‘| MPAA. ~organization. .Public of-:
The board. chairman and namie- Sheppard Mead: as onetime agency. towards‘ the: end of the’ year, The Editor, Variety:

‘industry: needs.ai -ficlaly: and: private critics must ‘be:

first section of the: receiving an-}-

toilers,. and noted. that it was three

:The. telefilm.
consistently:. ‘presented with an-au-:
believes
that television: is. New York -agency: people who: pro-- ‘tenna - arrived. in’“Rome: this. week|“ey
: "|thoritative “image of telefilm. enshort- changing itself by snubbing. ‘duced the film short,. “Day: of. .a ‘by air,..and. other’ ‘components are. Eric Johnston,
won an Academy: ‘expected’ the next few days. -They.|"- Here’ 3a. vast enterprise rival. tertainment, .‘matching its proven. :
the creative: people: who. -work in: -Painter,”’ that:
will. be’ mounted..in- already pre-. ing. the | ‘motion™ picture industry, Public. ‘popularity. :
‘advertising agencies and treating “Award ‘ayear: or so ago...
we
_Donaid Ss.
‘Sanford.
@.|. He. said ‘of: contemporary: télevi-. ‘pared ‘installations -An. the. Plains | which: has’ ‘nO. single industry-wide |
then ‘as “commiercial hacks..
.
subnrits that many ‘of them’. ‘are’ -sion: “The technical ‘savvy. is there. Of Fucino: :
m,
_spokesman::
or:
‘lobby.
“Numerous
|
“bub‘in abundance—in fact, one-of the
“serious talents” -wWho ‘are.
| organizations.’ like’ the .National
bling with ideas"—and ‘ideas, he’ tragedies of the medium. is that }BAVS,- are precisely. what television ‘there is‘ often’ a vast discrepancy.|| Association “of-‘Broadcasters, .do|
is. desperately in. need of today... .| between ::the* technical .skills ‘and:
2|'yeoman work’ for networks, “sta- |.
the:
substance
of
the.
-shows.
them-“Talent is. talent wherever it may
gake-of the Edward H. Weiss agen-.

SudanesetoGet
ing Weeks!

be Tound:” -he told: a gathering -of |.selves. It seéms-a-pity:to see done.
the Chicago Broadcast. Adv ertising |‘so well what. isn’t worth doing ‘at |Club: last week, ‘and with ‘televi- i all in the first place.””

“sion’s

insatiable appetite

for -ma-

FCC CHANGES WEEK

terial -araund ‘the: clock, it. is little |

aa
Snamher
oneies

|BRITISHCOM'L TV.

tions, producers, .radio,: and ‘other|

London, Oct: 23.
commercial : television
charge: of. special.}. “leven
pléading. ‘What’ -is needed is a. contractors. including... three mas. jors, have. decided. to drop. advervoice. for the. industry: as‘a.whole.
‘tising magazines’ programs from”
Glasgow, Oct. "233:
Instead:
of
‘constantly.
apologiz‘next March. .This follows. the: sug-:
““The “Sirdanese. Govt... wishes- its |:
explaining
defensively gestion by the Pilkington Commit“people to.have ttelevision inside Six ing.
spécial. ‘interests, but-they.are vul- |.

nerable..to.the

short of a: crime not to. avail: itself.
to. the best talent. at’ hand.” ‘He:
"| under.mattacks: by critics and in:
weeks!.
described. the video medium today
vestigators, this. gréat film: mea ‘private preserve |
“as “practically
This |‘giralienge has’ been.
| dium. should | proclaim .its..accom- 4
.. .Wasington, Oct. 23:for those writers and.creative peo-:|
accepted . by .Thomson. Television.
‘ple ‘who belong to an in-group
and | Admitting’ a lulu ofa ‘boner, the ‘International Ltd., the Roy Thom: plishments.. In: the. past: 10°:-years
Pe
want.
-no interference with Btheir ' Federal Communications ‘Commis- son-controlled -outfit. that. is: setting” it -has grown big. enough. to change
methods.”
These -are people who sion ‘hag. cancelled -the composite. up ‘technical. facilities for: tv sta-. ‘family -habits“.and” popular enter--

feel
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its their perrogative .to -turn: week. for ‘log-analyses

and- issued
tions and: companies | in.- overseas. -tainment: ‘throughout. Ameriéa, and.
an altogether different. one. . The.
“countries, ‘and which has: ‘its engi- increasingly throughout the world.
1 It “is:.too.: big -and successful to
titles, Weiss.said. -previous. composite... _week,: an-: neering’ base here:

out the same programs each season.

‘tee, endorsed:. by..the government, :
that. ad: mags “blur: ‘the: Meaning.
of the. TV._ Act,” which . does’ not ~
-allow:s onsored -télevision; € te:
P
|: However,
« Associated = “Redifta:
‘sion,’ weekday. major. serving-‘the
London. area,. has.decided ‘to: re-. _
| tain it’s\“Jim’s ton,” “By George” . 7
and. “In: View”:.ad mags.:until. ine
structed: to drop: them from. higher es,

under different
Reflecting on the thumbs-down |‘nounced by. FCC ‘last. month, in-:|: -Aecording ‘: to. Attred” Becker, | grovel before every.self-appointed.
cluded. the day of .astronaut John |:or: publicity-seeking critic. ....:
authority,
reception the. ‘critics have -given to:
‘Glenn’s* historical .orbital flight. ‘nanaging-director of TTI, newly. in
We. ‘should. particularly-protest'|
the new video season, Weiss stated:
from Khartoum after. finalizing de-- ‘the .continuing. barrage: of :pres‘when
hardly
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‘any:
television
©
or.
that if the medium does not break.
|:tails. with the: Ministry. of Labor: {Sure — - gFoup-. and
Washington. :Nix.KSON Power Boost: S
out-of the routine of. formula. and |:‘radio’ ‘programming was. normal:
the: reason for. charges of ‘excessive: ‘vlolence;: dull-|’
Washineton,: ‘Oct,’ 23...
‘Here ‘is. the. revised--composite ‘and Information;
‘stale imitation “it ‘will perish ‘as
‘the -extreme short’-notice is. that:
“tie FCC: rejected and‘ ‘returned v ridiculously,
dicuiously,
ness,atid:
even,
sex}.
s
an influence in our. national life.”: ‘week which has’ been. more care- the
|
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application:.
from’ .KSON;,: San.
fourth anniversary. of. .the.
He made it clear that he. was not ‘fully checked: and is binding: Sun- ‘Sudan ‘Revolution falls ‘on Nov:.-17;: in”: -telefilms: :“Undocumented and -Diego;. asking: a daytime’ power.
Bukspesting that. agencies create day—Aug. :§,.1962; Monday—Sept.. arid the. ‘authorities are ‘therefore cunproved " charges cast ‘an: unfair
1961; ‘Tuesday—Jan. 23, 1962; .
-stigma-on:-a “great-“American - -in-- ‘boost from 250° watts to 1 KW.‘programs. for tv’ but thatthe adver-. '25,'
Wednesday—Nov.. 15, 1961: “Thurs- eager: that. the. celebrations: --in: dustry: Without. ‘plugging ‘my own: |” FCC-. said -the | . proposal: -tig
creative minds
tising industry's
Khartoum. should. have the widest
clearly. .in’ contravention” of. the
could come up with. vital new: ideas day—April 26, 1962;. ‘Friday—May ‘possible. coverage in the city and. scripts, I would. boldly: maintain: rule forbidding’ stations: to operate
that’ the video industry should |1I,. 1962; Saturday—Feb. 24, 1962. in. outlying-districts—via: th-e ‘the past. and present. seasons-of- ‘with ‘more than. 250 watts. within.
-| fer‘ more good .-hour©-entertainbend an ear to. .Agency.. peaple
° modern ‘mediym |of. television...
+ ments: than: in ‘any “previous: _year,.| 62 miles of. the Mexican: border..
know. the medium,..the costs in-|
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niques,
‘legally subject. to..waiver. by. the
Teast. can present’ ideas. intelli- ° Sereen.. Gems veepee-exec. ‘pro- ‘equipment. being: available to |. ‘As -several network--executives:|
ducer Harry. Ackerman: ‘has “inked. transmit: films provided: by. Su- -have.said; tv. should stop. making: Cammission.”aan
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‘a. multiple award-winning. series; ‘expires next July:
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“The Purex Specials for Women,”
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to- point up the contribution: that: ‘the Menace,” “Hazel,”’: “The Donna tion in Holland :ds presently. ar- creative © American Andustry..
can be made. To further. illustrate Reed. Show” and: “Our: Man. Hig- ranging. ‘the provision of 40 large | ‘We “need * an. “industry-wide Went: .on. in: 1959;- was. owned ‘by:
his thesis, he listed such highly re-. ‘gins,” also 1s. currently “readying receivers. for: communal: viewing,. “spokesman: with. stature. and- per- Jack Kate ;Enterprises. KMEO's
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spected. writers as Sherwood. An- some new properties for the:1963-|and..anticipates that other. manu- .guasiveness
.
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,
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nationally, such as motion. pictures I
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ARB FEATUREFILM.CHART

_ Confessions of anOpiumPeeker.
Continued. from. page. 31.
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‘Variety-ARB’s weekly. ‘chart: offers a ‘day.byday analysis of‘the: top featureevening slots‘tha :
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of Darry! F, Zanuck’s own French: Freedland said. ‘that he: once .did
cameramen, filmed Zanuck filming. |two- feature -films, --one in’ France
*The Lonsest Day” on, the. beach. and one in. Gerniany.::

|" -< particular. market. On: Saturdays and: Sundays, ‘daytime. feature. slots complete with: ‘nighttime pix :
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periods: for,designation: ‘as the top: feature slot of the: day: The: ‘analysis. is:confined. to: the-top rated
feature. slots. in.“the- ARB. measured. peridd,., ‘broken down ‘by‘days.inthe week. The. -ARB- measuted:)
at. Notpiandy.
- Both’ films made moiiey, Dut ‘the:
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Kho fad once deen -to the Cnited|tors (Fed Rosenberg..in the east-|
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literally, to go to cmiyy-Kriess:. fore-:
preliead Os, the. grsevad before -Lowas- One added. advantase .‘o£. the:
seomnod ateed" The religiots nanity ‘theatrical run isthat it enables | .
dielen: ‘ded.
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1951; Columbia, Screen Gems, st Rua”

et -the’ fortheomin 4i ty study ‘on of real wolves. He asked Freedlarid }--.*.
‘Brinkley’ s Journal’. of the: ‘Cast® | ti build-a‘ story -about the’ footage.-| |
gystem, he remimis?: a: “Ehere are; ‘Out -CANIE a. spoaky- science’ fiction |
still
weil, unteuc huble s cannot: ane} ‘picture * alyhich. had.
1 .sputnike i
in:fondan

tines

:

to: ‘ty documen: arith some. ‘industryités. has. -been: the’ [‘him—but - ‘they, want. to read him

_ LOPS OFF ITS:A

O'seas Markets. |

NBC-TV; Freeland: had. ‘utilization . of byliners :(unfamiliar: the. niorning after ‘the. show.
—
‘Continued: ‘from. page. 39° —|
ames
* Ottawa, Oct: 23: |
two dozen or more: -filnits - do. the trades. for review. purposes. |
And firially;: to:‘hear: ‘the.’‘com: ‘the articular take’ of ‘sont com- | The: ‘austerity program. of. Can- 7
among them’ ‘Let’ s Be.| in a reaching’ out to. other depart=
P
|:
+ “Royal Nights,”’
“Musi¢})ments for expertise.. Thus’ a. tv} ‘mercial boys’ talc about it, the way panies.
ada's federal’ government. chopped.
In thé Forest” and afiother, - on [show ‘On: longhair music,...on.. the | the Fimes has. been. hopping. aboard. “Tn. ‘the -price’ structure. for. Con- ‘a $5,000,000 ‘hunk, outof the Can-.Pabia. Cassals. -Proudly..he pointed - dance, oF on: poetry; will get. the: the -Channel- “13: ‘educational band-.|..
out that. all of then -had- been| ‘specialist ‘treatment’ -by - “men |wagon,-item for iteni, “you'd think |‘tinental Europe, prices «- have: An-" adian. Broadcasting Corp.’ 3. budget;
flu festiv al. chaices. Less proudly’ from those. departments. From the! it: was the. ‘Second | Coming of:ty.”. ‘Creased: ‘in: Italy, “West*‘Germany. arid ‘one-.of the -items., to’ be-axed-| and France. In ‘the’ Commonwealth. ‘will: be. CBC's: ‘three-city” FM. net= * | listings,. ‘network ° deal ‘for. Canada: work. :
.will bring: a few: thousand dollars. . CBC. asked permission “from the: |
‘more thian canbe: obtained -in ‘sy!n- Board “:of Broadcast: ‘Governors; |
|, meeting in- Ottawa, ‘to’ kill its: FM
‘dication.
In “selling: the Arab- world:. dis. + web.and.thus‘save $1,000,000 of the
tributors maintain :the .prints:.‘as, required :$5,000. 000 to: ‘be cut. The
- their property, ‘although ‘the Arabic ‘corporation: -expects : to. reinstate
| Subtitles are done’ locally: -For most. “the Ottawa -Toronto-Montreal™ web:
“becomes - find nelally o
‘| ef Latitr América; series. deals usu-- when: :
.
ally provide for the ‘full-series. plus. possible.
- 1. -repeats; ‘fhe’ pattern established :‘int.

tariesat
produced
for USLA,
‘Chiklish,”

Hd‘Sallvan’$Pilot

. the’ US, |
:
2
Japan,’ ever. since it liberalized
“=”
“Hollywood, :‘Oct. 23.
7 ts: payment: policy to distribs, “Ts
Ed ‘Sullivan. is ‘entering. the vid-.
| functioning: more:like.a_ free ‘niar‘pix
field;:.
planning.
to produce. a
Lket, .with price fluctuations. ‘pretty.
heavy¥. accor ns fo: the: series.’

a | trio -of.. pilot. telepix. next year..,

Sullivan's ‘live variety show: has: .
| been.on CBS-TV' for.15-years, and
- Robstown, Tex: _FCC. has: grant. ‘this marks his. first .venturé. itits”
lea a’ ‘construction~permit :‘for a. the telefilm brarich ofthe industry.
| radio. ‘station... fo: be: constructed: -Plans ‘anent the. ‘pilots .‘will.ibe:
Fo -here’ “by George ‘Léon:\.Gossage. .

revealed. Soom. .. 5°

wat.
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SELL ITFOR ADOLLAR........
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Ineet. you. y..

‘But if.your: product needsselling i
in
1'the vitalNorthviest
-qnarket;KSTP-TVi is for you, 92...

"The: Northwest’s's first TV: station, KSTP-TV's serves.‘and. sells‘ a market: which. includes 810; 800:TV. homes and over.
$5. Billion in:
7 spendable 1income:...
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“One of the treats
of
of network television.”
Reminiscent of the golden days
8 fy

ANG

oo,

o The opener gave ingications of that specia: meee edramaGe clas
,
SUpEriol” (a
“Playhouse 90”. Westee in iS production qualities. Breat vitality in the pe
was fluid and Rudi Dorn’s interiorsall had a solid quality and creative touches.”

"Al very good Inout: or YW Grama. the
able individually and ensemble.

The story stated in intelligent

PREMIERE-ORIGINAL JY DAMSAy While STRAT GF & SEW SERIES OF “LIVc” PULLSROUR

TELEVISION PLAYS

In the premiere “showings; ON.STAGE hascaptured ARB and. Nielson Ratings which
‘N
at
| /
A V.
AILABLE
E. ith
or.hetter:the:‘best.of the. oft-network: Te-runs. (details on request).

FIRS T RUN. IN: These. are:theonlyfirst-run hour dramas currently available. in:syndication.

“y
YOUR MARK

| T* With.‘top ratings, ‘top:teviews, and:top.‘production: values, ON:STAGE isthe best prime:
a
time:‘buy ofthe year.:
7

*Preview Cities: NEW YORK:(WOR: TV)Los ‘ANGELES ¢KHd-TV). BOSTON (WNA 6:1) Participating Sponsors: Ralston.Purina Corp.;-Leéver Bros.; Helena Rubinstein,
‘NY: Times, ‘General: Foods, General: Tire & Rubber, {International fatex;. Warner Lambert Pharmaceutical’ Co:; Ronson Co.;, E: F. McDonald. (Plaid Stamps), Chemical Bank. Assn. :: (General Banking. Services), Colgaté Paimolive, Jamaica: Tourist
eTravel Bureau, Harvey Bristol: Cream.(Heublein),Dime Savings: Bank, A & P.(Food Products), N.Y. Telephone Co.,.
Chase Manhattan Bank, Gillette, Proctor& Gamble. vo

_-DisTineuisHED DRAMAS pista/guTED BY

INTERNATIONAL BUILDING «45 ROCKEFELLER PLAZA, NEW YORK 20 N.’Y., CABLE ADDRESS: SHOCORPAM/PHONE: PLAZA 7-9620
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NAB’§ CollinsRapsMinow’sKnuckles!
For Overplaying ‘Wasteland’ Hand!

Any More:
M Questions?
|

Washington, Oct: 23.

= French

~ Covent Garden

|

A new,:revised and updatéd. °
question-answer_ rundown..on”
Sec... 815: situations ;_involving:

, —

Much Changeh
‘62-63 Schedule

Continuea from:page. a8 meee |

‘political’ candidates has’: been® “Who:“may. ‘not: be.iaterested in foot-.| __-issued: by the Federal Com: -|} ball: The- same:: ‘applied --to:-other
|Atlanta; Oct: 23.
_ to attend. a ‘public. hearin. then
-punications ‘Commission...
{ national: events, and ‘he.’ regarded'|
LeRoy Collins, president of Na- the news media should -have ‘the |: . Running: 28 -singlespaced

tional Assn. of Broadcasters, here | right. to record this -event for. the " a pages: in mineographed ‘form, | the: Royal. ‘Command: Variety. Show}
to. address the Fall Conference of people.”
‘it: answers ‘all -the’. questions:|in that ‘eategory. ‘An arrangement |
Paris, Oct;93...
that group,. fold newsmen prior: to
NAB. ¢onference,. which. assem- FC. itself has. ‘answered ‘in’ . -was..made last ‘year;.whereby. the|
opening of parley at Dinkler Plaza |‘pled members ‘of. radio and:tyin-| “previous: “equal -time’”. cases:. telecast. of this: gala: would. be: taken’| “According . to Albert | ‘Ollivier,
Hotel that FCC Chairman Newton dustry. throughout the: Southeast, Obviously, there. will ‘be.fur- | by.each web. on ‘alternate .-years. a ‘ progtam héad of the one.
chaime!.
Minow’s steady. flow ‘of ‘attacks. on’ ‘participated in: “grass roots’’. dis- "ther: problems: requiring “FCC
* The- Covent. Garden. show: is:eS tv ‘setup under : the’ ‘governmental
television. was. “overreaching and; cussions - of industry affairs .and‘|- ‘review:.during
‘ne current *: timated. to’ cost. .-a.. minimum... of'|
Radiodiff usion:- ‘Television
More extreme than necessary.”
a:
political season.
-| problems; including: presentation
“. $70. 000,, and: it will. be a.live. transFrancaise, there’ will, not be’ muchFormer gov ernor’ ‘of Florida re-. of. editorials. by stations. -Consen- |=
". “mission --from- ‘the’ Opera.. ‘House; |
ferred, in. partic ular, to Minow’s:ah was that— editorials serve: a
with? an “invited: audiénce..° It “was. ' change~ in. ‘general: _ programming oh
“vast:
wasteland”
descriptive. ‘vital purpose: and © permits’, radio}
‘timed. {o.-bégin- at, or- close to ‘the: ‘during‘the. "62-'63 ‘season. excepto
*‘Telev: sion was not. all a wasteland. i.and ty stations to participate. more
| point, when: the BBC* ‘Show’ ‘would: ‘for ‘more ©-emphasis: on ‘live ‘dra-..
then and. it isn’t:so now,” he said. | fully’ in- community - affairs.
‘be ending, and’ ‘in any: event, view-"
mati¢: shows; more’ moppet -slanted: .“Certainly
*
there . is a degree of;' .Panelsts’ were Daniel Ww. Kops, :
| ers would: .not:: miss: more - thana;
waste at present. but there. also is!; president -of. WAVZ, New . Haven;
f“few minutes of one or: the’. other: = -entries,. aiid: a. few, new news essay”
mue h to-be

said‘in

behalf

of: tele- ! and

WTRY-TYV,

‘Troy,

N.Y...

‘AL
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‘As: a. result of the: change in’ the. cand new scasting” shows.

_

_

Louis Read, WDSU, New Orleans:.
México City, Oct. 23:: ._ | Sunday- hight.” “schedule, ATV: is: “So variety, . ‘quiz, Scientific “and
“We
dn ‘brogdcasting recognize |‘and Douglas ‘Anello, ‘general coun-. _ A
Guillermo. ‘Gonzalez. ‘Camareni a ‘|also. dropping its weekly episode.of. general .cultural . aspects: ‘will :re-.
our shortcomings and. certainly no sel for NAB.
i:‘The Saint” Skein,, and, starting -at.
effort is made to hide this. situa‘|:Televicentro executive ‘and. inv en-.| 7:30 and’. running. ‘through. ‘to 9:45 | main ‘thé same, It seems there will.
tion. There is a gr eat need --for
tor; unfurled” a ney color system jum; the: ‘commercial--‘outlet.: “will ‘be. no move. to give Variance ‘to the:
more quality “writing and produc- |.
FilmsMegal? 2 ‘over ‘closed circuit . telecast last be. screening: John Ford's “The. “shows | till” the, second ..channel
lion and .prog ress ° is being made-| iz “Bad
mstweek: Press: and ‘technicians’ were Quiet” Man,” made‘. by. ‘Republic: comes. ‘in circa Spring: 64. Olliviier:
“‘alon’ these lines.”
. sas Continued from: pagé 39. meme | hvited . for _ telecast”: Of a color “some “10: years :‘back,. ‘with .John. appears “to. be: pitting Stress. on.
Collins blamed “oy ercrow ding’.
‘Victor, , McLaglen
|Wayne . and
i videotape.
| legiE, - live: or: taped, ‘either. right .
in.the radio field, as the chief cause |
“Was. a violation -of © thie. ‘Sherman ‘|: Color came: through live and biil- Starred. °
.
7
from..-.the *boards’ or": conceived”
of the poor’.programiming. he dd-!'Act but’ permittéd its use .as.a liant. . Similar: “to: “eolor effect _ For. the: ‘Covent Garden’ “‘presen- | especially
for. tv.
mitied IS. abundant ‘in ‘that. indus-. ! femporary expedient. while:. offer-achieved by- Teclinicolor in. motion) tation, Maria. Callas, .Di ‘Stefano
trv.
7
ing whole’ packag es ‘to: competing, pictures. -Camareéna. .will continue: and Mischa’ Elnian. will: ‘be. ‘making: | Every: “Wed: ‘nite: at. 10: 30 from.
now: on, an important offbeat ores
He: ‘said FCC has- issued. too? tv" stations.
periecting .system “but “he’-stated: special journeys fo. ‘London:. Berio- |
trany radio broadcasting licenses,. ! The defendants. disazréed with. that-his- latest ‘devélopment brings sova.and ..Macleary. are, of course; classic-: play ‘will: .bé’ ‘given, with.="
“resulting in extreme competition :‘the first rtling’ and. the. govern-- color. closer for-Mexican television. members ‘ofthe Royal Ballet Co.: Samuel: Beekett- and. Eugene:
that Shas. brought the price ‘of -ad-; ment disliked. the second::Both ap- | ‘Camarena has’ ‘invented: various- at’ “Covent:. Garden. ” Additional - Tonesco. Works pencilled. ini’ as ‘well
as dramatic adaptations: of noted:
vertising down considerably.”"
pealed. to. the. high court:
ote color - ‘systems, ::some-: offshoots. “of+“names for this:‘Show. are stillbeing:
‘literary. ‘works. and -- shows by”: the
fo=|
“As-a result,” “he said,. “these.
“Attorney Louis. Nizer, represent- ‘standard. ‘COlOr:‘systems: in ‘other negotiated.
three ‘state-“houses, - the: ‘Comediestations. sell more and: ‘more. com- ‘ing. Loew's...Associated: and United!‘areas. ‘of tlie ‘world. | “Also” ‘his-];
Francaise, ‘Theatre De ‘Franée_ ‘and.
mercials ‘in order to’ survive. This. ' Artists, contended. that. ‘there. was|Ukalaediscopic’ color :principle whieh
| the:Theatre National- -Populaire. *
aiso. explains why. many of: our!
| gives: effect ‘of. color. via black-arid-"|
Vision:

“ITC's Giveaway

‘no: foundation: for. charges: of hold-

“Then ‘there. will; be: specially”
radio stations operate without staff-: -ing tv. ‘stations to mass. contracts. white “receivers 1.€edi n g Ho}
| written shows, : historical plays, a
newsmen. hurting’ the -quality: ‘of5 “©The “FBI avent through’ thou-. adaptor.
‘Continuéa
from
page
‘39
—e
V—«
+ skein on :.secret. service. ‘and: ‘ate
their programming.”
In ‘the’ new: system, -Cainarenatl —.
*
; isands: of documents in ‘télevision:
And: he added. in many ‘cases jstations to find evidence ‘of.a viola- said: ‘sets will cost. less. than. double: the U: Ss. ‘would extend: their: late. ‘tempts.‘ to” get." better: :older’. and.
the: initelligenee. of.-the ‘American! tion.” said ‘Nizer, “and, you know; current..standard’ black & white-re-, night. telecasting, ‘a sizeable ‘market. ‘newer -filim ‘features. - ‘Eurovision
showings Will: -alsé..be increased:.
public ts underestimated in broad: :ty. ‘stations. ‘are. Sensitive:. and: do. ceivers. .Also :sets. can capture. ‘both: for. syndicated’ product: cotld” be’.
casting.
color and. black-and-white signals, opened. As to whether.such a. time. and ‘Saturdays .and: ‘Thursday's: wilt.
* what :the- government: asks: them:
“We recounize these ‘problems, “But among: 21, 000: documents; Camarena’ ‘claimed :that his system: wottld, find. ‘Sponsorship, Mandell. |-be more for’“‘moppets. with many 135
‘has | ‘less ° imperfections. ‘than ‘that: ‘pointed to the Spots’ ‘bought: ‘on. minute’ -or _ half-hour..‘adventure
and expect that.they will be great“they only found’ 17 they. “say are}
“And ‘coming. up. :are-homages’
cur rent. in. the .U. -S. ‘and: that. fail-- late. night radio- which. broadcasts: -$egs.
Iv reduced and. possibly eliminated '
¢
1 Weal.
:
to.“noted pic -directors with: ‘aselecbefore. too dons.” ~
ures NW. ill-be reduced: to-a-minimum: 24 hour Ss. daily.
tion. of their ‘films: «.:
“It's: true: ‘some. -of : them: were
‘Collins expressed ‘great hope for
| Allegedly: Emilio Azeatraga is “fhe ITC plan. the exec V.p. “stats qe Kids. will also° get more. ‘instries
i
‘|vintage
films; - “but . they
were:enn
the potential-of Telstar.
‘
sold on’ the new: color::system:: A.’ “eds: ‘calls ~ for: ‘the. availability. of}‘tive ‘programs as -well’.as escapist |
_ “Felstar still, is’ experimental,°‘ shown. on the Tate shows, the. late-. selling. drive ‘is being planned for. ‘unsold - AITe” product’. on.a® -market-.
bui we expect that ‘the ‘system. will,;Tate and--even: some. late-late-late next vear to push ‘distribution. of: -by-market. basis.: ITC. has about: 35: fare, ‘and ‘adults: may: also be’ given.
more: “gray. matter: shows: on. sci-°*
be reatly
expanded’ -in. a very ‘ shows:, There is: no evidence .that|.a Sufficient. number. of receivers. f0. “Shows ‘in’ its catalog..: _ Affected ;‘by: ‘eriée,”
“-medicitie, “general ‘culture short time. This WHE “me an much j‘the stations were- prevented: from|-Rake color telecasts feasible-:
the plan-‘is' rerun “product, :‘inthe ete. So vit: ‘looks. ‘like. Ollivier. ins:
in the way of progressive pfogram- ‘shopping. around to: buy- from ‘other j
./nvain.
There:
may
be.
some
-excep‘tends ‘Keeping. ‘the one. web. more
ming,
At ©this. point. Telstar's. j distributors. 'There. was: no -domina-: ;
‘tions: on. unsold. first-run product:
°
Waviresville, Ne CRadio Sta. Each market will” ‘be studied -sepa- _public:.service:: ‘than’. out and out
“prime contribution is as’ a form. of i Hon of the market. we
stimulatton
to broadcasters; aa “On: this latter claims, ‘Nizer Ww ere jtion’ WHCC; Waynesville, has ~ re-. rately, “1Mandell stated. .:Factors distraction. “This: ‘may ‘be. the forte.
a
| joined ‘by Myles: J;.Lané for-Screen. ‘ceived its’ licénse™ from. ECC to. such’ as. “the ..backlog of”.‘unsold.}.,‘of the next: channel.
throughout the. entire world.” ~~
. Collins. sees: the ‘tinie appproach-. Gems,’ Inc.,, Marvin-C.. Pollak for: operate .‘on’ -increased power *off -product;: ‘Ferun: “pay meiits, --if- any,|
‘Ing. when -bans against ‘broadeast- C&C Super Corp:, and: Justin ‘M.. 11,000 --watts during the --daytime,
her
roblems,: Ww
will,be. con-: |
eee
-and. to: continue: ‘on: 250 ; Watts: at}and
‘othe
P
;
.
.
|
ing and news: photog coverage “of ‘Goldenbock for NTA...
Sidered..
court: proceedings will> be com‘They eontended there ‘Were. 900° night. ‘The ‘Station has been ow ned |
:
“ITC's”
‘backlog
includes
such.
se|
Eo~.
‘pletely lifted.
ito 1.000. distributors- competing» to atid. Operated . since. 1953 by Mr.
f ries. as “Haw keve, ‘the ‘Last of.the}
_
and ‘Mrs... KennethuEry
“When the people have the right i ‘sell: films. to. stations. |
=
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“Ramat.” . "Count! “Of;
Mohiganis.””
“Monte. Cristo.’ " New- York: Gon

ae

+fidential:”- "Tugboat Annie,”
oo Halls: of tey:”
Mandelt urged other. distéibutors !
“‘produicers to adopt ‘similar’:
= ‘and

.

.“lplans as IEC, in an: effort, to- open | a
4 up: late.night telecasting. ‘ 2
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Steering as Host on.
,
“| was tor find a. ‘Subject. that- saa’ | “2.
; have a universal ‘appeal. in. 14. dif:
= "REMEMBER: THAT SONG* |
nie
ferent Janguages.

Obviously” tele--

. |-vision sprang to mind. Also: a play -f

©

|-that. could ‘be’ tackled’ -by- tv serve;f
| ices: that: might: not ‘have. the -same- :

_ WBBM. .CBS-TV, Chicago
.: Opening Nov. 23 |
“DRAKE: HOTEL: Chicago

technical or financial ‘advantages
as each’ other.” Money. side .‘for:

recor der that works on ordinary |

2

Dir.: GAG” .

/.”

;

“Heart. To. Ieart’~. iS,., anyway,i)
taken. care -“Of for Rattigan. ‘Since «=: | bazy,Bachelors Service|
|. Ray * “Stark of- Seven Arts cas. Banish ‘Household “Bores”. Supervisor
. ‘bought the :screen. rights.
bros sfor: a, "well stocked bar, refrigerator. .

a flashlight batteries so son can now record anything. anvtime, amywherel}
|.> Next: entries in, this periodic: sé: j] ‘Clean apartment,.laundry. ‘and. dey:
(Only 8 fbs.—is worn over your shoulder like yo ur Camera. Records and Gp ries Ww ill: be Jaunched: by Ttaly and j| ‘leaning: _ Auto-“servi if ‘mrecessary..
‘Austria, ‘froin. plays specially .writ=!f Morithly rates. Call ‘Joan, _RHine-.
Pplays back up to » hours on one reel, Simple to use? Push CCROMDIICCOIKE oT ten. by. ‘Diego: Fabbri and: Fritz |. lander
(N,eeA 1900. “24. br, phones |.
sand youre recording...push one button and youre playing hsQC ik . What | . ‘Hochw alder: Beespectively.
Brialate eowverester verre Tart wrest verreer Tete reecrrty +
> a
}could be simpler? Sound is clear as 2 bell and as loud as you want it.
*
;
+
-DO-YOU ‘GIVE: XMAS GIFTS?
> 4
Features constant speed motor with capstan drive and dynamic cardioid : — :Swi ss. Type Miusie’ “Boxes -“make-: “permanent: :-Tmpressinns:: Steeteh your .déllars.. huy..-see- t
ee
These -items. retail for 2 or 3. times: your-cost:
ot
an
microphone. Ruggedly built... handsomely stvled.. . Surprisingly epee : x
WE: SPECIALIZE ‘EXCLUSIVELY. ‘iN, MUSICAL MERCHANDISE ee
a3

direct ‘from’ manufacturer
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“Cigarette - Gi ghters:
Jewel Boxes.-

Sewing -Baskets.

,_Compacts: 7

and

importer... All . merchandise: unconditionally gua: ranteed.. oO

" Beer’Steing -

Charm Bracefets. anidNecklaces...
. Liquor Decanters:

_ Revolving .‘Tie. Racks» ’
_Coffes Pats":
ALL ITEMS CONTAIN: MUSICAL MOVEMENTS...

CALL

WRITE:

! STEREO. MASTERPIECES

WIRE . 37 ‘West 28thStyeet.- ‘New-York 1; ‘New York: - MU.
Catatoy and -Price -List available upon request.
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“'Dickens-Fenster’ should
be the funniest new show
|

In several years.”

| o
;othe.best: new situation
| ~sgomedy |Is ABC's ap m:*

pickers He's Fenster’oe

~ “Dickens, Fenster’ Fun
‘Defies Formulas oes OUPe

prise success of the teles.

_ vision season.”

John: Astin‘and Marty >>.
“‘Ingels. shave one of the
video: hits. of the. new.

‘season.’ |

7 grassroots frolic that
-eould snowball...loaded

forguffaws.”

‘Created and
a ProducedibyLeonard
L
Stern

es Wednesday, October.24,xe .
‘tions. the: ‘WGN ‘Sbecial damied | ee
the city ‘w.ith, too, extravagant |
‘ praise.
|}. In all: -yisual” respects -the: film |Jig “excellent,:“except for a some-} .

TelevisionReviews
‘Continued: “from page. 43

ow FollowupComment
Continued ‘trom, page 43.

‘times “choppy- ‘movement ' from: ‘Se@-}5

of the two obvious. ‘ probleins cone. of. :the.. city. “with: only.‘the briefest quence -to sequence.” Voice: narra-. humored” ‘conferencier -albeit un= men, ‘thus:“ereating’. ‘ae‘total per
fronting Wolper was whether -to.. acknowledgement. of: the,mediocre _tionis. good: and the commercials for: -able ‘to elicit any. ‘cogent, info.. ‘Dia-, formance on éach“piece.’._.
fo
| Chicago‘ Title ,&: ‘Trust are So ‘skill‘treat Harmatz as a typical jock— iand ‘depressing. aspects...
‘Jectic: : delicatessen” _ impresario. ‘Under . ‘director. : Nick: -Havinga’s
which
clearly he is” not—or - as | _ Typical of its: objectivity.the: film | fully :woven into. the. fabric..of: the ‘Asnas tried’ for laughs |‘and -scored. ‘guidance, ‘some. fine camera “work
Billy Harmatz, the star. His: solu-! : has a lengthy segment: devoted to documentary .that. it:.takes’ fully’ 30 with: a.- couple.- ‘He. seemingly: was, “Was. used’ to. pick ‘up. the’ ‘expres- : |
| realize ” ‘they're’ “blurbs. |
‘tion, if seemed, was to: ‘treat him‘ » Col: - Rober t. R: Me Cormick. late].‘seconds: to
.
__ bet. the “envy of all “because™ his -is. .a. ‘sions of the. musicians. and-some: of "~*
not quite as -cither. There Was no: publisher | ‘of the Tribune - and.
cash: business. excepting -for an’ OC ‘the. ‘physical emotion of ‘their- play.
real history of Harmatz’s origins in! : founder. of. WGN. Ine. (and certain‘| casional ‘bum check -which” meats “ing. Montage: shots and -cross:PROUST as I. KNEW HIM
rucing. OF ary but the most super- ;
ily .a-notable. influence in: the -city” Ss|.
_|*that the check comes back but-the: “blending” of. angles. and’ closeups. ©
ficial treatment. “of his character. | “development), while: “Al. ‘Caponé |& With: Jean. Negroni, ‘narrator.
Ro-: customer .. doesn’ $2)" ‘Shor’ -stressed. ‘made: for ‘an interesting: visual:
Producers:
|
Roger.
‘Stephane,
not
is
Harntatz..
And to reiterate,,
'Co.—who -made -an ‘indelible. con=}.
the .fact that: ‘restaurateurs... are. ‘présentational * accompaniment: ‘to...
- land. Darbois™
typteal.
tr ibution—receiv e* only’. passing |’
‘frankly. In the banking’. business: the. music. | Jame s Macandrew
The other large probléam. was “mention... -Granteéd.a birthday: pres-|.Directors:, ‘Gerald. ‘Herzog, Roger:
-fbut” Sardi. and Stradetla. .conceded: ‘hosted’ the ‘show ‘with: his = usual
‘Dormoy
”
how to bring excitement into this ent, ought. to: flatter, --but flattery];
“|! this was part of today’s economy. “effectiveness offering ‘some info on
Wolner becomes | fatuous. Ww‘hen “it makes. 15 -Mins:;. “Phir. (18), 10:30 pam.
documentary
revitation.
| All agreed that the Governmental the. group, its .work: wand its:audi~
‘WNDT,
N,
Y.:
evolunatural
did not. rely ona
“you
ask: a “Hey,
who’ Ss adding.
crackdown ° on. the overly: “freee” | ence reception: ..
‘WNDT-.
is.
not:
‘wavering.
on.
its
Instead
story.
Efarnratz
the
tion of
whonr?’
Again - ‘tapping. pencil. - was: ‘good. | O’Doherty. ‘felt}- In. addition to: pieces: by ‘Evans, .
highbrow
‘COUFSE.
he. -imposedy a hokey “climax;: ‘in,
There ;
are ‘really, two parts:to the. / overseas sources ‘for: programming. that he, as the average-income guy: the unit. also: played a Miles Davis *..
which Harmatz rides to. victary—
film, a:.good: half and:an unfortu- ‘material, New York's. ‘educational Was’ ‘the -victim -of. ‘overtipping ‘and. -tine and a piece by..Dave ‘Brubeck; ..:
he would. -since the point had heen
pate one: The: first iS .a. lively. re-: ‘outlet:.came up with this rarefied ‘overspending | by the :“deductible”. : ‘all: adding up to a solidly-pr éduced ces
‘telegraphed at the beginning like a
~epinting: of historical and memora-. show’ abowt the late Marcel Proust accounts.
.. Abel. a ‘closeup ‘of- a talented’ -jazz:‘group7
h.
whic
‘horse
a
se—on
roundhou
tired
1 ble ev ents,- made fascinating ‘by the produced by the French. Television, |"
| in: action.-Joseph. Hurley. scripted |
sonmie
for
destined
was
otherwise
stills-in-motion technique: and _the:
'
the ‘show. ‘clearly -and with: ‘a- mini-.
|
Open
End
.
WNDT
gly,
thing akin, to the zlue factory. Tf .
romisin
Unicomp
‘usé of old footage ‘from. the Library |Comer
resented: this: offering. with the - David Susskind. got ‘himself into: ‘mum: of iwords:and. prodiction Val-.
‘the horse really had ‘problems, . he of Congress and National: Archives.
ues, under. the. eye’ of. producer.
‘Original French: ‘soundtrack, but a
didm't show them, so his sudden
It’s interesting ::tosee Billy Sutiday simultaneous ‘English ‘translation ‘a:‘two-hour: trap in the. vidtape in- ‘Clair. Roska m,- » Were, “simple : and:
resurgence: wasn't’ convincing.
‘do ®his stuff, ‘and -Al Jolson,’ ‘Clar- ‘was. available: on. ‘FM. ‘through -‘the ‘terview. With Brazilian‘. president strong.”
Kali.
Joao. Goulart _présented .on.: the
Still’ and all. the editing—an ° ence _Darrow, Carrie Nation...and‘facilities. of WRVR, ‘the Riverside Sunday: : (21). “Open . “End” over|
exceptionally important factor sin ! the fan dancers at the.1933 World’s
Church ‘outlet which’ has entered. WNEW-TV. ‘There® was just about
pubaffairs on any. level of tv—atid:.: Fair; “In. this segsment the” “heavy”
{ inté -a working relationship: with: enough text for a. fairly: interest- ee
the sound for this. seemingly: in- “characters. :in- the Chicago. gallery,
WNDT- on. ‘these: foreign. language ing half-hour:
‘2
expensive ‘(despite ‘claims’ to: the + who no. longer threaten. the. image
Vidtaped -in Brazil recently; the |
contrary) show were excellent.. “Mal +{because they're ‘safely. in the -past, } shows.
The -profile. of Proust was. drawn interview. was. labored: with. techni-|- =s Continuea from: pase 31 —
Stuart, who did‘ the directing ‘and+are countenanced as colorful:
in through: interviews - with various. eal problems,: “mainly: the matter.:of discussions, ‘Huggins. said Westing=:
his. editors, “had,
technieally,
a.’ ‘the- second half. which: dericts the.
literary ‘associates, ©friends’ ‘and ‘his. interpreters on. both sides ‘of ..‘the
good deal .on: which fo congratun: ‘city ‘as: -great today. and greater
‘house agreed to ‘take NBC’s Cleve|. secretary who: contributed’ a-deeply conversation. -The- method:. ‘similar.
Ruby. tomorrow, - they’ re. written, out” “oF
late ‘themselves. :Musi¢
land: station and: $3;000,000' in’ cash:
‘moving.
description
of.
the
‘author’s:
to
the
‘one:
‘used
for.United
Nations’.
intrusive, ani Satis-]
, Raksin
was
i the ‘script.
for its-Philadelphia- ‘station. : ae
Some
old
film
clips
of:
tlast
days.
Assembly
coverage,
-called::for
in-j{
fying in contradictory, ‘but fairky
“Skid. Row and Makw ell: Street French society: before World ‘War I numerable. repeats of: questions and : This was: done, ‘he -said, “because as
equal parts.
“are noted. momentarily: as eyesores, Lwere. suppleménted by still photos a like:number:. of misunderstandings: Westinghouse *‘feared. that -it. was.
Despite: the ‘imposition. of. aris: but the film. would. have the. viewer and some. réadings from. Proust’s.
Aside from displaying: the. Brazil. ‘Vulnerable. .
-Philadelphia. - Tt:
trary and ostensibly phony drama }believe ‘that. Chicago: ‘is’” mostly. massive novel, “Remembrance of
ian:leader as a man of great. charm, thought. “it could. lose .the NBC.
on.a doc umentary, signs of worth symphony. -concerts, pallet.: football, * Things. Past.” While’ the.. personal-:
intelligence : ‘and... Sincerity... - the: ‘affiliatién-to another channel there.
on this series of half-hours .fead: society. functions, the Pump’ Room ‘ity of Proust: was: at ‘stage center,
clumsy ‘session-‘had -‘little:-to ‘offer. With: a resulting Bieatér- ‘loss: thanbetter than for most: preceding:-and department stores, witha Jit- this. show. ‘was ‘“most valuable -.for
Extensive editing “with: expository if it-‘moved to Cleveland: ‘However,
syndie tetefilms.
Arte .Jistle Stock Yards. mixed in ‘for- “prac- ‘the. non-literary specialist in- bring‘inserts’ between short” takes. of. he -added,. ‘Westinghouse : was de| ticality. That may. be the way the ‘ing ‘to: the American screen such Goulart would: have ‘been: far: more. termined. to’‘stay. dn Boston: ' Tas
figures. as Francois. ‘Mauriac, Jean: effective: ”
t Assn. of | “Commerce ~ & ‘Andustty
.BALLAD OF CHICAGO
‘While ‘negotiations dragged: on; :
With Studs Terkel, Maurice Cope-- likes to. think: of it, but WGN: will. Cocteau, Daniel. Halevy-. arid: Mime.
It. was a. brave try, however; and | Huggins” ‘said Sarnoff: held-:off any :
Jand, Win. Stracke, Fran ‘Cough- have a hard: time eonvincing the. Andre Maurois, all: of- whom were” ‘a miss now. and again -is-in ‘the. na- cagsurances. : that’
‘Westinghouse
fellow who. lives. in a: flat ..om the part:.of.Proust’s. circle.
ture of this outing. Goulart’s’ ‘wife. ‘would get: the NBC outlet in. Pitts‘fin, others
i west side and rides the subway to
The show moved. with a leisurely |appeared at. the end of :the: Jong burgh until the Philadelphia-Clever
Exec Producer: A. C.. Field
* rhythm,.. akin: ‘to: ‘Proust’s |own: , haul.. The SA beauty, often- -ealléd land. sWitch was: in writin
> WOrK.
Producer: Jerry R: Gregoris _.
B...
. Directors: ‘Gregoris, William Fried- . ‘There .aré other distortions” of . style, in elaborating aspects of.‘the. the Brazilian Jackie Kennedy,, was |.“Westinghouse. would never have
|: sight as refreshing as a.sparkling
kin
a . real. conditions, ‘for ‘instance the ‘author’ ‘s” ‘background, .- - life. cand
‘a
‘Herm, | fountain. at the end. of:a long:desert. ‘made.the switch’ if -the .network
Writers: ‘Friedkin, .Fran Coughlin. eute. dramatization of the _popula-: Ww ork.
affiliation. was not involved, " Huge :
60 Mins., Mon.: 9” p.m.
“ition: explosion |with white kids to.”
Me trek...’
Sins. went: on.
‘CHICAGO: TITLE .& TRUST.
Enterviews. . was. followed by”an}
* point up -the ‘city's .promising. fu-. ‘DEBUT
WGN-TY,
Chicago (film, ° ba, ture. Butit’s well Known ‘that: the. With ‘Elmer. Bernstein, host;: Dud-|hour with ranking Brazilians :dis-|" Chris: J: Witting, ‘President oft:
e. problems. and |‘Westinghouse |‘Broadcasting - Corp. -.
color)
.
‘,.
»{eussing ‘the country’s
{ Negro population’, is. growing :‘at|. Tey.. Manlove, announcer
also. appeared. as‘‘a‘ first day wit-. ~
(Marsteller+
as ‘the ‘President's. comments. ' Bu
least. twice as fast, ‘posing ‘obvious | Director: Jack : Shepard :
". | ines. before: the -FCC’s: ‘chief: hear-"
‘‘Ballad of 'Chicago” is:a big fat” ‘social. problems..and giving “head- -60-Mins., ‘Mon:, 8:30 ‘Pim.
> fing afficeer : ‘Janies: -Cunningham.
creamptitf of a birthday present to “aches to: the -city planners;
; “ ;“Camera ‘Three:
{KRCA, H’wood.:
The hearing is. due: to continue
the- Windy: City. on its’ 125th anni-: | Actually ‘what ‘caused’ ‘the: “docu- | “Saints:and’ ‘Sinners gave up: its
CBS-TV's “Camera Three”: Sune. for several. ‘weeks:
|
part
w:
todeteriorate
in‘the
latter.
Part
history
and
_paft.
versary.
regular Monday timeslot on. KRCA day morning “half-hour -turned to-|
chamber of. commerce propaganda, part-was not the half-truth, but the’ for: special presentation. of the jazz ast. Sunday. (2]),: showcasing | “NBC. Was” represented: by"attor‘ney Irving Segal; while.Ted PierThe
onw ard-and-up- eighth ‘annual “‘Harmony~ Award” ’
‘it's a model of the rose--colored |platitude.
‘the Bill, Evans_ Trio. It:‘proved an |
Blasses documentary, dwelling on. |yars cliches grew wearisome, arid. ‘winners “of. the. Young Musicians ‘interesting. ‘segment. of .niusic::and. son was’ counsel -for.. RKO. and. .
=:
the cultural and industrial glories in a sense, for all its: ‘good :inten- Foundation - ‘and: ‘the. Los ‘Angeles: ‘little talk, nicely” showcasing. the. ‘Ernest, ‘Nash for thie EFCC..
Junior. Chaniber- of Commerce: | group’s. work and: display some”
| Program - was -very much
like’ a Clever. camera:. techniques...
a
] special community :service. offering } The Evans “Trio has ‘a.-quiet:|

“NBCStation Swap
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1650 BROADWAY, New.youl

: | |rather than: an- entertainment pres- ‘power. in‘its stylings, paced. by -the |. Large: ‘office. in ‘air-conditioned: suite, . 7
| entation, its chief. aim’ a. showcase leader ‘at. the piano and “backed_
HV of ‘talents selected -for: individual. by Paul Montian ‘an “drums: and |]‘reatonable, will, furnish if necessary. 1
: + $1.000: Scholarship. awards. in’ fields. ‘Chuck *Israels’ on bass. A. tight
4 of. elassical:'.music.
.
unit; each: individual’s. playing is.
_ Serious purpose behind the. com=.
‘interwoven with. that of the. other-|}

petitions involved. was: shown

“CHARLES. RAPP

.

‘et76646,callbetween.10 AM,“6P:M.
M.. °

by

| host: Elmer. Bernstein, .president. of|

{|'YMF; who announced: usual fourth|
|
;

award: for. composition | was: notl..
|) being - ‘given’: this. -‘year because. |
+ judges felt. applications" had. not] ..been, sufficiently high in standard oo
{\to warrant ‘an’ award in this ‘field. | °°
Three’ artists: presented were’.So-

-prano:Grace' De, La Cruz, who sang |. |
|arias “A Fors E Lui’ from. Verdi's |’.
| “Ica-Traviata” and: “‘Suidicio” from’ io

|-Ponchielli's” “La, Giaconda’: -vio= |

Jlinist. Austin Fu Reller.- who -per-.}*:.
| formed: Sibelius’ Concerto: forVio- |. =
| lin’- and Orchestra’-in: D- ‘Minor, : oo
| Opus: 47,. first - movement. Allegra}.
; | Moderato,, -“and.” pianist -.William.|.
Phemister who presented’ probably. a
1| the- most- generally. ‘known of. the |: :
A} program’s.; works,

Rackmianinoff’s

a
0 uct‘their thrills at
7 friends to.
vftellall my:
Mary
“starlet.
says:
track,”
ace
‘Belmont:-r
” “Murgatroyd. “It's got everything!” Get; sun

4};Concerto for :‘Piano and’ Orchestra}...
‘T] Number 2 in. C Minor, “Opus’18;} 0.
HEADS OR TAILS?: -Tom Eaton, center, news: director of Hartford's: Whe
qj third. movement Allegro ‘Scher* a
‘TV-AM-FM,. is about: to..uncover the.coin he has: tossed. to determine whe: will | zando. -_
;
air! Excitement! Dine:on. the
speak first in .a recently’ televised... debate between ‘the | -candidates. for. ;
Youthful
*Debu re.- orchestra. re*-“ghinet Fresh:
Congrassman-at-Large from. Connecticut.” - Interested: in’ ‘the: ‘result. “of the: ‘toss ‘played: ‘Brahms’ “Acadenjic. Festival |: © - - Juxurious terrace: See 9 big thoroughbred TACEB,
Overture,” directed by: 21-year-old: 2
are’ Republican «candidate John Lupton ilefr)-? ‘and. Democrat ‘Bernard |
‘Lawrence: “Foster.
Grabowski.
A’ series of’ 8 debates is ‘being. broadcast -‘on: WTIc Tv and ‘Radio
between

the candidates

Election Day.

(Adyt.). ;'

for Congress,” the. Senate and Governor. “before:

Telecast featured “Buiests Gregor |
1 Piatigorsky, ceHist. and. founder: |:
| first.‘President ofFthe Foundation;
-

.

Low

‘too. Ist-race 1:30, Easy to reach by car, ‘LIRR,
or subway. and bus.. Belmont’s ‘a great show!

Dale:

‘THE ASSOCIATED ‘PRESS ~

“Proudly Anriounces.-the. Election’ of.136: Broadcasting: Stations to.AP:‘Membership
AT ONE. TIME?!
This. is the largest: number of. membership applications approved.
‘al‘a single time. since AP.first.offered membership. to broadenaters:
~
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Two decisions were handed down
- London, “Oct. 23.“Tn: a “bitter, attack’ -on:: the- Bike |:
in ‘N.Y, Federal Court Jast week
By.
MIKE
GROSS.
jietor -Committee : for’ “failing. to | |
ite suits involving certain, orchestra
recommend native: musi¢ quotas on: Delay
forMilw..Pianist, 23!
j The muskraoming of educational |On Show’ Album Chores | leaders. and their struggle to knock
radio. and «television, thé Sonewrit-|:
: tv_;stations “around. the country jis | ’. Jim -Foglesong is spreading. into:} off the American Federation. of MuMilwaukee, ‘Oct. 23.
ers “Guild. of .Great. Britain has}:
[presenting , new-. problems: to the the ‘show. -area at Columbia Rec- sicians’ 10°. :traveling” Surcharge
*. urged_its members .to- make strong Ralph’ ‘Votapek.” 23, award -win- music. industry.
| ords.. In: addition to his pop art- and orl 802’s 114%" jurisdic: representations to Members.. “The hing. Milwaukee pianist has. peer The. big: poser, Of eoiirsé: ds- ‘the
ists. & repertoire chores, he’ ll now
.
Z Pilkington ‘Committee .-has|been} ‘granted
year's’ eferment.
{from
>duction.one
in’the:U.S:
Army. Early
-matter -of collections: ‘Should. ‘the. be producer -of -Col’s’ re-creation. | anos action, Tudee Richard
:
. -probing-:the. broadcasting ‘industry.
‘this’ month. he’: Won -.the. ‘$10, 000: educational tv stations: be’ given a. of Broadway: show ‘albums as well;
(plaintiffs a preliminary. injunction,
Linked to: the attack.on Pilking-. Van. Cliburn |-international..’ “piano | freé ride: on.a song performanee. or
ton 4g the. BBC, :which, ‘claims the competition: at Fort: Worth. ..He™ should. they be -charged: a fee for: eetEpic's Footlight. series.
| restraining the union from collectIn. the ‘show: album field, FogleGuild. has’ been acting,..in tsPopa. ‘sought the deferment: to fulfill eon- ‘the. licénsing like commercial tv?
{ing the imposts. by mandate. In
‘| song
will “be
responsible.
to:
Jar. “music - sbroadcasts,. .
the cert. tours -(also ‘part ‘of. the- prize.) -. ‘There «has “been. no- definite ‘in‘the other
ruling Judge
‘Levet
Schuyler
-Chapin,
‘director.
-of.
“Voice ‘of America.”
‘Votapek,- who. has inked “a: nine- ;dustry™ policy’: ‘established. yet -and: Masterworks - a&r. He'll continue granted. batoners’ Charles. Peter-BBC is charged toact as trustees month. . recording contract -Wwith|producers of educational, ‘ty shows’
|son, Joe Carroll and Charles Ture.for the national interest, the Guild: RCA: Victor; -also -has: a “western. have -béen. ‘getting into jams “by. “te. report to. ‘David Kapralik, ai-. ‘camo relief ‘by- restraining the
rector:
of
Col’s
pop
a&r
for
new
‘says .it knows. from “bitter. experi- ‘-hemisphere tour pending’ under the: working. along: the -lines that--one.
union from -interfering with. their
‘ence: that, the “Cor roration.- inter-- publisher’ Ss. ‘policy’ -holds: for: an-. recordings by Robbert Goulet, ‘Les! ‘work as leaders and/or musicians.
Paul
&=
Mary.
Ford,
The.
Ames
i:
‘iprets. ‘this “trusteéshiip *- ‘on }quite] Panner of ‘Sol Hurok,,
aneer : Some.. charge. and some.:
despite. the fact that Peterson. and
a
“other: ‘lines. ‘Over the. four: uyears|.
+ don’t. “Some charge. a little. and Bros:, pianist Ronnie Brown,,. Julie| Carroll are expelled from the AFM: :
’
p
Andrews
and.
Lester
Lanin.
' from 1958 to 1961 ‘its. popular music
.| some :a- lot.°
Plaintiffs tn thé tax case include
departments: - have
_gonsistently.
Ben Cutler, Dan Terry, Ralph Fjan~. “So. “far, the:two: music societies, .
- broadcast |‘on. average, 59° Ameriagan,. Marty
Levitt,
Vie
‘Ash,
‘ASCAP ‘and BMI, have resorted to
‘ean, and 992 other foreign material.
Claude Garreau. and Angie. Bond
the cuffo ‘stand: ‘towards educational
"Raps: Imported’. Material |
;
{plus some. 54 intervenors. Among
tv. biit,.the.: American’ Society' ‘of
‘. “Pogether’ with. the Radio ‘and.
them .are Ralph
Marterie.
Kai
Composers, Authors & Publishers}: — ‘Television ‘Safeguards «-Committee,
| Winding,
Quincy . Jones.
Eddie
. Vis’. reviewing | ‘its ‘policy: andthe
the SWG drew the attention of the’
Broadcast.” Music |Inc.. agreements
Wittstein, ‘Skitch Henderson. YorPilkington. Committee to the ten-¢
with. ‘the-- educational -tv.: Stations |
aee Silver and Chuck “Wayne. A
‘dency to ‘swamp. British: radio .and}
run only, until March: 11, 1964.
new wrinkle to the intervener parimported
|:
_~. television ‘sereens ‘with’
| ticipation. ‘was added inthe in-.
Protest. ‘Giveaway’ :
8 “material.”
|
The. ‘VARIETY. Music Cavalcade | . “ASCAP'S decision to review. its:
4junction. by Levet’s Tuling that cach
These. répresentations; the Guila (Musical-Historical -Review. 1620-1,
rey;
{plaintiff ‘must. put up a $1,000
cuffo policy. ‘stems from. squawks j:.They Wish: Fi
_ notes, - ‘had: little apparent “effect. 1961)” (Prentice-Hall; $15):is a rara:
received -from :several . writers | . Sidney. Frey, president of Audio. ibond in order to qualify. This may
“. upon .thé. Committee, which “gave avis in- publishing. circles—a- gen- ‘against. the - “giveaway. ” Herman- Fidelity and a Brazilian buff from.-Temove "some hinterland leaders
unqualified. praise to the ‘BBC. and uine * by) insistent. ‘demand’. Tre-—
Finkelstein, -ASCAP attorney, ‘re- way. back, takes exception to cer-j
|from participation.
.*gmoral ‘lectures: to ‘the ITA. -com- printing, and. at“an’ uppéd® price: “of:
‘that’ Some.“ meetings” have ‘tain ‘remarks. made in last. week’s
Applies. Only to. Plaintiffs
Panes, ‘concluding::by. propounding $15. from: the: ‘original - ‘$10... .The: ; véaled:
been scheduled to discuss. the mat- LVariery- by Brazilian publisher | The court’s order applies only
“starry-eyed: ‘scheme’ for making updating: _ includes: -Musicologist' :
‘ter and swap thoughts. ‘on. a:-¢om- Enrique Lebendinger that*the bossa ;to the plaintiffs, is restricted tc the
“the: ITA. as niéarly’ as. ‘possible a: Julius; Mattfeld’s addition ; ‘of “the.
mon: policy...
nova was. in danger. of being cor-.j single engagement field. Both’ of
: “cory of the BBC: ..It. also. strongly decade: post :the’: 1950" ‘milestone
|". ‘BME “on tiie other. hand; is. ‘going
rupted ‘by Yankee ‘distortion.. Says i these points. are being appealed by
recommended. that :‘both: ‘should be ‘where. his... original. - ‘book: -ended.
4 ahead’ ‘with its. free-licensing -~Pro-_ Frey, “Americans “have the right jthe plaintiffs and, indeed, the enpr ‘otected: from ‘any interference “New ‘it is complete ‘through, 1961,
| gram—at!. least until the “64. expira- to. take Brazilian music and inter- ;tire order is being appealed by
from. anyone - in the thatter: of ‘Pro- both -as to historical ‘newsnotes and.
tion. ‘date: “BMI "has (8.. ‘standard: pret it: as they ‘see’ fit”
,the union.
: gram ‘content.?":
-.
-the. cavalcade. of.‘Pops and stand-. agreement: applying to “hon-com-*

:

|

"Although the |"

Variety Music
Cavalcade’ Back

$CanAlter
Bossa Nova As

Th Print,at $15

~ / Charging.Pilkington. “eith: falling:
. “Since bossa nova ‘is only a’ dis-:||.In addition to. enjoining maneducational: television ;‘Stamo back on ‘the -exasperating:phrase |* After: ‘the- original, edition. “Went ‘mercial
| tillation ..of.Brazilian music and.: datory collection of the 19% and
.
“art ‘should: have ne frontiers,” :-the into’ the. rare -book “‘finds” of. deal- that ‘reads: “We hereby: grant you|
‘|. American - jazz,”. “he adds, “itis ;‘114°
imposts,
the court
‘also

. “Guild: avers that ..that, pious. -OX- -ers,. and: subsequently: even. ‘Athe
the union from
in‘a. Bratuitotis“-non-exclusive: “non- quite valid. that, American musie {restrained
" ‘pression. is - completely. meaning- $20-$35. costs. for- secondhand: edi-'
assignable: license. to: ‘perform. by men give ‘it ‘their. own. interpreta- .‘terfering with the plaintiffs" busi-.
Jess

in’ ‘connection . with “entertain-' ‘tions beéame. ‘searce,:, the. motion:
broadcasting , over said station the.

‘ment.-as: almost no art ‘Gani reach : picture -‘studios; ‘broadéasteis; ‘pro= +
‘the public | without ‘commercial in- |

tee

Fg

tt

Continued’ on age 68)...

tion,” Frey, however,. points out }nesses for refusal to pay the taxce

>| that. there are opporttinists in ‘the; and. from threatening customers
‘*music .biz who. are now peddling ° or sidemen against working with

L tex vention: *
_-quickly coricocted material as bossa | ]eaders'in question:
gists and: kindred. users “of this ‘type |
. Therefore: to. make: such - an. -Ob-/ ‘of information: ‘had to- restort. to
_,|mova:.to hop on. the. gravy train— | In. the matter of 802’s tax. the |
servation, the Guild contends, “was, photostats: of the desired. years ‘and.
“and itis. ‘these men and. these ; order. states that leaders can still’
Say
ing.”
:
that.
‘the
|:
tantamount | -to
41 songs. that the recording company| pay. the charge upon
obtaining
segments, as they ‘plotted: programs |.
. Jongest purse wiust. be. allowed {to or reprises -of songs and. events ‘of ft.
artists: &. repertoire execs should . written authorization.to do sc but.
most
and
win, ‘and ‘that: the richest.
|:
watch. out: for.,
that the Local raust place any such
certain. periods... Eventually’ Pren:
puthless. entrepreneurs should ‘be -|tice-Hall- which, trom -a hard-nosed |. “Bop Yorke, veepee cof. the crea- ~ “But,”--he.. stresses, “it.is tafe-. monies collected from plaintiffs
“free to ‘duinp their products on all publishing viewpoint: had felt that tion: department. at RCA. Victor,. is. gorically incorrect to say.that the into an escrow fund pending ‘the
“markets: - ‘It: was. that sort, of-con-. it -did:-all-right- Selling. out the full. ‘the’ new: national président. of the only authentic bossa nova must. he || outcome of the case.
:
fused" ana ill-informed |‘idealism initial -5,000-copies of the first (and National |“Assn. of Recording °‘Arts 1.
written by .Brazilians -and per-+ It is no longer. mandatory. howwhich. had ‘contributed -so- much to only)~ ‘edition... at - $10, recognized: & ‘Sciences...
formed: ‘by ‘Brazilians. ” He indicates|Lever, and.no such escrow provision
thie. difficulties: “of the ‘British en- | from mailorders and. demands, that
“He was elected: last week. at.‘the|that: the “Brazilian publishing © ‘has been made for the 10°% trav-.
‘ter tainment -industry, .
“Forg’s-.-two-day.*:
“meeting. at.- -New fraternity is making the ‘charges of :j eling surcharge. the payment of
an updating ‘was necessary.
'
“*Remiss. in: ‘its. Duty’.
‘Dr: ‘Mattfeld, the: former
diree- I.-York's Plaza.“Hotel.|“At the same: ‘American: “corruption”. and “dis-' which is. no longer. required of the
:
the)
‘The Pilkington. ‘Committee,
time, ‘outgoing. president ‘Paul Wes: tortion”: only to protect ‘their: own |plaintiffs.

wn
OR'SBOBYORKE
‘NEW NARAS. PREXY|

music _ library.
Of |CBS,
....» Guild: suggests,- ‘could: “have: done. a;i‘tor
who. of
- ., the
originally
serialized.
| the}‘ton, Was ‘voted Ist. .vicéprésident; |interesis-and their. own copyrights.|
---preat. service--by: exposing. some of. VARIETY:
in: Bernie: ‘Clapper ‘of Chicago: became’ Quick to: ¢ash in: on“a vopue, he | :In'the Carroll-Peterson-Turecamo
Musie .“Cavalcade”
' Case, Judge Levet has restrained
‘the. ‘forces. -which:. have. been -em- ‘these .columns, ‘has. not. only. ex: .| 2d: veeree; Michael ‘Kapp. ‘national! points out, the Brazilin publishers*
“ployed: to. thrust: ‘upon British—“at | panded |‘on. the. final- 1951- -1961 ‘ség- |-secretars, and Jolin 'Scott® Trotter, ;are’ now asking as’ much: as $2,000;‘the union temporarily from prefor. a song: when: ‘only: six months;‘ venting or attempting to prevent
_Breat dollar: expense’ quantities |ment. but °has also made: correc-:| national: treasurer.
et
.
“union ‘members from working with
::(Continued. on: ‘page.66)
tions. and inclusions. on previous’ |. ‘-Discussed. and: develeped Dby-. the |
appy to Ee ee
‘or for the plaintiffs even though
.| years.” .The nature”.of ‘the ‘music}‘trustees ‘at. the. conclaves’ .were: peo theywere he
eantime,. Frey is readying a. peterson and Carroll aren't. union
-| business. being. what. itis, many a |-‘creation ‘of. a bi-monthly publica-| ‘bs
ossa nova concert. for-New York's:"members. The. union is. restrained
|-“surprise’’. . standard
has. asserted: tion. to be ¢o-édited: by. Dave -Dex\itself: in’ -‘récent.. ‘years,.“brought. “ter ‘and: ‘George. Simon;. establish- 7‘Carnegie Hall ‘on Nov.. 2 ane 1S ifrom threatening directly ‘or. -in| about by -a. combination of circum-- ment: of. a “national liaison commit-. also: working ‘on. over 1 b K to ‘directly any sideman, customer or
songs that.he brought-back.to ‘potential customer becausc of: the
-stances—nostalgic. and" otherwise |‘teé: “which. will work closely ©with. nova,
the. U.S. from ..a’ recent :trip: to].
‘Continued on page €6)
so that certain. omissions: are.now. , other “groups; a. possible life. -and
program: |for} Brazil. While in Brazil-he artanged |
:
medical
-.
insurance
|
included.
-one ‘of: the |
ae
_;
members;
creation’
‘and.
bestowing
|
foF
Joao
Gilberto,
“Alex “Fogarty, is’ giving: up: his| *-The. book remains. the.‘most com- [sta‘special “merit -:awards ‘for: ‘out- founders of bossa. nova, to appear. |
plete:
-chronology
.
extant
of.
music
cafe. keyboarding. to coneentrate on:
cat the concert.along with the Oscar:
‘published ‘in: the: U. S:,. listing title, ‘standing contributions. to the: crea-+ Neves Quartet... Jose Paulo, Brazil-|
composing. . Longtime ‘cocktail: pi-.
“itive forces within. the: industry. and.

CocktailPianistFogarty.

_FindsCafes: ‘Dead-End.
Street’ fora ‘Composer

CapWrapping 3 B’way
” Shows of ‘Alex Cohen
the Blue. Angel and -the.” Waldorf-.
‘hating and -voting procedures. for ;instrumentalist-singer. and ‘Bola‘events are matched. ‘to: the -vear's |
_Astoria’s.. Peacock.’ Alley,- he “feels
.
|"the: - qucademy's
annual | Granimy,, sete. bossa nova guitarist.
1 historical. ‘events, and is the answer:
Into One Disk Package
- that.the the in-person: Steinway bit|.
wards. .
‘Representing. the Yankee. side of 4.
‘to..why so many-‘deejays ; Tadic: tv. aw
anist ‘at such ‘New York spots:.as ; authors, publishers, ‘year. of , copy a‘review. and: @arification of .nomi-.-ian guitarist: Carmen-Costa. rhvt
in |
right. ‘source (film; legit}: The song

_in-intime -niteriés*.is: a. ‘dead-end

possa nova will be Stan Getz..Gary
‘maestros,’ . Holly-oF
street” -if your ambitions. aré- diz: programmers,,
| McFarland and. Teonard Feather
‘|-wood-.and. broadcasting
‘Studios. |
.‘rected at; composing.
oS , who ‘will emcee.
| newspapers, magazines and othérs |dp
+ AS a ‘performing ‘pianist, Fogar ty | ‘have™ ‘Tecoursed’ to. it “as: a. bandy|.
found that the cafe customers had !'refererice. 4t's 2 _kingsize. -bodk: |
n.1
an ‘image of. him’ ‘as ‘just ‘an ‘ivory- (over... 700. pp): The: ‘editor -:of| --sitrveys' ‘n° * ancient :: Aniezican:
_-Plinkety plunk - ‘custom »
; ~ tinkler and: not ‘as the ‘composer ‘of|. VARIETY . also rewrote -and’ updatéd:
,
her Piece, en.
such songs; which -they: requested, his.foreword, “The: Music Biz.”

Kay,re
Campbell

as. “Will, Find: My. -Love:-Today”|

_sv-an
d~"Bhewere
. Lovely
. Things
‘You,
Do."t}"
'
_. (Both
-record
ed: by.
‘Johnn
y |:

” Mathis.)

Abel a

Ram'sSs“Nashville Office”

‘Capitol. Records is putting three
cf Alexander Cohén’s Breaduay
: productions into one disk package.
‘The overall heading will: be “The
'. Best’ Of The’ Nine ‘O'Clock Thea-

;

tre,” an. extension of the taap which
‘ia ft\CeramiExitsRiverside, Cohen’
ses for his preséntation. 7
“Ineluded
in the package
are
~ Buys Potter Distributing: is thlights from
“At The Diop. Of

Banjo: Is Back ml ! Joe. Cerami,

for the ‘past: year-. A Hat.” “ An Evening With -Miike

. “| and-a-half- Riverside.“Records sales “Nichols & Elaine. May?” and Lh
~ ButNot Minstrels "| exée, has exited the ‘diskety to go Nine.O” Cloek Theatre prese nts tion.

_ “into the disk ‘distribution field. ‘He -“Beyond. The Fringe.”
First: up on Fogarty’ S new: com-. Buck -‘Ram, composer: ‘producti: |
_ S; Pa *
‘posing : agenda is.."a- rhapsody’ ens | arranger | in. the: ‘pop... groove.." is
j}ehas purchased .Potter Distributing :
“At ‘The Drop Of Hat." with
oe
titled. “Chandelier .On Third. Ave.” t opening - a Nashville®. office.” ‘Hisoe
ape "nother interesting -Feature - ”}-in -Chieago. from. Curt Potter and. Flanders. & Swann, was .released
“|.has taken over as’ prexy.
“by Cap’ s disk affil, Angel Recerds
“It's .being ‘scored ‘by Robert Rus-j country: & :western: disk activities’) ae
“In.the upcoming
‘sell-- Bennett
and. ““several:. top: al How: be. ‘headquartered there: .
Under: the. new . setup. former Fhe original Broadwiy cast iibumowa
‘.:’“symphs “are.:‘auditioning . it - for its
Ann Whiten’and John T: Talléy- | 570h:Avibiveraary. Number “te owner Potter:-is vice. prez of ‘the of “Fringe™ was released by Cup
preém performance... ‘As yet:- Fo-| ‘have. joined, Ram's Nashville. oper | 7
c ‘of
“1 five- year-old: operation. | Cerami-. ‘is ‘Several weeks ago. The: Nichols &.
_.«garty.. has: ‘made ‘no. déal. for. the: ation. . “Talley -has ‘becn., active in.:
:
| no ‘stfanger. to distribution ‘or’ Chi. ~May. package was originally ye= publication: of the: ‘syniphony. .
i the: c&w field. for years as‘a “deejay |.:
d ARIETY .
A having ‘been, with, Capitol. Distrib- leased by Mercury but Cap has reuting” there: for nine’ and a half’ ceived the greenlight to. use -ex“Working: cas ‘a -cocktail ‘pianist! and-pregram diréctor: Miss W hiten
ued ‘Nears. He: later -became.. district cerpts.. for its upcoming packere.
_Is net: a: bad. life,” -F‘ogarty ‘summed. operated: -Ann’é Promotion Service. i Plus. other. statistical ond dato.
: Sales’‘manager’ forSapin. the: anid. Nichols & May. ale now sigeavd te
lup;: “but you. can’t. be’.a: composer: “an indié ‘booking :and-“Promotion 7 oe a “charts and orticles. °
| at:the ‘same, lime:a
|service’ gut, Of Adanta:
"Tthe”‘Colunitia “raber.
ee
ee
a a cweste we
.
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“Top.a Of TheWee}

Sinatra's ‘Alone’ Baez's ‘Concert’
Sherman's ‘MySon’TopNew LPs
A ;3

: |“i
GEORGE MAHARIS...oes. i, BABY-HAS'GONE BYE BYE.

FR ANK
SIN: ATRA:
“ALL! ef fect: on: ballads. like. “Baby, Won’ t
ALONE”: ‘Reprise, Tlie -mood: in |You ‘Say: You. Love. Me,” -“It’'s:
this “new. Sinatra paékage is set‘ Magic,” “You're. ‘My Girt,’ “Dream

along

‘Jike

torcky

lines.

And, {aA. Little ‘Dream ‘of Me” and “LUE

he takes tWalk

troubadour,

true

a

ballad

(Ep ic)

|*

EXPRLienc e.

ae:
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Ole

.

the

Who

help I jibe. ‘with

arranges

endenue ahoTaeNeTane Sinatra {

“GIGOT

her vocal, attack;:

ye

;

.

,af
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“sv
ie
coe
;

(Capitol). The similarity

os
. Cr
er

;

ta
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..
ates
moe
a
+...os

works throug hy such -standards. a3} “Gigot.’
and Chaplin has been:
"ALE AL aie, “Remember,” “What" Mh.noted by the film critics. The par.

: N.
AT. KING: COLE. hee a ses we DEAR: LONELY HEARTS
(Capitol) ostere COTE
a
ote Next. In.-Line

cee
sos
oces
t“‘

Yas
/Charmaine”™ and: “Are You}allel .also Garries over” ‘into the
L eyes pte fe Tonizht” and others of |_muisic which’ Gleason, as. Chaplin,
snnilar nature. It’s. -a handsome | did ” “for. many
of: his. ‘own. films,
teo-fFeli packave’ that Will attract |Jwrote, ‘It’s a- higitty . tuneful. ‘score

.
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IN. CONCERT”:

BAEZ

“JOAN

mew

The

(Vanguard.

, 4 With

several

excellent

|tably ‘the’ title. song,

-.“Ranvblin Rose” pattern and iwill do as. ‘well on all spinnuig lévels;
-*Who's ‘Next: In Line” ‘(Sweco-Edeit) -steps- along at ‘a neat- Hilt
that helps project the. smooth. balladeering: style. :

ory
ao
‘S
oan
ioie.d .

themes, AO-

“AHO,

.

Allo; |’

ajio’ and’ “Un Jour,’ It’sa bitter=|.

darlins of; _stheet - concoction: of: ‘melody. sénti-',

the folksinging ‘set. Joan Baez. diss mentality. with a dominant

Nat, King. bole’s. “Dear Lonely. Hearts” .(Swec6-Cetrat). -has -a

2"! elicko ballact beat. set tit ‘a. ‘standout: arrarigement. that. follows. the’

ee
wpe
pn
.-=
‘. _——s

ple nic of retail “action.

ater: One: Kiss.

vocal and.’ some. whistling. ‘interludes’. to. give -it an- adced glow.”
“After. One: Kiss” { Famous*) blows up ‘a nice- balladfeel into @
side that‘ will: find.‘favor: with, ‘Tots ‘of pro’ grammes...
re
ve
oe oR

eo
e
a
.

pbutfds af-enchanting glow as. he}.betw cen Jackie. Gleason,.as ‘star of

ee

“aie.extremely. pleasant ballad mood. that is.enhanced by a warm:

the biue mood a ‘penetrating and} like “Manhattan,” however, doesn’t

Walkin

Ste

George .Maharis “Baby -Has .Gone “Bye” Bye” (Dyiior*).. sets. up

Myo...

tune

Alone.”’ “A sophisticated

Buhe”‘BestBets’ofThisWeek's|100-PlusReleases).

“LAWRENCE ‘WELK.

+ os*

accor-} “BABY

ieLEVE [ANT) WALE”

*.

STEY.E. LAWRENCE, o bete o's oS 60: “AWAY. UITTLE: GIRL

Pr esents- His: New ést Dot. Album:

.

::(Columbia): 2: 04...

“and -‘plays Lucid piping: here ‘in another idion sound ina: Parisian: setting.
“} “Theme, ‘from. the ‘Bros. “crim!”
SUP! ‘Litive Sheaf of folktunes: Re- i“NOW
MORGAN::
JANE.
ay -audi- Lary
. a concert
be
ve Before
Sars
Cor,
led live
LOVE”.
(Kapp). “COWHAT:
This- set
feast

CTE You ‘Love: Her. Tell Her. So.-

Steve. ‘Lawrence's “Go Away Little’ Girl” ‘(Aldon+} will: make. <2
a
|
oe teenagers’. “fare. once again. via ‘this romantic ballad ‘blending -of
a. meaningful. lyric. and. ‘understanding. . vocal. that”they'll find.
end>, which does not produée ‘the.
found new success on the: pop: disk: _— hard ‘to resist. “If. You: Love: Her? Tell Her So”. (Westsidet). has a
beyt acoustical, Tesults, this sét.; tures. Jane “Morgan. in-a “ballad.
al
for:
hed
an” array: of love | market, the balladeer reac
“show but:‘avarming ballad: “approach: that's “good” jor. spins.
contains some Standout. numbers, }i mood, .essaying
‘and |thas ‘come ‘up.

noted~for- cher, rich change: of pace

including a sing- long * ‘Kumbaya, esongs.. Already
.} votal ‘style, the session. pays oft {with a strong | entry in the ‘religi-}
‘Babe,
Tne Gonna. Leave .You.”
| nicely ‘for “her. as ‘she .scores°with |.

THE: EXCITORS ..

TELE. HIM

* Blick
- Ix the Color” and a resuf0SO.. ‘ sweepstakés. °: His ~ ‘rich. vocal |. (United Artists) :.re
- “Hard” Way. To: Go:
Se a er a ae
Tretion of. the “Matty Groves” bal- } a ‘round: .6£- tunes of the: hard: times treatment. works. well: for this type. oe,
_ _.-The Excitors? “Tell Him’ - (Mellin#) .tells: a. good. ‘story: with a.
of
romance.
‘She’
exudes
lotsa’
feel»
Ind whieh John Jacob Niles introting here’ and builds to ‘strong fi- of. material. ‘He's :packed ‘strongly. , -eatichy. -tocking - beat and, a. powerhouse . vocal” lead that. will: grab
duced many years: 320,
Iniales on. many ‘numbers ‘for. solid |.by” an orchéstra and chorus : con-|.- “teen, interest “and_give:. this. -new: groun. a top ‘brack et: slotting:
“Hard. Way To. Go” (Triot) sends. out a bhites ballad. message withALLAN SHERMAN: “MIY- ‘SON, jeffect. Her ‘torchy ‘touch -is nicely |
Bradley, “Decea’s |-. +:

ducted’ -by Owen’

a vocal force. that will give | this. side . a fine spuining. shake, - t00..

THE
FOLK
SINGER”
LW arner applied” to|such. songs_as..“Guess: Nashville °a&r ‘chief. Before Ives
Bros « Poik music may. never che! TH ‘Hang. My" Teardrops: Out To
scored. in. ‘the pop. field: aS a‘ -hal-|.
the same
Zecause of Allan: Sher- Dry.” “Black: Coffee,” “rm, a: ‘Fool
ladeer, he was a: church singer.
man, it \. iL be virtually impossible. ‘To:Want You,” “Love Look Aw:ay,’
| years
This |‘Feturn:
fo a:
style:
Many]
and:
him.
for of:
‘well
aio. ‘works
others.

PAUL PETERSON
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to. Tisten

to a

serious, fendi
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(‘Goodby
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MY DAD

Linile: Boy Sad -

8

Pail. Peterson's “My: Dad” ¢ ‘Atdont) ds: a” sentiinental: salute: to.TOMMY ROE: “SHEILA". (ABC: |Zould. make a dent ia’ the .market|"the ‘“old-man” that the: young: ‘folks, will probably. find to their”
Ete).
he -Paraniount): ‘Having ‘Scored heavily, ‘for ‘disks of this” genre. |

onut

“liking and: a-rélief from. the. “constant: ‘song tributés.. ‘to.:“mom:.

0bis saree
wath
we |withon his. “Sheila,”»
young
; _ *Little. ‘Boy Saad” (Cedarwood}) “Canres over |netth”a aingy beats.’
“FRANK. PARKER: - “ GOUDEN 1|.
is mow “repremy ‘Roe disclisk,
vuni’s
Sirlo” Greenb:
singted:ron thi LP bd gged to. th ‘FAVORITES ‘OF . BROADWAY”.
nr
ak
ie
Miavireal” “Sarat Jackman,” “My {>

Zelda ot-’PRe: Streets of Muimi,”

|sented

with-this:

LP’

JACK JONES baes

arid’ -his'

it Liberty). Frank. Parker

pegge

PVE. €or. MY" ‘PRIDE
In that respective order. Sherman, [hit tine, ‘The. pace . is. mixed, bit fénor stylings” have’: been: ‘gracing |”.
a
That's ‘Her: Little Way
a ty writer-producer, has’ taken a |Most yin: the uptempo groove: an ; the public's. ears for several .years}.- (Kapp) flock “of items from the: stand: rq pial the ‘tunes:.bear that “distinctive |
‘Jack. Tones® #1’ve Got: My: pride” (Aldon?) uses: big ballad
“on ‘radio, tv. *and..disks. ‘On*this |
‘touch:. Roe! has written! Llatest. platter -outing,. the Irishman. o effects. to: advantage and ina way. that. “will - piunch:-up-deejay"
‘falk-song repertoire and: Sino
are

them

a.. lox-and-bagel., flav ering some’ of the songs. and his perform.|.
tlends

th.t's cant hilarious

his. approach

programming to, payoff. ‘proportions. - Tepe MS. Her. Little. Way":

| to:an array of .

dal. . atiment.
in concept |ance: is sure:“and -effective, backed |Broadway --mélodies,- with: generat: : _(Regent*). plays. around. with
oe ‘a neat:
ee!
effectiveness. Although he isn't they.”
i Wwvl be “enjoved mostly. | ‘along ibeave. a “solid teen: flavor: The. D> j strongest: hée’s- ever been. ‘Parker,
‘DINAH: WASHINGTON.
YOURE: A SW EETHEARTthe Miina-Ciiskilb axis; but: any-}1tenipo sides .rock*well and all’ mark
aa os wh

Nee.

rs

been

. exposed

York-Yiddish

to

intonation

and }

ened

aml

Johnson.

trom

Lau

On

the.

‘

RICHARD --HAYMAN:

BX ute stot will diz his"attack w eft! Or WONDERFUL
lehiah. Le vets a major assist: from Leury,Here. -is“a. pleasant.
Chri tne

sets off. some’ ‘nice. treatments, -par-

ae 3°A°Mean Old Mai’s- World.
allad, side: His}... “(Roulette) 2... s.
Washinegton's: “You re. A” Sweetheart’? (Robbins* 1 wraps me
“SONGS | upictipo’ tries-aren’t the ‘best: bit...: upDinah
the oldie. witha: solid vocal. approach. ‘to bring it back on ‘the. :-:
GIRLS”. Mer: |the slower tunes: give him a chance]: +

thre tI this, session: for chart: contention:

| tieularly” on.: “the.

atrav- of |to score. with ‘his tenor.. Inéluded| :

vacalt tunes, all: of ‘which. are. : pegged: to

are:

‘Shermaa
man has. arranged: the: session Witnbow.
for: ‘rich, full orchestrations, spotlisht-

chanted
Evening,’ re be‘Hev.- - There,’
oTonisht. vs “Panny, 99. “ey: Believe, In

ovine and, putting across this fing himself. on. harmonica; piano You"
funny packasse.
‘and organ. -A: soft: and easy suund | =.
“RT sTY WARREN’ IN. ORBIT”

(Jubilee?

sistent

prevails:

throughout, - “some

and

others:

.

: BION

ler

in the ‘comedy pment and others: receiving a: more

link. sue cepstakes in’ recent yerrs: jvelvet approach, It. all adds .UD. “to which
Pen: on.recorded:
drams comprise
‘theat
trioa.
‘this jazz. “set
ey

sioties gas aatid songs:"about |ing and terping..“Among the’ ladies Chicago.orapes

Peed ete ee
eee

en

ee

*«
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:
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idee EITTLE GIRL,
‘Love. fyame To Me.

« Dion's “hittle. Girl” (Just: Mubont i: works: along. a.‘slow: bailad.

tunes 4 “THE ‘SOUND, OF THE. TRIO”

Probably: the most con-;2¢tting a’smooth yet. boutiey treat- |-Ray.
Verve).
Brown’Oscar:
on‘ Peterson.
bass:and on.
-Ed piano,
Thig-:|"

LP

ee,

.

“(Laurie)” wed

:

Mean: Ole: Man's World”...”

) ‘spins oul G. blues writle. a-vocal attack:that. gives.‘tt.long-

~ tasting. valices,

Busch's* brisk j the. names of femmes. Richard. Hav- “Stranger in Paradise; 2 “Some En=

ari LIL te yrentis ‘but
avs
wis
rates” the biggest

‘spinning circuit: ‘for. a big. payoff. :“It's-A

“Vowl ‘Never Walk. Alone,”.|-. | (Figuret

It’s a’ "demons:

di

? graéve: but. it: ‘packs a. lot.of ‘spinning impact for the. teen. trade:.

.“Lotve* Came To .Me”: (Schwartz-Disal*)- snaps ‘along thuthmic
_baltad: lines: and. ‘it:490, mitt
1 arab lots.
sof deejay.time:

SERGIO FRANC HE

a

Mek

tee

e

-

ee ae“ONCE

eee

| Muste’y Say TE.Love: Her.
sex and related. subjects. Much. of (2) ne LLP are’ Ruby, mf fa rete
chiefly.” ‘bymodern:
Jazz | ~(RCA Victor) : Car
- ‘Peterson's
Sergio “Franchi ig.“Once” (Wait: ‘Disney*) . “serves as a: “strong: .
the materia! is funny. in this: groove Lisa.”
“Tammy,” ‘¢ Patra ebay t:prodigious ‘power -.on. ‘the. piano. |:
as recorded in a. California. nitery, “Laura”. and. Charmaine.”
| The™.trio really: moves. n:su 10:1 showeasing: for. this’ new-tenor who will. pick una -good following =
ihe Chariot Club. The album draws}" BURL ‘IVES: “SUNSHINE: IN| numbers ~as “*“Tricrotism.,” - “On ; tit: the singles market. with.-this.. lush:ballad... “I Mustn’t Say
its title from a’lengthy bit on-as-| MY SOUL” iDecea). For. this’ wax-| Green: Dolphin: Street.” -.“Thig's|.: I- Love Her™ “( Mills*)- has’ @ romantic: - ‘Neapolitan flavor -‘that’s.
oe

tronauts

formula

and

sex.in

space.. Thej]ing;

is the same as_her previ

rd}

Burl Ives:

turns. to

the

in-|"Dance.”” “ILL: Wind" -and.‘Kadota’Sy

Spirational, groove. “Having recently Blues.”

ously-successful ‘sessions, and the:
space-age material is a further ‘ex- .}j
tension
of this plan: Like. the!
athers, (this
Rtisty, Warren: -LP
Should register in the clicko. cate- :
gory.

ate

ngplayShot:s

7excellently suited: to ‘his:tenor. pining: in Atalian and. ‘English. °

- VALJE AN
“MIR. MOZART’S: MASH”
(Garlton): |ar wees
Treats wee eis oe, sis. . 3-Mewsette®
dele:

Waljéan’s*:“Mr... Mozart’ s:.Mash" pavia “Jones? ‘follows, the

Ail © trend. started’ dy: “Monster :Mash” ‘with: a takeoff ‘on ‘Mozartian

oc

=.

o, metoc: es that -make: it:a- topnotch : instrumental slice . for ‘strong. ::..
‘spinning action: “Méwsette” -(Harwin*)* is a- tidy: ‘melodic’ item
ANDRE KOSTELANETZ ORC H: ¢*
out of. Harold Arlen’s: seore ‘for. the- UPA vic, ‘Gay, Purr-ee,”’. and :
,
“MR.. PRESIDENT”
(Coluntbiat.
Sammy Kaye using:7 ‘new ‘approach. to his ‘Standard “Siing. & Sway”: : the ‘programmers should take. to: tt becatise. oF‘ils. histrumental. Hilt.
i
aa
SC
RR ie Se
aI
The score for Irving Berlin’s new. trademark on. his. upcoming Decca. LP with. arrangements *‘by: Charlie
Broadway.
musical,
“Mr:
Presi-. ‘Albertine. Latter used to clef.‘for the Les Elgart. ‘band.. Kaye- also “is.
"SPANISH: LACE
dent.’
is Ioaded. ‘with. siniple ‘ready to: embark. On-a concert tour which: will ‘carry him’: through the |-- (Liberty) ©.
we ees,
Somebody" 3 Waiting |
meladie lines that have long-last-|midwest:
RCA: Thesaurus’ “Pigskin ‘Parade, "a. bestselling.traning quality. and Andre. Kostelanetz scribed radio-.-program for the past 10 years, -has been scheduled. on : ‘Gene |‘McDaniéts’ “Spanish. Lace” St Lowist). is:“veiled with:helps point up their potential..The. more than 200 stations across. the. country...
. Kapp” Records switched-} peppery Latino: “phrases ‘and :a: ‘sharp: vocal beat. to give ‘it added.
maestro has dressed. up. the: tunes ifs. advertising | account: (budgeted over $500, 000 for. 1963). from Daniel). “pep for spinners’ appreciation. :“ Someboay’s: Waiting”: ( Metrict )”
takes: a big. ballad for a: big-voiced Moral. ride.”
io
with sharp arrangements’ for the & Charles to Gordon, Weiss & Sylvéster-Hvid.rhythm
items
and = shimmering |::
The. .entire. Angel. catalog. ‘of: opera: recordings —-ineluding- cotinplete:
orchéstrations for the .ballad en- {
operas and: “highlights LPs —— ‘will’ be’.offéréd on-‘a. buy-two-disks-:: THE: CLEFTONES- eevee bs» LovER€oME BACK: TO ME.
tries. Efé’s: given’ the package |
wo
. There .She Goes ©
get-one-free~ basis by. Capitol ‘Records Distribiiting : Corp. ‘uritil’ Nov. |. + (Gee)
-and listening. excitment.that makes
30:.
. “Bible Stories" is the newest division of ::the: Crieket.. line of-|.:
The. Cléftonés’ “Lover Come Back To! “Me” AHarms*).. ‘pushes:
it a-natural for program spatlighting and home turntable: action. | | children’ Ss records. metchandised by. Pickwick International ~ : George | “the ‘Romberg -Hammerstein ‘standard -for ‘a: tricky”: ‘harmony “ride
. Jessel’s album of dramatic readings for. the’ Epic- label ‘is piano-hacked : that's suited ta current teen.tastes ‘for. strong ‘jock | and ‘juke play.
AL, HIRT“TRUMPET
‘& ‘by Paul Taubman...
. Capitol also has: a buy-two-get-one- free. “‘progrant. a “There: She. Goes’ Frost-Jon: Waret): is an average ballad:entry:
“but. it: gives the-group. “a. chance. to work over some. ‘intricate.
STRINGS” (RCA. Victar).. Al’ Hirt, for its Hollywood. Bowl Symphony recordings: running. through: Nov: 30:
. -_
the New Orleans ‘Dixielander with | ‘Upcoming on Strand's -LP release. schedule are packagés._. by ‘Peart |- harmony® techniques.
the virtuoso’ horn technique, “has Bailey, Andre Previn and Mel. “Torme .. William Lantew: ‘isin “New:
ie:
now been put through the standard. York: to record his’ third ‘novel; William Faulkner's “The .Rivers: for] MILT ‘PATRICK. ;
TEENAGE. “MONSTER:
paces with viclin .accompaninient the ‘American -Foundation for’ the Blind..His previous -recordings .are’ 4
(Everest)
:
¥ Don't ‘Think T'Wanna_ Do-It.
in a highly attractive roundup. of |. “No.Time for Sergeants” and. “Go Down Moses” | . Steve ‘Lawrence |
Milt. Patrick’ § “Teenage: “Monster” (Two: Minute:Arrowheadt)ballads.. JHirt's: ‘trumpet
gets: a. flew to .-L.A. Monday. :(22) from ‘his. current’ Las: ‘Vegas’ engagement }
= hops. on the teeners?: “monister” vogue with a highflying: rhythmic clean showcasing in lush. arrange-. with. Eydie. Gorme. at the Sands for a day’s Columbia ‘Records’: record- |“:
. iten: that’s’ sure :to: get ‘a big. jock ‘and ‘juke pull. “I Dow’t" Think’.
ments played by Marty Paich’s or-! ing session which will .complete his“ ‘Steve: Lawrence. Sings the ‘WinI Wanna. Do It". -CFwo. “Minute-Arrowhead#) : -has © ‘the - ‘kind«of :.
chestra’ on such Standards as * As! ners” ‘LP. ‘Album, started. last: month: in: New York,“will, be conducted
driving beat. that gets some. Coin. action for. an. okay. response.
Time Goes By,” “Poor Butter. fly.” by” Marion. Evans..
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“How Deep Is the’“Ocean,”

“Sleepy ;
Lester. Lanin |‘eut ‘an album’ for.‘Epic Records of‘the ‘music..“trai |".
STAN JONES...
veeaan . e
in. ’Para- Irving Berlin’s’.“Mr.- ‘President’. =. Riverside issuing..a- platter |by’ the[
dise.” among others. °
(Reprise)
0... coe
| Staple ‘Singers’ calléd “Gambtin': “Man”.
: Jessyca Russell. Gaver’andStan: “Jones “Drowning.
JONI JAMES: “TM. YOUR GIRL". ‘Leonard. Feather's ‘ ‘Signing Off" is ‘included in’ Ella. Fitzgerald's latest |. ...
Lazoon”

and

“Str anger

United ‘Artists
(MGM>. Joni James digs deep into. ‘Verve ‘waxing, “Clap. Hands, Here::Comess Charlie”
Spinners for. ‘Children. kiddie.
the ¢atalog- of great standards Records, adding five new LPs to.its Tale
which showcases her in a: sonie- | tine. ‘for January. release with: additional. sets: to .be. issued ‘throughout | .
what different light than the pop 1963. Fhe. company: is. also stepping up production on ‘its.current line|
.-Atco ls releasing .a,
and folk tunes that- have been -her. -and is ‘making new counter.and floor displays...
usual pop fare. ‘She uses. her -voice - stereo: waxing -of- Bent Fabric’s “Alley. Cat’ LP avhiichPreviously. had °
within heer given range with good }been, available only: ina: ‘mono “edition.

DROWNING IN.THE ‘SURE

Ahab: TheArab |

In The- Surf” (Pine’ ‘Hollow*) follows

‘along. the lines ‘set-by the’ elicko: “Surfin? Safari” ‘with: a novelty”
tivist.- that's” slightly on. the. morbed:. side’-but.. with. plenty of

appeal: for’ the ‘teeners’.. offbeat :tastes:.:““Ahab: The. Arap- (Fen-.
Years. -Later. On)” (Loweryts: takes Off: after: another’ hot single.
and has:some: fun: with. it for.teener giggles, ~.
°
Gros.

“SASCAP.:

1BME.

_ MUSIC

_Wednenday, ‘October
24,1962.
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|OldtimeMerchandising’the KeyTo

Scherer Rejoins Kaye

‘Bernie. ‘Scherer ‘has: rejoined the
| Sammy. Kaye publishing .enter-.|°
_Schatig, Doulens &. Wright Division. of
F Colunibia: ‘Concerts
§ brings: Fe
+ prises. "as" professional . ‘Manager.
- ever. ‘in ‘the .Leningrad .Philharmonic. a far better “orchestra. than.) + : .|:He’ll also. oversee: the: management |
Sol Hurok -had two..years ‘ago :with the Moscow State: Symphony:
:operation: of the. Kaye: office with
‘Its debut- performance ‘Sunday’ t21) ‘at. Philharmonic ‘Hall. (another.
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western; rock ’n’ roll and. rhythm: ‘ing-group pulled in $9,672.in -Cin- ‘suit ‘claims thatthe ‘use| was ‘made: ning. Noy: 1, it will be. known as’
Duchess’ Records
inked, The
&. “blues: fields. The’ label is also’ cinnati's Music Hall’on Friday 119) | -without . approval” -Or ‘payment | of -Algon. Records:...,ATE is a. subsid- |
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‘for
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usage:
dary, of . Algon ‘Theatrical ‘Enter- | Chuck-A
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An. “artanger’s. general function

in the: - musical ‘theatre: is.to. take

“1 over where the composer leaves off. That. was the: peg of Sid Ramin’s /
“| address ‘at ‘the. sixth.‘session of, the -ASCAP: Seminar“ on the .Musical.
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Theatre: held last.-week. at..New York's. Jiidscn - Hall: .Ramin, whose
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New. York
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‘ductor-composer; Siened- by. WOR:
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TY ty be‘ musical: direetor ‘of the}.
‘Tok
Music,
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26°
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‘group.
plays:
‘London should be: ‘used.
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nex tate. weekend show to- star |
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US.
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touring:
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|
Lowe
changed.the
nanie‘of
Cameo-|
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‘Jiminy. Miller, “West. Phitiy bari-|: “Conducting a. show. hever ‘gets. dull -because every. audience. is. differ-. f:
until the end. of the weok:.
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aged ‘master°‘tape er
-Jazzman.} Channing, :joined™ Peter - Duchin’s. }:orchestra, :It’s. my job to see that. the intentions ofthe ‘composer are
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‘appearance = at. Peps. ‘video show, ‘popster Adam “Faith | Bob. Marcucet: ‘for. -his -;Chancellor|:Franchi-‘into -the.-singles- market’ with a ‘coupling “of ‘Once’! and “I
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Chey
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I Love -You.” .This ‘is. the -first- single: that:‘Victor’. ‘has, re=",
- Joe. Williams: stepped: in- for ‘Records, ‘bought .qut ‘his. ‘partriers,. | leased by: a:‘Red Seal. artist in: five years:
.

praduction. cambo has sold its. first. Sarah Va ughan when ‘latter. had 10 ‘Harry. “Finfer,- Lester
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a deejay. ‘tour: proriot| ing his debut ‘album, a. concert. at New. York’s’ Carnegie Hall -(21)-and:
m.| a. shot on Ed*Sullivan’s CBS-TV. show: :(14): “AS a. result of:‘the tv. ap-.
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=
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.- Anthony: portan
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For. one thing, -it now. takes a back |]
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|
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rhythm: that’s the. key. and not: the
melody... ms
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making
-and
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* fon. conied¥ material."
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. Michael ‘Ans.
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"HERE'S THE ORIGINAL BROADWAY CAST ALBUM!
=
in the
~ (with the musical’s original Oliver Twis
ttitlerole) .

a
_

|

Only in the one and only Original Broadway

|

Cast Album do you find the: matchless performance

ig of the young British star. Bruce Prochnik,as|
| Oliver Twist, Georgia Brown as the lusty,mellow-

™ voiced Nancy repeats her show-stopping London

.

+ role. Clive Revill asFagin is.a sensation! The whole _

-David Merric
castkisgreat. Los Angeles flipped over’

your
them...San Francisco went wild! Don't disappoin
t
knows best! Stock up-big! Now! LOCD/LSOD-2004
customerssoll
, them the real “Oliver!’’ that America

name in sound.
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| eracy. contént. But, more: important |. “Nat: King ¢ Cole, Gary. Morton
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| ing. degrée*of quality. ‘Former Vice. staged: . by ‘Douglas Coudy; SONGS,
| President: Richard. M. Nixon gets ‘Joe & Noel: Sherman; $6- $7. mint.
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| any other .topieal show, “Dime a
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-royal- family, the Kennedys, par Copacabana --and,. as. usual, telling
| ticularly. Caroline. Thére’s a trag- “audiences --Wia.-4- “special - Material --fedy item.in a dissertation on. rat-. ‘song that ‘Cole:Won’t Sing. Rock:
| ings,- folksong. style’ by: Ceil Cabot,- &::Roll.” He’: thas added -another
and
8
‘satire. ‘on the: peace” special” number, “Cole. :Won’ t

fist. journeyed to “America. “from :
in.. ‘Heidelberg Forest.|.
Orchs; (33 anid $4; ‘ known’as ‘Walldorf he: founded one
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couv ert. ‘Jatter of. Friday-Saturday.
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ani. av‘ocational
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at the TE pim. bow, and the Nat- indicate (hat: the Waldarf’ s still the |
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T Ww ist2”*
“One “hufnber,- Le: ‘Spot. “Hot a
Cole.is. not: above: a eountiry-west-

Which. .of:course. .is.. an |-

observation in face of the overall |.
stimulus that comes. “fromthe new|
This is a return for - Berman: “a.:
Americana, ‘and will bé. reprised .
exit
standup
-comie
(excepting . next
spring “from within ‘its “own|:

the past-nidnight’ festiv ities,

that he and Perry Como both made
th staok

when
biz: prop,: organization
Hilton debuts.

a popular show

humorously

_and

vocally:

" Lconéerns: Monaco, Because ‘of its:
| extreme topicality,: it seems like.
“Jas last. :-minute- ‘insertion.. -<A’side
| from its ‘headline value, it doesn’t.

the. New. York)

./} eome
“It’s.

Abel.

wiio|

ern: rendition,’ however; :and _he.
caps a fine. one-hour: turn. of: slick,

asteful_ ballading with. his. first’ hit.

disk- -in* five. years; “Rambling.
‘off..- Its « major :-fun-line ‘ds. Rose,” a’ ‘melodic: ‘and: simple nutti- .
grim, ..grim, grim’: for the. “ber. clearly: in the. hillbilly idiom,.

erred only with some dubious | tee-!
“| Grimaldi's,’: repeated. ‘four. times
off samedy. “wrong: jokes. for. the
T
roubadour,.
Le
AS.
|. and it got three bellies. Tie. openchance show? “—and hé. was: right’.
audience. -by -that*time:
Los Angeles, ‘Oct. 18:
. With Nelson. ‘Eday, -just: finished.|.‘ing night
bet ho got rolling and wound up a;
.Bruee,. “Charlotte :Daniels their . third: ‘run at’ ‘Danny ‘Deeds’. seemed conditioned - to laugh: at:
Lenny
|
suitid 45-minute click. “His batting
‘| Maramor in. Celumbiis, “Ohio. before, anything. .~
a
an
Pat Webb,. $150" admission:
averaze was well over’ ‘the 500° » &.
“tir ‘Australia, .
Raymond{- The: players: are all firstrate. par-:|
leasue which, ‘in’ terms of. comedy ;
Me
Bride:
said.
‘in
the.
Milw
aykee.
day:
his~
had
‘ticularly the. hoys: And: Miss ‘Cabot.
‘Lenny Bruce, ‘who-

“GALE SHERWOOD.

.
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This. veteran

“and. superprofes-.

‘sional -talent who started off ‘asa .~.
‘jazz: pianist, with instrumental. trio-ing for the’ old :radio. transcription.
services and-:pérsonals in: the. midwest: honkytonks .and’ sta.geéebarboites, captivates . the: Copa audi’
-ences ‘with a carefully. edited book.
It contains evergreetis” ‘which. ate~
‘notabié:. for - harmonic‘clarity. and’. °‘simplicity ‘without any Sacrifices <in~.
iclass.. _Arrangements, for which: the - ..!

“is plenty big. league. :
‘in -court: Friday (19) on: narcotics-|. Journal:"She can mafch ices with
|enows. how to. handle “laugh -lines
‘Berman
sought
-te
introduce and battery charges, . is: at this “Biddy, ' iwho:: St iH: has |“those great with maximum: éffectiventss.: Also’
“new stuff where seemingly even . coffeehouse nitery - through Oct: hallows: ‘and— she. is : A: first- rate ‘Lan’ asset: fs: Mary” Louise Wilson..
c Tow: hh, tour
fhe hip firstnighters would have, | 28°. Notoriety is. boxoffice, and =
‘Susan-Browning is more. effective.
AS PA: handles.
-en wel satisfied with the staples, |
' Bruce's extra-curricular scrapes,.
| in.‘the show’s quieter: moments. .
such as those he purveyed .on. ‘tv; plushis reputation for bold, un |:
“There: are several. hidden’ ‘assets Copa ‘house band .is” augmented: by
and -on -Vinylite. Result «was. that,!
\inhibited crusading,:- should, -keep:!
2 ‘9-Room, Ne.¥.. | in ‘this show. including: ‘staging --and.}: a. half-dozen. or.-So shivvering: fid-—
when he got info. the “two aspirins” ithe Troubadour, a. ‘place. that. -at-| “Plaza
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paradoxically
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Julius. Monk. °
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in-person
impact,
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; whether : the
A
this’:
th» Empire Room. so. it ‘is’ to- his} dirty ‘talking - ‘dope fiend?" d, _and :
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Not since’ the; Otherwise, erux of, Bruce's act re=| best bits: seem ‘to. be. the. ories that
E:ldie Fisher date last year fwith mains’ stable::his: point’ that society. lison “‘Roulston, | Jay Foote: : Max-|o Cihvolve ©“the orch -like’: a -Greek
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through almost. imcomprehensible|"
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imagination,
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ALashed- Potato are. emerging. ‘This. managed . toTeach, aA “stature for’: |
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new-intérest ‘in:“the. latest-terping parady.:.
styles:. makes .for a. lively: Dback-.| Copa's®: eight -tine...chicks :“torp ,
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| Tina Robin: and: Jimmy’ ‘Dalli in a
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than suffer. indifferent: business, |
Weber;
lighting, - * And. eTs j-roundings: in. the.‘Plaza:
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reopening for the. boffo Eve: trade Mario.
“The rogm_is a bright. red, done. | tion,. and there's°Tittle difficulty: -Wéll.stacked ‘looker. Wwith. pipes: to’.
tattraction stil to come, and then Lindroth; ‘$2. minimum:
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| &Suspends L.A. Local

“IBIAS,iN

“By ‘MIKE GROSS _

‘Comedy. records, ty. the: ‘greater

Jessel’s 206.for:6-Nite

showcase availabilities for new tal-

‘Vegas:Showboat Stand |)Be
“One.

-ent .and‘an increased’ ‘Sophistication:

?on.-the. part of audiences are’ some’,
Las’ Vegas, Oct, 23.
of the contributing factors. in -to-]/ George” "Jessel - will get:$20, 000
day’s small. nightclub -bind.’. That’s for his, -six-night’ stand. at_-Show-:
the appraisal--of Max Gordon,:.the. boat ‘Hotel, “Dec. - 26-31;. “engage-.

1¢

-The national. board of the American Guild..of ‘Variety Artists end-

Kay: Campbell

“By. MORY’ ‘ROTH

Ted one of its stormiest meetings in

Chicago, Oct: “93.
-elear ‘point. ‘evolved ‘trom |f “discourses ‘on a:“once-romantic:

{| years Friday (19) after a record.
4| five-day..powwoW at. the Barbizon1}-Plaza Hotel, N. Y., which threatens

“Island”
convention of: the :As- | f- |
-[{ to envelop the union in more. litiSociated °-Night, Clubs- -of..:. America.|f- =
| Bation.
‘dn Chi:-‘Traditional :.“divide-and {jj Catalina—Due Fior
Among: ‘actions taken were:
longtime: owner. (26: years): of: New ment calling for three shows night- conquer’: techniques used: by:‘Maniy.
< Rejuvenation: But
. 1. Dismissal of Jackie-Bright as
York’s ‘Village Vanguard. .and: fill |.y. “Deal “includes:four one-week: agents”: and” entertainment °unions.
- || national -administrative secretary.
‘jin dealing: with ‘the- nitery owners ||.
“Yecently, :-when: he. bought. the club: options
y
for 1963 ‘at.same fate,
He liad been under ‘suspension for
}-are ‘going. to get- ‘their: first organ- |
_- outright,. ‘partner. for:19 years, with |.
‘First ‘two. performances will be ‘ized: resistance “in-“the:‘months: ‘to {tacs
41 Several. months without pay:
.
Herbert Jacoby. in ‘the ‘operation. of |.
7
«
ey.
ae
called . “George ‘Jessel’s: Broadway:
4+ °.2. Elevation of acting. national
Sas
an
eastside. ‘bistro; the. Blue Angel... ‘Revue,”. third’ will be-.of: ad ‘lib-{°come..
The 30°: * Ops; répresenting:. “all one. of.‘the many: Editorial Features 1 administrative Sot tary” Bobby
“Gordon: points. ta Jackie Mason |:
© eFoss-section of the ‘top. clubs, -‘are |
“as’ a: “prime .example of the power -ttype;: ‘tabbed.“Géorge Jessel’s: Late
Show;.”. and,
and go:on
on at.
at three
three.
a.mH...
willing.
to forget :‘their - ‘many: dif- |}
Jn ‘the:‘upcoming
V8. ‘Suspension ‘of the Los’ An:
“of -reeords :‘and tv. to’.skyrocket .ay
: elesairing
local: of charges
a
.- ferences.to do this. and,* perhaps
{|:87th ‘Anniversary Numiber Hg
by Bright
taleiit: -to- the top earning brackets:
‘| more: Yadical, ‘ta exchange. informa-.4.
A’ ¥éar-ago.. Mason’ played .the An- |
ar of .
., ‘against Coast. regional Se tor
‘| tion, a. virtual heresy: among nitery. |a
‘gel for $850 a ‘week... ‘Since then, ‘a
1
iS P.
| Irwin. -“Mazzei, ‘and -levelling of
“ operators: to date...
..
* few Jack. Paar. and Ed Sullivan ap-:
VARIETY
|| counter charges against Bright by
The: ANCA: menibers:.iare.“etting |a
“+ pearances and an MGM: ‘album have|.
‘Plus:
other
statistical
and
data-filled
|
board, member Jay Lester:
up an information ‘network -that'}
“shot him.into’ such: ‘prominence -that
- charts and:orticles.
| Bright. notified the. :board™ by
. !.
know
s
ber
mem
the’
of:
his: agents “are ‘now offering: him}:
| CA. lpeped Tet. each
~ {telegram that he threatens-to drag.
_ to Gordon for $7,500::a.week.
: Her oes.at
month: :‘basis. “Members: “Cani “then:
}the matter through the courts’:on
“Inthe past,” says: ‘Gordon; “7 d+.
‘last . week’s

“Strietly Good. Taste.

FolkClubOwners

Annual Conclave[22's

AGVARemoves

phone one: ‘another’ to. find out how:

“have been: able to book him at: the|:

y the ground that. its action in dis-.

well. the actdid: and.how much: the.
3: missing him. was illegal and unconBlue Angel over-:a’period of. years.}
’-Ustitutional.. He claims. that the:
béfore he. Yeached: ‘the: point. .where-|*
. Chiéago, Oct: 93°
somewhat. more. tentative .
than. the |lod
; board failed to -inform: ‘him, of any
-his. popularity ‘would price: ‘him out|.
‘charges. against him and -Yefused
of” My reach.
“Years: ago there | ar “at: times ‘the. ‘talent agents National BaHroom Operafors Assn. |.
!to- give him a. copy. “of the minutes.
wasn’t the blanket coverage ‘and:im- seemed: ‘to: appear “as” ‘villains, at. “Which: collects: and. mails. all of: this oe
information. to all ‘of its members.) |
“of the meeting which dismissed
Bact. that “tv afferds an’ entertdina
week's: Second: annual. conven-"
.The: ‘club: -owners: emphasized. |
him.
:
“ er;:: it. took “time*:-before.’ “people
The:“most. hectic ‘session came
: knew.” about: -the +- perforiner’ ‘and. Of. “Amnérica,- ‘then - ‘the: “folk: “club: ‘that: they” Weren't trying. to set ah ‘debate on. suspension. of the’
‘put: him. in. a: position © where: he! ‘owners’: were the: “heroes. For - if ‘| Single .price ‘for. an: act;:-but.. were
“just. trying to hobble that: miriority.| “Joe ‘Campo- was’ ‘renioved: from*:Tog Angeles. local: on the basis’
‘could: pick his spots.”
= *
of anything. -troubles the owners.. of:
-Eyes New ‘Faces -. ;
~. athe standard: hiteries:. jit is ‘the :high “t of- agents who: tell. prospective cuss": his: ‘seat on ‘the’ American Guild of |that its continuéd: existence under

+ JoeCampo from:

Executive Board;

tomers that: an. act receiv ed: more: iVariety Artists’ executive board by | present-conditions’. could. lead. to.

“Since: ‘top. talent. commands: top: Cost ‘of. name: talent and: Where

to. money'and
-did better. biz Ahan.! dhe. national board. at-latter’s.meet-!|
prices that. a small- sized room. usu-.j find new: tand less -costly)’ ‘aets.
‘ing: last .week ‘inthe Hotel-. Barbi-ally | ‘cannot::. ‘afford, -Gordon |was.|
‘Almost: without ‘being ..noticed‘| ‘Was actually the ‘case.
. Agent’s -‘Shady’ Dear
- - 20n-Plaza,- N.Y. -While no. charges!
forced.” to | look: “right -from: the! during: the two and a-half- day: con- |.
“have. been filed -against. ‘Campo,!
“start; for-new: talent: to hold: down; : ference, the operators began turn- |: A. éase in. point was a. folk’ -act.-;
k “ehub: Sowners
began ‘when
tur
|-that*:was: sold ‘to _a ‘Las’. Vegas: Bobby’. Faye:: AGVA. ‘jiational ad-_
“Othe ‘cost. of -his shows. ‘Two:decades” “ing ‘tothe: folk.

dual

unionism.

The

ebarges.

against the local stem: front a recent. meeting in L. :A.- which was.
addressed by Faye. then acting
national administrative -secretary..
2 BRO. che .presented-a revue .at. the|the ‘subject of new talent. came. up, {Jounge ‘because: ‘it. Was |“breaking it : ninistrative: secretary, said-that-the : "Phe. -conclave, attended by for“> Village |‘Vatiguard. which .feattred|Tnidicative -of the mnitery. ops’ :con- up: in.the folk clubs.’ ‘The dct’ was: - union” would. consider. trying: him mer president: Penny Singleton,
*
‘among -others,.-resulted in. intro“2 guytong.. . others, .Judy |-Holliday;. “eern.. with-this. _problem:- Was «the ‘+a flop: The:folk club. owners at the ‘for dual unionism,
_.:-Betty..Coniden, and -Adolph: Green: y election: of folk chib ‘ops to threeé:] ‘convention-: fo" a. man ‘said*. ‘they [- Campo; now employed ..by. ‘the : ‘duction of :a resolution asking for
" . In ‘those:“days, ‘there weren't. many |‘of the seven. ANCA. officerships for. would never: have. touted. ‘the -cact, ‘Teamsters -Union. iin. Philadelphia, : @cleanup: of the national ofiice and:
| ldéations .in which. Such -a--:group| ‘the ‘upcoming ‘year:

<Continied on1 page: A):
4

'-eould appear... ‘Today, .~ clubs like |: Atea. separate meeting. fo discuss |.
-.Gordon‘s: must ‘compete ‘with. -the-;| their: own .‘unique: ‘problems, : the
a innumerable: - off-Broadway...” ‘fhe ' seven-- folk’ club ‘-owners: present:
Vatrés :andyor-the. Plasher |coffee, were. philosophical about: the: fact.
-that“they spot ..and develop. new |
“Houses.
‘alsé. ‘ plusher -clubs.

“There.

of Bright,. Faye

atid

the

Portugal5Fado’|

“1Philly local of -the: ‘latter: into. the ‘stalked out of the: meeting.
| Teamsters™* fold. An: earlier - at=
At. last.week's board meeting,

‘egmet to bring: “Campo: .up! on -Faye.-took® the’ position -that
|ch arges: was
ministration.

“HlitVia Orfeom ‘ris:

. This: greater. availability’ of: show-- ‘talent only to have it move into the.

-"@ases, according «. to Gordon,

‘Was one: of ‘the officials of the. ‘Sea- -‘dismissal

‘|fayers’. Union which: brought the |union’s counsel, Harold Ber g. Faye

are .-more|’

the

blocked. by: the ad- L.A. session should have ended of- _
_ficially ‘with his exit. He said that”

«come, neate eat, a

means’. that ‘the .young.‘performer |than enough good acts: ‘to.-Teplace :
Boston Oct: 23:
|the national board, Dick. Bain and the. parent, ‘could. result. in dual
. becomes: ‘Wary: of ‘commitfing- him-;'those- who: graduate, 2. Said - Art. |:
- Self with an ‘option for.return, ber- “D'Lugoff: of the. Village. Gate in|”: Orfeon Chorus, of Portugal has~| Wally Lane, in the recent elections, . unionism.
| New: ‘York. ‘Besides, .if thé-act. is: ‘turned’ out.-to. be. one of “the” ‘out- !.
: paved the way fortwo members of | .Action: by the board. parallels a
. ‘/formances. at a. club.:
“f“pr omising We:can: take. ‘options. that
|the::anti-administration- bloc to’ get.j similar step taken. two years. aga‘Bob Newhart isa good exampie |
«Will - guarantee: ‘their return: even ‘standing: nov elties. of the new con- on: the board.. Paul’. Valentine, -of-! ‘When the Philly -Jocal was .susof: that,” says “Gordon: --“When he « if.thev-have became popular.”
; cert -season.: ‘Comprising -80: male:
‘New “York. and Ann O'Connor, of: pended for taking action against
Mas-just starting out, -his | imanager's |
te Sev eral of the folk ops expressed: " students. of the:‘University. ‘of Coima ss Offered, him’ to ‘the: Blue Angel for--pridé~ -that- they :had: ‘spotted -acts. ‘bra, néar. Lisbon, ‘troupe is billed:j:’ Chicago, .Avho -have.. been: highly ; the national’ office.
."s.@ Very. reasonable: salary.: The only* _that: had gone on-to greener pas- as: "The. Troubadors.-of. the ‘Black-| ‘vocal’ opponents: of the administra- | ‘One (of the major arguments
tion,: were. ‘named |to: the .national:: : presented on the. floor was the
hitch Was that they w ould: allow: no.
tures. For instance,‘ the: only, two “Cloaks.” “Boston booking ‘by Rich--!| board’. iri a close election. -Other-: claim that. the. L. -A.-local’s suspenwel options for thé Angel. to’ re-engage .
-albums. “currently | high’. ON: . - the: ‘ard- Rocco, new.‘ local. promoter || successful: candidates forthe. board }‘sion, would. be a. violation. of the
bis: servicés. at “a: pre-fixed © fee.’
i charts -‘that: were--taped’ in--night-. .<Sevens Productions). '‘grossed. -al_ Thus, . Yather:. than; feature. an. ‘act. -Clubs-are from ‘folk: spots—‘Her bie: ‘most: $10.000:. in: ‘Symphony. Hall} AsEddie Barton, also of.New York... = Landrum- Griffin Act. particularly
‘that: would: -Tequire at least: two or -,Mann.- ‘At“The.Village Gate”
wsince-a recent ruling by the .U. S.
and. 411) with New. York: bow scheduled|.
‘three. engagements before -hé- be- ithe, Chad .
, Dept.. of Labor. decrees that all
‘Mitchell. Trio “at-.the- for November. 19" in. Philharmonic:
j branches’ ‘of AGVA are to be con-cime’ ‘an’ audience.-‘draw.. -Gordon }Bitter’ ‘End, both “in New York; . ‘Hall, “Voice. of: Firestone’ > has’ enend: ‘Jacoby. decided. to. pass
“strued as locals and can take ac-.
“up “More. than: 25. records” have’ been |“gaged Spécial: ensemble of. 26-from|
‘Newhart.
tions independent .of: the: national
. ~eut in these ‘clubs alone,. and:-both:|-big: “group *‘for’‘television showing |
Thie- rising -‘educational: level. of»“of --them-. ~haye special recording Dee. 2:
av
hen was also revealed. at the heard
“Continued. on,‘page. 74).
: *“Fado™.” numbers: on programs;'|
a
jfacilities.
=
‘meeting
that.
three.
dismissed
- Other. folk’: ‘lub, ops at ‘the: cOn- |“sihuilar’ to. Spanish ‘flamenco.: sing-| _To Another B’way House ',
*:Possibility
that - . Eddie - Fisher} AGVA “officials have filed com‘vention -were Allan ‘Ribback -of the | ‘ing. shave: wade. special “hit.” :

‘FisherShow’$‘Stronger
“B.0; Cues Possible Switc

TED LEWIS’ BOFFO BO.

Rubin ‘of the. Secoiid. Fret in: Phila- (
Columbia
‘Artists:
‘ delphia. : Elizabeth. Neustaedter. of:.! booked |
attraction:

-INBROADWAY. DANCERY ;
I.
‘the. = Exodus.

2! Ted! Lewis* ‘and: His. - txaveling’ |i:

«.

“inay move .from the: Winter - Gar- |plaints against the union with the
‘Bill Judd .and. Carl- Dahlgren of.

| Gate:‘of ‘Horn: -in ‘Ghieago, 'Manny:

in’: Denver}: _ Entico |

B. anducci of: San.

‘Managentent ;
: den, -N-Y., .to the’ Music Box _in-. National...Laber
ber eased: with. ‘last. ‘aveek's ‘take. of Ernie

Fast;

-$56.000 for the third week of his |gional director,

| stand.: It. Was: approximately

Relations

former

Bwoard.

-midwest’ ‘re-

claimed ‘thet his

the ‘dismissal: was. unconstitutional

and

|as.‘the previous ‘stanza. with iJlegal..He was fired for ‘*insubor=|
JerseyShore.Resorts’ “hsame
| Fisher hitting $45. 000 for ‘his.open- idination.” Al Fast. branch manacer in Tampa. and Smiley Hart,
BL, 680.000,000. Season,ing-sessiew.
Monte ‘Proser: coproducer ‘of the «' Sarasota: ‘manager. were ae tnd

Fr ancisco’ s

Vvaude- unit .have: béen |-rackiiig uD:; ‘Hungry ‘i} ,-and. Bob Cayalle. ofthe:
strotig business’ at Roseland Dance Shadows’ ‘in auashington,CD. Ce aa

€ity, .N.Y.-.The ‘unique. aggregation |
in: this era. of: disappearing -bands}

- ‘Atlantic City, Oct. 23. | how with’ Milton: Blackstone. and for: refusal to divulge. what -the
ConMan,Posing as
+ Rep. “New? Jersey"
‘S . seashore “resorts. |;Ramt ad Productions. Fisher’ . per~ «had told: the probers ofthe Senate
sonal firm: said that he is. dickér- * ¢
7
"i thedaneery and’ running.- near, ‘toy
érossed $1,‘680. 000. 600 <in summer [ing.w Hh the Shuberts’for continua- ‘Subcommittee ‘deam ne at in“Capacity. during: ‘the: week:
OF
Brigitte
Bardot;
Strips
|
‘about: QT CF .ition in a‘new .house::
MeClellan \D.“ATK. y sen,
Jonn,
‘Lewis & Co. began. their “fourth |
more’. than*‘the: sumnier- of .1961. teaser, alsoat hthat, Juliet,NC.
‘ain: Jast Week: cat; Roséland. yester-| ~~ Tatino
CAFE
OP
OP
WINS
W
10¢
Nitery
Ops:of. $$;according to: figures. ‘released: here :“show on Monday 122} in order. to:
| day. (Tues,), -The’ ‘unit’ ‘shifts NOW.
_. andalmoést: extinct -vaudeshows .has

“1. keen. doing “SRO weekend: biz at’)

| business

"13" at: the’ new: "Nugget™ Casino,.

this: year,

Mexico :City,. Oct. 23..

Lby-the State: Depaftment, of Con-: ‘start caf “the Latin |-Casino.: near’
- Spar ks;. Nev.; ‘a,short distance frem,. oat unidentified. ‘confidence -‘man |
: Reno, ‘On Dec:'3 he: ‘opens for three } has been:having-a ‘financial. ball in- “servation. and: -Econmi¢ ‘Develop: } Camden. N.J..* tomortew ‘Thurs:
- Weeks ‘in.-Chicago- for the Electii-: ‘Latin America, ‘offering servicés of. ment: H. “Matt. ‘Adams. department } vill continue ‘With: the show. until
Greensboro: N.C. Oct. 23.
eal: Workers -Union and. begins -a ‘Brigitte. Bardot to night ‘club’ im-. commissioner, : “cals. . the:-"fisiires.| its completion. Proser pointed out
“spectacular”. in- light. of: a ‘storm }.ihat;therun‘has been. stretched.to . A. G. Faucette, operator ef EL
-1Wo-week - Stand .at? ‘the: Roosevelt presarios. : Apparently -scores: .of
club. owners: -have heen. bilked ‘by last -March. that: Caused * -severe |from four, to five weeks, and-unless |‘Rocco: Club lier@. “has wan a de-..
(Hotel, ‘New Orleans, Dec. 20.
[am amiable; ° well-dressed,. persua~ ‘damage - to. ‘the’entire..2 yew, Jersey. | they. get /a. new house- the. show tault judgment ‘of $10. 000. against.
Og
“will close. Nev. De
a
“ - singer -Ruth Brown .in Guilford
‘Sive: “apent’”.. who used a:‘ nuimber. shore.” *
‘Dopp’s MANCHESTER DATE: ‘of. phoney. names.”
‘County .Superior Court. A jury
“Immediately - foll ow ‘ing the ;
“Manchester, -Eng.,. Oet. . 23..
-Tuled that she damaged the nitery
, According. to reports. trickling. in: storm; “said Adams, : ‘resort- oper: .

‘RUTH BROWN’S NO-SHOW

1

“Borge Boff 276.Denver

- i by failing to fill a Nov. 4-5, 196T,
Denver, Oct. -93.. |booking “at the. elub.
Victor Borge’s:: one-man ‘show, ; - ‘Faucette’s suit. brought ‘against.
open at the:Opera House. here Dec.. ‘tina; Chile,’. Brazil, Urugtiay. and| to 20°%¢ and from our aerial.sur vevs “Comédy in: Music,” pulled-a live--; the vocalist last May. was never
13." Show will -again be. presented _ other. Latin - countries,
the .eon: We’. were... -inclined -to “agree.” "; Hy: $27,000..at the’ Auditorium ‘The- :.answered.. His. action asked $14,-- by Stewart: -Cruikshank; :head of. ‘Than’s- ‘modus -operandi: went some-.. "$50,000,000: program.. Cireied atré in three. -performances, ‘Thurs- +065. for alleged breach of: contract,
s the Howard: &: ‘Wyndham. chain.
” thing. like this’.
-: : out’ over -the. next five “years,” he t day -EB} ‘through - ‘Saturday: (20). Toss ‘of good: ‘will, monev spent on
a Rosemary |‘Squires _ is -pacted as
He would show: up- -in’ a thajor ‘added, ‘will: be. necessary. for: Jong- 4 The: 2.206: seat. house: was scaled.pr omotion ‘and. .a $250 deposit he
-: featured.t girl.singer. in: the‘layout.a)
Tange Protection of. the. shore. area. { to,a $5.50-top.:”
{Continued “on.. Page>15).
Jsent to her agent,
Ken Dodd, a comedian - who- ‘has.

one” ox: two. “Mexican. ‘club.- ators: and renting. agents: along. ‘the.
had recent: exposure :via BBC-TV . (and:
owners. also" ‘were ‘taken’ ‘although: shore- estimated that: summier. busi-. |:
: -SPectaculars and disks, is ‘sét.:to they: won't. admit it) “from: Argen- | ness. would. be: off as much. ‘as. 15}.

Ure

oe |Wednesday, ‘October 24, 1962: :tg

MEMO FROM:
DAVE CDUSHOFF, Latin Casino, Phila.
Eddie Fisher
Winter. Garden Theatre, New York

Dear ‘Eddie: Congratulations. . I don’tlikea told you so!' guys. and here's a for instance. Before’you. sang.
a note: at the. Latin Casino ‘some: of. your very best friends. in. Philadelphia: told ‘me-1 was out ‘of my ‘mind
opening the season with Eddie Fisher for three weeks: in a 2,000 seat house, 2 shows. ‘a night, seven days
a week for'three weeks.: Where. will you get. all ‘those.“people? but you. did so fabulously. and filled ‘the
place twice: nightly the: result. players told me I had: no.foresight because I ‘should: have booked™ ‘you for:a.
few months. ‘$0,1 ‘really laughed when 1 heard the same ‘committee ‘say: “This. crazy’ guy!. ‘THE ‘WINTER- —_

GARDEN! BROADWAY! NEW YORK!" ‘Well, you've done itagain. .: Holding: over your four week |engage- -

,

ment another week! ‘When. you closed. ‘at.the Latin: I told you I.would say. in. print what 1 fold you peres . -f‘sonally -Youate.-one of the world’s. greatest: entertainment personalities. -and ‘attractions and. that's for."
everywhere and anywhere” I:‘know. it’s foolish. to be. doing this’‘because. Vm: talking like.‘an “agent rather:
a
than an operator : . but:you've shown fot. only, talent but the:kind. of guts. |thought only. nite club Operas
4, ators: hod.‘Besides. 1thought.when you. make’ allthose
e big plans: ‘for the. future the Latin. stage ‘Is yours.
=
~ You've got to, ‘come: ‘back. because. those: "4 .
- told. you. so” guys will scream at. ime. ©.

Dave, you’ mean: you. -ain’t: gof-an. Eddie:
“Fisher option for 20. years?” Go. Please
everybody. :

a

_Dave:‘Dushoff,

Latin Casino, oy

By: Frank: Brookhouser

cP. Ss. Two days: after: you" -opened: and: 4

_ “THE ONCE POOR singer’ boy ftom South. Phillyof,

read: Frank. Brookhouser and: Jerry. Gaghan
- kiiew you were. “in “Reviews: really

who won. and lost the rich movie. queen. came. home
last night.
_ And if ever a local boy made good; it was ‘a-defi-. .tL

don't. thrill. me- like. they. do. ‘actors—but
People.sitting in:seats: is a joy. to.behold, .

nitely older, presumably wiser and. still: amazingly kw

young-looking fellow: named Fisher—Eddie.

He could.do-no. wrong.in the warm, mellow. and: nie

exciting show. which inaugurated: his: three-week en-.. p<
gagement. at ‘the spacious ‘Latin Casino-and_ ushered -}:”
in the third season :for-that theater-restaurant: at-its::.¢ |
popular site just out the road a stretch from the Dela- pa
ware.

And what: was. more ‘important: to the. eager,’ ens
thusiastic crowd which made the short jaunt. to Jersey “\: 4

e

"

and. the future of ‘his own career is that—he didn’t!

He had been up.there Sailing crazily on a.sea of -):
headlines. and now-he was. back on land, back. home,..};

DAILY

PHILADELPHIA

as -he suggested -in his second: tune, “Back” in Your: \:!

ulletinn

aU
MUNDAY mono

corr‘On

|

b
‘
* nee

Own Backyard, ” -once More wooing and winning ‘an’ < fh,
old. and. almost forgotten. love" ce
Pe

singing.

This was no. new Fisher,qt {

.
Trae

, ‘“ie
oe

was a. changed Fishers:

|.”

Eddie ‘has: always: -been: a af

good ‘singer, ever since ‘he. was.

-¢-

offering the. production numbers- °{

at the old Latin Casino years:‘be- -¢
fore Eddie’ Cantor: discovered: ¢.
him. at Grossinger’s: and. ‘gave-.*.

sa
OMA
PGA
vents

him the big push that led to.recs =

Eddie Fisher.

RETURN

ord hits and: television. success’
From :the . start, ‘he came |.”

_

thing. that impresses miost‘about:Eddie.

.}.

i” Fisher is ‘his ‘command --over ‘the audience, .There -were.” --)°
_ some 1,200-eatly diners in. the Latin Casino last ‘night and->
“they gave him-a solid -minute:ov ation, when:he took-the . ..2'
_ mike. Eddie let the. audience:.quiet.:down and: the: vast”

THE DIFFERENCE—and: itiLis”vall the. difference. +
for-the career he has begun. again—is that, perhaps.. “>:
out. of experience, certainly: ‘out of:a batch of Tealiza-. “¢
tion, he has become.a knowing: man Of:style on stage.
It is. no. longer: simply. a solid: voice from a: pleas- at
‘ant face out there-singing. There can be no. mistaking
©:.. >:

-dining-yoom. went into a concert hall: stillness, :Like a: con-

“cert hall-in Vienna, There wasn’t even a-cough, He opened:
:
“With “Don't Let:it Get You: Down’’. and-followed:to a. salvo... a

. , of ‘applause ‘with. “Back. in: Your Own” Backyard, Cc
rRcaeeenrey de
The singer |was: on..70 miniites and’ did at least: 25
songs; His voice was. noticeably. tight-at first ¢he. confessed’: : -(“to nervousness), but.it. became more: flexible. ashe. went. °{
“along. The first--1éal. workout comes: with..a: medley from <-$...

7?

ment where. the tune suggests: it—and,: most’ of all,

ad libbing, sending up those telling: sound waves with

‘his audience.
“We want more, Eddie, ” somebody: far back in 2 ee
‘the big room shoutéd out. last. night: after he. had. already offered maybe a dozen-tuines—just to’ show the. (2°...

SW est Side Story,” which: is followed ‘by -an™ ‘international
“Never: on Sunday” Nn ‘Greek; “Mack: ‘the. Knife,”

group,

_in-Gernian, -and: “Have. Nagilah,”’ the. Israeli. harvest song...

7.

reaches. niaximum effectiveness with the Jolson: medley °°.)
msHe
(“Swanee,”

” “Toot, Toot, Tootsie,” “Rockabye:
‘My Baby;,”
etal) going out into. the: auditoritim:-with-a ‘handmike: and.
| -batrage’ of: spots” playing: on.him.- The: ‘crowd: :won't:let..

variety of his presentation, “Mack the Knife”. in-Ger-:. <{. “
man, “Never on Sunday”:in Greek. and “Moon River"
Bo

with a:simple piano accompaniment.

“You're gonna get it; Eddiereplied—and there:

performer who-has ré¢eived. his ‘bumps. S
. crowd pleaser ‘on the world stage; but “even ‘so. ‘The

‘Eppie

‘the lyrics.of a tune, no gimmicks, no- fancy’ stuff.A pe
Singer boy.
_

were a dozen. more. tunés, a medley of his:record hits,:°

5.

. ing and. the. feéling. -of.. :friends.: for.

equipped: with a solid voice and’a sense offeeling fos, -2:.-

now. It is’ Eddie Fisher, phrasing with class, tossing.
off the effective intonations, giving.a dramatic ‘treat-.

OF THE NATIVE?

. There was. the séntiment of:homecom- . 0

him. off until. he-reprises: the hits of. his ‘boy ‘singer.days

9

:t
~?°

- —Any Time,” “Wish: You ‘Were. Heré,” “Oh, ‘My ‘Papa, a

“ Fisher isa. much.more assured. ‘performer, but:“there “is:

a tribute Al Jolson: ‘medley, ‘each number given an-in-dividual tauch, establishing. ‘a_différent mood. °And

_ nothing” brash. about “him.:.He ‘ig ‘likable, :obviously: Wants

‘to please and does, “I’ve. only’

that is the new ‘Fisher. touch, the new singer, the: new
singing artist.
|

worked -sevenweehs-in the:

last. two years,” he savs, “I'm: Just: about the:most availy

able. singerin the w‘hole wor Id”?

~

,

,

-§::
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- :‘Holiday on
0n Ice’‘Hits Hot. =

Max Gordon—Comedy Disks

“$112, 263 j
in. Nashville Aud *
.-Nashiville,. Ott. 23.

“Holiday. on: Ice. of..:1963;””: “the

;

Continued from. page. mW eee

Continued. ‘from,‘page.m

—

first. theatrical: presentation to-open.
ene
the country combined with tv, | performers, themselves, since ‘they. ‘Nashville’s new $5,000,000:‘Munici-'. because: it,“had:bombed . in. their. with: ‘folic: ‘acts.
There’s :“little -“doubt. that there:
Gorden
feels,
have
raised the: deal’:'so: much with spontaneity, pal-- Auditorium, grossed’ a: sdcko -clubs, ‘It’s. this: sort “of.sleight-ot~'
tastes ande xpectations of the. nit-} seem ta: prefer,. like the: comedians'{- $1 12,263 in-. -nirie “performances 4hand: on the part ‘of. some: agents: vill “be: ‘great--pressure~to get. on™
{ that. ‘the operators’ ‘want to squelch.’ next: year’s audition 'bill,- Since -the.
ery. au.lene ®-tO (an. unprécedented |.of the ‘Lenny. Bruce. and ‘Irwin over a:‘six-day run. Jast week...
. ~The -discussion’ ‘of. the: ‘relation- handfull. of. appropriate: ‘acts - that
brit!
Pe nas been. much more | Corey ‘Stripe, the. informal |air (hat y

poserfis m’thiy area than Fadio|typities a intima club.

|" |.,Show pulled total attendance-of||shipof ANCA to the entertainment |tried “out: this “year. all. picked “up

a mali lord. Ice production. scored: ‘solidly:|{unioris was more complex than the|bookings... It’ appeared .that. acts.
it 5 able to present: a reasonably!
according
to:
vs
talks:.about the ‘agents: because of |:and | ‘agents ‘had failed:.to realize
dressing différences: in local situations. How- i.
| that this: was the: only’ time during .
closg approximation of.a nightclub ;Gab: can.ony the.offbeat. Thus, |[foom Tacltiess

or the [sim because; Gordon. says,

Other. Ways . ‘in which

1 ever, for many of. the owners it was} the year:that so many. club.OWNERS.» .

ah. Thus, the-new talent offered |fn. recent. months, the Vanguardj
at a cia must be- much. more pol-.’ and ‘Angel have featured: ‘such. acts |

|-the ‘first ‘time that. they. had dis-.: ‘are.in one “spot.

‘ACOUSTICSK.0.DETROIT;
_ “AUTOSHOW'S. REVUE,

"ANC Ab.
Norman: °Was réélected:
cussed their: working. arrangements |.
javith. AGVA, AFM, Equity,. ASCAP* président, Jay. -Landesman |Crystal.
land BMI, and some: of the owners: : Palace, ‘St.. Louis) -was named.first=

ished than would have been NECES- «ag Clara Ward. &-+ The -Ward Gos- |

‘pel Singers, The

Bary afew years ago.

Smothers Bros.*;

‘Sines 1957 the. Village. Va guard’ and Inman & Ira, folk singing. ‘duo.

has.

aise

Deen

a brant

of

featuring ~.

a room

for

tuilor-made
phy stear

regularly

entettainment

lumitations.

Also,

that’s - ‘tips:

Gordon. ‘occasionally

from

people.

his |

~By: FRED

come

“across::

-Bruce,-|

TEW

‘Detroit; “Ott. 23,

ed

its.. clubs and tell him about fresh. tale |:

.of

Jazz, ‘parti-'Pent ‘they’ve

were ‘startled to hear of the. aifter- b“vice © “president,” . “AHan
Ribback. >
‘treatment’ -they received’ in , (Gate of.Horn, Chi) was tapped. for
| Comparable situations., An ‘exchange | second: veepee, Art: “D’Lugoff:. (Vil-:
‘of::information: on: ‘union: ‘Problems |lage.Gaté,
Y:). was chosén sec-'

« gets |

who work’

'Granted™ ‘that ‘there: were ‘some:|‘is: also: beirig . setup.

cular; oi the. modern: type, is al-|. for instance, ‘sent Gordon ‘a’ note|:
=: beards.

‘Bruce: didn't: say

«they did. ‘but

a

| retary;: and:ABIL ‘Martin - (Montagu

A. vociferous -‘minority - of the! Club; Houston)’ was ‘elected: treas-.
club ‘owners at the:confab. plugged. urer..” Named ™‘directors: were. Bob

mo3zt non-existent on tv and the : about “four. performers. Ww‘ith red. ‘insurmountable’. built-iin’: obstacles;
what: "it -is:still” a. fact ‘that. the: ‘National

for initiating action: to: change: the. Vincent |.(Harrah’s): ‘and Manny :
Rus
“Status -of. ‘variety acts from: inde- ‘bin’ (Second Fret; Philadelhia). [sical ‘revite, ‘America’: ‘Drives fy
pendent. -contractors~ to employees:|
Ahead,” Starring Meg Myles’ and. inorder that club’ disputes. with
‘| Dick. Williams: creates '“obstacles |AGVA ‘might .. be ‘brought. -before |

Gordon: plans to: fol- >»
7 Atitomobile

dow up: the. lead.

_ Show's

- originar

mu: !.

.-..National... Labor. -Relations.|’ e .
HartyMortis SellsHis lV | of ‘its. Own, ‘and:
; does. ‘not:“néaily. ‘the
‘Board, “Several” Chi operators ex- |... ...”
Piece of London:Colony; {"Wray,
come up'to:its-potential:
‘The John. pressed’ the. fear that. a’ recent: uni-| =~
production is barely ’“pass: | jateral -increase .in’ AGVA welfare |:
Sans riegotiations. might - at
Shops for-Another. Spot bie. as’ pioressiona. entertain,| bePayments
the. herald. of: a: series:,of such: Be

London, Get, 23,

“Harry

ment.

Morris: ended. ‘his_long-.

a

‘Producer-director’ Wray. a:
wet

increases..

-

2

‘However; ANCA® ‘prexy” Gene: ae
| time association. with thé Colony’: of the “Ed: Sullivan. Show,”.-and: Norman’. of the Crescendo : ‘fin: Los 20°
| restaurant. last’ week, :having: sold. ‘his ‘executive . producer, ‘Tom: De-' Angeles” expressed: ‘the: opinion’ of.
ees
rete
«

the: 25%

interest” whieh

-he. re-"/ ‘Huff, Were’ “struck with’.a .thrée-

the: majority .that the~ cost: of the:

‘tained under a ‘deal made. earlier |‘Tevel circular’ arena which ds. (315 ‘increased: . bookkeeping | ‘under .an
-'| employee: arrangement ‘.would- not
‘negotiating ‘to: take: over another |qts” public: address” systent: has. de-} justify ‘the ‘change ‘at. this.-time..
| West . End spot. at a:reputed xost |-feated: --other- ° ‘showmen*: “aw. O The. .matter.-was: “tabled. “But. retir- |.

‘RONNIE. MARTIN].

have: ‘attempted: productions: ‘here: ting. secretar “Bill. Newkirk (Tide- *
:
i.
Lot $700,000:
:
Sounds - bounce* ‘and. reverberate. |}
ry..
DONNA LYNN
Behind. the: new ownership rat around .the- beautiful’ new. “arena. Flands. Houston) was ‘asker. to-1o0k..
into ‘the legal aspects of nnegotiat-: |
/dimmy Durante’s_ SINGING. PROTEGE.afthe’ Colony is Thomas W: :Parker:.
and ‘no! one yet: has; been’ able: to. ing with’ AGVA under|the: Present. .
12—GOING ON STARDOM!
PALUMBO"S: >
Jia civil engineer, He’s ; aner
“Philadelphia, Pa.
control ‘them, Still,’ Ane producer-. getur
!
opera-.;
-and
backer,
- {Uthe- financial:
. October. 16-23:
NET
Ae
7-2287, NewMCCLENDON
York
diréctor |must. adapt: to the :condi: }*" In.P.other. business; the: Hal: Neus
,
:‘tion. of the Berkeley Square res- \:
Pers,Mgt: DEE.ANTHONY: ENTERPRISES
‘tions -vith: W hich: he’ must: work::
r
staedter
Award
Was’
given:
to‘comic
|
. taurant is cin’ the. -hands.: of ‘theF
Street, ‘New: York
“America. Drives Ahead” is jack-Bob: Charles ‘for. his. performanee ! }-: “405. East: 63rd
Ts $5936.
, Gualdi brothers, both of Ww hom are’
ing
Jin:
theme,
originality,
and.
‘during.
four
-hours
‘of
auditions
be+
8
“directors of the. owning. company.
They | are sons. ‘Of -Andrea ‘Gualdi.4 ‘warmth; It. ‘emerges -aS a, minor-: .fore. ‘the ° operators “Monday - (15)“who was “longtime maitre d’ off| leave, spectazle without’ cohesion. tnight.at the’ Happy. Medium Caba=| °
‘the Monseigneur ‘restaurant.
“Blame .for’ this” must be... shared? ret theatre.” ': (Even. ‘better. ‘than |: z=
:
by “Wray: -DeHulf * With . Quincy] the plaque, Charles picked ‘up nife |."
As of Jan. 1, George Elrick.: ‘ot|e who’: wrote the- jackluster. .prime: -bookings: as a result.:of. his ” Moe.
——

Majestic Entertainments “Agency. (-¢. ore: The -only bright spéts in/the socko . show:)- -Neustaedter ‘was the | ¥/
will handle. ‘cabaret, bookings. The |revue are the Work of Bill Foster. : first -prexy: ‘of: “ANCA: ‘and ‘owned “€
two. resident orchestras: at-the Col- |-choreographer,
atid. Grover: €ole ;.the ‘Exodus ‘in. Denver; - ‘He “was:
°
ony are batoned ‘by’ ‘George’ Birth i:ivrho.W as. ‘responsible -for: ‘the:COS: *
‘killed ‘in:“a private. plane, accident:

‘Inimitabies

’ & Continental Excentri¢s xk

gf

Just Returned to. U.S.A.

aixd Ken. Penny:
| last...“year. 2
4.
Under. the: ‘original sale.’ ‘Morrie |the: ‘half-hour show: opens. swith | ‘It ‘was :also. ‘agreed that: ‘candi. |
;-Was ‘precluded from operating: any. Lg ‘recorded,’ ‘overture, followed. by j-dates: for auditions at -next. year’s.|. ¥
club: ‘or restaurant: within a pre- ‘anothér recording to” ‘provide - the: confab... which will ‘take’ place: at}

After a Successful

«European Tour’

!

Ticinks to.
MR. -EDDY- MAROUANI
749 9th Ave., New. York.
Phone: Cl 5-6246

scribed aréa fora three-year Span. marching: rhythin . of ‘the. dancing | Harrah’s: in’ Lake ‘Tahoe in’ Sep-{:

been

girls’. and: “nine tember, - will” be ‘screened: in- order | &
hows, along. sy ith a. marching. band.. .to: provide a broader” spectrum: of |. &
The -‘bandsmen obviously. are not. talent: “This séssi6n’s falerit. show- | .&

wiaiv.ed

WRITER| ‘HURLEY, WISC,,NITERY'S
[THIS
} has: conceived
—

|

a

ec

unusual com-

iip-Sy hc: - Et. Was

,

structive, versatile and enter- | son, a witness: in “a -Federal, ‘dis
>,

taining ideas.

4’

| Regardless. of your
@ performer,
my
should be read~
.

dancer -ehorus is.: doing |a poor job:

Write:

Box

it

-

be: to. eliminate: ‘the “fake® e.

} testified that. at the. nearby. Hur-- the: ‘arena.and-its

quartet: of -passtature as |. ley, Wis., Club -13; she earned $500 }Sengers.-‘three boys..and <a’. girl.-|
material: fay week’, .pursuing prostitution and | sing...what. is’ supposed. ‘to: be’ an}
‘soliciting. miale- patrons for. drinks. . introduction ‘for’ Meg: Miles: Only:
‘This was more than most. of . the ; no: one .can indergtand- the: words: .
VARIETY,
4
floorshow
acts” made.
{Miss. : ‘Myles ° comes
on: “in. a tight,
a:

i

——

°
bj
GAY‘S
Paatiated

Monthly,

_ fina y. pokes.
ary $2

iaauas

gags. original

one §

Over: 300. $F2 pec year. Samole

Sex vack

issues. (latest). $3: 12: back
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‘gays, “Comic. ‘Artie: Roberts, worked 7 -
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-for me for two seasons, he. is the only.
performer. I know who. starts witha

f

4

-smash. finish.”
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-fun. ‘at. your. next
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|
The nitery’s owner’ ‘paid. her. half: ' gold ‘Jame :gown’ and ‘sings ‘someSAM
‘MILLER:
: Contact: ROBERT REXER. ae
:
=< of all the money taken-in-from her “thing. about’ being: ‘an ‘Obsolete |
Phone. ‘New: York City,
tt
ee
——
4 prostitution _ and ‘drinks-’solicita- Girl.” Apparently. the antique auto
‘GE 6-50
ae ‘Y674:Broadway, New: York, N. ¥.:
Variety, 154 Ww. ast st. Ee.
fot
mB
ne.
_ tions’ in the: bistro,.Miss Anderson.|was supposed: to bé: ‘a prop. so w hy-|] Box.#V-3387,
-New. York 36, NAY...
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Next, an Antique auto: tolis into |f

AS4 W. 46th St., New York 36,.N -Y.
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Génerai. e Topical ee ‘Sketches.
“BOB MACKINSON

i
semble. .

trict court w hite slavery’ trial. here,

300 E. SI st St,'-

New. York city:

“COMEDY MATERIAL.

an: extremely |[

An. ‘obvious solution :.

Minneéapolis.. ‘Oct: 23.
bond. and “use ‘the. 20:piece “orch {
of trot newcf con-- .. i Blonde 21-year old. Mary Ander-. to-provide. the: tempos. for the: en: |

“number

”

playing ‘their. ‘nstruments. ‘and the|case was: considered. overly-loaded. a

WHITE ‘SLAVERY: TRIAL»poorppener.

d- related rou-.
edy, gags an
ela
'
itines.
1 can
give
you af;
:

LEONARD GREEN:

|
‘But to his--delight, this. has. now,“}ensemble “Of. :23

.

issues. $20. Sead -

GAY, 242. West 72nd St..

Aine York 25, N.Y.

- testified. ° And business: Was
good, “she said..

very. Ww ‘asn't NHss. Myles. ‘dressed in.a’
‘duster: -and Boggles, circa "19002

~ The’ defendants, “including: the {:Her_ . skin-tight-~ ZOWN -certainly
_spot's owner, ‘are “charged ‘with|:made.-hér appear. ‘anything’: but
from “obsolete. "Maybe.‘it. didn’t ‘matter.|
to- ‘Hurley for“Prost: ‘anyway because -her- “words could|
t:not' ‘be. understood. SO. the: audience.
tution ‘purposes..
.
| didn’t. know what was ‘Supposed: tot

‘transporting © Miss. Anderson
|

: |Minneapolis

be. going. ons 2 0° %

2

|

‘An:openletter to

ALAN KING

.The:-orch: Avound “up. into. “phe | .

©,
easemdags
r

"4

‘I -Big: Wheel,”* to- ‘provide good sound

“THE ELMWOOD CASINO.
DOUGALL ROAD; WINDSOR.
‘October 20th, 1962:

: |dressed ‘‘in white andthe

Dear. “Slappy”,

i wish te thank you for your very |successful ‘engagement
at the. Elmwoed.- ‘Casino,

for twa: weeks. “in. October, 1942, |

May. I: take ‘this opportunity to: ‘commend |"you:on.“your

_

a

looking forward to having, you. “back in: the 'v
very“pear ‘

futurs,

_

“Sincerely,
“THE. ELMWOOD,

“Publicists ‘fake thele own. “Gtirveys.. Day. ofter you ‘opened ‘at.ithe: :

Sehara : In Las Vegas, we. called: rooms at random in the: hotel and

‘sound

“told. them we were the Inquiring. Teléphone ‘Reporter: ‘Questions, Posed.

|#

_ ‘ff seemed. to--be.. coming from . :dis-.
Th
instruments.
‘to:|[P°
timeeh
light. ‘from.whi
flashed |‘in | the:
{ embodied
; i

You were highly received by our patrons: for: your shows.
manship ond. ‘delivery and business ‘wat. good. —
fine work and. co-operation:

|f

IWith: a: “beat? Here again, though,
> Someone. goofed,: -because the orch
A Stand was" white, . the ‘men. were.

‘CASINO;

’

time:

It: Wwas’ an eerie. Bliost .OT-

. | chestra. :

A)

_

“Have you seen: Alan King? How did -yow like him?"

and Thad forty five minutes of laughs.":

Thought you'd like to know. ‘the.results.‘Next.‘stop ime Boston‘Musica

Hall, - December. 25th.
jNowe specegrdup, |

Phe finale: had Migs:“Myles: ‘and

a

| Williams. singing “Something ‘for
‘| Everybody,” which apparently: was"
meant to méan. that the car makers. ;

les:to. fit | +
. ‘automobi
chad. “producedtaste
or
pocketbook: + <

|The: words, again. -eould’ ‘not. ‘be |)&

Owner.

4| pling ‘of. the new: 1963 ‘cars. were:

|

SLAPPY WHITE
EUGENE PERRET

Direction:

oan

ASSOCIATED BOOKING corr.se

.}

evara
nen mete

WESTON * MARTHA

understood: -A. representative ‘sam- |’: &

dust:‘CONCLUDED —6°MONTHS

; Point:and” that ‘closed .the Show.
The ~'revue©is. -performed “four.
|‘times
ruit--ofdaily: :“during: ‘the: nine-day]

Thank you. ‘Barry Ashton,
“eras ‘Hansen ‘and Bob Chinn-

.

.the “44th National’ Auto-|}

‘A mobile .Show: being: held-:in
-the}

adjacent Cobo. Hall through Oct.

.

GARY. STEVENS. ASsociATEs ar

4} driven: onto the arena. flodr:. at this

Special Materiel

TS

_fablig: Relations: at

o £ every one’s.”

Al Siegel,

.

on
These are the: quotes. that. came. backi. “He's. fo funny."te“My, wife

“OPENING. Oct. 25th

-THE NUGGET, ‘Sparks, Nev:

i.

Management: GEORGE SOARES:

oF4208 EL‘dardin, fos
usNeuss,Nev., bU +2162

:

_ VAUDEVILLE
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oland’sVandeFainFast Under
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ta
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~ |ImpactofBowling, Bingo and Casinos

~Mariery: figarés. twice in. the proceedings. at. wate’ Fisker- at:‘the 1. =
Wiinter ‘Garden, * onee in ‘a Special “VARIETY Says," .dorie ‘by: Miss |" Mareel ‘Amont oo.
Fr.owse’s: “male sextet; ‘which ‘sets the. miotif: for: ‘the: musicomedy

Te=!.

(2.
Paris; Oct: 15;.°
- prise;:“and: again -in- the’ -back-of=the--program: biog. notes. wheréin.. a: re+.|: at Bobino, Parts; $2e50 top. .

Tview,, Oct? 9, 1946, of Fisher’ ’s debut at, the: ‘Copacabana, NY: concludes,,-|

” By. GORDON IRVING.

y the thrills of games of chance. .The .

| Tive comics ‘are going down. befere
‘Glasgow, Oct. 23: ‘the casinos and the bowling pins:
“Bingo, bowling alleys—and -now- Just how. long. the. craze will last
‘Casinos. These are the new leisur e- is the. only bright spot for ibose
time -pursuits’ that: -are: ‘helping. to [who favor human talent.
oust ‘vaude and other: forms of live

_ Marcel’ Aniont,. ‘is ‘a_ personable |2

"’. tokay-looking Jad. too, he ll be“aé ‘good: bet. tor: a: Broadway. ‘musical ||: young’ -singér-impressionist. ‘With: a
¥vhen: -experience’ gives: him: er eater presence cand. a. knowledge of “Sell= “pleasing. ‘piping | “woice. : Hé « ean’
ing, w hich. he” now. Jacks. ”. ‘Sixteen’ years’ ‘Yater. Fisher. 4s. starring“ ‘on. | dance, do acrdbaties and “Also add“Broadway and. none MIL gainsay‘his experience, presence ¢
or,knowledge | ‘clever mime 10. ‘his. “sonigalog: . ‘AS
; difficult: one-man .sHow. scems a bit
of.Selling,
| eaily: for. him, -but ‘he’ is. _ketting.
fine’ “attendarice : at” - this. “nabe
_ _Tieups ‘between. top réstdurants. ‘and.entertainment: ‘events ‘are, be- yauder: and: reviews W ere. good:..

theatre. from the

show: ‘biz: scene |

‘here. The dncé busy: ‘Empire vaud-.

ery |at. Edinburgh Will ‘become.’ a.
casino. as of Nov. 16. and will stage.
“ Aywont, who Jias lotsa energy, is . bingo sessions six: nights. a week,

| Break Ground. for New
Anaheim, Cal., Auditorium.
.

Anaheim. Cal., Oct. 23.

ee ‘coming a trend in’ Minneapolis: On Minneapolis, Symphory Orchestra.
Sammy ‘Lewis and Danny Dare.
Jabove’ breaking” into: ‘a Fwist.: ‘including Sundays: : _
ot
a.
‘tafe, Chateau.d e.‘|not.
a ean-can~or
the. ‘Hotel Dsickman’s’
enacting a’ seasick \ ‘In. ‘Glasgow . and the” West- of have broken. _pround on Melodyoo qenecrt, ‘ights,
\:
Ss swank: French
“y
Tand, new $1.200.000° auditorium to.
LOE iiris,: has: “what it” ‘calls. a $3. 95." “symphony. inner”? during. which |‘man.-on- his; ‘henéymeon.. He -does_ Scotland. --the Brunswick’ Corp...
be. constructed: here which will

aes
saevelak
..

.Arneld Walker, a To¢al. authority. on Miusi¢,. disctisses ‘the:‘oFchestra’s. takeoffs’: on-flamenco .nitmbers. Te- ‘Setting: up two Major: tén--pin bowl ave a _3.000- -seat capacity. and
“ing -alléevs.: -one of. them "in~-the.
impending. program. Ww hile. ‘there's: a-legit road.- ‘attraction: ‘at. “the ‘Or-. ‘cites - 2° fable: and. creans: ‘gentle
“Mount. Florida suburb of Glasgow; , designed ‘particularly for musical
Trade, sports shows:
pheum the’.game. establishment. has special / stage show dinners: An-" songs. of Jove; But about! midway adjoining «the-. Hampden- football, . attractions.
things get: a it. for eed and:repel
and conventions also will be woe d,
other” restaurant; the: W hite House; furnishes free biis” service: to and
‘stadium,-Tt- will: cost over $900,000»
live. .
‘Lewis and Dare, who will he
and, ‘is.‘due to open next March..'
frem .the theatre: “for. its"‘diners, aver “ung .traffic and parang, problems: 4.
Canny ‘show man-.“that he qs. SMe |
P northern, side. nranaging, directors: and opcraters
‘The other. is in the
* for. the latter
;
|
. “morit: ‘stil does not- have’ the: depth.
lof new. facility, plan a May 15
of the {tity
:
“") and: “variety ° to’ ‘Keep » his“: appeal.
Benjamin. Bensinger, ‘pr‘esident.: “opening. With 12 Broadway Muse |
-| spiraling. ‘upivard for three kours.'f Ot. Brunswick, - who :“planed here i.cals to be set. for. first - season.
“He. does show ‘that-, avith ’a,-good| With several. execs, said: “There js. |
vatde « SeIection.. “and "an: hour |‘ofl.a& Breat potentiat in: Stotland, ‘and“| singing ‘he Jias ‘the: projection, ava- - we are: building these
bowling {:
| terial. and : solidity” fer-..<far:iin |centres just to. show the way andpact. He alco. 1G0ks. a’S6) lid Hoite ar créate
an
interest: AN. ten--pin |
-liv-entrv for the: Tm Ss:“He- As well:
| bowling.”
.. Cherry Hill, NA, Oct. 93;
—

LatCasino,N1,Shifts
~ Datesas Juliet.Prowse’:
Stays inFisher: Show.

ee

eee

r backed: bi Claude. Romat ‘Ore 17

Currently. the only iiaior.bowl| ing ‘centre near ‘Glasgow tis’ the: l
Qiymnia - Bowl... a five-pin - opera- j
hon, . controled. by t and neWSspaper: magnate” “Roy Thomson, at;
St Kilbride,. “Lanarkshire.~ “Ans./- wit
[that” curtailment. of: the: dancer's |other «is -at ‘Blantyve,. “a mining |
| engagement - was not- ‘due. to “ad-*}..
sent
fereelins
see
town, near’ Glasgow...
mB EVerse. notices "received -on ter. Win- |..
Des. “Moines, ‘Oct: 23. abeSunday night bingo’ is“ptanined
| \-ter ~-Gardeén. appearance’ ‘in: the
for’ the former: Enipire Theatre |in:
1 Eddie. Fisher: sligw.:
: Polk. ‘County Republicans :‘have [:
‘disclosed a: “profit of ‘at: Yeast} Fdinburgh;: aceording: to’ its ‘new.
‘Switeh “necessitated a:fast”“tee
Fowners, “Mecca. Dancing. -Erié “Mor- 7
\-shuftle:- “at the . big°“Jersey.” elub, |$10.00 -.from ; ‘their: “show at” the:'Lev: joint assistant’ managing-dir ece, t
“KRNT: Theatre- here ’onthe ¢te-

‘Original “‘thrée- week: hooking ‘of’ .j.
: | Juliet. Prow: se ‘at- the Latin Casing, Lb
oe |-scheduled ‘to! begin. Thursday nightj}
. 125). has: been set back. to. Nav: 6--1a 6S
Chub Hianagement ” declared 4

y.

AM o&k.,

MANYBUY,DON'T
vi swine

“The Singing Swinging.

GOP. PROFIT, $10,000:

; ‘RETUR
‘BUDDY
GRECO |
NS “DEC."6"70: THE

Johnny -‘Mathis :‘extended chis stay |tor. §aid games won't, start~ until
|. | four
days through’ Oct.:28.. Bobby nings’.of -Oct:~ 11 :and*.12,- with: ‘6: p-mi. so. that, peopie who want to
a COPACABANA, ‘New: York | Darin
‘cancelled an: engagement: at {tickets .at. $25- and ‘$10. ‘for ‘the go to-ehurch can ‘do so.-and: “not. - : BUDDY
first night: arid a special: “student!
a

Ber

Mate

DEE: ‘ANTHONY

405 East: 63rd Street, : ‘New.
a TE 85937.”

van

“HI the :Music’ Hall,;. Toronto; to ‘fill. ih..
be tempted. away.’” Nearly $150, 000 for Miss* Prox: se. the,week of Oct. . price of -$3 for. ‘the second’ night, is’ being spent, on.re-decorating’ and :
| Attendance’ cat the first: night's show
|:29 through’ Nove 4. raed a
modernizing ‘the’ -Empire:.
Wasi tl400 and on the second. night
First: Casino ‘Preems.
1.200..°
‘hut. many Towa ‘Reptb-}-

York

—

HACKETT

“Personal Management.

FRANK FASKE

‘EVergreen 4-6060
New York City

\ :Grade Ore’s Syd Grace™. 4

Scotland's . first’: casino, ‘anil
licans bouglit’ tickets Wha: did ‘hot
—
:
attend: the show.
+a “modest “scale: i
‘gambling “On
piry
eseges
—
“Stars. for: the show thudset: ‘for’ started’ Saturday..:20) at. ‘the -f
alent for. the two: nights:.was Said: ‘Carntyne- dog-:racing track,.on* East
: London, Oct. 23,
‘side. of -Glasgow. ‘Ten-pin:. bowling :
. PROFESSIONAL
gy ‘ney:“Grace; ‘a’‘director. of.:the ‘to be’ $8.000; ‘included Pearl Bailey, alleys are ~planned -for Aberdeen. !
COMEDY MATERIAL
|
ae . Grade. Organization: left ‘for ‘Holly- | “Edgar” Bergen. Jackie’ Mason,
| Dundee, Falkirk and the:‘Jordanhill.
For every. branch of theatricals
4; wood Thursday -(18), and’ will. Stop’ ‘Rhythm. Kings and.” orchestra. by

y:|}‘On: N,.Y.-L.A.-Vegas, 0.0.|

;

! itll FUN-MASTER.

ae

*

|.area. of. Glasgow.
“WE SERVICE THE STARS!”
“TheTrovbedors” AE
=
Las Vegas and New York efore “Manny Harmon. --Gea.. Murpliy: was:
‘Meanwhile, bingo js. still the. big:
35. oF oR
files $15, ‘plus -$1 posteee
“Yfmonth.?
1
to. London, early. next’ producer ¢ Jo: the” show .“and: also: rage. in former cinemas throughout-!
REIGN:
35 ‘tor $3
emcee.
--month.:
“
the gambling fever
|ffe3 Epresy Books, per Bk h
$T@.¢
: Party. leaders ©Rave’ -annourieéd |‘Seotland; and
“Now. Appearing
F
r
‘te
§
.Blackou
ooks
1-2- 5 for
ac $30 $250
“Grace -wilt!“corifér. with GAG’ ‘ex: :
"No. 4 for $35--No.
they Jiked the ‘idea -of- staging. stich { has - really caught. on with” the. °°
recs. both: :in. Holly woad and: New.
‘[. minstrel «white face) Budget $256 ;
‘a show. -rather. ‘than: a-$25-a- plate *normally conservative Scots. VaudHARRAH'S. TAHOE. ‘York, . particularly. ‘ine -relation | to dinner. for’ money-r aising? purposes,;.eries’ find “it. hard. to : counter the “| « ‘How-to: Master the eee ae
~” I the. 25-odd_ acts. which ‘the British |
$3 PER COPY
NO
‘s
and: ‘also- “had. gained: a lot of --OX-, itrend, and. even. star singers have.
‘State Line,.Ney...“sl.
f-agency has booked ‘for-the Ed-Sul-. -perience
*
BULLY. GLASON=
*“dnPromoting the”1862.Been, pacted to.”entertain “during
7
one ivan
Show: ‘this fall.: Grace. is:.due.
i bingo” games:
200. W. S4th Si, N.Y.C. 19, CO 5-1318 |
7
in -New.. York- Thursday : +25),
vaneshow: WR
‘The. Glasgow. “Empire. Glasaow : (We _TEACH M.C‘ing and .COMEDY)
ee
oe

are)

“THE COMEDIAN” |

will
I'stay.:for:about |
a ‘week..

«Pavilion,

PROFESSIONAL GAG ‘SERVICE.

- ae ATEST = THE- GREATEST. vem?
TH E -MOST-U P-TO-DAT, EST

.L Now

in its 144th’ Issue, -containing ©

stories. ‘one-liners,

“Al tifles,-hecklers,

-poemettes,

‘song.. r —=

Continues Irom. page: —
——

audience. stuff, morio-:

.Edinburgh.- Palladium, ;

tet

Palace ‘and’ Aber deen: Tris
‘Alper t:
‘Turns. Agent ‘Dundee
‘Oli. :..are® ‘gallantly. ‘Carrying-on, |
“Mickey: Alpert; ‘former: Ma against: the odds; ‘while: the. Metrocomic™ latterly: :in..the ‘Advertising|“pole. .vaudery -is set to reopen on: :
field. has hung’ out his own shingle |the site of the old Empress Theatre | &
in Néw York far talent Tepresenta- |on: the’ west-centre” side of Glas-.+
ETo
tion in tv. and: industrial, films..:

a gow, A gala. opening’ ‘being planned +
‘

& ‘real

Professional.train

:
"WANTED!
PROFESSIONAL ACROBAT *
Gymnast
| teach amateur with. backgreund and traie- 1

ing’ in’ acrobaties’ additicnal, 2nd new choses
Eo
eouilibrium, ‘-hand-stands and. contorimen.
Lecaied. New. ‘York - City Area
. Bex. ¥-3385. VARIETY
184 wet “46th Street. New York 36,-

Lkatin - “Ameriean “capital, héads
For “past: 11° years: be served: as! for Nov. 15,
| quarter: in. the. best. hotel: “¢ontact: easting director:
for.‘the.‘Kudner ad}
-P “But “it's”. not’ an. easy- battle T
‘|, Of the News, Vignettes, ete. (20. Pages).” nightélub, owners. and indicate that. agency, N. LY.
against, the” lure, of easy. coin. and-:
yp
he:
Was:
‘representing’
Miss
Bardot.|§
. $25. vRSINGLE ISSUES: $3:
in- setting. Up.. engagements for: 3 |
35, vrSINGLE ISSUES:$4, “|| world tour. she would: .do’-a. skit,“jogs,:. parodiés,. -double.
gags;
bits”
intros, . Impressions
and. -Ime .
ideas,.
- personations,
political, :. Interruptions.*
. Thoughts: of ‘the Day,. Humoreus. Views |

oi

a

“NO C:0.D;'s -Soe

i dance and: ‘sing a-3ong. or’ two.

_BIELY GiasoN,: 200. .. sath St. ., zi
- NewYork City ‘19,co $-1316 | {I ‘Club. “owners; Wwho balked at:the}

~ PALUM
Y BOv

ane Stiff” terms, were. ‘told ‘that. “al
However; :vas: his commission was
4}. minimum iwith’ aside remarks: on.

af "906: Musie- Musician

i

‘pags 1$3; 300 “ad: tis:
the.
‘comebacks; $3;.300
Drunk jek
3; -30
a ae
aan $3: - 300° Car- Driving: “gags -$33°.

vision “ai

09, Drunk Jokes

weed. gage $2; 100. Peyehiatrist” age $i: 100-.Deeter gage $13. Many” ‘ethere:- EDDIE. GAY, o
342 ‘West Fang ‘Street; New. York: 23, N.Y..-

.

shrewdness” “of:...Ja

|}

f the

= Sheridén: Rd., ‘Chicage

money

‘changed -. -harids,:

| tion: came-to light. when.some

MOTISM.

Met.‘OSBORN: @a ASSOCIATES

‘pects’ to’ pony: up something. for his: |]
| | trouble. -This’” “‘semething”™:“ape.
parently. Tanged ‘fron. $200- to.$300: ia
) Ber. club.
| -After-thé- deal’WwWas arranged: and.
the

: a

. |agent '.promised.: signed. contracts:
‘J {would - be: forthcoming. Naturally, 7 7
4|:these never. showed up, The deécep-.

NATE co
HYP

=

|:

mae
$3:-300. Tele-. f Bardot), the. we‘agent’:>. “askéd’ prés-"|.

800° Cellege- Teensge- type: gage: $3; 200 - Holly-:

Mer

“money:

club

oe
owiiers, tiring. of ‘Waiting for- con=+|

~

-J| tracts, went to:police.-It-was.then |}
discover ed that competitors. in the"
‘| same. city,had also: been bilked..:

“POMPOFF THEDY. FAMILY.

ios

Spain’s Royal.Family.ofcal

_FOR: RESERV ATIONS AND BANOL E TS
MA‘7-7272.

SINCE. 1884

=
my{ petter: ‘price could. be- arranged: if

“GAG: FILES”

—=————

-

icerepen dione

“PHILADELPHIA 17,“PENNA:

824° CATH ARINE |
‘STREET.

October 17, 1962

_Meséis: At Fisher and iou Marks:
Wm. :Morris ei Ine, 1740. Broadway

~. New York 19;'N
os‘Décor. Fellows:
carte”‘business iis‘not dead.:

“Over: the:Weekend. of.Oétober: 5 through 7 you set up-¢ new ‘house- record

for 'us-here.’ “Naturally, :we. thought this was great, but when you turned right.
Ground and topped. it:the following: weekend it was just too, much. for us.
“AIofus.are:
e looking forword to.your return here iin December.

‘In the. meantime, our
good ‘wishes fer: your continged Success. 4

Opening: Nov. ‘27

DESERT. INN, |
‘LAS. VEGAS, NEVADA’
Featured Lounge Aitraction’ :

Thanks:‘again. . -

|

_ Sincerely, 7

- Proudly Guided by*

HARRY. men :

: Monogement-._
20East. Huron Street
se Chicago. 1,Mlineis

youl

Fronk Palumbo

9

z

76

-
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roar

aoe

Loew

& Ed Risman

a)

tf.

__Wednei October 24,1968.

_NIGHT. CLUB-REV TEWS
{ Another. plus factor- isthe., euriosi-|

‘Latin Quarter, N. ¥.
Eat.

os

Sahara; ‘Las.Vegas

“Motel Drakes € hi te striped: sport Shirt “and.“ascot. ‘fie |

ty valite of:Joya Sherill, the thrush t..
’ Chicago, ‘Oct. 20: formal
attire -characteristie ‘:.of| we
Who, kicked’ up:.a” in Russia, with | “ Myraii « “Cohen, ‘Jinimiy: - ‘Blade |‘folksters, but’ -his - ‘delivery: has |:

pres-'

Las: Vegas, ‘Oct. 16.—

entation of “The Venus Touéhs"!
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ing? with considerable -blue pericil-'|1 There's *‘also. ‘nice. WOLK | ‘by his =“ping. ‘Shownianship is ‘still ‘superb. | of :mileage .using.:a» handkerchief |
Philadelphia. Oct: ‘19: “TV ikig .of pat! references - to.neM’s: ‘de- || bass.- and.- drimms . ‘supporters. :The. and. if ay criticism. can be made to -ilustr te-son tiles,
ale
“sone
‘group, Bets. off a “good. swinging Pit is that Grant-is.a’ bit loud for anj
“CAL.“Martine: Ronnie Martin; Ter ¥ élopm ents...
2.
Tlie Ashton opening producticen,
“a. intimate - ‘room’: ‘such - as honiface©. based on the Boy ‘and Delphyri
race’ & DuBrey; ‘Bob. Loudon; Car-. |: - Bearded ptinstrel: “Cla nraftit. | sound:
snen-Dee .Ore he COTS, “HO:“coven: Or ‘Who: alter nates here: with: Farmer, | ’The. Carson Quartet. is -‘paced by |Bild New kirk’s. °
‘iL.theme: AS impr essive for color and:
Grant Jias, ‘a. litle: something for .staging: Scrim:.is effectively | used
mdniregan.
: -is- t6o‘similar:to the latter.to give: | the.leader's fine: tr umpeéet ‘and. baby:
“Cornet.
‘playing.
Curson-.
‘delivers
|
everyvbody;.
and
.
tues
include’
Jas curtain parts to accent on under:
bill the: variety’ it needs. ‘Maffit’
“South ‘Philly. “club:‘makes’.anat} also- ‘shows - questionable - taste: in: niutéed. tones With his-horns:1 hich *“Learning. ‘the’ Blues.” a ‘Autumn: water scene, futher. enhanced -by.
“aral. Setting, for. ‘former. ‘area “Fesi- following : a: ‘Spiritual, Tye: ‘Been:; are: always melodie: and. ‘often per-. “Leaves.” “Bex.onid ‘the. Reek”. “Bil” troupe” s: costuming and stuge preps,
dent. AF. “Martino, who shas- been. *Buked,”’ ‘With .
Freeman
‘suppHes:| Bailey.” .*’“Mack the -Knite.” “House | including’ broken ship's hull. shelis
Slightly .“blue |:“cussive. Don
out - ‘of: the country ‘some: eight -‘Version “of “Meo-t-heeer
ee |Solid.plano. touches. :: also: marked } of:: ‘Bamboo,’ “Ebb: Tide: “and a concealing dancers. a diver descén-:
years, as -a- -hallad - singer-fleeing
‘Farmer. is. in, “through Oct. 28. by a pleasant. melodic. quality: and:j tune. he ‘wrote |‘himself. /Swinging: -ding from -drops high above stage
~TOCK «‘ni’ -roll. “Although. his.:deliv-.] Polksinger Walt’ Conley. follows... |-bright | sound. .‘Bilt ‘Lee, who ap- |Gently.” ‘Entertainer: also does jand ‘other pelagic flora and fauna.
Long.
“ay: ‘is -on- the.formal .side. ‘with |
‘Rees, , | pears. to. be.‘one: of the: most active |Own. “Version:Of the Twist. *diyg. ‘New: show in Oct. 25.
~ turned gams.:.
At” “beginniii:z-oshe’: appears... to] “Padded ‘Celi. Mpls.
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ALACKHAWK. — Vince Susraial‘Tio.Beeee
Loc
EARTHQUAKE ‘McOOON'S—Tuik "Mur. .
phy’s Ore:; Mary’ ‘Peart.

FAIRMONT — ‘Phyllis:
‘Heckscher Orc,

WEEK. OF. OCTOBER 24.

Diller,

a

7.

A Ree 90s—-Jerry. ‘Sharkey, Bee. -Ray* and
.

ay

Petia

-.Goman

| LONNIE DONEGAN (4)

iPeter, Paul &. Mary,. ‘Dave.

three. some’“striving. “with .some:
ae
suceéss, ‘to emulate the Four Lads... wad ls
| Piping is pleasant‘‘and the ‘beat’ “Agi
‘music HALL — Richard Hayman. Ni. PURPLE-ONION--Cindy Whitsell, Adam | 30- ‘Mins:
Eugene Slavin, Thatcher.
colyn Emanuel,
_
| solid’ but: ‘routining Jeaves a lot ‘to’. 22...
larke, Lila Gage, Rockettes, Corps de
‘Britisher.:Lonnie‘Donegan.
ds.re-|-be’done.
to give the -Hi-Lites <disKenny .Adams; Dale Van, Bobby. Wolf,” , SUGAR. HILE—Carmen McRae.
Paige Symphony - Ore.
altet. Raymund
| Scott Pearson.: .
L
:cently
familiar’
to
U.S...ears
-via_
a.
rtinction, ‘or to set them: ‘apart from .
. DRAKE HOTEL—Myron Cohen. Siramy:|
AUSTRALIA
‘Teouple.: of international. disélicks: ‘many |‘other. ‘chant. ‘groups... Their.
+ Blade Orc...
(MIAMI-MIAMI “BEACH
EDGEWATER. BEACH —— “<Strawhat Re. MELBOURNE
(Tivol)—Penny Nichols,
AMERICANA 2. Jack .Young... caores: Rock. Island Line”. and -“Don’t gabbed. wit: lacks slickness in. both -:.
-vue,” Lucho- Navarro, Henri: Noel, -Cheri
4. Boulevar-Dears - oy: “Roulévar-Dona'
| Jimmy Palmer Ore. .::

NEW YORK CITY

|.

‘JAZZ. WORKSHOP ——‘Stan. Getz-‘Four: Songs, . Comedy.

“Hits: of “Broad- | “NEW .- FACK'S.Duke ‘Ellington
way.” -Bonnie :West; Susan - Cable.. ‘Ann: |: Keeffe..
Hilton, Blanche Schulz,’ Charles. Abbate.
PIERRE’S—Frank Moore :Four.:

_ DEL PRADO HOTEL—

Ore:

'|Village Gate, ‘N.Y.

‘Stick’ the .Chewing. Gum on: the...‘material: and: présentation. It’s ‘in

‘Bob

Andrews... D’Angolys, Two -.Pirated,
Avnold’s ‘Artists: and Models On “Ice.”
Ann. Schear, Bob Carey. Audre Deckman,
Balconibes., Eddie Mendoza, Eric Whitley,
Jimmy
Dybas.. . Eileen’ ‘Nicky. Powers, ‘Joan Daye, Phil Richards,
Keith . Leg-. } Beverly Lacek;
Jefe Hudson, ‘Harry Currie,
Johnny. Flanagan,
Wilton
‘Clary, “Mal
i Sarafis, : -Frank. Giordano, -Davine.Faulkgetth, .Maureen
Wilson, ‘Wendy
sralkin, Orc., ‘Angelito.
ball, Noel Russell, Don ‘Davis Orc.. O°
ener. Jackie Griffiths.
‘GATE OF HORN—George Carlin, Juan.| -CARILLON.— Lou- Walters-‘“gcandeles.
SYDNEY (Tivoli)-—June Bronhil, -‘Peter | Setrano, Tan’ & Sylvia, .Mike Settle...
de Paree,” Ricky. Dunn... Tony & Eddie.’
Grates
Rosina
Raisbeck. Eric
Reiman.’
Le
STRO .— Chavis . Bros., : Connie ; Ralph} Young. -George ‘Dorlis; Roger. StefLol Brooks, Lorna Yorbes.. Barry. Balm- |sitano 3
‘Trio: .
ani Ballet, Jacques Donnet Orc.,-Liné (16).-Fialinka
de -Tarezysiska,,. Gloria : Me- |: LONDON. : ‘HOUSE —: Gene Krupa: ‘QuarCASTAWAY S—Preacher ‘Rolio |3, Jerry |
donalt. Beryl
Cheers,
Tony
Jenkins, $tet, Charlie’ Ventura, :Larry. Novak. ‘Tria, - ‘Geraldi
& Lesley,. ‘Ralph Font Ore. Candj.
“ Julie Das.
wo,
Jose Bethancourt: ‘Tria.
. Cortez, .‘Jimmy. Roma, "Bil. Bernardi. .

-BRITAIN:

Bedpost. Overnight”).’ ‘He deserves’ the: lampshade-on-the-head- ‘Sphere 7
‘to. be widely seen .as. well.as: heard : of humor.
~ ..
we
‘here, .as:.aftested by-. his ‘current {- Crisper foutining ‘and. Stronger

U:S. .nitery dew) at Art. D'Lugoft’s} continuity -.and ‘comedy, ‘added to
Village | Gate.

i

already okay piping, could: lift this.

-Noted: asa: “skiffté-band ‘Jazzman | group .several: slots higher-for. ben<.:_
‘and -folksinger:: -in: England, Done-! efit: to” ‘lounges, “niteries, -AM®“ and _

DEAUVILLE.. —. Barry ~Ashton’s ‘“‘Vive- gan. besides’ the“ impressive pipes; ty. As. “is, -HicLites. can_.do such.
| filds. same. good: bit ‘only ‘some~
Sisters. “Ben Les..Girls.” .Arnauts, Paris: & Claire, -Mar-. fora: -slight.fellow: has. a: stacatto ;
-|tha King, Véspia. Bros., Line, Les Rhode eomedy :patterthat’s ‘an. absolute ; where. in the cunt
Gorin.

MISTER” KELLY’S—Irwin: Corey; . Joya.

Sherril,

John:

Frigo_ Trio. -

(Tower -Circus)—Chartiz
PALMER HOUSE '— Kim
BLACKPOOL.
Canol & Co.. Bronleys, Hugh Forsie & : Arden Orc.
PLAYBOY—Kenny. “Milton.
Co. Careus: Willtams’ Lions. 2: Carmenas. !

”

;
George Kir- Orc., Mel. ‘Greene. . _
Civeus Knie’s Horses, -Zebras &. Pomes.. > By. ‘Dauphin Trio, Roy- Petty, Tony, Craig, 7 DIPLOMAT | —, “Gene. NcDaniels. Mandy. delight out-of :the fine, old music.
.
Rouselle,
Wayne. Roland.
Duors Sistezs,- Four ‘Soranis, 2 Dominicis. ) Ami
Campo: Orc., “Can Smith ‘Orc, .
-hall tradition. Small. matter: ‘that: ‘CINDY: ‘LORD
PEPE‘S—Gus Van & Roaring 20’s Revue:
Willem f.enz & Chimpanzees; Tibor .Alex:
EDEN
ROC—Devlin
“Premiers, .Luis the. jokes :often. also’ ‘are: traditional:
Songs
—
SECOND CITY’— The: Establishment, ‘|yenot.
Ore.
- ‘Monroe- &.‘Kasseander’s Canine Revue.. Desmond & flex
Orc.;
Crews Knie’s Elephants.’ -Dagenham Girl. jJohn Bird,- Eleanor: Bron, ‘John F ortune, .Freeman- Ore... “Toni .. ‘Steele: Twisters.
Pipers,
Our
Sammy,
Little Jininyy & | Jerenr Geidt: C arole Simpson.”
auds. by. ‘Anglo. Slant -ot:Living. ‘Room. ‘N.Y.”
FONTAINEBLEAU: —Jack. “Young’s “In. American
- SAHARA INN —Ella Fitzgerald, Maite
Cire usettes
,
Frank.. York -Orc. Lounge: Fred- “ternational -Follies,; Marsh ‘8 Adams, The. cockney... accenting. A: great. “gense:
“Cindy : Lord, . once."‘the. “femme a
BIRMINGHAM: (Hippodrome)—Russ Con: London,.
die: Bell, Roberta Linn & Bell Boys. ‘Ron: Rivieras (Two), ‘Napoleon Reed. Line.‘(16), of timing
‘and’ gusto... ‘projection’ half. of” “Cindy. ‘&. Lindy who. were o-."
way, Vike & Bernie Winters, Bryan John‘Len.-- Dawson: .Orc. ry --Larry .Bovd" Trio:
nié
Brown
Trio...
Frank
Fiore
Four.:
Kase.
.
son, Peter Crawford Trio; Terry .
SHERATON - BLACKSTONE ‘— ‘Betty. ‘Chero’s’ ‘Del, ‘Prado. ‘Orc:.: Frank - Natale carry it: all: off.. The rubbery-facéd’ making. some headway ‘on ‘the-cafe.-:..
Sandra Petérs. Esme Browne Dancers...
Trio... -Zigey., Lane,
Leonardo’ s ‘Tropical
| Johnson, Franz Bénteler. Orc.leer. and roll of.the ‘Donegan. -well- circuits, -has now, ‘gone: ‘into’ busi-") 2-0
BRIGHTON. (HIippodrome)—Dickie
Val- i ‘SHERMAN
Payee Buddy. Boyer Trio, ells & Four ft
HOU SE — _ Evelyn -‘Knights |
‘attractive:
oi
nC$9
i
< = a.
entine, Cime- ‘Murray -‘& Maidie.. Audiey * David ‘Romain Ore
n“o.noe
Lr: At
J or.= =na}‘O:aiLW,
>
sn.
1:
--ie)
«ta
mo)te. Oy
2
>
asOQ.Ww0.panda,
m.
ot
Met
Franklin.
&
Dov
es.
Jeans. Billy Baxter,
- SUTHERLAND; LOUNGEAL Grey-Buly | “PLAYBOY—Dick °“Havilland:. ‘Enid Mo: F that's
— Hooker,os
“Migs. "Lord's pipes. show «a. an
yf
Ae: Tess than - ‘fracturing:
Hollander & Hart, Flack -&- Lamar.
‘sier.- & Alfonso. Beverly Wright; Sir -Rich-°
i Mitchell Band.
“

Art} or ‘telegraphed, -or ~disguised. for [28..Mins...

LIVERPOOL

Matt.

(Empire}—Tony

Monro.

Teague’s

Jchnnie

Dance Ensemble,

LONDON.

“Hancock. +

Spence,

_

(Palladiumi--Bruce

Morecambe

&

“Wise.

ow,

Forsyth.

Johnson _ &.

‘Add _to the above. benefits an ine"Lsense of. style and extreme |com-° ~-

‘ard..Drake, King |& “Mary; Frankie Rand.

LOS: ANGELES.”

Scooter
oe
er
rey
te
topes

Carr..: |

RONEY

“BEN: BLUE’S—Lafts- &: Gals.“Norman
:
Hawes

Eve Boswell, Angela & Fred Roby, ‘Amin }.

Orc,

#

—

Frankié

‘Scott. ‘Ber.

Vaughan’ Quartet, -Sue - Lawton.

,

2

US.‘hill and ‘country ‘falk.. with. an | showing.ntiances and patterns. that. _
| accent that-could fool-a: Mississippi-|-indicate she. knows het.way.around

~ SAN. JUAN

CIRQ! S—Donn Arden: “Revue:

COCOANUT GROVE —. Sainmy ‘Davis

‘credible ear. which: allows. this ver-|.petence. ‘She: seems: ‘to be as much.
‘gatile’ vaude “performer. -to mimic |a .musician..as she Isa ‘singer: with

PLAZA—Tempos.

THUNDERSGIRD

: Bros. /Ugo
Garrido.
Janet
.-Mahoney,
Se
“CLUB CARIBE
Nancy" Wilson: ‘Isabela’; ‘deputy. And the:talent carries over {the |seales, © .!Angels -Grarevell. Johonv Shack. Jimme-? * Ure. : Freddy. Maftin Ore...
“& Miguel,. Migulito °Miranda” “Ore. Pepito |;to his: vocal phrasing: on American |: Miss: Lord- ‘delves’ ‘into rt wide: .
Lee, Bill Shepherd. Singers, George Car- f
:
CRESCENDO- —
Jonah -J ones, :Pommy. ‘Arvelo Five.. ~.
gen Dancers.
~
—
\ variety. ‘of ‘tunes: ‘They ‘are: deliv-:
EL. CONVENTO’-Noonan,’ Oscar Brownar, ‘Louise ‘Vienna...
“Pepe Lara: “Ore... ‘folk-songs::
VICTORIA: (Patace) —.George. Mitehet ; DINO’S: — Gigo - Galon. . Jack Elton, “Rodrizo Olivo Five:
- Besides the self-accoip on. giulliered meticulously. and with ‘charm. ;
Francis,
‘Minstrels.
Tony
Mercer,
Dal
LA’ ‘CONCHA—Winged ‘Wietory Chorus,tar and banjo. Donegan: is: hacked. ‘Sometimes. the. perfectionist. in her
. John Boulter,
LesHe .Crowther,
Margo. ‘Steve LaFever.. —Carole :Crook, Nora’ Morales Ore. > Nestor,
Benderson, George Chisholm -& Jazzers. 1 INTERLUDE—Trov Waiker & Hustlers © Tor res Five...
+by countryman: -Demny. WwWright, who’ coals: down the ardor.of her songs,
:
| ant Bil
Wicked
World : Revue... Dee: ‘Dee:
Schaller Bros. & TV. Toppers, Jackpots....
-OCHO PUERTAS=-Nydia ‘Souffront, Joe: plays: straight -man in. the” ‘chat-| but -gernérally.she is -an: assured and.
lan
oF
| Valiénte. Jose
Aponte.
°
Mitchell Maids.

|;

~ CabaretBills

J

SLATE BROS. —Billy’ Gray.- Nino. Tempo. a

,

.

Jefe:

Bam

Johnny. Barracuda. .

ST.” EAST-—Louis:

Butera

&

Prima:

Witnesses.

BLACKJACK .-- T..C. Jones,.
Fuovster Orc. Mae Barres.”

“BLUE

.

ve LITTLE cLus - — “Doodles: Weaver, |

GutierreZ Five.

arid fine slamban¢: gutiar [rochoetent: singer -‘selecting songs

‘bass.
-Fan audience .more- than .interested
‘F Interesting ‘to’note: that: Done- ‘in. a. set’ of: arresting arrangements a
~pan’s hip-cornball -‘antics, ‘succeeds: interestingly’ deliver ed.
Jose.’
~easily. in really~ warming - up the]:

LAS. VEGAS:

AFRICAN: ROOM—Kurl! Benit,. MeMur- |:
&

\ter-segs'
Hermanos. Reyés |

Gloria Grey, Joe Felix Group Four.

~NEW YORK city.
.BASIN

DEL. .FAUNO

De

HL.

Fay

PATIO.

&.-Teresita,, ‘Repito Totres Ore... Barletta |in’. packing. Filling’ out: ‘the .group |‘off the beaten. path -as- well as those
& April Stevens,"Herb Dell Trio, —.
“STATLER. HOTEL—* ‘Chip-Of€'‘the ‘Old
S TROPICORO--Lobato ‘Dancers, Daniele . excellently ‘are two ‘Americans, Bill | regularly: heard. Her vocal inter--:
' Block’ Gd Edition); ‘Revue, ‘Skinnay: Ennis
‘Claary, . Cesar | Concepcion.
Ore... J ulio | ‘Smith..on drums,: cand: Hal. ‘Gaylor, : ‘ests .are: varied: ‘and she can -keep _
Ore.

Orc:.

Johnny

ANGEL— Vaughn. Meader,. Varo-

CALIFORNIA. CLUB—Jonony, Paul.
DESERT . INN-—Jimmy | ‘Durante.. Peter
| Lawford, - Eddie ‘Jackson,: Sonny’ - King,‘|
Cariton. “Hayes|
Donn
Arden
Dancers.

‘Rev. Lounge:. Dave -Apollon. .Les’ Femmes. ' .
j Michael Kent, Johnny Puleo, Joe ‘Venuti,. °
Puimpoft. T hedy- ‘Family.

lyn Hester...Cal |Bostic.
“BON
SOIR -Barbra “Streisand. Sammy
Sitore. Pat Wright. Three Flames.
CAMELOT —
Con, ‘Astone . Ore.y The
‘Cookies,
—
CHARDAS. —
Lily France, - Jacqueline

DUNES

-— “Gotta: ‘Get: To ‘Vegas.’ . Bill : .

KC

I

go ‘audience that “comes. primarily ‘BONNIE: DOBSON’.
"to dig’ Jazz .saxman- Stan. Getz. Act’ Songs 2..°

; Should. ‘60,anywhere.

Recreation: Show,

aa

.. Kansas. City;,. Oct... 18.

“Bill,

:

“| 28:Mins. .. .

. Le Hibou, Ottawa.-.

SZONY- ‘&.“waNcy. i Toronto. ‘canary: Boniiie’ Dobson, wo
Stage. presentation ‘at: first: ‘Kan- “FRANCOIS |
_.|- folk “singer, ‘is. a looker “and has *:

i Reddie Orc. Lounge: “Vive-Les Girls.” ~ {| sas City tndoor-: Recreation Show :.*- CLAIRE.
‘in ‘Municipal. Auditorium. with the? ‘Dance ~
i Eu ‘CORTEZ—Top |“Notchers. |
FLAMINGO— Ethel. ‘Merman, Russ: Biac “Kk. ‘Lennon. Sisters: “¢3). Dakota: —Glog- 110 Mins: -.

| pleasant. pipes -‘when. she .-warbles: Bet

Hér gab sound is’ Monotorious: and ©
:
: should. ‘be ‘either eliminatéd. or im- a
(81,! Cal “Claude;.:Jay Ross, + Latin Quarter, New York’
Ani -& Jack Clark, ‘Happy Davis; ii “Francois: Szony..long: ‘partnered “ptoved : with upped: speaking man- -_
Tominiy Bartlett, “m:¢.” Shows.-.at- ‘with sister. Gisele in-one .of the: ner:and stronger..material..
“3:30 and 9° p.niz 73. mins. Musie; -top*ballet- ‘ballroom’ teams ‘ine the-[..-Miss Dobson: follows ‘the. ‘50-Don: Gil|Forres’ Orch: (E25. Ad mis- ‘nitery.orbit,.has a new partner in:| ‘Called’ “trend”. |-in-> -folk-" singing
“ston: $b.25,reserred. seats.
s.$1 addi-. | Nancy -Claire; ‘while. Gisele ‘will be towards: gruesome :lyrics like: “She. +
‘twained ‘with. Nicolas. -Darvas (&_ -went..otit:-and: shot her .son. or. a: *
Honal.~
Do.
| Julia’. -While. Miss: Claire's: ‘style is. ‘ song. about an island
here. -babies
“Recreation Show. is a new:entry: | betimes ~.reminiscent : of: Gisele,” ‘grow on :trees: ‘and. there'ss'a-bargainget. a. babs” withMinsky" ad “Tommy. Moe. ‘Raft, Carrie Fin- ° “on thelist .of ‘expositions’ in_the- there are. essential. differences: ‘day: -when :you_
nell, Stunning. Smith, Baby. . Bubbles, “downtown Municipal. ‘Auditorium, | The. new -femme >‘is ‘a ‘sleekér. and L-every Six:‘pounds of cheese. “Open

: Ore.

Lounge: .Billy Eckstine,. Red Nichols.. -geTS..

; Don Cornelt.. ‘Bob’ ‘Sims.,
t FREMONT—Frankie- Brent, Jets, Johnny.
Rew. Elemer
Horvath
Ore.
CHATEAU.
MADRID—Roberto
Iglesias. j Rivers: Six, ‘Frantics..°
GOLDEN ‘NUGGET -— ‘Bob’ Luman:; Hi& Co..Ptpr Campo Ore., Carbia’ Ore.
COPACABANA.- Nat
King Cole. Gary . i Lites. .
HACIENDA —, Four: “Tunes, Johnny.
Morion, Joseph Mele Ore.. Frank: Marti.
Olenn, _ Keynotes,. Cathy ~‘-Ryan,* Lynne
Ore.
Davis, ‘Grover .Shore Trio:
EMBERS—-Dorothy Dotiegan ‘Trio, Arvel
. MINT—Pat. Moreno’s rartists: & ModélsShaw Orc.
—
‘of °62.”" Bill Bird, Gil Lamb..
” HAWALIAN
ROOM— Arigela “Martin,
NEVADA—Jay
Orlando; . King’ Henry 4. -f
&
.
Qai-:
NEW ‘FRONTIER. - ~ “Life Begins ‘at.
Dens
Regor.
Keolu
Beamer.

Mutabettes.

©.

;

.

HOTEL
AMERICANA — “Tony: ‘Martin,
| Matireen.. Diaz, Frank. ‘Sorrello. -.‘Murray,
‘Lester ‘Lani Ore. |
Dick...“ Rice’...OreHOTEL ASTOR --Dick. Harding, :Debbie ‘Briscoe.* Jack.--Mann:
‘|
Lounge: Bob — ‘Crosby: 3. ‘Bobeats. : Clara.
Kelley. Eddie
Lane’ Orc.
! Ward ‘Singers,
|:
ae
HOTEL
NEW ‘YORKER, —: Verna Lee. ;- RIVIERA
— Diana ..-Dors, - Vagabonds.
Milt - Saunders
Orc.
| Damita Jo, Morty -‘Storm. ‘Loutge: Billy
* HOTEL
PIERRE “= Joseph’ Sudy Orc... Williams Reyue, -Déedy & Bill.
SAHARA — Judy: Garland,. ‘Alan-” King.
Robert
Simpson.
Leigh
Green,
Phil j
: Kitty. Kallen,-Mor ‘o-Landis Dancers, LouisWayne. Triv.: Kathy: Preston.
‘Basil ‘Orc.
‘Lounge: Don- Rickles: ‘Char:
HOTEL PLAZA — Georgia Gibbs, Emil’

“and-follows ‘somewhat :the® pattern} more” “sophisticated. personalits.”.-.>"| thé™ lid -and: lift. out. the .kid” it”
-Duo perform: in we I-disciplined ‘goes. ~ This style ° is sneeringly’
of: other indoor exhibits that ‘Spark
manner ‘as: if they: have ‘had’ con-: -mournfuland drags. the customers’ .
“attendance. with a live ‘Stage show. siderable
seasoning ‘in. their’ past. !spirits.down with it to. some éxtent: -,
Vérnon* Banks, who “heads” ‘up. ‘the’ year’s : Européan “and .Middle’ East |. : ‘Unless ‘she. ‘ddes-:a tot of..work
‘Ree Show: has. put. tagether a cred-. bookings:. They’ complement ‘each. on-. “her ‘routining... -and
staging;::itable jist of :talént-‘for- this -one,’ ‘other. ‘Szony. has-changed his‘ style |. Bonnie Dobson. is. Strong: only: for
“topped
by
the:
Lennon..Sisters:
first
L acters. George’ Rock
“only. slightly. and. both, In tandem, : coffeerooms,
Gorm:
Coleman, Ore ; “Continentals.
- SANDS—Steéve ‘Lawrence, Eydie “Gorme, four days’ of the. ‘show: “Oct. 16- 19.
still impress: as one of the. best:
‘PLAZA-9. ROOM: — ‘Julius ‘Monk. Cell.’ Dunhills. Harry . Nofal. ‘Copa-Girls, :‘Ane
Cabot.
-hack Fletcher. Gerry
Matthews.. |toniy’ ‘Morelli: Ore. |“Lounge: *Dave Bur-- Joan’ Castle: sapplanted them last” ballet: ballroom teams on. the: ‘cafe:“BOBBY MILANO, °
Rex’ Robbins, Mary: Louise ‘Wilson, Wil- [tony Danny Castello, ‘Morty King; Ernie -two- days.
m
circuit. fs:
| Songs:
liam Roy, Robert ‘Colston.
;
Tewart.
;
“SHOWBOAT. —
Abby - Neal: Nock-A-: : “The =a5. minutes: ‘of entertain a Their. routine to a Chopin. étuaé 120: ‘Mins:lt
“
HOTEL
ST. REGIS — Peter. Duehin,,
t Bouts. Curly Isabell.
Nancy. Marning.
ment follows a 15: minute fashion. is. both a delicate’ as well .as° ai | Living, sta NY:
- SILVER SLIPPER
Hank Henry.
HOTEL
ROOSEVELT —Jan. Garber: Ore.
‘Bobby ‘Milano-ig a; “youngster.
Sparky Kaye,:. Bobby . Clark, Cindy’ Em-" -show by Kline’s ‘downtown départ-. ‘ditaniatic performarice.- The ‘overall:
HOTEL
SAVOY: HILTON —Ted_. ‘Stiaeter ‘her. Danny: Jacobs, Red Marshall, Dolores.
ment store. Vaude.. ineludés a.fspe ‘blend is potent..further insured ‘by Lwho indicates’ he'll: set along. well _
Ore. Ray Hartley.
- ! Prazzini;
_Marge
Elizarde. ° Slipperettes: ,
Lounge: ‘Chas. Tea.
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“HOTEL
WALDORF-ASTORIA —_ Shelley:: :Geo...Redman. Orc.
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Berman. Greter Keller; Emile Pette Orc., .‘garden Ore.; Jack Prince. Johnny. LaMont
‘has: seen to if that: there: is’a'w ide "¢.0 nN sta n tly
“T- -STAROUST..— “‘Lido de Paris.” Eddie.
‘Bilt Shaw
Orc.
acelaim. |
variety. on ‘the: bill: Emcee Tommy
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INTERNATIONAL -.-“Minsky’s. Follies.” | O'Neal *Orc.. Lounge: Robesta Sherwood,
Benson & Mann. Max & Cherie, Mation . Bernard ‘Brgs., -De ‘Castro: Sisters, “Micki. Bartlett has. had. .previous- experi: 1.
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Miller, © Tina
Marshall, ‘Maybin - Hewes...
“ence
-in
handling
this:
type
of.
show,”
JACQUELINE:
THUNDERBIRD—"Flower | Drum. Song. | o
Mike ‘Duisu: ‘Ore.
Jack, Soo, Arlené Fontana, ._Garwood Va n’|-and ..does ¢reditably. He. chas: the: Songs:“
LATIN QUARTER: -Carsonys, Fr ancois.;
i ore:
Lounge: Frances Fave; Jack” Ross, “Dakota .Cloggers. opén -with.a
“ses- “32 Mins... ::.
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& Claire, Gjno .Donati." .Barbara
Rene Touzet, Donnie. Brooks.
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G re ye
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ergetie stvle:that. calls: for a lot of.
‘REW:

notes’ in. the. dilenation: of:any ‘one °
| tune.

“Milano |is ‘good’ at -Wéaving:. to:

‘Chardas;: 'NYs
Bae -gether various. songs.,He picks. up:
has him. stand-.|- Jacqueline. Rei is.a’“well:trained: “a tune: lie has: previously rendered

‘sion ‘of. Square:‘dancing; ‘‘Balancing.

- Bergere.- aft 62.°:
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Billy Maxted' Jazz Band, ‘AlDe Pauls 4. “act. by. Cal Claude
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LEFT ‘BANK - Nikki. Price, : Davia ; Mc “4‘Lounge: ‘Marv. Kaye Trio. Denis & Rogers...
on one. hand.
a Al. De Paulis: Four, Du. ‘Bonnet’ Three.
7 fing
Kay. Larry CGiussman.:
LITTLE

elicit ‘hand-to- hand |Virons. At this- point, that's: where:
a
Abel.
‘he.-seems. best: suited, with..an en-:

atop - a’. LO-ft.. ‘soprano’ who. ‘séems. to:have- been: to establisha continuity and: an.
.tripod-.while™. he passes. rings over. -brought: ‘up. on._ Classics. ‘She~ has ‘iriformatlity ‘that ‘keeps -the custoni=
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LIVING
ROOM--Jackie - Kannon. ‘Cindy | CRYSTAL © ‘Bay (Tahoe) “ever- | shows a tendency -‘to Zo. overboard-..~.-.
mirably: with: -a- group:zy
N svalted:
vt
‘skilled. turn:,
Lord. Bobbys Milano. Bok Ferro: Ore,
- Ronnie “ Games
‘Trio.
AVENUE flankinsoo & 1 ‘MAROLDS--Vivienne della Chiesa, Laie. , Jay: Ross.. who ‘makes ‘cute Vitti ‘greens. that g0- ivell Jin this: Con-'! With ‘unnecessary compliactions’
NO. 1 FIFTH
De Mato. Bill Elliots, Ann. Benson.
| Barry, Don. Corin Orc:
figures. out of balloons. is- midway tinental- styled ‘nitery:.:-She® is “a: _ but, generally; he ‘has’ enough gin-.”
ROUNDTABLE
—_— Steve
“Alaino;
Dayy
HARRAH’‘S
(Reno}—Mary “Kaye: Trlo:'
‘pleasant ‘‘looker: with? ‘auburn’. hair. |
, mic¢ks.-to ‘keep. ‘him going” in the,
Jones. Orehids
Braman -&. fora lighter: moment, ‘albeit..strong
Jerry. ‘Colonna, ‘Judy: Lynn,
ahd..is coutoured. nicely. °
sntoke-filled rooms.
- Tose.
Leo
SAHBRA -—— “The ‘Happy -T.and.”*
Leonard, ° Persgnalities,
John
-Buzon;.. With ©the “kids. Roller:- ‘skating As |.
In ‘her: present: state. of: develop- :|.
Fula, Lours, Bannert: Orc.”
, Red Coty.
|
forte
of.
Gay
nor-.&
Ross
on:.a“com-Atan'‘t ‘HARRAH'S.
SQUARE
EAST
-“Sevond
City.’
(Tahoe) .— ‘Polly . Bergen.
ment: Miss Rew fails to take. ad--

Arkin.
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Lampero. .Andrew

Dunvan, _Charhe-

Eugene Troebnick. Anthony ‘Holland ‘STROLLERS
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'- Leighton
i Ec kstine.,.

Manna,

-Noble

Barry

° Orce.-

. Ashton
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-

‘pact. stand; ‘and: Jack |Clark. shoots: ‘yaritage- of a -tune assortment. that :
‘Sai’Diego Nitery: Patty

away. balloon, targets. with ‘his. bow ‘would: :show -more_ facets ‘ to herj
Harry
James
Or Cor. “Nick Lupoofs. Steel Band
1 CAS. Partners. Sherwood. ahd Borne. Tony tand arrow as Ann. Clark. does: the
yoice. “Her~self-limitations:” while |.
TOWN
& COUNTRY... Ritz Bros.. June ‘Lovello.
y. Clown, ‘Happy: “Davis:
Valin Lomans.
Ned.
Harvey Orc, Rod ; HOLIDAY -—Joe - Maize. and ‘Cordsmen. . ‘commentar
_Z00d «at.. showing., ‘her: commercial “Hollywood, Oct, Px as
Five
Senoritas.. Mariachi. ‘Los -Camperos, | turns. out: to be.-a ‘trampoline ‘speRodrigues Ore.
‘adaptablity, fails ‘to give “her the| "Barty Ashton - -has ©,sold. three.
TRUDE. HELLER’S
—
Ray: Milan” ‘&. Harty °W oo Woo’ * Stevens. :
clalist;
Winding
with
the:
expected.
‘added: plus. that-: would ;create |-More™-revues. to ‘Art. Hirsch's RoarQuarter antes,
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Sawyer - ‘Sisters,
| triple twist -gnd. somersault..
UPSTAIRS
& DOWNSTAIRS.: — .Danny j
iJoe Karnes.
oon further excitément: Miss Rew. with:jing 20's nitery, San’ ‘Diego, each ‘to. .
Carrol. Jane Connell. Sudie Bord. Myra
‘NEVADA. ‘LODGE: (Tahoe)—-Carat’ Kent [
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Fons St. Thomas.
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Donegan | -SPARKS
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‘it ap.wwith--personal -appearances. ‘Songs .. =
“$27 Y.over: $6. 000. “weekly:. . “Les *
Ore. Charhe Berd. Ada Moore.
- Sisters. Bertini’s, Moro-Landis Singers &
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VANGUARD” — Maktm
&: “Dancers: Foster Edwards
Girls’ went “into_ ‘pereentage: each
‘Lounge: at”. the. ‘Dot bootti. In: the*. “show, 2. “38 Mins. Orc.
“Clanes Bi US.
\Roval _Tahitian Revue, Traian Ted’ Bover. 1 double™ blast for” the customers: Club 70,- “Ottawa”
EW eek .but! the. Tast:
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sary equipment...
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Renee.
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Drew. Seluia Smith. Tino, Perez Ore
to. varv |-the”- pace, |“bit. generally.
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CONRAD HILTON.
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Quin, |
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played:“thé. oid. ‘Roaring: 20's-has. ‘Mort Saht ¢
Club’ four years ago ‘but: ‘rent. Then: Betty Yutton breaks ia”:
the: Hi- Lites: booked : into. Club: -70- her ‘new turn. and.talks are on for’.
-has three:‘new. chanters.’.a .com-- Milton: Berle::to’: break.“in his’ act .
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‘With:“Mr. President”. finally
Making° its. “Broadway ~ :-bow : Saturday night ™ 21): te, a
"$2,600,000 advance. sale and 7
“mixed -notices, Irving Berlin. -]-

> The: Barter: Theatre, -Abingdon, +
ceva. has: received an Old. Dominion‘|
hoes Foundation ° igrant.. of - “$100, 000,.-|
which was. ‘contingent on: the” out.)

fds. ‘going on a. holiday:
“But. not. for. long,’’. says he, |-'1.
Sea m. going® “right” back on an-..
“other «show.
Too’ ‘much. rest Makes me. restless, Il :tried it

Connecticut Drew
OnlyAbout 577,

+ A contrast in business is Tee
+ flected. in the total grosses regis‘tered. this .:past: ‘summer by the
‘Shakespearéan. festivals in Strate
fit raising “at. least: - $25.000.°
ford, ‘Ont:, and Stratford, Conn,
“Entering. No: Carolina° for 10° -years: and: found: ‘out.
matching: funds from 1oéal. support-|.
| The ‘Ontario. operation, |with res
‘how: much of-.a tough:Job. “do. |.
“~ers:. The.;-Iocal fund-raising “ éam--} Lyn Ely’s Theatre. in: Education | ing’ nothing’ ‘can. be.”ees
Arthur:
Gelb,
coauthor
with.
his
ceipts
running ahead of :the preaan
wife;
Barbara, of “O'Neill,” a vious .semester, played to nearly
, paign brought. in alittle more. than: Inc. -iS -expanding - its high: sehoct: .
=* | biography. of Eugene O’Neill, “has 94°° of: capacity. In Connecticut,
"$30,000, which . means’ the’ Barter. ‘assembly programs of ‘Shakespéar- |
‘been “boosted. by: the N.-Y: Times. ‘the Situation was almost the re"new: has over ‘$130,000 to consoli- ‘ean- scenes. ‘from. the ‘Connecticut.
1 fre‘om -chief cultural reporter’ to:the verse, With business dropping subids te
Bi
-@ate: its real and’ personal property’ and. New. York: City area to Nort: Br
-| post of assistant: ‘director of" cul- |‘stantially below the 1961 tally to.
-cand-establish-a basis for longrange. Carélina.. Thiere Will be. 60 free-aditIse 0
way
“| tural news,
For
r5 Proj
“., €ontinuation. éf the. theatre: ‘and its. mission: -per formiances ofa 50-min- | ot
about 57° ‘of capacity. .
The. paper's . cultural news: ‘de- | The: repertory program’ in On= uctivities .in, “Abingdon:
ute’. program. ‘presented in, No rth: aoa
The : Barter, founded’ :by Robert.’ Carolina schéols starting: Jan. ‘13:
| partment. -is nested‘BY. Joseph G.\tario took in 13 weeks of regular
| Herzbere.
Porterfield, ‘celebrated: ‘its 30th ‘an:' and continuing’ through: Féb. -21.-.
}:
{ performanées, plus two weeks in.
Niversary..of .summer. productions
The southern.- venture: is’:bude
| which most: performances were on
London,’ oat" “99.
“this year” and: is Now: présénting its. ‘eted at $25,000 with:‘the cost to be} “peter:“Bridge. planes -next. “Mon-.
} student: discounts.
‘The 15-week
first: winter season of resident, pro- split. equally. between ‘the. ‘state of|day: 129) for New York with - five
‘ltake “was: ‘$917,100 on. a potential
-euctions in Abingdon. The. theatre, “North. Carolina’ and. the - Old Do=!" m ajor assignments: He-will atténd.,
‘capacity gross. of $976.938.
Inwhich. became the: first such oper-— ‘minion ‘Foundation; - The ©.Northy the- copening «at “the. Ambassador.|
| eluded -An the Ontario repertory
ation. to’ be state supported when. Carolina: ‘outing will ‘precede. The-. -Theatre,:” NUY3,. next; Wednesday |:
jwere,“Macbeth.” “The. Taming of.
> the. Virginia. ‘Legislature
désig-) -atre.- ‘in -‘Education's’ annual” spring. 431)- Of “Caluclated ‘Risk: 7”. which {2 :
the’ Shrew,” “The Tempest” and.
“mated it “The Theatre. of :the Com-; ‘tour. of high. ‘schools: in ‘Connecticut | is. being presented ‘by. Howard Er- |.
{ the. non-Shakespearean * "Cy rano ‘de
: monwWealth™ of. Virginia’ - in: 1946, and ‘the. New: York - ‘metropolitan’ &kine, ‘Roger L.. Stevens and: Joseph |:oT
“Washington, -Oct: 23.
Bergerac. *”
‘has “:now. incorporated” 28 ‘The ‘| area. -The .1963- program, which. Haves, by. arrangement. with him, | . The Federal. “‘government’s latest
| ° A 13-week repertory: season. was
“Barter: ‘Foundation: Inc:
| Ernestine’. Perrie. avilF direct; will . “George “Ross, who; with, Camp- archifectural ‘plan for Lafayette. played in Connecticut: hy. -the
An -ironic. aspect~ of.the. ‘Barter’"s -consist..of scenes. from.‘ ‘Romeo: and bell’ Singer “wrote “Any. Other |} Square: includes a. _prevision: for: American. Shakespearean. Festival
‘present; :-comparitive .-affluence,. “Fg +} Juliet,’ “Twelfth. sNight”. ‘and'| Rusiness,”-from: whith “Calculated: .demolition of the Belasco Theatre,
Theatre, with ‘the gross for the.
the fact that. it: was ‘organized .‘by “3 ulius: Caésar.” ' Special. jintroduc- | Risk’ has. been adapted: by’ Joseph-the: old: legit, -vaude: and. opera
‘semester’ running around $420,Porterfield ‘in 1932.as a Depression tory."and. bridging material’ wilk:‘be }-Hayeés, sailed for, New: York .on:.the ‘house. ‘With: ‘the: blessings: of ‘the
000 on a ‘potential capacity of $737;-.
... project, -Enlisting ‘other : (pt-of- written, by ‘Mare hette Chute. :
= Queen Elizabeth last. Thursday: #18): | President. and. Mrs. John: F. Kenwork. .actors, -Porterfield .went:. to |: . Theatre. “In: Education, . a: nowt “During | his.. Manhattan: stay, nedy,. revery | other. historic house} ‘100... The play program comprised’
“Richard 11:” with Richard Basehis .native. Virginia : to. start. the . ‘profit
|:
or. ganization, was:; formed by: Bridge. will’ ‘also discuss a. possible ; ‘and © building. ‘on “the: ‘square WII. ‘hart and Hal Holbrook costarred; :
-: theatre,.: whieh: ‘actually ~ “operated: Miss. By. in:"1956.
‘Broadway deal -for: “Guilty: Party,” ‘be’. preserved. “Henry. IV, Part One,’ with Hol~~ on-a*barter ‘basis with local: -resialso by. Ross and Singer, which -re-.| ‘John. ‘Warnecke, a ‘San. Franciséo ‘brook: and ‘Eric Berry: costarred,_.denits,. collecting articles of food in:
. ‘cently conclided. ‘a’ profitable run. architect’ hired by. the ‘U..S. Gen- |‘and -‘Shakespeare
Revisited.” aoe payment for admission.”
~
“Tat the -St:. Martin's. Theatre. Lon-_ eral . Services: ‘Administration’ fo !program of Bard bits performed by

Theatre in Education.

.Tinehs‘ArthurGelb

”

“To Cultural News Post

= ProposeRazing
Razin
The Belasco, D.C.

-

[ChisLyric90%,

Officers. of. the. corporation. are”
Porterfield, ‘president; - Charles . J.-

Harkrader, .vice-presidént; -W. “AL
Stuart,’ “vice-president; Andrew. nd.
f
"-“Miller,. .-secrétary-treasurer,..-and. |.

Pearl. E. Price; assistant treasurer. |

_ don. ‘He. is also’ hoping to interest
oar ‘New -¥ork managements’ in-his current. London. hit. “Breaking Point,”

Advance SeHout

‘balance. the counter demands, said, l Helen. _Hayes

“The .Belasco: .is’not: a:-good: ex-.

ample. . of © ‘the: “architecture

which. opened ‘early’ September’ at
the“ Lyric Theatre,

Maurice .Evans.

of -its |.which: last week

time’ and’ is. inappropriate.”

got a

operation,

grant Of

The |'s503.000. from the Ford Founda-

design has-been. ‘approved by: Fine

Shaftesbury:

and

The . Connecticut:-

tion,

ended

its

season

in -mid-

Arts Commission, .but..1mnay face. Septeniber with the cancellation of

‘Avenue.

:Phe:. Foundation : “has . appointed * Ctiieazo: Oct. :23.’ There has also. ‘Teported!y: been:
Benjamin. B- ‘Warfield. as executive |. ’ Eyrie Opera. of Chicago ‘is enter: ‘some. ‘New. ‘York - interest: in.“Stevice-president: to- undertake. the ing.
.
its:currént season with 90°c of.:-phen D," ae ‘dramatization. from
Planning phase of the. operation, : 1 its tickets sold:in advance, its Jarg-""J ames Joyee’s early writing. Which

rough ‘sledding .in' Congress. which [a scheduled month-long fall prohas ‘approved. new .buildings: but. gram: for students.
It vas. the
not’ restorations of :ald. -ones,:. :
=
eighth..semester for ASFT which
LA bili to: préserve|“the Belasco |!
rat. ‘a $6.25. top was geared for a
est pre-séason * sale. “However, -:the:: was the hit of the Dublin: Festival. died :-in-the- adjournment. rush.. “So
[weekly capacity take. of $56,700
‘opera company is expécted. to°end® Bridge -‘aims to bring this: to: ‘Lon- as -of the: moment. .the. plan :is to.
-in ‘its .1,449-seat showcase. |
| up. $400,000 ‘in the. red; a sum: whieh: ,don early in: the, New: Year, and replace the. theatre with. a lobby; ' The :Ontario season was the 10th:
will be made up by-“fund-raising. ;will ‘be presenting it.in association. ‘to. the. court .
building.
‘| for the festival there. T ickets: for:
‘campaign. : ‘An: opera. spokesman :‘with Peter Katz. and Greville Poke..
i the’ Canadian
repertory “were
‘said that ‘the. “fuund “campaign.‘is | Another item. on. Bridge's agenda
Oe ed to a.top of ‘$5 and the week“Manny. Davis;. .who’s: ‘putting: ‘toe | ahead: of: schedule,. apparently .‘aS. ai for ‘Manhattan’ is.a discussion with:
{Iv. ‘potential capacity take at the
gether". a touring. “edition of .the- result -of.. the.. general enthusiasm |'Gerard -Ostreicher about a ‘possible |:
12.258 seat:‘Festival Theatre was:
musical, ‘I
‘Can:
Get It for the season. The Lyric will: alsoj
© Broadway
For You Wholesale,
”* ‘says
the:ven-.
London : edition: ‘of: -the. fatter’s
S67, 176. ‘That figure was reduced
try. to_raise. an-additional |
$600, 000 .,“musical” production, . “Milk: and
‘tiire is ‘budgeted: at ‘awound $45,000: ta. “pay. back ‘deébts”.and: to: provide; : Honey,” currently: in its 54th. week: ~ Peonard ‘Bernstein. goes ‘into the. ito, $5T.955. for the student, sessions.
“The. _producer: .leased «the. ‘road|.:a: financial cushion for: next -‘year. lat’ the: Martin -Beck. Theatre, N.Y: pit of the Metropolitan: Opera next |
sights from the: authors and David } AS part ‘of its financial’ ‘campaign. iHe..plans to:-:remain ‘in, the US: fall-to conduct: the revival: of “Fal-.
Merrick; . “prodticer © of - ‘the. Main-| ‘the’ Lyric. is:‘Installing. three bronze; ‘about two. weeks...
| staff,” a-Verdi work last heard in
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Stem présentation:a
: plaques. on .the south. wall_of.-the
. The -original. ‘production. “Which:

he

'GLENV ILLE TO STAGE
of |.
‘DYLAN’ NEXT SEASON

“1948. Franco: Zeffirelli will ‘stage |’

[One
willbe called“Benefactorsof“YANKEEDOODLE’TUNER!

- Inoved. recently from -the. Shubert.
Theater: to the: Broadway. Theatré, “
Lyric Opera”. for thosé ‘who gave}:
. was -financed. at.-$275,000. “It is. in. $50,000 or -more, -& ‘second °will
list |

a niew “production along: lines
his interpretation .of the -work- inj"

Ct
=

_, Londen: Oct. 23.
- Peter Glenville will stage:“Dylan”
on: Broadway
next
season
for
“4ts 32d week in: New York. Larry. memorial gifts, and a| third special
Already ‘set ‘for ‘the. title role is iGeorge. W. George ard Frank.
23:
Oct.”
:
“Anselino.
Colzani.
Gabriella
Tueéci
Kert--will star in the’ ‘Davis pres-.
London;
.
will honor’ ai. quartet. of. OAS new. American. niusical | is tal Will «sing’ Mistress Ford; Judith | Granat. ‘The Sidney. Michaels play
-eritation: in. the male. lead played- plaqué..
| deals with’. the “American: expeti-:
philanthropists: who financed the *“opén it. London, and will probably
-Raskin,: Ann: Regina Resnik, Dame: ‘Fences of the Welsh. poet, Dylan.
on Broadway by -Elliott. Gould: He
"subbed for-Gould: several. times: in -physical production and Setting for: play. most of the: ‘Europedni. capi-. ‘Quickly; ‘Mario. Serni, ‘Ford.
1 Thomas.
Glenville. has
staged
“Prince. Jeger,”
”? “this: year 'S:Opener: we
London,; Amsterdam,
Tel:AVIV. -

. SLATES: BRITISH: TOUR)

New. -York.

The” road presentation of .“the |.
"Jerome: ‘Weidman adaptation. of‘ his.
“Own: novel .of the same ‘title with:
-musié. and.lyrics. by Harold: Rome |

SLIMNEGRO TURNOUT

: talS;.as -well -as Mostow,- before-it :
| | reaches: Broadway: :-The show is]
1 “Yankee Doodle. Comes’ ‘To. Town,”.
| which: is‘ being. jointly -presented |
this side. by Stephen: ‘Mitehell: and."
Herman’ ‘Blank.

“FOR ELT.PRODUCTIONS;

‘is “scheduled: to begin touring Nov..
a at ‘the.-Auditorium;- _ Rochester. i]

Brussels and’:

“AHich aes’

version.

of. “Tchin-”

“opening
on
Broadway
Report Shanberge: Quit | Tchin:?
Thursday: night (25).
“Dylan,” he ‘is to
“AsMywkee IABiz:Aventyepts
| Following
and direct. the film .edition.

of: “Becket” for Hal Wallis

” Milw aukeé,. Oct: “23.

>nd

é production. ‘which went: into. : John Shanber e, busines
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The “editorial. -scolded. the future of “Oklahoma,” including: great: deal of it: was our fault: I've.
Will
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|

er ee ee
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For coming

months.

"IsraelGovt. —

and’ years _the Ramat-Gan Chamber Orchestra

the fair site will be operated by:for accepting invitation to play ‘in
‘the city as'.a civie centre, avith |Munich: and Stuttgart. Ramat-Gan,
son
festival -definitely
in: the. . Tel Aviv’s posh suburb, -has a fine
works for 1963:. but not set yel. Filtla- orchestra, which: -repeatedly’

Many ideas. and plans are in the! I has toured the.West European elt

the producers, it was: Harold Bone

lived-here threé: years and:I_ want’.“Barnum,”aoe

who. foresaw that it.would be a great’ to continue ‘living here.” While not}-- In another aeea: he’s: concluded.
;suecess. At the Same time ‘one of: ‘aiming .-particularly. to -become. a a.déal’ with Capitok Records fora :.
our ‘smarter managers coined the ‘ehampion-. ‘for civil: rights, ‘did -be-, ‘Christmas, ‘release of: an- album ‘-.“The ‘Best... of.: ‘the. Nine 7
-expression, . “No:: gies,RO ‘sez,. na: ‘come -one_ perforce... When... some titled
chance.”
.
. smemibers.. of: the: white community jO'Clock: “Theatre.”are

* Sqfednésday, October
24,1962"
. | had. advanéed tax
var ious exec ‘posts,

are his. wife, a
daughter, Mire - John. (Marian) ;Moines: ‘Surviving -

‘BY At-tinie of -his: death: he:was: head. ‘Byram, wife ‘of: former ‘Paramount daughter, son and sister,
Of *‘the: ‘company’s «insurance |and | Pictures éxec. Mrs. Byram is‘a:one- |

_ Tempe. “Pigott, 78, retired Jegit“
teal estate depts...
‘time: Jegit -Pressagent. '
: screen: : “actress: died Oct.
13 in
‘|... Surviving: are his.wife; ‘son.ana|
j Hollywood: One of her last pix
“two: daughters...
Z
:
"BERT COLLIN S
fF ‘Bert:Collins, 63, former vaude was UA's “Little Lord Fauntleroy”
“FRANK: ‘FREEMAN Je vo “y Negro: “musical: comedy, ™“thet
“Guy: MILLS:
. ‘headliner, died of a heart attack. ‘in. 1936.
Prank (Pete) -Freeman’ ‘Jr., 46. World’s. My- Oyster,’?. Produced: in:
ee
Nias
(réal
|
name:
Louis
Oct. 4.:in. Fresno,” Cal. In: recent {'
stm ‘producer and’ son:.of-Y. “Frank: ‘off-Broadway in 1956...
ay Miller); -64;.* actor -brother ‘of’ &x-. ‘years he: ‘Managed. his .wife, Jac: | William ‘Sellers, 62, ‘ex-cafe pian“Freeman,-'‘Paramount - Np. . and. ‘His. son. SUTVIVES.
‘Gaiety. gir} Ruby- ‘Miller; “died Oct.: queline. Hurley, :acrobatic. ‘dancer. ist.-and- father-.of setor’ Peter
* !board’ chairmati, -of.- Assn. of? Me- |.”
1-15, at’ Chichester, _Eng. He’ toured |- He . was. conducting. an’. orch: re- Sellers. died Oct. ‘17-in London.
‘BARNEY RUDITSKY.
‘tion Picture: ‘Producers,’ died: Get.”
16 of. a ‘gastro-intestinal-: hemar= ~“siney: ‘Ruditsky, . . 64,. “former: as “Bulldog - Drummond” *:after . hearsal -prior to opening.a show at |. Jewel E. Krone, 41, former
:. | 'Frésno. County. Fairgrounds when.
whose:.-ex- World War. ©...
‘yRage. in " Hollywood.* He had . re-. New: York “policeman
dancer, died Oct. 10 in Hollywood.
«turned: ‘only .the. previous. evening: ploits ‘on: the: force. inspired a re-.* - Mills made: :a number |‘of West: ‘stricken::
Mother and sister survive. .
ind. appearaneés: and was -seen: "Son and. brother, also: survive.
from a four-month, stay in the east, cent. ‘telévision seriés; died Oct. 18: avith Evelyn Taye’ ‘in thé Br oadw ay].
: “where :.he. was. ‘prepping, a, doc: in:“Los - Angeles; «His: book,’ “Fhe j}
Jim. Youll, former stage manager
‘WILLIAM: ‘HAWORTH.
;
- mentary. .
| Lawless.’ Years” prov ided. the I: production, of “Bitter ‘Sweet:- He. Je
Had: spent: “much! of. his - career. |. William: : Haworth, ' 49,
Preston Hippodrome, died Jast
station -of
“Freeinan; “graduate” of Georgia |‘framework’ of. a tv ‘series’ “6f.. the’
announcer- week at: Preston, Eng.
same naine.-He hadbeen: acting. as") | ‘coublig -for: stars. ‘in riding-Ser KFI, Los: ‘Angeles;
‘Tcth,: joined. ‘Paraniount - in. the. Ip
iquences: | newseaster: for: past .12 vears, died-|
. early--'50s.: ‘He. acted» -aS associate| a-technic ak. consultant in-films.
! Oct: 17 -in Hollywood -after’ a- brief |
cof producer” on George’ Pal’s. “War -of:
2uditsky : worked’ the. Broadway |
TINA, GALM."“/-ilness... ‘He started :his radio: ca"the. Worlds.” . * ‘Houdini,” *‘Naked ‘arca: alorg with Johnny “Br‘oderick,’ |:
‘Vickie Ottley: to Michael Dew,
7 “Jungle” and. “Conquest of Space.” t-one ‘of. the lengendary: figures: In “2 pia. Flos-Galm:;- 81,".an’ actress: reer in Kansas City. 3u years ago. |} Windsor. Eng:, Sept. 29. Bride is
sand -was full- producer: on. studio’s Stem -°-sleuthing. : Together, “they: “who. ‘appeared. in: “the: ‘Frankfurt.| Before: joining KFI;: he’ was a,staf- .a.menrber of the: Staff of. Windsor
“Omar. “Khayyam,” in -1957: Later; were ‘known as a pair of” tough | theatre -for.:32 years; died Oct. 10 fer- at‘'CEB and: Mutual: |
. Theatre Royal. .
hie- joined: ‘Frank -Ross” to work ‘on. ‘cops. who often “beat up wv éliknown |‘in’ Frankfurt. West. Germany. Ti ay. “His - wife; son. atid saughter,gur-| .Maureen’” © Donnell
Len:
“Fhe: “Hangman,”"7a | Paramount. re-_ gangsters. with ‘their: bare fists. He (Galm,. as she. was known on thee.| vive.:
Greener, London,. Sept.
He's
“Tease:
>:
Coors
. | was: ‘also “credited with ‘the -‘arrest stage, first |‘performed |as” soprano|
a publicist. with the Wall Disney
‘of Abe. Reles; one <of. thie:leading: i with the opera. houses in Frankfurt. .
_Parents ‘suryi
ive.
Or Zaniatzion..
‘MARIAN. SHAIRK:
and. Berlin, and. -Spent:. her ‘later: |<." Marian Shairk: who until her réfigures of Murder Inc. Heather: -Fitzsimmons to Roger
JACK. BOLTON.
During his ‘Hollywood era, W hich.| years as’ prompter at the: Franfurt,“| tirement from. CBS" Radio in 1960 Greene; . St. Albans, Eng.,' Oct. 20.
“Alfred J..(Jack)} Bolton, “60:‘agent. ‘started in. 1948, :-Ruditsky. was: part. iOpera:
| Was .an -administrator. in. the adv er- Bride is.a Windmill girl.
analforty
mer: U. S.
Navy, captain, fAnet ‘owner of co"travel: agency “with. “She was” known: as the “only. pen- ‘tising records section’. of ‘the re- _ Dr. ‘Ruth Railton to' Cecil. King, |
| sioned prompter: ofthe:‘Frankfurt “search. department;. ‘died Oct: 16-in Maidenhead, Eng., Oct. 6. Bride is
|O pera: 4
“| Rockland. County, N.Y. after - a founder :.and... musical. director /of
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IN: LOVING. ‘MEMORY. ::

Sam or

.

“KITEY. ‘BERNARD:

_

long ‘illness.-

Miss, Shairk had ‘been a member

National “¥ outh. Or chestra;
he's
chairman:
of the Daily Mirror

‘ cea!
... . =
-

Ritty: “Bernard, : -‘oldtime. “vaude- of.the CBS. ‘Radio,Staff for.20 years.’ Broup..
| ville: ‘pei: former, -died“ Sept. “8° in’ Mardie Madden to Kernan Gor+ Rantoul, 1H, ‘She: ‘worked: with: her |
man, Hong. Kong, ‘Oct. 15. Bride
AUTHOR¢ OF“SHYLOCK ‘VERSUS. suaesbeanee
.
FERRIS POUNDS
“sister, “Ann Stapleton, . "as. -Thea
2
ANNA LIEBERT ond FAMILY.”
Ferris. Pounds, :81.. veteran” ex- is.a costume. designer’: and daughter
4 i Stapleton | Sisters: and | “also: ap-.\
be
hibitor, died recently in: Belfast, of. BBC-TV..exec Cécil Madden..~ |péared in: ‘the: team of: Flanagan. &.
‘Northern Jreland.: He’ retired. in |Vija Zarina to Prof... John Me-.
hapolig. "D4, died‘of cancer’ in Ho. |
Seoree Jessel. and Geor‘ge Raft: Hie! Stapleton: She. was. the widow’ of. 1954 ‘as. general. manager. and: di- Cabe, Oct, 19, New York. He is
liywood. Oct. 17. He Was ‘with MCA‘ ‘also -WaS a: co- owner. of - Sherry" s [Mike : Bernard. “who, . in. his ."era,; ‘rector of Irish Theatres, which was. lrw.k. playwright-nov elist and head
for -20° ‘years -until MCA. Artists|{ Restaurant. At “one time, “hé was; ‘had -the°‘reputation. ‘of.being’ “the taken: over. ‘by.‘the.Rank: Organiza- of the. Dept. of: Dramatic ‘Arts at
j best ragtime. piano. player” of. the
|N.Y: University; bride is nonpro.
“Ltd. dissolved “last-July, -repping charged with. being, a collectox: forj
‘lion.
Tina Paulo to Carlos Rosaire,
: such clients.as James Stewart, John ithe late - gangster, -Benja min
Survived
‘by.
his
daughter.
f. te Bugsy”
:
| Northampton, Eng.,, Oct. 9.. Both.
“Ford and Maureen ‘O’Hara.
Siegel,” an: Bécusation’ = “Survived‘bya.son:
,are circus ‘performers.
He. had: ‘been a’ senior :‘exec with 4never proved.:::
ROGER. LEON ARD
_ ANGELO’ -ANGELOPOLOUS
‘Ann. Jellicoe’ to: Roger Mayne,
i MCA, “anid: when”. ‘agency. folded| ' Survived. ‘by a‘son.
Roger ‘Leonard,. 45,’ former asso London, Fecently. Bride is a playae“Angelo Angelopolous, 42, nightoe *Joined- ‘International Managament |.
club reviewer and ‘longtime ‘sports: ciate producer. of: Screen Gems’|wright: he’s a legit photographer.
“ISIDOR. “GUSIKOFF |
i. -Asso'eiates,.. formed. “by” ex-.|:
“Route 66” teleseries; died. Oct. 13 |. Stella Tillison to Charlie Harris,.
'.MCAgents... .Surviving’ are.” his. "Isidor: Gusikoff; 61; a first cellist.“staffer: ‘on. the. Indianapolis -‘News, in: Hollywood :-following: -brain
| Las Cruces; NeM,. recently.. Bride:
: widow, Peggy: - their -son... :-Alan,-, under ‘Leopold.: ‘Stokowski . Vand {-died in Indianapolis. O¢et:<15 after surgery.
pte ‘secretary ‘to John. Paxton, city:
‘and. ‘daughter, Missy, and:a son. and. Arturo’ ‘Toscanini, for’ ‘many.:‘years, ;ua seven-year. ‘struggle |With: leuke“Surviving” are his wife, ‘son;. four
ane
by. a Previous marriage: ‘died: Oct.::18 “in .New:York.~ Foi ,mia. - He:. ‘authored:. -a book;-. “The daughters, and’. brother, Herbert, ‘manager: for Interstate Circuit. in
-E]l Paso. Tex: 7
the. last - 10° years; he wias::solo|Race,’ ; Story: ‘of:the ‘Indianapolis. Se exec producer, °
{. Mrs. Jerry: Wald to Dr. Myron’
;
‘FRANK: O:. STARZ
: ‘cellist and -musical ;contra¢tor with |‘auto. ‘classic...
-Surviv ors include’ his, “wife. and
ff
Oct... 17.
‘| Prinzmetal. Hollywood,
| Frank -O. “Starz,. "publicity ad: ‘Thomas Scherman’s ‘Little. Orches“HARRY” N.NICOL.
Ce pak ‘director~ emeritus ‘for. tra. Society: and the. Concert Opera |brother. . Jimmie ; Angélopolous. Harry N; Nicol. 73; vaude agent, t-Bride is- widow of: late’ producer,
‘sports «.Aviter | for!Indianapolis:
‘groom is a Bev erly Hills physician,
_-: Interstate=:Consolidated: ‘Theatrés: }-Assn:.
‘qed “Oct. °5-in London. Originally - particularly’ w.k. in the. film) -in“Gusikofe -j¢ined: the Philade!- Times. .
- died -Oct. ‘21 -in-a Dallas hospital.
|2: ‘member ‘of’ the ‘Nicol & Martin |
dustry.
after two. and:a ‘half. ‘wears’, poor ‘phia . Orchestra . wher” he’ Was.’.21 |:
| comedy. eycling-act. he started ‘the | Mary Anne Immediate. 10 Frank.
-Thealth.. ‘He- is. Survived.” ‘by: two years old--and rose’ to first: ‘cello. - ROBERT. ¢. SUTHERLAND
Robert Clay Sutherland;: 738... for: | English -- Vaudeville: Exchange Tetro: New York. Oct. 20. Bride's.
}umder Stowkowski. He later: Served
“daughters: :
:
mer: theatre operator. -died - ‘Sept.. Agency.
with General Artists ‘Corp.
Born | in. “ste “Louis. where. he under. “Toscanini: with." the .“NBC 30 ‘at Ww ‘evburn, ‘Sask. ‘He’ managed'|: Surv ived ‘by his’wife.
{°° Vicki Climas to. Laurie Payne:
worked: for UP. hecame. to Texas Symphony
- Orchestra: for two:
‘| the. Hi-Att: ‘theatre in: “Wey burn
t London, Oct. 20, Bride is an Aus7 ” MARIA. M. ROMERO. ot {tralian actress; he’s.a ‘singer-actor.
‘Th from” the time it was- built ‘in ‘1912;
Maria
Marti
Romero,
81;
‘mother.
until: 1951. when ‘he -retired.-One}:
Joy. ‘Wagd to - Victor Friendly,
‘of--the. original. members . of” the.). of. .Cesar’: ‘Romero. ‘and a former ||.Northiam, _Eng., Oct. 13. Bride. is
i Saskatchewan. Motion: Picture’ Ex- singer, died: Oct. 17 in ‘Hollywood; |an. actress; he. .designs cand builds
@!hibitors’ .Assn., he: Was Hamed: a. 1Tn her youth she sang. at Carnegie |‘stage scenery.
‘Hall. N-Y., -in -1900..
‘By life.member in ‘1961:
. Amanda Rowe to. Harry. Atitchell,
Gelober 28,1984 a
“Another. son and: two:daughters Oct, 18, Greenville, Miss: Bride is
- Survived by:B. Son and *“three
i!
daughfers.
_
“also.” survive.
{former -prima: ‘ballerina. with the
| Arkansas Ballét: he is a lighting
7
FRED: LeKNAPP.
JACK DRAPER barns‘and ‘shortly’ thereafter. joined” Inesyears -“péfore® ‘spending. nine. “years.|
designer and ‘technician.
|
‘Jack Draper, 70;. pioneer. Siniova| “Fred L. Knapp. 67, retired ‘vaude | Naomi
..'S-terstate.- He” has: been: with’ the. ‘as first . cellist .and ‘musical -con-.
Parker ‘to Dr. Harold’
“or ganization - ‘Since. -except. ‘for. the: tractor: for ‘radio’station WOR. He | man who. was. regarded :as one:.-of “performer, died: Oct. 5-in- Monterey. Friedman, Oct. 21, Kiamesha Lake,.
+ -.1930-31: period: when’ -RKO ..took. then’ joined: the+Little’ Orchestra |‘the “Mexican:film =industry’s ‘top. Park, .Cal. He .was. a ‘member -6f. NY ¥... Bride is the ‘daughter of
-. "aver | operation: “Although -semi-- ‘Society and. toured Asia with, that: Jensman, -died _recently of -a heart. the acrobatie act. Bender & Knapp. |
j local Concord ‘Hotel manager .Ray
“yetired he kept -his. desk and: visit-: group: three. years .ago.
Rye | attack - in. Mexico. -City.. . He «won}. His wife : and. daughter. survive. | Parker.

Oct. 24, 1945

{da

ZL.B.Bilson

_ed-fhe- office :weekly for: Consul: | | His wife; two. daughters, ‘brother
tation.

laurels. for photography

7

‘on such |’

? Arthor R. “Weiner, :75: Who for :
-and ‘sister- ‘survive:.
afilms -.
“Rosenda. * * *Janitzio; ”
In: liew- ‘of. ‘flowers the. request |.
: “BIRTHS —
ae‘The Black ‘Angel and" ‘Over: ‘the “sev eral. years. ‘broadcast. a program |
: for. shut-ins over the.Fordham Uni- | Mr. and ‘Mrs: Dick’ Moore, son,’
“is that. ‘donations. may |be ‘made to}
- DOROTHY. "HUTCHINSON - ary aves:! >.
'|
versity
radio.
station,
WEUVFM,’
‘the | Bob: O’Donnell. - “Research® a ‘Dorethy | H.. ‘Della. Lana; 80:
.
Dallas, Oct2 3.>:- Father is news ‘di‘Survivi‘ing: are hiswife,‘two:‘sons
died recently in New ‘York. He was:: rector at KBOX. there.
Laboratoriés, °“Will Rogers. Mem: ‘retired. singer. who.: appeared a and: a daughter. .
i
.
| known:. ‘of «his... radio ‘show
as. \°.Mr..and “Mrs. Alan Landsburg,
‘oriad. ‘Hospital,: Saranac. -Lake;: NY. Af Dorothy’ Hutchinson ‘in Gilbert&
| “Uncle. “Art, the: shut-in's pal.”
|
-} Sullivan: productions: and _-a ‘variety.
Sens:‘Hollywood,. Oct. 14. Father's
“JEROME ROBERTSON
| ““Jeveme P:. Robertson, -62,° form
‘CHARLES R: ‘ALTHOFF | .., .{of operettas, died: Oct.:16 in. Wash- i;
a producer.
‘Charles “R.- “Althoff,..72,° veteran: ington..after-a. long ‘ilness.-A native. | er “Miusicomedy star: and -concert.|:: “Daughter; 3, “of‘Robert Kennedy | Mr. and ‘Mrs. Lester Wertheimer;
.. “tube” comedian, who appearéd:on’ of Washington; . she~ sang with. the :singer,” died” Oct.”17 ‘in. Memphis; and his: actress-wife: ‘Beryl Stevens, son, Hollywood, ‘Oct.15: . Mother Is
died: of: leukemia Oct. 10 in: .Sutton, |_actress Tamar. “Cooper.
‘Major vaudeville: circuits ‘as. well: “French : ‘Opera: ‘Company. in: New’: > Tenn..“as‘on radio and ‘in. filins;. died: Oct: Orleans around cthe turn. of. the.
oa
A. baritone, ‘he:played.‘the: Broad-: ‘Eng.. Kennédy, former. joint. man: ’ Mr. and Mrs::Otto Rohleder. ‘son,
14 in. his. Irvington, ‘N:J: home.: m ‘century. ©
cM aN” Jead-in Ziegfeld’s “Rio ‘Rita’. aging director. of Dudley’. Hippo-: ‘Chicago; Oct.- 10. Father. is director..
:, Althoff was. one of ‘the favorite | Miss” Hutchinson: later: ‘appeared Cand: ‘ea¥lier- -appéared ~“as” ‘Dennis: drome; ‘is. now* ‘Harry Secombe’s. ‘Of sales: research «for CBS. ‘Radio. ;
.
- comedians: of the Pantagés’ ‘Circuit: ‘in 1 -e8W York. in.a ‘dramatic: version {| ‘King’ ‘Ss understudy:
‘Spot. Sales’ Chi office.
in. -*Rose-+ ‘personal ‘manager.
; .-Bookers.. “He. ‘had a Standing |arr “of: “Parsifal.’ ” She was-also. seen on . Marie.” -He. had been’: a. “yocal 7
‘. Mr.-and Mrs. Gerard Slevin. son,
:Br ‘oadway in such musicals.as“Top: teacher, and choir:: director. in:“ye, . Widow, -80: ‘of. Peter’ A- Cavallo, + Bellshill: ‘Scotland: recently, Father
‘bandmaster: and. ‘musical ‘director,: as an actor pr aducer:
™@, Of the. World,” “The Belle of .May-: cent.years, |
aN. MEMORY. of!
j-died Oct. “14. :in- California. Sur-1: - Mr: ‘and..Mrs. Don ‘Schlosser:
Be «fair”. ‘and: Victor ‘Herbert's. “The ‘}.
r a - my first:‘writer: and. long Wien
Viving: are. a. daughter and a., son, '| daughter, New: York, . Oct. 10.
1
FRANK: Er REYNOLDS...
-Whilé- “working -in 1922 “With -“a Frank: E. -Reynolds;. "57; former . Péter .: AY Sr, former’ Vp. of: a ‘ Father.is in-charge of ABC Radio
“NEAL O'HARA
Tivocat turn billed ‘as the Sterling | ‘ajtector’ ‘and: ‘Manager -of. ‘the Em- “Walter. “Thompson
Agency ~
sales ‘dey elopment.
| Trio. she ‘met: tenor Frank Della: pire: Theatre, . Belfast, died. Oct:.8 Chicago. ©
mis ‘Mr.. and -Mrs:: Peter. Yates. son,
” Ost4, 1962 ©
tl Lania’-who -had ‘just left. The ‘Seven. in: that. city: An’ actor, q
|
reeéntly. Mother: is ‘Virginia Pope,.
he: was],+;
:eepas BILLY. GLASON
:. Honey: Boys, ‘an. -act managed . -by. teking part. in-a Tehearsal- at .the.|~ Mrs. ‘Marie Fralatte Petrillo, 68;.!
-ja film ‘publicist; he’s a: film’ direc=
_
: the late Johnny. Hyde. They. were’ ‘BBC ‘studios.. in. «Belfast. when’. Wife of Janies.C: Petrillo. ‘president. tor:
|:
Mr. and
Mrs:
Chuck
Cecil,
srangéiment whereby he could work married two years. later ‘and. taught! fatally. ‘stricken.. The. Empire “Thea|of the Chicago local of the Ameriin their theatres any time. he was’ Singing “in “Washington “until their “tre closed last:
year anid: is- being.» ean -Federation- of. “Musicians: ‘died|| daughter. Hollyw ood. Oct. 16.
| Oats -20° in. that city. Survivors also: ' Father's ‘a deejay. on station KFI.
| °its wile
.open, He. also- appéared-in films ‘Tretirement-in/1934..°
“with.. -Laurel * & Hardy -‘and. in’ 7 ‘Her,‘husband. survives:
cn
His. wife: and:two,sons,‘survive."| dnelude . two sons, : daughter, two' i Mr_and: Mrs: Stephen Burnette,
me ‘br others. and two" sisters. .
, “westerns, ‘with: Buck Jones.
_ son, Portland, Ore., Oct. 14. Mother
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. BARBI. WINTERS”

:

“VICTOR "SCHEURICH

is actress Dorothy: Hack;

father is

. “Barbi Winters- (real Name: tere]2 -Mietor. H. W..: Scheurich,°93°sal Msgr. :John Ronan: |67
1
tio |
actor-son of *.,-comedian Smiley
CARLEY. ‘MILES
‘Lee- Yeigh),: 16;. actress; ‘Mas! caniefaman - and: for -miany. years {lanached : “he . Four”: “Lads. The} ‘Burnette,
“Carley.
Mills,..° 65,.. -composer- |ryl}
.
. aithor: . died. in New. York. Oct. 20: found.. murdered Oct: 18 in: ‘Ter associated with ‘Columbia-.Pictures.| Crew Cuts ‘and: The- Four: Dukes |. Mr, and Mrs: ‘Edgar. “Krass,. Son,
{ He had: written:-a ‘number. ‘of pop ‘Van Nuys, Cal., homé. ‘She.recerit! Funtil:-his:. retirement, died -in “Hol- ‘ffom .St:: Michael's: Cathedral boys’: 4 Oct, 17::New: York. Mother js legit
choir, _Torento, died Oct: 19 in that) ‘acti css. Betty. Bartley; father. héads'
+.-lunes: and: had.‘ beén-a- member ‘of appeared on. the Mickey Hargitay |lywood: ‘Oct.’ 10.
i the. American Society - of Compos-. tv show .and in several -‘USO shows. > Widow and. ‘sister.survive:
Hy.
‘|-his, own. advertising agency. |
Mr... and Mrs.. ‘Christopher Cary,
ot
-ers-Authors & Publishers: .
an
a ‘Mother’ ‘survives.
Mother. “57.‘of producer-cirector |‘son;. Oct: ‘19; New -York. Mother
. Among. ‘his. song: credits ‘are |
IRENE ™ B. ‘MILLER:
7 “Why Pretend,” “No.Foolin’,” “On| -..
a tech:Bliss’ Miller, widow: of: ‘Aédi- “John A. ‘Etthnger, ‘died. Oct..13 in:‘4g Maureen Bailey, dancer; fatherIRVING: D. EPSTEEN
Is an actor,
;
The: Qutside Lookin’: In’-and.“Rid-|: Irving D. “Epsteen, 56, v-p.-of:|’son F.. Miller. manager. of English} Hoilywoed..
~ ing: OnA* Rainbow.” “A novel he’ NT&T -Amusement ‘Corp., died: Oct.: ‘Opera. House, . Indianapolis, from
“Mr. and Mrs. Tex Carlin Jr;
Ww rote,: A ‘Nearness Of: Evik”"was 15 -in Eos:- Angeles. . -He chad. ‘been. |-1898- to 1929, ‘died Oct. aein
ca Philadel phia, Oct: 16. Father
n- Naples; | oC. B.. Me Smith: 75. tr limpet
- Published. last year. / He “was” CO with the circuit since .1923,::when.| Fia.~
player in Des Moines: -theatre’ ‘Or- is manager of the Forrest Theatre
a
author: with ‘Lorenzo. Mills; “of.7aatheJoined. West Coast Theatres, and: _Suriivera’ sinelude gon, .and chestras, “dled |“Ogle ie, 3p, Des. there.
tie
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ThHePlaysItStraight
‘Washington,

Oct. 30.
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worthy of classification. ‘Seven were |.*Seen Five: Years I mime
‘clared..
Edward
Bronson in &
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r
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‘rate top. billing in American moO |..
Af
‘criticized. and-.-.28 ‘classified: ”
deadpan’
speech. to the Nationa
“Frank: “Maix: “ABC's: engineering tion: picture: Schematics, per con- ;

Clock Telstar “f
d-thesf45 plays seen ‘this. year, Roun
Out of
‘the Public Morality: Council has de.. cided ;that::10- were not ‘deemed |:

Jerome’ -Hines;.. ‘the: lanky. basso. ‘Assn:P of Broadcasters
SP
fall: confer-gregation. of the nation’s: two. top |
The figures’ were released. rast+|‘chief, Said last week. that in -his-|theatre. organizations.: :Omens: ‘of the. Metropolitan. Opera who’ ‘ence. here. Bronson, who doesn’t

=-gtades-of ‘suitability.

-week by.-George Tomlinson, |gen-

eae Telotar:‘wanat least ve ‘mount ‘to. suggest. that. ‘the present: sang his. farewell. “Boris Godunoy.”’ | have a gag writer, is manager. of.
structure. of ..U:S.. exhibition -is. at. the Bolshoi Theatre*in’ Moscow, NAB's Television: Code.
off:
years.
“aid. that a list. had- been: drawn up | - Marx...was:
-noted the “great: hue and
asked: to:“explain: 46" headed ‘for: vastly. ‘more upheaval on. Tues. (23), with chairman Nikita. 1. “He
2
.
‘bya. committee :-which-classified
|reporters.
_
and evolution. in: thie *‘months: and ‘Khrushchev iin the audience, prob- ‘cessive “prurient sew crime han
at
a.
press:
conference.
plays. on moral ‘values. :He -urged:
eral secretary of- the Council, who:

held’ Friday (26), in. behalf of the |Yeats to-come, = -,
-| ably. assured hiniself a small foot-’ violence-in tv programming and
European: Broadcasting. Union, ‘the
-The. problem
‘Showmen. is, | note inthe political history of the: added: “Needless to-say, one rea-.
| ‘future. of the Telstar .project. - He An: essence, one facing
of sage. Jeadership .20th: Century.. He is part of the: son you do. not hear the shrill

“that the- tabulation should. be:more

widely. used.

«°.

Speaking at.a ‘London: meeting. oF : |‘Said. that he. and EBU: ‘technicians. ‘to chart a wise:‘course, mindful
that
his: Council, Tomlinson complained:
(Continued: on page 62)-.
that some: of the reports published:

answer, “Where was K.: ‘the:hight

: ‘subjects on tv, is because rarely:

-about:sordid,-murky and: unhealthy |= =

=| nowadays are there ‘occasions ware
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" (Continued:on page 62).
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1942 ‘Admissions:

Up $130.000000)|

‘Yanting. such complaints. |
“That ¢he ‘Television ‘Code had
_ (Continued
‘ontinued on
on page 6:
62)

| |INY. Commuters’

| Stay-Overnight
~ Legit-Motel Tie

|-gendanee” seems. ‘a.“¢inch ‘to.‘clock |
a-new gross‘ record this -year:..It’s |:

‘{.| Levey,

--mmore-than last year; per Sindling- | |
“ler-& Co.; market analysts; which |
puts the cash b.o. at. $130;000;000] |

‘| | Howard’ ‘Johnson (Loew's) motel
4 | on: 8th. Ave. and’ 51st St., and who
1 will
co-manage ~. the. somewhat
{larger Loew's: Midtown Motor Inn

Tisch hotel manager. Arthur J,

-Yunning 2% ‘(nearly .40,000, ‘000 |"

ahead ‘of 1961 for this date: Part-+ |.

mission. (pegged :eurrently at ap-|
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- perspective, however,® fact-.is- that |-., fewer pix have been. making: off| |_-with “larger: takes, “samepattern '
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of. show. business squared -“Off *yes-}‘terday .(Tues.) with widely .varying |- |.
testimony’ -on: the *mattér™ of -dis-| f°.

“GREATTs
OF OUR-TIME

L “and stir consciences, ‘Not.talk,- but.thought; Not. “fir -but~

world. during ‘the House of ‘Repre=. t

os full:hours. of‘substance. ‘Frontiers of.Knowledge,. Operation ;
Alphabet, Your Right: To. Say. It.are other: programs that:

|: a

“make publicservice ofiWPIX:I1 compelling andprovocative. a

Clayton. Powell :-Jrg “the | ]-

NEW: VORK'S. PRESTIGE INDEPENDENT

[:- © -.

York. Heard yesterday. were’ execu-,1. aes
“(Continued on page aD:
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Not ijist:
publicservice, ‘but: programs: that:ignitethinking
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sentatives. -investigation “of © job|’.
practices in“radio, tv, motion” pic- |.

at the eastside ‘Post Office. in New].

MA.

“GREAT RELIGIOUS fgApers
_OF OUR. TIME
:

“By. BILE GREELEY

Labor is conducting the hearings| |.
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day’s :work following a combina-

i

ition. theatre ‘dinner-supper package, “This .will. include -pre-theatre’

(Continued on. page 62).
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Fair: (Ist in 106 Yrs.).
A Whepger at the B.0.

‘Negro and white: major: . domos | é |

. House: Committee. on Education. Se}.

‘overnight. lodging, so that. the little.
| .| woman..can return: to the suburbs
and the mart canbe in town for his

iF| DeseeregateMemphis

~ Employment, ofNegro” +
» Players: and Staffers|}

Adam.

{La
24hour drive-in deal for~ the
q- suburban theatre trade, permitting

Te

° Networks DenyBiasin

: tures. and the Tegit: theatre. ~
“Headed by Harlem. Congressman

1. | package deal worked out for the
‘llatter.. Levey; a show biz buff
from ‘way -back, will merchandise
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crimination in. the entertainment |
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|
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“fn: “52.
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To- keep: the.. restirgent : b:O.. “in .

.

manages

fat 48th St.; has a complete theatre

2:07; ae

"applying. to..attendance.

now

when it opens shortly on 8th Ave,

“cy, this. reflects higher. average ad-|. [-.
proximately’ 75c)..4
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‘Memphis, “Oct. 36.
‘Memphis’. Mid-South’ Fair, which

‘+ maintained a southern tradition of its-annual event
109°)
. | segregated. for 106 years,. recentiv
| turried :its back on. this age-old
- |Dixie’ heritage. For: the first time
Jit Operated. on .a.wholly .intesrat‘led -basis. The .move came on: the
“{keeping.

‘heels of. the: Oxford,. ‘Miss., erisis— .
| ,some 70 miles south of here:
|
(The first- integrated fair was a
| whopper
at--the turnstiles with.
. | 541,583 mixed customers. atiending
J. 7the nine-day event.
“We
w ‘ere.
| | proud. and happy. fo’ open our first.
‘| fair:.in 106 years to all races,’
beamed Bill-Wynne, skipper of the.
|

| [expo,

“and What’s more,
(Continued onPage 62)
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Legit... theatre’ ‘managers 'are . getting” incrédsing. -squawks. from:

partons over those femme wigs and transformations, recently. added
| - to the high-style, Aigh-coiffs :-which ‘themselves harass theatregoers: :.
“It’s. a-losing ‘battle .from ‘both ends: because’ the fancy -coiffed: .
‘women can’t chop. their heads off—although the -guy. backs.of ’em
-. would like. to—and, in turn, by the nature: of reserved-séats in‘ legit;.
you -just can’t hop: ‘around. .and change seats, a.Ja a cinema. What .
is distressingthe managérs. is. the. outspoken opinion by longtime -

Proposed thrust by. Musie Corp. +
of America into legit-as a financier, [.
for avowed
purpose.. of nailing:{

‘Ad Libisms:

Prestwick, Scotland, Ote. 30.
video. markets, / _Jane. Mansfield, who planed
in.en route from “N.Y. to Bei-.. |:
past MCA extime’ with the! rut, gave. utterance. to: a nearto making. its | classic quote:on.the Auld Lang

down. important properties for’. the
metion

picture and

dS a: repetition. of
“perience,. but this
company agreeabie
~
partieipation. visible.
F Syne- ‘scene.
Bold vat) a> ‘breakfast-time
Some years back, when its. primary impact was in talent repre- | ‘breather that she was.on Scot-.
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Broadway projects. Its participa |__
fion then, however, was cloaked in

dames: you.‘just. can't.

: see ‘the actors ‘for: the wigs. aa

tish ‘soil; she asked: “Is this >.

itself;

in-a fiscal way with a number

theatregoers that “we. may’ just as well stay home: because if: you're... -

‘stuck: behind one .of those tall-in-the-hairdo

‘ChiefRabbi ofIsrael

r

red |

M. Schrier, MCA v.p.-secretary ‘in ;
New York. All of which-was. fairly |
eommon ‘knowledge.in the “N.Y
legit community.
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John. Steinbeck: will be in ‘Stock.

(holm dome. Dee.” 10; world condi“| tions. ‘permitting, ‘as’ the sixth.

Combs Bim:Tn
|Act“Minneapolis,
Oct. 30.

Deplores. Inbal Ballet’s:
s.— ato E LEWIS a

at
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we
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-| Amevican . writer ‘ever.: to receive:
i
_. The: first nitery..act ‘of its: ‘| the: Nobel‘Award ‘for. ‘Literature.: .
ingly.
exceed
dn’
how:
ng
amazi
“It’s
The new MCA ‘romance with
-Previous Américan winners:.Ernest .':. : --.
Role:In-‘Greatest Story’‘|.
puccéssful - young: ‘artist -like PAUL{|: ‘kind’ ever .seen.’-here, ‘hair-.
Broadway is part of the enlarging
Te, Tel Aviv, Oct, 30... | ANKA can attain the heights, never | ‘combing, is credited for -help-*. © "Hemingway, Eugene -‘O'Neill, ‘Wile?
playing. the horses and- not. even |.
entanglement of legit and other}.
at. the local’. } diam’. “Faulkner; ° ‘Sinclair: :,“Lewis;:dite
: Rabbi Jitzhak Nissim, Chief: Rab- drinking: scotch—no- gambling. no ]~ ing pack. ’em in*
amusement sectors. The major disk ;
Inn-Fuition-::
bistr-o; “Hair .| Pearl ‘Buck, of: which only the lady.
‘bi of: the. State’.of ‘Israel, has .offi-. imbibing—and- yet. PAUL. ANKA is.
am
companies (Columbia, RCA Victor, cially condemned the. Inbal Israelt|
-comber, billed as: Dorian, :is in. ss is:now. extant.
CapitoD are notably prominent in dance group for its-decision to par-. “a consistent ‘hit—well, ‘that's’ show|... his fourth week. To a- ‘musical al|: Steinbeck: gets ‘both ‘the. prestige .
business, ”
the laying out of coin for musicals, ticipate in George Stevens’ picture,.|
.|.. recording, ;-he- and .-his.first . of the win and’$49,656 in-cash.: His... -..
:
hopefully for profits, but in any “The Greatest Story - Ever. Told.” |
| feminine ‘partner engage in: -|.designation- dramatizés the stand-~
ease: for original cast LP -exclusiv- Despite the Chief Rabbi’s -censure,.
. ‘pantomime. She'sits on a high-. 7 ‘ing Steinbeck: .enjoys in Europe.
compared ~“to °a-- general. critical
ity. Columbia. Broadcasting. bank- Mrs. Sara Levi-Tanai,. founder and:
stool and he combs. her’ hair in‘| neglect in the United. ‘States where
doe various fashions..
rolied “My Fair. Lady,” and from | director of Inbal, proceeded. to. Holthe film spheré, Seven Arts ‘has | lywood, with 32 members: ‘of ..her-|.
"Three: other girls, all. of - | his. works sitice: World :War' II have
. ‘them. lookers, also- have their .~“pmo ‘been ranked’ as. “major.”ee
been foremost as. an “angel,”
ahcompany, to participate. ‘in. the: ‘pic-.|
|. hair. coiffed ‘by Dorian. during. ‘|’: His .reputation” stems .in ‘large ;
‘though not always with an sonetite| ture about ‘the life: of Jesus. Ina
the act.. Audiences ‘have’ been:- . . ‘part ‘from the: epic-‘of the deprése ©.
for screen rights.
statement issued: by’ -the “Chief |
. going for. the hair-do. routine_ ‘sion « years,: “Grapes. ‘of Wrath.”
Stage-to-sereen. has been -tradi- } Rabbi's. office - the. hope. was ex- a
“Tortilla: Flat”: ‘and. several. other:.-.
ina big ‘way, according to ‘the
tlonal evolution in the American pressed: that “Inbal - ‘would ‘recon- |
“novels ‘deal with-the’ fishery. coast.spot’s - ‘owner, :.Frank Seifert.
showbiz scheme, but only recently ‘sider the. decision. and. cancel their
He™ says that competing “eate "1 4dn northern California, ‘his:‘home
did Broadway engage the telefilm- trip. an
owners -have been cuming: in. - land.~ Washington: Oct. 30.
-ers,- per Metro’s current prepara- A. similar. statement was;' given: to 1:
AS number of: Steinbeek’s novels
to. ‘catch. the . act and’ mutter, ©
A ‘Government. decision: on: com=
tion ef a series based on the “Bells Ithe ‘press: by “Rabbi “Untermann,.
become..:-filmas, ““notably ~
' “What is : this: nightclub ‘busi- | have...
-Are Ringing” tuner for CBS. ‘Now Chief Rabbi ‘of the City of Tél Aviv: mercial |exhibition ‘in. America of
1“ wrath, ”: “ “Wayward: “Bus”. and ~
“ness. coming: to?” : a
a ..
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: “Bast of. Eden:"A
A certain tendency

{“I have not the slightest:doubt. that the’ film: ‘on First Lady: Jacqueline |
missionaries . will use the picture ‘Kennedy? Ss ‘India’ ‘and Pakistan: trip.

(Continued on page 662)

to.screen. popularity has ‘been cited

East Haddam OperaWi “} against him by: the campus: -literath,

‘in order: to propagate their.faith.

{While I abhor the thought of inter- | has .been -shelved. until. there As: a

JK -&Jackie Too Hot’.
For British Scribes

fering. with: anybody's

‘and :highbrows-. generally.**
“Tnterestingly,. the pestowal :of:the o - Nobel: Prize upon -Americ¢ans has. ’.

-Scherman’s Little Orch:|;often been accompanied: by. dispu-

religious ‘be- Jetup in the Cuban ‘crisis.

lief, I .can certainly not. agree to |-: ~The position taken by ;the: US.
the fact that an Israeli.dance. group|Information. Agency ‘previously ‘was'|
intends:to play in. the. hands Of the. that.the USIA produced: ‘film would ‘|

_
London, Oct. 30.
President Kennedy and his. wife
are proving ‘something. of a head-

‘Invite:Cyril.Ritchard|

ftatious reaction: as. coming too late,.
| not..be :exhibited: in. this” country. ;
: or beyond.the- recipient’s -peak,. or..:.
.East
Haddam:
Oct.
‘30:
The Inbal. company; fearing such. unless-.a resolution: sanctioning -it}
“| not’ forthe best reasons. "Sinclair :
|reaction, ‘withheld the news -about + were passed by. Congress: The Sen-|.. Goodspeed Opera’ House,. wood- Lewis: was furious when. passed by ‘its participation in the. picture and ate .approved .the |‘resolution, -but en. structure ‘On. ‘the. banks -of: ‘the: for Hemingway. but later swallowed
prepared. sfor.the |trip in. secret. the House never put it.to a vote: | Connecticut. River’ -at “East. ‘Had-. his pique. ‘and. was: Blad.1tohe:aC- =
‘However: when: the story. -leaked. There was no: ‘knows House. ‘oppo-: -dam, “‘population’® 2.000;: expects to claimed...
out the company had to.face the ‘sition. The. measure was simply lost |Jaunch itself in June of. 1963. Dur-' °
|
jssue. only. two days béfore. depar- in the. Fush. for. adjournment,
jing the ‘past sunimer ‘house was
‘ture. In.a hurriedly called. press- ; George Stevens. ‘Jr., chief of‘no-. Open on’ a tourist ‘fee basis: Satur-.
“missionaries.”

ache to. writers.in- this neck of the
showbiz woods. A revue, “See You

Inside,” which cpened at-the Royal
Court, Liverpool, on Oct. 22: had.
a sketch in. which Moire. Lister’ was

to have gently satirized Mrs. Kennedy. It. was axed.
The Ameriean revue, “The Prem-

Fred.FrendlyTappedFor’
Town Meeting. ofWorld’: .

(Continued |on, page. 63).

|

1 tion pictures for -USIA,.. said. no: ‘days .only.:. Contractors. ‘cqllected |:_

9.
.| new -policy decision has ‘been made ‘some $275, 000 to put. the tinyhouse- _
ise.” also tripped up over a. Ken- }
‘Sin view: of the. failure of Congress: into condition:. .
A
nedy joshing,.-though the White
Miss Farrell Shifts Memt:s |to. actfinally.’
.: f° Creation -of: parking’ space, Pak ’ Fred ‘Friendly’. ‘has’ beén. given.
House had eabled.a “no: objection”
amas -which the village. green has’ none, -the. assignment --Of ‘producing .ran
to the impresario, William: Donald-|-:
| is “now . underway: |‘Only: hotel: in internationaltv forum via.Teltsar, .
son (see VARIETY 10/24). Now,
Soprano Eileen. Farrell ‘of the | qv
- village,” ‘built’ by ‘the.same .-man ‘a proposed .“Town. Meeting. of the |
“What the Public Wants,” ‘first tv |
+}
..) after whom. the®.opera: house. is | World”. made by CBS prexy.Frank’°
politically satirical program;:. has” ‘Met ©:.Opera ‘has ” quit: Columbia. ~
| named, .has. been ‘closed in recent: ‘Stanton in ‘his-address before :delee.:.: :: .
een postponed. It was. decided by.. Concerts after 20 years and: trans- |.
‘-.. }'seasons,.so there aré-no overnight’ gates’ of: the European’ Broadcast. 7
Associated Rediffusion. that ‘the ferred to . the ‘Herbert Barrett. of-. ‘ _ quarters, in East. Haddam * cat. ‘ing Union. . ~*~
show “was not artistically right.” ‘fice. The ‘Tate Horace. ‘Parmalee {°..
. ‘CBS’ News prez Dick’ Salant, in.
iz present.
But, significantly, in the postponed |
:
The. 1963 project: ‘eotitemplates Making © the: Friendly: ‘assignment,
show was a joke about the I.ord handled her throughout. her long | °
radio
buildup
“on”
CBS:..
After:
his
|
‘London, ‘Oct.30, } a:‘mixed-events, eight-week. season: ‘| sald that.“Telstar. will enable us to. .< ~:}:
Chamberlain’s ban.on the Kennedy |
death
Miss
Farrell
‘was
‘managed
|
‘
Personal. triumph
of. Sophie Opener will. be: three ‘short operas;. ccréate a’ ‘world. forum, -which, Wes
-gag in “The Premise.”
.
‘by the Judson; O'Neal. & Juda Pucker -highlighted |last’ “(Mon:) | Wolf. Ferrari’s: “Secret: of -Susan, ” hope, will have many. of the: attri- TO,
In the revue ‘See ‘You Inside”
division ‘of CAMI.
| 1 night’s ‘annual Royal. Variety Per-. Klein. .Singer’s:.- “Archie
and: .butesof the town- meeting of-early~:::°" ..)
other items that jolted the Lord:
Chamberlain were references ‘to | Dispute |“Involved. payment of formanée ‘attended: by. Queen Eliza- Mehitabel”. -and. ‘Georges: Bizet’s: America.” Friendly, exec producer™::
20°% commissions, on reengage-" -beth and Prince Philip. ‘Yank -per-’ “Djmalieh.” ‘These: will ‘be ‘staged -of “CBS Reports,” participated last.
Prime Minister Harold Macmillan
by name and a sketch which peked ments, amounting. to about $900.|.former -:.climaxing <a: “five-month © and -conducted :.under.‘the’ Little|July. inthe: first:tv programming:
fun at the. adlibbing in “The Pre-| per. recital : since Miss: Farrell -is | overseas tour that -included Aus-' “Orchestra. of ‘Manhattan,. of “which, exchange. between. Europe. and the
‘talia-and South Africa, registered |-.
_ Continued on:
o page 62) © OS. via Telstar, es
| now. inthe $4,500. fee class.
mise.’”
Jin wham’ fashion ‘with her. “Saga |-_.
| of. Sophie: :Tucker.” She: had _the |:

‘Paid 20% Commissions.

7

See

|

-sedate Palladium © crowd

“ii{ more

“and. was the

-only

cf£aving'|

|:

artist. ;

‘palmed :back for an extra“ bow:

jl
tt}
{i
thi.

Subscription Order Form

‘Miss Ticker’s- turn: ignited. 8. tt
sagging. show ‘and paved the wway-|].
"Trade Mark. ‘Registered a
for -Bob. Hope, who ‘followed; her|jj.
| in the. lineup. Latter, :sharing ‘his -|- “POUNDED 1905: by: SIME ‘SILVERMAN): ‘Published ‘Weekly by: VARIETY, ING, mil .
Syd Silverman, ‘President
time with: comedienne’ Edie Adams, ||:
184-West: 48th: ‘St. ‘New:ore 36, N.Y.
-JUason. 22700 ~
|-lined out a. ‘sharp “‘monolog; but: the ein
ollywood. 28
act. appeared: overstretched and the

* 6404 Sunset Boulevard, HOUywood. 91141.

| pair’s ‘Foggy Day” vocal made for. |'

a

‘ only :moderate register. Complet- |. .
At) ing Yank: contingent, Eartha Kitt:
a Clicked with:::a ‘Savvy. routine: and =

‘Enelosed find check. for $. occa ccc aces 2
DD One: Year’.
Please send VARI EETY for (]. Two Years *
Oo Three Years
-
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-- Washington: 41203 ‘National Press Building,. STerling :5H
Chicago 11 400: ‘No. Michigan. Ave., DElaware: 7-4986'London,” $.W.1 .

. St..James's. Street; Piccadilly,

(Continued ‘on. page’ 62)...
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L Cerf, ‘has, rioved into show. ‘business™ I: Bills. .
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| New.Kits’
-Mia the-disk route. He ‘debuts..as_a
{jl - Castin
|
. 60. ac Night Club Review.:
g
+ singer..this week: under: ‘the. MGM |||
Obituaries Records banner with. a coupling of-|||-:| -.Chattér weve Savesaaa se 61
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;Of The Night”:
| House Reviews Feesagesv=.
BO-. |- Radio :
ak eer bees
Yourig. Cerf, ‘an undergrad. at: |- Inside: Musie«. ewecaets 44 ~/|Record. Reviews:2 a ehae
.
| Haivard,. came to-the’ attention. of | ‘Inside - Radio-TV” are
89d-. Television ..
dees tenens Sta 36:
i, Arnold Maxin; MGM president, late |.j|" .International . ~
"2B. | -TV.- Film...
Saree eee . 30.°
last: year ‘when. Cerf .was. peddling:{/| Legitimate.
54" | Television. Reviews ae:32"
|| a demo disk he and. several friends-| |’ - Literati ne ee 0oe ee ces os ‘58 _ vaudeville
ais vee se ee 2
had: put together...
-...:
TAL : Music "
‘- °Maxin: didn’t take the: disk ‘but | re

he’ remembered Cerf’s. voice; hence | | .
New York:36, N. Y.: | the ‘pop. ‘disk debut...In addition to} |[
singing, young |‘Cerf Bso, plays’ the q
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PressAvents;
Tiii NGAND|Coiture-Saddened
1s,As TV,Expresses Dismay

~ ‘HeouinicMeCatty GattusyExpanding ‘Under Sova
f
Lahel—Joe, Levine. ‘One-Quarter. Financier

~—SMERLING BID)

“ allied.“Artists ‘management: has}..

Wayne US EpiteopalChaplain
Everybody intist ° now be aware ||.
T been: shaving talks. “with. Milton *
~ that. New.: York. has. a:-number -of.:|
Sperling, ‘longtime’. theatrical’ film:
youn B moviemakers . “at . work ikReve.‘Maleolm: Boyd| |producer formerly associated. with: }]“around: the :town:..‘busily.’ putting:|}~

hos.written’‘a aiscorning piece ‘eit, -Warners;.. ‘and... Sheldon. Smerling,
“ 1) formerly: head of.National: Telefilm.

their: dreams’ onto’ film’ with -vary-- ing: ‘quality results; ‘Now,’ however,

ye

something new has’ been. ‘added: a |]
tyro’ New “York”. film < producing |}.

“The ‘Negro: In
_Hollywood Flms:

;AtN.Y.Times’Policy Shifts.
By ROBERT

MPAA Proxy "

-Impact

J. ‘LANDRY

the: néw. “Cultural
| Secretariat-General’”’ -at the -NUY.

Erie Johnston.

“detours: into a ‘brighter. orbit of. the i

of

‘Times. is not confined: to the television . medium. Protests. of- broadcasters, “as. detailed in. last TV
Section ‘of Variety has an echo. in

| Associates and now.an. exhibitor on
|-his. own; about the possibility of: | motion picture industry in a tonque-"
these: two execs ‘bringing. new ‘capi- j. dn-cheek’ ‘appraisal of . Hollywood - the film. trade; though in differing
. journalists: titled:
: Ve terms,
-, branched- out: into distribution,25
‘tal. into’ the. film” company. AA,. -a |
“but. also: operates its own ‘studias.:’
|-deficit.- operation: as of..the past
. =ie :
Le
. Unhappiness ‘of - film showmen.
. Seneca’. Productioris-Seneca | In-:| | =
: | financial: report, ‘indebted. to presi- |] How. to.Dig’ Film:
ai
has
this.in common with the gripes
‘ternational. ‘is the. -c€orporate :uni“41 dent. Steve Broidy: anda‘: ‘couple’ ‘of if
‘of their brethren. of television: the
Colony. Gossip.
-brélla: which: covers. the: diversi- }|- ~-dnother. important. Feature,ta Ty. other execs:in:the amount of: $150,-/}
N.Y: Times is a Key news break,
"+ the. upcoming.
:
1.000, and. with its .studio up for-| |
‘-- "fied activities ‘of Bill-Kronick,; Bobj|"
*
*
hae
| and” ‘its reviewers are of unique
Tt sale, .is in‘ neéd of éash.’
-., McCarty -and.* ‘Bob. ; : Gaffney, who | a
ancther' interesting. ‘Feature in the HL significance, publicity-wise. Hence
|}‘57th, Anniversary. Number: . :-Broidy,” ‘reached from: New York:
first: :came. -into these. -columnis
any. shift in policy aft the ‘Times
upcoming ©:
about ‘18.-months -ago. via: ‘Kronick’s
oS.
"of.
.
‘|:at’ his. office’ in “Los--Angeles viaj}
.
'
| touchés: press .agents: where they.
irreverent, :“Bowl of.‘Cherries,’ ‘alt
| telephone, acknowledged: that con- | 57th Anniversary |
Number |! are tender, and their bosses where
‘featurette. ‘about ‘modern -art, ‘and:|f.
24 ARIETY
versations have: been’ going’ on: with | [they. are ‘wistful.
McCarty’s lyrical and satirie short, | “Play other statistical: and: data-filed’ || Sperling. and ‘Smerling: The report:
‘Recent emphasis on. ‘the Times
“The Rooftops’ of :New: York,” the |}. >: ~ “charts. and articles” ae "FF around: Manhattan. was that the two |f
f ARIETY
a latter ‘distributed ‘by Columbia.
a)
rs
|.favors culture: in Milwaukee, Dub‘|
mi ht’-‘contribute. a stake. in’ the| 7
4
mg
‘’ Now that they are winding post:'|"
lin, Seattle,, San ‘Francisco and
-company ‘and, in -association with}: |. Plus. other statistical: and data-filled
-photography” ‘chores: on their’ first}charts. and articles.
liMoscow, points to which the Times
1 Claude Giraux, ‘presently’ ‘biggest dhe
~ feature,.“The Light Fantastic,” the}
| has. dispatched staff writers of
_| AA -’stockholder..(88,900:: shares),i —
<-trio ‘revealed. last’ week’ that’ | Joe:
‘late, : Film. circles in Manhattan
a take over eontfol. .:
:
- Levine’ 'S.; ‘Embassy ~ ‘Pictures: had |:
| complain that a premiere.in a far: Broidy. said” there’ '$-nO.tight in [.
been: a: ‘major. angel. on. the: project,
away spot “has: a distinctly Superior
‘volved. cover control.:-Anyone’ .who'|
: Supplying .approximately |25% ‘.of |:
| chance to. ‘get: prominence than
antes .up sufficient. ‘capital ..can::
“~< “‘the°$80,000 -budget;. and :that- Em- |.
anything
filmic..in the Gotham
take the helm, ‘he strongly indi-|.
bassy. will-be releasing 'the.pic. :° .
Deal: is understood. imminent: to. -eated. He. added: ““We never fought-|
neighborhood.
“" At-the’ same time,. they’ reported put a.first package of. 33. Joseph E. anybody. who, put upthe"‘money; ‘|,
“The Times won't go nowadays

concern. that:

not. only

. has} a

"i
ia ;=

gelStudiosih

‘Headed forVideo!

* themselves to: be--happy with: the}
‘/p-0... returns vof-. ‘Seneca: Inter- | imports) into:‘tv: exhibition. Several |this: Tespéct, :
national’s
first.- release,. “Akira: current. releases* are - -ineluded,

—srael Assured!

‘| for..a feature

interview involving.

Tel Aviv; Oét. 30. }a current release film, but ‘it dis
Hollyvood .producer: |Samuel G.
b eat .nitery en ’
Broidy
related.
we
are.
trying
to.
4
by .offb
CaPtivate d -who
Kurosawa’ S..“Yojimbo, "NOW. play- “among .them:- “Two - ‘Women, " the.
|} Engel, -on:. his’ ‘recent .:visit® ‘here || tertainers
may rate a. two‘take
a
film
company
out.
of
this”
.
.ing its New York.-preem..date-‘at: |. Sophia. Loren: starrer...
‘Teached © preliminary - “agreement column. or -‘better spread,” -is the
eee
the- ‘Carnégie ‘Hall’. -Cinema.: “They-|™.Embassy -Pictures: “fourider-préz |CAA): and’ ‘have: all the ‘Darts to get. ‘with’ Israeli authorities to build. the way’, one major spokesman puts it.
going.
The.
‘corporation,
“he:
con-.
expect: ‘to:. windup: : “negotiations as. been :‘-dickering’ ‘with “both: a./.
nation’s leading ‘prestige
“The |
cone shortly for.
Seneca.’s.: ‘second. |.network and a -N: ¥. -indie . tele-'| tinued,. has. proved: itself -with the: country. Main. studio will be: inf daily
is immune to-the blandish.distribution
‘of
“El:
Cid,”
and.now
release, ‘Louis Malle’s.“‘Zazie.”.:". :. | station... Only: previous-.Embassy-}
-Caesarea,- on. the - séa-shore. half- | ments of film star ballyhoo but:.an.
This. French. import was. ‘the ‘sub- | ‘deal ..with: tv. ‘was.-for:the: outright: has “Billy: :“Budd” and: 55. Days at “way ‘between. ‘Tel: Aviv: and: ‘Haifa Offbeat. exponent of cool jazz may
Peking”
‘upcoming.
“Budd”
already.
ject. of:“some - controversy - in:-the. -gate* of “Godzilla,”- _ Japanese: sci-fi]:
and: a second ‘studio will- be in come
under” the new
cultural
‘ds.Strong in England... ; :
New. ‘York’ importing ‘trade about_a: pic. which Played.off ‘sev eral.bea+, Continued on page 62) ©
umbrella. ”
But’
an
‘
overhaul:
is:
called:
for:
|.
year ago “when ‘diréctor-producer’ sons back: :
a
rer
‘| .It impresses the N. Y. film trade
- this’ being toward more major pro-‘Malle -:“decided - to. bypass: indie
|-that: the Times is prepared to go:
| ductions. and‘ away from the: ‘lesser-. distribs-: -hereabouts and .open ‘the |great distances, spend. plenty -of.
|.Scale: entries that had been. coming:
“v..pie. himself,. sans distrib, for ‘its
‘| travel money. The daily is alert to
from the coast lot.
U.S. preem: -date’at. the.. Paris. |
| new values as perhaps never before.
: Broidy. is’ convinced. . there’ Ss: al:
... Malle’s ‘reasoning: was that. if that |.
‘But meanwhile the film merchants
‘good future ahead- for “AA, tied. ‘fn
date -were. a success he could get.|*
‘(Continued | on page 22)
-with ‘the.theory that the market is*|-_.
-,./ better - terms «than. .were- offered |“
ripe: for: big:-features of. thé ‘type | " Thdie producer Lester Cowan, 4
"> prior to opening. .Since .he had.
his company ‘has proved itself :of. who: is. putting together. the’ first |
alienated «distrib: affections. via ‘hisjj..-.-being: capable .of.-handling. *.
.
‘Minrieapolis; Oct. ‘30...
frank pre-opening ‘statements; ‘and |.
“+U. S.~Russian ‘coproduction ‘under|
since. the: Paris Theatre run: wast. Product -‘shortage:has_ local: ex: As a footnote; there's. no ¢hue: terms-of the. .cultural exchange
“barb:
“with:
.Giraux,
.
“He.
has
been.
may
‘hibitors
~
-brain-straining
for.-.ways
|
agreement between the two coun(Continued |
on "page: 22):
'_|- fo: Sell. reissués differently, and|Very ‘cooperative . _and ‘helpful,7 ‘tries,’ spent Monday .(29)..in Wash‘said.
Broidy...
-/ prnore effectively. It’s almost a.“‘cus-.
_| ington eonferring with State Dept.
a att
~. tome here’.now™to bundle. the: re~:
==ai:and other. government
officials.: |tissues: into: series. and’ to: calf. the |
-- The project. is film ‘adaptation of |

| Make-With-theldeas:

Comrodeein
Sonik
“Some Senators Fretful|

A Series of:Reissues |
“Turns: Into:Festival |

ForReporters:
Tdyllic Credo:Of
Howard Minsky “

Producers Smart

To Do Own Sell,

latter’ “festivals. id

a

ian

. The . teeoff in |:

Paris Candy.Litls.

‘|-Mitchell Wilson’s ‘novel,. “Journey .

Per Bill Castle

~ | this’ respect. ‘was a five-week: 70m’
Fto. ‘A: Far Meridian. nig.
ae ¢ Wate
- Paris, Oct: 30. lok Prior to:
Festival’ at: United: .Paramount’s }.
his epar ure for:Wash- |
{loop-firstrun: Céntury. theatre. It |. ~‘Exhibs ‘Sammy, and .Jo. ‘sk | ington;..Cowan, expressed confi- Hollywood, Oct.. 30. |
|-comprised: -a..quintette~ of. pictures .|--_ Titzky, who: run a bevy.of first- _ - |dence that: his. ‘project ‘would con- 1
New. niche ‘necessarily. occupied
‘previously shown. ‘both: fn the.‘loop. |" runs, trying: ‘out: a new: policy. . ‘tinue ‘despité. the: curtent crisis:
:. ~at. various. ‘exclusivity’: ‘houses: :':‘| and: ‘would :continue: ‘unless inter- by the film producer in presentand” uptown. :
:This :was. followed “by.‘an.
1 “Qper-: ':dn-the:- more Parisian ‘districts, : national relations disintegrate ©‘to day marketing of motion pictures
{is emphasized by producer-director
outright. shooting. . |
| etta:Festival”.
dd--Mann the-''. .namely” the :Grandes. Boule-_
a.Festival’” in’ a Tedd-M.
‘Cowan ‘planned’ to. take. the ‘op- | William Castle “We are witnessing.
a-“succession. - vards: ‘At a: ‘couple’ of ‘hardtops *.
Howard Minsky’: new (since last. ‘atre. That ‘comprised.

a
| ‘the long candy: sélling and. ad”. ‘portunity. to“ talk to: various mem- the birth of a new business... We can
no longer expect the distributor to.
-“Telemeter, ‘ealled a press: ‘meeting ; Currently, at’ another ‘Mann :the-: * “showing™ intermissions |“have. _ ‘pers .of. the Senate’ who have been
been. cut “and: ‘midnight ‘Shows. *.| ‘skeptical. of the cultural exchange create the excitement needed to
“$n New.
York.’ last... week: to. atre, it’s an “Ingmar Bergman Film
| pact, especially.members: of the. sell tickets. We. (the producers)
provide “a ‘blow-by-blow- of what's -Festival.””. - There'll’. be: 13 ‘6f -his|-.- added for weekends... |
must do it ourselves.”
.-,;going..on. with. this: -home. toll: tv Swedish. picturés,. Janus: distributed ona ‘Could. -‘develop: icecream. and. ‘ | Senate -Appropriations: Committee
Longtime ‘proponent of the proa. la -) which last week issued a. report
“system owned” entirely. by ‘Para:|reissues,:" presented: «as: twin “bills:| “siveets Sold -via:. Jit”:stands
‘ducer’s. personal touch in ballyhooway “: —
.
can
eri
(Continued
on
page
22)"
.
‘Am
the
mount. ~ There’s: a. separate’ story for ‘three: days’ each...
<
*_
/
| ing product, ‘Castle, who checked
_ Metailing. -his report.
“Duals are. “Three. Strange Loves” 4
into Columbia. Pictures last week
‘Minsky .also’ -made- -plaiii’ ‘his.cat- ‘and: - “Illicit. Love,” - Secrets. of |
fo. ome prepping his “Candy Cob1 we
rT)
‘titude. ‘toward the. trade. ‘and. lay -Woman”-Naked. Night, ” “Lesson: in |):
cites
recent
nationw ide
a
‘press: ‘reporters. ‘His policy, as jhe’ .Love”-“Dreams,”. -“Smiles of-Sum-1-jaunts .of Robert Cohn with his
.
Ustated; ‘is. this—.
*
“| mer: ‘Night’”’- “‘Seventh- Seal,”. “Wild-|:
‘| “Interns” and Rod Serling with
;
“. SMy -office ‘is.: ‘always: open:‘to. Strawberries” - “Brink. of . Life,”
“Requiem. for a Heavyweight” as
you:: I ‘will. -not -kid you.: °I will “Magician’’- “Virgin: : “Spring”: and.
sign trend. is on the upsurge.
-. not “answer: question: ‘if :T don’t: “Devil's: Eye”..-“Three. range
WAS producer. knows. his pieture
’. -know the. answers,. but/1: ‘won't bé.| Loves’ Matter’ brought: back).
| better than anyone,” Castle points,
"2, devious. Want. to. be. ‘helpful. and
*.<) eut. “He’s able to engender the ™
‘progressive.-. There -May.- be:-some-.|“excitement which prompts people.
- William’ R: Higginbotham,. ‘for-. .ta leave tv and go to a movie.
._.times when. I ‘can't -‘give~ answers“MAKING 1
Ir
OFFICIAL
1 inetly. atv producer. . for. ‘United Actors are often neither articulate
“Hecause ‘of: the- competitive: sit-|.Press: Intérnational,: ‘has. taken. over
. “ation. - . But? other than. in “this]”
Entertaiment. “Industries” Nataal}as.-operating head. ‘of. Movietonews.. or enthusiastic enough.
-area,: call me and-if*I don’t-have
“Previously, a picture’ was made
Day, is:
Now’ 5.
‘He-succeeds Edmund Reék who was, -and advertising was relied on to
the information: you, wan't Vir try |.
: Hollyw ood, Oct. 30...
Tout:‘last! week as. 20th-Fox. veep in. sell it. It doesn’t. work: that way
, to-“Bet. the. information. ‘you’ -want.
Rex. “Harrison. will’ reprise ‘hig‘|Let: me: know ‘where T ‘can: Feach- |,original’ ‘Broadway role of: Profes-.|. ~Offietal aniauncéments are” ecm: charge’. of production .. of ‘Movie-. any more. Ads haven’t changed ‘in
wee you.” :
.|-ser, Higgins. ini ‘Warner Bros.”| pic- ing’.‘out; Max. E.: Youngstein, new ‘tonews.. It's understood that Hig-. 30 years—we’ve.run out of super: “Minsky. ‘in effect: “was promising: ‘turization. of “My Fair: “Lady.”* to president: of. ‘Télevision industries, “ginbotham: willbe completely. re-' latives—people— just don’t beheve
“no ‘doubletalk; - as: ‘has*been heard| star. “Audrey : Hepburn,: “based on. “which ‘is. to’ be’ charged to Enter-. organizing: ‘the. theatrical- televiision. us: any more. Simply saying “This
in the’ trade. beforé.- ‘His statement: Bernard -Shaw- as- mlusicalized by: ‘tainment. Industries, let it be known: news: -and | ‘short. subjects’ arm. offis: the best. -‘picture ever made
| in. a -press -:statement- ‘that Jerry’ 20th:
;
“was |-refreshing—for ‘the ‘time :be-. Lerner. and Loewe. ©
4 doesn’t work. anymore.”
In addition to Reek, Jack. Haney, . Castle has sold popcorn
ing... He was: Saying. in effect. that: ; Musical rollsNort: yeear,probably:| Piekman: has. been designated exec.
and
vip. : Pickman. is «former’. vp. of general manager ‘of ‘newsreel _pro- taken tickets: ‘in ‘houses
‘honesty is- the. ‘best: policy.’ : A. in.
i Sine...
which
me
|
Paramount
Distributing,
Corp...
.
"
#.ducetion,
‘has
retired,
as.-has:
Jack}
veteran reporter, for ore, is hope: |-:
harbor his films, and has. shaken
tteer
_ ful that: ‘Minsky °‘will continue -on|
. ‘Youngstein- further’. stated: the Gordon; . head °of commercial 'pro-- thousands of” hands, made hunduction:
Jack
Kukne,
top
camerman
>the course he himself: has’ charted | -Greds of speeches from stages and
‘bnew ly-reorganized company. would
~via: ‘public:. anriouncement, -."And]:
“'hbegin operations Nov: 5: with’ activ. ‘and shorts: Supervisor, .stays ‘on. has even baby-sat for people -who
along ‘with this goes-the reporter’ s 1: - Stanley: Warner. board Yast. W-eck-‘ities primarily. jn- “packaging,, pro-.; ‘Moviétonews’. is: ‘one™-of |the. last« would ‘otherwise be: unable ‘to. go
‘thought, . ‘wouldn't: it: be -welcome!declared -its regular 30¢.“divvy: on duction :-and -.distribution of.thea-: ‘three remaining. major company cut. to ‘see his: picture.
4f: all: responsible officials. -of films:; its.‘common Stock...
“1 consider - myself exactly ‘the
| trical: ‘thotion: pictures;? ** with: fur- “newsreels,. the. others. being. Uniand’ ‘Show business:in- ‘gener al tec? : Payable Nov.. 23 to
§ holders‘of ther plans: to operate“in all Phases, Vversal’ s new ‘steel and Metro's News | same as a° candidate for office—
are
d.
fiel
Off:
t:
pays:
nmen
ty
rtai
Irecord:‘Nov. Bor,
. 4 0f ‘The- Day. hee
ognized: that hones
(Continued: on page 18).
Wot the. . ente
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‘“. gummer): president. of :‘International | of reissued’ "MGM- -musicals.
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There: were some gains ‘Monday ‘on the. Big Board and. Amex fell |—
(29) and yesterday but these were .from $1,720;281,000 on. Jan, 2,1962 "
mainly fractional,’ and. ‘don’t “ob- + to. $1,262,884 on. May 28.

‘are ‘correct in saying show biz is ‘Lebedoff, ‘president ‘of. North Cen-|

293;700;000
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‘N. Y..‘Stock Exchange
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called’ an “emergency”. meeting of}
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«4734 2234
tral. Allied, the regional init, ‘has:|’-'92056.10."

not well’ receiv ed: just: too, volatile. In any: event, the.
sive -picture
could be a depressant.}
In any event, Metro has “Mutiny. 18,"
listed
amusement...
stocks.of
oea.
nexed
are ‘off:
another’ quarter:

|: °$117,450,000 .- °

92,500,000: °° -....70,000,000.-

812,000,000

67,600, ,000
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75.400, 000°..

125,000,000:

41.) 96,000,000,:
or 5,016, ‘000:
ueSy "56,000,000.7

scure the fact. that since.last Jan. 2
This: was’ a ‘eolossal ’‘loss: of more
the paper worth of.15 issues has than’ $400,000,000. But -just“about-|:
fallen $679,387. 000.
everything - listed on. ‘that, Black |Financial men ‘on the .film. side Monday of. May. 28:: was. in bad |
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and these. could draw new investor. the |market. .recouped— but: not
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“MarvinLevy's.
sNew Spot
Pea,

© Mafvin: Je:‘Levy: ‘has: resigned. as.

re

‘publicist:‘atthe Metro. -homedffice.,

ep! .. |to join: Blowitz, Thomas & Canton, ~~".

ac “Abby. Greshiler
‘Douglas “Hey es :
‘Herb. Homes-:
Walter Kappesser.

|: Stubby ‘Kaye ©:

. Clare Lawson-Dick’
“1. Joseph -E.. Levine:

. Leonard... Lightstone.
“Cynthia. Lindsay ~:
~. Byn Murray” -"3|
|... Sterling . (Red}. Quinlan
“},
Studs ‘Terkel
,

‘| pts.firm, as “eastern: publicity. Mane.

".-§

oe

‘lager. Switch ‘will ‘become effective...
-|-next. month: as. ‘Levy ‘Wraps "up.
., | matters. on ‘tlie: openings of. SMutie:? 2°

”"[riy. on ‘the: Bounty” and other MGM 7
_ “business. vo

|

AG former. Yadio - and.“television =

: producer ‘and. writer, Levy: joined.

{MGM in.1954. and ‘for the past-tio©
‘Lyears-dras been coordinating special |
a promotional campaigns.
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BUT HE'S CAUSTIC

8Basie Challenge To Films: a
ZANUGK AMPS
RAPHER|[‘Zanuck’
G
W
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~
_ Chief Who Know. Studios, Labs
}

BULGINGBUDGET

_By VINCENT CANBY. =

af.Darryl: Fe“Zanuck. succeeds in’pulling:20th-Fox * “Zanuck : cackiowledged -that ‘competition, for top; —
“Saying: that: ithe |‘door: ig stilt |.
been a cotton picker. too
|. “l've
out of the red by the! end-of. next :year;-he will not. ~
talent: today is-s0 een’keen th that some com - {long
(in the Hollywood fields) not_ open”. to’ direetor :Joe- Mankiewicz only have triumphed: against. tremendous: odds,-he also- "filmmaking
panies:. have’ ‘signed. deals~ with. _producer-directors
for eonsultations ‘on the reediting..
will- have vindicated |the: proposition, which. ‘he ‘out~ . which, ‘in -effect; :guarantéed total:-artistic freedom. .to.-know. that ‘Old Marse’ can do
with the. cotton exactly: what he
of “Cleopatra;”” 20th-Fox ©.prexy
lined. on. assuming |the..20th: presidency. last summer, 7 “Wasn't it logical: to.assume, he -was. asked,’ that such.
\‘wants,” director Joseph. L. Man‘Darryl, F. Zatiuek |‘told. the.: press
“talent.
‘would
‘prefer
ta-go
to.
companies;
where,
say;
‘that: now-is ‘the time for’ all pood: film. ‘companies ‘to:
| kiewicz ‘said yesterday (Tues.) in
.. + Friday (26): in New. York that. he.
-. fn: Arthur’ Krim.or an Abe Schneider would: not be.
New York by way of rebutting.
:~ believes. ‘Mankiewicz. has: :Has have filmmaker’ presidents.-.
expected:,
‘to.
drop
into’
the:
cutting.
room
and
fake
in. the-wake’ of -last. week's cbitterness.- over Za- oe
|.charges, made by 20th-Fox. prexy
“lutely’ no “legal:
‘grounds’ on which:

charge? :
{ Darryl -F. Zanuck, that Mank had’...
‘to ‘fight ‘his .removal from: - post-: nuck’s . dismissal. of. director Joe ‘Mankiewicz’ from —
:
*Artistic Liberty’.
| demanded: “complete control” over
photography: chores on. the’ "$35;- Cleopatra”: (see ‘separate: stories); there -was. much’ :In:‘eply, ‘Zariuck Stressed his part: proven. abili- |the final print of “Cleopatra.”
:000;000 ‘film.. ‘Mankiewicz’. ‘contract trade speculation .on. whether -top’ talent. indie pro-..
- The. film director: flatly denied
gives him:the.right’ to provide .the. -‘ducer-directors, who. haggle. over terms relating to.” ties: to” get along with: the. industry's top. talents:
“More. people ‘won. Oscars. ‘when ‘working ‘for. me. | statements made by. Zanuck Friday:
“first. cut print of. the film, .and. this:|“artistic. ‘independence’ ‘as muchas over. percentage
than for. any other studio.’ re
(26) ‘that he had asked for au-e.
. Zanuck“. ‘considers. - the —director Of, the. gross: details, will‘ now-be inclined to.Sign: with.
Also .unstated; ‘but: implied, ‘by:‘Zanuck.’‘Was. the ‘thority which Zanuck .could ‘not.
_sdelivered ‘when “he .screened ‘the: a company whose boss is-:as- -qualified. to sit -in.-the:
‘tdea’ that there: really is.no such thing as: “complete: grant. (see separate story). All he.
Sc
~ film. for -the. ‘prexy~ in. Paris’ 10. cutting room ‘as he is’ in. the board. ‘chamber.
artistic freedom, ” ‘since there. ‘Taust. always pe: con-' hhad asked, said Mank,. was the:
Whether. or’. not:’ Marikiewicz~has a. case |-against
days. ago.
_tractural ‘guarantees protecting © a company. against. ‘opportunity: to present the: prexy
‘Zanuck ~‘réasons. that ‘sincé “the |: Zanuck: Te. “Cleopatra,” ” (where Mank-was: a ‘Salaried |
runaway budgets, among other things: Nevertheless,. with the “first tentative rough cut”
- director. didnot’ trouble: to: bring. -director), is -beside the. point. of. the largér ‘issue,”
as. competition: has. grown sharper, deals approachof the film. Not. only did Zanuck
.. along: a: number. of the. out-takes, that is; just how’ artistically independent can: today’s
“prepared :.as- “‘loops’*.-for.. post-- ‘independent ‘producer-directors. ‘expect’ to. be, with - " ing such total freedom have been’ made. Columbia's: ‘refuse him that, he said, but after
“dubbing .in Paris, Mankiewicz :con- ‘somebody else's.. money? At his: press. ‘conference in. contract’.with -producer-director’ Richard: Brooks,. re- ‘their. first (and only) meeting in
sidered. this. was: the version |he- New: York. last wéek,:Zantick made_a:good.case -for.. portedly, is one such, even. excusing him from show-. Paris,. for Zanuck’s first viewing:
wanted’ to. go ‘with.. If there are’ $0 | his: coneern over “Cleo,”": citing’ the . previously ‘un- “ing ‘a. projected. script’ ‘to. Col toppers, if ‘he should of “Cleo,” the prexy. had’ ‘made
hiriself. unavailable. to the director
‘be. any. legal. fireworks, the. ques- ‘heard: of: production.:‘investment: of. $35,000,000-(to © feel. Jike it.. Whether: or not. many indies can make’ ‘such deals;. for.face-to-face discussions.
tion ‘to -be resolved -is- likely’ to: date) -and.chis. responsibility :‘to: 20th. stockholders.
there: was the. feeling ‘in the. trade ‘that, ‘offered: the | -Though ‘his contract: gives him
-Obligations |:
_center’ around ‘the. definition: .of .|
_ , ”this".version -w hich’ Mank: screened . “However; swhen: -Teporters- ‘tried. ‘to‘pin. him.‘down: ‘same type_of contract by. a: company run-by. a film- |-the .‘right to present. the company
maker .or one” run. by. non-filmmaker. businessman; With: its first “preview cut,”’ Mank
on
whether- or not: he. would- ever. grant .a director
., for Zanuck.
Ty
.
‘Friday's : “press: “conference: the: undisputed say-so on’ a final print; he _apparently.- the indie. might go. to the. latter. Talent ‘has: always doesnot. intend to pursue his legal
rights, ‘feeling that. if would serve.
gig Zanuck. has. had: in. New. York -answered ‘in: thé. negative: ‘ “Apparently”: is the right--: - been jealous. of its prerogatives, -but even more SO
-since-. assuming. °the: ‘20th presi- ; -word, ‘because. his: first: answer was to. ‘point. out that today in:this: So-called era “of the independent film- no .useful purpose. What would it
mean, he -asked. the press, to get
dency,’ drew-:an. SRO. crowd: of re-” he’ chad reworked. “Nine-Hours {o Rama”--after pro- ‘maker. The. highty: publicized Zaniick: Mankiewicz. -contre=:: himself an ‘escort of US. marshals
‘porters from: both. the. trade: and.” ducer-director ‘Mark :-Robson. had. completed: his final
. lay press, national: mags-and. even’. ‘print. and, ‘in. ‘Zanuck’s: estimation‘.as. well as ‘Robson! S._- -témps,. of course, comes. at’ an unfortunate time, just. in order to get into the cutting
:
. >. as-the-20th prexy. is busy lining up. new film projects room, only to have Zanuck do:-what
one. newsreel, UPI. :Zanuck, armed- had ‘improved | the -“picture. .:
to -oecupy ‘the Coast studio ‘when it: reopens after he wants to do afterwards?
‘In: answering, Zanuck: also: poitited out that: there
“with -copies. of 'his correspondence:
“swith Mank, during -his recent ‘stay {:were. certain other obligations, | “such as: to ‘produce: ‘the first of. ‘the:year. In: this latter. connection, Za- |}. ‘What is important in this case,
nuck:said he still,does: ‘not..know .exactly. when he'll}‘He continued, is “the moral right.”
-. in. Paris, -outlined. his ‘side: of ‘the film: ‘that could: Bet a ‘Code séal, as, well’ as receive
There is a great Gifference, he said,
dispute, Tater: answered: by: ‘Man~)3
; be ready” to reopen: the ‘studio, or with. -what proper--|.
.
meant. he: ‘could: ‘not :‘give’‘complete: freedom ‘to. hig.” ties: ‘He: did: say... there. are ‘now approximately. 250 ‘betiween_a major studio's aecepting:
_xiewiczpeople ‘on the payroll. there, -including. about 100,|“a. craftsman’s: work in. ‘the crafts:He ‘felt compéiled to ‘take © over, employee-filmmakers:. -Aside :-from those: considéeraJab. technicians,: and’ that when -he does resume full} “man’s version, and then cutting 1t,..
‘would.
Zanuck
give
-theproducer-director
oe
tions,
i “he: said, when the: director: ‘ad de- ;
and the: major. Studio’s’ simply tak-manded .. “eontrol;” .namely? the | “guaranteed: -artistie’ freedom?”” “He paused, ‘chewed - “operations, - the ‘total - number ‘on. the- ‘payroll will ing over of a work in progress ae
probably:
be
“samewhat,
Jess”:
than
‘the
600°
at
the
|
‘and
then.
said’
he'would
rather
wove...
on
‘his
“¢igar,
“Tight to“ cut the”. final. picture,
refusing ‘to discuss it. with ©
.
which Zanuck::as company: presi- | back:to. his’“peacefil little-‘apartinent in Paris.are _ |, time: he: suspended :‘operations.
‘eraftsman. Zanuck’s statements. tg

“-* dent, with-his-own responsibility.giveto ‘|| 7

—.

the. effect. that the door is. and has”
i been open.to Mank were ridiculed
him—powers " ‘which ‘Zanuck . said |
and: called. ‘simply untrue. Zanuck’
-Mankiewiez had‘ no. right to. either |.
has been “jH-advised;” he added,
‘under any. Build -agreements :Or
because ‘ ‘if the Major. studios are
“Richard.
Condon:
contract.
2.
.
to. continue, which I think is un-.
°
$7, 000 ‘Daily interest.
.
ikely, they -cannot: continue by
7Guthor :‘of ‘Manchuitan: ‘Carididate’min
‘Zanuck *“explained the - “urgent |
having
in: such. high-hanced
..
>.
Despite.
the
fact.
that
‘L..
Douslas
|
.. necessity”.:-to’- get
the
picture | ‘Commenting. on. all: the- furor in. 7 waxes: whimsical “in: a- freatise: on: |!
fashion. ”
Sayin
‘sects
men
=
‘finished - -and into. the theatres,'; the ‘press, “particularly ‘from Holly:
films’ ‘and. filmmakers:
a i
Netter Jr. :is currently. working’ on!
.-It- was Zanuck’s very lack of
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fine. actress’ worthy roles. | Robe. | There should be a -tipoff: that the |tke end,. the: ‘theatre burns ‘down| overall -it- is .untidy «and does: not...
tually. every stop out.”
‘| picture embodies..a’ more ‘substan-: but - suddenly ©. a rich ‘American|.‘develop the: ‘personalities : of .someWhisky-voiced, slovenly, wohder-.
. tial and’ intimate :streak:. Handled woman,. a far-distant: relative ‘of “of the ‘main: characters sufficiently:
.
1.
fully and. hideously °‘gowned: and |
|:- Un Dia de. Diciembre : With. salesmanship, finesse, it could. the ‘theatre director; shows :‘up. and: Extraneous .situations are dragged *‘madeup throughout. the film, ‘Miss
“(One Day in December)’.
_ofevolve into. avery: successful © ate. ‘gives. him. money’ so that’. +hé- can: ‘in without: helping: the plot. devel-—
Davis: quickly: overcomes ‘a view-.
meee ede
ee

woe

usenes

[Sed

ee-e «8

finally - ;
‘er’s' earlier impatienee,
leaving one emotionally..exhausted.

(MEXICAN).
_ Mexico City, ‘Oct. 30.

traction: for Méetro.. “The relatively. ‘buy: ‘himself a show-boat. There are

Oo

ee

ee

opment. overmuch,

re

o's ce

Jay. Eewis’ has ~

| youthful:and attractive cast pitches -Several song and . dance* sequences |‘directed with: verve: .Also:tkere: are.

‘some : very. . useful “performances,
in with some: sound: performances, along the. ‘line, ~_.
-and ‘these: factors. will aid‘ the. com:
“OF- the ‘various. ‘warblers, only’ a ‘okay artwork; satisfactory lensing
| few.‘rate adult attention. This. ap- ‘by: ‘Jack: Hillyard . ‘and::.a ‘lively’:
Gloria Swanson’'s in “Sunset. Boule- ‘Dupeyron; ‘features :Luis. Aragon, Jacque: ‘mercial cause.
enough - ‘score “by . Ron: . Grainer. Fernando [. - Jane Fonda-Jiri- ‘Hutton and: Lois ‘plies in particular to two. of foreign
vard,” but only because the viewer. line. Andere.
..Directed. |by
Cortez Screenplay.. Alejandro Verbintzky . ‘Nettleton-Anthony.
Franciosa. are. nationality: Carmela: ‘Corren, young|Where the:film falls-down.. is in its”.
knows all along that’ it is unav oid- from
original by’ Roberto Gomez -Bolanos;
able.
proves. ‘that: she's. a- sheer. superficiality. and. that. few...
. | ecamera, Jorge ‘Sthal.. At Mariscala :Thea-: the tivo. teams::.whose’.‘eémotional .‘Israeli chirp, ..
‘of... the .-charactérs can. be.’ taken
MINS. 4 instability. As. explored. *--The: to- win - for ‘the German -disk. market,
Miss’-Crawford. gives.a quiet.: re- tre,. Mexico. Cify. Running: lime, 90
seriously, :‘or: ‘beget .sympathy, .
markably fine interpretation of. the |}. This: is one of the- independently- zetherness. of ‘the. first~ ‘couple— ‘and British - Chris: Howland;: ‘who ;
“Tan. Hendry’ plays a smart’ aleck,
crippled Blanche; held in. émotion-|produced: films, of three :madeé: un-. newly weds—is- threatened ‘by the has made himself. a name via’ ‘deeinsecurity of the-.afflicted _ groom, ‘;jaying,: disks, pix and tele’ in “this ‘philanidering, doublecrossing -tally--.ally by the nature. and. :tempers- der :auspices of: the Mexican .Assn.. ‘whose’ -periodically. . : severe. out-. country, clicks: ‘with: his. amusing. ‘man:: who, with. two’ illegitimatement of the role.. Physically eon-'
fined: to a wheelchair. and bed. of ‘Independent Exhibitors. Orig- “breaks of thé shakes are the ‘mani- “piggy bank” song. “Of -the actors, babies -‘ta: his discredit, still. finds —
throughout the picture, she’ has. ‘to: inal plan: ,by .these ‘independents festation’ of a lorig-standing~com-. ‘only. the. oldtimeérs “such. as. ‘Paul | that the easiest. way. to. -bluff’ -his-act from the. inside and . has her. had been to: turn: out*30. films. Avith J plex wherein he~. feels. compelled: “Hoerbiger |‘(the theatre. director), -femme patrons- into getting. hocked *
best _scenes. (because she wiseély:}- accent on: quality; but: the. project. to hide. béhind, “a|false: he-man° Josef Egger, -Rudolf..Carl ‘and: es-.| up to:their- -eyebr ows-in installment...
underplays with’ Davis) with’ a |. has ‘been: suspended pending: reor- facade. ‘for -.fear ‘of .being, found|pécially. |Oskar: Sima. pive -eviderice. | ‘buying is via the ‘boudoir. ‘The char-:_
-<Vacter| has‘ a certain. brash, ‘breezy —
maid’ and ‘those she’ plays. aloné.. ganization’ -Of ..association plans; ” ‘Tinadeduate.’ or~ below. ‘Par: at _ the. that they. know.their trade. -- Peter: Doerré . directed: ‘this. ‘un= >; assurance, but‘no ‘charm, And that’s:
In one superb bit, Miss Crawford'| : This’ film is by no means..a’ fes-: “supreme sexual moment,
“reacting to herself on television’ tival. award. product: ‘but, surptis“Relations of. the. second. pair are. ' pretentious musieal.:. Okay’ ‘techni--t.‘the way. ‘Hendry.’ plays: it ‘tO.‘the.
{actually,:. clips from: the
1934 ingly. enough, itis synipathetically: ‘impaired’ “by a- more. ‘routine: |‘issue. |eal credits, The Blue Danube ‘city;‘point: of irritation... «=:
s trying
“Sadie McKee"), makes. her face ‘directed’ by: Fernando Cortes ‘and P—— jn-law. interference.-— coupled. i supplies. the. “background -‘for -ane In most’ of the ‘film’ he:‘is
to: ‘pateh .up'a row. that he_ has had.
‘fairly glow with. the remenibrance | develops a Christmas story. about. with the wife’s accurate knowledge /
production..: ae
Hans.
|-with his: stéady ‘girl friend. For the~
of fame past. A genuine: heart |an. average Mexican. boy;,.full of: she w as wed. for money, riot: love—|
innocence and who: wishes. to reaf-; ‘an. “original. “mercenary-. motive |
‘remainder; he: is:Cheating :‘his. -em-= breaker.
Printemps.
‘De:
Jeunes
.
‘ployer. (John - -Gregson), - a real.
The-slight basic -tale ig of ‘two firm ‘the Xmas spirit within. -his -disotved: however. after ‘six vears”
:
Filles...
2.
estate. agent: anda: String .Of. ‘ered-;..
sisters,
complete... Opposites.. As} family -‘and. in his neighbor hood:: ‘|.of “marriage.-: ‘Doesn't. sound. very: |.
-itors: He is also. .not* above a little.
chiidren, Jane is “Baby Jane (a-| -There are’ no. monsters, _ giants, funny, but. there ..are: ‘spurts -‘and; .- ‘(Springtime’ For: the ° ‘Girls).”
| blackmail to: ‘further’ ‘his, progress:
travesty. on the many .Mary- Pick- geni or. rides. on..a ‘magic’ carpet. flashes’ of good ‘fun, -both ‘in:-dialog:| : “ (RUSSIAN-COLOR-SCOPE)
"Paris, Oct. 30.
“with his--boss. It:is. Hendry’s. first’.
ford-Shirley Temple imitators), “y- Director Fernando Cortez: develops ‘and ‘situation. And both Stories ‘are.| -Sovexport - release
- of : Mosfilm prodtie~.
vay
vaudev ille star and. the idol. of the a simple. story ‘intended for ‘chil- resolved” “happily, ultimately tip-. “tion. With Mira -Koltsova, Lev. Barachkov, “major -film .and,. on-‘this.’ showing, :
ublic. -Offstage, she’s .a vicious: ‘dren and nabe’ ‘patrons, ‘with. a full: ‘ping ‘the. scales. in favor ‘Of comedy, Tioudmitla: .Ovtehinnikova, Beriozka™ Bal-. ‘judgment : aust. be Teserved :AS- toy,
‘let
Dirécted
by:
‘Veniamin.
Dorman,”
Gen-::
his: future.
rat. -dominéering -her ‘plain, in-|‘share of: - tear-jerker ~ situations. over. drama:
rikh™ Oganissian.. Screenplay, -™M. .Dolgo-..
hibited sister and preening parents. | Youngster “Emir. Angel’ Dupeyron
..Nadejdinz;
camera.“
The’ promising: Miss: Fonda. gives ‘polov,:-I:.-Prout,.
June’ Ritchie, ‘as: thé itainy girls
‘in
Soveolor)s Vistcheciay ‘Choumski: -music,
Eventually both girls go-into-films, : is believable -as-‘central’ ‘character. an. animated
performance. -and. | | Alexandre.
‘the. ease, - confirms the ‘promising™
‘Fliarkoyski: -choreography, Na-,
where the dark; mousey’ Blanche { Beatriz: Aguirre is. effective as the makes. an: impression, but there are’ dia: _Nadejdina, - AES Rengpanorama:. Paris. -impression ‘she made. in her-debut |
:
blossams into a. “beauty. and ‘fine mother. as is. Jorge. Martinez” :de ‘times—particularly- ‘at the. ‘outset: ”Running time, 85. MINS.
in. ‘A; Kind. of” Loving.” but she.a
a
‘Mira ‘Koltsova actress, and becomes: Hollywood's, Hoyos. in role of an: underst anding when : ‘animation ‘Japsées into: over-- -Galia.
Volodfa ‘<.. “.Sissa
.
, Lev: Barachkov “ean do little:in: ‘this cardboard. role:
_animation, stripping the: character. j Nassua oe os "Tioudihiia: Ov tchinnikova, |of wronged - yoting: mistress: “Two. a
top star: Jane, amable ‘to gr Ow. father.
beyond her. limited“child-taient..
This. ‘depicts a:. world. without! of:“believability.. The -character,
established: ‘players, ‘John Gregson *.
warks only beeause Blanche. forces malice, replete. swith love and: com-. “‘frowever,. -tends ‘to be fuzzy: and in” One: “he the. rare” “out?‘and-out |and -Geoffrey™ “Keen, “confidently
-ptudivs té give: her’ rales.
“Fpassion.. This’ one. merits“ success ° consistent as written.: -and this’ may. ‘commercial, Russo: “pix “finds: -its- handle the. xoles of: Hendry’s. ambi-As, the result of -an accident, in Spanish language markets:
bbe. the major: part of Miss. Fonda's. way ‘Here, ‘dubbed. into.-Frenc¢h.IIt |tiows,.:--eonniving
‘boss-.. and’ :.an
hazily presented. Blanche. is. perEmil. .| problem. She. does have some ‘fine. i-dis ‘a slight: romantic :-$tory ‘geated | equatly- ambitious, scheming: -and
-mianently ‘evippled.. Jane,
-de“| moments,: though, Hutton does gen- { to- the ‘danees of. the. all-fenimeé * pompous ‘real. estate man:
pendent. on. her sister. for -her liveerally: well :by.:the - part. of. the} f Beriozka. Ballet. ‘Somewhat’ ‘Stodgy. | ‘Playing: ‘Keen's: simple... “uml |:Atras, de-las Nubes:.
lihood:: is forced to care for heryy‘afflicted. husband, .although~ here |.and sweet,. ‘it. still has.. some ‘good:!vated wife: -is: ‘Liz. Fraser. ‘This film’
: (Behind The Clouds..
her ‘hate growing with the’ Years..|
-- again there’ are. inconsistencies. and. +‘humor: -with some expert danée + sets “up™ some -sort ofa “record. in.
‘ (MEXICAN). *
So, alsa, does the “Baby Jane” illus:
contradictions: ‘in ’-the’ character’s., Sequences: --But the: | fiIny, is ai. Him. .- that: Miss’::-Fraser, :till. now: “mostly ©
“Mexico” City, “Oct. 30): personality: :as-‘penned, -Franciosa.™ “ited | item, at. best..
‘gIOn until, living it daily, -she de| engaged. in ‘frothy bosomy, undress _
ternines to-get rid of Blane ‘he and.! Peticulas |Nacionalés ‘release of” ‘Cines : has the. meatiest, part, and: plays it.
A‘ young Optician ‘falls “for |-a roles, keeps her clothes om-through-.
~ matoiraticta Jalisco produc tipn. Stars. Luis
Feturn tev: mdevile «a3het ever thet. Aguilar. Marfa Lopez; features. Dagoherto “to the’ hilt, ‘creating |an: appealing. . dancer -in'the ballet. companyand
aut while’ most-of the other femmes.
is! Advertising fercan accompanic- Rourigsez, Joaguin Cordero. Ofelia -Mon-. Tattractive,’ masculine. person. Miss + gets a job: on ‘a:boat to follow them
seem.to be stripping. at the drop of
Moreno, “Andes. Siler. t
SEQ. Jose >Elias
m cnt
nt, the: sole. applicant: is a huve:. _ te
Nettleton
is.
solid
as
‘the.
gradually
|
on
.a:tour.
of
the
Volga
fictories
*
‘Hendry’s.:
“Martinez:
Directed be. Gilamd -Ariure
hat... Miss" Fraser
is .
wi. wt paye it
Tout |
Josefine Vii- ||more. desirable Ww ife. Joha. -MeGiver
super b- off-be at. -berto. “Gazvon..
Screenplay,
cand. ‘countryside. After. some. ‘mis- | anxious to ‘break away from pinup. and: Gilberto’ Gazcon from -ovigine al.
Fi zoye we
ce
be Victor. Buona}, - »eens
18°
‘effective.
‘as
the
‘intrusive
father:
understandings
the’
poy
.
finally
“is
:
‘roles and: this small, -but ‘effective.
bev Jess: “Mario Valentin: Gazeon: camera,
Wit Lonsun the situation’s opper- 1:snacio Torres. At. ‘Alameda- Ariel Thea- in-law. ‘Mabel: zxlbertson ° ‘excellent well:.on thé: way ‘to getting - gil, performance (she's. the woman who...
tunities at a, Bues allone, planning tle: - Mexiva. Cit¥. Bunning ‘tune, 90 -MINS. 6E as -his‘tr oublemaking. spouse. Jack {All this. is, quite’ good: ‘natured: But gets ‘bumped off): proves. that: she
to cet enmith monev to. enable him
| Albertson *has a -B00d scene: ‘as ca. the pace and ‘flair. for a turer are: deserves. more. significant, Worthy’
This. is vet another revolution- |.desk, Sergeant.
to broak tie turnished-silver cord
missing.:
uture
ri..
roles in the.the.f
-futu
catch- rol
ary
tale..-butwith’
the
aecent~
dn].
birding
kim
to” a “possessive
“George “Rov- ‘Hill's’ direction fias| The ballet:| ‘portion: is, ‘éye
Nyree.
Dawn:
‘Porter:
and Justine’.
.a romantic: love story. ‘Singer Luis peaks and. valleys. He's:coaxed and ‘ing éntry-as the girls.seém‘to-float |
mether,.
Fi be ¢ane of, circimstanc es Srow, Aguilar debuts in this’ ‘as: cQpro: capturcd-some: perfeetly timed and. :above:. the stage... Color ‘is. -accept-: ‘Lord,: two of the salesman: s-willing:
Vielenc * crealing ‘violence. ‘To de- : ducer With, Valentin Gazcon.:
) perceptive’ reactions.from his play- able’ ‘but. the players - shape. stereo-} -bédroom °‘victims, . are © both .‘well
i While not..an extraoidinary.-¢f. ers, ‘but at other” times. he’s settled typed. --if, competent. It: probably. “equipped ‘for: their ”‘Toles.- Judith
tin the plot bevond. this. point. -is|
meaninelvss. Director Rebert .Al- ifort. ‘story 18° ‘pleasantly. developed. for- ‘unnecéssary: exaggeration, and will be. sock at. home but somewhat ‘Furze,:-Jodn Heal,.’ Theliia “Ruby.
Grich has generally. made ‘guod use. and acting is “professional: bv... all has. failed. to detect .the -fact:that too. facile: for untoward. foreign. and. ‘Bridget™ “Armstrong -‘chip . in’,
of Ernest. Haller’ Ss caniera. “wizardry ‘concerned.
Emil.
a pregnant runhing fag ‘involving chances: in,‘the:West."
Mosk..
“Continued: om.‘page20)
Peliculas. Nicionales- release. of produe‘madness- ‘tion. Ciriematografica: Mexicana’ Independi--

Her slip-over into: total
ds, possibly, less effective than w as.

‘ente production.
Stars: Jorge «Martinez
de. Hoyos,. Beatriz: Aguirre, Emir. Angel:
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Hollywood, Ot. 30,

|

_ Big: foreign’ ‘préss: attendance. of ‘the 4963. International Bint

|

_ Festival, whieh’ Screen: Producers Guild will ‘sponsor ‘as the ‘first - ae
-Hollywood-based ° -event,. is .expected, : according . to’ Guild :‘prexy
-.. Lawrence: Weingarten: “who ‘said the’ proposed fete. climaxes. ‘five. :

avor
Wang Over
Wl
STS “SomeFav

_ Hollywood; TradeFrisco-Blend

| By HANS HOEHN.

“years: of recommendations: within. ‘thé SPG.-

This ‘in. turn: should: give: Hollywood and the “‘Aierican, film:-in-. “|

- Mannheim: Oct. 30.
dustry. a “much-neéded shot in the arm,” another ‘producer: pointed
“Out.. ‘Actually. according fo this latter -source, the SPG- ‘move was. |: pha .‘Lith: ‘International: ‘Mann-.
‘triggered: by: realization: that. ‘Hollywood: has .been: losing” out in. | heim: Film Week (Oct. 15-20) ‘boast-|

+.
Hollywood, Oct. 30.
: Screen Producers Guild appears
)“Gol $“Donation. _| to haye its work cut out for it in
“2°: public ‘consciousness: as ‘the. film. capital ofthe. worldy-and. stich’ a. {ed an. excellent organization but] ~:~
Hollywood, Oct: "30.
‘| Hollywood's.
first
International
| bulk of .the entries. was: of meagre}
| * film: festival. should help restore sory: to.‘itsformer. Pinnacle.
“Samuel Goldwyn, ; as’ usual, -| Film. ‘Festival, which the Guild
- ‘quality: ‘This: goes. in “particular for} “kicked off annual Motion: pic|last week stated: it would hold in
short. -Subjects..: The - jury -headed |: “ture
~Permanent :..-Charitiés:. .| 1963: While reaction in: the jindus|
by-British.
‘Thorold
:
‘Dickinson.
acted.)
as”theatrical motion. ietares. ‘Competitions will.be. ‘condiicted and:
drive ‘with $30,000 donation to. ‘| try generally reflects “‘suppert - of
‘prizés ‘awarded. in. all creative: categories. of creative. filmmaking, _-}accordingly:- .Although. this “is ‘pri-j- - spearhead. . the 63. canrpaign,
a festival, there seems to be. cer-.marily’.a
short..
film’
festival
(521:
“Weingarten’ “reported.. Walter M. Mirisch and. John. -Houseman are .
“:.industry’s -yearly .all-compre-. -| tain hesitancy in. endorsing the
shorts:
and’: seven ‘full-length ‘pix, - hensive charity. shellout: Last |-SPG: pr oject: Junqualifiably.
co-chairmen of: the.Américan Film Festival: committee.
on
competed): ‘none -of the’ traditional ... year’s $1,287,189 is expected to
Producers, . Weingarten: pointed out, “unlike: ‘the ‘weather,. to. -do.
This lack ‘of all-out. ‘support
‘something. abotit’ a film:‘festival. everybody: for: years, has. beri ‘talie- | Mannheim: ‘Gold “Ducats ‘was given |’.: be topped thie‘yéear‘stenis partiéularly from two points
‘:[ toa short:. The trophies.-went to} . Gordon *.Stuhlberg is. -caming about.” - 7°
tL) how such a festival is. handled,
Time -and: place. will:‘be decided within’ ‘thie: next. few-weeks, “ag |the” full-léngth features
. “I
Boys”: : _”
.Nuovi
.
paign. chairman.
.
8 “Bad
and. (2) whether it should be held.
” well: ‘as duration. of. event,: Awhieh probably: will: run. ‘approximately ©- | Angeli” _ ATtaly},: tin Hollyw ood or Washington, D.C..
two weeks, corresponding to: ‘such recognized fetes..as.:those’-held:: (Japan),-: “Dilemma” f Dénmark),
Y: Frank :Freeman, board. chair.. . vin Cannes. ‘and Venice. Weingarten: noted. that ‘it will ‘be: held. ata: “1 Adieu, |-Philippiné”. (France) :‘and
man
of: Assn. ‘of Motion Picture
wo ‘time’. that: “von t:Conflict. with :the. Academy, ceremonies,”v likely: tthe -: “French. , documentary; _ “The.
| Producers,
speaking
personally
=o ‘Time of the, Ghetto.”
-:
in: Jate summer or early fall.
7
_
ee
-Since: he. said no AMPP . meeting
“Outstanding. -Polish’. “feature. |
| yet had “been: called, declared over
“|: “Hallow een,: ~ written. and: directed:
‘weekend that such. a. ‘festival, if

by. Tadeusz Konwicki, wasn’t. given
‘a. Dueat:. Many. ‘considered - it the

‘artistically best. film. of the whole:
festival.’ ‘The. Grand -Prix, a cash.

rei
ialFimTrade
“OfWoes
| |h for

Frisco FestChiet
InPique Reaction
ToLA.’s Own Fete

‘award ‘($2,500): donated - by. the. ine

habitants. ‘of. ‘Mannheim, went t
‘| Denmark’s-. “Dilemma.””. This” ons}

-all~details
“could. he. resolved,
| would-be. of: inestimable- value to‘the industry.” Freeman: said: “I: ‘don’t care who.
suggests. it, whether the Producers
‘| Guild, or the directors,.or writers

San Francisco, Oct. 30.
Irving: M.: (Bud- Levin;. director | ‘0 whatever group, I am for it if. it.
Talk- of.“recession” ‘and: “erisis” ‘tion “in, recent years; (2)-in- Holly- South’: ‘Africa;: Quite ‘obviously, ‘the. ;¢of International Film Festival here; is good. for the industry. I. think .
-: Inthe Italian motion picture ‘indus-'|:wood’s: ““counteroffensive”: (3). in=: ‘jury. gave’. pie’s.. -Aheme.. priority.}is burned over. decision. of Screen ‘everybody. will get behind it if. it’s
. try hasbeen officially --denied-here. flation., ‘of .fly-by-night. production. -Artistically,. “Dilemma”. ‘falls. ‘con-|: Producers Guild.-to- stage an Inter- |.set up right. I. don’t know. the reby ANICA, the. Italo. industry ‘ASSO- firms:in Italy which-live on’ IOU’sSi siderably ‘short: of ‘Poland's. “Hal- national. ‘Festival in Hollywood :next tails of the:Producers Guild’s plan,
year, Levin ‘has: been. burned. for -but- I feel: the Guild has made a
~ ¢iation; Replying to-a réport in a ‘and credit: thus ‘leading, inevitably, low een.” ar
j very. -important suggestion -which
Rome ‘newspaper, . ANICA: stated. to the recent: contraction of Bank:| Only. AWwo- us. “Shorts” were’ ene |:
‘, that.. “no: economic - recession; . “nor: credit. for film ventures. TV. and: tered at the -Manriheim®™: ‘festival, festival Starts. tomorrow -(31). -be- wan be of inestimable value to the:
eause* ‘Hollywood: -has- steadily industry.’ 7
“an unfavorable ‘development’. of. ever-rising _admission: “tabs. ‘were :
(With -: Music - Ring”. (QSIS): ‘and! refused. to’enter. its.
“Directors. Were First.
product.:
‘programs, -activities, and financial. ‘given: as. other ‘teasons for the “re“Forgét -Meée “Not” (Bert ‘Brown). of; “After
99
since denied: by. official I.which -the- -latter’ was. ‘shown’. out: |: _ Levin’ flipped as follows:
George Sidney, . prexy of Direcconditions of certain |companies Op-: cession”
tors: Guild * of’ America, however,
erating: in’ ‘this {productive sector). industry: sourees here:,”
-side.- competition, Phe former,® a.’ Six: years. of. calculated non-partici-'
pointed out that the national board
existed. oan
| short: on ‘the:‘Mormon. Tabernacle .pation in. the San: Francisco Inter-of-his organization last April voted.
‘The. “ANICA. statement. ‘noted: ‘that
|-Choir and” its- conductor. ‘Conchie; 1.national” Film -Festival, Hollywood
unanimously -to. endorse. a, US:
__ despite: the unfavorable: develop:.
| was -hisséd by some, segments: of. ig finally.‘admitting its “stupidity. sponsored international filni ‘fete
“ment. ‘of. the world ‘film: business,
| the: audience: _Apparently,. -théy Instéad |of. - joining with: the’ rest: to. be held: ‘in City of Washington.
_ the initiative -and ‘inventiveness: of
found pic.. of mediocre |“quality: ‘of. the world °in.’San Francisco, -it: :While: declining to offer’ any offiItalian producers, . directors, -and}|
.Contrastingly, the .Cuban. Short, ‘wants -to’ play ball.in its. own ‘back. “cial. ‘reaction of. the DGA to.-the
“yard. “This. will net..be- Be: last
“technicians has. helped. the ‘Ttalian |”
| “People.On’ the ‘Shore,” found: -ap| SPG’s
announced
1963
festival
San.’ Francisco Festival. Boa
". film -50% of -its local market; “as. |
plause. though ‘probably. the ‘feshere, -he :said a proper Spokesman
- Swell:‘as:‘COD a sizable rise in’ export |:
‘| tival’ S ‘most |primitive entry. |
| would be Fred :Zinnemann, chair“net.
“George: ‘Wallach, film .and. “tele
‘lman of the Hollywood Guild Film
“True; says. “ANICA,. ‘that’ certain |”
‘Officer: of the American ‘Embassy |.
Festival Committee, which ‘was.set
“improvised” production. initiatives| -.
(Bad. Godesberg) wha’ ‘picked “With I
up last year. ‘upon. suggestion of
. have. sprung up marginally in .the| Embassy ‘Pictures. ‘president: JoMusic. Ring” ‘for: Mannheim. left “no
George Stevens Jr.,. chief. of the
wake: of -the °Italo:“development, Anseph © E..’ Levine.: and. exee v-p.:
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” “Waltz: ‘of: Toreadors” (Cont). Good.
— ‘“Sky.: ‘Above’: (Embassy): ‘and.
(MGM) (1st wk, State, ‘Pix,. Wiltern; $5;000.
die)... : Modest: $7:500: .-Last: week, - *
-|
$2,000..
Last
week;
“N
aked.
Terror”
“No.
‘Place:
Like
“Homicide”.
19th,. Beverly) and “View from
Denver. (Fox) (2,432: $1. 25) “AL
.
|. Embassy): (2d: wk), °“Slow” $5; 000. \ “Tarzan Goes: to: India*® (MGM) and:. Bridge”
(Cont): (reissue? (State, ‘most Angels’. (BV). and.:“Lady °‘and.|indie) (2d wk), $1,200.
‘| ‘Damion: |‘and * “Pythias” MIGND, an
‘Last
week,
$5,700.
~.
Charles
|
“(Fruchtman):
(500;90-.
Pix),
(BY): (reissue) : (2d: wk). |
$10,000. .:
.(M.O.) (Wiltern). Good $25,000. .or’ Tall .$18, 000' ‘or: ‘over. . Last week, ” $150)—Boceaccio "70" (Embassy) “ Music Hall. (Beacon: “Buiterprises)’ |. ‘Paramount: (NET), 42 357: 10« aan
| (9th wky:: “ Down: to good $2,000:. (1,213: |$1.25-$2.80) . — . “Brothers
over: Last week, Pix, “Qne, Two, $14, 000: ‘|$1.65) .—- “Mongols”. (Indiey. “and”
‘| Last week; $3,500.
| -Gtimm”* (MGM)..(3th wk).. ‘Great-..“Trojan: Horse’ (Indie). . Mild: $8~" :
Three” (UA), “Pocketful .of Mir- [|
Esquire- (Fox). (600:$1 25)"For$16,
500.
Last
week;
$16,000...
acles” (UA) (reissues), $3,400: Wil-.
—_
'|-Crest: (Fruchtman). (1;700): (90-|. - Mercury: (United: Motion Theatre 1500. Last week,.“Flame.in Streets”
-ftern with Los: Angeles, ‘Hawaii,. +ever- My Love’: (Par): and- “Rose
$1 50} — “Les “Liaisons”. -(Astor):.
“Longest |-Gndie). and “Concrete Jungle” co
Baldwin, “If a Man Answers” (U), "| Tatoo” (Par) (reissue),. Fair $1,900. | Good-$4, 000. Last week, “Never Let:| CO. ):‘es(1,468; $1.50-$3).—
|(Indie),
©. Park $13;000.“Tammy and Bachelor” -(U) (re- ‘Last week;.“Sky Above”. (Embassy) :Go” (Cont), $4,500.
a
| Day’*- (20th), - Wow. ST000; :Last:
Square (Indie). (300:: $1.80)”
{issue} (1st wk), $19,200. . Beverly, and “No “Place. Like Homicide”:
(460: “po- yw
week, ‘second-run..
—"Divorce, ‘Italian | Style” (Emo: a Cinema, (Sehwaber)
“rolita” (MGM) (18th wk), ‘$4,000. Undie): (m. 0:) (5th. wk); $1, 800...
: bassy)' (6th: Naas Lofty. $4,500. Last...
Orpheum. (RKO) (2,690; $1; 25—| $150)
“Secrets . ‘of “Women” |
Music Ralt (Ros) A720; $2-$2:40)
. | week, $5,000
"
1“The. Head” “(Indie). and. “Horror Janus): ‘and “Naked--Night”. (Janus).
| Hotel” (Indie). Okay. $9,000-° of- (reissues). .Slow $1,500. Last week, .
(IGM): . “Shoot 'Piano: ‘Player’? tAstory (ad |
— “Requiem “for. Heavyweight” ‘| over. .Last week,L(Gol) (2d wk’. |
end “Tes Girls” (GND (reissues),- Wk);: “$1,000.:
Lofty- $10,000.:.Last.
2
:
1 $5, 000::
Th Hippodrome |“a . (2 200: 60- 1
‘Providence, ‘Oct. 30. -| week, $19.000:.
Paramount: (Woilfberg) (2.100- 90- $1
|. 65).— “Very~ Private. Affair” |:: State shapes. okay. this week: ‘with ii State. (Frans-Lux’: (730:. 75-$1 23):
—= ‘Amorous: Sex”. (Indie) and’ “Une **
| $1.25)— “Tower of London” (UA) (MGM). °
Mild: $6,000... Last: week; | “Tarzan Goes ° ‘JIndia.”” But. stand-:| eover-. Girls” “(ndie) (3d. wk).‘Fine.a
‘and ‘‘Vanipire and Ballerina". (WA). s
for:
a_fout is Elmwood’ “Requiem:
|. “Trojan Horse” ‘(Indie),” $5,000...
$5, 500..“Last week, $8,000.
4
Fine $11,000.: Last: week, “Chapman
Five “‘West- (Schwaber) (435; ‘90: Heavyweight, a rated socko.- Strand’
“Report” (WB): and” “Dream: Wife’
Louisville, Oct. 30.
| $1.50)—"'Carry On Teacher” (Gov) is fair ‘with “Notorious. Landlady, ”
The
Kentucky’s -“If A
Man: (WB), $12, 000.
third *“Almost: Angels” ‘is: on *the.
‘Towne’ (Indie). (600; $1.25-81. is) “(2d° wk).: Nice ‘$2,500. Last: “week, nice
Answers” and.twin-bill “Lady and
side.at. Albee. . First. -Teal|.
7)
-Private
Affair” . (MGM $3,500,
Tramp” and. “Almost Angels” in —‘Very: :
(2d wk). Dim - $2,500; Last. week, aie ‘Little. “p-E) (300°: “90 -$1 65) — -snow .of ‘season .Friday. (26): ‘hurt |:
second at United. Artists are front.
;
‘$3,000. : .;
“Waltz of: Toreaders”” (Cont): .Good trade.
runners-in current ‘week, Biz at
_ Estimates. forThig Week
« +$2,000.. Last week,’ “Expresso. Bon:
most ‘other houses ts on slow side. |
4 go? (Cont) “and “Battle “of::Sexes”: |’. Albee (RKO): (2,200; ere |
“Three Stooges in Orbit” ‘at. the:
Philadelphia, ‘Oct! 30."
: (Cont). (reissues), $1;200.
~
|"Lady ‘and Tramp”. (BY) (reissue)
:|Ohio looks nice. “Brothers: Grimm’.
| Mayfair. ‘(Fruchtman)
(700: .90-- and “Almost: Angels” (BV). (3d_wk)... 2 ie Cuban, ‘situation: mowed-: in ninth at:the Rialto shapes good.
$1:50) -—- “Sky: Above” (Embassy) ‘Happy. $5,000. Second was 34, 500: ‘sh-down firstrun -“receipts . ‘midweek::
Estimates for This‘Week
‘but trade: picked..up: over the, week-(4th
wk). "Okay: $3, 000. ‘Last:‘week,
* Kentucky
iSwitow) .900:
Elmwood (Snider) (724: "90-1: 95)
75. |
San Franeisco;. Oct. 30...
-; --‘Requiem* For A: Heavyweight”. -end. ‘Result. is. a. quite spotty. ‘biz
$1.25:'—“If Man Answers” (UW): .Go-.| “Firstron trade here- ‘generally. is | -$4;000:;
picture: here ‘currently, ““Requfem
ing for slick $7,000.. Last: week. on. downside ‘this: stanza .as ‘the | | New (Fruehtman)” (4,600: “60. (Gol). Socko. .$7, 500.” “Last .week,. For Heavyweight” looms big. at the |
“$I
25)
—
“Lady...
and
Tramp”:
(BV)
“Pigeon That Took Rome” (Par)|Cuban. -crisis. hit: ‘home.’ Harticket-.
“Meet ‘Me.-In’ St..: Louis*® (MGM) Viking,” with :Jong’ lines Saturday ~ ”
(2d wk}, $4,500.
iFers are ‘doing best, at the wicket.Of.. (reissue): and “Almost Angels” (BV). ‘and “Day: at: Races”: (MGM). ‘re~.
“Gigot”: is-‘rated ‘smash: at:
Mary ‘Anderson (People’s): (1,100; |the ‘nev’ entrants the. best: bet is} A2d wk). Smooth: $7,000. Last ‘week, 7 ssues);. $9, 000 in: nine-days, AFe~+ night.
“""" [the -Trans-Lux with an’. unexpected.
$1-$1.25) — “Chapman
Report” “Convicts 4,” which looks, fair. at $10, 000. ." 2
"Majestic. SW) (2;200:.“95-$))— strong: femme ‘play. after.a modest”
: Playhouse - (Schwaber (355; 90: |:
(WB) (3d wk). Medium $4, 500 after ‘Golden -Gate. “Brothers Grimm”:
“Son of | Samson”. ¢ Indie): “arid, ‘Start. .. 2:
Mt
$1.
50)}-—“Girl
With
Golden
‘Eyes’.
second week’s $5, 000.
‘shapes big. in.12th: session, at -Or-'
“Make °: Way: For - Lila” .. (Indie). “Brothers Grimm” still.isnice in.
(Union)
(2d
wk).
Mild
$1,
200."
Last:
Ohio ‘Settos} (960:-°75-$1 25\— | pheum.. “West Side Stary” also}
.| Fairish ° $6, 000.- “Last: week. “Chap-. “ ‘14th session. ‘at: the “Royd. “while
“Three Stooges in Orbit” (Col) and: shapes ‘big in 46th-final weck, at. | week; $2,000.
man Report” (WB) (2d wkj. $6,000::“Longest .“Day”: is: rated: socka |in
-_
50):
$1.
(
(500:
(Freedman):
Rex
“Ring-A-Ding-Rhythm” (Col). Juye- the United. ‘Artists. cc
_State-:: (Loew). (3.2005 “13-81 VS ithird round ‘at, ‘Goldman:
| “Lust. for-Sun’ (Indie). Fair $1,500...
trade. helping to boost to nice’
- Estimates - for: This Ww eek
“Tarzan - Goes -To india’. AMEGMD.4
Estimates ‘for This” “Week.
$6,000 or near: Last .w eek, “I Thank:
Golden Gate (RKO). (2,,859: $1 5-4' Last: Week,. “Playgirls “and_-“Bell:
and. “Damon: and Pythias” (MGM). ‘arcadia (S&S): (622; $1.20-$1. 80)a
-Fool” (MGM). $6,000.
—
$1.50)-—“‘Convicts.. 4” AA. - ‘and: Boy” (Indie) (2d wk), $1,800. |
‘week, -: *Preséure- "Chapman
_ Rialto..tFourth. Avenue) .(1,100: | “Hell: to.. Eternity”. (AA) (reissue)..
Revort’”:: CWB) ©
Stanton (Fruchtman) °'¢2:800; -60-: $8,000. “Last
$1.25-$2.50) —— “Brothers Grimm” Fair $9,500. Last week. “No: Man Is $1. 50) — “Chapman: Report” (WB) ‘Point’? (WA) and “Wwar Hunt?a OA), wk. “Hep. ‘$10,000:. "Last week, :
(MGM) (9th wk). Good $4,500 after. sland” (Uy and. Battle: ‘Hymn’”’ (3d wk): Fair: cat $6,000.: ‘Last.week, $5, 000.
o
| $18.000. '
eight week's. $5,000.
;
Boyd” “Sw (1.536:.:
| $10,000:
‘Strand -(Natiowi Realty)" roe 500:
xWw) (reissue), $9,000.
United ‘Artists (Fourth. Avenue).
-Fox.: (FWC} (4,651; . $1.25.St.5004 Town. (T-L)' , 1256. 60-$1. 65) -— 175-1) — “Notorious** ‘Landlatly” |; “Brothers. “Gr imm”’: (MGM). (14th:
(3.000:
$1-$1.25) —.. “Lady and’ _“White. Slave Ship” “(AB -and. “Sabrina”. (Par) ‘and.“Roman Holi- (Col) and “Mr. ‘Hobbs. Takes* MaefWk): ‘Nice $10.500.: Last. “week;
Tramp” (BV)! reissue) and “Almost “Creature -From.: "Haurited. -Sea”’ tday” (Par). (reissues). Good. $6,000. cation” #(20th):. “Fair :$5. 00;: Last {| $11.‘000::
Angels” iBV) (2d wk.‘ Big $10,000. ‘(ndie), Mild $7;500: Last. week, ' Last’ week,’ _ “Pigeon. ‘That .Took} week; “Interns” (Col -and “best: ‘of | Fox. “(Milgrani) °(2,200: “95-81.80).
ox. close after last.week's $14,000. ‘Bolshoi Ballet.
- “Rome”. (Par): ‘(2d Wk),$90900.
. Enemies” (Col) (subruns), .945004
(Continued. on. Page 10):

"BroadvayGrosses.

KeyCity
Grosses -

|‘AngelsTalBG,

DayMighty1G
~ InUneven Det.

—"Devil’s

Denver; Head’9G)|

|Balto.OffBat‘Angels’
|Trim $7,000, 24;‘Affair

66, ‘Waltz’ Fast $4,mo

“Bo

I

:

0.

6,000,”

“I:Thank. A Fool” (MGM) |Tramp”

‘Requiem’ Smash$2500, |

“Gigi”.

‘Answers’ Slick $7,000,

Saxon (Sack) (1:100: $i.50-§1.80) .

-Prov.; Tarzan’ Okay:8G|

[’ville; ‘Angels’ Big 106,
2d; ‘Stooges’ Nice -66

..

“,

| Civot’Smash. $12,000,
:Phillv;: ‘Requiem’ Loud’

‘Convicts’Fa
air$9,500,.
Frisco; ‘Grimm’ 216, 12F

“116;“Dav’-$21,500; 3d.

$292.75)"
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PICTURE GROSSES
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|War‘CloudsBopBway BO. Bat

“JAverage. $1,00: Last:week; “Leda”
:|-Undie) and “Purple. Noon". (Times)
-[Qd- wk), $2,000.

_: Eaquire: (Schuchart-Levin)- (1;800;]"
90-$1.25)—“Kid »..Galahad”’” (UA)

| Gd" wk),” Good -$6,500,-“Last -week,|.
idve | oeae _
.Fox ‘(Arthury: (8;0005: 90:$1. 25)

“No Time for. Sergeants”. (WB) and

|°

Candidate’ Boff 486,Bury’ Hep
166,Requiem’ Smash $35,000, 2d

“Indisereet”.: (WB): (reissues). ~Mild|-.-.
welts.
F$10,000: Last. week,.. “No ‘Man. Is}.
—| Island” (U},; $12,000:.
aA The ‘Cuban. erisis, which: hit. bust: ‘the year-end holidays. The 53d.
- Chicago, Oct. - 30.Loew’s' ‘Mid-City (Loew) -a160; ; ‘hess. badly Jast- Wednesday. and} week. was $28,500.
Patrons: :“are staying home-: “in|:
-|60-90)——"“Lady « -and.. .Tramp"
(BV). Thursday, is. taking “its. toll .at |- - State (Loew). (1,900; $1.50-$2.50)
. .: droves ‘to-keep “track of. the inter-.| . “Estimates ‘AreNet:
Film’ ‘STOSS °‘estimates: as. te<:.
a (reissue): - and”. -“Almost Angels” :Broadway §: firstruns. this: -session. +— “Very: Private -Affair’ (MGM)
’ .: National situation ‘via tele..and-ra-]:
' “dio, This is putting a‘crimp in’ Chi :- ported herewith from the varie.’ an ABV)... (m0). “ Okay: . $7, 000, “Last | Rain mixed: With the.season’s first. “<5th-final wk). This round finishing
: deluxe’ film biz. A.shortage of new | ous. key. ‘cities, .are- net; £e., so week, ie: Pressure, Point’ft. (UA), ‘|snow: -last Friday. (26) - was: re Saturday. (3) is heading for slim
‘garded as little help although trade $10,000: or.‘closé for nine days |after
* product isn’t helping’ trade either. : Cwithout. usual. tax: ‘Distrib-.. 7 $i;9000.”
.
‘However - “Requienr. For: A::Heavy-. : utors.Share on-net take, when*: | : “State: (Loew) *: 3,600; : 60-20) perked up 4. little at night. By t$13,000. for: fourth. House closes
‘the
- weight”
‘is taking “a sock .'$27,000. --: playing :percentage,. hence, the: -..|.“Very: Private: Affair” (MGM): and: Saturday ~ and. ° Sunday; ‘with.ari-.
pe
preem and speor pre:
| Nov. 3 to prep for"
‘first Yound decision “at. Oriental.
‘estimated figures are ‘net: in- 4.“The Game” (MGM). ‘Okay: $12:000.: . war threat-over at least, tempor
cial previews
of “Mutiny
on
:
“Lady
“and.
Tramp
mE
ly.
the.
boxoffice
began
a
recovery.
.
}
Bast
~
week,
:
-Monroe reissue tandem.:of **Female |’ -- come.,.
7
Bounty” (MGM). “Bounty” opens’
and: Flesh” and “3: Blondes in.His’ os “The ‘paranthietié admission’ J (BV)- (reissue): and. “Almost: Angels" “Pwo. newcomers are. doing. well. hardticket. Nov. 8.
“Manchurian Candidate”: hit boffo
./ Life’ is rated- okay. «
“Victoria (City: Inv.) a 003: $1.25‘| =. prices, “however, .as:.indicated, a{ (BV) (2d wk),,'$14,000..
.-:
Last’ week’s. arty
entries: are. ~-“anelude’ U.. S..amusement tax,”
‘ Pageant. (Arthur) Ad,000;. “90-. $48,000 or -‘close in-‘first session, | $2)-—“Chapman Report” (WB) (3d.
‘daydating
the
'
Astor.
and.
Trans—— sharing’ in the general décline,:but:|—
-|$1:25)-——“Nearly. Nasty. “Accident”
wk), First “holdover round ended
ad -1 ;
|
‘have’ slid.’ "proportionally. ‘less.
= 1(UP: (24 Wk). Fair $2, 500:. / Last Lux...85th St. Pie also’ ‘is’ -playing.
yesterday (Tues.)- was okay: ‘$17, 000
“We'll |
Premiere
‘Showcase:
houses.
Kind’ ‘of. ‘Loving’*: ‘is’ ‘registering’ a
| week, $3. 500."
or néar after $22,500 for- opener.
' - smart: second.-Esquire session, and“
St... Louis (arthur) (3,800* 35-90) ‘Bury, ¥ou,”: undoubtedly helped Daydating. with Trans-Lux 52d St.
by.-the
‘Cuban
-crisis,-“hit.
a.
lusty”
*
Operation. Snatch” “is: bright on‘|™:
—‘‘Roman.. Holiday”: '(Paty and|Warner: (SW) (1,813; $1. 50-$3.50)
“.... first holdover’ ‘sécond-. at. Cinema. |
| “Proud --and -“Profane”: (Par).-(re-. '$16:000 :or thereabouts. -on. initial | --—“‘Longest. Day” (20th) (4th wk).
‘week
at.
‘the:
Forum.
:?“Shoot The Piano. -Player” -is pulls |
“issties),-. “Mild $7,000: “Last week,
a Current session. winding tomorrow
ing a-neat second: Surf. round.: | -[:
“Phantom
of Opera” (U) "and’). “Requiem . For. a Heavyweight" AThurs.) 1s heading for wham $43,os “Tf. A’ Man Answers”’ “is-ringing |
'..~ Jestill .is:smash ‘with $35,000: in first: 000..or ‘close after $43,900 for third,.
“Desert: Patrol”. (U);; $10;000.
“Washington, Oct. "30.
“up.'a good -third-‘Chicago: stanza,
‘Shady. Oak. (Arthur): :(760;*.90- ‘holdover . round: ‘daydating. ”the. ‘Stays indef. with advance now haye“Very . Private Affair” is. ‘frisky: ‘in|-‘Cuban’ crisis: Is. ‘making’ a sharp. $1:25)—“Divoree,, :‘ Italian “Style” ‘Criterion - ‘and: the -new _arty: Kips. ing. reached.
its. Loop: third: ‘Woods .pair: of: the dent. in..- film biz ‘this’ ‘session. (Embassy): (2d. -wh), ‘Oke, $2,500. Bay. -“Chapman- Report” |louks|
.
First-Run Arties
‘oldie “Lady and ‘Tramp”: and. “AI<.. “Phaedra”: on opener. at Dupont: ‘is Last week, 33, 500:
like -$28, 500° in ‘second week. day-| New Baronet (Reade) (430; $1. 25.
“most Angels” looks ‘good..in “fourth: the. ‘only picture. coming up to par |::
| dating the: Victoria: ‘and Trans-Lux ‘$2)—“Loneliness of. Long Distance
‘; . frame.: ‘Boccaccio °70°" shapes: tor-. with a: wow frame.. “Longest Day’
| 52d ‘St.
a
4 Runner” (BL) (4th wk). Third week
“pid for United Artists. fifth. Session. Slipped slightly. at Ontario: but |%
with ‘stageshow. also | concluded. Sunday (28) was big.
7 “Longest Day”: © -is_ pacing _ the: looks. smash ‘again’ in’ ‘third. ¥Yound.
+ was: hurt and. likely. will'wind: its. $10,000 after $12,500. for. second.
*“hardticketers: -with...a:. wow. third |- “Lady and: Tramp” and.-“‘Almost|:
9: fifth. and: final stanza at the Music: Playing only nights.
.
': week '.in.the-inaking at the Roose- Angels” shapé hefty- at. Capitol “in.|
‘Hall. with an’ okay $110,000." ‘New| _-Fine Arts (Davis) (468; $180-§2)
velt.- “Brothers Grimm” is. quiet in. second. .“Boccaccio. 70". Still.isbof
Stageshow: and “Gypsy” move. in |. —“A Kind of. Loving” {Gov) - (5th.
its 11th” MecVickers’-canto while ‘at -Trans-Lux .in fourth,
‘tomorrow. . (Thurs. ).. -“No. Man Is: -wk). Fourth round completed. Monoe “West Side Story” is. fine.in. dts]... - Estimates: for This’ Week:
an Island’ looks ‘only : $13,000 in. day (29) ‘was solid $5,700 after.
as Todd. ‘36th, ;
uf
~ Minneapolis,’ Oct. “30.: -}third: round’ at ‘the Palace, :with $8,600 for third..
| Ambassador-Metropolitan
‘gia’ _
Estimates for This Week ™
(Rugoff- Th.)
(590;
ie 480: -1,000;: $1-$1 49)—*“Chapman | - “Requiem -for’ a Heavyweight” '“Two Before Zero’ replacing. today | Beekman
$1.50-$2). —. “Boccaccio”. (Embassy)
Carnegie (Telem t) --(495;° $1 25- . Report” (WB) (3d wk). Fair $8,000: ‘stands '“out: as. the. ‘Most. important |’(Wed. )
in a ‘cluster ‘of newcomers, :three : “Very. Private ‘Affair? is swinging (subrun), Opens Monday (29): In
° $i:80)—*‘Unsent Letter”. (Artkino) {Last week, $9, 000...
Private
Affair’.
(2d: wk); Okay $2,200. Last. week, a Apex (KB) -(940; $125.$r 40) of © -which’. ‘have. ‘gone into.. ‘nabe low in final nine. days. of fifth. week . ahead, “Very
‘$3,800...
‘t“Waltz-. of. ‘Toréadors”.. (Cont). (4th:Thouses. It’s: off to a fast start with at the . State. House © ‘closes .for. (MGM) (4th wk-6 days). Fair $6,000
wo “Chicago - (B&K) 8 900: Sh. 252 .wk).. ‘Fairish::“$3;000. ‘Last week, - a big opener: at: Lyric. Other: fresh |previews ‘of: “Mutiny:.on Bounty”. after $7,000 for third week.
$1.80) —“If A -Man. Answers”: {U}.- ‘$4,000.-”
| entries ‘winning attention. are: two: early. next week, with pic to open |. ‘Carnegie -. Hall Cinema (F&A)
(3d wk). Good $15,000. Last week,
Capitol: (Loew): 8;240; $1-$1. 49) British ‘comedies; - “Carry ..On,| Nov. 8. “Period of Adjustment” (300: $1.50-$2)——*Yojimbo” (Indie)
$21, 000.
—‘ELady and: Tramp”’ (BV) (reis- Teacher””.and “Only. “Two: : “Can. “goes. ‘into. the. “Paramount - today. (3d wk). Second week finished Sun-

| Coban:CrisisNips:D Ct
Bat‘Phaedra’ Wow: 9G...
Day’ StillGreat 156

Sock8 ¥

:*Gigot,”.

Ro|

i- Day’BG,2d

‘Ginema. ‘(Stern)’ ..(500;. $1.50\— 1 sue):and. “Almost' Angels” (BV): (2d |Play,"
.bowing. In uptown.
P

-“Operation ‘Snatch”.(Cont) (2d -wk), | wk), Strong ‘$12,000.or: near after: re “Longest
Good: $5,000::-Last .week,. $6,000.
opening. at $15, 000;
‘in ‘second

2. » | «Wed.).
day (28). was boffo $8,200. after
“Day”. shapes: “sockeroo _- “Longest Day”. looks+to hold with -$10,700 for initial round..

Cinema One (Rugoff Th.) (700;
session:-iat' ‘the Mann: wham $33,000. or ‘close in’.current.
-$1.50-$2) — “Billy Budd” (AAD.
Dupont (Mann) (400;-- $1-$1.65) ‘almost -“Angels” .A6oks dandy. in|. €4th) ‘session at the -Warner.
“SI.25-$1.80)—. “Kind of: -Loving™ |— Phaedra” (Lopert).: Wow :$9,000° second State~ round. “Brothers rabbas” looms’ smash :.$28,000. in Opened.yesterday (Tues.); daydat4 ‘over: ‘Last. week, “Girl With Grimm” looms boffo in- 1ith.stanza. ‘third. round at the DeMille:
It: ing with Cinema Two. In. ahea
te. (Gow) (2d wk):. Nifty ° $8,000 ‘oFor
. "€lose. ‘Last: week, -$9,000.:
, ‘Golden Eyes"” (Union). (2d.Wk), -$2,- [at the Cooper: ‘Reflecting the prod- |. also was ‘hurt by-the Cuban crisis. ; “Boccaccio”. (Embassy) (18th: wk"Loop. (Telém’ t) (606; ‘$1.
25°81.80) 800;
“uct: situation. is the. fact - that .the’ “Brothers. Grimm” held. with: big “days).. Smooth. $8,000 after $10,000
ae —"Very _-Private-.Affair” (MGM) | ° Keith’s “®KO) (e839: ‘g1-$1: 49)-—
‘for: regular 17th week.
‘Loop. firstrun. Century iisin its sec- $22° ‘000° in: 12th :stanza: ended. last{1
oy (Bd: “wk). Solid $6,090. ‘Last, ‘Week, : ‘Tower |. “of” London": (UA): re
‘Cinema Two (Rugoff Th.) (300;
‘and ‘ond. week of reissues. ‘It. has. “Spar- ‘Sunday - (28) vat the. ‘Cinerama’
‘$1.
50-$2) — “Billy Budd” (AA)..
- $7, 500...
-F“Vampire ---and . Ballerina” tacus” for an’ okay. session.
-| (formerly “Capitol).”. “West Side
MeVickers | (Cinerama) “ak100: | Slow’$7,500.-Last weék,.‘“‘Hero’s Is-'|°.
‘Story” shapes. big $28,000 in. 54th| Opened. yesterday. (Tues.), daydate..
-* "§1.75:$3:50) — “Brothers. Grimm”. Jand ‘(U-A): and. “Something. Wild”. Estimates: for: ‘This Week ; | séssion-at the Rivoli, being: helped |ing with Cinema One. |
. Academy, (Mann). (1;000:. $1.50- by: one. extr
(MGM) (ilth.-wk),’ Good :$13,200. (UA), ‘$7,000.©
Fifth. Ave. Cinema (Rugoff Th.)
ance: —
extra pe rformance.
-"70" (Embassy) |" -y one.
Last week, $13, 000.. | (250; $1.25-$2) — “The Outery”
" Estimates for:This. Week
MacArthur- (KB). _(900:. “$128: $1.75)—“Boceaccio
‘Monroe ™(Jovan) (4,000; -:65:90)-—~ | $i.40)—=“Matter. . of Who":
‘(3d
(WK).
Good:
$5,
000...
Last:
‘week,
|.
(Astor). (2d: wk), Initial rownd fin(Indie): -$5,000:: Astor: (City. Triv:) (1,094; $1:25-$2)
“Female ‘and.. Flesh”. (Indie) ‘and
(UA). ished Sunday (28) was good $3,000.
(3d - wk). So-s0. $5,000. :“Last:week, |
ag ‘Blondes: In: His. Lifé”. (Indie).
“Manchurian
“Candidate”
Normandie (T-L) (592;. $1.25-$2) -.
.56,000.
“ ‘Avaton: (Frank): (800; $1)—“Ero. (2d
:wk). First. round ‘ended yestér- |
(reissues). ‘Neat. $4,500: . Last ‘week, :
- Ontario.(KB). 1,240; $1.49°$2: 75) | tica’’. (Indie) and “Sun Lovers Holi- day: (Tues.)": was’ boffo $33,000 or }—‘Passion of Slow Fire” (T-L) (3d °
“Night They Killed Rasputin’ (n- oh,
—“Li
day” °(Indie):(refssues):. (2d: ..wk).
(Continued on page. 10)
ongest.: ‘DpDay”:, (20th): (3d wk) «-|-Mod
erate ‘$1,200: Last week; $1,800. near .despite: playing’ many other}
* Continied on page: -10)'‘| Sock $15,000. Last week, game:
houses, ‘including Trans-Lux. 85th} .
Palace (Loew) (2,360; "$11. 49) — . Campus. (Mann). (600; $1)—"Ime. ‘St.
>: E“Sabrina®. (Par) “and ‘Roman. Holl-. portant” _Man” UA). _ Satisfactory ,|
7 : Citierama (Loew). 1,582: °“$150- |
. | day”. (Par): (reissues).: Fair: -$7,500:
1 $3.50)— “Brothers. Grimm”. (MGM)
'| Last week, “Very, Private’ “Affair”.|’
5 Century: iPar): a.300: $1-$1. 98). :€13th. wk)... The 12th. stanza. fin(MGM), ’ $9;000.:
| “Spartacus” AU): :(réissue)-: , Okay. ished Sunday (28). was. big’ $22000
Playhouse’ (TL) (439; $i.49-$2)—: -$5,000. ‘Last’ "week, “Roman . .Holi-. after: $25,000. in: ith .week..
Cleveland. Oct. 30.
_.
“Buffalo; ‘Oct. 30° | “Hirashima” - (Iridie) and’. “Lovers’’. | day."-(Par)- (reissue), - $6,500..
. Criterion . (Moss) (1,520;.$1.25-. Firstrun biz here still is: wobbly
| Neweomers' ‘are “not much. help.|-(Inidie)-. (reissues) (2d “wk): Quiet | “Cooper. (CF). (808; "$1.65-$2.50)— $2.50) — :“Requiem for. “Heavy= to'a great.extent, with afew ex_gurtrently, with’ overall. trade-very |l$3,000 -after initialing .at:$4;000.:. k*Brothers.” Grimm” (MGM) . (21th weight”: Col) (3d wk). First hold- | ceptions. One. ‘is “Requiem for’ ©
. spotty... “Sword -of:. Conqueror”.
‘Plaza’ (TL) (278:: $1:49-$1.80): eee ain poocke. $12,500:.: Last-. ; week, over: stanza completed --yestérday. Heavyweight, ” which Iooms okay
““:." looms. light ‘at:the: Buffalo. ‘Some “Secrets of Nazi Criminals” “T-L):
(Tues.) was Socko° $27, 060: or close|.in -first at the Allen....“Brothers’
-Teissues aré not doing ‘so’ ‘well: al-.| ‘Nifty’ .$7,000.°:Last week, “Night $12.00
After -"$36;000-° Opener. ;
, Daydating ‘Grimm” is. picking up. to nice total...:
_EL
Lago.
(Carisch)
(600:
“$p—
‘though: “Lady |“and... Tramp,” ‘an: Affair”. (Indie); $3,500.
-|in 12th session at. Palace,
*
with Kips. Bay:
“Back
to
Nature’”
(Indie):
‘and
“Case
oldie, is rated. big. in’ third: round.} ~"Fown- (King) :(800;: $1-$1 49) +4,
Estimates for This. ‘Week
DeMille’: (Reade) (I463°. $1 50-4.
‘of
|
“Dr.
Laurent”
:
:
(Indie)
(reissue)
Lafayette... “Horror. --Hotel’’. “Pigeon -‘That Took? Rome” | (Par).
$3: 50)—“‘Barabbas””’. (Col) (3a wk): |}: Alien (Stanley-Warner) (2:866:
(2d.
wk).
“Okay;
$1,
000.
“Last.
-week,
#‘shapes.full in first ‘at. Paramount, (8d. Wk). Dull $3;500.: Last week,
"| This week. :ending’ today -.(Wed:): ‘$1-$1.50). — “Requiem for Heavy‘$1,400
| $4, 000:
Estimates. for “This © Week .
‘looks. like. great. $28, ‘000. ‘or: Rear: weight” (Col). ‘Okay $13, 000. Last
“Gopher.
(Berger)
(1;
‘000:
$1-$t
25)
PranisLu
(
(BL)
(8993.
$1.
49-$2)—
1.
.
(TL
e
after: $33, 000. for second.
week “Almost, Angels” (BV) ‘and
.-” SS puffale (Loew): (3,500: 90-$1.25)-—!
—
Tower
..of
London”
(WA)
and
|.
4th]:
a ‘Sword: of) Conquerer” (WA): and? “Boceaceio™ "70" : (Embassy). ‘$17,-~t “Vampire. ‘and Ballerina” ay. |. ‘Embassy .. Guild * “Eaterprises) “Lady and Tramp” (BY). (2d wk),
wk). ‘Boff $10;000. ‘Last week,
$7, 500.-

Esquire (H&E Balaban) . (1,350;

“Ba-

|Requiem’ Okay $13,000

:5
‘Sword’Dull$5,500hh |

“Ta Wobbly Cleveland

Buff;‘lad’Big116,2d

_ ““Hero™ Island”: {UA).:.

Dull: $5,500 |.

|:Géod: $5,000: Last: week, “Damon
” Wartier: (SW): . 2503. $1;25.$2.'30) (and -Pythias” (MGM) anid.-“Savage

(500:;: $1.50-$2. 50)——‘‘Nude Odyssey”

(Fine Arts),.. First - session: ending |. - “Colony Art. (Stanley-Warner) (1:=
tomorrow - ‘(Thurs;) looks: to:hit big. 354; - $1. 50): —- “Divorce, Italian.
Arms” .(MGM) -$3, 000.
"West
=
Side
Story”:
(WA):
(7th
| Style” (3d |wky.. Routine $3,100:
11,
. (WAY. $5,600, ©
Holding.
$11,000:
Wh): Hep: $8,300. Last week, $8.0
000. ; Lyric. (Par) (1:000;. $1:25-81.50)
Palace. (RKO)- (i,642: $1;25-$2)— ‘Last. week, $3,800:
Center. (AB-PT)- 2:500; 90-81.23)
-}
Requiem:
‘for.
Heavyweight”
(Col):
'
“Two' Before. Zero” (Indie). Opens |: - Heights. "Art (Art. Theatre Guild)
—. ‘Chapman | ‘Deport” - (WB): ¢:
(925; $1-$1.50)——“Waltz of ©.Torea-:
Fair $7,000: _ Last: ’ week,
Island”. (0) Qa wk), $5;000:at $1- Ts. Island”. (U).-(3d:. wk). .Slow. $13,- dors” (Conty (3d. wk). ‘Good $1, 800.
oa $3000.
| $1.25.200
000: or less after $15,000 for second: Last :week, $2,600.
‘Century: (ATO) 12.700;, “90--Mann (tanin) (1,000: $1. 25.§3.80)
Duchin: ee : Story” | ”
. Hippodrome (Rastern. Hipp). (2;=
-Forum: iMoss).-{813; $1.25-$1. 80)
_ $1.25)——*Eddy—“Longest ' Day”: :(20th) |(2d: wk): —‘We'H Bury. You”: (Col)’ (2d wk). 700;: -$1-$1.50) —+“Chapman. Report”
Col); and “Pal: Joey’ (Coli: (res|.
Ste ‘Louis, Oct... 30... .| Splendid $13, 000. “East week, Initial stanza: ‘completed. ‘yesterday. (WB). (8d wk)! Sour. $7; 000 after
: Issues)... Neat $9.000 in: 8 days. |:
‘just: $15, 000... |.
(Tues.) was lusty $16,000: or under. |-$9, 000: last: week:
Last-. week, “Two. Tickets .Paris”| Too. “many. - reissues on
Rhythm” j.operiéd *‘bills- is. slowing. up: overall |: “Orpheum (Mann) “(Col ‘anid.. “Ringading
(2,a00:. $1,25: sonParamount. ‘{AB-PT). (3, 665; $i-]. Ohio. (Loew) (2,700:- $1..25-$1 50)
gross: total ‘hére. this session. The ‘$1. 50)—“Chapman: Report” . -CWB)
- Cal) :(6. days): $4, 000.
. “Period ‘of. “Adjustment”. =~—"Very. ° ‘Private Affair’ (MGM).
Lafayette: (Basil) (3,000: 90-$1. 25); Cuban-::crisis hurt, midweek, with’ (3d. wk)::Fair $5. 000.in. four.
"days. (MIGM). ° ‘Opens. today’ {Wed.}.- .In |G. 0.). “Slow °$3,000.: Last week, .
—Lady. and: Tramp” (BV): (reissue)=, the- ‘whole city suffering.” “Roman: Last: week: $8,000. .
ahead. “Convicts. 4”. AA) 4th- wk i “Pigeon: That .-Took Rome” (Par).
was: mild $15, 000: or near after $17;-~ (mi: a.); $4,000.
ae (3d wk. “Big $11,000-in'9. days... | Holiday” with. “Proud... and’ ‘Pro- | Park’« (Field): °at000;
‘Paramount. (AB-PT)-” (3,000;. ‘90:| fane,” ‘oldie-combo' at the St: Louis, : “Only -Two.- Can:-‘Play’: CRinga). 500. in. third. “Palace (F&A Theatres). (2,739:.
‘Radio City Music “Hall:‘Rockefel=| SI:25-$2.75) — “Brothers. Grimm”
“$1.25}—“Horror. Hotel”. (Indie) and: ‘shapes: ‘mild, but. “Kid. Galahad”. Loud:.$6.000:. Last. week, -‘“Hatari”
Dull’-$7,000°
looms
good
‘in:
third.
at
Esquire.
‘Gigot”,
(MGM): (12th wk). Up. to nice $8,“The Risk” (Indie):
(Par). 1th’ wk), -$2,500- in five. days. Jers) 46,200; 95-$2.75) —".'
“or. over. ‘ Last week,: “Pigeon That |:“Lady:. and. -Tramp,’ m on’: reissue, |: - State (Par): (2,200; -$1-$1 25) (20th). with ~stageshow: “5thfinal 000. ‘Last week, $7,500."
“Almost”
Angéels”"|
‘teamed
—
with
«.
Took Rome” .(Par).-and. “Happened |
‘State (Loew). (2;700: $1-$1. 50)—"..
“A lipost Angels” ' <BY) and :“Lady wk). -This week ending today. (Wed.)}
“Gn. Athens” ;(Par) (2d: wk 9 days; |“looks © okay, “on “moveover. ‘toPe. and Tramp” (BV), (feissue) (2d: wk). -looks:. like: okay: $110.000° or. near} ‘Damon |and Pythias”. (MGM) and
|
Mid-City,
“$8,000. oan
-| Dandy $7,000. Last week, $6,500. ‘after $129, 790. for fourth: “ ‘G¥psy”. “Savage ‘Guns". (MGM): Poor $7,.. Tech iLieew). a ‘200; : $1:‘7592.75) |
Estimates -for: This: Week”
- Suburban . World: (Manny . (800: CWB): and.new -Stageshow" opens to- 000. Last week, “Very Privaie Af-.
‘| fair”. (MGM), .$6,006..
—“Brothers:: Grimm” MIGM) (10th. Ambassador (Arthur) . (2,870:: 90- ‘SE::25)—‘‘Carry. On, "Teacher" ®*(Gev), morrow (Thurs.).
wk
Slim...$3, 000. . (Last. week. $1. 25)—"Chapman.. Report”.:CWB) Fair. $3.000.. “Last: week, “Coming|”| Rivoli (UAT) 11, 543; $1.50-$3.50). .. Stillman (Loew) ‘3,700; .$1-$1 50)
$4,000!"
{43d. wk). Fair. $10,000: Last. week, jOut Party” (Union) (2d wk):-$2,000.-| —“West
=
Side. Story” (GA): 134th |+“Fancy.:Pants”’: (Par) ‘and “Seven
- Cinema (Martinal: (450:-90:$1 25): $18,000.
- World (Mann) (400: $1. 25-$1: 50) wk). Current: week - ending -‘today: Little. Foys” (Par): (reissues). -Un— ‘Carry.om. Teacher?’ (Gov) (3a! -Apolto. Art’(Grace) (100: 90:$1:98) 1 —‘‘Pigeon.
—
That Took: ‘Rome’. (Par). ‘tWed.) is. heading for’‘rousing. “$23.-. | ftinny $5,000: ‘Last week, “Sabrina”
Okay" $2,400:or Jess. :~~ Last | _—'* Big. Deal” ‘(Indiey. and.-“Mr. (3d:‘Wwk),Okay, at$3,500.Last week, 000, being. helped. by ane extra |(MGM)
and” .“Roman “Holiday”

“in 6. days.” ‘Last ‘week, : “Pressure.

“Point” -(UA)- and -‘Court Martial?’ |

Man Is
(Wed.). In ahead, “No Man
"Alii’ Okay$12,000, _ |Big’$8,000. ‘Last week, “No E
"StL Galahad’ 64 sal

“* sweek "$2;500:

‘THutot's:“Holiday” ‘dndie). (reissue). #40
000.

‘}show. ‘Continues: atleast through (MGM). (reissues), $5,200.

:
t
o
r
n
T
i
0
0
3
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PICTURE GROSSES :

Batch

round will Help firstrun biz. “Gigot” }.

looks ‘sturdy ‘in first. at’ the Holly- |wood: while “Boccaccio 70,” play}

_a much smaller house, looks to give

_

CHICAGO

(Continued ‘from :‘page. 9).

| ate): ‘and: ‘“Utamaro” (indie) ‘Ge.
issues), $4,500..
Oriental: (indie)- 8,400; '90-$1.80): 7
=—-“Requiem - :For_ ) Heav yweight”* .
ACol).: ‘Big -$27,060. or: near. * Last. ae week, “Convicts an CRAY (2d.wk);
$14,500..

AG

‘Boccacc

+—
Toronto, Oct. 30.
of newcomers. here this’

Wednesday, : October ‘81,1962 es

‘BROADWAY
(Continued ‘from page” 9).

“Roosevelt -(B&KY. a 400%. $1. a]

“Cincinnati,” Ott..30.

“E08 J
ANGELES”
‘(Continued from.page 8).

Bitstran -“biz”: here|this- week -

shapes. fairish’ in the face of the-:: .-

.: Cuban. crisis: and.record eary. cold.

“wk).. This week :‘winding * - today: | $3.50)—"“Longest - Day” (20th) (3d | —Only: French Can” (indie) and
(Wed.) looks like mild $3,800 after wk). Hefty “$22,000. - ‘Last . week, “wRifiti” '(Indie)- -(reissues).*- Dull.
'$7.400 -for- Second. “Legend ‘of {$29, 000..
"$3,200. ‘Last. week, ‘Waltz’ of TorState-Lake (Bak) (2, 400:: 90-: ‘ eadors” (Cont) (4th wk), $2,600:*
Lobo”: (BV). opens. Nov: 9..
Guild: (Guild) (450; $tSi. 75) - $1. 80)—“‘Chapman- Report” » -CWB) |: Vogue. (FWC).. (8103. $1.25-$1. 49)
“The “Island” = (Zenith) .(8th ..wk):. | (4th. WE). ‘Trim: $17,000; ‘Last week, f —“That Touch. of: ‘Mink’. (U) and-

spell,.. On the. bright«side; “Gigot”
rates fine in preem-at:the suburban’
Valley, -“Tower .of.-London’™-.and

the Towne a: new house record 6n-.
initial stanza.“But “Requiem For:
“Vampire: Ballerina” -look. good at. 7:
Heavyweight” .is rated:-fairish in
Grand and. “Wonderful To: Be. opener at Imperial:
Young’ bids fairish at’ Palace. .En- -- wha
“Waltz of Toreadors’ still iis Wow’ Seventh session. completed |‘Sunday:| $18, 500:
_pilow ‘Talk’, CUI). (reissues). Slim try -of “White “Slave. Ship”. and" °"":
in fourth round .at thé. University.: (28). was. fair -$6,000. :after’ .$8;000°} ‘Surf. (H&E: Balaban). (685: $1 50. $2,50
“Brain. That: “Wouldn't Die”: Jooms we,
.
“Barabbas”™ still is hefty |in- fourth for: sixth...
d= oke at. ‘Twin |‘Drive-In..
week. “Everybody .GO. $1.80)—"‘Shoet: The. Piano. Player” | EL Rey (FWC (856; $1.95)
session at. Carlton,
| (Astor) -(2d. Wh). Fair $2,500. Last ‘vise and Consent” (Col). and. “Bird|: Holdover ‘in’ medium. range:te"
Home” (Davis) opens Nov..6.
“Touch of “Mink” is” amazingly
‘| Man’ of Alcatraz”: (UA): (reissues), : “Pigeon ‘That..'Fook.Rome”. at the
week,’ $5,000..
Murray”
Hill
(Rugoff
Th.)
(565°
healthy in- 138th week at Fairlawn: |.
| Albee.. -“Lady. and: Tramp”: with
Todd_ (Todd): WL089;.$2. 20:‘$3.50): ‘Dim: $2,500.
‘$1.50-$2)—“Period.
of
Adjustment”
7
“No Man Is an Island”. looms just
—West Side:Story” -(UA)... (36th |: Los. Angeles,.- Hawaii: - ‘Baldwin “Almost Angels” at. Keith’s-shapes-.
MGM).
‘Opens:
today:
(Wed.',.
dayfair playing in seven houses on
(Metropolitan-G |-& S-State) (2,047;
dating with Paramount. In: ahead, wk). .Brisk.$12, 000. - Last: week; 1,106; 1,800; .$1-$1:50)—— TF . ‘Man 1nice. “Brothers. Grimm’: continues e
first.
fairly well: in :12th*round ‘at Capiee
American in- Paris”. (MGM) (reis-" $14, 000:
Answers”. (U) (2d wk). and. “Stop- ‘tol... “Divorce, ‘Italian. Style” holds ;
“Estimates for This Week
sue). (3d “wk-6 -days), ‘fair $6:000.|: ‘Town. ‘(Leitél). (640; $1.25-S1. 80)
|
over.
Tokyo”.
(20th)
:
(reissue)
(Los:
‘solid’ ‘in:‘second. at:“the. Guild,
Carlton (Rank)
(2,318; $1.25- after $6.800 for second full. week. | “European Niglits” (Indie): (3d wk).
Angeles). (1st ”.wk), “Tanimy .and.| $2. 75) —'Bar abbas” (Col) 14th wk?.:
‘Estimates for. This:Week:
Kips Bay {Baker) (319; $1:50-$2)" Sharp $4, 000.. Last*week,,. $5, 000. - ‘Bachelor’ (GU). (reissue) (Hawaii) |
.. Hefty $13,000.. Last week, $19, 000. — “Requiem
‘For-“Heavyweight”: . United ‘Artists (B&K) (1:700; 90-. (2d.:wk), “Damn. -Defiant”™ (Gol).
€entury,
Downtown,
Glendale,
(Col). (3d wk). First. holdover: week: $1, 80)-—‘Boccaceio 70" -(Embassy). (M.O:)- (Baldwin). Modest $10,000 or “Pigeon |That. Took:- Rome” |
(Par).
Midtown, Odeon, .-Scarboro,. State ended . yesterday - (Tues.) was big .(5th:-wk). Hotsy. $14; 000 Or near.” ‘close. :
‘(2d Wk}. Fair. $1,500. “Last: ‘week,
(Taylor) (1,342; 1,059;. -995;. 1,082; $8, 000 or-over after. $12,000:in-fir st Last -week, ‘$16,500.
| Warner ‘Beverly’ (Swi 11;316:. $8; 500. :
752: 682; 696: 50-$1)—'*No Man Is round. ‘Daydating: with Criterion. a : Woods . (Essariess) | “(E 200; -90-" $1.49-$1. 75)—“Reéquiem of Heavy“Capitol (SW-Cinérathad:: a 540+;
Island”
.U) cand “Phantom
of
‘Paris. (Pathe Cinema) (568; $1 50-: ‘st80)—“‘Lady-. and: -Tramp"” (BV). ‘| weight” (Col) (2d° wk). Light $7,500. 1 Tq$1.25-$2.75). — “Brothers: ‘Grimm” .
Opera” 1), Fair $22,000 ‘or over. i $Di.! ‘Divorée,. Italian Style” (Em-- dreissue) arid:.““Almost'«_ Angels’. ‘Last week;. $15,000.
.
(MGM)... 18th" ‘wk)s So-so -$8,500-..
Last week, “Marco Polo” (Astral):“bassy) (7th: WK). Sixth stanza’ fin-- (BV) (4th -wk).* -Good.. $12, 000 .or:|:. ‘Orpheum. (Metropolitan): 2 213: Last. week, $9,500: on. boost: via. two: .
and “Five Bold Wonten” fAstral), ‘ished Sunday. (28) was’ smash’ $21;- near. ‘Last! week;. $15;000:.
1 $1-$1.25)—“300- Spartans” |201i): juve: shows.:
$28, 500.
.
1000 - after $22, 300 for fifth week...
“World (Teitel) -(608; 90-$1.25)—. and “Firebrand”. (20th) (2d: wk). : Esquire . “Art ¢ Cin-T:Co) -“600; :y
$2,000 “in: five. days,’
‘Eglinton. (FP) (918: ‘$1:50-$2. 75)
Plaza. (Lopert) (525: -$1:50- 2)—.|. “Lovers” -(Astor): and. “Hiroshima, “Pale:
$1.80- $1.25)—-“Carry On... Teacher” (Ine)
Carthay' (FWC).: (1,138;":
—* ‘Brothers. Grimm” (MGM): (11th “Phaedra” Lope): 2d “Sts sea MonAmour” (Astor) (reissues) .
00.| $350)—‘‘Hongest Day”. (2athy 13d: -die).. ‘Hefty-. $2,060... Last” week, -~
wk, Steady,
$5,000. ‘Last: week, ending “today (Wed.) .looks. like wki, ‘Oke 88,000. Last: week, M4 000. ‘Tewk).. Socko $22, 000.. ~Last Wweek; Best: Of”. “Enemies”
same.
-. $1,100°.. ~:
great $17, 000 after $20,000. for: .
. $20,700:
Fairlawn‘ Rank} a, 165; $1-$1. 1004‘opener,.
“Grand. (RKO). 1.400:
Pantages.
(RKO):
a
512s:
1.
25-"|:
—“Touch ef Mink” (U) (13th: wk). .
UA) "and _
- - 68th St. Playhouse (Les Brecher):
“$2.75)-—"Chapman’: Report” (WB) :: “Tower” ‘of - London”
Fancy -$7.500. Last week, $8,000. ~~
(3d wk). “Off. sharply to"$14, 900. :“Vampire: Ballerina’: (UA). Good:’
1370; $1.50-$2)—" Touch: ‘of ‘Mink?
|¢
Holly wood. (FP) (1,080: $1-$1 507}
‘$7,000. “Longest Day” (20th) opens :
(Oh “(subrun) (3d .wk).‘Last ‘week, $26; 700.
Current |
rigot” (20th). Sturdy $13,000:
Lido: (FWC)- (876;. $2-$2. 40) Nov: 1.°
Last week, “My Geisha” (Par) (4th. ‘7 ‘stanza.‘finishing: today (Wed.) looks °
Indianapélis, ‘Oct. 30.- | “Divorce;- Italian, Style” Embassy): |’ ‘Guild: (Vanea)- (300-.°$1.25)-_"Dito hit: good $4:000 after. $5,000 for |
wk», $5,000.
‘Second. -.:J udgment
at: _Nurem-. 5 “Firstrin - ‘hiz™: “generally - was. (3d wk). Lusty $9;000.. Last. ‘week, vorce, ‘Italian: Style”: (Embassy) (2d
Hyland. (Rank) (1,165; $1. 25- $1 50)
helped by the annual: State: ‘Teach- $8, 000.
“Tewk).. Swell $2. 200. after $2, 400 bow...
—‘Interns” (Col) (6th wk). Holding- berg’ (UA) (subrun) |opens. tomor-'|

- Albee-(RKO) -(3,100:-:$1-$1, 50)

oly (8aa wie

‘ANGELS:LADY’ GREAT
~ $10,000, INDPLS ACE

Egyptian: (UATE). -A1, 392" $1.50-

| .. Hyde Park Art. (Cin-T-Co). (1,5005). =...
at nice $5,500. Last week.. $6,000. is| §2)—"Flame. in Streets”. (Indie) (3da
‘Imperial (FP) (3,216; $1-$1 5
| - Sutton: (Rugoff Th)-(561; $1:50- ‘stariza. “Lady:.and ‘Pramp” “playing l wk). ‘Slender 1$9,000.~- Last. week, $1 .25)—“A Matter of Who” (Indie):
So-so
$900.
Last:week, “Big Me !
“Requiem for Heavyweight” :.iCol).-| $2)" ‘Crime: Does. ‘Not. ‘Pay” (Em- for Tirst*time. downtown,- plus :“Al- $4, 500. °
Fairish $13,000 or near. Last. week, -‘Bassy).. A83d “wk. - Second Session - most::Angels” shapes. very .big at.|.; Crest. (State). (750;°$2)-—"Matter. Money”: (UA), $1, 160.”
Keith’s -(Cin-T-Co) A 1500: “90- “Rear Window” (Par) (reissue): (2d- completed. ‘Monday © (29) :avas. fast ‘the Circle to lead the city. “‘Broth= | ‘of, “Who”: (Herts). (8th: “wk) “and
. and-“Tramp”: (BV) * =
$8,000. or ‘close. “after $9, 500: on
wkh $14,000:
“Roommates” (Undie), ‘Smart. $2,- $1,50)—“Lady “Almost: Angels”. (BV)
‘ers
Grimm”:
‘perked
up:
to‘strong
: (reissue)-and
. Loew’s (Loew: (4,641; $I-$1 50)— opener.
"|
600.
Last
week;
$2,000
take in 41th, stanza atthe: Indiana:
‘Tower East Loew): (588: $2:$3°50)“Prassure Point” (UA). Sad-$6,500..
‘Warner. ‘Hollywood (sw) ze 291: | (2d wk). .Nice $7,000° or near. East,
. Estimates for This. ‘Week:
Grimm”: week, ‘$8,500.
Last week. “Thank Fool” (MGM) — “Long: Day’s: Journey. ‘Into Night”. |”
‘| $1:25-$2:80)—“Brothers
(Levine) -(4th:Wk).
‘Third. round | Circle (Cockrill-Dolle). (2:800: ge (MGM) (12th wk).. Who
(2d wk),-$7,000.
in 20,-"|. Palace. (RKO) (2.00:. $1-$1.95)- .
o “Wonderful. To -Be. Youne’™: (Pat). “
‘Tivoli (FP} (935; $1 50-$2. 50)— winding :.today .(Wed:) looks” like $1.25) —“Lady: “and. Tramp”: (BV) 000: Last: week; $19,100...ppine.§
“West Side Story” (UA) (24th wk).: “smash. $15, 500 after $16, 500 for (reissue).. and . “Almost :: Angels”
‘Hollywood . ‘Paramount, (State).
“LBW. ‘Great ;$10,000:.-Last “week: (1,468; $1.75-$2: 65)—“Music -Man” . ‘ard: and The: ‘Shadows combo: per-.
‘second.
.
Fast $7,000. Last week, ditto.
Fowne (Taylor) (693; $1-$1. 50) | “ Trans-Lux- ‘2a: St. (T-1) (840; | “Three Stooges in Orbit” (Col) .and. (WB): (14th “~wk). ‘Hotsy: $15,000. Last.
night: shows.”
-opening:“Chapman:
‘at week,;:..
sogaled
Last.
Ree:
Report”. “Ring-a-Ding Rhythnt’ (Cob, $7, = -week, $18,500.
“Boceaccio "70" (EFD). Will break |} $1. 25- $2). —- “Chapman:
house record: with wow $12; 009. (WB} (3d wk). Initial holdov er: SeS-|-000.
“Fine Arts (FWC) .(631:. $1.49-$2). port” (WB) (2d wk); “$7,000.
Last week, “‘Matter of Who” (IFD) [‘sion. ended. -yesterday {Tues.) ‘savas.}. Jadiana (ED) , 100:$1. 25-$2. 50). : —“Boeccaccio. "70". (Embassy)- {14th} Twin. Drive-In : : (Cin-T-Co). (800.
(2d wk); at 90c-$1.25 ‘scale, $3,500. - good. $11:500: or’ near ‘after. $15,7 —‘Brothers Grimm” .(MGM) (t1th- wk). Busy:$3,000. Last: week, *$3,400:. cars’ | $1)—“West:. .. “White: Slave:
_Chinese (FWC)*: -{1,4083:°$1:25-. Ship”. ‘(indie).: afid. “Brain. ‘That’
University (FP) (1,393: $1-$1. 50): 400 for first week.
‘wk). Strong: $7;500... “Last. “week,
"|. $3:50)—*Weat. :‘Side Story:” (UA). Wouldn't Die’: (Indie), Oke $4.500.
—‘“Waltze of Toreadors”. (Cont)
Trans-Lux 85th St. (TL (550:: $6, 500: :
a00. Last. week. ‘Last: week; --“Hero’s.: sland”. (WA). ° ma
(4th wk). Wham $13,500: Last week, $1, 25-$2)—"Manchurian.- Candidate” | Keith’s: (C-D): “a, 300: $1-$1 25)—: (46th wk); Big:$18.0
and “Sword: of: |Coriquéror”, UA), 7
.
‘; (BA) (2d wk). First round finished. “Chapman. Report”: (WB)..(3d.. wk): $16,900.
$14,009.
$3, 500. .East: side..is: operating only °
Uptown (Loewy). (2,250; $1-$1. 50): yésterday- {Tues.). was. ‘socko “$15,- Fair -$4,000.: Last: week,: $5.000. - :
on: weekends..
_
oa
«w—‘If Man Anwers’” (U} .(2d wk). 000 of over. Daydating with ‘Astor. |" ‘Loew’s (Loew) ‘(2,427; 75-$1.25)
row

Good $9,060. Last. week, $12,000..

Tsland’ OK $6,000 In
Port.: ‘Angels’. 5G;
Portland,

(Thurs. ):

ag

.

| Requiem’ NSH$6,500,

‘World :(Perfecto): (390; 90-$1.50) —"Son of Samson” * (Indie): .-and |
| —“Imimoral. -Mr. .‘Teas” (Mishkin) “Tast of Vikings” (Medallion)..Dull“{(6th wk), Fifth week completed’ $3,000°-in. «five.days: ‘Last: week, .
|+Thutsday (25) was'..solid $9,000 | ivery- ‘Private’ Affair”. (M-G),: $4] ae
ad |after $12, 000. for. fourth round.

Ore., Oct. 30:

_ Valley (Cin-T-Coy ai278; “$i.25-.-

te
|
50)—"‘Gigot"”” (20th), ‘Fine’ $8, 000

near.
Pitts:
‘Affair’ Sad. 16,a ‘or.Worker”.
-Last:. week, “Miracle:
'
way (ath.wk), $4;500. ~~
‘Grimm’ Loud 936;ire

PHIUADELPHIA

- Pittsburgh: “Oct: 30.
Tes. still. ‘dullsville -in. Pitt’ and |.
firstrun setup here this round as.
a the :deluxers. are.waiting. for|:: . {Continued ’‘from page: 8)-:
. | the: weekend and new. pix to: help |. -“NO Man fg Island’? (U)(2d wk). os
‘citv ‘slowly. gets back -to’ normal{
‘after the hurricane of ‘two: weeks|.
‘| theni. out-:of the. doldrums.. :Open-. ‘Quiet. -$6,500..- Last: :week,. $9, 500..
ing this: week. are. ‘‘Best..of- Ene.
‘ago.
“No Man: Is an Island” Cuban Crisis Hurts Biz: ‘Day’. Still: First; ‘Grimm’ 2d,
t
~" |tojes” at’ ‘the. Shadyside | with: Vari-|) Goldman: (Goldman) (1,000;:-$2-.
looks okay on opener at Broadway|.
“-Fety Club. sponsoring: the ‘preerm on $2.75)—“Longest - Day”: (20th): 3d
but “Damn the Defiant” -isy-very|
| Wk). Socko $21,500. “Last week, 7
ne Thursday. | Wednesday: brings’...
“Lady and |:
sluggish at Orpheum.
7 1 “we'll: Bury. You”. ‘at ‘Gateway and}:
“Tramp” with “Almost Angels” jis
-The- Catan’. ‘crisis, Which’ clipped arethe: ruaherap Bix.”
50:
:? | “Divorce, ‘Italian © Style”. wat...the “Midtown (Goldman. (i.200: $2:
“rated bright in third round at
grosses the middle’ of last week, : " “Phaedra” (Lope), one of. the. Squirr el “Hill, =.
:f$2, 75)—"West Side” ‘Story? -(WA).-:
“West Side Story”
Paramount...
‘will-make’ for offish biz. in current. ‘brighter . new >pix,. ‘shapes’ wow: in|.
-Estimates for: This. Week
‘| 51st wk). Fancy $4,900::Last week, en
still is fast despite. being. in 33d}
{session across-the. country, ‘Colder ‘both Washington: and. Boston, and | Fulton. Assoc.) (1,530;- “ST-ST 50) $5,000..:
week at Musie Box.
Fw eather. in many sections, however, -Still is Sreat: in N.Y.- ‘on holdover. “| — “Requiem *. for” Heavyweight” |
Randolph: “(Goldinan) _ (8,500%:a
Estimates for This. Week
-{was’a_ plus .factor,: ‘and --easing.. of| “Panic in Year Zero”: (AT) is rated (Cob... -Mild-. -$6,500.. Last = “week, 1$1,20-$1:80)— “Lady, “and: ‘ramp *e
Broadway
(Parker) (1, 890; “$l- {the ‘tensions. over the: wveekend: good. in. Boston,. “Tow er of -Lon-- “Pressure ~- Point”. “(WA) (2d: 2K),
(BV) (reissue) and. “Almost. “Angels "
$1.50)—"No Man Is Island” (U) |helped:
-] don” -(U.A); ‘also new,. shapes fine $3,700,
|
ABV). (3d: wk). Light:$5,090._ Last:* o
and “Battle Hymn” (U) (reissue).
. “Longest: Day”: 20th) -again 4s.in: ‘Denver, “White . Slave: ‘Ship” |’ ‘Gateway. ‘(Assoe.- « 900: $1:gi 50). Week; ‘$9,060.
ars
Okay $6,000. Last week, “Pigeon: ¢hampion,, ‘the. same: as last week. Tt. (AD),- also ‘a. newie; .4s :socko.in —‘“‘White Slave Ship” (AT). ‘Modest
’
Stariley.
(SW
)“2.
100:
95-81.
80)
7
That Took Rome” (Par). and “For-- ig playing in nine key cities cove. ‘Omaha,’
- |'$4,500 .‘for: six “days. “We'll. Bury:
a
ever My Love” (Par) (2d wk); $40 ered. by. VARIETY and is. going great
‘ (Indie). opens“ tomorr ow | “Bigeon That., “Took :-Rome”- (Paty:
“Touch of:‘Mink’* (UD, sti:. oud
100.
guns--in all of them, - “Brothers: in“Toronto, looks goad in ‘N.Y. and. (Wed.). . ‘Last. week, “Roman -“Holi
| week,’‘$14.000..
Fox. (Evergreen) 1 600: $1-$1 4gy'fGrimm” (MGM), second. a: week L.A. Lolita” (MGM), on first gen- day” (Par) (reissue), $5:300: |
“Penn. (UATC) (3,300:: $1-$1. 50) | “Stanton (SW). ce483°ess. 80)
eral.release in: L:A., : shapes -‘big::
— ‘Chapman. Repart” (WB) and |‘ago; again is. finishing. No. .2.“Gigot’
(20th),’ “just- ‘getting: ' “Sky Above’: (Embassy), “okay: ‘in-|:—‘‘Very © Private Affair” -(MGM. |“Mongols”. (Indie) ”2d Wk), -Drab: ;
“The. Couch”. (WB), Nice $9:000 or
near.
Last
week,
™ ‘Music Man" ‘around extensively this w eek;. is. Balto; looms‘slow in Detroit. “Spar-| Sad . $7,000 in- six. days... “Gigzet” | 1 $5, 500.. Last. week;,: “$9:000.:
Studio: (Goldberg). (383;.95-$1:80):
capturing” ‘third place. “Requiem taeus”. (UW), on reissue, ds.
: rated. okay. (20th) opens. Thursday :(1):.. Last}|
{WB 414th wk, $4,900:
week,,. “Pigeon -‘That Took Rome" | —‘“Naked. “Interlude”: (Indié), - and:*~
Hollywood
(Evergre en). d, [80: For Heavyweight” :(Cob. is taking }in ‘Minneapolis: | “Assault” (Indie). ’ Good’. $4 000. .
“Barabbas” {Col) continues tor- ‘UPar) (2d. wk), $7,300.”
$149-S2) =. “Cinerama Holiday”
;fourth money.
“West. Side Story” (UWA), “Which “Hid on’ ‘extended-runs in ‘Toronto, " ‘Shadyside (MOTC). (750: $1, 251 7 Last -week,.- “SE un. ‘in. Sun”: “(Indie)”
({Cinerama) iSth wkt. Nifty $5, 000.°
Tong has been high: on -the list or ‘Boston ‘and N-Y:. “Interns” (Co), : “Lady: Doctor” (Indie) (2d wk), ‘Fair: and “Careless ‘Sex’? (Indie), “$5;000.
Last week, $4,700.
‘in No. ‘1 ‘spot; -is finishing fifth. - okay.’ in.Boston, ‘looks: nice. in To- $1,500. Last’ week, $2, 000. “Best -of|: “Trans-Ltix (T-L) (500;. $I. 20-$1, 80).
Music Box (Hamrick) (640: $1.50Enemies” (Col) - ‘Opens “Thur stlay |—"Gigot”’ |(20th)..‘Sinash: $12,000.
Fonto::
L
$3'—"West Side Story” (UAY: 433d “Chapman Report” CWB). is sixth:
“Almost Angels” (BV)* is:landing} | Carry On. ‘Peacher” (Govi; okay: ‘Q).
Last. ‘week; “Sécrets of. Nazi. Crim.
Wk. Fast 34.000. Last w eck, ‘$4, 100.:
tin seventh position: :
; ‘in. Buffalo, loonis. good in -Balfo, |, “Squirrel Hill. (Sw). (834: ‘$l:25). ‘imals": (Indie): (2d. wk), $4, 000.
|
“Forever
“My:
Tove”.
(Bat)
(2d:.wk).:
Orpheum (Evergreen) (1,536;. $I“Is a Man Answers” qu) is piish ‘Cinéy | and. Minneapolis. “Matter, of.
Fair. * $1,800.*: Last’..week. -- $2:500.1 “Viking. (Sléy) *(1,000; 95-$1. 80): we
$1. 49°—" ‘Damn. the. Defiant”: .1Col) ing “up .to: eighth. ‘place. “Pigeon: Who" (Herts) is smart in. L.A..
§:
§
00-1 “Requient- ‘for Heavyweight” | (Col).
and “Pirates Blood. River” | (Cob. That Took. Rome” (Par) ‘will. be:
“Tarzan Goes to India” (MGM “Divorce, Ttalian- Style” (Embassy) |; Big: ‘$17,000-. or near. -Last’ ‘week,’
Slow $4,000.. ‘Last week, “White ninth while. “Boccaccio: 10” . {Em shapes ‘ oke in ‘Providerice. “Lady -opens: ‘tomorrow. (Wed),
‘Stanley (SW) (3,700; $1-$1. 50) “Damn Defiant’? Col): ‘Gth Wh, a
Slave Ship” (AJ) and “Dangerous -bassy) -is* ‘taking 10th: spot.-.
} and’ “Tramp”: (BV) (reissiie); which |
“Chapman : Report” (WB): (2d- wk): 5.$3,500--.
Charter” + AT), $6,800.
“NO Man’ Is Island”. (UV Is- finish? is” “usually” paired’ with. “almost. .Good S10,000, but, will :
“come out a World ‘RRB. Pathe) “(da 95-53.
Paramount. (Port-Par) (3, 006. $i- ing 11th. .It, was’ 10th “last. wéek. | Attgels”|on -‘dates this “week,|
‘1 $1.80)—“Shoot. - Piano. “Player” oS
this.w
€1.50'—"Lady and Tramp” BY). “Very Private. _ Affair’- (MIGM)- landing: big mmioney playing: solo‘in| nh Warner: (SWy 1,516: $1.56-82 75).
(Astor). Modest: “$2:'400.: Last: week,:... =>
(reissue) and “Almost Angels” (BVJ: rounds. out :the.’ ‘Top: 12: “picturés:. ‘Buffalo.
—‘Brothers |Grimm” -(MGM). ‘12th, “Purple: Noon’ (Times). :and.: “Big a
(3d. wki. Bright $5,000 or. close. “Waltz of Toreadors”. (Cont and:
‘ (Coniplete. Boxoffice Reportson wk): Faney... $9, 500. hastweeks Deal. Madonna. “Street”. ‘dndie),. 7
Last week, $6,100.
.1$3,00
“Divorce, Atalian Style” (embassy) Pages,88. 10: y:
000
20.0
000.

Some new product is helping. the |

"National Boxoffice Survey |x
‘Gigot? 3d, ‘Requiem’ 4th,‘Story’bth
+
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‘NOVEM BER. ath:

NEWYORK CITY Loews
« STATE.
‘NOVEMBER: i

jammer
Te
Mee

“CHICAGD <CINESTAGE
“asANGELES. EGYPTIAN.

oe,
~ BOSTON ;
SAXON *
“NOVEWBER ist
DETROIT unico ARTISTS
SAN| FRANCISCO CORONET:
:
>
a
_WASHINGTON, D. C.warwer™

—
>

‘METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER PRESENTS

AS FLETCHER. CHRISTIAN .°:"

"NOVEMBER 20nd

_ MONTREAL ‘ALQUETTE .<

“NOVEMBER 29th
“DECEMBER 2ist.-

‘TORONTO. UNIVERSITY,
BALTIMORE ;TOWNE. &
CINCINNATI vattey
CLEVELAND .ocws OHIo:
DALLAS tower:
“DENVER: DENHAM-

» KANSAS CITY. CAPRI
_. MIAMI BEACHSHERI
« DAN.
~ MINNEAPOLIS ACADEMY:
‘PITTSBURGH: NIXON .
“ST. LOUIS ESQUIRE
SALT LAKE CITY. CENTRE.
SEATTLE sive MOUSE

|
.

“AS CAPTAIN BLIGH

|

we
aw,

_VANCOUVER, B: C.stantey-

a

~~ AND IN JANUARY

ING

neh inn, ieee

—

Oe

AS: JOHN. MILLS

~ EBROARY
oe

|ROXY. °

ST. PETERSBURG cénrre:..
PORTLAND, DREwusicBOX.
a
BUFFALO TECK:
_ MILWAUKEE STRAND ~
OMAHA cooper
HOUSTON TOWER: .
"COLUMBUS, Dicwestace
INDI
|
ANAPOLIS ;LYRIC.

a
“MARCH=
2

SUT

_NOVEMB
19th
ER
‘DECEMBER,

“TUANUARY
—~

FILMED IN.ULTRA PANAVISION. 70®
TECHNICOLOR® | |

co-“STARRING

ATLANTA

~ PHOENIX |VISTA.”

iS
-

ee?
NS
OPT

Mo UISVILLE::BROWN.

DAYTON. MeCOOK -

OWERSEAS

LONDON ROYALTY
BERLIN:
ROME.
SYDNEY
MELBOURNE
“BUENOS AIRES
Rid DEJANEIRO
.
_PARIS :

HUGHFRET AIHARDHAYDN wl
TART:enerHERBERT|eit ii.i iSioneuscts BRONISLAU rc
SCREEN PLAY.6

‘DIRECTED. BY

=

Based on.theNovel:byCHARLES NOROHOFF and:JANESNORMAN: HALL =

°
oT
wore
“4
‘

“Irate
:

cote
ue
:

fe
ee
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~ jv ene aanSummer &C
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_ Wednesday,. October:5.) Fa1962

PICTURES,

- Mastroianni,ltaly'sYNewet |

-Regina, Sask.,: ‘Oct: 30;
Miss M. A, ‘MacPherson has
“fo been: named. chief. film ‘censor

Grade-A Export,WantstoSee
~

~Crimp October; Brothers Grimm’
‘WestSide,’ ‘Almost Angels, 1,2,3

for Saskatchewan. “Slie is the

|. ‘frst’ woman-to recéivesuch an
appointment at either the pro-:

“AILUS. Cliches*ActwithKim)

vinclal

or national :level’ ‘in

“Canada...

She . ‘iucceeds. William ;

By: MIKE. WEAR
wo: “ter. has.aly ‘identification: as a. ‘Murray, -“who died July-24.
4
I.
‘film director. for .Yank-audiences,|. ‘She had’ been. assistant ‘censor
7 -VARIETY’s tegitar ” qveekly
. Marcelio.: ‘Mastroianni,’ “in New but -has also ‘achieved: much. re-|_ Bince 1950. Nork last. week. ona. ‘maiden: visit’ nown ‘in. Italian‘ legit,. and: ‘in: fact a “From _-1958. .to’ 1960°: “Miss ap. boxoffice. reports are summarized -each’. month, .‘retrospec-.
1
for :. MacPherson was: :‘viée-chair- -.:
to ‘the. New Ww orld, remarked. on’ previously directed Mastroianni
. ‘tively... Based. on an -average
‘man.. of ‘the Canadian Film — .. of 24 key situations, the source
such, things. as: the: heatity.. of Kim: the’ stage.:
‘On. the. private” ‘slide, “the: ‘star - Censors Conference.
| “data: : constitute..an. adequate

|, inane title. “Long.

‘By.JACK:‘PITMAN’,

: Novak, the *“beauty - of. ‘Manhattan, ‘confirnis. reports of an ‘unspectacu- |:

“and*his willingness to. work.,in

lar off-screen :existerice devoted to}

American * productions-—provided: ; ‘family: (hé has.a 10-year-old: daugh-|
ter) and pals, enjoying‘sich diver“He has offers from* Yank. film- sions
-as:-the.. discovery |‘of ‘offbeat

‘makers, ie said; and’.is agreeable

restaurants... .He ‘‘does’ not

feel}

on: ¢ohdition |that. the plot be. “mod:: obliged ‘to: dig “in- at. ‘home when’
ern” and: -einploy him: in a natural 1 not working, ‘however. “Tf: you- stay.

‘home, nothing" happens. Tf 'you.-g0}

Morality’ NoIssue}

in: the onward-and-upward scheme;much: about it.
‘Sparked.. by. “La

”

Window” (Par) (reissue), one of
the few oldies to do well in Sep-tember, finished 11th one week. in
and was _runnerup: pic

are not, of course, fully

! another: stanza:
“Miracle Worker” . (UA), sixth in

ative grossing |strength in the
U.S: = Canada. ‘market this:

ToMost. eatres,

_, monthly.reprise ‘does not. pre- . September, was a runnerup film

‘Hollywéod, ' Oct. 730:

.

Theatre’ ‘operators. are: ‘far: more

|.one.- week. “Coming Out Party”
(Union) did nicely in arty houses:
“The: month’ of October, with: pre-. duririg the
month.
“Operation
election. interest, the crisis over Snatch” (Cont), fairly new, perCuba and usual: attention to the J formed: likewise.
gridiron; both college and pro, hurt
tend. to°express total: ‘rentals,

- States:Shurlock

interested. in. (2) quantity .‘of.product: and (2): lack. of. good.:comedies.

7
“Dolea””“Vita,is
“He. has become a.‘stellar name. in|:
=<. the- Italian’ einema; .an export at-|
_.. traction ‘of ‘rising impact. ‘He was}

4zas-ninth- in September, finished
| eighth one week in October. “Rear

“definitive.” An: index of rel- ~. | October

‘ColosseumTactics |
Re FilmOffices

“he. _ig° for: now: ‘too. lazy” |
to do

firstrun

film’. biz that. month: in

covered
by.
Varrety last month: But despite a
‘shortage -of. big, strong ‘product,
trade ‘held. even or slightly better
than.a yéar.ago which is more-than
can be said for many lines of busimany

key". ‘cities

{than: they -are.in tthe moral tone of.
| Hollywood réleases,- Géoffrey Shur--. -ness.:: Indian Summer: weather (in
' thought,: ‘on- first -encounte?, :.to-.bet “Colosseum ‘of Motion: ‘Picture: ‘lock, Motion: Picture: Assn.. produc-. Russia they. call. :it: Women’s Sum©
-prematurely..grey,. .wntik it was ex-|- Salesmen,- the “union: of “exchange tion: ‘Code. Administrator, ‘reported: mer)-was rated no- help.
“ plained that his. ‘Jocks ‘underwent bockers, is: ‘checking: information ‘upon his: return .from- the’: east, |. “Brothers -Grimm” (MGM),-most‘that: nonunion . men. have been ena,.tint. job. for:-a- just-compleéted “gaged -in.‘telephonic’ sell’ of. pix in: where he testified: at" N Yi state ly playing .on. hardticket, copped.
film: classification héaring. ©
| the’ month's boxoffice’ sweepstakes. |
“-rolé in: “Fellini 8/2,” by the same

‘wizard “who-‘directed
-: “Dolce. ee

Day’s. Je
ourney

{Into Night”. (Levine) was. great on
its first two weeks in N. Y
“300 Spartans”
(20th), * which

: sampling ‘of ‘current releases:
“but

way, the -‘latter’. aS. .-acknowledge-. -out, it’s ‘Just: the same, ‘but. some-|

Ment that his: English: is . virtually thing, might happen.”*
non-existent. -‘Tf.this be a ‘handicap |.

17,

‘certain territoriés. Union-has.asked
|him? in ‘members’ -ta-filé -reports’on any. ‘ Shurlock, én ‘route home; ‘board- oe
ed. a:Greyhound: but. and. made. a.
instances’ of. the practice,” me
riumber: of ..grassroot Stopovers. in|

meee

;

“Convicts 4” (AA) came: through

with some
sizable - engagements
‘without creating any sock showings
in big keys played. “Taste of Honey” (Cont) continued to rack up
solid coin in arty houses during the
month:
~

Stevens
ensRollsHis
‘Greatest Story’

October’s
s r0.Best.

‘A. VARIETY.’ ‘man ushered ‘into.“hig a Partinently,. ‘the. union’s ‘contract.|(various towns.:.and_ cities.’as. far|
- Producer-director George .Ste|-vens started shooting his. longsuite. high in’ the: Sherry-Nether-. expires . -tomorrow - (Thurs. },.: and
‘west'as
Dallas,
gabbing.
unofficially.
| delayed “The Greatest Story Ever
land. Hotel:-found: ‘Mastroianni: at a ‘evidence ‘of contractual 'violations:
“Brothers Grimm” (MGM).
‘with. theatremen. on stopovers.
ai
Told”. yesterday (Mon.) in .Crosswindow. - absorbed: by: the -‘skyline ‘by. :the. film’. comipaniés*:would. ‘of:|
“West Side Story” (UA). —
“There:
was
hardly.
a@
word
on.the
|’:
‘| ing: of the Fathers, Utah, on ‘the
and: Fifth -Ave:: “momentum. - ‘His. course, make: for bargaining Tev"
. “Almost Angels” (BV):
moral
tone
of
Hollywood.
product,”
|
; ‘backwaters of ‘the Colorado. River..
_.mood;.: -Felayed. by-* an : able-‘inter- erage.
. “Chapman Report” (WB):
|. Sequence. on which: filming. began
' " spreter,-. was. . “enthusiastic.” - The. . Related- rumor is ‘that the- union; le said, “‘but.‘plenty onthe need}
. “Boccaccio” ‘(Embassy).
for
-comedieés*
and
generally:
poor}...
was that of. Christ’s baptism, with
star had: “always” thought”. ‘Man- its’ membership’ ‘shrunken: -by :‘deep:
. “Pigeon Took Rome”. (Par);
‘boxoffice
on’
sordid.
-pictures.”
a
oo
'|'Swedish star Max Von Sydow as
_-hattan’ ‘to .be “cold: and: grey,” but ‘cutbacks: ‘on’ exchange personel,.
“Thank -A Fool” (MGM).
‘| Jesus and Charlton Heston as John
with, they: -Exee- made stops. ‘in: Williamsas of his’ first ‘morning: ta sunny -is--contemplating merger *
"“No Man -Is.Island” (U).
“)burg,*. ‘Richmond, : “Memphis, New. - . “Waltz -Toreadors” (Cont), . |the’ Baptist.
~Fone)- in: the: city’ was. finding: it frontoffice. Tocals. .
Houston :- and Dallas. aie“10.
a Orleans,
“warm” ‘and: beautiful.” Added-“his|_
‘“Private Affair” (MGM).
' Cameras turned after invocations
Beenpwsner
11. “Damn the Defiant” (Col)... ‘| by Ward -Bishop .LeVon. Gifford,
‘translator:, “Tt: makes, the. heart
New: ‘Orleatis, he said,“where. one
2.claaae Man”CWB). .} ofthe .Church. of. Jesus.:Christ: of
Melt.’ey
.| exhib” reported” ‘a: ‘furore »over.|.
_.:| the Latter Day Saints (Mormon),
Talking. on:” Mastroianni sounded ;
“Splendor. in’ the: Grass” ads.. The|!
of | the
4 Father’. John
Sullivan,
_ much the tourist, ‘responding ‘that
| Natalie -‘Wood-Warren Beatty - em- Th.‘wass first every
y séssion.inVanrery ‘Roman Catholie Church of the
~
he: hoped. to-see- “aly the: American|:
‘|-brace came out so dark he seemed weekly ‘tabulations excepting the Immaculate Heart of. Mary, and
| cliches .. _. ceverything.:one ‘has|
‘to be. ‘colored, swith expected result final: one ‘when “Longest Day” the Rev. Fred Ferguson, of the
dreamed ‘Of:”". His: ‘anticipation was}
1 (20th),: the new, ‘hardticketer, | Community Methodist. Church, all
‘Boston, Oct. °30. fat ‘boxoffice. ”
° running *high—he. chad,. in fact, not.
slept. since ‘his, Pan-Am jet: touched
|: Boston-based producer Normian |:’ ‘In ‘Richmond: he deelared,. ‘the ‘pushed | up to No. 1 spot. “West. | of nearby Page, Ariz,
down at Idlewild: the night (Sun.) “Prescott. returnéd -here ‘from °Eu-. big ‘problem’ was.a one-woman ¢cam- ‘Side Story” .(UA),- third a month) - Shooting -on .these.locations is
before.
-F rope; where: he put .the: finishing -paign -against a-“Brigitté. Bardot} ago but -for.’ many ‘months. first,, expected to. continue until mid or
. Of those. many offers. to-do: Yank | editing® ‘touchés..on’ his ‘animated'|- cut-out. In -Memphis,- last. objection- wound up in second placé even late December, and then move tofilms, he.-could. ‘not’. “pinpoint: them. film -“feature,” ™Pinocchio’s: “Adven-, was ‘raised. five years. ABO, ‘over though: ‘it has finished or is near- the studio .in Culver. City where a
ling the end. of. many. big key. city: replica of Jerusalem has been built
from memory, but. onie:. that’-he: ‘ture: in ‘Outer Space.” Film. is a. “Baby. Doll:”.
‘| on the back lot. The film isto be
could. identify. -had - come ~ from: 45. min., ‘animated: wide - ‘Screen, |. “Generally,” Shurlock ‘pointea | engagements.
‘Eastman: color ‘production,
an Vout; “I. got no more than’ a blank|~. “Almost Angels” (BY), “generally : released. by United. Artists either
Darryl Zanuck for. the film’. version
|:*
‘of. an: Italo novel ‘dealing. with|': ‘Scoring... -of the. ‘picture ‘and Jook-—people:: ‘seemed much less: dualed with “Lady . and -‘Tramp’ : ‘in late 1963 or early 1964.
'- ‘Ttaliang -.in- “wartime. Africa. “No ‘Soiind éffects will be: completed* ‘at worried: ‘about..morals than: -quan-. (BV), . an- oldie, - finished. -“third. |

OffbeatScoringi
inINvfoor.Denmark- Animated :
Outer Space’. Feature

_

More. on: the: status’ of this. gainbit |.‘Titra: Sound’ Studiés; *“New: -York: Hier and lack .of:Sood comedies.”m

| “Chapman Report” (WB); ‘also new,

| CHARLES BOASBERG’S
REGIONALS FOR PAR

:} wound up fourth: being out. only.
‘. lother-than it's. tempting and, under ‘Scoring - will ‘take. an “estimated
“three -months -bécause™ of ‘the’ ins |
| two | weeks. |“‘Boécaecio. *70"". (Em-.
consideration.
tricate. electronic sounds: “to” be
"| bassy) ‘soared to fifth -position. It
“ More. immediate: expectation ts created: Arrangements. :and. :orig-:
| was .10th in Septemberto
° that: he will agree to.do ‘another inal sound. track ‘willbe. done ‘en-|
“Pigeon ‘That Took Rome”. (Par), : : Series of regional sales meet- pie of ‘Italian’ origin for Joseph .E, ; tirely :‘with. tympani: and- electronic | ‘which was 12th the ‘month before,. ‘ings by Paramount. under Charles
Levine. His visit: here,’ pertineritly, ‘music :creating ‘an. -unusual sound:
Boasberg,
‘domestic: distribution
As “to” help plug -a Levine” import,- effect for. the outer: “Space -Bex Ernest’ Sands As: ‘Switching’ -from’ ‘climbed to ‘sixth spot. “Thank .A
Astor |‘Pictures to.-Allied- Artists as Fool” (MGM), a newie, took: sev- V.p:.;. started. with a two-day session
:.“Divorce—Italian Style, ” “the com- quences.
enth place: “No Man Is ‘An Island”. which opened at the homeoffice
“edy
which
Stars *- - Mastroianni: |
‘Walter ‘Scliarf, Who -‘fuist’, com:. ‘domestic. sales‘ manager,- effective
Monday (29) with attendees. in. Schedule called for. splitting’ a fort. pleted .the. J erry. “Lewis picture, - Monday .(5). - This’ is: the. Post: re-: (U), which hinted’ some strength
cluding exec v.p. George Weltner,
-: night’ between. NY: and.Los vAn- “It’s Only Money," will do--Scoring.|:linquished’ a‘ short. time: ago. .by at the -close’ :of- September,. ‘cap-.
:|other Gotham execs and: regional
tured. eighth spot.'
Maurice
(Razz)
Goldstein
.
-when
|
:
. geles. :
s
Picture: was- made ‘in Denmark. It:
‘latter: ‘moved to Warner ‘Bros:- Post} _Waltz of ' Toreadors”
(Cont), - and branch managers..
: Star. ‘said. his:own. image‘‘on. the. “will: be. ready: for summer. release, |
Followup sessions are scheduled
[was
interinly’
filled”
by.
AA
exec.
which
‘showed:
promise
late
in the’
+
4963.
-gereen: did not fascinate him. to. the
MN,P. ‘Ed Morey: cs
“previous. ‘month,
finished. ninth. for New Orleans, Chicago and San
extent - of :répeated “sittings, -nor |: “Prescott said.“he:had ‘eonipleted
|.-: Sands ‘joined. Astor ©a. year. ago “Very: Private Affair" (MGM), an-. Francisco,
does he mich’ postmortem” ‘his: por- ‘a deal.in Europe’ ‘with Editions Dus
other. newcomer, ‘wound ‘up’. 10th. tT. Boasberg’ appears tobe bearing
-ftrayals.. He.:‘is: otherwise |an. ardent. Lombard;. Belgium, for’ publishing, 4 as” ‘sales ..chiéf,;, after. 12 -years: in|©
-“filmgoer “(he -digs- plays, too—his. | printing ‘and |distribution of. jhard..Vvarious: Sales positions.with “WB. . }: ..“Damn the Defiant”’ (Col), which| down, driving across the “sell”
" hinted some potential late in Sep- message. ‘It’s “clearly. ‘a matter. of
‘career: started. .on the” stage): ‘and. cover, soft cover.and comic: books;
| tember, took 11th position. while’ the new product plus the reissues ;
’-asserts:a catholic taste for. the’ me- :based onthe film, for- distribution.
such.as “Rear Window” bringing
; “Music *.Man”. (WB): Was 12th:
| throughout ; the. world.-in ig” Jan: |
“ FARCIGAL.TONE, APART
dium, Yank’ -oaters-included.-.
. | guages. more. .ineome.
-,
“The
Interns”
(Col),
fourth
‘in.
L
Likes’ Anélo ‘Irony’ a
Prescott ‘aid’ he has: not shown: oy
Legion - Is:‘Father “Dubious: Re. ‘September; | “Sky. Above” (Em=| :: It's..an old bromide that. picture
” Of current: cinema: modes, -his|film to ‘any distribs yet, and will:}.
‘Divorce—Italian. ‘Style’ on
assy), .‘in 11th. place «the same .companies have their ups and
+, eountrymien.- -impress, -him: by. their -await: its: final.completion: “before )
.j-month; and. “Counter: Point” (UA), -| downs. Par, perhaps fhe most con-. “‘moderhity. of .themés.”: -the.-‘prob- doing. 50: af The Romaii. “Catholic. ‘Legion of a new entrant, ° w ere - the. modest sistent money-maker over the years
‘lems, ‘expressed -~in: the-- “work, oft
| Deceney has: given.a- separate clas-. runner-up. films: since the first decree (Par’s). en
Felini;: Visconti; Antonioni,’ et.al.
: | Sification,|- of.. ‘Embassy*‘Pictures? : _ “Besides. “Longest. Day”. (20th),. tered in. the. industry antitrust case,.
He’ admires: ‘the:. “atmosphere. and]
-]-Italo.- import, -.° ‘“Divorce—Italian. an :obvious.. blockbuster . based on vat ‘the moment is going slow. That
-. frony.”--= Of: the -British. - moderns,
Style,” -which-fas: to do with’ a ‘its: ‘showing the... final. week ‘in’ is, W.ith current features.
_.
Boston,’
Oct.
302:
_ “While he. is” taken. by. the. actors:
Sicilian. nobleman’s attempts in no October when in’ first place, only a
‘There's ‘strong product . ‘in the
my
tig
delegation
of
Boston
film
and -“showmanship’* “Of | American |:
‘divorce Country to:murder his wife few other newcomers. hinted: much iwings. ‘ar, at least,
potentially
‘He
4is:
wry
ion
“the
“men
‘head
for
:the.
National’
Theatre}
- production.
SO. he ean. marry a younger W oman, potential. One .of these, of course, strong | product coming ‘up! but
-‘French,-.who- impress’ him. “by: the |Owners .“of. ‘America: cony ention: in}.
| Miami. Nov. --6-10:. © 2
4°: “Calling: the. film gh “somewhat ir- ‘is “Barabbas” (Col), which, on its | right how it’s Par’s job to get the
‘effort ::of: each: director: to-appear ;
‘Trelevanit ‘Satire: on ‘Italian marriage|first :three. engagements, “shapes. best of everyhting from: the merAmong.
those*
“making.
the
teip:
more’ Anteliigent “than » the: ‘next "5
“| chandise at ‘hand.
Julian Rifkin,.prexy “IENE;. New j- legislation, LOD. ‘Says: that: although | ‘smash. .
“one.”
an- , “Meanwhile the carporate. sfrucEngland. TOA. unit: héad -of . Rifkin: its”: comical and . ‘farcial:. tone-. re-: . “TE. a ‘Man’ “Abswers” 4,
cs
“Could. he ‘tite. an. Atherican: ace ‘Drive-ins; Malcolm. Green, .Inter- Moves . “any. serious: concern about :other new: entrant,” ‘wound ‘up ture‘is as solid as it.ever has been.
: tress: with whom. -he’d: like: to’ apstate Theatres,. first. vice président. the moral iniplications of its theme,- ‘ninth- one Ww eék: in ‘October :but was The $2 ‘annual dividend: rate. con-.
:pear?: Not ofie but at least. ‘three—-|.
Redstone, ‘Redstone Drive-- the use- of ‘religion ‘dnd religious’: inclined: to be spotty. On the other tinues Ww ithout a threat.; Natalie::Wood, Susan-Hayward! and: ‘Edward.
Barney Ralaban,. president
of
ins,’ seeond vice presidentt,. ‘and -of- characters ‘as. ‘background..in treat-- “hand. “Requiem. For Heavyw eight”
Kim-Novak.. adding through ‘inter | ficial” of ‘NAC: -Aibert’ Lourie, Lon-} ment!
Heals for reservation. ” =
+ (€ol) -looms. ‘big judging. from >ini-: Par, insisted on the 50¢e quarterly
pretation that--"Miss Novak fds.30{rie Theatres; Al Daytz,: Daytz.Thea- |::
in payoff when ‘times were much bet-:
| tial- playdates.. If ‘was wow
‘beautiful. ”
+ tres;* “Nelson: Wright, :-Daytz. Thea:
'
. Ne Yu ‘and Boston, | and lusty in: ter and some, but not yocal, stock“Mastroianni . is. fiattied .to.“the tres; -Joseph Cohen, :booker,. ‘buyer:
VAN NORMAN'S RETIREMENT at. “A.
holders thought there sheuld hav eo
‘Milwaukee; Oct.. 30:
“former. - Flora’. -Carabella, .-an ace ‘Richard :- “Smith, prexy; : ‘Smith.
ns “Gigot” (20th); a: ‘newie;. which ‘been. an increase. It was Balaban’s
« tress,-: but increasingly. ‘idle: by-. Management. Corp.: ‘Sam. 'Pirianski: |: ‘Eugene. Van. ‘Norman, active. in -ig going “fice. weeks at ‘the N. Y¥. | policy to: maintain the status quo,
y choice,” though now-and then prone prexy ATC Theatres,- ‘and Past: nma-° ‘motior. .picture’ *‘theatre - ‘manage- | Music’ Hall. also started out well in. so far as.divvies. 4re. concerned. to
-“to. small ‘appearances . ‘in -French tional ..TOA- Brexys . Arthur .Lock-: ‘ment for 42 yéars, has retited.: Re- Frisco..““Phaedra” (Lope), likewise, provide a cushion against. pos_-productions. They--will come. to :the wood, ‘Lockwood '& Gordon --'Thea- -eently- was. manager: of ‘Times ‘Fine. new,. is rated. great in. Boston and sible. lean years.
~.. U.S. ‘next October: with.an-- Italian. tres, also a .past. prexy. TOA: Henry. Arts Theatre, operated. by Marais: N.Y. for ‘first-sessions. “Divorce, | The-fact. of life now: indicate’ that
“company. ‘scheduled. for ‘Broadway.| Gaudet; Weirs, N:H. '‘Drive-in; Carl . Theatre: ‘Management, Co.
Italian style”; (Embassy). did’ well ‘Pat is having a Jean year (profitrine a. pair-of Goldotit. nlays to -be Gol dman, : _ executive secretary: - ‘Robert “3. .Neu:- ‘has "succeeded. ‘enough _one ‘session ‘in October to able but Tess. than previous) but
| directed. by. Lichino Visconti. ‘Lat- TENE::
_
TWan JNorman:there,
‘cop seventh place despite.a ratherjstill. the. divvy status. quo.’
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Mank ReDirectors: ‘Cotton-Pickers’

a
he
a

) SASKATCHEWAN FEST:
LengthNot
| 91 DOCUMENT ARIES 7“Cleo
“The. running. tinie ‘of. “Cleopatra’®
-Yorkton,: Sask; Oct. 30.

Canada’s

national documentary film festival,| about. four anda half:
d | mented. ‘only.that .“we thought.
and- departe
services
|
further
all
held: here; dréw 91-entries from 38} - -- Though he- admitted
telling. iabout. it- but don't like f@"
from
Paris.
without
Mankiewicz,

“leaving

large amount: of
face.”

.
“Not

me

omlette

has’ never been: one‘ of fie’

7 Issues. in -his: dispute. with director Joe: ‘Manikiewicz, 20th-Fox. prexy.”’
Darryl’. F:- ‘Zanuck ‘stated in’ New. York. Friday: (26)... Picture -ran::.

seventh: biennial. inter- |

hours, when. he screened. in: Paris: recently,-

once ‘saying. that. he couldn’t. imagine any
-Mank ‘plans to go-to -Holly wood: exhibitors’ in- 20 countries: Three-' |: film really being worth. a running: time of: more‘ than: three and a. .

with a}
-} either today (Wed:). or the riext day:! day: event,‘a. rron-profit community
‘to wind..up some affairs. there.. As | effort, was.put ‘on. by. the Yorkton
‘far as:‘his doing “Justine”: is con-| Film. ‘Council. ©:
_

‘on’ my!

|-

half hours,-Zanuck says. now ‘that he ‘thinks “Cléo” will:“justify”’ a

four-hour length.. That ‘would probably make: it ‘the’ longest: of. all.
.
‘screen -‘epics, :‘beating the three. hours ani: 37: minutes of: “Gone:
Took Powder
i cerned, that’s out, since 20th, .by}:. ‘The Golden: Sheaf: trophy: ‘for. the
(for many years,”: said _firing’ him; fired :=him also -from.|-best: -film. in’. the ..show: ‘went’ to |. ‘With ‘the Wind.” A: couple: of-other “epic” “running:times:- “Ben-..

Hur;’: thrée’ ‘hours and ‘32:minutes; “War. and Peace,” ‘three ours:
Mank.. “have. I been: prev ented +that project on which he:had been |‘Hold’ Back, the Sea.” a -Shell Oil]
‘and 28 minutes::
from. even talking about my film.” iworking: at the time he was ‘ealled’ documentary about: Holland.
Zanuck. also. hopes to have“Cleopatra” readyforitsworldpresm -. Other ‘winners: were:
adding :that in- nis estimation ‘the|“to: “save” “Cleopatra.”
“
- Creative:*:_art—“Delacroix, ” by | . :. by:tnid-May,.7
confusion which Zanuck. felt about ;
could ‘have :been
_|Anthony ‘Rolarid, France:.
picture:
the
Natural ~ ‘history—"'Sea =:.Sanctucleared up in one half-hour :discus-.:
|
that
was
ion
Service. | .sion. Mank's implieat
t ary,"’. ‘British. Information
intenany
._ Agriculture: and. industry—“Sym- 1
if Zanuck really had
ie
the.
over
taking
-phoriy “Japan,:’ embassy. of: Japan|tion, other than
_ Continued from page. 5:
picture entirely,. the prexy. woul
|
- Hollywood,” Oct: . 30. «Land ““Roaghnecks,” National: FE ilm
did.
he
as.
Board. of ‘Canada: (tied),
not have behaved
_ John’ ‘Cr Healey,.20th-Fo
former.
execu““clarified,’" and whether or- not’
$¢l
x. prexy |, Science—
“Revedling Eye,” Stell ‘also:calls for addittonai épisodes to. “be.
Mank declared Zanuck’s ar ‘gu- !t tive. assistant. to
‘|bridge the many’ bridges. that: ‘the | he, .Mank, .would remain: in: full.
ment that Mank had,: in effect, Spyros “P.- Skouras, today :(Tues.)
‘authorit y. The correspondence :
brought Zanuck a first: cut of the filed
breach: of - “eontract . “suit.|- ‘Geneial_—“Circle: ‘of: ‘the‘Sun,’ ‘|‘story has. to ¢ross, and: ‘particularly | which- ‘Was. quoted, however, does ...::..
picture was’ also ‘ridiculous. It | against: the company. charging. ‘the... National Film. Board...
_ tthe: bridge’ from:. the Caesar story not: show: at just. what point: Mank. me ie
Sociological—‘The- Test,
” Nawould have’ been absurd to prepare | manner of his dismissal. last. Sep-..
. } to the.Antony story.”
‘gnd~ Zanuck
disagreed. on: the. 0
said ‘tember’ ‘violated his. pact. ‘The. ac-" tonal.-Film. Board...
for’: dubbing,
all out-takes

S:P. SKOURAS’ EX-AIDE
SUES ON HIS CONTRACT

enero
a

“Zanes“Cleo"Complaints:
Lis Not Needed

Mank, because the loops ‘eould. be

_ handling: of “the. pic,: ‘Jeading® to -.

tion, in’ Santa Monica... ‘Superior |
“Mank’s request: for “clarification,?..
- Zanuck ‘declared Elizabeth tay-.|4
easily.. The version. he ‘ Court, asked ‘for $46, 951.asser tedlyprepared
or ‘would ‘not ‘be needed for any. |: “On. the: matter of the- script, Le
showed Zanuck had Deen cut for due’ him.
| additional shooting, ‘but: that.prob-. Zanuck. reported to the press cone —
length only.
| Healey "charged that 20th *4g. |
| ably’. both -Rex | Harrison..“and: ‘ference :that he had just learned .
Three Requests:
nored a 90-day: termination. clause |.
-| Richard Burton would be,. In. this that ‘the ‘arbitration. committee of'
area
in his contract..Company, he ‘said,.
As far as costs are concerned,
| connection he: wrote -Mank that. he. the . Screen. . Writers. Guild had .Mank said: he never knew. what. repudiated.-his contract by orally."
| would make. “every-effort.to obtain: found that writing. credit should.-be *
the costs were on the ‘film, but informing him last Sept. 11 that: he}
your services, if-you are. available”. shared’ hy Mankiewicz ‘and. Ranald *
‘McDougall -and Sidney Buchman, : .°:: °-.
‘he thinks it unfair in the extreme: was to. be let’ go Sept. 14: His con- |.
to. shoot the. added. material.
to indirectly or directly blame tract had. been in: force since July|
As
if: to. emphasize that —-:.
In
this,
letter,.
-copies
.
of:
which
|
or 10, 1961- and ‘had been.‘ signed® by |
star Elizabeth Taylor,
Mank . had ‘been.’ well. taken... °°).
him,
were given..to ‘the. press, : Zanuck, .
for the former: 20th v.p. Peter G. Levathes. |":
. eare of, Zanuck reported that °-:
any other one person
“Hollywood, Oct. 30:. -| however, ‘made: it: clear that he:
staggering budget. Mank -asked. _ . Healey,: who: had .been. withthe
20th -had’ paid “$3,000,000 -to ~
|
holds’ Mankiewicz responsible :for
-Paramouit has set.a unique one-.
acquire. Figaro, jointly~ owned:
for ‘only. three things. on the film, | studio: 26. years, received... ‘a_salary
the
“more.
than:-$30,000,000"
“al=
{°°
by. -Mank-* and’ -:-NBC, =from
he. said; (1) for Rex Harrison; of $500. “weekly, plus $100 weekly. shot. ‘promotional: affair:. aimed at. ‘Teady- ‘Spent. ‘on the picture: at. the.
(2) for Richard Burton... and (3) expensé aécount. His. suit charged | plugging’: total of il upcoming ‘ple-.|,
“ago-that: - which “Mankiewicz.“ realized: * $1,500, 000 in. capital: gains.In.
for a delay on the: September. that. under severance terms of: his. “tures to fashion: and womens ‘page. Mank. ‘told’. Zanuck *‘he...was: prewere
contract, he-was to:‘receive. a year’s. | editors -from all. over. the: country. |: vented: from. doing ‘thariy things. he |. -addition, Mank was paid $260,- °
1961 start. The first. two
:|:
amounting.
to’ “Studio has ‘set::up cocktajl-dinner [had
‘granted, and the’ third was. iiot,, . compensation,
“.wanted to“ do on ..the. film... : 000 -in. salary. over. .the 20.
:} event: under ::tag.“Edith. :Head’s ‘| Zanuck told the press :that “Mank:
_Bionths;. plus about. $60, 000 in:
$26;000."
as a result
of which:.he was
| Penthouse -Party”. ‘in: cooperation
|
forced to write the script concur- ‘
had. been. hired only: as “diréctor'| - €xpenses. at. $100: aday.
with the California Fashion. Cre-. and to: ‘supervise the. writing and 7°
rent with ‘shooting. in continuity.
.
Zanuck:
émphasizedthat:
he
as”
ators, to be held ‘Nov... 14! at ‘7 p:m-:
He would: not-~put the blame .on
eorrection ofthe literary. material.” : prexy: ediild. never-hand- over. final.
ton the penthouse. “sét .-of- “Come |
‘Spy
ros.
P..
former
20th: prexy
Zanuck said. the previous ‘Spyros- ‘print.’ approval:. to .-any: director.Blow Your Horn.’ed
Skouras for forcing the -premaP.--Skouras. administration : had: ‘not: Even. so,:.he :said, “he “has always.)
Miss
Head
‘has.
arranged.
for
:
.
Mank,
saidtute start. of the film.
‘spécial fashion: promotion “on 11. deprived _ Mankiewicz of ‘the big’ been: able -to" work -with ° ‘talented.
was ¢on-|
adding: ‘The picture
-Hollywood, -Oct.. -30.
-|.films
“which ‘she: ‘designed for’. the “triamphal” scene, ‘and though he ‘people - and’. get the: best: out’ of: .:.|.
‘Directors: Guild ‘of: America’ has
ceived in a. state of emergency
studio,
with “several of -the. stars: (Zanuck) has ‘no desire. to.‘‘vitidi- them: He fecalled ‘that recently he’ to
shot in a state of emergency. and” ‘nominated. ‘four features. released
ed ‘with Mark.-Robson to- -’
of. the films:to: be on: ‘hand along: cate’ the ‘previous ‘administration, had.-work
‘during |third .quarter of 1962. to.
wound up_ in. blind.” panic.’
‘cut: 25.minutes from “Nine. Hours
with models: to:‘display the ward-. it.-was not-‘that-‘administration’s
As far as being available for compete for: its annual. ‘Directorial 7 robes ‘in. an: informal setting.. She | fault that. Mank ‘wrote .the-. script. to: Rama’’: after. Robs o n- had...
consultations with -Zanuek.- after _ Achievement Award, including: one calls ‘it. Ma: crossection of Holly- “or. at least ‘rewrote .At” during: finished:‘all- work on the pic, and:
*
_production..
_+.-assumed it -was” ‘ready.. for.. final
the Iatfer cuts. the picture, Mank foreign: and three:American..
t wood design.”
: printing. In that casé there was-no..
said
he
didn’t -thirk it wouldj. ‘Quartet ‘embraces. “Birdman. of
| “Overtime™ Sets. ladle:
‘include:
jo
:,
Pix
.
to
..
be
publicized
serve any useful purpose. Would Alcatraz,” -UA, directed .:by John"| “Girls!
:“Papa’s”
“T am ‘not going to ask: you why: friction at all;. said: Zanuck, adding
Girls!:
Girls!”
that--Robson later’ wrote -him says*.
he be available to direct
addi- ‘Frankenheimer;. Dave Silver, as- Delicate Condition,”:: ““wWho' 's -Got the script was not completed prior t.,
sistant; “The Music’ Man,” “Warner:
tional
scenés,
as
offered
by
‘the. Action, sae “Hud Bannon,” “A ‘to production?” -:Zanuck- “quoted ing-that .all fhe suggested changes:
2
That would depend on |‘ Bros.,: ‘Morton da Costa, : Russell ‘Girl Named Tamiko,””-“Come. Blow. fromhis- letter to.Mank, “but it is |.and cuts. “worked,”
Zanuck?
Llewellyn; “Wonderful. ‘World ‘of.
what
the scenes were, said. the
DFZ also. thought: at. nieces-“Doriovan’
Ss:
Reef,’
hd
‘Your.
Horn,”
‘only
reasonable
to:
point
‘out:
that
|
the: Bros. Grimm,”’. Metro; Henry:
director. Otherwise, he- said, “I'm’ . Levin: and .George- Pal,. James::E. | “Samantha,” -“My Six Loves;” “It’s this caused you -to shuot the-major™ :"sary to point out, in: view Of Ks

iF;
ashionOmnibus
OnllFeatures, .
ByEdithHead |

|DirectorsNommations
Of Third Quarter Films:

planning

a. long rest. I've: devel-.

Jennings; “Boccaccio -°70,” Ereder-_ Only’ Money”. and’ “The Nutty ‘Pro: “part: of the picture in continuity.” |

the constant references. in. the 5".

press to Mank as. “the ‘Oscar-"*...... ..
_ winning “writer-director;”. that...
' the two films-on iphich: ‘Mank °
‘areas which have fo do with the:
Among stars ef. the pix. now: set: costs: which ‘do not. appear ‘on the
‘received :Oscars,.“A Letter. to.:
creative side. After 30° years,..I
|
to. appear, either- in their Own: COS-. screen.’ Sets. were builf on over’).
Threé Wives”. and “All About thought. Pda ‘seen all the: infight-. :
;tumeés, -.or- as" hostesses: and: hosts,. time ‘and then -left: idle“for weeks’
BLOCKBUSTER: pousts
been. “personally.
‘” Obviously. he
are - Jill: St: John, Martha’ Hyer, and-months.’ Some‘of. the -extcriors; -Eve,”.. had
ing and dirt.
prodiiced: and. edited. ‘by: me.”
doesn’t think. s0- now.
| Walue: ‘Line "Eyes ‘the. ‘Rise ‘of| Nita~Talbot, .‘Barbara. ‘Rush, ‘Eliza- | waited. so ‘long~ they. had to. be}
oped
a deep
distaste for the ico. Fellini,. Vittorio: de- Sica, ._Lu- - fessor.” - Two. costumes from. each: This,. ‘he’‘said, resulted. ‘in at. least
making. of ‘films, not in - those |chino Visconti.
film. will be. used:
1 $7, 500, 000. in’ added. production:

_
me. we,
+ beth Allen, Miyoshi. ‘Umeki, Stella: repaired. or reconstructed. Can this | eee
.‘| Stevens, .‘Phyllis McGuire,. ‘Laurel. ‘be -fairly: and‘ ‘honestly “be chargedj
Goodwin;:.. France -Nuyen,.
John. .to the ‘admiinistration’?- These” are. |
Value
Line,
{investment
“survey
|.
to “personal ‘and confidential. Iet-}
“Wayne, César -Romero. and, David : -production... decisions, ‘and in “thisters” between himself and Zanuck. ‘published. by. Arnold. ‘Bernhard. &: Janssen. ‘Additionally, “she ‘will: ease they. were not. only. Vital but'}
—
Continued :
‘from, page. 3:ae
which the prexy read “in Zanuck-. Co:; _in the. current: issue. argues: have eight topflight’ actress-models,.
tragic ole foo,
jzed” ‘edited) versions for. -“his-} that ‘Hollywood, -in- its. switch -from. among them Pat Olson; Pat. Jones, |"
"You.
‘were
‘not’
the
“offical
pro|
except’
IT
want"
to
sell.tickets ine
self-serving” purposes.” .He .:also | low-budget pictures. te the bigscale “| Mary Morlas- ‘and -‘Olavee’ “Parsons: :
ducer, yet in ‘the -history of: motion.stead of ‘get: votes,” he: says. .
thought
Zanuck’s. - “incomplete” epics, has stirred repercussions:
‘and. four’ Japanese.. girls .who |‘will pictures no one man-has éver ‘beén {
account of .the .Figaro .déal, “de- | ‘The ‘analysts. of Wall Street- ‘be-: ‘appear in- ‘‘Tamiko”: costumes. : | given ‘such authority, ‘The records*|’ Producer; .Whose ~ “Homicide”:
signed. to put. the avhole matter i lieve ‘the- pursuit, of “blockbusters”.
Designer,
now
the
only
contract-.
‘show. that. you “made ,evérv:: singlé. ‘Was: ‘one-of. ‘Tast ‘years surprise
on a money: level, “typical of the ! is yisky- has created. a. new -kind. ‘ed. designer in, Hollywood, . said
“decision and. ‘that. your’ word. -was: ‘smashes, smiakes: no. claim: to. ‘know-taan.”. Mank -reported. that. ac tual-— of “star “system .? which has” be-a fashions’ to” ‘be: presented | repre-"
law. You ‘were never: denied ‘any ing: precisely what: the public wants,
ly he and NBC ‘shared equally “in: come the ‘film. ‘colony’s “master,” ‘Sent “an estimated’ cost of $420;000..
| thing until ‘the last: three or four other than excitement.” “We-must.
of:
production:
led:.tohas.
‘also.
and.
-|
that
and‘
gain,
ital
the $1,500,00-cap
“Costumes to: be shown: run’ ffom | -weeks- of: :the. picture;. When ‘the
in: return for $3,000,000 spent by. “controversial” films’ which : could” $2:89,- cost.: of ‘an’ ‘outfit:.worn, ‘by : treasury | had: :begun. ‘to Sav ‘and:|: ask: ourselves, ”, he says, Sg it vexe:
20th to -get Figaro, and ‘Mank’s* lead to revival of:the. threat -of. Patricia ‘Neal: in’ “Hud Bannon,” (Joseph). ‘Moskowitz : (retired: ‘20th: | ‘citing?-—if | it fs the® “public. will
20th received approxk. censorship.
contract.
ta $3,700; for. ‘costume .worn by. Jill ‘véep): and the. others: arrlssed with |come. Our ‘audietice is 75%" youth .
mately $2.000.000 “in. cash. and}
“St. -John. in. “Horn.”
- | the ‘ultimatum,’ :
| +-they’re. easy. to-hore: and if you:
Business
‘Week's.
Views.
_
negotiable securities,” as well as
“Miss ‘Head Vis “doing. all.arrarige-do you’ re: ‘dead!’MF one
"
Authotity
“Business
Week
in
its
Oct:.
20
-isinterest: ‘in “The. Barefoot Conments: for. the ‘‘party, to be staged:
Castle. just. feturned from. New. J
““Z.
cannot
absolve:
Spyros:
of:
ae
|
sue.
speculates:
‘that
the
:epiccost:
tessa” and “E. Want to Live,”.asinformally «‘and “not.:as'a fashion |...
:York wheré he received the “Show-.
well asa
property owned by- ‘productions. might- be dwindling’ ‘as, show.. ‘She. ‘said’ :she “is “also” inte-- | share. of the: responsibilits:: [le Was;
tin: a: desperate personal’ ‘situation i man .of the. Year” ‘award: from. the.
“+ American exhibition’ veers ta gmall-.
Mank, “Show case.”

Confidence Breach —
Mankiéwiez. took big exception |

‘Angled Productions. AE,

let

Castle Re:Producers.

grating. past; ‘present: and. future: of :
Spies _Hollyw ood ~: design, _ Will -have.} but’ since’ he. was not a picture: ‘Assn. .of ‘Motion: Picture’ Advertis-:;
he. had- not; er. houses -in) suburbia. cand.
ets .and-~ - Says, “The: “enthusiasm:
models - “appearing. in? ‘costumes. , maker, ‘and ‘since. Peter Levathes - back there is: remarkable—especicalled any “members of the Di-|
{had no: production knowledge: .ndworn ‘by. Mae West, - from-“She
rectors Guild” ‘to: enlist their. sup~ s‘mag
ally when: you‘ contrast it with the:
Done Him Wrong”; Ginger Rogers ‘since:. both. Doc. Merman and .Sid_
the Billy
port. After ‘reading
Business. “Week: ‘farther wonders in “Lady.” in the Dark,”” Hedy La- Rogell :were’ “either “powerless :to’ loeal- gloom: -Too- many :here. have
Wilder blast,. .-he.-called ; Wilder
‘about’ the souree--of. product’ to marr. in. “My Favorite ‘Spy” -and, ‘act. or. uséless,: you were indispute ‘peconie defeatists—and:. defeatists -: -who told him his - ( Wilder's: blast
accommodate :the, new: houses -go- Clara Bow: in ‘a: Charleston. outfit. + edly. in the: driver’s: seat. On ‘this: make ‘bad pictuires. I .seé no reason
-had been written before the Mank-{‘
-| point,’ Ido :blame. the. administr;a+ ‘for: it. The ‘demand ts ‘still there——
ing up, thinks -there might ‘not -be
Each guest -will be given“an in-/}: tion for giving’ any one ian. stich. “we. just: “have, to '.go: to... greater
dismissal and . had to. do: with °
-ehough pictures to. Satisfy, .and,: formational kit -including. photos
‘the firings of ather people. “Mank:
Tengths ‘to. stimulate it-.I have pic‘encompassing as all get-out,:. notes: of Sketchés and promo on, pix, now |: unlimited authority. They. ‘did: not:
referred
to.
Zanuck’s
. statement
_f give: it-to me on. ‘The Lonsest. tures. scheduled, clear“ through the... ~:°:":
a return. to Hollywood-based .‘pro-; being. prepared. by. studio. .
about Oscars by-. saying Zanuck }.
. |Day. * T had to fight.for ‘every. anch i end: of the year: ‘and -féel. corifident....—
‘duction because: “runaway” is. be-"
had
nol
produced
“TE. etter ‘to.
i that ‘everyone will ‘make’ Thoney-”me
t OF it.”
°
coming
‘too
expensive.
Only:
source
|
also: recalled:
f
Three Wives.’ He
‘|. "Phe letters between himse‘If and f - Latest. gimmick. from the - ‘man
unfortunately
came
|
quoted:
in
the.
plece:
fs.
VARIETY:
.
that “Letter”
“Johnston toAsia | l"Mank; which. Zanuck: quoted: from, -who has ‘sold. ‘insurance policies ‘to.
out at the same time: as: “Zanuck’s .
’ Motion.” Picture. _ Assn; “of. - covered .the: period. from: Oct. 15. those viewing: his :.shockers; -has.
“Twelve
OClock
High. * He re"America - -PYEXy - Erie Johnston a through|:Oct; ~21;° climaxed: ‘with offeréd—with few takers—a: money-.*
membered that. prior to the Oscar |:
left: New.. ‘York -’ Friday * A26)) . .- Zanuck’s ‘statement to. Mank that. back guaranteé to patrons, and-has:..
voting, Zanuck ealled Mankiewicz]
-Y. Frank. ‘Freeman, . Paramount | night: for. “a. three-week trip + the. director's services .were being: introduced’. “‘The’. Fright. Break” to into the office ts -tell him. 20th v-p.-director, , -and. Jack -Karp, pro-.
through-the .Far East.2 | terminated. on “the: completion of. -movies,. will be’ to film the opening.
‘studio vetes would: be .going to] duction -v.p., ‘in New York,: ‘un- |- - Johnstoii; ‘who'll be. looking “tthe. dubbing. In the. earlier -egr:] Sequence of his “Candy: Web”. using” -“High.” “Wives”. got: Mankiewicz. heralded, for. general production: aeinto. film. . affairs” ‘aswell ‘as. _ ‘Tespondence, “Zanuck. quoted “Mank: girls ‘of 15° different - nationalities. .
Vas saying that. the. ‘prexy’ S ‘points:
‘the writer-director Oscars...
in 15: different. ‘versions: Each: is to
; coriferences. ‘They'll. -probably: re-| °~ matters relating -to his various’
Mank had suggested. to Zanuck, / main -east. for the remainder ‘of “government - ‘industry ‘posts; “| were “most. helpful” and his. com. be. done -in the. ‘girl’s native- Jans =":
“im Paris, that “Cleo”. -be released .‘this week,
ith .touching bases.-in'-Indo-. | ments: on-the battle.scenes “valid.” ‘guage’ and’ will accompany picture |
as two pix, but said -yesterday
|-: ‘Both’ execs were closeted -vith:
nesia, India: and- Pakistan-be-;-- After that, however, ‘relations be-- ‘to appropriate’ ‘countries, thus ~~
that he Was
never ‘allowed to the: homeoffice: -brass. most of. ‘fore returning: to ‘the States. _ ‘Came strained :until Mank. wrote. _créating «a ‘Pre-sold’. exploitation
- ‘Zanuck asking’ that -the. Bituation; situation...
pursue the subject. Zanuck .com-- yesterday: (Tues.).:
- about ‘Nov. 18, *
.
Mankiewicz. added,

Karp,Freeman ln N.Y.-
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F imReviews | Continived from pase. s eee
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. Live Now—Pay Later. ‘enamored. ‘with: Nancy. Kwan.. She.
Drive-in dates: were to be:‘sought now: possessed. the . power ‘to“ae.
. With some predictable, ‘but-accepts. is a young. eqtiestrienne, * part’ ‘of
j for “The:Connection.”. ™:
‘verse’. the|‘Regents, but Dr.-Brind | ‘able comedy:
‘an act. run” by Keiron': Moore. and
The interior. if
dit: his’ wife, Yvonne Mitchell, ‘who. is:
. London ‘supplemented. hifs ‘plea. didnot. think: it.would. ‘OF, 50.. “he:
ba Gregson’
a-ere
New
York attorney
Ephraim | that the Court: -of. Appeals.con-< hope d| store. is. well. done.
And it-is’'a
pity her crippled |sister.
2
* Cites Times: Vs.“Chi;
-London, representing
Irwin:;‘sider’ “the: constitutional ‘issue.
‘that:it is.\put to use. in. only one:|- ’ After: éomplications, - ‘the. lero:
Shapiro’s Films Round World on! here” .and invalidate a law. “tSec|. “Brind cited: the :U.S. Supreme sequence, involving: Hendry and::a_ hiops the ‘circus: and ‘catches. up with
betialf of its ‘still-unticensed »fea-.|)tion -122- of. the Education?:“which| Court’ decision in Times: Film Corp. ‘tipsy .Miss: Ritehie, -Ruth. Batchelor* Miss -Kwan who~has- also-- broken:
‘ture, “The - -Connection”
argued"|violates. the constitutionally-guar- vs.: City: of. Chicago. as. binding. that” -and.. Clive. Westlake have “eons. “away ‘because . of. problems: Up in.
Qct. 22 -in Court of Appeals here: anteed.. freedoms |of ‘speéch:.:and: “obscenity” ~-is’ .a: ~constitutional: ‘cocted.-a catchy ‘title. - Song: “Live 4. the Alps, the Pair. havea. splendid..
‘that ‘his client. is suffering - large }: press,’" by undetlining the “power” } ground for. Jieensing | motion: .pic-- Now-—Pay Later’ has a‘number.:of night of.bliss: in aichalet, and ‘then --.
losses on .acccunt of the deélays.. -which the present. statute, in ‘effect,. ‘tures. ‘Mr. -London: demurred .that worthwhile *,Points: ‘but.. ‘must’. bé get. involved in: an. ‘avalanche. “But.
Part of these losses related to. out- Bives the Regents. *.
oe “Rich...
opinion * “was ‘based: ‘on & “narrow ° “rated A. near. ‘Miss.
, | all’s:well. “Director D7niel. Petrie |
Yay for advertising. and ‘prepara- |
|and ‘scriptist-Patrick: steer the’ six...
“The ‘procedures ‘used, “by. the [area”’ involving. an.” Tilinois’ law— |:aa
tions to open the film at the D. W.
“} main. “characters. *back°into - the os
Regents, not willfully. or evilly;. but | “Strong. minority opinion” Was.
Griffith Theatre off Timés Square.
‘La Lutte Finaie
7
_ ‘receptive ‘arms. of. their: ‘chosen: ‘
Yesulting in evil, are. ‘such. that. the- written, and:“‘the. chief judge urged:|"
in Manhattan. In effect, London’s.
‘ (The. Final Battle)”
Se
Geoffrey «. Unsworth’ Ss - lensing Cone?
Regents. can ‘prevent a picture. ‘that all. prior: -eensorship | and -all'}-..:
argument asked for sympathy ‘for
“(GERMAN—FRENCH).
(from being. exhibited) .for... well: licensing be ‘held ‘unconstitutional: 7 _
. rhakes. the. most’ of. both. ‘the’ circus... : ~
loss:on a disputed unilateral action
London
cited-as
cases:
which
sup=
|.
‘Paris,
‘Oct.
-30.
.
atmosphere ‘and’ the local scenery.
over a year,.and they can virtually}:
” Géorges’ Ginés- Jean - - Marin. release | of
of the distributor’ to present the
control’ and’ dictate: what can. be. ported. his -position: in: “The ‘Con- {:7 ‘Aero. . Film. -production. “Selected. ‘and... While. Andrew: Adorian. has chipped
film sans license while the State
nection’*
a
recent:
Missouri:
one—
:mounted |.newsreel © footage
by - :‘Peter|.in. ‘with. a: pleasing: score. -Petrie’s shown. in: this. State,”ne ‘London. de- the:
Board: of Regents had. an appeal
‘so-called ‘Marcus ° decision. -Rosinski,” Raphael .Nussbaum. ::Comimen-: direction is: sometimes. ‘flabby, but.
“tary. by Jean :‘Serge. ‘Spoken by Seérzge,. Max
pending against a previous. -court clared.

[2

By JAMES L.. CONNERS.
Albany, Oct. 39.

He. ‘continued. that. “Section: 112 ‘Likewise, the. ‘TS. Supreme: Court: . Megy; . : editor, - Georges * ‘Marschack. At | highlights ‘a few dramatig situations...
to - ‘The Con- ‘is in direct contravention of* the finding.. in’ June, 1962,. on Manual ‘ft Studio De. L’ Btotles Paris.
3
‘Runfing time. effectively.”
70 MINS:
‘court ‘area’ set ‘forth in the’ Roth: “Enterprises. VS. ‘Day.
Best . Sperformanee. ‘comes | : from ”
“Slowness” of the Regents in. ‘case (U. S. Supreme. ‘Court), and. |+ ‘Answering a. question’ from: the}.
pressing the appeal. was a: matter application of this “section :is:..a ‘bench, Brind:‘Said. he “could: not| “This ca “strange - one.-oe ‘com. “Miss; Zetterling. She: clearly: reals.
‘find .a- decision: dealing. with: “the’| Dilation - subject about the ‘Russia | ‘ized that: the role. had.to ‘be ‘over-...
ef questioning in. an -hour long|
| violation. of. constitutional: guaran-.
hearing here. Charles A. Brind. dr. tees. of freedom of: Speech and t:specific delineation: he .madé as ta |-.of the. Czar: and ‘then’ covering. the|‘played and. -does: ‘it: with” abandon. -| the’ verboten word and its implica- | Revolution seems ‘to. resemble:the |.‘Miss.- Kwan’s ‘part is. -rathér...too-.
appeared ‘as. counsel for. the State préss.”
“Yank. “We'll. Bu
ou,” reviewed: naive but there are’ -sinie -Teward- _
' tions,
of New York. The issue ‘is wsed on | In “The. Connection?ae “asserted |i.
in VARIETY, :Oct:ry.
10Rsissue.. ‘But not. : ‘ing.-supporting.“ roles : by:: a- * stolid -' --L ondon ; ¢}hal1etiged
soundtrack. of - the vulgar word for’ London, the Regents have: banned’
Brind , S argues completely. since‘this-runs.70 mins., ‘Moore; John Le Mesurier and. Miss *-.
excrement,
a picture “with less than-oné-half. -meént and. the Regents’ ‘stand that- not’'77, arid:.seems:.‘to’. have. ‘some, ‘Mitchell, who. suffers ‘to. -good- éf-.:
’.It seems probable.that a decision minute. of -its: '102-minute running. ‘a word..could: have -one. efféct in‘a different ‘footage. with: German anid: fect as ‘the’ crippled: -eider’ sister.
might come very soon. Before. it. time devoted. to:the word they termi: |book -and. a| different: impact: via’ ‘French’ ‘backgrounds. .
Boone gives.a- pleasant. ‘perform- .
reached -“The Connection” matter, ‘obscene.’””. ‘London. .stated “the |the ‘sereen. ‘He. cited. a:‘ pronounice- /
“Bury,” a ‘Columbia’ release. in'} ance ‘but will have ‘to: ‘give. second
eighth on the.day’s docket—« hear-- ‘four-letter:: term, whieh ’ normality} ment: that: “The: medium Whieh “is - the. U.S.,; -is’ a“ condemnation of:|thoughts. about’: ever ‘playing. .a
ing ended at 6:10. p.m.) court in-- connotes ‘human: -excrement,. Was - made. available: does ‘not affect. the Russia while this is anti-Stalin: but” heavy. Theré.aré four songs: which
siders indicated the ruling might .-used.-as “slang for: “heroin”: il |.question. ‘of. obscenity. "
seemingly -- ‘pro-Khrushchev. . -and: |: ‘hé puts over. ‘Dersudsively: ‘He_has
“be made. “in four or five weeks. ”
1 times. Brind had. estimated it -w as | - How,’ ‘asked --London,- eould”” a. ‘Lenin: It also gives a lion’s -‘share: ‘hada hand in writing two of: them,”
' motion picture almost. exactly. ‘like .
employed:
“on.
about
17:
occasions.’
mn
_ Six of the ‘seven judges. boma:“stage Play: ‘which. had .“run: for: Of. credit for the succeessful Rev O- . the. ‘title. song; “Main. Attraction” -«
.
‘ Substitute Words*
bardéd the opposing lawyers with
| lution to. the ‘banished. Trotsky...
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and Home,
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- : East, : Embassy “initiated a: ‘mobile. boxoffice. to: ream Pennsylvania, ‘|an:
latter
stages festival,
“was- talking
. about’
American
nothing.
con-:| ‘10 years” has changed” from that town resurgence, the other big
here.
of -a. minor” position..with a “single | circuit
Fox
Midwest
of
-Corinécticut, ‘New Jersey ahd upstate.’ Distrib’ ‘fias also’ incepted phone |:
‘orders, to’:be: handled* by.- bonded. messenger. '. “Billy Budd’ ‘stars: clusive: ‘but. clearly thinking in this . first run. theatre’ to, the dominant: ‘National .Geéneral- Theatres, has7
direction.
*.
| downtown ‘circuit.. with the five | shifted. its operations entirely out
Peter. Ustinov and ‘Terence ‘Stamp, ‘with AA“ publicist Lars’ MeSorley,
{of th edowntown area. It now has
extending :‘their. cocktail-interview- cifeuit® this week’ ‘to ‘Toronto. ‘and | Quite. a-“few,‘héwever,. feel that ‘theatres in:: oper ation.

* (18); Some 24 ‘Secret ‘Service ‘agents’ attended’ the 8 ‘p.m... screening, |“

A manager}
Feldun is preset UA

“Hollywed'sFest”

-Montreal.

. Jerry ‘Pickman,:on the phone. to VarrEety;..asking: where. ,Washington. would -be “the: appro-|. - Free’ ‘parking | “is the. biggest |first runs in what fr years were

‘second runs ‘in. shopping centers,
he ‘could:each ‘Charles Simonelli—wlio’s only his .new biz ‘associate: -priaté: place for: ‘such.-a-. festival, Sonanza. -ever for’ the circuit, “ac- }
cae - BRK’ circuit, in: Chi,. ‘playing’ “Boecaccio. *70"".. subtitled: in‘ a Loop. ‘but this’ has..not been: fully. dis- -cording:: -to ‘Durwood. |“The »July: except the Uptown.
_ fitstrun, auditioned the: dubbed version, :‘was
s Impressed, and. is.screening. cussed:. -What * matters: is. where’ ‘and August.- theatre. ‘operation ‘this! _ All: of its theatres. the Uptown,
“America can. put its:-best. foot’ for- |.year. brought. the circuit: $205 007 |:
Plaza. and .Brookside which are.
“it for balance. of the date.
.
‘ward. in. impressing. the.world: ‘The against. -$118, 346°: for the’ same: usually first. ron in Kansas City,
Producer: Raoul: ‘Levy’ here from Paris.
* Moral: Re-Ainiament;
subject... of whether: ‘a’: fete should.
previous. year, an in-| Mo., solve the parking problem.
whose. *The- Crowning. ‘-Experience” has: recéiied: Wide theatrical dis- -be held. in.: ‘Washington Or, Holly- months ‘the.
AW ith shopping cener parking probcrease * of $86,661.
tribution; - has ‘just .started --shooting-another feature at: the: MRA Weood. is still. int debate.”
Nem With ‘shopping center parking
headquarters. in Mackinac; Mich. It’s. “The Hurricane”, and-stars’ Muriel.| -Riyvkin,:: who‘: also | pr exies the: -_. During ‘the two months this year;
street-side
‘the’ circuit. paid $11,548 for park- lots, and: sufficient
_ Smith, who also had the. top’ spot: in.“Experience’’.. .. The’ Gevaert ‘Co; “Screen: “Writers .Branch -of: ithe |:
parking: open to all the public. The
‘of .‘America. has hamed Christopher T..: Culligan, formerly .‘with. Audio-: .Writers Guild’ Of! America, “West:. ing, ‘and expense it -did- not have. ‘Granada.
in Kansas City, Kansas,
Jean. Carmen: Dillow’s: | likewise ‘emipliasized -the’ point.of, in- 1961- The circuit... has . évery: ‘Similarly:
- tape: Corp. .its; new” personnel: manager .°.
.las. sufficient - on-street
‘dow ntown Barage.. and parking lot
{ndie Ameri¢an™ pic, “Tears. Are-for: “Tomorrow, is “now Shooting.in a festival site.
“
“Tin the -deal, save..one; and’ gets an and city Parking lot space.
"-Amalti, ‘Italy, after six months of photography. in ‘the. Statés, *
The two operations ‘are ‘prime
eae ooam -in favor: of an: offieial «discount. of 95 per’. cent:
‘ Twentietti-Fox. ad-pub. veep “Charles Einfeld;. followitig his: twouw eék . American film. ‘festival; 38 . he “said, :| average i “the ‘undertaking has ‘exhibits ‘in the shift of first-run
cross-country: tour on behalf of “The: ‘Longest. Day” -and “The Last Days|“but whether my. guild is’ in: favor’ | proven:
QbVigusly”
| orthwhile, - .Durw God |theatre operation. brought about: by.
—: WwW
-of Sodom and. Gomorrah,’’- conducted an .exhib. seminar here. Monday | of: it. being held. jin Hollywood. or.-|
-fthe autoniobile, ‘suburbia and
points -out..
(29) on plans for “Sodom”. « Lopert’s “Eleétra” ‘willbe’ opening: here’ Washington” thas not yet been de-.| ‘The. ‘parking’-- is. freé, publicized |-big |ube. Take your choice, the
but
-" “Yand”"6n the Coast :in December. .
:-Word: from: ‘London -is that ‘Carl. termined.”oe
.
given. with. no strings. That |neither is like the pre-war and
. Foreman. has: cast nine-year-old ‘Alaa ‘Barnes for.a featured role.in “The .. Mére: enthusiastic” ‘and “outward[and
freé’ parking ;arly .Post-war days. ,
io,

_Nictors.” Kid was last seen‘here in. “Whistle ‘Down the Wind.” - ~
‘Alfred .:

Morton, ‘chairman

is in contrast-to ‘most:

was: George. Chandler, . “ prexy. of. policies .observed

today: ‘by. mer- |

‘of. ‘Astor -‘Pictures’ “exec. committee, :-Screen ‘Actors Guild: : “Pérsonally,” -| chants- ‘and theatres; .On.. soniewhat |
will be: repping -the film company: at: the up¢oming TOA: ‘annual: con- ‘he commented on‘the.SPG project, |-of- ‘a: clundestine. basis. The. circuit.
The New. Yorker Theatre’ follows. ‘its- firstrun of Orson “T think. it is:a ‘splendid’. idea. to” here. ds ‘the’ only’ one’ in. the. entire|
vention:.

= Welles’ “Arkadin® (1955) with :two.. more: delayed: local.‘préems;: ‘Luis
“Buntiel’s ’.“Archibaldo de La. (Cruz’”’ (1955)" ‘and. “Partings,” a- ‘Polish:
‘import:made in. 1959. They open: Nov. 27.::
_ Adolph: Herman’s new.
. Sands: ‘Point. ‘Theatre opens tonight. (31) with:“Waltz -of: the: Toréadors.’ |

“LONG?rST DAY’ LOOKS
nation which: pays the entire: -park~
B'G FOR CONTINENT
customer Durwoodl.
splan.‘will: be ‘ given. full::considera- }ing: cost for: the.

‘have “an. ‘International Film” Festi-.
‘val: in ‘Hollywood. I am ‘sure: the’

says.’
Paris, Oct. “30:
-tion by: the. beard of. directors: ‘of:
‘The same plan would prove as
Twentieth-Fox's. “The Longest
“the:
SAG
when
it,
is
presented:
‘to
|
“Adman Charles: Schilaifer: ‘will be'the. keynote speaker at the. Western
beneficial- for -other _downtown 1Day” Appears. certain to be
a
a States: ‘Leadership: Conference Sponsored ‘bythe. Natl: Assn.’ for ester‘thacm.’
‘‘l-pusiness,. including doctors; lawy-| blockbuster in Britain ‘and on real
the
Adopting.
a
‘Tote
‘dubious’
view:
ers, dentists as well as merchants. ° continent if ‘the- ‘tempo. of its. initial
*- Health, in. Tucson ‘Nov: 1-2. ‘The. ad agency topper is.-sec. “treas. ‘of.me
Léon -Barsha, ‘prexy: of. American ‘Some: parking: plans. now. in effect
‘Joint: Conimission, :‘On. Mental: Iiness: &. Health.:
dates’ is maintained. According to
| Cinema: Editors, “trevertheless’ went" he- describes as. half-héarted, given
figures supplied ‘by Perey Living“Col’s’ ‘international topper: Mo. Rothmin’s~ safari: from: London to
on -yecord: as ‘in: ‘favor of: ‘the SPG
af thé. Far East. (taking the- Marco. Polo “east” Toute) will bring:‘him back" ‘film: fete, with ‘cer tain treservations: discreetly. “with a sizeable’ ‘purchase... stone; managing director for Great.
| and °backed by: only: token adver- { Britain and Ireland, and Dav id
to.‘Gotham: ‘just.before Dec. ‘1.
“} XEy: ‘organization. is ‘heartedly in.
“Ultra: Pictures: formally iricorporated in ‘New.York” ‘by. Budd ‘Roders | favor of: any art“form. which. will. ‘tising:. It gets. token ‘results;. he be- Raphel, continental - division mannow that. he’s finalized: the deal. to’-‘acquire. U.S..distribution: rights: to: further. mofion. pictures, * he -ob-- lieves, ‘and: ‘always ‘will until it .is ager, pic has earned. $136.800 in.
_ four. Italian pictures. ‘from: ‘Paul Graetz.°
a: Served. “Our: ‘only. concern concern; . “general, generous. and forthright. film fréntal in its. first 10: engageThe patron simply -:wants. to know.
this side .in just 12 days.
“Study in Color, ” three new: ‘one-act plays: by the Rev. Maleoim Boyd, however, ‘lies: in the great number she is wanted; and the .cost of pay- -|.ments
|
of
festivals
which
are.
springing
up:
Including the dates which starf-.
‘show: ina Detroit suburb during the first three weekends in. November. '
ing
parking.
for
.the
.merchant
is
= “Boyd, Episcopal: (Chaplain | to Wayne. State .University, .will appear. ‘in’ ‘throughout . the - country.’ and ‘the slight -in view: of the. dollar. volume. . ed Jast week, the. film is. now playing in 22 theatres in Britain and
one. plays along: with two- Negro. actors, cnt: Frazier ‘and:Woodie King world, ‘and we. don’t-..want, to. ‘get: which results, “Durwood says. :
the -shuffle. If. the: Screen
Lon ; |
_
# Jost“in
“on the:continent,
Producers ‘Guild .can: find - a. way]. ‘The ®“free -evening parking -is
Meanwhile: “Méet. Malcolm ;‘Boya:a new ‘radio -geries -is“ heard: in} for ..it.-to. stand-. out, _we "Feall: ‘in proving - so successful. that ‘the | ===
“New. York on-WRVR-FM. Wednesday. -night;- at:11 p.m. Program: is.-also . favor: of: it.”
| circuit ‘is considering expanding it-»‘proadecast in: Hartford. ‘Boyd is. fhe former. Hollywood |showman ho 12
‘Publicists. Guila will. discuss: mate for full -daytime ‘use. The free
° took holy. orders,-.
; | ter’ of at next meeting of. its: Execu- parking idea has made downtown|!
--George Stevens ‘east: Ea Wynn. for vole of:“Old Arai” in-“The:‘Great: tive. Board ‘Nov. 5. Don McDonald, | -Kansas- City: the. most. “successful |
cs est.Story Ever Told’: . 2». Otto- Preminger. set’ Gore: Vidal to script “The. veepee, ‘in. abience of Don. Bout: motion picture - market ‘in- a -5- ‘y
-..: Cardinal;”? Henry. Morton Robinson. -tomie;:for: Columbia Pix release«.. | yette, -prexy, on
Hh
i-" state. area, including ‘SE. Louis, oo
Rockefetfer Center © Ci 6-4600
-Durwood says..:
A ROSALIND: NATALIE
. - Anthony Franciosa. and ‘George: Roy ‘Hill: will co-produce.“ ‘Tdiot’s. De- es
ated .over ocation
Ar
zona, stated
weekend:.in’“The:
|= KARL
|
. light,” re-make- of Metro’s’ 1939. Clark- Gable-Norma: Shearer: ‘starrer. : general reaction’of.our members is |: During “the ‘period “Of -Durwood
|}.

New YorkTheatres.
RADIO tityMUSIC MALLS

ieee producer Ronald Lubin and: writer. Leon ‘Uris will co-produce- Jat-. ‘very favorable. to. the festival. An.
ter’s new ‘novel, “Mila ‘18”...-.°.: Mort Sahl: snagged. star role in: ““The.} official reaction: ‘willbe announced.
‘Troy. Donalite: into. _after “the. matter ~-hag “been*dis-.
'-- Gate,” ‘Chrislaw ‘production for-UA ‘release:
WB's. “Palm: Springs Weekend,’ ” Michaet HH. Hoey,Production: ‘directed: ‘cussed at. next: meeting of:the:“Ex
-by- ‘Norman: Taurog. a
a ecutive Board.”
.
.

-ascendancy .the industry has’ seen | -}- RUSSELL *WOOD > MALDEN
“GYPSY”

‘the’ demise of... the big Tower |
Theatre (2.100 seats), the Orpheum ©
Theatre
(1,900: seats). ‘and. the |:
Esquire Theatre (620 ‘seats), ‘as well:-||.

Produced and Directed by MERVYN LeROY
A Warner Broa. Picture in Tectinicolor.
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toHartfordExl
|
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i om

“Reason ‘exhibition’ ‘spokesmen<. are’“morosé’ over ‘the: paystv chal _
Tenge lurks:in competition ‘Oct,’ 20-26)" provided ‘in. the ‘Hartford,

‘Conn:,. area, ‘where’ WHCT
ice offered: this fare:

((channel. 18) 4stolling. away. Fee: ‘berve

“Music-Man,” ‘Damn’ the. Defiant:ad “Thunder of Drums, a “Zotz Me
Howard

‘Minskv.

unt- aned
Par roma

hed man’ ataia

isnt

0 CAPACITY aT3)
a nag been!

Telemeter, w-serted this week that | -The exec. “strongly indiéated-. ay
the pilot run is over at Etobicoke, “new possible angle anent. ‘payveey
Toronto, to. the extent that Par presentation. This-would: be ‘in .con- |

a “Boys’ Night. “Out” and “The -Interns.”.Not to: mention: a tape of:
. - Hildegarde’s- supperclub: ‘turn, -the Yale-Cornell ‘grid match, a ‘Na-.
' tional’ Hoekey. |‘League tilt, and. ‘the. Fullmeér-Tiger middleweight *:

FORFULLMER- TIGER :

“Vancouver,. Oct. 80..
has: all-the inteHigence required to | junction with CATV: operators. He
Closéd. circuit . ‘telecast. of .thé|
get its hone toll television system | says community: antenna’ systems! Gene.
,
Fullmer-Dick:. Tiger :middle-.
‘electronically” |-weight title ‘fight from’ ‘Candlestick. |
off tne ground, The run at the}and ‘Telemeter. “are |
Toronto stiburb Will continue as it |and: psychologically compatible.
future,- ‘Park ‘in’:San..Francisco drew’ ap.
Télemeter’s- ‘immediate
kas been going. tor. more than twoEtobicoke, appears’ to{ proximately: $3,700 - from: an -esti-.|.
years with. about 5 700. subseribers ‘outside: of.
mated: 1,240 customers‘in. thie. Capi-.}: toi Theatre, -about. 70% of. ‘the. 1;710.]paving up to $2: per. program. But} be in the southwest. -It’s: introduc
tion in ‘Little. Rock. awaits: the okay
has
the important

garnered

point

enough

Is that Par

of ‘the Arkansas. Supreme

information

Court, Gapacity: :All seats in the Famous:|’

championship. ‘bout. from San. Francisco, “Hildegarde and: ‘the filmsJ

get. Tepeat: airings, of course. |

:

OF175,000SeatsOnly4000Sold
For Closed-CircuitTiger-Full nerbo

‘Players’: house: was tagged at $3-en}

of pay-ty to de-| over the objections. of exhibs. Also, a -no-reserved: Tush. admission basis. |.
about the basics
termine future |
‘course.
1 without. legal. objection so ‘far, is|. Turnout was ‘surprisingly. good: in|.
‘Theatres |:

or

~ CultureVs. Films

‘Fiscal

results. -were. far’ ‘from.

~ [heartening on last’ Week's: :closed-"

-circyit telecast to. 27> theatres. and.
Minsky took ‘over ‘the presidency the formation -of Home
.123. auditoriums ‘across. the ‘country’
‘view. of the ‘sour, taste ‘left: with
work
to.
operator
franchise
as.
Inc.
.sucsummier,.
of Telemeter’ last
———__
|6f-:the: Dick. ‘Tiger-Gene *‘Fullmer ->
fight fans here by the abrupt finish —
‘Continiuea from. page 3.—.
ceeding Louis A. Novins, who at |in. other.-cities .of the southwest, of thé recent high-priced Patter-||*
middleweight: : championship- “pout. ’-alCities
.
cunspecified
‘such.
of
four
}
Minsky
the time left Par entirely..
son-Liston -bout. |Tickets for that | in ‘charge- of.‘old:“values, like. ‘a from’ Candlestick. Park;: San Fran-. A
of:
Btages..
various
in
being
‘ready
Par
the
in
had been an exec
event. were. ‘$6 ‘and $4..
:
: | new: reléase,. -are.“wringing |- their ‘cisco...
‘domestic sales department. on the Pay-see.- engineering.’
Picture quality. Suffered. Intermit- hands; ‘and.. hoping: their.bosses|: “Total of’. 175.000" “seats: wees":
theatrical, end.
| tently. from: :interferetice trouble understand . “that fhe: amusement. available: but™: only:’ -40,000; °or. less’. :
-:Future course “of tolivision. so
ton. the ‘line: between: -S. F.. “and| ‘power: structure at the Times. ‘have: fhan 25%," were’ sold.. The gross:
‘| Was. $140,000, comparéd to $3,400,-"
far as. Telemeter is concerned will’
| Seattle: before. reaching, ‘Vancouver; been. drastically -‘tevised. —
‘000°:raked in ‘for. last month's woe
draw upon these conclusions from
‘eating. in...a distorted,: ‘image |
Who: Controls What?
heavyweight. fight: between.’ “Sonny.
the Etobicoke experiment—
+} which" ‘made... -fighters’ -look | like
One
theme’
of
discussion.
around
(1.) There’s .a vast potential. au- |
Crazy ‘House
‘mirror . “reflections. | ‘Times Square is ‘this: ‘distribution. Liston and’ Floyd ‘Patterson, from’
Comiskey Park;. Chicago, - which.:dience and a good amount of the.
While this’ ‘caused. some.. laughs,
1 of authority. at the ‘Times: It is’ far Tete:wired: Anto°250 exhibition out-"
customers. haven't been .theatrical
‘majority. of patrons. did ‘not: find ‘it |:
from ‘clear --and,--regardless;-. ' dis- ets::
-atteridees. Polls have. shown that.
funny, “but pictures. cleared. in the
The: ‘closed-circuit National: Cul nick. of .time each--occasion to still. ‘turbing: This. relates ‘to. the conSO,
The ‘Terms
3259 of the tuners-in haven't been.
to artheatre in over..a year. This tural. Center - fundraiser: Noy. 29 | yocal :money-back: demands: from- Stant “irritant .factor «.of ..the’ “dis-.|- The: ‘live gate: ‘at'- Candiestick:
js réflected in surveys taken: by | | will: be fed to: community antenna some impatient fans. Decision was’ ‘patches. from: ‘Hollywood: ‘itself as. amounted: ‘to $100, 000: on ‘the basis.
filed -by Murray: Schumach, :appar-: Of. .12;000 ©‘paid. admissions. . . The
agencies independent of Telemeter..
systems as. well. as to diriner: and ‘popular: and final: evaluation . in‘i-. ‘ently’ operating: wholly indepenu- |.
Indeed, the. audience for home toll,
cates :8 ‘good potential :‘for..tne
regardless of. turnout at home b.o., | theatre parties: cross-country. The- schediled . “Archie : ‘Moore-Cassius |‘ent. of: either’ ‘Bosley - Crowther or: Tiger’. winner ‘and. new "chiamp,.. re= ove
atre Network Television is produc- Clay: fight.
Abe. Weiler, .L:A:-N.Y: phone ‘cir-' ceived a flat $25,000;. Pullmer, de- -.:
doesn’t hurt. theatres. ©
{cuits buzz. plenty about. Schumach: . throned - - crown-holder,. “collected” la
(2.) Theatrical films, in theatres, ing, with a..lineup of show folk
'-Ticket..
sales
‘were::
handled.
By
.::-..
draw about an average of 60 of. ‘scheduled to..appear. Dinner- ‘and | Percy’ Hicks Ticket: ‘Bureau: . with The favorite descriptive |for: him. is 45%. of. the live gate and. held ‘all
.-Jancillary: rights.- Promoters were: .°.
the potential,- -and this: scales up- ‘theatre admissions will be. scaled. theatre projection. by: TelePromp: |“eynical. a
‘ward to -a just-about-top’ of: J17f0. from $10 to $100.
“Film company nabobs have ‘pean |?Nornian Rothschild:. and Golden vee
°| Fer of. Canada Ltd. °
Many people just don’t go.
Anchor origination ‘for the proa 7 slow: to forgive the failure: of: their. Gate. Boxing . ‘Club.
; “out.the:
(3:) Pay-as-you-see toll: jas: clear- duction... is to be ‘Washington . ‘(in-.|- 5
— ‘own N. Y> ‘employes to have :more| -Fullmer '”franchiséd: :
closed-circuit: opportunity ‘to. ‘Besse
advantages over any kind af billing cluding ‘appearance by Prez J FK),'
‘Vinfluence
:at.*the‘Times..
‘Actually,”.
‘ter M:: -Malitz Inc.. on: this: basis: :
system at the end of the month | with pickups also slated from: New 7
the‘: Times ‘ has always been: @x-.
Exhibitors’ and. Malitz. split’’ ‘the:
because the customers are up ta: -¥ork,. Chicago, “Los: Angeles ‘and:
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=
Continued. from Page. 3.4
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for
.
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Abe . Burrows,
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‘one-third to Malitz. ‘The aforemené. _
been and will continue. ‘to be aA State Dept,” official, ‘contacted. portance, : recogniizng. overseas, tioned ancillary take’ ‘of -$140.000©
tough ‘problem just as there. were. Casals, Bradford: Dillman, Flor-|
‘symphony, opera, ‘ballet and so on “waS taken up by ali: costs:and. over-.:difficulties in converting to: sound, ence Eldridge, Benny’ Goodman ‘in ‘Washington by telephone Mon- |
as never: before, but .accommodat- thead; -neither. :Fullnier. nor: ‘Malitz
color and the various widescreen. Orch, Tammy. Grimes, ‘Jascha. Hei-. day,. ‘pointed “out -that there-are.
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Favors. Partnerships .
of ‘major: ‘sports:. ‘events -hit. a. new.
Minsky is.an enthusiastic advo- tional Symphony Orch, Jason: Ro- . ever—“shortsighted, - -to say the} and: film: meédia.::
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-{-the™ department: had ‘seen ‘a treat-|:‘cipal... films, of. course. There is: shad ‘been: pledged to take. the teletoll can work together to the ad- and Richard Tucker.
Broadway. ‘producer
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that. the
fact
[eight weeks. this summer, but -that‘] jng” according to. program: trends. |9 r .$5 ‘for ‘the’ bigscreen :transmisToronto, has been doing firm. busino.
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Coproductions: involving “Metro: exact ‘relationship’ . to. political | =
: “The pugilistics .and. the: fiscalitie
loss, and will continue to be so, of Hollyw ood and Titanus of Rome
came’ out. fine, however; i n one lo-:... |;
considering. the costs which range —-three in number—have been -‘in-. -events of -the. moment.’ ~The -idea,|°
, cation.
-This -‘was .Manhattan’s |: to $80,000 per program . and the | vited to the Festival of ‘Film. Festi- ‘he’ indicated; is :that :all such. ex-|
| Academy: of Music‘which had 2;759
perhaps $10,000 that. can be: gotten val winners in Acapulco, ‘Mexico, | changes: need. Jongrange- planning, .
[sales. (95%.of: the, film: house) ‘and
‘Continued from page 3 —
{ and none would ever be: ‘completed |. —
back from subscribers. This gets opening. Nov,
24” and
running ‘as: it was ..put:, on “the planning
a‘ gross of -$10,340:..Observer from”
Says through Dec. 6.
-written off as experiment.
hardly’ a. “succes “fou,. the?‘picture’| VARIETY" caught: the Acad. outing.
{ boards‘ and removed -every. time ‘has waited: until ‘now’ ‘to. ‘receive’
Minsky: “We know we- can’t make| | The three features are “Family.
jand.can attest to-the’ strong attend: ~
there -was:.a° ‘change. An ‘the -relamoney in a pilot study but we have Diary,” a winner at Venice; “Arfurther U. Ss. release.
‘ance -plus. fine- reception and audie
tions. between: the two .“countries. :
developed ‘a prototype and the ex- turo’s Island,” which was. named
“In: addition to their ‘production: |ence . enthusiasm. *-2
ott
periment
has proved . we ‘know. best. picture. at the San Sebastian|
distribution’. ‘chores,-- the-.: Seneéa., ~The Malitz. outfit; whieh’ used’ 40.
where we .are. going.”
\Fiim Festival. and “The Days. Are |. - Metro. ‘reictivated “Too:‘Big“for: ‘guys: also..are Jandlords: Of |‘some | handle - the’ -erstwhile | - Wednesday. _
_ Added Minsky; “We feel %ke Numbered,” which topk top‘Prize iTexas” - after’ several. “years |on. consequence,. ‘maintaining: their. night \. fights* for ° ABC-TV, - took. :.-“wire concept is right ‘i.e., cabled
‘shelf. ’ ag
‘Own studios at ‘Hempstead, L.E, {Pains and: exercised. obvious knowtransmission . rather than over the at Mar Del Pilata.. _ _

Closed:Circuit
Culture Come-On

“Gowan & USSR

ACAPULCO FEST SEEKS
METRO-TITANUS TRIO!

OWY.Filmmakers

air)

and -know Jalso

that the* con-

— "|where : they shot -about’ 80%: of'| how: in ‘the ‘pickup:. Full ‘lighting:

|Alliance Theatre:Chain
=

cept of cash is right.’”
Hateful Progress.
Minsky acknowledges opposition;
“to foll on the part of exhibitors

and retaliates that some

men

fouht. against

theatre-|..

conversion

to}

| “Fantastie”. and: which,- when -:not- surround ‘was provided at ringside...
[busy -‘on Séneca projects; has :been. iThe’ screen -images‘ came in bright_
made--availablé -to.‘other... indies: |and. well-defined.-‘In. addition. to .--+One_ recent client: the producer |of j‘this. the fight: itself. was :full of. ac‘another ® local... feature,” “By Any:ten. The Paying ‘customer's ‘had! a
‘Other’ Name. %
a

Community AntennainAllSituations|

sound. CinemaScope and Cinerama. [-:
“But this is show business. and’ the |.
spectrum. 1s. widening. I remember
Alliance

Seneca ‘Produetins. cals: takes

amelie

But: ihe- Acad ‘was .the”:“thoneye.” |

on’ a: -riumber of. outside: industrial|‘making | ‘exception, The. turnout
: Alliance: is”partnering. with. ‘the |and- television-. projects, For Wol-; :Was- slight: around the’ country as”.
- Chicago, Oct. 30.
Amusement ...Co., the} ‘Jerrold: Electronics. Corp. :of ‘Phila-|‘per: ‘Produetions, -Seneca:-has- shot. theatremen™ and-. fight buffs were
when
‘the: late? Charles. Skouras |
midwestern motion’ picture. theatre delphia in’ the CATV on a 50-50 -and “is. continuing ‘to—shoot :“segs Aisinclined: ‘to go “for. another: whirl
‘basis, “Jérrold.. was. one’. of -the’ ments for the tv series; ““The Story |jafter. the inadequately transmitted. °°.
and other national circuits, wouldn't |
touch drive-ins. but drive-ins a chain, ‘is ‘stepping up. its commu- earliest entries. in.the CATV: field,|Of -. oy? -freluding those of ‘an. Patterson-Liston-coritest..” Also- the:?**
reached the point where they: ac- nity: anterina - teevee. -network’ for -hut sold its 15-system’ skein’ a few- ‘actor... " publicist; harness ;driver, “Cuban “erisis ‘obviously: kept. -many
count for 25°€ ‘of’ our domestic ;‘the ‘professed reason, of.making, years ago. Alliance* owns 70.:thea- 4 artist, “and wrestler...
: ,at-Tadfo.and- television. ringside on ..:*.
|sure that it-owns the CATV system |tres: in. the: Midwest—30: qrive-ins . Since .all. three. Buss are’ practiés _the Cuban crisis. -Too,. the, set-to:.
“business.”

ling filmmakers, ‘they ¢ai‘-switcli: was: postponed three. times: and this. ~

in the: theatre. business.‘for 45.Years.
roadb! Deks. such: ‘as. the Tegalistic |houses.
”
ws
furtctions “quite . neatly: AW hiileQn, hurt. : :
delay in Little Rock where “Exhibs | The Chi-based firm. hag just.re-| SoS. Gregory,- ‘the prexy. of Al- ‘Kronick was preparing ‘the releake..) ‘The: upcoming: nowi:title hiatch:”.
are in a court row with Teiometer, ; vealed ~ ‘construction “of -a CATY: lianee, maintains: ‘that the. ‘question of “Yojimbo” this: summer,;. Me-:. -between -Cassius Clay. and Archie’

but

insists |that. procress’ can't” be |‘system in. Streator, Til., a ‘city with, of . whether a CATV ‘system: -POses|,
: Carty was directing “Fantastic” and Moare for some. time: has:-been-‘on ~.
back indefinitely,
ia. population of. 20, 00° located in‘a’ threat. to''a theatie. owner ‘is a. ‘Gaffney was producing. Their. next: the calendar -for closed--circuiting, 2
As for. the exh i antipathy, he northwestern Illinois. . Alliance |en-..“moot: point.. More’ to. the point.””
feature. project: -is ‘likely. .to ‘be. “a , but this: new. ‘seems: unlikely. -Un-. °wonders about the fact that some tered ‘the -CATYV: field a. year. ago- he-savs: “is the question—who. will ‘script. by ‘Kronick -.titled-. “oN t- certain. too, “is. ‘a’ pickup: of: the* a

heid

0 .. Tiger+-Fulimer return...” ROW “sched
exhibits are directly involved . ib with: a system in Ottawa, Ill, ‘and .own the CATV. system,:the theatre ‘Enough’. Kissing. in - The: Streets.”
the oper ation of - community an- now claims ‘that. more than 40% “owner:or anothér ‘industry: group?”. ‘Before.that, however, : they -have uled. fox.Text January.
tenne systems in. areas “so geo- of the. homes’ are connected . to: ‘it. Gregory. contends that::f{he-mo- pbeen- ‘eoritracted’ ‘to. -pr oduce : and...
graphically. set up that” thet can’t.
In: ‘addition, Alliance® ‘holds “a tion” ‘pieture- industry. ‘made a. big '-direct: -“a. half-hour. pilot -”film...
receive normal cummercial tv Ex- ‘franchise: to
eonstruct..a CATV: ‘mistake | by ‘fighting: -television at:‘ written‘by. Ossie ‘Davis and starring : - Friedman to:‘Embassy:
hibs are the impresarios.. he points” systenr” in ‘Eogansport:- Ind. - kas. ‘its: inception’ ‘instead: of. joining -ith : Damita Jo, which is- expected ‘to be: | New" ‘recruit.in ‘the ad-exploita-.
up, yet theatre business ‘hurts bad. another: under construction in. Mar - “Tt “behooves us” to have an. open’ the.” first’: all Negro: television’pn
tion: ranks--at :-Embassy- Pictures is..
when the CATV ‘*Community An- ‘seilles, Ill... and has. made addi-: mind.”- he adds,. “and profit. by. our:;j comedy. series.
Arnold ‘Friedman, who exits United”.
‘tenna: TV: hookups are established. ‘tional -:applications . ‘for: franchises: mistakes. Ms
Artists’ after two: years ‘as ‘assistant .:
So on what side are the exhibs in several other’ Indiana. cities. The,
‘Alliance ‘started: its “diversifiea:|.to: -pressbook editor:Milt- Skolsky..
really? Minsky. argues that thea-:. Ottawa. fee has been $5 per’ month :“tion -program. four .years: ago :by.
Joe: Pasternak. “gabbing’. “Stith ¢ Prior to: that-he was a field man’
tremen actually can work both sides |‘per. home, :and: a company ‘spokes-: purchasing : ‘franchises. ‘for. several .Glenn: Ford .and. Stella Stevens for =‘for. -Columbia. AE. ‘Embassy © he'll.
of. the street—that is; locally - pro-,man- said that the “new’ outlets |McDonald. 15¢ Drive-In restaurants. Metra :: entry, : “The -“San Fran: |function-as° assistant: to. ad:director .
the:‘same. \ They: how. own..10° ot them...
viding pay-tv hand. in’ hand with’. would. ‘probably: charge |
ciscans,’”
‘Robert Weston, . °
a

“|
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Whistler's 3
Brother
Eondon, Oct: 30..

“| LongestDay’Ss

rene

West End,

roe

oe
‘A mysterious whistle, .which «

8

|WidHefty 176,Landlady’ Big 126

was recorded with éach. take,.
ft :. prompted director Dan Petrie |
‘| _to, call-in the British Society —

“Yondon’

- “for. Psychical Research during.-

Gala: Film ‘Distribs. is:‘to:reléase. Michaelangelo .Aritontont’s

phe5 : the filming, at a vacant historic.
': mansion, of. the Mirisch-Barbi-~:

| Porgy&Bess Standout 226, Third

“:-Relipse,”. starring Monica. Vitti-and: Alain’ Delon’.: . Edis. Adanis, with |. ~ Can. “production - “Summer -*
Bob Hope aiid Anita’ Ekberg in “Call: Me: Bwana;” ROW: Yolling at Pine- | : Flight,”": ostarring:: ‘Susan, Hay~ 2
wood, flew to Athens: for location surveys for:an upcoming segment of ward, |
es
her ‘ABC-TV: ‘series. She is:already skedded’ to-“do shows {n ‘London |" .
“After™ ‘Bw: ‘hours’: “investiga--: and Salzburg following ‘her..present film: stint. :.-Iam ‘McShane, ‘the |.... tion, the research. team advised

London, Oct. 30.
There are two major new comers.
if
brightening. the West End scene,

jk
|
Exhibs.Warn
‘and both are doing standout. ‘biz.
first ‘to hit- town was “The
Of Feevee Danger ‘The
Longest. Day,” which, with. capacity

“ .' 19-year-old actor who- made: his screen. ‘debut in: the Betty. Box-Ralph “the: ‘director. ‘that the -stranze: ™
“ .: Thomas. production, . “The .Wild .and :the. Willing,” waxed his. first - Whistle: ‘could ‘easily. bé- elimi-.
"-Fecord -of. ‘songs. from. the: film last’ week, -and on “Nov: It ‘makes his tv.| |:b nated—by :Yemoving :a “neigh-.

London,, “Oct... 23.: jat every evening. performance, .
oS 7
“bow: in the. ABC-.Armcehair Theatre production “Thank -You.and: Good- .bor’s 10 ‘year old. boy. from an.
‘In “its: campaign against the in-. grossed a smash $24: 500 in its
“night”..._,¢: Gordon: Douglas, currently directing: “Call Me Bwana,” is}. upstairs: attic’ room, _
"| troduetion of. toll-tv; the Cinema- ‘opening ‘week at the Leicester
. falking . a deal ‘with Ben Fisz. < ‘One ‘week after. publication. John |~
=| tograph Exhibitors’. ‘Association: has. Square ‘Theatre, and is heading for.
. Braine’s “Life atthe “Top”: (sequel to his ‘Room:.at .the.‘Top”) headed
“| warned the Board-of Trade and the: “a. comparable: figure in the second
the: bestsellérs ‘charts, Romulus, who filmed “Room. at:the. Top;” will
-| Postmaster-General_ that there is | round. The othér is *‘The Chapbe making the sequel; again with’ ‘Laurence Harvey, early” in 1964 .*. .
“a very ‘real. danger” of. feevee ‘man
Report,”
which,
though
“ -Rank..Film - Distributors have inaugurated | a: 24-hour: press. ‘service: ‘ai
-|
. “destroying . :the :existing. cinema. sev erely mauled by the London
- their. Wardour “Street: ‘h:g... ,- - Ruth :Dennis, a:senior exec of Public:
| market’ long before the new medi- {‘eritics, is ~heading: for $21,000, or’

Filn-TeleTalent
Schools Planned
For W. Germany

‘Relations and- Administration, who. has worked“in New: York and. Holly=}..
wood, is heading a new department at the. agency to service stars and.7
artists

working

in,’ or visiting,

Britain. °

| um is, if ever; established. re
more, .in its first’ Warner stanza.
According :0. a. CEA letter, .on- i; Also currently making their West
. |: the anticipated green: light for ‘pay- End .bow are “The” Wild’ and. the
tv. exhibs might: well conclude. that. Willing,” “which is shaping to a
they’ had no future.‘and ‘so dispose 1 hefty $17; 000, or near, in its first
of ttieir- theatres. “The number. of: week ‘at. the Odeon,
Leicester’
Boni, Oct.: ‘23. - ‘theatres -Temaining- open (in Brit-. -Square, and- “The Notorious Land-

Hammer.
Films’ next. production: is to:‘be.a comiedy: “Love ‘in‘Smoky |.
“Region
s, *. ‘which
-Michael Carreras ‘is to:- ‘produce from. a- first novel

* by ex-Fleet. Street columnist Angus Hall: They're doing.the screenplay ye
~ Jointly: Jointly::; 3.... :‘Peter. ‘Rogers. has inked--composer-arranger-conductor. Eric |*. Rogers . (no relation) to do’ the. musi¢ -forall his forthcoming: ‘films: in. os“plans. are ‘still :in .negotiation. ‘ain) is~ getting’ dangerously “low,” lady.” wW‘hich. looks to hit a pleasant
‘his ‘expanding production program.: ‘First. in--the’ new deal was “‘Tlie ‘here: with the West German. Gov-|.warns: CEA,..“‘and .a- further ‘con- ‘$12, 600. at the Odeon, Marble Arch.
‘Iron. Maiden,”. and: that- will ‘befollowed: by|“Nurse on: Wheels; which’ .érriment for a Film-.and Television. traction might well-bring about the {‘Among the holdovers, “Porgy &
«starts. ‘filming ‘on. Novy 1200 °5°. AL check: on ‘ticket sales ‘Teveals: ‘that ‘academy to.train new comers tofe. collapse. ‘of the whole :industry.”’.
Bess” closed its third) Dominion
- 10,923,684. people. have: seen. ‘Carl Foreman’s “The Guns of :Navarone™: two:industries.
‘What particularly. bothers the ex-.
~..”’
‘sesh with a standout $22, 400, while.
hibs isthe fact that ‘many pro-.
co pinee. it: operied’“in ‘April 1961°. . ‘The. publicity department: of “the:|. “Starting about six months: igo,
‘the London Pavilion “Dr. No” was:
* « Mirisch-Barbican |color’ ‘production. “Summer: ‘Flight, ”- now filming. at ‘commission: headed: by ‘Pr. Berthold: ducers have ‘turned a deaf ear to. ‘set for. a :socko $16.900 in its third

“*- Shepperton; “did: ‘double: duty” for: key Scenes in the film ~last.’week. Martin, board director of the Fed-: their .suggestion: that. the anticiround... ‘West Side Story” con- Shooting -‘inside the °‘unit’ office: building, . diréctor -Dan-Petrie| turned. eral.. Office: for: Culturé, has .been- - pated .Tollvision experiment may
‘the: publicity . department’: -into .a.-London. newspaper office, and.later teonsidering proposals for this. in- prove -a- failure, -and ‘have. warned . tinues. in ‘great stvle, with a fancy.
is
1 $14,000 for its 34th week.
into, an:‘accounting: office; (Checking-expenses?),_
—
..:|- teresting training’ . -development. ‘them-, of
a-loss of confidence
Estimates for Last Week
_|But like any other project, once it: vamong™ ‘exhibitors” -which could | . Astoria (CMA) (1.474; $¥.20-$1.75
‘gets’.into the..hands_.of officials, leave. the’ filmmakers. without. a | —"‘ West Side Story” (UA) (34th
:
|
- “Paris ae
{ market. at allin the’ U. K.
‘Wade. ‘coniedian ‘Pierre’ Etaix. has finished: his. ‘first. ‘pic |feature ong things” tend™ to’ ‘move: “slowly.
wk): ‘Great, $14.000.
~*
Soupirant”: (The Suter which reportedly has- -only |a few-linés .of dialog
|::“Initial: ‘plan. was..:to ‘develop (a
“Carlton (20th? (1, 128: 70-$1 75\—
‘Film
and
Television
academy.
for
with: the- rest. all: ‘gags based | on the: ‘character of --Etaix,. a. ‘meticulous,
“beqe. a Man Answers” (Rank) (3d
- ne @old! but engaging. character at war with inanimate objects and ‘society teaching’ directing,’ ‘producing, actFair $6.000. Almost $6,400.
:| Wk.).
ing,
and
technical
skills:
for:
‘televi;
* -=ynwillingly. Etaix: made: ‘two ‘shorts ‘for ‘producer |Paul. Claudon: which:
“Live Now—Pay..
| previous: week.
‘sion:
“and”
films:
‘to
‘build:
up
film
|.
wom : fest. ‘awards, “Rupture” and “Heureux
Annivetsaire.” :Claudon
Later”: (Regal) opens Oct. 25.
.
archives;
trade.
schools,
.
art
.
school
|
:
decided. to let--him- make- a.feature cheaply. but. with :plenty: -of :time:Gasino (Indie) (1, 155: $1.20-$2.10)classes,
.university.
classes,
‘so
that
|
|
-JAfter six. months it~is: ready. and- inside ‘talk ‘is. comparing: Etaix to
“South. Seas Adventure’ (Robin’
. Jacques. Tati; It -concerns °a timid |‘man:‘trying to.‘Bet: married, Etaix: a graduate would. ‘emerge. with an.)
(9th wk.). Stout: $12:000. Holds one
‘official two-year degree.- But: some |."
. Sydney, Oct. 23.
plays: and directs. :
lof the plans have bogged down be-|:. After:a long lapse of floor shows, | More round. with “How the West:
After | the. “success : of .“The “Longest: Day” <eoth): ‘oidtimé: ditector: cause of .competition - between’ the the Chevron-Hilton -‘(the Hilton-in- |)Was ‘Won’ (MG) preeming ‘Nov. 1. Coliseum
(MG)
1.795;
$1.05. Julien: Duyivier: announcing | ‘a “pic -to: take*-place. :‘during: -and. after: two: iridustries, and- eurrent. négo-. terests are ‘out nowadays)... swing
- ‘D-Day: based™.on ‘a™ true’ incident when - the landings “had- a’ flock: of tiations concern the ‘building ofa: ‘back to top ‘U.S. acts;.with: Yvonne: $2.80'1—“The Password .Is Courinmates of an: ‘insane ‘asylum: escaping: To ‘be- written- by Maurice Bessy, television’: training. school’ in Mu-' “De. Carlo: the. initial ‘entry- in ‘the. afe”: (MG) (2d wk.. Steady $9.200.
. Henri Jeanson ‘and Duvi ivier; -it-is to bea “comedy”. we . Word. ts. that: hich (which could: draw. on. funds Silver: Spade. Room. ‘Miss De Carlo ‘Around $10,080 opening week. _ |
‘- French-Yank- Film Accord: talks..are progressing’ ‘smoothly; They: run froni the. Bavarian. |Govt: ‘and ‘ig a‘four. weeks’ ‘stopover..
. Columbia (Cal) (740: $1.05-$2. 50)
out at the end. of the: year. ‘and ‘will. probably be extended from ‘Jan: ’63- classes from: Munich University)|: Other: US.. ‘topliners .due to. jet + —“Lolita” (MG) (7th wk.). Likely
Almost $10. 000
.to. Jany %65.- with: over:. 140 permits each- year; remittances. free,., ‘and: and. have: the film. training school. ‘in for: the room: are-Dan Dailey, $8. 500 .or clase.
*maybe- a ‘special. dispensation to reissue’ biggies. older. than seven years: in--- Berlin. 7
“Jane : Powell,’ Larry. Parks, Betty previous ‘week.
:- ‘Director’ Abel- ‘Gance ‘off. to. ‘Rome :to. direct. a:|°.- Other» ‘problems, of course, deal Garrett, Diana Dors, Buddy ‘Greco, | Dominion (CMA) (1.712: $1.05in firstrimn -Setups-;
French-Italo: costumer. “Cyrano -Et’ ‘D’Artagnan” in. which. Jose Ferrer ‘with |‘funds. Is ‘the Federal .Govt.. Tony. Martin,’ Patrice Munsell and. $2:20)—"Porgy & Bess” (BLC) (3d
dons doublets and: ‘Jean-Pierre Cassel.Daliah Lavi and Sylva Koscina. going to come up. with money for. ‘the Kirby Store “Four. Understood. wk). Great $22-400.
Leicester Souare Theatre (CMA)
-are.also in the--pic.. Wictorine Studios:in. Nice’ will not close until: the: initial- classes, or:‘will. they ‘be’ that: overtures’ have been made. to
locally. | financed. by state -Bovern= Judy: Garland for an Aussie date. (1. 375: £1.N5-$2 80).—“The Longest
‘other: Studios are built”“in,
1 Colle-Sur-Loupen’ ‘néarby. on: ‘the. Riviera‘.
Opening
The C-H is. still heavily. in the Day” (20th) {2d wk.).
(Continued on page 24)
‘|.réd because of: construction.-costs |round.. which closed last Thursday
‘and. a drastic governmental mone-. (18), hit mightv $24,500 for 11 per$1.‘000.000. is publicized’ fee. for. Sophia. ‘Loren’s- services in Saipuel
tary. credit squeeze.. Nevertheless, formances; with cavacity at every
-. Bronston’s. “Fall of :the. Roman Empire, ”. which:‘starts in Madrid. Jan.
performance.
Second
. Fa-new board of: directors..is confi- evening.
7, as well- aS cipher which: local ‘grapevine. “sez ‘the “Mirsches: offered |’
-| dent: that the hotel. will swing into sesh, winding 25th, is likely to
Federico. Fellini for™ his: (still unaccepted):.U.S. directional. stint..
the black: in - ‘the. not too distant : close at.or hear the previous. week's
Fellini incidentally -just wound his eight and a_half-after somie. retakes.|"
future:
‘hich, Holds indef. of course. —
on fiiial: footage, expects: pic. ‘will:be: reléased - about February, not: De-} °
‘London ‘Pavilion
(UA)
(1 217:.
‘Rébirth of: top talent for the
cember as. previously. reported .. . Despite. ‘star Marcello Mastroianni’s |
Silver: Spade is seen ‘as plan -to 70:$1:75)-—-“Dr.. No” (UA) (3d wk).
- London; Oct. .30...
four-day absénce’for’ an- eye, ‘treatment, and-plentiful ‘rain, pic: only.|'
-win':. ‘customers .from. other. key Fancy $16,900, same as previous
‘wound one. week ‘over :sked
“Fellini insured. for, about: $5,000,,000|: “Anglo: ‘Aimalgamated -Film :_Dis-. nightclubs. who.are: enjoying major week. An amazing result in view
‘If.‘tributors, a leading British. indie,|
against. work: ‘stoppage .or-delay by: Lloyds. of. Londen.:
o
: |isto fold -its distribution. setup, ‘fin- biz with. overseas -talent. The: exit. of concurrent saturation release.
:: Hugo Butler ‘has written: ‘a script. ‘for direction ‘by ‘Mexico's$s:Lats | ‘Britain atthe end. of the year, .and. of. monetary ‘restrictions now per- Stavs. natch!.
Bunuel « - pic:deals with: present-day- Italian. youth and would be-shot+;its: ‘product will: be:-handled from. ‘mits the C-H to-make top bids in} Metronole (CMA) 1.394: 70-$1.75)
. in. Italy .
‘Butler Teeently. ‘completed ‘scripts’ for:‘Robert. Aldrich’s t Dec. 30 onwards by. ‘Warner-Pathe. ‘| ‘the ’.overseas’: market .for the: best. -—“El Cid”: (Rank) (45th wk). Steady
‘Sodom -aiid’Gomorrah” ‘and.-Joseph Losey’s “Rva". * . Damiano. Dami- Stuart Levy, “joint. managing. di- talent: available.
|$5.700.
Keen ‘Competition:
.. ani,;. whose “Arturo’s Island” won: top: prize at. San- Sebastian this year, rector. .with Nat’: Cohen, of: Anglo, |
Odeon. Haymarket (CMA) (600;
(BLC)’ starts: “Ea. Rimpatriata” (The ‘Repatriated): soon, in’ Milan. . - .. Domi- will: supervise: -the ‘distribution of|© With nightclubs now upping the: $1.05-$2.80) — “Barabbas”
“nique Boschero, Leticia Roman: among names. “east:s0- far.
chis compatiy’s output ‘through War- } ante’ for “key talent -here, with. (20th wk). Okav $6.100..
Odeon. Leicester Square (CMA)
Titanus-Metro’s: “Family '“Chronicle” which: ‘shared ‘top: Venice Kudo: ner-Pathe, and Alan Kean; Anglo’ S| -vaude .and ‘tv also. bidding for new
7this.-year, also won: Barcelona color fest award. .; 20th’s “Longest ‘Day”.| joint. -manager, . will ‘be*joining |faces, this” territory. is’ a ‘plush 2;200; 70-$1.75)—"The Wild and
play.
‘spot.
It’s:
less
‘than
24
hours
‘the Willing” (Rank) (Ist wk.).
Like:
“gets.
Gala: ‘Italo. sendoff. this. week in: ‘Milan’ “and” ‘Rome... 30 Vittorio} W-P as a. ‘sales ‘exec at: the. end . of:
j
e
‘from the:.U:S. via jet; there’s no| -: AContinued
on Page 24):
. DeSica and -Sophia Loren to ‘be’ re-teamed as. ‘director. and‘Star.‘of. up-- the -years
+
Sabbath
playdates.
and,.what's
eoming |but untitled. Carlo Ponti ‘feature.
The. distribution - ‘affiliation. beBobby Cohn’s: run- into title. ‘problem °‘for. Italo’ version of ‘his. “in: -tween -- ‘Anglo ‘and Warner-Pathe ‘more important, there are no coin
- terns”... while. here: to.-check-“on- local: ‘release: (January): of his: pic, ‘follows: ‘the- announcement earlier |..takeaway. restrictions... ~
With C-H back again in ‘the
‘he’ ‘zeroed: in-.on ‘apt one; found. another ‘pie. ‘had: just been.:passed ‘by: in the year. that Associated. British
. also’ fourid -out. that ; ‘Picture .Corporafion,:. the. WP. par- nightclub ‘biz, Aussie: saloon-goers |
Italo censor :‘that ®day. ‘with’ the. ‘chosen’ title.
should see’ plenty, of US. , talent .
" Contrary, to"USS.tastes,medica’ ‘pix per. se" are ».0.‘Poison. in
n Italy.” ld.-ent company, had -acquired -a 50%
from now on,
‘Mexico City, Oct. 23.
holding. in Anglo. Amalgamated for . The Cantinflas name
is- still
Pk
. Buenos: Aires ;
ae ya reported $1,680,000...
|
American ‘magic at. the boxoffice in Mexico.
- Anglo’. -will continue. ‘tts -own Plans forLatin /
- ~ Salvador ‘Salias’ “Barcos de:“Papel”: (Paper. Boats). directed by.‘Roman
Mario Moreno’s latest film, ‘The.
““Minoly -‘Barreto,. with. Spanish’ juve. actor Pablite Calvo, shared. the top Overseas’ distribution: arrangement, ~ Actors Union: Postponed Extra," grossed slightly more than
.7 Venice festival award...” ‘Comedian Jose Marrone. is due. to leave this: "a (Continued on Page. 24)"
Mexico City, Oct: :23..$10,000 ‘in its first day’s run at five
: ‘month for. -work *on a.coproduction in Spain, ‘having-‘severed. his.ties|.
‘The ‘highly .‘publicized - plans. ‘to houses: _First week's gross came

‘AussieHotel:Reverts

my Name. Act Policy,
Based Loot a Factor

oe

Ss

Rome:

Coe

a

a Anglo ‘Amalgamated To
FoldPix: Distribution: In:

-.Britain,Keep: Overseas |'

| CANTINFLAS’ HOT B.O.
‘NIKKI’ ‘GEISHA’ GOOD

-with D’An’Fran-here, when a demand for 1,000,000:peso$:per picture,-|{".¢ +.
. French actor Gerard Blain has: _

: ‘plus. percentage, ,was turned down.

set-up

a Latin. American: Actors.

to $78,360.

‘Added

to. this,

the

Association.“has' run -afoul of “po-, film. earned. $149,988 in a special»
‘litical terisions” in..the: area, and one-day -preview showing in 27:
Few Days), 4’Luis Pico Estrada yatn to -be rolled next: Dec:. with Le€o‘has to: be shelved for the time. be-. provincial “houses. © Production
“’poldo -Torre |Nilsson: directing. -A young: Italian’ actress: is. ‘also- being|: cae ‘from. is:Feceat Glebeiver | ing.” So.- said. Rodolfo: Landa, ‘head have heen virtually. met and the
Shat
;
-- sought for this apts.. . Rodolfo Kuhn hopes to’ collaborate ‘with. Fran- |
| of. ‘thé Mexican: National. Assn. of film will soon be earning profits for
cois Truffaut and. Jean. ‘Luc ‘Godard, directing an: episode of the ‘world’s: T-.
4|-Actors, With -little- political: stabil-. the comie’s Posa production unit.
Best: Frauds.’”’ Producer Marcelo Simonetti: is: seeking a seripter for the
lity ‘in ‘Latin’ America, early crea-. Foreign. release should be all gravy...
a ; Argentine. episode:.;
al“1| tion -of. the association. is not: pos-|
is:Show Bi
. The new.Screén institute authorities. are to‘re-: SheBis i
Walt. Disney's. “Nikki” did more.
‘initiate the tegular. ‘story contests. To eut. red. tape. synopses are: te be jf
In’ the Far East-‘sible: ©‘Further, in: Venezuela, the. than ‘$11.000 in ‘its third. week ‘at
.econsidéred, ‘whereas formerly a- completed’ script “had ‘to be. subimitted. |} -|actor’s union-is divided ‘and in. con- the Las Americas,
-INC: has. speeded. up. all procedures -for granting: production Joans, toy a 2 x
| flict. because. of .differences :in’ po-j- “My Geisha”. (Par)-in:- its fourth
7 the. industry’ s‘great relief,::
| ditical thinking. «
week. at’ the’ Chapultepec. regis“Ronian. Vinoly Barreto’s next project. is.“persecution”: from’ an Adoifo one.eofthe:many interestiig Features’
‘The: same split, ‘ due: to ‘union: tered a ‘strone $12.400, and “Notori-Bioy :Casares: story, With -Alfredo . Alcon -‘as-.male lead. and: ‘possibly.
“AV
yTeaders:: being. on opposite sides of ous Landlady.” “(Col). also. in its
‘in the upcoming
Italian actress Brunella Bovo ... ; Daniel: Tinayre,. whose’ “The: Sisters”:
|]
Ti the.political ‘fences, is also prev- fourth week.at. the Latino, is doing
- held, five weeks in’ first ‘tun, planned. “The ‘Cricket is: not an Inséct”- ;
‘STth“Anniversary Number jalent in: Peru, Colombia, Puerto almost $10,0000.
.. by Eduardo. Borras,.as his next, with Tita Merello in a star. part:. Un:| a
| Rico :and ather ‘areas, Landa ‘s2id:.
“Tessica”. VA) at the. Variedades,
of.
oofortunately, ‘the actress is in bad health _and has‘been ‘forbidden to work.|}.
However: Landa affirmed ‘that hit: a- Rood $8,800: for its- third.
se
. Sergio Kogan (producer ‘of.the local version of “My Fair. Lady”). fe
the association will be set up even-. week.
“Spartacus. ” “UD
which:
a “and. -Columbia.. ‘began. a tv contest ‘under Rene Jollivet’s management, |} “T}-tually.-A meeting of: union leaders: was to have ‘heen ‘pulled after 19
‘s. “titled “Hollywood :‘Seeks‘a: “Star.” ‘The: ‘winner will. leave. for ‘Hollywood |}
Plus ‘other statistical. and data-filfed ‘is scheduled for next. spring, when. ;¥ ceks- at ‘the Diana. Was held over
fen Nov.. 27.and: on:return will have. a ‘part ‘in. Kogan's. film:‘for. Columbia ws an -chaits. ond articles: _ J Plit. is ‘hoped political strif>: and- an-j he ausc- of. strong public: response
cae | certainties: in. the: area, settle down: aud aid a strong $9, 200. |
“(Continued on page” 24)
‘:. been’ ‘signed. by: Marcelo’ Simonetti ‘for. “Unos. Guantos ‘Dias’”. (Some

“Howard Pearl
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Eric Johnston toBecome Prez

F
1,
Of IFFPA at LondonMeethl.

“International Soundtrack

” Talo
Co.for’|

-- Rome; -‘Oct. 80. RS

Continued from page 23/3

‘Samuel. " Bronston.: -Productions-|
‘Italiaria -has -been formed. by: the’ ‘eos s Ferriando Birr: who ‘won the.“Opera ‘Prima» award at.Venice,. is.
now readying
his second
:feature: for early. 1963 titled;“La‘Esperanza;” |
-|.Madrid-based producer to “‘develop |witha story. based
on éstabl

London, Oct. 30..

ishmen

t of the first Italian colony. in Santa,”
_ ‘and amplify. collaboration: with the.
*:
Atalian
film-industry.”
~~
|
Fe.
-province,
:
“which
pioneered.
Argentina's.
grain: industry.:
elected. president of the Interna- |.
| -Bronston, who plans.. to shoot: i Hugo del Carril‘is ‘planning a. feature: “La Calesita” (The. Merrygotional Federation of Film Producers
Paris, Oct. 30. -+ some of his: upcoming: “Fall of the.
“round) with himself in. the :lead.:The cast has Fanny. Navarro, Floren.
Association. at the general assembly
.The: “most “controversial ‘of the Roman- Empire” in Italy,” ‘stressed.
-Delbene, Mario Lozano and Beba Bidart. Short producer..Ricardo. Al« —
meeting in Londen next Thursday|.new er French. filmmakers; - Alain
(1) and Friday, but will not be pres- , Resnais; is now: “quietly at ‘work on. however that the new Italo office'|’ ventosa- will: ‘start’ :work:.on an’ adaptation |of a De: Maupassant. ‘story, ° ;
ent to assume the chair. The: Mo- his third. pic’ “Muriel” in-a- small did ‘not: :prelude -.a~ general .move“ “The Legacy,” with, Juan. Verdaguer, Ernesto Blanco, Nathan Pinzon
away from his. current: ‘Spanish hg.
tion
Picture
Association ° “prexy French sea town.. His “Hiroshima. ‘Nor. -was. ‘he deliberately setting -and ‘a newcomer: to the. ‘screen, Marisa. ‘Bellaba... Shortage of ‘cameras.
delayed the'start of the tv. hit, “The Falcon.Family” with Elina Colomer,-:
touched down. briefly | in’ ‘London -‘Mon* Amour” and “especially “Teast.
up: shop here.‘in-order ‘to ‘cash in
last Saturday (27). en route. 10 the | | Year ‘In Marlenbad”. excited -a- lot: on .coproduction. ‘and aid ‘advan- - Pedro ‘Quartucci. and Roberto. Esealada. (of ‘the ‘tv. cast); ‘directed. ‘py. 0 fe
Another tv ‘hit, “‘Lindor.Covas.” is being °°
:°:
-Roman Vinely’ Barreto.
:
Far East.
j
‘| of interest and comment, and-manh-. ‘tages, he added.. “If :we- get them, |
translated. to screen terms by. actor Carlos’ Cores. This’ Series was fors~...
Johnston, of course, will, be suc aged. to’ cop film
i
fest. prestige and: so--much. the- better, but we're: not:
metly. scripted for-radio: by. Antonio. Ortiz ‘Neguera, as “Pdnco. Negro,” *
ceeding Arthur Watkins, who-has prizes and.‘da nicely. at world |box: lookirig.. for them,’ ner do” we need. “but
‘due to copyright snags this:title can’t.be used. for the ‘screen. Male”
‘served as International prez for ‘offices.
| them.” will be Mario: Lozano, Enrique. Kossi and ‘Joaquin. ‘Petrosino;. but."
‘leads
the past two years. He's retiring]
sub-,
n
Reésnais is. again using. an ‘pffbéat : “Prexy of Bronston’ §“Ttalia
because of. ill- health, and at..the ‘writer for his” script, Jean Cayrol,: ‘sid is Giorgio Dickman, with Mike: all femme ‘parts will be taken. by: ‘novices Elizabeth. ‘Killa and Liana *
*:
end of the year will also ankle. his. ‘ashe did ‘with Marguerite: Duras. Washinsky - and. ‘Paul Lazarus: ‘as: ‘Lagos. Shooting:-on location.-will be.doné in the hilly Tandil.and:Ola=-.’ |
} varria -districts°. , Antonio. Bardom has. completed :‘‘Les ‘nocentes”. in.”
post. as president. of the” British ' for. “Hiroshima”-and Alain Robbe-" : vVeepees. .-Bronston. skied |in” from. ].
‘coproduction with ‘Sotio, ‘from an Eduardo Borras. script,. with Alfredo’ a
Film Producers Asociation.
_{Grillet for “Marienbad.” It prom- ‘Madrid ‘for’ the :.opening accom- | Alcon, :Paloma Valdez, Ignacia. de Soroa: and ‘Zelma Guenol. .
One new: item on. the: -Interna-| ises to be another offbeater. that: panied by Lazarus and- Washinsky:
tional agenda ‘will concern the. ad: will elicit’ both pros. and: cons, but. ‘Among -others.: present ‘at the in-|
Madrid.
Mission. of short film pr oducers into|will be.awaited by: film buffs, vied: -augural :were “Van Heflin,: France’
|.Nuyen; «Robert... Wagner,. -Bronston | - Archbishop of.Pamplona: -will. head: up the new ‘Episcopal Commission, :
membership. of the Federation.. In for by film fests, .and haggled- ‘over
Eri¢ Johnston will formally be |

Resnais’New One .

some cases, short pr oducers.. are by: foreign. film buyers on: ‘the solid art ‘directors J ohn Moore and ‘Ve-.| for . Cinema, -Radio’- and:-Television “with: ‘the Bishops_of: Calahorra,. es
part of. the major producing’ asso- if limited
-b.o. rowess -ofhis other, niero Colasanti;: Dimitri .Tiomkin, ‘Lugo, Caceres,’ ‘Badajoz. and Tarazona filling ‘out: commission ‘posts... __
if plus ‘several Italo ‘industry: toppers.. ‘Commission's .new.:executive’ and administrative ‘officers are the Bishop. oe
|
P
a.
cidtions; in Britain, and some. other oe
pix:
-Bronston announced -Jan.: 7 ©
“Of: Calahorra, as. ‘Girector: ‘of the ‘secretariat,-- Padre “Luis Fierro . as.
countries, they have associations of7}
a ‘the: ‘Madrid starting date ‘for. “Fall. national ecclesiastic’ delegate: and Felix Bueno de. Lineras. as secretary
their own. There has, apparently, .
"|-of ‘the. Roman Empire.” -Anthony- general. ; Director. Allan Wyatt is spending: three ‘weeks. in. Spain to."
been sonie general interest. aniong |
| Mann ° directs a. cast--headed -by ‘augment: ‘outdoor. sequences of. “Valley. of the.Swords,” which ‘was. filmed. .
short film makers in linking up with|.
Sophia’. “-Loren,.- Alee ~ Guinéss,. here ‘this. past’. summer with. Cesar. ‘Romero, Broderick: Crawford: and.
their big brothers in ‘the. Interha- |.
-Stephen: Boyd, Richard. Harris, and | Frankie Avalon.: . Sean: Flynn. is now. winding his* second..lead:role-. :
tional Assn. ©
Jameés Mason. interiors “will large= in. “I -Live at Night” (“Zorro” is.the title-in Europe) under: the direction:
Munich, Oct. 23:
As at every: other International | ° ‘ly: ‘be. filmed: in Rome’s._ Cinecitta, of. Jerry Juran; with newcomer ‘Danielle Dumetz -as.costar. ; Spanish
cieppe- Great Escape,” “a Mirisch= Studios,
get-together, film festivals will be
- Screen. and: stage actor ‘Fernando: -Rey planed to: ‘Dublin :‘for: a support .
.
a top item on the agenda, though | Alpha’: production -for. UA: ‘release, 1 ws
role in -Carol- Reed’s “The -‘Running Man”:. .’-: Lola. Florés. signed “byit’s considered. ‘unlikely that. any |recently wound up shooting at Ba- |.
major. changes will be’ made in the | varia: Studios here, 75%..over. its} *
er Cesareo. Gonzalez. for Spanish-Mexican. copraduction, “Amor:
[produc
“Ly. Musica’: . ..Director Luis Bunuel,: back in Spain on holiday,, expressed ; _
existing format. Attempts in ‘past||time budget. As a-result. of the. de- [F"
years to control the number and| layed. schedule; there were ‘soine'|:
in filming the Valle- Inclan: stage play. “Divinas. Pelabres’?*:
<! [interest
(Divine Words),. smash. legit: ‘Success last. season’. .... Frank ‘Latimore, ee,
‘Continued trom. page:23 —
am
duration of-international fests have |
who .commented. that: the picture

Rewrite,Pat‘Escape’
Over Munich: Bude

~TalentSchools

met with little success, though they.; could have: been ‘made in Holly:

‘iments, or ‘paid for. by. the indus: -Yank actor based. in Europe, .will star under.the direction of Jose Elore. :*

all need

tries, themselves?
Federation blessing: to. _Wood, at. no higher: cost. ”
*
keep in business. (See: separ ate Producer Robert E:. Relya, an-|. “A large committee of. experts in.
story on Cannes best -plans). .:
i swering the critics, ‘pointed out that’ ‘the’ -.fields concerned—in¢luding.-

‘ieta: in the film: ‘biopic: ‘based: on ‘the. €xploits of the Spanish: explorer;
Nunez de’ Balboa...
“Ex-United | ‘Artists ‘manager .-in:-Spain,: George: -

Ornstein; was. ‘honored by: the’ ‘Spanish. ‘Minister -of ‘Foreign. Affairs -:
‘with titular’ membership: in. the Institute: of: Hispanic Culture. at a”
politicians, a: representative.
ceremony: -in . Madrid -presided”. over. by .ex-MPEA legalite,. :Gregorio.:
agenda: a. discussion of author's same no matter where the -picture: of the. West German. Film’ Produc- |
Maranon.. . .-“Agata. ‘Films is” participating as. coproducer. in the. Jese-: .
rights pertaining. to international ° was made _as it was ‘additional re-" ers’ “Union, . ‘an::official ‘with .‘the- Ferrar starrer “Cyrario ‘and: D’Artagnan”’. in which: Rafael Rivelles will:
film copyright, film: archives; -a re-- writés’ ‘that: caused °‘Escape” to run: | West’ German © Film” Censorship. . play ‘Cardinal :Richelieu. and :Laura. :Valenzuela: will: portray |‘Queen.
view of. activities during: .1961-62 -over, ‘gnd_ this ‘could ‘hapepn to.a ‘Board, a representative. of ‘the:
Anne: of Austria.
and':a' look at the: Federation's. fi- pieture made: in Hollywood. just: as’ Obernhausen Group -(this ©is" ‘the.| young group of documentary Mak-|:
=
‘Rances.
Well-as to one ‘Mnade overseas:
:
Manich aoe
:
‘tall, six:rewrites. were required, : the ers. who -are. ‘considered the. big |:
hope:
of:
developing
a
German.
“new
|.
‘Shien “put: definite. production. upswing, reflected :
“here: in:“studio oY
last by: ‘Ivan: “Moffit: But it’s -hoped
wave” .of filmmaking) are all part: bookings. as well: as by: founding ‘of new companies...
Columbia’ set.
| that the rewrites will: pay off: i
increased production values on-the of the- project;-‘along ‘with repre-: up -“‘Constellation” ‘to counsel, ‘supervise and. help. financially: (for. the.
screen. The rough cut of the’ World: sentatives. from West -German .TV. time. being, ‘eight) German or. -inter-European-coproduced films-in the: ”
Nets One nad Fwo,. ‘the latteronly: ‘making for’ Columbia-.release; head. of: ‘the: -outfit”“is. old: film™ hand;
War II .film: now. runs five. and a.
Paris, Oct, 30.
‘starting:
to‘broadcast‘in April 1963.:|' Hermann .Schwerin. ‘West ‘Germany's and: Austria's, Columbia: ‘HeadThe second Metro-Cinerama fea- half-hours; and this will eventually | With ‘so’ many -fingers‘ in’the: pot: quarters are going ‘to: ‘move. from Frankfurt to. Munich within ‘three. .
: ture coproduction, “‘How. The. West be sliced:.to 240. minutes: pee le
and so many: tongués wagging in months, ‘a precedent which will be. followed by: at least. ‘twomore. of -.
Was Won” will be the first to. open. , Next project - on - ‘the company’s |various . directions—it.
is —to be the six ¥Frankfurt-centered major U;S. distributions
:. New: independ-.
here. and. on the Continent: when’ agenda -is a Mayan: story... “The hoped: that, eventually ‘all the. talk. ‘ent .company,- called simply “Independent .Co.”, shooting: ‘exteridrs. for...
it preems Nov. 27 at the Empire- Moundbuilders,”.. which- will - be’ will result in some concrete ‘action, “Love” Must’ ‘Be . Learned” (based:.on an: Erich - Kaestner novel)’ in’ ©
‘Abel, ‘the -specially’ -built Super-. filmed. in ‘Mexico with. Yul: -Bryn=: '. The: picture industry :has -devel-- ‘Munich ‘streets; ‘producer-turned ‘director Kurt Hoffmann and ‘Heinz.
-Cinerama hardtop. However it- got. ner starring and John. Sturgis dis!Z oped more or less on its own.-since Angermeyer. handling. réins of a Gast. which includes: Barbara Ruetting,
a. private exhib and press viewing |recting.
[the ‘war and ‘is ‘how. affected ’-by ‘Eoni Von ‘Friedel, Goetz George, and Martin’ Held: .
..Ufa-lriternas :
Oct. 2 for fine results. and. is. now
.|the-tremendous fall-off. of business: tidnal,: Munich; * lumped ‘German’. “Germania,” ‘Spanish. *Procussa,”getting a big ballyhoo promotion: :
lhere, while ‘television ‘is. Tapidly } -and Ttalian ‘Domiciana”’. together. for: tri-lingual. coprod ‘of: -suspense:-..
| mushrooming ahead: |
‘Fo step up matinees, priced. from No Agreement ‘AtParis
‘| thriller “Hypnosis,” with: Eleanora.. Rossi-Drago, - Jean. Sorel, Goetz ©
But: it’s still.a very: vague’ propo- :George, and -Massimo. ‘Serrato, :Gene. Martin directing °.
$1.30. to $2 all those. who. reserve
Gloria=
Common
Market:
‘Meeting
|
sition. And as-one.of-the repre- Diviria Studios in: nearby" ‘Baldham’ harboring Astra production: of “The.
seats will get a-tenth ofa. lottery |
*.Paris, Oct: .30.
sentatives, pointed’ out,’ :““There.. are ‘Phone Rang at Dawn.” with Elke .Somnier, Ingrid .Andrae, ‘Gunther. a
ticket. The wild west’ ‘restaurant,.|.
‘The recent: meeting of représen- some training - ‘schools. for films of
{inaugurated Oct. 2, ‘will be kept}
‘tatives from” production, :.distribu- film academies“in Paris, .Warsaw;. _Pfitzmann, ‘Leonard. ‘Stekel in: the. cast, Geza. Von Cziffra: directing.
open and there is also a snack bar,
the U. S:,1- ‘Work. in ‘progress for Gloria distribution:’a. full-length: “documentary. we,:
““Restaurama,” and.a ‘place toTeave | tion, exhibition. and-technical. serv- Tokyo, Moscow;:. ‘Ttaly,
¥, .
the
‘ices from the Common Market. film arid’.even ‘in Thailand,.
West. Ger- satire,’” allegedly the first’ of its kind, sniping at the ‘“Wirtschaftswun-’.infants, “Babyrama.’”
industries came to no conclusions. many is just about the- only’. major. | der” (West Germany's. “economic miracle’), and starring a sort. of. local
_ Another innovation will be the : regarding. ECM film ‘aid from small country that has:no. form of.
official | Will: Rogers; Werner Fink. Title: “‘You,. Germany, and Your- Wonders’: “Americana,” a. group. of stores hikes in: admission” prices due. to training.
|. . .
Director-Franz Peter -Wirth,. having thade tv items out ‘of ‘Hamlet’ ~
selling Yank items like ‘blue jeans, exhib objection.
— (currently shown. as: theatre. film“ at the: Frisco Festival): and ‘Schiller’s.
Indian emblems -etc. that are hard |
*‘Wallenstein;” re-entered. the .motion. picture. field. shooting ‘‘Confese ... ‘Exhibitors. felt ‘that needéd- tax:
to get in| Franee. .
{sions of a Subtenant”.at Bavaria: Studios: British Alexandra. Stewart,:.
-| reduction. was the main point. and].
known from. “Exodiis,”: French’Francoisé Prevost. ‘Hollywood °‘returneé
-eould’ not-find a’ modus -videndi
| Cordula: Trantow; Hollywood-bound ‘Maria :Sebaldt, ‘and Carl-Michael .
‘with .the others who thought film —
Continued from: page -28—.
‘Also

on

the

general

assembly’ the ‘costs.

would have

been. .the Bonn

WEST’ GETTING PARIS
BALLY BEFORE PREEM

Anglo Amal. .

Bandit Slays Cashier
¢

At German Drive-In
Frankfurt,

West Germany’s

Vogler .(tv-Hamlet, Max’ Schéll’s.‘Horatio). heading: the: cast.-.Screenplay’ . ...
oh

taid; -for’ production -was -the.--top

thing. There will be another meet- and, as: a resuit ‘ef ‘the: new’ deal, and based-on novel-by Oliver ‘Hassenkamp .:.., Also at Geiselgasteig,
ing: in-Nov. to. try to work. out a intends’ to “extend. its. activities in. King ‘Bros... expected, ‘to. start Heidi. Brneht ‘starrer,“Canvas |Opera,”
-providing facilities and. finance. for by mid-November. :
system. that would Please all:.

independent producers.“as- well as |

Oct. °30.

only ‘drive-in, -

=| concentrating: _on~ the-‘company’ BLp.
meni enhanced ‘Production program.
a
wee’
.“ne
mien
.cae
ent
:

”

Mexico: City

the Gravenbruch, near’ Frankfurt, |
: Although’ ‘word ‘from: Hollywood reports a “year’s postponement. “of:ce UEY
Fecently suffered ‘a robbery and
The. Children: of: Sanchez, ” ‘possibilities. of ever making film .in Mexico.”
‘Peter ‘Rogers Doubles. Prod.”
‘murder, as 2,000 eustomers sitting
are. ‘slight due to ‘censor ‘insistence: on ‘whitewashing. story. considered.
“London,. ‘Oct: 30.
in their autos watched a Hitcheock —_. Continued from page. 23 ae |
| detrimental. to--Mexico. Said scripter Abby..Mann, “they’re -putting a. ~..
murder mystery and were totally ly to. hit sturdy. $17, 000;.after. fine: As" a sequel to’ ‘Anglo. _Amalga- tight screw on. ‘artistic freedom of expression; and without. this fréedorm Los
jmated’s. : increased. unaware of: the real-life drama
production,”
$10,300:in opening. ‘weekend:
. Peter. Rogers. has. decided
to ‘step :‘there. can’ be'no: art”... ; Paul Anka allegedly readying. to do thrée films . .-*
occurring only a ‘few ‘yards away.
f “@deon,. Marble Arch. (CMA); up: his ‘output. for. that. ‘company “In Mexico’ with, agents of the: singer, delving into such. ‘préliminaries :as.
-A masked man approached the (2,200; 70-$1:75)—"The . Notorious! + from
three to at. least'six. av year, ..|
costs. of. studio rentals, salaries ‘for technicians, -actors, ete. ole ‘Robert "
cashier,’ 30-year-old: Ingrid Theile,. Landlady” {BLC) “(1st wk:). _ Fine}
J.: Corkery, MPEA vice. president, back from a quick: swing to Monite_
A
new:
producer:director
crew
‘is
demanding money... As two- ticket-

” London teu

‘video, .Uruguay, readying a Hollywood trip: to set up: the: American
$12.000...
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‘eonstruction so their presentations.
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the
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| ably, :the ‘DeLullo;Falk-Guarnieri- were Helen Hume, John Lee Hook:
Constellation: and :Columbia :films . woman film: producer,. said: “We}: ‘Drop: in Jegit’ attendance ds tess :Valli-Albani ‘company, -one of the er, -T. Bone Walker, Brownie Mae’
«in Germany, now headquartered in: ‘are. making: certain. that. all three | disastrous. if'-one. considers: ‘only mainstays. and consistently “most -:Ghee, Memphis Slim, Sonny Terry,
Frankfurt, will move'to Munich to. ‘films will faithfully” reflect life in .top-ranking -.companies, ’‘including “successful of ~‘the |postw ar Jegit. Shakey: Shake, Willie Dixon and
be
s closer to. the:production. centres. the: United Arab.Republic,”
2, one. or. more. pame players . each: outtits in.IteHY. =
{Jump Jackson.

Coll'sGerman: Subsid ~

narrator, and. it, will be distributed ,

-| by.‘Columbia. -

ovo

ae

.:.

“Wedkinaday: October31,196 .

NBC Digsinon HotOfD.C. Spectacular:

Could Be ear|.22# =")
Cloak & Dagger Showofthe Y

Ww $EBL Code98°To

When’ a: ‘sponsor’ a riding: with: ‘gix: prinie time.‘shows “‘on8“ete 7

GtTheatrical: Release| ; (including

work (CBS) and. winds up with seven places in the: Nielsen. Top 1§-

the: No; 1, No. 2. and ‘No. 3:entries)—that's not only the:
‘neatest trick: of the. year, but- making it in spades. It’s one ofthe
“gnost unique records ever posted-in'ty by a national client and-why.”

_ Hollywood, Oct.20:

ge
+Washington, Oct. 30.
NBC has raised the. curtain on |

‘the General Foods boys are indulging: in some fancy. Nielsen’‘Bipups: a

Bros. telefilmed ‘hast‘season’ as ‘. these days.”
:be:
___, |potential: spec for ABC-TV, will | - Based on the. new. ‘season's first national. ‘Nielsens,: here’ show. .
GF comes off: It’s Lucille Ball show. is-in No.. 1° osition;: Andy.Grife : «.
released ‘as 5 _ theatrical. filin’,vine:
.. fith in gecond place;: Danny. Thomas ‘in third: place: Jack Benny in. -.
‘stead:
: 10th place; “Gunsmoke” in. 14th Place and “I've Got A Secret” in * 7.
_ _ Washington, Oct.-30.
-:
‘WB liad ‘filmed:the’ FBI story: as. - 15th ‘place..
NBC . and. RKO... General.
Ac| a ‘possible: 90-min. “telespec.
jointly’ ‘petitioned
the FCC.
Friday. (26) to give. them tem- { tually, the studio shot more foot- |me "gon, utilizing allits stars, wound up in No. 5 position’ as.a seasonal: abet

“Move to.Speed 1
upSwap

what could be the best.of its thrill-

er-crime-and-detective.
programs,
but it won't ever be seen on tv.
Instead, the spectacular is: to.
eontinue in an uncrowded FCC.
(31) with -anroom
Wednesday
other mighty giant, the Ford Motor |
“Co.. as the worthy orponent.:
NBC ‘dropped. a hint of what’s |

On top of that.the hour-special with which GF latinched:the seas." |

porary .authority: to. exchange
their Philadelphia and Boston radio: and’ television. stations
before NBC’s Dec. 31. deadline.
‘Under the consent decree
“to come in preparing to continue’|
signed with. the. Justice Dept:,
the hvaring for a trade..of its.
NBC has to get: out-of PhilaWRCV radio-tv stations jn Philadelphia for. WNAG-AM-FM-TV- in}: -@elphia. by. the Jast day: of: the’
year. NBC went to -the’ U:S..
Boston, Ford's subsidiary: Philco, |
is. standing. by

Gol

leer

BADIO-TELEVISION

‘district court in. Philadelphia:

with -a legal shot-

‘age than” was néeded, having’ a |... Kickoff bonus.)
|:theatrical reléase: in mind. in.event 1

|} the, show didn’t make itas-a spec, |
|
and “Code” Tuns: 105 minutes. : ..”

Kelly, “Ray. ‘Danton, : Phil |"~
|.” Jack’
, William. Reynolds,. ‘Andrew |
Carey

Duggan, :Merry’

Anders,.” Peggy

|-

-|MeKay..and. Kathleen’ ‘Crowley. are |.
+in the:film, which: was. budgeted: at].
|around. $900.0000..Stanley?Niss Pro: |

:

.

d toMoveProntoOn
‘WoorFacePirat

ingofChamelsa

Tel “Aviv, Oct. 30...
gun to blast away at the. swap and | last week to sound out.chances
“professor ‘Waiter:Kingson, of.the:
duced:
nab the Philadelphia. outlet. for | for: getting ‘the Dec. 31 dead-.
Univ. of. California; who. Was. sent
line postponed. .-The court is-.
itself.
sued a’ “memorandum opin-“ABC-TY ‘has. ‘signed .pop singer. to: Israel’ tby”‘UNESCO: 8S A.‘radio.
In hearings last’ week.. Philco
fon”. .suggesting
the. nétwork
Jimmy. ‘Dean to ‘atar in a half-hour: ‘and. tv expert, ‘has’ warned. Israelt
crammed the record with testimony |.
ask temporary . relief from:
tainting the NBC.. ‘image with ré- .
| pilot aimed. at. ‘the .1963- 64 season: ‘authorities, ‘that the: “neighboring
FCC instead. “The. court. had
ports. the network * “muscled - in”
‘Format ‘of :Dean. show. hag’ not yet |-Arab- countries may pirate Israel's
“been advised the Justice. Dept. four. ty:channels, if: ‘Israel« doesn’t.
and wsed “pressure. and.‘ ultima- |. would. oppose: ‘any. éxtension.of ©
‘been detailed but: it’s figured. to,‘emake
soon. use. ‘of: them.
°
tums’”’ in its business dealings with.
the
Dec.
:31
requirement
in
the
be
ofa.
music-variety
nature.
-:
“|
stations.
consent decree. —
Web’ is:‘planning. to spin. ‘off.‘the*|- Israel has no tv yet and-the -digIrving Segal, counsel for NBC. '
Permitting. the’ ‘temporary _ | A: ‘specially constructed. “Sireside’ ‘Dean. pilot. {athe Tuesday night I cussions, .. whether: .and_ when: torose to the occasion on. “Thursday
‘establish. a State-owned ‘tv. station‘swap. would not “‘constitute..a-,
‘chat’’. Fadio™ ‘sttidio, © ‘finished: at 10-10:30 p:ni.. ‘slot ‘where -the~ Sid. have. been ‘going: on .for: years, AY
and charged that “Ford -and Philco | determination by. the Commis‘Caesar:
and:
Edie
‘Adams:
specials
|
|
Station
ision
televi
a
get
to
=.
NBC’s
30:
Rock
headquarters
in
the-|
here
are
“Government | cominittee’ _Was:. res:
sion of any of the. issues. ‘des-.
are :Tuning.
for nothing.”
-. 1 cently.- formed. to Study ‘a report;
ignated for hearing,” the petilate” 30s, has: ‘been. “rediscovered.

| Wes8 Jimny,Dean’Pilot |

|NBC‘Archeologist

|Unearths aStudio}

“They're not ‘here in the public

interest,” stated Segal.
The blast came after-“toon

_ tion: stated.

»

Lum (&Abner)
Carries Fulbright I:
Torch toOzarks
*

for Philco. complained they. had j
sought withort success sone: 76.
documents from NBG. for use. in
the hearing. They finally won. @

subpoena to. have NBC produce |
them, but Segal said several days|
were needed to gather them and to
décide if they are relevant to. ‘the |
case.
“If we feel ‘Ford and. Philco just |

want these documents for competi-|

_‘tive business: reasons, -we will. op* pose their request,” said an: “NBG

“lL made by a previous. -committee,
_|recommending to start off: with:an

a! |The: ‘word. ‘rediscovery. ‘is. almost |. .
|literal, ‘NBC execs Bay, ‘since ‘they
| came: upon. it: and. found that: not a
}:piéce had- been changed—or used,

NBCIncepting
‘Dewline System’.
On Election Nite!

-| educational channel.: The:Rotschild: ..

"| family’ is willing ‘to finance. the. ’
-T venture. However, ‘Prime: Minister
_ ‘Ben-Gurion. is. reportedly: still ob-

-apparently—in ‘ome 25 -years...
| jecting on: the premise, that’ ‘Israel
-The little radio studio ‘snuggled |
|. doesn’t. need such. luxuries,”
a
mutely.. behind-.the. big :election
stuidio 8-H; and: was ‘disclosed: only. |
|. In ‘va. préss.:“conference.” Brot. eu
|-as. ‘alterations | of the’. ‘giant room| Kirigson has. now added a powerful |
were carried. out. .A.- sttidio..'the-|.
argument; in'favor of building °‘altv’.
late Franklin :Delano. Roosevelt |..
tLstudio. as. quickly: as possible, He.
“Never - got- ‘to usé,. ‘it is- paneled: in
“NBC News. ‘says it has a. “dew-: explained’. ‘that:- by:.international .
} pine and. has.a- fireplace;. -too. NBC. ‘line reporting system” to facilitate.|‘agreement,’ .four. - channels
“were
‘Washington,: Oct. 30."
‘News-has décided to' use. it finally.
allocated .‘for- Israel:: Egypt. is al“Suave: Sen. J. William Fulbright: ‘as the place. for tabulating Man- | “Jackrabbit” predictions.on’ Nov. 6; ‘ready. using’ five ‘channels,
Election: Night. .A- host. of NBC re-

Tuesday:
. (D-Ark.),: the ‘most:‘unlikely’ ‘Arkan-. -hattan’ voting |returns ‘on:
;
attorney.
(6)night. ho
After all, these are business mat-. san sitice Lorelei. Lee;. has reached
_
ters and Philco. is trying to get a back. into. show biz’Ss‘recent: past, to].
“|
tv station, a valuable piece of pro- translate. his campaign for reelecperty, for nothing...Philco has. al- ‘tion -into’ aunderstandable O zark].
eged that they-can- prove things, terms.
now they say. they need our docu-)
The. high. C of his finale fs being:

porters. will. fan.. out. through’ six. Lebanon: three... The

Arab

States -

“major”. states. and they'll be feed- May.soon run out: of channels and”
{ing back early returns to-Election in. that .case they. ‘may: decide. to *-::

pirate® the: Israeli «allocations,

in’N.Y. where the network:
Bette:DavisViceBur Central
hopes to: issue something -‘akin to" claiming: ‘that. the Israelis. are: ‘not
exercising: their. rights anyliow.
“magic town” survey results.
‘Kingson, Came to. Israel..as"
< As a Modern Portia Web says: the “dewline”: system .||"“Prof.
:
advisor to the ‘newly-opened Radio. -

Bette’‘Davis. will portray a ‘mod-- -was..never used before by :tv. in: a:
delivered in the incongruous mono-attorney -Henry .Weaver |‘tone of.Chester Lauck. In: radio's: .ern-day Portia on. “Perry ‘Mason,”».| natiorial election: :It .is--based on. | School in Jerusalem: The school’s .:.
Ta ‘trial run’ last: November. during|aim is. to. prepare ‘educated young
told the FCC’s chief hearing ex- palmiest. ‘days, ‘Lauck was. the’ front. |
when- the series ‘will have. to® ‘do | the . New .York Mayoralty © ‘race.{ “people: for service in the.. State-.
James .D. Cunningham,
aminer,
half of the unique Lum: “n’ ‘Abner. without. ‘the’ ‘services ‘of. Raymond ‘when’ NBC was able. to -tabilate:: ‘owned radio ‘station; the Kol: Israel.
that “we: have tried. unsuccessfully
tandem..
The first sign-of:the Government's .
sub-.|:
a
without
papers
these
get
-to
| Burr for four. segments this. season, 170,000: ‘votes. from 310--élection|“willingness to. introduce tv, is,. “that
. Now" advance - ‘man.: for: ‘an. oil
districts: “within. .41 .minutes:: of
(Continued on page 36),
‘Burr,.
wha:
.has.;
been:
portraying
“company. in. Houston, ‘Lauek: “was
the closing’ of the: polls” ‘and: then | the. ‘school, plans:foopen: a:tv"class .
ments to do that.:That is nonsense.”

Philco

_| drafted by. Fulbright: ‘forces: to.- re- Perry Mason. for. Nearly ‘six: years: “accurately. reported,’ 2 “per ‘the}.too:
| cord five five-minute‘ spots for:radio ‘without: missing. a show, ‘lias :to web, the: results of the entire. vote. “Prof. “Kingson is accompanied by:
{and television in his old. ineffable have’ some minor corrective sur- in N.Y.; won: by. Robert .F. ‘Wag- |.his. wife, - who-will“ teach . radio:
} style. They are being strategically. gery-done.. Burr plans to. go to. the ‘ner, It was:used’ also “in :the re- |‘seript-writing. cat: the same’ school,
dropped: statewide. during: ‘the’ last. ‘hospital at: ‘mid-season, Jeaving. him cent. Massachusetts Dem. primary °
unavailable- for five hourlong, s8égfive days of the campaign.
‘won. by “Ted Kennedy.’
ments.
Fulbright, . “an. ex-college. presiFour. of-the: five ‘segments. will. Distribution. -of. “dewline” -> fs "|:
|dent and’ now.'lofty architect of feature.
|:
guest: stars, ‘each: taking -a based . on ‘political; -‘ethnic, - $o¢i- |.
“The. ‘much- disputed..‘program global strategy as chairman of the case’ usually ‘given to the great ological’ and- ‘economic:.cross-sec-|
about. the escape turinel between ‘Senate Foreign Relations. Commit-|:‘Perry: Mason. t-is presumed. that ‘tions, after.the. fashion. :of. most
East and West Berlin will. prob- tee, has a little trouble. communi- Miss Davis,:&s well-as the: other. polltaking. - These early: ‘Fesults.|*
ably: be aired. by NBC-TV, and just eating. with his constituents. Lauck,,. three guestars, -wan’t lose. a: case. ‘will then. be “projected”: fo-a na-.|:
as. probably it will be aired within -or. rather Lum, does a much better either, just. like Mason.. The fifth: ‘onal ‘dase. -and—hopefully, *“for[ NBC ‘News’ Far. ‘East correspoi: a
‘the next. month or two.
’ (Continued: on’ age 28).
‘! segment: will’ ‘be a rerun.” ee
oo: (Continued on. page 38)
— ‘dent James. Robinson was ordered
“The Tunnel” was: cancelled Jast | ——
week, a Gay: ‘after. the Cuban crisis
|. ©
| | out of. Saigon by. Madame. -Nhu,..
broke out. NBC News had. planned
Vietnam's. first: lady.— sometimes
.
to air the 90-minute film of the
S ‘called: . “The: Dragon...-Lady”. “by ne
digging. tonight (Wed.), but..a’ re- |

NBC TunnelShow

’
o
S
r
o
h
t
n
o
Tn M

NBC°sRobinson
“Gets Saigon Bo

F CC and Industry §
Speak

mark by Lincoln White, ‘press sec-.

retary to the U.S.'State Dept., up- |.
“set. ‘network officials... White. Said
he’ wouldn't. try to stop. NBC-TV

Sof

In the Background Knives|

ee Foreign — “BEES.

- Téprésentatives, one

“ye ther Ce

7

“Expulsion. . order said” Robinson

‘| Was. “being ousted :because’ of -:a._
_{Stossly. magnified. beyond. all.Tea- try. draw. up ast ofstation: owriers. “lack “of. deference:. towards:‘the: ~
son,
{who.-can put: the biteon ‘certain regulation and: laws”. of ‘Vietnam.
“Washington,. Oct. 30...
al. A few days late. the perfect|
Congressmen. when ‘their “vote™ is: U.S: Embassy. fought --‘ouster,:so.did
“Tr
do
not:
‘feel
that
‘proadeasters:
It may: or may not be Armaged-|_
President
Ken-.
with
aut came
meeded
on broadcast: législation:. .4+- other American: correspondents: in.
should
‘react.
with
‘eries:
of
anguish
nedv’s speech, but now that the don, but the broadcasting industry as some do when they get.a letter
“Comstock
suggested. NAB make Saigon, ‘but' he was reported. as..
crisis has eased, various NBC offi-: and. LeRoy: Collins. are: cautiously | from the FCC asking: for an: ex-. a listsimilar to: the. type used .by: having gone. by.:Monday ‘(29), date...
ciuls say, the stated reason for the and quietly |‘moving to a .test of planation of some. Telatively: trivial. the. American ‘Medical: Assn. which’ -he“was_ scheduled. to leavé in. any ..
i thwith: ‘the. ‘Minowmien.
cancellation no _lonser- obtains.
matter—or. ‘when “some.:: -Commis-. names: doctors who: can: pressure: -event... (NBC. doesn’t. have fulltime a
In the foreground: Collins is: tak-. Sioner ‘makes ‘a* speech—or :“when.|‘Congressmen on... -certain bills.
Other obstacles to “The Tunnel”
‘}man there.) seem to have~been Cleared away. ing a tougher line with: the FCC: ;some. trade. magazine. ‘editor sounds | But. how far :broadeasters ‘can go |: Belief -expulsion ‘was. ‘based. ‘on.
Of eourse, a negative. statement -by|-and: its. boss ‘Newton. Minow.. °
off ‘and views with alarm,” Collins in their politicking .comes back: to. -attempted ' “Vietnam ° pressure.
the East German: government: -Still| In. the background, the -industry |added.”
the question of how far FCC: can’ -against: deviation. from’. official:”
stands as is, but
West Germans, at fs. bolstering: ‘its political front.
government. press: line.. Robinson
“And ‘in. the. unkindest ait: of ‘allli. push’ its revocation powers..
first unhappy over the film. being.
8
The NAB is now ‘out in. the open: N AB prexy —-gaid,: “There --is-no |. Both FCC and the: industiy. are:| said. the Vietnamese. government’ _
used on NBC-TV, have. seemingly | with - its political aetion program: ‘sound reason. why he: should wring trading ©Or. ‘treading -.“unchartted. was.-long mad _aat- ‘NBC for’.a: film.”
reversed the mselves:
On
. ‘their. ‘Président,:. which’. they...
as its. new lobbyist; “Paul Com- t his hands’ or tremble ‘in. fear: :be-. ‘ground. Cost
.
Lester Bernsteiti,an. NBC “veep, i stock, advises. broadcasters: to jump ;fore” ‘any. man ‘or. influence: in:BO? | | Minow’s: ‘remarks . “on. possible: felt..did not .“depict jim,in, the =
ade
oe
i
revocation ii: his’ 1961 “wasteland’ a _proper light.”
was in Berlin prior: to the. Cuban! into politics at-home and. use their;‘ernment -‘or out.”
Crists.
His presence Mas: apparent-. influence. to boost ‘favorable can- |. Noting that ‘the fhdustry’ Nig.cout. speech have yet to be bolstered by:
iv hinged to removing objections. , didates.
7 of the knee pants era ‘of adolescent, ‘any: specific action on. such a ‘broad.
by the. West Berlin Senate: to the | _ But the. biggest’ ‘obstacle So; ‘far -. behavior, ’” Collins stated that as basis ‘as. he then suggested...
program. Af terwards, the city gov- {to- active :broadcaster. politicking is -:_niature adults broadcasters should |. :’Also’ looming: is. the- vision: “Of: al
érnment
seemed | to embrace® the ;the threat of ‘license’ ‘revocation, |act... “not. “‘beécause.-we. have to: but. ‘more. ‘Minowized. and. Kennedyized'|
“Hollywood, “Oct. 30:
idea of the program.
here was. a:Land .FCC’s. powers.:of -revocation. jbecatise we: want to—not. because, ‘FCC-—the. latest -addition -being: E.: I Production, - team: - of - Arthur *.
-report later that . Ernst Lemmer, las interpreted by. Minow..:.
William
Henry,,
the
personification
!
pits is: -smart—but because: dt. is
Gardner, Jules: Levy.and “Arnold *
“Minister for All ‘German Affairs _ It -wWas these threats that Collins’: Tight.”
‘\of the: shrewdly intellectual young. ;- Laven. will: make. its -first venture.
(1e., between. F
Eust-and West .Ger- i knocked down. at’ the W ashington|. - But as right has:a way: of being: New Frontiersman. .
into ‘comedy, piloting: “Which: Way. ™
many?, who has. an affice in Ber- NAB: Fall Conference .as. Minow determined by might,’ it: will take . > Power... ‘politics,: ‘not | doctrine: tDid: They. Go?,” by ‘Arthur: -Brown:: ve.
lin, where Bernstein was, also ap-. ‘and: Commissioners. Frederick: Ford, Lmoare- ‘than: ‘Words to firm Collins’” ‘shape the erux of conflict: as. broad= *Ire.
proved of the show. Lemmer-said |T: A.M Craven” and Rosel Hyde stand.’
- | casters. and: Commissioners” speak f Trio, which. proditces “the Rifle- a3

from

airing the. program,:-but he

nonetheless showed -his disappray-

By MIKE MOSETTIG-

.

(Gardner-Levy Laven

that he approved of any-program. 'looked.‘on: from: the head table..: | As Collins’ was: ‘trying: ‘to whitile: quietly and. kindly of. one. another: man” ‘at‘Four Star,: plans :toroll.""...
that would shed jight on the state |.. Said Collins: “I. frankly’ think : ECC’s _revoeation’ :powers; Com- ‘but as they: even:.more quietly wet -the pilot ‘in: ‘November, | Comedy: oe
of affairs there.
the danger of losing: licenses. is. {stock was:‘Proposing: ‘that.the. indus- their: knives: in ‘the ‘background.’
has an. outdoor background.

‘oe
."the
noe
ee.

“. wot,
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.
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‘RADIO-TELEVISION

saasWa airExchange’
__ FistWIELSENS fi
Roy
Rogers
Los
nas IstCasualties
POSTED}
| ALREADY
Of Season aWebsBolster Schedules

. “Apparently the day iscover, ‘in this. era, of high-cost tv; ‘when, a
“2. _ Sponsor or a network ¢an play around. with a show and nurse’: At
~-<" Into a hit..The chances are,. with: but isolated instances, that you’ Te.

no. better ‘off:‘come May: than you were in November, and that vir=.
. tually ‘means.a-click from scratch: Such is the: missle-tempoed ‘pace of. tv today that the selling season for ’63-'64 will start in. Decem-:
By: (GEORGE ROSEN.
: ber—only.. ‘a-month away.: Some sponsors ‘have already. ‘committed.. |:
‘ Madison- ‘Ave.- Ms still.‘reeling|_
for..next. season:: Madison. Ave. clients have appraised ‘the hits ae

_

——1,
All three tv networks were deepfrom. the: first major: National. Niel-|[
“VatW Writer:
at ly involved. this week in plots to
NBC is playing ‘around:with plans for. a’ Monday night. reshuffle: sens of. the new. season (and sub-|}strengthen their ‘weak spots as a
ABC: is reshuffling: its- Monday. ‘sked,:and its Roy: Rogers Sat. night {sequent --20-city “Nielsen. reports). _
show may go after. 13 weeks. CBS’: “Fair Exchange” is.on the: rocks. ‘| which: reveal some.“of: the most|]|~
Don Quinn
{| whole flock of early casualties.
- Fdramatic ‘shifts: in..Viewing . habits fand‘the Thursday-Friday lineups are.up for.reexamination,.
| loomed on the horizon.
‘In-a-rocket age in ty, you got to make. ‘it-fast, you-got to: make: it 5 in’ years; Shows: ‘that- were solid| ‘discourses. on creative labor: polas“AS an. example, there's talk that
suddenly
have.
season
‘last
[lea
‘sprightly.
plece
‘which
he
‘calls
{clicks
“
David
commercial and’-you got ‘to.-make. it. good... Otherwise, like
||NBC. may call it quits -with the
iSusskind, you have no recourse ‘but. ‘to Deddle: it to educational tv.: | fallen ‘into’ ‘rating. disrepute. in. the
5. [reshuffing of -the. three-network
| Monday evening “It's A Man's.
“ "i 2. sehedules, .and. although the season | The Longest Chain Of

misses, ‘the..casualties and. the survivors-into’ next season, . °

~ Dream]MeUpaTitle.

“, TV. Drainatie Shows ‘This ‘Season
Some Whoppers
ve trend to ‘pococe- titles “for: tv. 1.

* =*"(Gg-only:a month: old, the disaster |} *
clr periods. have. already been. posted. |}.
|. Phe patterns, the hits and. misses |

Paper Clips.
ee om

:-{} World” in the ‘face of poor rating
‘|{returns and P.& G canceliing its
| Participation. Going in for the

. Phave ‘in virtually all cases been es-| |.
‘Peter. Tewksbury hour entry, it's
| tablished; for what the ratings :now | _gnother informative Feature ia. ay ‘reported, may be another Revue
eg
Contig.up.‘With.disclose. will: in-all probability: be
: the epcoming:
property: |“The. Plainsman.” This.
Jiborn. out. in future’ distings. _
was originally designed for ABC,a
| “These” are: “some, ‘of ‘the major] | 57th Anniversary. Number
||nightights:.
t.
“which: had. ‘paid for the hour pilot,

"Video Setipter: . 7

‘|| -CBS:-has‘a' “commanding. firat‘po-| 7
J sition, lead, probably’ itsbest show-| |’

|| but which never. got on that net-

Th. work.
. dramatic --shows, ..-started- last? ‘year || Harold Flender..
7 dng in a:‘decade.
oa
‘Plasother stetietical ond
d deta filed There’s. also talk that ie ‘Plains
” by “Ben Casey”: on ABC-TV, has|| a ‘has: written. e ‘amorous “ of 7 _NBC. wins: ‘second: place hands a
__sharts, end articles
' 1 man” gets the nod and makes the
generated a.. spectacilar crop. ‘of |.:.
‘down.
:
4| grade it could. go to 90 minutes.
| next season, thus enabling it to
ABC, trailing in:‘third position, |
literary: €fforts ‘this “season... AD: HT
bridge the high-rated-CBS “Lucy”
to“Become: A.Mia having probably. its ‘worst. rating |"
a parently the. ‘word has. ‘gone - out|} ‘How t
| show. It would also mark NBC's
‘season in years;
“to the titlists to. be as obscure as.
Millionaire: on ‘TV ~
‘second venture into hour and a
CBS has Mondays, Tuesdays anal”
\half programming, with another
a possible’ in’ the. maximum. number |
|| Saturdays" all -wrapped. up. ‘in sink| .
On
‘Spee,
Of
Course:
| 90-minute Revue property, - “Vir-.
aof: “words: ..
ribbon: NBC ‘is:right in there: with] :
|
3
Howe already on..
Thursday,|
Typical. allusive. ‘title’‘on. Ben:
‘|{cas. “for: "Wednesday,
However, Man’ 8 World” deal is
{| Eriday. and Sunday ~contention.|:
Casey” . Starizas ‘are: {n° the Name /|
| for 19. ‘weeks, £0 it’s unlikely, anyof Love,. A Small: Corruption,”: “Be-1 one. ofthe many; Raiteetat‘Features. Give or. take .a couple of rating
”| tng will occur until then.
‘in the upcoming:
tween Summer and : Winter,.. The
a | poirits, ‘these nights could: go. either}
Meanwhile ABC also has:a Mon}{ way...
~ ‘Glorious. S‘e'ason,’.. --“Saturday
| ] day plot in. the works. This ‘in* Surgery ‘and. Stanley ‘Schultz, " “Sot ‘57th,Anniversary.Number || ‘Of. the: 50 prime ‘time ‘aif-hours|
My
Hollywood, “Oct. 30. _| volves moving °“Rifleman” into the
‘per: week (Sundays.7 to 11; week-| Probing into the. unconscious, as
Oft It. Chances In Particular Men,” }[
a8''7:30 period (although P&G has
-~ “For the Ladybug, One Dozen |} +
{ days -7:30 to. 11) CBS wins 32: of Sigmund Freud. found out, can be nixed the move), then going. 8 to
-. {/them on -the National. Nielsens for a dangerous thing, a lesson ‘now
Roses,”’-and others: equally lengthy T.
9 with “Dgkotas,” the successor
and unilluminating.
Pias‘other.statistical ead‘dota-filled | the period ‘ending Oct.; NBC. wins ‘being learned ‘the hard way by ‘show to. “Cheyenne” currently dn.
{12
and
ABC
six,
‘Latter:
include
the
NBC-TV’s
‘The
Eleventh
Hour”
: Other .:tv™ dramatic. ‘shows ‘have fe.
"charts ‘and:-articles
the 7: 30 to 8:30 period.
“Naked. City” .two half-hours; the series ‘with a. psychiatrist as the
ee joined the game. The: NBC-TV.|———
‘Also. ABC,. it’s -Feported, has
“Ben
|
‘Gasey”
:
two
.
half-hours.
‘and
central character. One of the spon- virtually’ decided apon lopping off
“ “Eleventh |Hour,” for: ‘instance, has| ew
the
“Wagon..
Train”
two:
half:
hours,
sors, Texaco, which ‘had a sched- the Saturday night :30 Roy. Rogera“come ‘up with such nifties as. “Ij
90-: ule of six minutes over a 18-week show, which has been getting poor
| (although . NBC's. . competing
Don’t Belong In ‘A. ‘White. ‘Painted i
‘minute
“Virginian,”
by.
virtue
of
-a
-span,. has “already: pulled: out of Nielsen returns opposite Jackle
‘House,’ “‘Fhere Are’ Dragons. In|...)
. 0 "/rear guard: action.-which gives it the. show. because. ‘of:the subjects Gleason and “Sam Benedict.”
qe ‘Forest, “Angie, .You. Made}.
»- |. ‘socK..8:30 to 9 payoff: is now fig- Tt is tackling. ..
| -Meanwhile. over at CBS there’s_
.
’ Heart. Sad,” “Hurrah, Hurrah, B
| aired. to’ overtake it-on the National |’: The: show, in fact.‘may be radi- a Thursday, Friday. plot cooking’
e Circus ‘Is ‘Coming | To ‘Town,”’.
+ Nielsen: averages. .
:
cally extending yideo’ 's boundaries which could find the. hour. long
:lrne Second" Day. of Creation, "
In. holding a firm. grip. of “the: No: of the morally. permissible. On Friday night.
“Fair Ex.
and ‘others..:“Sam-Benedict,’ ‘an/2: position: among..the.. three ..net-: Nov.:7, 2 stanza, titled “Of Roses change” fading after 13 ‘weeks. In
other NBC-TV. entry,. is. running]works NBC winds. up in’ third. place and Nightingales and'-Other Love- its place. will probably
o the .ex‘under. such titles as-“Life Is A-Tie|.
it Zone” ‘Love. Is-°A “Cheat,” er The}. When itbegan to.160k. like ABC. only; on. “Monday nights, which ‘is ly. Things,” will be: dealing: with. panded to-an-hour‘
something.“of a “crisis. night” for
series. (Thirteen are already
in
a Mellow:. Wedding. ‘Be
"
‘Martin. “would: “get:l. the. network, ‘with even the once. illegitimate ‘teenage. pregnancy,
ATV:
-and®
Mary:
‘once again posing the problem of the can.)
a -Pplit Week ‘at: San Quentin.” ‘together. ona. deal; .NBC-TV, the:
“Naked -City,” on ABC-TV, 1s an: longtime. home base: for’ ‘the: star, lofty “Price. Is Right’ taking~ a abortion. This ‘show has occasioned | Meanwhile, in a bid to strengthother. title-happy series. A. typical moved in: fast to hold -her. and. re-. drubbing. from ‘the. ‘hot ‘Aridy Grif- ‘some’ censorship of advertising | en: Thursday ‘nights, CBS (if it can
fith .show::. °°
- one ©used. “recently..
“'|.copy. by. TV Gutde. The mag forced get the blessing of the advertisers
negotiate a new contract. Even soa |:
Ll
er
r
or; ABC did .manage.to.tie-up Miss.|, ‘On: - the. ‘Nielsen* ‘S0-city “‘gcore-. ‘the network to revise the ‘final -Involved). may reverse the order.
oo goring™ or
of the “Nurses” and Hitchcock
| Martin. for ‘a, one-shot: guestint on board for the: week ending. Oct.. 21,. word. . of. its: -ad. for the ‘show,. hour series, with the latter going
“But. ABC-TV's. “Wagon. ‘Tratn® -a Bing -Crosby special,; but -if’s ‘on: -the ‘three-network | variance is. not originally reading: |“What do you.
to 10° and: “Nurses” going 19.to
still .calls'"em-straight: along the a reciprocal basis in. return: for. ‘as sharp ason the all-encompassing do” when ‘your teenage. ‘daughter 8
11, -which would get it off the
National Nielsens (since they.-don’t
lines. ‘of:“The. ‘John Smith: Story,” -which Crosby’ will guest ona Mary. ‘take in.-account. the-correctional says. ‘she’ s ‘Pregnant, ” te. “in “Rildare” hook.
_ trouble.” :
| Martin. special. ‘The: latter’ ‘will e
factors in. ‘which: ABC gets. hurt on: - Another “Seventh. Hour” stanza, :|
“1 on: NBC.
°
|
clearances).
-Here’
Ss
How.
the
webs
due: -to be telecast. Dec:: 8,. is :con| Apparently- NEC. fad been
fn,
‘| eérned ‘with the murder and prob| dragging’ -its. feet.. and © permitted |gome: off:.
| able rape of ‘a 16-year-old girl by:
| Miss. Martin’s -contract “to. lapse. |. - CBS: ‘17.
‘The plan’ for Abé’ Burrows. to whip.|: NBC:. 16:7.
|-a young ‘boy. This show has over‘tones -of -homosexuality.. The next |
‘up a-show. for her (‘this would be j.- » ABC:..15.4.
in. addition: fo: her“Peter. Pan” -re-" “Whereas ‘on-the‘National Niel-}‘show; Dec.. 12;: will. revolve around.
"| peat, already’ .on-: tape) had. -col- sens ‘they. readh~:
the offbeat relationship between. a|
| brother .and sister;.
“mwentieth Century-Fox :.prexy: ‘lapsed. That's" when: Miss « Martin| CBS: 20:3:and her ‘agent... ‘started: ‘talking ‘|: “NBC: :18.0....
“|. “Eleventh.‘Hour* ‘ts a Norman |: Appears as. though Jerry Lewis
_ Darryl’ F; Zanuck’. reshuffled the |things.
with. “ABC... At’. this -point;:}. ABC: 146
op Felton — ‘production ‘under the is going to end up es. a. weekly
=. gompany’s. television” Gepartment. it’s: reported; -NBC- moved in fast:]|
-NBC-TV emcee sometime efter the
Metro-TV banner.
fast ‘week’ with © the : selection of. with result. that: a_ new -two-year. The’ “advertising: “agencies;. inter| first. of the year. Comedian, howested
in
the
network
‘rating
strugWilliam: Self.as diréctor ‘of all tv Contract isreportedly. inthe works.
ever, is. understood talking to web
. | gle-‘only ‘secondarily;. are primarily
-attivities.-. Self. replaces Peter
| program. ‘brass about heading a talk
concerned . -with.the ‘show's they’re|
‘show .of some kind..
““Levathes, acting. head of:20th-Fox
sponsoring.- ‘Thus: ‘when ‘a_ Perry]
Lewis is
‘ls. considered likely for.
EV who is: no longer .with . the |:
| Como on‘-his: ‘first: time. out: (as:.re-|
a Monday -night slot, as perhaps
company. |
.| flected. -in:. the ‘National “NieIsens) |
‘replaeement for part of “Saints &
. Self,. ‘onetime director. oft pro- 7
comes .-.up. -with «a. 15.0. average:
+ Sinners.” “Sinners” is: not faring
ram.-. ‘administration . for. CBS-TV.|
‘against the: hot-rated’ “Beverly. “Hill-|
Dayton, ‘Oct. 30.
- Hollywood, has been. conferring. ts
|billies”.on €BS,- that. spells trouble. “Veteran . actress Cornelia: Otis. ven on. rangings. in. its 8:30-9:30
in ‘New York with -Richard D..
‘slot, but use of Lewis as
“Hollywood, -Oct.: 30.°. ‘For .no- matter’ how many‘ slide-. Skinner, . -in Dayton’ -as:-the” first | P
. Zanuck, DFZ's rep at the studio, \- Finpasce™ “between. ‘CBS-TV- “and: rules you ‘use, how do you’ square lecturer. “in. the-.current® Town: Hall: tid. season sub.in that time is only
educated guess by observers.
and Vincent. Shernjfan, ‘Hal ‘Kanter |’MGM-TV ::‘over.. “The’ Bells-Are}. a 15: rating’ with the’ highest priced
series, ‘said she does. not. plan :‘to
Interest .in Lewis. as talker. as
and. Paul Monash; ‘thrée wv.‘Produc: Ringing” pilot: created ‘when: CBS- show. ‘in’television? ©
\'seek:-a:
career
in’
television.
until
|
ers: on ‘the:20th. lot...
_ LIM: pactee Cara. “Williams. was nixed | ‘The |multi-market © Nielsens for. “the’ ‘mediuni’ grows up. a‘‘little.” well .as. comic, on tv. stems. from
‘| as the lead forthe series -has been‘ the. week ending Oct: 21-.are:jam-| She . has” ‘made octasional ©appear-. his -appearance last summer ‘as
host. of “Tonight,” when. -taltks
ws‘resolved, :and: ‘Miss. Willianis will- ‘packed with- “incendiary”... items.. ances .on tv, -but said, “I’m an‘old began:
with. -NBC-TV onregular
+ They. reflect the. fate: of .some-dozen pro- who resents being directed’ on |
| be. its:‘star.
Clairol: _-via'* Foote, . Cone: ‘g Adolph” ‘Green, and. Betty: Com= ‘series; none’ of. which’ have - suc-. television :by.:a combination baby | show.
* Belding;:: thas ‘pougiit :‘a Toster .‘Of den,-.who. ‘authored ‘Bells’: on ‘ceeded. in achiéving the Safety mar- Bernhardt-Edwi in Booth.” She.-said :
Joey Bishop TV Show
morning |and. nighttime: minutes Broadway and in pix: arid the pilot, gin of a 20. rating,: with: the. lone ‘tv will improve only when the ‘pubon CBS-TV:.
-|.had rejected .a..CBS-TV: pitch: to. exception - the “expanded Hitchcock lic. ‘demands that. it. does.. “Right |Gets New Producers.
‘In: the nighttime, Clairol: bought have Miss Williams star in it; With ‘series. -on -CBS.: ‘They-: disclose: a now the public; by: and: large, wants |..
. Hollywood, “Oct. 30.i 16 Minutes. in “Password,” “Fair ‘this, CBS-TV,. which :is. bank-rollé ‘downgraded: rating°status -for“ the- .this -gook: it’s getting,” ‘she said.”
Danny Thomas, who functions.
“Exchange,” ‘Dobie -Gillis,”0 ““Eye- ‘ing the. half-hour: pilot, said - the’ ‘once: invincible: “Untouchables” ‘in|.
- “Some tv is excifing, interesting, |
witness,”
‘and : Miss. Teenage: ‘deal was’ cold .without'-her.|
{its “shift. to Tuesday. night or ABC and very. ‘good. But I-get sick over | as exec. ‘producer .on: “The. Joey~
America.
A.CBS. source said. ‘objections: of. ‘in competition with: Jack Benny. and some of -the. ‘scripts I've .seen.. Bishop Show” as well as starring
Daytime, ‘Clairol ‘inked ‘tor: 22 -Comden-Green. ‘had:: been: - “over= Garry Moore: a decline|in the Dick -They’ re.‘full-of these. terrible; noble! in his own ‘series, has sent a memo
“ghorning. ‘minutes. starting. Nov. 26. come; and. the.project: was. pro- Powell. ratings’ inthe samé. Tues- -women::and. -that: sort. of thing: ||to.: the - Bishop staff notifying it
_dn.. addition ‘fo one: segment of ceeding with. Miss: Williams. as. ‘its day .time’ periods, - ‘They:. disclose | just: don't like acting. for the: ad-. Eddie. Rio and Ray Jacobs will:
serve’ as producers on. the Bishop
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‘Still Waiting for TV
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_~

“Secret: Storm.”
.”
star. ‘The. comedienne; ‘starred ‘in: the collapse: - of ‘the once’ “mighty. -vertisers.” ;
| series until further -notice.
‘Pharnico’ :“bought: 78." ‘morning “Pete and Gladys” on.€BS-TV. last: Potent ‘Thursday: night _ sked on}. She said. she. would | like’ to find | ‘Marvin Marx. exited
as producer
minutes *
“over a.-13-week: ‘period. ‘season::
AContinued on
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f a‘Play and return. ‘to Broadway. of the: ‘comedy series last week.
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Tell theGoodStory ofBcasting’ —

WernerMichelAnkles

wey

Gov. CollinsBids Promotion Boys;

Wednenday, Oetober:31,i968 fe

TVRadioProductionCates
;

|:7')
| Reach-McClinton a
Tiff|#++++
In ‘Creative Policy’
ra
a
*a

Cites Orezation Cuba’ asHistoric!

Kfter more ‘than five’ years: with,

IN. NEW: YORK. CITY

the agency, Werner-Michel, radio-}{:

tv. veepee of~Reach-McClinton, has | Jim Lavensteii, ‘administrative’ manager, CBS-TV program+ depart.
‘resigned: over. what ‘he ‘calls.“se--|. ment;: back. from’ a 10-day ‘Radio Free..Europe tour to Portugal. ‘and :
. Bob: Jamison, director - -of ‘station clearances ‘and -Cana-disagreement on creative. poli+ Germany -.
‘in their living. rooms. Let's: ‘not. try :vere.
By BILL: BARKER
79
dian sales forCBS-TV,. back irom Canada’ where he addressed Toronto |
he agen
cy’
betwe
g
himsel
oe [Sales and
en.
‘asd
the.
f:
Advert
ising’ Club.
appéase these television critics.
CBS News producer. Warren ‘Bush ‘to
_ Datlas;-Oct. 39. -to
management: ©
‘When. did sex: become: ‘un-Ameri- cy’s
Julius. ‘LaRpse.: a
Michel joined the: agency in. 1957 + Coast; for’ filming .‘upcoming. ™ Dialogs” -program
.
NAB prexy Gov: LeRoy Collins
‘can? “it’s a matter’ of good: -taste.
signed for: straight ‘dramatic ‘Tole or “U.S, Steel Hour”. Nov. ‘14°.
urged some ‘400° members of the’
and:
.was
‘veepee’
‘for
|
‘radio-tv,.
al:
And it. disturbes me that critics in member of the board of directors.| Dick. ‘Van Dyke okay after’ minor. auto. ‘accident°.
‘Beatrice. Lillie of
Broadcasters Promotion: Assn..'0n.}
‘and its creative. planning |commit- settfor: five-day ‘guest ‘shot: on. “Password”: during: the. week of ‘Nov. 12°*
_Jerry .Kurtz, ‘formerly: eastern .'salés’ account. exec .for -Television
of
broadcasting.”
‘As*” keynote }
7
;
tee and in chargé of:such ‘shows as:«
speaker
of. the or;manizavion’s | Marcus. Bartlett, ‘general’ ‘man: “20th. Century,” “Breck ‘Golder ‘Enterprises: Corp; ‘named: éastern sales manager for: National: Telefilm .
i,.Jaek Sterling ‘back “behind ‘mike. following:recent. minor.
seventh
annual seminar. at’ thej ager. WSB-TV, :-Atlanta, on “build-. Showcase”: ‘and’ worked- on ‘Playtex. Associates »2
Holiday Inn Central. here, before | ing ‘the -station: image pinpointed. from. its intro. to.tv.- He. also. “was, surgery’.
“Robert: Herridge- Theatre” kicks- off’ on “WNDT: Nov..8 |
conception,
likeness
and
portrayal:
an audience
that
inchided thé
in charge ‘of commercial. produc- “with the Vidadaptation of Shirley Jackson’s' “The. Lottery”... ° . Maimy: .;

Monday (29) to “tell the good story }and.gutoFWashington ty is medi-

PDallas:Ad League and. the Ac¢sn: of |in his comments, abetted -by -color tions and involved:in

the. -making -Reiner, :‘v.p. in: charge of ‘foreign operations -for’ “United. “artists Tele- ~
| vision, left for. Rio. de Janeiro over weekend.6n :a swing. of:the. Latino
ofthe Martini & Rossi ‘plurbs..
‘Stephen: Fleischman, writer-producer, and exec. producer™:
Same ‘time; “Playtex .ad* chief. market :
David: Ketner. this week. arinouriced Fred ‘Friendly; “received special citation .-from: the. American. Cancer’
scuttling «of -Reach-MecClinton in Society’ for -the. “CBS Reports: The. Teenage Smoker”. : .. Edward Scoa. shift. of: ‘some: '$6,000,000.to $8,- vill,. midwest manager, affil relations, Of-CBS-TV,. has’ leitfor a swing
000,000--in:-billings to “Young: & through, the midwest:: :
Rubicam. and. Ted Bates, effective | “WNEW-TV's “Open End”: dissection ‘of ‘this “seasons. ‘television séaFeb. 1. ‘Reach-McClinton . handles:|.son; slated. for. last ‘Sunday (27) but cancelled: due‘to the’ Cuban, ‘crisis, |
-the .-firm’s: bras :and new ‘Living has. been rescheduled for next Sunday -(4).. , WNEW-TV' Ss:vice-prexy”
Girdle line: - .
and peneral |manager ‘John. E.. McArdle -Was. ‘given: the Treasury ‘DeBates will ‘get: Living Bras: ‘and partment’s 1962 Freedom. Bond. Award for: his station’s. ‘service ‘tothe ....
Living Girdles while.-the’ 250. Bras. ‘ Nation”. , : KOVR, Sacraniento, was the. -first to-use a new. ‘technique.
and ‘Playtex Girdle (switching. from : “ine “outdoor. advertising: . ‘Multivision, ae -deve lopment of 'Foster’. &.
.Bates) gées,to Y & Ri It reportedly |: Kleiser, a ‘Metromiedia- subsidiary. “Multivision” delivers:-three: different "means between $3,000,000. and. $4,- messages: ‘successively ... “Romper Room,” WNEW-TV. kiddie: program, *: -.
000.000. in billings foreach: agency.. “marked: its fifth anni. jast week.
i Jack ‘Paar: ‘has ‘signed the: four-man. *-." Y &.R took.on. the Sarong -ac- cast. of the British, -musical, “Beyond the Fringe,’” :ta debut-on his show —
count. (another: Playtex: ine). a few
“Thursday (22). . Stéve Lawrence & Evdie Gorme inked for the “Bell. _
months back: with the. industry-be-.
Telephone Hour” .on NBC-TV. March. 13.. . Mike Clifford, disk: singer,:.
Thused -as to. why the .giant’ shop
Ferrante. &. Teicher, Guvi0-:
‘would take on the meager $250, 000. \set- for the. Ed Sullivan. show: Dec:.-9°.
‘piller. Move. -has Paid, off nicely. | | pianists, will play’ Tennessee Ernie: Ford's show |‘on ABC-FV. -Nov:. 25:

Broadcasting -Executives of ‘Texas,

}.Slides of -his” station: and city.
he cited the latest example” of I Stressing integrity, he. told: that:
broadcasting’ g heroic achievement. ; “even though our ‘station is néws“On the day: of President Ken-.| ‘paper-owned,. -we still aecused one
reta. the; of our papeis of irresponsible.
nedy’s. historic message
ed. that.
people, seven radio stations were [-porting.” Bartlett ’ caution
secretly advised that they. would pif a station ‘gets ‘bored in. promotits own image, the’ “audience
get an urgent telephone call. fromj;ing
j
the White. House at 6 p.m... with |may notice: it.
the owner or manager to receive | Editorials ‘were: started: regular:

ere
———
-—
.°.:tea
us
—
*..n
_e-~
.

the call. ‘Press. ‘Secretary Pierre }I ly-in 31958 over WDSU-TV; New.
the call, asked | Orleans. general ‘Manager Louis
-Salinger ‘made
in. Read. told. via “New-. Orleans At
c‘OOpar: ition
their
voluntary

beaming

the. Presidents

directly to’ the

address. : Large” with’ slides. ‘showing. exam-

people. .of

Cuha, ; ples|“of local. special. events” in

taking the Voice. of America trans- |color.
Jations in. both: Spanish. and Portu-.}

WFAA-TV,- Dallas; ; " puilt. °Hits
guese, and repeat the broadcast all; image on essential prineiples- “of
through the night. These stations ; honesty,. integrity and dependabili‘were under no obligation to dis-. ty,. general manager: Mike: Shapiro.
Frupt regular: schedules.. Without
emphasized. “You:..must live: up to
promptly ‘your: advertising: all salés are un-.
exception all stations
in the. afternoon .and. Steve *Allesi’s:-show on .WPIX, 'N-Y., the same
agreed. The.-President’s
address -iniportant’ ‘if. ‘the ‘product: ‘is inevening . :-; Ruth Foxx: producing: a new, topical. Series on: WNYC; “Dif 7
directed a- portion of his. remarks: ferior.”: He stated: that.every. sta-|
L: ‘ference Of - ‘Opinion: BP
to the captive people of ‘Cuba and: tion. employée: must “be courteous,
. Sylvester (Pat): ‘Weaver; of‘MeCann-Erickson, |
is. chairmin. of. a ‘new:
said his speech was- directly by. considerate and: aid.in: the public
[ternational Radio:TV: Society‘ committee—to: study ‘developments. in.
special radio facilities. Jamming
rélations job ‘tc create-a good .sta. ‘satellite communications; he:Was. ‘appointed: -by: IRTS prexy. William. K..
operations
‘were
thwarted
and tion: image. As to‘ his. successful | |
“McDaniel of..NBC. Radio-.
. Milt: Kamen’ was: inked: -by Merv’ Griffin’ s..
there’s every indication that our | WFAA-TV. :“Let me ‘Speak ° to. the|”
| daily” ‘NBC-TV-er - to: “review” ‘motion. ‘Pictures.‘and: Broadway: .‘legit «.°.
plans were heard by: the’ Cuban manager” ‘series, with himself :-as’
stanzas...
Casper Citron’s WRFM interview session. is: now ‘coming.
people. Salinger later -teld that no ‘host, Shapiro credited. its ‘populari- | |
- A dinner: in”
‘Station asked indemnification:for. ty to his taking.time.to answer the |-: The first spiteof. 1963 is shap- from” the. ‘Doubleday: Book ‘Shop ‘at /57th’ and. Fifth:.
the lost commercial revenue. And ‘mail and phone calls, and to open- ‘ing. up -“-promisingly .for “ABC-TV honor. of WNDT: topper: Dr. Samuel B..:Gould ‘was: given- ast: Thursday: i
(25). at. the ‘St: Régis. ‘Roof, with about. 250 ‘black-tiers and: evening
FCC
Chairman
Newton
Minow| ly, honestly mention other tv.:staapplauded ‘radio for “this proud | tions and their programming, to -which, ‘at this point, ‘has sold just. dressed mates in: attendance: : . Ed Newman “and; .as ‘expected, .Gabe: =
‘over. 80%: of. its ‘availabilities ‘for | Pressman. (who ’covers the. Joral scene. regularly). will - anchor. for the’.
moment in its history.”
-| aid'viewers. He urged station man-'
Collins. called’ on the industry to -agers..to- institute: such program ‘that: period. Most ‘of this. businéss: ‘local -election- returns-.over. WNBC-TV . . Al. Rylander, NBC promotell the good stories of the NAB and. build viewer. Tapport™ by being \-1s from. sponsor: ‘commitments for. tional services veep, -guest® -speaking «Friday. (2). -béfore the’ radio-tv |: Code. of Good Practices, of the honest — “tell them you thought. at. ‘least 26. weeks: Web execs anti- -departineng. at the -U. ‘of. Denver—topie: is ‘exploitation. as. ‘used “in tv
' “Sing _Along- With -Mitch”: producer-director:: Bill Hobin and‘
new NAB research programs, of ) the ‘Bus Stop’ segment was in bad. cipate' no. important: hurdles ‘jn : today
: With: the-.death ‘of: Harold:
the growing technology and ac- tase, and. that .“The. Defenders’. plugging’ up the holes.on‘‘its first. -his family to the’ Bahamas. for a: week...
eeptance of broadcasting, to accept showed .courage. in the ‘episode’ on: quarter - schedule -in’.the’ next.four: Nicholas; longtime-. tv-radio™ -editor ‘of: ‘Rochester ‘(N.Y.). Democrat- 2°"

|ABCIsttr.Biz

Despite Rat ig

Chronicle, William Hackman’ has-been named temporary .replacement... their roles of inseparable parts of } abortion.”:
or’:five: :weéks:
. NBC-TV. program veep Ed Friendly’s- secretary Barbara.Mungyer
their communities
and of .the}
Seminar* continues through Wed: |. : -Optimistie~:biz. outlook .fas“not |”
recuperating after . operation: ‘at Presbyterian Medical Center in ‘N-Y.;
-broadcaster’s
fight . to ‘advance

.freedom of broadcasting.
“It is argued by the American
Bar Assn. that with.air coverage
‘participants in court trials would.
‘ham it up.” Under fair: tests. this:
has not proved true. -As we plan

‘J been: dimmed:. by: the .web’s poor last’ week, .Friendly’s wife.returned. fiome after: cs Stop, at. Doctors:
-lshowing (to “date on: ‘the ,ratings. ‘Hospital. ‘in N.Y:
Web execs contend that it’s a tra-’
Onetime. Jodal-}program. chier® fat - WNBC: Radio), “Steve White. as. a
ditional .pattern. of the initial Niel- |!‘Joined: ‘the parent. NBC Radio: ‘as a. ‘producer. and -‘director. on. “Moni>" ce

. nesday..

Det. W RBackh
CBS Radio Fold

er
wear
7

‘sens since: these: ratings do. not: re-: “tor? and .as.the. network- program’ Smusi¢ supervisor. , _
‘flect.-the -delayed: ‘broadcast -.of:}
ABC-TV. shows..on between. 50: and :
‘better to tell fhe good story: of:
[ae
60 stations and that these: a.b.’s do.
broadcasting, let us. be sure that.
show up. on Subsequent: ‘ratings.’ Agency. toppers are cnutisiige tngoiign.
i
fown like itwas Madison’ ‘Ave?
we deserve to tell it through our
z.
| First it- was ‘going. to the 4 A’s conclave in- Honolulu’ and now it’s coming: an
own dedicated .efforts, which have ; | Wk; ‘Detroit, the -:50,000° ‘watt |.;
“T back, -Among: those’ wassailed by- théir Coast defenders. are: Alfred “Se=*
made a contribution to its truth,” ‘clear: channel: outlet, one. of the |”.
‘Nan, prez of ‘Sullivan, Staiffer, Colwell & Bayles,..and Bart Cummings, .“
Collins concluded. Don Curran. of |key midwestern. radio stations, has a7
| ditto with Compton-.- . Lyn. Castile, -who for 10. years. did. ‘an interview...
ABC, Assn.. prexy, introed. Collins;
rejoined CBS Radio,:
=—=sContinued- from. page 26. —
a)show on KHJ for. MGM. back from’ 10-city: tour to. promote: the studio’s.
and the other: ‘speakers.
“Jumbo”. ‘and. “Mutiny. on -the. Bounty.”.: This: time.: she -was ‘on the.
Ft's a return which met.a hearty |.|
Up earlier'‘on the ‘“broadcast-|welcome “back from both -the: net-:| NBC—a_ correct ‘prediction :on: the tTeceiving end. of. the. q.and a routine... . TV Guide: piblisher James.
ing’s image’ session, Board’ Chairwork: and the station.. WIR’ s re-| outcome~-of- ‘the, races. in® those. Quirk addressed. :Hollywood ::Ad: ‘Club’, on’ "Felevision -- Criticism, © or:
man William ‘B. Lewis, ‘of Kenyon:
Shooting ‘Fish -in“a.Barrel Is. a Wonderful: Sport If.You’re Not: in. the.
turn, according to Worth Kramer, states and. perhaps’ others...
& Eckhardt, stressed that broad|prexy. of: Goodwill ‘Stations, Inc., | Big: six: “dewline””: states. are’also: Barrel”... Those. who- have. Seen the’ ‘tape’ of Danny ‘Kaye's. ‘third and
casters ‘needed. to publicize more
‘where .the:.. most. important Gube-- last hour. show: for Genera} Motofs. ‘say -it’runs. two hours to .-be edited
foreefully the. good, progressive had ..been’ prompted. in. part -by- the -natorial |‘and’ ‘Congressional . races. -down to 54:minutes-.-.
- KBIG's Bill Sawyers claims a first for station:
actions the industry: has’ already. new CBS affiliation plan:: ‘Kramer. “are -expetted - to happen. . States’
‘ids; ‘that. of. Joanie ‘Sonimers: doing. ‘solo musicals. Custom. ‘has -beentaken
to improve
the: overall -apparently. was referring to. the.
-chosen | are N-Y.;. . Massachusetts,
.NBC wouldn’t give Stan Canter:
image. He urged management* to: return of station compensation by. | Connecticut; Michigan, California’ for groups to do the: station jingles...
-a-month’s leave for 2 honeymoon 80.he: upped and:“quit. He ‘ymnarried -*
fake stricter control of the com-:‘the web:

:IN:‘HOLLY. WOOD.

NBC ‘Dewline™”

“| the daughter ofthe Ohrbach, chain‘ store. prez. _.
Storer’s KGBS :
speed’ NBC.) “feels, named. Steve’ Arvin news dir éctor. and:added: Alan’ Lisser, 20-year vet.ea
blast, Lewis said. “the main body of | ‘pulled cut in. 4959, had operated- comes. from the: ‘placement of. re-. of Coast radio,. to the.news.sstaff,
in the three. porters ‘at: the election: district,. or-|.
complaints. the FCC receives from :; ‘as -an, independent
viewers concerns commercials. {-inter im ‘years.. ‘Detroit's. pioneer précinct’ Jevel,..and” come. Nov..-6:+ IN’CHICAGO.
They are -too loud, too strident, |WJR. had disaffiliated. from . CBS. -they’II ‘be’ ‘all. over -the. field. ‘For |. Bennett :Scott, former: ‘general. sales manager ‘of.
+ WIND, “has:‘joined
many’ are nauseating. Too’ ‘often :Radio: when ‘the web. introduced | instanee,.NBC says: there. will ‘be ‘a.
mercial’

W3JR,. which” had been a. ‘CRS and.Fexas.

content -.and’ scheduling. ©

‘Anticipating

his

own

Radio

industry’s

affil for °25--years until it.

ff‘Dewlirie”

the fine ‘arts FM-er, WFMT.. as Sales topper, Appointment. frees ‘WFMT.
without} iits barter’ plan.-in lieu: of. station. ‘total: of -600 “dewline”. precin¢éts asst. manager Ray. Nordstrand; ‘who: is. also’ asst:. publisher of its. ‘Mmagae courtesy.” _.He | compensation -three-years ago. Re: ‘in-N.¥. alone-and 300 in California. |
| zinié,- Perspective,. from the station's sales chores .
Jay -Ward,. pros. 3:cited
the. snecessful
British: “and
turn’ to: station’ ‘compensation apy: Each pr‘ecinet will require one. man
ducer -of.. “The: ‘Bullwinkle’ Shew,” - ds. making -‘thé: pronio” -rounds here
Talian formula ‘for non- -inteftrup- parently. paved the’ wav ‘for: the. ‘and ‘one private telephone line ‘to.
‘Aaron Gold shifted” from the. ‘advértising-promotionticn of programming, and urged :; WIR -repledge. of allegiance to NBC headquarters. | ¢(A’- sidebar. is’ this~ week...
‘Sun-Times. telecritic Paul.
+ that many .of those phonés; each. ‘staff. to: ‘become WBBMN-TV:: publicist.
broadcasters to control commercial CBS Radio.
ccontent.“without taking yourselves ,
CBS Radio,. without. WIR. “in| costing. ** ‘the price’ of. installation} Molloy is working on.a sccond book - _WBKB ‘publicist: Frank ‘Little.
or the advertisers tothe cleaners.” |
ormal month's fee, Will: be ‘moves “to. New. York ‘next. Werk. to: head - the’ ‘p.r:: department. of: the
' Detroit,’ had ‘a .disadvantage,” in. and-a-n
used -for’ a ‘single eall- and ‘that’s. “ABC-TV flagship-there. . . . John: ‘Callaway, WBBM: Radio ‘asst.. news
On improving. the image, “<eneral:
that.it depended on what could-bée {absolutely. all):
; ‘director’ thas.been. accepted ae.romeniber, of:TH: Academy of Criminole
manager Jack Harris: KRPC -TV.
termed ‘periphery stations’ for-: al AIL told, NEC. News will have ‘agy, one. of few newsmen ‘to be let in: ye:Jeanne. Arnoid, Sid: Breese
Wouston, said viewers are in three

they

interrupt. programs

thought,

faste

or

i

classes, the embracers, tire RCO
ters and the: protestors, bul aerecd
the major ity of: view ers .a3ppr ove Of
tv today. He decried the “enslatement of ratings” as a‘ ‘major indusiry hurdle and declared -“sc ne Way

- Coverage.

of. the

Detroit. ‘market

‘and Everett: Clark have ‘beén. tappéd- for voice portrayals “in: WNBQ's.

home-hasé of that important auto-!(3.750: ‘persons. ‘working on: its elec-” |'special ‘on the: ‘Treasures of. Versailles exhibit: -at.-the- ‘Art Institute, .
{tion coverage. next: week, the: web
motive “biz.. ‘Inctuding .. Detroit: the
coming up’ Nov. 12. Ken Nordine: will narrate...
. Bob Carroll, ‘star of
Says,
50,000° watt ‘clear channel .‘outlet|
|.
WBBM-TV’s.
‘That, Song,”
will 2lay°the Camellia House -of
‘Nove23
starting
a fortnight §
for“Remember.
Drake
the
|
sas
source
News.
NBC
‘an’
Also:
serves a -total .population |area: of
15.500, 000°. in* a.. four-state - area: Ithat:‘the: ‘occasion. will- be:a. “boon”

iis an area of 3.000.000 in “Can: {te, ‘college campuses,’ :from whieh.

AN LON DON

must be’ found to anshacktle. net- ada, -atcording to reseaich figures, jMany. of the single-use precinct re-=.|
work and station oneration “frac
i porters. have “been, gleaned. Kids:
Granada ty. eockahoop |as: ate.chiquaces: ‘that “€oronation: Street” was
Deal between station and. CRS |.
their enslavement’ to ratines,
A
have. been making- -a- Pood |_butk,.
8 in_8. 868,000" Homes and-on-Oet.. 10_in'-8,625,000.
homes,’
station or net that seeks vonly~ the. Radio. was ‘made: ‘prior -to the-} yapparently, ftom" rehearsal. ‘and. viewed on..Oct. ¢laims;
tops the previous: best, ast. year 7 Royal: Variety.
Granada.
highest number :f-els in its prinre. Cuban crisis, but, another: motiv at-.ti study, time needed-ito;2Prep . hey This,.
af
“Bernard.
ATV's
“.
.
residences
Siewing
8.480.000:
| Show. which’ notched:
responsibility, to its audicnces and .. ing: factor ‘for .the’ reaffiliation |Was |: NBC. “dewline’’ee
{Bradén Saturday. Night ©Shaw is. being: brought” forward. ‘to-11. pm...
the worldwide. news,: pubafairs |
to. itsclf.”
_| instead ‘of’ 11:45 ‘p.m. because. of its upping: ‘popularity . Faith Brook, -Harris stated ‘that ‘the Amer: vant “services ‘af the web.”
‘Dorothy. Alison: and. Glyn: Ow en are-the stars. of anew comedy by. Elaine”
people have earned the rieht, to”
CBS: Radio: prexy.- Arthur- Hult} ’ Steubenville=-Michaét ‘Matalitso.:
the kind of -entertainmént: they :‘ Haves. who.ad been, on: tour of *former ly ‘salés. manager ef. WROY,” ‘Morgan; “A> Chance to Shine.’ which: BBC-TV will..screen on Friday
Work has. started: on .the’ jiistallation of the feeders. on-Inde=.
want and do Tet subscribe to va the web's “Third: Dimention” ‘pres-.{ Clarksburg; has joined WSTV-hicre (2).,
Washington bureau's: distht ‘ion. of. entation, flew into. Detroit's. air} aS.an account: exec. Macaluso,’ who | pendent. ‘Television. :‘Authority’ < new 500-foot tower ‘at ‘Croydon,: just. we
substituting
ifs éultura] tvranny. port .to sign. the. necessary papers broke into broddrasting: as‘a news: | out. of. London 3s ‘Anthony ‘Hopkins: has chalked” up his 10th year ‘as’.
“Fhe Ameri¢an people. have the of reaffiliation: | Siening the -pa- man, went into, sales with. WSIY - the: talker in: “Talking Abcilt. -Musie’ on. BBC radio .rar:+ Derek. Inger °

right to decide what they will see .pers, he continued. on: to the. Coast.. Radio before- ‘Boing’‘to:‘Clarksburg.

(Continued: on- page.30).
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“No0TimeforContrivedDrama’
Dick Salant: ‘aiid: Jim Hagerty, bosses: of: CBS:a nd ABC. News T@-

“spectively, ‘implemented explicit. statements. on’ thedos sand, donts fo
of. coverage. in the. world: -erisis..
‘After: ‘patting: his staff on the ‘pack: for the:coverage ‘they'd’tive
~ Jast week, ::CBS’:.Salant -wrote: in a ‘memo:

|
a

i

_.. °“ Iam: sure, ‘that. it-is superfluous and-even presumptuous of:‘ine: 4. The. tv.nétworka. shad. ‘réason, 1
to. remind: ‘you that: ‘whatever. the competitive temptations,-: this .is’ ‘Tl when: all--is. said and. aired, ‘to be |.
“ no“time for contrived -drama,..or: for doom-laden or hyperthyroid.: _ rather. proud |of. their’ “continua ”
* -“portents. Where it-is Necessary to report. rumors—and.-I' think. that-. -L-eoverage: of. ‘the ‘Cuban: crisis: ‘They
|,
.. the circumstanées: would ‘be. : quite: extraordinary—they ‘must. be.-”
"|.were there as.the story. ‘developed,
_abeledas rumors. “As: mich: as’ possible-we should label stories py
although. radio, because ofits mare. =
~~“ gources. - I- would. rather. be ‘beaten ‘by ‘the-competition :than.to con-. -}-extensive coverage, came. off.a‘it
tribute to: pressing a. panic .button _or:‘to. disseminate. information 3 . better. in the long: TUN, |. :

kson
sabeofWhithalk
Fear’T reattoEarning Potential

London; Oct. 30:
-The Government’s’ White Paper,{which will determine the -shape
‘|and -pattern of forthcoming televi| sion legislation, is expected within
the next week or two, and itS pub~which- “proves to be inaccurate,” *-°
* .*" ‘Phere is some doubt: cast. ‘on ‘the.
lication. should put an -end to: the
.°!
Hagerty-of ABC ‘said: his. tietwork’s policy: is to:out.in with ‘im: ae ‘decision: of ty-not-to cover:the story:|:
guesswork and forecasting that has
- “portant news bulletins: as:.they.happen; ‘ ‘we-do: not-believe in: cute.
| continuously. :as- ‘they- did“:for the Paced by the broadcasting: divi-:| been going on since the Pilkington
ting in, for the sake of: cutting, in, but we:Jhave:and: will continue to:
first’ three. ‘astronauts, since’ “this :
committee made its recommenda-~
report the developments as they | occur.”
“1 game. of. ‘international chicken, ‘out. Hon: American. Broadcasting-Para- tions last June.
” In a-elosed-circuit -speech. to affils, . Hagerty: ‘gaid> “We “wii “dig-- | therein -the ‘Atlantic, affected: con-. “mount ‘Theatres. ‘racked up. record’ |.
Though -the Government's atti‘ag. deeply ‘as -possible, .but™ without- disclosing specific: data: about: ‘sidérably’ more’ than’ three. -livés.:earnings ‘for. the ‘third’ quarter and: tude is still a hotiv guarded. secret,
——
types: of ships- or. troop. ‘movements;”ae
: | Ameng.-the:- answers. why the big- the first:. nine ‘months of 1962. there is some concern in the com| gest Story ‘in -14. years ‘of commer-.
mer¢ial tv camp at the persistent
|cial: tv was. not covered around the|-Prexy - Leonard .H. Goldenson re- Tumor: that the Postmaster Gen-|clock’ was ‘this one, aside from the. ‘ported ..to” stockholders: that the.
eral, -with Cabinet approval, is re‘|‘overwhelming: ‘cost ‘of. preemption: third quarter :‘operating’. profit of
sponding. ‘to’ the pressure groups
‘Since. dead: spots were -bound to: $2. 450,000 .was.an increase of 30%|
and intends to cut down ‘on the
|- develop. in the story, the reporters| over “the $1,886, 000 for the like
{-would. turn’ to speculation, a nat-|quarter: of.1961, ‘Profit represented. earning potential of the.“‘giants” of
“ural .journalistic bent anyway,. cand. 56c™per share compared. with 43¢ the:‘industry. ©
According to. ‘current rumors;. the
that ‘might ‘unnecessarily |inflame|.per: share. last: ‘year.
‘ah: already.frightened :
public to. .. The. nine-month: net. ‘profit: rose. northern territory, as one example,
om |6: $8,003,000 -from $7,580,000 last ‘will be divided into two: separate,
terror. 2
Furthermore,. said: a network’ ek- ‘year, equaling’ $1.83 a. share com- seven-day-a-week operations. At
‘present, Granada TV network has:
| ecutive,
the- ‘story—unlike .. the pared with $1.74. forthe like. ‘pe-:
: “By the time the European Broad- #~
‘+ Shepard; ‘Glenn, ‘Grissom flights— -Tiod. of 1961. For. the. :first nine- the. Monday to Friday franchise,
“-easting Union ‘ended. its. meetings
‘only had a beginning, ‘no middle |‘months, there Was.a capital loss of and ABC-TV takes ‘over ‘in the
“Friday. (26): in: N. :Y: the clearest.
It’s. being suggested
and ‘no.end:-in’ sight. How long. :$97:000«.compared with .a. Capital ° weekends:
“pgign was that:the future of 4 global |
“could a network’ stay.on Cuba. and “gain of. $6,178, 000 An. the like ‘pe-'| ‘that ‘Granada will have the Lantelevision organization was. cloudy. .
‘cashire terrifory. and -ABC_ the
‘the.war scare;: without. exhausting
|Tiod. ‘last: year...
The.latter com|
its:
personnel
to.
the.
point:
of
use{’. -Goldénson ‘reported. that the} Yorkshire area.
oan: EBU,: and’ Many: Americans “who |. ‘Capital “Cities. operating “profit 1. Jessness or before continuous cov-.| third. quarter. results-reflected-con- | pany, however, will have to give
7 IMdight: in any: way. ‘affect:the: créa- before - depreciation’ ‘for. the “first -erage: bankrupted even the :richest: ‘tinued’ record. earnings for the up its weekend franchise in’ the
‘tion’ of :.a: Europe-America-Asia-, three quarters: this. year .was up’ of : networks? So;: they say, the. ABC. broadcasting: division. ‘Thea-- Midlands: .
-” Africa-Australia ‘alliance of. broad-. 86%, from:: ‘$1.86. per. share in: °62 ‘hets would’ have- been out .of their. tre. ‘business, ‘he. said; improved _ The Midlands territory, now run
casters, hoped ‘foi such an organi-_ to $3. 46.-per. share in. .’62,. reports. |minds ‘to -cancel- everything. and go : ‘substantially. over the ‘earlier. pe- by ATV on ‘weekdays, with ABC
zation...Yet.many of. them: ‘also. had}:CC. prexy .Frank M: “Smith. :
}-riods: of the’ year and was about|on. duty at the. weekends, will, in
‘ceaselessly: to. the crisis.
.
doubts or ‘questions as to the- prac =. Net ‘broadcasting income. was. up.
[Yet..when things were- working | “Comparable. to the like périod: of |. all: ‘probability, Temain ‘a single
year.
$10,947,768;
.
this’:
. -tical. means. of: bringing: about one. 65%
well: for the’ tv webs; which “was |.1961...All other operations of. the entity, but’ there” appears to be.
‘A “major-obstacle toa “world soeinit: "$6.637,160: for the:similar. | most: of the time,’ ‘they. -worked - company |‘were . ahead of. Jast.year, Some doubt as to which company
period.
last:
year.
oebroadcasting union is: thought: 'towill have the operating franchise,
very, very: “well. ‘Take your: choice he’ ‘Said. «
pe that U.S. ‘broadcasters |are: es--|: A couple ©of .-hew’ -“properties, ‘—at NBC, CBS or:ABC; the di-|
The big problem confronting.
sentially: ‘competitive. ‘economically WKBW-AM-TV,. - Buffalo, - and rectors. or their news. superiors 7
the Governmient’s legislators is
_ anid: that. in“most -of. the: countries ‘ WPAT-AM-FM, Patérson, . NO J.|
how: to cope with the London
showed’. uncanny ability... to. be.}
boosted this: year’s ‘totals,
_ ‘ofEurope. they are’ “not.:.
area, which is covered by Associ:/ -tft where the. story |was. The. .news- °
» While. signs. of: this |‘were. only:|" Smith. said. ‘that .awhile. income’ ‘men, to0'a man,: were careful, intel-.
ated Rediffusion on weekdays, and
ATV. at-.weekends.
-Uniike the:
~ slight ‘during ‘the: first,;. EBU. meet- “was ‘up’ substantially: in-network, ligent—one might. even. Say. mastering on. U. S: soil, it is- ‘nonetheless ‘national -.and. local-* business; the “ful. or,.-aS an observing: Swedish|
north, where Lancashire and York-contended that ‘another. obstacle’ is greatest: ‘rate- of-increase has conie: ‘broadcaster : ‘suggested Jast’ week,
shire ‘are... covered
by Separate.
“g feeliig of-résentment by Euro-. from: the’: local area’ with: ‘local |:“superb” in. their. coverage. of: the
transmitters, the London
region.
;far-.and
‘wealth:
thermonuclear
hair|.
:the
"
‘developing
about
_ peans
businessmen. increasingly: | moving
broadcasts come’ from a single
“It
ty.
n
America
.
7”
Taiser.:
aan
*
effects-of
g
to broadcast advertising. .
‘reachin
transmitter, sited at Crystal Palace.
4g -no “secret -that--European:, tele-.
_ “| Even: if theydidn’t satisty- évery-'t
It’s known that both AR and ATV
|’
.
programs
sell
:to_
‘like
“body: Wednesday. ° morning, when |.
“easters: would.
fiave Staked claims to be London
|
ABC
‘International
‘Television,
entrepenn
America
-the Russians and-the. Aaltntic fleet}:
here. just: as.
‘program companies, but how the
eurs:sell abroad. °
‘seemed - determined: to. clash; the which.“denies. allegations. by other} territory -will be split seems fo be
|
once
than:
| '|-video: webs- broke into: their sched- |‘network execs that it bioke the unresolved. For each company to
.it was mentioned. more
-;

B’castingDivisionSets

|

“Pace.for:AB-PT.Record
~ Earningsin3d Quarter

EBUMeetHereTalksUp:aGlobal
IsResolved; ©

tingofWord

CAPITALCITIESPOSTS.
“MAJOR PROFIT HIKE}

oS

ABCInt1HasOwn
‘GlobalMeet’ & It’s
-Strictly Hardsell

“?

| Minow Salutes:A
Indus
Industiry 10-Strike|

gn'the course. of the four-and-a-half |..
day. period in. Which EBU members |

ules with such : unusual :frequeticy

‘ground. rules ‘at its”‘EBU- Tuncheon

have .an: equal ‘share of.the week
last® “week by making’ ‘it a “com- would clearly be impracticable, ‘yet.
‘if one had four days and the other
sticking” more to. available -.facts. mercial,’on is ‘frankly demonstrating
‘three there would be an underthan. to:‘conjecture—which the ‘net-: the: hardsell approach at its special.
‘works: never:more feared. than now. presentation this morning . (Wed.) |. standable beef. from one of them.
—they didn’t: ‘simultaneously’ Te- 4at
To ‘complete ‘the pattern of the
the ‘Américana ‘Hotel,
~ origination: of Hews programs. Also :
N.Y. In) rédistribution of areas, the Gov-:
{mel tension among: viewers,”
arising was: a. “proposal by. Euro- :
| its.first promotion of . this type ernment is also said to be toying
“Washington, Oct. 30."
. NBC@'s.:65° Interruptions .
‘peans . that. perhaps. the American |
‘ABC ‘International. Television .is with the idea of. merging some of
Ten.
radio.
‘stations::came
in.
for
|:
.
ans.|
‘Europe
the.
-News:..:
department
“NBCTV'sand.
broadcasters.
|
certain
pitching : the’ idea’. “of an. inter-: the smaller regions,. which would
at
merely”
as:
a.
forinstance—listed
:
‘the
highest.
praise
.
from
FCC}
once.
at:
‘all
should ‘meetbe’ operated .by new companies, .
|
over
65
@“interruptions”
“between
|.
s.:
In. either case, :Chairman Newton ‘N. Minow..
pricing probleni
national: ‘commercial ‘hookup be- formed:from the existing program.
Monday.
and
Friday
noon.and
four.
|
were
‘the Americans * purportedly.
fore 850. foreign broadcasters, ad j outfits.. The:.idea is. to give each:
Their action in: ‘turning over.
amenable’ to discussion..and had |*their: facilities through’ night hours. | full specials in that-period. :CBS-'}: agencies: cand °“‘manufacturers::
‘: {region more or less equal Status.
TV.
listed
:about
30.
-interruptions,
:
‘even; in.a/ few -instances,.:.taken. “to -U.S. .Information Agency |for.
including: long’ periods of. UN-cov-|. ABC International is selling. its. That would be.a help to some’ of
atneliorating:. ‘steps.-: already, but. intensified. broadeéasting :into.. Cuba: _eragee,
‘atid’ in-five’ nights it had|message. ‘in. Visualscope, a wide- |.
(Continued rayOe page 3ay
_- they” ‘caufioned .-Europeahs. ‘that the was. ‘described: by ..Minow ‘as- “‘a.
five. fullblown-specials. - -ABC-TY
“nature of :the American. system. proud. nioment for the broadcasting “hot -only ‘broke *‘in regularly ‘but it. screen ~process© projecting slides, .
‘films, - ‘cartoons, etc,..all of which
gould not: ‘guarantee’ accord among ind ustry.”
‘reportéd:.a number. of UN.. spots;|detail -what..ABC
International
fee, its tv networks. .
‘plus
-what‘it
‘termed
:“¥
Wrapup
reCommercial
‘AMs
tying.
in:
‘with
F
Television is.and how: it operates,
|
“LS At a press: ‘conference’ held. Fri- |linked
-landlines-:to..the
:Washing-Ports
sand”.
.
interpretive;
commenSome. live performers are “also be- |
aa “day to sum up: the EBU: meeting's ‘ton studios of the Voice of. America - tary.”
{ing used. in‘ the: presentation.
~” aceomplishments,--- Olof. -Rydbeck,. for the .special -alinight ~ broad-_| «
Everybody: ‘stayed: on. a: nash |" Also attending this promotional |
president. of |‘the ‘Union: ‘and’ di7 peasts were. WGBS,: WMIE. . and: Basis”. ‘throughout ©.“the
crisis, ‘|
(Continued: on:page 39):
WCKR, :“all--of. “Miami; “WSB, At-’ though: by: Friday- evening, :-as .the7.“Meet. are. éxecs of ABC’s 22 as- | Tanta;- WCKY, Cincinnati; -WKWF, |time ‘between. hard-news stories ‘be- | ‘sociated stations that are-now lo-| .NBC-TV ‘programming finally has:
|_
‘Key. West: “WWL,. -New - Orleans: came longer, ‘the’ flashes: ‘under-/-Cated.. im 14 countries,’ including
a. man: of its ‘own — kind - of —in
"| and KAAY,. ‘Little... ‘Rock. In. vaddi- || standably- ‘became. ‘less frequent. : | Canada... ‘Latin-America, the Mid‘dle: East,’ Japan,. Phillipines --and|Europe. That. is-Gerald Adler, “who
' tion, : two . Shortwave -“stations,
“One of: ‘the big. heroes,. cited by |Australia. ‘In. the first: international ,
“WRPL,:.. Boston, and. KGEIL,, San.
is already: European director for
‘more .than.‘one listener :‘last. ‘week,
| +:Carlos, :Calif, :eartled: the -Pro “was” ABC" Radio... - It's ‘coverage, hookup. Of: this. character, -ABC NBC International has another job,
| International engages :in: .‘buying: that of program rep in Europe.
grams.:
|-they.. felt, “was not -only.’ virtually. programs ‘and vias‘time for: its |
Consequently, -he. reports not
continuous
*
.‘on the. ‘Tuesday ‘night- global ‘affiliates.
- | only.to Joe Klein, head of Interof. the crisis; it was-—via ABC News
7 “Washington, Oct. 30..- 1280," put “only” < those - 40. “were. —as complete as. anybody: at. the|
| national,:but also to Mort Werner,
“The White’. House, in’ ‘the. midst actually .used:;*VOA- made: the .ar- ‘time ‘could. -humanly have-made it;
‘| veep of NBC-TV programming. For.
the: program department, Adier
of ‘the Cuban cliffhanger, ‘‘asked rarigements in each: instance .with-. Another of. the. big heroes;; which |
on
editors::.and- radio-television.. news. out a discussion of any ‘compeénsa-. -like.-.- WABC. also. in ‘N.Y; was-|.
‘will handle program
program
s submissions
God-.|
~ Second ‘hourlong Arthur
by foreign |sources: and also be on
directors: not. to broadcast. certain. tion. to.the station ‘for the ‘time in- WNDT, ‘which is thé ‘market’s’ new.
‘military information. they.‘may gar- ‘volved. 'The. ‘subject of how: much: educational. tv station. Unfettered | frey- Spécial: '‘on. CBS-TV. will be -hand, ‘virtually all the time; to
‘| VOA. ‘is'to™: pay; 4f ‘anything, willL | by fear of preempting commercials, | “Sounds: of: the . City,”’. “with . New. _supervise any deals going abroad.
ner.
ae
: Presidential.” press: ~ "secretary, : shave: to be. negotiated later: —
‘and also’ prepared .for. an -emierg-. York ‘as: -the ‘backdrop. Telecast. for NBC-TV.
Pierre’ ‘Salinger. isstied:' a. memo:
‘The. Voice, -in. another’ develop=: | ency. as’ this, the: station trotted out: will. ‘be. Feb. 1 (Friday: night. at} Corollary of this is the establishlisting 12 ‘types..of information ‘the. ‘ment, massed. all: its.: facilities: a. group ‘of highly. informed |‘men’ 8:30).
ment’ by NBC of a TV Advisory
Government: feels ‘is: “vital to our “Thursday . (25) ‘for~.a worldwide. “who lent ‘their expertise _at:- the . “Sponsors. tor-the: Feb. 1- ‘broad- Service; also headed by Adier who
. national security.”
“saturation broadcast” -ecapable ‘of: ‘height of: the crisis to. ‘what some-|cast. ‘include -.Menley” .& ~James will: work with. foreign producers
The memo
said. the: Défense: ‘De- surmounting |‘Communist jamming -one- labeled’ “sane, “informed”. Laboratories, and Quaker: State on the touches that might be need-.
“partment has“notified all imilitary: ‘For: eight and..a half-hours,. VOA | afialyses of. what. was.- -going on. If | ‘Oil. First ‘Godfrey CBS-TV special ed to make.a U.S. tv program sale.
*" ‘personnel of. the: ‘prohibited infor- ‘told the truth about the-U.S. quar-. . their. presence ‘on WNDT ‘was not ‘will -be Nov: 10: Title of the opener: Much of this ‘was the outgrowth
... Mation’and added “despite ‘this-fact, atitine of.Cuba. The broadcast .was |: a nerve- calmer it. was a -way:of | will. be’ “Arthur Godfrey in Holly- of the. ‘European
Broadcasting
“Sit. ds possible. ‘such-‘information|pdivided into..30- minute: segments, [SMPPying the * ‘fearfully -. lonely:. wood.” .Petry” ‘Lafferty ‘Produces, Union” meetings. ‘of last-week in
- and.directs,
(Continued: on. paae 39),
‘(Continued on ‘page: 98).
(Continued on page 38)”
(Continued. on. page. 34).
that ‘viewer’s: ‘knowledge.of the-sit~.

were meeting (in.. the “U." S. ‘that | :there’ shouldbe; on the. part: of ‘the |’*
American’ -networks,. ‘better. reap- L
‘vo proachment. with Europeans. on: the. |-

~ AtPeakofCrisis|

ugtion was

replenished.

And: by

|GeraldAdlerIn
Dual O’seas Role

hiteHouseMemo

OnNewsSecurity

¢

fet

:

Godfrey's§oHSpecial
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Desis5 $1,000,000 forNewPilot
Prod. TraderBrown’ & 0

" AATsCleve,Ske

_FromTheProduction Centres

KYW-TV, ‘Cleveland, has bought|
| 82'features from: Associated: Artists.|.
. |Television-(AAT), -for - weekend |
- Continued trom page 28 —
ee
. programming “and ‘spotting: on: sta-| .
| has’now: “Joined: Douglas. Revell "in: “Westwood: TV. ‘presentation. ‘He
‘[tion’ s “Early Show.”...
|
“AAT pix. consist: of:40: uCaval.. was a floor manager. with. Associated ‘Rediffusion.;:; . Charity appeals
Hollywood, Oct, ‘30.
| cade. of the” 60's; Group: ‘One;”’ -are-soon: to’ be broadcast on commercial television.” ‘By. .arrangement
Desilu Productions -js allocating:
which *: “Includes
the: titles. of with the Corp’s- Central Appeals. Advisory. ‘Committee. will also: give:
a budget: conservatively’ estimated |
ITV's, charity: requests; the:0.0.
“Friendly: :Persuasion” .‘and |
at $1,000,000 on the production of
Capone;” 382 “Cavalcade of. the
‘60's, Group II,” among. which are
pilots: for the. 1963-64 sedson, it |
-WOR-TY, New York; and. KTTV,. -“Love‘in: the ‘Afternoon, ” “The Big
was revealed: by Desilu prexy Desi
.The NBC camera ‘on, the White. ‘House’ ‘lawn and web's. soundtrack:
Arnaz. While some deals are: still ‘Los. Angeles, have -bought: ‘the: se-. ‘Cireus’ and. “Babe. Ruth. ‘Story. ”
S$
. by southwest: gate were. good. indi¢ations of:radio and: tv. activity here.
in ‘negotiation, ‘Arnaz ‘stressed that. ries of six hour specials, ‘6 Pac,” |
.
°
.. CBS -correspondents: Roger. Mudd and Paul. Niven were called. back*
the figure he: cited was a minimum being” produced by ‘Victor: Borge- |"
‘| to’ D.Ce Monday in- the midst of coveriiig: ‘election ‘stories in Texas and:
amount, that in all-likelihood it Seldon Assoc.’s’ and distributed -by.
| Michigan. . WTOP-TV had stringers reporting ‘on: activity: all down the
would be more by the. time all: TV. ‘Marketeers.
| east coast. Monday’ ‘before President Kennedy. addressed the nationthe various. deals are. wrapped up. |: Geoffrey * Seldon, VBS... préxy,.
“f ‘Howard Streeter, Bryson: Rash. and. David von. Sothen: will handle area
Program veepee Jerry Thorpe. is] and Wynn Nathan, TY. ‘Marketeers:| in charge of .the pilot production. prexy, have just ‘returned from Eu- |
_élection returns on:-WRC-TV, the NBC o&o .
“Sam. Donaldson, ‘Scott.

Borge Seldon’ss‘GPac
Bought by WOR, KTIV

AL:

IN.WASHINGTON: oe en.

| Wolper.Storyor
‘SegsSnarled By

While the pilot. agenda is" diver- ope where they initiated negotiasified
and
balanced’ insofar as tions for. continental Tights. to the.

‘Sutton,. Tony ‘Sylvester, Don Allen: and’: ‘Jack. ‘Jurey. ‘will ‘work.with tbe

‘anchorman: Julian Barber. to’ cover. area. returns for WTOP-TV
-CBS ‘Washington. News boss David ‘Schoenbrun: was. feted’ Sunday (28) :
package. ‘Nathan. is “now ‘ready. to-|:
Jauneh: a _mmarket-by-market US..}
_at AWRT. brunch. .
. Mark ‘Edwin. Richardson: If,-joins- Electronics
Industries ‘Assn. ‘as. assistant general counsel after: ser
‘pitch with: an audition: print. -con=.|"
s Vice-W ith‘Federal:
from: the | six:
taining: ‘excérpts
: ‘Trade Commission.
“Hollywood, ‘Oct. 30.
edy is not only. bec ause be is :con- shows, which include: “The | Best |
vineed this is a most saieable com-. -of Borge”; “Vincent -Price’s Genius-|. Five segments of David Wolper *smodity, but pointed to the com- at.’. “Work”; ; “The - James : Dean “The ‘Story. Of’. documentary tele- |.
pany’s own.
origination—the
“I Story”. “Money ‘Isn't -Everything” | Series. have. -baen affected. by ‘the| Station KMOX-TY has signed a new “weather girl:‘Lee. Shepherd,’ aS.
Love Lucy” hit whieh led to the (an: -“original : musieal);. ““The Jim. ‘Cuban ‘crisis, according to: series permanent. replacement for Pat Fontaine, ‘who. recently -took: over. the
Desilu empire, And,. of course, the ‘Moran: Show"; and. a jazz special. , producer |Mel: Stuart. Producer: re- “Today Girl’. chores..on -the: early ‘a:m. NBC show: “Miss” Shepherd :was’ “oF
.‘| vealed situations under which: seg- wooed away from Houston’ 's-KHOU-TV,.where she ‘currently:is hostess.
riew, Lucille Balk series this season.
‘ments: have been shelved -for the. ‘on an. “interview-variety. program. ‘She isa. pretty, “just. 26,’".and: will. is again the rating pacesetter.
4 duration and said séveral instances: begin her ‘duties with the-CBS.o&0 Nov: 12°.
Comedies on the Desilu sked. aré
. Veteran: actor Chester have required rescripting to change “Morris starring’ in: “Soda Pop. and: Paper Flags, *. ‘the.second -.of"three.
“Trader Brown,” ‘which would have
|
portions
of
shows.
now.
-in
prodiic:Ethel Merman starring; Cy How-|
“Route '66” ‘episodes: being “shot: in St. Louis-.. ---Candy ‘Butler, :11-°"tion.. that.“cannot be- completed be- year-old.’ ‘daughter. of KMOX. radio’s. Jim Butler, currently. ‘appearing.
ard producing the half-hour show;.
cause - Governmental - . cooperation as ‘Baby ‘Louise. in .“Gypsy,’” a: ‘Shearton-Jefferson. dinner-theatre press."
“Joe Sent Me.” a half-hour show.
had
been: ‘discontinued. .
set in the 1930's, for which Nancy |
|
entation
on .~ -KTVI-TV's once monthly..tocal -Specials, -“The: St. Louis”
Walker has been set, Howard. also
Segments - inélude: “Story . of: alS tory,’”. premiered -‘Friday .(26) -with, “Skyport;”.: a behind-the-scenes
producer of. this ‘one;: “Oh. -Nurse,”’ |
‘Eondon, Oct.. “30... | Jet.Carrier: ‘Pilat,” which* was film- | ‘picture of Lambert: Field. Bruce. Hayward. is narrator and. ‘production
starring Glynis Johns; half-hour, .
After. having: made six - pilots’ ‘in ing. on-board U. S. S: Ranger : 100. staff. -includes: Bill’ Leonard and: Jack Feierabend, .‘directors;: Larry. >
created: by Phil.
P
Shuken..In addi- Rome, .Martin: Benson .is now. ‘film-.: miles off San .Francisco.:until Sun-' “Johnson, photographer; «Jim Brady,: film” editor’-KSHEFM. As:
tion Arnaz is negotiating: for: Gale|ing his “Profile”. series in Britain, day—day «before -Pres., Kennedy’s’ broadcasting all ‘the’ games of. the. ‘Washington: UV: “Bears. Skip" Erwin.
Storm ‘and Julie Newmar. to: star |: and will .-be.- ‘making *- others’. ‘in: “blockade”: announcement—when; ‘on. the. play-by-play and--Bob Davis doing ‘color:
-“Earamie’’. ‘star
in two more half-hour -comedies. Portugal’ ; and.
other ~ ‘parts - of according to Stuart, “we were asked John ‘Smith is’ headlining’ the annual St..Louis: Firemen’ S. Rodeo.
Desilu also plans to pilot a high- ‘Europe. They. are’ being, lensed en- to léave without: being ‘told. why.” |.
‘Crew was. sent. off © ‘ship. ‘without
budgeted dramatic hour,. a top ‘tirely. on-location.
.Each, episode .is restricted . to. -‘equipment, which. is now. being |.
secret project on which no. details are forthcoming pending -cur- four.minutes, and the personalities : flown to them,.he said: They. had |‘: “WBZ:TV" general. manager’ ‘James. E. Allen addressing’ the B:U; ‘New-.
rent negotiations. Arnaz is also ne- ‘profiled. are not. necessarily well-. several shots: remaining and, at this. man. Club: on.-“Future’ Benefits: of: TV”.
“ Joe. Ryan,: WBZ-TV press
gotiating for-an hourlong anthol- |._known, but- thought. to be: typical- point, are: not’ certain -if.Lt. Donald: :chief,” holding press recéption -at -“Somérset- for: magician’ -Milbourne .
of
the:
area:
Benson:
aims
fo
‘make.’
‘Watkins,
subject
of
‘the
show;
wifi
|
Christopher
in“connection: with 'Westinghouse’ s ‘néw.-monthly. -kidvid
ogy property. created. by ‘Vincent
tbe. available fer them to do. pickup’ series .. 5 =. "Volkswagen and locat - gas companies: inked to sponsor:
Flaherty, a series about people a minimum: of 52.
‘shots.
and
last:minute
‘narration.
:
' The series will be. distr ibuted: ‘by’
-| WBZ-TV’ s state-election night* coverage. Nov.. 6. ‘Station: will use more-:.
who. came to the U.S..and” made
contributed
to
the} Talbot. TV:in Britain. and by” the: ° Similar: ;situation ©‘involves’ Set. | than 50 staffers: and seven live cameras, four-‘at key emote. locations. ~
good,
‘and
parent ‘Fremantle Television. inthe, _AToysius. Sobkowiak, subject of: the |
growth of the country.
. Stan: Berk, Producer-director WBZ-TV, and Mrs.’ Berk:‘parents of.
“Story. ‘ofa Marine”. episode. Print. | new:‘daughter -. . WEEI’s “Opinion: Please; ””. Monday..through: ‘Friday.
He also plans a pilot. of |“High Test. ‘of -the:“world.
}-of -this show had :been” sent. to: ‘in ‘the’ 8:15-9. p.m. Seg, Aighlighting. ‘state pdlitico: candidates. in’ special”
lo- }
Horizons,”
hourlong
drama
|. Washington Dd. G, for approval -be= series. through | Nov. 5. ... Tom Gorman, WEEI -general manager, and: ©.
caled in the west, but not a shoot-!,
./ |fore’ final shots, but completion’ ‘is ‘a: veep “of. CBS -radio, “wired. ‘Valerian A. Zorin,; “~prexy. .UN security ~
7em-up oater, and this depends. on
~'| being. held.Up., because “we now: council, :inviting him to. talk.on “Conversation: Piece, ” WEEI-CBS"
“whether I ran get the right cast, ai
‘can’t get an answer from Washing- Fadio program. originating’ in’‘Boston ..
oe
Arnaz said.
| ton and: we don’t: know if Sgt. Sob- |>
Desilu also has two two-part:|.
“In.-a- move that will. base - the kowiak will still - be. available. ‘to
spinoffs on its. “The Untouchables”.
starring” “company” s. tv commercial: produc-|| us.”
series.. “The
Seekers,”
Marvin Gottlieb |‘has joined. the- sales. staff’ ‘of. KDKA-TV; moving Sas
Other: épisodes’ ‘affected: ‘trelude.
Barbara Stanwyck ’.as a tracer of | tion ‘in California, Filmways: has:
WTAE’s: Hank. Stohl ‘is naw rehearsing for the:
_missing, persons, and. “The White negotiated a- deal with John .Suth- ‘one on a newspaperman;. ‘Thomas: “aver. from: KQV:. .
Knights,” about the Public Health erland Productions=.of... California Braden,:-who was.-:to. be = photo-’ Tead.. in - the Pittsburgh: Playhouse production. of: “Critie’s Choice’. |
for
a
working
arrangement:
‘on
blurb
-graphed having dinrier- with. Presi- -KQV news..director: Al: Crouch: has returned from. .Washington ‘where
Service, starring. Dane Clark and}
dent Kennedy. ‘and’. also:asking: “a: he’ attended.:a. policy: briefing ‘session. by the State Department..
Joseph Schildkraut.::First seg of productions,
Sutherland: will: be able. to work question. at the President’s -press: ‘The. Pennsylvania State Chiropractic Society awardeéd:-its: annual. Phys
the Stanwyck potential series -will
be aired next Tuesday, second’ one in New: York_ with’ Filmways’. east conference. When Cuban situation. “sical Fitness. award to WTAE for its .“Roniper:Room”. ‘show. that:-stars
..Joseph L. Hall, television: and.‘motion -picture director .Dec. 25: first of “Knights” will be coast’ -blurb operation hea ed ‘by arose, - both.. these Acitvities .‘were. Janey Vance...
seen Nov. 20, second on Jan. 22. Fred Raphael, while. Filmways will’ . calied off, |_ne¢essitating : “seript: at. the Army Pictorial Center in Long Island. City,. has -been: named to —
|." e position. of ‘Television Director at KDKA-TV. . KQV: will present -~
“7 don't like spinoffs urless the concentrate its commercial work. ‘changes. New: ‘Sequences had. to. be Me
Spooktacular” ‘tonight .(Wed:) with Keeve Berman hosting -a‘ two‘show involved ‘fits into’ the series’ in’ California. under Will “Cowan, ‘substituted ‘in -“Story ‘of an: Elec- |-8
on which it’s seen. We don't want. thead: of the subsid,. Filmways *of. “tion,” featuring. California. . Con- ‘hour Hallowe’en ‘show. The: presentation -will include “Tales of ‘Téerror”
to weaken ‘The Untouchabies;” but California. ‘Company... now has. a “gressional candidates James: Cor-.| by. the Old:Sea Hag, :“Tales of, the:Supernatural”: by-Arch Oboler and...
‘these two properties - did: ‘integrate theatrical and a tv ‘ programming: man -and ‘Stephen’ Foote. «Stuart, selections. from: :Poe. John Zacherly’s. recorded Hallowe-en: music. will.
into the’ series,” Arnaz expalined. production ‘centre | on. the. Coast. |.who ‘was personally: producing: and also be presented ... Dick Ross, KDKA ‘account, exec, -has. been named
Arnaz
said
he. hasn't’ even|: “Contracts «are: being ‘drawn - for -directing segment, “had: “skedded- ‘one of. the’ city’s. best dressed: young:men.“and was. honored. atas Junior
7
_
pitched all of the various_-pilot ‘the ‘working agreement, whieh’ will: section: involving-‘auto’ ride ‘with: ‘Chamber. of: Commerce: Juncheon..::
Kennedy. However; : . the
projects to the networks yet, but: be: up for approval’ of ‘Filmways ‘Pres.
that’s because it’s the policy of ‘stockholders: at the arinualmeeting President: s Calif: trip:“Was: called
.
y off. ’
Desilu.:to first develop its” pilot. in. ‘December.
s. two: major. gubernatorial candidates to” be: examined
properties before presenting’ them.
Alex Grésshaff. skedded, to Jeave'|:on:
’ ‘Pennsylvania’
a. WRCV-TV- documentary . “Politics” ‘and. the People:: A Matter-of. ;“We don’t: operate” like some other
‘last.
week.
-for
‘Berlin
“to”
develop:
WHJB Sold to Group.
“Persuasion,” narrated: by newscaster. Vince. Leonard,: Special will :pre-: .
companies who go to the networks}.
|. four. -episodes’ ‘to “be. done there; -empt “Brinkley’s Journal” (Nov. .5).: John Bucci, political analyst. “-.
Of.
Pitt:
Area.
Residents
has
had
-his
.tripcancelled,
-with:
(Continued on.
« ‘Page 36).
“added .to-WCAU-TV’s. election night ‘teain. . . Joe: Bursh, fornierly on:
the four: segments. shelved for the fheWCAU. news. staff; now. taking: over ‘as. news director’ of WGN, ‘BufPittsburgh,’ Oct: 30.
duration.
|
WHIB, . Greensburg, has “been.
|-falo.
. WCAU-TV.- educational: ‘director. Margaret: Kearney: to be honsold to.'a: group. of Pitt.area resis}. “Story.. of” series: is now: in. 112 _ ored ‘by the Women’s Division, State. of Israel Bonds Organization at: dents for arn. -undisclosed’ price, markets,
will -.debut. locally . in .the ‘Bellevue: Stratford Hotel Nov;. Bye . Dennis Kane, former.WREV-="'~
pending approval ‘hy the FCC. ’ | Jantary. UATV: is releasing: -Fif-: TV news diréctor, ‘has resigned ., oe. Jack Jones, in. various: posts ‘with
The new buyers include. Trwin. D.. ‘teen -of.. -39:. ‘segments. have: been the WCAU stations. sinee 1951, ‘tiamed. studio,“operations: ‘supervisor’ of
Screen Gems
has added 17 ‘Wolf Jr. and.’ John M. ‘Wolf, Sons completed,: ‘eight .{including those” the radia. engineering, department.
markets in its syndicated sales of. of -the late I.:D:. Wolf, ‘who: owned:| snarled). :aré now. in. production. |
156. five-minute
Hanna-Barbera “part of: WTAE,: Channel 4; Robert Producer-directors. Terry Sanders.
cartoons, “Touche Turtle;’ “Lippy ‘H. Burstein, Irving A: Weehsier, -and --William “Cartwright ‘are’ in-.
The Lion” and°*‘Wally Gator,” the: John L: Laubach Jr:,.Leonard :E. volved with..Stuart: and Gressho . Bernard ‘Morris,. former’ news’ ‘director “Of.Weak ‘here, hag“joined.

categories of. entertainment
£0,
comedies | predominate—five
of
them
scheduled
for : piloting.
Arnaz explained the stress on .com-

NewWorld Crisis

IN ST. LOUIS.

es

MartinBenson's$

Profile’ Quickies

IN: BOSTON

Filmways, Sutherland’$
East; West Blurb ‘Deal

LIN: PITTSBURGH:

jiN PHILADELPHIA. .

na

—

SG SALES ON H-B
CARTOONS, COL PIX}

IN: ‘DETROI T°

first made expressly for syndicated. Laufe and Mel. Goldberg, who for-:
releasé by H-B. Bringing. the total ‘merly

aa aaa

za the news department’ of WJBK‘: radio.. ~ WWI newsman Dwayne: Riley...

headed WKPA, New ‘Ken-|
-{Has. been. awarded the Cultural -Channéls. -Award from..the Detroit:
Sington, and w ho. will assume «cman~ | Junior’ Board: of ‘Commerce .“for. ‘géneral’ excellence. of - broadcasting.
‘agement of: the .station’.when .the|
- documentaries,”- especially for. his “Michigan Prisons” series... ;’.. Ane
new ownership: receives. Fee. ap- |
other Cultural ChannelsAward went to WJR for. “general: excellence:
{ -proval... .
| of bréadcast -editorials,. “especially. the’ early ‘and courageous. advocacy. * Seven “Arts: TV, Which normally: of fluoridation in -Detroit’’. . .. Shirley. Eder, WJBK’s. show. biz: reporter, °
WHJB has. been on the:air since

1 ARTSPEDDLING
_ AMATEUR. BOXING

national sales to.51, new. deals
were made with WTEN, . Albany;
WCIV-TV;,: ‘Charleston; “ WTVC,.
Chattanooga; WTVT, Washington,
Lafayette, La:
N, C.;
KLFY-TYV,
WWL-TV,
New
Orleans;. KMID- : 1943 and was owned by: the: Byete
restricts itself. to’ station. distribu- ‘covered the‘ Ethel:Merman nitery ‘debut -in Vegas, then. went on-to‘the..."TV, Midland, TFex.; WIRT, Flint; nan family who also. at: one tim
Hilton ‘to’ tape interviews ‘with other ‘celebs -.°. . WIBK: is:
‘tion,
“ispr‘eSetitly: trying: to‘line’ ‘Up: ‘Beverly
-WHO-TV,
Des Moines; KETV, owned both |KQV and. WJAS. in|
featuring. ‘traffic. safety-. announcements . recorded -by- a group. . of@
network
‘or.
‘national
spot.
“adver-,
Wichita; Pittsburgh.”
Omaha;
KARD-TV,
Detroit. school: youngsters; ranging from’: -$ix-to 10. years: of |age...
tiser..-for ‘its: new. half-hour “tape ‘WWJ radio. and tv ‘marshalling itsJocal.1news’forces to tie.in with
KBTV,. Denver; KNTV, San Jose;
_|-Series,
World’s
:
Amateur
‘Boxing
J
KVAL-TV, Eugene, Ore; KROLNBC's election. coverage, ”
Champiviships.”mo
TV, Reno; and KING-TV.- Seattle. |
Screen Gems .also ‘locked up}
If: it: doesn’t ‘go-‘that way; it’s
Hollywood, Oct. 30. +:fairly. certain the distrib. will send
three stations of the Newhouse | chain for its latest package of 73 | “NBC-TV's. owned-arid-operated the ‘weekly- ‘stanza. via ‘the ‘syndie | Larry ‘Smith -and. his.-puppeteérs..now: filling: a -Saturaiy- a:m:- 30-° |
post-1950 Columbia films to: bow. station ‘in Hollywood. ‘undergoes its: route.” Meantime, Seven: Arts ‘has. -minute slot’ on. WCPO-TV. «s.. George Bryant signed: off: after 15- years:
on television. Newhouse group of third change -of call letters: ‘in. 13 been using, for them; a fresh ‘sales. of: announcing on WKRC radio and: tv: stations. to. operate ‘his own |
WSYR-TV,
Syracuse; WAPI-TV, years and a new location Nov.°11. gimmick—having
“Boxing” ‘pro-. ‘drive-in restaurant a . Announcer ‘Ed Wright. exited“ WCIN for WABQ;::
Birmingham; and WPTA,: “Harris- Studio moves. to. .the web’s vast ducer -Sandy Howard. go on all the ‘Cleveland... « « Dale Wright, assistant: promotion. director’ of: WKRCKRCA be- ; “agency.
burg, follows on the heels. of a sale. “acreage. in ‘Burbank and: ]
sales. pitches... Howard |. TV,-to Hollywood for a.role in “Rifleman”. with ‘Chuck ‘Connors, his
|
Valready has two fight ‘tapes:in the personal: manager. .''.- . Jockeys. at -WSAI,. headed by. Gene. Austin,.
to the four CBS o&o’s in New- comes KNBC.

It’sNow KNBC

York, Philadelphia, Chicago and St.
Louis.

rfIN’ CINCINNATI

In*1954 the change was made. ‘can -and Seven: Arts. says at has ‘herald pop .{unes' as the: week's. ’ “fabulous. 40°:we Bil ‘Dawesand
other spinners’ at,
a WCRO. eal :‘em
a “nifty50."
”.
. Plans for another 50.’-_

from. KNBH: to: KRCA.
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_ LOCAL TV _& SYNDICATION

ae
.
aia od rtae ;
sakae
hleverHappenedtoThatNAB

. Washington, Oct; 30.
The. Federal’ “Corimiitcations. ‘Commission ‘has set ‘the. Tecord.--|

straight on non-commercial ‘spot-.announceiments.

“.

_

Too-mdany ‘stations -have been ‘playing the. ‘Shell’ game on’“those ~ F

AND EVSWEB8

“pack-to-school.,. ‘safety. and: other public service... type ‘spots, the: a :
commission élaimed. ina policy: statement.

...

;

Before lowering the: boom, FCC told: how the- spot: announcement.

. By MURRAY ‘HOROWITZ.

creening ofPost-48s? Nothing
—+

|: Quinn.MartinPacts
‘Exchisive With UAT

-It looks like the proposal of the

-National’..Assn. of Broadcasters to
'|.Sereen. so-called “controversial”
post-'48 features has. fallen into

pea keeps turning’ up ‘under’-a different -shell. Sometimes:if. the. ... Thrust of NBC-TV and ABC-TV
‘limbo. As far as the pix distribu‘thito. programming :‘of features ~has|°
spots. come-during a music segment, the .wholé.thing-is termed an
tors .go, it's a welcome state of.
-educational. segment in filings with the conimission or the'spots are. *“-altered the “féatures-to-tv | biz’ to. QM” ‘Productions, headed .- ‘by. affairs.
‘added to a: station's talk’ or public. service ‘log -time;. or ‘all the spots:.| -|such an’ extent ‘that. a. ‘good deal of|-Quinn Martin, .an independent film | ‘NAB Code Authority -director
‘are: added.-up’ by. ‘category and added-to the total-.-agricultural, .:{new. ciriematie product: Is ‘first be= producing © company, has .been. + Robert Swezey. at last year’s NAB
“. fing. ‘offered to .the webs and’ ‘then,
‘religious. or educational time as the: case: ‘may be...
signed. to -an- exclusive contract. by. convention. spoke of. the need of: a
“In pending applications, such. ‘responses: should’ be amended ‘to. 2 if notsold, ‘to’‘stations via syndica-: United Artists Television. Scripts. national screening board’ to pass
_éonform. to the ground’ rules, said:the commission, adding.““future* . tion. |
for two. tv. projected: series under: on: so-called “controversial” pix .of
*-{naccuracies of-.the: ‘types. described” will be viewed. as.serious P “In. short, ‘gale’practices. of. ‘pix'|“the QM. Productions. banner have ‘more recent vintage, pix which are
-| has: the: potential: of turning full
. ‘violations: of.commission: instructions.’
“22 3 2.
hae
‘circle; following “a -.sales pattern|been prepared: ‘One. of the. pro-. being produced in Hollywood. and
|of:vidfilm ‘series of ‘years ago, when jected: series is:being: coproduced. abroad: in'-a. more adult cinema
| climate. Swezey at the time, which
: syndicators would ‘first offer pilots} with’ ABC-TV.
| to: -networks ‘and’. then, if, not]: . Martin, ‘an’ exec. producer, has was last ‘April, sald he would con.-E grabbed : off-.at. the national: ‘level, ‘heen: . associated . ‘with. the two-. fer in N.Y. with the major pix
would...pitch thé same: warés- in ‘partner “The. Untouchables, * which | distributors on his proposal.. Plan
syndication. ‘Stations, -then, in. the) touched. :off the series; “Berna- would. work’ better with the coheyday:::.of ||vidfilm:- syndication,’ dette” for -Desilu. .Playhouse and: ' operation of pix distributors. It’s.
Lnow seven months. later and’ pro-.
“The New Breed.””
‘would cry-“we're ‘being..offered -rejen ‘confabs have never been
=| jected merchandise.” Some station} '..Martin®: ‘joins four ‘other indie he
~Tndependent - Television Corp’ s+
*'| buyers of.features are raising: that) ‘producers. who are committed for |
‘plan ‘to’ open up late night station.
Opinion of the distributors, . an
one or ‘more-pilots for UAT, others_
cry today in- ‘relation. to. pix.”
-telecasting via provisional offering
The practice of ‘first. running. “tot‘being Leslie’ Stevens’ Daystar Pro- opinion which seems to be preof free: programming has met with.
Vailing, is that local station man‘the. network. isn’t.:all |pervading at. ductions,: Bill Asher and Chrislaw |agement
Tesistance from. other distributors.
should be selely responsi‘Productions,. David L. Wolper and
‘this:
point.
It’s
feared,:
though,:
by
IEC, in’ ‘making -the: -dramatic |.
ble for the pix telecast...A national
Sules. Bricken,
rickens
some
hefty
station.
buyers:
‘that
.in
Mike
Wallace
has
been
signed.
to
screening board, as envisioned by
‘offer, invited other ‘distributors to |.
future: -few,. if. any, -of.. the.
“, associate themselves with the plan. ‘narrate the: half-hour.tv special.on |-the «
“|NAB, smacks too much of censorpresent:
pix:
syndicators
could
‘re|:
Marilyn:
:
Monroe;
‘now’
being’
proship, distributors feel.
One leading ‘syndie: exec said that.
|
‘Attitudes of local stations, as has
-. ,any -free..offer “generally: down-. ‘duced in Hollywood:‘for -distribu- ject’ the: network price’ lure.
*
Seven:.
Arts’
Associated,
“which
|:
tion’
by.
‘Official
Films."
been: proven time again, vary. as
‘:~ -grades. product.””. “He ‘was of ‘the’
‘handles:.
Warner
‘Bros.
.
‘and:
20th=|":
to.:telecasting adult-themed_ -cine7 opinion ‘‘that: no. distributor should|- ’ Official prexy._‘ Seymour ~“Reed
matics.. Some - stations: won't ‘play
“give: away: “what. can: be. sold.: -If.a “says. the: show ‘should be completed” ‘Fox =post-’50 -product,. will -‘not ‘sell|:
to
-the.
networks,
‘according
‘to
sales
|
a feature labeled “condemned” by
‘station.:is offered a “program for. .ahead: of schedule—before the end| the National Legion of Decency.
gale’ for-a I p.m. ‘slot, ‘that ‘station: of November--and a five-minute topper: .Bob-Rich: “We're in. busi-|
néss..with
the.
stations;and
we
want:|
.A few stations might, and a larger
on - “might. say’.no ‘to the series “only to: ‘Sample. of the ‘archives... film is. be-.
‘group may try to.cut objectionable
“get ‘it. free for late: night telecast- ing: ‘pitched.-to ‘possible:“Sponsors : to:-continue that’ exclusive relation: |..
{-ship,”
‘Rich
says,
|
+:
|
‘I'sceneés, if the “C” pic were. bought.
‘and. ad: ‘agencies.
ing, the: exec ‘argued.
_. Screen - Gems, :“when” it:opened|
the - Legion’ S: “C's”
Other :than
Producer’ is. Art: Lieberman. anid.
ITC, -which made its: ‘offer. in let:
its: new: package. of ‘post=50's,- took’].:
“ters.” to: stations." throughout :‘the: ‘a special: ‘score -is being prepared. the ‘station -by station Tather- ‘than |’“ID Wwo yéar's - in syndication, the adult themed:pix haven't: too tough
country,.: said. it. ‘had ‘not’ reeelved “by. -Elmér. Bernstéin:-who. will con-. ‘the’ network: route: .~
: - 250° ‘half-hours °of “The: Best of ‘a time, relatively, to find a market.
among. stations.
duct ‘the .misic. -Seripter. is.Mal-|.
station reaction, as yet. “What: happens; though; in ‘three! Groucho”, “has grossed $2;500. 000 |”
“Another ‘Syndie exec.: "sald: that’ vin “Wald ‘and: editor :‘is. Philip R.| or four. years, ‘when the. supply of. for. NBC -Films,°‘which. makes it
stations: “have: traditionally | ‘held: Rosenberg.
post-48’s: ‘will, dwindle. further and} the . distributor's top.dollar: syndie
back on ‘sharing’ of.: advertising:
networks and stations: as ‘customers’ ‘show. 7
“+ Jpeventies with. -any distributor: ITC:
vie. for _the same’ pictures? The) . Stanza. is.in. gg - Situations,’ ”
“plans. provides that if’a station: ac‘handwriting. ‘spelling more .money- according. to: NBC which, also supcepts. ITC. series: for ‘telecasting,
via networks is Clearly legible now. plied the. money: figure. -And where
- after. the. station’s normal. signoff: .
“1 1t: will, become bolder and’ clearer. call: (250-‘were not~ sold -the: first,
” and -that: program garners ‘sponsor:|.
” | in--the future, According ‘to some) ‘time around,» every: single station }.Support, ©-station- and. ITC .would }..
Mike Sklar and ‘Harold “Mayer,
forecasters.
nn

V DistribsWon'ttGoFor

“TICLateNiteCuffoPlanon
0 Fi
Wallace SettoNarrate ;
“Marilyn Monroe Special

.y

BestofGroucho’
$2,500,000 Gross
As SyndieEntry

Sklar&Mayer
Educ’l TV Prod.

ba
is
ait
h hSs
.| :

{that owned ‘any. ‘part’: of them | ;
Currently, .=.webs. ‘Spend.about} picked: up. the rest: in the see-. both formerly with CBS-TV’s. pub$175, 000 -per-pic, including 'one re-. ond year. Sales boss. ‘of: NBC. Films lie affairs department, have set up.
-night- programming. runs. sustain-'
|.
run. .‘In syndication: ‘same ‘pic’ can: ‘Bill. Breen: said ‘it’s ‘the.first. time ‘their own company, Mayer-Sklar,
‘ing,:the programs would ‘be:‘given toss
gross
:from.’ $150, 000-.to. $175;000;. -on. NBC Films . books that there to. -handle-. programming projects:. ‘to the station -free..:
a
\'according™ to. some.” estimates. The’. had* been no. -€xpirations:. oF .can-. for educational ty showcasing... AlIt also’ “was. pointed: ‘out: ‘by: some’
‘difference in price: “seems .‘arrow cellations: for. a -syndie show. that -Teady in’ the works’ an 11-part
“¥ondon,- ‘Oct. 30.
:eyiidie execs that keeping. stations
|series, “Exploring the Universe,”
3) was being: stripped. for’ daily use with ‘Dave Garroway hosting the
During. the.
» first. nine.months Of. on- the. ‘surface, but, ain._Teality, it's
‘7, Open: ‘beyond: the - normal. ‘signoff|:
quite “big...
a by.stations.
: {half hours. devoted to science with
“. period: présents ‘many costs. to- sta- this” year, ABC- TV has’ sold. almiost:

pe

. share in the revenues: at’ an-agreed.|:
upon ‘formula; If the ITC late.

‘Group of: pik:‘sold on - the net:
“tions -.other “than._programming.
2,000: ‘Programs. throughout. thebyork level’ has’ relatively. no.dis-’ Thoses costs are’ personnel --Man- world...
The. “deals were
tribution. ‘costs. ‘Distribution costs
ning -:facilities, -:eosts: which °“
weré,| “described: as not. being. negligible: through: ‘Associated: British. ‘Pathe; on: the “market :Jevel. for the same

-

{emphasis on physics, and. astrono-. .
| my. A couple .of -Nobel prize-win-

4 ning. physicists, I. I. Raabi-and-EdJerry lewisDystrophy _}ward
Pudcell, have already been
group
‘of:
pix~
would.
be’
relatively].
the.
foreign.
sales
‘arm
of’
the:
parent
in ‘unionized ‘situations. It-also was.
| lined up.as guests along with RobSpecial.
Set
for
WPIX,.
Vhigh:
Then,there.
.
is
‘the
.matter
“Associated.
British:
Picture
Corp.
stated: that ‘the. advertising ‘poten-: ‘
ert Oppenheimer, director. of. the’

__-tlal-in: the wee hours:of: the; night 2 ‘Included in’‘the ‘total. ds. ‘the. re-. | o£. rerunis.- Pix sold ‘on: the- network’
Princeton Institute of Advanced
. -cent -deal-with ‘Desilu. ‘for the dis- Tevel” have: quite a. residual. value
| Research: Lester Cooper is prowhen
:they
‘are
sold.
again
in°
‘syn-|
‘Muscular *-- Dystrophy: ‘Assn. of |ducing;-Dennis Kane is. directing.
‘It’ was. ‘generally: acknowledged’ ‘tribution™ of: ‘Journey | of. .a&-LifeThe Mayer-Sklar |company is also- -. that’ there. is a tight time. squeeze: ‘time’. through: ‘America and Eng- dication. Residual. value of. syndica-| -Ameri¢a-produced
Jerry
Lewis
‘tion
first-pix
aren’t
nearly’
as.
high.
"faced. by:.syndicators. .All polled, ‘lish. speaking: Canada... Theré are
hour: ty special ‘called “From-: This rolling with 10 half-hour films de-~
‘Most:
syndie
.
‘deals
are
for
multiple.
‘though, felt: that the ITC plan-was. “also: negotiations’ with -‘Desilu --to|
Moment. On”? ‘will. be. ‘seen for :first|voted’ to psychology being pronot.the. answer. One. syndie. exec;: ‘distribute the’ series, which was|‘runs: over..a period~ of. ‘years, -com-: time on WPIX;: “N.Y., ‘Tuesday, Nov. ‘duced -in cooperation with the
pared
to:
‘One
or
possible
twa:
runs
however, wished. pues luck’ on its. “filmed: entirely in: Biblical settings,
6. at 9:15:p.m. Program. was filmed. ‘American Psychological: Assn. Ti| throughout. South: America,. ‘using ron. a_ network: ‘during one ‘season. “recently. --in Hollywood and . stars: -tled “Focus on Behaviour,” series
endeaver.
It’s
estimated
now
that
:pix:sold
on
| Spanish - and Portugese versions,
is. being’ preduced. by ‘Mitcheil
{networks “then ‘sold. in ‘syndication|Jerry ‘Lewis. as’ host along: ‘with|
‘Seven: Arts ‘have ‘taken: ABC's ‘can gross ‘about $275,000.‘per cine-| guest ..‘appearances ‘by. -Ethel Mer-. Grayson with different directors.
=} 4 Seven 4 Theatre”. drama» series | matic: with -good: selling ‘and. good: man, ‘Dorothy Collins, ‘and. Bobby. being: assigned to each. show. Com| for: distribution: -in .America,*. Can- pix. The. estimate. May. be high, but Darin. ‘Other «guest. stars ‘include, pany~ is also planning five. shows.
_f ada and: other parts of: the: world. the. figure, in any. event, ‘is "higher Steve Allen, Andy’ Williams, Vince |on: the space program in associa‘Other recent ’-déals ‘have been for he. network-syndication’ combo} Edwards,’ ‘Helen. O'Connell, Jim tion with the National Aeronautics

National Distribution

2 was ‘small.

FSyndieWhirlFor

‘Leave IttoGirls’!

‘whade: with Television: Internation-

fal. Enterprises. ‘for:Kenya, “Sierra|}.

‘Leone,. Trinidad

s

.and

Gibraltar;

‘United “Artists: ‘Television, -dis- with :-Malta TV: .for “Mantovani,”
tributing “Leave It ‘te: the Girls,” “Tales from Dickens,” “Journey. of
: has. sold the. daytime: ‘panel series ‘a. Lifetime’” ‘and “Armchair: Thea-|.--$n “a ‘number: of. ‘key ©markets.:. tre”; “and: with Australia .Broad- a
‘Leave

It to: the Girls,’? originated casting

-Commission

Backus, Betty White, ‘Hugh Downs,| & Space Agency.
Mayer-Sklar is also producing a
,.|Bobby. ‘Van, Rose Marie, Hy Averbach; Jan. Clayton, ‘Pat Harrington. ‘one-hour film for the -AmalgaJr... ‘Dennis James, Allen Jones, | mated Clothing Workers of. Ameri-+
mi Stubby ‘Kay, Dina’ Merrill, Troy. ca on the:union’s 50th anniversary.
Donahue,
Jules - Munshin, Pat |:ItH be a history of the U.S. as

STORER3D
5D QUARTER
_ NET EARNINGS UP|‘Romero, Barry. Sullivan and. Henry |.;
for’ “This -“is |
O’Brien,

Suzanne ‘Pleshette, Cesar: seen. through: labor’s eyes.

..- by.. WNBC-TV, .N-Y:, ‘4s the’ first -Sinatra,””. : which. was” made: here |. “Storer
Broadcasting. - ‘reports |Maneini, and. his- orch. os
_-geries® to be distributed :‘by UAT} ‘during: the Stat! SsSummer visit: ~| third. quarter-net earnings for’ 1962.}:- Filmed recently at. Hollywood's
. - produced: specifically for daytime.
- | were. $881,553—36:1c.. per share—|.El Capitan -Theatre: before an au-.
=F eompared |to. $702,584 °(28. 4c. per: dience' ‘of. 200: ‘Hollywood personInitial: deals include: ‘KTTV, ‘Los
7 ‘Angéles;. WBKB,. . Chicago; WRC,
“? |Shae) -in- thé third quarter of 61. alities the ‘program was: produced

WM IN.$1:000000. - For: the: first . hine months; ‘the: for. -Lewis..and the. Muscular Dys- |
earnings .were $4,499, 919 trophy. Association -by -Ernest:
; has. ‘strengthened
JAPAN, AUSSIE SALES ‘group's
this year. compared to. $2,735, 085 a’ Glucksman: Program is directed by ;

Washington: ww, Detroit:. WGR:
. Buffalo; WFAA, ™..Dallas;. “WEM,
Youngstown; - KPRC,
‘Houston: ||-KVOO, Tulsa;, ‘and -:WGAL, Lan: SWiliiam Morris ‘Agency reports tv:
--@aster.~ oo
_.., The cross. “the. ‘board: daytime’ film. sales. of: more. than $1,000;000:

WBBM-TV,

—

" ‘Chicago, Oct. 30..the CBS o&o here,

its. feature film

offensive in the ‘market with .the
year: .ago.. “This --year's. figure in-} Jack. Shea.
| purchase:.of 73 ‘post-1954 titles
‘cludes a. ‘capital. ‘gain (net™ after}: - Show. vill:‘be.distributed ‘nation- from Screen Gems. All ‘are Colum‘t6' Japan .and’ Australia. during the | taxes) .of. “$911,492. ‘in the. sale of. Ally” to.other: tv:stations.
| bia films.
iF strip, produced | by Ted Bergmann
radio.
_station
WWVA,..
‘Wheeling,
last three months... Leonard’ Kram-]:
Pix | ‘Include. “From
Here
to
"and = Martha--: Rountree, ‘features
W.Va..-On.a
{per-share
“basis,
the’
--| €r, ‘foreign :-Sales: ‘ehief.-who’-junEternity,” “Eddy Duchin Story.”
commentator. Maggie- MeNeliis. ;
“METROMEDIADIVIDEND
three-quarter
‘dividend
amounted
|
.
keted: to ‘Tokyo, Sydney ‘and. Mel1“‘Operation Mad Ball,” “Bell; Book
.: ‘bourne;. says the ‘major deals: in- ‘to-$1. 83.compared « to:‘$1.1 Jast | :. Metromedia, °‘parent company of and: ‘Candle,’”’ “Middle
of the
Metropolitan
Broadcasting
Co:,.de-7
of ‘Wyatt Earp’ Sales
“TF cluded . the” “Dick Powell™Show,””
vight,” “Bast Angry Man” and
ABC: Films - has ‘sold. “Wyatt “Loretta: “Young - -Show,””: “Saints | Storer. this month ‘pald off.the: clared'-an exetra. dividend: of 10c_ “They Came. to Cordura.”
Earp” to’ WBRC-TY,,. Birmingham; and: ‘Sinners, an
“Mitch -- “Miller | ‘balance.. ‘due Loew’s: Theatres: on -per share: for 1962 in‘ addition to|- With largést film library in ‘Chi,
WKY:TV; ‘Oklahoma ‘City; WRBL- ‘Show,” “Real. ‘McCoys,’77 “Danny. ‘purchase -of _WHN, ‘New: York, -in the regular semi-annual .dividend WBBM-TV ‘beams. three features
TV, Cohimbus, Ga.; anid KALB-TV,. Thomas
Show, ” “Andy: Griffith January. Company. ‘made ‘a. ‘bank. of 10c.
each weekday, including a double
Alexandria ‘La
+Show,”. - “Rifleman: , :“Corruptors,” loan: -of..$5,000;000 ‘to: buy: the sta-| Melon: 1s: payable: Nov. 80. to feature at 10:15 p.m., and has
-The ‘half-hour
series: has now: “McKeever and: ‘the:“Colonel”. and: tion ‘which. is. payable: over a-- pe-: ‘stockholders. of record
as. of prime ‘Showcases ‘on Saturday and
- ‘Deen’sold into” 110 niarkets,
“Wyatt:Earp.Wee ts
: od ‘of
‘9 five‘years...
: ‘Nov. 16.Q:= Sunday nights. |

32.
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TELEVISION REVIEWS:

|WEEKEND- 2 feo

ok

:
MISS. TEENAGE. “AMERICA BOB HOPE. SHOW:
. (THE RIVER NILE” ;
'
THE TEAHOUSE
or THE
With:
Lucille. Ball, Juliet. Prowse, With. Jerry. Lesier,. Bobby- Darin, i
CORONATION PAGEANT.
.°.
_| With James Mason, narrator; others
AUGUST MOON
—
Bing:.Crosby; Les Brown ‘Orch’ .- Choo .:Choo
Collins,. Richard *
_pWvith..‘Bud: Collyer,. Allen. Ludden,
| Producer-Writer: Lou Hazam:
(Hallmark Hall of Fame)
‘Wess: Orch, others.
‘Zina Bethune, Bobby: Rydell * Producer: Jack. Hope.
With David) Wayne,
Paul. Ford, Director: Ray Garner.
‘\
Director:
Jack
Shea:
‘Producer:,
Paul
Levitan”.
-Producer::
Vernon
Pp.. Becker.
Music: Eddy Manson.
John: Forsythe, Miyoshi. Umeki,
Writers:. Mort -Lachman, Bi Lar-. Director: Arnee.-Nocks-.| Director: Vern Diamond.
William Le Massena, Teru. Masu-: 60 Mins., Sun. (28), 10 p.m.
‘|
-kin,. John” Rapp, Lester. White, Writers: Ronald. Axe, Ronald Fried:
moto, Yuki Shimoda, Fred Kare-- ‘LIGGETT & MYERS, BRISTOL Writer:. Craig Gilbert‘Charles Lee; Gig: -Henry..
9§0 Mins.,: Fri. (26), '
9:30°
Pan.
‘1: :-man, “Sol. WeinsteinMYERS.
man, others
60 Mins.;-Wed.,.9 p.m. _‘PARTICIPATING |
:
| 60:-Mins., .Sat., 11 p.m.
‘NBC-TV (film, color)
Producer-Director: George
|
TIMEX:.
CCHEMSTRAND:
::
a ‘PARTICIPATING.
“
Schaefer~°
(J; Walter Thompson, Young ‘|CBS-TV, from’ Dallas. ole
|
Finals
°
of:.
the
‘second.
annual
NBC-TV, :from H’wood. (tape)
- |WOR-TV, N.Y. (tape):
& Rubicam)
Writer: John ‘Patrick:
r =5joing
Leste
:.
-Jerry
(Warwick:
&
Legler;
Doyle
Dane.)
:
- Comedian
Once in a long while, television. “Miss: ‘Teenage America” beauty:
Teleplay:. Robert. Hartung...
-Bernbach ).:
syndication’s . plush’ variety:offer-.’.| will. produce ‘a piece: ‘extraordinar-. pageant 1here: ‘provided a. fine. Show=.
9% Mins.; Fri. 8:30 p.m.
I: ALLMARK. CARDS
Ty. worthy: of repetition, and Lou. casing, - and: good entertainment, a7 “The. - ‘Cuban ° crisis. -thust ‘be. ings. this season—which: includes.| Hazam’s celluloidal love affair with. for 90 minutes at the’ State. Fair -serious. since Bob. Hope’ Jaid. -off: ‘the’ Steve Allen: nightly strip: from
NBC-TV (color)
(Fucte, Coane -& Be Iding)
Broadéasting'~ and’
+¢The- River “Nile” is ote ‘of “this Music: Hail, ‘with! 79-. contestarits: Sagging about it.on.his first show Westinghouse.
|from. ‘as’ Many.. cities. amply. filling of the new. season last Wednesday ‘six spécials from :the- new Vietor
Quiet charm,,. infectious humor thin. file.. The: ysubject -matter -was
night.
(24)..In
his.
opening.monolog,’
the big~ stage... Lovely. femmies,.. in.
Borge-Geofirey ‘Selden’._preGuetion
-and warm: wisdom spun their magic. splendid, and the. film, 4n-.color, so!‘|the: 13 --to T-year.. pracket;: were .when:.. Hope. . generally... tibs - and |
clear, so comprehensive ‘and... Soroasts
the:
state
of
the.
nation;
the
|
W ebtin the vidversion of * ‘The Teabeaiitiful that a viewer could: easily | judged. ‘on~ poise,: personality,
house of the August \Ioon.” - There. imagine the making ‘of this, 55-min- | talent and skill at..dramatic ‘im- Script:: skirted :all. sensitive:issues Lev: and: reportedly on: nine ‘or:“so:
< and latched ‘onto some dated: head-"| other. stations’ around the. country. .
were Japses in acting, times W‘hen. ute picture took far-more time than:!provisation. .No. bathing: ‘suit: -com=‘Enes
about
Telstar
and
.
the
‘Space|.
‘Initialer in.the series featuring’
television ‘production, ds.normally,' petition. for. the entrants. ‘ewe

the

3

.

fragile. compesition seemed .
moments when the -play. alloted.

Daria Jean Banks, -16,. ‘of.Fresno, _program. -:
_‘Lthe. comic whose. “Broadway --Open...-* Galif.: “was. erewned
the - 1963 a “But - :Hope’s -delivery. was.
Ss|House”... :Was...one’.. of .tv’s: early.
Guy Blanchara's | camera. ‘traced | “Miss :“Teeriage “America” by. :the:
-seemed dated. Yet, overcoming all,
usual, masterful. ap‘its parlaying Of. ‘smashes came. ‘off as predomiziantly ~
lke a Warm:‘summer breeze, w ere ‘the: Nile from its central African first. 1962: queen, Diane Lynn Cox, ‘Snappers into. a. otent: laugh -pay-" ‘a. display .of the host's, manic ‘an-the threads of poetry, the imagery Sources -“northward through . many" of Richmond;
., and” -singer: Off. “His:teeoff. chatter was .4 ‘nifty- ‘tics—sort ‘of ta: nitery ‘show. for-the
sparked
by ‘wisdom,
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. + capability or: success ‘of °U.S.: “in=] -:
‘Continued from: page | 29:
Continuéd’ from.‘page. 27 =
:
telligence; details ~ on US: :troop,
|©
may .come into the. possession. of but *-‘admitted: At,was"“-unpréce: vessel ‘or ‘aircraft .movements: ‘and. ABC: in.thie face. of ‘the NBC. “Kile “Sam: “Benedict”. (NBC): ‘and: ‘Roy.
location, ‘strength and vulnerability.
dented:
news media.”
|
dare”-“Hazel’”. combo: and the’ ‘Te- ‘Rogers:(ABC), ‘Latter is. expected...
The memo ‘grew. ‘out of:‘a. meét:. ‘of any U.S. forces’ ‘or installations. .
“During. the current tense in~'Femergence. of -CBS* Thursday, ‘night. to be axed ‘after. 13 weeks.” ~~”
ing.Salinger. had” Tuesday. (23)...
—
ternational .situation,” the -mema: ‘with both: newspaper. and -radio-tv-|'°
~tsked (after. a"61: disaster) ‘sparked. : Jack * Paar’s: ‘Friday . night” ‘hour : Z,
continued, - “the White: ‘House feels. network ‘representativés at- which |:
chiefly by “Mr: ‘Ed,” “Perry Mason” on NBC: holds:its. owh,. though is
getting beat in its first half-hour. by.
‘publication of such. information. is. the news.lid was discussed.
. Ralph. L: ‘Glazer: is.“taking. over and. the: hour . Hitchcock. On. the. ABC’s “77 Sunset. Strip.”. The: com:
cortrary
to the public interest.|
" -Officials, asked if there had-been | as; national: radio: sales. ‘manager other: hand: “Nurses” on.‘Thursday ‘peting “Fair: Exchange" ‘on: CBS: is
We ask- public information media. indisereet disclosure. - OF: security. for. “Westinghouse - ‘Broadcasting,
“| fast going’ down::the .drain.
*
is. proving: a dud: :
of all types.to exercise: caution and: ‘information, - cited. as‘.an- ‘example. filling’ the ‘vacancy. left. by. Walter |...
discretion in the publication of: ‘a network. tv broadcast’on which a ‘Schwartz*“who.-. was. ‘shifted to}”. Further;. they’ stiggest trouble for.” Above: all, . the:. ratings” ‘solidify.
the ‘preeminent status -of.-the. old
such. infor rhation.””’
‘| Guantanamo’ DP ‘had -been| asked: -WINS,”'N, Yeo as assistant. ‘general the:Andy. ‘Williams musical .hour.
established--personalities and: prop- White House officials said the. about the military buildup. at that: Manager when WBC took’ over .and’ a ‘decline in the Nielsen: payoff ‘erties ‘such as: Ed. Sullivan;: Jack”
memo was ‘not. binding on anyone, US. aval ‘base on, Cuban soil,
the latter: station jtwo: months ago: ‘on- the: ‘Mitch’. ‘Miller. ‘show: in. ‘its Benny, ‘Danny™ ‘Thomas, ‘Red. Skel--.
The. -“12 ‘embargoed~ ty pes :of| *Glazer moves ‘over from CBS. shift to-Friday ‘nights. ‘Jackie Glea- ton, ‘Lucille. Ball, or ‘a. “What's My ™
tion. They ‘refused ‘to call: it. een- information included: ‘plans ‘for Spot Sales. ‘where!he ‘was. eastern ‘son’s . Saturday. night. hour: on. ‘CBS. ‘Line.’ That's why.
CBS: ‘never: ‘had’
sorship, voluntary. or: otherwise, employment of US. forces . ‘and. sales.manager. ©coe
ai
holds. 7 “commanding: lead~ ‘over. itso good, ©

_ WhiteHouse Memo.

CBS in
The Lead

-. Glazer’§WBC Slot

fe
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Again ‘the:preparations -pick ‘up.steam.. Again.editorial’ ‘men: ‘are at work.
Again: ‘a:vast ‘accumulation: of data” iséollated from the.literal far. corners. The

result ‘will:be the great.‘annvaliissue as.thecurrent‘year.ends and: the next year
- ‘begins, The. values:have: ‘grown:with:the know-how of 57 years“of publication
‘$0 thatthere is:
i iow an.enormous+ anticipation, factor.

|

the:Anniversary.Edition.specializes |
inspecialdita;trade-useful analysis: of
radetrends, Itpacks. information, insight, interest. ‘There is: the. color and: the.

a

humor, too,olongidethe-sweeping: pansramic detail, .

ite2 literallythe:AnniversaryEditionof Variety ‘i
is.‘an exciting. merger: of

the: frade facts. and. thisperiodical’ss‘unique'sskillsin mustering: them, interpreting

~ them, making: them: come. alive: Past issues. of.the annual compilation of. special.
text have been called:a concentrated, conpeehinisive, ‘rash course in.entertain
“ment ‘ondthe.engineering of
Popularity. Itremains. cs
truism’
n thattherichness ofeditorial material imbues: the. Anni

versary Edition with extraordinary. advertising potential, Inaddition. to theiimme-. :

“ diacy of.itsimpact there isthe.bonus value. ofthe issue.
i
being regarded:as: keepworthy, as: reference.fileand.year-round. bedsidereader. me,

:

a
of nd RichensEdition of ©.

_Maven Copy?Now.BeingRecei
rivedat Any ¢
ofthe Variety. Offices
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“TELEVISION REVIEWS

THE. BLACK

& WHITE

MIN- it
talent, seemed: somewhat subdued ;
| WINTER JOURNEY ™

| the:wite’who had.‘married.‘peneath
*
i |from hi
his.US. “tour. Spicer ¢ came
ie up
‘With Patricia- Neal, Eddie. ‘Albert; her -and. was: inclined. to. keep ‘it With. “a ‘routine ‘offering. on this’
‘that.
way:
Her:
encounters
‘with
the.
oc¢asion, Bagging : ‘With. a glove| fer. hadn't enough. quirks or traits.|. ‘Sam- Wanamaker, .‘Chuck. Julian;
With The Mitchell Minstrels, ‘Stan Tt
Stennett, Eddie Calvert, George | to.’ stretch his. gifts,.’. Production. |" “Jared Alen, Alan Gifford, Guy . -hostile’. Bernie. were- dramatically ‘puppet tiger and’ snake. to. rather.”~
-explosive.
‘Sam:
Waiiamaker,.
whose
less effect .than: heretofore. -“His
Chisholin, | John Boulter, Dai! ivalues were. okay, with. Silvio Na- 7 Kingsley Poynter,” Sonia Fox;
'|-style tends to. be .over-Methodical, ‘familiar echo-throwing™ ‘Was. again
Peter Carlisle:
op
Yizzano directing*‘with. flair, but.
Francis “Tony Mercer, Benny: 1.
were
_|
operated
well
on.
a:
more
méchan-:
‘Producer: John. Jacobs
a. winner, - and. he. Scored -.with a:
Brooks, «the some of: thé’ minér ‘cameos
Garcia; Valerie
:| ical level, when’ he: didn’t let his, finale that. involved - his. old, :‘and
Jackpots, the Television Top-| crude -and. as ‘indicated, -the end} Writer: Clifford. Odets
“
technique
show.
through.
a
. insulting, dummy.:.
pers, the Jeffrey Brothers, John-|could: be guéssed about: one. min- | 90- Mins., Fri.,. 9:45 p.m.
‘ny Vyvyan, Orch. under ‘Eric ‘ute after the beginning.
Otta. | ) BBC-TV, ‘from ‘London *
| : Minor.. thesps’ were. competent, be The’ ‘Kaye: Sisters, ‘a curvaceous.
Robinson.
E
earned
|
Differences of: national tempera: | but had little: chanee’ to’ -bé any- ‘voice-alike group, :clicked “with ‘al.
thing. else. John. Jacobs ‘ensured‘ bouncy cluteh ‘of -numbers, giving ...
LNATA PER LA MUSICA.
Producer: George Inns.
|‘ment:are: starkly emphasized’ in. the. |.
that. the’ main. ‘trio. Were. -high=- more.*. than. their. ‘full.“value. ‘fo":
45 Mins., Sun.,’ 7:225 pin.
(Born for. Music)
~.
:
lighted | by. ‘closeups, - ‘and. déftly. “Come ‘On ,“In”: and . ‘their’ latest.
BEC-TV, from ‘London
. . ot| ar Caterina Valente;
Mac
Ronay,”.TecePtion.-aw
aiting.
a.
scribe
like:
r
‘Clifford: Odets: ‘Winter. Journey”
éd the :play: in:‘an- idiomatic. :
n’t Say -Goodbye.”””
This odd. and: maybe suspect, | -Paddy .Stone, Vittorio. “Gass-.. -ig-a ‘tense and: fluent play, :con-. |deploy
sétting: It remained, however, - a. They.
waxing,also
"We::-showed.
‘Wo
entertainment returned: to ‘the |, -mann, Corrado Lojacono; Claudio -centrating its emotional: Play,
‘co
a somewhat.
content
in
|
diminished
version
of.
a:fine
bit.
of.
"illa,- ‘Nicola* Arigliano, : Gianni”
desperate. . Sense. of. eomedy
les
with its simple vigor and :
. the. character ‘of: Frank ‘Elgin,: the. ‘theatrical - craftsmanship, because’} “Nature. Boy,”
schedules
w
: ‘Its.P -production.
é
Fertio Orch, others, guests ‘with ‘the -- vnést: be
elan urimpuried..
-.! thesp- -alcoholic “who ~is’ given - ‘his pit.
|
‘dodged ~ ‘the, central “who-was- | nubile. -sister-.. attempting a Betty...
.
polish has already won ‘the show Directors: Mario Landi...
o.
comeback
.
chance’
and
‘almost
|
guilty.
issue.
Ota.
. Hutton and. coming perilously’ hear
a prize, and a legit ‘version is: a Writers; Guido: Castaldo, ‘Maurizi
muffs jt. ‘The:. British: -tradition:|.
oP to mutton. . Jurgens
“current money-spinner: at London’s
‘would
be.
to.
treat.
‘the
‘problem
,
USTINOV. IN: ‘ORBIT
|
|. The- show. wvas’“soiviersaulted into
Victoria Palace. Modelled on fhe '; 60. Mins.; Sun. 9:05: p im,
more’ punches
sedately,-.pulling’
its
“emobut, maybe; delving ‘With: Peter Ustinov
|tional’
|
-| initial life: by. the’ Seven Volants,.
old. Negro -mirstrel shows -that ;RAI-TV, from Rome.
Caterina Valente. is back for a: ‘deeper - into.« character. nuances. Producer: ‘Bill Ward..
|. who. repeated. ° ‘a. ““highly-sprung.
were once a‘’stummer mainstay at
STREL SHOW

|

j in this. seégment,. and. the eharac-

=

Director: Quentin’ ‘Lawrence
routine: to ‘eracking effect.. Norman:
holiday resorts, the content re-|nine-show. Italo-variety series. ‘and;This ;“production aimed at-‘recreat:
mains naive, the gags ancient, and.) audiences. on this initial’ evidence : ing‘ ar, American‘ ‘itmpact, with’ ap-. 60
1Mins., “Wed.;
9:45 p.th..
fr om Lon-“A Vaughan emceed: With ‘aplomb, and __
‘TeleVision,
Associated.

the tunes. middle-aged if not. ,PeD= |look. headed for: another seasonal propriate casting. The three lead- |.~

the.-dan¢ers;. under..Pamela: Davis,"

don
‘}leaped. ‘with vigor:. : “Beat? the
sionable. The male supers all ap-! treat to.¢qmpare. with singer's pre-: jing: .U.S.: ‘thesps. played it to the
pear with. black faces and. white:} vious =“Bonsoir-Catherine,”” staged | hilt, and: the ‘result was a. slight*|" ‘During -this hour, Peter’ ‘Ustinov. Clock”. ‘and Jack|“Parnell’s -band
discussed
four
different
-producseason.
last
‘RAI
by
their:
were present as iisual; and -Alan
‘hands, and the gals- as
: | sensé - of exaggeration © ‘for: ‘local.
mother made them. ‘And. .it stays
| - Bigs Valente once. again regis-.:consumers, but a show that would - tions. of. his ‘latest. play, _-“Photo. ‘Tarrant - produced: in: : pedestrian’ :
Finish,”
“Showing.
clips.
of-the
com-..
fashion. ‘He - seemed: - afraid: of...
surprising that such an, oldhat gim-.
probably drain’ the tedr-duets on:
ters
1)
panies: in:..London, ‘Zurich, the. ‘showing. audiénce reaction, ‘and, in
-alk departments: ‘song, !|
i the.other side’ of the -water.
mick should retain -a. mass audi-.
|
Hague,...
arid’
Berlin:
‘where.
the’.
this: : ‘toprating
music-hall .. “show,
ence.
Reason muS&St be that. its
dance, emeeeing, comedy,and just j
4I Those that: remembered. the legit show -w. as running: -simultaneously-:
nostalgic | reminiscences ‘are. still. plain sympathy.
She's. as savvy. al ‘version and. “The Country. Girl’: ‘Ustinov: linked by: ‘talking: to- him- participation. ‘should: ‘Beeseen” as”
well
as:
‘heard:
os
+ Ota,
potent, ‘for it ignores every show-. performer as’ has been seen here-::
movie Would. be ‘in ‘the: minority, .
answering his-own questions; |
. biz development, in the“ past|25 |[fone in: some time, and RAI has! anyway. Tlie. main - difference ‘in. -self,
and: ‘attempting’ a ‘Survey:. of acting: .
years.
done well in according her..an’en- |this treatment, .by: John- .Jacobs; styles and theatre. organization in :7
Chief. material ‘is a- songalog ,core. : ' Strong
backing. for ‘her! “seemed. to be’ ‘that the ambiguous’: the different ‘countries.
hodgepodge, Taunched in this one | song-and-dince. . _Toutines:
¢ame-' character of: Elgin’s wife, Georgie |. ‘Those .who ‘have ‘relished. Usti- |
.
by a clutch of. -Mississippi ‘melo- ‘from. MacRonay who ‘came. across: (Patricia |‘Neal), was less marked: | nov’s. earlier: ty Appearances, and: |: —.Continued- froni_ page: 26.=z
dies, complete with: banjos, river- strongly with his offbeat. humor: ‘in, . There Was ©‘never. ‘any doubt, for admired... his -.fund - -of-” ‘anecdote, .
ae the .alert viewer;. ‘that ‘Elgin was. ‘mimicry, and insight would have poena;.-now. we: must :resort: to. ‘theos
boat hoots, and the kind of terping: a couple of sketches, midway between an amble and. a.
Britain’s Paddy. Stone was. an- | responsible |for: his: own. downfall. been
disappointed ‘in .-this.. -Al-. ‘legal means: of: a _Subpoena:”sar
shuffle. But the. show also took in. other beg-off debut with his, solo.; and’ that Georgie was the: Iong- though: he- introduced a: ‘few sharp.
Under court, order to bring’ ‘the
an old English ballad about Polly | chair-dance routine, also. provid=}: Suffering. helpmate. at.-the.-end ‘of arrows, aimed .at. critics “and: .the | décuments
is- -Robert:: L. Werner,
Perkins, ‘demurely sung’ by Val- ing some. fancy terp routines:: for’: her .-tether.”. This..made:: the -char- Chinese drama, the. ‘tone: was: otherRCA ‘vice- President :‘and. - ‘genefal °:.
erie Brooks; a takeoff ‘on German. his dance group.(12 boys and- eight .‘acter: of Bernie .Bodd (Sam -:Wana- Wise earnest. Method: adopted. was.
beer-cellar
music;
and ‘Western. ‘fals.):
Series’
‘format—each’- is! maker), less’ -formidable,. for his |.to. contrast. film‘ of ‘the: sanie: scene.. ‘counsel; -who.” was’ dn-.Italy-Jast™
hoss-and-bugey tunes, anything, it ‘keyed “to spoof ‘of. certain. gehre: conviction. that. ‘Georgie: “Was in -the various “national versions,” week: Segal. said he hoped: Werner.
seemed, wenf,
‘quizzers, ad pix, sport programs, .| master-minding ‘her husband's | and :this was repeated five ‘times: | would. bé.back in:the U..8.byWede, uf
‘Backbone of the offering. were” etc.—is: anti-climatic, also ‘because }.failure-seemed .to have no basis’ ‘in. | This was four times -ta0 many, ‘for;. nesday: :
the: choral .bits delivered. by the the writing, .at least. in. the. initial: fact. This “somewhat déstroyed: the: once’ the. interest: .of:: seeing the.
Also: ‘due. to testify uhder ‘
a."phil. a
George ‘Mitchell group,-who had a stanza, lacked -snap. and. sharpness: subtlety. of .Odéts’s: play, and made-+- . Same ‘situation ‘differently °“interMore promising adjunct -‘is. a: quiz: :the -‘final. scene of Elgin’s Broad; -preted-:wore off, there was: little co° ‘Subpoena: is ‘Don--. MeGannon;
setpiece in a nursery ditty. Guest
‘spot was filled. by Eddie Calvert | interlude which every week. ‘will way. triumph: an. ‘anti-climax. ‘ *." 1 to take: its’ place: It. also: involved. -_president.-of . Westinghouse: Broadand his trumpét, and Stan Sten- | pit Miss: Valente against, three. top:. “But in’ every: ‘other: “‘Fespect, :: this ‘fair ° slices: of: German. ‘and-.Dutch,: casting -.Co,, whe -took-:a ‘trip. to
nett. provided: some’ subdued -pier- Italo pop singers:in.a-test of (lyric)! y as. “a ‘ compelling - ‘slice... of:. tv||:Which (would -.be: “Greek to mast. ‘Russia,: but “for what Teason. n0. .
Byone could: Say.
head comedy. George Chisholm’s memory.
This ‘made for some drama; and: it contained three ré- |-Viewers.:
party piece Ww as a singing. meédley
amusing .ad. libs. on’ :the show’ markable performances.” Eddie :Al-'|-’ “The linking. t00,:“seemed: ili-pre- /. "Weaver. said. Phileo will, “elicit=
at the piano. .mildly burlesquing causht, with--Claudia. Villa, Nicola’: bert. got right.to: the:-heart:. of. El-_ -pared.- Ustinov talked to-.the. di- from MeGannon ‘evidence ‘that NBC...
Arigliano, and: Corrado- Lojacon as’; gin’s insecure. ‘bombast,.- arousing’ rector. of the Dutch’ production: and’ | violated a. consent ‘decree: to. stop
assorted baliads.
her
opponents:
he
a |sympathy.’ for’ his'- refiige - ‘in: the. discussed: the: influence of.language |alleged. blackjacking ©of ‘stations: to
But the show's main asset re-.
‘on -national “acting ‘styles. ~H i.Sell to. the network:
_
Future’
stanzas:
will
also
feature
* bottle. -He. also- ‘convinced that’ he
mained
iis. zippy
production,
‘quizzed the. Berliner about the sub. lr“We ‘expect ‘MeGannon. to. : ay:
guestints
by
such
imports
as.
Eddie
.
‘was:
an‘
aetor
of:
past.
‘genius,’
cand’
George. Inns insuring that no. in‘ Sidized.
-German - theatre,. and !
. that NBC, after signirig’ the*decree-.
expressed gently.the. pathos of a}
‘dividual item stayed -‘Tong enous Calvert. the Fraternity Brothers,
asked * the Swiss. “whether.. he ;
went, right’. fo... Westinghouse - and
to be
found ©wanting. | Stanley. Delta Reese. -Al Cajola, and others. «Man w ith a-past’who suddenly ‘saw. thought. his play was a tragedy or.|:
said “We've -been’ ordered:‘out of: |:
Dorfman’s. sets also cleverly illus: ‘Technical. credits .were: im the ‘usual :“that he might:: ‘have’: a future®.
comedy. Little that -was.. memor~ | ‘Philadelphia, -‘we're interested. in. *
; Hawk. |Patricia ‘Neal; too,WAS: excellent as] able.
trated the: black & jvhite motif, RAL auality.niche...
or: déep'came- out of: this,
and the. basic gimmick w ‘auld only
: | arid. “each: interview. was followed. “your Boston Station’,”“a “Weaver. told 7
the’.
7
examiner,”
be offensive to those who can’t for-"}
a% by ‘chunks.’ of play. again.:
get their color pr ejudices, or to |:
F
7 . Interést ‘was mainly for"“thesps, | “We say ‘thatis-acontinuation: of =
don't- oe
these
whose
.memories
31 ana: those. intrigued. by style ‘and: -the: conspiracy, and abuse" cof Aet-.
stretch back too far,
‘Otta.
interpretation. It-could -have been. Work. power.’ ion
+
,
‘|‘slashed“by, half: ‘its’ running. time|| ROVE: ‘Huggins, -poard. ‘chairman:
| to advantage. -.. Director: ‘Quentin. ‘of.-Westinhousé. Broadcasting ‘Corp,,.
ZERO ONE
Bell: &.“Hlowell Close-Up _ ne point -where’ tmedicine.. was: pefore. ‘Lawrence: got some. astute. varia-- led. off. the Hearing with reports that
(The Liar)
Ce
On its. second: outing -this ‘season,.. it fully: adopted .scientific’ proce- tions ..in ‘the «-presentation ‘of the: NBG. -was * ‘determined"...to get.
With
Nigel
Patrick,
Margaret.
pe
| “Herm,: | same. incidents ‘by: the: four” acting. Westinghouse’s. station ‘in ‘Phila~
Rutherford,
Katya . Douglas, “Bell & Howell. Close-Up’” came‘up: dures.’
* ‘troups, bit. ‘otherwise: played: safe. delphia, WPTZ, (now WRCYV)..Susan Travers, Beatrice .Varley, last. ‘night:(Tuesday) -on’ ABC-TV. | °
mS
_| In™ fact, the: hour :suffered -from:
“Ba Sullivan: ‘Show. .
with-a disturbing film essay: on the['
‘Robert Flemyng |
“Chris
Witting,
former.:: presi,
‘American. prison system, Titled.}’ The. big surprise. on Ed’ Sullivan’ S. Taek. ‘of advance ‘forethought. ‘and | ‘dent of Westinghouse,
‘Writer: Michael. Pertwee
.‘followed: up
Producer: Lawrence P. Bachmann “The. .Big-- Revolving. Door,” ‘the. CBS-TV show. Sunday. (28) was: not. from . Ustinov’s ‘natural reluctance. “by -‘admitting :he. gave: a -CONgres=
Director; Silvio Narizzano
‘half-hour ‘was the first half of a the: appearance. of Steve Allen, :ES’ -to: criticise. any :of- the. thesps_ or: sional committee testimony .that’ °
25 Mins., Wed.. 9:25 p.m.
4 two-part: documentary” onthe treat-| erstwhile. Compétitor *‘on another: directors; ‘which ‘might have stim- NBC:..was ; muscling: in”: ‘OR ‘their.
Otte. | Philadelphia’ station.
BBC-TV from London {1 ment. of ‘short-term prisoners’. on. network a few: ‘years. ‘back,. but the: ulated.
-Based on the experience of’ ‘an Riker’s Island, one of.the: nation’s | Spinning ° of ...a- ‘side|from’ Allan1:
_Chartes. - Thieriot,- president’ of -.
airline security officer,‘ ‘Zero One”. 1 relatively ‘more enlightened: peni- Sherman’: S. Warner. Bros..: album }f
|
| KRON-TV in San‘'Francisco, added ... ..“My. Son;’ The Folk -Singer.” “It
tentiaries
75°c
of.
whose
graduates.
la few. reports of. the. network's. un=
opened with a couple. ‘of ponderous.
||. Was given. visual values. by. 4 lip| |successful effort «to: buy’ that: ‘stax°
and improbable - tales. However, eventually return.
syncing from the’ comedy team ‘of
|)
,
The
'
‘Close-ip”
‘team.
of
director:
{Bon from.1954. to- 1960:
“The Liar” showed some improy e-|°
Nicholas
‘Webster’
and: . writer Harvey Norman &.- Stanley Dean,
ment, if only beeause it had a guest. ‘Robert ‘Lewis Shayon ‘illuminated. but. .the -takeoff ‘of. the “Prare: 7“ Sunday ‘Night: ‘at. thé. Palladium’.
performance frony Mar saret RuthJacqties” -folk. tune; called “Sarah |. Fhe. ‘affable, ‘ eollege-boy. ‘per-'|
etford, the chin-wagging eccentric the .institutional: dry-rot .and .cal=-}
which, ‘nullifies all at-* Jiackman”. by: Sherman is hilarious’ sonality of. Pat Boone ‘was: ‘the star”
thesp who. can generaliy inject’ lousness
enough’ to. ‘Stand ‘on. audio. alone: ‘as. bait. of. this :“Sunday. Night. ‘at®the
some flavor. into. any seript.. On. tempts to rehabilitate the prisoners. |
es Continued from page30 —
.Interviews with: New: York: City. deejay -. play~ has ~beén ..proving.- Palladium”. ‘from’ Associated “Tele- |——this occasion,
Michael Pertwee's
plot.was competent, although, pre- |Correction. Commission Anna Kross|-However,: it was (a solid- ‘plug for
the dlréady - zooming album -and. Vision. ‘The boy, trailing memoriés : and’ 'seek~a - deal- where :they -will
dictable, cand, the. dialog was liter- tTevealed. that though she is’ sensi-.
pay’ -for: the’ seripts ‘and: ‘developtive to -the -problem, ‘she’ canfict4.one that added much ‘gaiety. to.the | of heavenly téetotal ‘rectitudé, is
ate.
‘ment. of. a. pilot. We: ‘spend our
“hour. . :
immensely likeable—the. kind. of
David Clandon. ‘Robert. Flemyng) “move faster towards: -reformi . than.+ “Allen, on the:‘other: Hand, ‘didn’t‘|
‘money ‘on.:fhem: I.'don’t: believe. in.
|
and: ‘bureau- |
“performer: that parents don’t: mind Waiting for-the networks .to’.Okay. :
was planing to Britain: from ‘Cana- | public ° indifference:
fare: as well. His :“mai
da’when his wife died, ostensibly cratic. resistance permit:
, their Kids: foot-tapping” to. His ap-. preparation . of | “projects.” .
from heart farlure. Anothez pas- . The first half ‘hour: forusted. on currenit. “quiz: shows. The ‘idea ‘had-| ‘pearance. practically: coinci. ded |: . The. prexy’: ‘recalled - ldst® ‘selling. senger. Mrs. Pendenny iMargaret. Riker's. Island -as seen through: ‘the. “some merit; but. thé overall] lacked: “with the’ world premiere of: “The ‘season: he. sold” the: hew -Lucy.
Rutherford',.claimed that she had. eyes. of a young. prisoner. After|ithe: punch’ that “Allen. ‘usually. puts ‘Main ‘Attraction, anda: ‘couple. of* series -to. JWT: veepee. Dan: ‘Sey...
seen Clanden ‘smother: his wife. being. jailed for a few. months. for: into -his takeoffs, |“He ‘came~ off this’ -‘movie’s ditties climaxed his. MOUr : without: a.: pilot; * script. or
2"
with a pillow,. told the- skein's stealing .a ‘car, ‘he left. the prison; much ‘better in .a “later
‘segmerit act. These, -presented for the ‘first: outline; just’ by “telling ‘him. Lucy. a
hero, Alan Garnett (Nigel Patrick), feven
more “embittered: towards.. ‘with @ nifty riff: on. the. keyboard: time, “seemed. -SO-SO, ‘but might would.:: ‘be <doing.:a. comedy seriés:
but
was
disbelieved.
She
was: society than when’ he. entered. His|:
“and iti-a. -piano duet. with: Sullivan.”
: ‘when ears.get more ‘used to® And: this ‘brought ‘from: Seymour -a
known as a congenital liar, and comments and: that of .other- pris-|.‘Other’ comedy: segment. was" grow
. Boone: also gave-- out: a- comimitment. of: between ‘$5,000,000- ~~”
them
‘had cried wolf foo’ often.
J oners about life at: Riker’s Island -handled* ‘by Jackie: :Mason who had. jaunty. “Lonesome -. Road”: -which $6,000,000-. for: show -.and.-time: - ...-%
Upshot was.that ‘Mrs. Peridenny ‘were-in stark.‘contrast ‘to the: more: a: fanny. dissertation on expensive. was slick: rather -than fervent, and |Later, :Y&R- and- General. ‘Foods’. Pray
‘Was dared into _ telling the press.}: optimistic claims | of. Mrs. . Kross, apartment - house .living... It: was opened ‘with .“It,. All’ ‘Depends on’ stepped in:to. pick ‘up half that tab. °"". 2:
about her suspicion, and Garnett: the warden and a couple: of ‘the ‘well- delineated ‘and. packed. ‘with a: You.”’ Clad “fn a: ‘four-buttoned. Arnaz added, in telling of the cir".
-.7
restaged the crime to get .at- the ‘dedicated prison teachers.
The. good ,punchline at. ‘almost every. ‘blazer, he made a neat impression: cumstancés of the ‘sale,
truth. Of course, Mrs. Pendenny. ‘clearly stated and: unavoidable. con-. turn,
| ofa. decent guy: doing’a’ wholesome exception, ‘of: course,”
was right atl along, and Clandon. clusion of this. study -in -penalogi-|. “With the exception: of.” “Lucho :job. . .Fhe . squeals, ‘which : ‘came, : He said pilot production’ will, be. :
obliginzly admitted -guilt.
cal futility: was.-that- the American. Navarro,. a ‘master of duplicat ing: were ‘not: intrusive.
-.{ gin ‘in. November; that. he hopes’ to.
Nigel
Patrick,
a suave
and _prison system ‘is 100.:year behind strange. noises: like a rocket tal es.
He‘ was “ushered: in:by:‘ventrilo-{have all the pilots -finished -not
debonair thesp with a fine |comic: .the times, ° approximately at~ the |.
‘quist Dennis: Spicer,aut, back ‘later. ‘than:the: ead of. February. .7
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RADIO-TELEVISION

:eo TOSSES OUT 1UrgeRatioOutlets to GetAboard
NetworksDenyE
Employment Bias “LARS DALY CLAIMS.
“Chicago; Oct: ‘30.

- Conitinued from page’ 1.

. Lars Daly, the indomitable losing |.
jeer
ofthe:threetynetworks. in ) of. Malvin R.. Goode, former ‘Pitts. candidate or the ‘‘American: First”|:

Cod

37

Wagon orFace FCC Wrath

>| burgh’ Courier reporter, ‘as-a news. ticket. lost: -his ‘equal time: case.
“Washington, Oct. 30.
‘|. “The ‘threat. is real” that the
hnondiseriminitory: practices inchir-|staffer,” “and | Olympice : . Star... Rafer~ ‘against: CBS;’ AB-PT’- and: ‘a. third.
‘1 Johnson as ‘a commentator to. cover: defendant. listed ‘as. West Central:
FCC ‘will tighten its regulatory
_:,Ing-of -both performers: and ° pro-: .the U--S.-Russian track meet aired grip if stations don’t subscribe. to
‘Broadcasting _‘Co... Daly. :-had::-sued.
duction staffers: also negro’ come-: by. the ‘web. He also’ cited’ the. ‘the ‘threé companies. for $1, 500,000| .
ithe Radio Code; an official of the.
“Closeup”
documentary:
‘on.
‘Negro
| Code told the fall conference of
dian. Dick. Gregory, ‘Negro. actor: ‘P..
‘in compensatory: damages’ and -$94;the National -Assn. Of Broadcasters
Jay. ‘Sidney; variety host. Ed “Sul- life in América,* “Walk: in. My :| 000,000 ‘in. .explempary ©damages, |
Shoes,” -and..a number~ of. ‘enter: ‘charging “violation: of the Fedéral:
here.
jivan: _and ::“pix” producer ° ‘Otto tainment ‘shows ‘that. ‘have: used Ne- |‘Washington, Oct. 30.
Charles Stone,. manager of the
Communications -Act in 4. “number |
” Preminger: and‘others,
et
-| gro -talent, and the appearanteé’ of. of ‘election. periods when. he wasn't
Edward R. Murrow, veteran CBS Radio: Code, branded: as a “lie” the.
numbers
of.
unemployed
Negroes
in
“newsman
now:
‘in.
Federal.
service,
During the: first: Gay of: hearings
| contention. ‘that ‘NAB was. hoisting
| given. equal time. with. ‘the other.
is ‘about to Hck a battle -with. a phantom ‘to scare stations dnto:
we (Monday) hiring prestices. were ‘ass 14 docume tary on. automation candidates. .
etroit,’
‘pneumonia
which”
has.
had
him.
in’
signing -up..
- The eourt. threw out Daly’ s: thrée:
-sailed by: Negro actors Sidney Poi-- filmed, in®
-George_ he, Fuchs, |NBC’ veepee, | appeals, ruling. that. he had -no bed ‘for more ‘than thrée. weeks. |. “This.
visible,
disembodied
tier. and. Ossie: Davis: and -actréss,| personnel,
‘Now.
‘in-’
*
Bethesda,
Md:,
Naval
spirit,” ‘said. Stone in an: . extravaso-cited his compariy’s” private ‘right to ‘damages. ‘and: that
Hospital”
ina:
“D.C...
suburb,
-he
is
|
Hilda. Simms:
_ long-standing (1919. as subsid-of..| the. ‘Ilinois, statute of.imitations |.
gant: choice of words, “is not a
‘expected -to leave Thursday.
‘| goblin .concelved by’ NAB. We have
‘In ‘the. ‘sharp. “style. of his. hitery- “RCA). ‘anti-discriminitory policy..
| obtained. ¢
) Murrow,
U.S...
Information not raised the spectre of fear, but
‘He: also.: cited -“NBC's. ‘annouiiced
|| ‘Daly. isn’t. running iin this year’ 's.
; performances; .‘Gregory “quipped,
:‘Agency: director, went:.down with we are spectactors who see an
-participation | -in.” President : Ken-.
"The ‘only- tv. show that hires ‘Ne--\nedy’s, ‘“Plaris for.‘Progréss,” to re> senatorial race bécaise: he’ failed. ‘pneumonia -‘in’. Tehran | during a ever-growing ghost ‘of things to
to. meet; the. petition requirements.
‘oe Broes’. régulaily is:: Saturday- night. ‘emphasize -and extend: policies. “of: “With -him*‘out- \of the. -picture; Middle ‘East trip early this. month. : come—if the utterances of some
He.. was ‘flown. back to. New. “York eventually become the: Jaw: of “the
boxing :wie . The only thing colored: -nondisckimination..
.. |:WNBQ tried’ to “arrange. ‘a _débate:
you ‘find. om. Broadway. these days) He’ said. that. Negroes.” ‘are. eni-: between incumbent. Sen.. Everett ‘and’ .spent .several days. at’ his broadcasting land... If: the ‘Radio
‘Dutchess - County farm before be-is. a ticket: stub,’ ’
fb
' ployed . in “many. key-..exec “and Dirksen . 4Rep.). and’: Rep. :Sidney. ing moved to the Bethesda hospital, Code is to: steer you through the
.
“He. “nailed the ad‘aagencies: ‘with: supervisory and. technical ‘posts | at Yates (Dem. 5 but Dirksen declined, . where: he. has: been. for more than channel, we must point out. and
javoid: the..recks of FCC authority
“primary: blame. in alleged iserimé. ' NEC, listing’ the- positions, without. |
a week:nation. in-tv.
inaming” the personnel...’
; Louisville —. WKYW: Jocal “pris USIA’ representation in the. top | to change its threat of ‘destructive.
. Ed: ‘Sullivan, whose variety: ‘show.:io Tn: ‘entertainment: he. ‘said “NBC.| mary ‘affiliate: of :the-‘CBS. Radio’ : level: White :House. conferences on: regulation 2.”
chas. feataured many ‘Negro per- lias ‘been diligent in. bringing’ home Network; has :-been® sold .to *Pro- the. Cuban crisis has been con-'|
. formers throughout ifs 15-years on ‘to the” outside “production * com: } ducers, Inc., Evansville,: subject ‘to: -spicuously.. abserit.. None
of the.
Denvér—Richard J.. Braun has
‘panies -the’ policies: we..want :fol-” ‘FCC. approval.’ F.. “Eugene. .Sand-- lists of persons included in these ‘been: -eleyated from assistant pro~~ the ‘air. said -his -show ‘had ‘never
||
manager
to
promotion
been: ‘hurt’ ‘by: integratéd .program-) ‘lowed in having our prograim faith- ‘ford; “prez ‘of: ‘Radio - ‘Kentucky; -talks. on “policy. contained: a USIA motion
‘Manager for the Mullins -Broadming. . ‘He’ and
other producers’ fully. -reflect-the ‘role ‘and’ Partici- which ‘owns and‘ operates. the sta-. “Dame..
the sale. --Pro-.
Murrow ©reportedly’. has -been casting Co’s KBTV, Channe! 9, and
pifined: any lack -of.integration ‘on: ; pation ‘of minority -ethnic Broups tion, announced
°. ducers; Inc..* Owns - anid: “operates angeéred in.the past- because USIA,: -KBTRadio in Denver, effective. im““thoughtlessriess”.
Trather
than in’ ‘American life;”
is .expected to explain. mediately. Braun came to Mullins
other. factors. He suggested: ‘the ‘use: Fuchs also ‘cited’ ‘the digning- of television: ‘stations ‘in... Evansville, ‘which
“of a Negro. personality on.all[Panel a Young: ‘NBC discovery;: Ena Hart- |:Fargo, Grank’ Forks and. ‘Pembina -American -‘policies: globally, is not Broadcasting. a few months ‘ago
‘shows.
_{men, fashion: and photog. model, (serving. Winnipeg,” Alberts, . ‘Can- invited into: sessions where the from radio station KALL, Salt
ada).
r Policy ds. made.
Lake’ City.
Preminger. ‘who. said if never
x
Oc. who =was. signed. by: the’ web: ‘in.
-./@urred. to him. to Hidve a ‘Négro:as- -‘August after. a ‘talent. audition...
sistant’ ‘cameraman ‘on. one Gf. his |. = ‘ Otherwise,’ the ..€xec. -Buttressed.
‘Pictures, opined, “FE feel-the. jnitia- his ‘statement: :with- quotes -from
‘tive. is lacking, It should-be stimu: ‘outside: sources: lauding’ ‘the. net-'|f-.
“-Tated:.: . Maybe. ‘the - :Governmeént can | work’s use: of Negro ‘performers |]
help, but -espécially. this. ‘should: be |.in. -parts whieh ‘Treflect- their actual 4.
,
‘done.through: ‘private: stimulation.” community, stariding. ;

HdMarrow Licking Bout’ With Pneumonia:

USIA’s Cuba Freezeout’

Poitier, Davis, Hilda. Sims.”
:. Networks’ -Spokesmen.
os “CBS ©:-eorporate~~ offieer:-. Larry. “An: entirely’ different. ‘picture. |#
Tae Lowman, ‘ini: a. prepared. statement, : ‘was. drawn ‘in the’ ‘first day of :‘the'|}
gaid: his. company’ had 250 Negro. hearings. by" Négro.. actors Sidney. | aoe
employees in. -all- phases Of the: . Poitier, Ossie. Davis. and .‘actress a
“organization. ‘Sevéral are members Hilda. ‘Simms. ’
“‘of.the executive training: program wfc ‘Said. ‘Poitier, “PT;m "probably the
” “he said: Hé-reviewed senior veepée . only. Negro. ‘actor - who makes.
. Of.:-programming’ Hubbell. Robin-: living ‘in. the motion picture in- |
7" gon’s” ‘policy statement ‘on. Negro: | dustry - which: employs 13,000: ‘per- |.
It’s no" Joy. to‘me. to." ae
vo hiring of some. six: ‘months ago, ‘and formers ~
”:
mi cae
pointed to: the use’ in CBS shows of be a. symbol,”
Negroes. as_ they appear in day-to-.
He said his. first:‘rollin theatre. | 4
Gay: American. life.” _
‘|:was.in .1946;" his: second’: didn’t}:
“ABC... ‘programming :‘veep. “Theo: ‘come until 1959—"T've: ‘got 13 years |}
“dore. Fetter. declared: that ‘his :net-- to’ go: and -I’ll ‘be working again.” .
.:..
work. has had a ‘nondiscriminatory - -He-also’ cited a large span: of years:;§
employment ‘policy for:many. years: in which’ he. did: no: tv,. but ‘stated [I
applying, to both: ‘staff. personnel- he had. turned: down’ offers :he.
and: performers. His-.statement. to |-¢considered. ‘urisuitable.
|}.
the committee ‘carried an attached | ‘Davis sdid-his:13. parts oriBroad:
‘exhibit: listing more: than 30 shows way-:in. the last :16- years had pos-.

“The great new material of the Space Age—

cin ‘the last two. years’ that: have’ ‘sibly.made him the-most employed |;
-<§ featured “Negro performers: and. :‘Negro :performer. He said, ‘how-|F -...
-|.ever,: it’ had been a touch-and-go
civic léaders.”.
He ‘said. that. in hiring:staff per.” -existenée, ° and. pointed : out thaf. |

.Pyroceram! Nowiinthe world’s most versatile
:cookware.”

sonnel,: “Manager execs: are. fully. the. production’ “Purlio Victorious,” |

chad:-16'. white and: Negro ‘actors.
; completely’ cooperative in the :“im-- ‘integrated, but. no Negroes in. some
‘plementation: of: nondiseriminatory |..‘other. areas of ‘production. at
|: Miss Simms said'she-once played {femployment. ‘practices.” .
‘the wife. of:a:Négro.in an NBC-FV:|F*“We are pleased to report, ” “gaid - drama” ‘and,-. because. -of -her light |].
ie” Better, who: appeared for. veepee. skin, the. network’ received ..more: {::
’ .in charge of the: tv network Tom t-than® 200° letters“ of .complaint.: She
‘Moore,: “that. currently. :we —have’ |-said she refused to let the network |f
‘non-white. ‘employees .in:. many. di-: -apologize; and the show: was. -her-.|
--yerse, . ‘creative ‘and. technical ‘ca-" -Tast:‘performance for. the: network.
ae “pacities;. « including managerial
In. legit,- she’ said, “Of* course;
so
‘positions.” —_
‘there. are. Negro plays. ‘Well, -damn-| |
“al” As “regards” “ peiformers: he’“said® ‘Negro plays. ‘I’m not asking’ ‘for’
"ABC encourages the hiring’.of the: romantic ‘parts, -. a blending. ‘of {fos
‘best'.talent: available. regardless. of blood; ‘but: just. a chance. ‘I say it's.)g-" |
“éolor,. and. ‘pointed out that. much. immoral. “when: “we seé@ casting
“of ‘the “web’s. programming Was, notices. and know ‘bloody “well it’s:||-: --

"When. speakingfor:
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-Exclusi vely

| °.ROBERT. COE: MANAGEMENTS :

|: 8 East.52nd Street,‘New York 22, N.Ye

‘no ‘use applying. because there- are’
done, by ‘outside packagers. ..
po
a
Fetter. ‘cited the: recent. hiring ‘no Negro pare
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17 major markets
and Radio Stations i

‘including: KOVR Television...offering important: coverage of vital: Sac.-Stockton market.

-WHK Radio...the. fumber one station I
in’) Cleveland for:over. ‘two. years (Pulse, Hooper).
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TV Followup Comment

over. the N.Y. owned &. operated |
station WNBC-TY. Then the Pres-.
| ident spoke. CBS-TYV, on the other
hand, did an excellent. wrapup. of
the crisis, only to ruin it at the

TV Cinomatics
Een

“|Acad Votes For
An Int'lEmmy

Continued from page 31 team |

-11:30 p.m. close out one night by|
Continued from page 30
than for the exclusive syndication
having anchorman Walter Cronkeff, racing cars, etc., the rest of ‘controversy, but not going back to ite cut: in on the White House cor-. route,
Next spring the first Emmy
It is. argued, now not quite as
the show
was
in the musical see how the wounds have healed, respondent, -so that N. Y. affils
to see What
the real outcome of
groove and quite good, too. From
strongly, that selling the cream of. award for international tv. will be:
could air a paid politicast:
es

New York's Basin Street East came the story is.’
Louis Prima, Sam Butera & The.
“The Other Face of Dixie,” aired
Witnesses and vocalist Gia Maione.
Wednesday (Oct. 24), turned “ReThev opened with a snappy ver- ports’ cameras back on Clinton,
gion of “Oh, Marie,” gave Miss Tenn., Norfolk, Va., and Atlanta,
Maione the floor for a nifty treat-. Ga.
where
web
shows
were
ment
of “How High The Moon”
created out of crisis, ‘and also on
and then roeked the screen with
Little
Rock,
which,
of course,
“I Want aa To Be My Baby.” provided a lot of news footage in
From Ika
and via RCA Victor, its day of school integration.

the pix to the networks dilutes the! 8iven by the

Academy of Tele

Since then, all three tv netin. syn- vision Arts & Sciences. Org is solic
| works have stepped up the num- attractiveness of packages
foreign
packages which in prac-} iting nominations from
ber of regular
daily newscasts. dication,
|tiee usually are studded with cream |.countries, which will then be sub
throughout the crisis.
mitted for a vote to a “jury of for.
NBC-TV has. added two to its to make. up for the “B’s.” What- mer Emmy winners. "7
daytime
schedule,
bringing
the ever the merits of that argument,
Meantime, the. N. Y. TV ACa&s
total of five-minute shows: to six Jit seems more likely that the higher||demy’s awards. committee, under:
a day before 6 p.m. CBS-TV has. prices offered by networks isn’t: ; Ted ‘Cott,-decided last week on
and won’t be Ignored.
added

one

to its regular

{ revisions in the local Emmys awards

schedule

Metro TY, for example, is prep-;
| during the day. ABC- FV stepped
i for this season.
After. the awards
It was clearly an intelligent| up its news coverage, too—by sup- ping a new group of pix for selling:
a quick penest for him, having ap- gesture and, while the results were
|plying five-minute news shows. lo- to stations, but first is talking to.
peared on tie Oct. 14 stanza. His not of even interest, the follow-up
cally from. 7:55 p.m. to 10:55 a.m. the networks about possible selec- “New SSkirt for Emmy?
big-voired renditions of ‘“Finiculi- effort turned up some fruly dra-|
—when
the
network
starts
its. tion of titles for web exposure.
A change. in: the shape ‘of
Finicula”
and
“What
Kind
Of ‘matic moments and a fair share of
(Five. minute wrapups | Twentieth-Fox and United Artists
operation.
‘Emmy—essentially, the change
Fool Am [" displayed his range in human interest.
.
were supplied to the networks at Television took the web route.
would be in the makeup of the.
pop and opera to excellent adThis is the situation with only.
If perilous controversy and vio- the start of each hour all day by
statuette’s skirt—-was proposed
vantage.
{two
major
post-’48
libraries
as
yet|
lence were the original news pegs, ABC and a special news show was
to the Academy. of Television
England
was
represented
by some of this one’s most absorbing inserted between halves of the pro unexposed
to tv, Universal andj
Arts & Sciences by Betty Furyoung thrush Helen Shapiro, re- moments were in interviews with football game last Sunday Oct. 28.) Paramount. Seven Arts Associated
ness, head of the’ N. ‘Y. chapcently signed to the Epic label the Dixie diehards. There was the |
is
reported
to
have
a
supply
of
ABC News chief. Jim Hagerty
ter of the org. Seems that the
here, and Acker Bilk, who’s been . Little Rock
from.
three
to
‘four
years
of
.pix,|
official with a ra- said the web’s radio and tv coverfellows. (clearly. in the majoriclicking in the U.S. on Atco Rec- tionale
who
appeared
to have age was planned for a protracted under ifs release schedule. Metro}.
ty) on the Academy Board of
ords. Miss Shapiro came through -commentator Harry Reasoner -on international crisis. That also goes TV, now releasing about 30 a year,
Trustees were not as enthuhas quite a supply of pix. Other.
with a zingy quality on “I Don a the verge of illness. There was the for the CBS. and NBC operations.
siastic about the need for &
Care What Happens To Me” and ‘state governor who oiled over his
than
some
independents;
and
the
Instead .of the -long-ago-planned
change in Emmy and they res
showed a potent belting style on
sources
listed
above,
the
supply}.
earlier hysteria
with
incredible
90-minute program on the Berlin
“After You've Gone.” Bilk offered -aplomb,
;
and there were chilling tunnel, the one that stirred up so’ of post-’48’s from Hollywood. is.| ferred the matter back. to: the
Jocals,
as the saying goes, for.
some moody clarinet work with a -opinions from shiney-faced high much controversy both ‘at the U.S. ‘relatively limited.
.
further study. —
dancing tine accomp. It was the _sehool youths who apparently have
Those
doing
some
crystal
ball|
‘State Dept. and in Germany, NBC-’
One of the objections to a
opening shot in the stanza and set : remained untouched Dixie tradi‘TV decided to air a 90-minute gazing see the possible eventuality
change in the Emmy. is that
everything up in a tasty fashion.
of fresh pix to tv becoming. so
|tionalists throughout it all.
|
wrapup
on
the
Cuban
situation
toi
Gros.
former
winners
might feel
scarce. that the new plx might be: In contrast were students and night (Wed.). Reuven Frank who
their-awards were now less improduced
the completely filmed come a strictly network commodity
|
officials
|
won
over,
and
a
couple
of
portant. Miss |‘Furness was deWCBS-TY Editorial
inspiring interviews tunnel project also produced the —an eventuality: which is seen as
scribed
as feeling strongly
*“WCBS-TV v.p, and g,m, Norman ; downright
years away, ‘but very possible.
‘Cuban
replacement.
Last
week,
j
with
two
woman
teachers
who
had
E. Walt Jr. came up with a sensiabout
the
necessity
of a
NBC said it was cancelling the |:
appeared
in
the
earlier
CBS
coverble teleditorial over the network’s
change in metal statuette.
scheduled
tunnel
airing,
because
age
as
courageous
advocates
of
Gotham channel Friday (26) which
was excellent community relations integration and who had seen the. of the intensity of the crisis over
‘last. spring, some. N.Y. stations,
Cuban arms.
Art.
and
overall
goodwill
and _ good; initial fulfillment of their hopes.
were supplemented
‘~mmmmeContinued from page 26 meet including WNEW-TV, rose up in.
showmanship. In a forthright man- :| Interviews
anger against: the awards, particuner, pulling no punches, he cau- by excellent location camera work
{job in .a smoothly professional | larly against.removal of a show
tioned against any N.Y. Newspaper by Robert Clemens, Charles Mack
manner,
from the Emmys simply. because it
and Martin Barnett.
Bilt.
Guild strike, scheduled for tomorAs a psychological bonus, the had been shown in more than one
row (Wed.) midnight, at a time
Lum spots carry heavy overtones city yet not: shown on a network.
when safety and morale are essen- 1
of nostalgia, right from the opening ‘This, say Acad execs, ‘will. no longer
tial, in light of the Cuban crisis.
‘organ music bit through the. overall | happen because the awards come
and on a local community level
mittee has decided’ ‘that any tv pro
because of its coming unfortuitousare making in- }intimate conversational atmos- gram produced in N.Y. “yet ne
Continued from page 29 samme | Kid tv panelists
-phere..
l
ly a week before an election.
roads on the adult game show of
seen in over 75%. of the country.
. The corn pone humor is under- will definitely qualify: for a N.
While stressing that radio and tv ; viewer with some valuable com- Goodson -Todman’s:
CY,
“Password,”
|"
Shortwave
WRUL
standably heavy. Intermixed with: ‘Emmy award.
“would of course broaden further panicnship.
telecast
on:
CBS-TV
Sunday
eveStraight-faced pleas-for the return} N.Y. chapter will maintain the
coverage of tocal, state and na- ‘stayed on around the clock at the
nings and daytime Monday through of Fulbright (as well. as other|. year-old.‘no. category system’’
tional
news”
he
accented
the height of the crisis.
WPIX, WOR-TV—two more N.Y. Friday.
Democratic Arkansas congressional; nominations, the. one difference
proper function of the press in
| delegation) to the seats of power. being that this time there: will be
interpreting the news, in depth. At | stations—did well. Others who saw |
First.
youngster
to
play.
“‘Passare such gems as:
a
the same time Walt patted radio WNEW-TV had only praise for that
two listings—personal and proand tv’s advantages. on the in- Gotham outlet’s handling of the word” was Conhie Godzina, a 16—The conyersational interjec- gramming. Apparently, there were
year-old high school cheer leader
staneity
of news
coverage.
Un- crisis.
| objections to the fact that pro“By Grannies’;
der the circumstances he urged all | In fact stations ali around the (8) Brittan, Mich., last Sunday Hon,
—The crack about the local yokel grams and personalities had to
On yestetday’s (Tues.). dayparties— publishers and the Guild country responded to the emerwho. unknowingly picked up a red compete directly last spring.
—to extend their contract negati- gency in their individual ways. As time show, Kitty Carlisle and Sam
an example, for the duration of Levinson found themselves paired hot horse shoe at the blacksmith’s,
ations until these vital issues have
Kaye's. ‘Canada Sponsor
the
critical
Cuban
situation, with even younger players, none- and after doing a jig of pain was
been resolved.
Toronto, Oct. 30.
Walt reprised that nine other KOGO-TV-AM, San Diego, has re- year-old Abby Trestman, of Tena- asked if it wasn’t pretty hot. “No,”
General Motors of Canada Ltd,
Rear
Admiral
<A.
W. fly, N. J., and Dean Burris, 10,: of | he replied, “Tt just doesn’t. take |
unions
pledged
support of the tained
sponsors-the Danny Kaye Show on
Two more ‘me too long to look at a horse
Newspaper Guild and that these +tMcKechnie, SNU retired, as a spe- Forest Hills, N. Y.
| Sunday, Nov. 11, over the tv web
-children—both
nine - year -olds— shoe.”
10 unions could create a long shut- cial news consultant.
of the Canadian Broadcasting Corp.
S$tation says McKechnie was put -have been set for next ‘Sunday’ s.
Fulbright can’t miss.
down and blackout on four mornat 9-10 p.m.
ing dailies with a combined cir- on to provide the area with broad- (4) “Password” stanza:
Show originates from. NBC, pre~
er news coverage and particularly
Exec producer Bob Stewart says
culation of 4,000,000, and the three
|emting “Bonanza.” Canadian deal
“we're using children and teen-'
evening papers with their 1,500,000- as a service to the large number
for CBC was secured by Maclaren,
combined daily readership. At this of military families living in San agers on the show because we've
1 Toronto.
discovered
that kids play the
writing the Wednesday midnight Diege.
—
As for the radio networks—they ‘Password’ game in school and at —_—e Continued from page 29 mam
desdline had not been resolved.
Hundreds of kids, accord- |: ‘N.Y. Adler had returned: from. his ||
‘Over the weekend the News-. and local radio were there more home.”
paper Guild’s secretary-treasurer than tv, although only accasionally ing to the producer, have written
headquarters in London to attend |]
termed the CBS editorial an “in- were they there with much more. in suggesting themselves and other
trusion”
while contract negotia- Apparently radio, too, decided that children for “Password.”
“What the sessions and it seems.that some
continuous coverage—Save for the we want to do is to use two chil- EBU members: again expressed intions were going on.)
Abel.
few exceptions—. was not in order: dren about once a week on the terest in selling programs to Ameri‘Of course, goofs will occur, Be- daytime show and children and ‘ean tv, just as: American tv so
CBS Reports
Fred Friendly, exec producer of. fore President Kennedy spoke on teenagers on the Sunday night frequently sells. programs abroad.
“CBS Reports,” returned to cover Monday, NBC-TV introduced that show, as often as we can,” Stewart _<So far, the exchange has, many
Dixie’s integrationa! sore spots be- fact and then interrupted the in- adds. Until recently, minimum age abroad feel, been inequitable. )
eause, “News media are often criti- terruption, so to speak, in order for playing the game on. camera
George Graham, head of NBC
cized for reporting violence and to bring two commercials, at least. pad’ been 18.
Enterprises, parent to NBC International, encouraged EBU members.
to think -up radio programs for.
consumption in the U.S. via NBC
came

tener Ss,ereig

Franchi.

It was

Lum (& Abner)

CBS-TV’s Adult Game
Now Luring the Kids

As Weekly Panelists

Week to Remember

Gerald Adler

Radio

network.

He

told them

at

a meeting on Thursday (25) that.
| radio can be ‘used to condition the.|

BOB CARROLL

aASS
SE
RTS
| NE

-

{public in the U.S. to European
Starring as Host on
programming and Graham, recent“REMEMBER THAT SONS"
_ly of NBC Radio himself, suggested.
WBBM, CBS-TV, Chicago
thet an ideal start might be aradio|
Opening Nov. 23
version of EBU’s annual big tv.
DRAKE HOTEL, Chicage
| show, the Euroyision song contest,
‘wherein big stars from each mem-.
‘Dirt GAC.
ber country sing a local hot song. | Samm
{in one big ; special program.

TOPS AGAIN!

ATLANTA
WSB-TV

16

GEORGE
NADER

WHEELING
STEUBENVILLE

|| 1650
BROADWAY,
New York||.
_
|
|
ee

nN

Rating

>> For full details, contact

Rating.
Source: ARB,

Kansas

City—Glen

George last {|

week was appointed general man- || Large effice In air-conditioned. suite,.

1962.

ager of KCKN, Kansas City, Kans. reasonable, will furnish it necessary... |
He had been sales manger of the].
station. since 1961. Station oper-

CHARLES RAPP

= SCREEN GEMS, INC.

ates 24 hours: daily on a country)

and western music policy.
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Dicker Dan 0’Herlihy :

Inside Stuff—Radio-TV

|Latinos Fear‘Stiff’ Competish Of

For ‘Jamie McPheeters’

“Twentieth |Century” will be expanded to a full hour on Nov. 11, |
when the timely topic “Norstad of NATO: War: or Peace” will be tele-

TELEVISION

39

US. TY Stanzas; May Ban Dubbing

Hollywood, Oct. 30.
|
Deal-is beirig finalized for Dan
@ast that Sunday: by CBS-TV.
Episode features an exclusive personal report by the Supreme Com- O'Herlihy to star in “The Travels|
Mexico City, Oct. $0.
of Jamie. McPheeters,” MGM-TV
mander of the North Atlantic Treaty Organization forces on NATO's
American
television
episodes,
present strength, its role in western strategy, and its accomplishments pilot rolling next Monday. Kurt
dubbed locally, are proving to be
o date. The interview with General Lauris Norstad was conducted by. Russell will co-star..
the “‘stiffest competition for MexiCBS News Paris correspondent Robert Kleiman at SHAPE headquar- | -Norman Felton is exee producer,
and Bob Sparks producer of the Gin Continued from page 20 sammak can films in principal Latin Ameriters outside. Paris on Sept. 18. Prudential. Insurance sponsors.
markets,”
according
to
a
| hourlong series, based on a prop- the more recently created, smaller. cam
Zenith Radio Corp. has: produced more than 1,000,000 ty receivers erty. originally acquired by Metro | territories, which have, frankly, statement issued by the official
Peliculas
Mexicanas.
distributorin the. first 10: months of 1962, making it the fourth successive. year for theatrical filming, then chanship.
neled to the vidpix arm for a been having a struggle.
the company has topped the million mark.
~ One aspect of the Government's
While executives refused to make
L..C. Truesdell, prexy. of Zenith Sales Corp., says the company this - ‘series.

British Gom’l TY

year will achieve the greatest percentage of total industry sales in its ]
history, strengthening its position as No. 1 video set maker,

N.Y. World’s Fair 1964-65 p.r: ‘veepee Bill Berns, himself a former
newscaster.. ‘hosted the EBU contingent, with a Sunday morning

brief-

ing followed ‘by lunch in’ Flushing Meadows. Fair prexy. Robert Moses,
getting ready for. the N.Y.

Mirror’s

“Humanitarian

Award’’. that eve-

| White Paper, which looks to be a. a direct statement, it has been
certainty, igs in connection with learned from a reputable source
toll tv. It. is now considered a safe that the board of directors may
bet that there will be a recom- recommend a prohibition of further
mendation authorizing field trials’ dubbing of American made series
immediately in at least to areas. - here. Matter is subject to discusPel-Mex
and the
If the trials are satisfactory, pay sion between
television will be authorized in the Union of Film Production Workers.
new legislation.:
| The distributorship stand is that

No Clear-Cut Plan
On North America|

ning at the Hotel: Astor, couldn’t.be present. Berns filled-in not only
the Swedish, Irish and Continental European. but also CBC and other
reps of:the sundry broadcasting union on the N.Y. Fair vis-a-vis global
‘pickups. AT&T reps also attended. the Sunday lunch participated in | .

EBU Counterpar

‘the ‘briefing.

_ The Bill which will put the; the downward graph of Mexican
| White Paper recommendations into |production fs in part attributable to
|Chriat is

now

expected

before ibig boom

Christmas, and the legislation will |episodics

In the: ‘Wake of the European |Chri its route through both Houses
-Ta celebrate being 25 years old; the N.Y: local. of the American’
Federation of. Television & Radio Artists. yesterday (Tues.) threw an ‘Broadcasting -Union’s meeting in, of Parliament, starting with the
open house party at the union’s new Fifth Ave. headquarters. Bash ran | New York: last week, a fissure has| Commons, early in the New Year.
five hours, with music, door prizes and “light. refreshment” compris- developed among the U.S. net-j;
ing the backdrop to the gathering.
works. over the question of setting |

~ Minow Salutes

in release

of American

in the Latin

market.- Allegedly

American

theatre

|fiec figures are slumping

boxof-

because

public prefers somescreen
entertainment for free. Robert J. Corkery, Motion Picture Export Association vice president, who had
|made many swings in the Latin
American area on MPEA business,
denies that boxoffice
has been

up a Tegional association covering
There’s been. a ‘reshuffling of the credits on WABC-TV's ‘hourlong North American television: broadnews show, “The Big News,” and it goes like this: Madeline Karr is asters.
Difference of approach
—
Continued from page 29.
producer; Jack. Walters is associate producer..and writer; staff writers was highlighted in the proposals.
are Arthur Alpert, Philip. Bergman, Bernard ‘Morris; Bill Barron is put. forward at EBU’ meeting by with the story told seven times “seriously affected.”
Juan Bandera, Peliculas Mextdirector; Steve Siporin is associate director and David Shefrin ‘is CBS-TV. president. Dr. Frank Stan- in Russian, twice in English and
canas manager, admitted that Mexiexecutive produeer.
| ton and by Donald ‘Coyle, presi-: once each in Armenian, Georgian,
can videotaped soap operas e®xdent of ABC International Televi- Ukrainian,
Estonian,
Latvian, }ported into Central and
South
sion.
Hungarian and Czech.
| America are having wide accepIn. working out. agreements: on
Fifty-two
VOA _ transmitters fance. These are competing for the
international transmission of pro- totalling 4,331,000 watts in power market with American episodics.
gramming in. view of the limited
(the equivalent of more than 86
While producers of Mexican teletime available for that purpose,. of the strongest U.S. radic stations vision material appear to be gain—————————————
| Continued from page 29
Stanton..recommended the setting. broadcasting simultaneously) were ing a good share of the Latin Amerrector-general of Swedish Broad- gramming from continent to con- up of.a regional association inelud-' used by VOA.
ican market, this is reacting ading the three U.S. networks, U.S.
casting Corp,, mentioned one idea | 'tinent.”
Such a “Sunday punch” massing versely: in release of feature length
If orily to point out the. subtle, Information
Agency,
National
|
that seemed partly. along the. road yet real, différences-between U.S.”
material in ecommecfial theatres.
Educational Television &- Radio. has been employed only once
Peliculas Mexicanas is the weakest
to fruition. That was a “project of and European needs and. attitudes, | ‘Center and the Canadian Broadcast- previously. It was done on Nov. 5,
truly international programming to it was noticeable on Friday, at the ‘ing. Corp.,. all associate. members | 1961, in an allout effort to get link in the triumvirate of official
behind the Iron Curtain with the Mexican
distributorships (Cimex
celebrate. the first anniversary of press conference, that: while Ryd- of EBU.
reaction of the rest of the world and Peliculas Nacionales the oth‘beck and his associates also sought
Coyle, on the other hand, SUg- :
the lanching of Telstar.”
|to lower barriers: to program and- gested that the regional association to the USSR’s secret and protract- ers), and the firm may be seeking
ed high megaton nuclear testing. to place the blame for its recent
Stanton’s ‘Town Meeting’ Bid
Rydbeek
again: also. include the Canadian comidea
exchanges,
The Soviets tried but failed in a {financial losses on television inA: day earlier, atop the St. Regis, seemed ‘unwilling to. credit the mercial ty operation, CTV, and super jamming effort.
roads.
where CBS (due to flipping of a Americans |with shaving: taken. the Emilio Azcarraga’s tv operation in
-{nitiative: | Mexico, both of which are not EBU
coin) was the last of. the networks | ‘When Sarnoff. of NBC on Mon- ‘associates. ABC thinking on this |
to host. a luncheon for EBU. mem- | day (22) became ‘the first major point is that the North American
bers, CBS. prexy Dr. Frank Stan- executive here to call publicly.for tv association should. not. be an|
ton: -proposed. “a television town ‘a worldwide broadcasting organiza- adjunct of or subordinate to EBU
tion, Rydbeck immediately after-. by limiting its membership
exmeeting of the world.”
CBS, he wards expressed his appreciation clusively to EBU members. An
said,
planned
an
experimental but noted that. his European co- all-encompassing North American'}
program on which" people on both. horts. had already thought that one vassociation,. Coyle believes can tie
sides of the ocean, utilizing Telstar, ‘up, After Stanton’s ‘speech three in closely with EBU but as a sepa- |
‘days later, Rydbeck—again in a rate entity geared. to handle the
could discuss a “subject of world- seemingly gracious thank you to problems: unique to a hemispheric
To sell your product in the big
\the CBS officer—suggested that] area which is now the dominant
wide interest and urgency.”
Northwest market, KSTP-T'V is
force
in
‘world.
television.
;
‘Dr. Stanton suggested that the ‘the EBU had also discussed that, |
NBC has not yet indicated which
a triple-threat performer.
Stanton’s
speech,
of
program might come about next. prior to
spring as. Telstar reaches its first. course. At the. press conference idea it supports although it’s ex-.
The Northwest’s first TV
he
reiterated: ‘pected to lean in the direction of
afternoon,
anniversary in space..
The CBS. Friday
confining membership in a North |.
station, KSTP-TV come
topper
also
mentioned
in the that EBU wanted a Telstar anni‘American. association to EBU ‘asso- |
course of his speech a desire to ‘versary program and that Stanton’s bines maximum coverage,
clates. At this point, the differences
Temove the “legal, technical and proposal for one was “included” among the networks has not been
top entertainment and suother barriers to the. flow of pro- in others .to- be taken up at lJater _clearly spelled out in any sharply
perior service to dominate
He noted that
|+EBU
conclaves.
defined’ forensic. statements, but
this market of 810,800 TV
| EBU’s Luxembourg delegate “had they exist nonetheless in embryalready proposed’’’a similar idea. ‘onic form and are expected to.
families and over $5 Billion
The EBU administrative council | shape subsequent. efforta.to set up
in spendable income.
ig ‘scheduled to meet on Nov, 9, a world broadeasting
A.
union.
dif when. apparently discussion will.be meeting of the North American|
held as to the “practical forms” EBU hosts—the networks, the edui tany worldwide org is to assume. cational centre, and USIA, is. schedjf) The next general EBU meeting, of uled for Dee. 5, according to. John
100,000 WATTS « NBC
the kind held last week here, : will White, the educational centre's |’
‘be held. next June .or July. in ‘boss.
MINNEAPOLIS « ST. PAUL
Stockholm, and” Rydbeck. invited.
di}
the American. Broadcasters to at-)
| tend.
|
Rydbeck said in his statement to |
the press:that “substantial progress
Mgt. William Morris Agency
jihad. been made”’.in the course of} { the N. Y¥. conclave and ‘that: af.
1+ “number of challenging proposals |

EBU Meet _

ey,

=e

have

STAGE MANAGER
Send. resume for.

OLGA

-

stantive. measures, since, according
to. EBU, all the stuff done here was

ministrative

2%

Solarium .

MILLER REAL ESTATE

WH. 5-7557 (N.d.)

GOOD SHOW

-

: then. to be forwarded to the: “ap{| propriate bodies within the EBU,”
+} one: of which was given as the ad-

A DELIGHT TO ‘THE IMAGINATIVE
Hudson River View
“| Family -brick home, 8 rooms,

be.

|parts of the: world.”
.
|
In short, no firm decisions were
‘reached: on. apparently any sub-|:

a BOX V 1349, 125 W. 41 ST.; NLY..36 |

I. baths, “Rec’’ Room w/bar,
: = NJ —asking | $39,900.

which will

sides of the Atlantic and in other]

|. Minimum 3 to 5 yrs. legitimate theatre.
‘| or television experience required.

|

been. made

given serious consideration by the|
| EBU. ‘and~‘its’ members
on both]

_

council.

‘THIN MAN’ SERIES |
SET FOR AUSSIE TV
Sydney, Oet:. 30.
;

ATTN,” Svdney, commercial keyer, |
‘thas pacted with Metro for “The |:
‘| Thin Man”. series’ starring William | BUSINESS. POTENTIAL
| Powell and.Myrna Loy.
FOR SALE — Strong-pure breeding-five |
ATN has:also gotten the Aussie-|
“rights, to the “Fred Astaire Pre‘months. old male, French Poodle, -unmiere Theatre.” Initial bid will be |
| “usual apricot color..
qt “Seven
Against the Sea,” with oo
Phone FRanklin 44927.
Ernest Borgnine.
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Top Singles O
Weidnesday, Octobie31,‘1962 aoe

or ParalTrck. |
None WW

|

Getz’s Band; Pitney'sHeart’ Top LPs

amhe‘BestBets’ ofThisWeek's 100-PlusReleases)

| cHucK CLARK .

Price’: profects:. with impact. : “Al
though she differs from ‘the: run- |:
| of-the-mill . ‘songstress. heard “on.
disks these ‘days, her style. isn’t’ s0

ANTHONY
NEWLEY:
“STOP
THE WORLD—I WANT TO GET
OFF” (London). It’s been a long
time since a Broadway. musical has
received such a pre-opening. spinning: push as this latest David.
Merrick rroriuction.- “What Kind
Of Fool Am EF’ and “Gonna Build
A Mountain” received a rash of pop
singles action and the disk jockey.
contingent found them hard to-re-

nee esoale-eTHE ANNIVERSARY. SONG:
(United: “Artiats) |.
oe wee oe'e'e IL Love Being Loved. By:
You 2."
.a' snappy. .

‘Chuck: Clark’s .“‘The “Anniversary: Song”: (Mood*)”.is
ao workover of. this. smash:.Al: Jolson ‘pic: tune’ by @ .rocking. singer.
with. a hardhitting ‘combo. in ‘support. Could: be. very. big. “F- Love
- Being Loved By. You (Rockford), isa bright slicewith a catchy.

offbeat:.as to appeal to only a spe-

cializéed few ‘who've caught’. her]
work “along the intime ‘nitery circuit. She has a-mass attraction. that

will surély’develop once. the: spinners start giving the ‘package its
due exposure. Although’ she- toys;

sist. The songs as performed in the effectively: with: such popular num=|
bers like “Fools ‘Rush In,” ..“If “I

show will probably . -be the major.
factor in attracting the consumer.
to this package. It’s: handsomely
packaged-and makes a strong. addition to the. -original~ ‘Broadway
show album shelf.: “The package. -is
dominated by. Anthony Newley,
who wrote Words, music and book
with an assist from Leslie BricusseHis handling of the show's two big.
songs aré imimense. Also. contributing. to the «general pleasure is
Anria Quayle: who does quite. nicely by “Typically English,” “Glorids Russian,” “Typische Deutch”
and “‘All American,”: as well as in
duet with Newley on “Someone
Nice. Like You.”

J: beat: for:the. coke. set.-

|:
5

ew.
| |MAXINE BROWN. venescetiesAM TD FALEING IN LOVE
_ (ABC-Paramount)
«Promise Me. Anything:
Mazine

Were A Bell” and “My Love'Is-A}.

Wanderer,”

Brown’s -An T ‘Falling ‘In:-Love” (Mazinet). is a.firm.

-hythomn. ballad on: which: this songstress. impresses. potently. . with «
her deep-down- blues. style. ‘Promise. Me. Anything”. €Edent): is... s

the ‘unfamiliar entries}

like “Peel Me.A. Grape,””& Thou-|:
a: Slow: smoving ‘ballad. with lesser chances. ~
78 T
os
sand Blue ‘Bubbles” ‘and “Sweet |.
a
ee oe
|
ms,
Pumpkin” as: well’:as ‘the: .afore-|
MRS ‘ACKER. ‘BILK™
mentioned “Would'Ja For .A Big}
Dot Album’ at
Red. Apple” help her impress as. a} ‘Presents ‘His Newest
Ceo)...
5+. denne ehadeteetitle
cats of Wlbyou ‘Lonely.
©
°
“BABY =BLEP. HANT “WALK” |
vocalist with a. big: potential.
.. Mr,, Acker «Bilk’s. “Limelight”: (Bourne*) 1s .-a. ‘lushly “melodie -.
interpretation’ of the Chaplin - tune: *which: -should | sustdin: this a
“AHMAD
| JAMAL: “AT
THE ‘ePheme: ‘trom the. Bros.
British clarinetist’s pace in the. U.S: pop ists. “Lonely” (Bourne=
‘BLACKHAWK”: (Argo). The light|
and ‘swinging -piano. stylings: of want: ‘It's. a“ never-before-released : ‘Rank*). gets. a similarly:. -style® instrumental: ‘workover: with, the
Ahmad‘ Jamal are nicely show- waxing ofa concert: the. Iate Lady | ‘reed contrasted :with. a string. orch, :
Se ee a
eased. -via. this outing. : There Is Day gave‘ in Germany as ‘part. of|
‘simplicity yet flourishing strength ‘her. 1954 European. ‘tour. She. was. PATSY: CLINE vabente trees WHY.CAN'T HE BE "yOu
to Jamal's jazz ‘and, backed by: the. in fine voice: for. the trek -and ‘her.|’
eee
» Heartachies :
late Israel .Crosby ‘on -.bass. and ‘performance: is. rightly-captured |« . (Decea) -.. eels
Vernell Fournier on drums, his in- -on-this platter. All elements of her |. _.Patsy- ‘Cline’s: “Why can't ‘He. Be.You": (Pampert): 4s.:@: solid.
-smooth-sounding unique
“GAY
PURR-EE”
(Warner ventive . and.
and. -as yet unmatched os - slow-tempoed - ballad which. this: -country singer. belts with com:
Bros.). With music by Harold.Arlen. technique comes brightly: ‘forward. vocal: feeling: ‘and stylings are here| :. ‘mercial ‘impact ;.across the board.’ “Heartaches” (Leeds*) 4g. a
and. lyries: by E. Y..Harburg, War- The emphasis is ‘on a swinging: ‘along :with some: solid: jazzmanship ma(neat, reprise ofthis” standard in a simple. arrangement.
Te .
- aene =
er
ners’ animated feature film “Gay rhythmic approach here,: but there’s by ‘the likes of: Red- Norvo, Buddy
Purr-ee” has the.services of a top also. an_ occasional. ballad ‘thrown DeFranco, Jimmy. Raney, Red MitLES:
PAULMARY.
FORD..
woeele
PLAYING.
MAKE ‘BELIEVE
cast including Judy Garland, Rob- in too. Recorded at the Blackhawk,: chell; ‘Sonny’, Clark: and: Carl |
(Columbia) -..
gece eae weies Vt Just Don’t Understand: :
ert Goulet, Red Buttons, Hermi- Chicago;. this is the:-last. waxing Drinkard..
-Paul-Mary- Ford's “Playing. ‘Make. Believe” (Cedarwoodt).
one Gingold and Paul Frees te. to‘ feature. the trio. with.this ‘per-|
THE FOLK ‘MUSIC: or ‘wasn |:24s:“Les
handle the singing and “speaking sonnel.
one. of those sentimental, .country-flavored ballads which: this.
(Folkways). 4}
|INGTON
SQUARE”
team can dish-up in highly attractive: style: “T. Just: Don’t: Undere.
voiees of the -cartoon characters. | LAURINDO® ‘ALMEIDA: “VIVA.
_ ‘Fhe score has a bright and colorful: BOSSA. NOVA” (Capitol). Yet: an- The Washington Square. Park area
stand”: (Cedarwoodt): changes. pace. with |
a:<Thythm- number: .also
of
N
ew
York’s
Greenwich.
Village
|:
.
flavor
and. it’s. ‘presented with other. .entry -in’ the. bossa. nova
.im nicely. handled,
:
is
a.‘
mecca.‘for
folkniks..
They}
"
e. oe
a
wll
.
sparkle
on this soundtrack ‘set Sweepstakes, this session: features
under the baton of Mort Lindsey. guitarist’ Laurindo Almeida and a ‘gather. ‘there. to. sing, play ‘and |.
‘shoot
the.
breeze.
‘Melvin
T,
Reiter,
|
Performances likewise are _first- group: of top. Coast. jazz. men workTELE
Bahama
rate with Miss Garland lending her. ing over a‘variety of. tunes in .the ‘a. folk «enthusiast, went:..to. the]: “(Ep ic)” Dn
“aby Hamilton's. “I-Am” (J6y*): is @ big ballad with a stirring
touch to a variety of ‘pleasant vogue. Included are. ‘such ‘tv show. Square. and: recorded ‘some of. the]
goings: on.: This LP is the. result.|-‘peligioso lyric. which ‘this. singer’. belts. very .‘effectively: “Earth=:
tunes and Goulet giving his full- ‘themes - -as
“Naked
City’” “and
voiced approach to others. Frees “Route 66,’ hit tunes like. “Moon It’s an’ interesting -set, ‘featuring |. -‘quake” (Blackwoodt). reverts to a. bouncing rocking groove: i
ear
figures in a couple of clever. com- River,” “Lollipops. and’. Roses,” | 22.. performances bya variety: ‘of|. » which Hamilton. is also. at home.:
*..
: ef ae
Se tote
edy turns ‘and Buttons duets nicely Ramblin’ Rose” and “Lazy River” foikniks,. none. of whom is profes-1 ‘with Goulet on one tune. It’s a. ‘and: straight. bossa novas_ like ‘De- sional ‘but some of. whom could be, |:
THEME: FROME “THE 117TH HOUR
nicely-produced: soundtrack. session safinado” and -“One. Note Samba.” judging: by: ‘the quality “of their| ‘AL ERT. eso ced
and.could do. well if the pie clicks. The set captures. the right rhythmic. work. All kinds of material -are} (REA Victor). ...... . .Theme From *Two For. The Seesaw’ ;
preésented.‘and. some fs. worthwhile.
‘Al Hirt’s “Theme: From. ‘The 1ith Hour.” -(Millert) ‘turits this”
STAN GETZ WITH THE GARY backgrounds’ ‘even-if some.-of. ‘the It: ail .adds-up to an. ‘interesting set| * metwork: tix show theme. into‘a-rich-sounding instrumental in which
tunes
-don’t
‘work
out
to.
‘best
ad-.
McFARELAND ORCH: “BIG BAND.
‘which has. been well-edited- to cap- | the trumpet is backed by. a. large fiddle: section. “Theme From... -°melodically,. It’s slick- ture the vitality of the performers. [PF
BOSSA
NOVA”
(Verve).
Bossa vantage
“Two:For, The Seesaw’” ( United: Artists®). is @. fine pic.‘tune: ine.
nova’s -boom' in the: U.S. can be| sounding array ‘that ‘could break.
strumental, also: ‘with: ‘chances. °
‘THE
‘BILO.
‘HAWAIEANS:
through.
:
credited to Stan Getz who. was its
| “MEMORIES. OF HAWAII” (Dec-}
‘prime launcher with his “Jazz
SHIRLEY " BASSEY: SINGS. ca). ‘There apparently is a continu-|
Samba™ package and the. concur- THE HIT. FROM: ‘OLIVER’: (“AS.
Shag Oe eles
:
aes CHEERLEADER
‘ing. call ‘for music. out of ‘Hawaii |CHRIS ‘CERF.
-rent: click of the “Desaftnado” side -LONG AS HE NEEDS. ME”): PLUS.
“(MGM)
20.
ee
da
oe
ln
the:
‘Middle
of the Night*.
$0.
this:
set..will:
have
no‘
trouble
in|.
from the same set. The. Getz-styled
OTHER POPULAR SELECTIONS”.
_, Chris Cerf 3 “Cheerleader”. ¢N.orthridge* )::is ‘@ ‘rousing rocking.
samba beat is enlarged ‘heré via. “(United Artists); -Once you get by | finding its. audience. ‘Recorded ‘-in}
Hawaii by ‘one .of. the island’s fore- |: ‘bith a.clever seasonal ‘pég and romantic. lyrics “which this. ‘news:
Gary
McFarland’s
arrangements.
‘the°long-winded title: there. is. lots ‘most - groups,. The. Hilo Hawaiians, ce come? handles in: strong: commercial: ‘style: “In: The Middle: of :
for a. big band and ft should draw. of* listening ©excitement..{n. -this |
plenty of action from the bossa latest ‘compilation of Shirley ‘Bas- each ..groove: ‘smacks. of authenticity |. the’ Night”: (Hill. ‘& Ranget) ‘ts:‘another entry. with a ‘good, beat.”
in: the vocalizing and .instrumental o and lyrics,also well handled."
buffs. Four of the. tunes‘ are by
sey’s singing . technique... She’s -a
‘songs |.
o om, aevee .. - rn a 7
. Brailian ccmposers and four are full-throated-singer. with an emo- departments, ‘There are some:‘¢‘Hula
|
McFarland originals. All are highly tional .feel for’ lyrie¢: values: that: with :a. Mainland. touch.sovvege
oa
exciting when Getz’s ‘tenor - sax makes each’ song s. warm and rich Twist,” “Singing ©’Bamboo” ©
“Dancing: ‘Under .:The: Stars”): ‘but
- (Kapp). ..:..".
oepee‘ee"Wide. Awake. liA Dream
comes through or via ‘the -work of
‘experience. “As Long As He Needs. ‘the group gives them a.traditional|.
Jerry Jackson's: “She. ‘tlea ( BoBob*) “dishes. up a. rocking
‘such. other instrumentalists like
Me” is: the big attraction, of course, island- approach. :that: will ;“keep |.._ ballad with':some stylistic. vocal: flourishes that: will earn ‘spins
Hank Jones (piano), Jim Hall (guiand will pull in buyers: ‘who've. everybody’ happy.
. “abith the teenagers, “Wide: Awake In A: Dream” (BoBob*) is" a
tar) and J ohnny Rae (drums).
heard her rendition ‘yia its earlier.

~ LAWRENCE: WELK .

LIMELIGHT F

Grinimt*|.
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|JERRY. JACKSON™.vibeey
enabin

LTD: won| “ballad in a sweeter groove belted bery effectively by this singer.
single release, - but ‘there: are. joys LES’: MeCANN
as ae
“e:
fe
TIME”.
(Pacific.
Jazz).
Les-‘McCann|
here, too. Among. them’ ‘are Rod-.
gers: & Hart’s: “Spring Is Here,”. thas-a swinging ‘and-often driving RUSS VESTER: roses epee eee deee A TOUCH OF ‘VENUS:
Cole Porter’s “yp Get A- Kick. Out | Jazz. piano attack which ‘gets a.fine}
(Amy) oe ces od nee Sena:
Good Old Days =
Of You,” Kern-Hammerstein’s “All. -display via this ‘session: which ‘also|
“Ruse Vestee's of:Touch. of:Venus”. ¢BEB “Markst) ts a: sharply.”
The Things You Are” and Irving. features’ Leroy -Vinnegar on: bass,
“written: teenage: ballad -whiich :this:.singer:gives plenty. -of <pop..
‘Berlin’s “Let’s Face The Music And | Ron ‘Jefferson. on drums and. Joe|
| Pass on guitar. ‘Together as -well|. “mileage: in @ standout. arrangement. “Good -Old- Days” tAmyt)
Break A Heart,” “Fhe Man Who Dance.”
as in solo, they:-get. off some sweet | <M, a ‘routine ‘rocker in. G stale melodic. format...
Shot Liberty’ Valance” and “If I
BILLIE _HoLmay:
“LADY- swinging- sounds: that :should -‘get|Didn’t Have A Dime To Play The qi LOVE”
‘(Wnited Artists). “Billie-| well with -the hipster. ‘audience..|
Juke . Box,”
producers
Aaron
‘MARTIN DENNY .Cece: CAST YOUR FATE: TO THE WIND.Dn,
‘Holiday fans are. known to .be There’s a bright. swing ‘to.this disk,|
‘Schroeder & Wally Gold ‘haye
legion.and. here’ryanother. setthey'll ‘paced by.the leader’ s piano. oe
. Liberty). . webg eee Be sete bv aoe eee wei vcThe Payoff:
_rounded’ up a. flock of newer. en-Martin™ Denny’ s “Cast. Your. Fate.To. The: Wind”: ( Friendshipt)::
tries that stand a chance of pulling |
ig an- arresting ‘instrumental with.-a pounding. Thythmic. “format -~
out: as single clickos, too. With!
‘tailormade. for: this pianist and- combo: “The:.Payoff” -:(Leeds*)"
Burt Bacharach and Alan Lorber |i}
ds. another kd slice with a. -good rhythmie conception:. Vine
sharing the arranging-conducting:
GENE PITNEY: ‘ “ONLY. ‘LOVE.
CAN BREAK A HEART” :(Musicor).. This is for those who. want
‘a more permanent record of Gene
Pitney’s ciickos: But, in addition to
the -plus values of LP-ing . such
single -entries -as. “Only Love: Can

chores, Pitney has solid musical
{i
values behind him and another
strong album in front of him.

SKITCH

HENDERSON- NEW

YORK. PHILHARMONIC:

“WIN-

‘TER HOLIDAY” (Columbia)... Last:
winter Skitch Henderson went into
New York’s. Carnegie Hall for a
guest date -with. the New’ York
Philharmonic and this package is a
pleasing recapture of that .concert.
Pianist - conductor . Henderson.
steered the symph boys: along some
attractive pop trails and. they’ foi‘lowed. with: lush and mellow sounds
that will suit many programmiers.
The repertoire includes: such everpleasing entries as “Winter Won-.
deriand, " “Moonlight In. Vermont,”

‘

8

oe

a

a
: LES BAXTER oRCH. ete + THEME. FROM ‘MANCHURIAN
‘Orson. Welles: will use the: obscure: works. on. an ‘Ttalian. composer, |
CANDIDATE”.
Tommaso Albinonf,. to form. the background. for ‘his film;: “The Trial, " (Reprise). be.
|
wes eae
NE
ea ak Manchurian: ‘Beat. : .
‘Les’ Baxter Orch’s- “Theme From: ‘The: Manchurian Candidate®™:
which will be released in the U.S.. by. ‘Astor Pictures in December’...
(Savaget) «shapes..up. as a potential. ‘pic -tune winner |on ‘the |.»
‘Columbia Records. will: release 21 LPs in ‘November ‘featuring: 11. pop’
film’s. b.o;. “Manchurian.
albunis highlighted by the debut recording -of. the: Paul -Winter: Sextet, |:. strength of its offbeat sielodi:.and ‘the
‘Some tater‘esting. tigtrumental ‘angles ‘Jor: _
eight. Masterworks. featuring:‘the complete opening night coricert ‘at-|. |Beat”. (Baxt). also. ‘has .
wR_
New York's: ‘Philharmonic Hall and two packages in’the Latin American: o. spinning power. Ben
ce.
‘series... . Colpix is continuing its bossa nova. dance. push: with the|

Fred

Astaire’ Dance: Studios: via special- counter’ cards ‘which will. -be

GREEN RIVER BOYS.

“FRUCK:-DRIVING:- MAN”

displayed ‘in: all 105 Astaire branches ‘to tie in with’ the.iskery’ s LP fF (Gapital): .
“oRentueky Means. Paradise “New Beat Bossa. Nova” by. Zoot Sims,
‘Green: River: “Bows”wPriick Driving Man”. (Americant).*.i3 -a.
Kenny: Greengrass, manager of Steve Lawrence & Eyiiie Gorme; 7 ‘colorful: backwoods tune‘ beited .in- ‘zestful ‘style by this: blue. grass
‘is. inviting songwriters. to. submit new. materials for duo’s: upcoming. ---combo. “Kentucky ‘Man's Paradise” (Americant} isa cute.salute:

‘disk sessions at Columbia~ Records‘.
: Verve Records tleing::in with | to: the: state: of:‘Kentucky, somewhat ‘exaggerated but dane’ ‘with.
Jackie Mason’s tour: which kicks off Nov: -& in. Cleveland. and: winds’ up. humor.
og!
. Say :
os
oe . a
Nov. 24 im Detroit... . . Capitol Records ‘planning a.‘special. 10-day pro-.
“Sleigh Ride” -and. some of foreign ‘motion on. Barbara ‘Dane's: LP, “On.
My Way,” in-Chicago. and Detroit.|:
origin like “Troika,” ‘from. “Lieu-.
_
_ SHE'S.‘STAYIN’ INSIDE: WITH. ‘ME
exelusively ‘.- . King Records. has-a special. LP sales program. going for |: FABIAN
tenant Kije Suite,” “Never. On | November. that includes. a 1216%. cash discount.on each LP- purchased| ot). ;bile gs os wodeb
ets
:Break Down. and Cry
Sunday” and “La Mer: ”- It’s. a wellFabian’s “She's ‘staan Taside: With:“Me”: (Lyle-Holloja*): is.
with ‘a purchase minimum. ‘requirement of 10 ‘LPs.-from. the combined |:
rounded program marked .by high-| King-Bethlehem-Audio Lab. catalogs . :°. Flights to key cities in the . mediocre. rocking ballad. which: he-projects:to the teenage. “audi
calibre taste all the way.
:ence that isn’t concerned: with the quality ‘of ..his voice. “Break

US. by one of the B-17’s used in the filming of “The War ‘Loyer”. are}.

NIKKI PRICE: “NIKKI” (Epic). under way ‘as part of: the cross-promotional | efforts between ‘Colpix.|'* Down: and' Cry”: (Americant) ts:a.tale sing number: ‘which::makes:Riht from the first side, “Would’ja. Records and Columbia Pictures’. . Smash Records. ‘hag taken over | . even:less demands. on his: pipes.
_Herm.,
For-A Big Red Apple,” a seldom- distribution of. the Angie: ‘Records single, Tl. Kiss. -Your ‘Teardrops we
heard J olinny ‘Mercer tune, Nikki | Aw ay.”
"ASCAP.. “BML”

|

MUSIC

|f
‘V
4itroTagStirsLotsaMemories 7 ~Casas PlansUSSRTip
[Trade As
San Juan, P.R., “Oct.30.
“pablo: ‘Casals, - _Teturried ‘home |.
from -‘al ‘summer. -of .concerts’ and|
travel..in’ the. States and_ Europe |"

1 BritishMkt |
As VictorRevivesIti

“last week, revealed plans.:to take:}

phe “Victrola” ‘label: is.making’ a+
‘comeback. The tag; which. has been}
associated. with.the classical: catalog ;
“ofthe. ‘Victor. Talking Machine. Co.

_a |
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ToF ox-Abeles’Drivevs. Disklegging

+ ‘The battle to halt record piracy
~| his: “crusade for peace” to Moscow |:
néxt suminer:for two performances.:.
is getting hotter. Harry Fex, music
‘His oratorio, .“EL. Pesebre” (The
‘|-publishers’ agent and trustee, and
‘Manager ),. was heard: last season.
his counsel .Julian T. Abeles with
in Carnegie Hall, N:Y:
~
the latter’s associate, former assist‘as.far -back:as 1906, has been ‘re-,|”
“The, ‘85-year-old- “Catalonia -cel-|.
ant U.S, Attorney John S. Clark, .
vived -in England by RCA: Victor ‘to:
list: ‘Said that his ‘projected. visit|
| have . experienced
decisive reac“London; Oct. 30.
. Paris,. ‘Oct. 30.
‘4dentify.the reissue of ¢lassical. re-{
.@ordings . by . topflight ‘artists ‘origi- | ‘Manufacturers. sales: of -disks. in to Russia,. now being. arranged -by |. -.Composer. ‘Vernon: Duke is here tions in their’ campaign to elimi_ nally: on ‘the REA Victor. Red: Seal. August; -valued “at. 3,432,800, were ‘the’ U.S: “State Department, -will |with his songstress-wife, Kay, pow-. ‘Niate disklegging.
‘23% -more ‘than in. ‘August, 1961, |:be. ‘his’‘first since: 1914.
- |wowing: ‘with Roland ‘Petit. ‘on a |: One significant response has
a label.
1 new—ballet, “Lady Blue,” which |he.| heen the assurance. of full coopera-.
ose B10 ee and export:. sales |.
“The -‘series, which will pe issued
.
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o and. 34%, respectively.
wrote. for: Ant Jeanmaire. Aion. by. Jules “Malamud, exec diAfter completing. the score: for ¥ector of the National. Assn. of
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%
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‘| trip: .He’s also polishing the proofs respective. jobber and. distributor
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1
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“mean
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ducted: for. many artists: and; ‘writPiatagorsky and. times -the- amount thereof. in the’ ‘ten: musie. ‘for Alm tv and. comwith: Heifetz,
-Sum.-oF
$30,000
by
the
“way
|
‘of.
dam
- Primrose at. the: Pilgrimage ‘Théamercial. ‘use. | “tre in. Hollywood. in. “August, 1961. . ‘ages, and’ a-furthér’ sam’ of '$3,000 I.

“THEY ‘WANT GERSHWIN
$7,500. :
Said “defendants *further : ‘agreed .
tagorsky’. Concerts”. with “Prim-~ that they would immediately. make||.Marjorie’ Mitchell” Repeats, With
_RIAS. on. ‘Tour: :
” ..) books. and recérds of Treasure .and |. ..:
rose;. Pennario ‘as guests. ee
| Fortuna available for. examination |. ©
Marjorie
| | by Fox's: accountants, for. the :pur-"| | “American. : pianist.
-CAMEO’S NEW FIELD: ‘REP
:pose .of ‘determining . the ‘records: Mitchell: will ‘hit: 10: German ‘and:
» Marvin: Brody: has. joined. Cameo- { ‘manufactured. since : Jan. ‘I, 1962: ‘Swiss cities‘as soloist. with: Berlin‘Parkway Records as. midwest -field|:‘and: within 30- ‘days: after. a report: ‘based: RIAS. (broadcast) | symphony. +| H
represenitative.- He was.: recently,
thereof -has: been - ‘furnished :to Between: Nov: °.9-23. she =plays:|- Mm
with © United Artists. ‘Records...
{ them, to make’ an. additional. Bay-” Munich,” Stuttgart,.: Dusseldorf; \e

“ANDri CHA

ELLA FITZGERALD

|- begin ‘recording: ‘under* the .RCA “their royalty obligation: to:the: pub- |: " Charles. Noyer, © -arranger-com- a
| Victor Red Seal ‘banner. early in- ‘lisher principals of Fox, computed. “poser-conductor-pianist, has: joined |: F*
1963. -The ‘eoncert-recording artist | at the rate of 2c foreach record ‘Phil ‘Davis ‘Musical Enterprises, as |
_| was:inked fo a.longterm deal ‘last manufactured, did -not: ‘exceed .$7,-|assistant “creative. director.-' He'll.
“week ”‘by Alan Kaye; Red Seal 500. However, ‘for ‘the: pertod from: ‘be working with Davis, E. C.:Red-" - |
| manager of. artists |& repertoire. 1 Aug: 1;-1957 through Dec. 31; 1961, -| ding, ‘Jos. Rhodes, ‘Hale Rood and |=
=}
*Pennario, who: ‘has. ‘performed. the defendant - manufacturers. ‘and. Earl Paul on a variety of projects: |.
Noyer- has long been: active: on
with virtually. every. major- orcheés-. their ‘respective -officers: agreed. to}:
the musie:‘scene,. ‘having: arranged
-Hi:tra in the world, :was: “invited: to. pay $10,000 as the basic royalty. of:
‘for’ several: bands, scored and.con1 do. the. :Franck Piano ‘Quartette 2e.a_record, in- addition’ to: three
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tax imposéd on :phonogsaphs.
|
} The. IRS ruling said the. devices. i
are. known: -as “stereophonic fidel-.| @a

-stereo.. reproduction but do
Leement..closer: ties .with. Colpix’ iheld with Abeles”.that “infringe-: for
not contain. a.‘built-in speaker.- The [®
_| European. distribs. “Also part of the’ ‘ment: of a ‘copyright is a. tort;and-
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SEE

“are. ‘subject. to: ‘the «mariufacturers*

- Raker, ‘general. ‘manager .-of the}
“Fhis- will -be based upon’ the.
(+
‘diskery,. is- expected to Join -‘him. i:determination: ‘of..the' U.S. Court of:
“e
|-Appeals,: ‘obtained by’ “Abeles ‘in. the
if| during the trek.
Te]
Homes will discuss’ sales. policies jcase “of “Reéve- Music’ et al against.
t and- future: ‘product, and attempt. to:! Crest Records, in .which. the: court.
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director | of: ‘inter-|

;
"Washington, “Oct: 30.
‘national relatioris. for. Colpix: Rec- | purpose,. ‘it is Abeles’ position that .
Internal’ Revenue. ‘Service: |has
if the-manufacture- was: ‘unauthor-.
|-ords, left New ‘York: last. week .on’ |
fa tour of the tabel’s: foreign dis-|ized. then:the. making and: ‘market-. ritted ‘that -companies: making -sotributors:... He'll.
visit- England, |
fing .of-every: such arrangement - is “called,| stereophonic - ‘phonographs
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a - JIMMY DEAN

Currently Oct. 26-Nov. 11 HOLIDAY. HOUSE,_Milwaukee
_ Nov. 12-Dec. 1MARKET SQUARE LOUNGE, Lafayette, Ind.
Dec. 3-Dec. 15. CAPRI ROOM; Kekorio, Ind.

Dec. 17-Jan..6, 1963 THE VIRGINIAN, “Cleveland, ‘Ohio

stantial” recovery," against. ‘all: con-.
‘+eerned in such infringing” activi- T
+ |ties,, should . unquestionably be “a:
:‘DieJimmy
pow erful curtailing factor.
:
“Wow: that your:4961-62: record’ sales have: topped: the.‘five

:

million mark,. there ‘is some.-contemplation. at the wax-works as to [ust 1
to ‘commemorate |the next milestone. Well,. buddy, this is.the: plan...
. , San: Francisco,” Oct. 30::
‘When your. six millionth platter is:‘bought. and. paid for,: the. powers:
. Tony
Bennett, ‘who. ‘has: been |
‘that-be at Columbia aren't going to. give ‘you another. gold. ‘biscuit.©
4 | hitting. the -concert. trails. -of: late, _-Ne sir, Jimmy, they’re hosting to you to.a week's vacation: et.Fort. Knox.
4% | drew... 1,600 patrons to the War.
Your.Propaganda purveyors, .
*% |-Memorial. °-Auditoriuin: ‘here~ last ||
* | Saturday: (27). for. a ‘week.
. Bross |]
Gary Stevens ‘Associates
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of $6,000.
-Tickets were ‘Scaled to. a $4.50|
top-‘atthe 3,200<seater, setting :the

Public Relations:
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+ extelycain oi
at ABC-TV. and William. Moris Is:
| potential capacity, at“$11,000. Fes- |] PS. Everybody:
the:neww Siminy: Dean. video Show, a
d
ions.
§[tival -‘Product
“date.

presente

the.
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singers; a ‘splinter group: from 7
ny:
Y.’"
sDansapation Yen
; “Lfolk
“| the ‘Harry. Belafonte Marching and.|:”

: ' pecause: it is. 50: ‘riuch’apart of.
with Joe:. Castro; ‘herself.. There’s.a sort: of | ‘musical:
“Eloise Tavalo, Mary: Beth Williams, :integrity .about: her: songery. that.
_Joel-Weist, Ben Lutz; Lester Lanin | resists. time,: :trends.. and ‘styles::
.orch and. Gao Quartet; $4. cover, . And it must have:been this ‘artistic |-$10 premiere dinner; “$6.cover* Sat. gyroscope.“ tlrat-.the. late. .. Chick |.
- Americana,’ CYS

“Tony: ‘Martin

45.

Riviera, Las ‘Vegas
:*.

Las Vegas, Oct. 25.
Vagabonds.. (A),
1a: solid list: of. folk ditties ‘and per- ‘Damita.Jo, Morty.Storm, Earl ‘Bar‘form: well. ‘They: have good. voices, ton” Dancers (15), Jack Cathcart

Reflected in’ ittle. _
intelligent arrangements |Orch (15); presented by Ben Goff“Club. Plus ‘Hotel Spots musically
and .they - can ‘sing,: either as a.| stein; stage direction, Milt Bron
[’-.
| Chowder Society. They run through} Diana. “‘Dors,

Webb. spotted..when ‘she ‘was..audiBilly-:-Reed’s.. facelifted |Little}
_.
‘The? “Royal” Box,. aS - “the. “new. | tioning for. “bréad: money” at the ‘Club is’ one: of: the ‘more - ‘attractive. group: Or in their individual solos. | son, $4.minimum.
What: detracts from their act|
“Harlem
Opera
House:
in.
New
York
}.
’. Americana’ s nitery is ‘billed,:. drew.
intimeries.. in ‘town, a. ‘posh. ‘boité |:
7:
".:
.
somewhat’ ‘is the staginess.. of. the’. .. For -the next two weeks, patrons.
_. a Las Vegas-Miaimi. Beach-show ‘biz|in ‘the ‘mid-’30s..said. to cost: $150, 000° to. re-do.; It:;

.

3 turnout -‘Monday - night, (29)-. “with |. ‘Perhaps ..not . -too.-- surprisingly, [-has been a. major -‘job. ‘with: -elimi-|presentation -and. the.tempos of the .of the. Riviera’s main showroom
songs. they .sing. ‘Lyrics. are rela- ‘may. think they are ina ‘lounge—“Tony Martin as the room’s No. :2° ‘Miss. Fitzgerald comes ‘off. very well.
the. tively unintelligible, which is a; watching’ a four-act variety Dill. .
: attraction. ‘Harry -Belafonte,.. who ‘jn’ the: flashy: Club: Gigi .of-. the; : nation. of ‘pillars. etc., ‘making. '
Little
:
Club
“look:
not:
‘so:
little.
/°
|
‘Although it’s not supposed to work.
preemed to.a ‘somewhat -‘stiffer $5. Sahara -Inn.: ‘Although far from: a.
osing.
Dit.
-Ats | Spot: of course is. dominantly - at:is
a ‘mite with: a wild | out. that way. on.a variety bill..in.
Lightstone;
-and.- $7.50 couvert it’s. now $4); was. - hangout - for. jazz :enthusiasts; .
‘tuned
to.,
its.
boniface.
‘The.
ex:
‘crowds are» ‘sophisticated: ’ “énough |
; sense Of humor, ‘continues. to. .be | this ‘one the opening act gets the
SRO; vand. Martin. bids, ‘fair to.
' | to. récognize. a good: thing’ wien ‘hoofer ‘gone bistro- host. has” long {iyore ‘than. adequate. as the opening. ‘most ‘applause.
duplicate ‘that: business. -: -:
made
his.
“East.
‘55th.
St.
joint
a
| ‘they: ear. it. ‘She. drawsa great:
act:: He ‘has: some far’ out laugh | Damita Jo, easily among the
- Authoritative; urbane, -showman- ‘mitt with: such. staples. ‘as “How |-fashionable ‘hangout. :
:
getters:‘which indicate. a’ ‘wonderful |‘best ‘chirps in: the biz today, opens
“ly.and in :fine voice, Martin is stil; -High -The. “Moon,”
‘This ‘season’s ‘new. secret inigre- imagination. When he Japsés from: the show after a holdover~ Earl
“Georgia;”’
a ‘romantic troubadour. ‘of Fin.Pan “Misty? and’ “You. ‘Made. Me. Love. -diént is.the addition of Chauncey™ his seat taeact. and pads ‘it, as-he
Alley pops and: ‘Shubert-“Alley - You.’ -One ‘jarring note, not. niusi- |‘Grey, longtime: ‘society.:dansapa: ‘did. the. night: caught by becoming! Barton production number, -and
‘she had: first-nighters cheering.
. showtunes, . interlarded’. with items: cal; was: ‘Miss | Fitzgerald’s -“gown, tion. -fave, ‘and. is. attuned : ‘to the. , oalj dt ‘suffers. somewhat. - ‘Rafe.
‘She socks across a. righteous. scat.
- sueh as “Pascination, is ‘liltramodern

ering.*:. as ‘theory.that. since”, Le Club
lyrics: to ‘oldies such ‘as. “Whoopee,” which was” totally. ‘uriflatteri

‘has }-:

arenas

version of “After

You've

Gone,”

-Curtain. raiser Mare. London. is. 'caught: on*:with ‘danting to--disks | *
and: ‘includes “Together,” “Be Sure
and-.a:. touch of. the’ licorice: ‘stick: “well: known .to:Chi café “goérs: for ‘then live: musicians:. ‘should. .do-}.
“Wotet Astor. NAYS
2 for the. getaway -“Bye. Bye ~Black-: his recent work in’“Medium: Rare,”. “better. ‘Result: has -been'‘that ‘Ted |- ‘Lilian. ‘Knight, Dick “Harding It’s. True,”. “Rockabye,” and -“I’m
"lpird:””: And of. ‘course. his.. - tradeé- the ‘réyue -at the Happy Medium | Straeter: first opened The: ‘Columns : Orch. (Me - Young: Gannon: .Dio; ' ‘Saving. The. Last Dance For You”
|.in*her.too-brief session. She winds
‘marked “See. You.In My Dreams",| cabaret . theatre: on.-Rush, St. “An? of thé: ‘Savo
Hilton with. only. $1.75~ ‘cover: Mon. Thurs:;
‘her turn with a wild “Nobody Till
signoff. ;
“Somebody: Loves You,”
y then: the: St. Regis’“i .n‘Friday-Saturday,
* extremely . “stagewise “young. - ‘man, ; straight mfasic;.
Ee:‘tting
.. He: did: a “Solid hour ‘and‘could | he’s capable -of- hitting - frequent. ‘Maisonette, long ‘attuned. to. “‘Con- |”
animation from head. to toe in the,
Anthoiny: M: Rey, “veepee, of
tthe |stirring stomp-off.
have stayed: on-longer with a‘sure- comedic. high ‘spots.: But his. mate-. ‘tinental”’ and: other names, brought:
‘fire . repertoire - of. standards. he 1-Yially is loosely:cast and: makes for" in: : Peter’. Duchin:: and - now: the “Astor, | has’ come up with. solid”
‘Avery: funny standup comedian
ao made: even more familiar’ ‘in.
i Person. -gceastonal lulls ‘in ‘his. momentum, |} Little’ Club: which is: “not a “hos: : entertainment: bet with: the. -preem | new to Vegas, _Morty Storm, has
His.-humor' derives: mostly: from:
|- of. Lilian’ ‘Knight, " ‘blond singer the. difficult'assignment of follow; Or on platters.”
t g genre.
ca
} elry: b but ‘of. cabare
_Catholic:telry’
_l-., Martin. fittihely.-salutes the Main | ‘the: fact: that: he is Irish,
The jury. is still out‘on:all- fronts and: comparative. newcomer to: the|ing Damita Jo, but. he had the
a Drag. with: “Lullaby. ‘of. ‘Broadway”: 1 and. from. Boston—a rich vein that| although’ Reed. apparently. has the. “New York: ‘scene. A-former school-|.‘audience. with him from his “foist”
her
_and ‘didn’t. overlook ‘a large ‘bow ‘for rhe. ‘generally mines astutely.” He Minimal overhead. Straeter, for-all- teacher, ~ she” knows
way| Brooklynese - accented line, “How
.
Claude: C.’ Philippe,. plus a particu- -also. demonstrates. a pleasant sing-. ‘his “society” popularity, :‘and. itis” around: ae mike’. since ‘the success about that—the Management hired
“Jar salvo :to columnist, Louis. Sobol. ing |voice in“an ‘effective. ‘song-and-. not: -inconsequenitial, Anas been spot- |of. her: own’ show” on. WICS-TY, . an.expensive. act to warm you up
: Springfield,~Ill., prompted. her. -to- for me!” Storm, because of his de(among. other names’ he dropped), patter .“closing” routine. ‘Arturo: Arturos .Trio has.
in. between: his w.k. -“knee-action”’. |: ‘Miss’ Fitzgerald. was. backed be Se
justthe
‘been added: in.-order to.“keep. | make’ singing a -career. Her: ‘ap- | livery, makes even’ familiar com——'| pearance in’. ‘this: attractive Hotel edy lines.sound fresh. He’s a good
-, barytoning.. Fortified by. pianist. Joe her ‘Own. ‘quintet for. opening night, |
Little Clubs N Ye ~~ | Astor Troon. indicates she’s broad- addition to the ‘Strip, and should
“+. Castro (“a ‘familiar name of. late”), but. owher. Manny Skar. decidéd: to’.
“whom he. also identified as. “one “of}augment: the: combo..with -12 men - “Chauncey, Grey Orch: (5%;8aand ‘ening “her show. biz ‘horizons.| ' | become a regular..
|.
“Whether warbling a ballad, blues.
the 10. best jazz pianists: ‘extant,”. from ‘Frank’ ‘York's: house- rch for $3.
Blond ‘British bombshell. Diana
Cover; 7
”Martin ‘is :further.backed by a..com-.|‘‘the rémainder of. her engagement..
: | tline-or. new pop song, Miss Knight Dors ‘closes the show: preceded by
_ LY pétent-mixed.quartet. (listed above) | Jack . Carter. vand :Jane:* Darwyn :
‘the. room: :Tgoind™ with ‘constant. délivers:. -with -ease.. Comely and|.the surefire -Vagabonds.. Miss Dors
1
™ wowed ‘dance ‘music. Duchin; with an -ex:- garbed in éxtellent taste,. she deft-[ never looked more’ beautiful, and
"“ of whom-Eloise Tavalo. gets, special open ‘Nov. &:for: two: weeks.
“1... s0lo: and © duet: ‘opportunities. Per-|)
NOt - -traordinary. .teeoff- “into” the: St. ! ly..does “Together. Wherever We|.she pleasantly vocalizes on such as
--- gonable: soprano has. a: fitie voice |-:
| Regis (socialite, show. biz.: ete:). is |G **- from ‘Gypsy.”:“1’m. Going To: “It Ain’t Necessarily So,” “Angel
with future to ‘match. In ‘addition; |*
7 ‘likewise | Spotty. On. another. ‘tan-- Get:Him” ‘showcases her voice on Eyes”. and “I Love Being Here
Nugget,
: Sparks .
-: this ‘Hal Belfer “productioned” row- |: | Bent, the Pierre with a-show that. a. swingeroo ‘type.-“of | ‘number’ With You.” .She also tosses in im‘Sparks, Nev.,' Oct: 25.:
~-tine ‘has..augmented fiddles -.and.:val:
was frankly designed to: be a “hudg-- while “What Kind of Foo]. Am’ I*} preshes of Eartha Kitt, Marlene
* solid sweeét-trumpeting Don ‘Goldie |: Davis, ‘&. Reese, Winged: Victory . et cheater,” i.e: large orch. with. a° js given’ an.excéllent’ buildup for- Dietrich,.Mae West and Lena.
plus’ that. excellent: Lester. Lanin Chorus: (10),° Dick ‘Weston, :Moro-'}., “nops” policy, gave’ the -Cotillion. exciting . returns. ““Got..Some. Liv- ‘Horne ‘to good effect. Billy Jacobs.
fp bandis” Singersand. ‘Dancers’ 1F);
“orchestra. =
-.
-| Room. one of" the ‘Teast °_ distin=" ‘ing’ To Do”.. provides -‘the. finale gives fine assistance as.her con| Leighton “Noble: Orch (10): pr 0:
guished ‘semesters:
“| tune -with-: an. organ’. background ductor-88er; fronting
the Jack
“Phe. ‘rest: ‘is:“Maitin,- his. mike,
...
Moro;
George.
by.
staged,
and.
In: the :orbit .of the: Little “Club, ‘for’ big aud response.:
| Catheart orch’ (15).
net -strawhat,. cane: and clarinet, tnixing. duced
$4 minimum.
“oc 2 up surefires such.-as :“‘Best’ ‘Thingsj.
El--Morocco ° remains. a. “human:
“The .Dick Harding: ‘Orch, here| _ The .Vagabonds
(4), longtime |
a! Jn: Lifé,” “Shalom”. &.“Milk and|
“museum” -‘for the. gawkers and the !since the. Emerald Room: was faves in Vegas, click wiith ‘their
For
‘this:
‘edition.
af
‘the:
etpter
“Honey, a:“What: Kind. of ‘a Fool:Am |
high-fashion’ ‘paraders. although; it. Jaunched | ‘more ‘than a year .ago,’ musicomedy antics, and are joined
yy”. (perhaps the: only. ‘ballad: with: ;‘national Folliés;” - Nugget: operator: as: ‘generally. spoken - of as: “having - .furnishes °superb: ‘show ‘backing. as in voeals -by’ the pretty Bobbi
|
John.
Ascuaga’
has
‘picked
two
‘acts
“damn”. in: it, as part of an: ultra.|«
_.. Duke,
lost. something” with. ‘(a).its move |‘well.:as music’ for Some ‘patron:|Boyle.
> Yomantic* paean:-.an excerpt from |:(Davis: & Reese; Dick. Weston) that. to -east of 2d: Ave’ and :(b+..the:| -terping.: ‘Harding favors. ‘the ‘baby. |.
:* Anthony.
Newley’s . “Stop” The |.shave, earned‘. good’ “reception. - in: “passing of John. Perona.. (Son John: organ, in pre-show warmup; ‘seorEddys’, K.¢.
3
World” ‘etc:); “I Believe In You,” ‘prior. .local-. dates ‘and. should reé- now. carries.) .Reports’ persist : ‘also |:ing:: with’. such “tunes: -as “Can't |
- “Never - ‘Been. In Love ‘Before,- “peat .for’ -this- ‘stanza. Winged | vic- ‘that ‘Restaurant Associates” ¢ of ‘the: Help. Loving: You”. and “Anything :
Kansas City, Oct: 26.
a “Gigi.”Te me
4 tery: Chorus, new to. ‘thé -lacale; 4, Seasons, ‘Forum,’ Tower:: Stiite Goes. ”
- Dorothy Shay, The Continentals:
There’ s some. effective’ smiall-taik. eould, also become a good. ‘bet:for | ete: ‘operations) * has ‘been:. -ogling . The: ‘ Young-Gannon. -Duo- 1s - al f(6); $1. 50-$2 | cover,
‘about. his. upcoming’ -Paramount. bi- Nevada bookings: .
~|-Moroeco but this‘ has ‘been ‘denied. ‘ strong ‘holdover. _Combo.stresses |.
Advent of Dorothy Shay ‘to the
- Héadliners ‘Davis. & Reese: have |!
opie -and: :“who - will -play.. me?”;
As: part: of the . Gotham. hitery- piano” and” bass ‘with. occasional:
-when’ he ‘dismissed Bobby. Rydell, “charged: their routines little. ‘since: scene,. the overall: impression ‘per-'| ‘-vocalizing:. Pair also. ‘provides... ex- Eddy: Bros. Restaurant..marks. a
Fabian -and. Bobby. .Darin: in.. favor. ‘the ‘last time around; -and: ‘prob-|sists. that. unléss it’s: a glam show* cellentAerp tunes. Wear... ‘Lmilestone for the spot. for she is
the first: Park Avenue hillbilly ever
of Eddie. Fisher,.:Martin,’ ‘observed, ;ably.-for .good -reason: it’s .a sock-| ‘like the. .Latin. Quarter, <=or. the:|:~.
_'yto play here. Some unusual inter“Td like to play his life.”
of presentation
with.’ ‘high
risible.. -International™ “Theatre ‘Restaurant:
It’s a. suréfire ‘act which. requires’ -qualities:: evoking. ‘thé. anticipated . ‘(current Minsky’s.’ ‘burlesque ©“pol- Gerde’s. Folk City. N: ¥: est attaches to her local appear‘but little” editing.” However, ..the tabler.-reaction. There's. no“lull’-in. icy . there. puts. it. more in-.the-|} - Jean Redpath; Ron Eliran’, Willie’ |ance, and biz looks perky for the
fortnight;
Wright;: : $2.50 smiinimium.:
: reference to “my late’ friend : “Gary. pace, . material is: smart:. although’. “revue ' class), ‘or. names “at the l"
Miss. Shay' is a songstress. with
a Cooper” became spurious when ‘he some ‘of=it. is slightly: dated. at this: _Copa- ‘or the posh -polite ‘aara- plus’
“having |: point, ‘and. duo’ -spares: no .energy.- -names at the’ Waldorf; Plaza and |" his: confortable Gréenwich ‘Vil- ‘much. to. offer in the way of casual.
‘linked::“.!‘Fascination”’
been™:“specially -written ‘for : Gary}
Americana; it’s tough. going. .The Jape ‘tavern is the hangout ‘of, the |ibut penetrating. chatter as w ell. as
pleasérsthe
aretap
che routines.
|
punchy.) feeling also ‘eomes:more- ‘and more |folk-music .hippies.’: ‘Such: ‘as. the;{her well-known repertory: of songs.
and his--picture, «. ‘Love. ‘In .'The |. Continued:
fighter interview,
| Her’. ‘off-the-cuff manner with her
:‘Afternoon’? vs -the hip. outfronters” atop. :drums ;and. ‘the -“Dear Ann”. to. the fore: ‘that. with’ “expense-. | Limetliters, Kingstons, et al., would.
':Know this-is ‘a 30-year-old standard |.)
4 account entertainment” ” ‘being. ~most likely be stopped at the ‘Goor:. {comedy interludes is. laugh-full. and:
| more ‘carefullv: watched -by Uncle‘ i . While. ersatz:- “corn-cracking | is. ,| helps..make her 45° minutes all. too
"which: just- happened “to become™ 7singér: "
;
--part of: the stroHing “Parisian fid-:), ‘The- Winged: Victory: Chorus. 40: ‘Sam, the. tariffs-aré. just. too- high (,out; the ciirrent bill is not without short.
Songs range. from a bevy" of
_dlers’. -schmaltzy’ music and. that. it uniformed - males. under: the direc. |for the values;: ‘unless ‘it's a real. “commercial - application. ‘All.‘thrée|:standards
to the: mountain: tunes
was - not: specially. written for - tion. of -Joé: Baris, offers: a 20-min- ‘want-to-see.. name.- In : that “Case. ‘performers.-have high vocal ‘skills,
which are Miss. Shay’ s. forte, and
project.an infectious, ;She
a Cooper. or the picture. :
‘ute: concert composed- -mostly. of |. ‘a‘$5. arid $7.50 couvert.(as was the | and ail three and
leads off with a’ parody on
individual. wit in’'
biz’. at ‘sophisticated
This. isa. mitior’ captioiis “détail- hit. tunes: and.a medley. from: “My:. case for Belafonte's-.boffo
re
i ‘Swingin’ ‘Round the Mountain” to
° that,’ is eclipsed..by’: Martin's. slick: “Fair. Lady.”” Titles ‘essayed ‘include - ‘the. ‘Americana) °‘séemingly “ten't- la both their: music: ‘and: their: segue. iput the ‘customers in the very mood
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atthe very ‘Jeast considerable ‘discomfort. and -‘professional: ‘and ‘|Coliseum with a. three-ring. circus

|AGVA LA.Un

it~

: Brings
Apritin-Paris(inOct. : )

“Eas Side WesttNoewAm

Hits Suspension

| on the stréet floor; three-ring. cir- 1|.

-:..¢us .on sécond floor; ‘and’ toyland,.
menagerie: and more’ rides. on the.|:
third’ floor.:Top willbe $4: and]
‘marks’ the: first time a ‘Christmas. |’

:rican| circus "has. ever. played: .in. New.| As

‘There -has been. much primping

of the sprawling Villa Venice in
‘| the past few weeks, and. it’s under-

Tyrannical

stood that the main room is being
expanded: to seat 950 persons and
the’ stage is being enlarged. In
“York: A Catholic “Youth: Organiza: |
BY ABEL. GREEN.
Hollywood, Oct. ‘30. - 1addition, the parking Jot will now
J tions. and- highschool. bands’ ¢om- |
The: ‘th annual: AprivinePatis)
-] ‘petition ($6,000 in prizes) will” be J: ‘With. only two of its seven mem- accommodate. 1,000 cars, and four
.. Ball, the second year in-a row ‘that.
another ‘feature.. Shows : will “be bers(plus seven alternates): - pres- deluxe apartments are being out-.
-- 4t. was held.in- October, was-‘the_
| fitted for. the performers..
Paris; Oct: 30... twice daily, three on weekends.
an
“:néw: Americana Hotel’s: first real.|-° Ror’the’first time in-‘many. years |~..
Only. other theatrical. attraction. ‘Wednesday (24) of. the: exec: ‘com-]- Fisher is slated to: open ‘Nov. 9
socialite-show: biz. splash: This’ _is‘| a German -restaurant: has: opened
at: the Coliseum was mittee: of L. A. -branch: of ‘Ameri- for 10 days, followed. by Sammy
- natural:: Claude C., ‘Philippe;: secre-: dn the -heart of. Paris, ‘afew. doors “ever essayed
| can. Guild. of: Variety. Artists, the: Davis Jr: Noy. 20 for: five days.
‘
_tary of:the French-American Com- | from the Opera: House.- Serves all- . the’ abortive Wwatershow.
{two — . Bruce Yarnell ‘and Doug From Nov. 26 to Dee. 2, Sinatra,
“mittee ‘sponsoring the ‘ball (“gsec”” ‘German ‘products, -beer,- sausages, |.
_ -Spéars — declared. themselves’ a Davis. and Dean Martin ‘will take
As slang: for. just. about: this being: -kraut; etc. Menu’s printed-in Ger-|/
“| éommittee-of-the-whole : (member- | over,. and it’s. reported that: reserhis one-man -show);' he’s’ also: g.m: man:. and walters talk: ithe. lingo, |e
‘| ship) “and. -sharply::.rebuked .and. vations: ‘for ‘the. “summit troika”
=; and exec veepee ‘of the Americana. ) nothing. but. :
Le
| rejected’ an. order. from ‘national | are: pretty well filled. in. Dinah
‘And -last: Friday -(26) saw .a peak An: immediate. Click,“turning. biz:| ©
AGVA: headquarters. in .N. Y. ‘sus: Shore comes in Der. 3 for six days,
_. turnout in‘ the ‘Imperial Ballroom away- daily -and. you ‘can look for a‘|.
pending” the. local: exec com: ‘and: ‘what ‘happens after. that is
“. which. brought Park Ave.. “west”: ‘dozen: or so-of Paree’s:“‘Alsatian"”.
- vague,
mittee.
. to. the new Loew’s |‘(Tisch freres)’ eateries :to. repaint theirshingles |
.
‘Suspension ruling. was made: at'| Most. tradesters |assume ‘that, be= posh hostelry- on-7th: Ave. and 52d: any. day now...
“Hollywood; Ost. 30.
national ‘board ‘sesh of AGVA: Oct. -cause of its outlying: location,. the
UPS ‘Many of that.set normally: only:|.
Kate Smith, ‘whose show: biz ap-|19, and ‘officially . delivered here club will return. to, its dine-dance‘migrate “west”aoetO,lcd -or to: the. on
= pearances |have. ‘been confined. to ast “Wednesday: - ‘Yarnell.
format for the
and : and-wedding-party
theatre. *| radio-tv for years, is‘ going to: hit: Spears |nevertheless conducted a winter.and go back to name talent.
coe * They. came to. see: ‘and. be:-seeni,
“| the: road.” Chirp .-will. do-one- | ‘meeting; largely devoted -to draft-. in- the spring. If ‘so, this. will mean
and . there “-was’. plenty “on. ‘ both |
nighters along: the. concert. circuit | ‘ing: the. following. ‘resolution ; .to1a ‘further ‘showdown
(for top
-scores, ‘although ‘when: it- came. -to.|.
. marquee lures: between - Manny
—a departure for her; as ‘she never: : :-be: shot back ‘to national-AGVA,
“geeing the’ show: and“ the’ fashion].
‘has gigged inthe past.. ©":
| |> “The L... A. branch. executive ‘Skar’s ‘Sahara Inn and ‘the. Villa
arade—flown’ over by Guy.. La- |
.
|. However, Miss. Smith is ‘turning| committee deplores the act |of the ‘Venice.
Roche. from Paris; not.to mention.-|-| down: ‘Las. Vegas offers, .and;. in-|national. board and thinks| t-not }. “The Sahara previously anthe :opening.. Roberto Iglesias.
deed, ‘probably: will’ not: play --any- only illegal, ;but ‘a .mark a ‘tyr- Mounced
tentative
bookings ~ of
Spanish..Ballét: and the headlining:|.
niteries:” ‘She. has not.‘appeared. in-| anny.. The L.. A.. executive> ‘board. ‘Fisher and Miss Shore for this fall,
_, Eddie isher—the audience was. at |
‘any in her--career. \
.| does not. intend: ‘to be sntinsidated: but the. VV dates have apparently
a disadvantage: ‘A Tunway .over: the’}..
“Chicago, Oct: “$0: | _-Miss Smith and her’longtime. as- by.acts..of ‘the ‘national ‘bosrd or |:.taken:. precedence. The increased:
~dancefloer. and. an’ elevated rost=
|
~
although
variety.
acts appearing. sociate, Ted Collins, ‘have: signed: by . natiorial executive secretary ‘conipetition for stellar names will
- ‘tum onthe stage—it doesn’t seem”
‘at.
the..
-$100-a-plate.
‘Democratic : ‘for personal. representation with ‘Bobby Faye. We intend to ‘stand’ ‘also give-a headache to. the down“possible. that.that.stage,-with-all. its
fundraising:
dinner
here:
a few] ‘management firm: of Bullets. Dur- up-.and_ fight -for -our rights, ‘hot ‘town Empire Room of the ‘Palmer
“ultra new lighting and other. equip1 gom .and. Ray. Katz :: ‘Latter |“ac-: only as ‘good union: members, but: ‘House, which already. has seen
‘ment,’ has ‘no. escalating stage — -weeks ago at:which President Kenoo,
.|some of its best attractions slip
-knowledges.. that before. any ‘arid. as good Americans.”.
nedy
spoke
were:
“requested”
not:
. must-be-the next order of things to:
all: bookings “are made, ‘they first-| ’ The national board’s- action ob- away to the Sahara Inn.
_come.when comes .a ‘similar: fete, | to. discuss" what.‘took place behind |
{must be-cleared with: Collins.”
viously -stems .from recent :Freso” -be--it the: 1963. AIP .Ball ‘or some|
Miss: Smith: also has signed. with lution ‘of: L. .A... exec-committee}
other ‘ultra: shindig.. It’s so. obvious. that. the behavior. of. ‘the:.‘Secret:
a8 shortcoming that its: being over- Service ‘men and. the.-local - hosts. GAC.as booking agency—first: ‘per-"}. asking “autonomy” for local-branch
center: she ‘has had in-many years: : members, séeking- election: of io-}°
looked --is-puzzling. (It was: later had. not endeared the acts tothe.
Thursh’s first. gig will likely. be at -eal ‘officers (there. are none’ pres-|.
couturiet | Dems..:
“t explained. . ‘that-. Paris
+ /Roche did not.-want: a runway, but ie “First; the: ‘performers: were ‘un- N.Y.'s Carnegie. Hall’ this-‘winter, -ently) and .for: own constitution
° 7 he should have.-been. overruled.). ° ’ |-cerémontously- herded: into dréss- ‘Her. ‘last video..excursion‘ was’ last’. ‘of -L. A. branch. ‘Local’ exec. comSunday. (21) on. CBS-TV.- Ed Suili-‘French, .Hospital in New: ‘York, ‘{ngrooms when. the. Chief :Execu- van Shew, .on- which she.fréquently mittee cites a recent U. S. Labor
Dept. ruling-that branches are to' |... One of the more important: {nthe. American -French’ Foundation‘ ‘tive. ‘was’. ushered: through..the guests; ran
:
|...) be- construed. as true Jabor ‘union. -dustrial ‘conventions has‘started at
_eNarities: and the National backstage. area. ‘to: make. his’ -way |:
‘= | locals ‘and ean -make. decisions and: ‘Ei San. Juan Hotel, ‘San Juan, P.R, .
°
-vos
- Museum. of. Racing °at. ‘Saratoga . -to.-the. rostrum: ‘(One comie.. phi- |.
.| take -.actions: independent” of ‘the ‘The Fedders. airconditioning meet
_.,
Were - the: beneficiaries.: ‘Latter losophized:..
-mationak: office...
lis set for. a 16-week run there,
>? Made... for: -a -new: gimmick—the . ‘trust. . us? Wasn't ‘John Wilkes,
‘When the- “autonomy” resolu- with 3,000 dealers from the. U.S.
.. horsey:set and an equestrian. decor. Booth a. ‘perfermet?”)-::
zi
tion
was
“passed”
‘Faye:
was
present.
_ Then, apparently . because: the]
‘and ‘Canada ‘due to visit the. inn
motif. Mrs.. Stephen ‘(Lacdie). San-"
- "Pokyo, Oct.. 30.
oratory ran overtime, two’ .of ‘the| Swan Promiétions: has“Garmen |atthe meeting, and. stormed -out. for a week’s stay at the expense of.
” ford.
“man, was the’ new. general. ‘ehair\the manufacturer. This is one of”
with - Mrs:" ‘Winston’ F:- -C, acts. were cut. from the.show. (One | Cavallaro’ ‘coming. late’ this. month:
|the most.sought-after confabs on
‘Guest; previous. ‘chairman, now .in ‘had canceled. a date: in. St. ‘Louis. _for.three weeks. ‘He'll open.a-éon-.
-| the . hotel industry calendar.
“the. “honorary: slot.” Mis: ‘Sanford {-and flown. ‘in: ‘especially . for’ the ‘cert, tour at /Sankei Halt and later |
--paid? particular’ tribute: ta. -Elsa: dinner.. ‘Both. acts. were-paid.) FE. ‘play: the: ‘Hanabasha ‘nitery, both in]
In the San Juan’s show for the
L, Maxwell. -for her’ longtime dedica=" nally,. panto-comic Yonely engaged this city;
entire run are The Great Sealzo,
-vtion to: the April’ in. Paris galas: in, -an:. on-mike.. shouting. - match:
‘Swan’ also “ekbécts to. bring. ‘The 1 Neiv’. “York. police pinched: 44: Herbie Sells, Rita DePetris, Tom‘Latter --was.. there. ‘but left early, |.with-‘a -top.aide of:“Mayor. Richard | |-Platters.. ‘back in. February. and. -to “males in‘ femme. attire ‘Friday. (26):my Wonder. ‘& Don Dellair and:
--~ obviously still. ‘very. much below. A ‘Daley. fa
«present ‘the .George. Shearing. at ‘National. Variety: Artists. shindig Soler & Lorca: James Grady has
_ her: former physical: parity.” aoe ' ‘The. functionary. had: told’ Yonely. Quintet: an,March...
billed. ‘as: “Exotic. Ball & ‘Carnival. !! booked this ev ent for the past five.
‘|...
aS Phe $150-a-head tickets: for. the to. do. 15° minutes, then™ ‘attempted
__, |NVA -was -the yesteryear counter: :years,
_ dinner-dance: -with: ‘beaucoup. ‘liba-- to -yank ‘him .off “after five. When‘|/. —
*‘part. of: AGVA.
The Fedders ‘firm will also. hold
“ComedySenpier
tions: pre-dinner, and. with $100 | the -. comic asked: for. one minute} oe
-{i. LAllin custody were ‘charged w ith: a winter conv ention starting: March
Taffle tickets.-and -a - “casino” (for. to:: bow: off, .the: aide ‘screamed::
-| disorderly conduct,--and. one. .was.. 1.at the new Hilton Hotel, Trini“prizes, “not. cash): ‘upped: this. year’s- “Do. you:.-know. who I am?-. Pll i.
‘| additionally ‘slapped with an “in- tdad. ‘This will last only five weeks,
Laurence M. J anifer |
- gross: to-a. probable new high. Past: have’: ‘your: card!” Yonely’s :‘reply,
~|*decent: exposure rap. Ball-was at: : Fedders customarily holds its fall
Jd
f
"> year hit. ‘$200, 000 for: benefit :of the” “which: -echoed:. se. erent the :
‘Manhattan. Center, -midtown ‘aud... ‘confabs in ‘Caribbean countries. It
+ details.‘the svolution of
-| room;. is unprintable:
. “combined: charitiés. : |. Coincidental-affair in same build- has -taken its winter conventions
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Concert1Niters

-LareKate Smith|

VotesatHotChi|

Fundraising Fete.

San JuanHotelSnares
Lucrative Fedders Meet:
3,000 Visitorsin 10 Wks.

Why.” should. they {CarmenCavallaro Bows’.

Jiapanese ‘Trekin Tokyo |7

44.IN DRAG NAILED AT
-NVA’S FXOTIE RAVI

vo

|| Gag.aVriter =: “Or: T hé
3°PRESIDENTIALROWS’.. Ne
(FRONT SEATS) AT $7.50)._ Laugh’s. On. Him. aeScots’ ‘Gambling Fever
vf ing was.a policemen’ 'S. dansant.

‘A jackpot’ this: year:also’ was. im

“the: form-of ‘the: take-home -gift_ boxes,* estimated -1o- have a ‘con-.
- .servative: Tetail ‘valué’ of $100 “for.
the femmes’. corbellles ‘and ’$50 for
the’ men’s: -It- is’ truly. ° ‘the: “best |

“ “loot” to-date, .

‘Minneapolis, Oct: 30. |
Group, - calling . itself ‘Prestige:afte

oe

’: ee

__Sniother’ brigh? Feature’Ine
Per usual Philippe had: ari lntes’ Attractions;.-is.bringing’ ‘in-to the.|
:
» the: ‘upcoming.
national ‘who's ‘who on the sundry -9,000-seat.. municipal .:Auditorium|
Sime
‘committees _ coordinating. -Into.-a. on:-Nov. 9° Johnny . Mathis. -and: a-

which

included

|various- places’ in Europe.
However, it has found the Caribe coun-..
| tries to. be more. convenient,

4

- Hotels: in’ all Caribe countries
: Scotland’s newest entertainment |thave: been. bidding. for this dealer
ae eee ‘a gambling casino, teed off ; POWWOW.. One of. the ‘inducements
a

———

{to sundry. lands

Glasgow, .Oct. 30.

Z ‘here ‘with thousands clamoring tojto.-the inns is 10 solid weeks of
‘become ‘members. . The :gambling | bookings, at a time: when business’:
.fevér, has hit the ‘Scots.

|is normally quiet:

~

“Anniversary.Maer | ‘Casino Club, headed. by former ‘However, since’.Fedders ‘needs.
“good: sum. total save forthe: ustial- ‘supporting. show.. Front seats’ have ‘57th.
status-symbol. headaches that -go. pfeen. designated: “Presidential || |
.. || bandleader. Bert Ambrose, is in the |:minimal ‘accommodations. for 360
of ©
-With: any-:and. all’ such ‘undertak- |-Rows” and scaled: at. $7.50, highest |{:
1] Carntyne.: Greyhound :‘Stadium in ipersons per. week, not all hotels
4{ city’s East..End: It has- plush ‘car-.] have been eligible. The dealers get
< Ings, namely,. “ringside table,” and. price ever charged. here for: this
’ the like:
:
. ‘sort. -of :show.:
ran F Piusother statistical and dete-tiled | peting; soft. music. and traditional | the trip with all.expenses paid as
But. ‘all present: attested: (1).to Other’ reserved? ‘seats “will: range | 2
crouplers.
Stakes
-can. ‘be as low|a premium ‘for selling a set quota
4 300...
weiwte
charts, and. ‘articles: : a ; | | a:
4
a ae
: dof Feddet aicanditioners,.. te
i from $2.1
to
0
58; the. usual:‘prices, ib:
=
"(Continued on. “page -50)
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ee
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_Meduesey, ‘October. 31,’1962”

Ove TooranAcidTest

-

” Braallinflaton ”|Vicearriig
:For Sleight-of-Hand Act; |
= Continue: from ‘page4s i
Face’
|
a Prime Problem!other snag, particularly. in the case |.‘TnMpls.& Boston
of ballet or other ‘large groups.|

“Tokyo, Oct: ‘30.

||sletght=of-hand. - -artist, -sgays: that. the: advantage. that.. their -Govern- “Lieshée’revocations are ‘faced by
playing the..Orient: has. ‘been’ the: Ments ‘are ‘prepared. to subsidize three local nightclubs.::: Owners of.

ARIETY Oct 24,1962
LONNIE DONEGAN (4).

acid
test. of his tricky. talents. “If ‘travel costs on cultural interchange the Key Club, the Frolies. and the |
you can
play the Orient, you can ‘grounds. | Happy: Hour’ have been summoned

play any. place,”. declared “Arno, | Ona. different: ‘level, “the: fore-. to: appear before the city council
{| who -is: in: Japan_ for three. ‘months: going applies also to more ‘popular: Jicense - ‘committee ..to- show ‘cause:
|.attractions.
TV. channels ::aban-| why ‘such. action should “not be.
fj |.as part: of .a: global: tour:

_

Songs, Comedy

| 30 Mins.

fj

\

| Village Gate, N.Y. -

~Minneapolis;. Oct: 80:

Bob.::Arno, «a. young. ‘Swedish’ European... attractions. often -have|”

‘doned .grandiose plans for import-| taken; which“ would’ result dn per-

‘His -‘act largely’ ‘involves: remov-

~
a | dng, watches, ties, shorts, bracelets, ing such. members as Eddie Fisher; inanent shuttering.:.
“belts: and..other. items from. non- which. they’ can no; ‘Jonger. ‘afford |: The .bistros ‘allegedly: have been’,
|
‘|-been ‘hangouts’. for prostitutes: and.| suspecting ‘and suspecting, mem: to ‘pay..
The year’s only. fhoneymaker ap:| drug addicts:. .They also figured in| bers: of his audiéncés:
pears -to.- have |‘been - “Coccinelle” three recent’ Federal Court. white
~ The reason for having ‘to prove.

Britisher Lonnie Donegan is-‘re ° \‘himself-in.

aes
the Orient, ‘Arno. ..ex-: France’s:ex-Alpine soldier, who ar- slavery. trials.
.
{| plained, is. based on. the’ Asian’s: rived. here. in’ July—after: some’...
trouble—for burlesque} .:~ “prone! Hub B-Girls:
[terror of -losing face. “Once. I. was passport
“i past Beirut, I ran into’ difficulties,” ‘and’ nitery -.appearances:.’:(Maipo|’ B-girl: probe: is. underway:in Hub |
|. he: said. -“It became more of:a. prob-. ‘Theatre. and “Ta-Ba-Ris”): cham-. cafes: “Dep, Supt. John: J. Slattery ©.
lem to get people: on stage. I chad pagne at the latter cost 1,500. pesos. ‘Jr.-said Tuesday (23) that his: men;
‘per. bottle. ‘‘Miss” Coccinelle then® on:.orders' of. Police Commissioner. **:
to ‘be more persuasive.’
~*
a. 4,300,000: peso fée ‘for
Edmund ‘L. ‘McNamara, have been
And’ onee..the people had-‘been ‘accépted
three days shooting in: “Los: Vivi- conducting a probe of B-girl. ‘activic
|cajoled into stepping forward, they
osos”.- (a film: with:.a“dope smug- ties hére ‘Tor’several ‘weeks...
were. on the defensive, Arno’ regling -background),. ‘directed by. En||dated. “‘They:would noteven agree
‘-f)-that-I_had taken their. watches,” he- | rique::Carreras: for: Vicente Marco. f.
Verve: ‘Tommy ‘Reed’ oo
said. “But when -the -lights ‘went The picture. is. to be released: in | * atest ~ addition -to the Verve:
‘up, they asked immediately. forthe. Mar del. Plata on Oct.-'23, and: B: | stable- is'singér Tommy Reed. * His.
Aires on the 25th.: Quick. cash in
‘debut ‘disk. ‘under. ‘the’ Verve. ‘ban:°
|| return. of their: timepieces. {on
the curidsity. of “those. who:
ner -will :be-“a
‘Arno -fourid:-the:Chinése' to’: be.|
a coupling:
i
,of* “How.
r
T his" toughest :-audiences::
‘¥| a. doubt, they |are. tle. ‘most: diffi- to. have netted around: $53,846 -on.|: ream.
ss
‘Tl eult to. distract,” he ‘offered: :“They this: Argentine..trek, on-which she|—"
Fy]are. quite: -clever,. -but:‘so. clannish: may have. had to pay ‘30% income.
.<f} and ‘protective.. They: give every-. tax at most.
|:
of} thing. a ‘hard. look.” You.cannot: talk |
4 them into anything they don't want

cently familiar to U.S. ears: via afl
couple of international disclicks

(“Rock Island Line” -and. “Don’t}
Stick the Chewing Gum. on .the{ |

Bedpost Overnight’), He deserves }
to be widely seen as well-as heard
here, as. attested _by his current?

Village

Noted as a skiffle-band{ Jazzman |

and folksinger

gan besides

in England, Done-

ihe impressive pipes]

for a slight fellow has a stacatto\
comedy.

|

Without | massed jer pon,Stage.”Coccinelle; Dreaawees” and.“ Don't. Want a.
'

to
' ‘tox be.talked: into.”
aving .worke

patter that’s’ an: absolute

tradition.

Small

matter. that
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tops. in the: Orient. :“When. they: |. 'Larry~ Adler . and Paul- “Draper, :Chow Felis
are not. afraid: ‘of. losing: face, their ‘the former. supperclub-concett tanTere
reaction: ‘can. be" ‘Very.good, " ‘he: dem _ separately~ active ‘the- past;
fas
SRSSAAR
‘Said.
"| decade, are being: reunited.-for’a|...

-On- ‘His:“tour,” “Arno. found. ‘that: New York nitéry stand: -Pair ‘has |" *:.

. the jokes:often also are traditional, )
or telegraphed, or. disguised for}
American auds by Anglo-slant or

wo.
.

ait

oma, | Reunite for GY: Cafe: Date |’
‘audiences

* “Arng~. rates. .Japatiese

delight out of the fine, old music J 4
hall

soe
..

..

|each key: city. inthe: Orient has a ‘been. booked for Art D’Lugoff’s {:R
| leading - ‘hotel with -:an: entertain-. ‘downtown. spot;- Village. ‘Gate; Nov.
I }-ment:room where an act can .earn|8 through New Year's Eve. Singer. ‘

:
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Kine‘Engagement
Sistone wilwillcomple
te the$2.Bl80 |waSrann
fetch-a”
‘hotel pos

‘between: $200. and $250: plus living.| quarters.’ In ‘Singapore he played

| the‘Goodwood Park Hotel, in-.Bang- 2
‘weekday: admission: per :head (vice Corner Rush atDelaware

cockney’ accenting. A. great sense\

Erawan, in Kuala. Lumpur
||kok
Kol the
‘Merlin. -in . Calcutta . the

| of timing” and gusto _projection

the. usual. $2.50) .and $3.on “week: |-.
*
ends... Theré’s: no -cover-minimum _

| Grand’ Hotel.-and-fn_ Hong. Kong

the’: Ambassador; -from’ which he once inside the room.

MO 4:8600"

ye

“Adler,. who’s. been a. London: Tes!_MVRON ROLE,“Execs: Mgr.:<
carry it all off. The. rubbery-faced a was ‘able to. ‘fatten his. income’ by. dent
‘for several: years, is: now on.
“| doubling .at: Maxim’s: ..and. ‘the.
oO
:
te
Coat
in.
sSontection.
with
&
mo:
|
leer and rol]. of the Donegan well- ‘| Golden: Phoenix: ‘niteries,

350.ROOMS:
in Falp‘clubs, Where’ aly:vs. ‘long absent:from American niteries |.
ine’ 7m |-military:
hl
nc
pu
y
an
ck
ba
ls
al
eb
‘|(as
result
of
a.
politico
allegation
:
ey
“Hl is still higher, if you:..-take on ‘a_
oiled less than. fracturing.
that’s
§| heavy. schedule. In .Japan,. ‘where ‘and lawsuit) until about three years | Overléoking: LAKE: “MicHiGaN
n-

al

ei Ah

orked

.‘onl

7

on

p cture

ass. gnment.:: ‘He.- was

|

—

-are. not permitted ‘to. Ago, ‘since then having played-clubs
|.ust 3. minutes..from the “loop”.
;
Add to the above. benefits an in-' 7 fi hotels:
have .. shows *‘on a ‘regular. basis,: in WY.. Chicago, Bosten ond other
_Arno.is, working. primarily. in clubs ‘keys. ‘Draper. -has alternated be-:]..
| credible ear which allows this ver-{. ‘and on tv.. From.-hére- he: goes. to: ‘tween dance instruction ‘and :the| ‘Suroundedpots:..<°.
byfavciatngdining
:latter under. the |. circuit,
concert
dates
club
“for. military
|
“famous CLOISTER ANN, frie alr=.
| Okinawa
satile vaude. performer to. mimic
and: then ‘to Hawaii.
Columbia ‘Concerts. banner. - eonditioned
restaurant; “ intimate’
“There are also: ‘fringe benefits:
| U.S. hill and ‘country talk with. an || -One'
of Arno’s. offstage experiéncés

accent .that could fool a Mississippi :
deputy. And the talent carries.over

| cocktail lounges. Adjacent-'500-

|

} in: Hong: ‘Kong. proved educational.
When_ he’ was being assisted into a.
ot ‘|-sampan operated by: a -woman ‘and:
fi| her: daughter of. eight or nine,.

|. -€ar- garage.’ I-day valet;: beauty -. salon, barber shop: ‘All rooms:

-discovered* that the girl. was
! to.his vocal phrasing on American = fl Arno;
trying to “remove his. ring ‘as* she:

| folk .songs.

‘#| gripped: his ‘hand.:
“I had ‘professional. ‘admiiation,’”
- he ‘reealled:. “This: gave. me ‘the
-f}.method—not’ to pull on: the ‘ring, |

Besides the self-accomp. on gul-.

| tar and banjo, Donegan is. backed.
| by countryman Denny -Wright, who

plays

straight

:

FREE REHEARSAL FACILITIES and
. ‘eurrent. issue. of “VARIETY” oF
|
eo
}

[but to ‘apply: pressure. from. behind. |

. fil sé that it: will: slide off. I had: been’

man in the chat-

wondering. for i:‘long time”
> how. to
_

remove rings.” .

GRACIOUS. HOSPITALITY
“AND PLEASANT LIVING

.

ter segs and fine. slambang guitar’ : IN.Y,Hotel’sNew 5Yr.
in .backing. Filling out the group
Pacts With Its.Staffs

excellently are two Americans, Bill? A

e-}(.|
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not
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ant
all
rnb
| gan’s hip-co
}
up the
easily in really warming

cool :‘audience,

where.
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.“DIRECTION: LOUIS F. SELLER & €o.. _
nena

“THE HILARIOUS |

| J.FRED:
a MUGGS

“agent:TERNESTING. MeCLENDON:
levels;. hotel’ employees :‘in Gotham |
N .7-2287, New ‘York
-achieved a new: five-year™ contract |}_.
With" pay: benefits” Tanging. ‘from.
;
:
=
= Ht “Just:‘Concluded.
$2-$3:50.--- ‘per: week. - Bargaining:
CBC-IV CANADA.
|} maneuvers in- ‘recent months ‘protov.‘ROCKEFELLER
|' diced |Ja series of’ “sitdowns” by
cooks, ; chambermaids,
bellhops,. “1g I'm ‘elected. It.willl not: he because’ HT| . Now. Booking _
--—

“41 eté., in. lobbies of Several: ‘plush; ‘of ‘comic. Aitie. ‘Roberts’ *
Season "62-'63"
.
midtow n-hostels: by. way of: drama=: 7
“For furi ond jaughs: ‘at your‘breake. ; 952: ‘East. Ciescent ‘Ave."Reimsey,N: we
tizing: ‘their, ease.

Act could go- any-®)
Bill.

‘Old

fast, luncheon or. banquets, heve af

pact. ‘with. some: 200° hotels.

|-expired .Jast-“May

31... New -one,’

“Comedy. Waiter:

: Which ‘is: -retroactive.-to -June~ Ty

-provides. a’.35-hour-'week for em-

|

; ployees. who previously: worked. aif

AMPAR RECORDS
WS),

PYE(EUROPE).
RECORDS”

- Represented: by: +
MANNIE GREENFIELD: ‘ASSOCIATES

(NewYork)

LUTZ and. LOEB (Hollywood).
‘CYRIL BERLIN ASSOCIATES: UD.
34 Greek Street, :London. Wie

ene

‘Goincidént -with .a-° claim: last
AT (20. ‘Min. : Act)
week-that New: York: ‘Festaurant. DONNA
LYNN:
: Jimmy. Durante’s SINGING PROTEGE, |
workers with families-to support||
12—GOING. ON . STARDOMI
|
cannot: subsist. ‘at. current. wage ||

Smith on drums, and Hal. Gaylor, }

bass.

|...

“-with private bath, showér. ‘Studi
apts.” VIP". ‘suifes. SPECIAL “RATES :from. $6. 00°FOR.
oe ENTERTAINERS, :

{|}

:
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—
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||oftsths FUN-MASTER |©
ARTIE ROBERTS ||
[ip ces PROFESSIONAL

: 40-hour. week, and -various: fringe
"
' benefits. “Under previous: contract,
: “Contact: ROBERT REXER:
Ww éekly wages -ranged from = $52.25-1].
“674 Broadway,- New retN.+
|for. ‘maids ‘to $81. 25: for mainte-.

:

Lafayette. 9-2206 --

“COMEDY: ‘MATERIAL:

For.‘every branch of theatricals ©}?

L.

| tance Ww orkers..

ccstauraat |e
Contention : ‘that
wages: are below: ‘subsistence: levels:
Was. dired by a-union -official’ at a’

a “Manhattan. hearing ‘-of.the House:
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Rusty Draper Kicks Off
| 5-Wk. Orient Tour Noy. 1

House Reviews

t Tour Nov.

“cool” bit somewhat and mumbles:at

Apollo, N. Y.
Bal

;

'most of the iyrics of the tunes he

pgtank Ballard & fee Midnighters ; does,

that gets the audience

& Pat. approach

"Jay Hawkins

Srregmin

he has a strong rhythmic

least

Russ

five

Booked

weeks.

Gary, who

settled here

CLUB DIPLOMAT, CINCY,
DROPS NAME POLICY

played a top role in show biz of
the era. The man who was famous
as the bandleader who conducted
for radio wearing dark glasses (no
|one could tell where next his irate

Cincinnati, Oct. 30.
glance mig
all),
defends his}
Attempting
+
}
.
familiar
outbursts
of
temper
and
!
sticoessfil
ue
with names the
by

Rusty Draper is slated to launch
a Far East tour from Noy. 1 for

"Inet

October 31, 1962

petulance by quoting

after

a Reader's | Club

Diplomat,

swank

theatre-

Digest article of 1954: “It may be}
|
:
|
more dangerosfs to be underemo-! in Kemper Lane opered iattoeie

|helming an area tour by the Ink

|Spots early this year, Draper will

tional

than

to be overemotional.” :
?
category, Valle ad- 11) tolewine the week's.panend

With him. He also has the advan- |open with three days in Taipei at Not in latter
the Duprees
Elliot,
ro
- vehirns
ve Gigi Low
Cooper
& Kinfolks
(5), :: tage
of the Midnighters, a trio of |U.S. military clubs and follow with
te Darcettes

ec co
|

6°: "The Cossacks”

_

7

°

sharp

male

terpers

who

provide

some harmony phrasing behind his

isoloing.

They’re

a slickly

styled

|a week

|nawa.

of similar

|New

Latin

Henk Ballard, who is credited in: trong. helps keep Ballard’s act ans oY
on

it

eens

Fi

oo

in

;

t

the Taist a year or $0 “pefore it;
became

7

:

asset for the singer-}

a

_

SER

;some rubberlegged hoofing by one}

emcees, also
in which he

j tosses Some terping. His hosting,
although somewhat in the novice
category, keeps the show moving.
He shows a flair for showmanship
in a “My Baby Just Cares For Me”

ai|routine

with

<< |gloves,

billed

and

as Mabel

A

403 Bast é3rd Street, New

Oif My Baby,” she scores effectively. Screaming Jay Hawkins & Pat
Newborn hit a slick groove with

York

3-5936

(Continued on page 62)
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"ROUND the WORLD”’
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of active
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mits, “I only hold a grudge &@ went of Paul Gilbert.
haat ae : ana hig ese pages . Initial low-seale lineup includes
;

Copacabana

:
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WwW ynake
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Japan,

which

for

a band in

will

play

the

three

extremes

of

self-satisfaction

«417

minimum”

Attendance

(5)

dance

retained

sagged

after. open-

show headlined
b
& Steve Rossi Back.

to supply the old megaphone are | ing was by Wally

Johnson’s six-

Coast Agencies
In Merger Deal

piece
orchestra. The ba
ph
ckers,
businessmen
new
to show

“Ho-hum,

seek to cancel scheduled contracts

Hollywood, Oct. 30.
Deal is being finalized for the
merger
of Ziegler, Hellman
&
Ross with Artists Agency Corp.,
the office headed by George Rosenberg and Bob Coryell. Also involved is Broadcast Management
Ine., since it merged with AAC
some time ago. BMI topper Marvin Josephson is here from N. Y.
for the finalizing of the deal.
Jerry Hellman, of ZH&R, will
leave the ageney biz to produce
theatrical films and legiters. For
some time he has been partnered
with George Roy Hill in HellmanHill Productions,
which have a
deal with UA, and when he exits
ZH&R will go into production fulltime.
Thus Evarts Ziegler and Hal
Ross, who with Hellman formed
ZH&R, will join with Rosenberg,
Coryell
and Josephson.
Ziegler
and Ross will move to the AAC
hq on Sunset Boulevard once the
final papers are signed. Mike
Levee, who joined Rosenberg and
Coryell when MCA’s talent agency
was dissolved, Js the other partner
in the venture.
Client list of the combined agency includes Bing Crosby, James
Garner,
Fred
Astaire,
Franklin
schaffner,
James
Poe, PanamaFrank, “Ben Casey” series, Nunnally
Johnson. The merged agency
will also be Coast reps of CurtisBrown and Harold Ober agencies.

mums

everybody.’

with
7

the
and
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Attractions
JOEY
|

service. If Philippe lacked on the 1
runway—and
to this should be
added an inadequate p.a. system—

certainly

outdid

himself

DEE

and the

Starliters

Film and Recording
Headliners of
Columbia Pictures

on:

making sure that the service was
impeccable. To intimates it is no
Secret that he has “raided” what.
he regards the cream of the crop
of waitering manpower and, with ©
it, he seems to have done a little
“Central
Casting’
because
they
are
a
surprisingly
personable,
youngish and, in many instances,
bilingual (French) corps.
This also figures as a good offSet to the 1960 near-fiasco at the.
Hotel Astor
(Philippe had just.
shifted over to the Zeckendorfs:
which was not equipped for such

“TWO

TICKETS

TO

King of Rock

and his COMETS
Now Completing Eight

Smash Weeks in Evrope

DAVE “Basy”
CORTEZ
‘and his

“Rinky Dink’ Four

zation of the 7th Regiment Armory.

This was

good

in theory

Versatile. Virtuoso

but the

customers couldn’t go out whistling .
the decor—which was good. The
catering was also-ran, frankly via an outside banquet catering serv- —
ice (Philippe’s non-wellwishers
opined it was more kosher than-

Gallic,

not

that

there’s

of the Swing Organ

Modern RED CAPS
Six Sensational
Instrumentalists
and Vocalists

anything,

wrong with the former groceries,
if good), But the Americana scored ,
on
all counts—culinary,
atmos- .

RAY MILAN

pheric, and authenticity in Franco- !
American motif. Better vantage :
auditory

perspectives

and his

would:

The East's Top

Twist Combo Now
in 10th Week at

|

ee

|

Quarternotes

have made it all well nigh perfect. '
——_—————

‘rn Roll

BILL HALEY

a turnout, and to last year’s utili- ,
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Trudy Heller's Club, N.Y.C,

EXCLUSIVE

BOOKING

JOLLY JOYCE AGENCY

By ROBERT DOWNING

58 W. 48th St.
New York

‘Rudy Vallee “and. Gil, McKeen
$4.95), is the purport-
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The Singing Swinging

BUDDY GRECO

opening almost every chapter with |}
a “back-to-yesterday” recap that
might have been lifted almost bod-

RETURNS DEC. 6 TO THE
COPACABANA, New York
405

Per.

ast

t.:1

DEH

ANTHONY

é63rd Street
TS ¢-s9

a’

ew

York

fly from Mark Sullivan’s wonder- |
ful “Our Times” series: and to/|

dipping

into Vallee’s

own

_

recol-

lalmitables
—& Continental Excentrics *

Tome follows Hubert Prior Vallee (his professional name
came
from his youthful idol, star saxo-

In reflecting the '20s and early
days
and

of broadcasting,
films, there is

i value to these memoirs; for Vallee

“THE
COMEDIAN”
The Only Real Monthly

Just Returned to U.S.A.
After a Successful

phonist Rudy Wiedoeft) from his
native Maine to the Main Stem,
with bitter reminiscences
of his
unhappy marriage to Fay Webb,
topped off with a text-lashing for
Feuer & Martin, Abe Burrows and
Frank Loesser, the brass behind
Vallee’s
present
hit.
Book
is
crammed with gratuitous information; it seeks to instruct the “gen-

golden
if 30s,
?
night clubs

|

New York City
- PL 2-1764

celebrated Connecticut Yankees,

ta reader”: and what humor it
contains
is
heavy-handed
and
bromidic.

Mote

LEONARD GREEN
300 E. 5)st St.

lections of the many
songs he
made popular during his headline
career as singer and leader of the

_

PARIS”

_——_or

Vallee’s Frank Autobiog
Doesn’t Spare Burrows
.
|
pa
| ’
Loesser, Feuer & Martin
(Obolensky;

biz

Five Stor

good groceries, (2) vintages,|
(3) in itself a large plus, the |:

he

two .

stars.

w

April—In—Paris

} singular,” it is difficult to assess |
McKean’s
contribution.
Research
seems
to have been limited to

|

Belles

ist with
oe a subtitle ain paraphrase
oa
of his signatory showtime greeting:

book 4s
turgid, prolix, almost unrelieved
jin its stiffness; and inasmuch as it
is preoccupied with “first person

Circle 5-9363

Southern

been the warm self-portrait of an: ing week’s
entertainment idol, one is tempted
Marty Allen

cording company exec.
Since style of Vallee’s

128 West 45th Street
New York, N. Y,

ithe

and self-pity, where it might have

at Ameri-

Succeed in Business Without Really Trying”. McKean is a jazz record columnist, novelist, and re-

(10> 12 - 2:30)

Point.

13 years
Lover chooses to be so ungallant! comics Marjorie Thomas and BevThe
$2-$3
cover
|recently formed a 19-piece all- in his repayment of acrimony. Be~ erly Geers.
|Nipponese orch dubbed Band of cause his book fluctuates between ' charge will be dropped and a
U.S.

ed autoblography of the former
radio-crooner-turned-actor. (Vallee
currently
costars
on
Broadway
with Robert Morse in “How to-

3 SHOWS NIGHTLY

Pp

With present degree of success
line, Leroy Reeves & Judy Monin the sunset years, it may seem } roe,
dance
team;
singer
Ann
to some a pity that The Vagabond: yowe, dancer Gloria Weiss and

and

,
: permint Lb
:
i‘
nitery which hel
TO
oba was
De
adult,
ands he
has
: int0
ae
howorbit.
paceoorange
in the
q

Lee.

restrained personality and sure
vocal control. Essaying her clicko
“Loco Motion” and another medium rocker, “Keep Your Hands

| Pars. Mgt: DEE ANTHONY ENTERPRISES |

“plenty

kid

by a bikini-

. | He also does a straight rock number In solid style.
Littlse Eva {s a pert lass who
sells her songs
with plenty of

Currently
NOT WORKING

TE

strawhat

accompanied

<< | clad femme

|

batoned

southwest

| of the group, inject a comedy note |months of one-nighters
%: | that scores strongly. Ballard mixes | ean service clubs.
|his tunes between wailing blues
fand growing uptempo stuff to rej gister with the crowd.
Bobby Lewis, who
‘does a singing turn

|RONNIE MARTIN

Quarter,

on

work

in addition to military

Gary, who

terper is an instrumental unit bill-|the

ing a large card at the Apollo,
;€d as Cooper & Kinfolks. They
“Although Ballard overplays the; keep the beat driving and, with
-

he’ll

®

Another

an adult vogue, is headlin-

dates

In Japan,

European Tour
.
EDDY

MR.

719

Thonks to
aan

MAROUANI,

Paris

9th Ave., New York
>
Kk.
Cl 5-6246

Phone:

PROFESSIONAL GAG SERVICE
THE LATEST
—
THE GREATEST
THE MOST-UP-TO-DATEST
Now

In

Its

145th

Issue,

—

containing

stories | one-liners, | poemeties;
song
itles,
hecklers, audience stuff, monologs,
parodies,
double
gags,
bits
ideas,
Intros,
Impressions
and _ Impersonations,
political,
Interruptions.
Thoughts of the Day, Humorous Views
of the News, Vignettes, ete. (20 Pages).

$25 YR.—SINGLE

ISSUES $3

Foreign

|

$35 YR.—SINGLE
No

Mgt.

OSBORN

5701

WN. Sheridan
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Chicago
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New

ISSUES
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York City 19, CO
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November 22nd
UNPRECEDENTED

RETURN

(within two months!)

FLAMINGO
LAS VEGAS

LATIN CASINO
November

CAMDEN,

New

5th

Jersey

December 2] st

DEAUVILLE
MIAMI BEACH, Fla.

January 9th, 1963

CARIBE HILTON
SAN

JUAN,

Porto

Rico

February 3rd, 1963

THE VAPORS
HOT

SPRINGS, Ark.

April 1963

“TALK OF THE TOWN”
LONDON,

England

ULIET PROWS
Personal Management
MARK MORDOH

WILLIAM wes AGENCY
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“NewActs
ETHEL MERMAN .

- $ |visual -appearance: is’ more. {mipres- |
2-3] sive ‘than her. vocal talent.. She Ht
>» WEEK OF OCTOBER a1.
4¢. sings |An ‘a -husky, linexceptional |
:voice.. ..But her looks may make:j""™
LONDON: HOUS#_Ahmaa Jamai ‘Trio,
{many a ‘patron less conscious, ‘of.
‘NEW ‘YORK cry.
Trio, Jose Bethancourt ‘Trio. .
‘what he. hears ‘than- ‘usual.:
ot|. MUSIC -HALL—Barbados :Police Band|Larry
NovakakKELLY’S
MISTER
$—Irwin “Corey, Joya,
.
(33);
Vernon
‘&.
Betty,
:
Maria‘:
‘Teresa
_Car-.|
“Shesrril, John: Frigo' Trio.
. Av niece of comic ‘Danny Thornas,.

(ROBERT GOULET.
‘|Songs:
=

Bong--

140 Mins.

§0 Mins.
|
Fiamingo, Las Vegas

‘BIL]:
s

4 . formfitting, gown,’ strap of:which pal
°
(tended. to~slip.: teasingly. off her
_- 3.1 shouldeér’ at’ preem here. «Chick's

..

.
OCK- ‘{.
‘illo; Alan -Cole, Tommy Curtin,
‘Shoreham. Hotel; ‘Washington.
-Peter. Lind: Hayes. &.
‘21-year-old Miss Roberts has been |-ettes, Corps de’ Ballet,:‘Raymond: Paige: ; ‘PALMER ’, HOUSE
Ben Arden Orc. veel
Ethel Merman’s new act, con-|
Robert.
Goulet,
seemingly ‘as ‘warbling. ‘for four. years, . ‘mairily- Symph ony ‘Ore
oO 'Y.:— Larry Storch: Jackie: ;
St -Gayle, Randy’ Brown, The -Tuckers,: Will.
eocted by Roger.’ Edens ‘and de- nervous. as the Joint. Chiefs of: with vocal groups. ‘She gota break
“AUSTRALIA
“MELBOURNE” (TivolD—Penny_ Nicholls, ‘Mercer, Penie. Pryor: ° Dusty. & - Sylvia.
signed ‘especially for bistros, ‘pre- ‘Staff, made his initial -supper- club: “two: years. ago when Ray. Anthony
Lorez Alexan dria.
Andrews,: ‘D’Angolys,. Two -Pirates,
:. gents the vet chirp in a light :quite: appearanc®’ in’ Washington at. the hired. her as. one of. his’ Book-Ends. : Bob
PEPE’S—Gus Van
Roaring 20’s. Revue.
Balcombes, Eddie Mendoza, ‘Erie Whitley,|.Jdelta
aCITY — ‘ro Establishment, .
unlike. her Broadway and film ap-}‘height: of the Cuban crisis.. Ifthe This: year she has appeared. at:such- Jeff Hudson, Harry Currie. Keith Leg-|
ird, Eleanor Bron, John; Fortunes oo
‘getth,
‘Maureen.
Wilson,
.
Wendy
Faulk
timing
was
unfortunate
and
if
his
pearances, and if she wants to,
-Jeremy Geidt, |Carole -Simpson: |”
ate
Vniteries as-the Dunes in Las: Vegas. ener. Jackie ‘Griffiths.
SAHARA.
INN — Ella Fitzgerald, -‘Mare’.
‘-‘ghe can easily. coast along the rest: fright from stepping into a new. and -Harrah’s. at. Lake Tahoe’ and.:}:
DNEY (Tiveli)—June Bronhill, Peter |
London, . Pane NYork Ore. Lounge:. FredGravess
‘Rosina
Raisbeck;.
Eric
Reiman,
facet
of
show
biz.
added.
rigidly..to
of her life being a powerful nitery
spent two. months. ‘this Spring: ‘per-. Lola ‘Brooks, Lorna Forbes, Barry ‘Balm- ji
‘die. ‘Bell,- Roberta. Linn & Bellpoy Ronnie Brown
; Frank Fior
our.
.
attraction. -This. marks her’ Vegas manner and niovemernts, what doés” forming ‘at’‘Club: 21. at.the’ ‘Seattle er, Halinka de. Tarczynska..- Gloria ° Me- | ™
; SHERATON
- BLACKSTONE
_— Betty
it really matter, except. as an. his: World’s Fair..
‘donall, . Beryl Cheers, Tony Jenkins." |:x5
‘debut...
;
hnson, Franz Benteler :Orc.
ce
lie
Juli
Day.
SHERMAN HOUSE: — ‘Eveiyn Knight,”
The star sings 23 songs, ‘and: the torical, note?.
- : Thrush. alternates, ‘between. jazz |
;
‘BRITAIN
‘David. Romain. Orc
.
arrangements, by- Billy “May, are.
Goulet has- class. He also: has. offerings .and ballads,: doing’a much | BLACKPOOL | (Tower. -Circus)—Charlie |} ‘SUTHERLAND LOUNGE—al. Giey-Billy, :
geared..to. showcasing her as the good ‘looks,
style,” masculinity, ; more: acceptable: job.on the former. “Cairoli & Co., Bronleys, Hugh: Forgie' & Mitchell’. Band.
‘belting,
lyrie-conscious. musical. charm. and a. fine voice. Even. more; :‘Cute bit of. specialty materiai.is a- Co., Circus ‘Williams’ Lions, -2 Carmenas;.| .'.
-LOS: ANGELES .
‘| Circus. Knie’s Horses, :Zebras & Ponies,:|
BLUES—Latts. & Gals,-Norman:
legend known as. Ethel Merman..- he has .an -act.-which is’ ‘Superbly | number. titled: “1° Said: ‘Yes.’””
|: Diors ‘Sisters, -Four. Soranis, .2- Dominicis;.|-°
Even showgoers who. were. not too. constructed and produced. He is}. “She is only the second headliner Willem. ‘Lenz & Chimpanzees, ‘Tibor. Alex-:
COCOANUT -GROVE |—_ * Sammy Davis
enthusiastic.. about her stylized, ‘going to have :’em: cheering .wher-" ‘White “House bonifaceé. Irv. Schect--|. ander’s Canine Revue, Desmond. & Marks, Jr:2 mready, Martin. Orc.
_
Circus.” Knie’s Elephants, _Dagenham : Girl.
NDO —-: Jonah’ ‘Tones, ‘Tommy 3
straight-to-the-audience-and-to-hell- ever he. goes.. Next” on: his list .is ‘man has booked ‘strictly: on others”: -Pipers;: Our- jammy, ‘Little: Jimmy |
"Noonane res Brownar.
' with-the-leading-man technique on. the Plaza’s .Persian Room in. N. Y.. ‘say-so ‘in 18 months. ; Miss. Roberts|. Circusettes.:.
DINGS
Louise: ‘Vienna, ‘Jack .“Elton,”
“BIRMINGHAM. (Hippodrome)—Russ. Con: Ste
‘Broadway, will ha¥e to admit she: for. a month, followed. by several. twill ‘be blending. into. lush: trap-. “way, Mike & Bernie ‘Winters, Bryan—Jolhn-.
VAN
TERLUDE—Wita,
jWiexea World: Refis a blockbuster. as a-single: She|.dates ‘before his:Vegas bow at the: pings. of:this:-key clu-stage- bar--ar=" son, ‘Peter. Crawford: Trio, .Terry- Kaye,. |.
Peters, Esme Browne Dancers.’
| : SLATE BROS.—Billy: Gray. Nino Temps
still tosses the tunes straight:.to Flam‘ 1g0.:e
}Tangement until. Nov:ace Rees: . ‘Sandra
BRIGHTON|‘(Hippodrome)—Dickie: Val- ke April Stevens, Herb Dell Trio.
a
the patrons, uses a-technically per"*|-entine,.: ‘Chic: Murray. -& °Maidie, ‘Audrey
Goulet’s solid’click: before. a full:
STATLE
HOTEL—“Chip- “ORE the -Old
Jeans, Billy Baxter;- Franklin -& ‘Doves, ‘| Block” Qa Edition) Revue, ‘Skinnay: Ennis
fect hidden mike, and the-nostalgic house. in ‘the .vast Blue. Room. of
._ | Hollander & Hart, Flack Lamar: | ~ Ore
‘Tromp wyas rew arded. by firstnighters. ‘the Shoreham Hotel. here ‘is:a pay- OWN PIPERS”
LIVER POOL. (Empire)—Tony™ Hancock,
: Ye LITTLE: cLus —_ ‘Doodles. Weaver,
Scooter. : Gloria. Srey., Joe Felix Group. Four.
" -DMatt - “Monro, - ‘Johnnie.’ Spence,
with a-standing ovation.
off: for the. -strategy- of Norman. 2Vocal-Instrumental

“| Teague‘s Dance Ensemble, .. .
-LONDON. (Palladium)—Bruce |“Forsyth,.
ve:

is ‘being. paid. Rosemont, his personal manager, . 45. Mitis..
the figure is’ unofficial). who: brought --him into “Camelot,” ‘The Losers,. Li. A

Miss M erman

(though

>'Morecambe —

.Wise, “Johnson

&

a

7ve!

Carr,

LAS VEGAS

CALIFORNIA:

-

CLUB—Jonnny.

Paul.

mat

.Angela & Fred Roby, Amin
DESERT
INN—Jimmy Durante, -~Peter:
$40, 000 per. week,, which. equals the’ selected his’ -television exposure |’ ‘Town Pipers. have” a versatile. act - BEve. Boswe]J,
>. ‘Ugo:
‘Garrido, | Janet. -Mahoney,-!
-Eddie- Jackson. “Sonny |King,
ros. Bracewell.. Johnny. Shack. Jimmy Lawford,
“top salary for any: cther single. star: ‘and. required 18 months of. work that .should: -hold ‘them “in “good| Angela.
Donn .Arden - Dancers, - Carlton | Hayes
Lee,. Bill Shepherd Singers, George ‘Car. Rev. Lounge: Dave. Apollon; Les- ‘Femmes, *
particularly. for recordings: den:
to. play the Strip; ‘and if her epen-. on a nitery. act before. deciding it- stead; *
Daricers. —
Michael Kent, Johnny: Puleo, Joo Venuth, tate
ing night momentum ‘keeps -UP» was right -for- the Canadian vocal-. and steady: lounge: bookings. ‘Group|- ‘VICTORIA (Palace). =: ‘Georze - ‘Mitchell ‘Pom
off The dy Family.
.,
-Minstrels;
. Tony. Mercer... Dai ©.Francis,:
NES — “Gotta -Get. To. “Vegas,” Bil.
ist.- Such mother-hen.. ‘like care. is ‘primarily vocal, but. fits in numshe will’ ‘be ‘worth it.
John. Boulter; Leslie Crowther, “Margo: EReddie Ore. ‘Lounge: “Vive LesGirls.”
G
-/ber of swingin’ instrumentals :that ‘Henderson, George Chisholm.& Jazzers, >. EL .CORTEZ—Top - Notchers..
‘She sings. just “about every big: pays...off big.
song she has done in her colorful| Lyn Duddy. and Jerry” Bresler .‘keep. their -sets.. lively, “bright: and}. Schaller”. Bros. &. TY Toppers, Jackpots, q. . -FLAMINGO—Fthel- Merman, Suse Black
} “Mitchell Maids. a
.
| Orc. Lounger. Billy.Eckstinee, ‘Red Nichols, - .
eareer (plus some néw ones) inelud-. fashioned: his repertoire, including’ generally richly: entertaining:.
_f. | Don. ‘Cornell, Bob-S
Smoodthest-‘of: the. Pipers’ work 1s {—
ing “I .Got Rhythim,’’. “Bowl Of} two Specialty. “written "songs...and'}.
FREMONT Frankie Brent,Jets,, Jonnny
“| |:Rivers” Six; F,
Cherries,”
‘You're
The. Top,” new lyrics -for others. It. ‘has. a. in: soft, sweet and- mellow: vocal}
Li
COLDEN NUGGET — Bob Liman;. HY |
“Anything Goes,’* “Small” World,” pleasing change: of. pace ‘between: -plénd, particularly : delivered .on |]:
‘HACIENDA .— Four Tunes,- "Johnny... :
‘“Everything’s Coming: “Up. Roses,”. romantics -and.rousers,. .old, new mixed ballad. and jazz- ‘arrangement | =
—— |Olenn, ‘Keynotes; | Cathy - Ryan, Lynne a
“They. Say It’s. Wonderful,” “Blow|‘and - ‘original. It’s perfect | tor. a of “I .Wish You Love.” -Solo’s go|-"
fe Davis, Grover Shore
.
NEW ‘YORK City:
; _MINT—Pat Moreno’s ‘Artista & ‘Medes’.
| mostly: to.° Joan’. and: Tony: Costa,
Gabriel,” (with- fine accompani- -LP album ‘as is. ~
"AFRICAN ROOM—Kurli Benito,. McMur- ; of.oe *°--Bill: Bird, Gil Lamb.
” ‘&* Jeff, -Johnny Barracuda..
mént .on the trumpet’ ‘by. Buddy.
Best ‘received - was: the: selection latter also fingering nice piano and] ray
°:.
EVADA—Jay -Orlando; King Henry.
}-- BASIN ST. EAST—Peggy Lee.
Childers), ‘and of course, “No, Biz ‘he would obviously .pick. for his: responsible for. group’s .generally
Nie “FRONTIER -—. “Life™ Begins a
‘BLAC KJACK --— T.. ‘Cy - Jones, Jonany-| maniers, *-Pommy Moe. Raft, Carrie .
Like Show Biz.”
last: song, “If Ever” from “‘Came- solid ‘arrangements. Most-.of--their | Fooster. Orc. » Mae Barnes. ;
~T nell, ~ Stunning ~ . Smith, --Baby:. Bubbles,
An -effective.. gimmick. is” ‘used lot.” ‘But a close .runnerup: was. a. stuff is. straight. and. easy. sotind-. | . BLUE. ANGEL — Vaughn Meader,” Care- - Maureen: ‘Diaz, Frank -Sorrello, “Murray Hester,:-Cal Bo
-E. Briscoe,'.. Jacek ‘Mann, ‘Dick.: .Rice Ore..
during her medley,: when a -mon- catchy and: clever‘original,. ““Con-. ing, ‘although °‘musiclanship .shows {:lyn..
BON SOIR
Barbra “Streisand, “Sammy
‘Bob - Crosby‘s: - Bobeats,. Clara 1
tage’ backdrop repping: marquees. ceritrate on.One Thing at ‘a Time;”. ‘in ‘unique combinations, like “Lim- ‘Shore; ‘(Nat Wright, Three Flames.
.
“The . Ward Singers. o
Con ‘Astone . Ore..»
from her famous shows. light in-. ‘eoncerning a playboy . attempting “erick Waltz” which they. do-in-mix-| , CAMELOT
‘RIVIERA. — “Diana Doras. -Vagabonds, -~ - .
Cookies
~~
\ture of .4/4:and 3/4'time’ as -an- in- |. ‘CHARDAS :‘a Lily. “France, Jacqueline. ‘Damita Jo, Morty. Storm.-Lounge: Billy
dividually ‘while .‘she’ is:‘Singing a to. get. down to business. OF
Williams ‘Revue,. Deedy & Bill.
:
Elemer . Horvath
Qre
number from that. ‘particular. musiSAHARA
— Judy. Garland, Alan .King;'.
A “West. Side Stery” medley: was |.strumental:, Joan..comes. on nicely}; Rew;HATEAU:MADRID=-Roberto | Telésias: Kitty Kallen; Moro-Landis: Dancers, Louis —
|.cal comedy. Hugo. Granata does a|{ richly orchestrated and ‘played: ex-. ‘with. “Heart in-S: FP.” “Bin Bailey,”
“Co. Pupi Campo Orc., Carbia..Orc
‘| Basil Ore.
Lounge: Don: ‘Rickles, Char-.
|
splendid job with the lighting.
‘ cellently by. the Bob -Cross- “Orch:, {while ‘Tony. does. handsome presen-:| ‘ COPACABANA—Nat -King -Cole,: ‘Garg acters, - .George Rock..”
Special credit should go. to. Russ under Jerry: Bresler’s baton: ‘The ‘| tation of the soliloquy “Joey,” with Morton, :| Joseph’. Mele 'Orc., ‘Frank .M arth: | - SAN IDS—Steve ‘Lawrence, ‘Bydie Gorme,s, “Harry .Nofal,- Copa. Girls,
.. Ane.
"Black's. orch. (20) for. the’ superb. full. orchestra -is'
EMBERS—Dorothy Donegan ‘TriosAryel: tonio Morelli Orc. . ‘Lounge: Dave cane
‘used. throughout own guitar backing, and: “Georgia”
4 with.: fine-.instrumental. -arrange- Sh
ton, | Danny .Costello, © Morry: King, Ernie. *:
backing, ‘and. to ‘the: pilots: of .the
|
, -act, -except for ‘
peaWAllAN
ROOM — Angela. :‘Mart, 1Te wart.
:
twin ‘pianos—-Morty. Jacobs .and Leaves,”.- which -‘Goulet sings. in ments.
Keolu . Beamer, «.Qai
i:
SHOWBOAT | —. Abby Neal; Nock-A> :
. Bouts,. Curly .Isabell.
Marty Harris—who. are: onstage at French’ with only. .a:piano.: He has |: Group. hits:‘big: closer with show- ‘Hulabetles.
. HOTEL. "AMERICANA: _ . Tony Martin, |: ‘SILVER
SLIPPER
Hank
Henry,
all times. with. the: star.
me
special” lyrics’ which: are witty for. tune: medley, but one caught .(from | Lester..‘Lanin.
.'| Sparky -Kaye,. Bobby. Gark ‘Cindy Em-.
A handsome dance team,. new’ to. both. “Hooray..for Love” and “You ‘Oklahoma”) . -was too ‘highly ar-|- HOTEL ASTOR—Dick Harding,"Debbie! ‘be r, Danny Jacobs,, Red Marshall; Dolores... :
ey, Eddi
Lane Orc.
Frazzini; Marge
‘Elizarde, “Slipperettes,” °:
| ranged:. and: pushed ..for: ‘comedy:: Kell
Vegas; Inga.&. Rolf,. open ‘the bill,, ‘Can’t Love. "Em -°AL”
_
: HOTEL. NEW - YORKER +— Vern. Lee,. Geo.. Redman Orc.
Lounge:
s. Teas
«:
and are graceful as they. present | ‘Among older songs. ‘worked into.| Pipers are: not: comics and ‘come off. Milt Saunders
garden.-Orc., Ja¢k Prince, Johnny LaMont. :
‘HOTELPLAZA —- Georgia Gibbs, Emil | eeTARDUST
.“Lido de Paris,” Eddie
“dance souvenirs” from various na-. the-act.as “Night- and -Day,’” “Bowl. with. clas’ .-.when -they ‘stick -to} Coleman.
Orc., Continentals
Ore. Lounge: Roberta Sherwood
tions.. This.. show. in-: until. Juliet | ‘of. Cherries,”* “Tt Get* By” and: straight. musicianship.
‘PLAZA-9. ROOM — JuliusMonk, Ceil: ‘O’Neal
Be
pormard
J
‘Bros.2 De. Castro” Sisters, :‘Mie

~CabaretBis

Ore
Cc.

Prowse

N ov. 22.

and

JOCELYNE
Songs

‘20° Mins: —
ABC;. Paris

Group. - ‘includes... Tom’ Rudéski, -Cabot,. Jack Fletcher; Gerry Matthews: Rex. Robbins, Mary Louise Wilson, - “Wile
| .sax;: Tom Ratzin, -bass, .who--com- . idm
Roy;. Robert Colsto
His opener is an original, ‘wake: plete singers, with Joe Fazzi ‘back- | “HOTEL
ST. REG is —. ‘Peter. Dachin,:

Myron. ‘Cohen: “open” “World .on a.String.”

Duke:

JOCYA..

|

.

;Up.” :Hee kept the big crowd. awake;,fAng. on drums: throughout,
. quiet. and fascinated,

Carp. .

-Jocelyne Jocya ‘is.a‘+ statuesque Songs, ‘Comedy.
_ blonde who knows how to’ step. up’ 46. Minutes

"

. Nancy tanninng.

° HOTEL

“Dale. |

ng
Specialsizei
s
;
t
i
n
U
a

| THREE

nn “THUNDERBIRD— “Flower

“e

:
aJ

ROR SEVELT-Jan’ ‘Garber. ‘Ore. 7

6 HOTEL. SAVOY | HILTON—Ted
. Hartley.
EC.5

:

“Berman,

Greta

Keller,

Milt -Shaw Ore.
" INTERNATIONAL

,

: TROPICANA—“Folies. Bergere of. "62," °
| Straeter _Billy Maxted: Jazz Band, Al De Pauls.

HOTEL WALDORE-ASTORIA ~—Shelley
-

Drum “Song,”

ack ‘Soo,o- Arlene’ Fontana,7 ‘Garwood Van.

J

ore, - Lounge: .Frances Faye, - Jack Ross,
Rene Touzet,’ Donnie’ Brooks.

‘|: Lounge: Mary Kaye Trio, Denis & Rogers...

Al: De:
De Paulis -‘Four, Du..Bonnet Three:

: Emile: Pette.. Ores,

.

RENO-TAHOE. .

2

—Minsky’s Follies,” RORYSTAL 8
Bay (Tahoe) - — “Novelites,
‘|Benson .& ‘Mann; ‘Max &. Cherie, :Marion ° “Ronn!
- Trio.
| Mater, - Tina” Marshall,
Maybin. Hewes; | HAROLDS- Vivienne dela Chiesa, Half

An B’way. Legituner i.

has“a’ big voice’ Le ‘Hibou; ‘Ottawa |
Miké. ‘Durso Orc:
Brothers, Don: Conn Orc.:
wi let
LATIN ‘QUARTER--Carsonys, Francois
‘Bring together three: ‘capable perthat can do wel. by’ her. torch or:
HRARRAH’S “(Reno)—King©:‘Sisters, Jim"
Szony: &:-Claire, Gino Donati, Barbara. -‘my Wakely, Braman & Leonard, Sherwood
dramatic. songs as. well as leaven-'} formers with ‘solidly scripted. ma-|Heller, Jo. Lombardi :‘Ore. » Irving” Fields
fe and Dorné,. Playboys, Red: Coty...
ing ‘light. ditties. Only drawback | terial ‘and you: can't ‘easily: miss. |.: HARRAH’S :(Tahoe) -— George. Gobel
LeRT. BANK—Nikki Price, .‘David. “Me:‘| Vouis
- Minneapolis, ‘Oct. '30:.
Armstro
FOng,, lecrze -Carl, -Ashton
is a metallic quality which: some- That’s what has happened. with. the| —
, Larry.G
Girls,
Leighton... Noble ..Orc.. ‘Lounges: .times: jars.. But when. she. has the trio logically ‘and. :simply... titled}: Supper -¢ lub - entertairiment' ‘pro
LITTLE CLUB — Chauncey: Grey; Tito
James, Nick Lucas, Partners, ‘Top ae
Puente
Ore:
right song ‘she sings true. with. a- “Three:’ It’s one of the. slickést ‘vided -by ‘mixed: singing “groups.
Notchers, Cut Ups. Personalities:
LIVING. ROOM—Gene: ‘MeDaniels, Kathy:
“MOLID AY —Leo..- ‘Diamond,. Coronados; a
“good insight hito the material. She acts to play’ Le*Hibou and would presenting portions: of.. Broadway. B
Stevens; _ Charlles
aD. a FIETH AVENUE
Harikinson « Gould: and. Satin..S
oks to be on the way to. emierg- |be clicko' in any-room. - -:
‘musical hits ‘has ‘become so’ popu- | De.
Maio,.- Bill Elliott, Ann Benson.
_
.MAPE s..— Novelites, .“"Yacoubian. . Come.
ing. a fine song staple here.:
Donn. Francks,. one of Canada’:'S. lar and profitable here that.a third:
ROUNDTABLE: — ”Steve “Alaimo, -Davy pany, : Joe Karne
.
The personal projection and: in-] ablest- ‘performers, chants, thesps Spot is adopting it. The Edgewater’ | Jones, ‘Orchids.
NEW. CHINA. CLUB_—Robbie. Robinson. —
AHBRRA..— “The Happy" ‘Land,” Leo. Revue; ‘Eagle. Eye - Shields. Trio.
ov
dividuality. still does: not démote and does" comedy with equal ex- Inn. has: supplemented. guest: danc- Fuld,
‘Louis: Bannett
.
-RIVERSIDE: — Martha . Raye. : Lounge :
true star quality, but she may even. pertese; guitarist” Lenny “Breau ing: to. Don. MeGrane’s ‘orchestra | “SQUARE. _EAST— *Seeond:- City,” Alan ‘Frank
Fanelli :with. Ree |Brunell, Hank
Yreach. this stage after some more works. magic’ with his instrument | music. with. a singing ‘and: terpsi-" Arkin; :Zohra Lampero,. Andrew. ‘Duncan,: Penny, : Buddy . LaPata.
Trocbnick, ‘Anthony Holland
- SPARKS . NUGGET — “Davis: &
roadwork and: a more personalized |-both in.solo and. with -the: trio: ‘Chorean. octet: offering © excerpts 1 Eugene.
“TOWN & COUNTRY-—Ritz Bros:, June ‘Winged
‘Victory. Chorus, - Dick. Weston,:’
‘Lomahs,. Ned ‘Harvey’ ‘Ore, Rod. Moro-Landis
songalog. As is, she is more: than|bassist Eon: Henstridge. is.par with: from. Broadway: shows. *
Singers and ‘Dancers, Foster.
‘toa -mike. She

- Hypoing Mpls. Cafe Biz(ee

T.

‘promising

SW

:
t,

Cr

Edwards Ore.
in the lacklustre new the. others in ability.
TRUDE |MELLER'S: — ‘Ray “Milan. &. a WAGON: WHEEL | (Tahoe) — ‘Pavillone-:
“In. this area such entertainment
songstress crop ‘hese
|
of Iate. Yank|’ “They race. comfortably - through -pulls. Glass: patronage.’ It’s..in its. ‘Quarternot
; Gaylo rds,
Magic-:. Violins -of*: Mexico. |.
UPSTAIRS: a. DOWNSTAIRS —. Danny : . Theatre. Bar: Frank: .Moore Four, :Roy intimers: seem indicated... She is:|a-string of satirical .items,: splice 18th: consecutive. year ‘at’ Bennie.
Caroll, Jane. Connell, Sudie -Bond,- yra'| Awbrey, Bobby Page;- International ‘IV;
on. Vogue disks." |
' Mosk.
Jin. Socko. ‘solo: ‘and ° serious ‘bits’. to ‘Berger’s ‘tony- -Schiek’s restaurant- . DeGroot, ‘Cy Young, Hal. Buckley,- ‘Arthur De Fuentes -Bros. Top:
—.°
of .-the- Wheel.
Siegel, ‘Larry Holofcener, Bill McCutch- Prin ce Kawohi and Islanders,
Ron Rose.
[big — initting.:; There’s ‘a: spoof .on “supper elub: here and in its: fourth eon;
‘Patty.’ Regan
“fe
gan, ‘June ‘Squibb. :
VIENNESE
LANTERN-Fernanda
Mon|
}
CBC.
recital
shows,
music
hall
at the nearby Shakopee, Minn... St.”
‘ENRICO. MACIAS™
‘MIAMI-MIAM)
‘BEACH:
,
est Schoen Orc
ynn Star
‘| turns Bet ‘a going over, cowboy ‘&: Paul. House: Both draw big: patron- ‘telVILLAGE
AMERICANA: — “Jack Young, -George
Songs:
BARN
lo ‘tte Kay, Ber- |:
:‘Arnold's
“Artists * ‘and —.Models.- On: Ice.”
western groups are. ‘kidded.. ‘On the ‘age-and are rated:.as -exceedingly:}: ‘ries, vat. Pinas, Tex Fletcher,” Lou .| George DeWitt;
25 Mins. ;
Jinx Clark; Phil Richards: .
Harold
Or
‘serious side, Breau gives an im- ‘prosperous. : “Each “has sextets—j|
ABC, Paris
anagan,* Wilton Clary,
VILLAGE ‘GATE—Chris Connor. Ronnie: :
Enrico Macias is from: Algeria. pressive handling ™ of a flamenco: three gals. and’ ‘an equal number. of ‘Bell ‘Trio, ‘Woody . -All
Lonnie Deone-"}-""
ers’ “S$candeles.
:
°
“of. ‘an. ‘octet, ‘and -|gan ‘--Ore.
and has. eaught on with the. big ‘solo and the three provide a weird: ‘men+instead
:
Pepe’: Miller, *..
”
VILLAGE
VANGUARD
_ Makin -alk
Ralph Young, ‘George. Dorlis, Roger ‘Stefe.
expatriated ‘population: from: there. but exciting. arrangement of “Black- their : performances :. are . confined Clancy. Bros,
J
ani
Ballet,
Jacques
‘Donnet
Orc.,
Liane’ (16)... :,
This: dark, personable young. sing- bird.” ..Throughout, the ‘stint: “Is. almost: entirely. to: singing.
CASTAWAYS—Preacner -Hoilo a. verry:
CHICAGO
er-cleffer displays a. dash, voice. structurally solid and designed for |. Vocal -gioups’’ “casts. are largely | BLUE “ANGEL—= “Calypso - Latitia.””- Ja- Geraldi.
&Lesley,
|
Ralph..Font: ‘Ore... Cand
Gera
rtez, Jimmy. Roma, : Bill Bernardi.
and delivery ‘that may have him the: -utmost. impact, While. -the locally ---recruited and’ the. pro- maica - ‘Slim;: Lord. Banjo,-Jimmy: Lara,
-DEAUVILLE. — Barry ‘Ashton’s. “Vive
Mills;...Angela. Reneé... “Gloria
fitting easily ‘into: the. ‘singing pic-.| stanza moves. more freely in .acof- ‘ducers-directors ‘are .hometowners. Marion
| Les. Girls,” Arnauts, Paris -& Claire: MarDrew, Selma ‘Smith, - ‘Tino Perez. Orc.
ture here with locals. as well ‘as. feeroom such as: Le :-Hibou;, with. ‘Small orchestras playing the.shows |. CONRAD HILTON— “Girls, Girls, Girls,“ .| tha King, . Vespia-Bros. ‘Line,. Les Rhode. _
i
‘Del: Ray, Bobby. Clark,. Manuel. Del Toro.. Ore., Met Greene
nostalgic. Alverians..
minor refinements it could ‘be. nice Lkeep down-the ‘nut-although ‘the .Gabriele
DIPLOMAT -— Van- Smith Ore... Eddie
: Welders,. :-Dennis: -& Darlene,
Accompanyi ‘ing himself on-a gui- for: Miteries” and Aelevision. ;
| one at. Edgéwater‘Inn is larger and: Boulevar-Dears. ont: “Boulevar-Dons Bs. Chaven. Orc., . George. “Foster. EDEN ROC—Devlin '& Premiers, Luis
a
tar, he has some bright sugary;
‘also ‘furnishes’ music for’: -dancing.. } Jimmy -‘Palmer
.
DEL. PRADO oret—tuts. of . Broad- warona Ore.;” ‘Monroe © case Orc., .
numbérs on love, with -more heavy- |
o “nother modest . expense item for: “)way,”*
Freeman. Ore
Toni Steele” Twisters.“Bonnie West, .Susan: -Cable,, ‘Young’s tie:
|-these
weight laments for his. old: Iand.
shows, is - costuning—it’sg°| Hilton, “Blanche. Schulz, Charles" -Abbate,: “FONTAINEBLEAU—Jack
Kenny. Adams,- ‘Dale ‘Van,. Bobby. Wolf, . ternational: Follies, Marsh -&-Adams, The: .tented.
But fine ‘phrasing, ~ Tausical.- -know- SUE ROBERTS.
‘| Rivieras (Two),: Napoleon Reéd, Line. (6),: ‘Scott. Pearso
..
how, ‘and’ an. ingratiating _person-. Songs
\:- While -income. Soars, the. ‘total. Blade, Ore:
E HOTEL—Myron Coken,- Stinmy Len. Dawson "'Ore;,. ‘Larry . Boyd ~ Trios.
Chero’s ‘Del Prado ‘Orc., Frank Natale:
| |
ality, voice ‘and: prejection, com-- 25 Mins.
nut. for. the ‘singing .shows-.is,. of
aon
EDGEWATER BEACH -—_ “Strawhat Re-- ‘Trio, . Ziggy.. Lane, '.Leonardo’s |
bine to ‘make him ‘a. promising White: House, Minneapolis
.|course, considerably:less than that’ vue,”
. Lucho- Navarro, Henri- Noel, .Cheri - Twisters, Buddy. Boyer Trio, ells & Four:
newcomer.
Pretty ‘Sue Roberts -could. ‘wow |of most. other local niteries with: Ann Schear;,: Bob. Carey, -Audre -Deckman.,. ‘Fay.
‘PLAYBOY—Dick Bavilland, Enid
*
Lacek,: Jimmy: Dybas, . -Eileen.
He still appears too sentimental | male tableésitters just standing: in a} floor. shows, .especially the. Hotel. Beverly
Sarafis, .
Giordano, - - Davine Miro- gler & Alfonso, Beverly. Wright; .Sir nen
for big foreign chances but could ‘spotlight and snapping her fingers. |Radisson: -Minnesota Terrace -and. allt.Are opRussell, Don Davis. :Orc.
, Frankie Rand. .
gy: P
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“Stanza: also '‘Jn. ‘gives’ strong support’ to Miss: Cav:tis” and a.fine’ routine ‘on Greék. myth- ‘scene’. to accompaniment’ of ‘‘The
ful
orchestra:
“no. minimum:
cludes medley of fast-beat “stand-.’ “sophisticated | ‘warbling, . :plus' .:‘ine :-ology.” utilizing © * tongue-iw isting. Boy Next Doo” ard a fancy: “If 1.
“Since ‘fhitiating ‘entertainment in ards .plus. clicko ‘use. of title sug ‘dance -SESSICHS.” Ancide ntzlly- ike. . names for big. laughs. Between: the. Lov ed You.”
Clintuxing” Wiel ;oct. Norton. asks
the new International: Room at*his ’Rested ‘by. tablesittex s..
- orch “was «too-.Joud- opéning nicht, iensthy. ‘segments he ‘inserts -sur: China’ Club, -ewner Bill Fong has _ Russ’ Thomas house. ‘Band backs. but. ‘this’. obviously : will’:be setae , busing ly « good: vocal. eiforis." a2: ‘the ‘eustoner $ ie: ivquests. and
“Rill, Baey”. ‘parody: titled’ “Bill: Funs thicugh a Yhap cuy of|rhythin.
; experimented, with various types of. “the: ‘show - arid ‘plays. for dancing. . rected.
J aets to. determiné’ iwhich “best. fits: Between ‘shows, © ‘Cedric: ‘Phillips : ‘Miss -Cavell: former ‘slodeetyiss™ Pid: wit. cand. a: rousing loser, ‘that. juecludes - swine, qex trot, cha-and
the
: = this’ intimery.. For.the. current: ‘ses-" chants and ‘88sin the. Blue. ‘Lounge.’ : for Henny’ Younpmnaiy and: the. he wef Aprik, Showers. * He exits after: a “4 ha. ; Lat in-ASnic? jan
RieStay.bios. sion ‘he.
e apparently hasa winner,
Bark.. ohTwist.
"Gorm. - ‘Fdefunet, Martin & Lewis, As: Mak, psohd 30‘ininutes. .=
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Shows on Broadway.
| ‘Beyond the Fringe -

Tchin-Tehin
. David. Merrick. presentation -of Warner
LeRoy. production of. comedy- drama : in

‘two. acts (IL scenes), by Sidney Michaels,
based. or a play by Francois Bili¢taoux. |

Dance Reviews

lis. ‘the. Blonde, -ereweut, “mpediume r
height: one with the: horn-timmed :
“glasses; -‘Peter-: Cook: ‘43 tall, ‘with
“not
- closely-frimmed;: : * straight, “|

|i]

‘| brown. hair arid a: special. gift. for. |
Alexander H: Cohen, ‘by- arrangement. ‘vocal arid. facial mimicry; Jonathan
with William Donaldson & Donald Albery, .
presentation © of revue in. two acts: .(23°}. Miller. is also ‘tall, with -blondish; |."
sketchés and numbers), and featuring Alan . curly -hair .and-.a talent: for® odd- x

* Bamboche

|

| first:act finale. "Conversely, her’ ,

Miller, ° _ character: impersonation, ‘and: ‘Dud-. --Stephen Papich ‘Wwith: .. Dorothy Gray ‘‘Barrelhouse”.. shimmy: “was. great:
Bennett, “Peter: ‘Cook,- Jonathan
Peter. Glenville; : settings and
cos-— Dudley.. Moore. Staged. by . Alexander. ‘H.
lighting.
Will -Steven - Armstrong;
and. ‘Ludwig Gerber). ‘presentation... - Stars. dancing and’ tniming..
Lee.
Cohen; original London’ ‘staging;. Eleanor “ley.. Moore. is *short, with’ a. dry. Katherine
tumes; Theonit
V. Aldredge. Stars’ An- |
-Du
°. ' ‘Features
Vanoye 7
.
;
vee,
Fazan; setting, -John Wyckham; lighting, ‘Style of comedy, and. he:plays the. Aikens,.-Robert -Guillaame, - Lucille .Ellis, |
thony. Quinn, Margaret Leighton. Opened.
Ralph
Alswangi..production.
associates, | ‘piano...
‘Oct: 25.. "t2.. at -the Plvmouth Theatre,
|.Urai Wilson, Dorothy Speights, . Ricardo|
Amerriean: Dance: Con:
'N.Y.:
630 top weeknights, ‘$7.50 Friday “Andre Goulston. Gabriel - Katzka. Opened
“Avalos;- Bessie . Griffin, Staged by star; [ ,
from ‘settings, ‘costumes by «John Pratt;.. con-:
The|“only. muisic,. aside
‘Oct. 27. 62, at the John - Golden Theatre,
and Saturday nights.
- (SHEL SOURNE, DUBLIN.
Pamela
Peéw-Pickett
Margaret Leighton ‘N-Y.5 37,50 top.
Moore’ s. spoof of:that River’ “Quai” ‘ductor, Leslie: Harnley. ‘Opening Oct: 22,.|:
‘Anthony Quinn
|.
Caesario Grimaldi ....
Ay
Dublin, Oct:'8.
162, at.54th. St. ‘Theatre; :
N:.¥3 "$7. 50 top. ;

J
Oe
i

Staged .by

{song and a couple of. ‘brief ‘accom-.
‘Ribert Pickett
«sneeees Charles Grodin
This ‘young. New... ‘York’: dance
One of the funniest ‘sketches ‘to |_paniments,: is recorded,.“mostly |.
Various Others weeeeeeeee- dean -Barker, |Sandy Baron |}convulse a. Broadway audience .in ‘anthems, ¢tc. The only gesture. to--|- _ Returning: to..
“Broadway. afterval company ‘made its ‘European: debut,
-Mmany.~ years is the -‘Shakespeare ward costuming. is ‘the goofy ‘prop:|.seven. year. hiatus,’ Katherine ‘Dun-. here before moving to Cambridge, :.A baffling combination of funny travesty Just :‘before. the ‘finale of:|:“hats used-in the. Shakespeare.: ‘bit. ham, *the ;girl- -antropologist’ from: England, ‘anda six-week’. Conti-—
and sad, coarse afd. delicate, harsh |: “Beyond «the
Fringe,” which | -The only. scenery is a simple’: ar-|Joliet; Tilinois, has. brought .a -big,|‘nental tour. Its ‘imaginative -work,
and. tender. and eloquent. and | opened last’ Saturday night {27) at. rangement: of platforms. The. only frequently. exciting. dance ‘and song except: for. “Diamond “Backs” which: . obscure,
*‘Tchin-Tchin, *
which .the John Golden Theatre. The ‘rest.|asset of: the show is ‘that.it’s.amus- |:‘show. ‘Title meaiis-in ‘Haitian Cre-|suggested some ‘of: the danee- idi-.
opened last ‘Thursday night. (25) at of ‘the show isn’t .that’ good; ‘ of.);
| ole ‘ta get-together. to have a: good: oms of: “West: Side Story,” is une’
and. enjoyable:
the Plymouth Fheatre, is a ‘pres- | course, hut it’s generally ‘stimulat-.|" Specifically. “Beyond the Fringe” |time.” “‘Bamboche”’: actually roams. familiar to Irish’ ‘audiences. anid -*.
tige item that’s likely. to have a -ing and extraordinarily entertain- | ‘should run. indefinitely on. Broad-.. ‘from ~ Morocco. down *th:r
ow gh} that,. with’ ‘unusual “venue, problimited public. It is beautiful pro-' ing,
| Way and then,. depending - on:. how"|.‘West: Africa; across:-to Haiti, ‘Brazil, | ably °‘accounted: for:Poor -‘attend:
superbly acted by An- , Since. this - -Alexander #H Cohen: long: ‘these -four. ‘performers ‘care: ‘then. up. from Florida: to the river-:}:
duction,
ance, -:.thony Quinn and Margaret. Leigh-‘| presentation, ‘in’ :partnership. with ‘to: stay:with it, should .bé ‘a strong. ‘boat “era, the .cakewalk: period and:
ton, and expertly. ‘Staged: by Peter: London producers William: Donald- ‘bet for the road, fat least for the. Kansas ‘City ofthe ’20s.: This is an|: Dances: range- “from. “portrait of
va:' Summer: Sunday,” an ‘amusing:
Glenville.
| son’ and Donald. Albery, had: not|:major. cities. It’s: a. questionable. olla podrida ‘not only of: places and. .impression: of ¥omance in a ‘town
“Tchin-Tchin,” to begin with only recouped: but repaid :its in-. bet for pictures,- but: is: a- natural’ ‘periods, but ‘also: of the ethnic: au-:| -in-the: South on: the Fourth of. July,
first things, is a’ Chinese expres-. ‘vestment .before reaching Broad-.|: -for. television: spots, cabaret. appear- . thentico, the ;: balletistic ¢ and the|:‘tothe fantasy. of..““Haunted Mosion meaning hello and goodbye.
way, it’s ‘already .a financial hit.’ -anees and, of. course,’ ‘for: record cafe: ‘floor. show, :‘with. ‘a touch .of.| ments”. with’: daneers interpreting woe
the. gospel: tent. :
The original French play by Fran- | It’s. also a cinch: for ‘criticak and. ‘album: sales...
| Hobe..
|-familiar. sounds’: into dance: forms.
cois Billetdoux, adapted by Sid-| popular’ success, and should earn Miss .. Dunham: and her’ ‘troupe | “Always Pierrot”. isa: play: within:
ney Michaels, was..a -eritical “and a substantial. profit. for..everyone’
, were: welcomed .“with . open ‘arms, | a. play” about’ a “ballet: company,
moderate commercial, success in’ concerned. It could turn. out.to be:
--"beaten’ palms’. and indiscriminate:}.
“a rather: difficult © -choice:. with.
“of.-Sidney:
‘drama. |enthusiasm:
London. Warner LeRoy -acquired an even. bigger click here’ than’ae - Sidney: Kingsley presentation:"by
Taken -for .what it
: in two -acts -(three scenes),.

‘Night Lite.

the American

locale

rights and had the | originally: in. London..

changed from Paris. to. New

York, although the sorrowful chars.

acters

are

still

a prim

|.

Not

everyone: may be .entranced

by this very British. revue: with its

English. ‘cast of-only four. serious; cerebral

which ‘to open a.Program: to: a

claims: to. ‘be: a. dancing, ‘singing |'
revue, -it. has: plenty of ‘fire; - stir foreign audience. .
“Alice |Gibson: associate|: produéer, -- M.
ring ‘peaks: and much: pleasure. for ~, “Diamond. Backs” has:7 fobuste.
Kirshner; production manager, José Vega.
Features. Neville:.-Brand,. Carol Lawrence;
eye and ear.: But in‘'‘a day: when ness. ‘and | spirited. Style “as.a: ‘darice
drama: of ‘New ‘York's: East™ ‘Side.
Walter. Abel, Carmen. Mathews, Salome: audiences ‘have. been’ fed-genuine
Jens, Jack -Kelly, Murray Roman, Bobby-:
The company’. of -eight ‘has: ‘plenty .
-Short:- Also ‘Beergmann, Robert Dryden, . folk. entertainment from -the world.
.Kingsley. Staged by the. -author;:- setting
and lighting, - Albert - Johnson; - costumes,

lady and an uninhibited. Italian | young men in casual: street clothes, .
man.
[not ‘even ‘a suggestion of chorus.
The play is essentially a ‘tragic girls, regular songs or dances,. or Leonardo'-Cimono, Robert’ Weil. Operied over _and in view- “of Miss. Dunharh’s of -talent:. as ‘dancers. ‘and makes.
Oct: 23,:°62,:at the Brooks Atkinson Thea-:
drama about how the unhappy pair,- even. any smutty. or sexy jokes.. ‘tre,
up” as. anthropological. .Fe-} an attractive :‘group ‘which. -should *:-N.Y: .$6.90: -top weeknights, "$7.50 | build.brought together. by the fact: that “Beyond. the Fringe,”: as the. title|Friday’and® Saturday. ‘nigh ts...
| Searcher,: there are startling segues :; appeal: more. in.Proper: setting,
le
Deeg ke we degec cee: 0 Jack ‘Kelly : from: the-‘real into..the: POP,” as in j*
_ Mac:
their respective mates are having suggests,. may-.be.a -bit.'special in.
“Leonardo' Cimino.
ree ge:
a love affair, seek mutual solace its appeal. But for the sizable pub-.: Frenchy...
the: admixture. of the opening num-’ 7
Waiter -.ace.an ose -Raymond St. Jacqués
in drunkenness and finally, having . lic that--relishes: ‘sharp, subtle: :wit, ; Baron +. c.eee sce sees ce ns : Robert. Dryden. ber,.- “Marrakech!” - ‘This. exciting |:
reached
utter degradation, find: -spécial’ also means rare and DrOvO- || ‘Red |
er wee eats ‘Jock: “Livingston: half-hour: Taises. the hackles with}
escape in fantasy. Even the sad. : cative: ‘and. ‘frequently hilarious.
1. Cr acker _.
eenes tee - Vietor Thorley. | frenetic: ‘drumming and’ . guitera:
;
Cisarette Girl.Sic es ewes ee “Jessica Walter: tootling, virtuoso Berber belly-oscil- =
moments have an ‘element of Iaugh-.
“The advance ‘dope on. the:show | Kiz
lag l i seats acces sede. ‘Neville Brand.
ter, and séveéral- ‘scenes are up- ‘was. that it had. not: been. changed
amazing Guedra;
Chinky tevaes weet
_ James . Greene - lating and ‘an
Never Too Late.
roariously funny..
wccccicaceenecete ‘Walter Abel
dariced. mainly. with hands and. head a
“more than very slightly for ‘Ameri- { LOW
Coil) eine
cee
‘Caimen Mathews
New :Haven, Oct.’ 25, .
A rather special’ audience is -Cah audiences, and’ that. was*-con-. “Jimmy. fla “ateCIT
“bya large Goulimine ‘lady. on her |‘ Elliot. ‘Maitin-Daniel
Bobby: Short:
Hollywood: presen- |
likely to. find “Tchin-Tchin” a fas- | firmed. by -first-nighters -who-had:| Young: ‘Man: ie bv éesceseeee. Mike Baseleon knees, but dilutes. this with obivous ‘tation -of comedy-' ‘three. acts . (five -~
Young
Woman:
seeesseeees.
‘Paula
.
Wayne.
“scenes)
‘by.
Sumner
Arthur
Staged -"cinating. dramatie comedy, “while seen. it in London. ‘The. “British - Gigolo...
routined. cross-overs by the: Ameri- ‘by George .Abbott; setting ‘Long..
ive bes ceees
‘Larry: Farley.
and- lighting.
practical-minded ‘playgoers. “may” references and dccents-:are -re-|'°¥
‘Wéman tae ae ele eveeee” ' Elizabeth. Moore | can‘.company..and a. Dunham.:song ‘William .and. Jean Ecka: rt;.costumes,.Florwe
5
eoctexececesss Murray Roman. ‘and dance: ‘which marks. the ‘Star’ St
erry
shrug it off as hifalutin spinach. tained, and are brilliant: ‘in. the.| Sonny. .
Woman. <.csctesei osebe: ‘Kim Townsend _
Even those who admire it intensely ‘parodies of types ‘and even Tecog- - .-Boy , Je eeBssecance 3;:: eweoe: Joseph Mascolo . entrance and ovation without. rais- ‘Paul
.Maureen O’Sullivan..
: og
wreeevens
-* Alicia Townsend: ing the temperature. .
may have. difficulty explaining ex-- “nizable -public. personages.
ont _Alexander.... Leona a
Farr
ae _€arol Lawrence’
aron,. House .Jaméson. |
_actly what it says, and beyond that,.
Me
Barry Newman
Get. Ba,”ioe at: the. Shubert Thee.
The Shakespeare. ‘sketch,®titled
‘|:
TE
|. Brazilian quadriile. which” fol: | Decned
‘Nick

it means, In general terms, |,
’s the Way You -Like .It,”
it’s about how. lonelinéss and de- |*“So-That
can't fail ‘to: overcome. audiences

. Nom oo See

“what

spair shatter. the lives: of two vul-.

eevee cue

eeee 3 Alan

‘eweccsces ey:nthia~‘McAdams: ‘|

a
finn -

Bo

0.0 aoe

or

ine Salome
.

“StowOutof
Town

‘Bergmann

Robert

Jens Weil

atre, New Haven;:. -$4. 80° top
lowed was -pale and. stylistic. by: Grace.
Kimbro
Leora: Maricle
‘comparison;. Miss Dunham returned | Edith
‘Lambert .... _ Maureen: ‘O’Sullivan:’

for a bland‘‘flirtation and Maria}-Dr
‘Dr. James Kimbrough... ;.:» House: Jameson
ons
aa eeeves
:Cal- ‘Bostic:
‘|-who’ve ‘suppressed. Snickers at. all”! Boy: oe éé6é st
Harry ‘Lambert... .1....--%.5-%. .Paul Fora
| those’ wide-flung capes,. brandished’ : Harry
feewess
7 Orson : Bean
vel aes
‘Harrison Dowd. -Costoso and: Joan Seabrook, as two. Charlie
There is obviously. significance -broadswords, ranting rhetoric and-|' Harry: ‘Ginfevelesbeewastes Marilyn Hanold {Andean “Indians
performed..:an “Kate
co. ete ce cee ete ie: -Fran Sharon .
Foley. :-..cesee- “Wallace Engelhardt.”
in the fact that the woman’s some- enthusiastically |_athletic - death.
amusing.: number: with Carlton ‘Mr.
Mayor ‘Crane seseees ++ s-Jobn : Alexander
what babied grown: son, an in-- throes. in. performances
of the Phe. ‘good -guys:"and the bad Johnson.’ - Good.-miming: ‘by.- the. Policeman ‘-Se eeeess eee et eesFred. Burrell _
grate and a conniver,. has an affair | Squire: of -Avon’s _indestructable|.guys get | ‘a strenuous. workout. in deadpan. ofthe two girls;
. “|
with his mother’s -successor, his: verse, Moreover, practically. noth-. “Night: Lifé,’’: which’ opened --last:
Closing the-‘first *of: the. three |: : “Never. ‘Poo Late” hasthe’ ear=.
father’s: second: wife and there-. ing. else escapes. the scathing, if: “Tuesday night. (23) at the Brooks acts. was: a. Haitian Suite in. which | marks ‘of ‘living. up :to. its. strawhat.
fore
his own
stepmother. And good-humored,
ridicule .of these|Atkinson ‘Theatre; This riéw play. ‘Miss. Dunham sang and. danced. ‘the promise. As - competently staged.
‘there: must be: potent meaning ‘in. ‘innocent-locking
but. ‘trrevelent: ‘is’. vintage. ‘Sidney. Kinksley—niot. show's title |number, : which she} “by Gene Lasko at Westport, ‘Conn.,
‘the final incident, in which’ the Englishmen. a
the-best’ ‘Sidney Kingsley, but a- also. wrote.*- The.net result seemed. ‘last .summer,. it’ was’: highly. amuse..
derelict pair rob her son, whom | It would be. easy to assuinie that; somewhat overripé development‘ of. to point:-that- Miss-Dunham should. ing.. As: embellished: by © George.
‘they find. drunk and. beaten. unthey’ re primarily: ‘ribbing the -Eng-|his ‘hit melodrama ‘Style... of ‘the. leave. composition. and: lyric writ- Abbott, this. ‘Broadway-bound ‘vers.
eonscious on the street, .The endand. 40s..:
‘sion is a howl. -It should. provide...
-ing:to others. —.
lish, except that it’s so evident that|“1930s
ing, incidentally, seems vague. and_. the real target is not any particu-.|., AS the. ‘author ‘has.‘been ‘at:“pains
‘a: first-rate. cast. for ~
The’ middle: act was devoted’ to ‘jobs. :for: :
unsatisfying:.
‘to
point
out.in
several
recent
interlar.nation-or group, but the whole
“The: :Diamond: -Thief,” diverting.| ‘months; can‘ “make. hilarious films.
Whatever
‘it. means,
“Tehin‘views,
“Night
Life’
is
intendéd’as.
‘fallible, foolish human.race: .Perone-acter: ‘in ‘seven. scenes. ‘with. mu-: fare, -and: will probably: be. dished
Tehin” has a wistful, brooding and.
haps.:the most’ ‘penetrating. barbs a sort‘of. parable. of: our times, the ‘sic.‘by: Richard Markowitz and -ly-. ‘Up. eventually -in’ stock:*
touching
quality, ‘seasoned. with :
product
.of
10.-years’
of
‘discussing
‘The-.:yarn . involves” re erusty,.
“are for English people and institu-.
{ rics. (not in--£nglish). by Le Clerc.
occasional riotous comedy: Under.
‘tions and: manners. But" if what: and. pondering. the eternal and the. ‘Ricardo. ‘Avalos. danced and mimed. thrift-conscious, middleaged. lum-.
‘Glenville’s sensitive, firm direcnew’.
‘problems
-of.
the.
world.
As:
Americans may. like to think of: as|tion, Quinn gives an artfully: vigor-_ ‘British pomposity: is amiably.- pil- such, is . seems. pretenitious:. arid: the. ‘title ‘role: Some fine’ frenzy- ‘berdealer who. is. about to’ become‘free. hoofing here but the. ‘star’s ‘a’ father—again, Complications: inous performance
that somehow
‘Joried, American: ’pretentions. are. ‘overblown. As mere theatrical :en-* ““Lady.in Bold”. :performance .was| -volving a junior’ ‘couple living -with..
suggests. a blend of. exhuberance
-tértainment it: is windy and. ‘tire—
; anti-climactic.. .The:. Thief’s dress-. ‘the parents add.:to:the merriment.
and heartbreak. It is probably the: also: deftly. harpoonéd:.
Some,
ra
‘best thing he has yet. done © on |. _The caricature’ of Prime. Min-| -- This: time, the author of “Men. up costume. was straight: out of|. ‘The performance’ by Paul :Ford
Broadway, ‘certainly. superior ta ‘ister Macmillan, though. ‘unmistak-.}- “in White,” “Dead. End” and. “Detec-. Al’ Capp’ .and ‘there ‘was a. brief as the ‘bedazzled. -father-to-be. ‘yates- -

perable. people.”

-Girl

ot ae Seeqsen
sebogetes, "Doris. Chambers.

ago: of- -ably.’ specific, could apply to. any tive. Story” is writing in his famil- breast-baring .as.. one” of. the. girls . among: the. season’s standouts. His‘
‘gestures, timing, :and: ‘géneral. mien.
-office-holding -‘politician who: “may “jar style’ about.a ‘key :club,. a theo- “showered.
“in “Becket.” His. ciarity of speech secretly think’ Of himself .as a.| retically private cabaret: operating |
Last-.: ‘stanza’ was” -aevoted:: to: are . ‘noteworthy. . Maureen* O’Sulli- :
has_ ‘markedly improved in the last statesman... The.” rigidly-er ect, after .hours: to: a clientele of chi- American’. Négro - entertainment, . vanis:due for a.friendly recéption ...
' trance-like posture of the four” fea- . | chi. riffraff ‘with ‘too much money. -opening .with a’‘strong: Bessie-:.Grif- in this Broadway.:debut: She. proj-” -:
dozen -years or ‘so.
Miss: Leighton, who. bowled. over tured. ‘writer-performers ‘at the re- ‘and too. little to-do. There’s a piano. fin synco-spiritual, “By -and. By;” ects. considerable ‘warmth in: the.
Broadway last season as the pathet- : corded -playing °of “God: Save. the{|player’ who ‘pounds’ out. oldie :re-‘| then. “Miss ::: “Dunham’s . _strongest.| role of the family. drudge: who ‘enically courageous. spinster. ‘in “The. Queen” is ‘surefire. for: audiences|‘quests and a morbid comedian. with number, a: Fiorida. swamp. shimmy. counters” emancipation «with.‘the. ae
Night of the Iguana,” gives. a:trans-|.who have suffered mutely’ through: ‘a patter: of -humorless. jokes,: and.|.with ‘the. handsome; -eapable ‘Van- news: of ‘her impending maternity...
“cendently. luminous performance in. the ::“unsingable’ “Star ‘Spangled |the flow: of. action is Interrupted. oye Aikens,. plus .a funny: panto. bit| ‘Orson. Bean. completes ‘the. star- ©
‘his much more varied and colorful teBanner.”
frequently .for- capsule -.incidents. by: Joan- ‘Seabrook.:
Following ring trio with “a. ‘good: ‘version. of.
part of the apparently. secure lady
“Equally recognizable and general: involving isolated. groups ‘or. indi-": ‘came -. another: yousing,; genuinely ‘a: harried son-in-law. ‘who: finally.
“who turns out to have always .been™ ‘in. appeal are the ‘satirical. potshots” viduals; with occasional stream-of- -boff ‘scéne, “Flaming “Youth,” with ‘breaks the shackles: Leoria .Maricle.
lost. and is finally overwhelmed \3 sacrosanct royalty;.folk: songs,’ ‘consciousness. -asides.:
‘Charleston, * Black Bottom, ' ‘Mooch, ag a.family: friend, Fran.Sharon:as_
by misfortune, Charles Grodin ‘is- corrupt newspaper . by-liners, sen=
‘The ‘principals include. a bigshot. ‘Fishtale- (or® ‘was it ‘tail*?). and |‘an. over-indulged _daugiter,. cand.:
excellent. as the nasty son, |
' disillusioned Snakehips.- ‘(by- -Clifford. ‘ Fears): J ohn Alexander’ as. the:local.mayor.
‘4 timental war ‘documentari€s, ‘anti- . ‘labor. -racketeer,
Wilk Steven Armstrong ‘has de- ; quated: social- and ‘economi¢ isms, -‘lawyer, the. nightclub: singer . with: mixed with’ enough. story and- hair-|add.‘good support:.
signed .a brilliantly expressive and}t fatuous ‘preacliers; :-doubletalk :tele-. -whom ‘he’s: in. love: but who :hap-: “pulling ‘to. hold. at:together’ as’:ra} William: and.Jean: “Eckart have
his portrayal

two seasons

the king, opposite Laurence Olivier

flexible physical. production, ‘com- ‘vision. panels; civilian defense. offi-bining set pieces, panels and. ‘drops cialdom, academic.” ‘mumbo-jumbo
to représent ‘various New: ‘York and an /immensely funny. .concert
Joeales of: high and low: ‘social parody. -of: that. irisistent:. ‘musical’
status, and Theoni V. .Aldredge ‘theme from, :“The “Bridge. ‘on- ‘the
‘has provided vividly: appropriate |River Quai.”
costumes.
°
No. .particular’ effort’ ‘is made to.

‘pens to: be: engaged
to. the: Jabor: standout..
created a.-handsome ‘living room. ‘boss, ‘a. bi-sexual .film: actress, a,
An’ “almost .‘ningtrel”™” songalog |Costiuming by Florence Klotz runs:
loquacious furniture: ty¢oon ‘and fin’ “one” seemed weak _program- a drab-to-dandy scale. A title song
‘ ex-poet; his discontented ‘wife and
ming and led -into ‘the cakewalk. ‘py ‘Jerry Bock and: Sheldon .Har-a baker’s dozen: or’ soother male
‘nick;: plus incidental music by. John.

finale which had:little of. the verve
‘and female tramps. Without. detail-|
Kandor; lend..a:.melodic ‘tone to.....
ing. the ‘disjointed.plot,. ‘suffice ‘it and electricity -‘of: the’ preceding: the. preceedings..: Abbott's ‘staging.’
“20's”.
smash,
:-In.
the
interests.
.of.
The show,. presented “by David . identify. the four “actors, although: that. there’s: aniple- lurid. incident
-| better| : $certe-building * ‘the : _ two is. smart and. achieves, all:‘possible
Moerpick, is ‘billed as’ Warner Le- |-there are a. coupl¢- of passing men- |.and faney-pantsy, palaver.
fun.. :
toss production. The latter. was }‘tions of the names ‘of .at least ‘two... --AS his’ own producer. and direc: |might’ be. reversed.
a “Never .T00." Late” hag. its ° inProduction.
throughout.
was.
¥
first:
“
inidally the director, but: stepped}|.That. evidently ‘reflects ..the fact.| tor,- Kingsley has... apparently. re=-'}.
-consistencies,
‘but: audiences will
‘class.
“The
costumes
were
.
colorfiil
|
out in favor: of Glenville, after :-that this is a group. project and in tained every ' orie’ of his: own ‘pre=.:
be .too busy.Jaughing to pay. much ae
differ. nces with Quinn: Disregard- most if not all-cases, the four /are|.‘cious words,and he has the -actors:|and °outstanding;. settings: weré. al-: to.
them,’ "
|
. _ Bone.
ing whai may be involved’ person-. 3not primarily performers intent.-on ‘acting for. all they’re worth: :As it ways:unstinting and éye-pleasing.
ally. in that sw teh. ““Tchin«Fehin™. j establishing themselves as: ‘person-‘} ‘happens, . ‘adtors traditionally. Tove - Company: is -at: the 54th-Street. for)Stacks up: firiancia lly aS ‘a-modest ; alities for career. purposes. °
| Juicy .‘dialog and “in: “Night. Life”-| ‘as. mueh of a:run as. show. can draw, Stanley Glikey, who ‘éo-produced: ~
* Fafter':a .six -week preak-in.- -tour. the. Dawson City Festival presentasuccess at best. It ‘Offers. little for
That: may limit’ -the success :Of they |give it:the works.~the road or “stock and: is dubious: :' “Beyond the Fringe” a trifle, since| Neville -Brand is. properly ‘beefy “opening. on the ‘Pacific Coast.. As ‘tion’ of. “Foxy” with. Robert. White““Bani- head; is managing. the Robert. Shaw
fiilny mate: iai.
Hobe:
|-the. “public ‘is “familiar: With and and bellicose as the: labor hoodlum, | straight | ‘entertainment,
TTS
. |apparently prefers. the idea of rec- -Carol.. Lawrence, is: plausible™ and + bouche!””’“rates: high, - with:. only. Chorale tour of Berlin. and Moscow,
Actress Sat ome Jens aiid actor. |ognizable and. even ’ familiar * per-. appealing — as’ the. singer . “with: a: ‘flaw;. strangely ‘and: unfortunately, which the ‘American ‘National The-.
Roh Mer rT
tan: to be mairied } sonalities as. stars. For ‘whatever.|-14-Karat heart.-Walter Abel -is ace . Miss -:- Dunham’s- ‘performance .
‘atre.* &° Academy ":
is:
+-handling” ‘for.
Chri istmas Ww eck.
; cakewalk, “Diamond: Thief, ”. and. ‘the,State2 Dept.
lits worth, however, Alan’ Bennett. Continued on.} page:60).
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eto Wouldn'tDoIt

(1Hostage’“andPlayboy’Road Flops
Reversed Their Clicks Off-B'way

cA Clickin| Melbourne ||

~ Melbourne;. Oct: 30.
“Black “and White. Minstrel i
|. Show,” which. opened Oct. .6 at‘ the 1 7
‘|Tivoli Theatre: here, loomis 4s’a hot |

By JESSE. GROSS |.

55

..-| Aussie

‘What's. good

entry. .Thé revue: which |,

isn’t necessarily

for off-Broadway

good for the
“For: the second time in a perida Award. 12Féllowships
| originated. .in England. as a “BBC-: To
Publish Dialogs By
country. That’s been demonstrated.
of
seasons,.
literary. agent|:
; ."Da
nie‘four:
l: ‘Holly
jut. together : for
TV
series,
was.
wood -4s
‘again. this season by the: quick col-coproducing
|
1'
| its: local outing.. y many ‘of ‘the| - Isherwood and Lawrence lapse..of two touring versions. of
“gq ‘client’s ‘play after urisuccessful|‘Los Angeles; Oct. ‘30.
_
- Minneapolis, Oct. 30:° + individuals: . connected” ‘with the
ysuccessful. off-Broadway: produc-.
‘attempts -to interest. established.|: ae dozen’ ‘Univ. ‘of.“Minnesota five-month-old: production at -the} : Arrangements have been made to: tions. The casualties were “The
producers. in doing. so, In-first of- ‘graduate: . students. © have “been. ‘Victoria -Palace,. London. . ~
publish: the: tandem --novelist-play-. Hostage,” which folded Oct. 13 in
. fering: the--work ‘to other. manage-. -awarded -the: first. ‘foundation. fel-|° George. Inhs,- who ‘devised. and ‘ ‘wright discussion between. Christo-- Cleveland, arid “Playboy of the

“To Minn. ‘Drama Studes.

--:. pients: he’ figures: he’ has: acted in

lowships.. in :theatre. at the. institu Staged the British: offering,. repeat-

pher’ Isherwood and Jerome Law-: .Western

World,”

which

called

it.

the best interests, of both hisclient. tion. The. fellowships: were. estab-. ed the stints for the Aussie version; Fence: at‘ UCLA’s ‘Schoenberg. ‘Hall | quits Jast Saturday (2)-in Toronto.
‘|lished under :the will of the late. which: Tivoli: Circuit <.and “Aztec |last ‘Sunday (28).
‘and. himself. season, a touring producWhether ‘this: situation’ 4s.in hisi‘William: L; “McKnight, of: St. Paul, ‘Services is preseriting by ‘arrange-|- Sponsored. by the. University’ of |tionLastof “Threepenn
y Opera,” which
-best -interests as a producer ‘may. with | the. -intention:of aiding - the ‘mént with: London producer. Robert California, - the. Isherwood-Law- had: a record run of more than
six.
. beanother: mattér.._He made “a.re-’ legitimate .stage by raising .the: ‘Luff. Lhe cast ‘here:includes: ‘Penny - rence presentation. is..one of:three years. off-Broadway, closed after

“ppectable ‘start. in- the .managerial ‘standards’. of «talent: They will be ‘Nichols, Bob Andrews, ‘The: D’An-. in ‘the: series, “Images and. Image:
least. ‘golys, The: Balcombes, ‘The. Pirates, Makers.”? The: duo will compare the.
~.: field’ ‘threé -seasons: dgo*-as- copro-. eontinued annually, °a
.|Eddie: Mendoza, Harry: Curie, Jeff |‘different approach of novelist..and
“"*" ducer. of © “The - Andersonville . ‘through: 1964.:
"| dramatist, speaking on “The Art“.) Prial’*. and. it remains. to be seen.|: During. the’ ensuing year the: in:; ‘Hudsgn and Erie Whitley. °-

‘the first two. weeks

of a contem-

plated: 35-week cross-country trek,

Several. months

earlier

another

edition of the Marc Blitzstein. adap-

| ‘ist's Iniage- of Our :Society.”“how he'll fare with his ‘second’ pro-- itial-12 winners will carry on :-gradIsherwood’s latest.-novel (Simon {tation of* the Bertolt. Brech-Kurt
‘"s ducing. :venture, - the ‘Broadway-. uate: studies: ‘at the university, with }
“ ‘&. Schuster) is “Down: There ona. ‘Weill musi¢al flopped.on the Coast,
-pound “Never Too. Late:”’ But un-. time out.'to: work at the. forthcom-.
“Hostage, ’”-an off-Boadway hit
| Visit.” ‘Lawrence : (of Lawrence &
t "Jess the. ‘éstablished : producers: ‘are. ing new .Tyrone. ‘Guthrie repertory.
| Lee):: has. ‘a- -forthcoming. drama,. {now. in its 11th ‘month at the One
>. given’ :first crack. .at a client's. theatre . ‘here as” apprentices; ‘un-:
“The: Diamond ‘Orchid,” under the. Sheridan Square Theatre, N. Y-.;
. Script, Hollywood. figures. that: he. derstudies.. ‘and: ‘observers... Each }°
|
Alfred
de Liagre. Jr:-Gilbert Miller was :duplicated. for the road by
‘will:
receive:
from.
the
McKnight
.
risks: ‘placing himself in the posiy
-hanner.
.Sunday’s dialogue is .al- Perry:.Bruskin and Jfoseph =H.
|
Foundation:
‘amounts:
up
to
-$3,000.|
_ tion, when pitching. other. ‘plays at
Schaeffer. The touring venture was
ready
a(Sellout.at.
at. UCLA.
UCLA.
“
niusical
*.
"which.
‘Richard:
”
The
‘The.
fellowships
--are:
in.
acting,
®
‘di-|
“-them, -of getting .a_ what’s-wrongfinanced at $35,000, almost double:
Rodgers:
and.
Alan.
Jay
Lerner’
are
“reeting;
.‘
playwriting;.‘business:
with-it reaction on the theory: that.
|. the $18,000.capitalization for the
ey
writing
for
Broadway:
is.
titled
:“‘I
|
management,
‘sostuming'
and
scenic
he'd: <produce | ‘the: ‘works ‘himself:
off-Broadway production, which is
‘|Picked. a” Daisy,’ ..and. ‘deals: with|
.
Af. ‘they: |were sufficiently. Promis::) Gesigning. © mS
| sponsored by Norma Francis, Rob|
the
subject
of:
extrasensory
percep“ings ;ert Margulies. and Bell Productions,
-| tion. ‘Rodgers and. Lernér;-who’are |
-_ “Andersonivilie,’a written ‘by his
{in which Bruskin is presumably
|
collaborating
for
the
first
time
on
|.
élient; Saul Levitt, was -coproduced
“| involved, since he’s a general part-...
. | the -tiner, “which. ‘theyre. also. pro-.
by Hollywood, William: Darrid and:
‘ner ‘with. _ Miss. Francis ‘and: Mar-—
‘ducing,
.
revealed.
.
the
©
title-".and'|
Eleanore © Saidenberg’ during ©‘the |:
- ‘gulies,
theme.
of
‘the:
show
“after
Keeping
|".
- Bruskin, ‘who. Staged: both the
_..1959-60° season.: The play. was.-or=:|. >:
mum :on the matter. for months: :
:dginally. presented: on. television: in-}
off-Broadway and touring producRodgers,
‘who:
took:
on
the
dual
|
tions of the Brendan. Behan play,
1957" under the title,-“The. Trial | an ,
-;assignment: of. composer-lyricist- for |
of Captain Wirz.” After failing to:|
‘| was responsible for ‘investments of.
g.
_.|“No.-Strings”.
following:
the
‘death.
|:
The.‘League: of: N: YY: ‘Theatres $1,260 in the off-Broadway offerstir. . Broadway. producer interest: |.
|of his. longtime. partner,. ‘Oscar. |
has made. -preparations for member |ing and $11, 750. in the road..presfn. the. drama’s. “legit potential,
na
Hammerstein
2d,
is.
writing
music.
producers: to ‘use television arid entation, according to the pubma Hollywood -. personally advanced: |
“ J-only.for: the new. show: Lerner, |
“Levitt: $1;000. to: develop. the ‘play.
“London: ‘Oct.30. :| whose. prior. collaborator was Fred= | radio facilities for advertising .cur-. lished ‘terms of the partnership.
-rent ‘and. incoming Broadway pro-. It’s not specified whether he put
: The’ ‘Levitt’. drama, . ‘which’ ;gott -“Apart: from. : Separate _grant- of.
erick ‘Loewe,-is authoring the:
favorable reviews. from five of.‘the: $1,400,000. for -Coveiit “Garden, |to ‘book.. and’ lyrics; ‘The -musical,; in| ductions. ‘in ‘the -event of a news-. ‘up the money independently or as
seven: daily . newspaper . critics in. cover provincial: tours: for’ opera which: Robert: Horton: and. Barbara |-paper strike in New York, “Con-. nominal head of a syndicate of
: New. ‘York; had: a. 23-week. Broad-. -and ballet, just over $1,000,000. of : ‘Harris will: have the lead roles; is | tracts: between: the “N..Y. News-. backers...
way run. The: film.rights were soid- the" ‘Arts ‘Council’s: $5,000;000 :-in--| Scheduled.-to ‘go into. réhearsalin|‘paper’ Guild and the city’'S- seven. Phe $23,250. balance’ of. capitaliaa"9
‘Libin-Kaufmann
for -$45,000: come was. devoted::.to London. January under. the ‘overall: direct-.| ‘major. dailies. expire. at “midnight. zation for “The Hostage” touring’
(Wed.) and: the Guild -has ‘threat-’ venture was brought in by attorney’
- ‘and the:.backers. of the Broadway.|' ‘Around $2,500;000:was spent in the’ tion of Gower. Champion.
production: have thus far. been re-: provinces, -‘Scotland and. Wales..
.which. will, ‘be ‘ened’ to'strike at that time if anew Bruce Beeker, producer at the.
on,
presentati
‘The
paid” $65,000 'of their. "$90, 000- in- |- During the 1962-63 season, ‘Arts modern iin-setting,. will begin a pres} agreement has. not ‘been reached. | Tappan Zee Playhouse, Nyack, N.Y.
-vestment,: Hollywood is” optimistic Counceil-supported. . _ projects. - Te-: -Broadway.. tryout Feb.: 4: at thet, -The,. League has ‘notified. mem-: Becker ‘has also produced’ on
that. “ineome- from ‘amateur’ anid: ceived. about: five-eighths. ‘of -their. ‘Fisher. Theatre,. Detroit. It moves -bers of. the N: Y¥..: Pressagents Broadway’ and is operator of. ‘the
“stock. rights ~will eventually. put. income from.the: ‘boxoffice, ‘abotit a: -Feb,. 26. tothe O'Keefe Centre, To-|:-Chapter of the Assn.: of ‘Theatrical ‘off-Broadway Bouwerie Lané. The| Pressagents & Managers that it in-' atre. The road production had been
“, the venture in the black..
‘| quarter from thé Council ‘and ‘the: “ronto, and-March 12 to the Shu-|.
In: his - current .managerial -‘en- balance. from: foundations ‘and: local: bert. Theatre, :‘Boston..:A- Broadway. ‘tends having a radio and television out for only. three weeks when it
the. London ‘theatre:: hasn’t been. set, -but. the program to advertise the shows. on.
(Continued on’ page. 60)
"_. deavor, ‘Hollywood. ° is partnered. ‘authorities. . ‘Of
the boards and. those ‘coming «in. |
“.. with’ Elliot, Martin. .Their produc-. budget, ‘about-- three-eighths . was
4.
April.
for
listed
is.
preem:
to|:=
one-fifth
and
‘The ‘organization. of Broadway pro-.
tion of.“Late,” written’ by. Sumner devoted to:drama
-| ducers: ‘and .theatra owners -also|
“Arthur. ‘Long,’ is .currently. trying | ‘music.: One-third:. of :the. admin“| plans securing. television .and. radio:
‘out ‘in. Boston prior “to” a ‘sched-. istrative’ ‘overhead: was. . spent. in
‘spots for the discussion of shows in{
uled-: Nov. -27° bow™:at'.the-. Play= | London.’
a. step similar to that taken during
.The income ‘of the. Arts Count
house, .N.Y. The. agent-producer |.
we
(Continued on “page 59)
the 1958:newspaper strike.
—
” ‘| eil for the -cuirrentyear, 1962-63;.|-_
‘Lis.to go up‘ by about’ $1,300;000. to |’ ~.Osear- Brown. ‘Ir. ‘has. come. ‘up 1 ‘Willard. Keefe, pressagent for the'}.
‘Frankfurt, Oct.. 30.
“lan all-time: record. of ‘almost. $6,=: with’. a -new Jegit -musical. “It’s | ‘League, . -has requested that. the.
1 000,000,. In: its: annual. ‘Teport, is- ‘called “Slave: Story,’”. for: which | legit. publicists ‘provide “-him-with’|: The. row with Italian. film: direchas: items for. the.Proposed. tv-radio. ‘tor, Roberto Rossellini, has, reached.
1 sued. last’ sweek, :the:.Council’ com-. the... singér-composer-lyricist
such ‘proportion. here | that: folks
:
and script, out-. Program. :
‘|ments on the: “paltry”: ‘support. from ‘written the dyries
are ‘dubbing his showld-be :wouldJocal’:-atithorities.. “A. survey .of. line.
“| he production “the NATO Opera.”
national and -civic. ‘expenditure’ “on.
Unlike . his first’ Broadway --at-|
- Rossellini, earlier. this year, was
‘theatres and. opera’ Houses, con- tempt, "Kicks .% Co.;”. Brown
Broadway;. which sampled. Swed- ducted in .14: “European countries,- “hasn't done: the. music: for -this
‘all over. ‘the. front pages signing a
.
dsh-language legit ‘last season; is. placed: Britain. 10th on. the list. :
contract. with the’ Frankfurt City
Show..: Lonnie ‘Levister has writ.
-. scheduled to-get -a-Chinese presenStage to stage the first German
-|ten the. score: and the book writer |..
ation in November and ‘an Italian|:
_{ presentation ef his. brother Renzo
. ‘Kansas. City, Oct.. 30.
has
-yet
to
-be
-set,
:E..B.:*Marks.|
_ Company. next fall. -The. Oriental:
‘Rossellini’s: opera, “View From the.
Music,. - which ::’ published . the}. BR ' Carter: ‘Tucker, lawyer and’
00 |
import, ° ‘National. China’s
-Bridge;”
”
“Kicks”. :score, is. also. ‘handling ‘civic leader, has. been elected pres_ Hsing” Theatre, is schieduled- for a.}
‘{dent of -the- Starlight Theatre. : The opera;. based on. the Arthur
“Slave:
Story,’
“whith:
hhas.::a.-ro|
w eek’s. ‘Stand. ‘Nov. «12-17. .at' the.
Miller’ drama, is due to open Nov.
|-mantie: plot” dealing “with -“Negro |Assn.,:» succeeding . Maurice: Se 7 at the City Stage’ 's Grosses Haus,
Longacre: : Theatre, . N.°-Y.- The:
‘San Francisco; Oct. 30:.. | life-- in’, the: 1830's... -Breyer, who served ‘for two: terms.,.
,
Italian group: ‘is .the.:Companie | "Longhair: importer-manager ‘Sol| |
Tucker was a member of the Kan-. with ‘great demand. for tickets to
—_ ‘Morelli-Steppa ~ ‘of Rome “which. Hurok- ‘joined: the city’s’ fight to.| ‘Producer. auditions. Of.the. score: sas City Park Board: when the Star-. this. ‘stand-out event:
Rossellini,
‘and.
outline.
are
.presently
urider
Jay K: Hoffman plans. bringing. to save. -the: Fox .Theatre—verbally.
|light. Theatre: opened in the, city’s: under .the terms of the ‘contract,
‘Broadway. next: October for a three- Here ahead:.of the Bolshol..Ballet. ‘way: . and *the” ‘show’ «is.-“being: big. Swope -Park.was due to show up Oct. 15 to. start’
prépped: with an eye. toward presz:|.
“week run.
}he moaned that the. town’. needs’
Figures given by. William M. Sy- rehearsals. But it was one ‘week
|
entation:
next
fall.
—-:.
|
: The: Foo ‘Hsitig-(Chinese: for:“pe another big-stage "hall..
4
mon, business manager, show the. and many angry phone falls and
Vival”): dinit: comprises 40.‘youngers
-Opeéra: House «Is: booked’. ‘with: 5 Brown. is “also: busy” on: other theatre :had 57,245: ‘profit for ‘the telegrams later when he: arrived..
_ who'll appear ina. musical drama, Civie: Light “Opera’s. .“Camelot”: fronts. ‘He's’. “currently -working’ 1962 season. Income. was $824,628: ‘Then, he- explained, he had been
“The Beautiful Bait.” The ‘Chinese next June,.smack:in the:‘middle of. ‘with. Steve ‘Allen: on- a: series’. of. from. eight: productions: of the 41-. delayed .by illness and his stay was
. troupe, formed: in’-1957. in: Taiper ‘Hurok’s : tour of London’s:, Royal jazz. shows. for. tv.. Brown, “who'll. week
season, and.:.expenses ‘were yalso “shortened ‘because he has
‘by Wang ‘Chen-Tsu, ‘began .a-U: 8.
.
:
;meanwhile been pacted ‘to direct a
‘Latter’! emcee :.many of the segs, has
$767,383. It was the fourth straight ‘film in’ Thailand. He explained:
-sessions..|
the
of
some
(ex Sadler's ‘Weils)::
taping:
been’
-. tour ang Ce‘the auspices of-:the. Ballet
May--have to pass up. Frisco in .conyear in the black, and there is now:
*tRepublic’ of ©China earlier. ‘this. sequence. Huge’ Civie. ‘Auditorium | ‘Qn .Nov. 3° he'll do-a-. ‘concert’ at
that he would. try -to stick around
month |at .the ‘Seattle Werld’s Fair, . ‘will -still be shut down. for: exten- the. Kauffman Auditorium: N: ¥., a balance. of 186,000. That is. best] for a week of rehearsals and that
|
position
.for
the
‘venture
‘since.
its
|
The. ;“Companie . “Morelli:Stoppa, . sive overhaul. *.
{and he .has recently had his:third | opening in 1950. ‘Over“its 12 years: (he would then turn the direction
Ww hich ‘has. ‘béen -in* existence:‘Since | - With-.the ‘Aleazar’s. foldo atend: Solna. LP Assued, -over to ‘his nephew Franco. the sen

Rotgers-Lermer’s.
$.
PickedaDaisy’
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Rossellini’s Feud With
Frankfurt City ‘Stage
Akin to a ‘Comic Opera’

OSCAR BROWN JR. HAS
LEGITER ‘SLAVE STORY’|

“Schedule: Chinese.Group.
For Bway in.November:

‘Ttalian Co. Next. Year.

KC.STARLIGHT SEASON
~ MADE $57,245 PROFIT|

HUROK.SADLY REMARKS}

FRISCO: HALL FAMINE

of ‘operation, ‘the ‘outdoor’ ‘musical | of composer Renzo. Rossellini. who

>. +1 1946;- is under.-the. artistic’ direc-.|: ‘of1961, only two major legit. houses | ——

“ny | theatre has: had eight: successful: had: also assisted at the opera’s ini-.

WJ. tion of film-legit~ stager . Luchino. Curran and ,Geary—remain.” . - {J- 0 2”
-Novells xHleywtak
Visconti: .
.
‘With .4,651. seats,” Fox, built” “int =
_ ~The’ Ttalian company,: which has.

the ‘1920: era of: filin ‘palaces, :1s} Ao
— 30 plays .in its. repertoire,’ will scheduled.
to’ come down |any day. |
perform . two comedies ‘by- ‘Carlo

}seasons and four that lost. money..
Tucker. ts.the. tenth president. ‘of
i the organization. He serced as vice| resident last ‘year.

, Ray Russell”

tial performances in Rome.
| Roberto Rossellini explained. to
! a startled. cast, and to. the outraged

‘City Stage. general manager Harry
It: has: ‘been ‘used, ‘besides ‘a film.
- Woldoni,. “La,” “Locandiera”’ .“and house, as an. opera’ house’ and © a’ 7 makes ‘merriment. with .the: newest |
4 Buckwitz,. that he could set-up the
“."E’impresario - “delle Smirne;’ on:
Opera -in ‘a hurry: ‘because he had.
“riasty little.game" being played|| Slate. Peerce’ and Gorin
corivention. center, «
*Broadway ‘and. in;‘Philadelphia and |
Bl
{i aessome .‘Opera lovers, which. hey For Mwaukee: ‘Rigolletto” {done it before. But, countered eity
-Boston.: The troupe. of '25 includes+:
! officials, he had: never done it heMilwaukee, ‘Oct, 30.
Rina. Moreilli; Paolo. Stoppa, :Mar-- Vassar, Princeton; Yale
‘fore in Germany, and never with
1 eR olette”. will. -be° locally an international cast. The lingo’
cello Mastroianni, : ‘Rossella. Falk,
‘Patties. at ‘The. Affair”
A:
j mounted- at: ‘Milwaukee Auditorium; problem has complicated matters.
Romolo- Valli; *.Giorgio. -de Lilie
- 1) -Nov.. -7, with John ‘Anello. direct- |Rossellini speaks no German, and
and Anna: Maria: ‘Guarnieri: ‘Mas- “Bus: parties: for. ‘students from:
=
ar
a
tf
pa
eet “ Jing for. ‘the ‘Florentine ‘Opera Co.!two-of the cast ‘members: ‘Caesare:
- troianni,- one of Italy’s - top. -film. outlying -eolieges and’ -universities.
| Robert Simpson.‘is stage director./‘Curzi_ ‘and... Leonardo. Wolovsky’
__ Btars,. shas* had ° considerable. ‘film are being: -organized.: for ‘weeknight i}.
ow

& OneOperamanship.
an

my

«

ba

ony

e

.

exposure: in. the..U. -S... His ‘wife, ‘performances: of the-Broadway- PEO - another’ of the: many aioriat _

Flora. Carabella, -“will also ‘appear

dn =the ‘Companie :Morelli- Stoppa
ev productions. .
7

duction: of: “rhe. Affair.” The set-

{]

up. involves. free transportation. and |

refreshments .‘are

|i Cast: is. -headed’:by. Jan. Peerce, awho.are both. American. but under
, tenor. ‘of Metropolitan Opera Igor‘ contract to. Frankfurt. -Opera) are

‘ Features ia the. upcoming

; £Gorin,: -baritone of: Chicago

provided. with: | “Seth Anntoeraary: ‘Number

Last séason’s Swedish offering the. purchase-of an orchestra. Seat a.
93.0
<=
on the: Main Stem was a one-week at the: regular $6.96 top.
we presentation ’at ‘the. Cort. Theatre,| - Morton.Gottlieb,” ‘general " man: .

om

“of1.

7

|

Lyric: Americans.

jand.Soprano Raquel. Montalvo.. .
Supporting: .are: Charles’ Koehn,

‘who’

| some Italian.

can’

understand

One. of the leading .

}female “singers ‘is- American: Sylvia

|i.John: .Balestrieri, :Mary Ellen’ Re-|Stahlman,; who lias to answer -the
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{| gan; Arthur McManus, Lois’ Gen-! director's Italian comments in Eng_. N:-Y.,- of ‘a Yepettory program by: ager-‘for the. presentation. has thus. “Piusther ‘statistical and. ‘date-filea- | tile, Sam -Kashou, Joseph. Budzis-(-lish."- Several. of. the other -cast |
= charts end articles” er
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Vis some:«symbolic Justification, but1

| that. is by ‘no means: apparent. a

; ‘That: apart,- however;,.. it’s iffi-|
“cult: to. fault the: production, and|.
| bits within the framework of Beck-. particularly the. boldness.:in some
Molly: Picon; ‘the elfin Yiddish’ comedienne who.finally:‘itaade
-ett’s
mime.
play,
“Act
Without.
London, Oct. 17...
‘of... the. casting, -“Max -“Adrian; ‘for. "Broadway after 50 years and: clicked big in “Milk -and Honey’ 7
Tcoty
Rowland
dn association - “with. | Words,” which shows ‘a tramp-like
example, |Tay /not ‘be everyone’ s.|'. so big, in fact, that: Frank. Sinatra. page: cher for a film—has put.. ‘:
Pertpic Ltd. presentation of a° farcical
figure aspiring. for a drink beyond j. ‘idea of ‘a’: great ‘Shakespearean 3 ‘into: book form some ‘affectionate reminiscenses: about.her |grande”... 03°:
comedy in fhree acts (four -scenes) by
Philip King and Falkland Cary, Staged by his :reach, or. trying: to hang. him-’
but | his. ‘performance as |- -parents, Titled -“So Latigh a“Little”. (Messner; $3), itis of the-genre = 72: self cn a tree,. the branch of which. actor,..
Dennis Main. Wilson} decor, Ken Calder.
Pandarus, ‘the. scheming ‘uncle ‘of |} of Harry. Golden’s:““You'ré Entitle’.". and also bears “resemblances ©. : *:
Stars
Renee
Houston.
Cyril’
Smith. is whisked
away as soon -as. he
Cressida, is excellent. There is an-| ‘to Dore Schary’s '‘mémoirs of the kosher-catering ‘Schary: Manor :in- |:
Opened Oct. 16, 62, at the. Phoenix Thea| gets the rope around it, This sets essence Of. révue “in. -his. playing, . Newark, Nis’ into which he was. Feared: ‘before he became: ‘stage.
tre, London; .§2.80 top.
Edie Hernett
Patricia Hayes: ‘the atmosphere .of poetic futility,
but that is-neatly controlled: by}. struck..Renee . Houston”
Emma Hornett
- Eth Clifford: ‘Rosenberg ‘is:the “ag ‘told to”:collaborator. frit it is .
Henr¥ Hornett .........-‘Cyril Smith -and the. extracts {llustrate it: ‘Least. subtle © direction, °and never Bets
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lan. Curry

Shirley
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Tufnell ...-..--2”- Janet Butlin’
Bligh -.-...,...:. . Wanda’ Ventham
wee ceeece Iun Macnaughton
Carnoustie .

effective is: the. “Godot” nonsense

delivered’ by Lucky. in |.out ‘of hand..:

| monolog,
the

play. It..is

context.
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There’s: also’ Dorothy * “Putin’s |.
lost ‘without . its:T
; voluptuous performance: as: the

-@bvious |from Miss Picon’s: homespun ‘hunior: ‘that.At,is. ‘authentio .
Picon. ‘albeit pungently ‘put:‘down and edited: . aa

“dominate, jsthe saga. of. Miss Preon’ s. global: appeal, "tor.her
seems to.
pathetic ‘eminiscenée ‘wanton Cressida, the daughter “of |.”‘following: ranged .‘considerably’. ‘overseas from’ her. home-base. ona-traitor priest, ‘who’ iad left ‘the |.
eet. Withal:
As ‘its pretlecessors, “Sailor Be-.
‘Trojans-‘and - oined “the. ‘Greeks. ce. New York’s Second. Ave., the: Broadway’ ofF.-Yiddish.
comic anecdote from “Molloy”: Not. J a-nuance ‘is
J missed.in ‘her -por- oF. an. affectionate and most réadable ‘book: o
Ss Label.
ware” and “Watch It Sailor,” were the
are mémorable achievements: for
substantial commercial hits, Philip ‘MacGowran, and for director -Don- trayal. She's. lively, vivacious“ and| =
King and. Falkland Cary presum-. ‘ald McWhinnie, ‘long familiar with incorrigible. When she’s sacrificed |...
ablv figure: ‘they are working a .Betkett.as a.radio producer. The: to the enemy shé ‘leaves her lover |
successful ‘boxoffice formula
in ‘main ‘trouble-{s perhaps‘ the timing | with: great: reluctance, but..soon re- |
this new: farce, ‘“Rock-a-Bye, Sail-} of. the ‘show.
Night-hawks are: axes. -contentedly’ in’‘the arms: OF::
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“Bajour, * an ‘adaptation by: Ern-. | Business. ‘Without: Really Trying"
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would
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tor and Patrick Allen’ s. virile Achil-: Yorker mag: stories -about ‘gypsy. Jead..femme _role:‘
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ents. There’s an element of. doubt,
without any soul-probing.
‘Otta, “ tles: are well-.matched opponents, operations . in..:New’ York,:. with Bonnie Scott. however, whether. their latest ef- |.
Joe Layton will stage: Herman’
“| but-for sheer intensity it. would be -music. and: ‘lyries’ by. Walter ‘Marks;
fort will also hit the jackpot.
hard* .to top Michael’ Hordern’s. is planned _for Broadway. produc- ‘Levin's: planned. :“production -for
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interpretation ‘of Ulysses.-It’s an-|- Lou — Gilbert, .<. Harold .Gary, : Terrence Rattigan’s comedy, “The
London, ‘Oct. 17.
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:
| othér. highspot- in: the: production.. Robert. Pastene: ‘and. Nancy. R. Pol- Sleeping Prince,” with-.book by
Jack’ “Waller Ltd. presentation :of ‘a |.
‘lock:.are. in: the. cast. :-of -“In the Harry Kurnitz and music. and.lyrics “
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wife:
‘comedy recital: ‘Stars: Anna ‘Russell; fea: t.. Tan--Holm’s. Troilus:.is: alsé au-*.~
by: Noel: Coward.
—;
and mother, Emma Hornett, this tures Robert Sutherland. Opened Oct. 16, ‘thoritative, but the role Jacks. some Counting’ “House.”
’62. at the St. Martin's, Theatre, London; of the magic: of. the :other parts. |’. Howard. ‘Morrow, formerly. teal’
‘A’ Dec. ‘5 ‘opening date for ‘an.
time played by Renee -Houston.
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to
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Apple”)
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Gentlemen: . Clive ‘Eitiott.‘Juan Moreno. includes’ Cc. Edwin. Knill, genera). | Man's. a Man, Masque. (9- 19-62)..:
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acGowran. | Jan ‘Ricketts; Leslie’. Southwick, .Henry
The program. runs about 90 min-}. Greeniage Kenneth Patcueee | Terence: | Conctable wee ceme cits Ronald . Hergman manager; Helen Richards, company
‘OO Say; Provincetown ((10-8-62),°
2.
r
a
e.
*
ooife
Pig
dite vee dle
icnae
wer ° manager;.
Wally ‘Peterson, -produc-'| - - Oh Dad, Poor Dad; Phoenix (2-26-62.
utes, with one- interval,
and during | reeni ge; enne
‘Holdfast
Stuart
Campbell
.
PLS. ..193, -Fourth Street (19-30-62)..: tion”
stage
manager,
and’
:Wallaée
that time MaeGowran. fascinates, :
Officers, “Prisoriers: and: “Musicians: ‘Rich-, ‘Portrait:‘Monks, Martinique (5-28-62),
“Already. seen at Stratford-on- |’
‘Herdman : Juan™ Engelhardt, ‘assistant. Stage mana- ot. Premise, :Premise. (11-22-60).
‘ard
Dennis:.- ‘Ronald
.
giving the full flavor to Beckett's
| Avon: and the: Edinburgh Festival; “Moreno,” Keen- -Robson,,” “Matviin “‘Wailes. ger.
Whisper. God’s: Ear; Cricket: (10-11 on.”
precise, but enigmatic prose.
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Venetia Maxw ell. ‘Guy’. Oldham, - Jeremy
Wilder’ “Plays, Circle in Sq 0-11-62.
Arlene Dahl will star. in a. com:
Clad as a tattered clown.,. with the . Royal. Shakespeare:: ‘Co. pres- _Montagu.:
‘CLOSED LAST ‘WEEK édy, “The Camel ‘Bell,”. by Ivan | Digging Apples, ‘Wash.-: Sq.. 9:‘ai-63); Lee
bowler hat, ‘he is. aided solely. by eritation .of “Troilus and’ Cressida”
notable. addition” to - ‘the:
Bett -Jonson, -“George. ‘Chapman. Goff and Ben Roberts, which’ Cur-, 7 closed: last Sunday" (28) after 28° Pers --..
a tree as setting and conveys is a
'” formances.
through his own variety of mood Aldwich: Theatre. repertory. It’s’ a ‘and:: John :‘Marston,. the three ‘au. tis -‘Roberts is producing... “Tt: will | Love of Two. ‘Hours; ‘Actors (10:26-62): ” ”.
closed..iast. ‘Sunday Qs): after °
‘five: re,
and pace the comedy and. despair ‘superbly mounted production -‘per- |‘thors™' -of: ““Pastward” ‘Ho!,” °were have: a-. three-week pre-Broadway \
that make up the Beckett mixture. formed by a front ranking. ‘cast,. hauled off .to jail: when: this farcical tryout ‘at the’Drury ‘Lane, Chicago, |. - . Performances.
“SCHEDULED.
OPENINGS
..
The author suits this‘kind-of pres- and: deserves-a:- longer ‘run: than its.| romp: was -first presented. in Eng- ‘starting next” Jan. -9, -and-~ fs. inintimate ‘Relations, .Merm’d. ‘avis;
.{land at the :beginning of the 17th: tended ‘to. open on- ‘Broadway- din a We're Civilized, Jan Hus (11-862).
entation, and the -works. ransacked limited booking permits. | - Tenth of. An ‘Inch, East. End (11-12-62).
A snide remark. -about the: spring.
Include “Waiting ‘for Godot,” as | “The one: obvious. note of. criti: |century.
' Cherry: Orchard, Theatre:
(11-14-62),
well as the. less: familiar “End } cism. of Peter. Hall’s. version -is in. “bought. .knighthoods”” : offended:| ; Michele | Lee,. who: was featiired: i Living Room, Gramercy Arts: (11-21-62),
‘James the: First, ‘but...by. present. ‘in “Bravo. Giovanni,”"has: joined -DeSire Under Elms,-Circle (11-24-62).
Game” and “Krapp's:-Last Tape.” ‘the use. of ‘octagonal sandpit- ase eee
‘Coach 6 Insides, Village -So. (11-266-62).
'MacGowran includes the. verbal |his primary setting. Possibly: ther
(Continued on1 page 58). ee ithe: “east, of “How: to. Succeed in.Ae Night is” Black,” Cricket 2-462),
.
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(Road:Me?Record$7022in Philly;

"| Wortd-Telegraing ‘Taubman, ‘Times;;

: |-Watts, ‘Post).:
:.-Last: week,.-$8, 320° for five. per-|
Fformanees:: Closed Saturday: nigtit |

|*
hin’$31,180(7),Woolf $41 00314)
0)

1(27)> at - an, estimated “loss: -of.its]:

yentire: $110, 000: dnvestment.:

Fringe $18,845(6),‘Tite’$25,0

‘Late’$23,260, NH.;Pengo’ 406, Det.
‘Horn, $24,676, S.F.:‘Shot $14,265, Pitt.

.
- Opening: ‘This:Week. .
“Calculated Risk; “Aitibassador:
“p]
($6.90-$7:50; 1,155; 384,730).id o-

-seph. Cotten).

“Busthess was. still good ‘for: most- “Bénzell,. Hertitone. Gingold), Pre: ° --Howard ° ‘Erskine,. “Roger L : the
SAN FRANCISCO
|
‘Broadway-bound
“Tittle |
Stevens - and.” Joseph: “Hayes pres-: te" topped itself in ‘Philadelphia
| ‘Come Blow Your Horn, Geary
a Broadway .shows last::week ‘despite | vious week,. $46,877.
‘|
entation,
‘by’
arrangement.
with
‘Jast week by beating the house {C-RS). (2d wk). ($5.40-$5.95; 1,483;
‘gi general decline. The Cuban crisis|’.pag week, $40,274,"
| Peter Bridge, of Hayes’. ‘adapation record: it: set. the. previous stanza $41, 000) (Hal March).
- 4s figured to haye:.contributed to.|°
‘Previous
"
President,
St..
James
(MC).
_of’
the
-London.-play,-““Any’
Othér.
‘the boxoffice: sag, but it had ‘little.
at the Erlanger Theatre there: The |week, $2212 with TG-ATS. sub(2a
we:
9
p)
($9.60;
1
,615;
-$77,339)..
‘Business;”
“by
°
George
«Ross:
and.
affect on several shows, -of which:
‘seHout take tralied the frame’s:

scription.
. five hit capacity.. The ‘sellouts were | (Robert “Ryan;: “Nanette ‘Fabray): | Campbell: Singer. ‘Capitalized . -at|‘top-grosser, the. Civic Light Opera|: ‘Last. week, $24,676 with -TGPrevious’
week,
$47,026:
for
‘open.
$120,000,
‘with
.provision
for
25°
Ay
o.| production of. “Kismet” in Los a ATS subscription.
_“A Funny: Thing Happened on-the.
_ Way to. the Forum.” “How. to. Suc-: ‘ing performance and four. previews. -}overcall; ‘opens tonight (Wed.).‘at’ a: P
Angeles.
“Last
week,
$74,273,
a
house
réc-.
cost
of
about:
$92,
000
--and™
can.|°:
Oliver, Curran (MD-T) (5th wk)
~ fgeed in -Business Without. Really
|
Estimates, for: Last’‘Week
- “No. ord.
oe Trying,” |:
000}
$23,
-around
at.
‘|
($6.25-$6.50; 1,758;
865,000) (Clive
|:break.. even’.
“Mr. President,”
“ parenithetio: designations for: out Revill,
$
$ Georgia’ Brown).
“i
te
Previous.
~ 21 Strings” and. “Stop . the: World—I . Night Life; ‘Atkinson “1D (ist |.weekly.:
ye
|
. Gftoton shows are: the-same-as for week, $63,176 with ‘CLO subscrip‘Want to Get: Off.”
| wk; 7p) ($6. 90-87:50;,“1,090; _ $45,ml
aS
Other Theatres’
Broadway, except that hyphenated | ‘tion.
’ The “Mr. President” take:repre- 000):.
Barrymate,... Booth, Bath “St | ‘T with show classification indicates | - Last week, $63, 558 with CLO
sented a house record for ‘the: St. |: Opened: Oct: 23. to:‘urianimously.
|.
1 Hellinger,: -Longacre;:: ‘ Music Box, ‘tryout: and RS tndicates road show. ‘subscription.
-James Theatre. ‘Of the: five shows. negative. notices. (Coleman, Mirror;
Also :prices. on touring shows. in-|:
.that debuted: last week, two closed. Kerr, Herald. Tribune; . McClain, | Playhouse,. Royale, Winter Garden,‘} clude 10%: Federal tax. and local]
ST. LOUIS
’
Lo
...- Saturday: (27)... They” were. “Fun J ournai-Ameri¢an;- Nadel, World-- . -Ziegfeld:
“1 tax, 4f any; but as on. Broadway|- Carnival
American
(MC-RS).
aunts arid: “Perfect. ‘Setup.”: “| Telegram; Taubman, Times;.Watt, if
grosses are nét;'t.e.,- exclusive of (Carla
Alberghetti,
Ed. Ames).
|
News;
“Watts,
-Post):
anit
tares:. Engagements are for single. Previous week, $74,476, State Fair
- Estimates for Last. Week:
fe Last “week: under: $25,ood:“fort |
|.aweek unless otherwise noted..
‘Music Hall, Dallas, with Anna
or Keys: Cc (Comedy), -D. (Drama), Te
“seven performarices. YO:
|
Where: .subscription . is. men- Maria Albers!hetti; starred.
: ‘€D. (Comedy-Drama),. R 4Revue),
|. tioned the gross is: the net: after ; Last:‘week, $56,755 for seven per+
_ MC: ( Musical- Coinedy), MD (Musi-.|- N O° ‘Strings, -“Bedadhunet -ito). ” . ‘Program for Two~=|the... deducti ion. of ‘commissions.
formances: here with TG-ATS sub-eal-Drama); O (Opera), “OP. ‘Se (33d “wk: 260° ‘p). ($9.20; 1,214; $62, ="
Grosses: for. split weeks ate pro- ‘scription: and
Piavers..
037); Previous. weék,. $62, 522.
one performance.
‘eretia),.: : Rep.’ - (Repertory }
- Last week, ‘$62,405.
4: “FISHER ‘THEATRE, DETROIT) Jected: when shows. play guaranteed4 ‘Sunday (21) in Dallas.
(Dramatic: ‘Reading).
“Seidman
-and.Son,
‘Belasco
.
iC):
7
Don
Detroit, Oct. .16..
‘Other... parenthetic. .designations |
TORONTO.
~ CHICAGO .
-: pefer,. respectively; to weeks playéd, (2d. ‘wk; 16° 'p) ($6: 90-$7.50;. 967: phe meaningful words of Shake- |
Playboy of’ the Western. World,
number : of. performances’. through. $40, 108): (Sam Levene). Previous, speare; given: fresh. ‘Significance by | Mary. Mary, Blackstone. (c-Rs)| Royai Alexandra
(C-RS)
($4.50;
week, $27, 913:
i} “the “artful “intonations-’ of, Helen | (8th. wk) ($4. 95-$5. 50; 1, 447:: -$41,- 1,525; $23,273). Previous week, un-.
last Saturday, . ‘top. prices” (where |.V
are_. |.
. Hayes «. vand::.M-aurice
Evans; |'000), (Julia Meade, Scott. “McKay, reported.
__. , two prices dre given, the higher is |. - ‘Last: ‘week, -$30,366:
ee for. Friday-Saturday nights. and. the. Y *#Sound. ‘of Music, Lunt-Fontanne ‘launched. -what. should bea popu- Tom - ‘Helmore), Previous: week, ;
‘Last week, | $10, 508 for five perower. for weelcnights),: “number of. (MD): (148th: “wk: °.1,180. p) *($9.60; Jar ‘and. “prosperous . tour: ‘of. “A $35, 543.
7 on
Folded here Saturday
“seats, “capacity. gross. ‘and ‘stars: }-1,407;.: $75,000). (Nancy. “‘Dussault), Program ‘for,:Two- Players” before Co Last. week;. $36,303:
” Price ‘includes -10%: Federal and Previous - week, $55,274. =.Moves. a. capacity’: -audience'.. last. “night - Sound: of. Music; ‘Smubew.Mp-“||(27
§% repealed City tax. (diverted to: next. Tuesday: (6) to.the.Hellinger |. (Mon): at. the Fisher. Theatre. . “RSS (50th wk) -($5.95-$6.50;. 2,100; fe we
WASHINGTON
an ‘industry-wide :pension and wel-. Theatre.
The . ": Shakespearean © excerpts $72,000): (Barbara Meister, John | « .-D’Oyly Carte Opera Co. National
Lo
fare jund),: but. grosses-are. net: 1 ‘Last: week, $54;064.
: |.Tange from: ‘comedies .to: trazedies{.Myhers). ‘Previous .week, . $42,493. (OP-Rep-RS) (2d wk) ($4.95-$5.75;
he, exclusive of taxes. ~
“f
| 1,673; $51,725). Previous week,
and. back. ‘again, with no- attempt |: Last week, $50, 808:‘Grosses -have been: reduced: ‘by re “Stop the. ‘World—I ‘Wait to. Get: at. continuity -of theme. There. is}.
| $32,935.
DETROIT
commissions, where theatre parties Off; ‘Shubert (MC). 4th. wk; -29: p).. ‘a rhythm .fo the order of ‘the sé-,|'
‘Last .week, $31,44 for seyen
1 ($8.60;.. 1,461; ‘$60; 000)-- (Anthony. lected: excerpts; however.: ‘which. . Lord. Pengo; Fisher. (D-T) ast].performances.
‘are. mentioned.’
}.wk)-. -($5.95-$6.50;. 1,606;. $50, 000)}
Asterisle | denotes shiow :‘had:cut: Newleyy: -Previous’. week, $60,543.
|-pulses from the words. themselves ‘(Charles : Boyer)... Previous: ’ ‘week, . | : Last. week; $60, 236. .
WILMINGTON
:
- on pate tickets in: ‘circulation: :
“and ‘from. the “care. and..the -rich: $30, 137, Locust, ‘Philadelphia.
‘A Far Country, Playhouse. (D-:
o Affair, Miller. (D): (6th. wk: 44 ‘p).|- : Take. Her; ‘She's: Mine, Biltniore life ‘Miss Hayes and. ‘Evans: give 2
. Opened. here Oct, 22 to one yes- RS) ($5.50; 1,251; $24,500) (Viveca
Peeve (©. (45th. “wk; ‘356 -p)-. ($6. 90-$7:50; to: them...
ASE: 90-$7:50; - 840; -$33 B00).
Opened
‘tour
here
| no: review. (Mossman, ‘News) and. | Lindfors).
wie.
The progéam. ‘Begins -with: the ‘one. unfavorable. notice’ ACook, . ‘Wednesday night (24).
936; -$40;180) (Art: Carney). ‘Previ- OUS week, : $23, 199.20
“Last ‘week, $17,866, —
‘ous week,: $36; 337. ‘Exits: Dec::'8 -to. curtain: ‘up on. a stage terraced. ‘in. ‘Free :Préss).
‘Last. week, $13,276 for five: perBeyond ‘the. Fringe, Golden’ “¢R) tour. with::Tom.. ‘Ewell, succeeding ‘the. -cénter but: bare. of: scenery.J- ‘Last ®“week, $40, 005.
formances with TG-ATS: subscrip‘Carney:
as.
star.
in
-the-wings..:
On:
the.center
-plat--|
ist wk;.:1-p)' ($7:50;: 293: $34, 073).
.
| tion..
: Last: week; "$83:780.,
os
|-form’ are: a- ‘bench and. two _stonls. |
":
Opened: last Saturday” night (27)
.
Caretaker,
Biltmore
{D-RS)(ist
|
_ - SPLIT WEEKS
.! 4o five ®raves”_.(Chapman,. . News;|. “Techin-Tchin, Plymouth: (CD) (ist| with, a- ‘vertical ‘board: ‘behind- the: wk) .($5.50; 1,,636), Previous. week,
Carnival:
(bus-truck)
‘arn
(MC-RS)
. ~ Kerr,. ‘Herald’: Tribune;~Nadel, ‘wk; 4p) ($6.90-$7.50; 999; $45,900): “honch ‘serving’ asa ‘Backdrop.. Miss. $3,842. for ~'severi . pérformances,|(Elaine
Malbin,
David: Daniels),
“: World-Telegram;:.Taubman,: Times; -(,Anthony. Quinn, ‘Margaret, Leigh- Haves. changes. from. a’ pr2en to. ‘Sombrero; Phoenix.
| Preyious. week, $20,273 for three
. + a., black” gown: petween: the ‘two
+. "Watts, Post), one ‘favorable. notice ‘ton).. “Last week, $5,321 for five per- performances
and one preview,
‘She:
uses.
searfs.
skillfvllyto]
“acts.
_>¥one
(MeClain,.
“Jourhial-American)
-and
|’:
‘Opened last:Thursday night’ (95) ;
«.- qualified © ‘approval ° (Coleman,*
‘formances. .
Bushnell,. Hartford.
to’ four “endorsements (Chapman,- _aécentuate-: ‘her. costumes ‘or ‘to f
Last week, $36,698 for six ‘perKismet, Philharmonic. (MD-RS)
-| News; McClain; Journal-American; | cover: ‘her-: hair.:‘Evans appears: An,
Mirror).
(5th. -wWk) ($5: '90-$6. 15; 2;670; -$83,-. formances: Paramount, Springfield,
"7 Last. week. $i8. 845. for. opening Nadel, ‘World-Telegram; ‘Taubman;: a: tig: -throughout. .
(22), one; Palace,
Miss: Hayes. is* superb: ‘as’._the |400)" (Alfred - Drake):
Previous . ‘Me., Monday
. performance: ‘and four: ‘Previews, | Times), one -yes-no review: Watts, .
French-speaking _Katherine in the: week,” about. $81,300 with: CLO | Danbury, Tuesday (23), one; Pal- Camelot,’ Majestic . “€MC) | “(99th ‘Post) and two: unfavorable ‘notices nroposal scene from. “Henry W.??
| ace, Albany, Wednesday (24), one;
subscription. at
wk: 793° p): ($9.40;- “1,626: :$84,000)'. (Coleman, ‘Mirror; Kerr,” Hetald |:
| . while’ ‘Evans reaches’ a: ‘hichnsint |: “Last .week; “about. “$80,600 with Stanley : ‘Warner, Utica, Thursday
(Kathryn. Grayson, .‘William |‘Squire,. Tribune).:
1 (25), one; Kleinhans, Buffalo, FriCLO: ‘subscription.
“
as Hamlet:. Together thev-are ‘and |
~ Arthur’ ‘Treacher): Previous’ week,+|‘, ‘Last week, “$31, 180. for. fouiz per-|
day-Saturday (26-27), tiva..
“Marbeth’? an
|
In->
scenes.’
from
.
formances’
‘and:
‘threé‘previews.:
MILWAUKEE
'.-$64:546 with Janet. Pavek: in’.,the:
jp erhe Taming of the Shrew. ann
* role. taken over. by’ Miss’ "Grayson. \-. “Fhousand - Clowns, O'Neill. ©)
My. Fair Lady; Pabst:. (MC-RS) 1 Mary;. Mary. (bus-truck) (C-RS)
There {s not. ‘time, ‘of course: ‘to: |
week,
“Last - week, $59, 090:"
‘(1st -wk) ($6.20-$6. 70; 1,623; '$58,-° (Lee -Bowman)... Previous
(30th wk; :236. ‘p) ($6. 902$7.50; 1,076;
thelude .‘all. of the. memorable 000) (Ronald Drake,: Caroline Dix- | $22,847 -with TG-ATS subscription,
‘Carnival, '“Imperial”. MC} igist $44,730). (Jason: Robards, Jr.)
“PRE! scenes. and speeches. Shakesneare:
on): Previous ‘week, $45,617 for | ‘Hartman, Columbus.
wk;. 644-"p) ($8.60), "1,428; -$68,299)... vious’ -week, $38,064. °° °°
'-}.ereated’ in. this first: ‘vrosram for.
seven.
performances, Orpheum, |” “Last week, $21, 519° for seven
Last
week;
$36,
500:.
Previous: .wéek,- $43, 075: Carla Al-|-:
twa players.. Tt: 4s. evident. from the
‘performances: Rivoli, Foldeo, ‘MonWis..
-berghetti. takes°.“over: “the lead |... ..
Who's: ‘Afraid ‘of ‘Virginia: Woolt?: Jandience :.-enthusiasm “that ‘these. ' Madison,
day-Tuesday (22-23), two; ‘Ohio
‘femme.. assignment - Nov... cl ‘from Rose. (D) (3d Wk: 14 p) $6. 90-$7. > |.sameé! two’ plavers: would |he w el-- “Opened: ‘here Oct.. :23 to. two fav-. Theatre,
Mansfield, ° ‘Wednesday
- Susan. Watson. 1,162; $46, $45). (Uta Hagen, Acthat’ -came “to. return: again’ and Again: ‘orable "reviews: (Boyd, . Sentinel; ((24),; one; Ohio Theatre, Lima,
| Drew,. Journal).
«Last: _week;:$37,392.
Be | Hill, George: .Grizzard).«Prévious I with” more .of-these. aay in:|°
one;
Memorial,
‘|
Last. week; ‘$31, 190. ‘for.-Seven'| Thursday |(25),
Pew, - ‘performances,
nee ~ Come’ -on. Strong,’ ‘Morosco. (D): week, $34, 200:0n a potential capac-. ‘the coming seasons.
| Dayton, ‘Friday-Saturday (26-27),
‘ity
gross:
of.
$37,518
:for='
six’
eve-|
uth wk; 28 :py ($6. 90-$7. 50; :.999;
| three..
NEW “HAVEN:
- OPERA. BIG: aT O'KEFFE:
$41,960) (Carroll. ‘Baker, Van: John= -hing performances only (the paren-.
“Program for Two Players (DRPotential.
designated
-~
|.
fhetically:
gon). Previous :week, ‘$19, 823.”
5
“|9480; -1,650;. ‘$27, 800). (Paul Ford, . -RS) (Helen Hayes, Maurice Evans),
“Canadian. Renertoey Gathers
Last week, $16;272.- re
a ‘capacity. gross.-is: for.” a regular |.
a - Maureen O'Sullivan; Orson Bean). | Previous week, $35,067 with TG..
: eight-performance aweek).
.
‘Substantial’ “Grosses |
‘Funny © Thing. ‘Happened ‘on.“the|. Last week, ‘$4l, 314 on a: potential. :
’ Opened tryout tour, here Wednes- ATS: subscription, Fisher, Detroit.
“Way. ‘te. the Forum, :Alvin »(MC)t:-‘capacity gross ‘of - $42,484 -for six
' Last week,. $34,909 for seven
—
f oe.
Toronto, Ort, “a0. - 1 day night-(24)..
(25th. wk; 199- p) ($8:60-$9. 40; 1,334; ‘evening -performances’ and. a Satur-[| ‘@anadian ‘Overa Co-. grossed a'} Last’. week,” $23,260: for five per- ‘performances: Paramount, Ander$65,096). °(Zero. ‘Mostel).” Previous ‘day (27): matinee, : ‘the: ‘first™ played 7 hie: $96.489 last week in. its. sec-. formiances.. ~
|son, Ind., Monday (22), two; U. of
“week, $65;779:'
.. Indiana, ‘Bloomington,
Tuesday
the: 7 2-211-seat-.[:by a separate. company’ which will. land. stanza ®
PHILADELPHIA.
Last. week, “$65,800,"
IHinois U.,
--perform. -Wednesday. and" ‘Saturday ° “.O’Kieefe. Centre. here:. The -voton-. }- Calculated:. Risk;. Walnut (D-T): (23), one; Eastern
‘How. ‘to Succeed. -‘in * Business. -afternoons. only. The: ‘matinee com-" tial: canacity Bross. at.a $6 top. Wwas. aa wk). ($4.50-$5.40;:1,394* $40,800) ‘Charleston, Wednesday (24), one;.
‘Without: : Really... - Trying, 46th: -St. ‘pany, ~in. ‘which’ ‘Kate. Reid and |‘$106: 956...
(Joseph. Cotten): . Previous week; U.- of. Minois,. Urbana, Thursday>. (25), one; ‘Purdue U.,.: Lafayette,
“The: program’.“for: the.ww eek was ‘Su, 390."
““(ME) (55th-wk;- 433 p).. ($9. 60; 1,< ‘Shepperd: Strudwick. are. costarred,.
a Ind.,"Friday-Saturday (26-27), two, :
isvlit between “Die :W alkure.” _ Last week, $13,390.
:, $42: $66, 615), Previous. week, $67, ‘took in $4,130°on a potential capac- :
“
and
a
vand.;
“Hansel.
A ity. of $4,966 .as. its: share: of Jast:i“Risoletto””.
. 473:
7
a,
” LLittle:-Me,: Erlanger. (MC-T) (3d | Shot in. the Dark (bus-truck) (C|.Gretal.’
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Interesting, in view: of. product; tion. He also suggested that. broad-~ tained: in the-Code will ‘be made to .make too. many- appearances: -chronous” (i.e. -Moving’ always at
woes, is the attention fastening on’. casting. authorities. _ ‘should’ realize. ‘when’ the’ TV: Code: Review. Board -on ‘bill. The comedy. of. Alex Donn the, same- speed. as the earth) sate::
ellites, in..a“belt around. the.-equa-_
the’ “specialized” ‘film, .eviden¢ed that the word bloody. is being ‘used. ‘meéets in ‘December:
| &- Nick: Nicols is too “similar to
chiefly by the TO@- agenda which: | far too. frequently. But bearing in: ae Aim ‘of the réviéw.is. obviously to. that ‘of. Stennett, and: considering. -tor, ‘in which case: only: three satel~. ‘
“has
Scheduled ‘appearances. -“by: mind.the volume’ of entertainment,. Satisfy. .‘Chairman. ‘Newton. ‘Minow. -they’re™ the only..two support’ acts lites would. be: needed...
Joseph FE. ‘Leviiie (Embassy) «.and}either. broadcast. or televised, “the: ‘Bronson described thé object: as an} on-Tayout; -it’s understandable the| Naturally,.. -someone *‘else Suge
Richard Brandt: (Trans-Lux),
Both}‘wonder is that: so few complaints’ effort fo.find ‘an answer-:to’ the. -eustomers: should: resent the :clash. gested, if the transniissions ~were. '
can be caunted on. for vigorous re-: need. foshemade, ”“he:concluded. ~
“almost never - ending - riddle”. ‘of ‘The-. six” De. Vere.-Girls; conven. tie
be: only.
between
thewould.
-U.S.: and.
Europe.
fewer:
satellites
‘be:!
‘marks. in™ support. of new frontiers |;
|} shaping: a uniform:set of commer-' tional dance: lineup, complete. the. needed. .
for . the. marquee.
‘They °‘can, ‘of:
.{ cial time ‘standards ‘which will’ be show,:
-course, ‘buttress. their’ siren ‘calls.
| equitable: for: all. stations. He added.| Despite. ‘Miss “Atwell’s: -artistry. |"
‘with some imipressive | playoff and |
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that the. solution. . “miust-. not, uh- ‘the’ layout. {fs -much too lightweight.[-{
‘boxoffice. data:
—_ Continued: from ‘page
|
2. ==
‘wittingly ° prejudice the. Tights::of: ‘and ‘Jacks: ‘sufficient. value. Addi-|
‘Another. expectation_<this
‘one |
PMCA is’ of./a. mind. to assess legit. ‘the public.‘and. the majority ¢
of. sub- tion .of -at:‘Teast. two other atts is
‘from the TOA ‘deliberations—is for. l-originations
oa
re
for.homesereen ttrans. scribers.”
_{ needed.-This is. another. ‘instance —- Continued. trom, page. 2 =.
.a fresh appeal. for: modification of}. mi ssion.
=| of why British. yvaudegoers ‘are Soa.|°
the Paramount, .et ‘seq., Consent|.
Rosemary. ‘Clooney: impressed with’
oy quickly: bored. ‘of the: fare provided
“Not. ov erlooked. in’ all this:by]
Decrees, an. effort in which the :ex-.
polished |songstering- '
“yin. provineial centres.
~ Gord.
-hib body is -ali¢ ned with the craft the ‘MCA: braintrusting .is- ‘the po- |.
Show was: ‘presented by. Bernard:
‘unions under ‘the International: ‘Als|.tential advent’ of tollvision: as. the }
_|[
peiten and Leslie: A:Macdonell-E
Continued trom’ Page, 2.
liance. umbr clla.” Hoped.for front | Country’ S$ °: major. - entertainment —
ABC, Paris:.
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.| in. association” -with ‘Arthur: Scott,. PRE
modification
is production’s Ye- + force, Ther e “isn’t. - the. slightest | Thomas
ef, 20°°- . ‘and was:for benefit of the. ‘Variety ‘Paris,
‘Scherman ::“ig:“Head.: kK :
-entry-into the. exhibition: field, the-|.doubt-that MCA anticipates an im-:
‘{3),-|Artistes’ Benevolent Fund.:
pioneer in. coneert versions oF ob- |- Dario: Méréno, ra
“ory being. that. such a move: would pressive’ plunge ‘if, as-and when, -scure. .operas;
‘Scherman: | is . also: Joéelyne™ Joyca, ‘Enrico ..Macias;
Other
(acts
appearing .. “were.
SDUr | the. manufacture ‘of features. “paysee becomes. the. established:. founder conductor of the ‘brand-. Trio ‘Ghezzi, ‘Jean : Davis, ColombiDickie’ Henderson, Black. & ‘White.medium.
‘of
|
mass
attention.
*
On. the opnosite side; the. -Major- |
.
--neéewConcer
which anos (3), ‘Renaldo, Sanchez; id50. “Minstrel :“Show,.“Rudy: : Cardenas, :
ity voiee within. National: Allied: is] > As ‘disclosed: on: the Coast: over, : debuted. last tweek.
Opera
Assn,
at: Philharmionic’
top:
Johnny. ‘Dankworth Orch, “Frank:
‘expected to continue unremittingly the weekend, .MCA ‘is. to-back, mu-. ‘Hall in. -Manhattan.:
Ifield;- Clee: Laine, Cliff Richard; ::
hostile: to. any tampering. of: the ‘sical and drama. alike:. with -finane- | There jis ‘talk. of: Ballet. ‘at ‘the || Daria ‘Moreno,:a rotund singet
a Great: Magyar Pusztai ‘Troupe, Ed-*3
decrees.
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Contrarily, -in’ fact, the
‘dominant “mood. ‘jn. this organiza-.
tion is’ - for ‘enforcement. to”. ‘the
‘letter.
AS for the aforesaid’ attendance

ing. to come var iously: from Revue, house,:. various. vocal: and instru-|o Ros Orch, Harry. Secombe,
Universal or Deeca,. or all .three. | mental’.concerts, even: a.-weeék: ‘of. ‘ing - ‘humor,’ has -‘become :2. vocal |mund
The: Shadows; -Andy.‘ Stewart, Erie
AS a major. Iabel;. Decca: has-been: films: “Cyril: ‘Ritchard has. been. in-- star .in- spite of erities, He: ‘haga: Sykes, ‘Norman’ Vaughan,; Mike’ &*:
‘notably. ‘reticent in. making: ‘Bway vited’ to lend hispresence, but: is’ ‘big. .voice.and .gives-out the. usiial . Bernie- ‘Winters, and |the. Palladium, .
alliances.dt has,<in fact, been Bene} ‘uncommitted, ».
|
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‘Ite cliente. include: publishers,au |iealth, died. of ‘muscular:
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uaamekbi
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atrophy | dent of WPTF. Radio 'Co., Raleigh,
1.0ct: 23. in Los .Angeles.-His credits| N. C. died Oct. 17 in that city.

| thors and. lecturers..

ThMee

Sheev

Born -in..N. -Y.: he worked: from. ‘included: ‘such: :films as -“=PRC’s

Was,
ar.
.

:1929-36° in the Sunday. department. “Secrets of -a-..Coed;’’ “Jungle : '. John. R. Gibons, 74, longtime
| of the. New ‘York ‘Times. *He. Jater- .Siren,”” “and” -Monogram’s . “Where ; stage technician, died. Oct: -5. in.

te
.

setts

"was on the editorial ‘staff - of ‘Bill- -Are.. Your. Children?” “Alaska,”7 Center’ Harbor, N.H.
+ board, atid. ‘from: 1938 to: 1941." was: “Black | Marke t._-Babies”
tte,
‘ana:appeared with the Follies
‘ " STANLEY: ‘RESOR.”
.
Father,. 75, of film publicist Noel.
| with* Radio-Tyv' Daily. ‘Then he’ be-: r“Rocky.”mo
Stanley: ‘Burnet ‘Resor; 83,-: ‘chair- for-; three ‘years. Later. she was. the ‘eame director ‘of .advertising and|- _ His: wife’‘survives.
- ‘Meadow, died Oct,.15 in New York.
man-. of -the: ‘board .of-‘S. "Walter: ‘teatured: dancer..at the’ opening ‘of. publicity. for. :Duell, . Sloan. sand: |
atl after’ a.‘Tong illness. ;
“' Thompson: until his retirement. last: ‘the’. famed New ‘Moulin’ Rouge: in. ‘Pearce,, -book publishers. In:1943-|. .
“pora: BERM: AN.

vand|

a

* year, died. Monday... (29) in LeRoy |Paris, where she ‘was: held over: for. ‘45,. he. also -worked -on:. the: edi=|.:Dora Berman; -87, onetime. COS‘Hospital after. a long. ‘iliness. For: nine: months. “Mrsi Gallimore :re-:torial: staff of:the New York Mirror. tume. . - seamstress -:: for. Dazian’s, ‘|:
- ‘nearly: half, a“ century: he.'‘was_one: turned tothe U- S. in 1926, ‘and ap-. For the next two years,. Hall: “was: where. she’ had: worked for Anna |
-Bernice - Cole.: to James Steele,
of the. vital‘sparks in U.:S: “adver? peared in. the..Shubert' |‘jnusical,- publis’ relations. director: and- as- Held, Chauncey :Olcott’. and ‘Ethel:
|.“Night: in:Paris,” at the Casino de. sistant’. to. the. ‘vicepresident | cof ‘Barrymore, among others, -died-.re-” ‘DaHas, recently. Bride is a secre.tising.
tary. with. -Paramount. exchange in
“R or was” a:“founder. of.‘Aniert- ‘Paris.
| Doubleday. ‘& Co. Ine. we
+-cently *in’. New “York: following - ‘a that. city;. he’s a booker with some
. ean ssn. of “Advertising Agencies
|--In 1928,“he ‘moved’ into. another
‘His wife, -Son, two - “daughters dong illness,
':'§n-191% and its president in 1923-. ‘Shubert production :which’ proved ‘ahd. ‘mother: “survive. ‘Incidentally, |: -She. was_-the. : grandmother of |branch. eo
24. He joined-the J.. Walter-Thomp-: to ‘be. her greatest: . personal. ‘Mrs. « Hail” will. continue - the.“Pe:om ‘Jerry. Collins .of: CBS-TV’s press | - Christina Gregg. to..Alan Joelson, London, QOct:.21. Bride is an
-tgon Co:.in his native-Cincinnati in triumph. © It.- was’, “artists - “and: business.
-Linformation -: department. - Three” actress arid model.
:°-1908 and ¢ame-to the agency’s main. Models” in~« which ‘she. co-starred|
‘. daughters. and.a son. also: survive. : -Margo’ Mayne- ‘te Anthony
+, .N-Y. office in 1912:.Two'years later. -with Jack ‘Pearl, “Belle Baker .and.|~ ~
‘MARION TELVA
Doonan, ‘Beéckenham, ‘Eng., Oct.: 22.
he became: ‘vice: president |and gen-. ‘Ted Lewis.. She retired. from the | “Marion: Telva, 64; a-leading mez- |
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“MONETTE: MOORE.
Bride’s: an actress; he’s an actor.
. | eral. manager. He was. -president: of stage. ‘4n'-1935:.
a! -Z0-soprano with --the ‘Metropolitan |- “Monette. Moore, 50, singer on the}: Margaret. Corbett to Erie’ Han‘survives.
- the-company: from: 1916 to: 1955 and | Her Ahushand "
| Opera in the 1920s, died ‘Oct.:23::in Mark °“Twain. riverboat at Disney- : “sen, ‘Edinburgh, Oct. 20. Bride’s
thereafter. board chairman. | Norwalk, ‘Conn: . Miss Telva, ‘whose: land, died. cof acheart attack Oct. 21. atv dancer:
|
.
Z Resor, throughout::his ‘career,me GEORGE MATTHEW | ADAMS: .. real namé was Marion Toucke, was ‘in Anaheim: Cal: She entered ‘show {| ‘Dawn Wells. to. Larry “Rosen, Las’
84; born: in: St.. Louis, where. she. re- ‘biz as. a- recording. artist -‘in Chi- Vegas, Oct.:27. Bride’s a tv actress;
¢ -sought to persuade. the advertising |
: - ' George .-Matthew- ‘Adams;
industry to:present: a.
. good public. founder, of the George, ‘Matthew ceived ‘her’: vocal. training. | cago in the late-’20s.
-Lhe’s an agent:
Miss © Moore.. ‘also- appeared. in: ‘Donna. Axelrod. -to. Budd Dolin: After singing.in various churches
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,and synogopues, she was engaged nightclubs ‘and: did bits-on: Brose ger, Los ‘Angeles, Oct, 27. He’s na-
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‘The: tieblignt Of: her. career’ was
{the 1927 Met: revival .of. “Norma”
@ |in. which. she sang: Adalgisa, Miss:
| Telva left the.Met in 1931. but: re-:

[Nov, 3
3 1958)
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} tional

‘sales

and’ promotion

‘| ager for Cadence Records.

‘Mane

- PEGGY oO. CHALFIN:
|
Susan Ohrbach to Stanley Stanton
|. “Mrs. Peggy Oppenheimer Chal-. Canter, .Oct: 27, Hollywood. Bride
fin, 44,/a modern ballet. choreog--| is .of the. department store clan;
rapher

and™ dancer,: died- Oct.

21 Canter

is ex-CBS,

now

with. Co-. 7

‘| turned. during: ‘the’ 1932-33:“‘s€ason: -in- Philadelphia.’ A: fotinder of the: lumbia Pictures Studios in Holly.

|'to ‘sing ‘in -a--concert . that ‘was: her. old..: Philadelphia. Dance: Theatre, “wood.:
.
.| she had taught dancing. in. various |. Karen Marie. Piane to George De
~ Her last 3
‘major: N.Y: appédrance ‘schools ‘including © her own: ‘studio. |-Marlo, Oct: 27; Cicero, Tl. They
Ne
onal
Main
neatly
aaa
ate
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tha
Surviving -.is‘her. ‘husband, Paul both: are: dancers, ‘known as The.
oe ‘hoven, with: Toscanini: and:‘the N.Y. :M. Chalfin, an. attorney::
De Marlo’s.
AlwaysWn:Our Hearts:
.ni
Philharmonic, ‘in 1935: She was.
. Susan’ May to Donald J. Zadoff,
sored
enes
Mi
JOHN. L. CORBO.
married: -in: 1930. to .-Elmer- Ray}
‘Oct: 28, New York. Bride is: a
Reni Al ond Billy.”
Jones, ‘president of. the’ Wells Fargo,”
: John: ‘Li.Corbo, .42, branch. Sales. dancer:
‘Judith. Chaplin: to. Harold Prince,
| ‘Company. He. died last year.
a, matiager for Decca Records: died: of
a heart attack Oct. .25 in.Philadel- ‘Oct. 26,, New York. Groom is the
sage. of.“itself: He. was active: ‘invada ‘Newspaper. Service -and |:
~. STANLEY: A. WIDNEY:
phia. With the. fitm ‘15: years; he|Broadway producer.
philanthropy,: holding -the: post “of -an art and’ book “eollector,. died|° “Stanley ‘As: Widney; ‘64,- former “became. sales .manager.‘in 1955.
|)
Donna. Cameron. to David Frank,
. .director of: the: Manhattan Eye, Ear .Oct. 28. in Riverdale, ‘New: York, , radio: ‘Personality|-with -WHO. ‘and . Wife, son and: daughter ‘survive. | Oct. 14, Philadelphia. |Both are
“- and:.-Throat: ‘Hospital: -and: of ::the ‘after# long: illness,
|-actors. —
KRNT;. Des Moines; died’ Oct. 23}
“Boys-.Club of ‘America,
. He was. -the: author .of a:“column |:in that’‘eity.-Heée was: ‘with. WHO from |-~.
. Betty. Nolan. to Jerry Danford,
ABRAHAM: M. BENN’
“He leaves ¢
a “wile!and. thtee chil: “which started-in 1910 as “Peppér 1933. until A947: as.emcee. ‘for’ the:
Abraham M. . Benn.64,_ Fetired, New: York, Oct. 27. He’s general
: | Dalks.”. ‘Phe: title was. -changed .to |."
- dren...
| Sales: manager ‘of. ‘WCBS-TV, NY.

You ‘Will: Never:‘BeForgotten For. Al:
[The Beautiful Musie,You.Left: Behind.
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o8 “Today's Talk,”. and ‘material from |

“Lit has ‘beén. compiled into six books. |
"LOUISE BEAVERS”
“‘Lotilse ‘Beavers, .. 60, - ” veteran: Adams joined the Martin Advertis-.}
‘ing Co: in Chicago as‘a department a |
par
ha
eee ‘Negro. actréss, :‘died of’.a heart. at~ tack: Oct,.26 in ‘Hollywood. .:
; manager -in’_ 1902. . He- remained ‘|
Starting her- film ‘career: in-‘1924; there -until -1907 ‘slso ‘working .as
os

~ EMMERICH ‘KALMAN

BIRTHS
‘Mr:

and

Mrs. - Don

| daugkter,. Fort
Father

is

Worth,

Hodges,

recently.
director of

program

October 24; 1882.- October: 30;1953)
“phe: freelanced. for’ years “and “in an. ‘advertising writer fer Swift and
| KXOL there.
1954. toured: swith. ‘Mae ‘West. -Her (Co: for |‘three. years.’
Mr. .and “Mrs.: Lorin. Maazel,
cin
Loving
Memory
ok
first” -major ‘film: role ..was.. in- the |" “He. left: ‘these: two’ Jobs:‘to:‘foim. rt
. |daughter, ‘New York, -Oct.- 22.
* +4934 ‘production : ‘of “Imitation: ‘of. iis own. syndicate, then called |
| Father is. the symph and opera
_ Charles.cand Gerda:Kelmen
* Jafe” : Other. ‘films - in. :which she ; Adams. ‘Newspaper. ‘Service. “He
| conductor,. here with. L’Orchestre
iT National Francaise.
appeared " were; .:“Belle” ‘Starr,’ ‘added his. first. and middle names |
““The Gold. Diggers,”’ :'"Glad .Rag |to ‘the. ‘title ‘in -1916;. His. books|.
‘Mr. ‘and “Mrs.- ‘Charles Ford,
~ Doll,” “Barnum: ‘Was. ‘Right, 9 Mr, include,.: “You: Can,” “Up,” “Just Towa Bart. ‘Dance’ Frélie and. other: ‘exhibitor, died. Oct. 26 in:"phie |daughter,
‘Baltimore,
recently.
Blandings * Builds ° -His; “Dream. | Among: -Friends,” ‘Take Te ‘and|:shows. | ‘Later - he ‘was..as ssociated | delphia.. With his. father, the late. .Father is operation ‘manager of
“Coquett e,”‘0.
“*Made-- ‘For. “Better ‘Than. Gold.” ‘His* latest: with KRNT -as ‘eonductor.~ of. a“ re- Marecus..A. Benn,’ he: founded the WJZ-TV, Baltimore.
. House,”
. Each ‘Other,’°°.“Ladies. -of the Big book, published. in. 1959 was ‘'The ligious . music program: His: ‘radio. Benn arid the ‘Benson; West Philly.
Mr. and Mrs. ‘Jesse: Lee Turner,
Great’ LittleThings.”” Among,”‘the. “work ‘ended.in 1958. when: he’ suf- Thabés. He. retired 18. years ago.
.| twin daughters, Burbank, Cal, Oct.:
“What Price: “Innocence” &
“House,” |
fered. a stroke...
Surviving are his. wife, son, two 24. -Father’s a recording artist.
. Surviving * ‘are. - his. wife,
daughters: and a sister. .a
Mr.. and Mrs. Michael. Pertwee,

inde”
.pepe

ca

ii daughters and a:son.

ti.

- {son,:- London, Oct.

‘
FRANK BAINS“Frank. - Bains,. © 47,:. advertising-.
‘PLORENCE: WICKHAM |
~ Florence. Wickham, 82; a eontral-- packaging. -director. for. Decca Rec| to“ who. sang:-at" ‘the “Metropolitan|‘ords, died. Oct:. 11-in'‘ New York*of
{ Opera: for three ‘seasons and later ‘eancer... He Was: with. the. diskery.
-@-|-composed ‘light’ operas, ‘pallets’ ‘and. ‘for 12 yéars: and had been. ill for
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Bride’s

a

model:. -he’s the playwright ‘and film

|Script: ‘writer. —
Mr. and Mrs. Alan Edney, :‘daughter, London, Oct. 24. Mother is ace
AA
WAR
Radon
tress. Sylvia. Syms. —
Mr." and
Mrs.. Alan
Edney,
| daughter, Oct..26, London. Mother
~. concert songs, died Oct:: 22: in New} several months.”
. : Survived: oby “his wife. and. ds. British actress ‘Sylviia Syms.
:and: “Bombshell. ” “Her cmost :re- writers that: Adams" “syndicated York...
oo
_
ent film. was. “AI the: Fine: ‘Young -were :Abe Martin, Philip.: Wylie, :|.- “She ‘Satig-with - opera companies | daughter. .
. in. 1960: .and’-in the Jack London, Rex, Beach and Edna. ‘in:-Germany and at :Londgn’s Co-|= Cannibals”—
“34. actor-|bo
“vent. Garden .before:. -making her [ *“Thoriias -C.: “Plank, .
‘Ferber.
;
“Swamp: Fox" tele series.. She also|pueceéded . the. Tate: ;in the-Me=| His. wife ‘end:two! sons ‘Survive: “Met, ‘debut: ‘in: 1909".as. Emilia in ‘singer,. died Oct: 19: in New York.:
|} He «appeared: ‘in’ numerous. off-4-—« Continued: from- page. 2 ——
the tele .
Daniel -As” ‘Beulah’
‘Broadway.: productions, ineluding |::
dlseries.:- BLAYNEY F: MATTHEWS:
‘and Gretel”” “Miss wil. | the- American Savoyards. ‘Produc- conference, “Mrs. Sara ‘Levi-Tanai.
Her husband ‘survives:
Blaynéy.: F.. Matthews, - 68, long- ance owas
-l'time Warner’ Bros. .police- chief and ham’s: operas ineluded..“‘Rosalind,”- ‘tion ‘of. “Utopia. Limited. ” His fast|explained’ that: she-has the fullest
‘in charge of'.seeurity: for Academy based .on-Shakespeare’s. “As You appearance. ‘was’ with. :the current. assurances: from. Mr: Stevens and
re
DANA. BURNET.
* Dana. Burnet: 74, playwrigtit and ‘ceremonies for years;. died-Oct.-23 Like: It,” . “Legend: of: Hex Moun-. N. -¥,.City Center ‘Opera’ season: from. Jewish leaders in the -U.S.
Two: ‘brothers: and two. sisters sur-: that the* ‘picture. carries no reli- author of-numerous short stories, in Hollywood: ‘Prior. to. joining WB |: tain”. and her last,“The: Ancestor. ‘
.| vive. ~ {gious-missionary tendencies ‘and
_ died Oct, 22 in ‘Stonington, -Conn, -| in 1935, he was:an FBI agent-and'|,
j will’ explore«only. the historical. asSeveral: of ‘his ‘plays were’ -pro-: -chief of Bureait:of Investigation of::} ™
‘Thomas
A.
‘Roach,
BI;
“high
school
‘pects: of Christ’s life. Furthermore;
duced. on. Broadway. :Among them: Los~ ‘Angeles’ District -Attorney’ sit
:
|
teacher
and
summer
‘stock:
a
tor,
“WE
NEVER
Fonctt
You.
there is. a special: paragraph in the
were “Four Walls,” which. he- wrote|"office. :
‘|
died:
recently.
at.
his-home
in:
altcontract
permitting Mrs. Levi"with: George: Abbott; “The Habitual. | ’ His. wife, daughter, two brotliersan
‘ham,,.
Mass:
He
played.
feature
roles
-Tanai to refuse‘participation in any
“Husband,” “‘The- ‘Botindary Line” |:and. four sisters. survives. _
|
in
‘several
productions
-at.
Carousel
|}
‘sequence’ objectionable to Jew ish
- and: “Bad. Manners.””: His’ magazine. oa
j Theatre, Framingham, Mass., in- beliefs.“ *
.. Stories *“appeared in. the - Saturday |,
HUGH FULTON
.
“Pajam a.) “T- had many restless nights. becluding:..- ““Can-Can,”
Evening Post,»_ Ladies: Home"‘SJour-)" ‘Hugh Fulton, 54, ‘prominent New ;
ea | Game,” “King | and: ‘” “Kiss Me fore J. decided to accept the offer;”
, York’: lawyer ‘and a’ director”: of | &:
” | Bate ‘and “Kismet.”"
Mrs, :Lévi-Tanai ‘said. I understood
‘a | Technicolor Corp.,’ died. Oct. .24 of | 8:
) fully the reasoning of deeply reli-.
ln’ Memoriam |
ta. stroke.-in ‘his Rockefeller Plaza’ |
Mrs.- “Margaret Catchpole, 52: -a'i gious people who may object to:
‘OF ‘My. Beloved. Brother: “| office: He lived. in Flemington, AN.
‘soprano,. :kriown. professionally ‘'as|such .a ‘venture. But as. a-Jew, I
i. As. ai: assistant. US." Attorney at
- Margaret Roberts,. died. Oct. “22 in. ‘couldn’t reject a Gentile’s: generous
‘General in-the.early ’40s,'he led .an'| §
Teaneck, N: J: She appeared. with: ‘invitation to participate in a work
- : {tinvestigatidn.” of -the«-late’ motion. |
_
the. Chicago: Opera-‘Company. and which aims to perpetuate . human.
Nov:3.
11958:
picture . ‘magnate |“William. -Fox,
= jj wvithsthe.Alfredo Antonini ‘Orch. ‘| understanding. -And‘as‘an artist I
‘which ‘Jed’ to -Fox’s :trial: and -con-- ie —
mk
{ couldn’t reject the invitation of a
viction on .a fradulent. bankruptcy, Maker.”2 ‘She ‘also coinpased a: sore Wife,’ of B. -€. (Cappy): Duval, ; ‘great .director. like Mr. Stevens.
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